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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

New York, 15 November 1965
Sir,

.... ..

I have the honour to transmit to you the report of the Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, submitted to the
General Assembly in accordance with Assembly resolution 1956 (XVIII) of 11
December 1963.This report covers the work of the Special Committee during 1965.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.
(Signed) Sori COULIBALY

Chairman
His Excellency U Thant
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York

..
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CHAPTFR I

ESTABLISHMENT, ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

'I
1 I..
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L,189) which contained a recommendation that the ~
Special Committee should take up the question of
Southern Rhodesia as the first item on its agenda.
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Election of officers

8. At its 320th meeting, on 6 April 1965, the Special
Committee elected by acclamation Mr. Huot Sarnbath -, r
(Cambodia) as Second Vice-Chairman of the Corn- lj
rnittee, in place ~f Mr. Voeunsai Sonn (Cambodia), f!

who had been assigned to other functions by his Gov
ernJ;lent. Mr. Sori Couli?aly (Mali) continued as
Chairman, Mr. Carlos Maria Velazquez (Uruguay) as
First Vice-Chairman, and Mr. 1<. Natwar Singh (India)
as Rapporteur. •

C. ORGANIZATION OF WORK

Statements b~' members

~. The Spec,ial~ommittee discussed the organization
of ItS work at ItS ,,20th and 321st meetings.

10. The representative of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics said that, although the General As
se?1bl~ had been unable to discuss the Special Corn"
mittee s report, the mandate entrusted to it by General
Assembly resolutions 1654 (XVI), 1810 (XVII)
and 1956 (XVIII) remained in force. The Committee
should organize its work in such a way as to ensure
the most rapid implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence and of the decisions taken
by the General Assembly, the Security Council and
the Special Committee on a number of colonial Terri
tories, which had not been carried out because of sabo
tage by the colonial Powers.

11. Under its mandate, the Committee had not only
the right but the obligation to reconsider the situation
in any ~oloni~l !errito;y on which it had adopted recom
rnendations, If It considered that events there required
a further analysis and further measures to ensure the
implementation of the Declaration.

12. The situation in a number of colonial Territories
on which United Nations organs had adopted recom
mendations was giving rise to serious concern and the
Special Committee should adopt specific measures to
pr.event a dangerous turn of events there. The Corn
rnittee could request the Chairman of the sub-committees
on Southern Rhodesia, Aden and British Guiana to
r.eport on t)le situat,ion witl'~ regard to the implementa
tion of United Nations decisions on those Territories.
As far as South West Africa was concerned, the Gov
ernment of South Africa was taking steps to implement
the Ode';ldaal Plan. aime~ at .annexing that Territory.
Such action was a direct VIOlation of the United Nations
Ch~rter an~ a defiance of the warnings issued by various
United Nations organs. The South African Government
was thus launching a challenge to the United Nations
and, in particular, to the countries of Africa. The situa
tion in the Territories under Portuguese administration
to?, was c1e~erior~ting. Not only were Salazar's troop~
being supplied WIth weapons by the United States the
United Kingdom, West Germany and other NATO
members !o continua their war against the peoples of
t!lose terntones;. they ,:"ere also engaging in provoca
tive and aggressive actions against other independent

B. OPENING OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE'S
MEETINGS IN 1965

4. The first meeting of the Special Committee in
1965 (320th meeting) was held on 6 Apri11965.

A. ESTAnLISlIME~T OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

1. Information on the establishment of the Special
Committee is contained in the report of the Special
Committee to the General Assembly at its nineteenth
session (A/S800/Rev.1, chap. I, paras. 1-7).

2. During 1965, the Special Committee continued
to discharge its mandate as established by the General
Assembly by resolution 1956 (XVIII) of 11 De
cember 1963 and other pertinent General Assembly
resolutions, including resolution 1899 (XVIII) of 13
November 1963 and 1970 (XVIII) of 16 December
1963. The Special Committee did so in the context of
the declaration made by the President of the General
Assembly, at its 1330th plenary meeting on 18 February
1965, in relation to the note circulated by him on 10
February 1965 concerning the status of the agenda of
the nineteenth session (A/5884). This declaration was
to the effect that the General Assembly should, for its
own official records, note that reports relating, inter alia,
to the implementation of the Declaration on the Grant
ing of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
had in fact been received and that those bodies which
had continuing responsibilites such as the Specal Com
mittee should continue to do their work, subject to the
agreed budgetary limits for 1965.

3. This report covers the work of the Snecial Com
mittee for the period 6 April to 10 November 1965
during which it held seventy-four plenary meetings, in
cluding thirty-five in Africa, and its Working Group
and sub-committees held forty-one meetings.

Opening statement by the Chairman
5. The Chairman stated that, after more than two

centuries of colonial rule, the Gambia had attained in
dependence on 18 February 1965. The Committee could
take pride in its contribution to that achievement as it
-had considered the Gambia in 1963 and 1964 and had
adopted a resolution (see A/544Q/Rev.1, chap. XI,
para. 105) reaffirming the inalienable right of its people
to self-determination and independence. On behalf of
the Committee the Chairman wished the Gambia every
success and prosperity in the future.

6. Although the Special Committee had not made
spectacular progress since its establishment, it had
contributed to a better understanding of the conditions
of people living under foreign domination. The Com
mittee was still the hope of millions of people who, in
difficult, trying and often unpublicized circumstances,
were struggling in different parts of the globe to regain
their right to equality and dignity. He was sure that
all members were aware of the urgent need to do
everything possible to put an immediate and uncondi
tional end to colonialism, in order to establish relations
of friendly co-operation among peoples on the basis
of respect for the dignity and equality of all.

7. Concluding, the Chairman drew attention to the
fifteenth report of the Working Group (A/AC.109/
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African States, thus creating a serious threat to peace
on the African continent. Those provocations were
designed to create a tense situation on the borders of
neighbouring African States and thus to pave the way
to greater interference in African affairs by the United
States and other colonial Powers, which wanted not
only to maintain their domination in southern and
central Africa but to extend it to the peoples who had
already thrown off the colonial yoke.

13. The Committee should not merely reaffirm its
previous decisions but should request the administering
Powers to give an account of the steps they had taken
or intended to take in the near future to implement
those decisions. It should set time-limits for the imple
mentation of its recommendations and warn the admin
istering Powers that failure to comply would be re
garded as premeditated sabotage. The NATO Powers
should be requested to remove their military bases and
personnel from the Territories and to cease all military
or other assistance to the Governments of Portugal,
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia.

14. The Committee should also consider matters on
which it had not had time to make recommendations
previously. Those matters included the activities of
foreign economic and other interests in the Territories
under Portuguese administration, which had been re
ferred to Sub-Committee I. In its report of November
1964 (A/5800/Rev.1, chap. V, annex) the Sub
Committee had said that it would consider the question
as soon as the necessary working papers for the study
had been prepared. Considerable time had elapsed since
then and the Secretariat should be asked to provide
the necessary material as soon as possible, so that the
Sub-Committee could consider the question and submit
conclusions and recommendations to the Committee.
As far as Brunei and British Honduras were concerned,
the USSR delegation thought that the Special Com
mittee could itself make the necessary recommendations
without referring those Territories to the respective
sub-committees once again..There were other problems
to be dealt with, in particular those mentioned in the
fourteenth report of the Working Group (AIAC.l09I
L.172/Rev.l). The Working Group was to continue
examining the question of a list of all other Territories
which had not yet attained independence.

15. As far as the order of items was concerned, his
delegation thought that such questions as Southern
Rhodesia, the Portuguese colonies and Aden should be
given urgent consideration. It agreed with the recom
mendation in the fifteenth report of the Working
Group (AIAC.109IL.189) to the effect that the Com
mittee should first take up the question of Southern
Rhodesia.

16. Southern and central Africa should remain in
the forefront of the Committee's attention because, in
those regions, the struggle for liberation was being
opposed by the combined forces of the major imperialist
monopolies, which were amassing huge profits by ex
ploiting the resources and people of Angola, Mozam
bique, Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa and
other Territories. The Committee should give every
possible support to the people struggling in those Ter
ritories and in other parts of the world where colonial
domination continued.

17. The representative of India read out the message
sent to the Prime Minister of the Gambia by the Prime
Minister of India on the occasion of the Gambia's
achievement of independence. He welcomed the fact

that the Security Council had recommended the ad
mission of the Gambia to the United Natiom.'

18. Developments in other parts of Africa were less
encouraging. In particular, the situation in Southern
Rhodesia had been aggravated by the dissolution of the
so-called parliament of Southern Rhodesia on 31 March
and the announcement that fresh elections would be
held on 7 May. By some constitutional acrobatics,
Mr. Smith, the leader of the white minority Govern
ment, was trying to remove the cross-race voting be
tween the A and B rolls, thus ensuring a two-thirds
majority for himself, a procedure which was totally un
democratic. It was obvious that the Southern Rhodesian
Government intended to face the United Kingdom with
a constitutional fait accompli and was preparing the way
for a unilateral declaration of independence. The Indian
delegation was eagerly awaiting the statement of the
representative of the administering Power, who would
no doubt enlighten the Special Committee on the latest
developments in the Territory.

19. The situation in Aden was still causing con
cern; the Special Committee should take up that
question without delay. Conditions in the Portuguese
colonies had deteriorated still further and the Com
mittee should consider those Territories and study
the activities of foreign and other interests there. There
were also the questions of British Guiana, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, Swaziland and South West Africa, in
addition to the island Territories of the Pacific, the
Atlantic and the Indian Oceans. There could be no
question of the Committee's relaxing its efforts to
ensure the speedy implementation of the relevant
General Assembly resolutions, particularly resolution
1514 (XV).

20. The representative of Tunisia expressed his dele
gation's whole-hearted support of the recommenda
tion that the Committee should take up the question
of Southern Rhodesia without delay. The situation in
that Territory was daily becoming more serious and
Mr. Smith's latest decision to hold elections made it
imperative for the Committee to study the problem.

21. Furthermore, his delegation considered the ques
tions of Aden and of the Portuguese Territories to be
of vital importance. The question of South West Africa
should, in the view of his delegation, also receive high
priority.

22. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania expressed the hope that the Special Com
mittee was not tending to become a permanent body,
for prolonged discussion merely delayed the achieve
ment of independence by the countries concerned. He
trusted that the year 1965 would see the acceleration
both of the Committee's work and of the process of
decolonization.

23. Tanzania was particularly concerned about the
situation in Southern Rhodesia, which was its near
neighbour; developments since the Committee's last
meeting had not been reassuring. First, there had
been the so-called indaba conference, where a few
chiefs had come to certain decisions that were supposed
to be binding on all the Africans in Southern Rhodesia.
Secondly, there had been the visit of the Commonwealth
Secretary of the United Kingdom Government; it was
regrettable that, after that visit, the United Kingdom
Government had given no indication that it was going
to assume its responsibilities and ensure that Southern

1 The Gambia became a Member of the United Nations on
21 September 1965,
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Rhodesia obtained a government run by Africans.
Lastly, there had been the "constitutional acrobatics" to
which the Indian representative had referred. A state
ment by the United Kingdom Government was
anxiously awaited.

24. His delegation fully supported the Working
Group's recommendation that the question of Southern
Rhodesia should be taken up as a matter of urgency.
The question of the Portuguese colonies should be the
next item on the Special Committee's agenda. His
delegation would in due course submit suggestions.on
how the whole work of decolonization should be carried
out.

25. The representative of Iraq said that, now that
the Special Committee was entering the fourth year
of its work, it could usefully consider its achievements
and its failures. It had certainly made some progress
with the tasks entrusted to it by the General Assembly.
Since the beginning of 1962, more than a dozen new
States had become Members of the United Nations.
While it would be presumptuous to say that the Com
mittee had been primarily instrumental in bringing in
dependence to those countries, there was no doubt that
the struggle of those people fo~ indepe?dence had been
given moral support by d,1e Umted.Nations, as reflected
in the work of the Special Committee.

26. Nevertheless, there were many colonial problems
which had yet to be solved. The Special Committee
should redouble its efforts in dealing with those pro
blems. Firstly, it should take up the question of South
ern Rhodesia, in accordance with the recommendation
of the Working Group. The situation there was rapidly
deteriorating, particularly in view of the announcement
of fresh elections in May and of the manoeuvres of
the Smith Government to obtain a two-thirds majority.

27. The Special Committee should also take up the
problem of Aden at an early date. He hoped that the
Sub-Committee on Aden would shortly be able to report
on its contacts with the administering Power and on
developments in the Territory, which had been going
from bad to worse. Then there were the two great
problems in Africa, that of the Portuguese Territories
and that of South West Africa. Despite the fact that
the question of the Portuguese Territories had been
before the United Nations for ten years, the Portuguese
Government had not changed its policy one whit, the
Special Committee should now consider. the ad-:isa
bility of asking another organ of the United Nations
to take effective measures. He was strongly in favour
of a study of foreign interests and influences in the
Portuguese Territories.

28. Although the decision of the International Court
of Justice on~ the complaint regarding South West
Africa brought before it by Ethiopia and Liberia was
still pending, the Special Committee should consider
the question once again, particularly the question of
foreign financial interests in the Territory.

Decisions
29. At its 320th meeting, the Special Committee, on

the recommendation of the 'Working Group contained
in its fifteenth report (A/AC.109/L.189) decided to
consider the question of Southern Rhodesia as the first
item on its agenda for 1965.

30. By adopting the sixteenth report of the Working
Group (A/AC.l09/L.190), the Special Committee, at
its 321st meeting. decided that, following its considera
tion of the question of Southern Rhodesia, it would

take up the question of Aden, and the Territories under
Portuguese administration, in that order.

31. By the same decision, the Special Committee
requested Sub-Committee I, nand III to continue '/
their work'' in order to consider any items which they
were unable to dispose of during 1964 and to bring
up to date, as necessary, their reports on the items
considered by them in 1964,

32. By adopting the seventeenth report of the Work
ing Group (A/AC.109/L.196), the Special Committee
at its 331st meeting, decided that it would accept the
invitations extended to it by the Governments of Ethio
pia, the United Republic of Tanzania, and Zambia, to
hold meetings at Addis Ababa, Dar es Salaam and
Lusaka and that these meetings would take place be
tween 20 or 25 May and 20 June 1965. At the same
time, the Special Committee approved the Working
Group's recommendation that, during its meetings in
Africa, it should consider the Territories under Portu
guese administration, the question of South West Africa,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, and the ques
tion of Southern Rhodesia.

33. While at Lusaka, the Special Committee re
ceived an invitation from the Government of Somalia
to hold meeting'S at Mogadiscio in the course of its visit
to Africa. On the recommendation of the Working
Group, contained in its nineteenth report (A/AC.109/
L.205), the Special Committee, at its 341st meeting,
decided that it would express to the Government of
Somalia its deep appreciation of the invitation, but that,
having previously established the programme for its
meetings in Africa, including the closing date for these
meetings, and taking into account the probable financial
implications, it would prefer to take advantage of the
invitation at a more convenient time.

34. By adopting the twenty-first report of the Work
ing Group (A/AC.109/L,239 and Corr.1), the Special
Committee decided, at its 374th meeting, to consider
the following items, in the order indicated, at its remain
ing meetings during 1965:

(a) Report of the United Nations Representative for
the Supervision of Elections in the Cook Islands (see
A/5962) ;

(b) Report of the Secretary-General (A/5958) under
operative paragraph 5 of the resolution on Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland, adopted by the Special
Committee at its 299th meeting on 2 November 1964
(see A/5800/Rev.1, chap. VIII, para. 365) ;

(c) Information on Non-Self-Governing Territories
transmitted under Article 73 e of the Charter (operative
paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution 1970
(XVIII)) ;

(d) Adoption of the report of the Special Com
mittee to the General Assembly covering its work
during 1965.

35. At its 379th meeting. on 26 August ]965, the
Special Committee had before it two letters from the
Permanent Representative of Somalia, the first (A/
AC.l09/134) requesting that French Somaliland be
taken up by the Committee at its current session and
the second (A/AC.109/135), requesting participation
in the Committee's discussions concerning this item. At
the same meeting, the Committee decided to refer the
first letter to the Working Group. and, as regards the

2 For a list of the items referred to Sub-Committees I, II and
HI in 1964for consideration and report, see document A/5800/
Rev.1, chap. I. para. 110.
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second letter, to authorize the Chairman to reply that
the request for participation would be considered by
the Special Committee when it decided to take up the
question of French Somaliland.

Sub-Committee I
41. Sub-Committee I held seven meetings and sub

mitted a report (see below, chap. V, appendix) on its
study during 1965 of the implications of the activities
of foreign economic and other interests which are
impeding the implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence in the Territories under
Portuguese administration.

4-2. In adopting the report of Sub-Committee I, the
Special Committee, at its 392nd meeting, on 28 October

3 AjAc.109/L.189, L.l90, L.l96, L.203/Rev.l, L.205, L.210
and L.239 and Corr.1.

4 A/AC.109/L.l88, L.l91, L.195 and Corr.1, L.200, L.204,
1..208, L.209, L.211 L.213, L.215, L.218, L.238, L.248, L.251 and
L.258.

Sub-C01H111ittee 011 Petitions
38. At its 6lst meeting, on 17 May 1965, the Sub

Committee on Petitions elected Mr. Leonardo Diaz
Gonzalez (Venezuela) as Chairman and Mr. Gabriel
Rakotoniaina (Madagascar) as Vice-Chairman.

39. During the period covered by this report, the
Sub-Committee on Petitions held fifteen meetings and
submitted fifteen reports to the Special Committee,"

40. The Sub-Committee on Petitions considered,
during the period, a total of 197 communications, in
cluding thirty-six requests for hearings. The petitions
circulated by the Sub-Committee are listed in the chap
ters of the present report dealing with the Territories
to which they refer. In addition to these, the Sub
Committee also distributed the following petitions:

D. Ml>ETINGS OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE AND ITS
WORKING GROUP AND SUB-COMMITTEES

Special Committee
36. The Special Committee held seventy-four meet

ings during 1965, as follows:
First Session, 320th to 338th meetings, 6 April to

17 May 1965, United Nations Headquarters; 339th
to 347rh meetings, 25 to 28 May 1965, Lusaka ;
34Sth to 363rd meetings, 31 May to 10 June 1965,
Dar es Salaam; 364th to 373rd meetings, 14 to 18
June 1965, Addis Ababa.

Second session, 374th to 393rd meetings, 17 August
to 10 November 1965, United Nations Headquarters.

W orldllg Group
37. During the period covered by this report, the

Working Group held nine meetings and submitted seven
reports."

E. CONSIDERATION OF TERRITORIES

51. During the period covered by this report the
Special Comn~ittee considered the following Territories :5

GThe Special Committee heard a petition concerning the
Bahamas, but did not consider the Territory (see below chap.
XXIII, paras. 38-64).

1965, approved the Sub-Committee's intention to re
view additional material and to submit a farther report.

Sub-Committees Il and III
43. Because of lack of time, it was not possible for

Sub-Committees Il and III to consider the items re
ferred to them for consideration. Sub-Committee HI
held one meeting during the year.

Sub-Committee oa Souther» Rhodesia

44. The Sub-Committee on Southern Rhodesia held
three meetings, between 31 March and 5 April 1965, and
submitted a report. on its work (see below, chap. Ill,
appendix I) at the 320th meeting of the Special
Committee on 6 April 1965.

45. Following its consideration of this report, the
Special Committee, at its 328th meeting on 22 April
1965, adopted a resolution on the question of Southern
Rhodesia (see below chap, Ill, para. 292) by which
it requested the Sub-Committee on Southern Rhodesia
to continue to keep the situation under review and to
report as necessary to the Special Committee.

Sub-Committee 011 Aden
46. The Sub-Committee on Aden held three meetings

between 2 and 26 April 1965. At its meeting on 2
April 1965, the Sub-Committee elected Mr. Huot
Sambath (Cambodia) as Chairman to fill the vacancy
arising from the departure of Mr. Vouensai Sonn (Cam
bodia). The Sub-Committee submitted a report on its
work (see below, chap. VI, appendix I) at the 329th
meeting of the Special Committee, on 27 April 1965.

47. Following its consideration of this report, the
Special Committee, at its 338th meeting on 17 May
1965, adopted a resolution concerning the Territory
(see below chap. VI, para. 300) by which it requested
the Sub-Committee on Aden to keep the question
under constant review and to report to the Committee
as necessary.

48. The Sub-Committee held three further meetings
between 23 August and 9 September 1965 and sub
mitted a report on its work (see below chap. VI, ap
pendix II) at the 386th meeting of the Special Com
mittee on 16 September 1965.

49. In taking note of this report and endorsing the
conclusions contained in it, the Special Committee, at
the same meetings, decided to request the Sub-Com
mittee on Aden, in accordance with operative paragraph
12 of its resolution of 17 May 1965, to keep the
question of Aden under constant review and to report
to the Special Committee as necessary.

Sub-Committee of Good Offices on British Guiana
50. The Sub-Committee of Good Offices on British

Guiana submitted its report (see below chap. IX, an
nex) at the 389th meeting of the Special Committee,
on 7 Oc.ober 1965. In deciding to take note of the
Sub-Committee's report, the Special Committee au
thorized the Sub-Committee to continue to carry out
its task.

AIAC.l09/PET.414

AIAC,109/PET.332

AIAC.l09/PET.412
AIAC.I09iPET.413

Docttnll'lIt No.Petitioner
General
Mr. L. F. S. Burnharn, Premier of British

Guiana . .
Frcncli Somalikmd
Mr. Abdillahi Ardeye, Secretary-General,

Front dc Liberation dc la Cote des
Somalis (FLCS) ........ .......

"Peuples Cote des Somalis" .
Mr. Ahmed Bourhan, Secretary-General,

and Mr. Ornar Abdullahi, Secretary
for Information Mouvement de Libera-
tion de Djibouti .
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Territories

Southern Rhodesia •..•..••.•..•.......•.

Aden .

Territories under Portuguese administration

South West Africa ; ..

Basutoland, Bechuaualand and Swaziland ..

Cook Islands ' .
British Guiana .

F. CONSIDERATION OF OTHER MATTERS

M asters relating to the implementation of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) in general

52. At its 372nd and 373rd meetings, held at Addis
Ababa on 17 and 18 June 1965, the Special Committee
considered a draft resolution relating to the implementa
tion of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) with
regard to Southern Rhodesia, Territories under Portu
guese administration, South 'ATest Africa and Basu
toland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland. The draft reso
lution was adopted by the Special Committee at its
3i3rd meeting on 18 June 1965 (A/AC.109/128/
Rev.l ). Details of the Special Committee's considera
tion of this item are contained in chapter II of the
present report.

53. At its 386th meeting, on 16 September 1965,
the Special Committee decided to reproduce as an
annex to the present report (annex I) a letter dated
26 August 1965, addressed to the Chairman by the
representative of the United Kingdom, covering the
main constitutional developments in United Kingdom
dependent Territories from November 1964 to July
1965.

Report of the United Nations Representative for the
Supervision of Elections in the Cools Islands
(A/5962)
54. The General Assembly, by resolution 2005 (XIX)

of 18 February 1965, authorized the supervision by the
United Nations of the elections to be held in the Cook
Islands in April 1965 and authorized the Secretary
General to appoint a United Nations representative
who would supervise these elections with the assistance
of the necessary observers and staff and observe the
proceedings concerning the Constitution in the newly
elected Legislative Assembly. Under the terms of the
resolution, the United Nations representative was to
report to the Special Committee and to the General
Assembly.

SS. The Special Committee considered the report
of the United Nations representative for the Supervision
of Elections in the Cook Islands, at its 375th, 378th to
382nd meetings between 23 August and 30 August 1965
and adopted a resolution thereon at its 382nd meeting
on 30 August 1965 (A/AC.109/136). Details of the

lIfeetiuos

320-328 (UN Headquarters)
339-344, 346, 347 (Lusaka)
372-373 (Addis Ababa)
329-338 (UN Headquarters)
370 (Addis Ababa)
386 (UN Headquarters)
345-346 (Lusaka)
350-356, 359, 361-363 (Dar es Salaam)
368-369, 372-373 (Addis Ababa)
322 (UN Headquarters)
344-345 (Lusaka)
349-350. 357, 359-360, 363 (Dar es Salaam)
366-368, 370-373 (Addis Ababa)
347 (Lusaka)
357-360 (Dar es Salaam)
365, 368-370, 372-373 (Addis Ababa)
384-387 (UN Headquarters)
375, 376, 378-382 (UN Headquarters)
389 (UN Headquarters)

Special Committee's consideration of this item are con
tained in chapter VIII of the present report.

Report of the Secretary-General on Basutoland,
Bechuanaknui and Swa::iland (A/5958)

56. The Special Committee, in operative paragraph
5 of its resolution of 2 November 1964, requested the
Secretary-General, in consultation with the administer
ing Power, to undertake a study as to the ways and
means of ensuring the economic independence of
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland vis-cl-vis
the Republic of South Africa and to submit a report
to the Special Committee and the General Assembly.

57. The Special Committee considered the report
of the Secretary-General, submitted in compliance with
this request, at its 384th to 387th meetings, between 9
and 20 September 1965, and adopted a resolution
(A/Ac'109/141) concerning this item at its 387th
meeting, on 20 September 1965. Details of the Special
Committee's consideration of this item are contained
in chapter VII of the present report.

Information on Non-Self-Governing Territories under
Article 73 e of the Charter

58. The General Assembly, by resolution 1970
(XVIII) of 16 December 1963, decided to dissolve the
Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories and estrusted its functions to the Special
Committee. The Special Committee accordingly con
sidered, at its 383rd and 385th meetings, held on
7 and 15 September 1965, an item on information on
Non-Self-Governing Territories transmitted under Ar
ticle 73 e of the Charter. Details of the Special Com
mittee's consideration of this item are contained in
chapter XXVI of the present report.

Implications of the activities of foreigll economic and
other inie, esis which are impeding the implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
-in the Territories under Portuguese adminitration

59. The Special Committee, in its resolution on
Territories under Portuguese administration, adopted
at its 277th meeting on 3 July 1964 (see A/5800/Rev.l
chap. V, para. 352) requested Sub-Committee I of
the Special Committee, with the assistance .of the

J
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G. RELATIONS WITH OTHEl~ UNITED NATIONS BOIJmS

SeclII·ity Council

67. In its resolution 1956 (X~I~lI), of 11 December
1963, the General Assembly invited the Special Com
mittee to apprise the Security Council of any develop
ments in any Territory examined by it which may
threaten international peace and security,

to the final communique of the Conference of Heads
of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries held
in Cairo in Or.tober 1964, requested the inclusion
of the question of Puerto Rico on the agenda of the
Special Committee. The representative of the United
States of America, referring to General Assembly re
solution 748 (VIII) of 27 November 1953, protested
the circulation of this letter (389th-391st meetings)
owing to lack of time, the Special Committee was unable
to examine the reouest contained in document AI
AC.109jl44. •

66. Subject to any directives the General Assembly
at its twentieth session may wish to give for the speedy
implementation of the Declaration. the Special Com..
mittee intends to continue its consideration of the
question of the list of Territories to which the Declara
tion is applicable.

Southern Rhodesia
68. By operative paragraph 10 of the resolution

adopted at its 328th meeting on 22 April 1965 (see
below chap. IH, para. 292) the Special Committee drew
"the immediate attention of the Security Council to the
grave situation prevailing in Southern Rhodesia and,
in particular, to the serious implications of the elections
announced to take place on 7 May 1965 under a Con
stitution which has been rejected by the majority of
the people of Southern Rhodesia and the abrogation
of which has repeatedly been called for by the Special
Committee and the General Assembly since 1962".

69. The text of the resolution, together with the
ecords of the debates on the question in the Special

Committee was transmitted to the President of the
Security Council on 23 April 1965 (S/6300).

70. By operative paragraph 4 of a further resolution
(see below chap. In, para. 513) adopted at its 347th
meeting 011 28 May 1965, the Special Committee drew
"the attention of the Security Council to the extremely
serious situation which would arise in the Territory if
the authorities of Southern Rhodesia were to execute
the persons sentenced to death under the amended
Law and Order (Maintenance) Act". By operative
paragraph 5 of the same resolution, the Special Com
mittee further drew "the attention of the Security
Council to the threats made by the Southern Rhodesian
authorities, in particular, the economic sabotage which
the Southern Rhodesian authorities intend to carry
out in regard to the independent African States ad
joining the Territory".

71. By operative paragraph 6 of the resolution, the
Special Committee decided "to transmit to the Security
Council the records of the meetings devoted to this
question bv the Special Committee during its visit
in Africa, including the statements of the petitioners
and of the representative of the Organization of African
Unity, as a supplement to the document transmitted to
the Security Council and reproduced as document SI'
6300".

..

6 Subsequent to this decision, the Special Committee circulated
two memoranda relating to French Somaliland, one dated 25
Mav 1965 from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Somalia

j (A1AC.109/121) and the ether dated 8 June 1965 from the
1 Permanent Mission of Ethiopia to the United Nations (AI

[1 AC.109/122).
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Implications of the activities of [oreiqr: economic and
other interests in Sal/them Rhodesia and their mode
of operation
61. The Special Committee in its resolution on the

question of Southern Rhodesia (see below chap. In,
para 292) adopted at its 328th meeting, on 22 April
1965, decided to study, in co-operation with. the
Secretary-General and the agencies of .the United
Nations, the implications of the activities of foreign
economic and other interests in Southern Rhodesia
and their mode of operation in order to assess their
economic and political influence. The Special Com-
mittee hopes to submit a report on this matter to the
General Assembly during 1966.

Questioll of the list of Territories to which the
Declaration is apjJlicable

62. In approving the fourteenth report of the Work
ing Group (AjAC.109jL.172jRev.1), the Special
Committee took due note of a letter dated 12 November
1964 from the Permanent Representative of Somalia
(AjAC.109j107), requesting the inclusion of the ques-

~~). tion of French Somaliland on the agenda of its current
session and of the Declaration adopted by the Con
ference of Heads of State or Government of Non
Aligned Countries during October 1964 which was
circulated as a document of the General Assembly (Aj
5763). By the same decision the Special Committee
agreed to the \IVorking Group continuing consideration
of the question of preparing the list of "all other

.}.. Territories which have not yet attained independence".
63. The Working Group, at its 28th meeting "l 18

May 1965, considered a letter dated 13 April 1965
from the Charge d'affaires a.i. of Somalia (AjAC.109j
110), reiterating the previous requests of his Govern
ment (AjAC.109 j107 and Add.1), for the inscription
of the question of French Somaliland on the agenda of
the Special Committee. After discussion, the 'Working
Group, in its eighteenth report (A/AC.109jL,203j
Rev. 1), recommended that the Special Committee should
accede to this request.

64. The Special Committee, at its 341st meeting on
27 May 1965, adopted the eighteenth report of the
Working Group (AjAC.109jL,203jRev.1). In adopt
ing this report, the Special Committee decided to in
clude French Somaliland in the list of Territories to
which the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples applies."

65. At the 389th meeting, on 7 October 1965, the
Chairman drew the attention of the Special Committee
to a letter dated 1 October 1965 (AjAC.109j144) from
the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Cuba which, referring

, Secretary-General, to study the activities of foreign
~ economic and other interests, which are impeding the
:~ implementation of the Declaration on the granting of

': I f independence in the Territories under Portuguese ad-
ministration.

60. The Special Committee considered the report of
Sub-Committee I at its 391st and 392nd meetings, held
on 27 and 28 October 1965. Details of the Special
Committee's consideration of this item are contained
in chapter V, section D of the present report.
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drew "the attention of the Security Council to the
threat to terri-rrial integrity of the •Territories posed ,]
by the expansionist policy of the Government of the ~
Republic of South Africa". ,.,t

83. By operative paragraph 5 of the same resolution, I
the Special Committee recommended "to the General t,.\
Assembly and to the Security Council urgently to con
sider and initiate the measures nccessnry to ensure the
territorial illtC&Jty of the Territories and the safe
guarding of their sovereignty".

84. The text of this resolution was transmitted to
the President of the Security Council on 21 July 1965 li
(S/6566).

Implementation of General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) 'with regard to Souilicm Rhodesia, Territories
tinder Portuquese administration, South ItVest Africa
and Basutoland, Becluumaland and Swazilalld. \
85. By operative paragraph 1 of the resolution (see \

chap. H, para. 463) adopted at its 373rd meeting on
18 June 1965, the Special Committee drew "the at
tention of the General Assembly and the Security
Council to the explosive situation existing in this region ~

of Africa owing to the intolerable behaviour of the \~
Governments of Portugal and South Africa and the '\
minority settler regime of Southern Rhodesia". I,f

86. By operative paragraph 2 of the same resolution, ['
the Special Committee recommended "that the General
Assembly and the Security Council, each acting within
its own competence, should take the positive measures
laid down in the Charter with a view to: (a) ensuring
respect for the rights of the African populations in the :1
region and in particular their rights to self-determina- •~
tion and independence, and putting an end to the f,
dangerous activities of the Portuguese and South f
African Governments and of the minority settler regime
of Southern Rhodesia; (b) strengthening the con
fidence which the peoples under colonial domination
place in the United Nations".

87. The text of this resolution was transmitted to
the President of the Security Council on 21 July 1965
(S/6567).

Trusteeship Council

88. In accordance with paragraph 8 of General
Assembly resolution 1654 (XVI) which requested the
Trusteeship Council to assist the Special Committee
in its work, the President of the Trusteeship Council,
by letter dated 30 June 1965 (A/AC.109/130), ad
dressed to the Chairman, informed the Special Com
mittee that the Council, at its thirty-second session,
examined conditions in the Trust Territories of the
Pacific Islands under United States administration, and
of Nauru and New Guinea under Australian administra
tion. The letter stated that the conclusions and recom
mendations of the Trusteeship Council, as well as the
observations of the members of the Trusteeship Council,
representing their individual opinions only, were con
tained in its report to the Security Council on the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands (S/6490) and in its
report to the General Assembly on Nauru and New
Guinea (A/6004).

Special Committee on the Policies of apartheid of the
Government of the Repuulic of South Africa

89. The Chairman of the Special Committee has
maintained close contact with the Chairman of the Spe
cial Committee on the Policies of apartheid' of the

J

72. The text of the resolution, together with the
records mentioned in operative paragraph 0, was trans
mitred to the President of the Security Council on
2 June 1965 (S/6412).

Aden
73. By operative paragraph 11 of the resolution

adopted at its 388th meeting on 17 May 1965 (see
below chap. VI, para. 300) I the Special Committee
drew "the attention of the Security Council to the
grave siuntion prevailing in the Territory".

74. The text of the resolution, together with the
records of the Special Committee's debates on the
question, WU!i transmitted to the President of the Se
curity Council on 18 May 1965 (S/6368).

Territories under Porttujucse administration
75. By operative paragraph 7 of the resolution

adopted qt the 363rd meeting on 10 June 1965 (see
chapter V, para. 415), the Special Committee drew
"the urgent attention of the Security Council to the
continued deterioration of the situation in the Territories
under Portuguese domination as well as to the con
sequences of the threats made by Portugal against the
independent African States that border upon its
colonies" .

76. By operative paragraph 8 of the same resolution,
the Special Committee requested the Security Council
"to consider putting into effect against Portugal the
appropriate measures laid down in the Charter, for
the purpose of carrying out its resolutions concerning
the Territories under Portuguese domination".

77. By operative paragraph 9 of the resolution the
Special Committee decided "to transmit to the Security
Council the records of the meetings held by the Com
mittee on this question during its visit in Africa in
cluding the statements of the petitioners and of the
representative of the Co-ordinating Committee for the
Liberation of Africa of the Organization of African
Unity".

78. The text of the resolution, together with the
records mentioned in operative paragraph 9, was
transmitted to the President of the Security Council on
17 June 1965 (S/6460)

South West. Africa
79. By operative paragraph 5 of the resolution adop

ted at its 372nd meeting on 17 June 1965 (see below
chapter IV, para. 285), the Special Committee recom
mended to the General Assembly and the Security
Council "to take appropriate steps to safeguard the
sovereignty of the people of South West Africa and
the integrity of the Territory and to this end to take
the necessary concrete and adequate measures in co
operation with the Organization of African Unity".

80. By operative paragraph 6 of the same resolution
the Special Committee drew "the attention of the Se
curity Council to the serious situation prevailing in
South 'West Africa".

81. The text of this resolution was transmitted to
the President of the Security Council on 21 July 1965
(S/6565).

Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland
82. By operative paragraph 4 of the resolution

adopted at its 372nd meeting on 17 June 1965 (see
below, chap. VII, para. 292), the Special Committee
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Government of the Republic of South Africa as regards
matters of common interest relating to the work of the
two Committees.

Specialised agmlcies
90. Collaboration of the specialized agencies with

the Special Committee has been maintained by the
presence of representatives of the International Labour
Organisation (ILO), the Food and Agriculture Or
ganization of the United Nations (FAO), the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza
tion (UNESCO) and the World Health Organization
(WHO) at meetings of the Special Committee.

H. REVIEW OF WORK7

91. During the year, the Special Committee continued
to discharge the mandate entrusted to it by the General
Assembly. At the commencement of its work the
Chairman of the Special Committee noted with profound
regret that the renewed hopes of freedom and in
l1ependence without delay which were inspired in colo
nial peoples by the Declaration, on its adoption nearly
five years ago, have with but a few exceptions not
been realized. The Special Committee was aware that,
in refraining from setting a time-limit for the complete
application of the Declaration to all colonial territories,
it was the expectation of the General Assembly that
immediate steps to that end would be taken in ac
cordance with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples
of these territories. Nevertheless, owing to the negative
attitude and the deliberate non-co-operation of the
administering Powers concerned, progress has not been
made in the implementation of the Declaration in most
of the Territories, notably the larger Territories in
Africa, to which the Special Committee gave extensive
consideration in previous years. The Special Committee
also noted that concern in this regard had most recently
been expressed in the resolutions adopted by the Council
of Ministers of the Organization of African Unity at
its fourth ordinary session held in Nairobi during
February/March 1965.

92. At the same time, the Special Committee took
note of the limited. constitutional progress that had
taken place in a few of the Territories to which the
Declaration applies and welcomed the attainment of
independence by the Gambia on 18 February 1965. In
doing so, the Special Committee recalled that the
Gambia had been the subject of consideration and of
C; resolu~ion adopte~ during S.eptember 1963 by which,
inter alia, the Special Committee reaffirmed the right
of the people of the Territory to self-determination and
independence and declared that the provisions of reso
lution 1514 (XV) must be applied to the Gambia
without delay.

93. The Special Committee wishes to report to the
General Assembly that during 1965 it re-examined the
situation regarding the implementation of the Declara
tion in a number of Territories to which it gave
prolonged attention last year. In carrying out this
review, the Special !;ommittee was deeply concerned
by the further deterioration, owing to recent develop
ments, in the already grave situation prevailing in these
Territories and by the increasingly serious threats to
international peace and security which have therefore

7 The views or reservations of individual members on matters
reviewed in this section are set out in the relevant chapters of
the present report (see chapters 11 to IX).

developed, As regards the remaining Territories, the
Special Committee took note of the information con
tained in the working papers prepared by the Secretariat
and decided to transmit this information to the General
Assembly as a supplement to the relevant chapters
of its report covering its work last year. The Special
Committee's intention was to enable the General As
sembly in considering that report to take into account
the latest developments relating to the Territories con
cerned.

94. An important development affecting the Special
~O!!lm!ttee's ,~ork this year was its ,decision to accept
invitations which were extended to It by the Govern
ments of Ethiopia, the United Republic of Tanzania
and Zambia, to hold meetings at their respective capitals.
This decision was a reflection of the concern of the
United Nations with colonial peoples generally, and
was guided by the consideration that it was in Africa
that the most difficult and serious colonial problems,
as well as the largest number of people living under
colonial rule, were to be found. The Special Committee
was confident that by thus establishing direct contact
with peoples under colonial rule in the continent, it
would be in a better position to understand and therefore
to assist them in their struggle for independence. It
was also the hope of the Special Committee to facilitate
the appearance before it of petitioners from colonial
terri.tories who would otherwise have found it virtually
impossible to travel to New York.

95. At its meetings at the three capitals held be
tween 25 May and 18 June 1965, the Special Com
mittee considered the questions of Southern Rhodesia
and South West Africa, the Territories under Portu
guese administration, and Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland, and heard a large number of petitioners
concerning these Territories as well as on Aden.

96. The situation in Southern Rhodesia regarding
which the Special Committee adopted a resoiution prior
to its visit to Africa, continued to show serious de
terioration. The elections held by the minority settler
regime on the basis of the 1961 Constitution, which
had previously been rejected by the majority of the
peopl~ of. the Terri~ory, emboldened. that regime to
intensify ItS repressive measures against the African
majority, to further curtail democratic freedoms and
political rights, to make threatening gestures towards
neighbouring African States and to take steps in the
direction of a unilateral declaration of independence.
The Special Committee took note of the United
Kingdom Government's adherence to its warning to
the minority settler regime of the consequences of a
unilateral declaration of independence, and of the search
by that ~o~ernmentof an agree? solution,to the probl~m
of con~tltutlOnal advance. In this connexion, the Special
Committee recalled that the objectives outlined in its
resolutions and those of the General Assembly and
endorsed by the recent Security Council resolution on
the question, were the establishment by the United
King~o!11 of, comp~ete democ~atic freedom and equality
of political rights 111 the Terr!tory and the adoption, by
means of a fully representative conference to be con
vened by the United Kingdom, of new constitutional
arrangements based on universal adult suffrage for
independence at the earliest possible date. It was there
fore a. matter of gr~at ~is~lp~ointmen,t to the Special!
Committee that, while insisting on ItS exclusive re
sponsibility for the constitutional progress of Southern
Rhodesia, the United Kingdom Government has not
taken effective steps for the attainment of the above-
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mentioned objectives. Having already drawn the at"
tent ion of the Security Council to the extremely
serious deterioration in the situation and its implica
tions for peace and security in Africa, the Special
Committee considers that measures must be taken
without delay to secure the implementation of the Se
curity Council's own resolution as well as those of
the General Assembly and the Special Committee.

97. In Aden, the continued maintenance of the state
of emergency and the carrying out of military opera
tions, in disregard of the repeated demands of the
General Assembly and the Special Committee, increased
the tension in the area. While noting the United
Kingdom Government's declared acceptance of the
principles of self-determination and independence for
South Arabia as set out in General Assembly resolution
1949 (XVIII) concerning Aden, the Special Com
mittee deplores the failure of that Government to apply
the approach and methods outlined in that resolution,
which, it may be noted, have received the widespread
support of the political leaders in the Territory. The
Special Committee also noted with deep regret that the
United Kingdom continued its refusal to permit a visit
to the Territory and its flilure unequivocally to accept
the recommendation contained in the above-mentioned
resolution for a United Nations presence before and
during the elections. At the same time, the United
Kingdom Government has yet to make any moves
towards the removal of its military base in Aden,
although it has itself stated that ne base is militarily or
morally defensible unless it has the support of the
people of the Territory in which it is situated. Further
recent developments have led to a sharp aggravation
in the already serious situation prevailing in the Ter
ritory. The Special Committee wishes to reiterate its
conviction that any hope of arresting the continuing
deterioration in the situation and of moving towards
a peaceful solution of the problem lies in the taking
of immediate measures for the strict and complete im
plementation of the resolution of the General Assembly
and the Special Committee concerning the Territory.

98. With regard to the Territories under Portuguese
administration, the Government of Portugal maintained
its disregard of the obligation to transmit information
under Article 73 e of the Charter and its attitude of
non-co-operation with the Special Committee. Not
merely did it fail to take any steps to implement the
pertinent resolutions of the Security Council, the
General Assembly and the Special Committee, but by
pursuing its policies for the closer political and economic
integration of the Territories with Portugal, it persisted
in its flagrant defiance of these resolutions. Further, its
repressive activities in the Territories were on the
increase, and it intensified its military efforts to sup
press the legitimate struggle of the African people for
self-determination and independence. In this connexion,
as noted by the Special Committee in the resolution
adopted this year concerning the Territories, the Portu
guese Government availed itself of the military and
other assistance, direct and indirect, which it continued
to receive from certain States, including some of its
allies within the framework of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO). In that resolution, the
Special Committee also noted with alarm threatening
statements emanating from Portuguese official sources
directed at the African States bordering upon the
Territories. The Special Committee has drawn the
attention of the Security Council to these developments
which are cause for grave concern, with the request

that the Security Council should consider putting into
effect against Portugal the appropriate measures laid
down in the Charter in order to carry out its own
resolutions concerning these Territories.

99. Regarding South West Africa, the Government
of South Africa, in addition to maintaining its refusal
to co-operate in the work of the Special Committee as
well as intensifying the application of apartheid policies
in the Territory, enlarged its own power to declare
states of emergency and to take repressive measures
against the African populations, Further, in complete
disregard of the resolutions of the General Assembly
and the Special Committee, it took steps to carry
out several of the recommendations of the (Odendaal)
Commission of Enquiry into South West Africa Affairs
(1962-1963), including measures preparatory to the
establishment of non-European "homelands". In its
resolution on this question, the Special Committee also
noted with concern that the South African Government
proceeded with the establishment of military instal
lations in the Territory, including an important military
base in the Eastern Caprivi Zipfel, which gave rise to
concern on the part of the Governments of African
States adjacent to the Territory. The South African
Government has thus continued its persistent violation
of the Charter and of the Mandate, as well as its
defiance of the resolutions of the General Assembly
and the Special Committee relating to South West
Africa. As indicated by the Special Committee in its
report on the implications of the activities of the mining
industry and other international companies having
interests in the Territory, the intransigence of the
South African Government in relation to South West
African is, in large measure, due to the failure of
several States to take the measures outlined in para
graph 7 of General Assembly resolution 1899 (XVIII)
and to the acquiescence of some States in the support
given to South Africa by their nationals who own
and operate international companies in the Territory.
In view of the continuing deterioration of the situation,
which has been brought to the attention of the Security
Council as a serious threat to international peace and
security, the Special Committee considers it necessary
that urgent measures be taken to secure the implementa
tion of the resolutions of the General Assembly and the
-Special Committee concerning the Territory.

100. Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland also
engaged the attention of the Special Committee as re
gards the implementation of the Declaration in con
formity with the wishes of the people and the relevant
resolutions of the General Assembly and the Special
Committee. Of concern was the threat to the territorial
integrity of the Territories posed by the expansionist
policies of the Government of the Republic of South
Africa and by the preponderant influence of that Gov
ernment in the Territories. In the view of the Special
Committee, there is an urgent need for the General
Assembly and the Security Council to take the measures
necessary to ensure their territorial integrity and to
safeguard their sovereignty. A problem of special im
portance affecting these Territories, to which the
Special Committee devoted particular attention, was
their heavy economic dependence on South Africa and
their unsatisfactory economic, financial and social
situation after several decades of colonial rule. In order
to initiate appropriate remedial measures, the Special
Committee requested the Secretary-General, in con
sultation with the administering Power, to undertake
a study and submit a report as to the ways and 'means
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of ensuring their economic independence vis-a-vis South
Africa, Having endorsed the proposals and recom
mendations contained in the Secretary-General's report
(A/5958), the Special Committee commends them
to the General Assembly for adoption and implementa
tion without delay. In this regard, the Special Com
mittee attaches great urgency and importance to the
establishment of the proposed fund for the economic
development of the Territories and the setting up of a
United Nations Technical Assistance Office for each
of them.

101. The delay in the implementation of the Declara
tion in several other Territories was also a matter of
concern to the Special Committee. As regards British
Guiana, a Sub-Committee of Good Offices was es
tablished by the Special Committee last year with the
task of taking necessary measures, including a visit
to British Guiana, for the implementation of the reso
lutions of the General Assembly and the Special
Committee concerning the Territory. The Special Com
mittee regrets that, owing to the inability of the United
Kingdom Government to permit a visit to the Territory
the Sub-Committee of Good Offices on British Guiana
was denied the opportunity effectively to carry out its
task. The Special Committee considers that the General
Assembly should call on the United Kingdom Govern
ment to co-operate with the United Nations in ensuring
that British Guiana accedes to complete independence
without further delay and in an atmosphere of harmony,
peace and unity. In such other Territories as Fiji and
Mauritius, recent political and constitutional develop
ments fell far short of the requirements of the Declara
tion and the relevant recommendations of the Special
Committee. In particular, the changes adopted or en
visaged in the representational system and the continued
delay in instituting an unqualified system of one man
one vote constitute a negation of the objectives of the
Declaration." In the opinion of the Special Committee,
urgent steps require to be taken to enable these and
other colonial territories to accede to independence in
conformity with the freely expressed wishes of the
people.

102. The Special Committee was also seized of the
report of the United Nations representative for the
supervision of elections in the Cook Islands (A/5962),
who had been appointed under the provisions of reso
lution 2005 (XIX), by which the General Assembly
authorized the supervision by the United Nations of
the elections in the Cook Islands including observation
of the proceedings concerning the Constitution in the
Legislative Assembly to be elected. In addition to being
highly appreciative of the work of the United Nations
representative, the Special Committee welcomed the
co-operation extended to it by the Governments of New
Zealand and the Cook Islands, and expresses the hope
that as a result of the General Assembly's examination
of the report, co-operation between administering
Powers and the United Nations will increase.

103. In laying special stress, in its last report, on
the importance of sending out visiting groups, the
Special Committee pointed out that the task of formu
lating concrete recommendations for the total applica
tion of the Declaration was sometimes hampered by

S The representative of the United Kingdom, referring to
his letter (see annex I) covering the main constitutional devel
opments in United Kingdom Territories, reserved the position
of his delegation on the comments relating to Fiji and Mauritius,
which were not discussed by the Special Committee during
1965.

the lack of adequate information on the political, eco
nomic and social situations in the Territories concerned
and as to the opinions, wishes and aspirations of the
people. The Special Ccmmittee wishes once again to
emphasize that it regards the sending out of visiting
groups as one of the most effective means of discharging
its mandate and recommends that the General Assembly
should call upon the administering Powers to extend
their full co-operation to this end by permitting access
as desired by the Special Committee to Territories under
their administration.

104. In this context, the Special Committee wishes
to draw attention to the importance of its recent visit
to Africa. While the Special Committee was unable,
owing to the non-co-operation of the administering
Powers concerned, to visit the colonial Territories which
it considered at its meetings at the three African capitals,
it was enabled, by reason of its proximity to these
Territories, to establish closer contact with the realities
of their situation and to obtain more direct knowledge
than hitherto regarding the aspirations of their peoples.
Although a few of its members had reservations about
the wisdom of a visit to Africa by the Special Com
mittee in the current financial circumstances of the
Organization, the Special Committee considers that the
validity of its reasons for proceeding with the visit
have been amply borne out by the results.

105. Some indication of the great significance of
the work of the Special Committee during its visit is
contained in the resolutions adopted at its meetings in
Africa. In reaffirming the inalienable rights of the peo
ples under colonial rule to self-determination and in
dependence, the Special Committee, in its resolutions
concerning Southern Rhodesia, Territories under Por
tuguese administration and South West Africa, ex
plicitly recognized the legitimacy of the current struggle
of the colonial peoples in Africa to attain the effective
exercise and enjoyment of the rights set forth in the
Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and the Declaration embodied in General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV). Proceeding from this recogni
tion, the Special Committee appealed to all States to
give them the moral and material support necessary for
the restoration of their inalienable rights.

106. In the light of these considerations, the Special
Committee attached particular importance to the role
that the Security Council could play in realizing the
objectives contained in the Declaration and in reso
lutions adopted during its visit to Africa. In this con
nexion, the Special Committee recommended that the
General Assembly and the Security Council, each
acting within its own competence, should take positive
measures laid down in the Charter with a view to
ensuring respects for the rights of the colonial peoples
in Southern Africa to self-determination and inde
pendence and putting an end to the dangerous activities
of the Governments of Portugal and South Africa and
the minority settler regime of Southern Rhodesia. A
further recommendation of importance adopted by the
Special Committee was the request addressed by the
Special Committee to all States and international insti
tutions to refuse assistance of any kind to the Govern
ments of Portugal, South Africa and Southern Rhodesia
so long as they fail to renounce their present colonial
policies.

107. The work of the Special Committee in Africa
also benefited greatly from the co-operation which it
was able to establish with the Organization of African
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Unity through the particlpation of the Chairmnn and
the Executive Secretary-General of the Co-ordinating
Committee for the Liberation of Africa as well as of
the Administrative Secretary-General of that Organlan
tion, It is the hope of the Special Committee that with
a view to lncreaslng co-operation between that Organi
zation and the United Nations appropriate links between
the OAU and the relevant organs of the United Nations
under Chapter VIII of the Charter will be further
developed and strengthened.

I. FUTURE WORK

108. In its last report to the General Assembly, the
Special Committee expressed the opinion that, taking
into consideration the tasks still to be carried out. the
General Assembly should provide for the further exami
nation of the situation with regard to the implementation
of the Declaration in the Territories already considered
by the Special Committee as well as in those Terri
tories that had not yet been considered. Having regard
to the considerations outlined in the preceding' section
of the present report, the Special Committee remains
of this opinion and wishes to reiterate that in the light
of the valuable experience it has hitherto gained it
would be desirable that its mandate as established by
the General Assembly in resolution 1956 (XVIII) and
other pertinent resolutions, including' resolutions 1899
(XVIII) and 1970 (XVIII), should be continued.

109. The Special Committee also wishes to repeat
its recommendation that the necessary provision should
be made by the Secretary-General and the General
Assembly in order to facilitate its work and that, in
particular. provision should be made to cover the ex
penses of the activities of the Special Committee, in
cluding the cost of visiting groups and of supervision
of elections and other forms of consultation of the
wishes of colonial peoples. Taking into account the
need, as explained in the preceding section, for visits
to several of the Territories to which the Declaration
applies, particularly in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific
Ocean areas, the Special Committee wishes to place
special emphasis on this recommendation. Further, con
sidering the great importance of the work that its recent
visit to Africa enabled it to carry out, the Special Com
mittee, in the context of paragraph 6 of General As
sembly resolution 1654 (XVI), may hold another series
of meetings in Africa next year. The Special Committee
accordingly recommends that the arrangements to be
made for its activities during 1966 should also include
provision for these meetings. The Special Committee
anticipates that these activities will give rise to ex
penditure of the order of $200,000.

110. The Special Committee further considers that
the administering Powers should once agaln be re
quested to afford the Special Committee their fullest
co-operation and, in particular, to facilitate visits to
Territories. as the Ccmmittee mny consider necessary. '/.
The Special Committee also recommends that the Gen
eral Assembly should urge the administering Powers
concerned to co-operate with the United Nations with
a view to the establishment ol United Nations presence
as called for in the relevant resolutions in South West
Africa and Aden as well as in such other Territories
as the General Assembly may consider necessary and
desirable.

111. The Special Committee wishes also to recall
that the General Assembly, at its eighteenth session,
took note of a report (A/5523) submitted by the
Secretary-General in compliance with operative para
graph 6 of resolution 1848 (XVII), which requested
him to continue his efforts towards large-scale circula
tion and dissemination of the Declaration through all
the appropriate media of mass communication in all
the Non-Self-Governing Territories, The Special Com
mittee considers that efforts to widen the acquaintance
of colonial peoples with the Declaration and with the
work of the Special Committee shouid be increased
in scale, and accordingly recommends that adequate pro
vision for this purpose should be made. In this regard,
the Special Committee also recommends that the Gen
eral Assembly should once again invite all administering
Members to co-operate more effectively with the Secre
tary-General in the circulation and dissemination of
the Declaration and to include the Declaration in the
curricula (If all educational institutions in all Non
Self-Governing Territories.

112. Subject to any further directives that might be
given by the General Assembly at its twentieth session
and taking account of further developments in the Terri
tories concerned, it is the intention of the Special Com
mittee during 1966 to continue to seek the best ways
and means for the immediate and total implementation
of the Declaration with regard to the Territories it
examined this year as weIl as to those it was unable
to review, taking into consideration the pertinent reso
lutions of the General Assembly, including resolutions
1899 (XVIII) and 1970 (XVIII). The Special Com
mittee will also examine the situation in those Terri-

. tories which might be included in the list of Territories
to which the Declaration applies.

J. ApPROVAL OF THE REPORT li

113. The Special Committee approved the present
report as a whole at its 393rd meeting on 10 November
1965.

t
I

I
t
t

CHAPTER II

MEETINGS HELD IN AFRICA (May/June 1965)

INTRODUCTION

1. Paragraph 6 of General Assembly resolution 1654
(XVI) of 27 November 1961 authorized the Special
Committee "to meet elsewhere than at United Nations
Headquarters, whenever and wherever such meetings
may be required for the effective discharge of its func-

tions", Availing itself of this provision, the Special
Committee held meetings at Tangier, Addis Ababa, and
Dar es Salaam during May/june 1962 for a period
of three weeks.

2. In the context of the same provision, the Govern
ments of Ethiopia, the United Republic of Tanzania
and Zambia extended invitations to the Special 'Corn-
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mittee during April 1965 (A/AC.109/1U and Add.I,
A/AC.109/SR.327, A/AC.109/US) to hold meetings
at Addis Ababa, Dar es Salaam and Lusaka respectively,
in May/June 1965.

3. During the Special Committee's consideration of
the question of holding meetings in Africa, several
members expressed the view that, as the Special Com
mittee had not met outside United Nations Headquar
ters since 1902, its work was becoming divorced from
the realities of the situation in Africa and from the
aspirations of the African people. By holding meetings
in Africa, the Special Committee would increase the
effectiveness of its work, particularly as representatives
of nationalist movements in colonial Territories in the
continent would thus be enabled to appear before it.
A visit to Africa would therefore assist the struggle
of the African population of those Territories for their
legitimate rights and freedoms,

4. The question was referred to the Working Group
of the Special Committee, which submitted its recom
mendations in its seventeenth report (A/AC.l09/
L.l96). During its consideration of this report, the
Special Committee also had before it a report by the
Secretary-General on the financial implications of the
proposed visit of the Committee to Africa (A/AC.l09/
L.l97). The report of the Working Group was adopted
by the Special Committee at its 33lst meeting, on
4 May 1965, by 20 votes to 3 (Australia, United
Kingdom, United States), with one abstention (Den
mark). In adopting this report, the Special Committee
decided that it would accept the invitations extended
to it by the Governments of Ethiopia, the United Re
public of Tanzania and Zambia and that its meetings
at the three capitals would take place between 20 or
25 May and 20 June 1965. The members which felt
unable to support this decision explained that they
had reservations concerning the wisdom of a visit to
Africa by the Special Committee in the current financial
circumstances of the Organization. By the same decision,
the Committee approved the Working Group's recom
mendation that, during its meetings in Africa, it should
consider the Territories under Portuguese administra
tion, the question of South West Africa, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland and the question of
Southern Rhodesia. The decision was the subject of
a cOlll1lltt1liquc issued on 14 May 1965, by the Chairman
on behalf of the Special Committee, which was widely
disseminated in the three countries. The text of the
communiquc is appended to this chapter (appendix I).

5. The members of the Special Committee, accom
panied by members of the Secretariat, arrived at Lusaka
on 23 May. 1965. A list of the representatives present
at its meetings in Africa is appended to this chapter
(appendix H). At Lusaka, the Special Committee met
at the Oppenheimer College from 25 to 28 May 1965;
at Dar es Salaam, where it arrived on 29 May, it met
from 31 May to 10 June 1965 at the Msimbazi Com
munity Centre; and at Addis Ababa, where it arrived
on 11 June 1965, it met from 14 to 18 June 1965 at
Africa Hall.

6. During its stay in Africa, the Special Committee
held thirty-five plenary meetings, the Working Group
two meetings, and the Sub-Committee on Petitions
seven meetings. The Special Committee heard twenty
three groups of petitioners and circulated sixteen written
petitions, excluding requests for hearing, in connexion

with the items on the agenda for its meetings in Africa.
In addition, the Special Committee heard one group of
petitioners concerning- Aden and circulated three written
petitions concerning French Somaliland which, by adopt
ing the eighteenth report of the Working Group
(A/AC.109/L.20S and Corr.l ) at its 341st meeting
on 27 May 1965, the Committee had decided to include
in its list of Territories to which the Declaration applies.

7. In accordance with a decision taken by the Special
Committee at its 339th meeting on 25 May 1965, the
Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa
of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) was
represented by an Observer at the Special Committee's
meetings in Africa. In accordance with a further de
cision taken at the same meeting, the Government of
Zambia was similarly represented at the Special Com
mittee's meetings at Lusaka, In a letter dated 27 May
1965 (A/AC.109/119 and Corr.1) the representative of
Somalia asked to participate in the discussions of the
Special Committee on the questions of South West
Africa, French Sorualiland, Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland, and Territories under Portuguese ad
ministration. At its 345th meeting, on 28 May 1965,
the Special Committee decided to grant this request
on the understanding that French Somaliland was not
on the agenda for its meetings in Africa. At the opening
and the closing of its meetings in Addis Ababa, the
Special Committee heard a statement by the Admin
istrative Secretary-General of the Organization of
African Unity.

8. At the opening of its meetings at Lusaka, Dar
es Salaam and Addis Ababa, respectively, the Special
Committee was addressed r.y H.E. Dr. Kenneth Kaunda,
President of the Republic of Zambia, by H.E. Mr.
Rashidi Kawawa, Second Vice-President, on behalf
of the President of the United Republic of Tanzania,
and by H.E. Mr. Syum Haregot, Acting Minister for
Foreign Affairs on behalf of His Imperial Majesty,
the Emperor of Ethiopia. The Special Committee was
also received by each Head of State during its stay at
the three capitals.

9. Following consideration of the items on its agenda,
the Special Committee adopted two resolutions con
cerning the question of Southern Rhodesia (see below
chap. HI, paras. 471 and 513), as well as an appeal
to the United Kingdom Government to ensure the
release. of Mr. Joshua Nkomo, Rev. Sithole and other
political prisoners, in order to enable them to appear
before the Special Committee; one on the Territories
under. Portuguese administration (see below, chap. V,
para. 415); one on the. question of South West Africa
(see below, chap. IV, para. 285) ; and one on Basuto
land, Bechuanaland and Swaziland (see below, chap.
VII, para. 292). An account of the Special Committee's
consideration of these items is contained in chapters HI,
IV, V and VH of the present report.

10. In the light of its consideration of the above
mentioned items, and following a general discussion,
the Special Committee also adopted a resolution con
cerning the implementation of General Assembly reso
lution 1514 (XV) with regard to Southern Rhodesia,
Territories under Portuguese administration, South
West Africa and Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swazi
land (see para. 463 below). At the conclusion of its
meetings in Africa, the Special Committee adopted by
acclamation a further resolution expressing its appre
ciation to the host Governments (see para. 467 below).
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A. MEETINGS HELD AT LUSAKA

oPClll'lIg of mcctings
Address by tilePresident of Zambia.

11. The President of Zambia 1ecalled his emotion
three years before, when he had had the honour of
appearing before the Special Committee to describe hi!">
country's bitter experience in its struggle for human
rights and independence: he still felt the sorrow of
those days, for millions of his African fellowmen were
still labouring under oppression and suppression in
neighbouring Territories. Historically speaking, three
years was but a moment, so that it was particularly
gratifying that this year Zambia, in its own right as
an independent Republic, should be having the honour
to entertain the Special Committee. It was particularly
fitting, too, that the Committee was starting its delibera
tions on Africa Liberation Day.

12. The people of Zambia, whose history of struggle
was sti1l so fresh in their minds and whose geographical
position painfully brought home to them the atrocities
committed against mankind in the name of the so-called
"maintenance of civilized standards", knew only too
well that the evil forces responsible were aware that
world opinion was against them. The people of Zambia
therefore believed that it was their duty to remind the
Special Committee that it was time for less talk and
more effective measures; too much shouting merely
helped to cement, strengthen and entrench those forces.

13. AII Zambia warmly and sincerely welcomed the
Special Committee's visit, for the Committee and its
predecessors had done much to encourage and assist
that country in its effor.ts towards independence. It was
hoped that the fact of meeting in Lusaka would help
to hasten the attainment of independence by other coun
tries. The visit was giving all Africans, including
Zambia's less fortunate brothers and sisters, great en
couragement. The latter could, by their own efforts, do
much to help themselves, and Zambia, for its part, felt
it a solemn duty to give them every possible assistance.
But those who could give the greatest assistance and
do the most to speed up matters, thereby preventing
violence and unnecessary destruction of human life were
the. administering Powers themselves. He would there
fore appeal to all the Powers concerned to face their
responsibilities and, in co-operation with the Special
Committee, to meet their obligations to the United
Nations and to the people of the world.

14. It should be noted with regard to Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland that once those countries
attained independence the situation might become more
critical than was generally appreciated, because of their
economic dependence on South Africa.

15. In Southern Rhodesia, the situation was clear.
Mr. Ian Smith had worked up the issue of a unilateral
declaration of independence to such an extent that, on
the international level, the campaign had had the effect
of neutralizing counter action for majority rule. In fact,
he had actually achieved his aim-namely the continu
ance of white domination-even though only for the
time being. Southern Rhodesia's Constitution was tanta
mount to independence, save in name, for the white
electorate. So long as the people concerned continued
to fear the unilateral declaration of independence, they
would not talk of majority rule, and nothing could suit
Mr. Smith better.

16. Zambia had been firm in its stand against
Portugal, South Africa and Rhodesia, its main concern

being the recognition of the importance of man, the
individual, irrespective of his colour. That right had
been ignored in the regimes of those countries and has
resulted in the creation of second-class citizens, in the
degradation and oppression of many millions who were
being denied the chance of a dignified existence.
Zambia's geographical position and the past development
of its communications and economy had left it in a
well-nigh impossible situation, but that situation did not
deter it from condemning those who pursued im
perialistic, racialist and colonialist policies.

17. The time had come for all Member States to
make the United Nations a force for action, rather
than a forum for speeches. Both the so-called big
Powers and the small Powers must begin to respect
the Charter and decisions of the Organization. Zambia
promised to renew its efforts in that direction, and
offered its full support to the Special Committee, whose
deliberations would result in a step forward in the
elimination of the forces of evil-forces which worked
not only against the oppressed but against the oppressor
as well, It was to be hoped that the goal would be
rapidly achieved.

18. The Zambian people had the utmost confidence
in the United Nations Organization. They had delib
erately chosen United Nations Day, 24 October, as
their Independence Day, to mark their complete ac
ceptance of the principles of the United Nations Charter
and to show that they fully supported the world Or
ganization. It was a sad fact, however, that the United
Nations was not yet a truly world Organization; the
People's Republic of China was not represented in it.

19. The establishment of a counter organization had
been suggested by the People's Republic of China but,
much as he welcomed the desire implicit therein for a
truly world-wide body, success would be more likely
if that nation were admitted to the existing Organiza
tion. In the United Nations none had the moral right
to blame China for thinking on those lines, for it had
been driven against the wall by that Organization. The
value of close and frequent joint discussions on matters
of mutual interest could not be over-emphasized. Despite
widely differing views and considerable suspicion and
tension, the United Nations had played an important
part in bringing about the nuclear test ban Treaty. The
People's Republic of China, which was excluded from
the United Nations, had just exploded its second nuclear
device.

20. The People's Republic was not the only country
that was outside the United Nations Organization.
Indonesia's withdrawal had been an occasion of deep
sadness for which the Organization could not be held
to be without fault. The Members recognized its short
coming only too well, but realized equally that, so long
as those composing it were stilt dominated by human
weaknesses of fear, suspicion and hatred, so long would
any organization they might form remain ineffective.
The President of Zambia made a strong and sincere
appeal to President Sukarno and the Indonesian people
to reconsider their decision. Indonesia's struggle for
independence had been a shining example and a source
of great inspiration for many. The world could not
afford to dispense with Indonesia's potential contribu
tion to its councils.

21. He mentioned those matters because he wished
to stress once more what he had said over and over
again: it was pure self-deception to believe that the
United Nations could serve the entire world when so
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many millions of people were excluded from it. Apart
from all the citizens of the independent countries in
that position, there were many millions still under
colonial rule.

General statements b'jl members
22. The Chairman thanked the President of Zambia

and the members of the Government for their invitation,
which had enabled the Special Committee to meet in a
region of Africa in which many Territories and peoples
were unfortunately still either under colonial domination
or subjected to the most shameful regime which man
had ever known: apartheid, In speaking thus, he was
thinking with sadness of the African people of Southern
Rhodesia, South West Africa, Angola, Mozambique,
so-called Portuguese Guinea and South Africa. He felt
anxiety, too, about the people of Basutoland, Swaziland
and Bechuanaland, surrounded as they were by the
racist Government of South Africa whose imperialism
and desire for domination were a cause for real con
cern. Zambia's proximity to the authorities which had
usurped power in that part of Africa placed its Gov
ernment in a special position, of which the international
community was well aware. That situation placed a
heavy responsibility on the President and his Govern
ment for solidarity with the peoples of that region who
were struggling in very difficult conditions to regain
their human rights and sovereignty over their own
country.

23. The Special Committee was meeting at Lusaka
at a moment when the international situation was domi
nated by a number of very disquieting facts which con
cerned the sovereignty of certain peoples and which,
by their very nature, were a violation of the United
Nations Charter. He had noted with interest that the
President had alluded to some of those events in his
statement. The Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, without disregarding the international
context to which he and the President had alluded, was
going to concentrate its efforts on the situation of the
peoples which, under its terms of reference, it was to
help to achieve independence. Everyone was convinced
that peace was indivisible and that the rights of all
men and of all peoples were universal. That being so,
the members of the Special Committee were deeply
concerned to note that, twenty years after the estab
lishment of the United Nations and almost eighteen
years after the adoption of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, millions of people were still deprived
of their indefeasible rights. That state of affairs was
creating centres of tension which might at any moment
bring about a breach of international peace. The Special
Committee appealed to the men and the Governments
responsible for such anachronistic situations to show
reason and good sense.

24. To the Government of Portugal, it would say
that the period of colonial domination was over. Por
tugal, which wanted to identify itself with a certain
kind of civilization, should understand that history was
a graveyard of empires. After the Roman Empire, which
had left its imprint on the life of many peoples, the
French and British colonial empires, which had been
the greatest during the colonial period, had in their
turn disappeared. The Portuguese colonial empire could
be no exception to the rule. It was destined to disappear
and it lay with Portugal to act in such a way that that

inevitable transformation would come about in friendly
collaboration with the people who had been subjected
to so many affronts to their sovereigntv and their
dignity. •

25. To those who claimed to represent the Govern
ment of Southern Rhodesia, the Special Committee
appealed to show moderation and reason. The 200,000
settlers in Southern Rhodesia should understand, in
their own interest, that neither by force nor by discrimi
natory legislation nor by repression of the most fun
damental freedoms could they continue to impose their
domination on the 4 million Africans of the Territory.
They would have to revise their ideas and in that
connexion the example of the co-operation between the
former colonized and colonizers in Zambia should en
courage them to accept the changes which were hence
forth inevitable throughout the African continent.
They claimed to be a Government which was qualified
to negotiate with the administering Power, the United
Kingdom, concerning the future of the Territory and
its inhabitants; they even wanted to proclaim the inde
pendence of the Territory, all without consulting the
people. The Special Committee was convinced that, if
they showed some understanding, new relationships
based on recognition and respect for the rights of the
rnaj 'ity could enable the two communities living in
Sou, ern Rhodesia to co-operate so as to ensure the
well-being and social advancement of the entire popu
lation. It was because the members of the Special Com
mittee were prompted by that sentiment that they
wished to help the settlers of Southern Rhodesia not
to remain outside international legality, and to that end
asked them to accent and respect the Universal Declara
tion of Human Rights, which stipulated (Article 21
(3» that:

"The will of the people shall be the basis of the
authority of government; this will shall be expressed
in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by
universal and equal suffrage ...".
26. The Special Committee had come to Lusaka in

the hope that the authorities established in South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia would understand that the
United Nations was the repository of human rights
and that those rights should be protected so that man
should not be forced as a last resort to revolt against
tyranny and oppression. The fact that the Special Com
mittee was meeting in Africa should also be interpreted
as an additional effort on the part of the United Nations
to give more tangible proof of its solidarity with all
the people of that continent who were deprived of their
right to sovereignty, with all those who were victims
of racial discrimination, in a word with all those on
that continent who were suffering the effect of men who
did not believe in racial equality.

27. In conclusion, he expressed the satisfaction of
the members of the Special Committee at the progress
achieved by the people of Zambia since independence.
That was something of which the Special Committee
and the whole of the United Nations could be justifiably
proud.

28. The representative of Ethiopia sincerely thanked
Zambia for its warm welcome to the Special Committee.
President Kaunda's words were indeed those of a states
man who was fully aware of the immense burden that
the accidents, of history and geo-politics had placed
upon the shou~ders of the young Za~bian nation. They
were full of Wisdom and understanding and constituted
a useful guide and inspiration for the Committee.
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29. Zambia was regarded today as the farthest out
post in the heroic battle for African freedom and inde
pendence. The role history had thrust upon it could
not be played effectively without great sacrifice on the
part of its people. The same unenviable position had
been filled in the past by many countries of Africa, in
cluding his own, and the confronting truth for Zambia
was that all had emerged victorious.

30. It was true that the majority of African coun
tries had attained the status of free nations, but the point
at issue was whether their brethren in the remaining
few but vitally important areas of the continent were
to be left languishing under the evil domination of en
trenched and bigoted alien races. Never would Africans
abandon the disinherited masses of South Africa,
Angola, South West Africa, Mozambique, the so-called
Portuguese Guinea and Zimbabwe. A rude shock was
in store for the reactionary few, since all progressive
mankind, including the Africans, would never rest until
the entire continent was free and independent.

3!. The Europeans now living in Zimbabwe-out
numbered by the Africans by twenty to one-were ap
parently convinced that their survival lay in a policy
of segregation and racial discrimination and in ruthless
suppression of all African political activity. The deter
mination of that ruling white minority had steadily
pushed the country to the brink of national catastrophe.
And the "winning" of the so-called national elections
recently by Mr. Ian Smith's Rhodesian Front had been
another tragic step in that direction. Those elections,
based on the 1961 Constitution-which was unrelated
to the political reality of the time-had been a mockery,
designed to mislead international opinion. The facts
were that the great majority of the African population
were disenfranchised and that the small percentage
eligible to vote had boycotted the election, since under
that Constitution the Africans could never win at the
polls.

32. Mr. Smith's latest plans-to alter the constitu
tional legislation by introducing more racial laws on
apartheid lines and to seize independence illegally-were
well known to the United Kingdom Government. The
equivocal attitude and lack of caution on the part of the
latter was most puzzling, the representative of Ethiopia
stated. The economic and diplomatic threats made by
the United Kingdom Government had merely given
Mr. Smith an opportunity to study economic conse
quences. One main target of his threatened counter
measures would not be the United Kingdom but Zambia,
which was dependent on Southern Rhodesia for coal
and electric power. It was thus likely that the proposed
United Kingdom economic sanctions, far from achieving
the desired effect, might hurt innocent parties more
than the intended target, and the Zimbabwe African
nationalists regarded such sanctions as a poor weapon
for subduing Mr. Smith.

33. It should not be forgotten that Mr. Smith was
not without allies. Within Southern Rhodesia itself,
"big business" was partly behind him, and he was
backed by the whole Southern Rhodesian army and
air force and the majority of the white electorate. Ex
ternally. he counted on sympathetic assistance from
South Africa and the Portuguese authorities in Angola
and Mozambique. That triangular axis seemingly in
process of formation was signed for evil purposes and
augured ill for tranquillity in the area, not to mention
Africa as a whole. Pressure must be brought to bear
to prevent its firm establishment.

34. Recalling that one of the United Kingdom
arguments for inaction was that it had not been able
to interfere in the internal affairs of Southern Rhodesia,
as a self-governing colony since 1923, the representative
of Ethiopia observed that self-government applied to
the white community only, and African interests seemed
to count no more today than they had in 1923, despite
the radical and irreversible changes that had taken
place throughout the African continent. That calculated
ignoring of African interests was a tragedy and Mr.
Smith had given no indication of how he intended to
meet the aspirations of 95 per cent of the population.
Any self-government which catered for the few at the
expense of the majority was unacceptable on moral
and other grounds. The fundamental fact that should
not be overlooked was that Southern Rhodesia was a
British colony and self-government of that kind could
be instituted only through United Kingdom connivance
with the minority Government. If the United Kingdom
sought a formula for granting independence without
the application of the democratic principle of "one man,
one vote", it would stand exposed before international
public opinion.

35. In 1910, only fifty-five years ago, an Act of the
British Parliament had made South Africa an inde
pendent country. By that Act, South African political
realities had been ignored and political power blindly
handed over to white South Africans, proponents for
the most part of racialism and segregation. As a result,
the majority of the people of South Africa had lived and
were still living through untold suffering. Zimbabwe,
under the ruling Rhodesian Front, was inspired by
the same evil philosophy of apartheid and was facing
a gloomy future similar to that of South Africa. The
United Kingdom, more than Mr. Smith and his fol
lowers, must be held responsible for that situation.

36. Racial bitterness in Zambabwe had been height
ened to an explosive degree. Thousands of Africans
were in prison for political reasons, in violation of
human rights and others who had escaped were living
in forced exile. Bigger detention camps were being
established, and African political parties, and news
papers sympathetic to their cause, had been banned.
~hould they decide to take up arms to regain their
rights or to set up a nationalist government-in-exile,
the Africans of Zimbabwe could not be blamed. The
Organization of African Unity had already warned
that it would support a government-in-exile in the event
of a unilateral declaration of independence.

37. Should that come to pass, the United Kingdom
could not escape responsibility for the bloodshed that
would inevitably result. The Ethiopian delegation was
therefore strongly of the opinion that the United King
dom Government must act swiftly to save the situation
from further deterioration. It was not too late to sum
m~n. a round-table conference of all shades of political
opinion, for the purpose of working out a fair consti
tution that would form the basis for democratic gov
ernment. The release of African political leaders and
the reactiviation of their political parties would be a
prerequisite for serious political negotiations. In the
event of Mr. Smith rejecting those proposals, Britain
could exercise her powers to suspend the outdated 1961
Constitution, refuse to recognize the results of the recent
fraudulent elections, impose economic sanctions and
take military action to prevent the minority Government
from declaring independence unilaterally. In the eyes
of the world the use of its military strength' for the
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laudable purpose involved would be to the credit of the
United Kingdom Government. In short, Zimbabwe was
a test case for the. United Kingdom's oft-vaunted sense
of justice and goodwill. towards Africa. 'With or without
that goodwill, Zimbabwe would inevitably win its
freedom.

38. In conclusion, the representative of Ethiopia
appealed to the Africans of Zimbabwe to act as one
united force. It was no time for division in their ranks.
Only determined united action by all could eventually
defeat the adversary; in the struggle the entire strength
of Africa and of all progressive mankind stood solidly
behind them.

39. The representative of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics expressed his Government's gratitude
to Zambia for giving the Special Committee an oppor
tunity to meet in Lusaka, to consider the maj or issues
involved in the elimination of colonialism in Africa.
He wished the people of Zambia great success in estab
lishing their sovereign national State. The Soviet Gov
ernment hoped that the Special Committee, during its
first session in tropical Africa, would be able to make a
substantial political contribution to the noble cause of
the colonial peoples in their struggle for liberation.

40. The era was one of revolutionary transformation
to achieve man's well-being and eliminate social, na
tional and racial oppression and inequality. The national
liberation movement of peoples, which had resulted in
the collapse of the colonial empires, was one of the
most important elements of that gigantic revolutionary
process.

41. The liberation of the countries and peoples of
Africa, Asia and Latin America from the colonial yoke
was the result of the selfless heroic struggle which
those peoples were successfully waging with the active
support of all the progressive forces of the world. All
the socialist States, including the Soviet Union, had
helped and would continue to help the colonial peoples
in their revolution against imperialistic domination, ac
cording to the Leninist principles adopted by the Soviet
people from the first day of victory of the socialist
revolution in Russia. It was a historical fact that the
advent of the new socialist States had given an impetus
to national liberation movements elsewhere, which now
had a real chance of success. It was a source of pride
that in the past two decades, about sixty newly inde
pendent States had emerged anel, in particular, that
the African continent had undergone marked changes.
Those young States were now joining in the solution
of major international problems, as an independent force
in shaping the destinies of mankind.

42. The last and final stage in the elimination of
the colonial regimes had begun; it was characterized
by the desperate attempts of the colonial Powers to
retain their domination in the remaining colonies and
to restore and strengthen their positions in the newly
liberated States. Strongholds of colonialism were scat
tered all over the world but the main front of the
struggle lay in Africa, where the enslaved peoples of
Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea, South 'West
Africa and Zimbabwe were waging an intense and
courageous struggle for their inherent right to freedom
and national independence.

43. In their response the colonialists had unleashed
barbarous colonial wars and committed monstrous
brutalities, with the object of prolonging their domina
tion and retaining their opportunities for fabulous profits
which was the main incentive for colonialism. The main

purpose of the colonialists was to plunder the natural
wealth of the colonial Territories and use them for
military bases to form the springboards for aggression.
They were ready everywhere to apply force, as was
evidenced by the events in the Congo, Viet-Nam, the
Dominican Republic and the Republic of South Africa.
Hardly a day passed without bringing further evidence
of the uniting of the imperialists' forces in a common
effort to halt freedom. The tangled web of the financial
interrelation of American, British, Belgian and Portu
guese monopolies, engaged in plundering the riches of
the Territories he had mentioned, was supplemented
by the system of military and political ties of the NATO
partners. The reports of plans to create a military/
colonial bloc in southern Africa, composed of the Re
public of South Africa, Portugal and Southern Rho
desia, under the joint aegis of the United States and
the United Kingdom, were disturbing and deserved
most serious attention. Therefore all the forces of free
dom would suffer fewer sacrifices the sooner the final
victory of the struggle for freedom and independence
was achieved.

44. He noted with great satisfaction that more than
half the States of the world, at the Addis Ababa and
Cairo Conferences of Heads of African States and Gov
ernments and the Cairo Conference of Heads of State
or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, had ex
pressed the firm determination to go on to victory in
the just cause of ridding the world of the remnants
of colonialism. Undoubtedly, imperialism, colonialism
and neo-colonialism constituted the main sources of
international tension and conflict, lending importance
to the decision to unite in giving all moral, political and
material assistance in the struggle against such forces.
The fact that that policy was fully shared and supported
by the Soviet Union, by all the socialist States and by
the overwhelming majority of mankind was a major
guarantee of victory.

45. He recalled that the founders of the United
Nations had embodied in the Charter the principles of
self-determination of peoples and of equality of rights
of big and small nations. Those principles had been
further elaborated in the Declaration on the granting of
independence to colonial countries and peoples adopted
on the initiative of his country. Thus, the United
Nations had taken a political stand on the side of the
oppressed peoples and had established the Special Com
mittee to watch over the application of the Declaration.
As the Committee had already entered its fourth year
of existence, the time had perhaps come to consider
whether its work had redounded to the benefit of the
fighters for freedom.

46. The work had produced some positive results.
It had contributed to the political isolation of the
colonialists, by bringing the situation to the attention
of world public opinion. Important decisions had been
adopted, governing the manner in which the status of
any colonial Territory must be determined. It remained
for those members opposing colonialism and imperialism
to ensure that more effective decisions, giving even
greater help, were adopted. And the conditions for
fruitful work were more propitious in Lusaka than in
New York. The Special Committe could establish direct
contact with prominent African leaders and with the
Organization .of African Unity.

47. The items on the Special Committee's agenda
regarding the progress made in carrying out the Dec
laration in the Portuguese colonies, Southern Rhodesia,
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South West Africa, Bechuanaland, Basutoland and
Swaziland were of great importance for the final elimi
nation of the colonial system in the African continent.
No matter how different those TI••ritories might be
under natural conditions, population density and tribal
origin, their lot had many common features, grounded
in the refined cruelty of the colonial authorities. In
justification of the savage reprisals against the colonial
population under Portuguese rule, the Portuguese
Foreign Minister had stated at a press conference re
cently in London that his country was pursuing a policy
which seemed to it as lawful and honourable as any
other policy, and that Portugal would not wish anyone
to doubt its determination and ability to carry out that
policy. That was a perfect illustration of the cynicism
of the colonialists, Southern Rhodesia's Prime Minister
was defiantly attempting, with the virtual consent of
the United Kingdom, to turn the country into a racialist
State on the South African pattern and was trying to
mislead world public opinion by alleging that the
struggle in Southern Rhodesia was not between the
indigenous population and the colonialists but between
communism and western civilizations. That charge was
as absurd in its substance as it was provocative in its
purpose.

48. Another common feature was that the colonialists
in Africa and elsewhere were backed by the United
States, which had no colonial possessions of its own in
Africa but which was taking an active part in plunder
ing them and drawing a major share of the economic,
military, strategic and other advantages derived from
the continuance of the hated colonial regimes. Without
that outside support, the colonial regimes in Africa
would long since have collapsed.

49. Lastly, all the colonial peoples in Africa, as
elsewhere, had an indisputable right to freedom and
independence, as recognized by the whole world and
by the United Nations. The member States composing
the Special Committee had a special duty to help the
enslaved peoples to establish their own independent
sovereign States. In the case of Southern Rhodesia,
that meant the establishment of an independent State
of Zimbabwe, where the power would be in the hands
of the indigenous majority.

50. The dozens of resolutions adopted by various
United Nations bodies, calling upon the colonialists to
grant freedom to those Territories, had thus far not
been implemented. The present meetings, however,
offered a further real opportunity for the Special Com
mittee to bring the governing Powers and their sup
porters to book by reaffirming its solidarity with the
struggling peoples and working out proposals for meas
ures to be taken against them, in accordance with the
United Nations Charter. Under the Charter, there was
no authority to take measures of force against those
creating a threat to peace, except by decision of the
Security Council. But the Special Committee had an
indisputable right to express its competent opinion on
the need for such measures and that opinion would
carry considerable. international and political weight.
Such conclusions, adopted on African soil, would have
to be given the most serious consideration by the Se
curity Council; achievement of that objective required
clarity of aim, political firmness and consistency of
principles in the Special Committee. The Soviet Union,
in line with its expressed principles, was willing to
support any effective measures designed to rid African
soil speedily of the last colonial regimes.

51. The representative of India said that President
Kaunda's opening address had recalled his stirring
appeal as a petitioner before the Special Committee of
Seventeen on 18 April 1962 and the prediction by the
representative of India concerning the part Dr. Kaunda
would play in the future of Zambia. It was fitting that
the Special Committee should be meeting in President
Kaunda's free country of Zambia on African Liberation
Day.

52. The President had played a leading part in build
ing up the close friendship existing between Zambia
and India, which was based on similar history and com
mon interests and ideals. Both countries were in the
process of economic and social change; and both be
lieved in peaceful coexistence, non-alignment and Afro
Asian solidarity. Zambia's fight for freedom had had a
special appeal for India because Dr. Kaunda had
adopted Mahatma Ghandi's policy of non-violence, ex
plaining his reasons for so doing to the United Nations
General Assembly on 4 December 1964 (1291st plenary
meeting) .

53. India had long been at the forefront of the
struggle against colonialism and racialism, both in the
United Nations, where his Government had been re
sponsible for the question of racial discrimination in
South Africa being placed on the agenda of the first
session of the General Assembly in 1946, and as a non
aligned country attending the Bandung, Belgrade and
Cairo Conferences.

54. In August 1963, speaking in New Delhi, the
late Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru had referred to the awaken
ing of Africa as the most exciting happening in tlu
twentieth century. Today there were thirty-four inde
pendent African States Members of the United Nations
But in Southern Rhodesia, not far from Zambia, l

million people were still being denied their rights. The
Indian Government had already made known its at
titude: that full and equal rights for all inhabitants
regardless of colour or creed, should come before in
dependence. As a protest against the so-called genera
election held on 7 May 1965, against the wishes 0
the indigenous people and the recommendations ant
resolutions adopted by the Special Committee on 22
April 1965, the Government of India had withdrawn
its mission from Salisbury and sent an explanatory
note to the United Kingdom Government and its
representative in Salisbury. In Angola, Mozambique
and so-called Portuguese Guinea colonialism in some
of its worst forms still persisted; South West Africa
faced the threat of illegal annexation by South
Africa; Bechuanaland, Basutoland and Swaziland were
still petitioning for independence. Efforts must n01
be relaxed as long as colonialism existed anywhere,
The increasing support for the struggle against colo
nialism and racialism, particularly by socialist and Latir
American countries, was a source of great encourage
ment. His Government had also welcomed the mol'
progressive policies of the United Kingdom Govern
ment in recent years and hoped there would be n
disappointment over Southern Rhodesia.

55. In a broadcast to the people of India on 11 Jun
1964, Prime Minister Shastri had referred to the name
of Ghandi and Nehru as symbols of the movement 0
subject peoples for freedom from colonial domination
He had also spoken of the Afro-Asian movement, 0

which Pandit Nehru had been one of the founders
Mro-Asian solidarity was, he had said, not an end
but a means of working for the freedom of the' Africar
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and Asian peoples, for peace ar.d understanding among
all nations, and for economic growth and better stan
dards of living; India sought no leadership in the group,
but would work on an equal footing with the other
nations in the common cause.

56. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania said it was gratifying to see the Special Corn
mittee meeting in the free country of Zambia which,
barely three years earlier, had been petitioning for
independence. There were advantages, too, in meeting
in Africa. The cost and the difficulties of travel for
petitioners would be considerably reduced; the Special
Committee would be able to gain first hand knowledge
of its subject; and the people still seeking their in
dependence would realize that some of the Govern
ments represented on the Committee were on their
side.

57. On the general issue of colonialism the attitude
of the United Republic of Tanzania could be summed
up in the words of President Nyerere, speaking in
Mbeya in 1962:

"Those of our brothers still under the colonial yoke
must fight; if they do not do so thcy are cowards.
And those of us who are independent must help
them even if it means shedding our blood; if we do
not do so then we shall also be cowards."
58. He stressed the importance of united action.

Divided factions only prolonged colonial domination.
59. He urged the Government of Southern Rhodesia

not to miscalculate the African's determination by
declaring unilateral independence. He also spoke of the
responsibility of the United Kingdom Government
which, as the administering Power, had ignored the
Security Council's appeal to call off the recent elections.
He urged that the United Kingdom Government should
declare the elections void and convene a constitutional
conference. If the problem were not soon settled by
peaceful means, it might ultimately have to be settled
by military action.

60. His Government's views on the Portuguese
colonies remained unchanged. The situation had
worsened, because the African people had taken to arms,
but he was sure of their ultimate victory.

61. He hoped that the colonial Powers wouldrespond
to the Special Committee's appeals before it was too
late, so that Africa could achieve full freedom without
being forced to abandon the ways of peace.

62. The representative of Yugoslavia thanked the
Governments of Zambia, Tanzania and Ethiopia for
their generous invitations, which would enable the
Special Committee to make a maximum contribution to
the struggle for independence of the peoples subjected
to foreign domination. His delegation was happy to
see that Zambia, which only recently had still been
under colonial domination, was today an independent
and sovereign State and was making a valuable con
tribution to the efforts made by peace-loving peoples
to promote international co-operation and to safeguard
peace and security. The Government and people of
Yugoslavia were following with sympathy the efforts
of the people of Zambia to resolve the many difficult
problems which they faced, such as the heritage of
the colonial era; they were sure that Zambia would,
by its own efforts and with the help of friendly coun
tries, succeed in solving those problems and they
wished it every success.

63. The fact that the Special Committee was meeting
in Africa was of great importance. That continent, which

had perhaps suffered more than any other from foreign
exploitation, was unfortunately not yet rid of the colo
nialism, racial discrimination and al~a,.theid which had
long since been severely condemned by history and
humanity. It was in Africa that some of the most
difficult colonial problems still persisted, among which
the problems of Southern Rhodesia, the Territories
under Portuguese administration, South 'West Africa,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland and the prob
lem of South Africa were the most disquieting. For
Zambia and Tanzania, the situation in Southern Rhode
sia, Angola, Mozambique and South West Africa
not only was a source of concern because of the suf
fering inflicted on their African brothers, but re
presented a direct threat to their securit.y and inde
pendence. It was in Africa that colonialism, which
had been conquered and condemned both morally and
politically, was trying to re-emerge in other forms by
exploiting the difficulties encountered by the recently
liberated countries. The Special Committee's visit was
not only a demonstration of solidarity with the peoples
struggling for freedom and independence, it was also
a demonstration of the firm determination 01 the inter
national community and of the United Nations to give
those peoples all the assistance they needed to remove
immediately, once and for all, the last vestiges of the
colonial era: discrimination and subjugation. The
Special Committee should make a thorough examina
tion of the problems of Southern Rhodesia, the Ter
ritories under Portuguese administration, South West
Africa, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and Swaziland and
should reach conclusions and make recommendations
in keeping with the aspirations and interests of the
peoples of those Territories. The members of the
Special Committee were going to meet many representa
tives of those peoples and through them would be able
to gain a more accurate picture of the real situation
which would be of great value in the formulation of
conclusions and recommendations.

64. He recalled a recent statement in which Presi
dent Tito had said that, in spite of the efforts made
by monopolist circles in the metropolitan countries
to prevent or slow the process of decolonization, the
end of colonialism was near and that the last bastions
of colonialism were preventing the attainment of a
stable situation in many regions of the world and were
an anachronism from both the political and the humani
tarian point of view. The Heads of States of Non
Aligned Countries who had met at Cairo in October
1964 had declared that lasting peace could not be
achieved so long as peoples subjected to foreign domina
tion continued to be deprived of their fundamental right
to freedom, independence and self-determination.

65. One of the principal aims of the United Nations
was to ensure that all men, without distinction, should
enjoy the inalienable right to freedom and human
dignity, to do away with colonialism once and for all,
to promote peace and security and to ensure inter
national co-operation on the basis of equality, non
interference in the internal affairs of other countries
and respect for the dignity of all human beings. The
work of the Special Committee in Africa should be
effective in helping to speed up the elimination of the last
vestiges of colonialism and to create an atmosphere of
peace and security in which the African people would be
able to concentrate their efforts on solving the problems
of economic, social and cultural development and to
advance on the road to progress.

:x
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66. His country's position on the question of colo
nialism was well known and there was no need to
state it again. As in the past, his Government would
continue to give every assistance to the peoples of
Zimbabwe, Angola, Mozambique, South 'Nest Africa,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, as also to
all other peoples struggling against colonialism and
fighting for liberty and independence.

67. The representative of the United States of
America recalled that in April 1962, Dr. Kaunda,
today the President of Zambia, had with others pre
sented to the Special Committee a detailed picture of
the situation in their country. Since then, some of their
momentous aspirations had been realized, and it thus
seemed most fitting that the Committee should be
meeting, three years later, in independent Zambia on
Africa Liberation Day. Dr. Kaunda had spoken of his
country's claim and emphasis on self-determination.
That must be the inspiration of the Committee also,
which should continuously seek ways of bringing closer
the day when the peoples of each of the Territories on its
agenda would exercise fully, freely and peacefully their
right to self-determination.

68. His country's dedication to self-determination
was firmly rooted in the very circumstances of its
emergence as a sovereign independent nation. For the
United States self-determination was not just a slogan,
but a concrete concept which should include three
specific aspects of choice: first, the choice of status,
whether independence or some other status selected
by the people; second, the right of self-government, i.e.,
the right to be ruled by a government which governed
by consent of ail the governed; third, the right to choose
the kind of institutions under which the people wished
to live. Those were the components of choice in the true
exercise of self-determination such as his country would
wish for all dependent peoples-a choice to be achieved
through the process of peaceful change within a frame
work of agreement of all the parties. That was the
process which had more than doubled the membership
of the United Nations in the few short years of its
existence, and it could not be abandoned. But the
process was only a beginning; preserving independence
was often as delicate a task as winning independence.
President [ohnson, speaking" of the newly independent.
nations of Asia and Africa, had affirmed the United
States' commitment to help those who were seeking
to strengthen their own independence and to work
closely with Governments dedicated to the welfare of
all the people; the United States, he had said, did not
seek to extend its power, but to strengthen the freedom
of all peoples.

69. The representative of Italy, after thanking the
Government and people of Zambia for the friendly
hospitality offered to the Committee, said that Italy
had been closely associated with Africa through the
centuries and was proud to play a part, through
membership in the Special Committee, in the historic
process of decolonization, which would go down in
history not only for what had been achieved but also
for the way it had been achieved: namely by the bravery
and tenacity with which the colonial peoples had
pursued their ideals of freedom and independence, by
the pressure of all liberal forces in the world and by
the wisdom of all parties concerned who had decided
that decolonization should be achieved by peaceful
means. In the past. many empires had been swept away
by violence, but historians would always ask them-

selves whether the results justified the cost ill human
suffering, or whether the new order did not contain in
itself the seeds of future destruction. He did not
believe that that was true of decolonization, The fact
that the new order had been created by peaceful means
was the best guarantee of its soundness and durability,
and the Special Committee's presence in a newly in
dependent country testified to the fortunate trend history
had taken.

70. Not ail the problems had been solved, and the
virtues of wisdom, tenacity and restraint exercised in
the past by the former colonial peoples and administer
ing Powers would have to be exercised again and to
an even greater extent. If the outlook was not bright in
certain areas, the Committee should redouble its efforts.
Italy was confident that the requirements of justice,
freedom and peace would eventually be reconciled, and
pledged its wholehearted co-operation to that end.

71. The representative of Denmark recalled that his
delegation had, from the outset, found that the holding of
meetings in Africa might be useful in helping the Com
mittee to obtain a clearer understanding of African
problems. He sincerely hoped that the meetings would
further the cause of decolonization and lead to con
structive measures on behalf of all peoples still living
under colonial rule. The statements made by previous
speakers had shown how strong was the pressure for
the final abolition of all colonies and how great was
the need for self-determination.

72. The representative of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland said he was im
pressed by the way in which the Zambian Government
had set about the task of development which faced
the country.

73. The United Kingdom Government's approach
to the problem of the Territories in southern Africa
was founded on the principle of self-determination as
laid down in the United Nations Charter. His Govern
ment had pledged itself to that principle and had con
sistently honoured its pledge. In this connexion, he
pointed to the changes that had taken place in Africa
since the Special Committee's visit in 1962. During
that period no less than six African countries formerly
under British administration, with a total population
of over 21 million, had attained full independence.

74. The record of the United Kingdom Government
was proof of its sincerity and good faith, which the Com
mittee should bear in mind when considering the
solution of the remaining colonial problems in Africa
and elsewhere. It was against that background, and
with the basic principle of self-determination constantly
in view, that his Government approached the four items
to be dealt with by the Committee. The United Kingdom
had direct responsibility in regard to only two of
those items. In Southern Rhodesia, his Government
had already declared its determination to find, by
negotiation, a basis for independence which would
be acceptable to the people of Southern Rhodesia as a
whole. Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland were
already well on the way to full independence, and
Basutoland and Bechuanalandhad fully representative
Governments which were busily engaged in planning
the final stages in their progress to independence. As
to the Portuguese African Territories, the United
Kingdom had repeatedly stated that the principle of
self-determination should be implemented and had re
peatedly urged the Portuguese Government to base its
policies on that principle. The problem of South West
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Africa was at present being examined by the Inter
national Court of Justice and, in his view, it would be
incorrect for the Committee to say anything which
might prejudge the Court's findings.

75. In discussing all those questions, his delegation
would endeavour to play its part constructively. 'Where
United Kingdom responsibilities were involved, frank
discussions had been held with the United Nations to
the fullest possible extent consistent with his Govern
ment's views on the competence of the United Nations
and the limitations 011 its own authority and responsi
bility. It was his Government's firm intention and, he
felt sure, the wish of Africa, to seek a peaceful solution
to all those problems.

76. The representative of Poland, after expressing
his delegation's gratitude and appreciation to the Presi
dent, Dr. Kaunda, his Government and the people
of Zambia for the invitation extended to the Special
Committee to meet in that part of the African con
tinent, welcomed the representative of the Organization
of African Unity (OAU) in his capacity as an observer
in the Special Committee. He pointed out that, although
the sphere of colonial domination had shrunk in the
last few years, the dangers inherent in the continued
existence of colonialism had by no means decreased.
The dependent peoples refused to live any longer under
the colonial yoke, particularly when they could see
examples in neighbouring countries of peoples enjoying
their independence. However, through violence and the
use of force, the colonial Powers still attempted to
frustrate their just aspiration to achieve independence.

77. The problems that the Special Committee was
called upon to discuss, together with the policy of
apartheid in South Africa, were closely interrelated
and constituted the most urgent matters facing the
Organization of African Unity, the United Nations and
the world as a whole. In southern Africa the colonial
Powers were using all the means at their disposal to
prevent the implementation of the provisions of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. They still continued to wage
colonial wars against the indigenous population, thus
creating a permanent source of tension and a threat to
international peace and security. Recent events in the
Portuguese Territories and Southern Rhodesia gave
rise to serious concern. A unilateral declaration of
independence in Southern Rhodesia might lead to the
creation of a new apartheid State in Africa, dominated
by a minority settlers' Government.

78. Southern Rhodesia, Angola and certain other
Territories it' Africa were not merely colonies of the
United Kingdom or Portugal, but virtually economic
colonies belonging to South Africa, Britain, the United
States and Western Germany, whose nationals were
part-owners of the great trusts that exploited the natural
resources and peoples of southern Africa. The unholy
alliance of Portugal, South Africa and Southern Rhode
sia was based on the mutual ramifications of the in
ternational financial groupings. Confident in the support
of the big monopolies, which were powerful enough to
influence official policies, the Governments of Portugal,
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia were constantly
intensifying their fight against national liberation move
ments.

79. The world was witnessing both open and dis
guised aggression by colonial and nee-colonial forces in
different parts of the world in flagrant violation of
the United Nations Charter. Those desperate acts had

followed upon pronouncements that wars of national
liberation would not be tolerated by the imperialist
Powers. It was the duty of the Special Committee to
reject the contention that the imperialists were entitled
to decide what form the struggle for national liberation
should take. If their contention were accepted, the
peoples of Angola, Mozambique and Southern Rho
desia would have to abandon their struggle for freedom
and independence. That must Hot be allowed to happen.

80. The Polish people fully shared the desire of
Africans to see their brothers liberated from foreign
domination, humiliation and oppression. By virtue of
its historical traditions and the nature of its socialist
structure, Poland was opposed to any form of national
or social oppression. It had on many occasions de
monstrated its support for the cause of freedom and
progress. Only a concerted effort by all the anti
colonial forces, as envisaged by the Addis Ababa con
ference and the Cairo Declaration of the non-aligned
countries, could speed up the process of decolonization,

81. His Government considered that the Special
Committee should draw the necessary conclusions from
the fact that numerous resolutions adopted by the
United Nations had been ignored by the colonial
Powers. Certain cases could be submitted to the Security
Council with a request that appropriate action be taken
to enforce decisions in accordance with the United
Nations Charter. Special emphasis should be placed
on the urgent need to put an end to military and other
assistance offered by NATO to the colonial Powers
to help them to s~lppress nationalist movements in
Africa and elsewhere.

82. The Polish delegation atttached great importance
to the present session in Africa, which would allow the
Special Committee to make contact with the people still
living under colonial rule. The representatives of the
oppressed peoples would be given an opportunity to
explain their views and their aspirations.' The road
to independence was not an easy one. It was for the
colonial peoples themselves to decide which direction
they wished to take. The task of the United Nations,
and the Special Committee in particular, was to help
them in their struggle.

83. The representative of Iraq said that the Special
Committee's decision to meet in Africa reflected the
growing concern of the United Nations for Territories
still under foreign domination and its determination
to see that the people in those areas gained their in
dependence and freedom. His delegation hoped that
independence would be achieved speedily, peacefully and
smoothly. Many of the countries in the Special Com
mittee were developing nations that needed peace and
security to pursue their objectives of social justice,
economic development and higher standards of living.
The Afro-Asian nations had many common goals,
foremost among them being to ensure that the colonial
Territories gained their independence peacefully. His
tory proved that domination and injustice could not last
long and that oppressors would ultimately be defeated.

84. The Special Committee's work in Africa would
necessarily be limited by the short time available, but
its work would surely bear fruit. It would be an in
spiration to those Territories still under foreign domina
tion to achieve their goals of freedom and. dignity.

85. While meeting in Zambia, the Special Com
mittee would look into the question of Southern Rho
desia, Zambia's immediate neighbour. His delegation's
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views on the situation there had been fully explained
when the question was debated in New York. Since
then the Special Committee had adopted a resolution
calling upon the administering Power to assume its
responsibilities by securing the release of prisoners and
detainees, the repeal of discriminatory laws and the
suspension of the 1961 Constitution. The recent elections
in Southern Rhodesia and the return to power of the
present racist Government, which had stated its in
tention of declaring' unilateral independence, had created
an explosive situation. It was for that reason that the
Special Committee had decided to meet on African
soil, in order to be physically closer to the Territories
in question and to hear petitioners. He felt sure that the
opportunity offered to the Committee would be valuable
and would result in a fresh understanding of the prob
lems involved.

86. The representative of Bulgaria recalled that his
country had always stood solidly behind Zambia both
in its past struggles and in its present endeavour to
build an outpost of freedom on the frontiers of op
pression. He was gratified to see the progress Zambia
had achieved in the brief period since independence. It
was a happy coincidence that the Special Committee
should be starting its work on African Liberation Day,
and he was sure its decision to come to Africa would
prove timely and far-sighted. Millions of people in
Africa still languished in colonial bondage, and the
Special Committee's visit would bring it into closer
touch with spokesmen for the liberation movements
there.

87. The situation with regard to the implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples was far from satis
factory. It would soon be five years since the Declara
tion had been adopted, yet there was more need than
ever for vigorous action by the Special Committee. As
the President of Zambia had said in his opening ad
dress, what was required was action, not words.

88. In endeavouring to reflect the aspirations of
dependent peoples, the Committee had always sought
to adopt recommendations designed to bring about a
peaceful solution of the problems posed by colonialism.
Blame for the present situation must therefore lie with
the colonial Powers, which had consistently refused
to comply with the decisions of the Special Committee,
the General Assembly and the Security Council. It
was that stubborn opposition to the process of de
colonization that constituted the common denominator
of all the items on the Special Committee's agenda. The
racial discrimination, oppressive measures and direct
military action undertaken by Salazar, V erwoerd and
Smith, and the assistance given them by the United
States, the United Kingdom and other NATO coun
tries, showed that the colonial Powers were resolved
to do everything possible to preserve white domination
in southern Africa and to further the interests of the
monopolies which were exploiting the peoples and the
natural resources of that whole region. While criticizing
those policies in words, the imperialist Powers in fact
acted as accomplices. Meanwhile, the United States had
embarked on a series of aggressive acts in other parts
of the world such as Viet-Nam, the Congo and the
Dorninicar, Republic. The United States policy of in
tervening to crush national liberation movements in
flagrant violation of international law was thus another
manifestation of the same fundamental attitude. The
Special Committee could therefore not ignore the re-

suIting international situation, for it was highly relevant.
to the questions on its agenda. The Special Committee
must take whatever steps were necessary to become an
effective instrument in securing compliance with the
Declaration. His country's unswerving support for the
principles of that Declaration was well known, and
the Bulgarian delegation would support any measures
designed to secure its speedy implementation.

89. The representative of the Ivory Coast thanked
the Zambian people for their welcome and congratu
lated President Kaunda on his message of welcome.
He was particularly happy to be in Zambia. a State
which, since its liberation from the colonial yoke, had
welcomed to its territory its oppressed brothers from
Rhodesia, South West Africa. Mozambique, Angola,
Bechuanaland, Swaziland and Bnsutolnnd, They should
know that they were not alone in that struggle and
that all peace-loving peoples stood shoulder to shoulder
with them.

90. The representative of Sierra Leone said that,
by meeting in Zambia, the Special Committee would
give new hope to those African Territories still under
colonial domination and make clear the determination
of most countries of the world to free them. It was
the earnest desire of his delegation to bring about the
speedy decolonization of Africa and other continents.
In that respect he fully endorsed President Kaunda's
call for immediate action rather than words, and hoped
that some positive results would come out of the present
session, for example the release of Mr. Joshua Nkomo
and the Rev. Sithole,

91. Recalling its own colonial days, the Government
of Sierra Leone was dedicated to the quest for the
liberation of all oppressed peoples. It understood the
problems involved in the struggle for emancipation and
knew how cunning the colonial Powers could be. It
was partly because all political parties had presented
a united front on the question of independence that
Sierra Leone had achieved its independence peacefully.
He therefore hoped that where internal differences
existed, the parties in any Territories under colonial
rule would be able to unite for freedom, leaving the
colonial Power no excuse for delay.

92. The Special Committee's agenda covered the
High Commission Territories of Basutoland, Bechu
analand and Swaziland, where the chief difficulty would
be to preserve their territorial and national. integrity,
and South West Africa where the people had been forced
into a system of apartheid against their will. Whatever
the legal outcome at the International Court of Justice
-and his delegation devoutly hoped that the result
would be emancipation-a human tragedy existed in
those cou.itries and it would have to be discussed. In
the Portuguese Territories the nationalists of Angola,
Portuguese Guinea, Mozambique and other areas were
denied the right to choose their own destiny. In
Zimbabwe a few thousand whites under Mr. Ian Smith
intended to create another South Africa. However dif
ferent those countries might be, and however varied
their problems, the basic situation was the same: mil
lions of people were denied the inalienable right of
every individual to be treated with human dignity and
to enjoy his fundamental liberties.

93. He called upon the colonial Powers to release
their subject peoples and allow them to fend for them
selves. It was his delegation's wish to see the nation
alist leaders of today installed at the United Nations
as heads of truly independent countries.
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94. The representative .of Cambodia thanked the
President of Zambia warmly for having allowed the
Special Committee to meet in Lusaka,

95. Although it was situated far from the African
continent, whose peoples were still suffering cruelly
under colonialism, Cambodia was nevertheless an Afro
Asian country which had given and continued to give
its firm and constant support to its African brothers
in their lawful struggle for independence,. for Cam
bodia itself had, for a long period, experienced the
humiliation of the colonial yoke. In November 1953,
however, alone among the countries of the former
French Indo-China, Cambodia had succeeded in re
gaining its freedom and complete independence, without
a drop of blood being shed,

96. At all international gatherings-at Bandung, at
Belgrade, at Cairo and at each sessi?n of the.Unit~d
Nations General Assembly-Cambocha had raised ItS
voice in condemnation of colonialism, nee-colonialism,
racialism and imperialism. Cambodia, like the other
Afro-Asian countries, could not leave several million
of its African brothers at t, e mercy of the colonial
Powers. They must be helped to recover their freedom
and independence as speedily as possible. That was why,
immediately after the Cairo Conference, Prince No
rodom Sihanouk, the Head of State of Cambodia, had
informed the Secretary-General of the ·Conference that
the Royal Government of Cambodia, in solidarity with
ItS African brothers, had decided to break off all re
lations with Portugal and South Africa.

97. The Special Committee, as also the General As
sembly and the Security Council, had adopted a number
of resolutions concerning, in particular, Southern Rho
desia, the Territories under Portuguese administration
and South West Africa. Unfortunately, those resolu
tions had not been complied with. His delegation
therefore considered that the time had come for action
and for the consideration of specific measures designed
to compel the colonial Powers and their allies, the
imperialists, to respect and carry out the resolutio?s
adopted. Millions of Africans living under the colonial
yoke had placed their hope in intervention by. the
United Nations, and the Organization must not disap
point them.

98. The representative of Syria pointed out that
Africa's rise to prominence in world affairs was one
of the outstanding features of the twentieth century.
Within a short space of time much had been done to
unite Africa in defence of the rights of man. In that con
nexion the Special Committee had a heavy burden of
responsibility. The time for action had come and it
must ensure that its work was positive and effective.

99. In Southern Rhodesia, Mozambique and Angola,
as well as in South Africa, the forces of bigotry and
reaction were firmly entrenched. Devoid of any sense
of humanity, they ruthlessly suppressed the indigenous

.i peoples. Blinded by the immense profits they were
1 accumulating at the expense of the majority, they still
I denied the masses their most elementary rights. Against
I the current of history and progress, they still carried
lout policies of colonial exploitation and racial superiority.
,••j In Zimbabwe. a small minority sotdlght toI achi~,:,e its
. so-called independence in order to eny t le legitimate
,1 rights of 4 million Africans. For all of them, the African
~lpeoples represented no more than cheap labour.

'I·.~;' 100. It was not enough to decry their actions, be
cause moral pressure was of no avail. They flouted

all moral and international obligations and defied the
resolutions of the international community. It was there..
fore time to undertake a positive investigation. The re
maining representatives ef colonialism manufactured
only small arms themselves. Where did they get their
abundant supplies of modern weapons? What were
their sources of foreign investment? Without animosity
he wished to draw the attention of the major Powers
to the fact that by condoning those supplies of arms,
money and assistance they were doing a disservice to
the cause of humanity. It was deeds and facts that
mattered, not declaratlorrs of innocent intentions. Le
galistic quibbles must not hamper effective action. Mil
lions of lives were at stake and international peace
was in danger. Amid the great revolution for the bet
terment of mankind, vile-attempts were being made
to debase human values and reinstate the worst forms
of exploitation and slavery.

101. The Afro-Asian countries had long experience
of the anti-colonial struggle, and had pronounced them
selves in unequivocal terms in the historic resolutions
of the Cairo Conference of non-aligned countries. Great
hope had been placed in the work of the Special Com
mittee, which should do its utmost to ensure that the
expectations of the colonized countries were not disap
pointed.

102. The representative of Venezuela expressed
warm thanks to the President of Zambia for his invita
tion to the Special Committee. The fact that the Special
Committee was meeting in Africa was of particular
importance, for it was certainly the African co~til:ent

which had suffered most from the ravages of colonialism,
Its land and its inhabitants had been exploited, and
millions of Africans, torn from their native land, had
nourished the soil of America with their blood, but
millions, too, had finally become merged and identified
with the other inhabitants of the American continent.
It was to the African that Latin America owed its
spirit of independence, its love of freedom and its
courage in rebelling against every kind of oppression.

103. One hundred and fifty years previously, at
great sacrifice, Latin America, and Venezuela in p~r

ticular, had attained independence. There were still,
however, peoples in America subjected to the colonial
yoke and Territories occupied by foreign Powers. Those
peoples too would regain ~heir independence. one d.ay
and the occupied Territories would be reunited WIth
the States from which they had been severed.

104. For Venezuelans, inhabitants of a country where
discrimination did not exist, where social democracy
was not an empty word and where the Indian, the
African and the Spaniard had blended into one freedom
loving people, it was hard to understand how there
could be colonial regimes where some were denied the
exercise of their fundamental rights.

105. Only universal suffrage, which was still denied
to a large number of men, was capable of ensuring the
free expression of the popular will. The Venezelan
Government had been elected by universal suffrage in
elections in which more than 90 per cent of the reg
istered voters had participated. His delegation there
fore considered that the Zimbabwe people, and the
millions of other Africans still under the colonial regime,
could no longer be deprived of their fundamental rights
It was inconceivable that some Powers could believe
that the anachronistic system of colonialism could con
tinue in' being or that a people could be denied its
freedom and independence. A people might be deprived
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temporarily of its freedom and independence, but sooner
or later it would regain its rights.

106. His delegation was convinced that free 1:0
operation among peoples and respect for the principles
of the United Nations Charter were enough to resolve
all the problems which might face the international
community. Venezuela had always defended the princi
ple of non-intervention and would never allow a foreign
Power to interfere in its internal affairs. It wished to
see that principle respected also in the case of all other
peoples, without distinction. The African peoples had
the right to decide their destiny in complete freedom.
That was an inalienable right which it should be pos
sible to exercise peacefully, and it was incumbent on
the United Nations to see that the right of the peoples
was respected if it did not wish violence to break out.

107. Venezuela had always struggled against colo
nialism; in United Nations bodies it had always de
fended the right of the peoples of Africa to freedom and
independence, and it would continue to do so.

108. The President of the Republic of Zambia, in
the address he had given on the occasion of "African
Liberation Day", had expressed the hope that the
Special Committee would not have to return to Lusaka
again as a comn;' .tee on decolonization. The delegation
of Venezuela associated itself with that hope.

109. The representative of Madagascar expressed
satisfaction that Zambia, which had just gained in
dependence, was already showing that it was resolved
to contribute actively to the defence of the interests
of the international community. Zambia was thus prov
ing to the world that it regarded the plight of those
still suffering under foreign rule as a matter of prime
concern. That gesture deserved the admiration and
gratitude of all.

110. Five years after the adoption by the General
Assembly of the Declaration on the Granting of In
dependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, there
were still regions of the world, particularly on the
African continent, where the exploitation of one people
by another continued and where scorn for the most
elementary human rights was the rule. The fact that
recommendations and resolutions of United Nations
bodies remained without effect was not the result of
chance but the work of a few Governments and in
individuals who clung to principles which were dictated
by their selfish interests.

111. The current of independence was becoming
so strong in Africa that all those trying to oppo- it
were courting disaster, for the independent At, an
States would not indefinitely tolerate the use of violence
against their brothers.

112. The Malagasy Republic was whole-heartedly
with those struggling for their freedom and hoped
that the Special Committee, when it concluded its work.
would have opened the way to an era of co-operation
among all peoples.

113. The representative of Australia heartily en
dorsed President Kaunda's plea for a strengthening of
the United Nations and its work. Having observed
at first hand Zambia's development both before and after
independence, he considered Zambia to be a good ex
ample of successful decolonization. Credit for that should
go primarily to the leaders and people of the country,
but also to the United Kingdom Government. A people's
revolution was taking place in Zambia, but a revolution
without violence 01' injustice. Race relations were

characterized by tolerance and co-operation. Hard work
and the dynamic utilization of resources were the main
spring of development for the welfare of all and not
for a minority. Less concern was shown for the main
tenance of civilized standards-a negative and static
concept-than for the steady raising of standards above
the existing level for the whole of the population.

114. For leaders and peoples in Africa south of the
Znmbesi, those were lessons of the greatest importance.
The Special Committee could exhort, appeal, and warn,
but example had a more profound and permanent in
fluence than precept. He hoped that the leaders and
peoples south of the Zambesi would study the policies
and plans of Zambia and see for themselves how transi
tion to majority rule and advance to higher standards of
productivity, welfare and human dignity for everyone
could be achieved with justice and in peace. Such
changes would not easily be achieved in Rhodesia, for
example, where an extraordinary effort, in particular
by the Rhodesian Government, would be required. The
Special Committee was entitled to ask that such an
effort be made, and he hoped it would continue to play
a constructive part in achieving that end.

115. The representative of Chile welcomed the fact
that Zambia, which was like Chile in that its principal
source of wealth was copper, was today an independent
democratic State.

116. The attitude of the Chilean delegation in the
Special Committee was well known. It had always been
guided by an unshakable faith in the principle of
equality for all and respect for basic human rights.
Chile had a deep interest in the African cause and in
the process of liberation in Africa and looked forward
to living in a world which was completely liberated,
devoted to the task of improving the welfare of all
and rid of the unjust system of discrimination. Latin
America had struggled in the past to free itself from
the colonial yoke; today it was the turn of the Africans
to fight for liberty. The best wishes of the people and
Government of Chile were with them.

117. It was regrettable that the Special Committee
should once again have to consider the situation in
Southern Rhodesia, its previous resolutions having so
far been of no avail. The Committee's decision to ask
for the release of the political leaders Nkomo and
Sithole was of the utmost importance and he wished
to address another urgent appeal to the administering
Power to use its influence with IVIr. Ian Smith's Gov
ernment to obtain the immediate release of the political
prisoners-who were the true representatives of South
ern Rhodesia-and the convening of a constitutional
conference on the basis of the principle "one man, one
vote". The Chilean delegation was concerned also
about the situation of the inhabitants of South West
Africa and of the Territories administered by Portugal,
and it strongly condemned the attitude of South Africa
and Portugal. It would continue to co-operate actively
with the efforts being made to restore those coun
tries to their lawful owners. The inhabitants of Basu
toland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, too, had a right
to self-determination and to a government of their
choice. The Chilean delegation expressed its sympathy
with them and warmly supported their cause. Lastly
his delegation was glad that an observer from the
Organization of African Unity was attending the Special
Committee's meetings and hoped that consideration
might be given to the possibility of having a permanent
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representntive of that rcgionnl orgnnizntion at United
Nntions Headquarters in New York.

118, The representative of Irun recalled that, from
the outset, his Government had backed every action
taken by the United Nations for the liberation of people
from colonial rule. As a sponsor of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, Iran took a keen and active interest in
its speedy Implementation by peaceful means, The strug
gle of the Zimbabwe people for liberation from the racist
minority regime of Southern Rhodesia had received
Iran's full support, The struggle for independence in
other parts of Africa, in particular in Angola, Moznm
bique and Portuguese Guinea where colonialism in its
most cruel form prevails was of equal or even greater
importance.

119, In addition to serving the cause of freedom,
justice and human dignity, the struggle for independence
had also been instrumental in bringing together the
peoples of the Afro-Asian countries. Those fraternal
ties should not be slackened once independence had
been achieved. Independence meant only political libera
tion. True freedom implied economic independence and
the the eradication of poverty, disease, hunger and
illiteracy. Since all developing countries were faced
with similar problems, they should co-operate in solving
them. Common action against social and economic
ills should begin with small and feasible projects which
could be successfully accomplished. A start could be
made by creating or expanding commercial and economic
ties and by exchanging technical knowledge.

120. Progress made under Zambia's transitional
development plan, and the projects undertaken in
agricultural development, the expansion of trade, health
and education, indicated the high degree of competence
and dedication on the part of the leaders of Zambia.

121. The representative of Tunisia associated himself
with the speakers who had expressed their thanks to the
Zambian Government for all the efforts it had made
to ensure the success of the meetings of the Special
Committee in Lusakn.

122. As long ago as 1959, President Bourguiba had
raised the question of decolonization and suggested
that the countries with colonies should hold a round
table conference to decide themselves on the procedures
for the decolonization of the countries and peoples under
their administration. President Bourguiba had pointed
out at that time that decolonization was inevitable and
that it was better that it should be brought about peace
fully than that it should involve unnecessary bloodshed;
colonialism was out of date and it was impossible to op
pose the trend of history. President Bourguiba had
concluded that it was in the interests of the colonial
Powers themselves to bring about decolonization, since
they would thus retain the friendship and sympathy of
the colonized peoples. Although President Bourguiba's
suggestion had not been taken up by the colonial
Powers, the United Nations had in a way replied to it
by establishing the Special Committee.

123. The Tunisian delegation wished to pay a tribute
to the Special Committee for the way in which it had
discharged its task so far. The Special Committee was a
body of which the administering Powers should make
the greatest use, since it enabled them to carry out
decolonization in favourable conditions, and they should
co-operate closely with it in the interests of world peace .

124. Tunisia would spare no effort to contribute
fully to the observance ef the principle of decoloniantion
wherever it might be applicable, and, in particular,
would do its utmost during the session to advance the
Special Committee's work with regard to the items
on its agenda.

Othcrstatements
125. The representative of the Co-ordinating Com

mittee for the Liberation of Africa of the Organization
of African Unity expressed the gratitude of the
Secretary-General of the OAU for according the Co
ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa
of that organization an observer status on the oc
casion of the Special Committee's meetings in Africa.
He also extended his good wishes to the members of the
Special Committee for a fruitful stay in Africa. On
behalf of the OAU, he thanked the Government and
people of Zambia for the hospitality accorded to the
various delegations and to the OAU observer.

126. He observed that the President of Zambia had
eloquently stated the stand of the OAU with regard
to the problem of colonialism in Africa which the OAU
regarded as a challenge to the African continent and
an affront to African dignity. A situation in which
millions of African peoples were subjected to alien
rule and exploitation with a reckless disregard for the
aspirations of the peoples for a decent life and self
determination could no longer be tolerated.

127. It was the hope of the OAU and its Co
ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa that
the meetings of the Special Committee in Africa would
bring new hope to the suffering peoples still under
colonial domination and that the Special Committee,
having met and heard the various nationalist organiza
tions, would recommend to the General Assembly
concrete action to ensure that colonial Powers grant
independence to all the Territories under domination.

128. He offered to make available for distribution
to members of the Special Committee the resolution of
the Council of Ministers and the Assembly of Heads
of State and Government of the OAU. He explained
that the documents related to the Lagos Conference
(February 1964) resolution on Southern Rhodesia
(A/AC.109/59), the Cairo Conference (July 1964)
resolutions on apartheid and racial discrimination,
Southern Rhodesia, the Portuguese Territories, the
High Commission Territories and the Nairobi Con
ference (February-March 1965) resolutions on Portu
guese Territories and Southern Rhodesia.

129. He stated that in order to co-ordinate assistance
to liberation movements in Africa, to give direction
and purpose to the struggling peoples of Africa, and
to focus world attention more intensely on the problems
of colonialism in Africa, the OAU had established a
Co-ordinating Committee of nine members with head
quarters in Dar es Salaam.

130. He ernphasrzed that it was the desire of the
Co-ordinating Committee that there should be a peaceful
transition to independence in all colonial Territories in
Africa. Where colonial Powers showed a genuine
desire and took practical steps to achieve such a goal
speedily, all attempts had always been made to en
courage them in their efforts and to ensure that
nationalist parties, without prejudice to their cause
pursued their goal in a spirit of moderation. On thJ
other hand, there were a few recalcitrant Powers and
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racist minority groups which had proved impervious
to reason and common sense, in the attitudes of which
there could be no change unless brought about by
violence and the destruction of human life. Conditions
in Mozambique, Angola, Southern Rhodesia, South
Africa, South West Africa, Portuguese Guinea, Siio
Tome and Principe and French Somaliland were such
as to constitute a threat to peace in Africa and the
whole world unless the United Nations exercised that
sacred duty imposed upon it by the Charter to impose
sanctions in order to ensure that a blood-bath was
not let loose in Africa. Africa could not be expected
to tolerate alien rule and a shameless exploitation of
its peoples by a minority, however powerful. '

131. The history of Africa was written in bloodshed
by those who, under the guise of an evangelizing Chris
tian mission, enslaved millions of people, banishing
many to barren ai.d unproductive lands in favour of a
microscopic minority who, in all appearances, had lost
all sense of justice and common humanity. In Zim
babwe, a minority had arrogated to itself the inherent
right to rule the majority under a system that was
akin to the Nazi Gestapo, The United Kingdom, as the
administering Power, had failed to live up to its reputa
tion for justice and fair play. It had refused to take
the initiative to suspend the Rhodesian Constitution
and to convene a constitutional conference of all shades
of political opinion in Zimbabwe. On the contrary, the
leaders of the people were either in jail or under restric
tion and yet all that the United Kingdom had done
was to threaten economic and diplomatic sanctions
against the Government of Southern Rhodesia if it
declared independence unilaterally. The situation in
Zimbabwe was explosive and constituted a potential
threat to world peace. Africa, and no less the United
Nations, had a responsibility to ensure that the situa
tion did not deteriorate further as a result of the con
tinued travesty of the elementary rules of justice and
democratic principles by a recalcitrant racist minority
waxing strong on the sweat of the labouring masses
of Zimbabwe.

132. The racist minority Government was embarking
upon a disastrous course by threatening to declare inde
pendence unilaterally, The OAU considered this a
challenge to the integrity and good faith of the admin
istering Power and a challenge to organized world
opinion. If allowed to materialize, it would constitute,
not only on the part of the racist Government of that
Territory, but also on the part of the Government of
the United Kingdom, a flagrant violation of the resolu
tions of the Special Committee and the General
Assembly.

133. The United Kingdom had threatened economic
and diplomatic san-tions against Southern Rhodesia in
the event of a unilateral declaration of independence.
It was therefore pertinent to draw a comparison between
past experiences in South Africa and the possibilities
presented in Zimbabwe. In spite of the adoption of
General Assembly resolution 1899 (XVIII) of Novem
ber 1963, calling on all Member States, inter alia, to
boycott all South African goods and to refrain from
exporting goods, including arms and ammunition, to
South Africa, the United Kingdom and the United
States together with their Western allies had not com
plied with the resolution. Since then, Western Germany
and jnpar had substantially increased their investments
in, and trade with South Africa, thereby postponing
the day of reckoning for the racial bigots of that coun-

try. Those two countries had in fact successfully taken
advantage of the situation created by the trade embargo
imposed upon South Africa by some countries. There
were countries ready to take advantage of such sanc
tions, and in any case, Portugal and South Africa had
already pledged their support should this become
necessary.

1.34. Mr. Inn Smith had gone further, by threatening
economic reprisal against Zambia and Malawi. The
racist minority clique of white settlers should be warned
without delay that any attempt to disrupt the economy
of the young Zambian nation would be regarded as an
act of hostility to the whole of Africa.

135. The Co-ordinating Committee called upon the
United Kingdom to take the following steps:

(a) To seize the initiative immediately in Southern
Rhodesia by giving Mr. Smith a time-limit within which
to agree to a review of the Constitution in such a way
as to ensure majority rule;

(b) To suspend the Rhodesian Constitution pending
this review;

(c) To convene immediately a constitutional con
ference in London reflecting all shades of political
opinion in Zimbabwe; and

(d) To order the immediate and unconditional re
lease of all political detainees in Zimbabwe.

136. If Mr. Smith failed to comply with these con
ditions, the United Kingdom would be honour bound
to intervene militarily in Southern Rhodesia as it had
done elsewhere in the recent past. The Co-ordinating
Committee endorsed the stand of the Special Committee
that the United Kingdom use its good offices for the
release of Mr. Nkorno and the Rev. Sithole to enable
them to appear before the Special Committee.

137. He remarked that Africa did not desire blood
shed as a solution to the Southern Rhodesian problem.
It desired a solution that guaranteed majority rule in
a new society in which the worth of the individual was
protected without regard to the colour of his skin. At
the same time, Africa would leave no stone unturned to
ensure that the common will was the basis of law in
Southern Rhodesia.

138. Elsewhere, in the Territories under Portuguese
domination-Angola, Mozambique, so-called Portuguese
Guinea, Sao Tome and Principe-no visible step had
been taken by Portugal to respect and comply with
United Nations resolutions on decolonization, Portu
guese authorities still claimed that these Territories
situated in Africa were overseas provinces of Portugal;
they still claimed a Christian civilizing mission although
forced labour and political repression, mass illiteracy
and poverty were all that could be shown for Portugal's
five centuries in these Territories. NATO arms were
being used in all these Territories to suppress the genu
ine aspirations of the peoples for self-determination.
Portugal continued to practise genocide on a large scale
and to mete out to a defenceless people a reign of terror
reminiscent of Hitler atrocities in Europe. It was on
record that some Members of the United Nations had
not only flouted the resolutions of the United Nations
on this issue, but had consistently sold war materials
and munitions to Portugal though aware that such
materials would be used in the Portuguese colonial
Territories. How else could one explain the recent
utterances of the Portuguese Foreign Minister in
London and the threat of military reprisals against
Tanzania simply because that country was ho~t to the:
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OAU Co-ordinating Committee and was in no way
responsible. for the military rebellion going on in Mo
zambique? Let Portugal be warned that an attack on
Tanzania would constitute a declaration of war on the
whole of Africa and all the efforts of the whole continent
would be employed to put an end once and for all to
Portuguese militarism and oppression in Africa.

i39. Portugal had joined in an unholy trinity with
aparthcid South Africa and racist Southern Rhodesia
in a futile attempt to stop the onward march of history
and the rising but engulfing tide of African nationalism.
The Special Committee, currently sitting in Lusaka, in
a country wedged between Mozambique, Angola and
Southern Rhodesia, should recommend positive and
definite sanctions against Portugal because the presence
of Portugal in those areas constituted a threat to the
peace of Zambia. Let the strength of the Special Com
mittee's condemnation of Portuguese atrocities echo
across the borders of Zambia to lift the hearts of those
yearning for self-determination and a government chosen
by themselves. He expressed the hope that the different
liberation movements would present their cases before
the Special Committee and explain the various turns and
twists in imperialist strategy in the remaining colonial
Territories in Africa as well as the aspirations of mil
lions of people to participate in a goverment of their
own choice.

140. He said that so-called French Somaliland,
which was still regarded as an integral part of metro
politan France, served as a military base for about
20,000 French troops. One was tempted to ask why
France was keeping so large an army in that small
Territory even after it had granted independence to
all of its other Territories in Africa. It was to be hoped
that it was not an instrument of terror and blackmail
to enable France to perform self-appointed policing
duties in Africa. France had refused over the years to
grant independence to that Territory and was prepared
to maintain its position there with armed force, even
though the history of the last fifteen years had demon
strated the futility of seeking to entrench a colonial
regime in the teeth of determined opposition. Despite
the special problems of French Somaliland, the over-
riding factor must be the necessity to allow the people
of that Territory freely to determine their own future.
France should be prevailed upon to withdraw from the
area and to grant the Territory the same rights which
France had found it necessary to grant to many of its
former overseas provinces. It was hoped that some of
the liberation movements representing the oppressed
peoples of so-called French Somaliland would be given
an opportunity to present their case before the Special
Committee.

141. He stated that he would not attempt to re
capitulate the oppressive role of South Africa in South
West Africa because of the fact that the problem was
already before the International Court of Justice.

142. On behalf of the Secretary-General of the OAU,
he assured the Special Committee of Africa's total com
mitment to the liberation of every inch of any Terri

! tory under colonial domination and the desire of the
j OAU to co-operate with the Special Committee in ush

,1 ering in a new period of peace and harmony all over
J the world without the spectre of domination of one

·t group by another. The OAU believed that the activities
of the Special Committee were complementary to the

" work of the Co-ordinating Committee in Dar es Salaam.
I The Special Committee's presence in Africa, at the in
i:j

vitation of member States of the OAU, was evidence
of their hope that the Special Committee's visit would
mark an important turning point in the struggle to end
man's inhumanity to man.

143. In conclusion, he emphasized that Africa did not
desire bloodshed as a solution to the problem of colonial
ism, but that it would spare nothing and endure every
hardship to ensure that alien rule disappeared from,
and the dignity of man was restored in Africa.

Closillg of mcetinqs

General statements by members
144. The representative of the Ivory Coast said that

he wished, as the representative of a State member of
the OAU, to state that he had reservations concerning
certain parts of the statement made by the representative
of the OAU Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation
of Africa.

145. The Chairman said that, on the occasion of the
last meeting of the Special Committee at Lusaka, he
wished to thank the President of Zambia for his hos
pitable reception of the Special Committee. During its
stay at Lusaka the Special Committee had listened to
people whose sufferings were both of the body and of
the soul. They were suffering because others who
claimed to represent a certain form of civilization did
not believe in the equality of men. Those whom the
Special Committee had heard had been suffering be
cause adventurers and renegades from European society
had come, by trickery and force of arms, to steal their
land and deprive them of their sovereignty. The colonial
ists and white racists who were killing Africans, rob
bing them of their freedom and compelling them to do
forced labour to ensure the prosperity of certain metro
politan countries, were cynical enough to say that they
were defending the values of Christian or Western
civilization in Africa.

, 146. In South Africa, in Southern Rhodesia and in
South West Africa apartheid was practised. It had been
said that Mr. Verwoerd and his clique were even en
gaging in experiments with poison gas and atomic
weapons with the idea of waging a war of extermination
against the African peoples, all in order to maintain
the supremacy of the white race in that part of the
African continent. In Angola, Mozambique and so-called
Portuguese Guinea, the officials and armed forces of
the dictator Salazar were deporting Africans or giving
them poisoned food and drink Salazar claimed to
represent and defend Christian civilization in Africa.
There was no doubt, however, that if Christ were to
return to earth today, his first crusade would be against
the Salazar, Verwoerd and Smith clique.

147. He felt certain that, when the Special Com
mittee published its report, world public opinion would
condemn the survival of colonialism and apartheid even
more forcefully and that all sane forces would join more
vigorously in the fight against those two scourges, which
were real anachronisms in the present day and age. He
was convinced that progressive forces would unite their
efforts in all countries to see that the Portuguese Gov
ernment and the illegal authorities in South Africa and
Southern Rhodesia were isolated and deprived of any
kind of co-operation that might enable them to persist
in their crimes against and exploitation of the African
peoples. whose only desire was to live in peace and
friendship with all peoples, to enjoy the benefits of
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science and technology and to have their sovereignty
respected.

148. The Special Committee would leave Lusaka
the following day for Dar es Salaam, where it was to
continue its work, but he was sure that no one would
ever forget the freedom fighters whom the Special Com
mittee was leaving at Lusaka and who from one day
to the next might be done away with by the repressive
forces of Salazar, Verwoerd and Smith.

149. The members of the Committee represented
Governments with different economic, political and so
cial systems. Their Governments differed even in philo
sophical outlook, but they had at least one obligation
in common-to defend the principles of the United
Nations Charter, to which they had all subscribed of
their own free will, and to see that all men enjoyed
the rights laid down in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
That common obligation, and the thought that the
petitioners they had heard at Lusaka might be tortured
or murdered merely for having testified before the
Special Committee, imposed an imperative duty on their
Governments and on themselves to act, and act quickly,
to secure the early and unconditional liquidation of
colonialism and of all other forms of oppression of
man by man.

150. He felt certain that the members of the Special
Committee would make the necessary effort to under
stand him when, as an African and representative of
the Republic of Mali, he concluded by saying that the
Portuguese Government and the so-called authorities
in South Africa had deliberately put themselves beyond
the pale of international society by placing their own
sordid interests, based on the exploitation and op
pression of the African peoples, above humanism and
international morality, and that they had consequently
lost any moral justification for membership of the
United Nations, the Organization which remained the
hope of mankind as the guardian of human rights.

B. MEETINGS HELD AT DAR ES SALAAM

Opening of meetings
Address by the Second Vice-President on behalf of the

President of the United Republic of Tanzania
151. The Second Vice-President of the United Re

public of Tanzania said it was a great pleasure to ex
tend to everyone present a warm welcome on behalf
of President Mwalimu julius K. Nyerere and the Gov
ernment and people of the United Republic of Tanzania.

152. People of more than twenty-four nationalities
were gathered together in the Special Committee from
all parts of the world. Such meetings were rare and
unique, and the people of Tanzania were conscious of
the great honour and tribute which the United Nations
had rendered to their country in holding sessions of
one of its most important committees in their capital.
DuI' es Salaam was not new to some of those present.
In 1962 the Special Committee, then known as the
Committee of Seventeen, had visited the country, and
he understood that, among the delegates present, were
some who had been there in 1962; no doubt the repre
sentatives of Tanzania on the Special Committee had
endeavoured to acquaint the rest with the outlook of
their country and people and above all with the policy
of their Government.

153. The present meeting was a unique occasion,
w~th a unique and noble purpose. The Special Corn- »
mittee was charged by the General Assembly of the )
United Nations with the responsibility of implementing
the United Nations Declaration on the Granting of In
dependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, and the
fulfilment of that responsibility was of extreme urgency \
if Africa and the world were to be saved from ex- .
plosions which could lead to another war. ~

154. For centuries, Africa had suffered under foreign ~
domination and exploitation. Today about a third of I,
Africa was still languishing under colonialism, imperi- r
alism and racial humiliation. The enslavement and '~
abuse of Africa and her peoples by the colonialists,
imperialists and racist regimes was an intolerable affront
to all mankind.

155. For the people of Africa, a solemn decision
had already been made. The Organization of African
Unity (OAU) and the freedom fighters from colonial
and European-dominated areas had resolved to bring
the continued humiliation of Africa to an immediate end.
As the distinguished delegates were aware, Dar es
Salaam had been selected by the OAU as the head
quarters of its Co-ordinating Committee for the Libera
tion of Africa-the Committee of Nine. The Special
Committee was the United Nations committee for the
liquidation of colonialism. Although its stay in Dar es
Salaam was only temporary, the highest importance was
attached to the present session. The two liberation corn- '
mittees were of historic importance in the struggle
against colonialism.

156. The Special Committee had played a con
siderable part in making Membersof the United Nations
aware of the extreme misery and suffering imposed ;
on millions by colonialism and imperialism. Indeed, the
United Nations, through the Special Committee, had
helped to rally world opinion against those evils, which
were gross examples of man's inhumanity to man. The
historic General Assembly Declaration against colonial
ism and the numerous resolutions passed by the Special
Committee had made it abundantly clear that peace
in Africa and in the world was seriously jeopardized
by colonialism. At the same time it was clear that the
Special Committee realized that it could not fully achieve
its noble and urgent mission if it met only at United
Nations Headquarters, which was far from Africa where
colonialism was still most rampant. Hence the wise
decision to come to Africa. The ideal arrangement would
have been for the Special Cornmitte to visit the colonial
Territories themselves, such as Mozambique, Zimbabwe
or Southern Rhodesia, the High Commission Territories
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Swaziland, South Africa,
South West Africa, Angola, so-called Portuguese
Guinea and the Spanish and other colonies.

157. But the colonial Powers were afraid of the
Special Committee and the freedom movement. They
were fooling nobody but themselves by playing the
ostrich game. They could never succeed in hiding from
the world the wicked and inhuman practices being per
petrated in the colonies which had been exposed by
men of goodwill in the past and which would continue
to be exposed in the United Nations, mainly through
the Special Committee. In spite of all the efforts by the
United Nations, however, it was disappointing to notice
that even at so late an hour a small but powerful mi
nority of its Members was still practising colonialism
and continuing to give moral, economic, military and
other forms of assistance to such inhuman and doomed
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and after many years of foreign domination and ex
ploitation, Africa was steadily and surely distinguishing
its true friends from its real enemies. Some States, espe
cially among those of the Western world, continued
to have friendly ties with the arch-enemies of Africa,
which included Salazar's Portugal and Verwoerd's
South Africa. Portugal and South Africa, for example,
continued to receive economic, military and other forms
of aid from some countries which regarded themselves
as part of the free world. Such countries should not
continue to entertain the illusion that they could at the
same time establish true friendship with the 200 million
and more people of Africa.

163. In the Africans' struggle to win back their
human dignity, those who were not with them were
against them. One of the greatest services which the
distinguished representatives of the Special Committee
could render to the United Nations and to their respec
tive Governments and peoples was to make sure that
nobody continued to have any doubts about African
determination to liquidate colonialism, imperialism and
apartheid once and for all. By their continued and
unswerving solidarity with the cause of freedom they
would hasten the day when all mankind would live in
freedom and brotherhood. Only then would world peace
be assured.

164. In that noble endeavour the Government and
people of Tanzania were irrevocably committed to play
their part. They regarded those people all over the
world who were in full solidarity with them as true
friends and reliable allies. The members of the Special
Committee should therefore feel quite at home in Tan
zania where the people fully shared their aspirations.
The Government and people were happy to receive
the Special Committee and would do all within their
power to make its stay happy and successful.

General statements by members

165. The Chairman thanked Mr. Kawawa and asked
him to express to President Nyerere and to the Govern
ment and people of the United Republic of Tanzania
the gratitude of the members of the Special Committee
for the courteous invitation which had enabled the
Special Committee to meet for the second time at Dar
es Salaam, the capital of Tanzania, which was also the
headquarters of the GAU Co-ordinating Committee for
the Liberation of Africa.

166. In the welcome that the Special Committee had
been given upon its arrival in the dynamic capital, a
note of gaiety, but at the same time full of significance,
had been added to the traditional African hospitality.
Everyone had been struck by it, and the various demon
strations with which delegations had been greeted at
the airport had made the Special Committee even more
aware of its responsibilities and of the confidence that
the people who were still. under colonial domination or
subjected to the inadmissible system of apartheid placed
in the United Nations and the Special Committee. The
fact that the capital which was the headquarters of the
OAU Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of
Africa was also the temporary headquarters of the
work of the United Nations Special Committee was no
coincidence: in the eyes of the representatives, it testified
to the important contribution that the Government and
people of Tanzania were making each day to the realiza
tion of the noble ideals of equality, peace and justice
which had always been mankind's objectives.

regimes as those of Salazar, Verwoerd and Smith. It
could be seen from the records of the proceedings of
the United Nations meetings, that a few Members of
the United Nations, especially the powerful Western
countries, still found it difficult or impossible even, just
to vote for resolutions which unreservedly condemned
colonialism and its leading advocates such as Salazar,
Verwoerd and Smith.

158. Those Powers continued to help Salazar, Ver
woerd and Smith to place their economic, military and
other arrangements, and indeed their race, above the
sacred principles of human freedom and dignity as well
as national independence.

159. However, it would be noted, too, with inspira
tion, that through such efforts as those made by the
Special Committee the die-hard colonial Powers and
their allies were gradually being awakened from their
centuries of sleep. Time was running very short and
the colonialists had either to abandon their outmoded
system or be compelled to do so by forceful action. The
mounting world solidarity against colonialism was
certain to defeat it once and for all.

160. The people of Tanzania had taken an uncom
promising stand against colonialism. The sufferings of
their brothers in colonial Territories were deeply felt
and known. It was, after all, only a few years since
they had broken the chains of colonialism. Moreover,
their geographical position was such that they had on
their southern border Mozambique, which was domi
nated by the ruthless regime of fascist Portugal under
Salazar, Thus Tanzania was one of those countries
which was in the actual front line of the battle against
colonialism. Thousands of its brothers came to Tanzania
to escape from the oppressive hand of the Portuguese
and South African fascists, as well as from the British
dominated areas of Zimbabwe, or Southern Rhodesia,
and other parts of southern Africa. The Special Com
mittee would no doubt hear accounts of their suffering
during its present tour of Africa. Tanzania had to con
cern itself daily with the actual survival of the thousands
of its brothers coming in from the colonial Territories.
As a matter of national policy, and within the context
of the African Liberation Committee, Tanzania was
determined to do its utmost to help the freedom fighters
so that they could regain control of their countries
and live as free men in an independent State like all
others in the world.

161. There was ample opportunity for those people
all over the world who supported the struggle for
freedom to render moral and material aid to the free
dom fighters. The least that could be expected of any
person or State claiming to defend or cherish human
freedom was an outright and public condemnation of
the colonial system and, therefore, a vote in favour of
all United Nations resolutions calling for sanctions
against Portugal and South Africa. EqualIy urgent was
the need for a unanimous call to the United K.ingdom
to carry out its responsibility in Zimbabwe or Southern
Rhodesia, to release the nationalists who were being
tortured under the ruthless European settlers led by
Smith, and to establish majority rule. Any declaration
of independence under the European settlers' regime
would be resolutely and effectively opposed by the Afri
can people of Zimbabwe, with the fulI backing of the

L whole of independent Africa.

l" 162. Time was running short and what was mostf important in the struggle for freedom from colonial
rule was action rather than words. In that struggle,
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167. The members of the Special Committee were
intensely aware of the threats and intrigues of every
sort that the forces of reaction were bringing to bear
against the Government of Tanzania because of the
establishment of the headquarters of the OAU Co
ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa in
its capital and because of the brotherly hospitality that
Tanzania was offering to the African freedom fighters.
It was common knowledge that at certain periods of
their evolution peoples and men were suddenly faced
with a dilemma: the choice between a selfish tranquillity,
which made them indifferent to the arbitrary acts that
were going on around them, and the prosecution of the
struggle in fulfilment of their duty to support those
who were deprived of their indefeasible rights. The
Government and people of Tanzania had chosen the hard
path of struggle because they believed in the principles
enunciated in the United Nations Charter and in the
provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. For that reason the fact of holding meetings
of the Special Committee in the capital of Tanzania
was a matter of pride to the delegations and a source
of inspiration. It was a source of inspiration because
the members of the Special Committee had followed
with great interest the actions and efforts of President
julius Nyerere to bring about peaceful decolonization,

168. As at Lusaka, the Special Committee was no
doubt going to experience moments of intense emotion
when it was told of the atrocities committed by Portugal
against the people of Angola, Mozambique and so-called
Portuguese Guinea. It would certainly feel its indigna
tion rising once again when it heard about the police
brutality, death sentences and imprisonment of every
type imposed upon the African people of South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia and South West Africa.

169. He wished to tell all the representatives of
national liberation movements and all the African people
suffering under foreign domination that the visit of
the Special Committee to Africa was an expression of
the firm determination of the United Nations to liqui
date colonialism rapidly by seeking ways and means
of putting into effect the provisions of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. Unfortunately, despite the wishes of the
United Nations, which had been repeatedly reaffirmed,
and despite the efforts that had been made, the progress
achieved so far in the matter of decolonization had been
slow and was inadequate in the light of the sufferings
and the legitimate and urgent aspirations of the coio
nized peoples. Some people were tempted to connect
this lack of progress with the fact that certain admin
istering Powers took part, as members, in the work
of the Special Committee.

170. In that connexion, it was worth pointing out
that in keeping with its principles and its structure,
the United Nations had recourse first and foremost to
persuasion and sought peaceful solutions, that made
discussion with the administering Powers essential.
Certainly. in the assessment of the fact of colonialism
and in the determination of the ways and means of
liquidating the colonial system, there were divergencies,
and sometimes profound divergencies, between the ad
ministering Powers and the anti-colonialist countries,
especially those which had formerly been subjected to
colonialism. That was clearly regrettable, since all
Member States subscribed to the United Nations
Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.

171. What should be denounced with force and i
dignation, however, was the attitude of the colonir
Powers which refused to co-operate with the Specit
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Irnpl
mentation of the Declaration on the Granting of Ind
pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. Thos
colonial Powers, such as Portugal and South Africr
which refused to co-operate with the Special Committe
stubbornly continued, in the face of international opinio
and of good sense, to regard colonial problems a
domestic problems.

172. The colonial system was based on the violatio
of the rights of other peoples and by its nature and it
manifestations it was a threat to international peac
and security. Deing the result of a situation that ha
been imposed by force, it should be abolished and
was encouraging to note the efforts being made to th
end by the United Nations and the OAU. He was sur
that the work of the Special Committee in Africa, su
plementec1 by the praiseworthy efforts already made b
the OAU Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberatio
of Africa, would help to make world opinion increasingl
aware of the urgent necessity of doing everything Poo
sible to liquidate colonialism.

173. The Government of Portugal and the iIIeg
authorities established in South Africa and Souther
Rhodesia were worried about the work of the Sped
Committee in Africa. Mr. Smith had already show
his anxiety by declaring a state of emergency in certai
parts of the Territory as soon as he had heard abou
the resolution on the question of Southern Rhodesi
adopted by the Special Committee. There was no dou
whatever that the Declaration on the Granting of Ind
pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples would b
applied to all the Non-Self-Governing Territories; tha
would be so because it was in accordance with logi
The will of the colonized peoples would inevitabl
triumph in the end. The struggle of the colonized peo
ples would be victorious because it was just and i
would gain the increasing support and sympathy
the free peoples of the whole world.

174. In 1962, when the Special Committee, whic
had then numbered seventeen members, had met at Da:
es Salaam, it had had the Territories of Northen
Rhodesia, Nyasaland and Zanzibar on its agenda. Al
those Territories had now become independent ant
their peoples were making their contribution to tln
liberation of the rest of Africa with. deer conviction
That was a source of pride, satisfaction and hope tl
the Special Committee. The Salazars, the Verwoerd
and the Smiths would have to understand that all thi
African countries would be free. The Special Committei
was asking them to understand that the march of historj
was irreversible and that imprisonment, murder ant
torture could not halt the movement of nationa
liberation.

175. The representative of Ethiopia said he woul
like, on behalf of his delegation, to thank the Govern
ment and people of Tanzania most sincerely for th
very warm and fraternal reception accorded to th
Special Committee. He thanked the Vice-President fo:
his wise and inspiring address, which would prove .
useful guide to the Special Committee in its delibera
tions, and the Chairman for his animated reply 0

behalf of the Special Committee.
176. As his country's ambassador to Tanzania, h

was privileged in having the rare opportunity of ob
serving at close quarters the tremendous progr~ss bein
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that in the course of its visit to Africa the Special
Committee would have an opportunity to study and
enact specific measures to ensure the rapid liberation
of all Africans still living under the colonial yoke.
Those Africans had the sympathy and the constant reso
lute support of the people and Government of Cambodia
in their legitimate struggle against the colonialists and
the white imperialists. For that reason, not only did
Cambodia maintain no relations with the racist and
colonialist Governments of South Africa and Portugal,
but it was struggling and would go on struggling
vigorously against the forces of racism, colonialism,
neo-colonialism and imperialism that were the common
enemies of the peoples of Africa and Asia.

181. The results that the United Nations was achiev
ing in the matter of decolonization were slow in appear
ing and did not meet the wishes of the Africans, who,
despite the resolutions that had been adopted, were
still suffering and living in humiliation beneath the
yoke of the colonialists and the white imperialists. That
abnormal situation was due both to the fact that certain
Member States refused to respect and comply with
the resolutions adopted by the international organiza
tion and to the complicity of certain other countries
with the fascist Governments of South Africa and
Portugal.

182. That coalition of the imperialists and colonial
ist forces, whose obvious aim was to exploit the Afri
can countries, was a serious threat to the peace and
security of the peoples of Asia and Africa. The Cam
bodian delegation considered that it was the duty tof
the United Nations to take urgent and resolute action
to put an end to it, first by recognizing the legitimacy
of the struggle of the African peoples and then by
asking all States to sever all relations with the Gov
ernments of South Africa and Portugal. The Cambodian
delegation was convinced that, thanks to their unity
and to the support of all peoples who cared for peace
and justice, the Africans would gain final victory, for
theirs was a just struggle.

183. In conclusion, he offered the Government and
people of Tanzania his most sincere wishes for the
complete success of their work of national. construction.

184. The representative of India thanked the Gov
ernment and people of Tanzania for inviting the Special
Committee to Dar es Salaam, and expressed apprecia
tion of the important address delivered by the Vice
President.

185. Ever since attaining independence, it had been
India's fervent wish to see a similar boon conferred on
other dependent Territories. Tanzania's struggle for
independence, and its present and future problems, bore
a close resemblance to India's own; both countries had
a common approach to world problems, sharing the
same ideals of peaceful coexistence, non-alignment and
Afro-Asian solidarity. There was therefore a solid basis
for their future co-operation. India had watched with
the greatest interest the steady progress of Tanzania
in all spheres, and the changes that had taken place
on the economic, political and social scene since the
Special Committee's previous visit in 1962 were 'Visible
for all to see.

186. Having itself been under colonial rule, India
could not but identify itself against colonialism and
racism, India had taken action against the monstrous
regime of Portugal, and condemned the repression being
carried on in the Territories under Portuguese admin
istration. He assured the freedom fighters of those Ter-

made there and witnessing- the valuable contribution
the country was making in all fields of human endeavour,
under the wise and dynamic leadership of President
Nyerere, Perhaps the greatest contribution of all was
being made in regard to African salvation and emancipa
tion, which at times had meant great risks and sacri
fices in the face of threats from neighbouring hostile and
ill-intentioned colonial regimes. Indeed, the fact that
Dar es Salaam had been. chosen as the seat of the OAU
Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa
was itself eloquent testimony to the continent-wide rec-
ognition of the devotion and dedication of Tanzania's
leaders and people to the cause of African freedom and
independence. It was the fervent hope and prayer of his
delegation that President Nyerere and his dedicated
aides would be endowed with good health and long life,
so as to be able to see for themselves the realization
of their dream of the total liberation of Africa, and
also to continue to lead Tanzania on the path of pro
gress and prosperity for a long time to come.

177. It was not his intention to make any long
statement on the agenda item to be taken up, for two
main reasons. First, the position of his Government on
the question of colonialism and imperialism was too
well known to need any further restatement, and sec
ondly, his delegation felt that the Committee should
immediately address itself to its duty of meeting the
various l'etitioners who had been anxiously and with
great expectation awaiting its arrival in Dar es Salaam.
He would, however, crave indulgence to say a word
or two on the question of the Territories under Por
tuguese colonialism which, together with South Africa

, and more especially Southern Rhodesia, today consti
tuted the greatest threat to African and world peace.

178. Portugal was perpetuating in the Territories
under its domination a slave-state policy. Its tyranny

. had driven thousands of innocent Africans into exile.

. In addition, Portugal, in the name of law and order was
today committing the crime of genocide on a massive

; scale in Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
Guinea. The outcry of the millions of Africans would
not remain unheeded. Experience taught that increas
ingly brutal acts such as were being practised by
the Portuguese colonialists, unless checked in time,
could provoke a chain reaction which would lead to
catastrophe.

179. Portugal must realize that it could not reverse
j the course of history. No matter how barbarous the
1I regime might be, no matter how abundant and mighty

its allies and the sources of its power, no matter howIcalculating and cunning its social, economic and psycho
I logical warfare against the African people, it would not
I be able to withstand the wave of history much longer.
I Nothing less than the granting of independence would
! stop bloodshed. A fire had been set to the thick and
1cruel jungle of colonialism in Africa, and it had swept
1across the continent. That fire of freedom would not be
j extinguished before it consumed the remaining vestiges

.. 1of colonialism. It was incumbent, therefore, upon the
HSpecial Committee to explore all avenues so as to be
fj able to show the way, so as to bring to .1 speedy end
I the dreadful situation now obtaining in the Territories
fl under Portuguese colonialism.

; 180. The representative of Cambodia, after ex
l\ pressing his gratitude to the Tanzanian Government
! for its friendly hospitality, said that the Royal Gov
It ernment 01 Cambodia attached particular importance

to the work of the Special Committee and was sure
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ritories of India's full support, and expressed the hope
that their struggle would soon be crowned with success.
While his delegation was dedicated to the peaceful
settlement of all issues, there came a time when all
roads to n negotiated settlement were closed and the
freedom fighters had no other course but to oppose
the colonial regime by every means at their disposal.

187. His delegation had stated its views on the ques
tion of Southern Rhodesia earlier at Lusaka, The free
dom fighters of Zimbabwe had India's full support in
their struggle against the white minority Government.
However, the United Kingdom had great experience in
dealing with colonial problems, and his delegation had
confidence that a peaceful solution would be found.

188. In almost all parts of Africa today t~le fires of
freedom were ablaze. As Mr. Nehru had once said,
the awakening of Africa was an event of historic im
portance, not only for Africa itself but for the whole
world. Yet there were parts of the continent where
colonialism and racism still held sway. He trusted that
the Special Committee's sojourn in Tanzania would
help to speed their elimination.

189. The representative of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics thanked the Government and people
'.If Tanzania for inviting the Special Committee to Dar
es Salaam. Tanzania was indeed a worthy torch-bearer
of African liberty, as had been confirmed by the Vice
President's speech.

190. During its stay at Lusaka, the Special Com
mittee had come into dose contact with spokesmen for
the freedom fighters of a number of dependent Terri
tories. An overwhelming majority of the Special Com
mittee had voted for the resolution on Southern
Rhodesia. In the days ahead, the Special Committee
would hear further harrowing accounts of the mon
strous crimes committed under colonialism and the
machinations of the "Unholy Alliance" of Southern
Rhodesia, South Africa and Portugal once again be
laid bare.

191. How was the Special Committee to meet the
just demands of the African peoples? Deeds were re
quired, not words. The Special Committee must adopt
resolutions condemning the colonialists and call on all
Member States to support indigenous peoples fighting
for their freedom. It must demand the immediate
release of f ",litical prisoners, the future statesmen of
independent nations.

192. Observing that the term "petitioner" was be
coming outdated he pointed out that the people who
had been appearing before the Special Committee had
come, not to plead, but as leaders of the people's
rightful crusade for freedom. They were tomorrow's
leaders of independent Mozambique, Zimbabwe and
the other countries now under colonial domination.

193. He wished to read to the Special Committee
the message of congratulation from the Government and
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet to the independent
countries of Africa on African Liberation Day. It was
relevant, as an expression of the attitude of the Soviet
Government and people to the eradication of colonial
ism in Africa.

194. The message stated that the Soviet observed
African Liberation Day together with the African
peoples and they sincerely rejoiced at Africa's historic
transition from colonial oppression to freedom and na
tional independence, which had opened the way for the
African peoples from fragmentation and backwardness

to unity and progress. The just and noble efforts of rl~ci~fi~~~
the Africans to achieve the final liquidation of colonial and whic
and racist regimes throughout the continent and to ,~i

oppose nee-colonialism in nll forms had invariably had i;~:~~C~~l
and would continue to have the full understanding u' !

f 1 S . U' ""'I were neesupport 0 t le oviet mon."; le great movement fur \ in their 1l
freedom in Africa, which had gathered irresistible force, of colcnh
was becoming merged with the universal struggle of alliance (
progressive mankind for freedom, independence and .
peace. ;~ 201. 1

195. The Soviet Union was convinced, the message zanian G
continued, that at that moment, when the forces of h~~::~s
aggression pitted against the liberation of peoples from in the n
alien domination were provoking dangerous conflicts homelan
in a number of Asian, African and Latin Americm'l
countries, the solidarity and co-operation of peace-loving ~~~~~~' t

countries and peoples was of the utmost importance. tugal con

196. In conclusion, the message stated that the on the 111
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and evil poli
the Soviet Government sincerely wished each of the Nations.
African States further success in their free national 202. 1
development and in the consolidation of unity and peace. ernment

197. The Soviet delegation urged that the Special I enabled
Committee. should work closely with the OAU Co- Dar es S.
ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa in was also
their common task or helping the Africans to speedier Committ
and less costly independence. to those

198. The Special Committee must seek to cut off colonial r
the flow of economic, military and other assistance to to obtain
Messrs. Smith, Salazar and Verwoerd. That assistance' vailing i
was the source of their strength and the Special Corn- ;l~~leS~
mittee must call on the NATO countries to state
clearly whether or not they intended to stop providing , ~i:l~~~~~1

.it, The representatives of some NATO countries had : ritories u
"11ad the courage to vote for the resolution on Southern
Rhodesia. Those who had abstained must choose which ~~~~it~l~~l
side they were on, and say whether they were with
the enemies or the friends of Africa. As was rightly 1l0US popi
pointed out in an article published in the Tanzanian': it really \
-periodical, The Nationalist, the United Nations could 203. T
do no less than call upon those of its Members which phenomen
were willing to see the objectives of the Special Corn- in concer
mittee attained to give whatever material aid they could Afro-Asia
to the movements of national liberation. The Special political a
Committee must face up to that challenge. His own attained,
country would do its utmost to comply with any decision second sta
by the Special Committee to . ',1'.c effect. independe

and illiten
199. The representative of Poland, after paying already fo

tribute to the Government and people of Tanzania for I d
the invit1t10n and the warm welcome extended to the I supporte: cipated pe
Special Committee, expressed his delegation's gratitude 1

to the Second Vice-President for his inspiring and 1 th;~\nJt
encouraging address. The Polish delegation, which had I by the 'pi
the privilege of being for the second time in Dar es '
S f ' enslaved r

alaam, could not ail to be impressed by the achieve-l and imprf
ments of the United Republic of Tanzania in manYj tuguese a
fields and by the determination of its leaders and peo- ~, Mozambiq
pIes to follow firmly the course that would ensure the ,1 cause of
ultimate liquidation of colonialism, imperialism and 'Ii assure theracialism in Africa. Today, he greeted Tanzania as the {I

'~ ernment it
headquarters of the OAU Co-ordinating Committee
for the Liberation of Africa and the seat of the na-.
tionalist organizations representing people from thel
.enslaved part of the African continent. f

200. Poland fully shared the aspirations of the Afri- ['
cans and considered that the United Nations had a duty
to help and assist the people struggling for their inde-

/
/
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pendence and the final eradication of colonialism and
racialism which still continued to cause much suffering
and which still provoked armed conflicts and threatened

..vi peace and security in Africa. He believed that it was
precisely in Africa that urgent and practical measures
were needed in order to help the nationalist movements
in their legitimate struggle against the most brutal forces
of colonialism and racialism, represented by the unholy
alliance of Verwoerd, Salazar and Smith.

:~ 201. The representative of Iraq thanked the Tan-
zanian Government for its generosity and co-operation,
and expressed confidence that the Committee's work
in Dar es Salaam would inspire hope and determination
in the many organizations fighting to liberate their
homelands. Most of the African continent was inde
pendent, but some areas were still suffering under
colonial oppression. It had been confirmed that Por
tugal continued to disregard public opinion and trample
on the human rights of the African population. Those
evil policies were condemned by all at the United
Nations.

202. The representative of Iran thanked the Gov
ernment of Tanzania for its kind invitation which
enabled the Special Committee to hold meetings in
Dar es Salaam. That dynamic and beautiful city, which
was also the headquarters of .!le (lAU Co-ordinating
Committee for the Liberation of A'irica, by giving refuge
to those escaping from the suffocating conditions of
colonial rule, made it possible for the Special Committee
to obtain first-hand information about conditions pre
vailing in Territories still under colonial domination.
The Special Committee had heard and through it the
whole world would heal' about the exploitation, im
prisonment and destruction of the African peoples of
Zimbabwe, South West Africa, and in particular Ter
ritories under Portuguese administration. Colonialism,
like the many-headed hydra in the form of Verwoerd,
Smith and Salazar inflicting its evils upon the indige
nous population of Africa, had been exposed for what
it really was.

203. The fight for freedom had brought forth a new
phenomenon in international relations. It had resulted
in concerted action and close collaboration among the
Afro-Asian countries, with notable success in both
political and economic fields. Once independence was
attained, these links should be strengthened for the
second stage of the fight for freedom, namely economic
independence ensuring freedom from poverty, disease
and illiteracy. Tanzania, under its dynamic leader, was

. already forging ahead with its development programme,
supported by the vigour and enthusiasm of its eman
cipated people.

204. The contrast was striking between the situation
there and the sorry picture in Mozambique as painted
by the petitioners. The story there was that of an
enslaved people, suffering under atrocities, exploitation
and imprisonment at the hands of the oppressive Por
tuguese administration. Nevertheless, the people of
Mozambique were continuing to strive for the noble
cause of freedom and human rights, and he would
assure them of the support and sympathy of his Gov
ernment in their legitimate aspirations.

205. The representative of Yugoslavia thanked the
:.! Government of the United Republic of Tanzania for

" inviting the Special Committee to hold some of its meet
I ings in Tanzania and expressed his delegation's deep
i gratitude for its generous hospitality. Since its accession

to independence, Tanzania had resolutely joined the

ranks of those who considered that colonialism, racial
discrimination and the enslavement of peoples were
intolerable scourges which could not be allowed to con
tinue in the present-day world. His dell 'tation fully
appreciated the firm and courageous attitude of the
Tanzanian Government and people which, as the Vice
President of the United Republic of Tanzania had
stated, were ready to fight to accelerate the process of
decolonization. They were thus making their contribu
tion to the effort to ensure the triumph of and respect
for the inalienable right of every people to freedom
and independence.

206. The struggle would be difficult, for the. colonial
Powers were striving to slow down that process and
to maintain colonial strongholds in certain regions which
played a particular role in their political and econcmic
strategy. Those strongholds were intended to serve the
further purpose of enabling them to interfere in the
affairs of countries which had recently freed themselves
from the colonial yoke and to maintain them in a state
of economic dependence. It was regrettable that that
colonialist policy found the support and assistance of a
number of other countries which themselves had inter
ests in those Territories. The acts of the colonial Powers
in those regions constituted a grave threat to the security
and independence of countries which had recently freed
themselves. Tanzania, in particular, was subjected to
constant pressure by the colonialists and Portuguese
racists, and the United Nations must take note of those
threats. It was also desirable that the specialized agencies
should give Tanzania assistance in respect of the
refugees coming from countries under colonial domina
tion whom it welcomed in its territory.

207. The struggie for independence of the people
of the Territories under colonial domination was
legitimate and deserved the support of the whole world
and of the United Nations. It was more than time to
take decisive steps and to sweep away the last vestiges
of colonialism, to remedy the conditions of servitude
and humiliation in which millions of human beings
were still living, and to prevent colonialist circles from
threatening the freedom of the countries which had
recently attained independence. It was intolerable that
an insignificant minority should be allowed to go on
flouting the principles of the Charter, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. The time had come when the principle
of respect for human dignity, without regard to race,
colour, or religion, must be made to prevail in the world
and in international relations. His Government had
always struggled and would continue to struggle to
ensure respect for that principle. It had given and would
continue to give its full support to the peoples of
Mozambique, Angola, South Africa, South West Africa,
Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Swaziland and so-called
Portuguese Guinea, the Zimbabwe people and all other
peoples engaged in the struggle for independence. Peace
and freedom were indivisible and could not be reserved
exclusively to certain privileged countries and peoples.

208. As far as the situation in the Territories under
the Portuguese colonial system was concerned, he
thought that the Special Committee should, among
other things, recommend that the General Assembly
and the Security Council adopt economic and political
sanctions against Portugal and invite ail countries, in
particular that country's allies in NATO, to cease giving
it "I1Y assistance, direct or indirect. The Special Com-
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streams of refugees into the neighbouring independent
African States. The settlement of those refugees had resent
necessitated for the neighbouring countries the diversion would
of much needed development revenue, and the refugees ~( demo:
were giving the OAU, and the Co-ordinating Committee t basis
for the Liberation of Africa in particular, cause for 218
much concern. A Refugees Commission was considering ~.. Cc-or
that question. ! of Sta

212. In the preceding few months conditions in' ~f i~d
Southern Rhodesia and the Portuguese Territories had L. . f
deteriorated into situations o~ grave unrest. The au- Ifi right 1

thorities had intensified their oppression of the African people
peoples, who had reacted with determination to defy ~ 219
their oppressors and fight for their rights with all the' bique,
ineans at their disposal. The colonial authorities in 11 reachi
those Territories had refused to remove the arbitrary, l( thoritj
oppressive laws that were at the root of the African~. the eo
people's resistance, or to introduce democratic reforms; 1 and st
instead they had elected to charge the neighbouring of the
countries with subversion because of their support Counc
for liberation movements. The Portuguese authorities t the fo
in Mozambique had repeatedly violated the territorial increa:
integrity of Tanzania, while in so-called Portuguese was (
Guinea' they had violated Senegalese and Guinean~, guerill
territory. In their latest outburst, they had threatened r had r
wars of what they described as "legitimate retaliation" I the P
against independent African States adjacent to the of Gt
Territories they held under domination. The racist numbe
Government of Southern Rhodesia had made similar ; , 220.
threats to African States north of Southern Rhodesia. l: conde

213. The Co-ordinating Committee for the Libera- ~ inaugu
tion of Africa considered those allegations and threats' at Ad
to be as dangerous as they were mischievous. In them- by pr
selves, they were a clear admission by the authorities by clo:
that an explosive situation existed in their Territories; I planes,
in an international context they threatened the peace I decisio
and stability of the African continent. of the

214. The administration of South West Africa con- of the
tinued to carry out the apartheid policy of South Africa. 221.
The elements of that policy were well known to the ~ had er
Special Committee: the calculated denial of human nation,
dignity and fundamental freedoms to the African the 0,
population, the arrest, detention and torture of nation- those
alist leaders, the forced deportation of whole corn- issuing
munities with the consequent disruption of family and movern
community life, in brief the complete absence of the colonia
rule of law. directe

215. In Southern Rhodesia, the racist minority Ministt
Government appeared to be bent on a unilateral declara- colonia'
tion of independence. The United Kingdom Govern- and t11
ment had abdicated its authority over the minority calcula
Government and refused to rescue the African people in the
from the oppression and exploitation to which it had
consigned them by defauit. Furthermore, the United' ha~2;i
Kingdom Government had failed to call for a constitu-
ti 1ft If" rnent, ~IOna con erence 0 pave t le way or majority rule in b I
Southern Rhodesia. It had refused to exercise its au- t t le
thority to effect the release of restricted nationalist thl~~l gl
leaders. aparthe

216. The position of the OA U and of its Co- a dang
ordinating Committee was clear. In their resolution on rule m
Southern Rhodesia, adopted at Cairo in July 1964, the neighb
Assembly of Heads of State and Government had remain
agreed to take a vigorous stand against any declaration .: Power
of. S0!1thern Rhodesian independence by a European
minority Government. .

217. They called on the United Kingdom to convene I'

immediately a constitutional conference in which rep- i:

mittee should draw the Security Council's attention to
the danger to peace and security inherent in the
existence of an alliance between Portugal, South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia.

Otller statemellts
209. The Minister for Agriculture of the United

Republic of Tanzania, addressing the Special Committee
on behalf of the Chairman of the OAU Co-ordinating
Committee for the Liberation of Africa, welcomed the
Special Committee on the occasion of its second visit
to Dar es Salaam and sincerely hoped that its session
in Tanzania would produce positive results. The Special
Committee would always be welcome, but it was to be
desired that the purpose of any future visit would be
to put an end to the process of decolonlzatlon for ever.
The Special Committee must remember that it was
essentiaIly a temporary committee, and that it should
finish its task in the shortest possible time.

210. He had asked to address the Special Com
mittee because Dar es Salaam was also the Head
quarters of the OAU Co-Ordinating Committee for the
Liberation of Africa. In May 1963, the Conference of
Heads of African States and Governments of in
dependent Africa had met in Addis Ababa with a view
to establishing a framework for the promotion of
African unity and a machinery which would pool their
efforts to accelerate the liberation of the African con
tinent. They had set up the OAU for that purpose;
they had also constituted a special fund and established
a Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa.
They had pledged themselves to promote mutual un
derstanding and to give expression to the reality of
African brotherhood "in a larger unity transcending
ethnic and national differences". In that way, the
independent African States were helping one another
to remove the colonial legacies of poverty, ignorance and
disease, and to bring about Africa's economic and
cultural revitalization. The urgent need to achieve the
total liberation of the contiuerr; had been uppermost in
the minds of the Heads of African States and Govern
ments at Addis Ababa. The African States understood
that their individual freedom was inseparable from that
of all their brothers in Territories under colonial
domination, and not until the whole of Africa, from the
Cape to Cairo, had been liberated would there be
genuine freedom. It was that deep consciousness of
their common destiny which had led to the establishment
of the Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of
Africa.

211. The Co-ordinating Committee had not been
intended to supersede the work of the Special Com
mittee. But the African States, which had been among
the parties to the 1960 Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
had every reason to desire a more rapid application
of that Declaration, for it was in Africa that the most
serious colonial situations were to be found. Some of
the African States that had only recently regained their
independence were adjacent to Territories still under
colonial rule. For that reason they continued to cherish
a passionate yearning for freedom and to identify them
selves with the struggle of their colonial brothers.
Further, they experienced the secondary effects of living
with explosive colonial situations. The denial of freedom
in the Portuguese Territories, in Southern Rhodesia,
in South West Africa and in so-called French So
maliland had created great unrest and resulted in
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rescntntives of all political groups in Southern Rhodesia
would participate with a view to preparing a new
democratic constitution ensuring majority rule on the
basis of "one man, one vote".

218. Such were thc terms of the instructions to the
Co-ordinating Committee from the Assembly of Heads
of State and Government. It was accordingly determined
to do everything to thwart any unilateral declaration
of independence and to hasten the restoration of their
rightful freedom and independence to the African
peoples of Zimbabwe.

219. The Portuguese colonial Territories of Mozam
bique, Angola and so-called Portuguese Guinea were
reaching the peak of armed opposition to colonial au
thority. Portugal clung shamelessly to its theory that
the colonial Territories constituted overseas provinces
and stubbornly continued to defy the many resolutions
of the United Nations General Assembly and Security
Council and the OAU. In a ruthless attempt to suppress
the forces of nationalism and freedom, Portugal had
increased its military expenditure in the colonies and
was dispatching more troops ~gainst the so-called
guerillas. In one peak month alone tu late 1964, Tanzania
had received more than 10,000 refugees fleeing from
the Portuguese armies in Mozambique. The Republics
of Guinea and Senegal had received even larger
numbers.

220. The Portuguese colonial system stood resolutely
condemned by the independent African States. At the
inaugural assembly of Heads of State and Government
at Addis Ababa it was decided to boycott Portugal
by prohibiting the import of goods from that country,
by closing African port- and airports to its ships and
planes, and by refusing overflight to its aircraft. That
decision had been respected at the first regular session
of the Assembly at Cairo in 1964, and States members
of the OAU had been relentlessly responding to it.

221. In the past year, the Portuguese Government
had embarked on a vicious campaign to malign the
nationalist movements in its colonial Territories and
the OAU Co-ordinating Committee which supported
those movements. The Portuguese Goverment had been
issuing propaganda to the effect that the nationalist
movements were not an expression of discontent under
colonial domination but were communist inspired and
directed. For example, the Portuguese Foreign
Minister had drawn a parallel between Portugal's
colonial situation and the turmoil in South-East Asia
and the Middle East; the comparison was clearly
calculated to mobilize the support of Portugal's allies
in the Western world.

222. In past years, the High Commission Territories
had witnessed the introduction of internal self-govern
ment. Satisfaction at that development must be tempered
by the limits within which self-rule was to be exercised.
The geographical situation of these Territories made
them pockets in a vast morass of South African
aiJartheid and Portuguese co'onialism, and there was
a danger that their free exercise of the right to self
rule might be seriously jeopardized by their hostile
neighbours. He hoped that the Special Committee would
remain alive to that danger and advise the administering
Power accordingly.

223. The remaining colonial Territories in Africa
were thus exposed to explosive developments. The ob
stinacy of the Portuguese Government, the blindness of
the South African administration in South West Africa

and the recklessness of the racist minority Government
in Southern Rhodesia constituted a grave threat to peace
and stability, and would impose severe strain on the
development of the African continent.

224. The United Nations Declaration on the Grant
ing of Independence, the commitment of the OAU, and
the mission of its Co-ordinating Committee for the
Liberation of Africa made it impossible to think that
the outcome of the struggle for freedom in the dependent
Territories should be at issue. What was at issue, how
ever, was how long and violent the process of decclonlza
tion would be. The Special Committee would help to
make that process less protracted and to avert un
necessary bloodshed. The Special Committee had been
established in the expectation that it would reason with
the colonialists; the African nationalist movements and
their brothers in the independent African States, too,
would prefer that independence should be won by
peaceful methods. But they were prepared, if need be,
to fight for it. They were not asking for independence
as a gift; they were demanding it as a right. The time
had come for the Special Committee to tell the colonial
Powers that Africa would not be reduced to the state
of appearing to beg for what was the sacred and in
alienable right of its peoples. Time was not on the side
of those Powers, and Africa was asking no more than
that they should leave, while they could, with some
grace.

225. Left to themselves, the authorities in the
colonial Territories had neither the economic nor the
military strength to withstand the onslaught of nation
alism, and to defy international opinion. It was from
the economic and military support, however indirect, of
their allies that the Portuguese, Southern Rhodesian
and South African Governments derived the courage
and strerv-th to continue their domination and ex
ploitation of the African peoples. Whether or not in
dependence was to come to those Territories without
further bloodshed was a decision which in large measure
rested with those allies.

226. Some of them were members of the Special
Committee and he hoped tha; in the course of the Com
mittee's deliberations they would be persuaded to
reconsider their positions. But regardless of their at
titudes, the Liberation Committee stood committed,
and independent African States would not rest until
the whole of Africa was cured of the cancer of colonial
ism and it could assume its place in the world, in
freedom and dignity.

Cl0sing of meetings

General statements b~l members

227. The Chairman thanked the Minister of Agricul
ture of the United Republic of Tanzania for the state
ment he had made on behalf of the Chairman of the
OAU Co-ordinating Committee for the Liberation of
Africa. The Co-ordinating Committee and the Special
Committee each had its own structure and form of
action, but their objectives were the same as far as
decolonization was concerned. He hoped that the co
operation between the two bodies would be still further
strengthened and he gave his assurance that the Special
Committee would see to it that, in conformity with
the provisions of the Charter, the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples was applied without restriction or reservation
to all the peoples still under colonial domination.
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Statement b~' tire Administrative Secretary-General of
, the Organization of Africall Unity (OAU)

238. The Administrative Secretary-General of the
OAU, speaking at the Chairman's invitation, said that,
~t a moment whe: the Special Committee was beginning
Its work in the third African capital on its itinerary, it
would be superfluous to welcome it to the African
continent. He wished to do so, however, because Addis
Ababa, which had the distinction of being the capital
of the continent's oldest independent State, was also
the headquarters of the OAD. ,

239, On learning of the Special Committee's decision i
to come to Africa to continue on the spot the work,"

J,

------~=====""=----=--=:::::::::::::::-'",..;::::::~-~"-<

sa228. He .1'0 th,"ked th, GOV':::::':r::::;.n"":3~~::::I:::. h~~Vl,~:·:e·:ec:~=mitl ..-~::==~epublic of Tanzania for the valuable assistance it had a safe journey and a pleasant stay in Addis Ababa. !I in
glv~n the members ?f th~ Sp~cial Committee throughout 'r Yo
their work, and again paid tribute to the warm welcome C. MEETINGS HELD AT ADDIS AUABA "par
o~ the Tanzanian population and the determination J' see
displayed by the Government in its fight against Opening of '/IIcetings
colonialism and the oppression of man by man. Address by the Actillg Millister of Forciqr: Affairs all ~ the

229. During the week it had spent in Dar os Salaam. belwJf .of His Imperial Ma/est)' the EmpC'ror of wa.
the Special Committee had heard the petitioners of Ethwpla its
various Territories subject to the odious regimes of L: obs
colonialism or apartheid. The members of the Special 234. The Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs of t~ im;
Committee had understood the sufferings and the l ..~iti_ Ethiopia, delivering a message in the name of His ~, of t
mate aspirations of those populations, Their stri.ggle Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I and the Ethiopian '
no matter how difficult, was a just struggle, for th~ Government and people, welcomed the members of the ~i 2
rights denied them were inalienable. The Special Corn- United Nations Special Committee on the Situation with lrl,' the
rnittee therefore assured' them of its support and would regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the I De
redouble its efforts to hasten the independence of all Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and var
the peoples concerned. He was convinced that world Peoples. of
opinion would be informed of the atrocities committed 235. Since the establishment of the Special Com-vi cert
by the racists in that region of Africa, in contempt of mittee in 1961, His Imperial Majesty had followed with not
human rights. He was glad to note that courtesy and great interest the Special Committee's endeavour to 1 Spe
mutual respect had prevailed throughout the discus- implement the principle embodied in the United Nations i 2
sions, despite the emotional aspect of the relations be- Charter by which peoples at present under the colonial the
tween the members of the Special Committee and both yoke would eventually be free to decide their future :~; the

dcolonizers and colonized. He was sure that he expressed destiny. That principle did not admit of double stan-, an
the feeling of all when he affirmed that the Special dards; yet lofty though it was, the difficulties con- I of t
Committee's visit to Africa had been a happy and fronting the Special Committee in the face of deep- that
positive initiative which would without any doubt hasten rooted prejudices and self-interest inherited throughout Spe
the application of resolution 1514 (XV). the ages could be appreciated. peri

230. On behalf of the members of the Special Corn- 236. So long as Member States, individually or imp
mittee, he thanked the petitioners and urged them to collectively, ignored the pronouncement and disregarded Nat
persevere in their struggle, for their Territories were the recommendations of the United Nations, so long as part
the scene of colonialism's last-ditch stand, comparable they shirked their obligations to the organization, and pea
to the last convulsions of a mad dog. Crazed animals so long as they continued to pursue their individual 2·
did not behave rationally and ended up by causing their aims and ends, the work of the Special Committee' wor
own death. The same would be true of Salazar, Smith face,cl constant frustration. Nevertheless, His Imperial who
and Verwoerd, who refused to reconcile themselves to Majesty and the Government and people of Ethiopia subj
the emancipation of peoples hitherto oppressed. an were happy to note that the Special Committee's in- der
emancipation which should be effected in friendship quiries into specific matters had been conducted ob- and
with the former administering Powers. Those popula- jectively and dispassionately. His Imperial Majesty v. hun
tions had reason to hope, for they would be set free had observed with pleasure that ever since the Special
thanks to their heroic struggle and the solidarity of Committee was set up it had been able to devise practical
justice-loving peoples. For the progress of mankincl measures for advancing the cause of independence for
rested on international co-operation based on respect people at present under the colonial yoke. However,
and, as the Special Committee approached the end of its before the goal of independence was achieved, he knew
second mission in Africa, he looked to the future with that there would be bloodshed, that wealth would be
optimism. He expressed the hope that the Special wasted, and that countries would be weakened. The ~
Committee's next and third visit to Africa would be in question was: where would the responsibility lie?
order to celebrate the independence of all the still 237. His Imperial Majesty prayed that the Special
dependent Territories. Committee's attempt to focus and direct the combined

231. The representative of the United Republic of influence of world opinion on the solution of the problem
Tanzania, on behalf of his Government, thanked the would meet with success. On its part, Ethiopia would do
Chairman and members of the Special Committee, as its utmost to urge the accession to independence of all
well as the petitioners and others who took part in the colonial countries. . ,
meetings, for the good work done at Dar es Salaam.
The Government and people of Tanzania would always
play their part in any efforts to advance the welfare of
the African peoples and, more especially, in the struggle
to free those still groaning under the colonial yoke.
It was regrettable that some countries represented on
the Special Committee should still continue to take a
negative attitude, but their motive of self-interest was
obvious to all.

232. It was the earnest hope of Tanzania that Mo
zambique, Angola and Southern Rhodesia would be
sitting, as free nations, with their African neighbours,
at the next session of the United Nations General
Assembly.
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in favour of decolonization which it had begun in New the birth of the OAU. The miracle of May 1963
York, the whole of Africn had experienced with represented, among other things, the impulse of a

;I particular intensity the conflicting feelings of faith and whole people, of a whole continent and all its leaders,
scepticism, hope and anxiety. to pool their natural and human resources in the service

240. It had felt faith, because the OAU knew that of the general progress of their people. Moreover, and
~ Otl ,~ the United Nations, of which the Special Committee above all, it represented the decision to establish and

of was a respected and responsible organ, had inscribed in maintain peace and security as indispensable conditions
I its Charter and its methods principles which, properly for its harmonious progress.
~~ observed, would definitely resolve one of the most 247. Indeed, peace and security for the African

important problems facing Africa, namely, the liberation people meant nothing more than the elimination of
of the whole continent from colonialism and racism. colonialism and racial discrimination in all their forms.

241. It had felt scepticism, because the Articles of Decolonization was the first condition for any positive
the United Nations Charter and those of the Universal action by the OAU and that explained three significant
Declaration of Human Rights, not to speak of the events in the history of that young organization, to
various resolutions dealing with the self-determination mention no others.
of peoples, had been disregarded, with the complicity of 248. The first resolution unanimously adopted by the
certain great Powers which assumed vital responsibilities summit Conference which had established the organiza-
not only in the international community but also in the tion was devoted entirely to the problems of decolonlza-
Special Committee itself. tion, and declared, inter alia, that the colonial Powers'

242. It had felt hope, because the OAU knew that determination to maintain colonies or semi-colonies in
the United Nations was, in the contemporary world, Africa constituted a menace to the peace of the continent.
the only instrument guaranteeing peace and security Furthermore, it should be remembered that on that

) and better understanding between the States and peoples occasion all the African Heads of State had issued a
of the world community, and because Africa believed solemn appeal to the allies of colonial Powers to choose
that the things which a United Nations committee, the between their friendship for the African peoples and
Special Committee, would see and hear, feel and ex- their support of Powers that were oppressing those
perience on African soil would impart a little more peoples. It seemed that that appeal had not been heeded.
impetus and dynamism to the action of the United 249. The first organ that that Conference had es-

'or Nations in general. and of the Security Council in tablished to lay the foundations for the organization's
rded ~, particular,on behalf of the peoples of Africa and world general action had been the Co-ordinating Committee

peace. for the Liberation of Africa, whose headquarters was
2<3. Lastly, it had felt anxiety because, seeing the at Dar es Salaam and with which the Special Corn-

world organization powerless to free those Africans mittee had established contact during its stay in Tanza-
who still lived under the colonial yoke or who were nia. Finally, the first bureau of the general secretariat.
subjected to the worst type of discrimination, it won- which had been established by a decision of the Heads
dered what avenues remained open to human hope of State and Government, was the Bureau of Sanctions,
and what refuge from despair there was for the many whose function was to co-ordinate the actic .. :;t member
human beings who were waiting to regain their dignity. States against the reactionary forces at work 1I1 Africa,

particularly South Africa and Portugal.
244. The whole of Africa knew what the Universal 250. Since that time, while the Co-ordinating Corn-

Declaration of Human Rights was; it knew. that that mittee-the Committee of Nine-s-had intensified its
Declaration had been solemnly signed and accepted by action on behalf of the nationalist African movements.
all the States Members of the United Nations; Africa and Africa, thanks to the Bureau of Sanctions, had
knew the history of General Assembly resolution 1514 increased the ostracism and isolation of the Pretoria
(XV), adopted by the United Nations in December Government and the Salazar regime, the determination
1960, which demanded the unconditional granting of of the African leaders to co-ordinate their efforts to
independence to countries under colonial domination; ensure that all traces of colonialism .and racism should
but Africa knew, too, that all those solemn declarations disappear for ever from that continent had become ever
and statements of principle had not yet succeeded in firmer from one resolution to the next, from one sum-
finally eliminating colonialism, racism or their con- mit conference to another.
sequences from African soil.

251. In point of fact, as the requirements for co-
245. That showed the extent to which decolonization, ordinated and harmonious development and for general

which was the Special Committee's raison d'efro, preoc- progress in all fields crystallized within the framework
cupied the peoples of Africa, and the close attention of the OAU, the African leaders were becoming aware
with which the Special Committee's work was followed that solidarity was meaningless and progress would not
by all, especially by the leaders of the OAU. Africa be durable unless they could rely upon every individual
as a whole was particularly sensitive and exigent with to provide the support and assistance and make the
regard to the smallest word, action, project or decision sacrifices necessary for the final destruction of colonial-
liable to influence in any way the sacred mission it had iS111 and the complete elimination of all regimes based
assumed to free the continent completely from foreign on racial discrimination. The strengthening of African
domination and its consequences, and from the injustice unity and the implementation of the basic principles
of racism and of its most carefully disguised forms. of the Charter of the OAU depended exclusively upon

246. That unanimous opposition to colonialism and the disappearance from that continent of certain situa-
racism, which had never been contradicted by the in- tions whose mere mention sufficed to spur people' to

," dividual positions adopted by the African States in the revolt, or at least to shake their faith in human nature.
United Nations, or by the action of any individual State 252. Although within the special perspective of the
after it had reconquered its sovereignty, had taken a United Nations such a matter did not fall within the
decisive direction and had derived new strength from Special Committee's terms of reference, he wished first
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I259. Indeed, on close examination, it was apparent

that the situation in Southern Rhodesia was already I.
very similar to that prevailing in South Africa. Profiting rT.
by the dilatory pretexts advanced by the United l'
Kingdom to evade its responsibilities with regard to
the African majority in that Territory, Ian Smith, 'j{
strengthened by the farcical elections he had held 011 I

7 May 1965, had seized all fifty seats of the "A" list '
electoral constituencies and thus at the present time l
wielded dictatorial power, in the name of which the ,~
racist minority of 200,000 settlers intended to reduce i·
the four million Africans to eternal servitude, slavery,
and humiliation. That was something Africa would ~

never accept. It was useless for the United Kingdom \"
Government to declare that it was prepared "to un- ~
dertake negotiations" with the obstinate, power-drunk .t
minority group, for it was now clear that it would if'

do nothing concrete to avoid the unilateral declaration I
of independence. The Africans now knew that Ian Smith
had decided to declare independence unilaterally, using
the recent elections to exert pressure on the United
Kingdom, basing his action on the "1961 Constitution",
all aspects of which had already been sufficiently de-
nounced in the competent United Nations organs. ~

260. Severe and ever more brutal security measures
had already been enacted against the African nation
alist opposition, all because the Government of Ian
Smith minimized the sanctions which the United
Kingdom and the rest of the world might eventually
impose upon it. It was clear that there, as in South ,
Africa, the danger should not be underestimated, for
the despicable regime of Ian Smith threatened not
only the countries bordering Southern Rhodesia, not
only the African peoples who supported those countries,
but the whole world, which placed the ultimate respon
sibility for what was happening in Southern Rhodesia
upon the United Kingdom Government, because the
latter still bore the political and moral responsibility
to construct that territory's future within a truly I

democratic framework.

261. There was nothing, in fact, to prevent the a
United Kingdom Government from assuming the a
responsibilities which it had formerly assumed elsewhere tl
and suspending the "1961 Constitution" in order to P
demand and establish in Southern Rhodesia the con- t<
ditions most favourable to the installation of a regime': cl'
permitting equitable representation Of all races, all f(

creeds and :1.11 classes, for according to the moral judge- A
ment of the international community the elections of P
7 May did not represent an ordinary political victory, t
since they had not been won by one party and its leader
in competition with other parties and other leaders
which had from the outset had the same opportunities
to express themselves and the same openings. It was
rather a declaration of intention by the settlers, in
structing Ian Smith to implement the plan for a uni
lateral declaration of independence and to transform
Southern Rhodesia into a second South Africa as
quickly as possible. Africa had likewise taken a solemn
decision not to accept such action. The Rhodesian Gov
ernment was already strengthening its links with South :,1 b.
Africa, and in order to complete the solidarity of the; ti
benighted exponents of colonialism and racism was·£1 S
effecting a rapprochement with Portugal, which quite :.:. cl
naturally, in view of the international complicity, had 1, A
no reason to respect the self-determination of peoples, t te
the resolutions of the United Nations, the United " th
Nations Charter or the appeals of world public opinion. te
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of n11 to describe briefly the situation in South Africa,
because what WaS happening in that country represented,
for all Africans, the most typical case of the mos.t abject
colonialism,

253. The phenomenon of a,par/Mid established as a
system of government constituted a flagrant injustice
which enabled an infinitesimal minority of European
settlers to profit from the advantages of 87 per cent
of the richest and most fertile part of the country,
while the African majority was reduced to deriving a
bare subsistence from 13 per cent of the territory: in
other words, an economic, social, political and cultural
complex which condemned the Africans of South Africa
to a status lower than that of second-class citizens, in
fact, to sub-human status.

254. Without going into the details of the inhuman
and criminal racist practices of aparthaid, it should be
stressed that the Pretoria regime represented a threat
to the peace and security not only of Africa, but of the
whole international community.

255. It was pertinent to recall that, on the pretext of
ensuring its defence, the Pretoria regime had, in less
than four years, quadrupled its military expenditure
and had recently intensified its research in the field
or nuclear and bacteriological weapons.

256. Since- it was clear that all those military prepara
tions could hardly be intended for the imprisoned,
humiliated or disarmed Africans of South Africa, Africa
now knew that it was ever more menaced by the folly of
the Pretoria regime. It therefore needed the support
of the whole international community, and it was the
GAU's duty, no matter what the tribune, to appeal to
all those complex forces which, some years ago, had
united in Europe and elsewhere to crush the forerunner
and model of the Pretoria regime, namely, Nazi
Germany.

257. As the Special Committee was aware, there
were very great similarities between the Pretoria regime
and Nazi Germany. In view of those similarities the
economic sanctions against South Africa which had
been requested represented a strict minimum j nothing
in contemporary international morality was more serious
or more discouraging than the great Powers' hesitation
to apply those sanctions systematically.

258. The solution of the South :~irican problem lay
in the hands of certain States wHch played an important
role in the United Nations and in some cases in the
Special Committee itself, namely the United States, the
United Kingdom, France, Italy, Belgium, the Nether
lands, Japan and, of course, Portugal. Africa was con
vinced that those Powers, which had vital commercial
and economic links with South Africa, possessed, by
that very fact, peaceful weapons which could bring
the Pretoria regime to its senses. Those Powers were
therefore in many respects responsible for the colonialist
threat to the peace and security of the African continent,
for their benevolent neutrality, to say no more, and their
refusal to impose economic sanctions, strengthened the
position of the Pretoria leaders and, what was more
serious, encouraged them to extend their vile system
of government to other Territories, for example South
West Africa and now Southern Rhodesia. Worse still,
such international complicity intensified the havoc
wrought by colonialism in Africa, since it encouraged
others to imitate South Africa and gradually to tighten
the screw in their machinations against the liberty and
dignity of the African peoples.

J



271. He hoped that during its stay on African soil,
in the heart of the continent which had experienced
more shame and humiliation than any other, through the
cries of revolt of those still groaning under the colonial
yoke; through the suffering of those who were denied
the most elementary human rights; through the unani
mous revolt of a whole people and the determination
of a whole continent to assist those still subjected to
foreign domination and if necessary to die with them
and for them; through the explicit accusations levelled
by every African against the great Powers, which
remained silent while it was within their power to

into by the African Heads of State in the very hall
in which the Special Committee was now meeting.

267. The independence demanded by the African
peoples could not be conceived as a privilege to be
awaited from the hand of others. The African peoples
had already proclaimed their desire to attain their ends
by peaceful means, but independence was an inalienable
right for which every African knew he must make
the necessary sacrifices if he wished to save the little
he had, develop his potentialities and take his place
harmoniously, with dignity, in the concert of nations.

268. There colonial and racial problem was not only
an insult and a danger to those continents which were
still its theatre and its victims; it was a problem
whose development threatened the peace and prosperity
of the whole world, as was exemplified by the Second
World 'vVar. The United Nations, established es
sentially to prevent for ever any relapse into that type
of human folly, must rightly be in the vanguard of the
struggle against colonialism and racism, those seeds of
world catastrophe. It was in that profound conviction
that the African States, individually and collectively,
had constantly drawn the attention of the United
Nations and of all the Powers which exerted some in
fluence there to the explosive nature of the present
situation in Southern Rhodesia, South Africa and the
Territories still under Portuguese or' other domination.

269. There was still time to take preventive action
to eliminate once and for all the risk of a world-wide
confrontation, which would spare neither the small
Powers nor the great. It was the duty of the OAU,
which embodied the aspirations of all the African
peoples for peace, solidarity, rehabilitation, dignity and
harmonious development, to reaffirm those truths which
the Special Committee had constantly heard from the
lips of the sufferers themselves. Because it believed
that its ideals were universal, the OAU would like
to count on the combined effort of the international com
munity, represented by the Special Committee, to
eliminate colonialism and racism for ever from all those
parts of the world where they continued to hamper the
development of the human personality and human
dignity.

270. Since the Committee was meeting at Addis
Ababa, ancient capital of African independence and the
headquarters of an organization which embodied the
hopes of a whole continent, he hoped that its mission
would be crowned with complete success, because that
success was essential to the success of the United
Nations itself, and because the fundamental progress
of the OAU depended upon the complete liberation of
the African peoples; the Special Committee knew that
Africa was one of the United Nations most important
concerns.
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IPparent! 262. The extraordinary session of the Council of
already I Ministers for Foreign Affairs, held at Lagos, had

'rofiting , recently adopted some very important resolutions con-
United ~ cerning Southern Rhodesia. He could not give the

gard to Special Committee any details until their contents had
Smith, 'l~ been submitted to the Ethiopian Head of State, but

held on he assured the Committee that those documents would
'A" list be made available to it before it left Addis Ababa.
nt time l~ 263. The political reports from Mozambique, Angola
iich the and so-called Portuguese Guinea showed that Portugal
, reduce I was progressively intensifying its reign of destruction
slavery, by extending the war of extermination against all
L would ~ African nationalists who were determined to resist
:ingdom I, foreign domination by all means. In defiance of Africa,
"to un- i' in defiance of the United Nations, in defiance of the
.r-drunk I:. Special Committee's recommendations, in defiance of
t would ,r common sense and elementary logic, Portugal was in
:iaration I creasingly determined to maintain on the African con-
n Smith tinent its so-called overseas provinces, where Africans
y, using were nothing more than slaves.
Unitedltution", 264. Portugal was undeniably benefiting from the

chain of colonial complicity, for how else could it find
ntly de- ~ the strength and power to oppose the numerous decisions
ns, . by which the United Nations had demanded the granting

of independence to all Territories under colonial domina
tion? How else could its ability to flout the clearly
expressed wishes not only on Africa, but of the world
community, be explained?

265. The Lisbon authorities, emboldened by the
support of the NATO Powers, were confronting Africa
and the whole world with a situation from which there
was no way out except through a war of liberation
in which the whole of Africa, despite its love of peace,

I was prepared to engage its forces. But above all, it
was the OAU's duty to inform the international com
munity, represented by the Special Committee, of its
conviction that, without the guilty silence and the pas
sive and sometimes active contribution of many great
Powers which were Members of the United Nations,
Africa would not be on the brink of such a painful

rent the and extreme step. The members of the OAU had
ing the already stated, by principle and by conviction, that
lsewhere they wished the liberation of their continent to be
order to peaceful. They would not hesitate, however, to resort
the con- to force if that proved necessary. It was the OAU's
l regime' duty to state that every African held those great Powers

11 responsible collectively for that was happening in South
~fj~d:e- Africa, Southern Rhodesia and all the Territories under
:tions of Portuguese domination, perhaps because those Powers
victory, themselves wished to contribute in one way or another,

ts leader in Asia as in Africa, to the maintenance of foreign
leaders domination over peoples who aspired only to freedom.

rtunities 266. It was a fact that, although their situation was
. It was less explosive than that prevailing in South Africa,
lers, in- Southern Rhodesia and the Territories under Portu-
r a uni- i guese domination, thousands of Africans were still sub
'ansforml jected to English, French or Spanish colonization, and
frica asl Africa was anxious to see them take their place in the,
l solemn j community of independent African States. Their seats
i,ahnSGoouvth- '11. in the OAU meetings remained unoccupied. It must
: be clearly understood that the fact that a territory was
y of the ; tiny or that the colonizer was English, French or
ism was ( Spanish, did not exempt it from the African States'
eh quite.:' determination to crush colonialism. On the contrary,
:ity, had.] Africa was particularly vigilant in such cases and in
peoples, I tended to do its best to ensure self-determination for
U:n!ted ~.' those peoples and complete independence for all African

opirnon. '. territories. That was the solemn engagement entered
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stay the folly of a Verwoerd, of an Ian Smith or of
a Snlazar ; through all that Africa had frankly revealed
to the Committee; through all that Africa incessantly
proclaimedfrom the depths of its being; through all
that the Special Committee already knew and that it
had felt and experienced during its African mission.
the Special Committee had been able to discover, define
and definitively strengthen the methods which would
bring about the total and immediate liberation of Africa
'and the speedy elimination of racism.

272. The Special Committee now knew that that was
the victory which Africa expected of it, for in the
matter of decolonization the Members of the United
Nations could no longer be content to remain in New
York, to adopt resolutions and to wait. The Committee's
visit to Africa should mark a definite turning-point
in the world organization's methods, for its experience
and the faith which inspired it had aroused great hopes
in the hearts of all Africans. It should be prolonged
by closer co-operation with the OAU, whose first ob
jective was decolonization.

273. In that connexion, it was important to specify
that henceforward Africans would be unable to un
derstand how the international community, like 'lily
other committee, commission or body dealing with
the problems of decolonization, could carry out its work
without close and intelligent collaboration with the
OAU. That organization which, although young, was
already prepared for the inevitable dialogue and the
necessary co-operation, expected a committee such as
the Special Committee to harmonize. general action ~nd
co-ordinate efforts so that the crucial struggle against
colonialism and racism might at last enter the practical
phase of concrete action. as opposed to the empty words
which filled the United Nations archives. The OAU,
which could never be content to play an observer's role
when a combat as momentous as the decolonization
struggle was being fought on African soi~ and on b~half
of Africa, expected much of the Special Committee.
Africa expected the Special Committee's conclusions
-and the OAU was empowered to request as much
from the Special Committee as the only possible solution
for the welfare and security of the African peoples-to
inspire the Security Council with a somewhat more
realistic spirit and to prompt it not only to adopt
resolutions but to take decisive action, irreversible
decisions and practical steps through which the sanctions
asainst South Africa. Portugal, and Southern Rhodesia
a~d the opposition to the unilateral declaration of in
dependence by Ian Smith. in short, the programmes
vital to the complete liberation of the African continent,
might be implemented.

274. In conclusion, he said that the co-operation
which Africa expected implied that occasions such as
the present one woul.ri become more frequent, for Afr!ca
was convinced that It was only to the extent to which
various United Nations organs, and particularly the
Security Council, could come to Africa, to the very
heart of the drama of colonialism and ra:ism, in full
collaboration with the OAU, which embodied the most
noble ideas of the African peoples, that the United
Nations, to save the tortured world, would be able to
lay the new foundations which could strengthen the
Organization and rehabilitate it in the eyes of Africa,
and, what was even more important, in its own eyes.
The OAU had confidence in the Committee and was
prepared to collaborate with it in every possible way.

General statements by members
275. The Chairman said that the Special Committee

was happy to be at Addis Ababa, capital of the oldest .~
of the independent States of Africa, to hold the last
meetings of its long journey devoted to a search for
the solutions and methods that the United Nations l:
should adopt in order to enable all the peoples still under
colonial domination to exercise fully their right to self
determination and independence.

276. He wished, on behalf of all his colleagues, to ~
express to His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I and
to the Ethiopian Government, through the Acting Min
ister for Foreign Affairs of Ethiopia, his deep gratitude
for the kind invitation and for the attentive hospitality 1\
which had been extended to the Special Committee I
since its arrival at Addis Ababa. Many members of the ~

Special Committee had already had the honour of
becoming acquainted with Ethiopia and the Ethiopian I

people, and it was a great pleasure for them to return
to that country. The Government of Ethiopia, an
African State which had been a founding Member of
the United Nations, had always made an important
contribution to the Organization's activities, and the ~.

fact that the Special Committee had been given the
opportunity to meet at Addis Ababa for the second
time was additional proof of the Government's interest
in its work. The Special Committee, meeting in Africa
Hall, was aware that the first conference bringing
together all the Heads of State and Government of the
independent countries of Africa had been held in that
same hall in May 1963, and he wished to pay a
well-deserved tribute to His Imperial Majesty Haile
Selassie I for the wise and constructive role he had
played in order to enable that first African summit
meeting, unprecedented by reason of its objectives and
by reason of those who had attended it, to be held.

277. The important decision taken on that occasion
bv the African Heads of State and Government to free
the rest of the continent from foreign domination, and kl
the establishment for that purpose of the OAU Co
ordinating Committee for the Liberation of Africa, had
been greeted with great hope by the Special Committee.
He thought it appropriate to mention that during its
African journey the Special Committee had been greatly
encouraged by the unreserved co-operation of the OAU,
and it was certain that the links thus established be- l,

tween the United Nations and the OAU would be
strengthened in the future, in order to ensure the
speedy attainment of the basic objective of the two
organizations, namely, respect of the rights of all peo
ples to self-determination and to the free choice of their
own national institutions.

278. The Special Committee, whose mandate was to •
examine the situation in all the Non-Self-Governing
Territories with a view to proposing to the United
Nations General Assembly and to the Security Council
measures to enable all the peoples under colonial domi
nation .to exercise without delay their right to self
determination and independence, had come to Africa
because it was on the African continent that the most
refractory and inhuman cases of colonialism were still
to be found. During its stay at Lusaka and at Dar es
Salaam, it had heard petitioners from Southern Rho
desia, South West Africa, South Africa, Basutoland,
Swaziland, Bechuanaland, Angola and Mozambique. It :;
had also received written petitions concerning other :~

African Territories still under colonial domination or r(
subjected to the hateful regime of apartheid, N~ matter
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what the political, economic or social systems of the
various Governments represented on the Special Com
mittee, all members had been moved and indignant
upon learning of the atrocities and the various violations
of human rights committed by the colonial authorities
of Portugal and by the white racists of South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia.

279. The Special Committee had learned that the
Portuguese colonialists, in their deluded attempt to
maintain the fiction of transforming the Africans of
Angola, Mozambique and Guinea into second class
pseudo-Portuguese, had carried their horrible, criminal
acts to the point of mutilating and burning Africans
after having savagely murdered them. It had learned
that the Portuguese, in their stupid determination to
stifle the legitimate aspirations of the African peoples
subjected to their cruel domination, went so far as to
give the African inhabitants poisoned food and drink.
The Special Committee had even learned that at the
beginning of June the Portuguese were thought to have
employed poison gas in Angola. Those were crimes
which should not be passed over in silence, for they
constituted acts of genocide unworthy of the contem
porary epoch. The Special Committee's journey to
Africa was an eminently constructive step. The evidence
obtained from petitioners who had come direct from
the Territories still under colonial domination had en
abled the members of the Special Committee to obtain
a mere realistic idea of the situation in those Territories.
That evidence, and the impressions which the Special
Committee had gathered on the spot had reinforced
its conviction that the survival of colonialism and
apartheid constituted a real threat to international peace
and security. The Special Committee was now convinced
that persuasive methods had no influence on the Por
tuguese Government or on the illegal authorities of
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia. The alliance of
those Governments to maintain regimes condemned by
the international community represented a serious threat
to the whole African continent.

280. In view of the persistent refusal of the Por
tuguese Government and the illegal authorities of South
Africa and Southern Rhodesia to comply with the reso
lutions of the General Assembly and the Special Com
mittee, the latter had come to the conclusion that the
Security Council should now take the appropriate
action laid down in the Charter to ensure that the
rights of the peoples still under colonial domination
were respected.

281. The Special Committee knew that the Ethiopian
Government and the other African Governments repre
sented in the OAD were determined to do everything
possible to free the peoples of Angola, Mozambique,
South West Africa, Southern Rhodesia, South Africa
and all the other colonial Territories.

282. He had listened with much interest to the en
couraging words which the Acting Minister for Foreign
Affairs had addressed to the Special Committee on
behalf of His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I. The
courageous struggle which His Imperial Majesty had
always waged to safeguard his people's independence
would be a source of inspiration to the Special Com
mittee during its work at Addis Ababa.

283. The Chairman also thanked the Administrative
Secretary-General of the OAD for his important state
ment. The sincerity and frankness with which he had
described the position of the OAU with regard to
decolonization had greatly impressed the Special Corn-

mittee, which was prepared to provide the OAD with
ever more active support and to support any initiative
taken by that Organization to rid Africa of colonialism
and apartheid without further delay.

284. The Special Committee's journey through
Africa had enabled it to acquire a deeper knowledge
of the sufferlngs of the peoples still under colonial
domination. Having been in a position to assess the
situation in those Territories, the Special Committee
had been prompted to take unprecedented decisions. It
was, indeed, the first time that a United Nations body
had officially recognized in a resolution the legitimacy
of the struggle being waged by the African freedom
fighters; it was the first time that the Security Council
had been requested to take the appropriate measures
laid down in the Charter to implement the resolutions
on decolonization adopted by the General Assembly
and the Security Council; it was the first time that a
definite appeal had been addressed to the military
Powers of NATO to cease supporting Portugal.

285. He reiterated his thanks to the Administrative
Secretary for the words of encouragement and confi
dence he had addressed to the Special Committee and
assured him that the latter would spare no efforts to
complete its task, namely, the liquidation of colonialism.

286. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania expressed the gratitude of his delegation to
His Imperial Majesty and to the Government and people
of Ethiopia for the kind invitation extended to the
Special Committee to meet at Addis Ababa, and for the
warm welcome accorded to the Special Committee mem
bers on arrival. The friendliness of the people of
Ethiopia reflected the warm African hospitality that
Ethiopia had shown since biblical times; and it would
undoubtedly inspire t'ie Special Committee and make
for the smooth and efficient dispatch of its remaining
tasks.

287. For hundreds of years, Ethiopia had been one
of the few States that had breathed the air of freedom
-yet not without being constantly on its guard against
external aggression aimed at colonialization. For cen
turies Ethiopia had been an island in an Africa which
had become a victim of aggressive colonialism. While
the rest of Africa succumbed to colonial subjugation and
ruthless exploitation, the people of Ethiopia successfully
defended their land and had written a glorious page
of history which all must admire.

288. In advocating the peaceful liquidation of colo
nialism, the Tanzanian delegation did so because it
knew only too well what it meant to fight a war. Yet
if the time came when the only means of liberating a
people was to resort to arms, Africa would not hesitate
to do so. In the dark days when fascism in Europe
spread to Africa, in the form of aggression against the
Ethiopian people by Mussolini, Ethiopia had had no
alternative but to defend itself by arms. It was signifi
cant that the colonialists then had used the same meth
ods of torture and cruelty against the gallant Ethiopian
fighters as were used against some of the African
countries still under colonial domination, e.g., Angola,
Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia, and so-called Por
tuguese Guinea. But in the end colonialism faced the
same fate in Ethiopia as it was facing now in other
parts of Africa, namely, defeat. His Imperial Majesty's
courageous leadership in that struggle had been an
inspiration to Tanzania in its own struggle for inde
pendence. The people of Tanzania would never forget
that for many years Ethiopia had been a place of refuge
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for some of the now prominent leaders in Africa, that
financial and material aid had always been extended
by Ethiopia to suffering brothers in colonized Africa;
and that His Imperial Majesty had played the leading
role in establishing the OAU. Ethiopia might be de
scribed as the umbrella of the OAU, and it was to be
hoped that His Imperial Majesty would continue to
exert all efforts to keep OAU united under it, in spite
of the many hostile external forces that might have
to be faced.

289. The enthusiasm with which the freedom fighters
had petitioned had shown clearly their determination
to be free and their resolve to fight to the bitter end.
I'heir faith in the United Nations and in the Special
Committee would have made the task of decolonization
much easier if only the colonial Powers were willing
to co-operate.

290. The Tanzanian delegation would like to state
once again the policy of its Government with regard
to colonia.ism, Tanzania would never have any truck
with colonialism under whatever guise. The people of
Tanzania had not only condemned it; they had sworn
to do everything they could do contribute to its liquida
tion in Africa and elsewhere in the world. Hence, in
spite of slander and intimidation from certain States,
especiallyPortugal, the Tanzanian Government had con
sistently and boldly reasserted its stand.

291. The brutalities and atrocities committed by the
colonizers, in their so-called civilizing mission, made
distressing hearing and made it clear that the colonial
Powers involved still regarded an African as fair game
for enslavement and exploitation. At Lusaka, the peti
tioners had demonstrated how the United Kingdom
was gradually handing over their African brothers
to racist Smith and his band of criminals, thus creating
another South Africa in Southern Rhodesia. Yet, when
taxed with such matters, the United Kingdom repre
sentative merely evaded the issue.

292. After nearly a hundred years of colonization
in Southern Rhodesia, the white racists today could
still commit atrocities against Africans freely. In the
Territories under Portuguese domination, things were
even worse. Yet there were still Governments which
had failed to condemn Portugal categorically.

293. It was disappointing to find that certain dele
gations had not seen their way to supporting the reso
lution on the Portuguese colonies adopted at Dar es
Salaam (A/AC.l09/124 and Corr.1), especially after
they had seemingly sympathized with the petitioners'
plight during the general debate. A delegation which,
throughout the African tour, had not supported a single
resolution adopted could hardly claim to be anti-colonial.
The Tanzanian delegation noted with appreciation the
newspaper report of steps taken by the Netherlands
Government to provide practical assistance and legal
defence for apartheid victims. It was to be hoped that
other Governments would follow that example, thus
responding to the Special Committee's appeal in opera
tive paragraph 2 of its resolution on the Portuguese
colonies for moral and material help to those now under
the colonial yoke.

294. With regard to the Committee's programme
of work at Addis Ababa, his delegation trusted that
discussion of the questions of South West Africa and
the High Commission Territories would culminate in
the adoption of appropriate resolutions. In the discussion
of the High Commission Territories, the machinations

brought to light were appalling. The administration of
justice seemed to have become a mockery, despite the
United Kingdom claim to be the custodian of respect
for the law.

295. There were several issues which had come up
during the meetings in Africa which merited considera
tion, e.g., the recommendation to the Secretary-General
of the United Nations that all the testimony heard by
the Special Committee should be printed in book form
and submitted to all Governments so as to give them
a more realistic view -:" what colonization meant for
Africa.

296. Similarly, the question of refugees might be
further discussed with a view to the adoption of a more
detailed resolution appealing to the world as a whole
on the issue of refugees from Territories still under
colonial domination.

297. The representative of India thanked His Im
perial Majesty and the Government and people of
Ethiopia for inviting the Special Committee to the
ancient African capital, which in the last few years
had not only changed in a remarkable manner but had
become the centre of African and Afro-Asian activity,
especially since the establishment of the OAU head
quarters.

298. Ethiopia's past and future problems were not
unlike those of India. Both nations were now engaged
in nation-building programmes and had declared war
on poverty, ignorance and disease. In international
affairs, the two countries had an identical approach to
world problems and shared the same ideals of peaceful
coexistence, non-alignment, Afro-Asian solidarity and
faith in the United Nations. As dne of the great and
historic figures of the century, His Imperial Majesty
was held in high esteem everywhere, and his generous
moral and material support at a critical moment in
India's history had endeared Ethiopia to the millions
of his countrymen. The recent visit to Ethiopia by
the Foreign Minister of India, and the forthcoming
visit of its President as guest of His Imperial Majesty,
would further cement the ties of friendship between
the two countries.

299. The Special Committee's work thus far, at
Lusaka and Dar es Salaam, had culminated in reso
lutions 011 Southern Rhodesia and on Territories under
Portuguese rule. It would be a mistake to regard them
as just two more mere resolutions to add to a long
list. They crystallized a hope that even at the eleventh
hour the administering Powers concerned would ensure
the peaceful transfer of power to the indigenous peoples.
The granting of independence to Southern Rhodesia
by the United Kingdom Government must follow, not
precede, the granting of full and equal rights to all the
inhabitants of the Territory irrespective of their colour
or creed. Elections should be conducted on the prin
ciple of one man one vote, and a constitutional confer
ence of all concerned should be called by the United
Kingdom, and all repressive legislation withdrawn.

300. With regard to the Portuguese Territories, a
constructive discussion with the Salazar Government
was out of the question. Portugal had shown no change
of heart. Yet the liberation of people from alien sub
jugation was an irreversible process of history, and it
would be unwise to resist that process by giving assist
ance-moral, military or monetary-to Portugal.

301. The problem of South West Africa had first
been brought up some eighteen years earlier by the

J
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the resolution on the Territories administered by Por
tugal and that eighteen had voted in favour of the
resolution concerning Southern Rhodesia, he said that
those votes reflected each country's real policy with
regard to decolonization, Certain Member States were
trying to create the impression that they were con
cerned about the destiny of the Territories under Por
tuguese domination and that of Southern Rhodesia, but
their efforts deceived no one, for the votes on the two
resolutions in question constituted deeds, not words.

308. The meetings at Lusaka and at Dar es Salaam
had shown that the African atmosphere was favourable
to the Special Committee, and the latter was indeed
aware that in Africa it could do valuable work to pro
mote the freedom of the African countries.

309. The USSR delegation supported the statements
of the Administrative Secretary-General of the OAU.
It would do everything within its power in the Special
Committee to help to solve the problem of sanctions
against South Africa, Portugal and the Smith Gov
ernment.

310. He confirmed his country's position with regard
to Southern Rhodesia, which had been set forth by the
Permanent Representative of the USSR to the United
Nations in a note addressed to the Secretary-General
on 5 June 1965 (S/6416). In that note, the Permanent
Representative had recalled that, when the question of
Southern Rhodesia had been considered by the Security
Council, the USSR representative had stressed that it
was essential to prevent any further crimes in Southern
Rhodesia and to prevent that country from being trans
formed into a racist State modelled on South Africa.
The USSR representative had also stressed the fact that
the United Kingdom should take steps to annul the elec
tions which had been held in Southern Rhodesia on
7 May 1%5, to revoke the Constitution on which those
elections had been based and to convene immediately
a meeting of representatives of all political parties with
a view to drawing up a new constitution, based on the
immediate granting of full rights to the indigenous popu
lation and of independence to the country. The Per
manent Representative of. the USSR had also stated
that it was the duty of the United Nations to eliminate
that shameful vestige of the past without delay.

311. The Special Committee must unceasingly assist
the African peoples in their struggle for independence.
The USSR delegation, for its part, was prepared to
co-operate with all the members of the Special Com
mittee to take more efficient action and to make, on
African soil, a contribution to the welfare of Africa
and to world peace. As the Administrative Secretary
General of the OAU had said, the destiny of Africa
and that of the world were inseparable.

312. The other members of the Special Committee
also expressed their thanks and associated themselves
with the tributes paid to His Imperial Majesty Haile
Selassie I and to the Government and people of Ethiopia.

313. The representative of Ethiopia said that his
delegation would be happy to convey to His Imperial
Majesty and to the Government and people of Ethiopia
the kind expressions of gratitude of the Special Com
mittee. He, as well as other members of the Special
Committee, also thanked the Administrative Secretary
General of the GAU for the important statement which
he had made..

314. The representative of Yugoslavia noted that the
fact that Ethiopia was for the second time offering its
hospitality to the Special Committee was but one more
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Indian delegation. South Africa was the only State that
had failed to accept the obligations incumbent on it
under the United Nations Trusteeship System. The
Special Committee was fully entitled to discuss South
West Africa, and did not accept the argument that the
matter was still sub iudice. A country where apartheid
was a State policy and which flouted the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the United Nations
Charter, forfeited the right to be called a civilized nation.

302. It was the responsibility and duty of every
member of the Special Committee to make the maximum
contribution towards the rapid implementation of the
Declaration contained in resolution 1514 (XV). In
conclusion, he quoted the moving and inspiring words
spoken by His Imperial Majesty, Emperor Haile
Selassie, addressing the General Assembly on 4 October
1963 (1229th plena'ry meeting), twenty-seven years
after his appeal to the League of Nations for relief from
the destruction unleashed by the fascist invader, to the
effect that undertakings were of little worth if the will
to keep them was lacking, and voicing a message of
cautious yet buoyant optimism. That same spirit should
inspire the Special Committee today.

303. The representative of the United Kingdom said
he would like to express the thanks of his Government
to His Imperial Majesty and the Government and people
of Ethiopia for the splendid hospitality enjoyed by the
Special Committee in Ethiopia. He personally had been
greatly impressed by the tremendous expansion and
modernization of Addis Ababa in the last few years.
The changes bore eloquent testimony to the energy and
vitality of the Ethiopian people and their Government
and the strides they had made in their economic and
social development. It was fitting that the final stage of
the Special Committee's work should be concluded in
the capital city of a country which had so long a history
of national independence and such a magnificent record
of valour in its defence.

304.. The representative of the Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics thanked His Imperial Majesty HaiIe
Selassie I for his message and assured him that all the
participants would be inspired by it in the course of
their work.

305. After thanking the OAU for assistance it had
consistently given the Special Committee since the
latter's arrival in Africa, he reminded the participants
that the establishment of close contact with that organi
zation imposed certain obligations upon the Special
Committee; it should not be forgotten that the OAU
embodied the hopes of 200 million Africans.

306. During its initial meetings in Africa, the Special
Committee had already taken a number of useful steps
which, it was to be stressed, were unprecedented. It
had, in fact, recognized the legitimacy of the African
peoples' struggle for independence, it had requested
Portugal's military allies, particularly those which were

.i members of NATO, to refrain from supplying that
,j :ountry with any assistance which might help it pursue
1 Its policy of oppression, it had drawn the attention of
;! the Security Council to the fact that the situation in

>!,~. the Portuguese Territories constituted a threat to inter
.j national security, and it had also proclaimed the need
I to take steps against Portugal and to inform public

opinion of what was happening in the Territories under
Portuguese domination.

307. RecalIing that twenty States which were mem
bers of the Special Committee had voted in favour of
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320. The moving statements of the petitioners only
brought out more clearly that unhappy and painful state f
of affairs. He was convinced that the reason the peti
tioners' accusations were exclusively directed at certain it
Western Powers was that the facts were undeniable
and the timid explanntlons with which those same
Powers had tried to disclaim their responsibility had 4,
hardly been convincing. That was n serious matter for
those Powers, for they stood to lose whatever prestige >
they might have acquired in Africa in recent years. t

321. As a member of the United Nations and of the
OAU, the Conference of Non-Aligned Countries, the
Conference of Afro-Asian Countries and the Arab
League, Tunisia would spare no effort to make its full ,4.
contribution to the attainment of the objectives which
all those organizations had set themselves in liberating
all the indigenous peoples that were still dominated by I,
the blind force of colonialism. The day was nigh, with
out any doubt, when all the African continent would
be in the hands of Africans. For just as America was
for Americans, the Soviet Union for the Soviet people, ~/

and Europe for the Europeans, Africa must inevitably
return to the Africans.

322. The representative of Chile said that he was
particularly happy to express his thanks to His Imperial
Majesty Haile Selassie I, and his Government and
people, for the kind welcome and generous hospitality
they had extended to the Special Committee, for only F'
a few days earlier, the Chilean Government had de
cided to open an Embassy in Ethiopia which would
be its first in the region. Chile was a new country •
with a heroic history and had always been interested
to observe countries having longer experience. That was
what it hoped to do in Africa, by coming to Ethiopia,
the corner-stone of the continent, a country whose prin
ciples and firm traditions it profoundly admired. Addis "
Ababa was the headquarters of organizations active
throughout the African continent, just as Santiago was
in Latin America. It was the headquarters of the DAU,
which represented a common front for that region and
sought to resolve the problems which arose there and
to encourage its political, economic and social devel
opment.

323. Chile was proud to have contributed to the
formation of that regional bloc by sending one of its
experts to assist in its creation and in the drafting of
its charter. The Chilean Government had always at
tached prime importance to regional organizations, par
ticularly in Africa and Latin America which were
made up of small countries the majority of which were '
economically weak and which must join forces in order
to make themselves heard in the concert of nations.

324. The principal object of Chile's presence in
Ethiopia, and hence in Africa, was to strengthen rela
tions between Chile and the African continent. Chile
was interested in African problems, which had much
in common with its own. It shared the African coun
tries' concern at the fact that some African peoples
continued to live under the colonial system, which
was unworthy of the modern world. It stood by their
side in the war of liberation which it hoped would soon
draw to a close, and sincerely looked forward to the
establishment of very close links between Latin America
and Africa which would enable them to fight together
for the welfare of their peoples.

manifestation of the traditionally nnti-colonialist policy
of Ethiopia and its sincere desire to help to eliminate
the colonialist regime once and for all. For centuries
Ethiopia had preserved its independence and its free
dam, time and again fighting co-irngeously ngainst the
efforts of the imperialists who had sought to bring it
under their sway, and it had set an example to the peo
ples of Africa who had themselves been fighting for
independence and freedom.

315. The representative of Poland observed that the
Polish people had much appreciated His Imperial Maj
esty's official visit to Poland in September 1964 which,
as the final commullique had amply testified, had helped
to strengthened friendly relations between the two
countries and to confirm their common determination
to prevent the rebirth of aggressive militarism and to
work for the final liquidation of colonialism. The deter
mination to help Africans still living under the colonial
yoke had done much to forge the unity of independent
Africa at the historic summit conference at Addis Ababa.

316. The Special Committee must co-ordinate its
efforts with those of the OAU, and he agreed with
the Secretary-General of that organization that the
Security Council should act on the Special Committee's
conclusions and take practical action, in the form of
sanctions, against South Africa, Portugal and Southern
Rhodesia. The "unholy alliance" of Verwoerd, Salazar
and Smith was the major obstacle to the liberation of
the oppressed peoples of Africa. That alliance was
founded on a common political outlook: racism and
fascism, a com.•ion economic objective: ruthless ex
ploitation of African natural and human resources, and
a common military design: the defence of colonialism
and the subversion of neighbouring African States.
The Special Committee must bring the reallties of that
situation to the attention of the Security Council.

317. The representative of Bulgaria recalled that in
a joint statement issued on the occasion of His Imperial
Majesty's visit to the People's Republic of Bulgaria
in 1964, the two countries had declared their support
for the just struggle of peoples fnr freedom and na
tional independence: urged the prompt implementation
of the General Assembly's Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples;
condemned the aparl!l:dd policies of the South African
Government, emphasiz.og the need for application of
the sanctions adopted; and expressed their support for
the struggle for national liberation of the peoples of
Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea.
Bulgaria reaffirmed its readiness to co-operate with
Ethiopia in the achievement of those aims.

318. The representative of Tunisia said that the
statement made by the Administrative Secretary-General
of the OAU testified to the vitality and dynamism of
the OAU, and it was to be hoped that the United
Nations would take advantage of it by co-operating as
closely as possible with that organization.

319. The Special Committee must do everything in
its power J eliminate the scourge of colonialism. To
attain that goal, it had first studied the situation in
the countries still under foreign domination and had
then recommended concrete measures designed to r.d
the world of the degrading acts of a number of persons
who continued to represent humanity at its, basest.
Unfortunately, it so happened that those representatives
of evil were protected by certain great Powers,
which continued to put forward all manner of excuses
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325. Chile had always insisted that the OAU should
take a very active part in the work of the Special Com
mittee i that organtzatlon should make its authoritative
voice heard in all the Special Committee's deliberations.
That was why, during the Special Committee's meetings
in Lusaka, his delegation had expressed the desire to
see an observer from that organization taking part, on
n permanent basis, in the Special Committee's meetings
in New York. The Chairman had stated at the time
that talks to that effect were under way, and his dele
gation expressed the hope that those talks would soon
be translated into reality.

Closing of meetillgs

Sla,tamlmt. by the Administratiue Secretary-General of
t!le Orga1li::atioll of African Ullity
326. The Administrative Secretary-General of the

Organiz-ition of African Unity (OAU) speaking at the
Chairman's invitation, said that it was for him a very
pleasant duty to express, first of all to the Chairman,
in his dual capacity as Chairman of the Special Com
mittee and as a great African patriot, and through him
to all the members of the Special Committee on the
conclusion of its African tour, his feelings of gratitude,
esteem and confidence at the results the Special Com
mittee had achieved at Lusaka, Dar es Salaam and
Addis Ababa.

327. He stated that he had never made any secret,
in the General Assembly of the United Nations, in
the Security Council, in the Committees of the General
Assembly, or, in particular, in the Fourth Committee
of the disappointment, bitterness, discouragement and
sometimes indignation that he felt, in regard to decoloni
zation, at the routine methods, empty speeches and
automatic adoption of resolutions, never implemented,
which in many respects characterized the work of the
United Nations and of its various organs in the field
of decolonization.

328. That emboldened him to say, publicly, how
glad he was on behalf of the OAU-which was pri
marily dedicated to the total and unconditional liberation
of the African continent from all foreign domination
to express solemnly his deep appreciation and the new
hopes inspired in him by the new methods which the
Special Committee adopted some while ago, but which
its visit to Africa had strengthened in a remarkable
manner.

329. He had already said how mixed his feelings
were on welcoming the Special Committee to African
soil, at a time when so many millions of Africans, at a
crucia] moment in the history of their continent, had
placed fervent hopes in its work from the outset, con
vinced that it could carry to the great glass house in
Manhattan echoes of the cries of suffering uttered by
the martyrs of colonialism, and the unanimous appeal
by the African leaders, by their organization and by
the peoples of their continent for the immediate resti
tution to their brothers still under colonial rule of their
stolen freedom, their plundered riches and, above all,
their daily flouted dignity.

330. His hope had been that the Special Committee,
strengthened by the observations and findings derived
from contact with African realities and with the criminal
policies pursued by the colonial Powers with the com
plicity of their allies, would bear living witness, in
the United Nations, to the serious threat to, and in
some cases the breach of, international peace and se-

curity presented by the colonial wars waged by Por
tugal, the racist settler minority in Southern Rhodesia
and the nnzi regime in Pretoria.

331. J.."stly, he had thought that the Special Cnm
mittee would place particular emphasis on the role
played by friends and allies and the encouragement,
direct or indirect, witting or unwitting, and conse
quently the direct responsibility which those friends
and nllies effectively assumed in enabling the outdated
regimes of Lisbon, Salisbury and Pretoria to pursue
uieir policies of repression and genocide in Africa and
their high-handed defiance of the United Nations, whose
authority and prestige they incessantly undermined.

332. Now that the Special Committee was conclud
ing its work, he would say that thanks to the atmosphere
the Special Committee had created, the resolutions it
had adopted, its dynamic presence, and its determination
to get to the bottom of things and fully to assume its
responsibilities under its mandate, none of the above
mentioned hopes had been disappointed. For all this,
he would reiterate to the Special Committee his full
and entire satisfaction.

333. It might be that the fundamental provisions
of the Charter could not easily be adapted to the new
realities of the modern world. Nevertheless, he thought
and seriously hoped that the other organs of the United
Nations, and more particularly those which, in various
capacities, were concerned with African affairs, should
at least be inspired by the Special Committee's example
and, if at all possible, betake themselves to Africa; once
there, he was convinced their findings and impressions,
not only of poverty and the various forms of humiliation
but also of the fierce determination of the African
populations to live in freedom, would enable them to
find adequate solutions to the problems falling within
their respective spheres of jurisdiction.

334. The OAU would use all the means at its dis
posal to give maximum publicity to the immense work
the Special Committee had done in a few days 01' the
African continent. He was convinced that the visit of
the Special Committee would not only confirm and
strengthen certain hopes, but would remarkably rein
force the prestige and the moral and political authority
of the United Nations in the eyes of the African masses,
a renewal of confidence which was sorely needed, par
ticularly in relation to decolonization.

335. He wished to emphasize one essential provision
of the resolutions of the Special Committee, all of which
he endorsed without any reservation, which in his view
would largely suffice to justify its journey to Africa.
By recognizing the legitimacy of the struggle of the
African people under colonial domination and by ap
pealing to all States to provide the freedom fighters
in Africa with all tl-.2 assistance necessary for their
struggle, the Special Cc.nmittee and, through it, the
United Nations, had associated itself with the essential
claim for unanimity made by the Heads of African
State and Government at their first meeting in Addis
Ababa in May 1963 when the OAU was created-a
claim which had been constantly reaffirmed at all sub
sequent meetings of the OAU.

336. He believed that the conclusions to which he
had referred could never have been reached as a result
of mere debates in the luxurious rooms in which the
Special Committee usually met in New York. That im
portant resuit was one of the fruits of the visit of the
Special Committee to Africa, It was the direct contact
with the bare facts of African reality that had made it
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possible for the Special Committee to. reach so vital a
conclusion-a conclusion which, he hoped, would be
disseminated and fully implemented in the first place
by all members of the Special Committee and in the
second place by all [ustice-, freedom- and peace-loving
Governments throughout the world.

337. He wished to state once again that Africa and
its Instrument for concerted co-operation, the OAU,
continually proclaimed its peaceful determination and
ardent wish that the great Powers, those that had a
direct influence on Portugal, South Africa and the
Southern Rhodesia settlers, should do all in their power,
if need be by imposing a diplomatic strait jacket when
the time came, to avoid war, bloodshed and the inevit
able and long-term deterioration in the relations between
the martyrized African peoples and all those who, for
one reason or another, had joined with their present-day
executioners.

338. He was relying on the Special Committee to
help the African people avert, against their strong
conviction, against their political and moral principles
and against obvious practical necessities, more devasta
tion, more massacres and more useless sacrifices in the
pursuit of their liberation, which would be achieved
no matter how great the material forces opposed to
their legitimate aspirations.

339. To this end, he thought it desirable that the
Special Committee should persuade the other organs of
the United Nations, and more particularly the Security
Council, to hold in Africa, as close as possible to the
theatres of colonial war, a session that would enable
it to meet with honour, dignity and effectiveness the
serious threats which colonialism at bay was levelling
at stability in Africa, at the welfare of the African
peoples, and above all at international peace and security.

340.. 'He expressed to the Special Committee his
special gratitude for the favourable reception given
to the proposals for close co-operation between the
Special Committee and the OAU in the field of de
colonization. The decision of the Special Committee
in that matter had been made clear not only in the
numerous statements made by several representatives,
statements which he welcomed with joy and reassur
ance; it was also officially recorded in operative para
graph 8 of the Special Committee's resolution (AI
A!C.l09/128/Rev.l) concerning the implementation of
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) with regard
to Southern Rhodesia, Territories under Portuguese
administration, South West Africav--and Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland. This effective co-operation
already existed and no matter how modest its present
form, he was convinced that this joint action would
spare the world greater misfortunes and enable to
morrow's African historians to see, in the struggles
for national liberation, the historic role that the United
Nations had assumed, thanks to the Special Committee,
in the name of the international community.

341. For all the above reasons, he wished to thank
the Special Committee whole-heartedly, on behalf of the
OAU, for what it had already done and for all that
it was resolved to do for the complete decolonization
of the African continent.

342. In conclusion, he assured the Special Com
mittee, on behalf of the OAU, of his complete faith
and entire support in the battle the Special Committee
had joined with colonialism, a battle in which it might
consider the African people and the OAU as an instru
ment for concerted action; all the vital forces of the

General statclIIC:llts by members
343. The representative of Yugoslavia said that his !

delegation had never shared the doubts of those who .~
had questioned the usefulness of the Special Committee's
visit to Africa. Now that the Committee had completed ~,
its work, it was clear that much had been accomplished : II~I
by meeting with numerous representatives of national fl

lliberation movements from Territories still under colo
nial domination, the Special Committee had been en-!
abled to enter into contact with the populations of A'
those Territories and to arrive at a more realistic
appreciation of the situation there. The on-the-spot
testimony of the petitioners had strengthened the Com
mittee's conviction that colonialism and a.parthcid would
continue to constitute a threat to international peace
and security until they were finally eliminated. The
Committee's visit had also constituted an encourage- 1'~
ment to the colonized peoples to persist in their struggle
until victory was theirs.

344. During its mission to Africa the Special Com
mittee had adopted a number of important resolutions.
The resolutions concerning the Territories under Por
tuguese administration, South West Africa and South-
ern Rhodesia were of particular significance because ~ I

the Committee, in calling on all States to give moral, i

political and material assistance to the people" of those
Territories in their struggle against the oppressor, had I

recognized the legitimacy of that struggle as the sole
remaining means by which the peoples concerned could
seek to liberate themselves in view of the refusal of
the colonial Powers to co-operate in the attainment of
this and by peaceful means. He hoped that all States,
including those which continued to tolerate or give .,
assistance to Portugal, Southern Rhodesia, and South
Africa, would realize that the elimination of colonial
and racist regimes was inevitable and would take a
positive attitude towards the resolutions adopted by the
Special Committee.

345. Many of the petitioners had advanced practical
suggestions as to the steps the United Nations might
take to assist them in their efforts. The Special Com
mittee should use the interval before the next session
of the General Assembly to study those suggestions
closely, and to reflect on the Committee's African mis
sion as a whole. His delegation, for its part, could
already say then and there that such missions were
indeed useful, giving a new urgency to the Committee's '
work. He accordingly believed that such missions should
be undertaken every year.

346. Another positive result of the Special Com
mittee's mission was the close contact which had been
established with the OAU. Both bodies had the same
concern-decolonization-and it was important that
their respective activities in that field should be further
co-ordinated in the future. In conclusion, he again
thanked the Governments of Ethiopia, Tanzania, and
Zambia for inviting the Special Committee to meet in
their capitals. That gesture had been a valuable con
tribution to the Committee's work.

347. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania recalled that in a previous statement he had
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assured the Special Committee that the Government
and people of Tanzania would always play their part in
anyefforts to advance the welfare of the African peoples,
and particularly in the struggle to free those groaning
under the colonial yoke.

348. In the opinion of his delegation, the Special
Committee at its meetings in Africa had made an im
portant contribution to the struggle and the results of
its work had amply borne out the wisdom of its decision
to visit Africa. In the resolutions adopted by the Special
Committee at its meetings in Africa, the Committee had
not been content simply to reaffirm the inalienable
rights of peoples under colonial domination to self
determination and indepcndence; it had stressed the
legitimacy of the struggle of the colonial people to
attain the effective exercise of the rights set forth in
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples. Furthermore, the Com
mittee had appealed to all States to give the African
populations the moral and material support necessary
for the restoration of their inalienable rights.

349. He expressed the hope that the Security Council
would, in accordance with the resolutions adopted by
the Special Committee, take the necessary measures as
laid down in the Charter to ensure respect for the rights
of the African populations to self-determination and
independence and to put and end to the dangerous
activities of the regimes of Verwoerd, Salazar and
Smith. urged that all States, particularly the States
members of NATO, and international institutions would
forthwith withhold assistance of any kind to Portugal,
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia so long as they
failed to renounce their present colonial policies.

350. Referring to South West Africa and Basutoland,
Bechunnaland and Swaziland, he stated that his delega
tion attached importance also to adequate measures
being taken to safeguard their territorial integrity and
their sovereignty in the face of threats by the Verwoerd
regime to disrupt their national unity.

351. The particular importance of the Special Com
mittee's work in Africa had been due in very large
measure to the close and direct contact the Committee
had been able to establish with the realities of the
colonial situation in Africa and with African nationalist
leaders who might otherwise have been unable to come
to New York. His delegation earnestly hoped thnt the
Committee would increase its efforts to ensure the
complete implementation of all the resolutions it had
adopted during its visit to Africa.

352. In. conclusion, he paid tribute to the Emperor
as well as the Government and people of Ethiopia for
their invitation to the Special Committee to meet in
Addis Ababa. He also expressed his delegation's grati
tude to the Chairman and the Bureau of the Committee
as well as to the staff of the Secretariat.

353. The representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics said that as the Special Committee's
work in Africa drew to a close, his delegation considered
it necessary to state its views on the results of the visit.

354. During its visit to Africa the Special Com
mittee had, in his delegation's opinion, done a great
deal of highly effective work. In general, the purposes
of the visit had been achieved: direct contact had been
made with the national liberation movements of the
peoples of the Portuguese, United Kingdom and other
colonies in Africa, and the delegations of the countries
belonging to the Special Committee had had an op
portunity to acquaint themselves at first hand, on

African soil, with the progress of the struggle for the
definite liberation of Africa fr0111 colonialism. It was
no accident that during the Committee's visit to Africa
a whole series of delegations had come to see events
in a light different from that in which they appeared
in Manhattan,

355. The results of the Special Committee's work
in Africa nlso differed substantially from its previous
work in New York. The Committee, representing the
United Nations, had to some extent succeeded during
its visit in passing from words about decolcnlzatlcn to
deeds, to practical support of the struggle of the peoples
for their freedom. Working on African soil, the Corn
mitteehad been able to probe more deeply into the roots
of colonialism. The part played by NATO as a union
of colonizers co-ordinating their activities against the
peoples striving for their freedom had now been com
pletely revealed. The sinister role of the West German
revanchists and militarists in Africa, and particularly
in South West Africa and the Portuguese colonies, had
been exposed. The social, economic and political roots
of the unholy alliance of the enemies of Africa-Salaznr,
Verwoerd and Smith-had been brought to light. The
Special Committee had received conclusive proof that
the activities of the colonizers in the African colonies
constituted a threat to international peace and security.

356. On the basis of the vast amount of information
submitted to it by the leaders of the national liberation
movements, the Special Committee had been able to
make a realistic evaluation of the current situation.
to affirm its resolution of the legitimacy of the national
liberation struggle in the Portuguese colonies, Southern
Rhodesia, South West Africa and other colonial Ter
ritories, and to appeal to all States to extend moral' and
material support to that just struggle and deny the
colonizers any assistance. The Committee had made a
completely justified proposal to the Security Council
for the application of sanctions against colonial Powers
that refused to comply with the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples. The fact that the Committee had established
contact with the OAU was undoubtedly of great im
portance. That contact must now be strengthened.

357. The positive outcome of the Special Com
mittee's work during its visit to Africa had been the
result of sharp conflict. Those who defended colonial
interests in the Committee had tried to rebuff just
criticism and lawful claims and accusations. Naturally
they had failed in that aim and had only unmasked
themselves with every speech. He was referring pri
marily, of course, to the delegations of the United
States and the United Kingdom, but also to those who
had supported them either directly or indirectly at the
meetings.

358. A very characteristic picture had emerged
during the votes in the Special Committee. The delega
tions of the socialist and Afro-Asian States had voted
for all the resolutions without exception. It was the
solid co-operation of the socialist and Afro-Asian
countries which had made possible the positive results
of all the Special Committee's work during its visit
to Africa. Some delegations (those of Italy and Den
mark) had abstained on some resolutions and voted for
others, thereby revealing inconsistency but clearly not
deciding to give direct support to the dark cause of
colonialism. One delegation had taken a peculiar posi
tion, abstaining during the voting on all the resolutions
without exception; that was the delegation of Australia,
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363. When it had done that, the Special Committee

would be able to submit to the General Assembly not
merely a formal, but a workmanlike and effective report I!
which would facilitate the consideration of questions I
concerned with the elimination of colonialism at the
twentieth session of the General Assembly and would ,
enable the Assembly to make further progress towards r, i

that great goal.

364. In conclusion, the Soviet delegation expressed
its gratitude to President Kenneth Kaunda and the
Government and people of Zambia, President Nyerere
and the Government and people of Tanzania and His
Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I and the Government
and people of Ethiopia for their hospitality and co
operation during the Special Committee's visit. His
delegation also thanked the representatives of the ~

national liberation movements who had addressed the
Special Committee and submitted extensive information
on the situation in their countries and the struggle
of the peoples of those countries for national in
dependence and freedom. His delegation was grateful to
Mr. Sori Coulibaly of Mali, the Chairman of the Special
Committee, for his able and effective guidance of the
Committee's work during the visit; Mr. Huot Sambath ~
of Cambodia, the Vice-Chairman of the Committee,
and Mr. Natwar Singh of India, the Rapporteur. The
Soviet delegation attached great value to the work of
the Afro-Asian Group and Yugoslavia, which had
shouldered the task of drafting the Special Committee's
draft resolutions. His delegation was grateful to its
colleagues for their co-operation and attention, and to
the Secretariat and all the technical services for their
efficient work during the Special Committee's visit
to Africa.

365. The representative of Iran said that the Special
Committee's purpose in coming to Africa was two-fold.
First, it was to obtain first-hand information about
conditions in dependent and Non-Self-Governing Ter
ritories, and to keep in direct contact with the sub
jugated peoples of those areas. Second, it was to show
the United Nations' active interest and support for
the liberation and independence of these peoples.

366. In connexion with these two objectives, the
Special Committee's work had been a complete success.
The impact of the high sentiments and aspirations
of the African peoples of subjugated areas was strongly
reflected both in the Special Committee's deliberations
as well as in its decisions. Moreover, by the Committee's
response to their wishes and its support of their just
cause, it could be safely assumed that their confidence
in the United Nations had been reinforced to a great
extent.

367. In the course of the hearing of petitioners,
to whom his delegation had listened with sympathy,
colonialism in its ugliest and most shocking form had
been exposed. The machinations and sinister designs
of Verwoerd, Salazar, and Smith to keep the African
peoples under their oppressive yoke had been unmasked.
In its resolutions, the Special Committee had not only.
taken full account of these conditions, but had also

50

and its refusal even there, on African soil, to support
the rightful cause of the struggle of the African peoples
for freedom spoke for itself. Finally, there were two
delegations which had voted against or at best had
abstained during the voting on the draft resolutions.
Those were the delegations of the United States and
the United Kingdom, and their position showed with
absolute clarity whom they were for and whom they
were against; they were for the Portuguese colonizers,
Verwoerd's wild racist fanatics and the white racists
of Southern Rhodesia, and against the peoples of
Zimbabwe, Angola, Mozambique, Guinea, South West
Africa, Bechuanaland, Basutoland and Swaziland and
against the peoples of all Africa and African freedom.

359. Such a disposition of forces in the Special Com
mittee had its origins and causes, and would have its
consequences. However, it must be noted with satisfac
tion that the overwhelming majority of States repre
sented in the anti-colonial Special Committee had really
taken an a.iti-colonial and anti-imperialist position in
support of the peoples of Africa.

360. From that fact one fundamental conclusion
emerged; the Special Committee's visit had evidently
been of some use and had justified itself. A conclusion
could also be drawn for the future: if the Special Com
mittee wanted to serve the cause of the peoples' fight
for their freedom, it should travel more frequently to
the scene of events and come into direct contact with
the peoples fighting for their freedom.

361. The question now was what else must be done,
what further tasks lay before the Special Committee
upon completion of its visit to Africa. It was the Soviet
delegation's profound conviction that the results of
the Committee's visit were not the finish, but the
beginning. The adoption of resolutions, even the best
of them, was not an end in itself. The point of adopting
them was that they should be implemented and that
their provisions should become realities. What the
Special Committee had adopted were not declaratory
statements, but a programme of action, and now that
it had adopted that programme the Committee must
proceed to the wider task of implementing it. As it
came to the end of its visit, it must make a start on
further work in support of peoples fighting for national
independence.

362. A characteristic feature of decisions by the
Special Committee, even when they were expressed
in the most energetic terms, was that they were still
decisions on paper. If the Special Committee or any
other United Nations body took weak decisions, then
they might remain decisions on paper whatever hap
pened, because there was nothing in them to implement.
Strong decisions contained provisions whose implemen
tation could really alter the development of events. The
Soviet delegation wished to appeal for joint efforts
to see that all the decisions taken by the Special Com
mittee during its visit were really implemented. His
delegation felt that the Committee should now subordi
nate its work to that task, at least until the twentieth
session of the General Assembly. After a certain time,
it must examine what had and what had not been
achieved under each paragraph of the resolutions
adopted, find out who was hampering the fulfilment
of this or that paragraph and what more had to be
clone. In that connexion, his delegation wished to draw
particular attention to both the operative paragraphs
of the first resolution on Southern Rhodesia; operative
paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of the second resolution on
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embarked upon important decisions in order to put
nn end to the situation once and for all.

368. On the questions of Southern Rhodesia, South
West Africa, the High Commission Territories, and
the Territories under Portuguese domination, the
Special Committee had decided, among other things,
to reaffirm the right of the African peoples to Self
determination and independence, and to recognize the
legitimacy of their struggle for the enjoyment of rights
that were unequivocally theirs by virtue of the United
Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, and the Declaration on the Granting of In
dependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

369. The Special Committee had also decided to
bring to the attention of the Security Council the
seriousness of the situation prevailing in these Ter
ritories, recommending measures in accordance with the
varying circumstances of each case. On the question
of Territories under Portuguese domination, the Special
Committee had gone further, by recommending to the
Security Council for the first time "to consider putting
into effect against Portugal the appropriate measures
lair! down in the Charter".

370. In the course of the debate his delegation had
pointed to the high degree of co-operation that had
developed among countries from all continents, in
particular, the Afro-Asian continents, for the sole
pnrpose of bringing about the final liquidation of
colonialism. That co-operation had been further re
inforced by ~he solidarity and unity shown by the
Afro-Asian countries in the preparation and adoption
of the highly significant and even novel decision to
which he had referred.

371. Referring to yet another important development
in the conduct of international relations, he said that
never before, to such an extent, had the deliberations
and decisions of an international body been formulated
by the participation of small States. Furthermore, never
before, to such an extent, had such deliberations and
decisions been influenced by the aspirations and direct
participation of individuals at large. This was a highly
salutary development because it tended to democratize

, the conduct of international relations. It tended to
reduce the effect of power in international decision
making procedures in favour of general principles of
justice and universally accepted rules of conduct.

372. That new democratic elment, if allowed to
develop, could only culminate in the firm establishment
of the rule of law in international relations. However,
complacency and an unrealistic appraisal of the world
situation should be guarded against.

373. It would be a delusion to believe that power
in all its· forms no longer remained the dominant factor
in international relations. The new democratic develop
ment must be prevented from suffering setbacks which
might postpone to a distant future the firm establishment
of a world system based on the rule of law and general
principles of justice. The final outcome thus was more
imperative than temporary successes which, though
rewarding, might have the opposite effect.

374. In conclusion, he attributed part of the success
of the Special Committee's mission to the hospitality
and generosity of the host Governments of Zambia,
Tanzania, and Ethiopia, to which his delegation was

, deeply grateful,
375. He also expressed his delegation's thanks to

the members of the Secretariat, the interpreters, the
preds writers, and all the others for their indispensible

assistance and untiring efforts, without which the
Special Committee's work would not have been possible.

376. The representative of Pola.rd said he would
express briefly the views of his delegation on the work
accomplished during the Special Committee's meetings
in Africa.

377. In the opinion of the Polish delegation the
Special Committee's deliberations and resolutions
adopted in the three African capitals, Lusaka, Dar es
Salaam and Addis Ababa, had been indeed extremely
important and useful. They had proved the wisdom of
the decision to have visiting sessions outside New
York and no doubt marked a step forward in the
performance of the task entrusted to the Committee.
The meetings in Africa where the most difficult and
complex problems of decolonization still existed had
given the Special Committee the benefit of closer contact
with Southern Rhodesia, Angola, Mozambique, so
called Portuguese Guinea, South VI/est Africa, Basuto
land, Bechuanaland and Swaziland and with their
people, thus placing the Conu.ilttee in a much more
favourable position to obtain a realistic view of the
nature of the problems besetting the dependent peoples
in this part of the African continent. The Special Com
mittee had been privileged to have the views of the
prominent leaders of the respective host countries and
to listen to their encouraging addresses. The Polish
delegations also appreciated the importance of the direct
contact established during the current African tour
with the OA U and its Co-ordinating Commitee which
advocated, as the Special Committee did in the United
Nations, the immediate liquidation of colonialism and
apartheid throughout Africa.

378. During the Special Committee's African session,
it had listened to outstanding leaders and representatives
of the national liberation movements from the Ter
ritories, where Africans were still suffering humiliation
and exploitation and were subjected to all kinds of
repressions and atrocities committed by the Portuguese,
South African and Southern Rhodesian colonizers.

379. From all the statements beard, it would be
concluded that Africa was committed to liberate by all
means the enslaved part of the continent. On the other
hand, the Special Committee had learnt that the dis
credited regimes of Salazar, Verwoerd and Smith were
closing their lines and were determined to stop the
liberation of Africa at the very boundaries of the area
they continued to dominate and oppress. Thus its
African session had enabled the Special Committee
to evaluate more profoundly the dangers inherent in
confrontation between Africa and its enemies.

380. The Polish delegation considered that the
Special Committee was well advised to have adopted
a number of recommendations for both the General
Assembly and the Security Council and to have de
nounced the policy of colonial Powers as well as of
their allies, who cynically continued to pose as defenders
of the so-called free world.

381. The Polish delegation, in accordance with
Poland's peace-loving foreign policy, whose basic prin
ciples were determined by solidarity and support for
all other nations and peoples striving for international
co-opera.tion and progress against imperialist and co
lonialist forces, attached particular importance to the
recognition by the Special Committee of the legitimacy
of the struggle of the peoples in dependent Territories
for freedom and independence. It also considered that
the Special Committee should take credit for the appeal
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Government supported the perpetuation of colonialism.
There was so much humbug in this attitude that he
was forced to ask the Soviet representative two simple
questions. First, would he tell the Special Committee
of one single Non-Self-Governing Territory adminis
tered by the Soviet Union, either acquired since 1939
or inherited from the former Czarist Empire in Asia,
to which his Government had granted self-determina
tion and national indepcndence? Secondly, did the '...
Soviet Government really accept the principles and !
obligations of self-determination and of Chapter XI ~

of the Charter in respect of the Non-Self-Governing ~
Territories of South Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands .
under Soviet administration? Until these questions \:
were answered positively he did not think the Soviet I

delegation should put itself forward as the champion ~.
of decolonization and self-determination in Africa, since r
surely the voice of Africa was sufficiently powerful
to stand by itself.

389. In conclusion, he wished to repeat his delega
tion's gratitude to the Heads of State and Governments
of Ethiopia, Zambia and Tanzania for their warm
welcome and hospitality, and to pay tribute to the I.'
courtesy of the Chairman and other officers of the ,
Special Committee, and to the admirable work of the
Secretariat staff and of the many others who had con
tributed to the smooth running of the Committee's work.

390. The representative of Venezuela said that,
for the sake of brevity, he would not attempt to evaluate
the Special Committee's work in Africa or to state
what conclusions the Committee should draw from its tI
meetings. That would be the task of his eminent friend
the Indian representative, the Committee's Rapporteur,
in whose ability and competence he had complete
confidence.

391. Before leaving the soil of Africa he wished, on
behalf of the Chilean and his own delegation, to express
once more his thanks to the President, Government and
people of Zambia, to the President, Government and
people of Tanzania and to His Imperial Majesty Haile
Selassie I and the Government and people of Ethiopia
for their invitations, welcome and magnificent hospitality
which had afforded the Special Committee the in
estimable opportunity not only of obtaining direct in
formation 011 the colonial situation in Africa but also
of making contact with the reality of that new world
in ferment which was Africa today.

392. Their stay in Africa would be unforgettable
and their gratitude was due to all those who macle it
possible and had helped to make their visit fruitful
and pleasant. Thanks were due also to the Chairman a
for his competent direction of their meetings and their ti'
work. j \V

393. Lastly, thanks were due to the translators and I1I

precis-writers for their co-operation in the smooth
conduct of the Committee's work and especially, as!
far as the Spanish-speaking delegations were concerned, I
to the interpreters into Spanish for the hard work which I
had devolved upon them during the month's delibera- I

tions. j
394. The Latin Americans were in complete sympathy '1

with the aspirations of the peoples of Africa and their i
visit to that continent had certainly intensified that ·.••.1..
feeling.

395. The representative of Cambodia thanked His
Imperial Maj esty Haile Selassie I for inviting the
Special Committee to meet in Addis Ababa. His delega
tion had great admiration for the courage with which
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made to all States to grant moral and material support
to those Africans struggling for the restoration of
their inalienable rights to self-determination and in
dependence.

382. The Polish delegation viewed the decisions
adopted during the current African tour as steps taken
in the right direction. Yet, it was only a beginning, for
the decisions had to be implemented vigorously and
without delay. Thus, the Special Committee's main
task still lay ahead. The Polish delegation for its part
would continue to co-operate with other members in
seeking the 1110st effective and practical means for the
speedy implementation of the provisions of resolution
1514 (XV) in all dependent Territories.

383. His delegation reiterated its profound ap
preciation to the Governments of Ethiopia, Tanzania
and Zambia for their kind invitation and all the
facilities they had provided the Special Committee
during its stay in Africa. His delegation also expressed
its warm congratulations to the Chairman on the suc
cessful conclusion of the Committee's African session,
and reiterated its admiration of the Chairman's out
standing qualities and devotion to the cause of peace
and progress.

384. His delegation's congratulations and thanks
also went to the Vice-Chairman, Ambassador Sambath
of Cambodia and to the Rapporteur, Mr. Natwar Singh
of India, whose contribution to the Special Committee's
work in Africa was greatly appreciated. Last but not
least, he thanked the members of the Secretariat, in
terpreters and technical staff for their hard work and the
assistance they had extended to the Special Committee.

385. The representative of the United Kingdom said
that the Special Committee's tour of Africa appeared
in some measure, at least to have achieved the main
objectives set out in the coml111miqlle issued in New
York before its departure. He hoped the Special Com
mittee would agree that, despite the financial and
political misgivings about the visit which he had ex
pressed in New York, his delegation had co-operated
and played its full part throughout the tour whenever
British responsibilities were involved.

386. His Government might have views to express
in due course, but in the meantime he would mention
-without casting aspersions or making attacks-some
impressions which had occurred to him on the tour as
a whole. The Special Committee could all agree that
they were sometimes divorced to some extent from
reality in New York On the other hand, he thought
that in Africa the Committee had been in some danger
of going to the opposite extreme, with a tendency to
consider the problems before them from a rather one
sided and even distorted point of view without access
to all the facts which should be taken into account. He
hoped, however, that the visit had contributed in some
degree to the solution of the great issues of southern
Africa, and he would certainly report all that had been
said in the debates to his Government.

387. If his delegation had stressed the need for
patience and for. peaceful solutions it was .because it
considered, as Members of the United Nations, that
aIL,,'lvenues of peaceful settlement must be explored
and not because it did not fully appreciate the strength
of feeling existing in Africa on the subjects discussed.

388. He felt bound to refer to the remarks just made
by the distinguished representative of the USSR that
his Government was the champion of decolonization
and self-determination, and that the United Kingdom
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had clearly taken the course of holding on to their slave
empire by all means, including military aggression. The
difficulties arose mainly because of the support and
assistance-military, financial and economic-which
Verwoerd, Salazar and Smith were receiving from their
allies and friends in the West, who cynically claimed
to be the self-appointed guardians of freedom in the
world.

402. Faced with this situation, the Special Com
mittee and the United Nations as a whole were duty
bound to take a course of support for the liberation
movements. Having recognized the legitimacy of the
struggle of the peoples in the colonial Territories for
freedom and independence and having launched an ap
peal to all States to grant the colonial peoples the moral
and material support necessary for the restoration of
their inalienable rights, it was the duty of the Special
Committee to work for the adoption by the United
Nations of such measures as would throw the whole
weight Jf the world Organization on the side of the
peoples fighting for their liberation and would put all
its resources, moral and material, in the service of the
right cause of freedom and peace.

403. This could best be achieved only in close co
operation with the OAU whose prime objective was
decolonization, That was why his delegation hoped
that the co-operation which had been established be
tween the Special Committee and the OAU during
its stay in Africa would be further strengthened in the
interests of the African peoples still languishing under
the colonial yoke.

404. He expressed the gratitude of his delegation
to the Governments and peoples of Zambia, Tanzania
and Ethiopia for all they had done to make the Special
Committee's meetings in Africa possible and fruitful.
He also thanked all petitioners, representing the national
liberation movements in Southern Rhodesia, the Portu
guese colonies, South West Africa, Basutoland, Be
chuanaland and Swaziland, South Africa and Aden,
who had appeared before the Special Committee to tell
the truth about the situation in their enslaved coun
tries and thus help the Committee to reach correct
conclusions and make the appropriate recommendations.

405. Finally, he expressed the gratitude of his
delegation to the brilliant and untiring Chairman of
the Special Committee, to the members of the Bureau,
to the Secretariat and to all others without whose
efforts the Committee's work would have been im
possible.

406. The representative of Syria expressed the
sincerest gratitude of his delegation to the Governments
and peoples of Zambia, Tanzania and Ethiopia for
their generous gesture in allowing the Special Com
mittee to come into intimate contact with the African
atmosphere of generosity, genuineness, great expecta
tions and warmth.

407. The visit of the Special Committee was ex
tremely fruitful in crystallizing the vivid picture of
African aspirations-aspirations which were noble in
deed because the African people had faith in man and
societies, in their struggle for emancipation and in the
restoration of their rights.

408. The Special Committee's resolutions, as the
distinguished representative of the USSR had so rightly
indicated, were a beginning, not the end, of action.
No effort should be spared until the total disappearance
of the last remnants of colonialism was achieved.
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the Ethiopian Government and people had fought
against Mussolini's fascist Italy, and paid tribute to their
continuing vigour in the struggle against colonialism.

396. The Special Committee's visit to Africa had
given him an opportunity to make known the Cambodian
Government's unequivocal stand against colonialism and
imperialism, and to work together with his African
brothers in the struggle against common enemies. There
could be no compromise with colonialists and im
perialists. He had listened closely to the testimony
of the petitioners from Territories still subjected to
the odious regimes of Smith, Salazar and Verwoerd,
whose crimes against the African populations must
outrage the conscience of all peace-loving and freedom
loving peoples. He had been particularly moved by the
documentary film informally presented to members of
the Special Committee by the freedom fighters of
Portuguese Guinea, certain scenes of which had been
reminiscent of the criminal acts inflicted on the helpless
people of Cambodia by the imperialists and their
creatures. Like the African Territories, Cambodia, too,
had learned that the arms used against its people came
trom one country alor-e. a country whose representatives
dared to affirm that their Government's policy was to
defend peace, freedom and justice. But deeds spoke
louder than words.

397. During the Special Committee's stay in Africa,
it had learned that the struggle for freedom had reached
a decisive phase. International peace and security were
in grave danger, and the United Nations-especially
the Security Council-must take immediate steps to
put an end to colonial domination on the African
continent. Those who had it in their power to do so,
but instead refused to comply with the resolutions of

I the United Nations and collaborated with the fascist
. regimes of Smith, Salazar and Verwoerd, must bear

full responsibility for present and future bloodshed.
398. The peoples of Africa and Asia were long

suffering in the face of colonist and imperialist harass
ment, but their pacific nature must not be misunderstood
as cowardice. The Cambodian people were glad to learn
that their African brothers were resolved to free the
African continent once and for all, and they offered

, their full support in that heroic struggle. There could
be no doubt of their final victory, for their cause was
just.

399. The representative of Bulgaria said that in his
brilliant address at the opening meeting in Addis Ababa,
the Secretary-General of the OAU had stated that the
Special Committee's stay in Africa must clearly mark
a turning point in the methods of the world organiza
tion, because the Committee's action in visiting Africa
which had raised many hopes, must be continued.

400. It was the belief of his delegation that the
results of the Special Committee's work during its
meetings in Africa had clearly marked the beginning of
such a turning point. The Committee had adopted
several important resolutions. Its main task in the
months ahead, as he saw it, should be to see to it
that its recommendations did not remain just another
set of dead words, but that they were translated into
real facts of life.

401. In the opinion of his delegation, the Special
Committee's meetings in Africa had contributed to a
better realization of its tasks and its place in the great
process of decolonization. This process had reached
a very important and difficult phase. The most die-hard
colonizers and racialists in the southern part of Africa
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409. It was unfortunate that these resolutions,
especially the resolutions contained in document AI
AC.I09/128/Rev.l (see para. 463 below), had not been
adopted unanimously. It was also unfortunate that the
distinguished delegations who had not participated in
the vote on this resolution had failed to acknowledge
the efforts of the eo-sponsors to gain their support.
However, it was evident, throughout the Special Com
mittee's stay in Africa that these delegations, in spite
of the manner of their voting, possessed a deep sense
of humanity and had been gravely shocked at the
treatment meted out to Africans in the remaining areas
under foreign domination. These delegations would
be making a useful contribution if they would, at least,
convey to their Governments and peoples these ex
periences.

410. The unconditional support which the delega
tions of the socialist countries had consistently lent to
the just anti-colonialist cause deserved sincere gratitude.
It was a source of comfort to find such staunch sup
porters for the caus~ of humanity. The Lati~ Ame~ican
delegations, for their part, had shown their readiness
to collaborate within every possible limit. His delegation
had been struck by their genuine feeling.

411. One cause for great pride was the collaboration
the Special Committee had established with the OAU,
on which millions of Africans pinned their hopes. The
statesmanship of the Administrative Secretary-General
of the QAU was an illustration of the great potentialities
of the African personality.

412. In conclusion, he paid tribute to the Chairman
of the Special Committee, for his statesmanship, and
for being the incarnation of all that was noble in the
African personality. The great continent of Africa had
reason to be proud of the Chairman and his colleagues,
He expressed the sincere gratitude of his delegation
not only to the Chairman but also to the Vice-Chairman,
to the untiring Rapporteur to whom the Special C0t?
mittee owed a great deal, to the Secretary of the Spe~ml
Committee and to the other members of the Secretariat,
including the interpreters.

413. The prayer of his delegation was that the total
liberation of Africa, and indeed of all other areas of the
world still under foreign domination, might be achieved
very soon. Incontestably, the determination and faith
of the subjugated peoples, led by their liberation move
ments and supported by every friend of freedom and
human dignity, would carry through the struggle for
freedom to a successful conclusion.

414. The representative of the USSR, exercising
his right of reply, observed that the United Kingdom
delegation had found it necessary on the last working
day of the Special Committee's visit to try to disrupt
the normal conclusion of the Committee's work by
making a provocative attack on the Soviet Union. He
was confident that the United Kingdom representative
would not achieve his objective and that the Committee
would successfully complete its W01"k in Addis Ababa.

415. Since the United Kingdom representative had
put certain questions to the Soviet delegation, he felt
that he should make a brief reply in spite of the aims
which the United Kingdom representative was pursuing
in the present instance.

416. The United Kingdom representative had asked
him whether he could tell the Committee of any Non
Self-Governing Territory to which the Soviet Union
had granted self-determination or independence. The
Soviet Union had never had any Non-Self-Governing

Territories; hence, the question was meaningless except
as provocation. Under the Constitution of the USSR
the Soviet Union consisted of fifteen equal and sovereign
Union Republics, each of which had the right to secede
from the Union.

417. The United Kingdom representative had also l'
asked whether the Soviet Government accepted the l!:
principles of self-determination and of Chapter XI of
the United Nations Charter in respect of "the Non-Self- ~
Governing Territories of South Snkhalin and the Kurile 11,
Islands". That question was also essentially meaningless, )
since South Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands, as the ~
United Kingdom representative must know ve.y well, i.

had been incorporated into the Soviet Union in ac-I
cordance with a decision adopted at the Potsdam CQn- i'
ference of the Heads of Government of the USSR, the ~'
United States and the United Kingdom. Those ter- ,
ritories did 110t and could not fall in the category of I

Non-Self-Governing Territories. They were an integral ~

part of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist RepUblic,.
one of the fifteen sovereign Soviet Republics forming
the USSR. i

418. The representative of Tanzania asked the~,
United Kingdom representative to convey to his Gov
ernment the Tanzanian delegation's gratitude for the
hospitality extended to the Special Committee during
its stay in London on the way to Lusaka,

419. His delegation also wished to thank the OAD
and in particular its Administrative Secretary-General
for its valuable contribution to the Special Committee's t<
work. The need for closer co-operation between the
United Nations and the OAU was recognized on both
sides, and his delegation intended to introduce a resolu
tion to that effect at the appropriate time in New York.

420. The representative of Yugoslavia thanked the
Administrative Secretary-General of the OAU for his
important statement. He also thanked the officers of
the Special Committee, and the members of the Secre
tariat, for their tireless efforts to make Committee's I

work a success.
421. The representative of. Denmark, speaking on

behalf of the Italian and Danish delegations, thanked
the Governments of Zambia, Tanzania and Ethiopia
for their kindness and hospitality to the Special Com
mittee. He was appreciative of the opportunity the .
Committee had had of obtaining knowledge about the '
situation in Africa in a more concrete wax than was
possible in New York. He thanked the officers of the
Special Committee, and the members of the Secretariat,
for their hard work under what had often been strenuous
conditions.

422. The representative of Ethiopia, reviewing the
Special Committee's work in Africa, noted the adoption i
of five important resolutions on the questions of South- 1
err; Rhodesia, the Territories under Portuguese Ad- ,!l.,'

ministration, South West Africa, and the so-called
High Commission Territories, and of a final resolution, 1
the contents and conclusions of which reflected the .1

aspirations of the peoples of dependent Territories con- I
cerned and indeed world public opinion. I··'

423. The several petitioners who had appeared,
before the Special Committee on behalf of their peoples \
had expressed their determination to be free from alien
subjugation, domination and exploitation. On the ques
tion of Southern Rhodesia, they had appealed to the
United Kingdom Government to discharge its obliga
tions vis-a-vis the African population of that Territory
by effectively compelling the present minority Govern-
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429. Aware of the pressure of work during the visit
of the Special Committee, he nevertheless hoped that
the members of the Committee and of the Secretariat
had had an enjoyable stay in Addis Ababa, and wished
them pleasant trips to their respective destinations. He
assured all the members once again that he would
convey their messages of good wishes to His Imperial
Majesty, the Government and people of Ethiopia.

430. The Chairman said that the Special Committee
had exhausted the agenda for its meetings in Africa.
He would therefore take the opportunity of extending
sincere thanks, on behalf of all members of the Com
mittee, to the Governments of Zambia, Tanzania and
Ethiopia, not only for their kind invitations which had
enabled the Committee to come to Africa, but also for
all the facilities which they had made available to it.
His thanks went also to the officials and all the officers
of those Governments who had assisted the Special
Committee with dedication and conviction throughout
its work; thanks to their contribution, the Committee
had been able to work in suitable conditions and to
fulfil its mandate. He also wished to thank the OAU,
through its Administrative Secretary-General, for its
effective co-operation throughout the Special Com
mittee's stay in Africa, and to express the Committee's
support for the efforts of the Co-ordinating Committee
of the OAU, whose action had strengthened and com
plemented that of the Special Committee. He had no
doubt that more systematic relations would be estab
lished in the future between the Special Committee and
the OAU, within the framework of Chapter VIII of
the United Nations Charter.

431. He was sure all the members of the Special
Committee would agree that. its decision to visit Africa
had been both fortunate and positive; the decision had
been fortunate because the Committee's visit to Africa
had been an expression of the interest and solidarity
of the United Nations vis-a-vis peoples still under
colonial domination. At the same time the decision to
visit Africa had been a positive one because it had
enabled the Special Committee to enter into direct
contact with the peoples whose accession to independ
ence was its mandate to hasten. Brought face to face
with hard facts, the members of the Committee had
come to understand the situation of African popula
tions subjected to foreign domination. Those members
of the Special Committee who had had the privilege
of being. spared the direct experience of the colonial
system' had been able, during the journey in Africa,
to gras)? the. extent and nature of the sufferings im
posedon..colonized peoples.

432. They had heard irrefutable evidence of the
atrocities committed by the Portuguese authorities and
the white racist settlers of South Africa and Southern
Rhodesia. In this connexion, it was not excessive to
draw particular attention to the testimony of the peti
tioners who had told the Special Committee that the
Portuguese had burned Africans alive and cast them
into rivers bound hand and foot. The violations of
human rights committed by the white settlers and racists
in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia had been de
scribed by the very men who were their victims. The
members of the Special Committee had seen for them
selves that the existence of colonial Territories or
foreign racist minority regimes constituted a grave
threat to the peace and security of the African continent.
Members of the Committee whose countries were mili
tary allies of Portugal were certainly concerned to
learn that the assistance supplied by their countries

merit to recognize majority rule on the basis of one
man one vote. The nationalists from Angola, Mozam
bique and so-called Portuguese Guinea had asked the
United Nations to take effective and concrete measures
towards the attainment of their inalienable rights to
self-determination and independence. Identical requests
had been addressed by the nationalists of South West
Africa and the High Commission Territories.

424. As a founding member of the United Nations
and the OAU, both of which reaffirmed faith in funda
mental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the
human person, Ethiopia stood and would continue to
stand for the immediate and total emancipation of
colonial Territories from foreign rule. The contributions
of Ethiopia in the .General Assembly of the United
Nations and its main committees, in the former United
Nations Committee on South West Africa, in the
Special Committee, and in the Coordinating Committee
for the Liberation of Africa of the OAU demonstrated
Ethiopia's determination to realize the final liquidation
of colonialism in dependent Territories.

425. In every international forum, the delegation
of Ethiopia had insisted on the restoration of rights
and privileges to colonial Territories and peoples. It
was to advance the cause of colonial peoples in Africa
towards a fruitful and successful end that the delegation
of Ethiopia had taken the initiative of insisting that
the Special Committee should visit Africa. The Com
mittee had done everything in its power to bring to light
the actual situation prevailing in Southern Rhodesia,
the Territories under Portuguese Administration, South
'Vest Africa and the so-called High Commission Ter-
ritories. He was confident that the appropriate organs
of the United Nations would take up the recommenda
tions of the Special Committee on each of the above
mentioned Territories on a priority basis.

426. He thanked the Administrative Secretary
General of the OAU and his colleagues for their close
co-operation and for helping the Special Committee in
the discharge of its duties. He expressed his confidence
that this co-operation would continue and that any
new elements in the African colonies that might come
to the notice of the OAU would be transmitted to the
Chairman of the Special Committee.

427. His delegation had been honoured by the
presence of the Special Committee in Addis Ababa and
hoped that the Committee would continue its work
of decolonization as vigorously and as urgently as
possible. Time was running out in the African colonies
and unless the prevailing situation was remedied by all
concerned, the consequences would be far-reaching 'and
unfortunate.

428. Referring to the twentieth anniversary of the
signing of the United Nations Charter, he recalled that
the signatories of the Charter had expressed determina
tion "to save succeeding generations fr0111 the scourge
of war, which twice in our life-time has brought untold
sorrow to mankind". Perhaps more relevant to the

: work of the Special Committee was the declaration ofI the signatories that "Members of the United Nations
•.;.,.",! which have or assume responsibilities for the administra
.' tion of territories whose peoples have not yet attained

a full measure of self-government recognize the princi
ple that the interests of the inhabitants of these ter
ritories are paramount" (Article 73). It was therefore
fitting that the Chairman of the Special Committee
should be attending the forthcoming twentieth anniver
sary celebrations in San Francisco.
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to Portugal was being used by the latter to burn African
villages, and to torture children, women and old men
who were often completely unaware of the reasons for
these persecutions, It was to be hoped, judging by the
statements made before the Special Committee follow
ing the hearing of the petitioners, that those of Por
tugal's military allies who did not wish to continue to
share the responsibility for the crimes committed by
the Salazar Government would withdraw their aid and
bring to bear a more humane and more realistic in
fluence on it.

433. The Special Committee's visit to Africa had
been positive to the extent that it had enabled all its
members to understand the significance and the legiti
macy of the struggle waged by the African populations
to regain their independence. Thus it was that in all
the resolutions adopted in Africa, the Special Com
mittee had not only affirmed the legitimacy of the
struggle of peoples oppressed by colonialism and
apartheid, but had also addressed an appeal to all States
to extend moral and material assistance to the freedom
fighters. That was an unprecedented decision which
would certainly give rise to others and entail a funda
mental change in the nature of future United Nations
action to eliminate colonialism and apartheid, This
strengthening of United Nations dynamism in the fight
against colonialism and apartheid found its justification
in the effect which the petitioners' testimony had pro
duced on the members of the Committee. That was
why it was highly desirable that the Security Council,
the supreme decision-making organ of the United
Nations, should shortly meet in Africa when it came
to discuss the problems of colonialism and apartheid
so that it might itself hear the evidence which the Spe
cial Committee had gathered during its journey. The
members of the Special Committee were convinced that
the Security Council, wherever it met, ought to hear
the representatives of the freedom-fighters during its
debates on colonialism or apartheid. All the members
of the Council would then be convinced that colonialism
and aparthe£d constituted grave threats to peace and
security, and they would also understand that a dynamic
interpretation must be placed on Chapter VII of the
United Nations Charter.

434. The Chairman was convinced that the Special
Committee's report on its work in Africa would con
tribute to a better understanding of colonial problems.
It would make clear the fact that the patience of the
African peoples was exhausted, and that those who
were subjected to the tyranny of the Verwoerds, Sala
zars and Smiths could no longer rest content with reso
lutions affirming principles which no one contested in
theory, but which in practice remained but a distant
aspiration for the peoples of Angola, Mozambique,
South West Africa, Zimbabwe, so-called Portuguese
Guinea, South Africa, etc. The Special Committee's
report would show that there was no longer any com
promise possible between the victims and the apologists
of colonialism. The rights of all men were universal,
and there could be no sincere friendship between peoples
except on the basis of scrupulous respect for the rights
of all peoples to guide their own destinies. The Special
Committee's journey to Africa had been positive, for
it had added to its members' knowledge of the crimes
committed in Africa by the fascists and racists who
did not believe in the equality of men and races.

435. The Special Committee's deliberations had also
helped to point up the contradictions of the time-at a
time when man was seeking to overcome the laws of

gravity and conquer space, one could but be appalled
to learn that human beings were still subjected to
treatment more hateful than that which mankind
suffered under the nazi regime. Competition or co
operation for the conquest of space had certain scientific
merits, but the pooling of efforts to free man and to
protect him against the forces of evil was even more
meritorious.

436. The Special Committee's meetings in Africa had
often been stormy, because differences of opinion had
emerged among its members as to the ways and means
of fulfilling its mandate. But the Chairman was con
vinced that the Committee would continue its efforts
to eliminate the colonial system. It would succeed, for
it was unthinkable that the international community
should capitulate before the alliance of Salazar, Ver
woerd and Smith. He thought that the members of
the Special Committee could congratulate themselves
on the work they had done in Africa, thanks to the
important contribution of the petitioners, to whom he
wished to address his thanks. He also thanked all repre
sentatives for the understanding they had shown him
in his capacity as Chairman, and for the encouraging
words they had addressed to him. He might not always
have been able to give satisfaction to all, but he asked
them to believe in the consideration he had for each
of them. He wished lastly, to thank the members of
the Secretariat, the translators, the interpreters and all
the other officers who made their valuable contribution.
The Special Committee had often kept them late hours,
but the Chairman was sure they were happy to make
their contribution to the cause which the Special Com
mittee was defending.

437. He wished, lastly, once again to extend the
Special Committee's very sincere thanks to his Imperial
Majesty Haile Selassie I and his Government for the
hospitality and all the tokens of sympathy which had
been shown the members since their arrival in Addis
Ababa.

D. ACTION ARISING FROM THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE'S
VISIT TO AFRICA

438. At the 372nd meeting of the Special Committee
on 17 June 1965, the Chairman, speaking as the repre
sentative of Mali said that he had been asked by the
delegations concerned to place before the Special Com
mittee a draft resolution (A/AC.109/L.219) sponsored
by Cambodia, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast,
Madagascar, Mali, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tunisia, the
United Republic of Tanzania and Yugoslavia. The pur
pose of the draft resolution, he stated, was to draw the
attention of the General Assembly, the Security Council
and world opinion to the grave situation prevailing in
part of the African continent. In so doing, the sponsors
had had in mind General Assembly resolution 1810
(XVII), which invited the Special Committee to ap
prise the Security Council of any developments in the
Territories within its purview. which might threaten
international peace and security. .

439. The sponsors of the draft resolution were con
vinced that the Portuguese Government's alliance with
South Africa and the illegal authorities of Southern
Rhodesia with a view to oppressing the African popu
lations created a very dangerous situation. The mem
bers of the Special Committee would recall that at.'
Lusaka, at Dar es Salaam and, finally, at Addis Ababa, .
their attention had been drawn to the threats of military
and economic reprisals which the Governments ,of Por-
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tugal and South Africa and the illegal authorities of
Southern Rhodesia were directing at the independent
African States adjacent to Non-Self-Governing Ter
ritories.

440. The Special Committee's visit to Africa would
enable it better to inform world opinion of the situation
prevailing in the Territories under consideration r-nd
the sponsors of the draft resolution felt it was nec
essary to give proper publicity to the Special Com
mittee's meetings in Africa in view of the importance
of the petitioners' testimony. For the goal of the spon
sors was to act in such a way that the Governments
of Portugal, South Africa and the illegal fascist authori
ties of Southern Rhodesia, which were defying the
United Nations and ignoring the resolutions of the
General Assembly and the Security Council, were
isolated and deprived of their means of oppression.

441. Having drawn iessons from what they had
seen and heard in Africa, the sponsors wished to place
before the Special Committee a draft resolution pro
posing dynamic measures to the General Assembly and
the Security Council designed to put an end to colonial
ism and apartheid, those two major causes of interna
tional tension. But, in a: concern to win the support
of other delegations, the sponsors had mastered their
emotions and agreed to submit a compromise text to
the Special Committee. In the eyes of the sponsors,
the Special Committee's journey to Africa had enabled
delegations to arrive at a more realistic appreciation
of the misdeeds of colonialism and the dangers which
it represented. That was why they felt that their text
should command the unanimous support of the Special
Committee. He then read out the draft resolution.

442. The representative of Italy said that, because
of the nature and length of the draft resolution just
submitted, his delegation would have to seek instruc
tions from its Government, and a reply could not be
expected within less than forty-eight hours. In the
circumstances, it would seem to him that the Special
Committee had three alternative courses of action: to
defer a decision on the draft resolution until it met in
New York; to decide to meet again in Addis Ababa
on the following Monday; or to proceed to an immediate
vote without the participation of the Italian delegation.

443. At the 373rd meeting, the representative of
the United States, referring to the draft resolution, said
that, until then, it had been his delegation's understand
ing that the Special Committee's presence.in Africa had
two main oojectives : first, to enable the Special Com
mittee to hear petitioners from each of the four Terri
tories or groups of Territories on its agenda, thus
permitting each delegation to update its appraisal of
the situation there; and second, to pass resolutions
dealing with each of those lour items. His delegation
had acquiesced in the latter, although feeling that the
time available for evaluation of such new information
as had been furnished by the petitioners had been un
desirably brief. The Special Committee had carried out
both those functions, within the time allotted.

444. It had further been the understanding of his
Government that the Special Committee's African mis
sion would terminate on 18 June, the day on which
they were then meeting; on that basis, assignment of
personnel to other important functions had been made
and could not now be changed. Yet at the very last
minute, the Special Committee was faced with a new
draft resolution which, while purporting to summarize
the results of its work in Africa, did not come under

any of the agenda items it had been considering. The
submission of that omnibus draft resolution presented
his delega!ion with an impossible situation, for it would
not have time to study the draft. formulate recommenda
tions to its Government or to receive instructions in
regard to it. His delegation would therefore be unable
to participate in the discussion on the draft, except to
exercise its right of reply, or in any vote which might
be taken.

445. His delegation had no objection to an attempt,
at the proper time, to achieve a Committee view of the
over-all significance of its African experience. But that
could be best deferred until the Committee returned to
New York.

446. The representative of Tunisia said that he would
like to draw the attention of the members of the Special
Committee to the fact that the sponsors of the draft
resolution had made strenuous efforts to arrive at a
text which would meet with the unanimous approval of
the members of the Committee precisely because it was
a special draft resolution, the aim of which was to com
bine in one text certain general points which were not
controversial. In view of the spirit in which the draft
resolution had been drawn up, and the numerous con
cessions which had been made by the sponsors, he
appealed to all members of the Committee to give the
draft resolution their unanimous support.

447. The representative of Australia expressed re
gret that his delegation would not have enough time
to study the draft resolution or to obtain instructions
from his Government. His delegation had been given
the impression that the Special Committee's meetings
would be concluded on 18 June and had even begun
preparation of its report on the Committee's work.
In the circumstances his delegation would be unable to
participate in the consideration of, or the vote on, the
draft resolution.

448. The representative of Denmark declared that
a draft of such a wide scope as presented in the draft
resolution should not be rushed through the Committee.
Not having been given sufficient time to consult his
Government for instructions, his delegation could not
participate in the vote.

449. The representative of the USSR said that the
general draft resolution submitted for the SpecialCorn
mittee's consideration by the Afro-Asian group and
Yugoslavia concerning the implementation in the Por
tuguese colonies, Southern Rhodesia, South West
Africa, Bechuanaland, Basutoland and Swaziland of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, was undoubtedly the fruit of
considerable efforts on the part of its sponsors to sum
marize the political results of the discussions which
had taken place during the Committee's visit to Africa.
The draft contained important provisions of principle
directed towards the immediate implementation of the
Declaration in regard to the colonial Territories of
Africa. The Soviet delegation supported the basic pro
visions of the draft resolution and would vote for it.

450. It should be noted that different points of view
had been expressed on the draft resolution. There was
nothing surprising about that. The fact that an over
whelming majority of delegations had declared their
support for the draft was cause for satisfaction. The
United States representative, however, had refused to
give his views on the basic provisions of the draft,
stating that he had not had time to consider it. That
was nothing more than a clumsy colonialist manoeuvre.



459. The representative of Chile said that, in ex
plaining their votes, the countries which had not par
ticipated had given the same reason for that decision,
namely, that they had not had time to consult their
respective Governments. The Chilean delegation thought
it necessary to make a statement to the same effect, 1
namely, that it deeply regretted not having taken part ~
in the vote on the draft resolution which concerned '
the Committee's general activities during its visit to ,',
Africa and in which a series of measures for future
action were suggested.

460. It was the lack of time for consulting its Gov
ernment which had prevented the Chilean delegation
from participating in the vote on the draft resolution.

461. In his delegation's opinion, the draft resolution
should have been submitted for the Committee's con
sideration on its return to New York, so that all the
States members of the Special Committee could have {,
had an opportunity to study it with the attention that
it deserved. Its contents were too important for it to
have been put to the vote in the hasty way in which
that had been done.

462. He asked that his statement should appear in
fun in the records.

463. The text of the resolution concerning the im
plementation of General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) with regard to Southern Rhodesia, Territories
under Portuguese administration, South West Africa,
and Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland (AI
AC109/128/Rev.l), adopted by the Special Committee "
at its 373rd meeting on 18 June 1965, reads as follows:

"The Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration 011 ,

the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples,

"Having held meetings from 25 May 1965 to
18 June 1965 successively at Lusaka, the capital of
Zambia, at Dar es Salaam, the capital of the United I

Republic of Tanzania, and at Addis Ababa, the capital
of Ethiopia, and having heard the spokesmen of the
Governments of those countries,

"Having examined the situation in the following
colonial Territories: Southern Rhodesia, the Terri
tories under Portuguese administration, South West
Africa, Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, and
having heard the petitioners from those Territories,

"Recalling General Assembly resolutions 1514
(XV) of 14 December 1960, 1654 (XVI) of 27 Nov
ember 1961, and in particular 1810 (XVII) of
17 December 1962, which invites the Special Com
mittee to apprise the Security Council of any devel
opments in those Territories which may threaten
international peace and security,

"Haoinq heard the Administrative Secretary
General of the Organization of African Unity and
the Chairman of the Co-ordinating Committee for the
Liberation of Africa of that organization,

"Profoundly disappointed and disquieted by the "I
persistent refusal of the Governments of Portugal 1:'
and South Africa and the minority settler regime of I
Southern R.hodesia to comply with the resolutions of ).
the General Assembly, the Security Council and the ~.:,
Special Committee,

"Profoundly shocked by the atrocities and viola
tions of human rights committed by those Govern
ments in order to stifle the legitimate aspirations of
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No less absurd was the Australian representative's
statement that he was already preparing a report on
the results of the Special Committee's work and was
therefore unable to start considering the draft reso
lution which had been submitted. And the Italian repre
sentative, who the previous day had expressed concern
that the Committee might not be able to complete its
work today had simply "voted with his feet" and failed
to appear at the Special Committee's meeting.

451. Similar actions by the representatives of the
NATO States merely revealed their desire to prevent
at any price the successful conclusion of the Com
mittee's work. But they would fail in their attempt.
His delegation was convinced that the overwhelming
majority of delegations would vote for the joint draft
resolution and thereby make a further contribution to
the work accomplished by the Special Committee during
its African visit.

452. The representative of the United States, in exer
cise of the right of reply, said that the United States
position on the Territories which had been under study
by the Special Committee during its session in Africa
was well known and that it was not for the Soviet
delegate to explain the reasons behind his delegation's
voting records.

453. He further said that the absence of the Italian
delegate did not mean the latter's lack of interest in
the work of the Special Committee, but that he had
other duties to perform which required his presence
elsewhere. Therefore, he did not think that it was for
the Soviet delegate to suggest hidden meanings as to
the absence of the Italian delegate.

454. As regards the term "voting with one's feet",
which he understood the Soviet delegate to have used
with reference to the distinguished representative of
Italy, this was a term which had been most often ap
plied to describe the only ballot box available to the
people of East Germany who had so eloquently voted
by fleeing in thousands until the erection of the wall
in Berlin.

455. At the 373rd meeting, on 18 June 1965, a num
ber of revisions were made to the draft resolution
(A/AC.l09/L,219) by the representative of India,
speaking on behalf of the sponsors.

456. At the same meeting, the draft resolution
(A/AC.l09/L.219) was adopted by 15 votes to none,
with no abstentions.

457. The representative of Venezuela said that the
thirteen-Power draft resolution not only contained con
clusions of a general nature but raised questions of
substance on which he would have to seek fresh instruc
tions from his Government. Since it was physically im
possible to receive such instructions in time, his dele
gation had had no alternative but to refrain from
participating in the vote.

458. The representative of the United Kingdom
said that he had had no opportunity to obtain instruc
tions from his Government on the resolution in the
very short time available since its circulation. Moreover
the resolution referred, among other matters, to Rho
desia. His delegation could not accept the validity or
accuracy of many of the references to Rhodesia in the
resolution, In view of his Government's well-known
position regarding the competence of the United Nations
to discass or make recommendations about Rhodesia,
and also since he was without instructions on the other
matters involved, his delegation had not participated
in .the vote on this resolution.
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"7. Expresses its satisfaction that its visit to
Africa has enabled it to obtain a more thorough
knowledge of the colonial issue and has strengthened
its determination to achieve the elimination of colo
nialism throughout the world as rapidly as possible j

"8. Expresses its pleasure at the participation of
the Organization of African Unity in its work in
Africa and hopes that the co-operation thus estab
lished between the two organizations with regard to
decolonization will be intensified in the future."
464. At the 373rd meeting of the Special Committee,

the representative of India introduced a draft resolution
(AjAC.109jL.222) sponsored by Australia, Bulgaria,
Cambodia, Chile, Denmark, India, Iran, Iraq, Italy,
Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Poland, Sierra Leone,
Syria, Tunisia, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
the United States of America, Venezuela and Yugo
slavia, by which the Special Committee would express
its appreciation to the Governments and people of
Zambia, the United Republic of Tanzania and Ethiopia
for inviting the Special Committee to hold meetings at
their respective capitals and for offering members their
hospitality.

465. Introducing the draft resolution, the repre
sentative of India said that the Special Committee's
visit to Africa had been extremely valuable. It had had
the honour of being received by the Heads of State
of the three host countries, whose interest in the Com
mittee's work was a source of great inspiration. It had
heard many petitioners. Lastly, the Committee's links
with the Organization of African Unity had been
further strengthened, to the benefit of all. He thanked
the officers of the Committee, and the members of the
Secretariat, for the efforts they had made to ensure
the success of the Committee's work.

466. In conclusion, he had pleasure in submitting
a draft resolution thanking the Governments of the
three countries in whose capitals the Committee had
held meetings. The resolution was eo-sponsored by all
delegations except those of Ethiopia and Tanzania, two
of the host countries.

467. At the same meeting the draft resolution
(AjA:C.109jL.222) was adopted by acclamation. The
text of the resolution (AjAC.109jl29) thus adopted
reads as follows:

"The Special Committee 011 the Situation with
regard to the lmplementoiion of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples,

"Having met from 25 May 1965 to 18 June 1965
successively at Lusaka, the capital of Zambia, at
Dar es Salaam, the capital of the United Republic
of Tanzania, and at Addis Ababa, the capital of
Ethiopia, and having heard the spokesmen of their
Governments,

"E .•presses its profound gratitude to the Govern
ments and people of Zambia, the United Republic of
Tanzania and Ethiopia for inviting the Committee
to hold meetings in their capit~1 cities ~nd for offering
to the members of the Committee their generous and
kind hospitality."

CornlllulIique issued on 14 MIIY 1965 by the Chairman
on behalf of the Special Committee

The Governments of Ethiopia, the United Republic of Tan
zania and Zambia extended to the Special Committee invitations

the African populations to self-determination and
independence,

"Conscious of the seriousness of the thrents of
military and economic reprisals uttered by the Gov
ernments of Portugal, South Africa and the minority
settler regime of Sou .hern Rhodesia against neigh
bouring African States,

"Not,ing the COllcem expressed by the Governments
of the independent States of Africa bordering on the
Non-Self-Governing Territories,

"Noting with particular concern that, according to
the evidence submitted by the p- 'itioners, efforts are
being made by the Government of South Africa for
the installation of military bases, the production of
poisonous gas and preparations for the manufacture
of atomic weapons,

"Greatly concerned by the co-operation and col
laboration between the Governments of Portugal and
South Africa and the minority settler regime of
Southern Rhodesia, an alliance the purpose of which
is to strengthen their military potential with a view
to increasing the repressive measures taken against
the African populations subject to their domination,

"1. Draws the attention of the General Assembly
and the Security Council to the explosive situation
existing in this region of Africa owing to the in
tolerable behaviour of the Governments of Portugal
and South Africa and the minority settler regime of
Southern Rhodesia;

"2. Recommends that the General Assembly and
the Security Council, each acting within its own com
petence, should take the positive measures laid down
in the Charter with a view to:

"(a) Ensuring respect for the rights of the African
populations in the region and in particular their
rights to self-determination and independence, and
putting an end to the dangerous activities of the Por
tuguese and South African Governments and of the
minority settler regime of Southern Rhodesia,

"(b) Strengthening the confidence which the peo
ples under colonial domination place in the United
Nations;

"3. Requests the Secretary-General of the United
Nations to make all the measures necessary to pub
licize the work of the Special Committee as widely
as possible, so that world opinion may be sufficiently
informed concerning the grave threats to peace con
stituted by colonialism and apartheid;

"4. Requests all States to publicize the report of
the Special Committee by all the means at their dis
posal so that all peoples may be informed of the
atrocities committed by the Governments of Portugal
and South Africa and the minority settler regime
of Southern Rhodesia;

"5. Requests further all States and all international
institutions to refuse assistance of any kind to the
Governments of Portugal and South Africa and the
minority settler regime of Southern Rhodesia, so
long as the latter fail to renounce their policy of
colonial domination and the practice of a,partheid;

"6. Draws the attention of the Commission on
Human Rights t? the ev~den~e submitted by the
petitioners respecting the VIOlations of human rights
committed in the Territories under Portuguese ad
ministration, in South West Africa and in Southern
Rhodesia;
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List of rcpre8cntatlvc8 who nllcnded the Spcdul
Commlllco'8 meetings in Africa

Australia:
H.E. Mr. Hugh Gilchrist, Mr. A. C. Wilson.

Bulgaria:
Mr. Baruh Grlnberg,

Cambodia:
H.E. Mt'. Huot Sambath,

Chile:
Mr. Hernan Stinchez.

Denmark:
Mr. Skjold G. Metlbin.

Ethiopia:
H.E. Mr. Getachew Mekasha, Mr. Girma Abebe,

India:
Mr. Ko Natwar Singh, Mr. I<. N. Gaind.

Iran:
Mr. Mohsen S. Esfandiary,

Iraq:
Mr. Ala'uddin H. Aljubouri.

Italy :
11r. Ludovico Carducci-Artenislo.

1vory Coast:
Mr. Julien Kneol!.

Madagascar :
Mr. Gabriel Rakotoniaina,

:Mali:
H.E. Mr. Sori Coulibaly,

Poland:
Mr. Kazimierz Smiganowski.

Sierra Leone:
Mr. G. E. O. Williams,

Syria:
Mr. Rafic Jouejati.

Tunisia:
H.E. Mr. A. Kcdadi.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
H.E. Mr. Yacob Malik, H.E. Mr. L. Mendelevich, Mr. P. V.
Shakhov, Mr. A. V. Grodsky,

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
Mr. F. D. W. Brown, Mr. B. L. Barder, Mr. J. A. Molyneux.

United Republic of Tanzania:
H.E. Mr. J. W. S. Malecela.

United States of America:
H.E. Mrs. Marictta Tree, H.E. Mr. Bonsal, Mr. Christopher
Thoron, Mr. Ernest C. Grigg, lII, Mr. Robert K.. German.

Uruguay: ---
Venezuela:

Mr. Leonardo Diaz Gonzalez,
Yugoslavia:

Mr. Milos Melovski,
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SOUTHERN RHODESIA

to hold some of its meetings in 1965 in their respective capitals,
Addis Ababa, Oar cs Salaam and Lusakn,

The Special Committee was highly appreciative of these
invitations and decided at its meeting on 4 May 1965 to accept
them. The Committee consequently decided to hold its meet
ings in the three African capitals during the period 20 May
to 20 June 1965.

The Special Committee's decision to meet in Africa was taken
in the context of operative paragraph 6 of General Assembly
resolution 1654 (XVI) which, in establishing the Special
Comruluee, authoriaed it to meet elsewhere than at United
Nations Headquarters whenever and wherever such meetings
may be required for the effective discharge of its functions in
consultation with the appropriate authorities.

In deciding to proceed to Africa, the Special Committee was
especially guided by the fact that it is in Africa that the largest
number of people living under foreign domination, as well as
the most difficult and serious colonial problems, are to be
found. Indeed, the Special Committee notes with regret that
despite numerous General Assembly resolutions, little progress
could be recorded in the total and peaceful application of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. Nearly tweuty years after the adoption
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, millions of
human beings still live under colonial rule, which is but a
disguised form oi slavery.

The Special Committee is aware of the importance of
mani festing the most active solidarity of the international com
munity with peoples who are struggling under difficult condi
tions to regain their inalienable rights.

The Special Committee is also convinced that by establish
ing direct contact with peoples under colonial domination, in
the context of the realities of their everyday life, it will acquire
a deeper knowledge of the situation and of the aspirations of
these peoples. The Committee is certain that it will thus be
in a more favourable position to understand and, therefore, to
assist these peoples in their struggle for independence. In the
opinion of the Special Committee, the visit to Africa will
demonstrate not only the concern of the United Nations with
the destiny of colonial peoples, but it would make it easier
for representatives of nationalist movements. who would other
wise find it impossible to travel to New York, to appear before
the Committee and to express their views concerning their
country's future and their own destiny.

The tentative programme of the Special Committee's meet
ings in Africa is as follows:

Lusaka, Zambia, between 23 .and 29 May 1965.

Dar es Salaam, United Republic of Tanzania, between 30 May
arul 11 Jnne 1965.

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 11 June to 18 June 1965.

In addition to the hearing of petitioners, the items on the
agenda of the Special Committee for these meetings wiII
include the fotlowing:

(a) Territories under ~ortuguese Administration;

(b) Question of South West Africa;

(c) Basutoland, Bachuanaland and Swaziland ;

(d) Question of Southern Rhodesia.

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY

General
1. Information concerning Southern Rhodesia, as

well as an account of action taken in respect of the

Territory, is already contained in the previous report
of the Special Committee to the General Assembly. j~;

Supplementary information on recent developments is
set out below.
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had informed Mr. Smith of its dissatisfaction with the
proposed method of consulting African chiefs and
headmen. The incoming Government took the same
view. It did not consider that such consultation could
reveal satisfactory evidence of the wishes of the Afri
can population, nor did it find it appropriate in the
circumstances to send observers to the indaba in re
sponse to Mr. Smith's invitation.

9. According to reports, 196 chiefs and 426 headmen
gathered for the indab« at a government school near
Salisbury on 21 October 1964. All cross-roads were
closed and only persons issued with special passes could
gain admittance. Justifying these measures, Mr. William
Harper, Minister of Internal Affairs, stated that the
chiefs and headmen might be confused by having other
ideas put to them by foreigners. The Southern Rho
desia Government invited all foreign missions in Salis
bury to send representatives to the concluding meeting
of the indaba. Australia, Austria, France, Greece, Nor
way, Portugal and South Africa are reported to have
been represented. The United Kingdom and the United
States did not send representatives. A few selected
Press observers were also allowed at the indabo. On
24 October 1964 the Army and Air Force staged a dis
play, which included a paratroop drop, at the indaba;
a Southern Rhodesia Government spokesman explained
that this was part of the entertainment planned for the
chiefs and headmen.

10. It was reported that, at the concluding meeting
of the indaba on 26 October 1964, Mr. Harper, the
Minister of Internal Affairs asked the chiefs and head
men for their decision on the question of cutting the
strings that tied Southern Rhodesia to the United
Kingdom. In response, spokesmen for the chiefs and
headmen stated that the matter had been discussed in
the traditional manner and that their decision, which
had the support of their people, had been reached in
accordance with tribal custom: all of them were in
favour of the cutting of strings with the United King
dom, and desired independence for Southern Rhodesia,
so that they could assist the Government to rule the
country. They asserted that people from outside the
Territory did not and could 110t understand the coun
try's problems. They stressed the traditional character
of this position as leaders and categorically rejected
insinuations that, being salaried officials of the Gov
ernment, their judgement was biased. Finally, they
asked that arrangements be made to enable them to
be represented in their capacity as chiefs in the Legis
lative Assembly.

11. Mr. Peter Gray, a member of the opposition
who attended the indaba was reported as saying on
28 October 1964, that, in his judgement, little value
could be placed on the decisions reached there.

Proposa! for talks
12. On 24 October 1964, Mr. Harold Wilson,

the United Kingdom Prime Minister, invited Mr. Smith
to visit London for discussions aiming at a solution
to the present problems in Southern Rhodesia. The
following day, Mr. Smith declined this invitation, ex
plaining that a meeting at that time would be somewhat
premature and suggesting instead that the proposed
discussions take place after the test he was conducting
of public opinion in the Territory.

13. On 25 October 1964, Mr. Arthur Bottomley,
the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations,
informed the Press that he had expressed to Mr. Smith

Addendum 10 81flDda item 23

Political developments
Test of public opinion 011 the questionof illdepel1dence

2. In pursuance of the plans announced on 15 Sep
tember 1964 by Mr. Ian Smith, Prime Minister of
Southern Rhodesia, for the testing of public opinion
on the question of independence for the Territory, it
was announced on 8 October 1964 that a referendum
on the question would be held on 5 November 1964.
The referendum would be of all voters registered on
the two electoral rolls as at the end of August 1964,
and voters would be asked to express themselves in
favour of or against independence for Southern Rho
desia on the basis of the present constitution.

3. A bill to provide for the holding of this referen
dum was passed by the Southern Rhodesia Legislative
Assembly on 14 October 1964 by a vote of 31 to 22.
During the preceding debate spokesmen for the oppo
sition indicated their basic agreement with the bill, but
criticized the formulation of the question to be put to
voters in the referendum. They urged that the inde
pendence which voters were to be asked to accept
should be defined as independence gained by negotiation
onlv and within the Commonwealth. The African mem
bers of the Legislative Assembly made statements de
ploring the idea of independence under the present
constitution.

\
~1
··'1':

COflsultation of chiefs and headmen 011 the question of
independence
4. On 16 October 1964, the Southern Rhodesia

Government announced that elements of the regular
army had been deployed in rural areas and units of the
territorial force mobilized. According to the announce
ment, this had been done in the interests of public
safety, in view of the spread to rural areas of violance
and intimidation against Africans.

5. Addressing the Legislative Assembly, on 16 Oc-
'''1 tober 1964, about the proposed consultation, Mr. Smith

stressed that intimidation in rural areas had been in
creasing and that, while this state of affairs continued,
it would. be impossible to elicit individual opinions
from Africans in those areas. His Government had
therefore decided that African opinion would be con
sulted through the chiefs and headmen, at meetings
similar to those that had taken place in the past in
order to ascertain the views of rural Africans.

6. On the same day, Sir Edgar Whitehead, the leader
of the Opposition, told the Legislative Assembly that
he saw no objection to the practical method of con
sulting with Africans in rural areas through tribal
machinery, but could not accept that the opinions of
the chiefs would necessarily be that of the majority
of their people. The chiefs, in his submission, should
be asked to give not merely their own opinions but
also those of their people.

i 7. An African member of the Legislative Assembly,
Mr. Gondo, said that he did not believe that the
proposed consultation of chiefs would reflect the attitude
of the man in the village. According to him, the chiefs
were being coerced into attending the projected indaba
(conference of chiefs and headmen) ; the procedure was

I so rushed and hemmed in with security precautions
that the chiefs did not have a chance to talk to their
people.

8. On 19 October 1964, the Commonwealth Rela
tions Office in London issued a statement to the effect
that the outgoing Government of the United Kingdom
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the desire to visit Southern Rhodesia if he could meet
a cross-section of the people j in particular he had
asked to meet Mr. Joshua Nkorno and the Reverend
Ndabaningi Sithole, the two African political leaders.
Mr. Smith had not been able to agree to this and he
would not therefore be visiting Southern Rhodesia.

United Kitlgdom Goocrmneni's ~van/il/g against UI/COIl
stitutional action

14. On 27 October 1%4, the United Kingdom Gov
ernment issued a statement (see appendix II) warning
of the political and economic consequences to Southern
Rhodesia that would flow from a unilateral declaration
of independence. The statement emphasized that an
illegal declaration of independence in Southern Rho
desia would bring to an end relationships with the
United Kingdom, would cut it off from the rest of the
Commonwealth, from .most foreign Governments and
from international organizations, would inflict disastrous
economic damage upon it and would leave it isolated
and virtually friendless in a largely hostile continent.
The statement also expressed the hope that an early
opportunity would be found for discussions with Mr.
Smith before any irrevocable steps were taken. The
statement was welcomed by other Commonwealth Gov
ernments.

15. In a speech on 31 October 1964, Mr. Hendrik
Verwoerd, the Prime Minister of South Africa, is
reported to have advised Southern Rhodesia to resist
interference by the United Kingdom and to determine
its Own destiny. At the same time, he prescribed courage
and patience as vital to the solution of the problems
of Southern Rhodesia. He also promised that South
Africa would assist Southern Rhodesia wherever
possible.

16. On 20 October 1964, the Southern Rhodesia
Legislative Assembly adopted a motion taking note of
the attitude of the United Kingdom Government
towards the independence issue and rejecting any policy
leading up to a unilateral declaration of independence
based on the forthcoming referendum. In the debate
on the motion, Mr. Smith described the United King
dom Government's statement as blackmail and intimida
tion, and denied that there was anything original about
the measures threatened. If Southern Rhodesia were
driven to making a unilateral declaration, it would be
because of the latest actions of the United' Kingdom
Government. He accused the United Kingdom Govern
ment ·of condoning despicable action by the African
nationalists aimed at innocent people. Mr. Smith added,
however, that his Government would not interpret the
forthcoming referendum as a mandate for a unilateral
declaration.

17. Sir Edgar Whitehead said that a unilateral decla
ration would lead to economic collapse, isolation and
the advent of an African nationalist Government within
six months. At the same time he considered that there
was at present no possibility of achieving a negotiated
independence. He was in favour of standing by the
Constitution and awaiting a more favourable oppor
tunity to negotiate independence.

18. In a television interview the same day, Mr.
Smith stated that there would be no unilateral decla
ration until a full exercise on the pros and cons had
been carried out and the facts presented to the public.
If the results of this exercise pr?ved that a unilateral

declaration was unwise for Southern Rhodesia, he would
uccept it. However, he was certain that a majority of
the electorate would support a unilateral declaration,
but they would require to be shown that it was a
wise move.

19. In a speech on 30 October 1964, Mr. Smith
reportedly stated that a unilateral declaration of inde
pendence would be inevitable, even without the full
knowledge and consent of the electorate, if the United
Kingdom Government attempted to upset the consti
tution or to violate what he considered to be the moral
contracts binding on that Government. He also an
nounced that his Government had undertaken a fresh
examination of the possible effects of a unilateral dec
laration on the Territory's economy.

20. In an address on 30 October 1964, Mr. Bottom
Icy denied that the United Kingdom statement on the
consequences of a unilateral declaration was published
in a spirit of hostility to Southern Rhodesia or as an
ultimatum; it should not be interpreted as interference
in the internal affairs of the Territory. The grant of
independence would be made only by an Act of the
United Kingdom Parliament; and the statement was.
intended as a considered warning against any attempt
to seize independence by rebeIIion. He was sure the
people of Southern Rhodesia had not previously un
derstood the attendant dangers, and the United King
dom Government had felt it necessary to put the con- i

sequences squarely before them.

21. He stressed that what the United Kingdom
Government wanted for Southern Rhodesia was a solu
tion reached through discussion and negotiation, which
would secure independence on a basis acceptable to the
people as a whole. The United Kingdom Government
hoped to see a peaceful transition to African majority
rule, but did not wish itself to stipulate how this must
be achieved or when that stage should be reached.
In conclusion, he pointed out that Mr. HaroId Wilson's
invitation to Mr. Smith to visit London remained open
and he hoped it would be possible to discuss the situa
tion with him before long.

22. In a circular letter published on 2 November ..
1964 Mr. Smith stated that Southern Rhodesians had I

no hope of survival unless they could unite to sever
the strings which tied them to the United Kingdom
and which rendered them a pawn at the disposal of
the United Kingdom Government. The African chiefs
had given their support for independence and they must
not be let down.

23. In a statement issued on the same day, the
Southern Rhodesia Institute of Directors pointed out
that the financial and economic consequences of a uni- ,
lateral declaration would be disastrous for the whole
community. Similar opposition to a unilateral declara
tion had previously been expressed by the Association
of Rhodesian Industries. Subsequently, the Rhodesia
Tobacco Association also warned its members that the I
tobacco industry would be disastrously affected by t
such a step.

Results of the refi,rendum

24. In the referendum held on 5 November 1964,
58,091 votes were cast in favour of independence on
the basis of the present Constitution and 6,096 against.
Spoiled papers numbered 944. According to reports
the total number of electors registered on the two rolls
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desia in order to obtain first-hand information on the
situation. Unfortunately, Mr. Smith did not feel that
the proposal would serve a useful purpose. Mr. Smith's
s~bsequent comment on this statement was that in prin
ciple he could not have agreed to receive such a mission.
Being solely responsible for affairs in the Territory, the
Southern Rhodesia Government could supply any infor
mation required by the United Kingdom Government.

30. Meanwhile, on 19 January 1965, the Southern
Rhodesia Government published a white paper concern
ing the iudaba held in October 1964, in which it ac
cused the previous United Kingdom Government of
shelving the Rhodesian independence issue in order
to avoid embarrassment in the general elections
scheduled far that month. According to the white paper,
It was reasonable to assume that in declining to send
observers to the indaba that Government had no real
intention of permitting a situation whereby the Southern
Rhodesia Government could procure evidence of abun
dant African support for its claim to independence.

31. On 9 February 1965, Mr. Wilson stated in the
House of Commons, in reply to questions, that at
conversations which took place during Mr. Smith's
visit to London for Sir Winston Churchill's funeral
he had suggested to him that the Commonwealth Secre
tary, Mr. Bottoruley, and the Lord Chancellor, Lord
Gardiner, should visit Southern Rhodesia for discus
sions and to meet a representative cross-section of
opinions. The Southern Rhodesia Government had
agreed to this visit on the understanding that Mr. Bot
tom!ey and Lord Gardiner would be able to see any
persons who were not in prison for criminal offences.
The visit would last ten days.

32. In response to another question, Mr. Wilson
explained that during their visit, Mr. Bottomley and
Lord Gardiner would, in addition to meeting repre
sentatives of the chiefs, wish to take a more widespread
sample of African opinion, since in no country did the
views of the chiefs represent the views of the whole
population. He added that while his two colleagues
would be able to see Mr. Nkomo, who was in restric
tion, they would not be in a position to see the Reverend
Sithole, as he was in prison on criminal charges.

33. The inclusion of Lord Gardiner, who is the
head of the United Kingdom judiciary, was thought to
have been prompted partly by reports that the Southern
Rhodesia Government, on the advice of South African
jurists, was considering the making of amendments to
the Constitution, which would, in effect, legalize a
unilateral declaration of independence. According to
these reports, these amendments would replace the
present system of direct elections for Africans by one
of indirect elections, in order to ensure that the chiefs
would become the sole African representatives in the
Assembly. Thus, armed with the requisite majority,
the Southern Rhodesia Government would seek the
passage of other legislation which would invest with
constitutional propriety a unilateral declaration of in
dependence. It was thought that during the visit Lord
Gardiner would advise the Southern Rhodesia Govern
ment that the Colonial Laws Validity Act of 1865
precluded such legislative measures.

Visit by Commomoealtli Secretary and Lord Chancellor
to Southern Rhodesia

34. On their arrival.in Salisbury on 21 February
1965, Mr. Bottomley reiterated that the problems be
tween the United Kingdom and Southern Rhodesia
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Africans ""',,',",',','
Asians ,."""""""",
Coloured """""",'."

1 The numbers of voters registered on the two rolls as at the
time of the referendum were as follows:

is over 105,444, of whom 12,729 are Africans.' It is
estimated that only 60 per cent of the European elec
torate participated in the voting; on the basis of a
68 per cent poll during the last elections, a government
spokesman had predicted that 70 per cent of the Euro
pean electorate would vote in the affirmative. Accord
ing to reports, there was an almost complete boycott
of the referendum by African voters.

25. Some Ministers of the Southern Rhodesia Gov
ernment were reported to feel, contrary to Mr. Smith's
assurances that the results of the referendum would
not be regarded as a mandate for unilateral independ
ence, that the size of the affirmative vote did provide
such a mandate. Mr. Smith himself described the
results as a tremendous victory. He attributed African
non-participation to intimidation and to lack of interest
in the Western system of government.

Invitation to Commonuiealtli Secretary

26. On 6 November 1964, Mr. Smith sent a message
to the United Kingdom Government inviting the Secre
tary of State for Commonwealth Relations to Salisbury
for talks. In reply, Mr. Wilson restated the view that
the Commonwealth Secretary would feel it to be his
duty, in the event of such a visit, to obtain a cross
section of European and African views. He would
accordingly welcome an assurance that the Common
wealth Secretary would be able to meet representatives
of all sections of Southern Rhodesia opinions. Failing
that he hoped Mr. Smith would be able to visit London
for full frank and free talks.

27. On 7 November 1964, Mr. Smith was reported
as saying that the Commonwealth Secretary could see
anyone who was free to be seen if he visited Southern
Rhodesia. It was interpreted to mean the exclusion
of Mr. joshua Nkomo and the Reverend Sithole who
were both in prison at that time.

28. On 10 November 1964, Mr. Smith addressed a
letter to the United Kingdom Government the contents
of which were not disclosed. According to reports, the
letter sought an assurance from Mr. Wilson that his
Governmenr would not insist on African majority rule
as a precedent to independence for Southern Rhodesia.
It also reiterated Mr. Smith's stipulation that before
he visited London, the United Kingdom Government
should indicate that progress can be made, set out its
terms for independence and broadly accept the verdict
of the referendum and the indaba.

29. On 24 November 1964, Mr. Wilson informed
the House of Commons that he had pressed Mr. Smith
a number of times to come to London for discussions.
Following a further unpublished exchange of letters on
the question of the usefulness of such a visit, Mr. Wilson
told the House of Commons on 21 January 1965, that
as it had not been possible to arrange for ministerial
talks, be had proposed to Mr. Smith, as an alternative
method of finding a way forward, a small all-party
mission consisting of senior and experienced members
of Parliament. This mission might visit Southern Rho-
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would be solved only by careful and patient negotiation,
and on a basis acceptable to the people as a whole. He
added that they had come without preconceived ideas
or cut-and-dried propositions. It was their wish to ex
plore the whole problem and to hear the opinions of all
sections of the people, African and European alike.

35. An indab« was convened on 23 February 1965
to enable Mr. Bottomley and Lord Gardiner to acquaint
themselves with the views of an assembly of about 200
chiefs and 400 headmen. The spokesmen of the chiefs
and headmen expressed serious concern that Mr. Bot
tomley and Lord Gardiner were proposing to make
contact with the nationalist politicians, who, according
to them, were wrecking the country with arson, murder
and intimidation. They, the chiefs and headmen, were
the sole representatives and spokesmen for the African
people. They demanded immediate independence under
the present Constitution, so that they and the present
Southern Rhodesia Government, in which they had
full confidence, might together sort out the problems
besetting the Territory.

36. Mr. Bottomley and Lord Gardiner also under
took a tour of the agricultural and tribal areas of the
Territory, during which they had conversations with
some of the associates of the Reverend Sithole as well
as with Mr. Nkorno, who had been brought from his
place of restriction to another location for the meeting.
Mr. Nkomo is reported to have told them that unless
the Constitution was replaced by one granting immediate
majority rule, he saw no end to the present political
crisis in Southern Rhodesia. He accused the Southern
Rhodesia Government of preventing the United King
dom Ministers from visiting him at his place of restric
tion. He also claimed that there were about 2,000
Africans languishing in restriction camps; this was an
illustration of the Rhodesian Front policy of sup
pressing legitimate African aspirations. The Africans,
he stressed, did not regard the Europeans as a separate
entity, but as part of the whole population; there was
thus no question of granting special privileges to any
section or group. As regards theindaba, Mr. Nkomo
stated that the African people could only feel sadness
for the chiefs and headmen who, in his view, were
being exploited by their paymasters.

37. In an interview on 1 March 1965 with leaders
of the banned Zambabwe African National Union
(ZANU), who were under restriction, Mr. Bottomley
is reported to have emphasized that Southern Rhodesia
is responsible for its own internal affairs, in which
the United Kingdom Government had no intention
of interfering. He also reiterated that his Government
desired a peaceful transition to majority rule, but was
not proposing to say when or how.

38. The ZANU leaders told Mr. Bottomley that the
only way of preventing violence in the Territory was
to convene a constitutional conference, with or without
Mr. Smith's agreement, in order to formulate a new
constitution based on majority rule. The United
Kingdom Government, they asserted, had the legal
authority as well as moral obligation to intervene in the
constitutional development of the Territory. While they
themselves would not encourage their people to take
violent action any delay in convening a constitutional
conference would increase racial hostility and probably
lead to bloodshed. They also urged that the United
Kingdom Government should be ready for military
intervention, in the event of a unilateral declaration.

39. The United Kingdom Ministers also visited the
African townships in Salisbury and conferred with
various European. personalities including Sir Roy
Weleusky, Mr. Garfield Todd, Lord Malvern, and Mr.
David Butler, the new leader of the Rhodesia Party.
They also had a series of talks with Mr. Smith and
his cabinet.

Outcome of visit of United Kingdom Ministers

40. At the end of their visit on 3 March 1965,
Mr. Bottomley and Lord Gardiner said in a statement
to the Press (see appendix Ill) that their main impres
sion was of a hardening of attitudes among both
Europeans and Africans. They were in no doubt about
the great desire for independence among the Europeans
some of whom were prepared to resort, if negotiations
failed, to an unconstitutional seizure of independence.
Similarly, the African chiefs, seeing immediate majority
rule or immediate independence as the only alternatives
open to them, had insisted on the cutting of strings
with the United Kingdom without delay. The African
nationalists on the other hand, had demanded the im
mediate convening of a conference to devise a new
constitution based on one-man-one-vote. They had
also urged military intervention, if necessary, to es
tablish majority rule, as well as the release of all
persons in restriction and detention.

41. Explaining the policy of the United Kingdom
Government in this context, the statement emphatically
denied that the Government wished to impose majority
rule upon Southern Rhodesia, in violation of the 1961
constitution and of established convention. While the
United Kingdom Government was seeking a peaceful
transition to majority rule, it did not seek to stipulate
how that goal might be attained or when it might be
reached. The United Kingdom Government could not
itself act unconstitutionally, by armed force or otherwise,
to change the Constitution and it would be useless to call
a constitutional conference unless all parties concerned
were willing to attend it.

42. According to the statement, the greatest danger
to peace and prosperity in the Territory at the present
time was the threat of a unilateral declaration, and
the steadfast opposition of the United Kingdom Gov
ernment to such a step had already been made clear.
All concerned must therefore address themselves to a
sober search for ways by which the current dilemmas
could be resolved constitutionally and honourably with
a view to the common goal of independence.

43. On 4 March 1965, Mr. Smith expressed the
view during a television interview that one notable
achievement of the visit by the United Kingdom
Ministers was the clear message conveyed to the
African nationalists that the United Kingdom was not
going to step in and hand over power to them. He
denied that anything concrete had come out of the
visit; the present position was that it was up to the
United Kingdom Government from whom he awaited
a further letter, to take the next step. Replying to a
question, Mr. Smith stated that if it was in the best
interests of the country, his Government would not
hesitate to declare independence unilaterally.

44. In a statement to the United Kingdom House
of Commons concerning the visit on 8 March 1965

• (see appendix IV), Mr. Bottomley reiterated the points
contained in his Press statement of 3 March 1965,
and remarked that what was lacking in Southern
Rhodesia was willingness on the part of Europeans and
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vacated the forfeiture of Southern Rhodesia's right
to membership in the Commonwealth, if this proved
a hindrance to the attainment of independence, These
measures, he believed, would strengthen Southern
Rhodesia's bargaining position in negotiations for in
dependence and provide the moral justification for a
unilateral declaration, if negotiations broke down.

51. It was reported that a new political party, the
Ail African Peoples Party was established in Salisbury
on 2 November 1964 by its President-General, Mr.
Thompson Gonese. The Secretary-General is 'Mr. D.
M. Matimba, A policy statement issued by the party
called for the release of all nationalist leaders in deten
tion or restriction, rejection of the referendum, and the
convening of a constitutional conference to bring about
African majority rule.

52. Sir Roy Welensky resigned from the leadership
of the Rhodesia Party and announced his withdrawal
from oolitics on 19 December 1964. In his letter of
resignation, he explained that, as he required several
months to recuperate from a recent surgical operation
he would be unable to play an :1.,,::' 're part in the im
portant period ahead. He still l ••aintained his belief
that a negotiated independence on a reasonable basis
was possible and that there should be an organized
opposition to the Government.

53. Sir Roy Welensky was succeeded on 11 February
1965 by 11,'11'. David Butler, who defeated Sir Edgar
Whitehead in a secret ballot at a convention called to
elect a new leader of the Rhodesian Party. In a state
ment following his election, Mr. Butler expressed
his continued support of the present Constitution and
franchise, and condemned those Africans who, according
to him, pursued their objectives by revolution or un
constitutional means. His feeling was that the Rhodesia
Front Government intended to introduce into the
Territory the full rigors of apartheid and to destroy
the Constitution in order to halt the gradual assimilition
of the Africans. In his opinion there was a danger
that, in these circumstances, the educated Africans would
turn to communism and to revolution. A unilateral
cl, 'laration of independence would lead to economic
chaos, emigration and the early introduction of an
African nationalist Government. The future of the
Territory did not, in his view, lie in becoming an
economic satellite of South Africa and Portugal, which
would be the only hope in the event of a unilateral
declaration.

Relations with Portugal and Soutli Africa.

54. It was announced in December 1964 that
Southern Rhodesian and Portuguese delegates had
reached complete agreement in discussions in Salisbury
about a trade pact between the two Governments, and
that the ground had been prepared for further negotia
tions about closer co-operation. A subsequent meeting
took place which led to the signing on 24 February
1965 of a five-year agreement providing for closer
trading ties between Southern Rhodesia and Portugal
as well as Mozambique and Angola.

55. On 30 November 1964, a new trade agreement
between Southern Rhodesia and South Africa was
signed, providing for preferential tariff treatment in
both directions between the parties concerned. An
official statement said that the agreement would come
into force immediately and would run at least until 31
December 1969. It reflected the determination of both
Governments to bring about considerable expansion
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Africans alike to discuss and compromise. However, he
was not without hope of finding a solution that would
win the support of all communities and lead to in
dependence and prosperity for all the people of the
Territory. He assured the House that, in the light
oi a report submitted by him and Lord Gardiner, the
Prime Minister would be in communication with Mr.
Smith.

45. Replying to questions, Mr. Bottomley informed
the House that during his visit he had submitted to the
Southern Rhodesia Government proposals for advance
towards majority rule, and that in keeping' with the
recommendations made at the last Commonwealth Con
ference he had made representations to that Government
about the release of persons in detention and restriction.

46. In a statement dated 10 March 1965, comment
ing on Mr. Bottomley's report to the United Kingdom
House of Commons, ZAPU accused the United
Kingdom Government of surrendering the initiative
to die Southern Rhodesia Government and of allowing
itself to lose grip of the situation by stages, under the
camouflage of empty protestations in favour of majority
rule. The acquiescence of the United Kingdom Govern
ment in Mr. Smith's rejection of the suggestion fora
constitutional conference was a signal to Africans to
resort to unconstitutional means.

Political parties

49. The Reform Group, led by Dr. M. 1. Hirsch,
which broke away from the Rhodesia National Party
(now the Rhodesia Party) earlier in 1964, decided
at a meeting held on 28 June 1964 to form themselves
into a new party, to be known as the Reform Party.
Dr. Hirsch explained that his party's attitude on in
dependence did not coincide with that of either the
Rhodesia Front or the Rhodesia National Party.

SO. In a subsequent newspaper article, Mr. Hirsch
explained that his Party believed with the Government
that early independence was vital to the Territory's
future progress and welfare and that a negotiated in
dependence should be based on the present constitution.
However, in the view of his Party, provision should
?e made for representation of unenfranchised groups
111 the population by indirect elections, including repre
sentation by chiefs, to an extent that would not endanger
the standard of operation in Parliament. He also ad-

Announcement of gcneral elections
47. On 30 March 1965, the Southern Rhodesia

"I Government published an official proclamation announc-
\ ing that the Legislative Assembly was to be dissolved

with effect from that date, and that general elections
r I would be held on 7 May 1965. According to an official
ll: statement (see appendix V). the object of the Southern
if Rhodesia Government was to secure an overwhelming
1 majority in the Assembly in order to strengthen its
,;. hand in its negotiations with the United Kingdom
~ Government for independence. It is also believed, ac
~ ; cording to reports, that the elections would be regarded
, i by the Southern Rhodesia Government as a referendum

on the question of a unilateral declaration of inde
pendence.

48. The announcement was made within a few ho- .r
~, of the receipt of a letter from Mr. Harold Wilson on
.) the question of independence for Southern Rhodesia.

" 'i Southern Rhodesia official sources rep0rtedlystated
that the letter did not contain expected proposals on
the independence issue.
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in trade and the closest possible economic relntionsblps.
So far as Southern Rhodesia is concerned, the agree
ment was expected to offset lost markets in the African
countries to the north. It was unofflclally estimated
that exports to South Africa would rise by between £5
to £ 10 million as a result of this agreement.

Developments cOllcerlling sccurity
56. The General Officer commanding the Southern

Rhodesian armed forces, Major General Anderson, was
retired on 23 October 1964, reportedly on account of
his age. He himself maintained however that he was
dismissed because he had refused to support a possible
unilateral declaratinn, On 29 October 1964, Mr. Smith
denied this assertion i he possessed a letter signed
by General Anderson stating that he would supp'ort
a unilateral declaration in certain circumstances.

57. On 12 November 1964, the Southern Rhodesia
High Court ruled that the Act under which Mr. Nkomo
and sixteen of his aides were kept in preventive deten
tion was inconsistent with the Territory's Bill of Rights
and that their detention was therefore illegal. Mr.
Nkomo had been under detention since he completed
a term in prison for subversion a few weeks earlier. The
High Court, however, agreed to suspend the court
orders invalidating their detention, pending an applica
tion by the Government for leave to appeal to the Privy
Council. This application was subsequently granted. On
16 November 1964, Mr. Nkomo and his associates were
removed from preventive detention and placed under
restriction in an area near the Mozambique border,
440 miles from Salisbury.

58. On 3 December 1964, the Minister of Law and
Order, Mr. Lardner-Burke informed the Southern
Rhodesia Legislative Assembly that there were 1,936
people restricted or detained under the Law and Order
(Maintenance) Act and the Harare and Highfield
emergency regulations.

59. On 7 December 1964, the Legislative Assembly
adopted an amendment to the Law and Order (Main
tenance) Act, which made the possession of a grenade
or bomb punishable by death, and the possession of
any other offensive weapon punishable by a maximum
of twenty years' imprisoment. According to Mr.
Lardner-Burke, there had occurred thirty-two incidents
involving the use of grenades over the preceding thirteen
months and two bomb attacks within the preceding
three days.

60. On 7 January 1965, the state of emergency
declared in the African township of Harare three months
earlier was extended for a further three months by a
government order. A motion to enable this to be done
was approved by the Legislative Assembly during
December 1964. Mr. Lardner-Burke told the Assembly
at the time that though political crime had been stamped
out, it was necessary to continue the state of emergency
in order to' maintain a peaceful situation.

61. On 16 January 1965, the Rev. Sithole won a
High Court appeal against his conviction under the
Law and Order (Maintenance) Act during September
1964 on a charge of publishing a subversive pamphlet.
However, he has not completed serving a twelve month
prison sentence imposed on him in May 1964 after
his conviction on a charge of publishing a subversive
circular.

62. On 18 February 1965 the Legislative Assembly
agreed to a three-month extension of the state of
emergency for the Highfield African township. In seek-

ing the extension Mr. Lardner-Burke informed the
Assembly that there bad recently been a resurgence of
violence in the township, which had probably been
staged for the hnefit o(the visiting United Kingdom
Ministers.

Olitcr \!'llJCIOPIIIClIts

63. On 17 November 1964, more than 400 Afrlcan
labourers rioted at a construction camp in the Nuenetsi
region of Southern Rhodesia, near the area where Mr.
Nkomo was beh.g' kept under restriction. According
to the police, an African who had been dismissed for
drunkenness attacked a European employee, who then
shot the African j the subsequent death of the African
in hospital had touched off the riot. More than 300
persons were detained in connexion with the incident,

64. During November 1964, the Southern Rhodesia
Government took steps with a view to assuming full
control over the privately owned Rhodesia Television
(RTV). In a television interview on 27 November ~
1964, Mr. Smith explained that, television being the '.
strongest propaganda weapon in existence, the Gov
ernment would be irresponsible if it did not ensure that
RTV was maintained in responsible hands. There would
otherwise be no guarantee, according to him, that
communist sympathisers could not gain control of RTV.
Arrangements were accordingly being made for the ,.
government-controlled Rhodesia Broadcasting Corpora- \~
tion to take over a controlling interest in the shares of ,..
RTV.

65. A Southern Rhodesia Government spokesman I

announced in November 1964 that his Government had~t
under study a detailed blue-print of a massive immigra- .•':",,'
tion scheme which would provide for assisted passages,
the speeding of immigration selection and re-settlement,
and intensive propaganda to sell the image of Rhodesia
overseas, Immigrants would, in return for the facilities V,

envisaged, be expected to remain in the Territory for at
least three years. It is estimated that during the first 1,1
nine months of 1964, some 10,500 Europeans emigrated
from Southern Rhodesia to South Africa.

66. It was announced on 21 December 1964 that
the general overseas news service of the British Broad- I~
casting Corporation in London, relayed every morning f'j;

by the Rhodesia Broadcasting Corporation (RBC), ~

would be discontinued from 1 January 1965 in favour I!
of the Southern African Broadcasting Corporation news f j

relayed from South Africa. Explaining this decision, I

the Director General of RBC said that it had no I)
political overtones j reception of BBC news from London :,J
had recently been bad and further it was deemed "
wise to have a wider selection of news broadcasts. k:

67. On7 January 1965, the GOllakudzaillgwaNews, ,
a six-page duplicated weekly newspaper published by I;
Mr. Nkorno and his associates from their place of tj
restriction, was banned after one issue. Other publica- !'\
tions banned at the same time were Afri.:a and the F'l~"./'l'
World, a monthly magazine published in London, I

Spotlight on South Africa, a sheet issued by the African
National Congress of South Africa, and Toward 1.1,

Anqolan Independence, the report of a seminar held r.
by the W orId Assembly of Youth on Angola. The
African edition of Ebony, a magazine published from,;
the United States, the September 1964 issue of which
contained an article about Mr. Nkomo, had previously ;,{
been banned during November 1964 as was the Central ,ti
African Mail, a weekly newspaper published in Zambia.
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72. Mr. Smith had admitted that one of his reasons
for holding elections was to remove the cross voting
on the A and B rolls. The system of cross voting, which
was the very basis of the 1961 Constitution, was
designed to palliate to some small extent the denial of
voting rights to the indigenous inhabitants by permitting
the 12,000 Africans un the B roll to vote not only for
the fifteen Members of Parliament elected on that roll,
but also for the fifty Members elected on the A roll.
By eliminating the system of cross voting, Mr. Smith
would not only be whittling away what small in
fluence the African voters had and removing the spirit
of compromise of the 1961 Constitution, but violating
the letter of section 111 of that Constitution, which
stipulated that certain clauses could not be changed
without the agreement of the United Kingdom or
without a referendum of the four racial groups voting
separately. He hoped that the Special Committee would
give that point serious consideration.

73. The second fundamental point in the coming
elections was the position of the Chiefs. Mr. Smith
planned to replace the fifteen Members of Parliament
at present elected on the Broil by Chiefs. His strategy
for achieving that was that his party would not put
forward any candidates fOl election on the Broil, but
would declare the independent members elected on
that 1'011 to be unrepresentative and would call for their
replacement by the Chiefs, who allegedly represented
the mass of the Africans. It would then be only a matter
of time before the Chiefs were removed from Parliament
and placed in a separate Assembly. The present Govern
ment of Southern Rhodesia had already induced the
Chiefs to pass a resolution stating that they should
send representatives to Parliament instead of repre
sentatives being elected on the B roll. Such a system
which was very similar to that in use in South Africa,
would bring the territory one step closer to apartheid.

74. Mr. Smith was also using more direct methods
to destroy African resistance to his policies. Nineteen
Africans were in the death cells in Salisbury, while
numbers of African nationalists were being beaten and
tortured in prison. It was unfortunate that Mr. Bot
tomley and Lord Gardiner had failed to visit the
restriction areas when they had been in Southern Rho
desia and had thus forfeited the confidence of the
African population.

75. Among the steps taken by the Smith Govern
ment to promote its dream of a white Southern Africa
were the encouragement of white immigration to South
ern Rhodesia, joint army and police training exercises,
the construction of a direct railway line between Salis
bury and Pretoria, and the preparations to sign a
defence pact with South Africa, Mozambique and
Angola.

76. The United Kingdom and the United Nations
should do everything in their power to reverse the
trend of events in Southern Rhodesia, The United
Kingdom Government had said that it would apply
economic sanctions against Southern Rhodesia if in
dependence was declared unilaterally. Mr. Smith re
alized, however, that he could obtain what he wanted
without a unilateral declaration of independence. Instead
of waiting for such a declaration, the United Kingdom
should use the Colonial Laws Validity Act to invalidate
the Constitution of Southern Rhodesia, thereby can
celling the elections, and to introduce a series of
temporary decrees for governing the area while a new
constitution was discussed by the Africans and European

2 See sections E and F for an account of the discussions on
Southern Rhodesia which took place at subsequent meetings
of the Special Committee.

B. CONSIDERATION ny TIlE SPECIAL COr.tMITTEE

Introductio»
68. The Special Committee considered the question

of Southern Rhodesia at its 320th to 328th meetings
held in New York between 6 and 22 April 1965.2 The
Special Committee had before it the report of the Sub
Committee on Southern Rhodesia which is appended
to this chapter (appendix 1). The report was introduced
by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee at the 320th
meeting of the Special Committee on 6 April 1965.

Written petitions mid hearillgs
69. The Special Committee also had before it the

following written petitions concerning Southern Rho
desia:

Pelitl'ollcl' Dacllflltlll No.

~Ir. G. B. Nyandoro, Secretary-General,
Zimbabwe African Peoples Union
(ZAPU) A/AC.I09/PET.373

~[r. L\lis Padilla. Secretary, World
Federation of Free Trade Unions
(WFTU) A/AC.109/PET.374

70. The Special Committee also heard the following
petitioners concerning Southern Rhodesia:
Mr, Nathan Shamuyarira and Mr. James

Mutambirwa A/AC.109/PET.375

71. Mr. Shamuyarira said that it was now quite
clear that Mr. Smith, the Prime Minister of Southern
Rhodesia, was determined to seize independence for
Southern Rhodesia's white settlers, while the United
Kingdom Government's cowardly and futile objective
was merely to prevent that happening. The United
Kingdom Government had threatened to apply economic
sanctions against Southern Rhodesia in the event of
such a unilateral declaration of independence. The
Africans of Southern Rhodesia contended, however, first
that Mr. Smith was in effect declaring independence
in the elections scheduled for 7 May; secondly, that in
taking that step he was contravening parts of the 1961
Constitution; and thirdly, that the United Kingdom
was fully informed about Mr. Smith's moves and was
either acquiescing or in fact participating through its
deliberate inaction. The Africans no longer believed
the United Kingdom's assertion that it was determined
to bring majority rule to Southern Rhodesia. Mr.
Smith hoped to achieve two objectives as a result of
the forthcoming elections: first, to establish Southern
Rhodesia as a permanent home for a dominant white
minority; secondly, to remove the African vote where
it existed and to deny it where it did not exist. Those
objectives had been clearly proclaimed in a number
of statements by Mr. Smith and others in a document
prepared by the Chairman of the Rhodesian Front.
Moreover, Mr. Smith had been advised by professors
of the University of South Africa that he should not
declare independence untilaterally, since that would
give the United Kingdom or the United Nations an
excuse to send in troops and possibly remove white
control, but that he should first obtain a two-thirds
majority for his party in Parliament and then force
through a motion stati '~; that the country wished to
be independent; his advisers were confident that the
United, Kingdom Government would not veto that
motion.
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representatives of Southern Rhodesia. If Mr. Smith
refused to renounce the illegality and unconstitutionally
towards which he was moving, the United Kingdom
Government should send in troops to maintain law
and order and should call on the loyal citizens of
Southern Rhodesia to support it. If it did that, it would
find all the country's 4 million Africans on its side,
together with a large number of the settlers.

77. The Africans of Southern Rhodesia would never
give up the fight for their rights. If the United Kingdom
and the United Nations did nothing to assist them,
they would be obliged to take whatever action they
saw fit to redress the situation. A crisis of grave
magnitude was developing and the Special Committee
and the Security Council should prepare to deal with it.

78. Mr. Mutambirwa said that the Chiefs, who had
been summoned to meetings on a few occasions by the
Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia to demonstrate
their support of his policies, were no longer the spokes
men of the African people but were merely paid civil
servants, whose duty was to carry out the wishes of
the Government. The political power of the Chiefs
had been destroyed at the time of the Mashongi rebel
lion of 1896; when Southern Rhodesia had been granted
so-called self-government in 1923 they had become
instruments for transmitting government policy to the
rural Africans and ensuring government control over
a vast area. If for any reason, political or other, a
Chief no longer carried out the functions of a civil
servant in a satisfactory manner, he was dismissed;
according to the reports of the Chief Native Com
missioners, at least fourteen Chiefs had been deposed
between 1925 and 1944, and the Minister of Internal
Affairs had stated in October 1964 that nineteen had
been deposed between 1945 and 1964.

79. Thus, it was absurd for the Prime Minister to
say that Chiefs were the spokesmen of the African
people, Past reports of the Chief Native Commissioners
had described many of them as lethargic, senile, opposed
to new ideas and of little use administratively-state
ments which clearly showed the contempt of the Whites
for those who, according to the Prime Minister, were
the only politically mature representatives of the
Africans. He wondered why popular leaders should
have to hold their meetings surrounded by police and
armed troops.

80. It should be noted that the few Chiefs who had
known the purpose of the meetings called by the Prime
Minister and who had refused to attend were now
under restriction, as were those who had advised them
to have nothing to do with the meetings until all political
prisoners had been freed. At the same time, Chiefs
who agreed, or were forced to agree, with government
policy were free to dine in white hotels and were sent
abroad to praise the Smith Government. The Chief
Native Commissioner had said of the Chiefs' Council
formed in 1%1, that the statutory recognition of a
structure and function which had been aimed at for
years did not mean that the Government intended to
turn Chiefs into politicians.

81. It was not surprising, therefore, that the majority
of Africans did not regard the Chiefs as their repre
sentatives. Political change throughout Africa had been
ushered in by nationalists, not by Chiefs. By acquiesing
in the Smith Government, the Chiefs had made them
selves unpalatable to the majority of Africans; many
of them were now afraid to live among their own
people and had asked for Government protection and

were living ill a government rest-house. Several Chiefs,
aware of the deep resentment which their participation
in the meetings called by the Prime Minister aroused,
had written to nationalists stating that they had dis
agreed with government policy but had been threatened
by the Government. Most Africans, however, regarded
the Chiefs as agents of a monstrous and vicious system
which would destroy the African people, including the t
Chiefs.

32. He wished to bring to the Committee's attention ,~
the sufferings and hardships which restriction and I'
detention had brought to the wives and children of ['
those detained. Many had been evicted from their
homes because they could not pay the rent, many
children had left school because their fees could not I~~,.
be paid, and the Government was intimidating anyone 't,',
who might wish to employ the wives. By such activities, (
the white minority Government was creating an in- "
flamatory situation which might lead to bloodshed. He I
hOlled that the United Nations would be able to forestall h
sue 1 a tragedy. J,.

General statements by members f

83. In introducing the report of the Sub-Committee ,i
on Southern Rhodesia (see appendix I), the Chairman ,
stated that the Sub-Committee had been deeply con
cerned at recent developments in Southern Rhodesia, I;
pardt~culalrly hthe decision of the minority Government ~~
to ISSO ve t e Parliament of the Territory and organize AI
new elections on the basis of the present Constitution, U
The Sub-Committee had therefore recommended that I I
the question of Southern Rhodesia should be considered tI
by the Special Committee as a matter of urgency. ')

84. The representative of the United Kingdom said ~'
that his delegation wished to give the Committee an I;
account of recent developments in Southern Rhodesia j
in the spheres in which his Government had responsi
bility, without prejudice to his Government's position L,~,l
concerning discussion of the subject. The authority '1
and responsibility for bringing Rhodesia forward to I'

independence rested with the United Kingdom Gov
ernment and its view that the United Nations had no 1

competence to discuss Rhodesian affairs was well known. !'/
85. In the statement made by the Prime Minister I"~,i"

of the United Kingdom on 27 October 1964, the full ~

text of which had been read to the Committee on that I, ;!:

same day by the United Kingdom representative, Mr. i
Wilson had expressed the hope that an early opportunity r i
would be found for dicussions with the Prime Minister ri

l
!

of Rhodesia. On 17 November Mr. WiIson had con- I,'
firmed in the House of Commons that his invitation ti
tlo dMrl' Smith tO

d
chome lto

bL0!1dofn
hremUaiI!'edd 0KP;n·dHe r.iI.,.

la a so repeate t at t le asIS 0 t e nite mg om i~:
Government's approach to the problem was the com- . ,
muniquc of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Con- : i
ference in July 1964 (see A/5800/Rev.l, chap. Ill, n
app, V). I,

86. On 21 January 1965, Mr. Wilson had told ~,~
Parliament that it had not so far been possible to t J
arrange minister!al talks and tha,t he had alre~dy t,',

proposed a parhamentary delegation to the Prime r'
Minister of Rhodesia as an alternative method of finding i'
a way foward. He had suggested a small all-party I;:
mission of senior and experienced members of the I'!;
United Kingdom Parliament to acquaint themselves jj
wit~l the situation at first hand.. ~nfortunately, Mr. i:\;
Smith had not felt that such a mISSIon would serve a "
useful purpose. .
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the great desire for independence on the part of the
bulk of the European population. There had been forty
years of self-government; many other countries in
Africa had attained independence j and European in
itiative, energy. knowledge and capital had contributed
so much to the massive economic development of the
country. Some Europeans had told them that they
considered independence to be such an urgent necessity
that it must be taken unilaterally and unconstitutionally
if it could not be negotiated quickly, but a majority
of white Rhodesians to whom the Ministers had spoken
were anxious that independence should be attained
lawfully, peacefully and in a manner which would
preserve friendly relations with the United Kingdom
and other countries inside and outside the Common
wealth.

91. The Chiefs had emphasized to the two Ministers
the Importance of their position in the life of the
country as the traditional leaders of their people. They
felt themselves to be threatened by the political activities
of the younger generation of Africans who had subjected
them and their people to intimidation and violence. The
Ministers understood that the Chiefs believed im
mediate majority rule or immediate independence to be
the only alternatives open to Rhodesia. The Chiefs
also believed that the United Kingdom Government
favoured the African nationalists and they therefore
insisted that the right course w-s immediate inde
pendence.

92. Mr. Bottomley had also said that the African
nationalist representatives of both the ZAPU and the
ZANU parties, as also many other Africans, had
demanded that the United Kingdom Government should
agree to a new constitution based upon the principle
of one man, one vote, and should call an immediate
conference for that purpose. They considered that the
United Kingdom Government should, if necessary, use
armed force to intervene in Rhodesia's affairs and
establish majority rule j they also wanted the United
Kingdom Government to press the Rhodesian Govern
ment for the release of all persons in restriction and
detention.

93. IVIr. Bottomley's statement made it clear that
he and Lord Gardiner had found many grievous misun
derstandings among Europeans, Chiefs and African
nationalists about United Kingdom policy. They had
therefore taken the opportunity to explain that policy.
They had said that the United Kingdom Government
did not propose to impose immediate majority rule upon
Rhodesia. The electorate of Rhodesia had accepted the
principle of eventual majority rule when they had
approved the 1961 Constitution. The real issue was
the period of transition to majority rule and the timing,
of independence. To attempt to impose a solution of
those problems unilaterally would be to violate the
1961 Constitution and the established convention that
the United Kingdom Parliament, except with the
agreement of the Rhodesian Government, did not
legislate on matters within the competence of the Rho
desian Legislative Assembly.

94. Mr. Bottomley had emphasized that the granting
of independence was, constitutionally, a matter for the
United Kingdom Government and Parliament. In seek
ing a peaceful transition to majority rule, that Govern
rnent was not .stipulating how and when that stage
might be reached. Mr. Bottomley had also emphasized
that the United Kingdom Government was completely
opposed to unlawful and unconstitutionally acts of all

87. Subsequently, however, MI'. Smith had come
to London for the funeral of Sir Winston Churchill and
had had a discussion with Mr. Wilson. From that
discussion had emerged a proposal which the Prime
Minister had announced in the House of Commons on
9 February 1965. Mr. Wilson had told the House that
the Rhodesian Government had agreed to his sug
gestion that Mr. Bottomley, the Commonwealth Secre
tary, and Lord Gardiner, the Lord Chancellor, should
visit Rhodesia to have discussions with the Rhodesian
Government and to meet a representative cross-section
of opinion. Mr. Wilson had said, in reply to questions
that he would have preferred to send a Commonwealth
mission of senior Commonwealth statesmen, since the
difficult problems facing Rhodesia affected the whole
Commonwealth and not only the United Kingdom, but
that that had not been acceptable. Mr. Wilson had
been asked whether the two Ministers would meet
African Chiefs as well as African politicians and
whether any distinction would be made between those
whom they would be able to meet and those whom
they would be unable to meet because they were under
restriction or in prison. In reply to the first question
the Prime Minister had said that the Ministers would
wish to meet representatives of the Chiefs, whose views
had of course been taken at the indaba. He had added
that they would wish to take a more widespread sample
of African opinion because in no country was it true
that the views of the Chiefs represented the views of
the whole population. To the second question Mr.
Wilson had replied that the United Kingdom would
not have put forward or agreed to the proposed visit
unless it had felt that all sections of opinion in Rho
desia could be met and their views taken by the
Ministers.

88. Mr. Wilson had also explained that the Ministers
would not meet those in prison for criminal offences,
even though he recognized that Rhodesian laws some
times differed from British laws. There would, how
ever, be no restriction affecting meetings between the
Ministers and political leaders whose detention or
presence in a restricted area was not the result of a
criminal conviction. Thus the Ministers would be able
to see Mr. Nkomo but not Mr. Sithole, who was still
in prison. They would, however, be able to see lieuten
ants of Mr. Sithole and to get a fair picture of African
op'uion in Rhodesia.

89. The visit of Lord Gardiner and Mr. Bottomlev
to Rhodesia had taken place from 21 February to 3
March 1965. On the day of their departure from
Salisbury at the end of their visit, Mr. Bottomley had
made a full statement, He had said that the Ministers'
visit to Rhodesia had provided the opportunity both
to hold discussions with the Rhodesian Government
and to hear the views of all sections of the population.
They had had a full progremrne and their only regret
was that it had not been possible for them to see every
body who had wished to meet them. They regretted that
there had been no time available for a large number
of individuals and bodies of all kinds who had asked
for interviews. They had, however, talked with a wide
range of representative opinion.

90. The main impression which the Ministers had
received was that of a recent hardening of attitudes
amongst both Europeans and Africans. They had
singled out for particular mention the views that had
been put to them by different groups of Europeans, by
the Chiefs and by the African nationalists. They were
in no doubt about, and fully understood the reasons for,
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which, under the Constitution, the United Kingdom
Government had no responsibility or authority. The
United Kingdom Government would naturally follow
the course of events during the election campaign with
close attention. It did not think that the prospects for
the neg-otiation of a peaceful settlement had been
materially affected by the decision to hold elections at
that time. Nort did it appear that the decision was in
any way connected with the correspondence between the
United Kingdom and Rhodesian Prime Ministers.

100. In his statement about the new elections, issued
on 31 March 1965 (see appendix V below), Mr.
Smith had pointed out that negotiations between himself
and Mr. Wilson in London were still taking place and
he had repeated his assurance that no unilateral declara
tion of independence was contemplated while those
negotiations were in progress,

101. The Special Committee could see from the
above account that since coming into office in October
1964 the United Kingdom Government had been con
stantly active in trying to find a peaceful way forward,
by negotiation and discussion, towards a solution which
would be acceptable to the people of the countrv as a
whole. His Government was convinced that while
the possibility of progress by peaceful negotiation re
mained open, as it did, it would be an abdication of
responsibility and a betrayal of all the people of Rho
desia, whatever the colour of their skins, to take or
precipitate violence or unconstitutional action of any
kind. The United Kingdom Government had made
clear in its statement of October 1964 the consequences
for Rhodesia of a unilateral declaration of indeoendence.
Violent or unconstitutional action from any quarter
would be calamitous. Wise and reasonable counsel must
prevail if a peaceful solution was to be found. The
responsibility for refraining from violent or uncon
stitutional action rested on all and it was the hope of
his Government that all those who were' concerned
about and interested in that problem would do all they
could in what they said and did to encourage restraint
and thus to help remove obstacles to a settlement by
peaceful negotiations whereby all Rhodesians might
realize the great promise of their country.

102. The representative of Denmark said that his
Government regarded the situation in Southern Rho
desia with great concern. He had already stated his
delegation's opinion that the indaba that had been held
had been totally inadequate; that opinion was shared
not only by the African opposition in Southern Rho
desia but by the European opposition there, as also
by the United Kingdom Government. The indaba had
not 'by any means represented the opinion of the entire
African population, for it had been inaccessible to
everyone who had not been invited to it. The results
had been exactly what the minority Government had
wanted: a display of unanimity behind the position
of the Government.

103. Another factor that caused his Governme-t ('0n-
cern was the growing influence of South A' in
Southern Rhodesia. An example of that was : in-
terference of South African jurists in Southern Rho
desian constitutional affairs, in the form of advice on the
introduction of indirect elections for the African voters,
in direct contravention of the principle of one man,
one vote. He trusted that it had been made clear that
the United Kingdom Government would not tolerate
the introduction of such a system, which was in flagrant
contradiction of a long-standing democratic tradition
in the United Kingdom.
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kinds. He had made it clear to the African nationalist
leaders that the United Kingdom Government utterly
condemned intimidation and violence. Those leaders
had told him that they too were opposed to the use of
such methods.

95. The Ministers had explained to the African
nationalist leaders that the United Kingdom could not,
whether by armed force or otherwise, act unconstitu
tio.nally to change the present Constitution. They had
pointed out that it would serve no purpose to call a
constitutional con ference unless al1 parties concerned
were willing to take part. They had made equally clear
to the Rhodesian Government the strong opposition of
the United Kingdom Government to unconstitutional
action in the form of a unilateral declaration of in
dependence which, they believed, was the greatest danger
to the peace prosperity of Rhodesia at the present time.

96. In his concluding remarks, Mr. Bottomley had
said that he and Lord Gardiner were deeply conscious
of the hopes of Rhodesians of all colours and classes
that, despite the hardening of attitudes, some way
forward could be found to reassure both those Africans
who felt themselves denied full political and human
rights and those Europeans who feared losing what
they had earned. The Ministers believed that all con
cerned should address themselves to a sober search
for ways by which uncertainties could be removed. the
current dilemmas resolved constitutionally and hon
ourably, and the common goal of independence achieved.

97. On his return to the United Kingdom, Mr. Bot
tomley had made a similar statement in the House of
Commons on 8 March 1%5. He had referred to his
meetings with Mr. Nkomo and Mr. Takawira, Mr.
Sithole's second-in-command, and had outlined the
points of view and demands of the various sections of
opinion in Rhodesia. He had said that what was lacking
was willingness on the part of Africans and Europeans
alike to discuss and compromise. The fate of Rho
desians of all colours and classes lay largely in their
own hands. Illegal action from any quarter would be
calamitous, The problem must be solved by negotiation.
Mr. Bottomley had concluded his statement by saying
that he was not without hope of finding a way towards
a solution that would win the support of all com
munities and lead to independence and prosperity for
all Rhodesians. Mr. Bottomley had told the House
that he and Lord Gardiner had made a report to the
Prime Minister and that Mr. WiIson would be in touch
with the Rhodesian Prime Minister.

98. Later, in reply to questions, Mr. Bottomley had
rea firmed that the United Kingdom, as he had made
quite clear in Rhodesia, would not disturb the conven
tion whereby it had undertaken not to interfere in the
internal affairs of Rhodesia. But he had made it quite
clear also that the United Kingdom Parliament had
the final responsibility about whether a constitutional
change to independence should be made. With regard
to the future, Mr. Bottomley had said that before he
had gone to Rhodesia it had certaiulv looked as though
the doors were closed completely, :.lt1t that now they
were a little ajar and he hoped that it would be
possible to continue discussions from now onwards.

99. Members of the Special Committee would know
of the announcement made by the Rhodesian Govern
ment on 30 March that the Rhodesian Parliament was
to be dissolved and that fresh elections under the
present Constitution were to take place on 7 May.
That decision was, of course, entirely one for the
Rhodesian Government. It was an internal matter in
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further assurances to that effect from the United
Kingdom Government.

109. The representative of Sierra Leone said that
his delegation considered that a situation of grave
emergency had developed in Southern Rhodesia as a
result of the Prime Minister's avowed intention of
dissolving Parliament and holding further elections.
That was a move of grave implications and a cause
of serious concern to the majority of African peoples,
who had hoped, from the many assurances given by
the United Kingdom Government, that the principle
of majority rule for Southern Rhodesia had been ac
cepted, that a unilateral declaration of independence
would be considered illegal and that no new steps
would be taken under the existing Constitution.

110. The action of the Southern Rhodesian Prime
Minister constituted an unwarrantable provocation of
the African peoples and placed an almost unbearable
strain on the patience of those who would counsel
moderation on the part of the Africans of Southern Rho
desia. The change in the United Kingdom from a Con
servative Government, which many had considered too
patient with the white majority regime in Southern
Rhodesia, to a Labour Government, which seemed to be
more concerned about the fate of the Africans, had
encouraged the hope that there might be some im
provement in the situation, and the visit of the United
Kingdom Commonwealth Secretary and Lord Chancel
lor to Southern Rhodesia had accordingly been wel
comed. Unfortunately it did not appear from the state
ment by the United Kingdom representative that any
progress had been made. The Committee had heard
only a repetition of the familiar United Kingdom argu
ments: the United Kingdom representative had in
formed the Committee that his Government did not
intend to impose majority rule upon Southern Rho
desia immediately, that the electorate of Southern Rho
desia had accepted the principle of majority rule under
the 1961 Constitution and that the issue was the transi
tion to majority rule and the timing of independence.
The United Kingdom Government was apparently still
basing its position on the 1961 Constitution, which had
been universally condemned. The electorate that had
accepted that Constitution had been composed of the
white minority; it was common knowledge that the
African majority had completely rejected it.

111. It was the solemn duty of his delegation to
remind the United King-dom Government of its respon
sibilities and obligations to the African majority of
Southern Rhodesia. The argument that Southern Rho
desia had been self-governing for forty years was not
convincing. If there was a constitutional situation which
placed the African majority at a great disadvantage, it
was disingenuous to invoke constitutional arguments as
a pretext for taking no action. If the United Kingdom,
in the discharge of its responsibilities, had allowed
a situation to develop which now operated against the
interests of the African majority, it should squarely
accept the blame for that development. The denial of
justice and democratic rights to the Africans of South
ern Rhodesia had created an explosive situation, not
only in that country but in the whole of Africa.

112. His delegation had asked to speak at that early
stage of the debate in order to record the disappoint
ment with which it had received the statement that the
United Kingdom representative had made at the 320th
meeting. It had hoped to hear some useful declaration
of the United Kingdom's reply to the Southern Rho
desian Prime Minister's declaration of his intention

~'l' 104. It was also disquieting that the Southern Rho-
desian Prime Minister had repeatedly stated his inten
tion of declaring independence unilaterally, ignoring
serious warnings from many quarters, including the
unambiguous statement by the United Kingdom Gov
ernment.

lOS. The Danish delegation had stated in October
1964 that the referendum to be held in November 1964

d was completely unacceptable, and the conditions in
" which the referendum had been held had proved it

to be right. Of a population of some 4 million, only
about 100,000 people had been qualified to vote, among
them only 12,000 of an African population of 3.7 million.

106. His delegation had been disappointed by Mr.
Bottomley's statement that, while the United Kingdom
wanted a peaceful transition to majority rule in South
ern Rhodesia, it did not propose to say when or how.
That had been interpreted by the Southern Rhodesian
Prime Minister as a clear message to the African
nationalists that the United Kingdom did not intend
to step in and hand power to them. The Southern
Rhodesian Government was now going to stage elections
with the officially declared aim of securing an over-
whelming strength in Parliament as a backing in its
discussions with the United Kingdom Government, and
the elections were to be regarded as a referendum on
a unilateral declaration of independence. Added to all
those disturbing trends was the news that the Southern
Rhodesian Government had taken steps to assume full
control over television in that country and that the
South African Radio was replacing the British Broad
casting Corporation in the Southern Rhodesian news
broadcasts, a development which could only further
the influence of the apartheid regime on Southern
Rhodesian opinion.

107. As against those discouraging facts, there were
only a few encouraging" ones. The straightforward warn
ing that the United Kingdom Prime Minister had given
the Southern Rhodesian Government was still valid,
as was the official motion of the Southern Rhodesian
Legislative Assembly taking note of that warning and
rejecting any policy leading to a unilateral declaration
of independence based on the referendum of November
1964. It was also encouraging that the United Kingdom
Government had had an opportunity to exert its
moderating influence and to gain an impression of the
opinion of all groups in the Territory through the visit
of two of its Ministers, and that after their visit those
two Ministers had expressed the opinion that despite
the many difficulties it should be possible to find a solu
tion acceptable to the whole population. It was en
couraging, too, that the European opposition in South
ern Rhodesia dissociated itself from the introduction
of any policy on the lines of apartheid in Southern Rho
desia and from a unilateral declaration of independence.

108. Although those positive elements were over-
shadowed by the negative ones, his Government still
took it for granted that the Southern Rhodesian Gov
ernment would not use its anticipated victory in the
forthcoming elections as a pretext for a unilateral
declaration of independence. It had noted the repeated
statement that the United Kingdom Government had no
constitutional power to intervene directly in the in
ternal affairs of Southern Rhodesia, but it was con
fident that the United Kingdom Government would
exert every possible influence to promote the develop
ment of a democratic system in Southern Rhodesia
and to prevent the minority Government from taking
extreme political steps. His Government would welcome
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ment's response had been nothing more than the as
surances given by the Prime Minister on 27 October
1964.

116. The acts of the Smith regime had culminated
in the calling of the so-called indaba of a chosen set
of puppet chiefs and headmen paid by the regime. The
preparations for the indaba had included the calling
up of the reservists of the army composed of ruthless
racists, the seclusion of the chiefs and headmen from
journalists and the general public, intimidation through
the holding of army and air force exercises in the
vicinity, and the rounding up and detention of hundreds
of nationalists and their leaders. Such nationalist
leaders as Mr. Joshua Nkorno and Mr. Sithole were
known to be languishing in goal for no just reason,
although veiled legal terms might be used to cover the
denial of their civil liberties and human rights.

117. Although the United Kingdom Government
had said that authority and responsibility in Rhodesian
affairs lay with it alone, the minority regime had been
accumulating powers to do e..xactly as it pleased with
impunity; the situation had gone from bad to worse
because of the passive role played by the United
Kingdom Government, According to the Secretariat's
working paper," the Minister of L1.w and Order had
announced on 3 December 1964 that there were 1,936
people restricted or detained under the Law and Order
(Maintenance) Act and the Harare and Highfield
emergency regulations; the most recent information
given by the Secretary of the Zimbabwe African Peoples
Union (ZAPU) quoted a figure of 9,000. Moreover,
the Smith regime had concluded agreements with South
Africa and Portugal, both countries known to be op
pressors of African people.

118. The United Kingdom Government's attitude
was indicated by the Commonwealth Secretary's state
ment, that it was not his Government's policy to impose
immediate majority rule in Rhodesia (see appendix III
below). According to an editorial in The Times of
London of 1 April 1965, the purpose of the general
elections in Rhodesia would unquestionably be to give
Mr. Smith a mandate to declare independence uni
laterally and unconstitutionally if and when his Cabinet
saw fit. That view was further strengthened by Mr.
Smith's statement of 31 March (see appendix V,
below).

119. Those facts should be a serious warning to all
people who loved freedom and peace and abhorred
suppression and injustice. The African people of Rho
desia wanted no more than peace and freedom with
dignity. The people of Africa as a whole, like all the
freedom-loving and peace-loving peoples of the world,
had pledged themselves to rid humanity of colonialism
and exploitation; his delegation therefore felt in duty
bound to outline a course of action in the face of the
Rhodesian danger.

120. First, the Committee should once again adopt
a resolution reminding the United Kingdom Govern
ment of the impending dangers of the situation in
Rhodesia, in the light of that Government's failure
to deal sternly with Mr. Smith. Secondly, it should
appoint a sub-committee of three to make a final visit
to the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. Thirdly,
that sub-committee should appeal to the United
Kingdom Government to use all its power to halt the
present trend towards bloodshed in Rhodesia. Fourthly,

I
3 The working paper prepared by the Secretariat is incor
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to press on with his policy of denying the African
majority their rights. Grieved as it had been to see
that challenge unheeded, it still hoped that the United
Kingdom Government, even at that late hour, would
come forward with fresh initiatives that would lead to
a just solution of the problem and would show that
a multiracial societv, based on respect for the rights
of all the people of Southern Rhodesia, was still possible
in that territory,

113. The representative of United Republic of
Tanzania observed that the statement made by the
United Kingdom representative at the preceding meeting
(see paras. 84-101 above) contained little more than the
warning issued by the United Kingdom Prime Minister
on 27 October 1964. His delegation was disappointed
to note that, despite the change of Government ill the
United Kingdom, the Committee was still faced with
the same arguments, including the argument that the
United Nations was not competent to discuss the Rho
desian issue. The adoption of General Assembly reso
lutions 1514 (XV) and 1747 (XVI) was an indica
tion that world opinion disagreed with the United
Kingdom on that point. In any event,. the que~tion
was not that of the competence of the Umted Nations ;
the question was whether the resolutions of the General
Assembly on decolonization were being faithfully carried
out bv the United Kingdom as the administering Power
for Rhodesia. The United Kingdom Government must
be reminded of its unfulfilled responsibilities towards
the African people of Rhodesia and of its full responsi
bility for the present situation in Rhodesia, where the
establishment of the existing minority regime had been
the outcome of that Government's so-called constitu
tional conferences, at which the Africans had not been
represented. World public opinion would continue to
condemn the United Kingdom Government until the
situation in Rhodesia was rectified.

114. He hoped that the United Kingdom Govern
ment, whose representative had ~tated at the pr~v~~us
meeting that it held the authority and responsibility
for bringing Rhodesia to independence, would exercise
that authority urgently and immediately, so that the
African majority of Rhodesia could exercise their rights
to independence and thus avert the dangers inherent
in the existing explosive situation. It was the duty
of the United Kingdom Government to ensure that
constitutional development in Rhodesia was such as to
lead to independence with majority rule and it saw no
reason why that Government should not call a constitu
tional convention to achieve that purpose.

115. Apart from the evils of the 1961 Constitution.
there were certain facts which had given rise to great
apprehension concerning the intentions of the. United
Kingdom Government with regard to Rhodesia, That
Government had remained silent in the face of the
repressive and savage laws. passed ?y the S.m.ith
minority regime, the suppression of Africans ?y killing
or imprisonment and the gaoling of practically all
the known African leaders; to Mr. Smith's brazen
threat of a unilateral declaration of independence it had
opposed only words, not deeds; when the Common
wealth Secretary had visited Rhodesia, he had met
the same brain-washed puppet chiefs who had betrayed
the cause of the African people's freedom at the indaba,
although the United Kingdom Government had refused
to send a representative to that conference; lastly, and
perhaps most important, with regard to the dissol:ring
of Parliament in Rhodesia and the holding of elections
by Mr. Smith's regime, the United Kingdom Govern-
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certainly not use force. The Smith Government and its
racist elements, however, would apparently not be
deterred by reason, by warnings or by threats of the
breach of diplomatic and trade relations, the halting
of economic aid and other measures from plunging
Southern Rhodesia into a struggle which would make
the country unsafe even for the white minority. His
delegation considered that the United Kingdom Gov
ernment could still find ways of bringing about some
amendment of the present obsolete racist Constitution
within the framework of articles 49 and 50 or any
other relevants articles of that Constitution in such
a manner as would ensure justice and equality for the
African majority. Indeed, the United Kingdom could
go further and stipulate the conditions under which
Southern Rhodesian could attain independence, at the
same time informing the Smith Government officially
that, as a last resort, the United Kingdom might find
itself obliged to use every measure at its disposal to
avert an explosion, should the European minority at
tempt to declare independence unilaterally. The United
Kingdom Government, which had helped many millions
of human beings to regain freedom and independence,
must at once-and not after the election-make a bold
declaration that it would reaIly shoulder its responsi
bilities. In so doing, it would have the support of all
Memb, of the United Nations.

124. .dis delegation had been deeply moved by
the petition from the Secretary of the World Federation
of Trade Unions asking the United Kingdom Govern
ment to take the necessary action to ensure that five
just and reasonable demands of the people of Southern
Rhodesia were met (AIAC.109/PET.374). He ap
pealed to the United Kingdom to give that request the
most careful and sympathetic consideration.

125. The atmosphere of the past twenty years had
been imbued with revolutionary ideas reflecting dis
satisfaction with colonial rule, economic exploitation
and traditional authority, ideas of the true value of
human rights, the dignity and worth of the human
person, and the equal rights of men and women and of
nations large and small. In the case of Southern Rho
desia, "traditional authority" meant the puppet chiefs
who had held the so-called indaba; they were not the
true representatives of the African majority who could
legitimately shape the destiny and future of the country.

126. His delegation shared the concern and anxiety
expressed by speakers at the preceding meeting and
agreed with the arguments, conclusions and constructive
suggestions of the Tanzanian representative. He urged
members of the Committee to form a united front in
order to avert the spilling of African and European
blood. His delegation would support any draft resolu
tion along the lines he had indicated.

127. The representative of Mali said that the report
of the Sub-Committee on Southern Rhodesia (see ap
pendix I) showed that the situation in that Territory
was rapidly deteriorating. Parliament had been dis
solved and elections were scheduled for 7 May 1965
on the basis of the existing Constitution. The Prime
Minister of Southern Rhodesia had said that the
elections could lead to a unilateral declaration of in
dependence; that did not augur well for the African
majority.

128. The statement made by the United Kingdom
representative (see paras. 84-101 above) had introduced
no new elements but merely revealed contradictions
in the attitude of the United Kingdom Government
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.ihe Security Council should be kept informed of the

I hardening of attitudes of the parties in Rhodesia, which
;'i \ might at any time lead to a conflict entailing bloodshed.
I Fifthly, an appeal should be made to the United

Kingdom to convene a constitutional conference at
, which all parties would be represented.

1\ 121. His delegation, knowing how much the people
tH of the United Kingdom respected public opinion, hoped
~\I that that people and its Government would take into
\~ . account the strong feelings of the Special Committee,

of Africa and of the peace-loving people of the world.
If his delegation's appeal was ignored and independence
was declared unilaterally in Rhodesia, the consequences
would be disastrous. Such an act might lead to the
break-up of the Commonwealth, for he could not
imagine the United Kingdom Government handing over
some 4 million Africans to slavery under a handful of
whites, and it would certainly lead to chaos and

I bloodshed in Rhodesia. There were Africans who were
I prepared to die for their freedom; past lessons in Kenya
, and Algeria and present experience in Aden and other

/4 places suggested that the United Kingdom Government
t would not wish for a repetition of such events in Rho

desia. It must act promptly to stop the Smith regime
from leading Rhodesia to disaster and bloodshed. His
delegation had high hopes that the United Kingdom
Government would act before it was too late.

122. The representative of Syria said that a most
'\j dangerous situation had arisen in that Territory. The
.II decision of the Smith Government to hold elections on
I( 7 May on the basis of the existing Constitution made
I it imperative that the United Nations, and in particular! the United Kingdom Government, should take the most

, stern and effective measures to avert a catastrophe, not
only to the African majority, but to the white minority
also. Unfortunately, the latest statements made by the
United Kingdom delegation in the Special Committee
and in the Sub-Committee on Southern Rhodesia
provided no new elements which might help the Com
mittee in its difficult task. The United Kingdom Gov
ernment had, of course, warned the Rhodesian au
thorities in unambiguous language of what the United
Kingdom would do if the Smith Government decided
to declare unilateral independence. That warning, how-

I~ ever, had been given on 27 October 1964 and his
\ ., delegation had hoped for a more forceful statement
~' reflecting the official reaction of the United Kingdom
il J Government to the forthcoming elections. It was true
f; that correspondence and contacts were taking place

r
·; between the two Governments, but no assurance had
., thus far been given of any new measures contemplated
[1'( by the United Kingdom in the face of possibly im-

pending disaster.

123. The position of his delegation, which had been
clearly stated on 27 October 1964 (AIAC.109/SR,295),
was unchanged, but the world was facing a new threat
which would considerably increase the international
tension prevailing during the past few months and
might ignite a struggle against the residue of colonialism
and white supremacy in Africa. There was little time
left for efforts by all, and by the United Kingdom in
particular, to avert a tragedy whose consequences could
not be predicted. The New York Times, in an editorial
?f 5 April 1965, had said that the implicit issue in the
torthcoming elections was independence, that a uni
lateral declaration of independence would lead Southern
Rhodesia towards tragedy, but that the United Kingdom
while planning to break diplomatic and trade relations
if independence was declared unilaterally, would
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towards the different colonial situations in which it was
involved. That Government was taking refuge behind
the Constitution of Southern Rhodesia and claiming
that any intervention on its part would be unconstitu
tional. Such an attitude showed its complicity with the
white settlers, since the existing Constitution was a
discriminatory and undemocratic document designed
to perpetuate their rule. It had been rejected by the
African population, who were in the overwhelming
majority, and could not be considered valid. Although
the United Kingdom Government had justified the
colonization of Southern Rhodesia 'by the need to
protect and emancipate the African population, it was
letting the white settlers violate that population's rights.
Yet, while declaring that it could not intervene in
Southern Rhodesia, it did not hesitate to undertake
military operations against Yemen, on the pretext of
protecting the people of Southern Arabia, to give the
United States and Belgian Governments military bases
for their aggression against the African inhabitants
of StanleyvilIe and to amend the electoral law in British
Guiana without the agreement of all the political parties.
It had often repealed the constitutions of colonies with
a system of self-government similar to that of Southern
Rhodesia. The references to special clauses in those
constitutions were merely legal arguments to justify
arbitrary action.

129. By invoking clauses in the Constitution of
Southern Rhodesia which prevented it from intervening
to protect the interests and rights of the majority
of the population, the United Kingdom was deliberately
evading its responsibilities towards the African popula
tion and flouting international opinion. The United
Kingdom Government, which was entirely responsible
for the situation in Southern Rhodesia, should not
merely declare its opposition to a unilateral declaration
of independence but should take practical steps to
lead the country to independence with a democratic
constitution based on the principle of equality and a
Government elected by universal suffrage and defending
the interests of the majority.

130. The minority Government of Southern Rho
desia was showing dangerous irresponsibility and
complete ignorance of the phenomenon of decoloniza
tion. Its acceptance of the results of the indaba was a
challenge to the United Nations and the Organization
of African Unity (OAU). The report of the Sub
Committee showed that the uulaba, at which the chiefs
had been isolated from the rest of the population, had
been held under government pressure. History showed
that feudal chiefs were always instruments in the hands
of the minority Government and never defended or
expressed the aspirations of the oppressed population.
It would be cynical to consider that the chiefs' ac
ceptance of the minority regime practising apartheid
against the African people reflected the wishes of those
people. Mr. Smith had said that the chiefs were ex
pressing the feelings of a large fraction of the popula
tion. Even if that were true, the independence of a
country was an event of such importance as to require
the participation of the entire population.

131. By rejecting the results of the indaba the
United Kingdom Government had displayed realism
which should have been carried stilI further. That
Government should take firm action to ensure that
Southern Rhodesia attained independence in accordance
with the provisions of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) and with the freely expressed wishes of
the majority of the population. A new relationship

based on equality, friendship and understanding should
replace the existing relationship between the white
settlers and the African population. \

132. His delegation proposed that the United I
Kingdom Government should be asked to oppose the I
elections scheduled for 7 May, which would have no
validity since the majority of the population was ex
cl:lded from the electorate. Secondly, the United I
Kingdom Government should convene a new constitu- l
tion~1 conferef!ce to be attended by all the political i'
par.tIes, even If tl:e minority refused to participate. I

Thirdly, the attention of the Security Council should '
be drawn to the situation in Southern Rhodesia which '
cons~ituted a serious threat to peace and security. The
Special Committee should convey its concern to the
l!nit~~ Kingdom Prime Minister, on the occasion of
11lS VISIt to New York, and ask him to take the necessary
steps to quell the unrealistic pretensions and ambitions
of the minority Government of Southern Rhodesia.

133. The representative of the Union of Soviet
S.ociali~t Republics ~aid that the Special Committee was \
dls~l1ss1l1g the question of Southern Rhodesia at a time 'r
of increased aggression by the forces of imperialism ~
and colonialism against peoples in different parts of the l
worl?, who were struggling for their rights, freedom ,
and independence. The weapons used might differ but
the objective was always the same: to keep the depend- ~
~nt peoples under colonial domination or to render the r
independence won by many States purely fictitious. The I'
motive was robbery and exploitation and certainly not ~

as was hypocritically stated, the defence of freedom:
The monopolists and colonialists, joined by hired lackeys
fron! the countries concerned, were meting out cruel
pUl1lshments to the fighters for independence. Their ;
m~erference was creating tension and conflict, fraught i
WIth grave consequences for the cause of peace and l'
security. The liquidation of the colonial regimes was ~

!heref9re acquiring still greater significance and requir- "
111g stili greater efforts from the United Nations and,
its organs. )

134. Several months had elapsed since the Special
Committee had last considered the question of Southern
Rhodesia and since the United Kingdom Government
had issued its announcement on 27 October 1964. The ~
Sub-Committee on Southern Rhodesia had listed the .
measures to be taken to remedy the situation (A/5800j
Rev.I, chap. HI paras. 632-634). The measures had
also been embodied in resolutions of the General As
sembly. The United Kingdom, however, had not
implemented a single recommendation and was thus I
~dversely affecting !he already serious political climate ~.'
111 Southern Rhodesia, The deterioration of the situation I

had been noted at the nineteenth session of the General
Assembly by many representatives of African countries,
who had called for positive action by the United I

Kingdom Government. .

135. Similar concern had been voiced by repre
sentatives of the indigenous population of Southern'
Rhodesia. In a statement made in February 1965 to a
correspondent of Prauda, Mr. Robert Chikerema Act
ing Chairman of the Zimbabwe African Peoples Union
(ZAPU), had said that his country had been turned
into a concentration camp and that punitive expeditions
were burning down villages and looting households;
many f~milies had f1~d to the moun~ains to escape
prosecu~I?I?' Mr. Chlk~rema had said that special
responsibility for the crimes of the racists should be
borne by the United Kingdom Government, which
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kept admonishing Mr. Smith instead of taking decisive
action.

136. Despite the announcement by the United
Kingdom Government on 27 October 1964, Mr. Smith
had not given up his plan to proclaim independence but
was merely adapting it to new conditions. He was
seeking support from abroad and, as could be seen from
the working paper prepared by the Secretariat (see
paras. 54-55 above), that support was forthcoming. In
a recent statement ZAPU had denounced the construc
tion of military bases and airfields on the frontier be
tween Rhodesia and Mozambique. Over 3,000 persons
had already been deployed at one of the bases; aircraft
were being sent from South Africa and troops from
South Africa, Portugal and Southern Rhodesia. The
colonialists and neo-colonialists were disregarding the
appeals of the Special Committee to refrain from
providing arms and ammunition to the Government of
Southern Rhodesia. A secret agreement on military
assistance had recently been signed between that Gov
ernment and the Federal Republic of Germany, provid
ing for the dispatch of West German pilots to Rhodesia.

137. The Committee had already had an opportunity
to judge the true value of the so-called referendum held
among the European settlers. The consultation con
ducted among a handful of indigenous chiefs and head
men, who were maintained by the racist Government
and unquestionably supported its plans, had been
equally unconvincing. The undemocratic nature of the
two consultations was clearly apparent from the Secre
tariat working paper (see paras. 4-11 above). The
Smith Government had recently been making plans
for a so-called "legal revolution". The purpose of that
piece of legal trickery was to obtain independence, as
it were, through the back door by means of a series
of constitutional amendments and other legislation. The
plan was to be implemented in six stage, during which
the powers of the United Kingdom in Southern Rho
desia would be gradually reduced, paving the way for a
unilateral declaration of independence in the exclusive
interests of the country's racist minority.

138. It might be asked what the United Kingdom
had done in recent months to help to solve the problem.
It was of particular interest to know what had been
the effect of the United Kingdom's statement of 27
October 1964, in which it had said that the Government
of Southern Rhodesia had already recognized that in
dependence must be based on general consent. Events
had made it clear that the United Kingdom's statement
had been intended merely as .a screen for the policy
of the Southern Rhodesian racists, who were continuing
to oppose the convening of a constitutional conference
in which all political parties would participate for the
purpose of taking action to achieve independence on the
basis of universal suffrage. Mr. Sithole, the leader of the
indigenous political party, the Zimbabwe African Na
tional Union (ZANU), had stated in a newspaper
interview published on 12 March 1965 that the United
Kingdom should lose no time in caIling a constitutional
conference, since the Prime Minister of Southern Rho
desia had already said that he was unwilling to do so.
The United Kingdom, however, had no intention
of taking such action. and was pursuing a policy of
procrastination and of utterly futile negotiations with
Mr. Smith.

139. The visit made to Southern Rhodesia in Feb
ruary by Mr. Bottomley, the United Kingdom Com
monwealth Secretary, and Lord Gardiner, the Lord
Chancellor, was significant in that connexion. The Corn-

mittee would recall that Mr. Bottomley had cancelled
plans for an earlier visit after Mr. Smith had refused
him permission to meet two African leaders, Mr.
Nkomo and Mr. Sithole, Yet the United Kingdom
Government had gone ahead with the visit in February,
subject to Mr. Smith's condition that the two Ministers
could not consult any imprisoned African leaders, which
had meant that they would be unable to see Mr. Sithole,

140. The visit to Southern Rhodesia had clearly
had no positive results whatsoever. According to Mr.
Bottomley's statement in Parliament on 8 March, Mr.
Nkomo and Mr. Takawira, another African leader, had
called upon the United Kingdom Government to con
vene a constitutional conference and to ensure the
release of political prisoners, the immediate introduc
tion of universal suffrage and the imposition of majority
rule, if necessary by force. Mr. Bottomley had indicated
that the United Kingdom had no intention of employing
force for that purpose. Moreover, the United Kingdom
Government had made it clear that it did not intend
to take any positive action in the near future and stated
that the key to the situation lay in Salisbury. Mr. Bot
tomley had stated, in reply to a question, that the
Government would honour the existing convention so
long as no action of an unconstitutional nature was
taken. He had, moreover, made no reply to a Member
of Parliament who had asked whether the Government
was unwilling to convene a constitutional conference
to amend the 1961 Constitution and was thus sup
porting that Constitution. He wondered whether the
United Kingdom representative in the Committee could
reply to that question.

141. Mr. Smith had stated on 4 March that the
the visit of the two United Kingdom Ministers had
changed nothing with regard to the question of in
dependence and that its most important result had
been that the African nationalists now realized that
their demands would not be accepted. In the period
that had elapsed since the United Kingdom Govern
ment's statement of 27 October 1964, which had
aroused such high hopes, there had been no change
in that Government's policy. The magazine St,atist
had asserted in its issue of 12 March that the Labour
Party had abandoned its pre-election position on South
ern Rhodesia and had embraced that of the Conservative
Party, which it had formerly criticized.

142. It was clear that the situation in Southern
Rhodesia had grown worse and that the United
Kingdom Government was unwilling to take the neces
sary action to implement the. resolutions of the General
Assembly and the Special Committee. The Smith Gov
ernment had dissolved the Legislative Assembly and
called elections for 7 May, at the same time making it
clear that it was determined to attain "independence"
at any cost. Public opinion in many countries had
correctly interpreted that action as a challenge to Africa
which would have far-reaching consequences, and The
New Yark Times had declared in an editorial on 5
April that an international crisis was looming.

143. In the circumstances, his delegation felt that
the Committee was entitled to call upon the United
Kingdom Government to take the following urgent
steps:

(1) To demand that the racist Smith Government'
should cancel the elections scheduled to be held on
7 May on the basis of the 1961 Constitution, which
had been rejected by the Territory's political parties
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as undemocratic and as designed to perpetuate the rule
of the white colonialist minority;

(2) To put a stop to the Southern Rhodesian Gov
ernment's persecution of fighters for that country's free
dom and independence, to repeal the; laws banning the
activities of political and social organizations which
favoured independence; to bring about the immediate
release of all political prisoners convicted under those
laws and to restore all democratic freedoms in the
Territory;

(3) To proceed immediately thereafter to convene a
constitutional conference with the participation of repre
sentatives of all political parties-even if the racist
minority refused to take part-for the purpose of formu
lating constitutional measures, including the holding
of elections on the basis of universal suffrage and the
establishment of an early date for proclaiming the Terri
tory independent;

(4) To halt any military and other assistance to
the racist Government of Southern Rhodesia which was
being used to suppress the national liberation move
ment, to deprive that Government of control over the
troops and military equipment transferred to it after
the dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, to eliminate all foreign bases in Southern
Rhodesian territory and to withdraw all foreign armed
forces and military personnel from that Territory.

144. The Committee should also call upon all States
to refrain forthwith from providing arms, ammunition
and economic or financial assistance to the minority
Government of Southern Rhodesia. It should instruct
its Sub-Committee I to undertake a study, with the as
sistance of the Secretary-General, of the activities of
foreign economic and other interests in Southern Rho
desia which were hindering the indigenous population's
attainment of self-determination and independence.

145. His delegation was in full agreement with the
delegations which had stated, both in the Committee
and during the general debate in the General Assembly
at the nineteenth session, that the situation in Southern
~hodesia called for consideration by the Security Coun
cil as a threat to international peace and security. His
delegation was prepared to support any proposal con
cerning Southern Rhodesia which took account of the
observations he had just made.

146. The representative of Iraq recalled that when
he had last spoken on the question of Southern Rho
desia, in October 1964, he had welcomed the statement
of policy that had been issued by the Prime Minister
of the United Kingdom and had expressed the hope that
a new chapter of fruitful co-operation between the Com
mittee and the administering Power was about to begin.
He had therefore been somewhat disappointed when
the United Kingdom representative had opened his
statement at the 320th meeting (see paras. 84-101
above) by referring once again to the question of the
competence of the United Nations to deal with the ques
tion of Southern Rhodesia. That question had been set
tled long since by the General Assembly and was quite
irrelevant at the present stage of the debate.

147. The question that the Committee was entitled
to ask was what steps the United Kingdom proposed
to take to follow up its statement of October 1964. The
answer, unfortunately, was that not only had that Gov
ernment done very little but apparently it did not con
template any action in the foreseeable future. After
three months of inaction following his policy statement,

the United Kingdom Prime Minister had declared in
the .House of Comm~ns that his proposal to send a
parliamentary delegation to Southern Rhodesia had
been rejected by the Prime Minister of Southern Rho
desia; indeed, had it not been for the fortuitous circum
stance of Mr. Smith's presence in London for the funeral
of Sir Winston Churchill it was possible that the visit
of the two Ministers would never have taken place.
The results of that visit had been a great disappoint
met;t. It l!ad been hoped that, following the visit, the
United Kingdom would finally formulate a policy for
the settlement of the question and would bring about
its oft-repeated objective in S?ut~lern Rhodesia, namely,
self-government based on majority rule. The statement
made by Mr. Bottomley after the visit had however
con~istedr?f a series of negatives, outlining what th~
Umted Kingdom would not do but saying very little
about what it proposed to do. b

.148. First, Mr. Bottomley had said that the United
Kingdom Government would not impose majority rule
by force. The fact of the matter was, of course that the
only party using force to maintain its position' was the
Southern Rhodesian minority Government. It seemed
str~nge that, when force was being used in many Terri
tories under the direct or indirect administration of
the United Kmgdom to maintain conditions that were
clearly opposed by the majority, the United Kingdom
Government should be so fastidious about the possibility
of ~he. use of force as a last resort in order to help the
majority of the people of Southern Rhodesia to achieve
their legitimate aspirations. Moreover, he wondered
whether the United Kingdom's repudiation of the use
?f force applied to physical force only or whether it
mcluded coercive measures in the economic and other
fields. In its statement of October 1%4 the United
Kingdom Government had indicated that it would not
hesitate to adopt coercive measures in the event of a
unilateral declaration of independence by the minority
Government of Southern Rhodesia. He would like to
know why such measures, especially those of an eco
nomic .and political character, coul? not equally well be
taken m order to secure the compliance of the Southern
Rhodesian minority Government with the declared
policy of the United Kingdom Government to establish
majority rule in the Territory. He hoped that the
United Kingdom representative would explain and
answer that point, for upon it would hinge the action
to ~e ta!,en b:y the Committee. that year, the fourth year
of Its diSCUSSIOn of the question of Southern Rhodesia.

149. Secondly, Mr. Bottomley .iad stated that in
l:e~king a peaceful transition to majority rule, the United
~Zmg?om Gover~ment did not seek to stipulate how
It might be ~chleved. or when that stage might be
reached. The unpression to be gained from that was
that the United Kingdom Government hoped that some
miraculous situation would arise in Southern Rhodesia
whereby the African majority would submit to the pos
sibility of remaining in an inferior position for an in
definite period and the racist Government of Southern
Rhodesia would ultimately decide that the time had
come for it to accept majority rule; meanwhile, world
opinion, and African opinion in particular, would stand
idly by and wait for the miracle to happen. The fact
was, however, that the Africans were not going to wait
for the day that might never come when majority rule
would be established in Southern Rhodesia, nor was it
likely that the racists of Southern Rhodesia would accept
anything short of complete independence, with total au
thority in their own hands. That placed the entire re-
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15.5. The representative of Ethiopia agreed with the
Iraqi representative that the United Kingdom was com
pounding the errors ,it had made in the past. While
It was human to err, It was a different matter to come
repeatedly to an international forum and ask for the
errors tu be accepted. The United Kingdom Govern
ment was repeating- in Southern Rhodesia the errors
it had committed in South Africa. It was no use saying
that t!le situation. had arisen in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and should therefore be ignored'
the present-day world was different, France had used
force to dictate realistic terms in Algeria before with
drawin~ fron~ that country; there was no reason why
the United Kingdom could not do the same in Southern
~hodesia or why its settlers could not be told that the
tl111~ had come for them to live in equality with the
African people. In fact, the United Kingdom would not
need to use force. There had been no unilateral declara
tion of independence, simply because the United King
dom Government had opposed such a declaration and
had warned the minority Government of the conse
quences. That warning had heen heeded because the
econ?my, the political philosophy and everything else
relating to the Government of Southern Rhodesia was
basically English. Moreover. the minority Government
was actually a minority of a minoritv : it was not
su~porte:l by ~11 t!le ?et.tler~ but only' by those who
believed 111 racial discrimination, All the United Kinz
dom had to do was use its constitutional power to
oppose anything that was against the interests of the
African majority.

156. The purpose of the elections scheduled for
7 May 1965 was to enable the minority Government
to consult its followers once more to see if. it could
make a unilateral declaration of independence and count
on their support to the bitter end. Despite all the appeals
by the ~enera! Assembly and the Special Committee,
the United Kingdom Government was allowinz the
elections to be held on the basis of the 1961 Constit~tion.
That Constitution had been deliberately designed to
exclude all the inhabitants except those who would
support ~ certain cour~e-rule by the white minority.
Faced WIth such an attitude on the part of the United
Kingdom Government, Mr. Smith would draw the con
elusion that it was not opposed to the 1961 Constitution
or to the proposed elections and therefore must be in
favour of his policy. The result was that the minority
Government would be perpetuated.

157. The Committee had exhausted all the means
at its disposal to resolve the problem and his delegation
therefore thought that it should now be referred to
the Security Council. He hoped that the Council, with
its power, its prestige and its resources, would achieve
better results and would be able to safeguard the more
than 3 million Africans in Southern Rhodesia.

158. The representative of the United States said
that the trend of events in Southern Rhodesia was on
the whole a downward one, characterized by what Mr.
Bottomley had described as a hardening of attitudes
among both Europeans and Africans. The United States
was extremely concerned about that trend, which made
it apprehensive about the future of all the peoples of
Southern Rhodesia.

159. While there were factors outside the country
which could help,. hi~der or influenc.e developments in
Southern Rhodesia, m the end a Just and equitable
solution should be based only on a full and honest ex
pression of the will of its entire population, The nee-

sponsibility on the United Kingdom Government, which
having declared the aims of its policy, was now delib~
erately denying itself the means of achieving them.

150. Mr. Bottomley had also stated that the United
Kingdom Government did not wish to violate the 1961
Constitution. Yet many members of Parliament in the
Labour Party had expressed serious reservations about
that Constitution when their party had been in oppo
sition. He wondered whether the Labour Party had
changed its opinion upon taking office. Moreover. the
General Assembly had repeatedly condemned the '1961
Constitution as incompatible with the principles of the
Charter and with the desires and aspirations of the
overwhelming majority of the people of Southern
Rhodesia.

151. In his statement at the 320th meeting (see also
paras. 84-101 above), the United Kingdom representa
tive had said that the elections scheduled for 7 May
in Southern Rhodesia were perfectly legitimate and
did not necessarily affect the ultimate solution of the
problem. Yet not only were the elections to be based
on the 1961 Constitution. which had been rejected by
the people of Southern Rhodesia. but Mr. Smith had
made it quite clear that his Government intended the
elections to give him a two-thirds majority in Parlia
ment which would enable him to take such actions as
he had hitherto not dared to take.

152. Lastly, Mr. Bottornley had referred to the con
stitutional convention whereby the United Kingdom
was allegedly inhibited from legislating for Southern
Rhodesia or interfering in the legislative processes of
the Territory. The Iraqi delegation had dealt with that
point some years earlier and he saw no need to repeat
the arguments it had advanced at that time to show
that that constitutional excuse was quite invalid. The
constitutional convention might be applicable in colonies
inhabited by predominantly English-speaking people,
where Parliament was based on the cardinal principle
of the British Constitution that governmental action
must be based on the consent of the governed, but the
Southern Rhodesian Parliament was a body in which
only a tiny minority of the population was represented
and its decisions were certainly not based on the consent
of the governed but rather on a complete denial of
~he wishes and rights of the majority of the people
It governed.

. 153. The United Kingdom maintained that in 1923
It had made Southern Rhodesia a self-governing colony.
What it had done, however, had been to hand a pre
dominantly African population over to the rule of a
white racist minority; it could not be claimed that self
government had been given to the people of Southern
Rhodesia. The United Kingdom was now however
basing its policy on that mistake and thereby ~ommitting
further mistakes which would have even greater con
sequences for the future of the people of Southern
Rhodesia and for the African continent as a whole.

154. The time had come for the United Kinzdom
Government to do more than merely say that it; aim
:vas to provide for majority rule in Southern Rhodesia;
It should state boldly what practical steps it contem
plated taking in order to ensure that that aim was
realized. Neither the Committee nor the United Nations
as a whole could accept its claim that a constitutional
convention, which was not applicable to the present
case, deprived it of the possibility of taking any steps
to rectify a past error and to put its own declared
policy into effect.
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essary agreement and expression of the people's will leaders m
should be achieved through communication, understand- ment of the United Kingdom, the administering Power, tion and
ing, wisdom and sensible negotiation. Yet nothing was had failed to respond to the just demands of the Terrl- independl
being done to promote communication or understanding tory's 4 million Africans, the situation had gravely howcver,
among the Southern Rhodeslans, and the Government deteriorated. ~ Rhodesia
of that country had resorted to measures resulting in 164. The question of Southern Rhodesia, which! 166. 1
worsening the atmosphere. It continued tll exercise was still one of the most serious and disturbing colonial I( issued b
sweeping police powers and to detain a large number bl I' h It i
of citizens without trial under security measures about pro ems, was ~t present t ireatentng to tone 0 a new \I, on 2i 0

international crisis. The racist Government of Southern in it n I
which the majority of the population had not been Rhodesia had in recent months been provoking Africa Kingdoll'
consulted and to which they had not assented. and the rest of the world by announcing its intention to find a

160. The Government of Southern Rhodesia was of proclaiming unilaterally the independence of South- Unfortur
continuing to play the futile game of seeking lnde- ern Rhodesia and thus of creating" another bastion of port, thl
pendence under minority rule, without a genuine ex- colonhlism and racism in addition to that already )1" Kingdon
pression of opinion by the people. It would do better existing in South Africa. On 21 October 1964, it had , sure thc
to make a dedicated effort to enable all its people to called a conference of chiefs and headmen, who were desia in
enjoy fundamental human rights and the economic and all on the Government's pay-roll and who were sup- ration c
social advantages which their richly endowed country posed to express thc will of the Africans regarding i countrie.
could so well afford. A sincere effort to stamp out the independence. The Government had in fact declared 1

1
'

growing breach of discrimination between the races in that repeated acts of intimidation made it impossible 167.
Southern Rhodesia and to provide equal opportunity to consult the entire Af: ;can population and it had de- 11 had reit
~•nd satisfaction for all would do much to ensure a ployed military units in the regions inhabited by Afri- ] that the
promising future for the country and would win the cans. It was pertinent to note that the conference had i, Rhodesi
sympathetic support of the entire world. The contrary been held in complete seclusion, on the pretext of and res
seemed to be the case and it was not possible tu be shielding the chiefs from outside influences. On 5 No- 'i indepen
deaf to the ill-considered statements of certain political vember, a so-called referendum on the question of inde- '1Illent (s
lenders in Southern Rhodesia calling for a unilateral pendence had been held. The 12,000 Africans entitled connexh
and unconstitutional declaration of independence from to participate, out of a population of 4 million Africans, stated t
the United Kingdom. had decided to boycott the referendum. Although he Souther

161. The United States' view on this question had had evfen
l

faEiled to win thle ~uPPMort 0Sf ~ lcolnsdidera?le I~' ~~~;:Ja
not changed since its representative had expressed the part 0 t le uropean popu ation, r, rnit 1 la main- most dl
conviction that a unilateral declaration of independence tained that the referendum was a great triumph and rninorit;
by the Government of Southern Rhodesia would inevi- that the African boycott was to be explained by the t

tably lead to violence. In its unequivocal communication Africans' lack of interest in Western systems of gov- ~~d ath a
to the Government of Southern Rhodesia on 25 October ernment. At the end of 1964. Mr. May, a South Rhodes
1964, the United Kingdom Government had clearly set African expert on constitutional law, well known for work 0
forth the consequences of such a declaration. The over- his racist theories, had apparently been invited to Salis-
whelming majority of the nations of the world endorsed bury to work out the legal aspects of the plans for the
that announcement; it was difficult to imagine that independence of Rhodesia within the system of racial
S 1 Rh desi . d d hi d d segregation. Finally, on 30 March 1965. the Govern-

out tern 0 esian III epen ence, ac neve unr er con- ment had dissolved Parliament and had set the date
ditions which lacked the approval of the substantial
majority of the people, would obtain international ap- for elections on 7 May, elections in which the Africans

1 d . . A '1 I d 1 . f' d would 110t be able to vote under the existing undemo-
prova an recognition, mu atera ec aration 0 III e- cratic Constitution. It was obvious that Mr. Smith
pendence would wreck any possibility of establishing
genuine communication between the various parties in intended to make use of those elections to proclaim
Southern Rhodesia, which was the only way in which unilaterally the Territory's independence. Meanwhile,
self-determination could be exercised and a formula for the Rhodesian Government continued to persecute the
independence acceptable to a substantial majority of Africans, maintaining martial law and enacting- new
the people could be worked out, measures which made their position still worse. A num

ber of African political leaders had been in prisons and
162. The United Kingdom Government had ex- concentration camps for months, in conditions which

hibited vigorous leadership, taken a number of initiatives endangered their lives. Rhodesia was also strengthening-
and indicated that it would utilize whatever meagre its economic and political ties with South Africa and
opportunities to help Southern Rhodesia to overcome Portugal, thus forming a colonialist racist alliance whose
its difficulties. The United States appreciated the fact aim was to halt the national liberation movements short
that the United Kingdom had a special and heavy of the Angola-Rhodesia-Mozambique line and, even-
responsibility to lead Southern Rhodesia to independ- tually, to take action against neighbouring independent
ence on terms acceptable to all the people. It was con- African States.
fident that the United Kingdom would continue its 165. In a number of resolutions, the United Nations
search for ways of bringing the parties together for
at least an informal discussion, if no other possibilities General Assembly had called upon the United Kingdom
were available, and would help them to move towards to block the plans of the racist sections of the white
a solution acceptable to all concerned. minority to legalize their supremacy by the unilateral

proclamation of independence; to ensure without delay
163. The representative of Yugoslavia recalled that the accession to power of a majority Government based

at the 226th meeting of the Committee he had pointed on the principle of "one man, one vote": to convene,
out that the recommendations of the General Assembly to that end, a constitutional conference of all elements
and the provisions of the United Nations Charter and genuinely representative of the population; to put an
of the Declaration on the granting of independence end to the terror and persecution to which the Africans
to colonial countries and peoples had not been imple- were subjected; to demand the release of all the African

mented
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tion and to demand equality for all in n free and stated that many Af.ricans, ~n particular the representa-
independent Southern Rhodesia. The United Kingdom, tives of the nationalist parties, had asked him to induce

~ however, h
G
ltc1 done nothing ~nd was a,l1?\ying the the U.nitedd~<ingldom. G

l
overt,lmentt tOthco~vtenedn ct.onfer-

fI Rhodesian overnment to continue its activities. ence nnme mte Y Wit1 a view 0 e In 1'0 uc Ion 0

166. His delegation had welcomed the warning a new constitution based On the principle of "one man,

I
n issued by the United Kingdom to Southern Rhodesia one vote", It might be asked what was preventing the

on 27 October 1964 (sec appendix II below), seeing convening of such a conference and whether Mr. Smith's
d U . d approval was perhaps awaited. Surely the patience of

in it a positive change in the nttitu e of the nitec the African population should not be strained further,
Kingdom Government and an indication of its readiness nor should the Government of Southern Rhodesia be
to find an early nnd equitable solution to the problem. I f f 1 Id' h •. rb
Unfortunately, as the Sub-Committee stated in its re- e t to con rout t le WOI' Wit a ]alf accolllp l y a

unilateral declaration of independence. Mr. Smith had
port, there was nothing to indicate that the United interpreted the results ef the visit of the two United
Kingdom was now pursuing "an active policy ... to en- Tr' d '1\"'" 'd I I U' d T{'
sure the attainment of independence by Southern Rho- J:".mg om Mmisters as evi ence t mt t le I1Ite .L mg-

dom Government was not going to intervene in the
desia in conformity with the provisions of the Decla- affairs of Southern Rhodesia and hand over the power
ration 011 the granting of independence to colonial to the African nationalists. It. was regrettable that, at
countries and peoples" (see appendix I, para. 17). the very moment when the most disturbing developments

167. On 6 April, the United Kingdom representative were taking place in Southern Rhodesia, the United
had reiterated the earlier position of his Government Kingdom representative was trying to persuade the
that the United Nations was not competent to discuss Committee that his Government had no means of inter-
Rhodesian affairs and had added that the authority vening with regard to the elections. The situation was
and responsibility for bringing Rhodesia forward to fraught with danger, and his delegation urged the
independence rested with the United Kingdom Govern- administering Power to take whatever steps were nee-
ment (see paras. 84-101 above). He recalled, in that essary to prevent the elections being held and to draw
connexion, that in 1964 the Yugoslav delegation had the attention of the Southern Rhodesian Government
stated that the theory of the self-governing status of to the fact that, even if the elections were held, their
Southern Rhodesia had no legal, moral or political results could in no way change the status of the Terri-
justification, since nine tenths of the population were tory 01' entitle the Southern Rhodesian Government to
denied their most elementary rights and lived in the carry out its plans. It was only through a solution
1110st degrading conditions under the rule of a racist based on the measures recommended by the General
minority Government whose reign of terror was based Assembly that the United Kingdom could discharge
011 an undemocratic and discriminatory constitution, its responsibilities in the interests of both the African
and that the political future of the people of Southern population and the white settlers themselves.
Rhodesia could be considered only within the frame- 171. His delegation supported the Tanzanian repre-
work of a new constitution. sentative's proposal to the effect that the Committee

168. 'The United Nations was not only entitled but should inform the Security Council of the present situa-
in duty bound to discuss all such situations and to tion in Southern Rhodesia and recommend it to take
support the aspirations of colonial peoples for inde- steps designed to prevent that situation from deteriorat-
pendence, the more so in cases where the administering ing further.
Power was not fulfilling its obligations. Not only had 172. It was no accident that Mr. Smith had
an enslaved people the inalienable right to freedom and decided to dissolve Parliament and hold elections
independence, but the struggle against colonial domina- at the very time when the world was beset by new
tion was an integral part of the struggle for peace crises and the United Nations was facing serious diffi-
generally and for the establishment of sound interna- culties, It was imperative to redouble the efforts made
tional relations on new democratic foundations. to remove the causes of tension, the most serious of

169. Without wishing to doubt the assurances given which was colonialism, an essential element of the mili-
by the United Kingdom representative, who had said tary, political and economic strategy of certain Powers.
that his Government was making every effort to find 173. The Heads of State or Government of Non-
a solution for Southern Rhodesia which would take into aligned Countries had declared at the Cairo Confer-
account the interests of all the inhabitants of the Terri- ence (see A/5763) that lasting world peace could not
tory, he felt ronstrained to state that the facts. and be realized so long as there were peoples under foreign
particularly the ambiguous statements of the United domination who continued to be deprived of their fun-
Kingdom Ministers who had visited Southern Rhodesia, damental right to freedom, independence arm self-
provided no ground for thinking that that Government's determination. They had also expressed their regret
efforts to carry out Its stated intentions were really that the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
effective. The Commonwealth Secretary and the Lord to Colonial Countries and Peoples had not been imple-
Chancellor had stated that their Government did not merited everywhere and they had called for the uncon-
propose to impose immediate majority rule upon Rho- ditional, complete and final abolition of colonialism.
desia; that in seeking a peaceful transition to majority 174. The representative of India recalled that, at the
rule it was not stipulating how or when that stage first meeting of the current session (320th meeting).
might be reached, that it could not, whether by armed db' f h
force or otherwise, act unconstitutionally to change his delegation had ma e a ne statement on t e
the present Constitution; and that no purpose would fifteenth report of the Working Group, which had
be served by the calling of a constitutional conference touched upon the disquieting situation in Southern
unless all parties concerned were willing to take part. Rhodesia..
Those statements could not but encourage the Southern 175. At the same meeting, the United Kingdom rep-
Rhodesian Government to persevere in its intentions. resentative had made a statement which might have
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ments in the Territory and to provide information on nationalists, including Mr. Nkomo, were in prison or ~ else a
Mr. Smith's proposals regarding the A and B rolls. under restriction. . rowan
The United Kingdom representative had merely given 180. With regard to the Press statements made by t

f
A sin

the Committee a summary of the developments since tl S t f S f C I I RI' (I tiation
the official statement made by the Prime Minister of the le cere ary 0 tate or ommonwea t 1 xeattons, l lS5
United Kingdom on 27 October 1964; he had quoted it was encouraging to note the assurance that the d

United Kingdom Government was steadfastly opposed ~ Unite!
extensively from the Press statement made by the to unconstitutional action in the form of a unilateral 'f... to pn
Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations on declaration of independence. At the same time, however, ~ respo
3 March 1965 and from his statement in the House I I d

f C 8 M I 1965 TI I d d I 1 le la some doubts about the statement of the Secre- l sure tt
o ommons on arc 1 • rat la a nee prac- tar)' of State that the United Kingdom Government had ., the U
tically nothing to what the Committee already knew no intention of imposing unilnterally a solution which [I prevei
of the situation in Southern Rhodesia. would violate the 1961 Constitution and the established would

176. Moreover, the United Kingdom representative convention that Parliament at Westminster did 1I0t ; maine
had said that the exchange of communications between legislate on matters within the competence of the Legis- '~ certaii
his Government and the Government of Southern Rho- Iative Assembly of Rhodesia except with the agree- a rebe
desia was confidential. The Indian delegation fully ment of the Rhodesia Government. It was hard to revolt
understood that fact, but it hoped that the current nego- understand how the Parliament of the United Kingdom , sUPPO
tiations would produce some concrete results in the would be abusing its power by encouraging constitu- ~ South
very near future. tionnl advance, as it had the responsibility to do. If , was

177. In his statement, the representative of the that meant that no advance was possible in that sphere ~ ration
United Kingdom had repeated that the United Nations without the agreement of the minority Government of~. 1S6
had no competence to discuss Rhodesian affairs. That Southern Rhodesia, then the situation was indeed 1.1 cerner
view had not been accepted either by the Committee hopeless. I~ since,
or by the General Assembly, since Southern Rhodesia lS1. The Secretary of State for Commonwealth '7~ indep
had been included among the Non-Self-Governing Relations had concluded his Press statement by asking ! of a
Territories under General Assembly resolution 1747 all concerned to search for ways by which current di- ~ on th
(XVI). On the other hand, when the United Kingdom lemmas could be resolved constitutionally and by which l.' IS7
representative affirmed that his Government had the the common goal of independence could be achieved. I
authority and responsibility for bringing Rhodesia Those sentiments were praiseworthy, but it would be I could
forward to independence, the Special Committee whole- difficult to put them into practice- while Mr. Smith ( ~~e;,s
heartedly agreed; it contended, however, the United and his supporters assumed the right to a veto even
Kingdom had not yet exercised its authority to dis- on the holding of a constitutional conference. ~ detent
charge that responsibility. 182. The African nationalist leaders had made rea- .. ~~l\i~~

178. The United Kingdom Government, which had sonable demands: abrogation of the 1961 Constitution, ~. called
taken legitimate pride in the fact that in transferring release of all prisoners and defaUltS and the convening . meth
power it had always ensured rule by the majority while bv the United Kingdom Government of an immediate resolu
protecting the interests of the minority, seemed to have constitutional conference with the representatives of the : Comn
a different policy in Southern Rhodesia, where the people to devise a new constitution based on the prin- I' gover
minority enjoyed complete protection and the rights ciple of "one man. one vote". They had also asked d dons
of the majority were ignored. That disregard for the that the granting of independence to Southern Rhodesia ,[, futile
rights of the majority was contrary not only to the should follow and not precede the formation of a ma- ; by th
resolutions of the, Committee and the General Assembly jority Government. In fact, similar demands had been . meast
but also to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. accepted in the past by the United Kingdom Govern- I with
He quoted article 21, paragraph 3, which spoke of the ment in its erstwhile colonial Territories. ! deteri
right of universal suffrage and free elections to all 183. Unfortunately, Mr. Smith had different ideas. . since
people. He also cited article 2 of the Declaration which He considered that the question of majority government and tl
guaranteed this right to all persons irrespective of race, was so far in the future that it did not bear examina- r peace
colour and political or constitutional status. Yet the tion at the moment. He had nIso said that he had been '
representative of the United Kingdom had stated in given to understand that United States thinking had
1948that the United Kingdom had consulted its colonial changed, but that did not seem to be borne out by the
Territories at every stage of the preparation of the statement made the previous day by the United States
Universal Declaration and that it would accept that representative. With regard to the holding of a con-
Declaration not only on its own behalf but also on behalf stitutional c(.,'i~rence, Mr. Smith had said that his
of its Territories. While the Universal Declaration of Government M,$ opposed to the idea, adding that the
Human Rights was not legally binding, it was un- United Kingdom Government had accepted that po-
doubtedly a moral obligation willingly undertaken by sition; perhaps he had been encouraged in that belief
all Member States. by the Press statement of the Secretary of State for

179. The statement made on 27 October 196-~ by Commonwealth Relations in expressing the view that
the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, to which it would be useless to call a constitutional conference
the United Kingdom representative had referred, had unless all parties concerned were willing to attend it.
been welcomed throughout the world. It had been a The representative of India considered that it was not
forthright and timely statement of the United Kingdom's possible to wait indefinitely; moreover, it would not
intentions and policies and had had the merit of prevent- be the first time that a constitutional conference had
ing any unilateral declaration of independence by Mr. been held despite the objection of one of the parties
Smith at that time. Unfortunately, it seemed already to concerned.
have lost some of its effect: the repressive legislation 184. While he understood the reluctance of the
was still being applied, the nationalist movement was United Kingdom Government to force the issue, he con-
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r n, cise a permanent veto on nil proposals for an advance 1965.

~~ towards universal adult franchise and independence. 190. Unfortunately, there was a lack of any sign
f~ A situation of that kind, in which all avenues of nego- in the development of the situation in Southern Rho-
rj tiation were barred, could only lead to violence. dcsia which would lead to the conclusion that that Non-
~: 185. His delegation would earnestly request the Self-Governing Territory had achieved substantial steps
rl United Kingdom Government to take all possible steps toward the goals set forth in the numerous General As-
fl to prevent any such tragedy for which it would be sembly resolutions on that subject, especially in resolu-

~
d responsible and, in particular. to exercise greater pres- tion 1514 (XV). On the contrary, the racist policy

sure to bring the parties together. The question whether of the Government of Southern Rhodesia had created
the United Kingdom Government would use force to a dangerous situation which might have very serious

~I
' prevent a unilateral declaration of independence which consequences.

would be an act of rebellion against the Crown re- 191. On 27 October 1964, 11,011'. Harold Wilson, the
, mained unanswered. The British Government would United Kingdom Prime Minister, had solemnly declared

'~'! certainly be on stronger moral grounds to resist such that the United Kingdom, as the administering Power,
a rebellion than it was when it tried to put down the would only grant independence to Southern Rhodesia
revolt of the American colonies. a revolt which had the after it was satisfied that such independence would be
support of all but a small minority of loyalists. In acceptable to the people of the country as a whole. But

~
• Southern Rhodesia the vast majority of the population the statement made four months later by Mr. Bottomley,

J was opposed to the unconstitutional unilateral decla- Secretary of State of Commonwealth Relations, during a
I~ ration sought by a small minority. visit to Southen Rhodesia, indicating that the United
~. Kingdom Government would not act to change the Con-n 186. So far as the Indian Government was con- stitution, nullified the seriousness and effectivenessof the
« cerned, it would not recognize any such declaration statement of 27 October. It was no wonder that Mr.
1J since, in its view, Southern Rhodesia should only gain Smith had interpreted that statement as an indication of
','r independence after the establishment in the Territory the limits of possible United Kingdom action. All the
,I of a duly constituted democratic Government elected measures undertaken by Mr. Smith were aimed at a
N 011 the pr.inciple of "one man, one vote". unilntercl declaration of independence. In that con-

I~,'\l 187. In the interim, he was convinced that there nexion it was significant that he was seeking political
could be an immediate change for the better if certain and economic aid and assistance from such countries

l
l'j steps were taken urgently, in particular the release of as Portugal and South Africa whose position in colonial
~ Mr. Nkomo and the other nationalists under arrest or matters was well known.

~
detention for political reasons and the withdrawal of 192. In the opinion of the Polish delegation, two

, all restrictive and unjust laws. Subsequently, a consti- conclusions should be drawn. First, recent developments

~
i ,',',. tutional conference of all parties concerned should be in the Territory proved that the Government of South-

called without delay, and could be charged to work out ern Rhodesia was not influenced either by public opinion
methods for the rapid implementation of the various or by persuasion from the United Kingdom Govern-

~ resolutions of the General Assembly and of the Special ment, Second, there was nothing to be gained from
Q Committee seeking the establishment of a majority negotiations with the present Government of the Ter-
I'j government at the earliest possible date through elec- ritory, which did not represent the vast majority of
l. tions based on universal adult suffrage. It would be the African population.
'~:,,' futile to insist on the sanctity of a constitution rejected 193. The time had come to take immediate and
• by the majority of the people of the Territory. If those categorical action to prevent the Southern Rhodesian

measures were not taken and Mr. Smith went ahead Government from taking any decision which could leadI" with the 7 May elections, the situation was bound to to further deterioration of the situation in the Territorv

~
'" deteriorate with disastrous consequences. His delegation and to take all measures to find a solution in accordanc~
. sincerely hoped that wisdom and goodwill would prevail with the legitimate rights of the people. The first step
~ and that a majority Government would emerge through should be the revocation of the elections scheduled forf peaceful means. 7 May 1965.

188. The representative of Poland said that on many 194. The majority of white Rhodesians, as well as
occasions. both in the Special Committee and during the leaders of both banned political parties, were anxious
previous sessions of the General Assembly, his delega- to attain independence peacefully and lawfully. The
tion had condemned the racial and discriminatory policy Africans demanded that the United Kingdom Govern-
practised by the Government of Southern Rhodesia. ment should call an immediate conference to devise a
That Territory could only be led to self-determination new constitution based upon the principle of "one man,
in accordance with the principles embodied in the one vote". Those aspirations and legitimate demands
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial should be satisfied.
Countries and Peoples. 195. The Polish delegation considered that the

189. The United Kingdom representative had re- United Kingdom, as an administering Power, could
peatedly given assurances, in particular at the sixteenth and should exert pressure on the Government of South-
and seventeenth sessions of the General Assembly, ern Rhodesia in order to arrest the dangerous develop-
that the situation in the Territory was under control ment of events. His delegation would lend its support
and that time, patience and peaceful negotiations with to any draft resolution based on those considerations and
the Government of Southern Rhodesia might bring a consistent with the provisions of the previous resolutions
solution which would lead to restoration of political and adopted by.the Special Committee and the General
civil liberties and equal political rights for the indigenous Assembly. It was to be hoped that the United Kingdom
population. That point of view had been reiterated by would take a more co-operative and effective attitude
the United Kingdom Prime Minister at a press con- in order to prevent the explosive situation in Southern
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:ho<105ln from lending tn fu,the:;::i~:t;:b~:.ntl:::e:;::,:::::x:tu" of the problems 01 Sou'hem \;
situation in Africa as a whole. Rhodesia and of the tragedy that loomed over that I vi

It196. The representative of Chile said that at the country. t< of
time, his delegation had welcomed the United Kingdom 202. There were three main problems to deal with· t it
Government's vigorous statement warning the Southern The first problem was the clanger of a unilateral declara- 'I no
Rhodesian Government of the serious consequences tion of independence. The Italian delegation felt that
which a unilateral declaration of independence would the United Kingdom Government had the political and 11 du
have. constitutional power to exert the necessary restraining ~

i97. The Chilean delegation had hoped that the influence on the Government of Southern Rhodesia. The ~ in
new Labour Government would be able to convince the Special Committee had on several occasions stated its hal
minority Government of Southern Rhodesia of the need point of view on the matter, and it might be useful for di~
to accept reforms designed to end the unjust situation it to do so once more, taking note again of the state- r int
whereby the majority of the population was deprived ment of the United Kingdom Government of 27 Oc-
of any effective participation in the Government. tober 1964 and of the more recent reaffirmation of the \~I pI

principles and purposes contained in that statement. to
198. His delegation was obliged, however, to note !

that that statement had had little effect, since there were 203. The second problem, which was a source of \1
still grounds for fearing that the Souhern Rhodesian serious concern, was that of the forthcoming elections ,1 pr
Government might take advantage of the forthcoming in Southern Rhodesia. Should their annulment be re- I{ ~~
elections to declare independence unilaterally. Although quested? If so, to whom should that request be ad- ~
the United Kingdom Government has repeated its dressed? Mightnot those elections result in a weakening. str
warning, it had at the same time allayed the settlers' of the extremist right-wing parties and a strengthening l ~rl~
fears by declaring that it would respect the constitu- of the liberal tendencies? Was there anything that the bl
tional provisions which prohibited it from interfering Special Committee could do to contribute to the strength- C di
in the internal affairs of the Territory. Mr. Bottomley's ening of the opposition in the Salisbury Parliament )I~'
statements did not really constitute an urgent appeal without yielding the question of principle concerning
to set up a Government which truly represented the the Constitution? A few years before, the General As- SI1
majority of the people, and it was to be feared that the sembly had passed a resolution asking that certain SUj

negotiations now in progress would result in a compro- elections in Southern Rhodesia should not be held. The 11 in
mise either far removed from reality or else far too elections 'had been held in spite of that resolution, and ~ ho
belated. had marked the beginning of what had been called "the r; bel

steady deterioration of the situation in Southern Rho- ~,l pet
199. The Chilean delegation had associated itself desia". j pu

on many occasions with United Nations condemnation 204. Lastly, there was the long-term problem of the fl pr
of the situation in Southern Rhodesia and with efforts future of Southern Rhodesia and of that Territory's I by
to find a remedy for that situation. It would therefore accession to independence on the basis of a constitution I no
confine itself to stating that in its opinion the informa- acceptable to all groups of the population. The members I SOl

tion provided by the Sub-Committee on Southern Rho- of the Special Committee must not be discouraged by \ th
desia fully justified the restatement by the Special Com- the fact that all their initiatives thus far had been ~ tio
mibt~ee ofTthe G

I
.eneral

d
Alssembly's rledsolutionls Ion t!le defeated. On the contrary, they should pledge them- ~ \, Af

su ject. he C iilean e egation wou . not sac cen Its selves to devote all their efforts in the months ahead ~I sec
efforts until a constitutional conference had been called to the solution of the problem. It must be borne in " fo
to set up a majority Government. mind, however, that the problem could not be solved q ab

mi~~' sl~~~~dsnfa~::i~~;~~ ~~~~t~h:; ~~~a~)~~~a~J~~~ C~~~~nh~~ ~:~e~;1CAt~~~;W~ ~~s~I~;ti~~, ~e~ ir~~cl~~ ~.I"~ ~~:
of political detainees and the repeal of all repressive resolution were adopted unanimously, and that the, to
laws. The Sub-Committee on Southern Rhodesia should dramatis personl11 were, and always would be, the in
also also be asked to renew its contacts with United African majority and the European minority. Without II! TI
Kingdom ministers and inform them of the feelings of their goodwill and consent, without their readiness to J Ki
the vast majority of the members of the Special Corn- negotiate and compromise, no result could be achieved 1 th
mittee regarding the grave situation in Southern Rho- and no peaceful solution could be imposed on Southern

j
TI

desia. It was regrettable that it had not been pos e Rhodesia from the outside. bel
to establish such contact on the occasion of the Brit.sh 205. The members of the Special Committee might
Prime Miniser's visit to the United States, but he hoped seek formulas and constitutional devices for a gradual "
that conversations with Lord Caradon or other Minis- repeal and replacement of the present unsatisfactory
ters in London would help to bring the points of view Constitution and for the convening of a truly repre-
of the United Kingdom and the United Nations closer sentative constitutional conference. Their main task,1
together. however, must be to use all' their powers Qf persuasion ,1

201. The representative of Italy said he agreed with and explore all possible channels-whether diplomatic ~:!'
the representative of Denmark that the negative aspects relations, Commonwealth ties or the Organization of I
of the present situation in Southern Rhodesia far ex- African Unity-to help create a suitable climate for the '.1
ceeded the positive ones. He had been particularly resumption of the dialogue between the two interested
disturbed by the statement made by the Secretary of parties. That was a task requiring long and patient ,lj
State for Commonwealth Relations in the House of work.
Commons on 8 March 1965 to the effect that what was 206. The Italian delegation was sure that the United
lacking in Rhodesia was willingness on the part of Kingdom Government would do all it could to help
the Europeans and Africans alike to discuss and to the Special Committee in its task and to convince the
compromise and that the fate of Rhodesians of all present leaders of Southern Rhodesia that they must
colours and classes lay largely in their own hands. The consult and obtain the agreement of the leaders of the
Italian delegation sincerely believed that those words African majority.
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=-tl-l~ernn:~:~:=I't::I~~:::: .~=m 2. B.:~i discrimination as to race, religion or economic status,
that I violence and force as a means to solve political problems. certain statements had been made which were calculated,

~. It believed in the power of reason and in the methods on the contrary, to encourage a part of the white popula-
with. of negotiation and conciliation of oI<,,)osite interests. If tion to continue its desperate efforts to preserve its

it, it were not so, the future of Southern Rhodesia, and privileges. Thus, on 27 October 1964, the Prime
ilaru- not only of Southern Rhodesia, would be very grim. Minister of the United Kingdom stated that before

thatI and! 208. The representative of Bulgaria recalled that granting independence to Southern Rhodesia, the
ining ~,. during the preceding four years his delegation, both British Government had a duty to be satisfied that in-
, The in the Special Committee and in the General Assembly, dependence would be acceptable to the people of the
:d its had repeatedly stated his Government's position with country as a whole-including, therefore, the white
tI for regard to the policy of colonial oppression and racial racists. That was equally clear from the statement made

discrimination deliberately introduced by the colonialists by Mr. Bottomley on 3 March 1965 and from Mr.
;t~~= Ii into Southern Rhodesia in order to continue their ex- Smith's televised interview on the following day.
,f the 1

1
ploitation of the population. It was therefore difficult 213. The various steps so far taken by the United

nt, ~ to offer any new solutions and fresh arguments. Kingdom Government had not helped to facilitate the
:e of!' 209. Nevertheless, in studying the working paper occasion of Southern Rhodesia to independence. In
tions ~,,) prepared by the Secretariat and the report of the Sub- 1961, the United Kingdom Government had granted
e re- \{ Committee on Southern Rhodesia (see paras. 1-67 to the white minority a Constitution which had been
: ad- J above and appendix I below), his delegation had been rejected unanimously by the black population but ac-
ming struck by the fact that the same methods and procedures cepted with enthusiasm by the racists, since it enabled
~ning' were still being used by the colonialists to preserve them to perpetuate their colonialist and discriminatory
t the the privileges which they had ,acquired by force, regime. The petitioners' statements to the Committee
igth- [ bloodshed and terror. Their actions had provoked in- moreover, had left no doubt as to the intentions of
ment }i dignation in Africa and throughout the world. the white minority. If the Zimbabwe people did not
'ning I~ ?10 On 30 Mar I 1965 the Get of I resist, that Constitution would be only an added
As- 11 Sn~ith: which had bCe~n returned t~V~~~~~rnand ,,: guarantee of perpetual exploitation of the blacks by the

rtain 1)11 supported by only a fraction of the small white minority whites.
The ~ in Southern Rhodesia, had called elections for 7 May, 214. Obvously, the present Government of the
'~h~ n hoping, if it won, to amend the Constitution which, had United Kingdom could not and should not be held

W been imposed in 1961 by the United Kingdom on the responsible, since the Labour Party had campaigned
Rho- iJ people of Rhodesia against their united will. The vigorously at that time against what was being planned.

i purpose of the constitutional amendment would be to However, his delegation was surprised to hear the
f the ;i prepare for a unilateral proclamation of independence United Kingdom Government say today that nothing
ory's , by the white minority in the Territory, since it was could now be done about a fait auompli. It considered
ition I not the independence of Southern Rhodesia that was that it was, on the contrary, the duty of the present
ibers I sought but the independence of the tiny minority ruling Government of the United Kingdom to remedy the
1 by ~ the country. Such a proclamation would be a provoca- injustice done by its predecessor to the black popula-
been (I tion in the eyes of the people of the Territory, of tion, It was not sufficient to say that any attempt by
iem- ~I' Africa and the world, and it would have grave con- the British Government to impose unilaterally a solu-
[lead sequences for peace. But it would be equally disastrous tion of those problems would violate the 1961 Constitu-
e in ;,"1

1

for the white minority, which would certainly not be tion and the established convention that Parliament at
[ved 'I able to continue exercising its domination over the Westminster did not legislate on matters within the
irity ~'!,,' Zimbabwe people as it had been doing. The African competence of the Legislative Assembly of Rhodesia
eh a ; countries would certainly not tolerate an act intended except with the agreement of the Rhodesian Govern-
the to keep the inhabitants of Southern Rhodesia for ever ment, since that would be tantamount to the continua-
the I;: in a state of subjection. World opinion would be alerted. tion of a colonialist policy. It was not only necessary

hout i I That was probably one of the reasons why the United but it was still possible to remedy that state of affairs.
s to I( Kingdom Government stated that it was unlikely that
eved f

j
l the white minority would decide to carry out its threat. 21S.The present Government of the United King-

hern The representatives of that minority should think well dom had declared on several occasions that the granting
1 before taking a decision which might be fatal for them. of independence was, under the Constitution, a matter

211. Nevertheless, the danger of a unilateral procla- for the British Government and Parliament. It was
mation of independence did in fact exist, and it was clear from the many statements of the United Kingdom
growing. The administering Power should therefore representative in the Committee that the United King-
take the necessary steps to safeguard the interests of dom's understanding of independence was similar to
the Rhodesian people. The United Kingdom Govern- that of the African countries and international public
ment could, jf it so wished, put an end to that venture opinion, i.e. independence under a government returned
and to the political blackmail of the Southern Rhodesian by a majority at elections held on the basis of universal
Government. suffrage. That objective should not be difficult to achieve

if only the British Government would take the neces-
212. However, the United Kingdom Government sary measures.

seemed unwilling to act. By its statements and by its
actions it was, in fact, encouraging the racists. At a 216. The United Kingdom Government claimed that
time when it was expected to pursue a policy in con- it could not allow the 1961 Constitution to be violated.
formity with popular sentiment and with the resolutions By suspending that Constitution, however, it would in
of the United Nations, Le. a policy aimed at the grant- fact only be rectifying an injustice committed in the
ing of independence to Southern Rhodesia after the name of the people of the United Kingdom, who surely
holding of free and democratic elections in which the did not want to see other peoples fall into the clutches
whole active population would participate without of the white slave-traders.
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217. The representative of Syria had proposed that hard labour and that the Government was organizing
Southern Rhodesia should be declared independent and punitive expeditions which resulted in arson and pillage. [
that specific conditions and terms should be lair! down 223. While stepping up its repressive acts against .:
for the formation of a majority government, which the African population, the Smith Government was at (1
would remove the threat of a unilateral declaration of tl ti . I d f '1 1 •

d cl
le same nue preparing t le groun or a Ul11 atera 'r

in epen ence by the white racists. The United Kingdom declaration of independence by Southern Rhodesia and I"
had the power to do that. taking precautions to meet the difficulties which such lli

218. There were therefore two possible solutions: a declaration would undoubtedly create. He had i
either to suspend the existing Constitution and get launched a large-scale immigration campaign in order ~I
down to settling the question or immediately to declare to increase the size of the white population and was
Southern Rhodesia independent and hold free elections expanding contacts with racist Governments in order I
under the supervision of the United Nations or another to conclude covenants of assistance and co-operation ';l~
organization. It had been said that the ways and and agreements which would enable it to offset the :
customs of the United Kingdom did not permit its loss of certain markets. For example, in February 1965 l
Government to take such measures, yet it had recently it had concluded a five-year agreement with Portugal ~
intervened in British Guiana against a Government providing for closer trading ties between Southern ~"
which had been elected in accordance with democratic Rhodesia and that country, Mozambique and Angola, .
principles and with the Constitution given to that and in November 1964 it had signed a new agreement
country. If the t;.,ited Kingdom Government did not with South Africa in order to expand trade and achieve f1';
decide to use the powers which it possessed to put closer economic ties between the two countries.
the Rhodesian racists in their place, grant independence 224. For his part, the Prime Minister of South U
to the people of Southern Rhodesia and implement the Africa, in a statement made on 31 October 1964, ~\
relevant resolutions of the General Assembly, it would had advised Southern Rhodesia to resist any interference !
have failed in its duty not only to the United Nations from the United Kingdom and had promised South .
and the peoples of Africa but also to posterity. African assistance. l

219. His delegation hoped that the United Kingdom 225. International public opinion and the Committee r
Government would as soon as possible take necessary had already condemned such designs and the African l
measures to implement the resolutions of the General population had continually denounced them. Only re- i
Assembly on Southern Rhodesia and to halt a situation cently, ZAPU had issued a statement containing the ~
which was pregnant with tragic consequences. It would announcement that military airports were being con- r
support any resolution recommending that steps should structed at the frontier between Southern Rhodesia and
be taken immediately to check the advance of the racists Mozambique, that there were already over 3,000 troops L
in Southern Rhodesia, to oppose a development which at one of them and that military aircraft and mobile r,·'

might threaten peace in Africa and to enable the troops had already been provided by South Africa and ~,
Zimbabwe people to accede to independence as rapidly other friendly countries. I
as possible. 226. While seeking to strengthen its rule inside the

country, the Smith Government was using every trick I
220. The representative of Tunisia said that he was in order to declare independence unilaterally and force ~

glad to be with his old and new colleagues again the opponents to assent In October 1964 it h d 11
and was determined to co-operate with them, as he had organized the indaba, a s'o-called referendum 'at~end~d ~
done in the past, in achieving the objectives of the by the tribal chiefs, who were paid by the Government U
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial and were under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of /;
Countries and Peoples. Internal Affairs. In the authoritative opinion of a group :1··'

of Rhodesian anthropologists consulted by Mr. Smith's f,t·'.'.221. The pursuit of those objectives seemed to fit· ~
quite naturally into the framework of the International Government, the chiefs by no means represented the
Co-operation Year and to lend itself to a rapprochement majority of the people: according to Professor Mitchell,
between peoples and the reduction of international the spokesman of the group, since the Africans in
tension. Unfortunately, the will to co-operate was not Southern Rhodesia were no longer organized on a
being followed by action and colonialism persisted, with purely tribal basis and about half the adults lived and [~,.,•.,:"
all the exploitation and oppression of one people by worked outside the tribal zones, the only possible way,.
another, which it entailed. of sounding out and ascertaining the Africans' views

concerning independence was to give each one the
222. The Committee had resumed its deliberations in opportunity to express his views by a vote. That sham [

conditions which, if not more gloomy, were scarcely and irregular consultation had not only evoked wide-
more promising than the year before. Despite the spread censure but had been denounced by the ad-
numerous resolutions adopted by the United Nations, ministering Power itself, a fact which had led the Smith ~'.•":.
Southern Rhodesia's liberation was being. postponed Government to dissolve Parliament and decide to hold .
from year to year and the country was living under elections on 7 May 1965 on the basis of the 1961
the domination of an unbridled racist minority: ac- Constitution. Mr. Smith hoped that he would then be
cording to a communication from Mr. Nyandoro, able to obtain a two-thirds majority in the new Parlia- ~
Secretary-General of ZAPU (A/AC.109/PET.373), ment and, with his position thus strengthened, take the
more than 9,000 Africans were in prison, in detention ultimate decision.
camps or subject to restriction, tortured and deprived 227. The Tunisian delegation continued to hold the
of their property and livestock. In a memorandum sent United Kingdom Government responsible for that
to the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom in tragedy and to deplore its lack of firmness towards the
November 1964, Mr. Robert Chikererna, Acting Presi- racist majority nad its evasive tactics. It also deplored
dent of ZAPU, had said that the country had been the fact that the United Kingdom continued to deny
turned into :-L concentration camp, that 50,000 men had that the Committee was competent to consider the
been exiled to inaccessible regions and sentenced to situation in Southern Rhodesia, despite General As-
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sembly resolution 1747 (XVI) and was taking refuge
behind a constitutional convention repeatedly rejected
by the United Nations.

228. The United Kingdom has warned Mr. Smith
about the consequences of a unilateral declaration of
independence and in the Committee its representative
had reaffirmcd his Government's opposition to such a
declaration, but, unfortunately, the problem remained
unsolved when there had been reason to hope that
the United Kingdom Government would adopt a firm
attitude and say what it intended to do to solve the
constitutional problem. The hesitancy of the United
Kingdom Government was an encouragement to
remedies of desperation and a challenge to African
conscience and international public opinion; any
procrastination would only further aggravate the situa
tion and plunge the territory into violence and insecurity.

229. His delegation once again expressed the hope
that the United Kingdom Government would assume its
responsibilities fully and without delay and restore to
the African majority its most legitimate rights, in
accordance with the resolutions of the United Nations,
its own traditions and the requirements of law and
justice.

230. His delegation would endorse any initiative by
the Committee to liberate the African majority from
the oppression of the minority Government and would
favour any course and any action which would lead
to the rehabilitation of the Zimbabwe people and the
safeguarding of peace and security in that country.

231. The representative of Madagascar observed
that the Special Committee's efforts to find a solution
to the problem of Southern Rhodesia had remained
unproductive. There was no reason, however, to
question either the appropriateness of the efficacity of
the measures recommended by the General Assembly
and the Committee, since nothing had been done to carry
out those recommendations.

232. There were two new factors in the situation:
the elections scheduled for 7 May and the negotiations
between London and Salisbury, which, the Committee
was being told, should quiet the concern caused by the
elections. His delegation would not dwell on the
harmful consequences of any elections held under the
present Constitution of Southern Rhodesia; it could
110t but fully share the apprehensions so eloquently ex
pressed by the preceding speakers and by the petitioners.

233. In his statement of 31 March 1965, Mr Smith
had indicated that a two-thirds majority would be
required for the passing of important parliamentary
legislation. He had not specified the subject of that
legislation, but in view of the laws already in force
in that country, it was to be feared that Mr. Smith
intended to further intensify the already harsh measures
which oppressed the African population, to legalize
acts which would enable him to establish what he
called "Western civilization", and to consolidate his
position through the suppression of the nationalist
movement.

234. In the face of that danger, the United Kingdom
Government appealed to the Committee for calm and
moderation and asked for its co-operation; but the
United Kingdom itself must lend its co-operation;
instead, all it had done so far was harrass the Special
Committee by citing its constitutional. agreement with
Southern Rhodesia and deny the competence of the
United Nations. In those circumstances, its appeal

for co-operation was tantamoiunt to an invitation to do
nothing.

235. The question of United Nations competence
had been discussed at length and had already been
settled by the General Assembly in resolution 1747
(XVI). Consequently, the United Kingdom might be
asked when it intended to satisfy the aspirations of four
million Africans, who put all their hopes and all their
faith in the ideals and principles of the United Nations,
of which the United Kingdom was a founding Member.

236. As to the negotiations in progress between
London and Salisbury, which for the moment were
shrouded in secrecy, two points seemed to deserve at
tention. First, the United Kingdom apparently wished
to justify its inactivity by stating that doors which had
been virtually shut were now partly open, whereas
everyone knew that the circumstances enabling con
tacts to be established were purely accidental. Secondly,
the negotiations would deal with the independence of
Southern Rhodesia. That, however, was a question
which concerned the whole population, and the views
of the African population were not being represented
at all in those negotiations. His delegation would like
the United Kingdom to assume a solemn undertaking
to respect the aspirations of the African population, to
protect its interests and to guarantee equality of political
rights among the various communities in the country.

237. Mr. Smith's assertion that a unilateral procla
mation of independence was not contemplated while
the negotiations were in progress was not reassuring,
since it was not impossible that the negotiations would
break up. In view of that uncertainty and of the tragic
turn that events in Southern Rhodesia might take at
any time, his delegation considered that the Special
Committee should make another solemn and urgent
appeal to the United Kingdom Government to co
operate effectively with the Committee.

238. That co-operation might take the form of the
immediate implementation of the recommendations of
the General Assembly and of the Special Committee,
and in particular, by the immediate suspension of the
Constitution of 6 December 1961 and the cancellation
of the elections of 7 May 1965, by the immediate
convening of a constitutional conference for the purpose
of preparing a new constitution on the basis of universal
adult suffrage, by the immediate and unconditional
grant to the whole population of all fundamental political
rights, by placing all the inhabitants of the Territory
on a footing of equality and by releasing all persons
who were being detained or restricted on political
grounds.

239. Because of the constant deterioration of the
situation in the Territory and the unwarranted inaction
of the United Kingdom, the Malagasy delegation wished
the attention of the Security Council to be drawn to
the question.

240. The representative of the Ivory Coast said
that in their fight at the side of four million Africans,
the United Nations and the Special Committee con
fronted the obstinacy of the usurpers of power, en
couraged and abetted by the inaction of certain interests.

241. The question of Southern Rhodesia had been
at a standstill for some time, but although the racists had
so far failed to fully satisfy their ambitions, the majority
of the population remained enslaved. In the meantime,
the winds of nationalism were gathering force and
becoming irresistible; colonialism, tacitly supported in
the past, was falling apart. That Southern Rhodesia
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would soon accede to independence was taken for
gr.anted by Africans and by the members of the Corn
rnittee,

242. Events, therefore, must be so ordered as to
make decolonlzatlon a peaceful process. There were,
however, signs of an inevitable and bloody explosion:
agreements concluded between the white minority of
Southern Rhodesia and the racists of South Africa, the
transfer of military forces to the minority Government
after the dissolution of the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, the concentration of those forces, the arrest
and imprisonment of African leaders, mock consulta
tions with tribal chiefs who were government puppets,
declared intent to strengthen white domination by
amending a Constitution already repudiated by the
African majority.

243. The United Nations could not remain passive
when the African grievances in Rhodesia were based
on the most fundamental and noble of principles: access
of everyone to civic rights, sharing of the responsibility
of power on a footing of equality, universal suffrage,
and the like.

244. His delegation considered that the Special Com
mittee had done its work most conscientiously, and that
the time had come to draw the attention of the competent
bodies to the danger represented by the machinations
of the white minority government. It considered that
the United Kingdom, which assumed sole responsibility
for the situation before world opinion, must react with
firmness to Smith's threats and schemes and must
publicly announce its intention to oppose a unilateral
proclamation of independence by force if necessary. His
delegation was convinced that the United Kingdom
could use its forces and its navy, as it had done in
similar circumstances, to prevent such a proclamation.

245. Africans would not be satisfied with statements
threatening economic sanctions. They wished to secure
from the United Kingdom an assurance that if neces
sary it would use its military force. They would like
to continue to hope that the Government of the United
Kingdom would not abandon four million human beings
to a power-hungry minority and that it would do its
duty and satisfy the just aspirations of the black people
of Rhodesia. In his delegation's view, the Committee
should reaffirm its desire that the United Kingdom
convene a constitutional conference of all interested
parties for the purpose of determining the administrative
and governmental structure of Southern Rhodesia.

246. The delegation of the Ivory Coast was certain
that, whatever happened, justice would be done, but
it hoped sincerely that it would be done with reason
and feeling by a new reconciliation of whites and blacks,
before the problem assumed dimensions which perhaps
were as yet not being sufficiently appreciated.

247. The representative of Venezuela observed that
on a number of occasions-in the Special Committee,
the General Assembly and the Security Council-his
delegation had given a very full explanation of its
position on the political and legal aspects of the question
of Southern Rhodesia. He would therefore limit himself
to a few observations on the report of the Sub-Com
mittee on Southern Rhodesia.

248. He commended the members of the Sub
Committee for the way in which they had carried out
their task and stressed that their conclusions fully
justified the priority given to consideration of the
situation in that Territory. He shared the Sub-Corn
mittee's anxiety and concern.

249. In a statement to the Press, the United King
dom Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations
had said that his main impression was of a hardening
of attitudes in recent months among both Europeans
and Africans. If the "hardening" implied that neither
of the parties was willing to make any further conces
sions, one might well ask what further concessions
the Zimbabwe people could make to the white minority
since they had lost their sovereignty and independence.
Mr. Nkomo had declared that the Africans rezarded
the Europeans as part of the whole population mfd that
there was thus no question of granting special privileges
to any section or group. The concessions must therefore
be made by the white minority, which was now govern
ing Southern Rhodesia against the wishes of 4 million
Africans.

250. The Secretary of State for Commonwealth
Relations had also said that it was not the intention
of the British Government to impose immediate majority
rule by force and that whatever settlement was reached
must be acceptable to the majority of the population
of Rhodesia. However, the majority was the 4 million
Africans whom the white settlers treated as inferiors
and aliens in their own country; moreover, independ
ence and sovereignty were inalienable rights which
could not simply be granted or withdrawn. To grant
independence to the minority governing Southern Rho
desia would be tantamount to perpetuating the regret
table situation that had prevailed in the Territory for
forty years. That was why any solution of the problem
should take into account the wishes of the majority,
without distinction as to race, colour or political or
religious belief, in conformity with the provisions of
the United Nations Charter.

251. The representative of Iran thanked the Sub
Committee on Southern Rhodesia for its valuable con
tribution to the study of a problem which was of great
concern to his delegation, first, because the right of
a people to freedom and independence was at stake and,
secondly, because the deteriorating situation in South
ern Rhodesia contained the seeds of violence and
turmoil which could very well endanger international
peace and security,

252. The road to independence and freedom had
never been an easy one, although the people of Rhodesia
were no longer alone in their struggle. The African
nationalists could count on the political support of a
large majority of States. After the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples, the General Assembly had adopted, inter alia
resolutions 1883 (XVIII) and 1889 (XVIII) with ~
view to ensuring that Southern Rhodesia attained in
dependence with a governmental system based on
majority rule. The administering Power had, for its
part, indicated its agreement with the granting of in
dependence on those conditions. The only obstacle
preventing the speedy implementation of the General
Assembly resolution was the minority Government.
Having wrongfully obtained power, the white settlers
of Southern Rhodesia were resorting to terror, intimida
tion and all kinds of subterfuges to deny it to those
who had a rightful claim to it. The present Government
was now proceeding to hold elections based on the
1961 Constitution in order to pave the way for a
unilateral declaration of independence, which would
consolidate the minority's subjugation of the 4 million
Africans.

253. The United Nations and the international com
munity should hold the United Kingdom accountable
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260. Thirdly, the remaining provisions of the Con
stitution could be amended by the Rhodesian Parlia-
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Relation rl 01" t le SI nation, ecause It was responsi e or prornot- there might still be some misunderstanding. He would
h:rd~ninSLing the welfare and independence of the indigenous deal only with those aspects of the question which
~~Iropea/ r population. The United Kingdom could not absolve directly concerned the responsibilities and authority
~t neithes itself of that responsibility by transferring power to a of the United Kingdom Government, and it was to be
~r concesr r minority of the population any more than it could deny understood that his statement was subject to the same
;ncession; I the competence of the United Nations in the matter. It reservations about the competence of the United Nations
minority u had also. explicitly aclmowledg~d that. the deci~ion as those he had made in his statement of 6 April (paras.
endence rt to grant Independence rested entirely With the United 84-101 above).

Pregarded ~ ~<ingdom ~overnmel~t.and Parl,iament ~nd, by threaten- 257. A number of delegations had suggested that
, and that lllg' economic and political sanctions against the Govern- the present position of the United Kingdom Government
. ~ivi1e es ~ ment of Southern Rhodesia, had so far prevented it d . f h ..
Ptllerefgore from unilaterally declaring independence. Mr.. Smith represente m some way a retreat rom t e position

defined by the statement of the United Kingdom Prime
v overn was now seeking the legal means of by-passing the M" t 27 0 t b 1964 HI'

4
gm l' III' 011- ·1 required approval of the United Kingdom and that was irus er on co er . owever, at liS press

r
l.J. 1 conference at United Nations Headquarters on 14
~ why he iad been in such a hurry to schedule elections April, the Prime Minister had reaffirmed that his

for 7 May. It had been cogently stated that the United G " . .
~ Kingdom Government had the necessary constitutional overnment s position remained the same as that defined
i f in his statement of 27 October 1964 concerning the
~ powers to ores tall a unilateral declaration of independ- very serious consequences of any unilateral declaration

rl ence, but, as The Economist had pointed out in its f . d d b 1 RI d
issue of 17 April 1965, it was not politically possible 0 111 epen ence y t le 10 esian Government. It was
f B

.. 1 J and remained the United Kingdom Government's judge-
or a ntis 1 Government to stir things up in Rhodesia ment that such a declaration would inflict disastrous

by, say, cancelling the Salisbury Constitution and send- economic damage on the country and leave it isolated
ing in troops to enforce a new one. in a largely hostile continent.

254. Whatever the reasons, the fact remained that
if no action was taken the situation would become 258. A number of delegations had asked too for
explosive and endanger international peace and security. clarification of the United Kingdom Government's posi-
His delegation urged both parties concerned to refrain tion about amendments to the Constitution of Rhodesia
from any recourse to force and violence. He wondered, by the Rhodesian Parliament, and in particular about
however, whether the African population, which had possible changes in the cross-voting system, Three
been subjected to a systematic policy of repression and basic procedures for amending the Constitution were
deprivation, could be expected to heed such advice, He laid down in the Constitution itself, and they applied
proposed that efforts should be made to create in to different groups of provisions in the Constitution.
Southern Rhodesia conditions for peaceful change, First, the provisions affecting the position of the Queen
namely conditions which would enable the African and of the Governor as the Queen's representative could
nationalists to pursue their political objectives by be amended only by an order in Council made on the
peaceful means. In order to overcome existing difficulties advice of United Kingdom Ministers. That applied also
and do away with the danger they posed to international to certain other provisions of the Constitution which
peace and security, all repressive and discriminatory permitted the Queen to disallow Rhodesian legislation
laws and regulations adopted against the African affecting the international obligations of the United
majority should be annulled and the African nationalists Kingdom, and certain other legislation affecting loans
should be granted freedom of expression and political raised on the London market. Thus, the basic provisions
action. Only under conditions for peaceful change, governing Rhodesia's constitutional relationship with
whereby the need for resort to violence was completely the United Kingdom could not be amended by the
removed, could a climate for meaningful political Rhodesian Government or Parliament.
transaction be created. Therefore, any draft resolution 259. Secondly, a number of particularly important
to be brought before the Committee should also refer provisions of the Constitution might be amended only
to the need for the creation of the conditions for after a two-thirds majority vote in the Rhodesian Par-
peaceful change as a matter of basic policy, to encompass liament and also after approval in a referendum by a
all circumstances, not only those enumerated in the majority of those voting in each of the four principal
draft resolution, but also those unforeseen at present. communities-the Europeans, the Asians, the Africans

255. Moreover, since the United Kingdom opposition and the Coloureds; alternatively, the proposed amend-
to the calling of a constitutional conference had until ment could be referred to the United Kingdom Gov-
now been attributed to the continued refusal of the ernment for approval. In the event of that Government
leaders of the white minority to participate in such declining to give its assent, the amendment would have
a conference, the United Kingdom might conduct to be either dropped or else submitted to the referendum
separate bilateral negotiations with the majority and process. Until there were 50,000 registered African
minority leaders, at which all political, economic and voters, the requirement for voting in the referendum
other important questions might be thrashed out and by Africans would be primary education to the pre-
common ground reached between the two groups. scribed standard, The provisions in that category were
Should those efforts fail because of the intransigent those relating to the declaration of rights, appeals to
attitude of the Southern Rhodesian Government, the the Privy Council, the Constitutional Council, the [udi-
United Kingdom Government should then be able ciary, amendment of the Constitution, civil service pen-
to find the appropriate means by which to exercise its sions, removal from the A or B rolls of persons who
prerogative with respect to the granting of independence were entitled to be registered under the qualifications
to the people of Southern Rhodesia on a democratic set out in the second schedule to the Constitution, and
basis. the Board of Trustees, who were responsible for tribal

trust lands. .
256. The representative of the United Kingdom, in

a further statement, said that he wished to clarify some
of the points raised during the discussion about which
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ment, subject to the approval of two thirds of all the
members of the Legislative Assembly.

261. Mr. Smith had said he would like to make
changes in the cross-voting system whereby voters on
the B roll also voted on the A roll, but their votes for
the A roll candidates might only count up to 25 per
cent of the A roll votes cast, and vice versa. That sys
tem, according to the Constitution, might be amended
only by means of the second procedure he had described.
Mr. Smith's declared hope of gaining a two-thirds ma
jority in the elections on 7 May did not of course affect
the question of Rhodesian independence, since the re
sponsibility for deciding when and under what circum
stances to grant independence to Rhodesia rested ex
clusively with the United Kingdom Government and
Parliament. Independence could not legally be achieved
by amendments to the Rhodesian Constitution whether
passed by a two-thirds or any other majority in the
Rhodesian Legislative Assembly. In order to put into
perspective the fears which had been expressed it was
important to bear those facts in mind together with the
assurance given by the Rhodesian Prime Minister that
a unilateral declaration of independence was not con
templated while his negotiations with the British Prime
Minister were in progress.

262. There had also been some discussion in the
Committee concerning the position of the Governor and
of the armed forces in Rhodesia. Members of the police
and army in Rhodesia were neither appointed by nor
responsible to the United Kingdom Government. The
Governor, in exercising his functions as Commander
in-Chief as in other matters which were constitutionally
within the Rhodesian Government's competence acted
on the advice of Rhodesian Ministers. The United
Kingdom Government had no power or authority to
give directions to the armed forces or the Governor on
matters within the competence of the Rhodesian Gov
ernment. There was no official in Rhodesia appointed
by or responsible to the United Kingdom except the
High Commissioner and his staff.

263. His delegation hoped that those explanations
would allay some of the fears that had been expressed
about the significance of the decision to hold some elec
tions in Rhodesia. That decision had not materially af
fected the prospects of a negotiated settlement, although
it introduced a new element, and the need for patience
and restraint was as great as ever. The United King
dom Government was steadily pursuing a policy de
signed to enable Rhodesia to become independent as
soon as possible on a basis acceptable to the people
of the country as a whole. The negotiations that were
in progress between the British and Rhodesian Gov
ernments were of necessity confidential and must remain
so if there was to be any chance of their successful con
clusion. But the aims and the position of the British
Government remained unchanged.

264. At the same time, nevertheless, Lord Caradon,
as the head of the United Kingdom delegation and as
a United Kingdom Government Minister, had offered
to resume discussions with the Committee on aspects
of the question affecting his Government's responsi
bilities; informal discussions had, in fact, taken place.
His delegation, moreover, had always made its position
clear about competence and responsibility but it had
repeatedly shown understanding of the general concern
over the Rhodesian problem by the contributions it had
made to the discussions in the Committee and in other
United Nations bodies and it had not hesitated to em-

phasize the gravity of the situation. At that critical
stage, however, it was by discussion and consultation,
and not by threats and conflict, that there could be
some hope of contributing to the peaceful solution
everyone was seeking.

C. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

265. At the 326th meeting, Cambodia, Ethiopia,
India, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Sierra
Leone, Syria, Tunisia, United Republic of Tanzania,
and Yugoslavia submitted a draft resolution (AI
AC.109/L.193).

266. Introducing the thirteen-Power draft resolution,
the representative of Sierra Leone said that all the state
ments made by representatives in the Committee had
noted the extreme gravity of the situation in Southern
Rhodesia, and the eo-sponsors of the draft resolution
had therefore thought it their duty to renew the Com
mittee's appeal to the administering Power to deliver
the repressed and deprived millions in Southern Rho
desia from racist persecution. After reading out the
draft resolution, he stressed that for the eo-sponsors
the political and individual liberty of every person was
a sacred right to be respected and protected not only
by the Committee but by all who were conscious of their
responsibilities in the international community. Racist
considerations must not bl: allowed to nullify that sacred
trust. The eo-sponsors hoped that the present appeal
would be better heeded than appeals in the past and
that the administering Power would, if it saw fit, invite
a visiting mission to London in order to consider the
situation.

267. In view of the prolonged discussion by the Com
mittee of the question of Southern Rhodesia, it was
the hope and intention of the sponsors to have the draft
resolution put to the vote at the earliest possible date.

268. The representative of Venezuela said that in
view of the considerations stated earlier by him, his
delegation would vote in favour of the thirteen-Power
draft resolution.

269. The representative of the United Kingdom
said, with reference to the thirteen-Power draft reso
lution that the first point to be noted was that the United
Kingdom Government was not the administering Power
for Rhodesia. Its real and legal authority in relation
to that country was very narrowly limited. It had neither
the political nor the legal powers to take the action
demanded by the draft resolution which, in its present
terms, would not contribute to a peaceful settlement
of the problem. Because of his Government's reserva
tions about the competence of the United Nations to
discuss those questions, his delegation would not par
ticipate in the voting on the draft resolution.

270. The representative of Australia thought that
almost everything had already been said on the subject
of Southern Rhodesia since its inclusion in the Com
mittee's agenda, and that the position of each delegation
was well known. The Australian delegation, for its
part, had not failed to make its position and principles
clear, for it represented an administering Power which
had the responsibility of inaugurating and implement
ing policies in the kind of area in which the Committee
was particularly concerned. In New Guinea, the Aus
tralian Government had frequently had the opportunity
of putting into practice many of the things that the
Committee considered essential in order to remedy the
situation obtaining in Southern Rhodesia. In particular,
it had introduced universal adult suffrage without any
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i Addendum to agenda item 23 89

hat critical 11 c,onditions. or restt:ict!ons and had thus created a par- 274. In operative paragraph 4- of the draft resolu-
msultation 1 liarnent with a majority elected through a common roll tion before the Committee, the sponsors called on the
e could b~ '1. by all the people. United Kingdom Government to take urgent and im-
I I ti (\ mediate steps to cancel the elections scheduled for

II so u Ion f' 271. Recalling the warning sounded in 1964 by the 7 May in Southern Rhodesia. The Australian Gov-
I.i Secretary-General of the United Nations against the did b li 1 1 U' d TT' d G

(
~' danzer of a world racial conflict, he expressed his dele- ernrnent I 110t e ieve t iat t le nite ~~lllg om ov-

h . ernment could do so in the existing circumstances
~ gation's hope that the tragic problems of Southern without precipitating the disaster that it was seeking

1'1 Rhodesia would be approached on the basis not of to avoid. With regard to paragraph 5, he said that,
lli white or black but of justice for all p~rsons in t!mt although he could not support a system which made
t', country, regardless of race. The Australian delegation politicai imprisonment a necessary part of its working,

f,~ · had been asking itself in what way the Committee he believed that the United Kingdom did not have the
! might play a constructive role in ensuring racial power which it was invited to exercise and that, if it

~i harmony among all the inhabitants; it thought that the did attempt to exercise that power, it would only pre-
d Committee should, first of all, avoid seeing itself as cipitate disaster. Similar difficulties arose in connexion
'J+ Moses coming down from the mountain with the tablets. with paragraphs 6 and 7.
~ It was in the United Kingdom Government, not in the 275. While sympathizing deeply with many of the
It Committee, that the hopes for a sol'-!tion must be p)ac.ed. aspirations and hopes of the sponsors of the draft reso-
i. If that Government, by co-operating and negotiating
rI with the Government of Southern Rhodesia, could not lution, the Australian delegation did not feel that the
l~ solve the problem, there was little hope that the Corn- text would be useful in the existing circumstances. On
L mittee would be able to do so. The United Kingdom the contrary, it seemed to his delegation that it might

~
' , Government's statement of 27 October 1964 on the aggravate the situation.

possible consequences of a unilateral declaration of 276. The representative of Denmark said that his
o independence by Southern Rhodesia had undoubtedly delegation had always shown a keen interest in the

fJ

J
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r mittee, The sponsors had been unwilling to accomrno-
~ wealth Relations had gained the impression, after his date his delegation even on that single point. Further,

~
visit to Southern Rhodesia, that, although the attitudes his delegation did not consider that full responsibility

. of. both sides had hardened, the door to negotiations for the deplorable situation in Southern Rhodesia could
l was slightly ajar. He himself was of the opinion that be placed on the United Kingdom Government or thatfi the adoption of the draft resolution before the Committee the duty of solving the problem lay with that Govern-
~,I could serve only to harden still further the positions ment alone. His delegation agreed, however, with the
,1 of both sides. One of the petitioners heard by the Com- principles and the main purposes of operative para-
[I mittee, Mr. Shamuyarira, had informed it that the much graphs 4 to 7 and felt that the essential point of the
'l.l' criticized 1961 Constitution was at times being invoked draft resolution was the application of those principles.
~ against certain actions being put into effect or contern- It was still confident that the United Kingdom would

~
j plated by the present Government of Southern Rho- do its utmost to further a democratic and peaceful de-
~ desia; although the Australian delegation shared with velopment in Southern Rhodesia. His delegation would
I the petitioner his regret that provision kr the repeal like to remind the Salisbury Government that it would

('I of the Land Apportionment Act had not been written bear a heavy responsibility if it continued to disregard
'~'•.'.j into the const.itUtiOn, it wondered whether the situation all warnings from abroad.j 1~1i~ht not have been different if the Africa~s had par-
°C_ ticipated as fully as they could have done III the elec- 277. The Danish delegation wished to record its
: tions. His delegation also wondered how the results reservations on the third preambular paragraph and

of the forthcoming elections might be affected by full operative paragraph 2, since they referred to resolutions
Lt African participation. It was true that the present elec- which Denmark had not supported. Denmark could not

~
t toral system was too restricted and and unjust, but a accept the accusation against the United Kingdom
f single vote had been known to decide the results of an made in operative paragraph 3 and would therefore vote
.'. election. Furthermore, his delegation wondered whether against that paragraph if it was put to a separate vote.
, the situation in Southern Rhodesia might not have His delegation would also vote against operative para-

~
" developed favourably if the nationalist parties had been graph 8, since the question of sanctions was - within
) able to rise above their differences and combine their the excl.isive competence of the Security Council. His

!~ efforts with a view to obtaining an electoral reform that delegation was not fully convinced of the usefulness of

11

•... would benefit the entire population. In other words, operative paragraph 9 and would abstain on that para-
: if it was desired that the door to negotiations should graph in the event of a separate vote.

..' be opened further, or even kept open, not only must 278. Although it was in agreement with the most
• the Southern Rhodesian Government move but so must important part of the draft resolution, his delegation
~ the African nationalists. would be obliged to abstain on the draft resolution as
~j 273, The Prime Minister of Australia had stated ih a whole because of the transgression of the Committee's
(,1) August 1964 that if Southern Rhodesia wished to be mandate in operative paragraph 8.

I
~ admitted to the Commonwealth, it must draft an elec- 279. The representative of Italy, explaining the vote

,

...,•.•..'......•.' toral law that provided fer an African majority. He that his delegation was going to cast on the draft reso-
••. had also said that most of the white Southern Rho- Iution, said that Italy's position on the problem of

desians realized the need for reaching an agreement on Southern Rhodesia had been clearly stated on many
that point and for accelerating the movement towards occasions in the General Assembly and in the Special
universal adult suffrage, which was indispensable if Committee. At the present stage, therefore, he merely
racial conflict and chaos were to be averted. wanted to make clear that his delegation was deeply
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concerned at the state of affairs in the Terdtory, that 285. The representative of the United States, speak- (; respect re
it was convinced that the deterioration in the situation ing in explanation of his delegation's vote, observed ~ \ ward by
must be halted and that partnership between Africans that everyone agreed that the Committee's objective was ~ 289. 1
and Europeans must be based on the principles of to aid in the realization of the legitimate nspiratlons [ i
mutual respect and equality. of nil the people of Southern Rhodesia. His delegatloh !l ~:~~\;~~}

280. Nevertheless, the Italian delegation had never had presented its views on that point at the 323rd \! resolutlor
concealed its serious mlsgivlnga about the way in which meeting and had voiced apprehension over the deteriora- iI sibly hav
the problem had been approached by the Committee. tion of the situation in Southern Rhodesia and the '. in fact n
The problem of Southern Rhodesia was not a typical implications of a possible unilateral declaration of inde- r'l •

d \j previouscolonial problem: historical factors had led to a situa- pen ence, I~ yet anoth
tion in which two ethnic groups were called upon to 286 N h I I" d I . 1 d . I I the Unite
live together in peace in the same territory. All that . evert cess, liS e egation m reservations i't

about some provisions of the resolution just adopted, I , nored an
the Committee could do was to help to create the con- It felt that the use of the word "deplores" in onerative , lution eel
ditions and the climate for the resumption of the paragraph 3 was inappropriate and that the paragraph l the resoh
dialogue between Africans and Europeans in Southern did not take account of the realities of the United King- ~ operative
Rhodesia. The Committee could and should (1~k the dom's position and its relationship to the Government of the S(
United Kingdom Government to use all available means of Southern Rhodesia. His delegation also felt that, in ing in S
to persuade the European population of Southern Rho- view of the nature of that relationship, tb recommenda- .~ mendntio
desia to discard outdated prejudices and to adopt a tions in operative paragraphs 4, 5, 6 and 7 were un- i I take to I
reasonable attitude towards the creation of a multiracial realistic and could be misleading. With regard to ~\ ritory.
society based on democratic principles, in which the operative paragraph 8, his Government would continue 2!:10. 1
rights of the African majority would be recognized. to refrain from any action which could tiggravate the \ t
To suggest, however, that the United Kingdom Gov- existing situation in Southern Rhodesia With regard fl ih: a~~i
ernment should be prepared to wage war against the to operative paragraph 10, his delegation had been I'~ dent of tl
settlers in Southern Rhodesia just as it had done against unable to assess the precise implications of the forth- ,! records (
the rebe11ion in the North American colonies, was to coming elections and their effect on the future' of fl· C '1
ignore the fact that times had changed. S I RI d . I I dbIb d dl I d~~~~n

281. With regard to the negative effect that the e~~~tul~~;ed b~ I:r~: Stmli~h's e:t~t~~~~~~; ~~ 14
t
i~~il ~h!t ~l Rhodesia

d
reS?luthion miglhdt havellohn. thde SIituat!io~ intStoumtheenrtn R

t
l1
thoe-

the issue of a unilateral declaration of independence r 291.
esia, e woui reca IS e ega IOn s s a e a was not the reason for the elections and that he intended

232nd meeting to the effect that the resolution then to continue negotiations. With regard to operative f:~;I~t~~;
being considered would strengthen the hand of the paragraph 6, his delegation had repeatedly urged that • dent of tl
extremist elements in that country, weaken the position if it was not possible to call a constitutional conference r\
of the liberal forces in the United Kingdom and now, every effort should be made to hold a broadly ~1 292.
Southern Rhodesia, and impair the prestige of the based informal consultation as a first step towards Southern
United Nations. Unfortunately, his delegation's pre- establishing the necessary communication between the I the Speci
dictions had proved correct. various segments of the population of Southern Rho- , , 1965, rea

282. To its regret, therefore, the Italian delegation desia, The recent visit to Southern Rhodesia by Mr. ~,.'Jl "Th
would be obliged to abstain in the vote on the draft Bottomley and Lord Gardiner had been a positive move regard
resolution. He would refrain from discussing in detail in that direction. ~ the G,'
the various provisions in the draft resolution which II andPc
his delegation was unable to support, for the time for 287. His Government remained deeply concerned i i "Ha
legalistic arguments was over. The problem of Southern over the situation in Southern Rhodesia and was pre- ,I Southe
Rhodesia was a political and moral issue which each pared to use its influence and offer any appropriate I! "Ha
delegation must consider on its intrinsic merits. assistance to the parties in trying to reach an equitable lr~'l'

solution. mittee283. The representative of Ethiopia expressed dis- "Re
appointment at :'he suggestion that operative paragraphs 288. The representative of Uruguay, recalling that 1960,
2, 3, 4, 5, 8. :: ...nd, presumably, 7 of the draft reso- nis delegation had supported all'~solutions dealing rOll of 31
lution should be deleted, since those were the most with Southern Rhodesia that had been adopted either I,
important operative paragraphs. Paragraph 8 merely by the Committee or by the General Assembly, said t"11 JI~~~e
called upon States to abstain from providing arms and that its decision not to participate in the vote on the \
ammunition to the minority Government in Southern draft resolu: 'on had not reflected disagreement with ~
Rhodesia; that was a very mild request. The sponsors the basic purpose of the resolution. Had the resolution A
of the draft resolution felt that the provision of arms merely restated previous recommendations, such as
and ammunition to the Southern Rhodesian Government those referred to in its preamble, his delegation would
would be detrimental to the interests of the overwhelm- have cast a favourable vote, since its position on the
ing majority of the African population. substance of the question remained unchanged. In the

284. The draft resolution (A/AC.109/L.193) was course of the debate, however, a new aspect of the
adopted by a roll-call vote of 18 to none, with 4 absten- situation in the Territory had been discussed and a
tions, as foI!ows: new course of action had been recommended. Since, in

In favour: Bulgaria, Cambodia, Chile, Ethiopia, India, operative paragraph 10, the Committee was Apparently
Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Poland, referring the question to the Security Council in ac-
Sierra Leone, Syria, Tunisia, Union of Soviet Socialist cordance with rule 3 of the Council's provisional rules
Republics. United Republic of Tanzania, Venezuela, of procedure, his delegation wished to avoid doing
Yugoslavia. anything that might be regarded as prejudging the

issue and that might deprive it of complete freedom
Against: None. of action in the Council. It had therefore decided not to
Abstaining: Australia, Denmark, Italy, United States take any position until the question was discussed in

of America. the Council. That decision did 110t imply any lack of



SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION CONCERNING THE
TERRITORY

General
294. Information concerning Southern Rhodesia as

',".lll as an account of action taken in respect of 'the

r-===-m=o ,=, ., Ad~,:n...m,••".d. "'"' •• '1
't respect for the considerations which had been put for- tions to the Southern Rhodesia Parliament scheduled
!) ward by other delegations, for 7 May 1965 on the basis of the 1961 Constitution
~ 289. The representative of the Soviet Union said rejected by the overwhelming majority of the people
, that, although his delegation had voted in favour of of Southern Rhodesia;
1 the resolution, it had a few general reservations. The "5. Calls IIPOIl the administering Power to effect
I, resolution was the most moderate one that could pus- immedintely:
J sibly have been placed before the Committee. It was "(a) The release of 1111 political prisoners, detainees
I in fact nothing but a duplication of the Committee's and restrictees;

~, previous decision on Southern Rhodesia and constituted
yet another appeal to the United Kingdom; yet although "(b) The repeal of all repressive and discrlmlna-

.t the United Kingdom Government had consistently ig- tory legislation, and in particular, the Law and Order
I, nored all such appeals. there was no clause in the reso- (Maintenance) Act and the Land Apportionment

Act;
lution censuring that Government's attitude. Moreover,
the resolution was weakened by the fact that although "(1:) The removal of all restrictions on African
operative paragraph 10 drew the immediate attention political activity and establishment of full democratic
of the Security Council to the grave situation prevail- freedom and equality of political rights;

~ ing in Southern Rhodesia, it did not make any recom- "6. lnuitcs once more the United Kingdom Gov-
~ mendntion about the measures which the Council might ernment to suspend the Constitution of 1961 and to

take to prevent dangerous developments in that Ter- call immediately a constitutional conference in which
ritory. representatives of all political parties will take part

2SiO. The representative of India, speaking as Rap- with a view to making new constitutional arrange-
porteur, proposed that the Committee should authorize ments on the basis of universal adult suffrage and
the Chairman to transmit the resolution to the Presi- the fixing of the earliest possible date for independ-
dent of the Security Council, together with the relevant euce ;
records of the Committee, so that the members of the "7. Requests the United Kingdom Government to
Council might be in possession of all the necessary ensure that the troops and military equipment trans-
documents before considering the question of Southern ferred to the minority Government upon the liquida-
Rhodesia. tion of the defunct Central African Federation will

291. The Chairman said that, in accordance with that not be used against the nationalist movement in
proposal and with the Committee's usual practice, he Southern Rhodesia and to effect their immediate and
would transmit the resolution and records to the Presi- speedy withdrawal from the control of the minority
dent of the Security Council. Government;

292. The text of the resolution on the question of "S. Further calls tlPOtl all States to abstain from
Southern Rhodesia (A/AC.109/112) as adopted by providing in whatever form arms and ammunition as
the Special Committee at its 328th meeting on 22 April wel1 as logistic assistance and economic and financial
1965, reads as follows: aid to the minority Government in Southern Rho-

"The Special Comnutiee Otl the Situation ~vith desia ;
rcgard to the Implemetltatioll of the Declonuion 01l "9. Decides to study in co-operation with the
the Gratlting of Indeoendence to Colonial Countries Secretary-General and the agencies of the United
mId Peoples, Nations the implications of the activities of foreign

"Having [urthcr examined the situation in economic ann other interests in Southern Rhodesia
Southern Rhodesia, and their mode of operation in order to assess their

economic and political influence;
"Havitlg considered the Report of the Sub-Corn- "10. Draws the immediate attention of the Se-

mittee on Southern Rhodesia, curity Council to the grave situation prevailing in
"Recalling resolutions 1514 (XV) of 14 December Southern Rhodesia and, in particular, to the serious

1960, 1747 (XVI) of 28 June 1962, 1760 (XVII) implications 0: the elections announced to take place
of 31 October 1962, 1883 (XVIII) of 14 October on 7 May 1965 under a constitution which has been
1963 and 1889 (XVIII) of 6 November 1963 of rejected by the majority of the people of Southern
the General Assembly, Rhodesia and the abrogation of which has repeatedly

"Deeply concerned at the further deterioration in been called for by the Special Committee and the
the situation in the Territory resulting from the recent General Assembly since 1962;
developments and particularly the decision of the "11. Requests the Sub-Committee on Southern
minority Government to hold elections based on the Rhodesia to continue to keep the situation under
1961 Constitution and the threats of the minority review and to report as necessary to the Special
Government to declare unilateral independence, Committee;

"1. Adopts the 'report of the Sub-Committee and "12. Decides to maintain th, Question of Southern
endorses its conclusions; Rhodesia on its agenda."

293. The text of the resolution, together with the
"2. ReaJfirms all the resolutions of the General records of the debates on the question in the Special

Assembly and of the Special Committee en the ques- Committee, was transmitted to the President of the
tion of Southern Rhodesia; 'Security Council on' 23 April 1965 (S/6300).

"3. Deplores the continued refusal of the adminis-
tering Power to implement the resolutions of the D.
General Assembly and of the Special Committee
concerning Southern Rhodesia;

"4. Calls t'P01l the United Kingdom Government
to take urgent and immediate steps to cancel the elec-

\
i

r
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Territory, is already contained in the previous reports
of the Special Committee to the General Assembly. In
formation on recent developments is furnished in the
working paper prepared by the Secretarlnt dated 5 April
1965 (see paras. 1·67 above). Supplementary informa
tion on the latest developments concerning the Terri
tory is set out below.

Action taken by theSecl/rity Council 1111965

295. At its 1194th, 1195th, 1197th, 1199th, 1201st
and 1202nd meetings between 30 April and 6 May 1965,
the Security Council considered a letter dated 22 April
1965 (S/6294 and Add.I) from the representatives of
thirty-five African States requesting the Council to
examine the very serious situation existing in Southern
Rhodesia. •

296. At its 1202nd meeting, on 6 May 1965, the
Security Council adopted a resolution (202 (1965)) by
7 votes to none with 4 abstentions (France, United
Kingdom, United States and USSR). The operative
paragraphs read as follows:

/11. Notes the United Kingdom Government's
statement of 27 October 1964 specifying the condi

" tions under which Southern Rhodesia might attain
independence;

/12. Notes further alld approves the opinion of the
majority of the population of Southern Rhodesia that
the United Kingdom should convene a constitutional
conference;

/13. Requests the United Kingdom Government
and all States Members of the United Nations not
to accept a unilateral declaration of independence for
Southern Rhodesia by the minority Government;

/14. Requests the United Kingdom to take all nec
essary action to prevent a unilateral declaration of
independence;

"5. Requests the United Kingdom Government
not to transfer under any circt mstances to its colony
of Southern Rhodesia, as at present governed, any
of the powers or attributes of sovereignty, but to
promote the country's attainment of independence
by a democratic system of government in accordance
with the aspirations of the majority of the population j

"6. Further requests the United Kingdom Gov
ernment to enter into consultations with all concerned
with a view to convening a conference of all political
parties in order to adopt new constitutionnl provisions
acceptable to the majority of the people of Rhodesia,
so that the earliest possible date may be set for
independence;

"7. Decides to keep the question of Southern Rho
desia on its agenda."

Latest developments coucerninq tile Territory

Desiqnationof the Territory
297. A. question was asked in the United Kingdom

House of Commons on 18 February 1965, as to why
the United Kingdom Government continued to employ
the designation Southern Rhodesia when, following the
attainment of independence by Zambia, the Government
of the Territory had decided that the country should
be known as Rhodesia. In reply, the Prime Minister
stated that it was already the practice of the United
Kingdom Government, where appropriate, to use
"Rhodesia" for informal purposes. It remained correct

for formal and legal purposes, however, to use the title
"Southern Rhodesia".

Reactioll to a1l1101/1ICOI/IC1I1 of olectlons
298. Commenting on a statement made on 31 March

1965 by Mr. Ian Smith, the Prime Minister of Southern
Rhodesia (see appendix V) explaining the reasons
for the calling of fresh general elections, Mr. David
Butler, the Leader of the Rhodesia Party, said at a
Press conference the same day that the elections were
unnecessary and had been called in an effort to reassert
Mr. Smith's party leadership. He admitted that his
party stood no chance of winning- the elections but was
milling at preventing the Government from winning
the two-thirds majority it was seeking. If the Rho
desian Front was victorious, its party machine, in his
estimation, would push the Government inexorably
towards a unilateral declaration of independence.

299. In an interview given on 1 April 1965 at
Gonakudzingwa, his place of restriction, Mr. Joshua
Nkomo reportedly made it clear that the Peoples Care
taker Council and his followers would boycott the
forthcoming general elections. In a telegram sent to
the United Kingdom Prime Minister on 23 April 1965,
the Malawi office of the Zimbabwe African National
Union (ZANU) expressed shock at the announcement
of general elections and claimed that this announcement
had been encouraged by the letter addressed by the
Prime Minister to Mr. Smith on 30 March 1965.

300. On 31 April 1965, the Commonwealth Relations
Office in London issued a statement to the effect that
the message of 30 March 1965 from the United King.
doni Prime Minister to the Southern Rhodesia Prime
Minister did not contain any offer of independence for
the Territory. The contents of exchanges with Mr.
Smith remained confidential, but according to the state
ment it could he said that their object had been to
explore possible lines on which a settlement could be
based, and that the stage had not been reached where
detailed proposals could be put forward on either side.

301. A few days earlier, NII'. Arthur Bottomley,
United Kingdom Secretary of State for Commonwealth
Relations, had said in a broadcast that the United King
dom would stand by its pledge to take action which
would adversely affect Southern Rhodesia's economy,
if the Government of that country took any unconstitu
tional action to secure greater authority over the Afri
cans. He also stated that. he would like to see a con
stitutional conference take place, but at that stage the
idea was unrealistic. He was nevertheless determined
to find a way of bringing about majority rule in the
country.

Pro-election campaign
302. Opening his pre-election campaign at Fort

Victoria during the third week of Apri11965, Mr. Smith
was reported to have said that the elections were un
doubtedly another phase in the battle for independence.
A two-thirds majority in the Legislative Assembly
would enable the country to continue more decisively
to fight for independence in Parliament itself by using
every available legislative means to further the con
stitutional position of Southern Rhodesia. Continuing,
he stated that a renewed mandate, the last such mandate
he would ask for, could only strengthen his Govern
ment's hands in its negotiations with the United King
dom Government. While emphasizing that the main
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308. In a further statement on 29 April 1965, Mr.
Smith is reported to have said that the general elec
tions were aimed at achieving UDI, the letters standing
for united demand for independence (these letters had
been widely used in the Territory to denote a unilateral
declaration of independence). The following day, he
announced that his Government had been taking pre
cautions against an emergency in the country. If at
some time in the future, his Government found itself
heading for a take-over by the "extreme racialists", it
would have to take matters into its own hands in order

~I

~.,
~
1

J:ue:==dencc. h::::::::: ':'::::::Sthe counlry nnd the Christlnn ci~ll,nti::
~ a unilateral declaration of independence was the reason its people had built there.II for holding the elections. 309. In another radio and television broadcast on
f" 303. During the same week, Mr. Butler was reported 6 May 1%5, Mr. Smith warned that the choice facing
l'l to have declared that the Rhodesia Party would not the nation was between a united white-~overned Rho-

l
~ 1 recognize n unilateral declaration if it came. Replying desia and an ultimate "black extremist' government.

~
to questions, he said that his party would oppose such He reiterated his denial that his Government would
an illegal measure if it was introduced in the Legislative resort to a unilateral declaration, unless there was no
Assembly, but could do nothing about it if it was im- reasonable alternative. He expressed the hope that the

l posed by force. He offered ns his party's alternative majority of voters would support the Rhodesian Front

~
• what he called. the third choice, which was to maintain in what he believed would be the last stage of their

. the status quo, and to work for negotiated independ- battle for independence. Such a show of strength was
t ence as well as the maintenance of law and order, their guarantee of oht.1ining a negotiated independence
~ standards and responsible Government. and of thereby avoiding the much discussed unilateral

~
304. In another speech, on 20 April 1965, according declaration.

to reports Mr. Butler challenged Mr. Smith to tell the Southern Rhodesia White Paper 011 l/lIilatcral declare-
I, country what changes the Rhodesian Front proposed tion of i11dcpelldcllcc
r~ in the Constitution that would require a two-thirds
I majority, to ;ive details of the state of negotiations 310. On 26 April 1965, the Southern Rhodesia Gov-

with the United Kingdom on independence and to pub- ernment published a White Paper (see appendix VI)
!ish the memoranda, which the Government had re- on the economic consequences of a unilateral declaration
ceived, regarding the economic effects of a unilateral of independence. The White Paper stated that most
declaration of independence. of the reports received by the .Government on this

subject were based on certain assumptions: firstly that
305. The same day, Mr. Smith was reported to have I li d i I U' d K' d G

said that both his Government's assessment of these t le measures out me In t le nite mg om overn-
merit's warning of 27 October 1964 (see appendix II)

memoranda and its proposals for changes in the Con- would be applied with a degree of severity designed
stitution would be published shortly. He repeated former to collapse the economy of the country within a rela-
statements that negotiations with the United Kingdom tively short period, and secondly, that such action would
were in a better state than they had been for many be supported by other members of the Commonwealth.
months. In reply to questions, he stated that his Gov-
ernment would continue negotiating to the bitter end, 311. In evaluating the validity of these assumptions,
but that if negotiations failed, ~he only course open the White Paper continued, it must be remembered
would be to seize indepe~dence. that countries to the north of Southern Rhodesia would

306. On 26 April 1965, Mr. Clifford Dupont, the have to take into account the crippling effect on their
own economies that such action would entail. Southern

Deputy Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia, said Rhodesia for its part would take the strongest counter-
during a television broadcast that a unilateral declara- measures available to it. Further, the White Paper
tion would not be made except as a last resort, if the claimed that, bearing in mind the indications of corn-
very existence of the country was at stake. If all munist influence in the countries to the north, it was
negotiations failed and if the choice was between free- incredible that the United Kingdom would attempt
dom as the people of Southern Rhodesia knew it, and the destruction of the Southern Rhodesia economy and
a handover to "black extremists", then a unilateral the overthrow of stable government.
declaration would be made.

312. Although initially, according to the White
307. The same day, according to reports, the Rho- Paper, the measures contemplated by the United King-

desian Front announced plans to amend the Constitu- dom would involve some inconvenience, Southern Rho-
tion so as to give chiefs the right to sit in an enlarged desia could obtain elsewhere all the imports it was
Legislative Assembly and to make some changes in currently getting from the United Kingdom and the
the voting system. Commenting on these plans in reply Commonwealth and similarly could market elsewhere
to a question in the United Kingdom House of Com- a great proportion of its exports. Conceding that the
mons on 4 May 1965, the United Kingdom Prime major problem would arise in the marketing of its

, Minister stated that he could not say in advance what tobaccos, the White Paper asserted that an embargo
view his Government would take, should the proposed on Southern Rhodesia tobacco would give United States
changes come forward as part of a suggested basis {or tobacco a virtual monopoly of the United Kingdom
independence. The United Kingdom Government, he market and that in consequence the price of tobacco •
added, must also reserve its position on any amend- from other sources would harden. As regards future
ment to the specially entrenched provisions of the growth and development, the Government believed that
Constitution. investment money would be forthcoming, both fr0111

the private sector and from other sources in countries
not unfriendly to Southern Rhodesia.

313. Another step arising from action by the United
Kingdom Government, according to the White Paper,
would be for Southern Rhodesia to consider the repa
triation of foreign workers and their families, altogether
comprising some 500,000 persons, to Zambia and
Malawi, in order to protect the indigenous labour force.
Other counter-measures had been decided upon by the
Southern Rhodesia Government, the disclosure of which
would not be in the country's best interest.
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Other developments

Relations with South Africa

323. The South African Minister of Finance an
nounced on 3 March 1965 that, as a gesture of good
will and co-operation, his Government proposed to lend
to the Southern Rhodesia Government R5,OOO,OOO for
specific development projects. That Government, he
explained, was experiencing some difficulty financing

~

Results of general elections

321. The general elections held on 7 May 1965,
which according to reports were largely hoycotted by
the Africans, resulted in the Rhodesian Front winning
all the fifty A-roll seats in the Legislative Assembly.
Of its candidates for these seats, twenty-two were re
turned unopposed. The Rhodesian Party contested only
twenty-six of the A-roll seats. Its leader, Mr. Butler,
was defeated in his constituency by a margin of more
than two to one. Two independent candidates also stood
for election to A-roll seats. The Rhodesian Front did
not contest any of the fifteen B-roll seats. Of the Rho
desian Party's candidates for these seats, two were
returned unopposed.

322. After his party's election victory, Mr. Smith
declared on 8 May 1965, that Africans in the Terri
tory were still a long way from being ready for political
responsibility and that the thought of an African Gov
ernment taking over the government was unacceptable.
The ideal, in his view, was to arrive, through an evolu
tionary rather than revolutionary process, at a position
where people in the country would be accepted on
their merit.

. ~, ...~ .._._~---_._..._. .,---

UlIitecf Kingdom Prime Mblistcr's statClIIC1lt 011 South
cm Rhodesia Whit« Papcr
314. On 29 April 1965, Mr. Harold Wilson made

a statement in the United Kingdom House of Commons
(see appendix VII) rejecting the Southern Rhodesia
White Paper's assessment of the likely economic effect
of a unilateral declaration. The United Kingdom Gov
ernment adhered to the statement issued on 27 October
1964. In its view, nothing that had happened since then
afforded reasons for modifying the judgement expressed
therein that the economic effects of a unilateral decla
ration would be disastrous to the prosperity anci'os
pects of the people of Southern Rhodesia and that the
Territory's external trade woud be disrupted.

315. Mr. Wilson also pointed out that if the United
Kingdom, the biggest buyer of Southern Rhodesia
tobacco, imposed an embargo on this commodity, the
effect would be disastrous to the tobacco-growing in
dustry. The United Kingdom however would have no
difficulty in procuring its tobacco requirements from
other countries. Mr. Wilson's statement reiterated that
a unilateral declaration by Southern Rhodesia would
put a stop to the flow of capital from the United King
dom, which had hitherto been the chief external source
of capital for the country's economic development.

316. Continuing, Mr. Wilson rejected the view, im
plied in the White Paper, that it would be improper
for the United Kingdom to react if Southern Rhodesia
put itself in the position of a colony in rebellion, whereas
Southern Rhodesia would be entitled to take whatever
measures it chose against other countries in retaliation
for the inevitable consequences of its own action. In
conclusion. he reiterated his Government's conviction
that constitutional negotiations were the only way for
Southern Rhodesia to achieve independence without
grave consequences. The answer lay in an agreed
solution and his Government stood ready to carry
forward its not entirely unhopeful negotiations with
the Government of Southern Rhodesia after the elections
in order to achieve this objective.

Other reactions to the SOl/them Rhodesia White Paper
317. On 4 May 1965, Mr. Butler gave a warning

that economic disaster for Zambia could be achieved
only by Southern Rhodesia imposing economic sanctions
against that country's coal, power and transport. This,
in his view, must result in a state of war, declared or
undeclared, between the two countries. He was com
menting on a statement made the previous day by
Mr. Pieter van de Byl, the Parliamentary Secretary
for Information to the effect that any attempt to de
stroy Southern Rhodesia economically, whether suc
cessful or not, would involve the total economic destruc-

• tion of Zambia.
318. In a special broadcast on 5 May 1965, Mr.

Kenneth Kaunda, the President of Zambia, accused
Southern Rhodesia of planning wanton aggression and
declared that his country would not hesitate to retaliate
if this were justified. By threatening Zambia with eco
nomic strangulation, the Southern Rhodesia Govern
ment was holding his country at ransom for its own
illegal acts. He also disclosed that recent visits overseas
by members of the Zambia Government had been aimed
at setting up defences against the possibility of eco
nomic aggression in the event of a unilateraldeclaration
by Southern Rhodesia. He assured his audience that if
such aggression occurred, Zambia would receive tre
mendous support from all over the world. Meanwhile,

he continued, arrangements were being made to deal ~',.,:".'
with the Southern Rhodesia threat to repatriate Zam-
bian citizens working in that country.

Reports by Southern Rhodesia» bl/s;t1ess grol/ps C011- rt
ccrniug imilatcra; declaration of illdcpendctlcc ,
319. Despite warnings by Mr. Smith that such pub- II

Iication would be a disservice to the people and to the ~
economy of Southern Rhodesia, on 2 May 1964 the
Association of Rhodesian Industries and the Associated I
Chambers of Commerce made public their reports, r·
prepared early in 1965, on the economic effects of a '
unilateral declaration of independence. Similar in sub- l
stance to another document released a few days earlier .
by the Southern Rhodesia branch of the Institute of (
Directors, these reports made it clear that the United )
Kingdom Government would deal Southern Rhodesia -,
a crippling blow if it carried out the measures outlined J,
in its statement of 27 October 1964. : i

320. An illegal seizure of independence, according ~
to these reports, might well lead, inter alia, to the loss '.
of economic preference on Southern Rhodesia's exports,
economic sanctions by the United Kingdom and other
Commonwealth countries as well as by the Afro-Asian
countries, and the severance of traditional sources of i1
private and public investment, notably the United King- 1\
dom, Such an act might also result in the serious ~
disruption of the country's financial and credit ma- I

chinery, its exclusion from the sterling bloc and from .
the London money market, the freezing of Southern
Rhodesia assets in London, and the refusal of financial·'
assistance by the International Bank for Reconstruction (jl
and Development (IBRD) and other international t

bodies. 'I
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Arrests of Africa11 political leaders
325. On 6 April 1965, it was announced that police

reservists were called out to break up a meeting at
Wha-Wha restriction camp. Sixty-six people were
arrested and forty-four of them, members of the banned
Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU), were
charged with taking part in an illegal meeting or with
membership in a subversive organization.

E. FURTHER CONSIDERATION BY TIlE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE4

326. The Special Committee gave further considera
tion to the question of Southern Rhodesia at its 339th
to 344th, 346th and 347th meetings held in Africa
between 25 and 28 May 1965.

Written petiiionstmd lIearitlgs
3~7. The Special Committee also circulated the fol

lowing written petitions concerning the Territory:"
Petitiollcr

Mr. Kotsho Lloyd Dube, representative
Zimbabwe African Peoples Union
(ZAPU) .

Mr. G. B. Nyandoro, Secretary-General,
Zimbabwe African Peoples Union
(ZAPU) .

Mr. L. F. S. Burnham, Premier of
British Guiana ......•............. A/AC109/PET.389

League of Coloured Peoples A/AC.I09iPET.39lJ
Mr. Solomon Nkiwane A/AC.109/PET.400
"Highfield Women" A/AC.109/PET.402
"Highfield People" A/AC.109/PET.403
Mr. Ngcebetsha A/AC.109/PET.404
Mr. Arce A/AC.109/PET.406
"Arcadia Residents" A/AC.I09/PET.410

328. The petition indicated above as A/AC.l09/
PET.373/Add.l contained a request for hearing which
was approved by the Special Committee at its 330th
meeting on 30 April 1965. However, at the time this
report was prepared, the petitioner had not yet appeared
before the Special Committee.

4 See also chapter H, paras. 438-463, for an account of the
discussions on the resolution adopted by the Special Committee
at its 373rd meeting on 18 June 1965 (A/AC.109/128/Rev.l)
concerning the implementation of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) with regard to Southern Rhodesia, Territories
under Portuguese administration, South West Africa and Easu
toland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland,

GThe following written petitions were circulated after the
Special Committee had adopted a resolution concerning Southern
Rhodesia (A/AC.109/120) at its 347th meeting on 28 May
1965: A/AC.109/PET,402-404. 406 and 410.
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345. Mr. Nehwati (Zimbabwe African Congress of
Trade Unions), speaking at the invitation of the
Chairman. said that the 700,000 African workers in
Southern Rhodesia suffered from capitalist and colo
nialist exploitation, for the industrial legislation applied
in effect only to white settler workers. The Apprentice
ship Act of 1959, although non-racial on paper, was
applied only to the children of white settlers. and no
African had as yet been admitted to the technical and
skilled trades. Even where he had been able to acquire
some technical skill from other countries, an African
would not be able to use it in Southern Rhodesia, since
skilled work was the preserve of the white settlers.

::,tle. A, a,,,.,It, tbere w", =::"::I~:::~;::nte pla."I"I. fo,m.,l. tha' 'wo.,J
poverty in many areas. deceive the African people and the rest of the world; ~i n

336. Under a terrorist campaign by the police, and Prime Minister Smith was endeavouring to subvert i
Africans were being rounded up and ill-treated in an a number of African chiefs to give an impression of .
effort to intimidate the African population and to obtain African support. Everything was being done to evade (If
by force information on activities against the regime. the only possible solution-that of a truly representative ~ I

Many Africans had been murdered in the process and government elected on the principle of one man, one ,i
buried without their next-of-kin being notified. In vote. li
the case of Alexander Mashawira, the constable 341. The threat of a unilateral declaration of in- ~
responsible for his death had not been charged. The dependence was probably an expedient used by the
regime was also illegally applying a ninety-day detention United Kingdom Government in pursuing its policy of ~
rule and it was officially admitted that political prisoners establishing minority independence i but the real prob- .
and detainees in interrogation camps numbered over lem was not the threat of unilateral independence but
10,000. the existence of a dictatorship and the way to abolish

337. The African people of Zimbabwe, the Corn- it. The United Kingdom had rejected a military solution
monwealth countries. the Organization of African Unity for Southern Rhodesia i but it had been ready to adopt t).
and the United Nations had patiently and persistently military measures in other cases, such as Swaziland and ~
appealed to the United Kingdom to end the colonial Malaysia. All that was being asked of the United King-
regime in Rhodesia and to restore Zimbabwe to its dom Government was that it should sort out the con- (:jl'

rightful owners, the African people. under a democratic fusion for which it had been responsible. The greatest :I
government elected on the principle of one man. one danger in the United Kingdom Government's attempt lj
vote. But the United Kingdom Government had ignored to continue the settler regime lay in the intensification .•
those appeals because of British economic interests in of racist regimes in Africa and the possibility of racial ~
Rhodesia. The British attitude had been demonstrated conflict with free Africa.
by the statement of a Member of Parliament recently 342. The Committee had spent many years passing \~"•.
that it would be justifiable to send British troops to resolutions and appealing to the United Kingdom Gov-
Rhodesia to protect the Kariba dam and power plant. ernment, The time had come for it to obtain a
but not to prevent the entrenchment of the minority categorical undertaking by the United Kingdom to im-
regime. plement, immediately and fully, the resolutions on Rho- ~

338. Contrary to the impression given to the rest of desia adopted by the United Nations General Assembly.
the world, hut not surprisingly, the United Kingdom Those resolutions called for: the immediate release of .'
Government had sided with the Smith Government Mr. Joshua. Nkomo, President of the people of f".
against the African people. by declaring that it would Zimbabwe, and all other political prisoners and de- !
not convene a constitutional conference or impose tainees; the suspension of the 1961 Constitution which
majority rule. and that it would not tolerate unconstitu- had been rejected by the African people and by the
tional actions in Rhodesia or violence from any quarter. United Nations; and the convening of a truly repre- I
It could only be assumed that the violence practised sentative constitutional conference to arrange for the U
consistently by the British Rhodesian regime was immediate transfer of power from the present minority FI
condoned because it was practised on another race. to the African majority, on the strict basis of one man. ~

339. In the face of the overwhelming evidence that one vote. 1I
the United Kingdom Government had never intended 343. Those demands were evidence of the Africans' ['
to bring about majority rule, the African people of reasonable attitude, but the alternative to a constitu- ..
Zimbabwe had been driven to the conclusion that the tional conference could only be bloodshed. If the under- •..
British Rhodesian regime could be eliminated only taking were not forthcoming from Britain, he believed
by force: they were now resolved on force, regardless that the United Nations could fulfil its task of ensuring r
of the losses they would suffer. Tbe country was peace and justice only by intervening directly in Rho- ~
virtually in a state of emergency and there was a desia with military assistance--particularly from the ~
dangerous atmosphere of tension. Government troops African countries-to support the African forces under i."~..'.
were deployed all over the country, and arms were the command of Joshua Nkomo, the peoples' leader ofl
being stored in European farms for quick access. Zimbabwe. \~

Deserted mines such as Conne-Mara were being con- ill
verted into underground prisons, where it was feared 344. He appealed to the members of the Committee ~
the 10,000 detainees would be transferred. It was com- who believed in liberty and in the United Nations I'
rnon knowledge that the Rhodesian Government was Charter for help in destroying the racist regime of the .•.•.
being provided with planes and military supplies by Smith Government. [
the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany, ~

Portugal and South Africa and that the United King- ~.

dom chose to ignore the fact that the Smith Government F

was negotiating military agreements with Portugal under }.{!

the pretext of trade discussions. It was an open secret j

that the United Kingdom was negotiating trade agree- '!
ments with South Africa to safeguard British interests
in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia. which it was
feared would be endangered by an African government.

340. The United Kingdom Government, having
made it clear that the African people would be excluded
from any discussion on independence. was now engaged
in prolonged negotiations with the Government in Rho-
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357. In reply to questions, IVIr. Nehwati said that
there was a gross disparity in the earnings and con
ditions of service of Europeans and Africans respec
tively. A European clerk, driver, teacher or constable
earned two or three times as much as an African with
the same qualifications performing exactly the same
functions; even in the municipal service, where a
university degree war- required, there was the same
disparity. Moreover, Europeans received pension rights,
sickness .benefits and family allowances, whereas
Africans received no such benefits. Europeans were
entitled to one month's paid leave a year, and Africans
to only two weeks.

358. In a further statement, Mr. Nyandoro said
that his testimony had made it abundantly clear that
the situation was explosive. In order to avert violence,
the Zimbabwe people had made repeated efforts to
find a peaceful solution, by successive appeals to the
United Kingdom, to the United Nations and to the
British Commonwealth. The United Kingdom Govern
ment had rejected out of hand all advice on the action
it should take. Finally, the Organization of African
Unity had been approached, with precisely the same
lack of effect. In the meantime, the Zimbabwe ,people
were being killed off by Ian Smith, who derived his
authority from the United Kingdom. It was an in
controvertible fact that all government ministers and
judges in Southern Rhodesia took their oatb of office
to H.M. the Queen. Yet the United Kingdom Govern
ment maintained that it had no responsibility for the
internal affairs of the country.

359. The world had witnessed the unjustifiable
Western intervention in the Congo which was tanta-

owned shares in Britlsh-based companies opcrating in
Southern Rhodesia. Thcre was also considerable United
States capital in the country. However, the bulk of the
foreign capital in Southern Rhodesia came from the
United Kingdom itself.

354. The United Kingdom was also the largest con
tributor of assistance to the Southern Rhodesia Army.
Not only did the United Kingdom Government under
write any loans undertaken by Mr. Smith's Government,
it also arranged for the latter to borrow money on the
London market, which it was unable to do directly,
through intermediary companies. West Germany was
the next largest contributor, supplying not only arms
but also pilots and experts in guerrilla warfare to help
train the Southern Rhodesian Army, Portugal, too,
was supplying arms: and there was every probability
that NATO weapons were arriving in Southern Rho
desia through Mozambique.

355. ZAPU regarded the Colonial Secretary's recent
visit to Mr. Smith as tantamount to political surrender.
It was evident that Mr. Bottomley's sole concern had
been to avoid the embarrassment of a unilateral declara
tiOI1 of independence by Mr. Smith's Government, and
his visit had done nothing to improve the situation.
It was disappointing that the British Labour Party,
which in opposition had been vociferous in its support
for the United Nations, should show so little regard
for the resolutions of the General Assembly now that
it was in office.

356. The 210,000 Southern Rhodesians owned 52
per cent of the land unci the indigenous population only .
48 per cent. Much of the latter was barren. The
European landowners were often out of the country,
and they made little use of the land, except for specu
lation.
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would' 346. Although the Industrial Conciliation Act of 1959

illuvert i unions were subjected to rigorous control. The Zim
don of . hnhwe African Congress of Trade Unions (ZACTU)
evade <~r had been banned, in contravention of the provisions of

ntative ~ , the relevant Convention of the International Labour
n, one \I Organisation (ILO) to which Southern Rhodesia wasil a party through the United Kingdom. No African
of in- ~ union could hold a meeting without the approval of
>y the the so-called Minister of State for L1.w and Order, and
I' f no meetings had been allowed since February 1964.
ICy b ~ Where meetings were permitted, speakers had to speak
pr~ - to police tape recorders-again a violation of the ILO

ili~li~~ t, Convention. African trade unions were debarred from
ilution using their only weapon-calling a strike. More than
adopt ~ fifty African trade union leaders were being held in

Id and detention camps without trial, for the offence of
King- organizing to protect their own interests. Among them
e COI1- were Aaron Ndlovu, the General Secretary of ZACTU,

- trj and Mark Nzirnmasanga, the Financial Secretary..eatest
ttempt'j 347. As a result of repression, the workers were
cation l now taking spontaneous strike action and their leaders
racial I:j could no longer control them. Industry was frightened

~ and there was an economic slump which was causing
~! unprecedented unemployment. The situation had been

~
'" reported by Mr. Joshua Nkomo in his memorandum
~.' dated 25 February 1965, to the United Kingdom Gov-

ernment.
348. The economic situation had produced poverty,

~
starvation and widespread malnutrition among the

.• w.orkin.g Pleople, n
f1an

Y
f

.alf whom had been tlll~llled 100~t
ot their tomes or at ure to pay rent, \V 11 e t ierr

t1! children had been expelled from school because school
~ fees had not been paid. Disease was rife because the
I African people could no longer afford medical fees.

~
. The Press was full of statistics concerning disease and

child mortality from malnutrition.
349. Those serious conditions were an advantage to

~
~ the colonial settlers, since they made the Africans more

••'1 easily exploitable, The cause of the unstable conditions
was the undemocratic structure of the so-called Govern-

I•.·.~..J.. ment which permitted the settler minorities to dominate
and exploit the indigenous majorities.

350. Past resolutions bv the United Nations General
rj.' Assembly calling upon the'United Kingdom to intervene
I had been ignored, and the situation had reached danger

{, point. He appealed to the United Nations to intervene
t 011 behalf of the African people by direct intervention,

l'e,.,

'll without reference to the United Kingdom.
• 351. In reply to questions, Mr. Nyandoro said that

negotiations between London and Salisbury could do
nothing to improve the situation. Mr. Smith had made
it abundantly clear that there was to be no African
Government in his lifetime. A direct confrontation of
black and white was therefore imminent, and the only
course left open to the United Kingdom Government
was to intervene decisively, as had President de Gaul1e
in Algeria. to ensure the establishment of democratic
government.

352. The campaign to attract white immigrants was
motivated by the determination to create a "little
Europe" in Souhern Rhodesia. People were being
recruited from Mozambique, South Africa, Italy, Spain,
United Kingdom, France and Belgium. However, the
campaign was meeting with little success.

353. Referring to Vo.,rest German capital in Southern
Rhodesia, he said that in addition to the obvious cases,
such as automobile companies, West German capitalists
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381. The African peoples and their political repre
sentatives were being subjected to more and more
serious persecution. The strengthening of the links
between the Smith Government and South Africa and
Portugal was a grave threat to the neighbouring in
dependent Afrlcar; States. In that connexion, he referred
to the statement made by President Kaunda on 5 May,
expressing the anxiety to which the existence of that
danger gave rise j he hoped that the Committee would
take account of that fact in its conclusions. Equally
disquieting was the presence in Southern Rhodesia
of instructors who had come from West Germany
to train pilots. He deplored the constant endeavours
of the United Kingdom representative to invoke the
supposedly self-governing status of Southern Rhodesia
and to assert that it was impossible for the United
Kingdom Government to intervene and prevent the
racist manceuvres of the Salisbury Government.

382. The petitioner had repeated once again the
basic demands of the Zimbabwe people. He had
requested the United Kingdom Government to take
vigorous steps to halt the plans Ot the minority racist
Government to legalize the reign of racial segregation
in Southern Rhodesia by a unilateral proclamation of
independence. He had asked it to ensure, without delay,
the replacement of that minority Government by a
majority government based on the principle of "one
man, one vote", to convene to that end a constitutional
conference of all the genuine representatives of the
people of Southern Rhodesia, to request the present
authorities in Southern Rhodesia to put an end to
the terrorizing and persecution of the Zimbabwe people
and its political representatives, and to release Mr.
Nkomo and all the other detained African political
leaders, as also all those fighting against colonialism
and racial discrimination and for equal status for all
the inhabitants of a free and independent Zimbabwe.

383. Unfortunately, there had so far been no positive
response to any of those requests. The Yugoslav delega
tion wholeheartedly supported the requests and would
support any decision which the Committee might wish
to t'lke after examining that question. Only steps in
that direction would ensure that the inalienable rights
of all would be recognized and respected. Any other
steps designed to ensure the special privileges of the
white minority to the detriment of the African majority
could only end in results running counter to the wishes
of the minority. Lastly, the Yugoslav delegation would
again like to urge the administering Power to abandon
its present attitude, which was only encouraging the
racists in Southern Rhodesia, and to find a solution to
the problem before it was too late. Otherwise, the
United Kingdom would bear the whole responsibility
if a new cancer, similar to that of South Africa, took
root in African soil.

384. The Chairman, speaking as the representative
of Mali, said that he wished to state at the outset that
he was really disappointed by the passive attitude of
the United Kingdom Government in the face of the
arbitrary acts of the Southern Rhodeiian settlers
against the African people. He knew that even under
the Southern Rhodesian Constitution of 1961, whose
annulment had been repeatedly requested by the General
Assembly and quite recently by the Security Council,
the United Kingdom Government had special powers
to abrogate all laws which interfered with the interests
of the African people of Southern Rhodesia. In ad
dition, the Queen of the United Kingdom had the
prerogative of pardon. The fact that the United King-

dom had never made use of those reserve powers did ~r
not mean that opportunities to make use of them had
been lacking. The fact that the United Kingdom did
not intervene to prevent the folly and the insane acts 1
of the settlers in Southern Rhodesia proved, rather, r'~
that the United Kingdom Government was an ac- ,!
complice in everything that the settlers in Southern l t

Rhodesia were doing. In the eyes of the people and the I~
Government of the Republic of Mali, the United King- I
dom Government was entirely responsible for all the i I

sufferings imposed on the people of Southern Rhodesia. ,t.·.,1

385. His delegation could not accept the reasons
put forward by the Government of the United Kingdom I
to justify its non-intervention in Southern Rhodesia. ~j
History had o:c course taught his delegation that the 'I
colonial Powers had transferred colonies and territories I··
to each other without any consideration for the human ! I
dignity of the indigenous people. It even knew that ~I
certain African territories had been offered as wedding \'1
gifts. Times had changed, however, and the determina- .•.. j
tion of formerly oppressed peoples to achieve emancipa
tion had imposed qualitative changes on humanity.

hi fi . t d • t .I~,There were now t irty- ve me epen ent countries on \
the African continent, and, as those countries had ~.I
asserted during the historic Conference at Addis Ababa tj
which had seen the birth of the Organization of African I

Unity, they would never allow the United Kingdom
to sell the four million Africans of Southern Rhodesia,
like a herd of cattle, to the 200,000 settlers in the
Territory. The very acts of the United Kingdom day
after day belied the reasons it had put forward to
justify its passive attitude in Southern Rhodesia. His t.. ".:
delegation did not intend to accuse the United Kingdom .
Government of being racist, but he was bound to say
how concerned he was to note the indifference of the I
United Kingdom Government in the face of the suf- lli

ferings and injustices imposed on the African popula
tion of Southern Rhodesia. The United Kingdom Go,,· 1'.1
ernment itself recognized that Southern Rhodesia was
a self-governing colony, but stated that it was unable j
to intervene to protect the interests of the African ~I

population. Therein lay an inexplicable contradiction, i

for the United Kingdom was a founder Member of I
the United Nations and a permanent member of the '•.:1',
Security Council. The United Kingdom had taken part .
in the drafting of the United Nations Charter. He then "
read out Article 73 of the Charter.'!;4

386. He' wondered whether the United Kingdom i I
was really convinced that it had fulfilled, with regard to il
the people of Southern Rhodesia, its obligations under 1:•..··...•1
Article 73 of the United Nations Charter, which he had •
just read out. The answer was certainly in the negative.
As an African, he was concerned to know the reason '1

for the attitude of the United Kingdom Government ,:
in Southern Rhodesia. He had seen that quite recently ,1
the United Kingdom Government had g.ven one of its
African colonies as a military base to allow aggression
against the people of Stanleyville in the Congo, pleading
humanitarian reasons. Those humanitarian reasons, it
had been alleged at the time, were to save some whites I
who had, however, undergone no maltreatment. The .•...·.•.1
United Kingdom Government had undertaken reprisals
against the Yemen, an independent country and a '1
Member of the United Nations, on the pretext of \,
protecting the population of the colony of Southern."
Arabia. It was therefore hard to understand why the
United Kingdom Government could not intervene in its
colony of Southern Rhodesia to protect the rights and::,
interests of the African population.
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the United Kingdom Government, except the British
High Commissioner, and all were aware of how small
his staff was.

392. Reverting to the appeal made by the Com
mittee concerning Mr. Nkomo and Mr. Sithole, he
would only say now that the United Kingdom had no
powers to grant pardons to persons convicted under
Rhodesian laws, and no powers to repeal laws contrary
to African interests or even to prevent such laws being
passed. The representative of Mali had cited Article'
73 of the United Nations Charter. That Article referred
to Territories that had not achieved a full measure of
self-government. Rhodesia had had full self-government
since 1923.

393. He would add, since a great many remarks
had been made about alleged British proposals for
amendments to the Constitution and about British
negotiations with the Southern Rhodesian Government,
that the content of the discussions between the two
Governments was of course confidential. Now that the
elections were over, it was the British hope-s-expressed
before and after the elections-that serious negotiations
could continue. If those negotiations were to have the
best possible chance of success in reaching agreement
on measures acceptable to the people of Southern Rho
desia as a whole, it was obvious that they must be
private and confidential. It was of no profit to guess
at their content.

394. Finally, the Committee had heard much about
bloodshed, killing and military intervention. It was
sad to hear those things advocated in Lusaka. It was
perfectly true that the United Kingdom had no appetite
for killing Europeans in Rhodesia. But it had no ap
petite either for killing human beings at all, whether
African or European. That was not racism; it was a
desire to settle difficulties peacefully by negotiation, by
co-operation, by consultation, by trying to establish
common ground on which all concerned could agree. If
there was anyone present, petitioner or government
representative, who was ready to uphold that peaceful
negotiation was wrong and that killing was right, he
ought to say so plainly. That was not the path the
United Kingdom Government had chosen. Its judge
ment was that the best hope lay in negotiation and it
would pursue that policy relentlessly and to the very
end.

395. As he had already said, he would comment
later on the other points which had a bearing on the
responsibilities of the United Kingdom Government.

396. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania said he had listened to the statement made
by the United Kingdom representative with the greatest
grief, because the latter had once again made plain that
the United Kingdom Government was not prepared to
co-operate with the Special Committee or to bow to
world public opinion on the Southern Rhodesian ques
tion. That latest stand was enough to blight all hopes
for an early and peaceful solution.

397. The question of killing had arisen purely
because Africa had witnessed such occurrences for a
very long time and African delegations were moved
by the desire to avoid bloodshed in Southern Rhodesia.
Furthermore, the United Kingdom record, to go back
hut et bare five years, by no means upheld the statement
that the United Kingdom Government and people had
no interest in kilJing. He had no need to remind the
United Kingdom representative of what had happened
in Kenya, in Malaya and in India--events that bore
ample testimony to the fact that the colonialists were

Addentlum to olendo item 23

387. For all those reasons, his delegation categorically
rejected all the allegations made by the United King
dom Government to justify its passive attitude, or
rather its complicity, in relation to the crimes com
mitted by the settlers of Southern Rhodesia against
the African population. The United Kingdom could,
and had the means to, suspend the Constitution of
Southern Rhodesia and give the country a democratic
constitution respecting the rights of the various sectors
of the population of the Territory. His delegation was
convinced that the United Kingdom could intervene, and
could intervene successfully, to stop the execution of
the twenty-four African nationalists whose names Mr.
Nyandoro had given that morning. If the United King
dom did not halt the criminal acts of Mr. Smith and his
accomplices, it would be responsible for the massacre.
If the United Kingdom Government acted like Pontius
Pilate, looking on and allowing the settlers of Southern
Rhodesia to do as they wished, the whole world would
censure it severely.

388. The representative of Poland remarked that
the picture emerging from the valuable information
ziven by the petitioners showed a military build-up
that entailed the danger of direct confrontation between
the Africans and the white minority settlers. That
constituted a real threat to peace in Africa and the
world in general. His country fully supported the
African people of Zimbabwe in their struggle for libera
tion and freedom. Poland was always in favour of the
peaceful settlement of disputes and peaceful transition
to independence. In view of the dilatory attitude adopted
by the administering Powers, the patience of the African
peoples was running out. It was the duty of the Special
Committee, if bloodshed was to be avoided, to request
the Security Council to take up the question im
mediately.

389. The representative of the United Kingdom said
I that a great many points had been made, many of

,I
them of great interest but many also touching upon
matters that were not within the responsibility of the

~! United Kingdom Government. And he would not
. attempt to answer more than a few at the moment.
I His delegation intended to take an early opportunity'I' in subsequent discussions to explain once again the

actual constitutional position in rather more detail,

;,

::!"" .1', 1 because there was clearly a great deal ?f misdundl erstanding about the United Kingdom's position an t le extent
of its ability to act. In the meantime. and subject to
what he might say later, he would add a few further

':"'.",j: brief comments.
, 390. His delegation would not, of course, comment

on the various things that had been said about Rho
'I desia's internal affairs, because his Government had

.' no responsibility for them and no powers to intervene
I., j in any way in them. But that silence must not be

construed as acceptance or acquiescence in any way
in the charges or accusations that had been made. By
the same token his Government could in no way be:
called an acco~9lice-as the representative of Mali
had alleged-in ~hat might be done in internal affairs

:'..\' by the Southern Rhodesian Government.
391. Further he wished to point out that members

of the police and army in Rhodesia were neither ap
,4 pointed by nor responsible to the United Kingdom

Government. That Government had no power or au
thority to give directions to t~~ armed forces or t~ t~e

,~i Governor or to Rhodesian Ministers on matters WIthin
the Rhodesian Government's competence. There was
no official in Rhodesia appointed by or responsible to
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prepared to defend their system even by resorting to
killing. The only obstacle preventing similar action in
Southern Rhodesia was the large preponderance of
African over white population. Had the situation been
reversed, the United Kingdom Government would not
have hesitated, he was convinced, to resort to force
to remedy the situation. The Africans, for their part,
were averse to the use of force, as their whole record
testified. However, killing might indeed be the last
means of saving Southern Rhodesia.

398. The representative of the Soviet Union said
that the stand taken by the United Kingdom repre
sentative was tantamount to refusal to co-operate with
'l)e Special Committee; he had attempted to justify
the colonial system which history had shown to be a
blot on mankind. The United Kingdom was in fact
washing its hands of the whole matter, and that attitude
was totally unacceptable to the Committee. The full
responsibility for the present state of affairs in Southern
Rhodesia rested squarely on the shoulders of the United
Kingdom.

399. In a further statement, the representative of the
Soviet Union said that, listening to the petitioners from
Southern Rhodesia, he had been struck by the way
the very idea of "petitioner" had evolved. Petitioners
no longer appeared before the Committee as humble
plaintiffs seeking favours, but as fearless freedom
fighters and worthy spokesmen of peoples which had
as much right to freedom and independence as any
Member of the United Nations. Gone were the days
when the highest law in the African continent was the
will ot the colonialists, and it was no accident that the
attempts of the United Kingdom delegation to tell
the petitioners what they could and could not say in
the Committee had aroused such indignation. Three
years previously Dr. Kaunda had appeared before that
same Committee as leader of the national liberation
movement of the Zambian people, and today the United
Kingdom delegation was obliged to treat him with
the respect due to the President of an independent
State. No matter how condescendingly the United King
dom delegation treated the representatives of the Zim
babwe people today, the time would surely come, and
soon, when it would have to deal with them as eminent
statesmen of an independent Republic of Zimbabwe.

400. The representatives of the Zimbabwe people
had done much to fill out the Committee's knowledge
of the terrible situation in Southern Rhodesia: a country
where United Kingdom, United States and West
German monopolies were plundering four million
Africans, where Africans were condemned to death for
daring even to think of freedom and vast quantities of
weapons were being imported for use against the in
digenous population, where the maxim "one man, one
vote" had been replaced by the colonial "one white
gentleman equals twenty African slaves", where even
the Christian Church proclaimed racism as little short
of divine revelation.

401. Who was responsible for that intolerable situa
tion? The overwhelming majority of delegations had
reached the conclusion that the principal responsibility
rested with the United Kingdom, and no matter how
hard the United Kingdom delegation tried to convince
members that its Government could not interfere in
the internal affairs of Southern Rhodesia, nobody would
take such a claim seriouslv, And if the British colo
nialists really had entrusted the business of oppressing
and plundering the Zimbabwe people to the local white
settlers, the responsibility of the United Kingdom

Government for the acts of those settlers was thereby
increased. In any case, the United Kingdom delegation
was hardly in a position to talk about non-interference
in the internal affairs of self-governing colonies: the
United Kingdom had shown no such fastidious concern
for legality when it had felt that its interests were
threatened in British Guinna, Kenya, Malaysia or
Mauritius and had not hesitated to send in troops to
crush the national liberation movements there.

402. The United Kingdom was also responsible for
the events that could :. expected to take place in the
near future in Southern Rhodesia. It was no secret
that the British colonialists and the Southern Rho
desian racists were planning to transform Southern
Rhodesia into a racist State similar to the South African
Republic. The plot against the Zimbabwe people had
already passed through several stages: the armed forces
had been handed over to the local racists, there had
been convened an assembly of tribal leaders in the pay
of those same racists, "elections" had been held on
the basis of the discriminatory 1961 Constitution and
the new racist Cabinet of Mr. Smith had been formed.
It remained only to declare Southern Rhodesia an
independent State, and the United Kingdom Govern,
ment was apparently doing everything in its power
to hasten the development of events, no doubt hoping
to present Africa with a fait accompli. How else was
it possible to interpret the fact that, so far from heeding
the United Nations appeals and calling a constitutional
conference with the participation of all political parties,
the United Kingdom Government was conducting
secret negotiations with Mr. Smith and doing everything
possible to strengthen the position of the local authorities
on the basis of the 1961 Constitution? It was incon
ceivable that Mr. Smith would behave with such ar
rogance, even going so far as to threaten neighbouring
States, if he did not know that the United Kingdom
stood firmly behind him. Judging by the criticisms
levelled at the Government's colonial policy by the
British Labour Party, it might have been hoped that
they would revise that policy upon taking office. But
those hopes had been dashed, and there was now
absolutely nothing to distinguish the Labour Party's
policy on Southern Rhodesia from that of its Con
servative predecessors.

403. The British colonialists and South African
racists were not the sole architects on the plot against
the Zimbabwe people. The Committee had listened to
circumstantial evidence which confirmed the statements
of his own delegation at the first meeting devoted to
Southern Rhodesia, namely that the plot had the full
backing of the United States. The Committee had been
told of United States capital in Southern Rhodesia, of
deliveries of United States weapons, and of direct
diplomatic relations between Washington and Salisbury.

404. Could the Committee do anything to avert the
terrible danger hanging over the Zimbabwe people?
His delegation had no doubt whatever that they would
be victorious in their fight for liberation, no matter what
the colonialists did. But that victory would come the
sooner, and cost less, if they were united in their struggle
against the oppressors and received the full backing of
the independent African States. Meanwhile, the Special
Committee's duty was clear: it must declare its un
conditional support of the Zimbabwe people in their
fight for liberation; it must call on the United Kingdom
immediately to dismantle the embryonic racist State of
Southern Rhodesia and to declare the independence of
Zimbabwe, applying the principle of "one man, one
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, Addendum to agenda item 23 103
,----
'was thereby \( vote" to the whole population. The Committee should United Kingdom Government sought a peaceful transi-
III delegation I also take steps to prevent the provision of military and tion to majority rule but did not seek to stipulate how
i-interference :/1 diplomatic assistance to the Southern Rhodesian racists that might be achieved or when that stage might be
:olonies: the ~'f by the United Kingdom, the United States, the Federal reached. The Rhodesian Prime Minister had formally
lious concern 'I Republic of Germany, South Africa, Portugal and accepted that independence must be based on general
terests . were ~,i other allies of British colonialism. consent and had recognized that the United Kingdom
Malaysia or . [ 405. Such decisions by the Special Committee would Government wxs entitled to be satisfied about that
in troops to \~ carry great political weight. But it must be anticipated aspect.
there. l· that the colonialists would do everything possible to 413. As the third principle implied, the United
sponsible for t . prevent their implementation, and might even go so Kingdom Government had spoken with great firmness
place in the \~ far as to launch a new colonial war if they considered and clarity to warn all concerned about the disastrous

1S no secret i that their interests were in jeopardy. If, therefore, the consequences of an illegal declaration of independence
ltthesrn RIho- f.,., Southern Rhod~sianSs condtinu.ed 'l"'ith

d
tl~e~r planfs Ito by the Rhodesian Government. In his statement

m out iern ~ construct a racist tate espite t le ecisions 0 t le on 27 October 1965, Mr. Harold 'Wilson had
outh African ~ Special Committee, it would become necessary once described such a declaration as an open act of defiance
: people had, again to bring the question before the Security Council and rebellion, and had said that it would be treasonable
armed forces -the United Nations organ which, under the Charter, to take steps to give effect to it. He had also said that
s, there had~' was empowered to undertake enforcement measures in the economic effects would be disastrous to the pros-
s in the pay the interests of international peace and security. Under perity and prospects of the people of Southern Rho-
een held on 'l the terms of Article 28 of the Charter, the Security desia, It would inflict disastrous economic damage upon
uitution and i! Council should be convened in Africa, in the immediate her and would leave her isolated and virtually friendless
ieen formed. I~..j.l' vicinity of Soufthern Rhodesia, and it ShOt~ldd dentrdust in a largely hostile continent. That statement had had a
~hodesia an the execution 0 the practical measures provi e un er profound effect and had been widely welcomed in the
om Govern- ~i the Charter to the regional organization of the African United Nations, in the Special Committee, and else-
t1 its power I~ continent-the Organization of African Unity. The where in the world. It had been reaffirmed in equally
oubt hoping ;'1 cause of the Zimbabwe freedom fighters was just, and strong terms by Mr. Harold Wilson in his statement
ow else was ,;~" they would surely win. on 29 April 1965, when he had said that nothing which
ram heeding 406. The representative of the United States, in had happened in the previous six months had afforded
onstitutiol1al;~ exercise of the right of reply, expressed surprise at the reasons for modifying what he had 'said in October
tical parties, 'I Soviet representative's statement, and. in particular at in any way. Mr. Wilson had said that there would be

conducting ~t his unfounded accusations of United States responsi- no justification for Rhodesia to nurse the delusion that
g everything,~ bilityfor the conditions prevailing in Southern Rhodesia. it would receive widespread internatie-ial support in
11 authorities 11 His Government's position in that matter had been set the event of an illegal declaration. He had emphasized

was il1con-.! forth at length on numerous occasions, and he would that it was not the United Kingdom which contemplated
ith such ar- i, present it again as briefly as possible in the course of unconstitutional action. The only route by which Rho-
ieighbouring the discussion on the draft resolution. desia could achieve independence without grave con-
~d Kingdom "'-r,j 407. The representative of the United Kingdom said sequences to herself was by the process of constitutional
le criticisms 1 that he would take this opportunity to revert to the negotiation.
licy by the ~ J question of the policy and position of the United 414. Those statements about the consequences of
hoped that ~.! Kingdom in regard to Southern Rhodesian affairs. illegal action from any side were complementary to the

: office. ButhJ,j 408. The policy which the United Kingdom Govern- second basic principle of United Kingdom policy, which
e was now I •• cl . I I d h d bour Party's :; ment was pursumg was active an constructive, t la was that it was by negotiation t at an a vance must e
of its Con- ! been formulated within days only of the new Govern- made and not by unconstitutional or illegal action. The

1'1 merit in Britain taking office in October 1964. The United Kingdom Government had pledged itself to
~: difficulties were immense and he had no wish to belittle uphold the law and the Constitution and had 'urged
~.j them; nevertheless, it was his Government's view that all others concerned to do the same. The consequences
l,itJ it must pursue that policy resolutely and patiently. As of either the United Kingdom or Rhodesia crossing
'I Lord Caradon, United Kingdom Minister of State for the border into the realm of illegality or a breach of

1
1.' 1,1 Foreign Affairs and Permanent Representative to the the Constitution would be very grave indeed, for

~
.•..,:.. United Nations, had explained before the Security Rhodesia and perhaps for others as well. Whatever

Council recently, it was based on three principles. the criticisms and misgivings that might be expressed

~
' ; 409. The first principle was that the United King- in the Committee and elsewhere about the present
,"! dom Government, which alone had the authority to Constitution and law-and he could assure the Corn-

.

, .•.•. 1.·. grant independence to Rhodesia, must be satisfied that mittee that his delegation had taken solen
h
111 Gnote of

.:\' any basis on which independence was proposed was all that had been said at Lusaka-it was in is overn-

.j acceptable to the people of the country as a whole-and ment's view of prime importance that the Constitution
! he would emphasize, as a whole. and law be respected. One of the facts about the legal

~'.! 410. The second principle was that it was not by POlsition wI~s ~hadt the Uni~ed K
l
in
t
.gdOl

t
ll GRohvedrn~enMthad

f? unconstitutional or illegal action that a way forward on Y very urnre powers 111 re a Ion 0 0 esia. any
.cl must be sought, but by negotiation. members of the Committee had indicated that they did

I....·.·.·.) not believe that. He was sorry to have to contradict
'~l' 411. The third principle was that no one, either them but contradict them he must. The simple fact was

within Rhodesia or without, must be left in any doubt that for the United Kingdom to interfere in the internal

.•...•..:.'... ~cfotlllloemtrl.cuecocnonseSqtittltelnticOel1saloPf °asliltiol'lfe~arlodfe~:r~~l~~c~lf aCt
cl

aff
l

airs ?f ~h9Idlesial'tw~uld be tOTbhreafk the ladw, anId
'" b ' - a so to invite I ega I y 111 return. e act-an sure y
t' dependence. the Committee was concerned to establish the facts and
I't': 412. Those three principles were all related to one to take account of them in what it said and recom-
~ another. They had their own positive and negative mended-was that that unique situation, unlike any

aspects. On the first, the granting of independence, the other situation with which the United Kingdom had
J
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of Brltnlu's powers and lluthority was clearly laid Kingdom and of the United I ingdom alone. His Gov- i that as a
down in the Constitution and in the convention whereby ernment would pursue that policy with resolution and J the releas
it was bound to refrain from legislating for Rhodesia in good faith. And it had the right to asl: that the mem- ~~ further re.
in regard to its internal affairs except with the agree- bel's of the Committee should not make its task more 1 nationalist
meut of the Rhodesian Govern-aent, That convention, difficult. ;, delegatlo»
like the Constitution itself, had binding force. For the 416. The representative of the Ivory Coast said that,' attempts t
United Kingdom to break it or to infringe it would he wished first of all, as the representative of a State \~ with such
he to take the illegal and unconstitutional action whose member of the Organization of African Unity, to state . timled on
consequences would be so disastrous. The United King- that he had reservations concerning certain parts of the ~ taken by 1
doni had certain limited powers affecting legislation statement made at the 340th meeting by the observer j; Central A
which conflicted with treaty obligations and affected the for the Organization of African Unitv, t 424. T
Colonial Stock Acts. That did not enable the United "
Kingdom to repeal a law once it had been passed and 417. He had listened to the petitioners from South- I United K
if it had not been disallowed within six months. Once em Rhodesia with the greatest interest. The most t; help totl
that had happened, there was nothing that the United striking fact emerging from their stacements was that ~ the begim
Kingdom could do unless it broke the law to do it. There the administeri~g ~ower refused to use its authority, ~outhern
were certain powers which the 'United Kingdom might to restore legality m Southern Rhodesia and allowed It was .th
exercise if the Rhodesian Parliament wished to amend the white racists to be the sole masters of the situation. i the respo
the Constitution in certain Important respects and sought As a result, the fonr million Africans in the Territory' dependeo
the necessary agreement of the United Kingdom Gov- were subjected to the worst forms of brutality and of the COl
ernment to those amendments. In that case the request humiliation by a minoritv of 200,000 heavily armed I had the

white settlers.' his Govemust of course come initially from Southern Rhodesia. I I 1 .
But in all the day-to-day government and legislation of 418. He could not accept the constitutional and legal f. R lOtesia
Rhodesia, in its internal affairs, the United Kingdom argument put forward by the United Kingdom rep re- : 425•. T
had neither the legal powers to act, nor the means of sentative and was convinced that the United Kingdom 'I !hat Ius (
carrying out its decisions even if it was legally em- could and should intervene in order to settle a crisis mclepend
powered to act. The civil servants, the soldiers, the which had already persisted too long and whose un-!' was it ea
police were all responsible solely to the Rhodesian foreseeable consequences might be disastrous for peace- as a whol
Government. The Governor, even when be acted in ful coexistence and world peace. The United Kingdom I, only? 1'1
the name. of the Queen, did so in accordance with the had abrogated more than one constitution and it might s~atecl thn
advice of Rhodesian Ministers in all internal affairs, well be asked why it could not do so in the case of \ tion to m
including the exercise of the power of pardon and the Southern Rhodesia. The passive attitude taken by the,~ tinned in
remission of sentences. There was no one in Rhodesia L'nited Kingdom Government was an invitation to transition
responsible to the United Kingdom Government or who violence, for tile Africans of Southern Rhodesia could i 1 really be
carried out United Kingdom instructions except the not go on any longer without reacting. j stat~ment
British High Commissioner and his staff. Those limita- 419. He strongly urged the United Kingdom not to 1 ~p lt5.0\\
tions on the United Kingdom Government's authority concern itself over tacit agreements, for Mr. Smith felt~, t~~n~~~t~(
did not exist in any other British colony; not in British no such concern. He had held elections on the basis a r
Guiana, nor anywhere else. That was what made the of a constitution which had been rejected by the Gen- I. i 426.
situation unique. Those might be unpalatable fads, but eral Assembly and he was now preparing a unilateral i' was an
they really were facts. The United Kingdom sincerely declaration of independence, which must at all costs i't~I' nouncem
desired to co-operate with the Committee, but it could he prevented. I think alo
110t do so at the expense of ignoring those crucial and 420. In conclusion, he suggested that in the light of I' . 427.
central features :lE the situation. If the Committee's the statements. of the petitioners, the Special Committee !~,; Ibn at flurt
demands and recommendations ignored those facts, it 1 11' iderati I bl f.J Y e eO'I
had no alternative but to say so. Co-operation with tile s 10U ( give consi eration to t le pro em 0 refugees ~,. S I' b b

,y from Territories under colonial domination. ; la IsRulr.
Committee on any dl'~r basis would be worthless: it (I the 10
would mislead the Committee and distort the real truth 421. The representative of India expressed disap- (4' Rhodesi

about the problems facing the United Kingdom. II~31.ilnlgtldlloennlt raetpI.tehseenSttat~emeIHlt jtlllst
d

mapde by tlhe
b

Utnited ~"J~....'.... glency in
t415. He would repeat that the United Kingdom ."- a rve, e a sai muc 1 u con-. t le tex

regarded itself as having a solemn duty to be satisfied, "eyed little. He had again called Southern Rhodesia informat
before granting independence, that it would be accept- a self-governing colony; but the United Nations did \ Indian r
able to the people of Rhodesia as a whole. The Prime 110t accept that idea. which was in any case a contradic-.1 428 I

Minister had said in the House of Commons on 29 April tion in terms. He had referred to the legal position::j a sou;c
1965 that he believed that the one hope lay in the yet the laws in force in Southern Rhodesia were lawless from im
negotiations which the United Kingdom Government laws, and even the International Commission of Jurists further (
hoped to resume more actively after the elections. The had said so. mittee h
British High Commissioner had returned to Salisbury 422. The declared policy of the United Kingdom had con
after consultations in London following the elections towards its colonies was that there should be majority populati
and the discussions were now being actively resumed. rule, with safeguards for minorities. But that policy regime.
It was the TTnited Kingdom Government which had the was being applied in reverse in Southern Rhodesia-ex- and his
authority and responsibility for bringing Rhodesia to cept that the African majority would have no safe- peans s
independence. It was the United Kingdom Govern- guards. To remedy that extraordinary situation, the own hot
ment's judgement that the best way forward lay 1<1 United Kingdom Government should immediately re- .'j' should
peaceful negotiation. It had actively pursued its policy lease 211 political prisoners and detainees, abrogate the if,".' a centui
of the three principles: that of independence on a basis 1961 Constitution and call a constitutional conference before,
acceptable to the people as a whole, of negotiation and to be attended by all concerned, whether Mr. Smith l.;.~.;. violence
not unconstitutional or illegal action, and of a warning liked it or not, to work out a new constitution 011 the V' must al
of the co~sequences of an illegal declaration of inde- basis of "one man, one vote". should

~
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1~3~~;' deleGnt;on~:=-=~::::~: thot the ~UUoners ,tU! intended to ,~::
that as a ccnseuuence of the Committee's appeal for such a solution, if only they could get a positive response
the release of l\ir. Nkomo and his £olle.tgtles, certain to their aspirations. The United Kingdom Government,

,j further restrictions had been placed on the Zimbabwe too, was scl'l"ing a peaceful solution. The Governmenti nationalist lenders. If those reports were accurate, his in SaUsl;~l\'), however, apparently had no intention of
delegntio» could only express profound regret that its allow~ng matters to develop peacefully towards thJ

,/ attempts to f'stablish a meaningful dialogue had met inevitable conclusion: the independence of Rhodesia
~ with such a short-sighted response. If 1\'11'. Smith con- under the rule of the nmjority. The question therefore

tinned on his present course, he would surely be over- remained as to how the Committee could influence the
11 taken by the same fate as Sir Ray Welensky and the intentions of the Southern Rhodesian Government.
,~ Central African Federation. 1\.29. His delegation felt that the United Kingdom

424. The representative of Ethiopia said that the Government was in a better position to do so. Notwith-
United Kingdom statement would have: been a great standing the repeated declarations that the United I<:ing-
help to the Committee's work if it had been mr.de at dom Government was constitutionally unable to inter-
the beginning and not the end of its deliberations on Iere directly in Southern Rhodesia's internal affairs, he
Southern Rhodesia. He welcomed the admission that had full confidence that the United Kingdom Govern-
it was the United Kingdom Government which had ment would use all its power and influence to halt the
the responsibility of bringing Southern Rhodesia to in- present dangerous development and to see to it that
dependence. But that was exactly what the members reason prevailed in the last resort.
of the Committee had been saying all along. Why, then. 430. The representative of the United Republic at
had the United Kingdom representative insisted that Tanzania said he had heard the United Kingdom state-
his Government had no responsibility for Southern ment with profound regret, for it closed the door to a
Rhodesia? better future for Southern Rhodesia thus destroying

425. The United Kingdorn representative had said the Nationalists' hopes in the good offices of the Corn-
that his Government alone had the authority to grant mittee. It was plainly the intention of the United King-
independence to the country as a whole. Why, then, dom Government to leave the African population to
was it carrying on negotiations, not with the country the mercy of the racist, Smith, under legal pretexts
as a whole, but with the agents of the settler community which required no further comment from him. It was
ouly? The United Kingdom representative had also deeply to be deplored that the United Kingdom Prime
stated that his Government believed in a peaceful transi- Minister had not followed up his statement of October
tion to majority rule: but if the Salisbury regime con- 1964 and annulled the unacceptable 1961 Constitution
tinned in its present path, it was inconceivable that the and instituted majority rule.
transition would be peaceful. If the British Government 431. Even at that late hour, however, Tanzania
really believed in the principles set forth in its own would call upon the United Kingdom Government to
statement, it should address itself to the task of clearing take that action j to suspend the shipment of arms to
up its own mess-a mess for which the Zimbabwe na- Smith; to secure the release of political prisoners and,
tionalist leaders who appeared before us unanimously lastly, to ensure that the Sub-Committee be given the
attributed responsibility to the United Kingdom. opportunity to visit Southern Rhodesia. For he was sure

426. Nevertheless, the United Kingdom statement that the Special Committee had much to contribute in
was an improvement on that country's previous pro- solving what the United Kingdom owned was an in-
nouncements, and he hoped that it would continue to tractable problem.
think along those lines. 432. Those were legitimate demands. Should they

427. The representative of the United Kingdom said go unheeded, the United Kingdom would bear the sole
in a further statement that his delegation had received responsibility for whatever might ensue. History showed
by telegram from the British High Commissioner in that no people could be held indefinitely in bondage
Salisbury that day the text of a statement issued by and, despite the hard times that lay ahead, final victory
the Rhodesian Government according to which the would rest with the Zimbabwe people, supported in
Rhodesian Government had declared a state of emer- their struggle as they were by all right thinking people
gency in a certain area of Southern Rhodesia. He read of the world.
the text to the Committee and said he had no further 433. The representative of Bulgaria said that recent
information in response to the request made by the events had brought the explosive situation in Southern
Indian representative. Rhodesia to the brink of disaster. The information

428. The representative of Denmark said that it was given by ZAPU and ZANU, the two parties indispu-
a source of deep regret to all delegations that, so far tably commanding the support of the African population,
from improving, the situation in Southern Rhodesia had had filled the Committee with alarm. The responsibility
further deteriorated in the two months since the Corn- lay on the United Kil'~dom Government, which had
mittee had last discussed the problem. The petitioners ignored all past recommendations of the United Nations
had confirmed the very strong feelings of the African and had transferred the bulk of the forces of the former
population in Southern Rhodesia against the present Federation of Rhodesia and Nvasaland to the Southern
regime. The simple and tragic fact was that Mr. Smith Rhodesian Government and was even now continuing
and his Government believed it right that 200,000 Euro- to supply that Government with military equipment.
peans should rule over four million Africans in their 434. The United Kingdom's armed intervention in
own homeland. It was incredible that such a situation British Guiana, Malta and the Congo showed how
should still exist in the middle of the twentieth century, worthless were the legalistic excuses advanced for non-
a century in which the lesson had been taught, as never intervention; indeed it was obvious that the overriding
before, that dictatorial and oppressive regimes begat motive for. action or inaction was self-interest of the
violence, revolution and war, and that the oppressors foreign monopolies and the white settlers. Newspaper
must always lose at last. Nevertheless, all concerned reports on the latest development. the secret negotia-
should continue to seek for a peaceful solution. It was tions being conducted between the United Kingdom and

'.
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F. FURTHER ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAl.
COMMITTEE

Appeal to the United Kingdom Government concerninq
Mr. Joshua Nkomo and Rev. Ndaba.ningi Sithole

446. At the 339th meeting, the representative of the
United Republic of Tanzania, after expressing the deep
regret of his delegation at the absence of Mr. Joshua
Nkomo and Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole, proposed that
the Committee should appeal to the United Kingdom
Government to intervene with the Government of
Southern Rhodesia to allow them to appear before the

~S~.~uru.d~~UGa~u~~~-~~
lenders ..xeluded, served to remove any doubt but that she had refrained earlier from mnkiog n general slnt~ ~ 447
the intention was to make a new South Africa in !\lent on United States policy on the Southern Rho- J' tI 's P~I
Southern Rhodesia. desinn question because of the heavy agenda at Lusnka, H Il~\\ld

435. The representative of Yugoslavia said that he Such a statement was indeed hardly necessary, in view' I ~\'ith th
had hoped that after the administering Power and its of the detailed at"",unt she had given in the Committee ~!. of Mr
representative had heard the various statements and the as recently as 15 April 1965, followed by the reaffirma- i come;
appeals and requests made to them, they would change tion of her Government's views in the Security Council \~ 448
their attitude m~d accept what reason di~tated. Unfor- OI~ 5 and 6 ~'Iay ,1965. Ho\~r~ver, she would explain in \. u .o~
tunately, the United Kingdom representative's statement brief the United States posttion, Her Government had! III
made no material change in the situation and brought never minimized the dangers inherent in the current 1!.~ ~49.
no new elements. He deeply regretted that the United Southern Rhodesian situation, and had made repeated~, eVlclelf
Kingdom had not seen fit to make n constructive and pleas that the Constitution should be. amended and \' appeuld
positive response to the appeals addressed to it. He provide for the liberalization of the franchise with a suou
wished to reaffirm that the people of Yugoslavia fully view to universal adult suffrage. It had pressed for· the ab
supported the Zimbabwe people and hoped for their immediate steps to be taken to break down patterns! 450.
early liberation. of discrimination and to repeal discriminatory laws. l was a

436. The representative of Syria said that he dis- 443. Independence, it was convinced, must come} 451.
cerned in the United Kingdom statement a change in about in Southern Rhodesia; but it could only come \. that h
the attitude of that country towards the intransigent about under conditi:ms acceptable to the majority of ~" would
Smith regime and a tendency to regard the explosive the people. Such a process would be essential for estab- i ernmel
situation in Southern Rhodesia more seriously. Other lishing peaceful relations between that country and its' extend
parts of the statement, however, were far from clear neighbours. The possibility of a unilateral declaration t 452.
and, in a sincerely constructive spirit, he would seek of independence was an element often distracting atten- ~ Kingd
enlightenment from the United Kingdom representative tion from the essential issue of constitutional advance.· perfec
on the following points. First, what did the United The United States was unequivocally opposed to any of the
Kingdom Government have in mind as a basis for such irresponsible act, which could have most serious which
"independence acceptable to the people as a whole" and even tragic consequences, and would not recognize South,
-the universally recognized principle of one man. one unilateral action of the kind. . 453,
vote? Secondly, how long would negotiations to. tha; 444. As to ways and means for improving the situa- that t1
en~ take-one Y~ar, two years or an. endless time. tion, the United Kingdom representative, earlier that had al
Thlr?ly, what actlol~ was contemplated In. the event of month in the Security Council, had enumerated the cccasu
a. unilateral d~claratlon of II1dep.endence-ft~rther nego- three principles guiding his Government's policy and had e
nations or action of a more serious nature. action-principles which had been repeated earlier in ~l an int

437. Explanations on these points would, he was the meetlnz. I no [us
sure, enable Committee members to take the right stand b • ,. • • '454
Oil the question, compatible with the legitimate rights of 445. In her delegatlon.s ylew, th.e principles would ! vious
the Zimbabwe people that had been too long withheld. ~eem to form .a soun~ basis tor moving ahead. Acco~~- H sonab

'.. . ingly, the United States had welcomed the recent VISIt
438. 'Fhe rep.resentatlve of SIerra Leon~ said he made to Southern Rhodesia by United Kingdom Min- ~j ernm

thought It m
l

ost Important to mdake a Idetelrmll1ed l~~ortl isters, as a positive undertaking to communicate with :J appea
5to rescue t le persons sentence to l eat 1 on po itica and obtain the views of all segments of the country's 11 45

grounds. . ., population. ''V!llingness on the part of the United King- ~' Tanz
439. WIth regard to the United I~lIlgdot;t statement, dom to talk WIth all parties was a necessary prelude to f r ernm

he was pleased to note that the United Kingdom had the direct communication between them without which \. Rhod
at least recognized its responsibility for the solution of no solution would be possible. If a constitutional con- t·.· if the
the problem of Rhodesia. ference were not possible at the moment, informal dis- Comn

440. The United Kingdom representative had also cussions, responsible. to the views of all, had to be und~r- \ ~~~~
stated that the Rhodesian Prime Minister had formally !ak~n, and the United States hoped that. the policy It
accepted that independence must be based on general instituted would be vigorously pursued until the stub-
consent. Could some clarification be given of the mean- born deadl?ck was broken. That end would, ho~vever,
ing of the term "general consent"? fal! of achievement unless there. was a change 111 the

. . attitude of the Southern Rhodesia Government and of
•~l. T~e represel~tatlve of ~01an1 said that the the white Southern Rhodesians responsible for its elec-
~mted Kingdom POh~Yl as outlined m. the statement tion. For the minority to cling to predominant power
Just made~ was anyt!lIng but c?nstructlve: .The years and privilege was to flv in the face of history.
were passing and still not a single provision of the -
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples had been carried out. And where
as no action had been taken in support of the African
population's interests, the United Kingdom had since
1923 consistently condemned all repressive measures by
the white minority, despite the residual veto on legis
lation which it retained. It was difficult to accept legal
quibbles as good ground for non-intervention, for the
1961 Constitution itself was illegal, having been rejected
outright by the African population. Negotiations could
not be conducted in an atmosphere of police terror and
repression, and with the complete exclusion of the
African leaders.



Adoption. of resolution concemiJlg the reprieve of con
demned perSOflS and the release of political prisoners

456. At the 341st meeting, Cambodia, Ethiopia,
India, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Sierra
Leone, Syria, Tunisia, United Republic of Tanzania
and Yugoslavia submitted a draft resolution (AI
AC.I09/L.206) for the consideration of the Special
Committee.

457. Introducing the draft resolution, the representa
tive of the Ivory Coast stressed the non-political and
purely humanitarian nature of the draft resolution and
expressed the hope that the United Kingdom would
use the prerogatives of pardon, reduction of sentences
and release of detainees conferred upon it in chapter 4,
section 9, of the unjustifiable Constitution adopted by
Southern Rhodesia in 1961.

458. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania said that as a eo-sponsor, his delegation would

i
• !
'-')

!::~ce. H.npp~:==~:::::~n:~ ··::~t:':::'::'10 obtnin mnximnm S\I~rt ror ,b. d::~ ~ release together with all other political prisoners. resolution introduced by the Ivory oast.
l· I1 447. 'rhe representative of the Ivor)' Coast supported 459. The Chairman, spealdng as the representative
:~ \] this proposal. In the view of his delegation an appeal of Mali, said that in view of the extremely Immanitariall

I~ should be made to the United Kingdom to intervene nature of the draft resolution submitted by the repre-
,v r, ,"ith the Southern Rhodesian authorities for the release sentative of the Ivory Coast. 111'S delegatlon was appeal-
e j, ~f Mr. Nkomo and Rev. Sithole, so that they could ing to all delegations to adopt it unnnlrnously. A unani-ii 1" come and give evidence before the Special Committee. mous vote ill favour of the draft resolution would be
1 ~ 448. The representatives of India and the Soviet an expression of the sympathy and solidarity of the
i I Union also expressed support for the proposal. members of the Committee with the African people of
t ~ 449. The Chairman said that since there was an Southern Rhodesia, who had done nothing to deserve
1 l} evident wish Oil the part of the Committee that the the fate which they were suffering.
~ lr~,' appeal proposed by the, representative of Tanzania 460. The representative of Bulgaria stated that hls
, should be made, he would proceed with the appeal in delegation would support the draft resolution introduced

the absence of any objection. by the Ivory Coast and would suggest that it be put

~
; 450. In the absence of any objection, the proposal to the vote at the earliest opportunity,

was adopted. 461. The representative of Poland said that in vier:
451 1'1 t ti f tl Unit d 1(' d id of his Government's position concerning the question

\,',. I h' leldreprefsenla rve 0 I le I ~11 eG mg om sHat of Southern Rhodesia, his delegation would supportt tat e wou re er t le appear to us overnment, e
would remind the Committee, however, that his Gov- the draft resolution introduced by the Ivory Coast.
ernment's responsibility in Southern Rhodesia did not 462. The representative of the United Kingdom said
extend to internal affairs. that he would have preferred that the twenty-four-hour

452. The Chairman said that the appeal to the United rule on voting should be observed. If the draft reso-
Kingdom Government by the Special Committee was lution were put to the vote before his delegation had
perfectly in order and in keeping with the resolutions had a chance to seek instructions on it, it would, in
of the General Assembly and the Security Council under accordance with its normal practice, be obliged to take
which the United Kingdom was entirely responsible for no part in the voting.
Southern Rhodesia. 463. The representative of Venezuela nointed out

453. The representative of the Soviet Union said that the draft resolution was of a purely humanitarian
that the appeal was necessary and timely. Mr. Nkomo character. His delegation warmly supported it.
had already appeared before the Committee on an earlier 464. The draft resolution (A/AC.l09/L.206) was
occasion, and the United Kingdom Colonial Secretary adopted by 20 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.
had evidently experienced no difficulty in obtaining 465. The representative of the United States said

~' an interview with Mr. Nkomo, There was therefore that her delegation agreed entirely with the humani-
110 justification for making difficulties now. tarian aims of the resolution just adapted. She had

454. The representative of India supported the pre- abstained in the vote, however, because her delegation
vious speaker's view. The appeal was eminently rea- feh that the resolution did not take fully into account
sonable, and he hoped that the United Kingdom Gov- the position of the United Kingdom in the matter. She
ernment would make it possible for Mr. Nkomo to expressed the deep concern of her Government for the
appear before the Committee. fate of the persons now sentenced to death in Southern

455. The representative of the United Republic of Rhodesia. For those whose conviction had been upheld
Tanzania again urged that the United Kingdom Gov- against appeal, the United States urgently asked for
ernment should heed the Committee's appeal. Southern clemency. It was also prepared to join in a further
Rhodesia was to all intents and purposes a colony, and appeal for clemency, should the conviction of the re-
if the United Kingdom really wished to facilitate the mainder be confirmed under due process of law.
Committee's work it would take steps to release Mr. 466. She would add, however, that her Government
Nkomo and Mr. Sithole so that they might appear was opposed to acts of terror wherever they might
before the Committee. occur, in the United States or anywhere else in the

world, but it regarded the automatic imposition of the
death sentence as unduly harsh.

467. Finally, the United States was most vigorously
opposed to the detention of political prisoners without
trial anywhere in the world and had repeatedly urged
that legislation permitting such detentions be abolished.

468. The representative of Australia said that his
delegation, too, understood and appreciated the deep
humanitarian motives that inspired the resolution. It
had, however, felt obliged to abstain in the voting
because of uncertainty respecting some aspects of the
situation, and particularly the possibilities of effective
appeal by the United Kingdom. He wished to make it
plain that his Government did not uphold the principle
of mandatory death sentences, least of all for political
crimes or offences, whether occurring in Rhodesia or
anywhere ~Ise in the world.

469. The representative of the USSR said that it
was ;\ most damning piece of evidence that the United
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States delegation had abstained from voting on the
Afro-Aslan resolution calling for the reprieve of the
twenty-four freedom fighters condemned to death in
Southern Rhodesia. The United States representative
had even e..xplaincd that her Government was in general
opposed to the over-hasty execution of death sentences,
except, of course, when the interests of United States
monopolies were affected.

470. The representative of the United States, speak
ing in exercise of the right of reply, said that he could
not let pass the USSR representative's interpretation
of his delegation's abstention in the vote on the resolu
tion concerning the execution of political prisoners.
That abstention had heen fully explained, and his dele
gation's position regarding execution for political rea
sons was as fully known as that of the USSR.

471. The resolution concerning the reprieve of con
demned persons and the release of political prisoners
(A/AC.I09/11S), adopted by the Special Committee
at its 341st meeting on 26 May 1965, reads as follows:

"The Special Committee 011 tho Situatioll ~I)itll re
gard to the Implemelltatioll of tile Declaration 011
the Grantillg of [lIdepcl/dellCe to Cokmial Countries
(It/d Peoples,

"Recallillg General Assembly resolutions 1514
(XV) of 14 December 1960, 1747 (XVI) of 28 June
1%2, 1760 (XVII) of 31 October 1962, 1833
(XVIII) of 14 October 1963, 1889 (XVIII) of
6 November 1963 and 1956 (XVIII) of 11 December
1963,

"Recalling also Security Council resolution 202
(1965) of 6 May 1965,

"Deeply concerned about the fate of those con
demned to death under the amended Law and Order
(Maintenance) Act and the fate of the many political
prisoners detained without trial in Southern Rhodesia,

"1. Requests the Government of the United King
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to use
all its powers and prerogatives to save the lives of
those who are condemned to death under the amended
Law and Order (Maintenance) Act and to ensure
the release of all political prisoners;

"2. Requests the Secretary-General to bring this
resolution to the immediate attention of the Govern
ment of the United Kingdom and to report to the
Special Committee on its implementation."
472. The text of the resolution was transmitted to

the Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom
on 28 May 1965.

Adoption of resolution 0/1 the question of SOl/them
Rhodesia

473. At the 343rd, meeting, Cambodia, Ethiopia,
India, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Sierra
Leone, Syria, Tunisia, United Republic of Tanzania
and Yugoslavia submitted another draft resolution
(AIACJ09/L.207) for the consideration of the Special
Committee.

474. Introducing this draft resolution, the repre
sentative of the United Republic of Tanzania observed
that the evidence heard that day had brought to light
a number of new elements previously unknown to the
Special Committee. Accordingly, there was need for a
further resolution to cover those matters. He would
therefore introduce a joint draft resolution on behalf
of the Afro-Asian members of the Special Committee
and Yugoslavia, in order that all aspects of the Southern
Rhodesian question might be covered during the Lusaka

visit. As the text had been prepared in haste, the spon
sors would be ready to consider appropriate amend
ments, and also to welcome further sponsors. The pro
visions of the dmft resolution were self.explanatory
and covered an earlier suggestion of Ethiopia on 1~1,'
sending a sub-commit.ce to Southern R!-oodesia to make r
contact with the various sectors of tt. pr."'I,dation. He :1
hoped the draft resolution would elicit unanimous i
support. ~ i

475. The representative of Ethiopia recalled that his
delegation had not pressed its earlier suggestion regard
ing the dispatch of a sub-committee to Southern Rho- t~
desla to make contact with the imprisoned leaders in \1
'lib'iew of the Chairman's appeal that more time should ,'~

e given to reflect on the proposal j further, in the 1
interim, the long-awaited reply from the United King- ~I'
dom Government to the first request that the two
African leaders should be allowed to appear before 'I
the Committee might have been received. It would seem I,j
that no reply would ever be forthcoming, so his dele- r'
gation was glad to join in supporting the joint draft :'1:

1

.,

resolution just introduced.
476. The attitude adopted by the United Kingdom

Government should not deter the Committee from I i
fulfilling the sacred duty entrusted to it, or helping 'i
in every possible way to ease the plight of peoples living ,'I
under the cruel system of colonialism. It was unfor- J

tunate that the limitation of time and previous commit- ;:
ments made it impossible for the whole of the Special :i'
Committee to proceed to Salisbury for the purposes of i I
the draft resolution. but a sub-committee would be the '
next best thing, and he trusted that the draft resolution ,',', ,
would be given full support.

I
. 4?7. ~he representative ofI Iraq said that it was not lJ

liS intention to comment in detail hut there were a few ~I
points regarding the situation in Southern Rhodesia '
that needed to be stressed in supporting the draft reso- I
lution, His delegation had been shocked by the accounts I
given of the inhuman treatment and shameful atrocities '
perpetrated against the African population under the
Smith Government. the full responsibility for which
rested squarely on the administering Power.

478. The evidence given had brought to light the
increasingly dubious role that was being played by West
Germany, both in the economic field and in the supply
of arms to Southern Rhodesia. That was a painful
reminder of a similar recent activity in the Middle East,
where West Germany had supplied arms to the Zionist
regime imposedby colonialism on that part of the world.

479. The representative of Italy stated that his dele
gation had certain reservations with respect to the
wording of the draft resolution. He would therefore
have to seek the instructions of his Government.

480. The representative of India proposed that the
following phrase be added at the end of operative para
graph 6: "... so that the Security Council may take
measures under the Charter to ensure the imple
mentation of United Nations decisions on Southern
Rhodesia".

481. The representative of Poland said that his dele
gation was in general agreement with the aims and
purposes of the draft resolution introduced by the
representative of Tanzania.

482. For the sake of consistency, he proposed that
the phrase "and of the representatives of the Organiza
tion of African Unity" should be added at the end of
the second preambnlar paragraph. He proposed further
that operative paragraph 1 should make express refer-
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ence not only to the United Nations Charter and the
Universal Declarntion of Human Rights, but also to
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples. Together, those three
documents constltutcd the basis of the Special Com
mittee's work.

483. The representative of Iran said that a few weeks
earlier, in New York, he had pointed out that the
question of Southern Rhodesia was of concern to the
Special Committee not only because the freedom of the
Zimbabwe people was in jeopardy, but also because
the situation coustituted .a potential threat to interna
tional peace and security. After having heard the peti
tioners here in Africa and obtained first-hand informa
tion, his fears and concerns were definitely confirmed.
Therefore the situation, in his opinion, called for im
mediate action. Since the Committee had paid some
attention to the question of independence, it should pay
equal heed to the problem of averting violence. He
maintained that the only way to avert violence was
to prevail upon the Smith Government to establish
in Southern Rhodesia conditions for peaceful change.
The draft resolution should take both aspects into ac
count. In order to ensure that the conditions for peace
ful change were present in Southern Rhodesia, he
proposed that a new paragraph should be included in
the draft resolution as operative paragraph 4 to read
as follows:

"4. Calls upon the administering Power to effect
immediately conditions for peaceful change which
would in-lude, inter alia, the following:

" (a) -" he release of all political prisoners, detainees
and restrictees ;

"(b) The repeal of all repressive and discrimi
natory legislation, and in particular, the Law and
Order (Maintenance) Act and the Land Apportion
ment Act;

"(c) The removal of all restrictions on African
political activity and establishment of full democratic
freedom and equality of political rights."
484. The representative of the United Kingdom

said that he would take this opportunity to explain the
position of the United Kingdom with reference to the
draft resolution that was before the Special Committee.

485. His delegation was in sympathy with the spirit
of a number of the parr.graphs of this draft resolution,
but there were others which did not recognize or do
justice to the policies and actions of his Government.
The fourth preambular paragraph, for example, ignored
the action taken by the United Kingdom Government
in pursuance of the three principles. It ignored the
negotiations. It ignored the warnings. Other paragraphs,
notably operative paragraphs 2 and 3, ignored the reali
ties of the relationship between the United Kingdom
Government and Rhodesia and the extent ol his Gov
ernment's authority. The last four operative paragraphs
sought to refer to the Security Council a situation which
in his delegation's view did not come within any of the
categories defined by the Charter as justifying action
by the Security Council.

486. He was instructed by his Government to make
some further references to the appeal mentioned in
operative paragraph 2 of the draft resolution and to
the request in operative paragraph 3. First, 011 the
appeal, it would, he thought, come as no surprise-be
cause it followed absolutely logically from what he
had been saying-when he described the basic position
in the following way. The United Kingdom Govern
ment had no power or authority in internal affairs such
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as those referred to in the paragraphs in question,
Those were mnttersfor the Rhodesian Government.
That was the law, However, he was authorized to say
that it would convey a report of the proceedings of
the Committee to the Rhodesian allt~·l.;,ities, without
of course any prejudice to its view that the United
Nations had no competence to discuss those matters.
Nevertheless, it would take that action.

487. Secondly, on operative paragraph 3, his Gov
ernment's response was of necessity on similar lines.
The question of a visit to Rhodesia by a sub-committee
was a matter for the Rhodesian Government. On the
other hand, the solution of the problem of Rhodesia
was the responsibility of the United Kingdom Govern
ment-and it believed that the proposal in that operative
paragraph would not contribute to the solution, which
could be approached only through negotiation and dis
cussion. His Government was now engaged in that
negotiation and that discussion. Once again, however,
he was authorized to say that it would without delny
inform the Rhodesian Government of the proceedings
and views of the Committee.

488. Since the draft resolu.ion referred to the Se
curity Council's resolution, as of 6 May 1965, he would
like to draw the Committee's attention to the reserva
tions expressed at the time by Lord Caradon, the United
Kingdom Permanent Represeutative, and especially to
two important points whicl. he had made: (1) that
because the authority and responsibility for bringing
Rhodesia to independence rested solely with the United
Kingdom Government, the United Kingdom Govern
ment must reserve its complete freedom of action to
carry out that responsibility according to its own best
judgement; and (2) that because of its lack of respon
sibility for Rhodesia's internal affairs, it had not replied
to the various allegations and charges that had been
made about the internal situation in Rhodesia, but that
that must not be taken to mean that it accepted the
accuracy or validity of all those charges.

489. As he had said, Rhodesia had been fully self
governing for many years. The provisions of the Charter
concerning Non-Self-Governing Territories could not
therefore, as a matter of sheer logic, apply to Rhodesia.
Thus in the view of his Government, as had repeatedly
had to be made clear, the United Nations had no com
petence to discuss or pass resolutions about Rhodesia
and, in accordance with its normal practice, his delega
tion would not therefore participate in the voting on
the draft resolution.

490. The representative of the Ivory Coast said that
he wished first of all, as the representative of a State
member of the Organization of African Unity, to state
that he had reservations concerning certain parts of
the statement made at the 340th meeting by the observer
for the Organization of African Unity.

491. He had listened to the petitioners from South
ern Rhodesia with the greatest interest. The most
striking fact emerging from their statements was that
the administering Power refused to use its authority
to restore legality in Southern Rhodesia and allowed
the white racists to be the sole masters of the situation.
As a result, the four million Africans in the Territory
were subjected to the worst forms of brutality and
humiliation by a minority of 200,000 heavily armed
white settlers.

492. He could not accept the constitutional and :Iegal
argument put forward by the United Kingdomrepre
sentative and was convinced that the United Kingdom
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504. The representative of Poland thanked the spon
sors of the draft resolution for embodying in its text
two amendments suggested by his delegation. His dele
gation gathered that the question of Southern Rhodesia
would still remain on the Committee's agenda despite
the action proposed in the draft resolution. His dele
gation fully endorsed the draft resolution.

505. At the 347th meeting, the Special Committee
voted on the joint draft resolution (A/AC.l09/L.207).
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could and should intervene in order to settle a crisis regard to the fourth prenmbular paragraph, his dele- l \
which had already persisted too long and whose un- gution took the view that the Special Committee was ' I
foreseeable consequences might be disastrous for peace- not entitled to pass judgement on the implementation
Iul coexistence and world peace. The United Kingdom of Security Council resolutions, the more so as the 1i
had abrogated more than one constitution and it might question of Southern Rhodesia was still on the Council's 'i

well be asked why it could not do so in the case of agenda. In regard to operative pnrugraph 2, the present '.i,
Southern Rhodesia. The passive attitude taken by the wording was not an exact rendering of the appeal which '!
United Kingdom Government was nu invitation to the Special Committee had addressed to the United I'

violence, for the Africans of Southern Rhodesia could Kingdom Government on 25 1\'1n)': he would prefer
not go on any longer without reacting. He strongly that the eo-sponsors adopt the formula advanced bv
urged the United Kingdom not to concern itself over the Tanzanian representative at the 339th meeting. 1t
tacit agreements, for Mr. Smith felt no such concern. would also be preferable to sny that "the United King- ~:
He had held elections on the basis of a constitution dom Government has not yet responded to the appeal", :ti
which had been rejected by the General Assembly and since the Special Committee's mission in Africa was
he was now preparing a unilateral declaration of inde- far from over. In regard to operative paragraph 3, his I
pendence, which must at all costs be prevented. delegation would prefer it to read: H ••• to obtain that

493. In the view of the sponsors of the draft reso- a sub-committee of the Special Committee be allowed
lution, it was the United Kingdom's duty to restore to proceed.. .". That wording, without prejudice to
legality in Southern Rhodesia. It was in that spirit the position of the various delegations on the constitu-
that they had submitted the draft resolution (AI tional relations between the United Kingdom and )
AC.l09/L.207) , earnestly hoping that it would be Southern Rhodesia, would conform more closely to the 'I
adopted by a large majority. language of the Security Council's resolution of 6 May. I

494. The representative of India expressed the hope 500. The representative of Denmark said that his
that the draft resolution would find the maximum delegation fully subscribed to the principles and aims
possible support. of the draft resolution and thanked the eo-sponsors for

495. The representative of Tunisia said that, as a taking into account a suggestion put forward by his
sponsor of the draft resolution, he would like to de- delegation. However, he had some reservations: the
scribe the spirit in which the text had been revised. third prenmbular paragraph contained references to
An objective scrutiny of the draft resolution showed resolutions which had not been supported by Denmark,
that it simply restated earlier resolutions adopted on the and operative paragraphs 2 and 3 did not take into
question and added some new facts of unquestionable consideration the very difficult position of the United
truth. In other words, the sponsors had been concerned Kingdom Government. With those reservations, his
primarily to seek peaceful ways and means of securing delegation could vote' for the draft resolution.
the decolonization of Southern Rhodesia as soon as 501. The representative of Bulgaria said that the
possible, for .that was the mission assigned to the need for urgent and resolute action was plain and it
Special Committee by the General Assembly. was to be hoped that the full information to be pro-

496. His delegation still felt that it was in the inter- vided by the Committee to the Security Council would
ests of the administering Powers themselves to facilitate give added impetus to efforts to that end. His delegation
such decolonization. By meeting the legitimate wishes attached special importance to the affirmation in opera-
of the peoples of Africa, those Powers would gain their tive paragraph 1 of the draft resolution and fully shared \ ;
sympathy and ensure their future co-operation. If, the apprehensions expressed in the Committee regard-
however, the administering Powers continued to waver, ing Southern Rhodesian threats of retaliation against
adducing fallacious reasons, the day would come when neighbouring' African States. For all those reasons, his
the former colonial countries, having attained inde- delegation fully supported the draft resolution.
pendence, would break all ties with the Powers that 502. The representative of Venezuela said that he
had administered them. Accordingly, his delegation had hoped that the Committee would vote on the joint
strongly urged all members of the Committee to support draft resolution without further delay. He did not pro-
the joint draft resolution. pose to restate his position on the problem of Southern

497. It was the duty of the great Powers to agree Rhodesia or to specify the reasons why he would vote ~.,

among themselves and to take joint action to stop the in favour of the draft resolution.
activities of certain people who continued to represent 503. The representative of Madagascar observed that
the most despicable in human nature; for it was those the draft resolution referred to the statement of the
Powers which were primarily responsible for world observer for the Organization of African Unity. He
peace and security. So long as they failed to recognize d I I I .
that fact and continued to make excuses to justify their wishe to make it clear that, alt lough le lad listened

to that statement with interest, that did not mean that
support of the exponents of evil, dissension and inse- he supported it in its entirety or that the Malagasy
curity would continue to prevail. Republic had authorized any person to speak on its

498. The representative of Italy said that, since it behalf.
was the desire of the eo-sponsors that the draft reso
lution on Southern Rhodesia should be adopted in
Lusaka, his delegation would not stand in the way.
Although he had not had time to obtain specific instruc
tions, he would vote for the draft resolution as a token
of his country's sympathy for all those, in Southern
Rhodesia or anywhere else, who were denied justice
and freedom.

499. To improve the text, however, he invited the
eo-sponsors to consider the following suggestion. In
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is dele- ~ i It was adopted by a roll-call vote of 20 votes to none, for clemency. Likewise, it, too, wished to see rapid
ee was I with 2 abstentions, as follows: constitutional progress towards the goal of universal
mtation i 111 favo'lIr: Bulgaria, Cambodia, Chile, Denmark, adult suffrage, and shared the anxiety regarding ir-
as ~l~c I! Ethiopia, India, Iran, I1'Uq, Italy, Ivory Coast, Mada- responsible threats made against Southern Rhodesia's
)1~hCtl s 'I gascnr, Mali, Poland, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tunisia, neighbours.
frei~11t :~ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Republic 512. The United States had the greatest sympathy
JV ~IC1 of Tanzania, Venezuela, Yugoslavia. for the purposes in view but was unable to accept the

rntec t' Agaillst: None. second and third operative paragraphs of the resolution,
~~det,.: Abstailli1lg: Australia, United States of America. as not reflecting realistically the actual United Kingdom

position. The requests implicit in those two paragraphs
ing, it 506, The representative of Australia said, in ex- 1 d 1 flU . d K' i . 1
!(ina - ~ planation of his vote, that the Australian delegation exceec e t le power 0 t le nite mg: om m t le

i1pea{i" ',"1',1 had listened with a great deal of sympathy to the circumstances and could not be applied without the full
:a was' r petitioners who had been heard and shared the Corn- co-operation of the Southern Rhodesian Government,

Accordingly, in the United States view, the resolution
3, his mittee's anxiety at the lack of progress to date towards was unbalanced in its exclusive focus on United King-

in that reaching an acceptable solution to the Southern Rho- dom responsibility. Nevertheless, the United States held
llowed desian question. that the United Kingdom had a particular and profound
lice to 507. It had also noted with great concern the re- responsibility in the matter, but the attitudes of the
nstitu- I ' peated allegation of breaches of human rights in that parties, more especially that of the minority Rhodesian
11 and ~ country. The Australian Government held no brief for Government, were critical factors. It was for those
to the " any system of political imprisonment, as was borne out reasons that her delegation had abstained in the vote.
i May. I by his delegation's statement in the Committee on 513. The text of the resoluticn on the question of
at his 21 April 1965 that Australia had no political prisoners S I RI d . (A/AC 109/1?O) d d b h
[" "1'n1S and no understandine of a system which made political out iern 10 eSIR . -, a opte y t e

" Special Committee at its 347th meeting on 28 May
irs for imprisonment a necessary part of its working. 1965. reads as follows:
ly his 508. The Australian Prime Minister had already of-
l: the ~,:;, fered his advice to the Government of Southern Rho- "The Special Committee 011 the St'tuati011 ~lIit/l
.es to? desia on the substance of the matter stating the regal'dto tile Imtdementation of tlie Declaraium on
unnrk Australian belief that, if Southern Rhodesia wished to tile Granting of Independence to Colonial COlt 11tries
e int~ be admitted to membership of the British Common- and Peoples,
Jnited wealth, there would need to be provision for a voting "Houinq re-examined the question of Southern
s, his roll providing for an African majority. He had further Rhodesia,

expressed his belief that most of the white Southern "Houinq heard the statements made by petitioners
Rhodesians realized that there must be an accommoda- and the representative of the Organization of African
tion-and that in not too long a course the alternative Unity,
must be accepted to the mounting internal disorder
neighbouring hostility, a state finally achieved in an "Recallinq Security Council resolution 202 (1965)
atmosphere of racial animosity unfavourable to the of 6 May 1965 and General Assembly resolutions
continuance of European settlement and out of harmony 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, 1747 (XVI) of
with the interracial relationships for which the new 28 June 1962, 1760 (XVII) of 31 October 1962,
Commonwealth had come to stand. 1883 (XVIII) of 14 October 1963, 1889 (XVIII)

509. As to the resolution just adopted,although of 6 November 1963 and 1956 (XVIII) of 11 De-
sympathizing strongly with the hopes and aspirations cember 1963 and the resolution adopted by the Special
of the sponsors, his delegation had been obliged to Committee on 22 Apri11965,
abstain. The resolution raised a number of doubts and "Considerinq that no steps have been taken by the
reservations: whether at that stage it would be right administering Power to implement Security Council
to state categorically that no steps had been taken by resolution 202 (1965) and that no constitutional
the United Kingdom Government in implementing progress has been announced in the Territory since
Security Council resolution 202 (1965); and, secondly the question was examined by the Security Council,
whether the United Kingdom Government had the "Considerinq that, on the contrary, the situation
constitutional capacity to take any effective steps to continues to deteriorate in the Territory, in particular,
enable a sub-committee of the Special Committee to as a consequence of the death sentences imposed under
enter Southern Rhodesia for the purpose the Corn- the amended Law and Order (Maintenance) Act,
mittee clearly had in mind.

510. In brief, his delegation felt that, if there was "Considering that the question is still on the agenda
to be a peaceful transition to majority rule, the efforts of the Security Council,
to explore the possibility of mutual concessions in Rho- "1. Reaffirms the right of the people of Southern
desia must be continued, and thus bring about an Rhodesia to self-determination and independence and
improvement in political and social relations. It could recognizes the legitimacy of their struggle for enjoy-
only reiterate its hope and belief that the United King- ment of the rights set forth in .the United Nations
dam Government would continue to exert such influence Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
as it possessed towards achieving that result. and the Declaration on the Granting of Independence

511. The representative of the United States said to Colonial Countries and Peoples;
that the text of the resolution met the urgent issues "2. Regrets that the United Kingdom Government
raised by the petitioners. The United States fully shared has not yet responded to the appeal made to it by the
the concern of both the petitioners and Committee Special Committee on 25 May 1965 to secure the
members about the fate of the persons sentenced to release of Mr. Nkomo and the Rev. Sithole and other
death under the amended Law and Order (Main- political prisoners so as to enable them to-appear
tenance) Act, and again added its voice to the appeal before the Special Committee;
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Committee on 2 April 1955. He recalled the statement made
l>~' :Mr. Harokl Wilson, the United Kingdom Prime Minister,
on 27 October 1964 in which had been made clear the conse
quences of a unilateral declaration of independence by the GOI'
ernmcnt of Southern Rhodesia. He said tha; this statement
had had a profound effect nnd he thought it had ,probably
paved the way to more helpful contacts between the United
Kingdom and Southern Rhodesian Governments. These con
tacts had in turn led to the visit to Southern Rhodesia by the
Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations, 1Ir. Arthur
Bottomley, and the Lord Chancellor, Lord Ganliuer, from
21 February to 3 March 1%5.

6. In keeping with an understanding reached between the
two Governments, the two United Kingdom Ministers were
able to see Mr. Joshua Nkomo who was under restriction but
not the Rev, Ndabaniugi Sithole as he was ill prison as a result
of a criminal conviction. Continuing, the United Kingdom
representative stated that the ),1 inisters however met Mr.
Takawira, Mr. Sithole's lieutenant and other African political
leaders, and in the course of their tour were able to hear the
views of an sections of the population of the Territory. They
were also able to fulfil the other main purpose of the visit.
which was to have discussions with the Southern Rhodesia
Government.

7. The United Kingdom representative drew the attention
of the Sub-Committee to the accounts given by the Common
wealth Secretary of the visit in statements in Salisbury, South
ern Rhodesia, on 5 March 1965 and in the United Kingdom
House of Commons on S March 1965. Before the Common
wealth Secretary went to Southern Rhodesia. it had looked
as though the doors were closed completely. In the Common
wealth Secretary's view, they were now a little ajar and the
United Kingdom Government hoped that discussions would
continue from that point.

S. The United Kingdom representative also recalled the
announcement on 30 March 1965 by the Southern Rhodesia
Government that the Legislative Assembly was being dis
solved and that there would be fresh elections on 7 May 1965.
III connexion with this decision Mr. Smith had issued a state
ment in which he pointed out that his negotiations with the
British Government on the question of independence were still
taking place. He had promised to put before the electorate
before the elections were held a considered analysis of the
reports received by his Government from those bodies which
they had consulted about the question of a unilateral declara
tion of independence. He had repeated his assurance that a
unilateral declaration of independence was not contemplated
while his negotiations with the British Prime Minister were
still in progress.

9. The United Kingdom representative emphasized that the
decision to can for new elections was entirely within the dis
cretion and authority of the Southern Rhodesia Government,
although naturally the United Kingdom Government would be
following the course of events during the election campaign
with the keenest interest. His Government did not think, how
ever, that the prospects of negotiation of a peaceful settlement
had been materially affected by the decision to hold elections.

10. In conclusion, he affirmed that the United Kingdom
Government had been constantly active, ever since October
when it came to office, in trying to find a peaceful way forward
by negotiation and discussion towards a solution which would
be acceptable to the people of Rhodesia as a whole. His Gov
ernment was convinced that there was no quick or ready-made
answer. There must be patient negotiation. and while the
possibility of progress by this means remained open as it did,
it would be an abdication of responsibility and a betrayal of
all the people of Rhodesia, whatever their colour, to take, or
precipitate, violent or unconstitutional action of any kind. Such
action from any quarter would be calamitous. Wise and rea
sonable counsel must prevail if a peaceful solution was to
be found.

11. However, the responsibility for refraining from violent
or unconstitutional action rested on all; and it was the hope
of his Government that all those who were concerned about
and interested in the problem, would do all they could in what
they said and did to use their influence in the direction of
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U3. Request: the United Kingdom Government to
take the necessary steps to enable a Sub-Committee of
the Special Committee to proceed to Southern Rho
desia so as to make contact with the various sectors
of the population and report back j

"4. Draws the attention of the Security Council
to the extremely serious situation which would arise
in the Territory if the authonties of Southern Rho
desia were to execute the persons sentenced to death
under the amended Law and Order (Mnintenance)
Act:
1/5. Further draws the attention of the Security
Council to the threats made by the Southern Rho
desian authorities, in particular, the economic sabo
tage which the Southern Rhodesian authorities intend
to carry out in regard to the independent African
States adjoining the Territory;

1/6. Decides to transmit to the Security Council
the records of the meetings devoted to this question
by the Special Committee during its visit in Africa,
including the statements of the petitioners and, of the
representative of the Organization of African Unity,

.as a supplement to the document transmitted to the
Security Council and reproduced as document
S/63OOj

1/7. Requests the Chairman of the Special Com
mittee to transmit the present resolution to the Presi
dent of the Security Council."
514. The text of the resolution, together with the

records of the debates on the question, was transmitted
to the President of the Security Council on 2 June 1965
(S/6412).

Rcport' of the Sub-Committee on Southern Rhodesia

INTRODUCTION

1. At its 315th meeting, on 17 November 1964, the Special
Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples considered an oral report submitted
by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Southern Rhodesian
on the work of the Sub-Committee.

2. By taking note of this report, the Special Committee
agreed to authorize the Sub-Committee to keep the situation
under review and to maintain contact with the United Kingdom
with a view to ti.~, fulfilment of its mandate.

CONSWER.\TION nv THE Sun-COMMITTEE

3. The Sub-Committee hp-Id three meetings on 31 March
and 2 and 5 April 1965. At its meeting on 31 March 1965 the
Sub-Committee reviewed the situation in the Territory. It had
before it a working paper prepared by the Secretariat (see
paras. 1-67 above) containing information on the latest devel
opments concerning Southern Rhodesia.

4. Following an exchange of views, the Sub-Committee de
cided, in accordance with its mandate, to invite the representa
tive of the United Kingdom to provide information on the
United Kingdom Government's position in regard to the ques
tion of Southern Rhodesia, in the light of recent developments,
and on any steps which that Government had in mind to im
plement the resolutions of the General Assembly and of the
Special Committee relating to the Territory.

5. In response to the Sub-Committee's invitation, the repre
sentative of the United Kingdom appeared before the Sub-

• The Sub-Committee is composed of the following repre
sentatives: Mr. Sori Coulibaly (Chairman) (Mali): Mr. Ger
shon B. O. Collier (Sierra Leone): Mr. Tesfaye Gebre-Egzy
(Ethiopia); Mr. Rafik Asha (Syria); Mr. Danilo Lekic
(Yugoslavia).
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moderation, restraint and statesmanship. and thus to help re
move obstacles to a settlement by peaceful negotiation. whereby
all Rhodcsians might realise the great promise of their country,

12. In reply to a request for details of the proposals re
portedly put to the Southern Rhodesia Government b)' the
Unitect Kingdom Government for advance towards majority
rule and for the release of all persons in detention or restric
tion, the United Kingdom representative explained that the
current exchange of communications between his Government
and that of Southern Rhodesia were confidential i only if the
confidential character of such exchanges was maintained could
there be hope of progress. For this reason. nothing specific,
going beyond broad statements of principle and objective, had
been said in the United Kingdom House. of Commons. He could
only add that negotiations were still proceeding and re
emphasize Mr. Smith's statement that as long as negotiations
were still going on, there was no question of a unilateral
declaration.

13. On the question what the Southern Rhodesia Gov
ernment's purpose was in caling for general elections at this
time, the United Kingdom representative referred to a state
ment made b)' Mr. Smith to the effect that his Government's
responsibilities had greatly increased since its election to office
in 1962, when the Central African Federation was still in
existence: his Government had faithfully and as far as
possible, carried out its election pledges, but the situation had
so altered that a fresh mandate from the country was necessary.
The fact that the announcement concerning the general elections
was made on the day Mr. Smith received Mr. Wilson's letter
seemed to the United Kingdom representative to have been
fortuitous. As to the timing of the elections, the United
Kingdom representative stressed that this was entirely the
responsibility of the Southern Rhodesia Government, as it
was in other countries where the parliamentary system was
derived from the: British model.

14. Another question was put to the United Kingdom
representative concerning the reactions of his Government to
the holding of general elections in the Territory, having regard
to the several resolutions of the General Assembly and the
Special Committee which had, illter alia, called for the
suspension of the Constitution under which these elections
were to be held. In reply, the United Kingdom representative
said he could add nothing to his statement that the negotiations
between his Government and that of Southern Rhodesia had
not, in his view, been materially affected by the decision to
hold elections.

IS. With regard to reports that Mr. Smith intended sub
sequently to amend the Constitution so as to be able to make
a unilateral declaration, the United Kingdom representative
explained that, according to his own understanding of the
position, independence could only be granted to Southern
Rhodesia by decision of the United Kingdom Parliament. The
provisions of the present Constitution governing the relation
ship between Southern Rhodesia and the United Kingdom
could not be changed unilaterally by the Southern Rhodesia
Parliament. Some other. provisions of the present Constitution
could be amended only after certain procedures had been
followed, entailing plebiscites among the main racial groups in
Southern Rhodesia or approved by the Queen on the advice
of United Kingdom Ministers.
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Government which would encourage a belief that an active
policy was now being pursued by that Government to ensure
the attainment of independence b)' Southern Rhodesia in
conformity with the provisions of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
In the view of the Sub-Committee it is now more urgent!)'
necessary than ever that the United Kingdom should take
energetic and effective action to implement the resolutions
adopted by the General Assembly and the Special Committee
on the question of Southern Rhodesia, if the: continuing
deterioration in the already explosive situation is to be arrested.

12. The Sub-Committee notes with grave concern that on
30 March 1965 the Southern Rhodesia Legislative Assembly
was dissolved and a decision announced to hold general
elections in May 1965, under the present constitution. The
Sub-Committee cannot accept as a reflection of the aspirations
of the majority of the people of Southern Rhodesia the results
of elections to be held under a constitution which has already
been categorically rejected by the General Assembly and the
Special Committee. The Sub-Committee also views with deep
concern the possibility that the results of the so-called election.
may be used by the minority regime in Southern Rhodesia as
a pretext for unilateral action.

19. Bearing these serious developments in mind and taking
into consideration the growing intransigence of the minority
regime of the Territory in the face of the legitimate aspirations
of the African majority, the Sub-Committee is convinced
that the question of Southern Rhodesia should be considered
by the Special Committee as a matter of urgency.

ADOPTION OF THE REI'ORT

20. This report was unanimously adopted by the Sub
Committee on S April 1965.

APPENDIX 11
Announcement b)' the United Kingdom Government on

2'1 October 1964
The Prime Minister is deeply concerned about future relations

between Southern Rhodesia and Britain and particularly about
any possibility of a unilateral declaration of independence
on the part of the Southern Rhodesia Government. He therefore
invited Mr. Ian Smith, the Prime Minister of Southern Rho
desia, to come to London for discussions early this week.
Mr, Smith replied that he could not come at that time.

The British Government would 110t like there to be any
misunderstanding that, in their view, the inevitable con
sequences of a unilateral declaration of independence would
be very serious indeed. The previous Administration made
this clear earlier in the year to Mr. Field and later repeated
the warning to Mr. Smith. On Sunday, 2S October, the British
Government communicated to the Government of Southern
Rhodesia the text of a statement which they would feel
obliged to issue at a very early date unless they received from
that Government an assurance that no attempt at a unilateral
declaration of independence would be made. The Prime
Minister would have preferred to put the points in the state
ment to Mr. Smith privately and in person i he still hopes
that an early opportunity wiII be found for him to have
discussions with the Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia
before any irrevocable steps are taken. Since, however, the
assurance sought was not forthcoming, the British Government
are now publishing this statement.

The statement is as follows:
1. The British Government look forward to the day when

Southern Rhodesia can take her place as an independent
sovereign State within the Commonwealth. The decision to
grant independence rests entirely with the British Government
and Parliament and they have a solemn duty to be satisfied
that, before granting independence, it would be acceptable to
the people of the country as a whole. Indeed, the present
Government of Southern Rhodesia have already recognised
that independence must be based on general consent and
that the British· Government are entitled to be satisfied about
this.

2. The British Government trust therefore that the progress
of Southern Rhodesia will proceed on constitutional lines.
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\~ 16. The Sub-Committee has taken note of the statement of
f ';1 the representative of the United Kingdom and, in particular,
!.,.t,J the information that the United Kingdom Government adheres
.1 to its warning published on 27 October 1964 concerning the
\q consequences of a unilateral declaration of independence by the
';.i.•.··j Southern Rhodesia Government. The Sub-Committee also notes
" that the United Kingdom Government, on the basis of the
i visit to Southern Rhodesia 1?y the Secretary of State for

Commonwealth Relations and the Lord Chancellor is pursuing
its contacts with the Southern Rhodesia Government with a
view to a political settlement acceptable to the majority of
the population of the Territory,

17. The Sub-Committee however considers that no changes
have taken ,place in the position of the United Kingdom
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Nevertheless, in view of reports that there might be a resort
to a unilateral declaration of independence, they find it neces
sary to declare what serious consequences would flow from
such an act. The British Government eannot believe that,
once the consequences have been made clear, the Government
and people of Southern Rhodesia will take an irrevocable step
of this kind.

3. A mere declaration of independence would have no
constitutional effect. The only way Southern Rhodesia can
become a sovereign independent state is by an Act of the British
Parliament. A declaration of independence would be an act of
defiance and rebellion and it would be treasonable to take
steps to give effect to it.

4. In the final communique of the meeting of Commonwealth
Prime Ministers in July it was made clear that no Com
monwealth Government would be able to recognise a unilateral
declaration. There would then be no prospect of Southern
Rhodesia becoming a member of the Commonwealth, with all
the economic consequences that would then ensue.

5. The British Government would be bound to sever
relations with those responsible for such a declaration. It
would not be possible for Southern Rhodesia to establish a
new and special relationship with the Crown or with Britain.
The British Government would not be prepared to advise Her
Majesty to accede to any request that she should become a
separate Sovereign of a territory which had rebelled. The
ultimate result would inevitably be that Southern Rhodesians
would cease to be British subjects.

6. The reactions of foreign Governments would likewise
be sharp and immediate. With one or two exceptions, they
are likely to refuse to recognise Southern Rhodesia's in
dependence or to enter into relations with her. Many of them
might recognise a Government in exile if, as seem probable,
one were established.

7. The economic effects would be disastrous to the prosperity
and prospects of the people of Southern Rhodesia. All financial
and trade relations between Britain and Southern Rhodesia
would be jeopardized. Any further aid or any further access
to the London market would be out of the question. Indeed,
must serious consequences would be involved for anyone in the
United Kingdom, who afforded aid, financial or otherwise, to the
illegal government. Southern Rhodesia's external trade would
be disrupted.

8. In short, an illegal declaration of independence in South
ern Rhodesia would bring to an end relationships between her
and Britain, would cut her off from the rest of the Com
monwealth, from most foreign governments and from inter
national organizations, would inflict disastrous economic damage
upon her, and would leave her isolated and virtually friendless in
a largely hostile continent.

APPENDIX III

EXeCI'pt from Press Statement by the Secrctary of State
for Commonwcalth Rclations on 3 March 1965

Our main. impression is of a hardening of attitudes in
recent months among both Europeans and Africans. We single
out for particu.lar mention the views put to us by different
groups of Europeans, by the chiefs and by the African
nationalists.

"Ve are in no doubt about the great desire for independence
on the part of the bulk of the European populations, We fully
understand the reasons for this desire, especially after forty
years of self-government, after so many other countries in
Africa have attained their independence and after the massive
economic development to which European initiative, energy,
knowledge and capital have contributed so much.

Some Europeans have told us they consider independence
to be such an urgent necessity that it must be taken unilaterally
and unconstitutionally if it cannot be acquired urgently by
negotiation. But a majority of white Rhodesians to whom
we have spoken are not of this opinion, and are anxious that in
dependence should be obtained lawfully, peacefully and in
a manner which will preserve friendly relations with Britain
and other countries inside and outside the Commonwealth.

The chiefs emphasized to us the importance of their position
in the life of the country as the traditional leaders of their
peoples. They feel themselves to be threatened by the activities
of a younger generation of politically active Africans at whose
hands they and their people have suffered intimidation and
violence. '

The chiefs, believing that the British Government favour the
nationalists, insist that the right course is to cut the strings
with Britain straight away. Our understanding is that in making
this demand, they see immediate majority rule or immediate
independence as the only alternatives .open to Rhodesia.

The African nationalists of both the former ZAPU (PCC)
and ZANU parties, whose leadership first accepted and then
repudiated the 1961 Constitution, as well as many other
Africans whom we met, demand that the British Government
should call an immediate conference to devise a new constitu
tion based upon one-man-one-vote. In their view, the British
Government should intervene in Rhodesia's affairs, if necessary
by armed force, to establish majority rule. They also want
the British Government to press the Rhodesian Government to
release all persons in restriction and detention.

In these talks with Europeans, chiefs and African nationalists,
we have found that many grievous misunderstandings exist
about the policy of the British Government. We therefore
take this opportunity to explain that policy.

First, we wish emphatically to repudiate the allegation that
the policy of the British Government is to impose immediate
majority rule upon Rhodesia. The principle of eventual majority
rule was accepted by the electorate of Rhodesia when they
approved the 1961 Constitution.

What is at issue is how long the transition to majority rule
will take and what the timing of independence should be.

Any attempt by the British Government to impose unilaterally
a solution of these problems would violate the 1961 Constitu
tion ann the established convention that Parliament at
Westminster does not legislate on matters within the com
petence of the Legislative Assembly of Rhodesia except
with the agreement of the Rhodesia Government.

The granting of independence is, under the Constitution,
a matter for the British Government and Parliament. In seeking
a peaceful transition to majority rule, the British Government
do not seek to stipulate how it might be achieved or when
this stage might be reached.

The British Government are completely opposed to unlawful
and unconstitutional acts of all kinds. During our talks with
the African nationalist leaders we have made it cleat to them
that the British Government utterly condemn the intimidation
and violence which have been taking place, mainly by Africans
against other Africans. These leaders said that they opposed
the use of such methods.

We also explained to them that Britain c.ould not herself
act unconstitutionally, whether by armed force or otherwise,'
to change the Constitution, and that it would be useless for her
to call a constitutional conference unless all parties concerned,
were willing to attend it. I

We have made equally clear the steadfast opposition of'
the British Government to unconstitutional action in the form!
of a unilateral declaration of independence. The threat of such
action has already drawn from the British Prime Minister
a warning of some of its inevitable consequences.

We believe that the greatest danger to the peace and
prosperity of Rhodesia at the present time is this threat
of a unilateral declaration and we have made our view
known to the Rhodesia Government.

We return to London to report to the British Cabinet In
so doing, we are deeply conscious of the hopes of Rhodesians
of all colours and classes that, despite the hardening of at
titudes, some way forward can be found which will reassure
both those Africans who at present feel themselves denied full
political and human rights and those Europeans who fear losing
what they have earned and won.

We believe that all concerned must now address themselves
to a sober search for ways by which present uncertainties earl
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obvious, however, that in some respects changes are essential
for the good of Rhodesia. I give you an example-the cross
voting on the "A" and "B" rolls.

4. There arc other improvements which require a two-thirds
majority, which we wish to make and which we will put
before you during the election compaign,

5. As you know, my negotiations with the British Govern
ment on the question of our independence arc still taking
place. We have been told publicly that the grant of independence
is dependent on the will of the country as a whole. An
overwhelming majority in this election will considerably
strengthen my hand in these negotiations as well as demonstrat
ing to me that I have your confidence.

6. On the question of independence it is my intention to
place fairly before the electorate at the earliest possible
moment and certainly before the election takes place. the
considered analysis of all the reports received by Government
from the various bodies consulted on the question of a unilateral
declaration of independence. I reiterate, however. my Govern
ment's assurance that this latter step is not contemplated while
my negotiations with the British Prime Minister are in progress.

7. I referred previously to cross voting. It is quite obvious
that the "B" roll was primarily designed for the representation
of Africans and African interests by Africans, and therefore,
their representatives should be elected by them without any
"A" roll influence.

8. Therefore, it is not the intention of the Rhodesian
Front to submit any party candidates for the electoral districts.
I believe that these members should be independent and free
from an)' party ties to express the wishes of their constituents.

9. It was quite apparent during the last Parliament that
the system then operating was a failure. Not only were the
1962 polls so low as almost to amount to a farce, but on
several occasions electoral district members approached
Ministers indicating that they were in complete sympathy with
legislation under debate, but were compelled by ,party ties to
oppose it publicly.

10. Through being tied to a European-dominated party
they were placed in an invidious position of having divided
loyalties between the principles which brought them into
Parliament and their belief in the true interests of the African
people. Further. for the same reasons they were subjected
to assaults, intimidation and being branded as "stooges". By
standing as independents they would be free from all these
difficulties and able to fulfil their parliamentary responsibilities
completely unfettered.

11. It has become quite clear to me and my Government
that with the trend of affairs in Africa, matters cannot be
allowed to drift. Rhodesia's destiny demands decisive and
urgent steps to be taken for the protection of all the ideals
of Western civilization in which we believe. An overwhelming
vote of confidence and support from the Rhodesian people is
essential to bring this about. I am therefore calling an election
asking for and hoping for a two-thirds majority in Parliament
which will strengthen our hand, not only for the passing
of important parliamentary legislation. but also in our negotia
tions for independence with the British Government.

Text of Soulhern Rhodesia While Paper on Unilatcral
Declaration of Indepcndence

1. On 27 October 1964, the British Prime Minister issued
a statement which set out various consequences that would
in the British Government's opinion, follow a ul1:1ateral declara
tion of independence by Rhodesia. It has been assumed, in
scme quarters, that the proposals referred to in the statement
would be applied by the British Government with a degree
of severity designed to collapse the economy of Rhodesia
within a relatively short period. It has also been assumed
in the same quarters that such action would be supported
by ether members of the Commonwealth.

2. The Government has received reports from various as
sociations and statutory bodies giving their views on the
British Prime Minister's statement. The majority of these

be removedt br which current dilemmas can be resolved
constitutionally and honourably; and by which the common goal
of independence can be achieved,
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~I
~ Text of the stutemunt by the Secretary of State for Com-
; lIIonweuhh Relutlons in the House of Comm ns on 8

l I j\llIrch 1965

~
' l During our lO-day visit the Lord Chancellor and I were able
: to establish personal contact with the Rhodesia Government and

l ,.1 to hear the views of a wide cross-section of the population.
1 Our talks with the Rhodesian Prime Minister and Cabinet

~
(. ,'~~,.. were in confidence. They naturally expressed the desire of
. • most white Rhodcsians for early independence. We fully

appreciate their reasons for wanting it.
~ 1 1 Mr. Nkomo and Mr, Takawira, who is second-in-command
Y I ! to Mr. Sithole, demanded that the British Government should
t \ \ call a constitutional conference at once and secure the release
e :f \ of themselves and their followers from restriction. They

f!· I advocated immediate universal suffrage and considered that
i, k.~ the British Government should impose majority rule, if
it Ci necessary by armed force.
e l(: The chiefs, to whom the Rhodesia Government are restoring
'la measure of their former authority. are strongly opposed

.t I \ to the African nationalist movement because of the violence
e \ } ami intimidation and the threat to their own traditional
Y ,\, 1 leadership to which it has given rise. They see the immediate
Y l.i.. grant of independence as the only alternative to nationalist

ill' domination.
:e It Some Europeans demand that if independence cannot be
~H quickly obtained by negotiation, it should be seized by a
, . unilateral declaration.

~ hJ In all quarters we made plain where the British Government
It ~1'.t stood in this difficult situation.
1- I rl We recalled the warning statement of the Prime Minister
It \~.' to Mr. Smith last October, and repeated our steadfast op-

Ci position to unconstitutional action. We condemned the intimida
!). tion and violence which have been taking place, mainly by

n, ~ :, Africans against other Africans.
~~ ~.) We emphasized that it was not our intention to impose
'n : ; majority rule by force, and reiterated that whatever settlement
. • • was reached must be acceptable to the majority of the popula-

~ . tion of Rhodesia.
u~ I.:; What is lacking in Rhodesia is willingness on the part of
t 'W l Europeans and Africans alike to discuss and compromise. The
m /:,?) fate of Rhodesians of all colours and classes lies largely in
)11 bl their own hands.
~ :.~ Illegal action from any quarter. w?uld be calamitous. The

.)problem must be resolved by negotiation.
1·1 But I am not without hope of finding a way towards a solu

:If l;ei tion that will win the support of all communities and lead to
,e, L1indepclluence and prosperity for all Rhodesians.
~ '~~'~'l The Lord Chancellor and I have made a report to the

.•.•...•~Prime Minister, and he will now be in touch with the Rho-
Jdesian Prime Minister.
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er ~.'..••..'.;.'.. Text of stasement by thc Prime Minisler of Southernh:1 Rhodcsia, Mr. Ian Smith, on 31 March 1965

nd f~':;\ I. The Government has called an election for 7 May and
:at L:.F consider it only right that I should inform the country of
~w 1,.:,the reasons for so doing,

~;'.'i 2. At the time when we were elected in 1962, the Federa
In :~::.,€tion was still in existence and since then the Government's
illS~,;.~rpsponsibilities have increased enormously and although we
at- ,·\:!l.have faithfully carried out all the election pledges, so far
Ire' ias has been possible in the time available, I feel that the
\111 'present situation has so altered from that which then existed,
ng :that a fresh mandate from the country is necessary.

: 3. One of our election pledges was that, whether we
res ;agreed with it or not, we would make every effort to make
:an :the 1961 Constitution work. We have done this. It has been
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the imposition of the most severe economic sanctions is presup- plicablc to Rhodesia.
posed therein and the conclnsions reached set out the worst 9 ~ that
consequences possible. If these proposals were not implemented . It must be obvious that any action by Britain involving , jud
then of course these reports would be of little relevance a economic sanctions would be to the detriment of all races r'i in t
point which has been accepted by the authors of the vari~us in the three territories of the former Federation a factor H

which, no doubt, will be carefully considered h'y Britain.
reports. It is therefore necessary to evaluate whether, in fact, on '
Britain could or would implement in full the sanctions sug- 10. Counter .measures have been decided upon by the ., effec
gested as consequential upon a unilateral declaration of in- Government which would be necessary if Britain implemented III pros
dependence and to consider the likelihood of Commonwealth her threats, but it would obviously nO.L be in the best interests Rho
countries falling in with the British Government's suggested of Rhodesia to make these known in advance. The Govern-! haJ
action. It must be remembered that countries to the north ment is, however, quite satisfied that these measures will be mod
of Rhodesia would have to take into account the crippling effective in protecting Rhodesia's national interest economic.' '1'
effect on their own economies that such action would entail. and otherwise. 'desi:
Rhodesia would never take the initiative as an aggressor . 11. The rapid a?d tragic~arc1~ of events in the newly Brit
towards any other count'..s. but should any country initiate lIulepen,dent countn~s .of Africa IS undoubtedly causing' a ~. diSCI
action against Rhodesia the Government would have no great deal of re-thinking by the nations of the West. The .
option hut to take the strongest counter-measures available collapse of the economy in most of these African countries

i
expc

. . 1 bel dId b j'\ andto It. IS on y eing e aye y large amounts of outside financial toba
3. It must be borne in mind that normally trade is a two- support-the departure from their boundaries of many' Euro- ~ . wou

way traffic-for example, at present Rhodesian imports/exports peans upon whom their productivity depended is bringing about ~J socir
from and to Britain balance out at approximately £35 million unemployment and food shortages-their abandonment of all t~ the i
per mlllu",. Although initially it would involve some incon- but the scantiest trappings of democracy has been rapid-ln- I) The!
venience, it is certain that Rhodesia would obtain elsewhere filtration of Communist and Chinese influences is causing great r~I'
all those imports which today it gets from Britain and the g'ene.r~1 concern. Many ~e?ple in the West are already highly ~ requ
Commonwealth and that a great proportion of the country's SUSPICIOUS that the policies of their Governments towards TI
exports could be marketed in those other countries with whom Africa have been wrong. This is particularly true in Britain 1'1 a un
Rhodesia has trading relations. Moreover, Commonwealth and is further exemplified by the recent sharp rebuff given (:j men
Preference is also a two-way traffic (certain Commonwealth to Ghana's application for additional financial assistance. ~ tow
imports into Rhodesia enjoy as much as 30 per cent preference). 1~. If an attempt should be made to force, Rhodesia to f:~ sour
The withdrawal of this concession could easily prove to be cap~tul~te to the demands of the African extremists by in- ri\1.'t unil
a two-edged sword. tro-iucmg economic sanctions. in order to achieve this it would f state

4. There is no sentiment attached to money. Rhodesia require concerted action by all the trading nations of the world. ~ well
has the potential and if it produces goods of the right quality History has shown this will not prove successful. l' be j
and at the right price, countries will continue to trade with 13. What the people of Rhodesia have to decide is whether ~i two
it. This happens universally. The growth and future develop- they "drift" and allow their position to be rapidly eroded, or r~ 1 ~~it~
ment of a country depends primarily on stable government. whether they accept their inherent responsibilities to govern ~J
Rhodesia's te<;onomic PdotelntiaGl is acceptedhand provided stable dfOerscethndeagnOtodEof all ~hellPeotl1l1e o~ this dcounbtrYl and for !heir [I :~el
governmen IS assure the overnment as every reason to s. conormca y iere IS no ou t t tat once It is ~
believe that investment money will be forthcoming, both from clear to others that Rhodesians-black and white-intend their r'J prer
the private sector and also from other sources in countries not Go~ernment to remain in the hands of responsible people, t I Ot
unfriendly towards Rhodesia. caplta~ investment will again be interested in the great potential I.' will

5. Certain countries to the north of Rhodesia already give of this country. Capital investment is showing very little ~I
every indication of submitting to Communist influences. It is interest, if any, in those countries that have been handed over ! I
quite incredible, therefore, that Britain would attempt the to African extremists. There can be no doubt whatsoever that ~.!
destruction of the Rhodesian economy and the consequent in the long term Rhodesians have nothing' to lose but all to r!
overthrow of stable government. Furthermore, it is doubtful gain by accepting their responsibilities and becoming com-I!t:,.,.'I'.:;
whether other Western countries would necessarily support pletely independent as a sovereign State.
Britai~. knowing what has happened. and is happening, in ~
countries to the north of Rhodesia. APPENDIX VII

1

6. In the event of the loss of Commonwealth Preferences or Text of statement by the Prime l\'[inister of the United :••!
total embargoes IT! Britain on Rhodesian exports', it is without Kingdom in the House of Commons on 29 April 1965 H
doubt that Rhodesia's major problem would arise in the !i 1.
marketing of its tobacco. In any event it must be borne T.he Rhodesia Government have issued a White Paper ~l last
in mind that ~dtain has given frequent warnings that Corn- setting out their views on the economic effects of a unilateral rl Sou
monwealth Preferences will gradually be eliminated, Should declaration of independence. ~~ in tl
~ complete embargo of Rhodesian tobacco be enforced, Britain Her Majesty's Government have no desire to try to influence ~1 Gen
would eliminate from her market America's strongest the voters of Rhodesi~ in the General Elec.tion due to take place "I Rev.
competitor, thus giving America a virtual monopoly. With this on 7 May and for this reason have not hitherto commented on ~' the
competition removed. it could well be that prices of tobacco what is being said by spokesmen of either the Rhodesjan~t seml
from other sources would harden G~vernment or opposition parties during their respective cam- ;i

7. If. through British Government action, the Rhodesian paigns. They obviously cannot, however, remain silent in the ~'l the ,
face of official utterances in Salisbury about the probable .~. inter

economy was to suffer. even for a short time. an inevitable t f d .. h Afri
first step would be the necessity for Rhodesia to consider con ent 0 ecisrons w ich would be taken in London. The '
the repatriation of foreign workers and their families to Rhodesian Government did not consult Her Majesty's Gov- deve
Zambia and Malawi, in order to protect its indigenous labour ernment about their decision to issue such a White Paper, 'I
force. It is estimated that at present there are 500000 such still less about its contents which completely misrepresent the ;.j

. thi Tl ,likely economic effect on Rhodesia of a unilateral declaration. 11)1
persons III s country. le consequences to the countries :I
concerned would be grave indeed and the responsibility would The Rhodesia Government 'White Paper after returning '~
be with Britain alone. to the Statement issued from No. 10 Downing Street on 27 ~~

October says "It has been assumed in some quarters that~'
8, A careful analysis has been taken out of the joint the propo~~ls referred to in. the statement would be applied t

services of the Rhodesia Railways, Central African Airways and by the British Government WIth a degree of severity designed ,-;
Kariba power and it is factual to say that if Zambia and to collapse the economy of Rhodesia within a relatively short :;
Malawi were to break these agreements then that part of period." It then purports to "evaluate" whether in fact Britain ;
these services operating in Rhodesia for Rhodesia would all be could or would implement in full what it calls the "sanctions" ,
viable projects even after accepting responsibility for that suggested after a unilateral declaration. By this means the
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Paper. Commonwealth Prime Ministers in their Communique
of 15 July 1964, noted with approval the statement of the
British Government that they would not recognize any
unilateral declaration of independence, and the other Prime
Mdnisters made it clear that they would be unable to recognize
any such declaration. Moreover, the entire Commonwealth
expressed their approval of the declaration of 27 October.
There can be no justification for the Rhodesia Government
or people to nurse the delusion that they would receive
widespread international support.

The Rhodesian view of events elsewhere in Africa and their
effect on thinking in the West is profoundly mistaken, and it
would be an error to assume that this view could affect Her
Majesty's Government's policy towards an act of rebellion
in Rhodesia.

The White Paper argues that the adverse consequences of
a unilateral declaration would be the responsibility of Britain
alone. It is not Britain however which is contemplating un
constitutional action. If such action were to be taken, responsi
bility for the consequence would lie squareI)' on the shoulders
of those who took it. The White Paper appears to ssume that
it would be improper for Britain to react in any way if
Rhodesia chose to ,put herself in the position of a colony in
rebellion, whereas Rhodesia would be entitled to take whatever
measures she chose against Malawi, Zambia, or an)' other
country, in retaliation against the inevitable consequences of
her own action. No Government outside Rhodesia is likely to
share this view.

Her Majesty's- Government remain firmly convinced that
tbe only route by which Rhodesia can achieve independence
without grave consequences to herself is by the process of
constitutional negotiations. She cannot hope to defy Britain,
the whole of the Commonwealth, nearly the whole of Africa,
and the United Nations. Her Majesty's Government, therefore,
profoundly hope that Rhodesia will not be misled into thinking
that she could escape disaster if she were to fly in the
face of world opinion. As I have indicated earlier this afternoon,
the answer lies in an agreed solution and Her Majesty's
Government stand ready to carry forward their not entirely
unhopeful negotiations with the Government of Rhodesia after
the election in order to achieve this objective.

CHAPTER IV

Addendum to Blcnda hem 23

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY Union (SWANU), the South West Africa Peoples
Organization (SWAPO), which together formed the
South West African National Liberation Front
(SWANLIF), and the South West Africa United
National Independence Organization (SWAUNIO).

4. Early in 1964, a new organization, the C~privi

African National Union (CANU), was formed m the
Eastern Caprivi Zipfel, a native reserve located in the
northeasternrnost part of South 'West Africa and ad
ministered as an integral part of South Africa. The new
organization, initially a separatist, movement, Iat~r

became affiliatedwith SWAPO. During 1964, the Presi
dent and another official of CANU were reported to
have been imprisoned in Windhoek and on their release
ordered by the South African Minister of Bantu Ad
ministration and Development to be transferred to
Ohopoho, the administrative centre of the Kaokoveld
Native Reserve in the northwesternmost part of South
West Africa, and subsequently to the Warmbad Native
Reserve in the extreme south of the Territory.

5. In September 1964, an additional organization,
the National Unity Democratic Organization (NUDO)
of Namib (South West Africa), was established. The
new organization replaces the National Convention
Independence Party (NACIP) and the United Namib

Rhodesia Government arc seeking to convey the impression
that they and not He)' Majesty's Government arc. the best
judges of what action Her Majesty's Govcrumcnt would take
in the event of a unilateral declaration.

Her Majesty's Go .ernmeut adhere to the Statement issued
on 27 October 1964. It expressed the view that the economic
effects of a uniluterat declaration would be disastrous to the
prosperity and prospects of the people of Rhodesia and that
Rhodesia's external trade wonld be disrupted. Nothing that
ha; happened in the last six months has afforded reasons for
modif~ling this judgement in any way.

The White Paper states that a great proportion of Rho
desia's exports could be marketed in countries other than
Britain with whom Rhodesia has trading relations, and it
discusses in particular tobacco, which is Rhodesia's chief
export, Britain is by far the biggest buyer of Rhodesian tobacco
and if Britain were to stop buying it the effect upon the
tobacco growers and upon the whole economy of Rhodesia
would be particularly severe, The Rhodesian Tobacco As
sociation is itself reported to have reached the conclnsion that
the imposition of embargoes would be disastrous to the indu«ry.
There wonld be no difficulty in procuring British tobacco
requirements from other countries.

The White Paper seeks to reassure Rhodesians that after
a unilateral declaration money will be forthcoming for invest
ment in Rhodesia from what it terms "countries not unfriendly"
towards her. Britain has hitherto been the chief external
source of capital for Rhodesia's economic development. A
unilateral declaration would put a stop to this flow. The
statement of 27 October made it clear that all financial as
well as trade relations between Britain and Rhodesia would
be jeopardized. That aid would cease and that with one or
two exceptions other Governments would be likely to refuse
to recognize Rhodesia's independence or to enter into relations
with her. The establishment of an illegal regime in Rhodesia
is least calculated to produce stable government there, which
tile Rhodesian Government themselves recognize to be a
prerequisite for attracting investment from abroad.

Other Governments inside and outside the Commonwealth
will no doubt make known their own views on the White

Political parties

3. At the beginning of 1964, South West Africa had
three predominantly African organizations, open to
members of all races; the South West Africa National

General

1. Information on the Territory is contained in the
last report of the Special Committee on the subject of
South West Africa (A/SSOO/Rev.l, Chapter IV), and
in the previous reports of the Special Committee to the
General Assembly (A/S23S, chapter IX, and A/S446/
Rev.1, chapter IV) as well as in the special report of
the Special Committee, submitted to the General As
sembly at its nineteenth session, on the implications of
the activities of the mining industry and of the other
international companies having interests in South West
Africa (A/5S40). Supplementary information on recent
developments is set out below.

International Court of Justice

..2: Public hearings in the South 'Ye~t Africa .cas~s
initiated by the Governments of Ethiopia and Liberia
against South Africa began on IS March 1965 at The
Hague.
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National security measures i

11. In January 1965, legislation authorizing the I,
detention of individuals for a maximum of ninety days \
for interrogation purposes, referred to in a previous V
report of the Special Committee (see A/5446/Rev.l, 1':1.•.

1

,

chap. IV, para. 15), was suspended in both South
West Africa and South Africa. i.,

12. New security measures were proposed in bills ~

published in March and April 1965. A proposed amend- !
ment to the Official Secrets Act, which prohibits the 11
disclosure of certain defined defence matters in South .~l
Africa and South West Africa, would broaden the :, i,
prohibition on military information and extend the
prohibition to cover police activities. Under the proposed :'
amendment, the disclosure of information concerning
any military or police matter in a manner or for a
purpose prejudical to the State would be prohibited
under penalty of a fine of up to R1,500, or seven years' ~
imprisonment, or both. r

13. Following the establishment, in the South African r~ I.
Government and later in the South West Africa Ad- I' t
ministration, of emergency planning divisions to imple- f r
ment national survival schemes, the African Govern-
ment published an Emergency Planning Bill which
~o~ld give it broad powers to .muste~ men and materials i' ~
m times of emergency. The Btll, which defined sabotage t: e
as one of the events which could lead to the declaration ~

of a state of emergency, would render able-bodied men I'- a
and women from 17 to 65 years of age who had not '
had military training and did not fall within specified ,i cl
categories of public service liable to compulsory training Iq I

to cope with national emergencies. lrt ~

Implementation of the recommendations of the U tl
Odendaal Commission !~ 1

14. During 1964 and early 1965, the South West 1\ t
Africa Administration and the Government of South I.· ..!.. _

Africa were jointly engaged in carrying out recom- f.i
mendations of tlre Odendaal Commission, including it~ 2
measures preparatory to the establishment of non- i"·~... t
European "homelands". ,: tl

15. Before. detailing these developments, it may be~: a
useful to review the main elements of the Odendaal k:
plan. Under that plan, if fully implemented, separate :'
"homelands" would be established for ten non-white
groups, who would be allocated an aggregate of 40.07

J.

;::~end~ce Penples Pnr~::;r:r:::~: ..·::~:~n;:~n~:nln~~" well~~:~~~l::-petitinns dated 6 june nnd 6 Jn1y 1964 (AlAG.lOOI South West Africa visited various parts nf South fl
PET.279 and Add.l ). In a petition dated 10 October Africa, including the Transkei. i

1964 (A/AC.109/PET.368), Chief Samuel Witbooi and 10. With respect to the European section of the ~
the President of SWAUNIO disclaimed knowledge of population, both of the European political parties in '
or membership in NUDO. Chief Witbooi was listed the Territory, the Nationalist Party and the United It
by NUDO as the Deputy Party Leader of the organiza- National South West Party (UNSWP) contested a I:
tion; the President of SWAUNIO. described by NUDO by-election held in August 1964 to fill a vacancy in I
as "the former leader of SWAUNIO", was listed the eighteen-member Legislative Assembly caused by
among other leaders of the new organization. the death of one of the two UNS'VP members of the I

6. Each of the above-mentioned organizations, as territorial legislature. The Nationalist Party candidate ~

well as the Rehoboth Advisory Board elected by the won by 1,510 votes to 1,020, a victory interpreted by I
Rehoboth community, has opposed the Odendaal plan Nationalist Party spokesmen as an endorsement of the '.
for the future of South West Africa and sought the Odendaal plan by the European electorate. The f I
termination of South African administration over the UNSWP, which opposed the Odendnal proposals, Ii
Territory. Another body, the Coloured Council, corn- favoured proper consultation with the non-White popu- r
posed of members appointed by the Administrator of lation to seek a basis for the development of the Ter-
South West Africa to represent Coloureds other than ritory and to decide on priorities, consultations with \
the Rehoboth Basters, has endorsed the Odendaal plan South Africa as the Mandatory Power and an agreement l
and expressed its support of the Government. with theI U

f
nited Nabtions

k
as well as Unitled MNatdions .~

7. SWAPO opposition to the Odendaal plan led to approva 0 steps to e ta en to carry out t le an ate r:
the detention of a number of SWAPO leaders in obligations. ~
Ovamboland and elsewhere during 1964, according
to officials of that organization. Chiefs and headmen
in Ovamboland, on the other hand, have endorsed the
plan on behalf of the population of the area, according
to a petition dated 24 October 1964 addressed to the
Prime Minister of South Africa. The text of the
petition from the chiefs and headmen of Ovamboland
was made public by the Prime Minister on 23 February
1965 in response to a question from a Nationalist
Party member of the South African House of As
sembly from South West Africa.

8. In their petition, the chiefs and headmen referred
to public gatherings held in Ovamboland between 13
and 21 October 1964 at which the people were informed
of the decisions of the Government of South Africa
concerning the recommendations of the Odendaal Com
mission. The petitioners endorsed the recommendations
of the Odendaal Commission, some of which, they
noted, were already being implemented, and the decisions
of the Government thereon, They considered, however,
that some of the recommendations which the Govern
ment had deemed it inadvisable to proceed with at
that stage would operate only in the best interests of
their country and people. They therefore requested the
Government to define the boundaries of Ovamboland
and to proceed as soon as possible with the institution
of a Legislative Council and Executive Council for the
whole of Ovamboland and to develop the judicial
administration. In this connexion, they expressed their
desire for the aevelopment of closer co-operation among
the different population groups of Ovamboland with a
view to their future self-government and self-support
under the guidance and with the help of the South
African Government. The petitioners also requested the
Government to lift the prohibition on the supply of
liquor, as recommended by the Odendaal Commission.
The Government's decision on this recommendation, it
may be recalled, was among others deferred until after
the conclusion of the case before the International Court
of Justice. Article 3 of the Mandate requires the Manda
tory Power to prohibit the supply of intoxicating spirits
and beverages to Natives.

9. In their petition, the chiefs and headmen asked
to be given the opportunity of visiting South Africa
to become personally acquainted with developments
there, particularly in the Transkei. Subsequently, in
March 1965, a group of approximately sixty chiefs and



1 Native reserves and the Rehoboth Gebiet at present cover
26.68 per cent of the Territory,

2 European farms, which cover 47.34 per cent of the Terri
tory, would be reduced to 43.22 per cent of the land area of
the Territory. The "white" area would also include urban
areas (0.58 per cent) and some of the game ~eserve land.

3 ~ncluding 28,621 contract labourers working III the. southern
section and excluding the population of the Sessfontein Native
Reserve (309 Damaras, 200 Namas and 354Tswana and others).
Since the Odendaal Commission proposed that Sessfontein be
included in Damaraland, the population of that native reserve
h.reflected in the population figures for the southern section.

the

~,~~:,~~ot' of th' l'Od"~~:=~d:,,:::~ '::"V" ID he "holi,h,d 0' iododed in hO~:~
South i the northern and southern sections of the Territory. lands for other groups. Of 11,257 Rehoboth Basters,

t . Their administration and development would be en- 8,893 or less lived in their proposed "homeland", the

,
}.' trusted initially to the South African Departments of Rehoboth Gebiet, the population of which also included

Bantu Administration and Development and of Coloured about 4,000 others, mainly Natives.
l~ Affairs, and their education to other relevant South 21. Accordingly, in the southern section, less than
I. ' African Government departments. The Odendnal Corn- 10 per cent of the native population, or less than 14 per
I mission, which envisaged the gradual development of cent of tht total non-European population, lived in

I "homelands" towards political independence, recom- "home areas" to be included in their proposed "home-
mended that "homeland" governments gradually take lands". The rest of the native and coloured population

i over from South Africa all functions except defence, of the southern section, and the white population, livedt' foreign affairs, internal security and border control in "white" urban areas (53,680 Whites and 59,073
'. posts, water affairs and power generation, and transport. non-Whites in 1960) and ill "white" rural areas (19,426
H 16. The balance of South West Africa, to consist Whites and 68,334 non-Whites in 1960).
, ' of a "white" area which would cover over 43 per cent 22. As previously stated in the report of the Special
., of the Territory," and the remaning portions of South Committee, non-Europeans would continue to form the

West Africa, including the two large diamond-producing majority of the population in the "white" area unless
\ areas, would in effect be fully integrated with South continued European immigration altered the position.

\~ ~~~;~~iS:~~l:e~~~~~;etl~d~lde;;:I~~~~sf~~\~~~?odS~~~ ~l~~~o~~~~~;~~~~i~~~~ ~~lS~I~~~o~f i:h~ni~b~~rf~~~~n~~
~1 Africa of a major portion of the government functions the "white" area, particularly in "white" urban areas
r now carried out by the executive and legislative branches and 011 white farms (see para. 66 below). The Odendaal
, of the territorial Government. The "white" area would Commission did not suggest the removal of Nativest thereby retain local government functions comparable living in the "white" area to the proposed "homelands","
\ to those of a Province of South Africa. Over the remain- Moreover, subsequent to the publication of the Corn-
I' ing portions of South West Africa, which were not mission's report and the Government's decisions thereon,
IJ to be included in any of the non-white homelands or the construction and planning of new housing and othern the "white" area, all administrative and legislative facilities for Natives in "white" urban areas has con-
H authority would revert to South Africa. tinued. It may also be noted that, despite an fincre~se
1,< 17. There would also be a 92,421 hectare rural of more than 50 per cent in the land area 0 native
~ irrigation settlement for Coloureds. reserves between 1947 and 1952 and despite such steps
}i 18. As indicated in the report of the Special Corn- as were taken to develop the native reserves since the
i mittee, the full implementation of the Odendaal plan Second World War, there has not been a shift of the

'....~ would involve transfers of population, to the extent, native population from the "white" area to the reserves.s
I inter alia, that all non-whites living in areas to be in- In addition, past and current population trends in South

!1 eluded in a "homeland" for another group would be Africa itself contribute to the assumption that non-
, transferred to the "homeland" set aside for their own Europeans may also remain the majority in the "white"

~: ethnic group. Non-whites for whom a "homeland" is area of Sauth West Africa."
established would accordingly live either in their respec- 4 While the Commission made no recommendations for re-
tive "homeland" or in the "white" area. The Odendaal moving Natives from the "white" area, it may be recalled
Commission has proposed that all citizens of the "home- that the Commission recommended with respect to two of the
lands", with the exception of those who have been groups to be linked with the South African Department of

Coloured AIIairs-the Namar, who have heretofore been classed
declared prohibited immigrants, shall have free access among Natives in South West Africa. and the Basters-that
to their respective "homelands" at any time and without those in "white" urban areas be removed to their "homelands".
restriction. In "white" urban areas both groups live in native locations;

C · . in urban areas where th~ Administration has established separate
19. The report of the Special ommittee contains school facilities for different groups of the native population,

an outline of the proposed non-European "homelands" Nama school children attend school together with Damaras,
~.! and the "white" area in relation to the distribution of both groups being Nama-speaking. For the ~hird group to be

each population !!TOUP concerned. The situation may be linked with the Department of Coloured Affairs-the Coloureds
~ -the Odendaal Commission recommended that the Coloured

also summarized as follows. population in "white" urban areas be relocated !ll .separate
20. In 1960, a total of 283,335 Natives'' were resi- Coloured townships in three "white" urban areas. During 1964

dents of northern native reserves which would be altered and early 1965 separate Coloured townships were being con
structed and pl~nned in these as well as other "white" urban

into their respective "homelands" ; the northern reserves areas. Coloureds who had not yet taken up residence in a
also included others, namely 2,278 Bushrneu, 9 Col- coloured township continued to live, as in the past, in native
oureds and 384 Europeans. In the southern section of locations. .
the Territory, out of a total native population of 5 In the southern section, the native reserve areas were 10-

creased by about 35 per cent between 1947 and 1952. The
142,962 in 1960, only 13,709 lived in native reserves population of thenative reserves in the southern section (ex-
to be ineluded in their respective homelands; 12,085 cludinz Sessfontem) before the increase was approximately
Natives, as well as 951 Coloureds and Basters, lived 26000"according to information supplied to. the United Nations

bv' th~ South African Government in 1946; in 1960, there were
25882 non-Europeans in the native reserves in the southern
se~tion (excluding Sessfontein). During the same period, the
non-European population in the "white" area continued to
increase. . . . .

6 With respect to South Africa, the Prime Minister stated 111
the South African House of Assembly in April 1%5 that it was
expected that by 1978 a decreasing number of Bantu would be
required in industries situated in and around "white" urban
centres and that if in the meantime the number of Bantu in the
"white" areas continued to increase, it was not in conflict with
the National Party's ultimate goal of turning the flow back to
the Bantu homelands.
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12:3. The oetu,l implemeumtion ·o:n:;~~:;':::-·~:;:I~~~n::~uth~fd~n P'diO:t~SUbJ'!
political changes, territorial partitions, and population ooly tn the reservation fa' Natives of other land;: ~~\
shifts recommended by the Odendaal Commission and least equivalent in pastoral or agricultural value. Prior :
endorsed in principle by the South African Government treaty rights may also have to be taken into account .
remained in abeyance as of April 1965, in accordance in the case of at least one of the native reserves pro- (1.1
with the Government's decision to defer its decision on posed to be abolished, the Bondels' reserve. The x\
such questions owing both to considerations relatiag Bondels' reserve has been regarded by the South Afri- ['!
to the case before the International Court of Justice can Government as the property of the Bondelzwart ~

and to the necessity of carrying out preparatory meas- Namns, After it assumed the Mandate, South Africa ~(
tires of a practical nature. Meanwhile, in accordance recognized and confirmed rights granted by the German}
with its announced intention, the Government has pro- Government to the Bondelzwart under treaty of 23 De- !
ceeded with the preparatory measures which it con- cernber 1906, during the former German administration ~l
sidered necessary and with the implementation of of South West Africa. Another of the native reserves ~l

development plan projects. proposed to be abolished, the Neuhof Reserve, has been f;..•
identified by the South African Government as one of \

Establishment of joillt South Airica-South West Africa the areas occupied by Natives under old agreements. I j

committees While traditionally owned or occupied native lands f:
24. In June 1964, the Prime Minister established a confiscated by the German Government were not re- \,:

six-member temporary liaison committee, under the stored during the Mandate period, all land over which ~J;
chairmanship of the Deputy Minister for South 'West native land rights were granted by 01' maintained during .' ~
Africa Affairs, to ensure the smooth functioning of the former German administration and subsequently ~••. ,:
interim arrangements in connexion with the Odendaal confirmed or recognized by South Africa has been main- ;
recommendations, pending final decisions on the future tained as native reserve land. Additional land areas
financial and administrative arrangements between have also been proclaimed as native reserves. Native '~
South West Africa and South Africa. Members of the reserves abolished and other lands withdrawn from ·1
Committee include two members of the Executive Corn- native occupation during the Mandate period have i'
mittee of South West Africa and public servants from heretofore been those described by South Africa as.
both South Africa and South West Africa. occupied on a temporary basis or lands over which i

25. In December 1964, an eight-member committee Natives were not recognized by South Africa as having :1
of experts, also under the chairmanship of the Deputy pre-existing rights. t":
Minister for South West Africa Affairs and including E u: I f C 1 d l irri 1 'I'
members from both South Africa and South West sta ·IS Iment 0 a otoure J"ura irriqation sett emC1lt .•
Africa, was formed to report on all the practical prob- 29. In 1965, the Chairman of the Coloured Council .~.
lems to be taken into account when the rearrangement indicated that the coloured community rejected the ['
of administrative and financial relations between the establishment of a rural irrigation settlement on the r
Republic and South West Africa is considered. northern border of the Orange River as recommended : 1

by the Odendaal Commission, and sought instead the
Preparations for the establishment of "homelands" setting aside for CoIoureds of three farming areas near ~1

26. On 10 June 1964, the South West Africa Adrnin- urban areas.
istration began purchasing farmlands owned by or leased Economic conditions and development projects I i
to whites in preparation for the establishment of "home- 1\
lands". By the end of December 1964, it had spent 30. The economy of South West Africa was reviewed !t!"." ..•.•..

R8,089,611 in the purchase of 158 farms from 145 briefly in the report of the Special Committee (A/5800/
farmers. The first group of farms bought was reported Rev.I, chapter IV) and in more detail, with particular ~
to have cost the Administration an average of R6.20 emphasis on the mining industry, in the special report '. !
per hectare and the second group R7.20 per hectare. (A/5840) submitted to the General Assembly in ac-
By 11 March 1965, the South West Africa Administra- cordance with operative paragraph 8 (b) of resolution h
tion had purchased a total of 195 farms at a total cost 1899 (XVIII) of 13 November 1963. ~.j.,•.i
of RlO,684,15I ; 61 of the white farmers were leasing 31. Since then, mineral exports have increased con- .'!

their former farms from the Administration for 2 per siderably, to over R93 million in 1964, compared with i
cent of the purchase price, excluding an inconvenience over R62 million in 1963. Diamond sales accounted I..f-.....•·.·..·.•.
allowance, and subject to the lessee's maintenance of for R60.2 million of the 1964 exports, compared with •
improvements at his own cost. A further 227 farms or R40.9 million in 1963. Profits of the Consolidated f
portions of farms were still to be purchased. By 26 Diamond Mines, the principal mining company in the
February 1965 the Administration had also bought 52 Territory, rose from R24,883,OOO in 1963, after taxes Tf
urban properties for R532,215 in two urban areas, of RI4,539,OOO and payment of fixed annual preference ti
Welwitschia and Gibeon, which the Odendaal Corn- dividends of R336,OOO, to an estimated R34,191,OOO in 'j
mission had recommended be included in the projected 1964, after taxes of RI7,805,OOO and the annual prefer- ~
Damaraland and Namaland "homelands". ence dividends. J),

27. It will be recalled that the Odendaal Commission 32. In 1965, a French firm, Compagnie fran<;aisefj
had estimated a total expenditure of R20,862,485 for des petroles, was reported to have joined the search . (I
the purchase of farms, at the rate of R5 per hectare, for oil in South West Africa. The company planned a .:.{j
to be added to "homelands" and for the purchase of preliminary survey of the northern part of South W est ~J
native reserve lands, at the rate of R3 per hectare Africa and areas in South Africa to determine whether i'fl.•.1.

(see A/5800/Rev.l, chapter IV, para. 59). a full-scale field study should be undertaken. The chief ~
28. A decision by the Government on the buying geologist for the company considered that the discovery r~!~

out of native reserve lands has been deferred until the of oil in Angola indicated the possible presence of oil [-;i
conclusion of the International Court case. Under exist- in South West Africa. IX;
ing law, the withdrawal of any reservation of land for 33. The fishing industry was reported to have set t,"
Natives can be accomplished simply by resolution of new production and export records in 1964, with in-
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, subject creased catches accompanied by higher prices, Toward from R130,OOO in 1962-1963 to RSOO,OOO in 1963-1964,
land at ~ the end of the year, following reports that foreign bringing South Africa's contribution for that purpose

le. Prior : vessels had been trawling within the twelve-mile fishing to R850,OOO as at 31 March 1964. In 1964-1965, funds
account , limit of the territorial waters, the Prime Minister estab- of at least R150,OOO for the development of native areas

ves pro- rl) lished a fisheries protection service, consisting of ten in South West Africa were also reported to have been
ve, Tl~c ~t uni~s of th7South African Navy and units of. the South invested or allocated from still another source, the South
ith Afri- L',' African All' Force to patrol the coastal fishing waters African-financed Bantu Investment Corporation.
rlelzwart ~ of the Republic and South West Africa. 39. It will be recalled that the Odendaal Commission
h Africa~, 34. Exports of karakul pelts, valued at R12.6 million estimated a total expenditure of approximately R1l5
German f in 1962, rose to over R15 million in 1963. Cattle ex- million under the five-year development plan, to be

,~ 23 l?e- ,~ ports, w~ich had gradually fallen fr?111 310,798 head loaned and contributed outright by South Africa. South
iistration t:1 exported 111 1959 to a low of 170,121 111 1962, increased Africa also undertook to meet the Territory's anticipated
reserves ~~ to 262,622 in 1963 and dropped again to 247,700 in annual excess of expenditure over revenue and to con-
has been n,' 1964, exclusive of local slaughtering. A meat canning tinue subsidizing railway and police services in the
IS one of V factory in Windhoek was reported in 1965 to be pro- Territory (see A/5800/Rev.l, chapter IV, para. 60).
·eements. I: cessing 400 head of cattle per day. 'W. An estimated R93,650,OOO of the five-year devel-
ve lands ti 35. Sales of agricultural produce from Native areas opment plan expenditure was to be spent for develop-
: no\ :~- J! in the southern section of the Territory have not since ment projects, more than half for the further develop-
er w l!C 1 ~'; attained their 1957 peak of only R834,OOO. In 1962, merit of the white area. A far greater proportion of
:d during ,~ according to official figures, 2,993 head of cattle the Territory's expenditure for development in the past
,eqUen~IY~: and 6,073 head of small stock were sold in native has been for the development of the white area. For
ien main- reserves for a total of R97,Oll, compared to 19,930 example, of R4.9 million authorized for administration
nd_}r~as< head of cattle and 6,083 head of small stock sold for buildings on which expenditure was incurred during
,. l'iattve ~j R500,036 in 1957. In 1964, livestock sales in native 1962-1963, less than R300,OOO was for construction in
~d ~rom'~ reserves in the southern section were reported to have native areas and the Rehoboth Gebiet : R5,OOO for a
10 • lave!t amounted to R216.046.50. stone crusher on the Kunene, R49,892 for a new police
\frtCi .\s'. 36. During 1964, the Territory experienced another station in Ovamboland and the balance for houses for
er ha l!C 1 I severe dronght, resulting in food shortages in native white government officials and offices in Rehoboth for
1S avmg ! areas and the death of tens of thousands of head of the District Magistrate. Major building projects author-ti livestock. As a consequence, the territorial Legislative ized by the Administrator included a new Legislative
tlemeni rI Assembly continued to allocate over Rl. million per year Assembly building (R859,161), prison (R528,253), ad-
i Council 'i to provide relief measures for farmers, emergency feed- ministration building (R433,594), district headquarters
scted the (I ing in Ovamboland and emergency feeding for non- and police station (R298,276) and a new residence for
It on the I~ white children outside the Ovamboland Native Reserve. the Administrator (RI71,824 authorized, over R214,OOO
rnmended r; 37. The implementation of the five-year plan recom- spent), all of them in Windhoek, Total expenditure
stead the '1 mended by the Odendaal Commission and of other ter- fr0111 the South African Native Trust Fund for the
reas near' ritorial development projects during 1964 and early construction, maintenance and demolishing of buildings

\I; 1965 was reflected in an increase in expenditure-an- in native areas amounted to R4,487 in 1962-1963 and
I' thorized by the territorial Legislative Assembly from R8,670 in 1963-1964.

'jects n R37,242,Sll in 1963-1964 to an original appropriation 41. Of a total of R2,764,634 authorized for school
.reviewed ~ of R71,389,600 for the fiscal year 1964-1965. Of the construction in 1962-1963 under the government build-
:A/~800/ I,':.!;,;\" 1964-1965 expenditure, R46,189,GOO was to be financed ings account of the Territorial Development and Re-
partlcularC1 from territorial revenue, R20 million from a South serve Fund, the following expenditure was authorized
ial report African development plan loan, over half of which was for non-whites: R29,461 for additions to the Augus-
Ily in ac- spent during the fiscal year for the purchase of land tineum secondary and teacher-training school for Na-
resolution h to be incorporated in "homelands", and the balance from tives, and RI4,OOO for a coloured school in Windhoek;

funds earlier appropriated from territorial revenue to mention should also be made of the expenditure of
the Territorial Development and Reserve Fund. Until R7,545 for additions to a white school and hostel in
1964-1965, apart from railways and harbour develop- Welwitschia, since it has been proposed that that urban
ment financed by South Africa, and grants by South area be included in Damaraland. There have been re-
Africa beginning in 1959-1960 for the development ports that the Augustineum, situated in Okahandja,
of native areas in South West Africa, the Territory's is to be abolished at some future date and the training
development expenditure has been financed from local facilities transferred to Windhoek, If the recommenda-
revenue. In 1964-1965, over R19.5 million of the terri- tions of the Odendaal Commission are fully imple-
torial appropriation from revenue was to be paid into mented, the one native reserve (Ovitoto) in the
the Territorial Development and Reserve Fund, and an Okahandja District will be abolished. According to
additional fixed annual sum of RlOO,OOO was paid by information published on 9 February 1965, the popu-
the Territory to South Africa for the development of lation of the District, to form part of the "white" area,
native areas in the Territory. The latter payment is in consisted of 2,193 'Whites and 10,000 non-Whites. In
turn paid into the South African Native Trust Fund. addition to the school construction authorized under the

38. The South African grant to the South African government buildings account, R71,180 was spent in
Native Trust Fund from its own revenue for the devel- 1962-1963 from the Native areas account of the Terri-
opment of native areas in South West Africa" increased torial Development and Reserve Fund for the erection

of community schools in native reserves. The corn-
7 Other than the development of health and education, for munities concerned were to be responsible for the

which South West Africa remained responsible. Services
rendered by the South West Africa administration in native maintenance of the schools.
areas in fields for which South Africa is responsible have been 42. Authorized public health construction for which
financed by or refunded from the Native Trust Fund; sums of
!150,963, in 1962/1963 and R4S,774 in 1963/1964 were accord- expenditure was incurred during 1962-1963 totalled
1t1gly paid to South West Africa from the Native Trust Fund. over R2.3 million, of which R1.7 million was for Whites
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and the balance for non-Whites. Major expenditures
authorized for Whites were for the new State hospital
in Windhoek (R1,256,1l5) and a new State hospital
at Walvis Bay (R364,SOO); for non-Whites, the major
expenditures authorized were for extensions to the
existing State Bantu hospital in Windhoek (over
R2oo,OOO), pending the construction of a proposed
new hospital in Windhoele, and new hospitals for non
Europeans in two other "white" urban areas (R14S,185
and RlOG,231).

43. The Territory was also engaged in 1962-1963
in completing a R13.5 million telecommunications de
velopment programme. While the amount spent in
native areas could not be ascertained from the informa
tion available, the Administration was reported to have
stated that the annual loss sustained by the Administra
tion on telephones amounted to between R300,OOO and
R400,000, some two thirds of the loss being on farm
lines for Whites, which cost R40 per year to the farmer
and R96 per year to the Administration.

44. Loans of R3.S million were paid out from the
Territorial Development and Reserve Fund during
1%2-1963 mainly to local government authorities, the
territorial Land Bank and the South African Railways.
There was no indication of the proportion paid out for
services to non- Whites other than an explanation that
R797,803 was granted to local government authorities
for housing for non-Whites.

45. Other development expenditure by the Terri
tory in 1962-1963 included almost R7 million for road
construction. The South African Native Trust Fund
recorded expenditures of Rll,656 in 1962-1963 and
R15,896 in 1963-1964 for the construction of roads
and bridges in native areas of South West Africa.

46. Beginning in 1964, development has been accele
rated, particularly in the "white" area and in Ovarn
boland.

47. With respect to the Kunene hydroelectric
scheme, the major development project proposed by
the Odendaal Commission, it will be recalled that, pend
ing the construction of hydroelectric facilities on the
Kunene River at Ruaca.ia Falls, power was to be ob
tained from the Matala hydroelectric scheme in Angola.
In October 1964. the Governments of South Africa and
Portugal concluded an agreement under which South
Africa undertook to provide R8.25 million to finance
the Matala project, in exchange for the supply of 90
million kilowatt hours a year of electricity at the South
West Africa border at a cost of 0.5 cent per unit. The
South African funds were to be used to finance a R5
million dam, half by a direct contribution and half hy
a twenty-year loan at the rate of 5 per cent. The balance
would be in the brm of a fifteen-year loan, to finance
a R2.5 million power line and the installation of a third
turbo-generator costing R750,OOO.

48. Both Governments agreed to study the technical
aspects of the establishment of the hydroelectric facilities
at Ruacana and the selection of a site for a storage
dam for the South 'West Africa project. Since the new
dam at Matala will reduce the regulated flow of the
Kunene, further storage capacity will be required to
ensure the additional minimum flow required for the
Ruacana project. The Portuguese Government was re
ported to have stated that without the South African
contribution to the Matala scheme, it would not neces
sarily guarantee that minimum flow. Meanwhile, the
South West Africa Administration began construction
of an airport at Ruacana capable of serving DC-4 and
C130 Hercules aircraft.

49. A new RS million private company, the Suidwes
Afrikaanse Water en. Elektrisiteits Korporasie Edms,
Bpk, (SWAWEK), was established as a subsidiary
of the statutory South African Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC) to establish, develop and control
the power and water supply schemes throughout South
West Africa. The company, to be financed directly by
South Africa, is also entitled to obtain concessions in
various mining areas, and to develop, exploit and mine
those areas, and to acquire other immovable properties
wherever possible. The company's membership is tu be
restricted to fifty persons and its board of directors to a
minimum of two and a maximum of seven directors.
On establishment, the company had three directors, one
described as a manager and two as secretaries of com
panies in Johannesburg.

50. Construction of the Ovamboland canal system
to provide the first permanent water supply for Ovam
bolnnd continued. Expenditure from the ~outh African
Native Trust Fund for this and other water supply
schemes in Native areas had reached a new peak of
R369,459 in 1963-1964, compared with R107,381 in
the preceding year and the previous highest of R165,928
in 1961-1962. Tenders for the construction of new dams
and boreholes in native reserves and in the area pro
posed for Bushrnanland were invited during 1964 and
early 1965. Expenditure authorized bythe Legislative
Assembly for two State water schemes in the "white"
area amounted to R2.1 million in 1963-1964 and Rl.1
million in 1964-1965.

51. A R4 million jet airport near Windhoek was
expected to be completed and in operation by May
1965, and other new airports costing about RI million
each were under construction at Grootfontein, in the
"white" area, and at Ondongua, the administrative
headquarters of Ovamboland.

52. The South West Africa Administration was re
ported to be engaged in 1964 in road construction
projects costing R16 million. Road construction projects
were also being carried out in the northern native
reserves, where the employment of local native residents
was linked with their need to earn money to buy maize
supplied by the Government to overcome the food short
age in the reserves during the drought. Maize was sup
plied free to elderly persons and children and had to be
purchased by others. In the Okavango Native reserve,
according to a report in the December 1964 issue of
Bantu, a South African Government publication, the
South African Government had employed 2,500 Natives
on a local road-making project to enable them to earn
money to buy the maize; each labourer worked for a
period of two weeks and then rejoined the waiting list
for employment. In January 1965, it was reported that
road-building equipment worth R2oo,000 was being sup
plied by three Johannesburg firms to open up previously
inaccessible parts of the Eastern Caprivi Zipfel Native
Reserve.

53. The banks of the Okavango River, where Na
tives were unable to obtain a sufficient harvest of food
crops during 1964, was also reported to be the site of
a pilot scheme, established by the Bantu Investment
Corporation during the year at a cost of RlOO,Ooo, for
the production and decortication of jute on a commercial
scale. Fifteen white and twenty-five non-white em
ployees and up to 100 casual, or temporary, non-white
workers were employed on the new scheme.

54. In Ovamboland, a furniture factory, the first
factory to be established in the northern native reserves,
was reported to be almost ready to begin production



locations and separate coloured townships in "white"
urban areas were among other development projects
being carried out during 19G4 and early 1%5. In
August 1964. the Administrator-in-Executive Com
mittee decided that coloured people residing at Katutura,
the new native location in Windhoek, would be allowed
to remain in that native location until sufficient accom
modation was available for them at Khomasdal, the new
coloured township in Windhoek. No new coloured peo
ple would be allowed to live in Katutura, however,
Natives who continued to live in the old native location
in Windhoek rather than move to Katutura have for
several years been restricted from erecting nexv dwel1
ings or extending existing homes. Eighteen Natives
who did so and who failed to carry out official orders
to demolish the new structures or extensions were tried
in the Windhoek Magistrate's Court early in 1965.
Fourteen were found guilty and fined RIO, and the
court left it to the local government authority to decide
what should be done with the illegal structures.

Labour aud manptnoer

58. The Territory h':7':~xperienced an increasing
shortage of professional, technical and administrative
personnel, including architects, engineers, draughtsmen,
mechanics and others needed to carry out the. numerous
development projects undertaken and to staff the exist
ing and expanding health, educational and other fa
cilities. Faced with additional manpower requirements
for development projects, the Territory has at the same
time lost a large portion of its professional and tech
nical staff through resignations. During 1964 and early
1965, an unprecedented number of vacancy notices were
published in the territorial Press in an effort to fill
posts in the territorial Administration, in municipalities
and the railways, as well as in mines, industries and
other sectors of private enterprise.

59. While the influx of supplementary personnel,
mainly from South Africa, has been sufficient to create
a serious shortage of housing for Whites in Windlu.ek,
it has been insufficient to meet the Territory's staff
requirements, since there was also a shortage of pro
fessional and technical staff in South Africa itself. A
major recruiting campaign was to be launched in Europe
during 1965 in an effort to secure necessary personnel.

60. As a result of the general shortage of white
manpower in the Territory, the Executive Committee
in 1964 authorized the employment of non-Whites as
artisans (e.g., bricklayers, carpenters) on State con
struction works. The decisions taken by the Executive
Committee in this connexion, outlined below, serve to
illustrate the operation of the existing system of job
reservation in private enterprise through administrative
action, which can be exercised by such indirect means
as the' licensing of businesses, the awarding of govern
ment contracts, the permit and pass systems and by
direct means in the case of migrant contract labourers.
The application of a system of direct government control
over all employment of Natives in the "white" area was
authorized by the South African Parliament in 1964
(see para. 65 below).

61. During 1964, contractors on State construction
works, who had been prohibited from using non-white
artisans, were permitted to employ coloured artisans.
Accordinz to a statement by the Secretary for South
West Af~ica, the territorial Executive Committee re
solved in March 1964 to allow the employment of
Coloureds on al1buildings except those in which services
were rendered solely for Whites. Contractors still could
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early in 1965. The first native township in the northern
reserves was also to be established in Ovambolaud, at
Okatann; tenders for the construction of the township
were invited in 1964. In addition, the Bnntu Investment
Corporation was to invest R50,000 to establish busi
nesses in the reserve, the first four enterprises, a general
dealer's store, a butchery, a cafe and a garage, to be
located also at Okatnna. These were to be rented or
sold to Ovambos after they became going concerns. In
December 1964, the New South West Africa Native
Labour Association (Pty) Ltd. (Nuwe SWANLA),
the agency authorized by the Administration to recruit
contract labourers for work in the southern section of
the Territory, also invited tenders for the erection of
forty dormitories and related structures as well as store
rooms and offices in Odongua, the administrative centre
of Ovamboland,

55. Development projects being undertaken in 1964
and early 1965 included the establishment of govern
ment hospitals in the northern native reserves, and
clinics in several native areas in the southern section
as well as the construction of new or expanded health
facilities for Whites and non-Whites in the "white" area.
In 1964, the first government hospital in Ovnmboland
was under construction, which would bring the number
of hospitals in that reserve to fourteen. However, in
1962 there were only four mission doctors in Ovarnbo
land, to serve the largest concentration of population
--203,666 non-Whites" and 195 Whites-in any dis
trict in the Territory and vacant posts for government
doctors for the area had been advertised unsuccessfully
for several years prior to 1962. Similarly, in the
Oknvnngo, where there were in 1962 ten hospitals, in
cluding at that time the only government hospital in
the northern native reserves, there were only two mis
sion doctors to serve the population of 29,102 Natives
and 104 Whites. During 1964, a new government hos
pital was under construction at Runtu to replace the
existing government hospital, consisting of hut facilities,
and another government hospital for lepers was to be
established in the reserve.

56. New schools being constructed and plar-ned
during 1964 and early 1965, included, inter alia, ' ~W
and separate secondary schools for Colour ..\~ and Na
tives and a teacher-training college for Whites in
Windhoek, and a school in Ovamboland to provide
secondary education, teacher-training and technical
training for Natives in the northern native reserves.
In Ovamboland, the Administration was also proceed
ing with its plan to convert mission primary schools
for Natives into community schools, following the pat
tern established in South Africa. By April 1965, Finnish
mission schools had already been converted into corn
munity schools, to be followed by Roman Catholic mis
sion schools, and negotiations were reported to be still
taking place with the Anglican mission for the con
version of their schools. Meanwhile, in November 1964,
a six-member Language and Publication Council was
inaugurated. The Council is to develop eight native
languages and school literature in those languages, pur
suant to the Administration's policy of extending the
system of separate school facilities and the use of the
mother tongue as the medium of instruction in primary
education for Natives.

57. The construction of a native township at the
Uis Tin Mine in the Okornbahe Native Reserve, in
the southern section of the Territory, and of new native-8 Population figures are for 1960 and exclude native contract
labourers working in the southern section.
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not make headway with the building of urgently needed
Administration houses, and pursuant to a decision
taken by the Executive Committee in June 1904, dirlo
matic negotiations were entered into with the Adminis
tration of Angola to i.llport artisans from that area,
The Angola Administration could not see its way clear
to allowing artisans to be drawn away from works in
Angola, however, and the Executive Committee resolved
in July 1964 that the employment of Coloured artisans
for all Administration projects should, in view of the
enormous expansion, be approved in principle. The
Secretary indicated that if, as a result of these con
cessions, contractors were to payoff white construction
workers except for good reason or reduce wages to
an unreasonable level, this would not be in the spirit
of the relations between the Administration and these
contractors, and the Administration "would know how
to deal with" contractors who had offended in that
respect. Meanwhile, to help overcome the shortage
of white artisans, a programme for the training of
mentally handicapped white boys was being carried out
at a technical training school for Whites in Windhoek
and the Administration was contemplating a new crash
training programme for white artisans.

62. In the Ovambolnnd Native Reserve. five teams
of twelve Ovambos each, under the supervision of a
qualified European foreman, were employed to do the
brickwork on new schools under construction in the
area; each bricklayer had a helper, while special teams
were trained as carpenters to do roof construction and
other carpentry. This also was reported to be with the
approval of the Executive Committee. According to a
statement by the Director of Education of South 'Vest
Africa in April 1965, quite a number of Ovambos had
thus been trained in a trade which was of the utmost
importance to the future development of Ovamboland,

63. As indicated in paragraph 54 above, the South
African Government, through the Bantu Investment
Corporation, was promoting the establishment of busi
ness enterprises in Ovamboland to be leased or bought
by Ovambos. On the other hand, in April 1965, Nuwe
SWANLA issued a vacancy notice-clearly intended
for a white candidate-for a single male store assistant
at one of the retail stores run by the labour recruiting
organization in Ovarnboland, A salary scale of Rl,080
with increments of R60 to a maximum of Rl,500 was
offered, together with other benefits, including pension
scheme, medical aid scheme, leave bonus, free housing,
thirty days annual leave and other fringe benefits.

64. In government employment, job classification by
race may be illustrated by the fact that professional
posts such as nursing and teaching are open to non
whites, whereas the post of chauffeur for the Admin
istrator vi the Territory, according to a vacancy notice
published in 1964, appears to be reserved to white
candidates. The post of chauffeur for the Administrator
was offered at a salary scale of Rl,308, with increments
of R102 to a maximum of Rl,920, which automatically
signified that the post was for a white person, whose
duties were described as driving and cleaning official
motorcars; he was also to be prepared to assist in
serving at receptions and in other duties in the official
residence of the Administrator.

65. In 1964, the South African Parliament gave the
State President authority to apply, by proclamation,
the provisions of the Bantu Labour Act, No. 67 of
1964, to South West Africa. This legislation would
prohibit a Native from taking up employment or work
ing on his own account outside a native area except

with the permission of government labour bureaux and
would, interalia, estnblish a general obligation for native
men and v-.men living in the "white" area to work.
Prosoective employers, other than farmers granted gov
«:.mm"ent permits to do so, would be prohibited Irom
hiring a Native except through the labour bureau 01'

government-licenced agents, Companies, partnerships
or associations of persons were specifically barred from
becoming licensed agents.

00. Non-Whites form the bulk of the labour force in
the "white" area, According to figures cited by a South
West Africa Administrntlon official in 1964, reflecting
the position somewhat earlier, non-Enropenns consti
tuted 86 per cent of the labour force in agriculture,
89 per cent in mining, 47 per cent in industry, 59 per
cent in the building trade, 65 per cent in the electrical
trade and 66 per cent in social services. According to
figures provided by the South African Government,
05,998 adult male Natives were employed in 1960 in
the southern section of the Territory; 49 per cent
were residents of the southern section while 41 per cent
were recruited from native reserves in the northern
section of the Territory. In January 1965, the minimum
wages of contract labourers recruited to work in the
southern section were increased by 50 per cent and
previous experience was to be taken into account in
determining wages. Of the total of 65,998 adult male
Natives employed in the southern section, 29,858 were
employed by a variety of employers in "white" urban
areas, 25,087 by farmers, 7,471 in mines and factories,
and 3.582 by the South African Railways and the
South West Africa Administration. Native women are
also employed in the southern section.

67. The South West Africa Administration also em
ploys prison labour, supplied to it free of charge.
During 1962-1%3, a daily average of about 500 prison
labourers" were supplied to various branches of the
Administration.

B. CONsrnERATION BY THE SPECIAL COMlIHTTEE10

Introduction

68. The Special Committee considered the question
of South 'West Africa at its 322nd meeting held in New
York on 13 April 1::>65, and at its 344th, 345th, 349th,
350th, 357th, 359th, 360th, 363rd, 366th to 368th and
370th to 372nd meetings held in Africa between 27
May and 17 June 1965.

69. The Special Committee had before it a telegram
dated 16 June 1965 from the Permanent Observer of
the Federal Republic of Germany to the United Nations
(A/AC.I09/125), with regard to statements made in
the Special Committee to the effect that his Government
was involved with the Government of South Africa in
the development of missile stations and rocket bases
in South West Africa. The Special Committee, at its
387th meeting on 20 September 1965, decided to circu-

11 Calculated on the basis of a six-day week. According to the
audited accounts of territorial expenditure, the value of prison
labour, assessed at 20 cents per unit per day. supplied free of
charge 10 the Administration during 1962/1963 amounted to
R30.726, compared with R32,517 during the preceding year.

10 See also chapter II of the present report (Meetings held
in Africa) for an account of the discussions on the resolution
adopted bv the Special Committee at its 373rd meeting on
18 June i965 (AIAC.l09/1~8/R::v.l) concerning the imple
mentation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) with
regard to Southern Rhodesia, Territories under Portuguese
administration. South West Africa, and Basutoland, Bechu
analand and Swaziland.
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AchlcllIlum to ll,cmdn Item 23 125

Mr. Alfred Ngokong, Director of
Publicity, on behalf of the Afri
can National Congress of Sonth
Africa (ANC) " ... ,.......... A/AC.I09/PET.-W7/

Add.l

71. The petitions indicated above as A!AC.HE!
PET.331 and Add.5 contained requests for hearings
which were ar:"'\Oved by the Special Committee at its
321st and 367t11 meetings on 9 April and 15 June 1%5.
However, the petitioners concerned have not yet ap
peared before the Special Committee.

11 The following petitions were circulated after the Special
Committee had completed its consideration of question of South
West Africa A/AC.109/PET.367/Add.3, PET.370/Add.l and 2,
PET.371/Add,3 and PET.407/Add.l.

72. The Special Committee heard the iollowing
petitioners concerning South West Africa:
Mr. Snm N\ljoma, Preside!", anti Mr. Albert ~Iu)'ongo, chief

representntive in Zambin. SWAPO (A/AC.I09/PET.331/
Ac1IU and 2) (344111 and 34Sth meetings)

Mr. Vusumuzi Mnke, executive member, nnd Mr. Elins
Ntlcedibe, chief representative, accompanied by Mr. L.
Masimini, As~istant Representative, Pan-Africanist Congress
(PAC) (A/AC.I09/PET.393) (344th and 34Sth meetings)

~I r, Iaccb Kuhangua, Sccretnry-General, Mr. Andreas Shi\l
angn, chief representative in Cairo, mu! Mr. Emil Appolus,
publicity am! information secretary, SWAPO (A/AC.lW/
PET.331/Add,3 and 4) (349th, 3S0th and 360th meetings)

Mr. Gottfl'iedt Jarlo, assistant representative in Dar es Salaam,
and Mr. Godfrey Gaoseb, Chief Representative in Dar es
Salaam, South West Africa National Union (SWANU)
(A/AC.l09/PET.40S) (3S7th meeting}

Mr. J. D. Nyaose, ~ational President, Federation of Free Afri·
can Trade Unions (FOFATUSA) (AIAC.I09/PET.408)
(359th meeting)

Mr. Alfred Ngokong, Director of Publicit)', accompanied br
Mr. James Hadebe, Chief Representative in East Africa, and
Mr, Maindu Msimang, Administrative Secretary, African
National Congress of South Africa (ANC) (A/AC.lfJJ/
PET.407) (363rt! meeting)

Mr, Mbururnba Kerim, Party Chairmnn, NUDO (A/AC.I09/
PET.330/Add.l) (367th and 368th meetings)

73. Mr. Nujorna, speaking on behalf of SWAPO,
said that Africans in South West Africa and other
Terrltories were subjected to all sorts of atrocities at
the hands of Europeans. They were denied their funda
mental human rights, their children were denied a
proper education and their standard of living was kept
at subsistence level. He therefore wished to thank the
Governments of Ethiopia and Liberia for having
initiated proceedings before the International Court
of Justice against the settler Government of the Union
of South Africa in order to free the oppressed people
of South West Africa from the yoke of South African
imperialism.

74. The peace-loving people of his country had
fought against the German invaders, who had mas
sacred the Herero tribe, and after the First World War,
South West Africa had been declared a League of
Nations Mandate so that its people should never be
made to suffer again. The duty of the Mandatory Power
was to promote the material and moral well-being,
educational advancement and social progress of the
indigenous inhabitants and to help them to advance
towards self-determination. All the former German
colonies had now become independent with the ex
ception of South West Africa, which the settler Govern
ment of the Republic of South Africa planned to in
corporate into South Africa. South Africa had per
sistently pursued a policy of colonialism, oppression and
exploitation in South West Africa.

75. Mr. Nujoma stated, that since 1920, when South
Africa had been entrusted with the Mandate for South
West Africa, Africans had had no right to vote, no
share in the economy of the country and no repre
sentatives in any organ of State. South Africa had
imposed racial discrimination, apartheid and oppressive
laws upon South West Africa. Apartheid was deliber
ately designed to enslave the African peoples and to
perpetuate a policy-of white supremacy. Bantu education
had been extended to South West Africa with the
purpose of. keeping Africans ignorant and enslaving
their minds so that they would not demand freedom
and independence in the land of their birth. The
political situation in South V·,rest Africa had become

A/AC.I09/PET.367
and Add.l-3

AlAC.109/PET.3G6 and
Add.l

AIAC.I09/PET.331

A/ACI09/PET.370
and Add.l and 2

A/AC.l09/PET,331/
Add.S

A/AC.l09/PET.372

A/AC.109/PRT.368

A/ACI09/PET.369

A/AC.l09/PET.330,l:nd
A/AC.I09/PET.371/
Add,3

A/AC.109/PET.371 and
Add.l, 2 and 4

A/AC.l09/PET,385 and
Add.l

Mr. Iacobus Beukes, Rehoboth
Community , ,.,., .

National Unity Democratic Orgn-
nization (NUDO) , .

Messrs. Ismail Van Fortune,
Secretary-General, Sam Nuioma,
President, and Emil Appolus,
PUblicity and Information Secre-
tary, SWAPO .

Chief H. S. Witbooi and Mr. J. D.
Gertze, President, South West
Africa United National Indepeud
ence Organization (SWAUNIO)

),[r. J. T. Beukes, on behalf of the
Rehoboth Basters .

Mr. A, M. Muyongo, Vice-Presi
dent, Caprivi African National
Union (CANU) ..

Miss A. M. Hughes, State Secre
tary, Union of Australian Women

Darnara Headmen, D. Loth Owasoab
and E. K Hetman, Otjimbingwe
Native Reserve .

late a letter dated 6 1uly 1965 from the Acting Per
mnnent Observer of the Federal Republic of Germany
to the United Nations (A/AC.l09/142) concerning a
statement contained in document A/AC.l09/PET.366/
Add.l relnting to South West Airica.

Wriuen pctitiolls alld hearings
70. The Special Committee circulated the following

petitions concerning South West Airica:11

l'tliriOlltr DDr1ml,'1I1 No.
~Ir. Carl-Axe! Valen, Secretary

General, World Assembly of
Youth (WAY) A/AC.I09/PET.328

Mr. Mburumba Kerlnn, Party
Chairman, National Unity Demo-
cratic Organiation (NUDO) of
Namib (South West Africa) .. ,

::\.Jr. GotHricd Hage Geingob, South
West Africa Peoples Organlzntiou
(S\V.'.PO) .

~\[r. Sam Nujoma, President,
SWAPO, on behalf Mr. Gato
Anll, Secretary, International
Refugee Council of lnmbia
(lRCOZ) , .....••........ , ...

1

I
~
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explosive. The dangers had been increased by the their traditional land to the Government township of 1,.1 African
Government's decision to implement the Odendnal Katutura, ~1 Africa.
Commission's report against the wishes of the African 81. The Verwoerd Government was engaged in a air fore
majority. In the northern region, for example, power campaign of terror against the African inhabitants. Strip, a
had already been handed to puppet African chiefs; and The arrest, imprisonment and detention of SWAPO bases c
about twenty-four police from Pretoria had been brought members had become daily activities of the South Africa
in to scare the African people and force them to African police in South West Africa. On 29 July 1964, f\ they w
accept Bnntustan, Mr. Simbwnye and Mr. Maswahu had been arrested for refu

76. The Bnntustan policy was intended to divide while addressing a public meeting at Katima Mulilo 86. ]
South West Africa into tribal groupings, to continue and had been kept in custody for three weeks without ~ 1965 b
the old colonial policy of "divide and rule", and to trial. They had then been sentenced to one month's ~ on def
continue the exploitation of the African masses. Bantu- imprisonment, after which they had been served with a total
stans could justly be compared with Nazi concentration restriction orders from Pretoria, signed bv the so-called ,\, press t1
camps, as the men, women and children of the country Minister of Bantu Administration and "Development. ~i been s
conld be forced to work for European enterprises as On 23 October 1964, Mr. Simbwaye and his colleague I', Prime
slave labour. S\VAPO therefore strongly opposed the were removed under police guard to Warrnbad, about would
creation of Bantustans in South West Africa and sixty miles from the South African border. SWAPO the sup
demanded complete and immediate independence. It feared that they might be taken secretly to the Union \.;~',' bomber
would never accept the division of the country. of South Africa and charged under the Suppression of ~' Kingdo

77. In violation of the Mandate, South Africa had Communism Act. On 5 April 1965, four Africans, ~ million,
established military bases, in Windhoek, Walvis Bay Messrs. Zakeus J. Uguanga, Alfred Shimoshili, Leo \~'I Agree
and at Katima Mulilo in the Eastern Caprivi Zipfel, Johannes and Joseph Malhangu, had been arrested at ],1 Ministe
In addition, several landing strips had been built in Katim!\ Mulilo while trying to go abroad for higher ' United

education. Africa
the area. A campaign had been started to mobilize j

Europeans in what were called "unit commandos" for 82. He appealed for United Nations intervention in lJl dustrie
training in all types of arms, and white settlers from South West Africa in order to bring about the evacua- 11,t,~.;,.•1 was SUI
the age of seventeen to sixty were being trained in the tion of South African troops and military personnel, [I Under
use of automatic weapons. Both the military build-up to prepare for a democratic general election based on plied I.
and white mobilization were aimed at the massacre and the system of "one man, one vote", and to bring peace compa
suppression of the African people. to his country. He requested the Special Committee of the

to make urgent representations for the application of ~' success
78. South Africa was backed by certain Members the resolution adopted by the General Assembly at war, S

of the United Nations, such as the United Kingdom, its fifteenth session calling upon all colonial Powers :."j guerrill
which had large investments in the country, the United to grant freedom and independence to colonial countries 1 of Ger
States of America, Belgium, Portugal and the Federal and peoples. So long as men were still oppressed by ~,',;1> fuctori
Republic of Germany. Mr. Nujoma stated that there their fellow men, world peace and international security f

J
respect

was clear evidence of an unholy alliance between would be in danger. ' Roux,
Salazar, Verwoerd and Smith. The Salazar police in (' for Ind
Angola and the South African police collaborated in 83. He also urged the Special Committee to visit ,~, in a R
the arrest and deportation of political prisoners seeking South West Africa, where members could see conditions ~: .,' "
asylum. There was similar collaboration between the for themselves and hear petitions on the spot. He felt
Smith Government and the Verwoerd Government that the people would be disappointed to learn that the bein
whereby many freedom fighters had been arrested in Special Committee had come so near to their land rang
Southern Rhodesia and sent back to South Africa. without visiting them. "~ simil
There was evidence of. a military pact between the 84. Mr. Make, speaking on behalf of the PAC, (1 The '"
Salazar and Smith Governments to defend southern said that recent events in South Africa had some bearing ~",j led by
Zambezi against the independent Africans in the north. on the situation in South West Africa. A few weeks \ positloi
Observing that about 13 per cent of the white popula- before, provincial elections had been held in South I, '. Wehrn
tion in South West Africa was German, Mr. Nujorna Africa, in which the Nationalist Party of Mr. Verwoerd "~ 7
said that the Government of the Federal Republic of had scored resounding victories. As a result the political 8 .
Germany was keenly interested in South West Africa strategists of the Nationalist Party had come to the Aims ,
and had supplied experts to train South Africans in conclusion that a general election should be called to .merk
desert fighting and guerrilla warfare. The United consolidate gains in the provincial elections. The case 88.
States of America operated a copper mine and had of South West Africa, now before the International \ were k
shares in diamond mining companies along with the Court of Justice, would be used for propaganda purposes ,co-ope
United Kingdom and South Africa, and help was being and, as soon as judgement was given, an election would i of fug
given in financing the South African Government in its be called with the slogan "Hands off the Republic from
measures for suppressing the African population in of South Africa. Do you want your country to be 1' but ill
South West Africa. ruled by the Government of your choice or by the arreste

United Nations?" He pointed out that as far as the had en
79. The South African Government was only wait- African people were concerned. there was no real op- pretex

ing for the result of the hearings at the International position in the South African Parliament. On the race 1'l: cornmr
Court of Justice before taking over South West Africa question, the only difference between the United Party exist it
by armed force. He urged that the United Nations and the Nationalist was how to make racial discrimina- discrin
should take steps to prevent South Africa from using tion more effective. countr
arms against the African people of South West Africa. 85. The South African Government was also using

80. On 10 and 11 December 1959, the South the case before the International Court to play for time.
African police had killed twelve people and injured Large-scale military installations were being constructed
more when they had opened fire on the residents of at Walvis Bay, which would take about five years to
the Windhoek location who had refused to move from complete. Once that base was ready for use, the South



127r:~n regime might~:~==~: ":~::utatiOD' hut to <rush opposition mm eOUD-~ ~frica and try to police it from Walvis Bay. Extensive tries wishing to help the Africans. Mr. Verwoerd had
air force installations were being built at the Caprivi stated that if any African country came to the aid of
Strip, as well as a series of landing strips, and those the Africans in South Africa, he would stop them
bases constituted a threat not only to South West "between South Africa and Cairo", which meant that
Africa but to neighbouring territories as well. Once South Africa was prepared to engage in warfare that

l\" they were completed, it would be extremely difficult would engulf the entire African continent.
for refugees to flee from South West Africa. 90. Foreign investments in South Africa and South

1 86. It was common knowledge that under its 1964- West Africa were also important. It was difficult to

~
~ 1965 budget South Africa was spending £ 105 million obtain a proper breakdown of figures between South
I on defence' and a further £65 million on security, Africa and South West Africa since the South African
~ a total of £ 170 million devoted to the effort to sup- Government issued statistics only for its own country.

(I, press the African people. The United Kingdom had Mr. Make stated that information concerning the
i'~\ been supplying arms until recently, and although situation in South Africa showed that the United King-

l
~ Prime Minister Wilson had announced that supplies dom was the largest single investor, and had £ 1,000
11 would stop he had also stated that he would complete million, or one third of its foreign investments, in South
\;.: the supplie~ already contracted fo~, which included jet Africa. The United States of America was the next
'f> bombers. Military supplies received from the United largest investor, followed by the Federal Republic of
f;,.~\J Kingdom had included three submarines costing £30 Germany, Italy, Japan, France, Belgium and Switzer-
l~ million, under certain secret clauses of the Simonstown land. United Kingdom and United States interests
\f,/ Agreement referred to by the United Kingdom Prime owned vast monopolies in South Africa and South West
~ Minister. Furthermore, experts had been sent by the Africa-for example, the diamond monopoly of the De

'
la United Kingdom armaments industry to help South Beers Mining Corporation and the the Rhodesia-Selec-
.~ Africa to establish its own chemical and explosive in- tion Trust, which covered a complicated network of

HI dustries A new rifle had been produced the R 1 which companies carefully designed to conceal the real owners.
1~1 was sup~rior to the on~ previously suppiied by B~lgium. According to the United States Department of Corn-

~
• Under an agreement signed in 1962, France had sup- merce, United States companies had invested $380
. plied large quantities of arms, and a South African million in South African enterprises which they con-
" company had been set up which was now making tanks trolled and United Kingdom companies had investments
,: of the Panhard A and L armoured car type used so worth $790 million, excluding oil, insurance and
l,. successfully by France in Algeria. During the Algerian banking.
. war, South Africa had sent men to be trained in anti- 91. A number of new companies had recently been
"'..J guerrilla warfare. Help from the Federal Republic registered, as offshoots of existing monopolies. Further-
1 of Germany included the setting up of arms and aircraft more, a company had been formed for the expresstJ.. )-' factories and experiments with poison gases. With purpose of circumventing any oil embargo that might be

r respect to the development of poison gases, Professor le imposed by the Arab world on South Africa; the
I Roux, Vice-President of the South African Council partners included South Africa and Portugal. A recent
\' for Industrial and Scientific Research, had been quoted press report claimed that Angola could supply enough

~
" .' hut Reuters report of 7 November 1963 as saying: oil to meet all South Africa's needs, both civil and

"We appreciate that these poisons are capable of military.
being delivered in vast quantities by aircraft and long- 92. Mr. Make further observed that South Africa
range missiles, and they can have a destructive effect with West German collaboration, had instituted a big

'I~ similar to that of a nuclear bomb of twenty megatons." recruiting campaign to secure German immigrants with
[J The West German team working on the project was the objective, in time, of building up the white popula-
iIi I d b M G h 1 h d h Id 1 di tion of South Africa to equal or exceed the African
~,·i, e y t, unt er Pruss, w 10 a e a ea mg I' Tl G h d di
, position in the poison gases department of the Nazi popu ation. le two overnments a, accor mg to

I. v, Wehrmacht. . Mr. Make, also concluded an agreement under the terms

,:1 87. Mr. Make said that there was also evidence that ~; ~~ii~t:~1t~~~t~fn~o~~~~~~~k~,S~:J\~~~~~~~
arms were being supplied by the United States of recognized the Democratic Republic of Germany as
America, despite official assurances to the contrary. an integral part of West Germany.

88. South Africa, Portugal and South West Africa 93. The Africans of South Africa and South West
\ were known to exchange supplies of arms. Their police Africa were fighting the whole idea of white domination.

1
....

1
'\ co-operated and there was an agreement for the return They would continue to fight as long as vested interests
n of fugitive prisoners. Recently, seventy-five prisoners were protected, even in the event of an African Govern-
H from Angola had been granted refuge in Swaziland, ment obtaining power and pursuing the same policy.
I but in endeavouring to reach Zanzibar they had been 94. Mr. Make appealed to the Committee to intensify

1 arrested and imprisoned in South Africa. South Africa its efforts to bring about a speedy solution to the
had enlisted the support of the NATO countries on the question of South \iVest Africa. It should not allow itself
pretext of being an important bastion in the fight against to be deterred by the argument that any discussion of
communism. However, the threat of communism did not the subject would prejudge the decision of the Inter-
exist in South Africa; the only threat was that of racial national Court of Justice. That argument was being
discrimination, aided and abetted by the Western used by South Africa in a bid to gain time. In any
countries. case, there had been no categorical declaration by South

89. Mr. Make stated that as part of its military Africa that it would comply with the Court's judge-
activities, South Africa was now building nuclear re- rnent. In conclusion, he urged the Committee to act
actors in its own country and in South W est Africa, It before it was too late.
Was clear from statements by the Government itself 95. Mr. Ntloedibe, also speaking on behalf of the
that they were preparing not only to suppress the PAC, welcomed the opportunity to give the Special
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Committee further information on the way in which
the oppressive regime of South Africa was being ex
tended to South West Africa under the policy of
a.parthcid, sometimes called separate development. The
African peoples were being concentrated in separate
areas and could thus he bombarded in the event of an
uprising, without danger to the white population.
Although an appearance of self-government was granted
to the African people, as in Transkei, the real power
remained in the hands of Verwoerd.

96. Following the recommendation to divide South
\iVest Africa into Bantustans, barren areas alongside
the Kalahari Desert had been reserved for Africans,
while all the good land had been earmarked for
Europeans. He appealed to the Special Committee to
consider the situation seriously. The delaying tactics
of the South African representatives at the International
Court of Justice were designed to give South Africa
time to gain a firm grip on the country before judge
ment was pronounced. Stating that oppression in South
Africa could not continue indefinitely, he warned that
unless urgent measures were taken, the Western Powers
might have to carry out another Stanleyville operation
on behalf of their nationals in South Africa.

97. The system of Bantu education was also being
transferred to South West Africa. Since the introduction
of the system in South Africa in 1953, Africans had
been deprived of the type of education given to Euro
peans. The Bantu education system was intended to
maintain Africans in a state of perpetual slavery. There
were informers in every school who ensured that any
teacher or student who expressed abhorrence of the
svstern would be victimized. Universities had been
reduced to the level of high schools, so that the African
people would continue to be economically exploited,
socially humiliated and politically oppressed. The
purpose of all these measures was to defend foreign
investment. Mr. Ntloedibe said that in his opinion
South Africa, as an openly fascist regime, should be
excluded from the United Nations.

98. Mr. Kuhangua, speaking on behalf of S\VAPO,
stated that the African population in South West Africa
had no access to the country's political or judicial
organs, and that the South African Government had
sent soldiers and police to the borders of South West
Africa and Zambia to prevent young people from
seeking education abroad.

99. Africans were a source of cheap labour for
capitalist mines and industries and the considerable
mineral resources of the country were exploited to the
sole advantage of foreign monopolies.

100. There could be no doubt that foreign investors
were mainly responsible for holding up the struggle
for independence. In spite of numerous appeals, such
countries as the United Kingdom and the United States
of America had deliberately sabotaged United Nations
efforts to find a practical solution. The big companies
were financing scientific rr~earch in collaboration with
Harvard, the University oi South Africa, the Federal
Republic of Germany and other Western Countries.
He suggested that they would do better to use their
profits ~t'o pay a decent living wage to African workers.
He explained that, under the contract system, the
African worker earned from ls./9d. to 2s./0d. a day,
which was not enough even for bare subsistence, The
recruit was sent to work far from his region and family.
He returned to the reserve exhausted and penniless,
and frequently found his family dispersed for lack of
support. No worker had the right to refuse a job

given to him by a white settler, and, if he complained
about conditions, he was gaoled. An attempt had there
fore been made to establish a labour movement outside
South West Africa in Tanzania.

101. To his knowledge, no public statement had
ever been made by any foreign company in protest
against the racially discriminating policies applied in
South 'West Africa. In fact, a petitioner to the United
Nations at Tsumeb had been arrested at the Newmont
and American Metal Climax Corporation and actually
imprisoned on the premises. He believed that, under
the law, companies had the right to regulate their own
internal affairs and could therefore have introduced
reasonable conditions.

lO2. With the support of the Western Powers, the
apartheid regime of South Africa had set up an immense
military machine in South and South West Africa.

103. Mr. Kuhangua stated that the greatest danger
to South West Africa lay in the Federal Republic of
Germany's decision to establish a rocket station in the
Narnib Desert. He appealed to the Special Committee
to call upon the Federal Republic to dismantle its
rocket station immediately, and suggested that, since
South "Vest Africa was an international Territory, the
United Nations had every right to send observers to
gather first-hand information. The South African
Minister of Defence had begun to recruit scientists for
his rocket programme; he had stated that his Govern
ment would attempt to purchase rockets abroad, but
would like to build its own missiles in case of an inter
national embargo. Press reports indicated that South
Africa was experimenting with missiles and poison
gases capable of mass destruction. Not only southern
Africa but the whole of the continent was threatened.

104. With respect to the arms embargo imposed
by the United Kingdom and the United States, he
suggested that the embargo would be more effective
if subject to United Nations control and inspection.

105. Mr. Kuhangua, stated that the objectives re
ferred to in the General Assembly resolution on the
situation with regard to the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples had been ignored by the South
African Government. In its "Uniting for Peace" resolu
tion (resolution 377 (V) of 3 November 1950), the
General Assembly had stated that peace depended
mainly on respect for and observance of human rights
and fundamental freedoms for alI and on the establish
ment and maintenance of conditions of economic and
social welI-being in all countries. Those obligations
were disregarded by the South African Government,
which continued to apply a policy of racial superiority
in South West Africa. For eighteen years all the
efforts of the United Nations had been openly defied
by the South African regime.

106. Africans were obliged to live in so-calIed
native reserves, which they could only leave as contract
labourers-a system closely related to [" ,'-while the
rest of the country was reserved fo, nite settlers.
Tension was mounting in South West A .ica. Its people
had realized that there was no more room for negotia
tions and they would fight to the end for their freedom.
The fact that military action by the United Nations
had never been openly discussed explained why the
prestige of the United Nations was at such a low ebb
in many parts of the world. The United Nations had
devoted too much time to empty resolutions and not
enough to practical action. It must immediately take
appropriate measures against South Africa.
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a South West African had been beaten to death by a
German family and "roasted", as the local Press had
put it.

112. Scientists from the United States and other
Western countries had been in South Africa in 1961
when the Verwoerd regime had built an atomic station
near Cape Town. Foreign scientists could also be found
in South West Africa. As travel was restricted, South
West Africa was highly suitable for secret under
takings. The research station in the Namib Desert,
which, it was still asserted, was conducting purely
scientific research, was a threat to all the peoples of
Africa. He also referred to preparations to produce
poison gases at low cost, so that the South African
Government, supported by the Western Powers, would
be in a position to wipe out the African population con
centrated in the reserves in the event of any uprising.

113. He added that the United Kingdom was con
tinuing arms deliveries to South Africa, in the form
of bombers,' on the grounds that existing contracts had
to be honoured. The United States involvement was
harder "to document; when a Belgian munitions factory
was set up in South Africa, for instance, it was dif
ficult to determine how far United States capital was
involved. Nevertheless, that country's complicity could
not reasonably be doubted.

114. With respect to military co-operation between
South Africa and Portugal, he said that in 1963 he had
himself witnessed convoys of Portuguese troops crossing
from Angola into South West Africa. In addition,
Portuguese troops had called in ai: Walvis Bay on their
way to Mozambique and had carried out exercises with
their South African colleagues.

115. Concerning t~le implementation of the recom-,
mendations of the Odendaal Commission, Mr. Shipanga
stated that various projects, such as the canal from
the Kunene River to Okatana, the construction of roads
and the purchase of land near native reserves to make
room for Africans brought from other parts of the
Territory, had been carried out. Indeed, the South
African Government had only been dissuaded from
publicly announcing its intention of creating Bantustans
in South West Africa as a result of advice from the
United Kingdom and the United States of America.
Once Bantustans had been created, he observed, South
West Africa would cease to exist as a single country.

116. Mr. Appolus, speaking on behalf of SWAPO,
observed that the Africans were facing a more formid
able foe than Smith or Verwoerd: imperialism sup
ported by the United Kingdom, the United States of
America and France. It was therefore time for the
Special Committee to tackle the problem at its roots.
He considered it the height of hypocrisy for the United
Kingdom and the United States to use the pretext
of protecting lives to cover their military interventions
in some areas of the world, while refusing to take any
action in South West Africa. It was known from a
reliable source that development work on poison gases
had been started in an establishment near Johannesburg
about three years previously, with West German col
laboration. Information had also come in recently about
the establishment of a missile tracking station in South
West Africa. Owing to the security measures enforced,
it was hard to get details and SWAPO had requested
the Secretary-General of the United Nations to in
vestigate the matter.

117. He also referred to a recent statement made
by the Chairman of the Newmont Mining Company

107. He therefore requested that the matter be placed
before the Security Council. He believed that legal,

(
• political and military action should be undertaken con-

t
' currently. In his view, military action by the United

f.. Nations was the only solution remaining for South
L West Africa.
'),.

108. He pointed out that although the International
Court of Justice was still considering the case of South
West Africa, the aparthm'd regime of South Africa was

.. going ahead with the recommendations of the Odendaal
Commission. He informed the Special Committee that
a circular had recently been distributed in South West

l. Africa condemning the President and Vice-President
fl of SWAPO as communists and accusing them of in
~ terfering with the implementation of the Commission's
\' refe~mmendatlions. bThe circfular had .a~so wfarlned. the
,~ A ncan peop e to eware 0 any repetition 0 t le situa
(\ tion in the Congo. He also observed that antagonistic

.l·.~. popular reaction to a recent visit of the South African1 Minister of Bantu Affairs. to South West Africa had led
1'1 to an attempt to win the people's allegiance through

~
the recruiting of illiterate "stooges" for indoctrination.

1 The recent visit of such "stooges" to the Transkei was
~ part of the plan; their utterances were a mere repetition

~'
·l of what had been instilled into them and did not in any

way reflect the aspirations of his people.
109. Mr. Kuhangua stated that the time had come

h
1
'. to revoke the Mandate given to South Africa. He

~j stressed, however, that revocation of the Mandate was
11 in itself insufficient. Military intervention would also
U be necessary in order to establish a political system
~" that truly reflected the aspirations of the people. Unless
iI such action were taken, South Africa would continue

r

l>l, . its present policy. It was clear that the present tactics
n of the South African Government before the Inter
j national Court were to delay its decision as long as

~
. possible. The invitation to Ethiopia and Liberia to

~. have there representatives visit the Territory formed
. part of those tactics.

~r
110. Mr. Shipanga, also speaking on behalf of

SWAPO, observed thatthe activities of foreign mono
t polies had grievously affected the living and educational

1
standards of the African people. In 1962, for instance,l the Newmont Mining Corporation and the American

,Metal Climax Corporation had cismissed 500 workers
l who had protested against the conditions of employment.
,., The men had been debarred from work for the rest
t of their lives. The fishing industry in Wil1vis Bay had

also discharged and blacklisted workers, with the co
operation of the South African authorities. He ex
plained that in South West Africa labour organizations
and trade unions were illegal. Anyone who campaigned
for better wages and conditions was dismissed and

~t imprisoned. Factory workers were housed in special
blocks, where they slept on concrete bunks and ate
maize flour with a little meat twice a week. No com
pensation was given to injured or maimed workers.
They were sent back to the reserves to fend for them-
selves. The De Beers company made such large profits
because of the supply of cheap labour. The persons
responsible for expoiting the African people were
capitalists from the United Kingdom, the United States
of America, the Federal Republic of Germany and
France.

111. There was a growing German population in
South West Africa. In 1962, a secret agreement had
been concluded between South Africa and the Federal
Republic of Germany under which large numbers of
ex-Nazis had taken refuge in the Territory. Recently,
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to the effect that his Company knew and trusted the
Government and people of South Africa as proof that
foreign monopolies were working hand in hand with
the racist Government and the white settlers.

118. Mr. lario, speaking en behalf of SWANU, said
that the Special Committee was already well acquainted
with all the facts relating to the situation in South
West Africa. Over the past fifteen years, in response
to the repeated petitions of the people of South West
Africa, the United Nations had adopted one con
demnatory resolution after another yet South Africa
was still pursuing its ruthless tactics of introducing
apartheid into the Territory-a policy which in every
way violated the principles, the spirit and the purpose
of the Mandate and of the Charter of the United
Nations and was anathema to the enlightened conscience
of mankind.

119. A number of United Nations fact-finding com
mittees had carried out investigations for many years,
some actually on the spot. He therefore asked what
more his people could do to spur the United Nations
to action, since it had been made abundantly plain that
South Africa would not be open to a compromise. The
exemplary patience shown by his people was running
out and they were being driven inexorably to seek
other ways and means of attaining their legitimate
aspirations, outside the United Nations. Must blood
necessarily flow before the United Nations would move
from words to deeds? If its previous efforts had failed
to have any effect, what chances of success would there
be in a Congo-type situation?

120. The claims of the people of South West Africa
were just and legitimate and legal technicalities should
not be allowed to deprive them of the right to rule
themselves. It was more than time for United Nations
action to put an end to apartheid.

121. Mr. Gaoseb, also speaking on behalf of
SWANU, confirmed that scientists had come from
abroad and were working in South West Africa, but
indicated that the nature of the experiments being
undertaken was not known to SWANU. He said it was
general knowledge that South Africa was making
military preparations designed to suppress any African
uprising as it might occur. The army, together with
certain installations, had been placed on an immediate
alert basis. No valid information, however, was available
regarding preparations involving nuclear weapons.

122. In connexion with labour conditions, Mr.
Gaoseb described the situation as very bad and pay
for the African as derisory. The Territory was .divided
into two zones: the so-called reserves situated mostly
in the north, and the Police Zone. Labour was recruited
from the reserves under the contract system for work
in the Police Zone, in the mines, on farms, etc. On
recruitment, the worker was issued with a special pass,
permitting him to remain in the Police Zone for eighteen
months. The pay was Is/9d a day; the worker had no
right to strike or .even to complain of unfair conditions;
and there was no fixed working day. No requirements
whatsoever were imposed on the employer.

123. With respect to education, he explained that
literacy statistics covering the population as a whole
were hard to come by. The only figures he had available
related to the 1959 statistics on children in school
attendance. At that time, European children had had
at their disposal fifty-three government schools with
an enrolment of 9,900, fifteen private schools with an
enrolment of 1,241, and forty-eight hostels with 4,649

e aM

children, whereas the African children had had only
seven government schools, and 190 million schools,
plus two government schools for Coloureds. One ~,'
African reserve containing more than 3,000 children
had had only one school, and another with a still •
larger number of children, had no school at all. i'

124. Referring to the South African Government's !".
publicly proclaimed intention not to apply the political •
recommendations contained in the report of the Oden- '
daal Commission, but to make a start on its economic t'
recommendations, Mr. Gaoseb stated that SWANU
considered that the recommendations were so inter
linked as to make the application of one part alone
impossible; any action would automatically require ! I
that the whole be put into effect. The Government's U
statement of intent was merely a device to deceive the l~

world. Work had already started on carrying out the "
economic recommendations, the most important of
which related to the Kunene River hydroelectric scheme ~i,.' III
and the building of roads; it was proclaimed that in sI
both cases the work was for the advancement of the th
African people. The former, however, was entirely for I( A
the benefit of the white-owned mining and other in- t; lal
dustries and the road building was for government I di
military purposes. The recommendations were therefore '~'I eo
mainly directed towards enhancing the interests of the la
existing ruling class. a,

'.125. In a second appearance before the Special Com- 11 0

mittee, Mr. Kuhangua, of SWAPO, drew attention U to
to a report in a local newspaper, the Nationalist, on 4 ~ al
June 1965, that South Africa was building an air base ~ th
in the Caprivi Strip near the Zambian border. According 11 s
to the report, President Kaunda had stated that Zambia ~ lu
would not be intimidated by South Africa's plan to j
build an £8 million air base in the Caprivi Strip. Heavy ~" ln
equipment worth £2 million had been moved into the [, 0

area-the Zambian President had continued-some of I :;. A
it through Zambian territory. The President had further \
stated that the South African project was nothing but l B
war-mongering and constituted a threat to world peace. /j Ps

126. The Zambian leader's statement was a chal- ~i
lenge to the Special Committee. The appalling situation [i b
IC'n SoU.t
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mark the beginning of the end for the African popula
tion. In South West Africa, the fate of the entire 'j
African people was at stake. They still had confidence ~
in the United Nations. It was the Committee's duty r.,'

to seek rapid and effective ways to put an end to the ~l
apartheid regime's military ventures in the -international I
territory of South West Africa. .'

127. Should the United Nations prove ineffective ~
in South West Africa, it might compromise itself for J;,
all time. In a situation in which human lives were ~

threatened, the Special Committee must take immediate
and appropriate measures in conformity with the aspira
tions of the African people. The world could not afford
to ignore the dangers of apartheid, as it had ignored
the dangers inherent in Hitlerism, The founders of the
United Nations had conferred upon themselves the
primary responsibility for the maintenance of inter
national peace and security. Accordingly, the people of
South West Africa had repeatedly stated that they did
not want destruction or death. Nevertheless they would
fight to regain their dignity, freedom and independence.
Even from the strictly juridical point of view the
maintenance of law and order could not be invoked to
justify the heavy military build-up in South West
Africa. He appealed to the Special Committee to fulfil
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planes used for their transport. It was well known that
South Africa had threatened to stop such planes flying
over its territory without specific permission. Obviously,
as the struggle for liberation intensified, the inflow of
African refugees to the British High Commission Ter
ritories would become greater and greater. In face of
the expected mass exodus, the United Nations and the
British Government should be ready to co-operate,
together with voluntary organizations, to ensure the
safe evacuation of threatened political refugees by airlift.
Indeed, it was hard to understand why the United
Nations had not already intervened to assist in getting
out the refugees stranded in those Territories.

132. It was regrettable that, despite its welcome
stand against apartheid and the perpetration of atrocities
in South Africa and the Portuguese Territories, the
United Nations was apparently powerless to put an end
to that subjugation of human beings. United Nations
assistance would S00n be required if the refugee situa
tion in the British High Commission Territories was
to be handled effectively. Further, if they were to be
kept independent of South Africa, those Territories
would need financial assistance on a vast scale from
United Nations financial and technical assistance bodies.
Should such help not be forthcoming, the Territories
in question, once independent, would have no alternative

·t to accept Verwoerd's overtures-and that would
• uder their independence meaningless.

133. His Federation had decided to identify itself
in the struggle for self-determination with the Pan
Africanist Congress, because it was certain that the
evil white Government of South Africa would stop at
nothing short of exterminating all Africans clamouring
for liberty. Its members had therefore become political
victims of the people's struggle for national liberation
and, froin 1963 onwards, some fifty had been sentenced
to death as political activists.

134. It was useless for the Federation to appeal to
the Special Committee to secure the release of the
10,000 South West African, South African and Mozam
bican workers languishing today in South African
prisons, because it knew full well that release would
come only through the 'attainment of independence and
the establishment of African majority rule.

135. The people and workers of South Africa and
South West Africa had pinned their hopes on military
intervention by the United Nations when South Africa
had moved armed forces into Walvis Bay. But the only
result had been wordy condemnation of the move and,
since that time, the whole area had been militarized, as
reported by SWAPO. There was no need for him to
go into details about the military preparations of the
white settlers; the Special Committee was probably
better informed. Nevertheless, he must utter the warn
ing that the gravest threat of war was facing the African
continent as a result of the aggressive plans of the im
perialist Powers to use southern Africa as a battlefield
in their war against the socialist countries.

136. It was unfortunate that the final decision on
military intervention by the United Nations would have
to be made by t.he Security Council, where the power
of veto still remained precisely in the hands of those
countries that had been accused before the Special
Committee. That those countries were still rejecting
a trade embargo on South Africa, still providing tech
nicians and' immigrants to build up its military power,
and still maintaining the investments that were being
used to perpetuate the social and economic exploitation

its obligations by stopping Verwocrd without further
delay.

128. Mr. Nyaose, speaking on behalf of the Federa
tion of Free African Trade Unions of South Africa
(FOFATUSA), said that, despite the existence of a
separate United Nations body with exclusive com
petence in South African matters, his Federation re
garded itself as competent to speak for the vast labour
force recruited from the three British High Commission
Territories, Southern Rhodesia, Mozambique and South
West Africa, to man the mines in South Africa under
the slave-labour contract system. The system operated
to the detriment of South Africa's own indigenous
workers, by forcing down wages and thus preventing
improvement of their economic and social conditions,
the more so as so-called foreign native labour comprised
about four fifths of the total mining labour force.

129. The United Kingdom and Portuguese Govern
ments, while continuing to sell African workers into
slavery, had done nothing to ensure their protection
through trade unions. Accordingly, the indigenous South
African worker, in face of the competition of slave
labour, found it impossible to improve his own con
ditions. An assurance was sought that the Governments
concerned would take steps to ensure that the slave
labour force would not be subjected to South Africa's
apartheid policies or else that the supply would be cut
off until such time as the Verwoerd Government under
took to grant proper wage rates, trade union rights and
all the other human rights embodied in the Charter of
the United Nations, which those Governments were
sworn to uphold. It was for the United Nations to
halt the export of slave labour to South Africa.

130. It was noteworthy that the United Nations
had done little or nothing towards protecting the right
of asylum of refugees from Mozambique, South West
Africa and South Africa. Although the United Kingdom
Government recognized their right to claim asylum in
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, there was
proof in a number of cases that had come before the
South African law courts that political refugees were
being arrested in those Territories, through collusion
between their administrative personnel and police and
the South African police, and returned to South Africa
or Mozambique to face trial. There again, his Federation
would like an assurance that the two Governments con
cerned, and the Special Committee, would take action
to bring such practices to an end. The' same applied
to the abduction of refugees from the British High
Commission Territories. The Committee should call
upon the United Kingdom Government to repeal the
1963 Colonial Act on prevention of violence abroad,
whereby the Verwoerd regime was virtually assured
tha the United Kingdom would co-operate in sup
pressing the political activities of South African refu
gees, irrespective of whether such activities represented
a security danger.

131. Educational opportunities for South African
refugees in the British High Commission Territories
had been severely curtailed. His Federation therefore
asked for an assurance that assistance would be given
through the territorial administration for those refugees
to be flown out to countries abroad where university
education and employment were available. It was a
serious matter that the South African Government was
refusing transit visas to political refugees wishing to
leave the British Territories. The Portuguese Govern
ment should also be approached on the subject of transit
visas and safe conducts for political refugees and charter
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surprise. of the ANC petition, the United Kingdom, the United ::A...

137. Democratic decisions reached by the General States of America, France, the Federal Republic of! i
Assembly of the United Nations were being blocked Germany, Belgium and Japan formed an unhoiier and \1,
by a handful of nations-the United States of America, more powerful alliance than the unholy alliance of ':i
the United Kingdom, France and the minority Taiwan Verwoerd, Salazar and Smith; they had a large stake ~l
Government, so that his Federation felt compelled to in the continued oppression and exploitation of the .;,
ask for re-thinking on the structure of the .Security people and were giving an extended lease of life to a~,
Council and review of the veto prerogative. The right system that had been vigorously condemned; they were
to override majority decisions affecting the welfare and sabotaging efforts to end Verwoerd's system of apartheid .t
destiny of human beings should not remain in the hands in South Africa and South West Africa, Salazar's 't·
of a few nations only. Furthermore, representation on fascism in Mozambique and Angola and Smith's op- \
the Special Committee should be drawn from countries pression in Rhodesia. It was the opinion of ANC that I:,
not in any way involved in the subjugation and sup- the Special Committee must devise means for the im- ,
pression of the African peoples, for the representatives mediate destruction of colonialism and for material help ~!
of the abetting countries were committed to upholding to transfer power to the oppressed people in the colonial I

the present iniquitous policies of their Governments. In territories. As indicated in paragraph 55 of the ANC I'
addition, the Special Committee should explore ways petition, to enable the Special Committee to succeed 'f]'
and means of collaborating with the Liberation Corn- in its task, the United Nations must invoke the relevant ~
mittee of the Organization of African Unity, with a provisions of the Charter against the Member States r
view to speeding up decolonization in Africa. responsible for perpetuating colonialism or for failing ',

138. All African and Asian workers were outraged to implement resolutions designed to end colonialism 11
that certain United Nations Members were using their in southern Africa and elsewhere; declare its full sup- ~
position within the Organization in defence of the port for the people fighting for the transfer of power r
status quo. It was shameful that the struggle for free- to the majority; and urge all Member States and all j
dom and independence should thus be hindered. In other Governments, collectively and individually, to \J
the circumstances, it was hardly surprising that the give the liberation movements the materials, manpower, I:)
countries of Africa and Asia still under colonial domi- technical skill, and if necessary arms and equipment, h
nation were advocating the setting-up of a new pro- required for the speedy liquidation of colonialism in ~~••.
gressive world body-c-one that would be prepared to southern Africa.
undertake and ensure their liberation. The Special Corn- 141. Mr. Ngokong gave a detailed list of the quan- I,

mittee, obviously, was unlikely ever to succeed in corn- tities and types of aircraft supplied to South Africa, l'
pelling the United States of America, the United King- including fighter, interceptor, bomber and patrol, trans- ~I
dom and France to abandon their present reactionary port, trainer and support aircraft and helicopters, whose 1\
policies. The peoples of the world had witnessed uni- names indicated their origin. He also named some ten rl
lateral military intervention by those Powers in de- military air bases and some six air bases for citizen
fiance of the United Nations, such as the unprovoked f With th faciliti h Ca " S . . ,
war in Viet-Nam, the landing of British troops in orces. 1 e new acilities 111 t e prrvi trip 111 '.1.

M 1
· h bli h f '1' b South West Africa, air bases would extend to the l>

a aysia, and t e esta IS rnent 0 rrn itary ases out- borders of Zambia. Strategic airfields for operative "',
side Western Europe, to the detriment of the security purposes were being constructed in various parts of the ~l
of the neighbouring countries, The pretexts advanced country, and defence material and fuel were being stored ~Fl.. ,
for all those aggressive military schemes did not fool at strategic points for issue to troops, aircraft and jl
the oppressed peoples of the world; they knew full hi I bilizati I
well that no attack on Western Europe was being plotted ve lC es, on mo 1 ization, l~
by anyone, or even dreamed of. , 142. Although he also had naval information avail- r!

139. In conclusion he stated once again the sub- able, he stated that he would prefer at that juncture to t'!
stantive motives of the realistic criticism of the United quote some press comment on the recent visit to South '"
Nations made by his Federation: (a) the United Africa by General Lauris Norstad, former supreme i'i
Nations as at present constituted was unable to cham- Allied Commander, Europe, and Commander-in-Chief, W
pion the cause of decolonization; (b) some of its power- United States Forces, Europe. The Johannesburg Stttl- fj
ful Members still retained vested interests in colonial day Express of 21 March 1%5, describing the Gen- ~
domination and imperialist exploitation; (c) it had eral's visit as further evidence of support for South
failed to reflect the aspirations of the newly emerged Africa by overseas investors, said he had arrived with ~,I.
forces and of the oppressed peoples of the world. In leading United States businessmen to discuss plans for \
other words, the United Nations had fatten a prey to a £500,000 expansion scheme for the fibre-glass in- 'J
imperialists who were using it to perpetuate their dustry and had spoken of his country's great interest 1
domination over the rest of mankind. and confidence in South Africa, The same paper, in 1\

its 4 April 1965 issue, had referred to a twelve-day U
140. Mr. Ngokong, speaking on behalf of the African business visit during which the former NATO Corn- !

National Congress of South Africa (ANC), declared mander had held talks with South Africa's Minister of I

that he would be happy to explain anything that was Defence and other top Defence Force officials. It had ~
not clear from the written petition submitted by the also quoted his comment to journalists on South Africa : ~
AAdNdClt)o the

t
Speci~ldCodmdt;tt~tteel (Af/AC.tl.o9/PHET·t40t7d/ "It's a dynamic positive country. You must accept {'.'

. ,or 0 provi e a 1 IOna 111 orma Ion. e s a e overseas criticism as a form of flattery."
that his main purpose was to expose the unholy atliance i'
of white oppressor and fascist Governments in colonial 143. South West Africa, represented in the Parlia- ~
countries, with special reference to southern Africa; ment at Cape Town under the South African Constitu- !"
and to show that the imperialist Powers were respon- tion, was in the same military situation as South Africa j '.
sible for the continued existence of colonial regimes itself, and South Africa was conducting military exer- ,..
in southern Africa, because they were an extremely cises in the Caprivi Strip. I;;
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::J:-:::C::~SoUlh~~~::i= ··~:h:;~,:.. was • b,gu colouy of Genu.us ,::
:he United :i~. by South African capitalists a,nd their United Kingdom had fled their country at the end of the war. There
epublic of h collaborators were proof that in South West Africa, were over 2,000 former Nazi army and SS officers
holier and ii!' too, military force would be used to subjugate the in South Africa, many 'of whom, according to the
illiance of lii indigenous people. An example was given in para- Press, were now instructors in the South African army
arge stake ~' graph 38 of the ANC petition. The Anglo-American or holding high positions in the government munitions
on of the ,;, Corporation of South Africa Limited, now a. wholly department or in the munitions industry.
If life to a~' British and South African concern, had recently joined 148. Names and biographical information on other
they were, with Federale Mynbou in forming an £ 11 million in- ex-Nazis, including two who were holding leading po-

f aparthe-id 1 vestment company under the name "Main Street Invest- sitions in atomic energy and poison gas research respec-
Salazar's '{ • ments", Federale Mynbou was an Afrikaner mining tively, and a former Goebbels propaganda man who had

mith's op- j combine with vast interests in South Africa and South published an anti-semitic pamphlet in South Africa,
ANC that qWest Africa and was one of the companies established were also given.
er the im- ,- by the notorious Broederbond for the purpose of pro- 149. There had been no decrease in the flow of
rterial h~lp ~,I moting Afrikaner nationalism. former Nazis to South Africa. The ANC had carefully
he colonial L:, 145. Regarding former Nazis in South Africa, South noted that after Prince zu Lowenstein's statement 800
the ANC l West Africa and the Protectorates, Mr. Ngokong said more Nazis had come into South Africa. The ANC

to succeed,~" that press reports in May 1965, indicating that a Jewish firmly believed that there was a direct link between
le relevant " doctor in Cape Town, Dr. Kaplinsky, was to go to the the Government of the Federal 'Republic of Germany
ber S!~tes: Federal Republic of Germany later in the year to give and the South African regime, and although they had
for ~atl.tng.,. evidence before a Nazi war crimes court, had been not expected to be called upon to prove it, they were
:olomahsm \ I followed by a. spate of threatening telephone calls to ready to do so if any doubt existed.
s full suP-

1
J

the doctor. The reports had led to speculation on how 150. Mr. Kerina, speaking on behalf of the National
of power ~, manyformer Nazis were secretly living in South Afri~. Unity Democratic Organization of Namib (NUDO),

es and all .' An article in the issue of Ons Land dated 23 April said that the most powerful enemy of African unity in
'dually, to [1 1965 had said that the possibility could not be ex- South West Africa was the South African Government
na~power, tJ eluded that Martin Borman was living in .South ~~rica and the international interests it represented. South
equipment, ~',.'.',' under an assumed name. The former Prime MInister West Africa was advertised abroad as the "last major
nialism in I Malan and Verwoerd, had both been very sympathetic tax-payer's paradise". A brief look at diamond industry

, to the'Nazis and had strongly favoured neutrality and profits would give some idea of the magnitude of
the quan- i and a separate peace treaty with Nazi Germany; it foreign interests in South West Africa and their corn-
th Af . ,~would be understandable if some of the war criminals plicity in Verwoerd's policy of oppression. Between
:rol, tr~~:~,I1.1 had turned to South Africa, especially after Malan 1959 and 1963 South West Africa diamond production
ers, whose became Prime Minister in 1948. Any secret ex-Nazi represented a total profit, after taxation, of over $230
I some ten I~, population would undoubtedly have been encouraged million. In 1964, full-scale mining of the "marine"
for citizen () by Otto "Scarface" Skorzeny, former Nazi SS Corn- diamonds found beneath the waters of the South West
'i Strip in I, mander and rescuer of Mussolini from an Apennine African coastline had begun. As a result, South West
nd to the 1 prison. According to reports in the Johannesburg Africa would soon become the undisputed leader in
operative ~{ Sunday Chronicle, the Cape Times and other news- world diamond production. The South African Gov-

arts of the \0.[ papers, Skorzeny had been to South Africa on a public ernment had awarded the concessions to foreign-owned
~ing stored ~'rj,,! mission to promote trade between South Africa and companies such as the Marine Diamond Corporation,
rcraft and .~ Spain. He had visited Parliament on 23 April 1965 whose chairman was a staunch supporter of Verwoerd.

( with Senator L. T. Weichardt, leader of the South

l
~ African Grey Shirts, who had been interned by the 151. Within South West Africa, the South African
"1 Smuts Government during the war; the Senator had Government had pursued the classical colonialist objec-r stated that the visit was connected with the Spanish tives of exploitation and oppression. Its policy was
i,' pavilion at the Rand Easter show. based on force, isolation and division, backed up by
~. 146. The Rand Daily Mail of 31 March 1965 had massive governmental machinery. South Africa pos-

l
i ; . sessed the largest and best equipped military machine

quoted a statement by Prince Hubert zu Lowenstem, in Africa. Its alliances with the United Kingdom, Por-
. during a recent tour of South Africa as a government I d I F d R bli f G f h

representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, tuga an the e eral epu IC 0 ermany urt er

~
• that he had been disturbed at the activities of German enhanced its capacity for internal suppression. The
. S h defence budget had increased fivefold since 1959. South
~'~""'\':I" white radical groups making pilgrimages to out Africa was a military State, mobilized for internal and
~. Africa; he had described them as neo-Nazis, touring international war. Its existence was a serious threat

South Africa making speeches on the supremacy of the to the entire African continent.
white man. They were finding willing audiences at the
numerous German clubs to be found in South African 152. South West Africa was only nominally sepa-
cities. According to the St/.lIda.y Express, the Commis- rated from South Africa, which had always intended

I,sioner-General of the Transkei had received a group to absorb it into South Africa as a fifth province. In
!, of neo-Nazis whose leader, Heinrich Hertle, editor of defiance of the Mandate, South Africa had established
t an extremist West German ,paper called Die Deuische numerous military bases in South West Africa, and
.~ Wochenzeitttng, had said that the group were all sup- was at present engaged in constructing emergency mili-
i\ porters of apartheid. Hertle had been attacked by Prince tary airfields, equipped to handle jet fighters The threat

Hubert zu Lowenstein in the South African Press for of force was everywhere and had effectively intimidated
conducting Nazi propaganda at a German club near the African masses.
Durban. 153. The situation was further complicated by the

147. The Sunday Times had reported that Nazi presence of South African and European settlers, who
marching songs and talk of reviving the Hitler spirit blocked every possibility of political and economic de-
could be heard nightly in the German club at Pretoria velopment. Apartheid was the foundation of their lives.
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Such minor differences as did exist ill European party
politics within South West Africa were based solely on
differences in approach to the application of apartllcid.
The nationalist movements had never received any sup
port from liberal, progressive or Marxist elements of
the European population in their struggle for inde
pendence. Consequently, the struggle had become one
of Black against White. In a showdown, the entire
settler population would stand as a solid block against
the forces of freedom. Verwoerd's intelligence service,
with its system of agents and informers, had permeated
the whole of African society and extended far beyond
South West Africa's borders, fomenting intrigues and
undermining confidence. The enforced division of Afri
cans impeded mass organization and helped to insulate
the country from international public opinion. The
masses were beginning to realize, however, that united,
disciplined action was essential to success in the fight
for freedom. The nationalists had studied the history
of revolutionary struggles throughout the world and
were ready to make all the sacrifices that were needed.
They would not rest until all foreign companies had
been removed from South 'West Africa, so that they
could begin the task of national reconstruction.

154. South West Africa had been used by the
Verwoerd regime as a proving ground for apartheid
techniques. South African plans for the future were
embodied in the Odendaal Commission's report, which
proposed three basic sch;.:mes for the permanent anne~a
tion of South West Africa. They were complete adrnin
istrative absorption, under which all branches of the
South West African administration would be trans
ferred to South Africa, total economic integration,
under which South West Africa would be forced to
finance its own destruction and the balkanization of
the country, which would be achieved thr~ugh the
creation of Bantustans, It should be emphasized that
the sole purpose of the Bantustan policy was to redu~e
'the Africans to slavery in their own country. The Afri
can people had never asked South Africa to develop
South West Africa. They demanded freedom to develop
the country for themselves. No one should be deceived
by Verwoerd's decision to shelve the application of the
Odendaal recommendations while the case of South
West Africa was pending in the International Court
of Justice. That was merely a maneeuvre on the part
of the Western Powers.

155. The Special Committee ~1ad recentl~ ~roduced
a mild memorandum on the foreign economic interests
operating in South West Africa. The United States of
America and the United Kingdom had opposed that
report, in order to protect their own economic int.erests.
In public, the United States condemned apartheid, ~'Ut

in fact continued to profit by the cheap labour supplied
under Verwoerd's policies. The United States' attitude
was a betrayal of the sacred principles of Woodrow
Wilson, Jefferson and Tom Payne. T~r~ugh the S~uth
West Africa Native Labour ASSOCIation, American
companies bought young men as slaves. They were
responsible for the acute suffering of the African people.

156. After the First World War, the Territory.of
South West Africa had been given to South Africa
without consulting the people, who had been promised
their freedom from German rule. They had never ac
cepted that situation, and had revolted against South
Africa in 1923. On the outbreak of the Second World
War the South African and United Kingdom Govern
ments had asked South West Africa for manpower and
promised to return the country to its people once Nazism

had been defeated. That promise had never been
honoured. After their experiences in the war, the pee- '
pIe of South West Africa were not surprised to see
that the Federal Republic of Germany was now a
staunch ally of Verwoerd, that ex-Nazis were pro
ducing poison gases in South West Africa and that a.
nuclear reactor had been built in their country. They"
demanded immediate action. \

157. The time had come to call upon the Security
Council to take up the question of South West Africa.,
President Kaunda of Zambia had revealed that the
South African Government was building an air base in
the Caprivi Strip. That alone warranted action by the I

Security Council. The Special Committee should not
wait for the results of the Algiers Conference and the .
OAU Conference in Accra. It should not be satisfied
with an interim resolution. It should adopt a decisive;
resolution that would strengthen the hand of the Afd·'
can and Asian countries in their forthcoming delibera
tions. The time had come to revoke the South African
Mandate. That was the essential move in any attempt:
to remove the South African menace to world peace.
The fact that the International Court of Justice had not
yet announced its decision should not be used as an,
exci-se 'for further delay. The people of South West
Africa had come to the end of their patience. They
were ready to take a hand in shaping their own destiny.
On behalf of his people, he wished to thank all coun
tries, and in particular the United Republic of Tanzania,
which had offered support in South West Africa's
struggle for independence, and to assure the Special
Committee that when a national Government came to
power in South West Africa, its policy would not be
racialist. He hoped the Committee would reconsider
its position in the light of the information he had pre
sented, and he appealed to the representatives of the
United States of America and the United Kingdom
to support any solution to the problem of South West
Africa proposed by the Committee. In conclusion, he
requested permission to circulate a study on the Federal
Republic of Germany's interests in South West Africa.12

158. In response to questions, Mr. Kerina stated
that he had gone to Bechuanaland in 1963 and had
remained there until late in 1964, when his people had
sent him on mission abroad. During his absence, the
United Kingdom Government had declared him a pro
hibited immigrant and he had. been unable to return
and join his family. The South African Security Police
had been on his track for alleged subversive activities
and "serious carnage charges"-the latter allegati~ns

concerning riots in South West Africa in 1959 which
had been blamed on him because he had cabled his
friends to resist South Africa's efforts to eject them
by armed force. His brother had been killed in the riots.

159. He hoped the United Kingdom Government
would remove the ban so that he could return to hIS
family and to his fellow South West Africans. of whom
there were now 20,000 in Ngamiland in Northern
Bechuanaland. It was important to work for unity be
tween Bechuanaland and South West Africa so that
when independence came Bechuanaland, as a landlocked
country, would not have to be dependent on South
Africa. He was determined to try to return to his home,
even if he were arrested and handed over to the South

12 The study in question, entitled Germany alld Soutt: Allgola,
1898-1903, 1:>y Dr. Horst Drechsler, has been placed in the files
of the Secretariat, and is available to members for consultation
on request.
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ensure the speedy liberation of the Africans. It was
regrettable, therefore, that certain African countries had
succumbed to outside pressure, C,)using disunity which
only helped the imperialists and colonizers and those
who wished to prolong colonial rule.

164. The evidence which had been heard bv the
Special Committee confirmed that NATO and N'ATO
countries were collaborating with the Governments of
South Africa and South West Africa in their colonialist
activities. It was vital for the Special Committee to
tackle the problem without delay and take measures
to stop the supply of arms by the Western Powers in
support of those who were trying to prolong the colonial
regime. The threat of communism had been unmasked
as a pretext used by the colonial authorities to gain
support from the reactionary Powers, by reviving the
old communist bogy used by Nazi Germany in pro
moting its policy of racial supremacy.

165. The representative of Poland said that his dele
gation had constantly upheld the view that the question
of South West Africa was primarily a political one;
what was involved was the granting of independence
to the African population.

166. South Africa had consistently flouted world
opinion and the resolutions of the United Nations with
regard to the Mandated Territory. It was now trying
to partition South West Africa, with a view to applying
its a.partlzeid policy more vigorously and strengthening
the position of the white minority. The purpose of the
Odendaal plan was the dismemberment of South West
Africa so as to prevent it from becoming a unified
State with a single Government capable of leading it to
independence. Despite the South African Government's
assurances to the contrary, the Odendaal plan was being
carried out, in flagrant violation of South Africa's ob
ligations under Article 22 of the Covenant of the League
of Nations and the Charter of t;le United Nations.

167. The petitioners had indicated that the South
African Government was spending vast sums for mili
tary and so-called security measures to oppress and
terrorize the .African people, both in the Mandated
Territory and in the Republic itself. It was building
a series of military installations, such as in the Caprivi
Strip, constituting a threat, not only to South West
Africa, but also to the neighbouring independent States
and endangering peace and security in. Africa. Such
activities were incompatible with the obligations of the
Mandatory Power and must be stopped immediately.

168. Many delegations had rightly stressed the dan
gerous role played by the Federal Republic of Germany
in southern Africa. The petitioners had confirmed the
military assistance given by Bonn to the Verwoerd
regime, in particular the development of poison gases
and missiles. The West German team working on that
project included scientists formerly employed on gas
research by the firm of I. G. Farben.

169. The African Press had also noted the sys
tematic support given by the Federal Republic of Ger
many to the Government of the Republic 0;' South
Africa. An article published on 8 March 1965 in The
Nationalist had given details of the alliance between
those two countries and the secret military pact con
cluded in July 1961. At that time, the Verwoerd regime
had been in a difficult situation owing to international
horror at the Sharpeville massacre, the United Nations
decisions on' apartheid, and South Africa's departure
from the British Commonwealth and had found help
and support in the Federal Republic of Germany. The
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task of carrying out the secret agreement bad been
entrusted to a former member of Hitler's General Staff
living in ]obannesburgj for helpers, he could draw on
a reservoir of over 2,000 former Wehrmacht and SS
officers who, fearing punishment for their war crimes,
had sought refuge in South Africa.

170. In September 1963, the article continued, the
South African Minister for Defence had announced that
South Africa was practically self-sufficient with regard
to arms and ammunition and could answer an arms
embargo by increasing domestic production. West Ger
man arms firms had built branch factories in South
Africa. More important was tue fact that the South
African arms industry was almost entirely controlled
by the increasingly powerful Boer and State-monopoly
trusts linked with West German banks and monopolies.
West German advisers and former Nazis were active
not only in South Africa, but also in the neighbouring
Portuguese colonies and Southern Rhodesia.

171. Thus, the West German imperialists, heirs of
the traditions of the Third Reich, were giving every
possible assistance to the Verwoerd regime, the arch
enemy of all Africa. It was not surprising therefore
that, as reported in the German Press itself, West
Germany's main interest in South Africa was research
on long-range missiles. It was the Special Committee's
duty to express its anxiety concerning that situation.
Poland, which had suffered from Hitlerite indignities
and atrocities stemming from the master-race policy,
fully shared the determination of the petitioners who
had appeared before the Special Committee to fight
against the evils of apartheid, imperialism and colo
nialism.
. 172. On the question of mining industries, he
recalled that the Special Committee, in its recommenda
tions, had requested the major trading partners of
South Africa-the United States of America and the
United Kingdom-to put an end to the activities of the
companies owned by their nationals. Not only had no
heed been paid to that appeal, but new private com
panies, established specifically for the purpose of ex
ploiting the natural riches of South West Africa, were
being registered.

173. The representative of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland said that his delega
tion would like to state categorically that the United
Kingdom Government did not in any way support, help
or condone the internal policies of the South African
Government. On the contrary, it had repeatedly and
publicly condemned those policies. He wished once again
to make it clear that the policy of apartheid was com
pletely abhorrent to his country.

174. By reason of its attitude to apartheid and in
order to carry out the relevant United Nations resolu
tions, his Government, directly it had come into power,
had declared that no arms or ammunition would be sup
plied to South Africa, except in the limited number
of cases where. deliveries were due under then existing
contracts. Thereafter, no new contracts would be permit
ted. There was thus a total embarg-o on the export by
Britain of arms to South Africa. The United Kingdom
Prime Minister had not, as had been suggested, made
any exceptions or qualifications in either of two state
ments he had made on 17 and 25 November 1964 in
connexion with the Simonstown Agreement.

175. With regard to allegations that his Government
had prevented South West African petitioners from
leaving Bechuanaland in order to appear before the

Special Committee, he said that refugees or emigrants
from South or South West Africa in Bechuanaland ,'members of
were encouraged to move on and were free to go to·. i, .the desire
any country which was willing to receive them and to weapons m
which they wished to go. If there was no such country, p . reactors on
they were free to remain in Bechuanalnnd j they were l through the
not obliged to return to South West Africa or to Southt," 'werEAeunder
Africa, even if they were not political refugees and lA.. The
had no reason to fear arrest or prosecution upon their " • assistance of
ret';1rn. Indeed, several such persons had returned of. '" .un~er that
their own free will. As far as the Bechuanaland au•.~I national sa!
thorities were concerned, such petitioners were free . among those
to leave fQr New York at any time. I • i~g the poss

176. The representative of the United States of I·· tinent of Af
America, commenting on points made during the hearing . 181. Her
of petitioners, said that NATO did not supply arms to h.\ or any plan
South Africa. If individual members of NATO were',~t •Africa.
s~pplying arms to that country, the matter was a f(_ 182. In r
bilateral one, (it of the Sov'

177. As to the supply of arms by the United States l~: • Government
to South Africa, it might perhaps be well to repeat ., mission to
her Government's well-known position. The United J. West Afri~
States Government had supported the adoption of \ at the Unite
Security Council resolutions 181 (1963) of 7 August '1 -West Africa
1963 and 182 (1963) of 4 December 1963, and had \~ The United
vigorously enforced the recommendations contained If tablishment
therein. The United States was not supplying arms, ,. Africa. It lu
directly or indirectly, to South Africa, nor was it ' .• ' such a pres
establishing facilities there for the manufacture of arms. \\1 In addition,
On 24 May 1965, a State Department spokesman had I'F) Government
said that there had been informal requests for external ~. the Territo
defence equipment since the arms embargo had taken i within the t
effect in August 1962, but that those requests had not ~, datory Pow
been filled. The embargo, which covered both govern- .'~ refusal to f
ment and private sources, had been strictly applied, .)! the Territo
and in December 1963 had been extended to the sale :.;\ 183 Tl
of machinery and equipment used for the manufacture I', favou~ the 1~
of arms. The United States Government had taken those 1":1' or the d'

. ff 1" f hi h ' h sen Isteps m an e ort to e iminate a actor w IC mig t con- ( b an' di
tribute directly to international friction in southern ? ~ oYhtnl'n .mf IV
Af . d f . . h S h a m ornca an as a means 0 impressing on t e out \I in the
African Government its deep concern about that Gov- .. ingthe .fue
ernment's abhorrent r~cial poli~ies, The Ullite~ States 'ot would cl::i
Government was not involved m the construction of a~' article 4 f
rock~t. base in South West Africa or in any other kind ;.. question of
of military endeavour there. .

178. With regard to nuclear research in South and'lt 184..Not
South West Africa, she said that there was a research .].. companies I
reactor in Pelindaba, South Africa, purchased by South (. Wsed AbYf ' tl
Africa from the United States on the basis of an agree- \ est. nca
ment concluded in 1957 under the United States Atoms I·. Commlfttehe I

for Peace Programme. That agreement with the South ~ man 0 t e
African Government was similar to the agreements r, oU,t that th:
entered into by the United States Government with • skilled laboi
many other countries willing to accept safeguards. The ~! only .u~des~
reactor in question was designed for basic research and n· dustrializati
testing materials and the production of isotopes, as set i: had said, w
forth in the directory of nuclear reactors published by t! APos.ed o~
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).:. mencan.,
Its design was not suited to the production of fissionable hOP~dthat t
material by the irradiation of source material. wodu ped~":I

179 h . f . h an con It!
v, T at reactor and Its uel were subject to t e the Territo

safeguards administered by the IAEA, which were
designed to ensure that the nuclear materials, facilities 185. It
and technology placed under that system would not ~omplicity b
be diverted to military purposes. 111 regard t

180. The application of those safeguards to the That was n
reactor at Pelindaba was of particular importance to ment was,c
the African nations, fifteen of which were already ~PPtaharent int

In t rep
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membersof IAEA; those countries had often expressed
the desire to preclude the proliferation of nuclear
'weapons in the continent of Africa. There were four
'reactors on the continent of Africa. Two, provided
through the assistance of the United States of America

'were under the safeguards system administered by
IAEA. The other two reactors, provided with the
assistance of the Soviet Union, had not been placed
under that system of safeguards. The lack of inter

'national safeguards might arouse some apprehension
among those who were sincerely interested in minimiz
ing the possibilities of nuclear proliferation on the con-

• tinent of Afric.••
181. Her delegation was not aware of any reactor

or any plans for constructing a reactor in South West
•Africn.

182. In response to a question by the representative
of the Soviet Union concerning the United States

• Government's views on the sending of a United Nations
mission to examine the alleged installation in South
West Africa, she stated that even a cursory glance
at the United States position on the question of South

-West Africa would reveal the answer to that question.
The United States had consistently favoured the es
tablishmentof a United Nations presence in South West
Afrlca, It had repeatedly supported efforts to establish

• such a presence and dispatch missions to the Territory.
In addition, it had urged publicly and privately the
Government of South Africa to accept such missions to

• the Territory. The acceptance of a mission dearly fell
within the terms of South Africa's obligations as Man
datory Power, particularly in view of its continued
refusal to fulfil its obligation to supply information on
the Territory.

183. The United States Government continued to
favour the establishment of a United Nations presence,
or the sending of a United Nations mission, or a visit
by an individual representing the United Nations to

, obtain information on a wide range of subjects, includ
ing the question of possible nuclear arms developments
in the Territory, particularly since such developments
would clearly contravene the spirit, if not the letter, of
article 4 of the Mandate and would be therefore a
question of special interest to the world community.

184. Noting that the question of whether foreign
companies had ever objected to the labour laws im
posed by the Government of South Africa in South
West Africa had been raised, she felt that the Special
Committee might be interested to know that the Chair
man of the Anglo-American Corporation had pointed
out that the low productivity of an uneducated, un-

, skilled labour force, together with low wages, was not
only undesirable in itself, but also an obstacle to in
dustrialization. Attempts to remedy the situation, he
had said, were made more difficult by the colour bar
imposed on industry. Again, the Chairman of the
American Metal Climax Company had expressed the
hope that the South African Government authorities
would permit substantial modernization of the standards
and conditions of employment of African workers in
the Territory.

185. It had also been suggested that there was
complicity between the United States and South Africa
in regard to implementation of the Odendaal report.
That was not the case; on the contrary, her Govern
ment was concerned at the South African Government's
apparent intention of following all the recommendations
in that report.

186. The representative of Yugoslavia recalled that
for almost twenty years various United Nations bodies
had been concerning themselves with the problem
of South West Africa. Numerous resolutions had been
ndopted by the Security Council, the General Assembly,
the Special Committee and other bodies. Appeals had
been addressed to the South Afrlcan Government to
co-operate with the United Nations in finding a just
and peaceful solution to that tragic problem. All those
efforts had been in vain, The situation was growing
worse from year to year and the South African Govern
ment was continuing to trample on the sacred principle
of the inalienable right of every people to freedom,
independence and respect for human dignity. Day after
day since its arrival in Africa the Committee had heard
moving testimony by petitioners concerning the lot
of the African inhabitants of South West Africa. Day
after day it had heard details concerning the various
manifestations of the evil policy of the South African
Government, details which could not but revolt the
human conscience. The only purpose of the so-called
Odendaal plan was to facilitate the application of the
policy of apartheid in South West Africa, the strength
ening of the position of the Whites, who were continuing
to pour in from South Africa and from Western
Europe in large numbers, the execution of the pro
gramme to partition the Territory, the forced migration
of the masses of the indigenous population to reserves
where the basic conditions for subsistence were lacking
and, finally, the outright annexation of the Territory.

187. Moreover, it was impossible to disregard the
testimony of the petitioners concerning South Africa's
military preparations, the installation of military bases
in the Territory of South West Africa, as also the
secret chemical and nuclear research in which certain
circles in Western Europe, particularly the Federal
Republic of Germany, were participating, together
with the Government of South Africa.

188. The United Nations had repeatedly tried to
put an end to that catastrophic policy of the South
African Government. Unfortunately, the various resolu
tions adopted by the General Assembly, notably resolu
tions 1761 (XVII) and 1899 (XVIII), had been
unavailing, partly because the most powerful partners
of South Africa, namely the United Kingdom, the
United States of America, the Federal Republic of
Germany, France, Japan and Belgium, had refused
to sever diplomatic and economic relations with the
Pretoria Government and were continuing to invest
capital in South Africa and South West Africa.

189. Accordingly, the Special Committee should
again stress, interalia, the need to apply the resolutions
of the General Assembly, in particular resolutions 1761
(XVII) and 1899 (XVIII), and should request all
States, particularly those which still maintained relations
with the racist Government of South Africa, to take
a positive stand with regard to those resolutions and to
put into effect the measures which they called for. The
Special Committee should also draw the attention of
the Security Council to the situation in South Africa
and South West Africa, for it constituted a real danger
to international peace and security, Yugoslavia, for
its part, had always condemned the South African
Government's policy of apartheid and had followed the
recommendations of the United Nations to the letter.
For example,' the Federal Assembly of the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia had adopted a law,
which had entered into force on 13 November 1963,
prohibiting all diplomatic and economic relations with
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the Government of South Africa and terminating those terests of certain Western Powers in mining concerns' ~ 'disappro,
then in existence, His delegation would therefore give geared to that system. There was no doubt that th<;. • mW~st A
its whole-hearted support to any steps which the greater the foreign investment in South West Africa, ,\. Germany
Special Committee tntght decide to take to that cnd. the more cruel the pressure on the black people to' i I

190. In conclusion, the representative of Yugoslavia produce profits at nil costs. The statements made by the \ 198..
expressed the hope that it would not be long before managers of American companies deploring the sltua-" , VJes~l~
the people of South West Africn would triumph in tion in South West Afrlea were no more than pious es
their legitimate struggle for independence. declarations, whereas, in the opinion of the Tnnzanian " '~fd. the

191. The representative of the United Republic of representative, what was needed was action. If they" . .nca t l
Tanzania paid tribute to the action of the Governments continued to do business under conditions they claimed • still ~l\ a
of Ethiopia and Liberia in applying to the International to abhor, they were a party to those conditions. He' ~ or nhl I a
Court of Justice in 1960 for a [udgement on the status would have been better pleased if they had decided to Jl ~u~h as
f S th W t Af . T t d' t . I close down their factories in protest. He also found it" • • y :

ManOd~te as~~tmeJlb~aS~uthr~fri~au~nerI7n D~~~b:r difficult to accept the declaimer of complicity with I especm~l.
1920, and in pursliing the case subsequently, thus regard to the Odendaal report. The implementation of • j( :nce nu
demonstrating their determination to help their brothers the Commission's recommendations would turn South, J mg to •
to achieve independence, West Africa into a forced labour camp. Some American. tl~ ~ ~ases 0

192. The Tanzanian delegation favoured the adoption companies were profiting by the supply of cheap labour.. . . e ixpr
(

of a strong resolution on South West Africa. Even His delegation appealed to the Western Powers tostop .. Imp ~~e
the flow of investments into South West Africa. Any. '1 cons I u

though the matter was still before the International act by the West to put a stop to that investment would· and he I
Court of Justice, there were issues of great significance b.e regarded by Africa as a humanitarian move calculated' , ISlUve. th

lwith regard to South West Africa that could very to weaken the repressive South African economy. That pecia
usefully be examined in the Special Committee. Ever id I . I' A . • 199
since the German occupation the people of Sonth '\iVest was.not an 1 eo ogica Issue; the frican countries were J/' ' hI:

entitled to ask for such co-operation from all who • t ~ a~ ~IS
Africa had been a colonized people, The Herero people f d d l'd d b I' fri d juridica
had fought gallantly but vainly to repel the invaders. pro esse to con emn apart Iel an. to e t ieir nen s'. W (
In the First World War, the people of South West 195. Turning to the military build-up in South' • dst

Af' 1 d fit id b id . I I 11' . West Africa, his delegation had been greatly disap- an IPr
nca la oug I SI e y SI e WIt 1 t le ales against pointed by the role of West Germany and the United ,. • u~c;lan

the Germans. They had done so with the hope of rISlS w
regaining their independence after the defeat of the States of America in nuclear development in South c. I
Germans. Unfortunately, their victorious struggle had West Africa as disclosed by the petitioners. ''r

t
. ~b~~a

meant for them merely a change of colonial master, just 196. In connexion with the statement made by the ". was do
as his own country had found that it had shed its blood representative of the United States, he felt obliged to the Ge
merely to change over from German to British masters. point out that a representative of South Africa had ..t United
The representative of Tanzania stated that he was informed the Disarmament Commission that a nuclear r Gover
reluctant once again to condemn certain Western coun- reactor was being built in South West Africa, although. race. T
tries, but it was, after all, they, under the League of -it was claimed-for peaceful purposes only. It was' any po
Nations, that had handed over his African brothers to regrettable that the United States Government had their r
the racist regime of South Africa. If the history of the found it appropriate to co-operate with South Africa , 'It!' given
struggle of the people of South West Africa had to on such an important project as a nuclear reactor. The' deterio
be written in blood, such Powers would stand con- African countries. would never be convinced that .the ,,' expro
demned in the eyes of the world. aims of that project were peaceful only. The Umted t Africa

193. The taking over of the administration of South States must understand that in the eyes of the African']" and p
West Africa by the South African Government, with countries it stood condemned for co-operating with "; of the
the acquiescence of certain Western Powers, was a South Africa when the rest of the continent sought ' ' the Ch
tragic development. It amounted. to the absorption to isolate South Africa. The United States must under- '1.~. of Htll
of that part of Africa into the South African apartheid stand that South Africa's policy was to exterminate develo'
regime. The Africans in South West Africa had not the Africans and that it would never hesitate to use I of deb
been allowed to play their rightful role in the affairs atomic bombs for that purpose. On behalf of millions Al sums f
of their own country, which was run by a handful of of Africans threatened by South Africa, he appealed 'i" ening
South African Boers deliberately induced to go to to the Government and people of the United States to . and se
South West Africa to extend apartheid to the Territorv, withdraw their reactor and all nuclear co-operation \'. iniqui
As early as 1946, the South African Government had wit!'. South Africa. To contribute to South Africa's 'l.~" of the
decided to annex the Territory of South West Africa; deve'cument of nuclear armaments was not only at r based
some 30,000 white adults had presumed to decide the variance with the decision of the African States to ..1 200
fate of about half a million Africans by adopting a denuclearize Africa; it also meant placing an important \ adopt
resolution in 1954 to terminate the Mandate. Sub- weapon in the hands of South Africa, whose declared .,; , Mand
sequently, measures had been introduced to incorporate aim \~as the exterm!nation of the black man: The con- .:. I it cla
South West Africa into the Bantustan system, to struction of an atomic reactor was a most serIOUS threat ~" Man
enslave the Africans and turn them into a source of to the peace and security of Africa. ~l\" the i
cheap labour. As Verwoerd himself had said, there 197. Other disquieting episodes were the construe- ¥)', emani
was no place for the African in the white community tion of air bases near the Zambian border with the Natio
above the labouring level. The Whites had appropriated intention of intimidating Zambia, and the development )... of th
all the good lands to themselves, turning the African of poison gases for eventual use against the African obser
into a landless peasant who was either forced to work peoples. Africa was watching all such developments
in the mines or face starvation in the concentration with concern, and would certainly come to the aid of
camps. Zambia should any further act of intimidation be

194. Some quite surprising evidence had been perpetrated by South Africa against that State. The
furnished by petitioners concerning the financial in- parallel with Nazi methods strengthened Tanzanian

J,



of the factors determining those events and of their
Implicntions {or and repercussions on the African con
tinent as a whole. The time had come to take more
effective action than in the past. The United Nations
should no longer be content to seek to put an end to
conflicts once they had broken out, but should strive
to prevent them, particularly when it knew the origin
of the danger. The origin of the Second World War
was still fresh in the minds of all, To prevent the
recurrence of such a tragedy, South West Africa must
be removed from South Africa's control. To enable the
people of South West Africa to obtain national in
dependence, adequate measures must be enacted, such
as the complete and early revocation of South Africa's
Mandate and the immediate and effective establishment
of either an emergency force or an international
volunteer corps. Those measures were all the more
essential in that they would have the effectof preventing
the racist South African Government from occupying
South West Africa, as it intended to do even if the
decision of the International Court of Justice was
unfavourable to it. The urgent measures required would
include the early convening of a constitutional con
ference at which all the country's political parties would
be represented and the holding of elections on the basis
of universal suffrage with a view to the establishment
of a democratic government. In addition, the ill
d...<,endence of the country should be proclaimed without
delay. The Special Committee should also recommend
that the General Assembly, and through it the Security
Council, use the powers invested in them by the Charter
to impose on South Africa the United Nations presence
in South West Africa. The United Nations was an
instrument in the service of justice and must not disap
point the hopes of the inhabitants of South West
Africa. Finally, his delegation appealed once again to
the Western Powers to cease encouraging the fascist
Verwoerd regime, directly or indirectly, by their vacil
lation. Those Powers should understand that in
dependent Africans could not go on passively observing
the sufferings of their compatriots who were still under
the colonial yoke. The independent Africans had
solemnly undertaken, in May 1963 and in the very
hall where the Special Committee was now meeting,
to liberate the entire African continent from the colonial
yoke and from racism, His delegation hoped that human
wisdom would decide in favour of peace and reconstruc
tion, for the other alternative would be a great conflagra
tion in the context of African evolution.

202. The representative of Ethiopia said that, for
forty-five years, the gallant people of South West
Africa, after helping to drive out their German colonial
masters, had been suffering under the ruthless domina
tion of the tainted Government of South Africa, which
regarded the Mandate as equivalent to authorized an
nexation. As the Mandatory Power, South Africa had
violated Article 22 of the Covenant of the League uf
Nations as well as the Mandate provisions committing
it, inter alia, to promote to the utmost the material
and moral well-being and the social progress of the
inhabitants.

203. He recalled the failure, due to South Africa's
intransigence, of the steps taken at the inception of
the United Nations to have the Territory placed under
the Trusteeship system, which had resulted in South
West Africa remaining the sole Territory still under
Mandate; worse still, it was subjected to the abhorrent
racist policy of apartheid. Not only had South Africa
failed to fulfil its obligations under the Mandate with

cr-=-----~~~=_==== .s

, 'disapproval of West Germany's involvement in South
• j'West Africa, and his delegation would urge West
: ; Germany to put an cnd to such activities.
I 198. The Tanzanian delegation would like to sec
\, a resolution reaffirming the right of the people of South

West Africa to self-determination and independence
.and the legitimacy of their struggle against the South
African Government. It would condemn all Powers

• still collaborating with South Africa either economically
. ~ or militarily, especially in regard to South West Africa.

: Such a resolution should contain a strong condemnation

1-by the Special Committee of militarism in South Africa,
especially the development of a nuclear reactor. Refer-

'. ence might be made to' the unholy alliance now spread
g ing to South West Africa and to the building of air
t~ " bases on Zambia's borders; and disapproval should
"/ be expressed regarding the enslavement implicit in the

. implementation of the Odendnal report. South Africa
" constituted a terrible danger in the African continent,

and he hoped that a resolution on the above lines would
• have the support of all delegations represented on the

• Special Committee.
li' 199. The representative of the Ivory Coast recalled'j that his delegation had previously analysed the political,

~ juridical and social aspects of the question of South
_ West Africa and noted that despite innumerable efforts

and proposals the essence of the problem had remained
, ," unchanged. The whole world was witnessing a tragic

• crisis which the United Nations was apparently proving
r .. powerless to overcome, owing to the blind and absurd

1

obstinacy of the South African Government, which
'" was doing nothing to apply the relevant resolutions of'r" the General Assembly and was continuing to defy the
• United Nations. The guiding principle of the Verwoerd

Government was that of the supremacy of the white
: race. That was why it denied the indigenous inhabitants

any possibility of advancement or any hope of exercising
their right to self-determination. The petitioners had

't·· given the Committee clear proof that the situation was
deteriorating from day to day: Bantu education, the
expropriations, the pass laws, the deportations of

1 l. Africans to reserves and the prohibition of trade unions
)' and political parties were all aspects of the persecution

of the Africans by that Government in contempt of
the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration

I ~ - of Human Rights. The odious five-year plan of separate
development was nothing other than a diabolical plan
of debasement and segregation, providing substantial
sums for the establishment of new reserves, the strength
ening of the police, the formation of commando units
and so forth. Hand in hand with it went the no less

\ ..... iniquitous Odendaal plan, which, despite the affirmations
"~.. of the Pretoria racists, was inadmissible because it was

based on segregation.
200. The racist Government of Pretoria, moreover

'\\; , adopted a contradictory attitude with respect to the
Mandate entrusted to it by the international community:

,.." it claimed the rights and powers conferred by the
... . Mandate, yet at the same time it denied the validity of

..:\ ~ the instrument from which those rights and powers
¥~ emanated and refused to recognize the role of the United

Nations, which should supervise the implementation
of the Mandate and ensure that its provisions were
observed.

201. In the view of his delegation, the problem of
South West Africa was not only a juridical one; it was
also a colonial problem, which the Special Committee
was qualified to consider. The Africans were fully aware
of the course which events were taking in that area,
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1C. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE
j

210. At the 367th meeting of the Special Committee, t·
on 15 June 1965, the representative of India introduced i

a draft resolution (A/AC.I09/L.216) sponsored by ~1
Cambodia, India, Iran, Iraq, the Ivory Coast, Mada- ~

gascar, Mali, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tunisia, the United
Republic of Tanzania and Yugoslavia. ;1

1

211. In introducing the draft resolution, the repre- ,I

~~~~~~~ th~~I~~~acir~~~~~n~~:t~~r~~~d~tt~:rre~~~~ Alj~
was that the question of South West Africa would be ~
discussed at the Algiers Conference of Non-Aligned :
States and at the OAU Conference to be held at Accra. .'
After studying the conclusions of those two meetings, ~
the Special Committee would have a further opportunity 1
to review its resolution in New York in September. The \
joint draft resolution should therefore be regarded as I
an interim resolution, based on the information placed ~\
before the Special Committee during its African tour. f

212. The position of the eo-sponsors was that the ~
racial policies enforced in South Africa were basically '\,
more wrong and dangerous than those currently pursued ~:

almost anywhere else. The intractability of the South
African Government had made it impossible for the
United Nations to enter into negotiations of any kind. ~:.
Certain representatives had claimed that the Special rl
Committee had been too ready to accept the petitioners' ,..j.. ,\,.

statements at face value. In the case of South West •
Africa, no discussion with South Africa was possible,
so the Special Committee had no alternative but to ac
cept what the petitioners had said as a true description
of the situation in South West Africa. And it was no
longer possible for the Special Committee or the United
Nations to give the Government of South Africa the
benefit of the doubt-its past and present deeds were
only too plain for all to observe.

213. He hoped that the members of the Special
Committee would support the draft resolution unani
mously. Every effort had been made to make the
resolution as acceptable as possible, and he appealed
to all delegations to vote in favour of it.

214. The representative of Iran observed that the
Special Committee and the United Nations as a whole
faced a difficult situation with regard to South West
Africa. For twenty years a Government which benefited
from all the advantages of membership of the United
Nations had with impunity pursued a policy of total
disregard for General Assembly and Security Council
resolutions. Every appeal to the Government of South

~.

18 Africa, A Foreign Affairs Reader, ed, Philip W. Quigg,
New York and London, 1964.

208. Other press reports illustrated the lopsided
development of African education, under the guidance
of an administration whose legislative colour bars, ac
cording to the Chairman of the Angle-American Corpo
ration, impeded training programmes to increase the
productivity and consequently the earnings of the in
digenous labour force. The obvious conclusion had been
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respect to economic, political, social and educational clearly expressed by at least two leaders of the apart"cid~'
adva!lceme~t but, by es.tablishing .military bases in the State: meeting the demand for better wages could'~
Territory, It had committed a serIOUS breacn of article not only damage the upward economic trend and un- ~
4 of the Mandate. In short, the South African Govern- dermine the competitive ability of South African goods I;
ment had f1a~rant1y violated the Territory's international overseas, but would require curtailment of the neces-v,
status ~nd. Impeded the people's advance toward self- sary expenditure for South Africa's safety. That "neces- .,
determination, sary expenditure", according to an allegation reported I)

2<>:1-. Coming to more recent developments in the in the April 1965 issue of AfricaDigest, had gone into1.'
Territory, he recalled the action taken by the Special the manufacture of poison gases, said to have the!.
Committee, on the basis of its well-documented report destructive effect of a 20-megaton bomb. I
to the General Assembly at its nineteenth session (AI 209. Such was the situation in South West Africa ~
5800/Rev:l), co~demnin~ South Africa for its poli~y and, as the petitioners had testified, matters had ~
of compliCity WIth foreign .m?nopohes, engaged In deteriorated to the point of explosion. Hence, there was
plundering South West Africa s natural wealth and urgent need for United Nations action As had been
in exploiting the inhabitants, in violation of Article 73 repeatedly stated the Government and p~ople of Ethio- ~
of the Charter of the United Nations and calling up?n pia were solidly behind the African population of South :1
the Government to put an -immediate end to apart/undo West Africa and would co-operate with all efforts to I,

. f05. Apologists for apartheid .might.do well to con- bring about the restoration of their legitimate rights. ~i,

surer t.he proved facts that AfrIcans In the Republic
and its dependencies by no means enjoyed the highest
standard of living on the continent. Education and
health were cases in point. According to a reputable
publication.P there was no compulsory education for
the under-privileged Africans, and most children of
school ag-'" did not attend school. Under the Bantu
Education Act, schooling was designed to fit Africans
for an inferior place in life. The incidence in parts of
South Africa of malnutrition and related diseases was
the highest recorded in the world. The 1961 infant
mortality rate in one divisional area had been 480 per
thousand live births, and surveys that 57 per cent of
African children died before the age of five.

206. It would thus be seen that the argument that
the African population would be the first to suffer from
any outside pressure on South Africa's slave economy
was not valid. Moreover, the leniency of the major
Western Powers was interpreted by Verwoerd as ap
proval of his facist regime.

207. Almost simultaneously with the issue of the
Special Committee's report, containing appeals directed
particularly to South Africa's major partners, the
United Kingdom and the United States of America, to
exert their influence to put an end to the activities of
the international companies in South West Africa, a
spate of newspaper reports had appeared in South
Africa affirming that trade was on the increase, not
only with the United Kingdom and the United States,
but also with Europe, Asia and even Africa (Portugal's
colonial Territories) , in seeming proof that South
African business was gaining in confidence a" prestige,
despite United Nations condemnation and v. Jrld-wide
indignation. Specific countries mentioned included Ja
pan, the Netherlands and France. Another press report
had quoted a member of the United National South
West Opposition Party, claiming that the cost of living
had gone up tremendously as a result of the Odendaal
plan, the objective of which was to divide the Territory
and regroup the population into Bantustans and a white
area.
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help, but the mainspring of effective action lay elsewhere.
He therefore appealed to the OAU to give the most
serious consideration to South Africa's plan to reduce
the people of South West Africa to slavery. The organic
link between the OAU and the problems of the remain
ing African dependent territories and international
action had been rightly emphasized by the Administra
tive Secretary-General of that organization. That link
must be further strengthened. The most immediate task
was to ensure that all members of the international com
munity refrained from extending any assistance what
soever, direct or indirect, military or non-military,
to the Government of South Africa. In that task, a
direct confrontation with the protagonists of persuasion
was unavoidable. The fact was that by maintaining
contacts with South Africa they increased its potential
to defy world opinion. The new African policy therefore
had to be clearly stated: in its struggle for independence,
Africa could not accommodate half-friends. Other coun
tries had either to be full friends or enemies. In order
to be sincere and effective, professions of sympathy must
be accompanied by deeds.

218. It was also essential to offer an international
guarantee, not only for the preservation of South West
Africa's territorial integrity, but for that of neighbouring
countries whose independence and sovereignty were
menaced. The draft resolution could only derive its force
from vigilance, especially on the part of the African
countries, condemnation of South Africa leading to its
complete isolation, and international solidarity.

219. The representative of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics explained the Soviet Union delegation's
position on the draft resolution in the light of the state
ments made by the petitioners and the Special Corn
mittee's deliberations on South West Africa. It had
become quite clear that the violation of international
law was now the rule in South West Africa. The
Verwoerd regime had perpetrated an outrage upon the
dignity of the human personality. Instead of the inde
pendence promised to the people of South West Africa.
in return for their participation in the First and Second
W orld Wars, they had been placed in the clutches of
the pro-Nazi supporters of Verwoerd. Instead of terri
torial integrity, to which the people of South West
Africa had the same right as all other peoples, they
were threatened with absorption into South Africa,
thanks to the support given to Verwoerd by certain
Western Powers. The country had been dismembered,
reduced to a series of concentration camps, in order to
facilitate its control by South Africa. In South West
Africa today the only law was the violation of the
dignity and of the rights of man. The people of South
West Africa were reduced to slavery, denied all edu
cation and medical assistance. Such was their situation.
Yet they were human beings like all other peoples. The
situation in South West Africa was a monstrous con
tradiction of the Charter of the United Nations, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the Decla
ration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. No person, not even those coun
tries that were assisting Verwoerd, could deny the truth
of that statement.

220. In the course of the Special Committee's delib
erations, it had been shown that the crimes perpetrated
against South West Africa, against the entire continent
of Africa. and against man himself had been perpetrated
in the name of profit-the profit made by investors from
the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
the Federal Republic of Germany, France and Belgium.
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-d
thcid~' Africa to co-operate with the United Nations in a
:ould', peaceful settlement of the question of South West
I un- I Africa had been in vain. Instei.d, South Africa was now
nods I: contemplating a total annexation of the Territory. The
eces-! Odendaal plan was an attempt to prepare the way for
eces-' that step. The main objective of the plan was to divide
irted I the Territory into small parcels as a way of dealing
into 1.. with the fact of an African majority. It served to
the J, strengthen the position of the European settlers, who

I were coming to South Africa in increasing numbers,
frica ~ both in the economy and the administration of the
had ~ Territory, through the full application of apartheid.
was On the other hand, measures had already been taken
been. to carve up the Territory into "homelands", which
:hio- ~ might more appropriately be termed concentration
outh ~1 camps, since they were filled by means of forced migra
s tol tion. Africans lived there under appalling conditions

, and served as a source of cheap labour. In short, the
Odendaal plan was an attempt to enslave the African

1 population. .
4.", 215. South Africa's obstinate refusal to implement

ttee, " the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
iced ~ ~ Colonial Countries and Peoples represented a challenge

by \ to the United Nations. The petitioners had amply
ida- ~ justified their people's determination to resist Ver
ited woerd's schemes. Success in their struggle for in-

,~ dependence must primarily depend on their own efforts,
?re- ,! and on the support and sympathy of the world com
lore -'it munity in general and the African States in particular.
son ~ The sponsors of the draft resolution had attempted to
I be ' embody in it the aspirations' of the people of South
ned West Africa. There were nevertheless certain short-
era. comings in the draft resolution, which did not, for
IgS, ~ instance, provide for co-ordinating machinery for the
lity ; effective application of Gener-' Assembly resolution
rhe 11 1899 (XVIII). In the circumstances, however, the
as delegation of Iran had joined in sponsoring the draft

ced ..:t\ resolution in its present form in order to ensure the
•..- widest posible measure of support. He appealed to the

the ". members of the Special Committee to adopt the resolu-
illy 'I tion unanimously, so that the South African Govern-
led ment would be faced with a united front.

~:
uth 216. The representative of Syria said that the
the behaviour of the South African Government in violating
nd, ~~. the terms of the Mandate, in pursuing its policy of
:ial -4.' apartheid and in subjecting the people of South West
~rs' .1 Africa to hardship and atrocity came as no surprise.
est d Its behaviour fitted into an elaborate pattern 0'£ colonial
'le, ~I oppression that had been put to the test in other colonial
ac- territories. The South African Government was bent
'on ;t..t on destroying the African personality in South West
no . Africa. It denied the Africans every right to advance-
:ed ment and education and reduced them to slavery. The
:he 1 best land had been given to settlers, while Africans
~re 'I were confined to barren areas. Having thus created

.,
..

•,. aAPfP~l1ing ~onditions in South WesthAfrica, the South
ncan regime then claimed that t e people were in

capable of governing themselves. The fact that the case
'~j of South West Africa was before the International
,J Court of Justice was being exploited by the South1 African Government in order to hasten the process of
~I conquest and to face the world with a fait aaompli.
i 217. The civilized world had no common language

~\ with South Africa. In the name of law, justice, morality
t and reason, the Special Committee was investigating
j South Africa's activities, but such notions were foreign

'J' to South Africa, which had ignored all appeals by the
..••• United Nations. The adoption of strong resolutions,

'i particularly unanimous resolutions, would certainly
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paragraph 2, for example, no mention was made of the l err
~eclaration ~n the Granting of Independence to Colo- ;'. of
mal Countries and Peoples, which had rightly been . 18
referred to in the resolutions on Southern Rhodesia ~ su
and the Portuguese Territories (A/AC.l09/120 and I to
A/AC.109/124 and Corr.I), Operative paragraph 5 j w(
was sound, but its wording seemed slightly ambiguous. J S
If the eo-sponsors contemplated measures against South ~i th
Africa under the Charter, they should make their appeal ~t~ pr
to the Security Council, not to the General Assembly.
If other measures were contemplated, they should be
stated more clearly. Operative paragraph 6 was a repe
tition of the resolution adopted in 1964. The correspond- '.\
ing paragraph in the resolution on the Portuguese
Territories set out the Special Committee's reasons for ~~;
drawing the Security Council's attention to the pre- ,\
vailing situation, which seemed to leave less room for'
doubt. He therefore suggested that the reasons should I<
also be stated in the draft resolution on South West
Africa. With regard to operative paragraphs 7 and 8,
he recalled that a similar provision had been included
in the 1964 resolution. In the event, only fourteen States
(see A/5690 and Add.l-3) had seen fit to inform the '
Secretary-General of the measures they had taken to '1 ,
carry out operative paragraph 7 of resolution 1899
(XVIII), which called upon all States to refrain from
supplying arms and petroleum to South Africa. The
States in question were the Soviet Union, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, India, Syria, Tunisia, Nigeria, Indo- • ~

nesia, Kuwait, Nepal, Liberia, Jamaica, the Dominican
Republic and Spain whose reply had been somewhat ~
ambiguous. He understood that the Governments of
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria had also responded favourably.
But what of the other States? Why had no NATO "!
Powers replied to the Secretary-General? What was
the attitude of the members of SEATO, CENTO and
ANZUS ? Were they still supplying arms and petroleum
to South Africa? The Soviet Union delegation strongly ~
doubted whether a second apeal would meet with a more i

favourable response than the first. ~.I
226. With a view to strengthening the draft reso- 1

lution, the Soviet Union delegation wished to suggest "
the addition of certain important points. In the first I'
place, the question of rocket bases and nuclear activities
in South West Africa was not mentioned in the draft
resolution, despite the information received by the
Special Committee. The United States representative
had confirmed that the United States Government con
tinued to co-operate with South Africa in nuclear mat
ters and had not suggested that such co-operation
would cease. In view of the clear and convincing state
ments made by the petitioners, he thought it would be
right to appeal in the draft resolution to the United
States of America and all other countries to put an
end to nuclear co-operation with South Africa, whether
for peaceful or warlike purposes.

227. He also wished to suggest that some mention
should be made in the draft resolution of the dangerous
presence of Nazi war criminals in South West Africa.

228. Furthermore, the draft resolution made no ref
erence to capital investment in South West Africa which
gave added support to the policy of apartheid and the
annexation of the Territory by South Africa. The
Special Committee had taken a clear stand on that issue
by recommending that the General Assembly appeal to
all States whose nationals had public or private interests
in the international companies in South West Africa,
especially the United Kingdom and the United States
of America, to cease to give any support to the Gov-

~
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The Special Committee had produced a report on the
implications of the activities of the mining industry and
of the other international companies having interests
in South West Africa (A/5840). That report had
revealed which countries were deriving profit from the
sufferings of the people of South West Africa, During
the present session positive evidence had been produced
of the reality of those facts.

221. In addition, a new feature had emerged, namely
the military build-up in the Territory. One might have
thought that the people of South West Africa had
suffered in every conceivable way, but now the Special
Committee had learnt that the Territory was being
converted into a war machine. Evidence had been pro
duced of highly dangerous activities, such as the m,\I1U
facture of poison gases, the construction of rockets and
nuclear weapons. He wished to point out to the repre
sentative o. the United States of America that the
petitioners had referred to nuclear activities in South
West Africa, not to the United States reactor in South
Africa. It was significant that the United States repre
sentative had acknowledged that the United States Gov
ernment was co-operating with South Africa in nuclear
matters. A further menace to peace was the base being
constructed in the Caprivi Strip as a springboard for
aggression. That evidence was worthy of the most
minute examination and should be reflected in the draft
resolution.

222. In the course of the Special Committee's work,
it had also been revealed that South Africa had become
a haven for Nazi war criminals who had fled from
Europe after the Second World War. As the repre
sentative of a country that had suffered 20 million
deaths in the battle against Nazi Germany, he could
not remain impassive at the news that fascist killers
and torturers were now finding refuge in southern
Africa. It had been said that Nazism was a thing of
the past. But what was happening in South West Africa
was of the present, and every step must be taken to
ensure that it did not extend into the future.

223. The Special Committee had heard the repre
sentatives of movements that were actively struggling
against oppression. It was clear that the people of South
West Africa would not always be slaves, but the battle
was being waged against skilful enemies. With the
support of NATO, and particularly of the United States,
the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Ger
many, a criminal alliance had been formed between
Verwoerd, Salazar and Smith. It could not be too
strongly emphasized that it was the Special Committee's
duty to assist the people of South West Africa; that
was in fact the very reason for its presence in Africa.
The Committee's task did not consist in the multiplica
tion of documents and words, but in assistance for the
struggling people,

224. The draft resolution was one of the ways of
achieving that end. In the opinion of the Soviet dele
gation, its value depended on the extent to which it
reflected the actual situation in South West Africa
and the extent to which it fulfilled the Special Com
mittee's main purpose. It contained many important
proposals, which followed the lines of the previous
resolutions adopted by the Special Committee. The
preamble, in the view of the Soviet delegation, was
objective and even dynamic. It gave a clear description
of the situation in South West Africa.

2~S. On the other hand, the operative paragraphs
seemed to lack clarity, although many of them corre
sponded to the Special Committee's task. In operative
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socialist countries. As he had said when introducing
the draft resolution, the sponsors were aware that the
text was couched in moderate terms. That was not at all
because they were seeking unanimity at the cost of
principle. The reason was the interim nature of the
resolution. The African-Asian States scheduled to meet
at Algiers, and OAU at its session later in the year
at Accra, would both have recommendations to make
with regard to the question of South West Africa before
the next session of the General Assembly.

233. The question of unanimity was incidental j he
hoped however .that all members of the Special Com
mittee would find it possible to vote for the draft reso
lution.

234. The representative of Sierra Leone stated that
it was impossible to think of South West Africa apart
from South Africa, in view of the ever-present threat
that the Territory would be engulfed by its expansionist
neighbour. South Africa, nominally the Mandatory
Power, was introducing into the Territory the odious
practice of apartheid. Its determination to give effect
to the recommendations of the Odendaal Commission
should cause great anxiety to the Special Committee.
As a result of its racist policies, Africans in the Terri
tory were not allowed to participate in the economy
except as labourers. South West Africa's enormous
economic potential was being plundered by the numerous
foreign interests active in the southern part of the
continent. The Special Committee had been told that
South Africa was constructing bases in the Territory,
and that countries other than South Africa were assist
ing in a general military build-up.

235. Since 1963, when most African States had
adopted a trade boycott, some countries had actually
expanded their trade with South Africa. They should
be condemned as enemies of the African people.

236. The only remaining obstacle to a complete take
over by South Africa was the case before the Interna
tional Court of Justice concerning the status of South
West Africa. Even so, South Africa was becoming ever
more deeply involved in the Territory and the Special
Committee must devise a way of curtailing South
African influence there. That was a world problem and
all countries must join. forces to deal with it. It was
in that spirit of co-operation that his delegation had
joined in sponsoring the draft resolution.

237. The representative or Bulgaria said that one
more year of discussions and resolutions had brought
the Special Committee no closer to a solution of the
case of South West Africa, On the contrary, it was
clear from the statements of the petitioners that the
situation in the Territory continued to deteriorate. The
South African Government continued to defy the resolu
tions of the United Nations and to suppress the national
liberation movement in the Territory. The South Afri
can Minister for Justice had recently revealed that
during the past five years a total of 494 people had been
executed in South Africa.

238. The inhuman policy of apartheid had penetrated
every aspect of life. In defiance of the Special Com
mittee's resolution, the Verwoerd regime had begun
to carry out the recommendations of the Odendaal Com
mission. The complete application of those recommenda
tions would amount to nothing less than partition and,
later, full annexation of the Territory.

239. There was nothing in the draft resolution to
which his delegation could not subscribe. The first
three operative paragraphs brought it into line with the
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,f the 1 ernment of South Africa and to observe the provisions
Colo- ;\ of General Assembly resolutions 1761 (XVII), and
been . 1899 (XVIII), and by recommending further that all

desia i such States should exert their influence to put an end
andl to the activities of the international companies which

ph 5 . were detrimental to the interests of the population of
uous. U South West Africa. In view of that clear statement of
louth~' the Special Committee's position, he felt that a similar
ppeal !. provision should be included in the draft resolution.
nbly. 229. The resolution on the Portuguese Territories
d be had called upon the specialized agencies and in par-
repe- ticular the International Bank for Reconstruction and
ond- 1\ Development and the, International Monetary Fund to
tuese refrain from granting Portugal any financial, economic
s for ~(, or technical assistance so long as the Portuguese Gov
pre- 1 ernment failed to renounce its colonial policy. There

1 for' I. seemed no reason to limit that appeal to Portugal. Only
iould ); the United States representative had voted against the
Nest paragraph in question, and he felt sure that no other
Id 8, i delegate would question its wisdom. He therefore
uded I thought that it should also be applied to South Africa.
tates t, With those additions, he felt that the draft resolution
l the '\ would embody the minimum requirements of the South
n to ., West African people.
1899 230. In presenting the draft resolution, the repre-
from sentative of India had explained that it had been drafted
The in liberal or moderate terms because it was interim in
and, nature. In view of the fact that the question of South
ndo- • ~ West Africa was before the International Court of Jus-
dean tice, that attitude was understandable. All previous
what \r resolutions, however, had been interim in nature, and
s of the time had surely come to produce something more
ably. permanent. Even if the temporary nature of the draft
l TO ~ resolution was accepted, there still seemed no reason
was why it should not be clarified. In connexion with the
and Indian representative's second argument, namely that
eum the draft resolution had been liberally drafted in order
ngly ·,f,. to gain the widest possible measure of support, the
nore ~,' Soviet Union wondered whether there was any real

.I possibility of the draft resolution's being unanimously
.1, adopted. Moreover, it was a mistake to regard unani-
. mity as an end in itself. The main criterion in framing

the draft resolution should be the extent to which it
would benefit the people of South West Africa. The
Soviet Union had always stood for agreement and co
operation between all nations, including the United
States of America and the United Kingdom. Its policy
was not enmity but concord, as recent events had clearly
shown, but the Soviet Union would never sacrifice its
basic principles in order to achieve unanimity. As the
representative of Syria had said, Africa could no longer
tolerate half-friends, or even quarter-friends. The reso
lutions on Southern Rhodesia and the Portuguese Ter
ritories had been adopted by a large majority, and
the Soviet Union would be satisfied to see a more
strongly worded resolution on South West Africa
adopted by a similar majority.

231. It seemed to the Soviet Union delegation that
too much remained unsaid in the draft resolution. As
it was not yet in final form, he appealed to the co
sponsors to make every effort to ensure that it would
fulfil its basic purpose, that of giving active support
to the people of South West Africa. If the draft reso
lution was not modified along the lines he had suggested,
he wished to reserve his right to intervene again after
the voting.

232. The representative of India observed that the
Afro-Asian members of the Special Committee appre
ciated the unwavering support of the delegations of the
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244. Despite its failure so far to induce the Western I).
countries to effect a real change in their policies \
vis-a-vis the South African Government, the United '
Nations must continue to insist on effective political
and economic sanctions and a total arms embargo
against South Africa. Those were the only means, short J
of military action, which could induce Verwoertl to
change his policies. If the Western countries continued , .
to ignore the appeals of the United Nations, they would 1
be exposed as accomplices of the South African racists. ~ t

245. In the circumstances, his delegation seriously
doubted whether operative paragraph 7 of the draft reso
lution was an adequate response to the existing situa
tion. Another defect in the draft resolution was that it
overlooked the need for an urgent appeal to all States (~,
to discontinue financial and technical assistance to South
Africa. Such an appeal should also be addressed to all
the specialized agencies, and in particular to the Inter
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development and
the International Monetary Fund.

246. Another flaw in the draft resolution was that it
did not reflect the information given by the petitioners
regarding the use of South West Africa as a haven
for Nazi war criminals.

247. Finally, his delegation believed that the situa-
tion in South West Africa was so serious that it war
ranted an appeal to the Security Council to examine
the question.

248. He assured the people of South West Africa
of his delegation's full support in their just struggle,
and expressed the conviction that they would soon
break the chains of colonial bondage.

249. The representative of Denmark said that, in
defiance of numerous United Nations resolutions, the
South African Government was still clinging to its own
policy with regard to South West Africa. The ideas
set forth in the Odendaal report were incompatible with
the interests of the African population. The report was
based on the principle of a,partheid, and its main pur
pose was to uphold white supremacy and to facilitate
the de facto incorporation of South West Africa into
South Africa. The system of "homelands" was probably
unworkable, and the partition of the Territory sug
gested in the report would not give the indigenous
population a fair share of the country or its resources.

250. The South African Government had already
begun to put into effect some of the suggestions in the
report, although it had also declared that it would not
carry out any of the political measures before the Inter
national Court of Justice had rendered its judgement
regarding the Territory. The report was an integrated
entity, however, and the fulfilment of one part would
necessarily facilitate the fulfilment of its other parts.

251. It was no wonder that the African nationalist
parties ill South West Africa had unanimously re
jected the Odendaal report and expressed the wish
that the South African administration of their country
be brought to an end. In retaliation, the South African
authorities had resorted to the imprisonment of African
leaders, and looked to the so-called Coloured Council
and the chiefs for support. Yet there was nothing to
indicate that the latter represented any substantial part
of the population.

252. The petitioners had testified that a military
build-up was taking place in South West Africa, and
the Special Committee had also heard about the military
co-operation between South Africa, Southern Rhodesia

J,
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resolutions recently adopted by the Special Committee
on the questions of Southern Rhodesia and the Terri
tories under Portuguese administration (A/AC.l09/
120 and A/AC.l09/124 and Cord). However, the
sponsors had omitted, in operative paragraph 2, to make
reference to the Declaration on the Granting of Inde
pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

240. He attached great importance to operative para
graph 4, for South West Africa was being rapidly trans
formed into a base for internal suppression and aggres
sion against neighbouring States. He also attached
particular importance to operative paragraph 7, which
referred to General Assembly resolution 1899 (XVIII).
That resolution had urged all States to refrain forthwith
from supplying petroleum or petroleum products to
South Africa in any manner or form. That provision
had to be considered in conjunction with the provisions
of various other resolutions calling upon all States to
take certain specific measures against South Africa, in
cluding the breaking-offof diplomatic and economicrela
tions and the imposition of a total arms embargo. His
Government followed a policy of strict compliance with
those recommendations. Information available to the
Special Committee indicated that not all States took
the same line.

241. Thus the claim made by the United States of
America and the United Kingdom that their policies
in regard to an arms embargo were in full agreement
with United Nations resolutions were belied by the
facts as revealed by petitioners. A British company
had recently been granted a licence to export military
vehicles to South Africa. The South African Minister
for Defence had revealed that even prior to the alleged
imposition of the arms embargo, South Africa had
already been supplied with all the necessary equipment
for the manufacture of light arms and ammunition.
Furthermore, the United Kingdom and the United
States had done nothing to induce their NATO allies,
such as the Federal Republic of Germany, to heed the
appeals of the United Nations. The net result was that,
far from being adversely affected by those resolutions,
South Africa had now greatly increased its military
strength.

242. The Special Committee must be particularly
disturbed at reports of South African efforts to develop
weapons of mass destruction, with the assistance of its
Western allies. The United States delegation had re
peatedly denied the military implications of the atomic
reactor built by the United States in South Africa.
The fact remained, as pointed out in the Belgian Press,
that South Africa had everything it needed to produce
its own atomic weapons, including a nuclear reactor
and scores of nuclear technicians trained abroad. Only
the most naive could believe that the transfer of nuclear
technical knowledge to the South African racists was an
innocent matter.

243. The Western Powers had displayed a similar
reluctance to apply the economic sanctions called for
in United Nations resolutions. In their public pro
nouncements, Western businessmen unashamedly put
profits before human dignity. Furthermore, the United
Kingdom Prime Minister had said that his Govern
ment was not committed to any form of control over
trade in relation to South Africa and, in particular, did
not feel an oil sanction to be appropriate. It was only
too clear why the South African Government felt able
to continue its defianceof the United Nations and world
public opinion.
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recalled its diplomatic representatives accredited to that
Government.

258. At the 371st meeting, the representative of
the United Republic of Tanzania, on behalf of the eo
sponsors, said that the second preambular paragraph
01' the draft resolution (A/AC.I09/L.216) should be
revised to read "Haviflg heard the statements made by
petitioners", and that a third preambular paragraph
should be added as foilows: "HQviflg also heard the
statement of the Administrative Secretary-General of
the Organization of African Unity on the problem of
decolonization in general and on the specially dangerous
situation that exists in South West Africa".

259. Secondly, operative paragraph 5 of the draft
resolution should be revised to read as follows:

"Recommends to the General Assembly and the
Security Council to take appropriate steps to safe
guard the sovereignty of the people of South West
Africa and the integrity of the Territory and to this
end to take the necessary concrete and adequate
measures in co-operation with the Organization of
African Unity."
260. At the 372nd meeting, the Chairman drew

attention to a further revision desired by the eo
sponsors, whereby the phrase "and the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples" would be added to the end of operative
paragraph 2 of the draft resolution.

261. At the same meeting, the draft resolution
(A/AC.I09/L.216) as orally revised, was adopted by
20 votes to none, with 3 abstentions.

262. The representative of Australia, explaining his
delegation's vote on the resolution, said that clearly
the tC1Ct represented the results of much give-and-take
among the delegations, and it was in large part ac
ceptable to his delegation, especially as it dealt with a
Territory which had a special interest for Australia as
a former Mandatory Power. Indeed Australia had made
a direct approach to South Africa in regard to com
pliance with the international obligations imposed under
Chapter XI of the Charter of the United Nations m
respect of a territory which Australia regarded as a
Non-SeU-Governing Territory.

263. The preamble to the resolution recalled a num
ber of previoua resolutions which for various reasons
his delegation had not been able to support. Nor did it
feel that the reference to the recommendations of the
Odendaal Commission precisely reflected the actual
position as described in the working paper prepared
by the Secretariat.

264. A further difficulty for his delegation was the
. statement in the ninth preambular paragraph that the

situation was a continuing threat to peace and security.
Australia could not subscribe to that view, at any rate
in the present circumstances. While his delegation did
not endorse the South African argument that considera
tion of the question infringed the sub iudice principle,
parts of the resolution could be construed as doing so.
The United Nations must be satisfied beyond reasonable
doubt of the validity of its legal position before taking
measures based on purely political considerations, and
the Australian Government would regard any Interna
tional Court of Justice ruling as providing a definitive
legal opinion on the matter.

265. His delegation had reservations with regard
to operative paragraph 7, though Australia did not
supply arms to South Africa nor, so far as it was aware,
were there any Australian commercial interests in South

Addelldum to .,enda item 23

and Portugal. The Danish Government condemned the
policies pursued by the Verwoerd regime in South West
Africa, and considered that the Pretoria Government
was violating the Mandate, the Charter of the United
Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

253. His delegation could therefore support the draft
resolution, with certain reservations. In the first place,
he considered the phrase "a continuing threat to peace
and security", in the penultimate preambular paragraph,
to be too categorical, as well as unduly reminiscent
of the terms of Chapter VII of the Charter. Secondly,
he was not clear as to the implications of operative
paragraphs 2 and 3; his delegation fully sympathized
with the aspirations of the people of South West Africa,
and assumed that those paragraphs were to be inter
preted in a manner consistent with the Charter and
the established rules of international law. With those
reservations, his delegation could vote for the draft
resolution as it stood. If the text should be changed,
his delegation might have to reconsider its position.

254. The representative of Poland recalled that, ac
cording to the statements made by the petitioners, large
numbers of former Nazis had not only sought refuge
in South and South West. Africa but were also serving
as miiitary instructors and assisting the Verwoerd
regime to develop weapons of mass destruction. The
ruling Nationalist Party of South Africa was pursuing
a "master race" policy under the guise of apartheid.
Although the Second World War had finished twenty
years previously, the prosecution of Nazi war criminals
had never ceased to be a matter of concern. The United
Nations Commission on Human Rights had recently
decided that there should be no period of limitation on
the prosecution of those responsible for crimes against
humanity, and requested all Governments to co-operate
in the prosecution of such criminals (see E/4024,
para. 567),

255. Poland had lost 6 million people at the hands
of the Nazis, and felt very strongly that no Nazi criminal
should be allowed to go unpunished. The world could
not remain indifferent to the news that former Nazis
were seeking asylum in South Vlest Africa, and the
petitioners' testimony to that effect should be brought
to the notice of the appropriate United Nations organs.
He accordingly proposed the inclusion in the draft
resolution of an operative paragraph drawing the atten
tion of the Commission on Human Rights to the pres
ence of Nazi war criminals in South West Africa.

256. The representative of Chile stated that his dele
gation had studied closely the draft resolution concern
ing South West Africa and would vote for it. His dele
gation hoped that the adoption of the draft resolution
would produce the desired effect and lead to a solution
of the problems burdening the African population.

257. His delegation attached particular importance
to operative paragraph 7 of the draft resolution. which
recalled paragraph 7 of resolution 1899 (XVIII) urg
ing all States to take certain measures against the
South African Government-and in particular to im
pose an arms embargo-to prevent it from pursuing
its repressive action against the population of the Ter
ritory. He wished to recall that, when the Secretary
General of the United Nations had consulted Member
States on that point, the Chilean Government had de
cided to suspend all deliveries and sales of arms to
the South African Government. Furthermore Chile had
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West Africa. Thus for reasons which might appear
unduly legalistic but which could not be lightly dis
missed, his delegation had felt obliged to abstain in
the voting.

266. The representative of Italy explained that he
had voted in favour of the resolution because !:e was
aware of the dangers inherent in the South West Afri
can situation. There were three main causes for con
cern: first, the South African Government's failure to
comply with the League of Nations Mandate; secondly,
the South African Government's refusal to recognize
and apply to South West Africa the principles and
ideas embodied in the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries ana Peoples; and
thirdly, the extension of the policy and practice of
apartheid from South Africa to South West Africa.
He had acted in accordance with his Government's
consistent attitude on the question.

267. He wished, however, to reserve his position on
the wording of the penultimate preambular paragraph
and on the meaning and implications of the second
and third operative paragraphs, on which he held views
similar to those expressed by the representative of
Denmark. He also reserved his position on the revised
text of operative paragraph 5, which had wide implica
tions. His reservations in no way weakened his support
for the resolution as a whole.

268. The representative of the United States of
America expressed sincere appreciation of the effort
made by the sponsors of the draft resolution on South
West Africa to find a basis for general agreement among
all those desirous of promoting changed and improved
conditions in that Territory. His delegation had given
the draft resolution most careful consideration and had
abstained in the vote principally because-particularly
in the seventh and eighth preambular paragraphs of
the text adopted-the resolution seemed to take a stand
on the very question which the International Court of
Justice had been asked to decide, i.e.• the question
of South Africa's performance under the terms of the
Mandate.

269. The United States had always insisted that
South Africa was bound to comply with all the terms,
conditions and obligations of the Mandate, and in par
ticular to promote tu the utmost the material and moral
well-being and the social progress of the inhabitants.
Its view that South Africa had not lived up to its
obligations in that respect, and hence had bee-r derelict
in its obligations to the international community, had
been stated again and again. Nevertheless, the United
States did not believe that the General Assembly or
any organ thereof should take action or make recom
mendations relating to the question until the Interna
tional Court of Justice had rendered its decision. That
stand was consistent with the feeling of the majority
of United Nations Members that the rule of law was
of great importance in the conduct of international
affairs. Furthermore, any action taken by the United
Nations in the matter should rest upon a solid legal
foundation, commensurate with the obligations of the
world community to the peoples of the former Mandated
Territories.

270. The United States firmly upheld the right of
the peoples of South West Africa to a full exercise of
self-determination and continued strongly to oppose
many aspects of the South African Government's policy
in the administration of the Territory, as calculated
to isolate the majority of the people from the trends
of the twentieth century. The application of that policy

was seemingly an attempt to slow down progress toward I

self-determination, if not to halt it entirely, and that I

attempt. had bee~ accompanied by many forms of
apartheid; The Umted States condemned apartheid and
its application anywhere in the world; it was shocked
at the existing labour laws and their application in I

South West Africa. The practices instituted and en
forced under that legislation were unworthy of the
present day and age.

271: Finally, his Government was following with
great m~erest the proceedings now unfolding before the
I.n~ern~tlo~al Court of Justice. By maintaining its par
ticipation m the case, the South African Government
had accepted the Court's jurisdiction in the matter.
He would like to re-emphasize in that connexion the
imp~rtance the United States. attached to respect for
the Judgement of the International Court as the prin
cipal judicial organ of the United Nations' under
Article 94 of the Charter, each Member of the' United
Nations undertook to comply with the decision of the
Court in any case to which it was a party. The United
States would therefore expect that the decision of the
Court in the particular case in question would be com
plied with.

272. The interest of the United States in the question
and in the future of the peoples of South West Africa
remained undiminished. His Government would con
tinue its suppor t for the United Nations special train
ing programme for South West Africans and would
go on providing assistance to South West Africans
~hrough other educational programmes. Furthermore,
It would seek additional opportunities to help in the
hope of hastening the day when the peoples o'f South
West Africa would be given the opportunity to speak
for themselves and to make their own choices, on the
basis of full equality with the rest of the world com
munity.

273. The representative of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland recalled that his
delegation had already spoken briefly in the course of
the African tour about the United Kingdom Govern
ment's attitude to the question of South West Africa.
The basis of his Government's approach, as in the case
of its colonial policies in the Territories for which it
was re?p01~sible, w.as respe~t for the principle of self
determination as laid down m the Charter of the United
Nations, together with support for the Charter obliga
tions and principles affecting Non-Self-Governing Ter
ritories. It was the belief of his Government that those
obligations and principles, including in particular the
principle of self-determination, were applicable to South
West Africa and should form the basis of the South
African Government's policy with respect to that
Territory.

274. The United Kingdom Government also had
repeatedly made plain, in the United Nations and else
where, that it dissociated itself completely from the
racial policies of the South 'African Government and
that it regarded the doctrine of apartheid as both abhor
rent and impractical.

275. The question of the obligations of the South
African Government in relation to the League of
Nations Mandate and to the United Nations was before
the International Court of Justice and, therefore, was
sub judice. The United Kingdom Government believed
that it would be wrong for the Special Committee or
{or members of the Special Committee to take up po
sitions now on those matters, pending the Court's
decision. It therefore considered any resolution on South

./;,
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particular care. Unanimous support would have been
helpful, both to the Special Committee's work and to
the peoples of South West Africa. It was a moot point
whether the South African Government would not mis
understand the position, for it was unwise and dan
gerous to put faith in any Government which by official
policy was acting in every way contrary to the Charter,
the Declaration of Human Rights, and General As
sembly resolution 1514 (XV). The delegations abstain
ing at the present juncture would, in the next few
months, have another chance to chanoe their attitude
and he hoped that they would find it possible to vote
affirmatively in the General Assembly, when the Special
Committee's report came up for consideration.

281. The matters referred to the International Court
of Justice were relatively limited in scope and could not
be set against the dangerous situation created by South
Africa's racial policy as a reason for inaction on the
part of the Special Committee. That situation was a
threat not only to the peace of Africa but to the peace
of the whole world, and all that the eo-sponsors were
concerned to do was to draw attention to the urgency
of the matter. The sponsors had been moved by a
sincere desire to be helpful and constructive and it was
a matter of deep disappointment to them that there had
not been unanimous support for t:1'~ resolution. After
the forthcoming meetings of Heads of States, it was
their intention to apply themselves to the drafting of
a more adequate text.

282. The representative of the Unir.c of Soviet So
cialist Republics, speaking on behalf of his own dele
gation and those of Poland and Bulgaria, explained
his vote on the resolution concerning South West
Africa. The three delegations had voted with somewhat
mixed' feelings. If the resolution in question did contain
provisions calculated to assist the people of South West
Africa in their fight for independence, it was still not
adequate. When the draft resolution had first been
submitted, the delegations of Poland, Bulgaria and the
USSR had not been sure how they should vote, and
they had even put forward a number of proposals;
fortunately, the discussion had led to a clear improve
ment in the text, which had finally enabled the three
delegations to vote in favour.

283. He was gratified that the Special Committee
had decided to associate the Organization of African
Unity in its work, and to recognize the legitimacy of the
struggle of the people of South West Africa to exercise
the rights set forth in the Charter of the United Nations,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples. He was also gratified at the
changes made to operative paragraph 5, as a result of
which the Special Committee was no longer recom
mending just the General Assembly but also the Se
curity Council to initiate the necessary measures, in
collaboration with the OAU, whose collaboration had
become indispensable.

284. He realized, ill the light of the Indian repre
sentative's explanations, that, in the minds of its spon
sors. the resolution was only intended to constitute
one stage in the work of the Special Committee and
not the search for a solution at any price; furthermore,
the sponsors intended to draft a new text which would
take into account considerations not contained in the
resolution just adopted.

285. The resolution (AIAC.l091126) on the ques
tion of South West Africa, adopted by the Special Corn-

Addendum to al!lendll item 23

West Africa inopportune. Quite apart from the impro
priety of saying or doing anything which might preju
dice the Court's proceedings, it seemed to his dele
gation that no expression of opinion or recommendations
about the legal position regarding the Mandate and
the United Nations could be justified in advance of the
Court's rulings on those highly complicated questions.

276. His delegation welcomed the moderation of the
content and wording of much of the resolution adopted
on the question of South West Africa and appreciated
the effort of the sponsors to avoid the inclusion of
unnecessarily controversial matter. Nevertheless, the
United Kingdom vote on the resolution had had to be
determined by its actual content, and an examination
of certain important paragraphs revealed a number of
points which unfortunately could not be reconciled
with the attitude of his Government. On the sixth
preambular paragraph, his delegation was not satisfied
that the evidence showed a deterioration in the situa
tion and noted-so far as the Odendaal report was con
cerned-that, in fact, as the Secretariat working paper
confirmed, the South African Government had given
an undertaking not to implement the report in full,
pending the decision of the International Court of Jus
tice, although it would appear that certain preparatory
measures had been taken. The paragraph in question
was defective in that it took no account of that
undertaking'.

277. The eighth preambular paragraph and operative
paragraph 5, in the view of his Government, were
calculated to prejudice the proceedings in the Interna
tional Court of Justice and would seem, by implication,
to anticipate the Court's decision. The ninth preambular
paragraph, by using the language of Chapter VII of
the Charter, went further, in his delegation's view, than
the situation warranted. Although regarded as serious
and a source of international friction, the situation in
South West Africa did not, so far as his Government
could see, constitute a threat to international peace
and security. Under Article 39 of the Charter, it was
in any case quite clearly for the Security Council and
not for the Special Committee to determine the existence
of a threat to peace.

278. The reference in the tenth preambular para
graph to "obligations" again appeared to concern
matters that were now under consideration by the In
ternational Court of Justice and hence were sub judice.
Operative paragraph 4 made an assumption about the
presence in South West Africa of bases and military
installations that was not, in his delegation's view,
justified by the information so far available to the
Special Committee or to the United Kingdom.

279. Although his delegation supported many of the
underlying objectives of the resolution, the reservations
and difficulties which he had just described, especially
in respect of the importance of not prejudging the
decision of the International Court of Justice, the un
acceptability of the reference to a threat to peace and se
curity and the related matter of the Special Committee's
competence to determine the existence of such a threat,
had made it impossible for his delegation to vote in
favour of the resolution and it had therefore been
reluctantly compelled to abstain.

280. The representative of India said he felt in duty
bound to answer some of the comments made by the
delegations that had been unable to support the reso
lution on South West Africa. The sponsors had hoped
to gain unanimous support for a resolution which, be
cause of its interim nature, had been drafted with
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Declaration on the Granting of
Colonial Countries and Peoples;

"3. Appeals to all States to give the African oopu
lation of South West Africa the necessary mora' ind
material support to enable them to accede to national
independence and to exercise fully their sovereignty
over their country's natural resources;

"4. Requests the South African Government to
withdraw forthwith all the bases and other military
installations situated in the Territory of South West
Africa; and to refrain from using the Territory in
any way whatever as a base for the concentration
of arms or armed forces for internal or external
purposes;

"5. Recommends to the General Assembly and
the Security Council to take appropriate steps to
safeguard the sovereignty of .he people of South
West Africa and the integrity of the Territory and
to this end to take the necessary concrete and ade
quate measures in co-operation with the Organization
of African Unity;

"6. Drawstile anenuon of the Security Council to
the serious situation prevailing in South West Africa;

"7. Invites the Secretary-General to request all
States to inform him of the measures they have taken
to carry out operative paragraph 7 of resolution
1899 (XVIII);

"8. Purtherillvites the Secretary-General to trans
mit this resolution to all States and requests him to
report to the General Assembly and the Special
Committee on the application of paragraph 7 men
tioned above;

"9. Requests the Chairman of the Special Com
mittee to transmit this resolution to the President
of the Security Council;

"10. Decides to maintain the question of South
West Africa on its agenda."

286. The text of the resolution was transmitted to
the President of the Security Council on 21 July 1965
(see S/6565).

D. EXAMINATION OF PETITIONS

287. In operative paragraph 8 (a) of General As
sembly resolution 1899 (XVIII), the Special Com
mittee was requested to C)f cinue its efforts -with a
view to discharging the tasks assigned to it by reso
lution 1805 (XVII). In operative paragraph 3 of reso
lution 1805 (XVII), the 'General Assembly requested
the Special Committee "to discharge, mutatis mutandis,
the tasks assigned to the Special Committee for South
West Africa by resolution 1702 (XVI), taking into
consideration the special responsibilities of the United
Nations with regard to the Territory of South West
Africa .. .", One of the tasks accordingly assigned to
the Special Committee is that of examining petitions
relating to South West Africa.

288. In its report to the General Assembly at its
nineteenth session, the Special Committee had recom
mended for adoption by the General Assembly a draft
resolution on eighty petitions -concerning South West
Africa examined by the Special Committee during 1964
(see A/5800/Rev.1, chapter IV, para. 237).

289. During its nineteenth session, the General As
sembly was unable to dispose of the report of the Special
Committee covering its work during 1%4 or to adopt
any resolutions concerning South West Africa.
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mittee at its 372nd meeting on 17 June 1965, reads
as follows:

"The Special Committee on tlle Sitl/atiotl with re
,qard to t~le Implc-mentatiotl of the D~claratiotl en
the Grmltmg of Independence to Colomal Colltltrles
andPeoples,

"Havitlg e:ratllitled the situation in the Mandated
Territory of South West Africa,

"Having lIeard the statements made by the peti
tioners,

"Having also heard the statement of the Adminis
trative Secretary-General of the Organization of Afri
can Unity on the problem of decolonization in general
and on the especially dangerous situation that exists
in South West Africa,

"Recalling Article 73 of the United Nations Charter
and General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) of
14 December 1960 containing the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples,

"Also recalling General Assembly resolutions 1702
(XVI) of 19 December 1961, 1805 (XVII) of 14 De
cember 1962 and 1899 (XVIII) of 13 November
1963, and the resolution adopted by the Special
Committee on 21 May 1964,

tlNoting with deep concern the continued deteriora
tion of the situation in South West Africa resulting
from the intensification of the practice of apartheid
and from the determination of the South African
Government to apply in the Territory the recom
mendations of the Odendaal Commission in violation
of Article 73 of the Charter and operative para
graph 6 of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),

"Having heard the expressions of concern by the
Governments of the African States adjacent to South
West Africa regarding the military installations estab
lished in the Territory by the South African Govern
ment, including the installation of an important mili
tary base in the Eastern Caprivi Zipfel,

"Con~idering that the South African Government
has persistently failed to discharge its international
obligations in the administration of South West
Africa and that by its insistence on pursuing the
policy of apartheid in defiance of world opinion it
has fr,"i--oited its moral authority to administer the
Territory,

"Considering that in general the behaviour of the
South African Government towards the African popu
lations under its administration, and its persistent
refusal to observe the principles of the United
Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the Declaration on the Granting of Inde
pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples con
stitutes not only a serious challenge to the United
Nations but also a continuing threat to peace and
security,

"Auiare of the obligations of the United Nations
towards the population of South West Africa,

"1. Reaffirms the right of the people of South
West Africa to self-determination and independence
and condemns the South African Government for its
persistent refusal to apply the resolutions of the Gen
eral Assembly and the Special Committee;

"2. Recognizes as legitimate the struggle of the
people of South West Africa for the effective exercise
of the rights set forth in the United Nations Charter,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
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290. Since the submission of its report to the Gen
eral Assemblyat its nineteenth session, the Specinl Com
mittee has received and examined sixty-two additional
petitions, which it has taken into account in its con
sideration of South W~st Africa, These petitions, which
are listed above in paragraphs 70 and 72 of this chapter,
relate, inter alia, to the general situation in and recent
developmentsconcerning South West Africa, the recom
mendations of the Odendaal Commission, the activities
of mining and other international companies having
interests in the Territory, the arrests of political leaders
and restrictions on political activity in the Territory,
South West African refugees in Bechuanaland, the
ejection of Africans from urban areas, and the non
implementation of General Assembly resolutions con
cerning South West Africa.

291. By adopting the sixty-eighth report of the Sub
Committeeon Petitions (A/AC.l09/L.248), the Special
Committee, at its 383rd meeting on 7 September 1965,
decided to draw the attention of the General Assembly
to these facts so that they might be taken into account
by the General Assembly in its consideration of the
draft resolution mentioned in paragraph 288 above.

292. In the light of the foregoing, this draft reso
lution requires revisl..;n so as to cover petitions subse
quently received concerning the Territory. The Special
Committee accordingly recommends to the General
Assembly the adoption of the following revised draft
resolution on petitions concerni.ig South West Africa
examined by the Special Committee during 1964 and
1965:

DRAFT RESOLUTIaN RECOMMENDED TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY BY THE SPECIAL CO~:MITTEE

"Petitions concerning SOllth West Airica
"The Genero; Assembly,

ClBcaritlg in mind the special responsibilities of the
United Nations with regard to South West Africa,

IINolitlg that the Special Committee on the Situa
tion with regard to the Implemell;ation of the Decla
ration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples has received and examined
142 petitions concerning South West Africa, in ac
cordance withparngraph 3 ofGeneral Assembly reso
lution 1805 (XVII) of 14 December 1962 and r,ara
graph 8 (a) of Assembly resolution 1899 (X\i Ill)
of 13 November 1963,

"Noting further that these petitions relate, inter
alia, to the general situation in and recent develop
ments concerning South West Africa, the recom
mendations of the Odendaal Commission, the ac
tivities of mining and other international companies
having interests in the Territory, the arrests of p0
litical leaders and restrictions on political activity
in the Territory, South West African refugees in
Bechuanaland, the ejection of Africans from urban
areas, and the non-implementation of General As
sembly resolutions concerning South West Africa,

"I, Notes that the Special Committee on the
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples has taken these
petitions into account in its consideration of the situa
tion in South West Africa;

ccz. Draws tke attefltion of the petitioners con
cerned to the reports submitted by the Special Com
mittee concerning the Territory and to the resolutions
adopted by the General Assembly at its twentieth
session on the question of South West Africa, as well
as the reports of the Secretary-General relating to
the Territory."

CHAPTER V

TERRITORIES UNDER PORTUGUESE ADMINISTRATION

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

1. The Territories in u'efleral

the direction of national policy" (A/5800/Rev.1, chap.
V, para. 18).

3. The Corporative Chamber is the highest central
consultative body, to which all bills are submitted ~,)r an
advisory opinion before being presented to the National
Assembly. The Chamber occupies a special position in
the structure of the Portuguese corporative State, rank
ing in importance only below the President, the Council
of Ministers and the National Assembly. The Corpora
tive Chamber consists of elected and nominated mem-
bers and includes representatives of various economic,
social and cultural units, as well as local government
bodies (such as the municipal councils) and the public
administration. The Chamber works in some twenty
four divisions 01' committees, each of which is concerned
with specific interests or a group of activities, as for
instance agriculture, fisheries and canning, extractive
and construction industries, commerce, etc.

4. Although under the luw the overseas Territories
have been considered to be an "integral" part of the
Portuguese nation since 1951, they have not been repre-

introduction
1. Information concerning the Territories, as well

as an account of the action taken in respect of these
Territories, is already contained in the report of the
Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese
administration (A/5160 and Add.l and 2) and in the
previous reports of the Special Committee to the Gen
eral Assembly (A/5238, A/5446/Rev.l and A/5800/
Rev.l ), Supplementary information on recent develop
ments is set out below.

~ , :' '. ;"~ .." ;,1.... ...I'" .' ,.,.

Political and cOflstitutioflQl devel~pnmets
2. In 1964 further measures were taken towards the

completion of the institutional framework for the po
litical and economic integration of the Overseas Terri
tories with Portugal. The publication of a decree (No.

I 45,830 of 25 July 1964) providing for representation
\ of the Overseas Territories in the Corporative Chamber
.l completed the changes required to give effect to the
I provisions of the Overseas Organic Law of 1963 which
~ftlo • calls for "greater intervention" by the Territories "in,

_11. '11 "7 'mm.
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sented hitherto in the Corporative Chamber, which in 9, Another matter of interest is how many of the
1964 had approximately 185 members. Under the new indigenous inhabitants, who lire now nll Portuguese
decree, Angola and Mozambique wi1l each have two citizens, will qualify to vote in the elections to the
representatives in the Corporative Chamber and the National Assembly, Under the existing electoral rules
other five Territories one each. These nine representa- (including Decree Law No. 35,426 of 31 December
tives are to be assigned to the committees or sub- 1945 as amended), male Portuguese citizens who have
committees by the Corporative Council. attained their majority nre entitled to vote (see A/51oo,

paras. 113 and 114) if they have been emancipated and
5. The 1958 presidential elections were the last to can read and write Portuguese, or if, being unable to

be held by direct vote. At those elections, the opposition read and write, they neve theless have legal capacity
candidate, Genercl Delgado, withdrew at the last mo- and "contribute to the State or administrative bodies
ment, and the Government candidate was elected, In .1 sum not less than 100 escudos in payment of one or
1961, the procedures for the election of the Head of more of the following taxes: property tax, industrial
State were changed; the election is now through an tax, professional tax, or tax on the use of capital"
electoral college. This college has' some 500 members, (A/5800/Rev.l, chap. V, para. 57). Since most of the
comprising representatives of the National Assembly, indigenous inhabitants do not rend and write Portu-
the Corporative Chamber, the representatives of mu- guese, they would be able to vote only if they qualified
nicipalities (the mayor of municipal councils) in each under the second provision. It is uncertain, however,
district or each Territory not divided into districts, how many indigenous persons could qualify, since the
and representatives of the legislative councils of the majority live in reqedorias, in which, as a general rule,
Territories (Decree No. 43,548). individuals are not governed by Portuiuese civil law,

6. The number of representatives of the municipali- and presumably do not therefore have I legal capacity".
.. I '1 In any case, even if this lack of "legal capacity" did not

ties is to equal half the number of mumcipa eounci s, restrict their right to vote, indigenous inhabitants living
The seven Territories have sixty representatives in the in the reqedorias could not meet the tax provisions,
electoral college designated by the respective legislative since they do not own property, or industries, or have
councils as follows: Angola, 24; Mozambique, 24; Cape I . I .
Verde, 4; Guinea under Portuguese administration, 2; a profession as defined in the professional tax egis ation,
Sao Tome and Principe, 2; Macau, 2; Timer, 2. nor do they own capital. Thus, despite the position

taken by the Portuguese Government, which emphasizes
7. In view of the forthcoming presidential elections, that the right to vote is extended to all on the same

there is some interest in the recent cabinet changes. basis, two barriers, one of language and the other of
Under the Portuguese Constitution, the President se- wealth, continue to deny the vote to the majority of the
lects the Prime Minister, who has the principal respon- indigenous inhabitants, especially in Angola, Mozam-
sibility for the administration of the Government and bique and Guinea under Portuguese administration.
the cabinet, and is also responsible to the President. 10. At the territorial level, there has been a gradual
In March 1965, three Ministers and five Secretaries but continued move to provide more opportunities for
or Under-Secretaries of State were replaced. The most participation in the local administrative bodies, and to
significant changes were those of the Minister of Na- transfer to the territorial Governments some of the func-
tional Economy, Dr. Teixeira Pinto, who was succeeded tions relating to economic and financial matters pre-
by Dr. Jose Correia de J~iveira, and the Under- viously exercised by the central Government.'
Secretary for Agriculture, Mr. Azevedo Coutinho, who 11. Elections to the local administrative bodies, i.e.,
was succeeded by Mr. Vitoria Pires, A third change the parish boards, municipal and district councils, took
was the replacement of the Minister for Overseas T~r- place in the Territories in December 1964. Newspaper
ritories, Commander Peixoto Correia,. by Dr. Joaqul11,! reports on these elections did not give the total number
an Silva Cunha, The other new officials are Dr. RUT of local government bodies at each level, the numbers
Patricio, Under-Secretary for Overseas Development, of registered voters, or the voting results, but in the
Dr. Jose Almeida Cota, Under-Secretary for Overseas case of Guinea under Portuguese administration, official
Administration and the Secretaries of State for In- sources emphasized that more Africans were elected
dustry and Commerce. to the municipal councils. The elections were conducted

8. The elections to the National Assembly are to be under the Electoral Law of 6 December 1963 (Decree
held in November 1965. At the last elections held on No. 45,408) (see A/5800/Rev.1, chap. V, paras. 54-64).
12 November 1961, according to the Political Handbook 12. Under the provisions of the 1963 Overseas
and Atlas of the World, 1964, prepared by the Council Organic Law, the new local administrative bodies will
of Foreign Relations, 58 opposition candidates were have increased power, and will perform certain functions
nominated but withdrew on 6 November, leaving the previously exercised by administrative officials. Among
Government candidates unopposed. Angola and Mozam- the functions which now devolve to district boards, for
bique each have seven representatives in the present instance, are: (a) the approval of the draft budget
National Assembly, Cape Verde two and Guinea under of the areas under their jurisdiction; (b) approval of
Portuguese administration, Sfio Tome and Principe, the distribution of funds for public construction; (c) ap-
Macau and Timor one each, giving the overseas Terri- proval of fines, not exceeding certain limits; (d) estab-
tories together II 15 per cent representation in the total lishment of certain taxes and licences which form the
membership. of 130. So far, despite the emphasis placed revenue of their budget.
by the Portuguese Government on an increased par- h Cl' 1 1
ticipation by the overseas Territories in the, central 13. In October 1%4, t e Overseas ounci, m w iic 1
organs of government, there has been no change in the the overseas Territories were represented for th)e first
territorial representation in the National Assembly, in time (see A/5800/Rev.!, chap. V, paras. 25-28 , met

which Angola has one representative for every 650,000 1 By Decrees Nos. 45,288, 45.719 and 45,790, the Governments
persons, Mozambique one per 900,000, and Portugal of Angola, Mozambique and Cape Verde were authorized to
one representative per 80,000. approve import duties on foreign goods.
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million escudos is {or the ordinary budget and 6,027
million for the extraordinary budget. Of this latter
sum, 3,527 million escudos, or approximately 60 per
cent, is for "national defence and public security".
Compared with 1964, cx~enditurc on national defence
has increased by 918 milhon escudos, or approximately
40 per cent over the previous total of 2,609 miUion
escudos.

20. The largest single item under the main heading
"national defence" is for "extraordinary military forces
in the Overseas Territories" (Forfas llIilitares ex
traordi1larias 110 UlIramar) , with an allocation of
2,000 milllon escudos. Although the 1964 budget
provided only 1,750 million escudos for this item, ad
ditional allocations had to be made which brought the
total up to 3,601,400,000 escudos, or approximately
$US130 million. From this item alone, it is seen that
Portugal's war effort in the overseas Territories is
currently costing it about 10 million escudos, or
$US350,OOO, a day.

21. The 1965 extraordinary budget will be financed
as follows: internal sale of bonds and loans, 1,603
million escudos; sale of National Development Bank
notes, 673 million escudos; external borrowings, 1,366
million escudos: and "other" sources, 1,472 million
escudos, including an estimated 100 million escudos
from the special tax for defence and development of
the overseas Territories.

22. Under the extraordinary budget, expenditures
on the Transitional Development Plan (see paras.
35-36 below) are estimated at 2,389 mil1ion escudos,
compared with 2,021 million escudos for development
in the 1964 budget. More than half the 1965 alloca
tion will be spent under the authority of the Ministry
for Public Works (1,368 million escudos). The
Ministry for the Overseas Territories has direct re
sponsibility for allocations totalling 200 million escudos
which are to be used as subsidies and loans in Cape
Verde, Guinea under Portuguese administration, Sao
Tome and Principe and Timor in the implementation
of projects under the Plan.

23. Although the 1965 budget estimates show a
small surplus of revenue over expenditure amounting
to 1.4 million escudos, this surplus may be wiped out
easily if additional allocations are needed during the
year. The growing burden of the military expenditures
on the national economy is reflected in the size of the
allocation for servicing the public debt. This allocatio
which was 1,570 million escudos in 1964, increase
to 1,869 million escudos ill 1965, representing a
proximately 18 per cent of the ordinary budget.

24. According to available information, Portugal'
total direct debt on 30 September 1964 represente
approximately 29 per cent of its gross national produc
and comprised 18,158 million escudos in internal deb
and 6,271 million escudos in external debt. The in
crease in the external debt by almost 50 per cent be
tween 31 December 1961 and 30 September 1964 wa
accounted for mainly by the external loans and bon
issues already reported (see A/5800/Rev.1, chap. V
paras. 82-84). In addition, Portugal received, in 1964
a South African Reserve Bank loan of R2.5 millio
under 'the agreement with South Africa for the develop
ment of hydroelectric power on the Kunene Rive
along the border between Angola and South Wes

Addenduln to Illenda Item 23

2 Details of the military activities in the individual Terri
tories are given in the relevant sections below .

to consider u new administrative code {or the Terri
tories to replace the Overseas Administration Reform
of 1934 ({or details, see Aj4978, para. 202, and A/S1oo,
paras. 72-74). Among the members and alternates repre
senting the Territories were various former officials or
members of the armed forces. These included, for
Angola, administrative inspector Hortensio Esteviio
(with General Venimcio Augusto Deslandes, former
Governor of the Territory, as alternate); for Cape
Verde, Commodore Daniel Duarte Silvn; {or Guinea
under Portuguese administration, Commander Avelino
Teixeira da Mota; and {or Timor, Colonel Filipe Jose
Freire Temudo Barata (with Brigadier Francisco An
tdnio Pires Barata as alternate).

14. There is as yet no information on the details of
the administrative code for the overseas Territories.

Milit,1ry activities mid C''''pclldilllre I'll tile Territories
13. A few weeks before Portugal entered her fifth

year of war in Angola, on 18 February 1965, Premier
Antonlo de Olivelra Salazar, in a speech at Oporto,
ruled out any "political solution" to the fighting in the
African Territories under Portuguese administration
and said that continued military effort was the only way
to achieve "order in the Territories and peaceful pro
gress of the inhabitants". This statement was made in
the face of Portugal's still growing military efforts to
bring under control the guerrilla activities in Angola,
the increased fighting in Portuguese Guinea and the
more recent developments of a similar nature in
Mozambique.P

16. In his speech, Premier Salazar lamented that it
was a pity tnnt three and a half thousand million
escudos were spent on defence and that many other
hundreds of millions were spent {or the same purpose
in the larger Territories. He did not, however, forecast
an early or easy victory. In {act, he warned that the
"brunt of wars" in the overseas Territories could not
be borne and "much less won without sacrifices in
blood and money".

17. Since 1961, Portugal's actual military ex
penditures have each year been more than double the
original budgetary allocation, New sources of revenue
have had to be found to raise the ordinary revenue
from 8,238 million escudos in 1961 to 11,624 million
escudos in 1965 and the extraordinary revenue from
3,654 million escudos to 6,027 million escudos.

18. Increased direct and indrect taxes on various
sectors of the economy have provided the additional
revenues for the ordinary budget. Substantial in
creases are expected in 1965 over the previous year
in revenues from the industrial tax (UI 25 per cent),
real estate tax (up almost 30 per cent), professional
tax (up 50 per cent), tax on dividends and interests
(up 35 per cent), estate transfer and donation tax
(up 18 per cent), and stamp tax (up 14 per cent).
In addition, a new tax has been introduced on
agricultural industries, The extraordinary budget has
been financed by internal and external borrowing and
by creating new sources of revenue, such as the special
tax for defence and development of the overseas Ter
ritories.

19. Portugal's 1965 budget provides for a total
expenditure of 16,739 millon escudos, of which 10,712
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Africa.8 Towards the end of the year, Portugal, for
the first time, raised a loan of $US20 million on the
United States market with a 5~ per cent bond issue.
This bond issue, which is to finance the Transitional
Development Plan, has been underwritten by some
sixty banks and other companies in Belgium, Denmark,
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Sweden, the United King
dom and the United States of America.

25. As previously reported (A/5800jRev.l, chap.
V, para. 83), loans have also been raised h Angola
and Mozambique to help finance the military ..nd de
velopment expenditures. ~t. the end of 196~, Angola's
public debt was 3,474 million escudos, an increase of
42 per cent since 1961, and Mozambique's public .debt
was 2,165 million escudos, In 1965, Portugal negotiated
a special loan of $US35 million in favour of Angola
from the General Trade Company of Geneva, Switzer
land, for the purpos~ of financing; the cost of industrial
machinery and equipment within the framework l?£
the development plan. A Government spokesman IS
reported to have said that the money is from European
sources and the machinery will also be of European
origin.

International relations of Portugal affecting the
Territories fl1lder its administratiot.
26. In February 1965, Portugal was reported to ~e

negotiating to purchase from the Federal Republic
of Germany sixty Canadian-built jet· fighters. According
to newspaper reports, the Governments of the. Federal
Republic of Germany and of Canada were discussing
how to prevent the Canadian F86 Sabers from being
used in the African Territories. In a statement, the
Foreign Minister of the Federal Republic said that, in
so far as the Federal Republic had supplied arms to
Portugal as a NATO ally, it had always insisted that
the use of the material should be restricted to the
NATO area.

( 27. A question relating to the supply of arms to
Portugal was made in the United Ki!1gdom.Parliament
in November 1964. In reply, the Prime Minister, Mr.
Wilson, stated that the United Kingdom Government
did not propose to permit the supply of arms to
Portugal for use in its overseas Territories."

28. Following an air agreement signed between
Portugal and South Africa in 1963, th~ Sout~ African
Airways concern was granted traffic rights III LIsbon
enabling it to put down and collect passengers there.
The South African Airways calls at Luanda frequently
and is reported to be negotiating rights to use the
Sal Airport in Cape Verde,

29. The Portuguese National Airline, TAP, is
scheduled to start operating scheduled services from
Lisbon to Johannesburg in April 1965.

30. Pursuing a policy of strengthening its ties with
countries of economic importance to Angola and
Mozambique, in February 1965, Portugal signed a
formal trade azreement with Southern Rhodesia. This
agreement, which replaces a previous agreement with
.the former Central African Federation, provides for
increased trade between Southern Rhodesia, Portugal
and Angola and Mozambique.

3 For further details, see the section on Angola below.
;I Hansard, 26 November 1964, c.l466.

EC01lOlIIic intcgratiot. and dtnJeloplllC'lIt
31. To Portugal the progressive integration of all

the "national" Territory and the establishment of an
economic union is no longer simply a matter of policy
but lithe only formula for defence and prosperity","
Recognizing that there can be no effective economic
union so long as the Territories' resources remain
under-developed, Portugal has in 1962-1963 made an
effort to attract more foreign investments to the Ter
ritories.

32. There has been some progress in the establish
ment of the free trade and unitary monetary zone.
According to schedule, import duties were formally
abolished on domestic goods circulating in "national"
Territory on 1 January 1964 and, as a result, inter
territorial trade and trade with Portugal increased
during the year. For various reasons, however, some
import duties have had to be retained or special taxes
imposed. In Angola, for instance, two special taxes
were applied to wine from Portugal after import duties
were removed. Although no new exchange irregularities
occurred during the year, currency transfers remained
restricted.

33. Interest by foreign investors has been reported
mainly in respect of Angola and Mozambique. In
these Territories, the mining sector has received the
greatest attention, as is reported elsewhere. There is
also some interest in fisheries (Angola, Mozambique
and Cape Verde) and other industries, principally
those transforming agricultural products, including
sugar refineries, especially in Mozambique. However,
by comparison with the money available for mining,
these investments are considerably smaller and less
concentrated in ownership.

34. In 1964, new diamond prospecting licences were
granted in Angola, where the Angola Diamond Com
pany had held a monopoly since 1921. New exclusive
prospecting licences were also granted for petroleum
and other minerals in various parts of the Territory.
There have been recent newspaper reports of Nether
lands, French, Japanese and South African interests
in new investments in Angola and of Krupp's in
terests in the fishing industry in Cape Verde, In
Mozambique, also, a large exclusive concession was
granted for diamond prospecting for the first time.

35. The Transitional Development Plan for 1965
1967, already referred to, envisages a total investment
of 48,800 million escudos in Portugal and the seven
Overseas Territories. For Portugal, the investments,
totalling 34,448 million escudos aim at cbtaining at the
end of the period a 6.1 per cent rate of annual increase
of the gross domestic product, and 8.1 per cent annual
increase of the gross capital formation. For the
Overseas Territories a target investment of 14,400
million escudos is envisaged. The individual territorial
investment targets in escudos are: Angola, 7,200 mil
lion; Mozambique, 5,400 million; Macau, 660 million;
Cape Verde, 50') million; Timer, 270 million; Guinea
under Portuguese administration, 180 million; Sao
Tome and Prfncipe, 180 million. The amounts to be
invested in the main sectors are shown in the table
below, and details are given in the sections on the
individual Territories.

5 Statement b~ the Minister of National Economy, Sr. Correia
de Oliveira, Drorio de N oticias, 27 March 1965.
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INVE5TM~:NT TAllGI-."fS IN THE TEllRITORIES, 1965-1967

(I'll lIIilUolI eSCl/dOs)

SiloTom'
Co~e onc!

Seclor Anuolo Mo:atllbiqu, Macall Verae n'mar Guinea Prlncip,

Industry t •••••••••• • ••• 2,068 1,436 29 21 21 16.5 20
Transport ............. 1,930 1,771 194 70 100 51 42.5
Energy ................ 850 400 39 23 8 3 15
Education, health, etc• .. 820 500 21 50 40 33.2 18.5
Agriculture ............ 630 760 15 42 39 33.3 30
Fishinr; ................ 370 328 258 10 18 20
Housing ............... 260 114 161 20 30 10 9
Tourism ............... 24 30 198
Others ................ 258 61 3 16 22 15 25

TOTAL 7,210 5,400 660 500 270 180 180
-- -- = = = - -
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36. For the overseas Territories as a whole, the
envisaged funds are to be financed almost in equal
parts by the Government (including territorial funds),
private investors, and loans from abroad," Discussions
in the National Assembly in connexion with the Transi
tional Development Plan have pointed to the need to
revise various laws to bring them into line with the
new policy. Particular attention has been drawn in the
National Assembly to the disadvantages of the present
system under which large exclusive prospecting con
cessions are granted for long periods and rights to
exploitation may be for an unlimited time. The pro
cedures for capital investment in the overseas Terri
tories are also being reviewed and a new law is ex
pected. In early April the National Assembly, and also
the Overseas Council at its first plenary session, dis
cussed the question of population settlement in the
Territories with a view to revising the existing legis
lation. Even though the Transitional Development Plan
sets much lower targets for investments in settlement
schemes in Angola and Mozambique, the emigration
of Portuguese from Europe to settle in the overseas
Territories is, nevertheless, according to the Minister
for Overseas Territories, Dr. Silva Cunha, "one of the
most urgent and important problems which require our
action, both because of the significance it can have in
absorbing the surplus population from some regions
of the National Territory, as well as in strengthening
the social and political structure of those provinces,
and giving the policy of national unity a more dynamic
expression"."

Education
37. In 1964 compulsory primary education based

on the system prevailing in Portugal since 1960, was
extended for the first time, with some modifications,
to children in the overseas Territories. This system
was to have come into effect the following school year.
In July 1964, a Council to co-ordinate the educational
activities of the Overseas Ministry was established.

6 See paras.' 22-23 above, and the sections on individual
Territories, There is criticism that unfortunatcly the Govern
mcnt's policy on investments incentives was not clarified before
the Transitional Development Plan was launched, and the
possibility of completing the Plan as envisaged is somewhat
uncertain.

7 Speech by the Minister for Overseas Territories, before
the first plenary session of the Overseas Council, convened
under Decree No. 45,888, and reported in the Di6rio de Notlcias,
lApril 1965, p, 2.

Its specific task was to examine existing legislation
relating to the overseas Territories with II view to
bringing it into conformity with the general educational
policy. Subsequently, in September 1964, new legisla
tion was introduced remodelling the system of primary
education in the overseas Territories in order to adapt
it "to the local circumstances and conditions" by giving
emphasis to aspects which relate to economic and social
developments.

38. In principle, the primary school system in the
Territories remains patterned on the Portuguese sys
tem. However, whereas, in Portugal, primary education
now comprises one cycle of four classes, in the over
seas Territories a two-cycle system has been reintro
duced, The first cycle, known as the elementary state
(etlSillo primario elementar) is to comprise four classes
and a pre-primary (preparatory) class (see A/5800/
Rev.1, chap. V, para. 96). The second cycle, known
as the complementary stage, is to '0; introduced later.

39. The new legislation introduces a concept of three
levels of primary schools, At the lowest level there are
school "posts" (postos escolares), which must provide
the pre-primary class and the first three elementary
classes. At the next level is the elementary primary
school, which must have the four elementary classes,
and at the final level there is the full primary school,
which includes the second cycle, or the complementary
primary class. Primary education in the rural areas
is to be based on the school post; in urban areas and
other populationcentres, the basic unit is the elementary
primary school. The full primary school as it exists in
Portugal will presumably be established as needed,
probably mainly in the cities with large European
populations.

40. Elementary primary education in the overseas
Territories is of six years' duration and is compulsory
for all children between the ages 6 and 12. The par,ents
or guardians are responsible for school attendance by
the children in their charge and are subject to fines
for their non-attendance.

41. The new legislation provides for three categories
of teaching staff in the elementary primary system.
There are to be (a) elementary primary teachers with
diplomas from the recognized teacher-training schools
(known as escolas 11lagisterios); (b) school post
teachers' who must complete a course of training at
the specially established schools, known as escolas de
habilita,ao; and (c) school monitors, who may be of
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either sex and who have obtained recognition of their
ability to teach in the primary elementary system in
the rural areas. Monitors may be used in school posts,
under supervision when there are not enough qualified
teachers.

42. In addition to the establishment of a network
of primary elementary schools, other measures have
been introduced to speed up the education and training
of other sectors of the population. The upper age limit
of persons attending primary elementary teacher
training schools (escolas do magist6rio prilllcirio) has
been raised to thirty-five; technical high schools, as
well as academic high schools, have. been authorized
to operate in sections so as to accommodate more stu
dents; some adult evening classes have been established
and formal recognition has been given to classes estab
lished by commercial and industrial enterprises. A
special fund has been set up for scholarship loans for
students from overseas Territories and new measures
are being taken to enable pupils whose parents are
serving in the overseas Territories to join their families
during the school vacation.

Questioll of racial discrimination

43. At the forty-eighth session of the International
Labour Conference, during the discussion on the ap
plication of the Discrimination (Employment and Oc
cupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111), a number of
delegations charged that Portugal was practicing a
policy of racial discrimination. In a letter addressed
to the Director General of the ILO, dated 28 August
1964, the Foreign Minister of Portugal requested that
the Governing Body appoint an impartial commission
to examine these allegations. The letter suggested that
the terms of reference of the Commission should be to
determine how far discrimination on the basis of race
or colour exists in respect of employment or occu
pation as defined in Convention No. 111 in "any part
of Metropolitan Portuguese Territory or the Overseas
Provinces".

44. For the purpose of Convention No. 111 the
term "discrimination" includes, specifically:

"Any distinction, exclusion or preference made on
the basis of race, colour, sex, religion, political
opinion, national extraction or social origin, which
has the effect of nullifying or Impairing equality of
opportunity or treatment ia employment or occu
pation."s
45. The ILO Report of the Committee of Experts

to the forty-seventh session of the International Labour
Conference points out that "the term 'race' cannot be
given a very precise scientific definition, the essential
point being the way in which the persons concerned
consider their differences, and the attitudes resulting
therefrom ..."9

46. In March 1965, at the eighth sitting of the 161st
session of the Convening Body of the ILO, the officers
of the Governing Body unanimously recommended that
consideration of the request by Portugal for a Com
mission of Inquiry should be deferred until the 162nd
session of the Governing Body, which would meet later
in the year.

s International Labour Conference, forty-seventh session.
report Ill, part IV, Report of the Committee of Espcrts on the
applicatioll of COllvelltiOIlS alld recommendations (Geneva,
1963), appendix I, page 229.

9 Ibld., p, 182. para. 23.

2. Angola
The war in Anqol«

47. The war in Angola has now entered its fifth
year. Although there is almost no news in the English
language Press on the fighting in Angola, Portuguese
military bulletins are issued and published regularly in
the Portuguese Press. These carefully worded bulletins
give some idea of the area of fighting and the military
strength that Portugal is using against the guerrillas,
but it is difficult to make any over-all assessment. It
appears that the guerrillas are now fighting with more
mobility and seldom engage in combat, and Portugal
has no alternative but to maintain large numbers of
armed forces, including army, navy and air force, in
the northern part of Angola.

48. Because of the nature of the warfare, the su
perior power of the Portuguese troops has not assured
them of victory. A military communique issued in
Luanda on 3 April 1965 and covering the period
24-31 March 1965 reported "assault action aided by
the air force in the region of the Suege Valley." It
also reported intensive action by naval units supported
by the two other forces in reconnaissance and patrols.
Guerrilla activities are reported in N6qui near the
border, in the regions of the Bite-Bite and Lulumba
rivers. These last-named areas are in the general region
of and to the north of Nambuangongo, which at one
time was reported to be one of the major guerrilla
strongholds.

49. Since 1962, the Voluntary Corps in Angola has
grown in importance as an auxiliary to the regular
armed forces. The military bulletins reporting actions
against the guerrillas make frequent reference to the
Voluntary Corps and the SUllday Times, London, in
1964 (26 July) referred to the 'lJOlutltariOS as "the
highly paid legionnaires of the Portuguese army". In
the last part of 1964, the ~'oltmtdrios took over the
functions of the civil defence corps.

Economic conditions
50. In the past year newspaper articles have reported

gains in the economy of Angola. Special attention has
been drawn to the increased mineral production, more
particularly of iron ore and petroleum. Sometimes, the
inference is made that there has been a major shift in
the pattern of the economy of the Territory.l?

51. Preliminary data for the first five months of
1964 show that exports increased by 18 per cent and
imports by 16 per cent over the corresponding period
in 1963. The increase of exports resulted mainly from
coffee, which has been Angola's leading export over
the past decade. Angola is now the third largest coffee
producer, after Brazil and Colombia, with an annual
production of some 180,000 tons in the last two seasons,
and accounting for 5.7 per cent of the world's coffee
exports. Under the International Coffee Agreement.
Angola has a quota of 2,247,062 bags for the 1%4-1965
season. About 30 per cent of Angola's coffee is grown
on large plantations.

52. In the first part of 1964 there were some in
creases also in the exports of sisal, fish meal, iron ore
and crude petroleum. These changes, however, were

10 For instance, a report in The N~w York Times, dated
25 January 1965. from Luanda, Angola, says: "Traditionally an
agricultural region, Angola has seen a major shift in its eco
nomic make-up in recent- years. Mineral products in 1964
accounted for about 30 per cent of exports, double the amount
three years ago"
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11 Angola, Mozambique and Cape Verde are the only three
Territories. for which external sources are available for
financing 'the Transitional Development Plan. For Angola, a
loan of $US35 million has been obtained for equipment (see
para. 25 above).

escudos. Of this, 150 million is earmarked for extrac
tive industries. In order to encourage private invest
ment in manufacturing in Angola, new legislation is
being prepared to speed up government administrative
procedures. There are also plans to set up industrial
parks, and a new industrial labour code is to be adopted.

60. The next largest allocation is for transport and
communications. Of the 1,930 million escudos envis
aged, 850 million is for roads, 557 million for railways,
278 million for ports and navigation, 200 million for
air transport and 45 million for telecommunications.

61. In contrast to the First and Second Develop
ment Plans, which provided large expenditures on
settlement schemes, the Transitional Development Plan
provides only 240 million escudos for such expenditures.
The target for fisheries is 370 million escudos and that
for agriculture is 630 million escudos. The investment
in agriculture will concentrate mainly on coffee, maize,
wheat and oil palm, and 60 million escudos will be
made available to the small producer to supplement the
present agricultural credit.

62. In Angola, almost 40 per cent of the total ex
penditure of 7,210 million escudos under the Transi
tional Development Plan is to be financed from external
sources, principally for equipment.P Of the 4,360 mil
lion to be financed from "national sources", the Cen
tral Government in Lisbon will provide 1,000 million
escudos and the Angolan Government 750 million
escudos. Private enterprise is expected to invest a
total of 2,407 million escudos, as follows: 1,607 mil
lion in "self-financing" (Qutojinallcialllento); 200 mil
lion through private financing companies j and 600
million in development bonds.

63. There are no details available as to how the
Territory will raise its share of 750 million escudos
to finance the Transitional Development Plan. Already
in 1964, when Angola's share of military expenditures
was increased by one third over 1963 to 474.4 million
escudos (which was double the actual military ex
penditure in 1962), development expenditure had to
be reduced by 10 per cent in the ordinary budget and
5 per cent in the extraordinary budget. However, if
the Transitional Development Plan can be realized,
the rate of annual investment from all sources will
be three times the budgetary allocation for develop
ment in 1964.

64. It is reported that the Territory's 1965 budget
will provide for an expenditure of almost 4,000 million
escudos. Several new taxes have been introduced to
meet the generally rising costs of government and
the increased burdens of defence and development. A
special defence tax introduced in Angola at the end
of 1964. This tax will be levied at a graduated rate
on all incomes earned in the Territory by individuals
or companies, national or foreign, and exceeding
500,000 escudos, As usual, this new tax does not apply
to companies and enterprises whose contracts provide
specifically for tax exemption privileges, such as, for
instance, the Angola Diamond Company. In January
1965, new taxes were imposed on wines, liquified
gases, highway transport and some new industries.

65. Closer economic co-operation between Angola,
South West Africa and South Africa is being developed

AddenduJn to agendll hem 23

less significant and did not affect the pattern of Angola's
principal exports, which has remained substnntially the
same since 1959.

53. In 1963, as in previous years, diamonds were
the second most important export, accounting for 16 per
cent by value, and sisal third, accounting for 12 per
cent. With coffee; these three products accounted for
69 per cent of all exports, as compared with 63 per
cent in 1959. In 1963 the next most important exports
were iron ore (2.9 per cent) j crude petroleum (2.7
per cent) ; maize (2.6 percent) ; and fish meal (2 per
cent).

54. Iron ore production was 350,000 tons in 1959,
660,000 tons in 1960 and 800,000 tons in 1961, but
decreased in 1962 and 1963. Exports of iron ore, valued
at 143 million escudos in 1961, were 131 million
escudos in 1962 and 137 million escudos in 1963.

55. Petroleum production in Angola, which has
attracted much attention, was 471,000 tons in 1962
and 800,000 tons in 1963, when 231,000 tons were
exported to Portugal and 87,000 tons to other coun
tries. In 19~, production in the first five months was
50 per cent higher than in the previous corresponding
period and it was expected to reach 1 million tons by
the end of the year.

56. There have been recent newspaper reports that
Federale Mynbou Beperk of South Africa is actively
negotiating with the Portuguese Government and the
Belgian interests in Petrangol for a share in the Angola
oil industry. The Chairman of Federale Mynbou is
reported to have said that his company was seeking
an interest in Angola oil, not only for economic reasons,
but also because of the vital strategic value of petroleum
to South Africa. So far there is no information that
any petroleum from Angola has been exported to South
Africa, though there has been a report of a prospected
pipeline from Angola to South West Africa. On the
contrary, Portugal is reported to be planning to take
all the excess crude oil from Angola in 1965 for its
new refinery.

57. Since 1961, emphasis has been given to indus
trial development, and each year new industries have
been established. According to an official source, in 1963
the equivalent of more than $USI3 million was invested
in Angolan industries and in the first five months of
1964 more capital was invested than in the whole of
1963. Among the more important operations of foreign
interests that have been reported is the acquisition
of the largest fishing operation in Angola by a South
African group called S.A. Angola Investments, a sub
sidiary of the Angle-American Corporation. To the
existing two fish-meal plants owned by the Angola
company there will be added cold storage and freezing
plant with a capacity of 960 tons. The South African
company is reported to have received certain tax con
cessions from the Portuguese Government and a guar
antee that dividends and interests may be repatriated.

58. In the period 1962-1963, production increased
in some industries, including fuel oil, from 192,000 to
266,000"tons j other fuels, from 144,000 to 175,000 tons;
cement, .Trom 169,000 to 194,000 tons; beer, from
25,000 to 30,000 litres, and wood pulp, from 9,000
to 19,000 tons. However, production of refined sugar
decreased from 71,000 to 65,000 tons and that of fish
products from 59,000 to 57,000 tons.

59. Under the Transitional Development Plan for
the period 1965.1967, the largest investment allocation
is for industrial development totalling 2,068 million
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12 Banco de Angola, Rtffatorio e Coutas, Bsercicio de 1963,
Lisbon, 1964, pp. 156 and 170.

escudos in 1963 and 30 million in 1964. By the end
of 1963, actual expenditure on education had been
increased to 70 million escudos, but even this was
less than the amount spent on the Cela and Kunene
River (first phase) settlement schemes.I:!

73. Under the Transitional Development Plan for
1965-1967, the target for expenditure on education is
540 million escudos, or about 7.5 per cent of the total.
This means that the average annual investment in
education will be more than double the amount spent
in 1963 on school buildings and equipment. There is
no information yet, however, to indicate what propor
tions will be spent on rural schools and urban schools
respectively.

74. It is also important to ascertain the rate at
which. the African population is acquiring literacy in
Portuguese, since this is one of the two basic con
ditions for. the attainment of the right to vote (see
para. 9 above). School attendance data, even if
available, would not provide an adequate basis to as
sess the progress in raising the literacy rate of the
African population, since African school children can
not begin formal school instruction until they have
acquired proficiency in spoken Portuguese, a training
which may require from one to three years in the pre
primary class, in which instruction is to be entirely
oral.

75. The new measures to increase opportunities in
education, which have been reported above (see para.
42), mainly affect the larger urban areas with school
facilities above the primary level. A new develop
ment, in 1964 was the establishment of a "crash pro
gramme" of English and Afrikaans courses in many
cities as a result of increased interest in closer relations
with South Africa and South West Africa.

3. MosammqJle
Visit of the President of Portugal to Mosambique

76. The President of Portugal, Admiral America
Thomaz, made an official visit to Mozambique from
23 July to 7 August 1964. It was his second visit to
Africa (he visited Angola in 1963) and the first
official visit by a Portuguese Head of State to Mozam
bique in thirteen years.

77. According to official statements, the purpose
of the visit was to strengthen Mozambique's sense
of identity with what is termed the "great Portuguese
family" and to show the world that the Territory was
secure and at peace. As proof of this, he travelled widely
throughout the Territory and was accompanied by a
large corps of Portguese and foreign journalists who
were assured that they could go anywhere and see
anything. In numerous speeches, the President empha
sized the theme of national unity and said that he
had come to Mozambique "to sound out the feelings
and fears of the population".

Appoint'ment of the new Gouernor-General
78. Air Force General Jose Augusto da Costa Al

meida was sworn in as the new Governor-General
of Mozambique on 2 June 1964. He replaced Admiral
Sarmiento Rodriguez, who had reached the mandatory
retirement age in June 1964. The new Governor
General, who was born in Lourenco Marques, combines
the duties of Governor-General with that of the Com
mander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces.

both by the Governments concerned and by business
interests. At the government level, one of the major
projects of economic co-operation between Portugal
and South Africa is the use of the Kunene River,
on which there has been a series of agreements dating
back to the 1920's.

66. Under the new agreement signed in October
1964, South Africa will assist in financing a dam on
the Kunene River at the cost of R5 million, in return
for which South West Africa will have the use of the
hydroelectric power generated. South Africa will
provide half of the cost of the dam in the form of a
direct part-contribution, and the remainder in a
twenty-year loan, at the rate of 5 per cent.

67. This new dam forms part of the basic scheme
for developing hydroelectric power at Matala, It is
reported that the Portuguese Government also intends
to raise additional loans in South Africa to finance
the power line, costing R2.5 million and a third turbo
generator costing R750,OOO.

68. In March 1965, South Africa announced the
decision to establish a special body, the South
West Africa Water and Electricity Commission
(SWAWEC), in connexion with the Kunene River
project. The Commission will be a subsidiary of the
Industrial Development Corporation, which will pro
vide capital for financing the various loans.

69. In the interest of furthering economic co
operation, visits between government and business rep
resentatives have increased. The Mayor of Windhoek,
for instance, was among the visitors to Angola in 1964.
Shortly after his visit, he said in an interview that
there were "huge possibilities" fur trade between the
two Territories, including the supply of plant and
machinery by South Africa to Angola. In return,
Angola could supply South Africa with raw materials,
including coffee. "Angola lacks three things", he is
reported to have said, "all of which we could give
them for mutual benefit. They are: capital, know-how
and organization".

RducatiotJ
70. There are no official statistics available on

schools and school enrolment in Angola for 1963-1964.
The latest published data for Angola are for 1962. Ac
cording, however, to a newspaper report from Lisbon
dated 25 January 1965, "By the 1964-1965 school year,
there were 150,000 primary- and secondary-school
students in Angola." Although the article concludes
that there has been a 100 per cent rise over the number
of students in 1958, this is not confirmed by official
statistics for the 1958-1959 school year, which gave
the total at 96,229 (see A/4978).

71. As reported previously (see A/5800/Rev.l,
chap. V. para. 142), according to an official Portuguese
source, pupil enrolment in Angola on 31 December
1961, amounted to a total of 141,222 in all schools, in
cluding pupils in the "pre-primary" or preparatory
classes. The new figures in the Lisbon article, if
reliable, would indicate that there ha; been little in
crease in enrolment over the past three years.

72. Although legislation introduced in February 1964
(ibid., para. 95) made school attendance compulsory
for children between the ages of 6 and 12, the full
implementation of this depends on the establishment
of schools and the provision of teaching staff. Under
the Second Development Plan, which ended in 1964,
the sums allocated to education were only 27 million
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scribed as a "terrerist chieftain". The Portuguese
clarification denied a report that Portuguese military
aircraft had violated Tanzanian air space and accused
the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania
of training and supplying arms to Mozambique in
surgents in its Territory.

85. During the ensuing months, there were various
reports of armed dashes between insurgents and Portu
guese forces. Most of those occurred in the northern
part of the Territory, although incidents were also
reported near Vila Gouveia, about 100 miles from the
Southern Rhodesian border, at Metangula on Lake
Malawi and at Poste Manguein in the Zambezia
district. Further sporadic incident were reported in
November, December and January. A Claim by
FRELIMO that two Portuguese military airplanes
had been shot down was denied by the Portuguese
authorities.

86. The incidents in October 1964 were accompanied
by a movement of refugees across the Ruvuma River
into Tanzania. These refugees, variously reported to
number from 5,000 to 10,000 were being cared for
by the Tanzanian authorities at camps in Southern
Tanzania. This assistance was supplemented by a grant
of emergency supplies of food worth about $US170,OOO
made in November by the United Nations/FAO World
Food Programme.

Economic ccmditions
87. Mozambique's share in defence costs continued

to rise with the increased number of troops in the Ter
ritory. In 1964, the Territory's contribution to the
expenditure on armed forces amounted to 495.5 million
escudos.P' of which 382.1 million was allocated for the
army, 89.6 million for the air force and 23.8 million
for the naval forces. Of these amounts, 195.3 million
escudos was to come from Mozambique's ordinary
revenue, 178.9 million from the autonomous revenue
producing services, 15.0 million from special funds
65.5 million from the receipts assigned to the Oversea~
Military Defence Fund, and 40.8 million was to be
derived from the Government's participation in the
receipts of the Beira Railway. These amounts, which
constitute only part of the total cost of defence, rep
resent about 13 per cent of the Territory's ordinary
~eceipts totalling 3,743.4 million escudos in 1964, an
increase of about 3 per cent over the previous year.

88. The budget estimates of Mozambique for 1965
envisage a total expenditure of 3,941.1 million escudos,
of which 91.2 million represents extraordinary ex
penditure. Ordinary receipts are expected to increase
by 106.4 million escudos over 1964, the additional
revenue to be derived mainly from customs duties and
indirect taxation. In December 1964, the Territory
received a loan of 379.5 million escudos from Portugal
to finance outstanding expenditures under the Second
Development Plan 1959-64. This loan is repayable
over twenty years, beginning 31 December 1965 with
interest at the rate of 4 per cent per annum (Decree
Law 46,130 of 31 December 1964).

89. Under the Transitional Development Plan for
the period 1965-1967, which was made public in late
1964, 5,400 million escudos, or 37.5 per cent of the
total target for the Overseas Territories, is allocated
to Mozambique. Compared with the previous develop
ment plan for 1959-1964, the rate of investment will
be nearly' trebled, increasing from an average of 648

IS Portaries Nos. 20,630-20,632 of 12 June 1964.

Addeudum to .,ead" item 23

Defence atul security '"0asf.res
79. As noted in the previous report of the Special

Committee (A/5800/Rev.l, chaf' V, para. 78), Portu
gal was engaged during much 0 1964 in strengthening
the military defences of Mozambique in anticipation of
disturbances. By July 1964, it was reported that there
were 25,000 troops stationed in the Territory and there
were later reports of further transfers of troops from
Angola, bringing the estimated total at the end of
the year, according to different sources, to between
35,000 and 40,000. A Reuters report on the military
parade held in honour of President Thomaa' arrival
noted that the troops appeared to be well-equipped
with arms from many countries and were escorte:a by
various. types of aircraft.

80. Accorcling to reports, military detachments had
been placed in all large villages and a civilian militia
had been organized. Military defences were said to
be particularly strong along the Ruvuma River, where
a network of fifty landing strips for fighter bombers
had been cut out of the bush and five military air
bases established at Palma, Umtamba, Mwiduma,
Ngamba, and Muada. It was also reported that the
population had been removed from a five to ten-mile
strip south of the Ruvuma River. A news report in
January 1965 noted the use of napalm bombs during
military exercises in this area.

81. In addition to these defensive preparations,
the Star of Johannesburg of 19 June 1964 reported
that the Portuguese secret police, PIDE, frequently
launched decoy "rebel movements" with PIDE agents
as "organizers" as a means of discovering and arresting
dissident elements, The Southern Rhodesia Special
Branch (secret police) was reported to be co-operating
closely with PIDE, its Portuguese equivalent, in track
ing down insurgents in transit to Tanzania, for re
patriation to Mozambique.

82. In early 1965, a number of non-Portuguese news
papers carried reports suggesting that there had been
large-scale arrests for political reason'! following an
attempt in December 1964 to place a bomb in the
cathedral of Lourenco Marques. These reports were
officially denied by the Government which, however,
admitted that eight persons had been arrested during
December in connexion with the bomb attempt and
that on 1 January four well-known intellectuals, among
them the editor of a local newspaper, the Tribuna, had
also been arrested, for political activities.

Ot'tbreak of disturbances
83. Towards the end of September 1964, leaders

of the Mozambique Liberation Front (FRELIMO)
declared a general armed insurrection in Mozambique,
and announced that on the night of 25-26 September,
commando groups had infiltrated into the Territory and
had linked up to attack Portuguese military emplace
ments along a 700 mile front. It was also reported about
the same time that large numbers cif refugees from the
northern region of Mozambique were seeking asylum
in Tanzania.

84. The first official Portuguese confirmation of
insurgent activities was issued in Lisbon by the news
agency A.N.I. on 11 October. According to this report
and a subsequent government clarification, issued in
Lisbon on'13 October, five groups of guerrillas had
entered Mozambique from Tanzania.. Three of these
had been captured and the others located. Among
those captured was said to be Lucas Fernandez, de-
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million escudos yearly to 1,800 mil!ion escudos. As
before, the principal allocation is for development of
transport and port facilities which, in view of the
important transit trade, represent Mozambique's main
source of foreign exchange. In other respects, however,
the new plan is very different from its predecessor.
Whereas the emphasis previously was on infra
structural development, the new plan is more concerned
with revenue-producing investments. Thus a major al
location, 1,436 million escudos, or nearly 27 per cent,
is for the development of industries, the bulk of it
(1,350 million) being earmarked for transforming in
dustries. Agriculture, which under the previous plan
had been a major item, receiving over 1,000 million
escudos, is allocated only 760 million under the Tran
sitional Development Plan, of which 500 million is
to be used for irrigation and settlement projects and
150 million for development of livestock and forestry
resources. In addition the Plan contains a new al
location of 328 million escudos for development of
fisheries, a field of investment which had previously
been largely ignored. The amount allocated for ex
penditure on education and health is 500 million escu
dos, or 9.25 per cent of the total, compared with 370
million spent during 1959-1964.

90. A further important aspect of the Transitional
Development Plan is the inclusion of targets for
foreign loan financing in respect of specific Overseas
Territories. In the case of Mozambique, the target
for external loans is 1,500 million escudos, or 27.8 per
cent of the total, a much smaller percentage than is
the case in Angola, where foreign capital already plays
a more important role. Other sources of financing for
Mozambique, according to targets set in the Plan, are
the Government of Portugal, 1,120 million escudos;
territorial funds, 750 million escudos; and private in
vestment, 1,680 million escudos. In March 1965, it
was reported that the territorial Government had been
authorized to raise a local loan of 61 million escudos,
repayable in twenty years at one per cent interest
to finance extraordinary expenditure.

91. Mozambique suffers from a chronic and steadily
growing trade deficit which amounted to 983 million
escudos during the first six months of 1964, an in
crease of 182 million escudos over the corresponding
period in 1963. This increased deficit resulted from a
13 per cent rise in the value of imports due to growth
in investment and consumer demand, which more
than offset a rise in the value of exports from 1,182
million escudos to 1,258 million escudos during the
corresponding periods. The growing trade deficit em
phasizes the Territory's heavy dependence on revenue
from the transit trade of neighbouring territories, but,
despite this, Mozambique's balance of payments showed
a deficit of 386 million escudos in 1963, which was
probably exceeded in 1964. About 80 per cent by
value of Mozambique's domestic exports consists of
agricultural products, of which the most important up
to 1962 were cotton and sugar, accounting for between
30 and 35 per cent of the value of all domestic exports.
In recent years, however, there has been a substantial
increase in the production of cashew nuts, exports of
which, mainly to the United States of America, have
more than doubled in the past ten years. In the first
five months of 1964, exports of cashew nuts rose to
245.9 million escudos in value, from 157.4 million escu
dos during the corresponding period in 1963. This
performance, coupled with a sharp increase in produc
tion of sisal, served to offset a severe decrease in

cotton exports, which dropped from 141.7 million to
64.7 million escudos during the five-month period. ~

92. There was evidence during 1964 of a strengthen- ~:'
ing of economic relations with South Africa and South
ern Rhodesia. In October, three agreements were signed .,
with South Africa which concern Mozambique. These
agreements, details of which have not yet been released, I
related to: (a) commercial relations between the two
Territories; (b) the provision of additional cold storage ~
facilities at the port of Lourenco Marques to permit
a greater volume of citrus fruit exports from South ~
Africa; (c) the evision of the Mozambique Conven- 1
tion of 11 September 1928, under which African
workers are recruited in Mozambique for work in the I

Transvaal and a guaranteed tonnage of South African
exports passes through Lourenco Marques. In the field )
of private investment, it was reported in the Press
that the Anglo-American Corporation, which already fl
has interests in a fishing company in Mozambique
(see A/5?OO/Rev.l chap. V, para. 165), had acquired
a concession to prospect for diamonds through a sub
sidiary company formed in Portugal and was investigat
ing the possibility of investment in sugar production.
The Corporation already has an important financial
interest in the Swaziland iron mines, to serve which
the railway line from Lourenqo Marques to Goba, near
the border of Swaziland, was extended under an agree
ment between the Portuguese and United Kingdom
Governments, signed in April 1964.

93. With repect to Southern Rhodesia, discussions ,
held at Salisbury in December 1964-February 1965 .
between Rhodesian officials and a thirty-nine man tech- I
nical delegation from Mozambique, resulted in Feb
ruary 1965 in the negotiation of a new trade agree
ment to replace the previous one with the former
Central African Federation. Details of the trade
agreement are not yet available. In the meantime, work
was completed in December 1964 on the construction
of a pipeline to transport crude oil from the port of I

Beira to the Feruka petroleum refinery at Urntali, in
Southern Rhodesia. The pipeline was financed partly
by Rhodesian interests at a cost of 360 million escudos
and is expected to produce an annual revenue for
Mozambique of 138 million escudos.

94. A major new investment in 1964 was the forma
tion of a Portuguese company to develop a new sugar
plantation at Maputo, near Lourenco Marques. Tenta
tive projects to establish other sugar plantations are
still pending.

Educational conditions
95. It was reported in December 1964 that work

had begun on the construction of four new primary
schools in the Lourenco Marques, Tete, Niassa and
Zarnbezia districts, at a total cost of 1.9 million escudos,
and also on the construction of new elementary tech
nical schools at Tete and Porto Amelia, The latter are
being financed under the Territorial Development Plan
and are expected to cost about 15 million escudos.

96. The Governor-General of Mozambique officially
opened the new Facuity of Science of the Estudos
Gerais Universitarios, in Mozambique on 21 April
1964. The new Faculty comprises the Departments of
Chemistry, Botany, Biology, Minerology and Physics.
Work on the construction of the University City in
Lourenco Marques was begun in January 1965. When
it is completed, it is believed that residence facilities will
be available for about 70 per cent of the student
teachers and technical administrative personnel. Student
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sugar, 230 thousand kilos of potatoes and 214 thousand
litres of wine.

105. The Territory's 1965 ordinary budget estimates,
according to a press report, are balanced at 151.75 mil
lion escudos. Over 10 per cent of the ordinary revenue
is to come from industries subject to special taxes
(lfldtistrias em regime triblltario especial). The esti
mates are 9 million more than those for 196;, and
over half of this increase (4.8 million) is being paid
for by the Ministry for Overseas Territories.

106. Estimated expenditures include 16.4 million
escudos for servicing public debt, 47 million escudos
(or just under one-third of tl.e total) for the general
administration of the Territory (Adtllillistrafao geral e
Fiscaliza,lio) ; 32 million for development; 22.3 million
for general charges and 12 million for "national de
fence". Since the sums spent on "general administra
tion" for Angola was only about 15 per cent of the
total in 1963 and 1964, it appears that the 47 million
escudos allocated under this item probably include con
siderable expenses other than those of a routine nature.

107. The extraordinary budget for 1965 stands at
2.85 million escudos financed from budgetary surpluses.
It is to be used for a geological-hydrographic survey
and the construction of public buildings.

108. Under the Transitional Development Plan for
J965-~967 the total investment envisaged (180 million
escudos) is one of the two lowest (the other being S.
Tome and Principe). Although the Territory has ap
proximately the same population, the investment target
is only two-thirds of that of Tirnor,

109. The sums allocated under the Plan to the
principal sections have been given in paragraph 35
above. 'It may be seen that as far as the Territory is
concerned the two most important areas of investment
are agricultural and social development. The principal
agricutural allocations are for the improvement of
4,000 hectares for rice growing; 1,000 hectares for
manioc; 5,000 hectares of oil palms (Palmeira-do
azeite); 10,000 hectares of bananas; and 10,000
hectares of cashew.t! Two-thirds of the investment
in social improvements is for health and welfare and
only 10 million escudos are envisaged for education,
which gives approximately an investment of 20 escudos
(less than $USl) per inhabitant over the three-year
period.

110. In January 1965 it was reported in the Press
that the Secretary-General for the Territory had made
a plea in the Portuguese National Assembly (in which
he is a deputy) that more assistance be given to
promote the Territory's economic and social develop
ment. He said that Portuguese Guinea had not been
given the same benefits as Timor and Cape Verde
(500 million escudos) in the Transitional Develop
ment Plan, and he pointed out that the Territory
"lacked doctors, engineers and technicians". He said
that salaries were also lower than in other Territories
under Portuguese administration and that, the cost
of living was higher.

5. Cape Verde
Recent developments

111. There is no recent information on the con
stitutionaland political situation in the Territory.

14 As reported previously, almost all the Territory's exports
go to Portugal.

on the con-

enrolment in the University in March 1965 was re
ported to total 400, of whom 230 were enrolled in
the school of engineering, 60 were studying medicine
and 60 were following courses in education. The re
mainder were studying agronomy and veterinary
science.

4. Portuguese Guinea
Cotlstitutional and political situation

97. There is no recent information
stitutional situation in the Territory.

Military developments
98. Since May 1964, the fighting in Portuguese

Guinea has intensified. In July, it was reported that
the insurgents had cut the Territory in two and that
the sea port capital of Bissau had been completely
isolated from the Portuguese-held outposts in the Ter
ritory.

99. Portuguese troops, which are estimated to total
over 20,000, were reported to have been engaged more
actively in fighting after the arrival in May 1964 of
General Arnaldo Schultz to assume his duties as
Governor-General. The intensified fighting in the latter
part of 1964 is evident from the long military official
bulletins and the numerous localities frequently men
tioned. These include. many towns within a radius of
less than 100 miles from Bissau, in the regions of
Binar, Falacunda, Tite and Geba. Continued activities
are reported in northern areas south of the Cacheu
River, such as Cacheu, Bula, Bissora, Mansaba and
Farirn, Repeated military activities are reported in
the area south west of Buba, including the regions of
Catio, the Como Island and the peninsula of Cacine,

100. Towards the end of the year Portuguese
military bulletins were not only reporting activities of
Portuguese troops but also denying rebel successes
reported in their own communiques.

101. In spite of official claims that the situation in
the Territory is returning to normal, the Portuguese
military bulletin covering the period 7-13 March 1965
reported rebel activities at numerous widely separated
points, including areas around the Great Buba River
lying south east of the capital, the Cacheu River, which
lies between Bissau and the Senegal border, and the
Cacine peninsula, in the extreme south west of the
Territory.

102. There has been an exodus of refugees into both
Senegal and the Republic of Guinea. Between 1 March
and 1 August 1964 refugees from Portuguese Guinea
in Senegal increased from some 6,000 to over 28,000
and were reported in February 1965 to be still in
creasing at the rate of 1,000a month.

Economic conditions
103. The continued fighting since 1963 is reported

to have disrupted the economy of the Territory to the
extent that some commercial firms are closing down.
The Sociedade Comercial Ultramarina was reported
last year to have ordered the winding up of its opera
tions and dismissal of its employees and the Companhia
Unido Fabril, more commonly known as CUF, was
also reported to be closing down its installations.

104. According to a press report, the large number
of troops stationed in the Territory has made it neces
sary for special imports, which in December included
1.2 million litres of gasoline, 227 thousand kilos of
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pet capita investment over the three-year period of \
approximately 2,000 escudos, or 650 escudos, per year, [
and is considerably more than that for Portuguese :1
Guinea, which is less than 100 escudos per year. n

120. The major emphasis in the Transitional De- ',f
velopment Plan is on transport and communication, Jj
fOl' which the target investment is 42.5 million escudos, !
including 30 million escudos for roads, 1 million for ~
ports and navigation, 9 million for telecommunications. ' j

The next largest investment is for agriculture, followed ~.
by 25 million escudos for surveys and studies of national l.,

resources. 'I
121. Almost half of the amount to be spent on l4

agriculture is for a scheme fOl the settlement of in- Ii
dependent farmers, some of whom will be brought ,
from Cape Verde, The plan is to settle a nucleus of ~i
50 families in two different locations in 1965, 100 "
families in 1966 and another 150 families in 1967.
Special importance is attached to this scheme as a
means of solving the chronic labour shortage on the
island (see A/58oo/Rev.l, chap. V, paras, 205 and
206), especially on the large cocoa plantation belonging
to absentee landlords.

~

122. As reported previously (ibid., para. 208), the
airport facilities at Sao Tome have been expanded since
1964 to accommodate increased traffic and troop move
ments from Portugal to the Territories in Africa. In
September 1964 a Government order made Angola and
Mozambique each responsible for 43 per cent of the
4 mi!.lion escudos annual expenses for maintenance and
operation of the airport. The remaining 14 per cent
will be financed by the Territory.

123. With the coming to an end of the Second
Development Plan, expenditures were accelerated in
1964 to complete some of the projects. Special al
locations of funds were made for this purpose including
2 million escudos for land surveys, 3.3 million escudos
for a stereo-photo survey, 8.5 million escudos for the
development of electricity and transport and 7.1 million
escudos for equipment for the hydroelectric scheme
on the Contado River which is to be spent over the
period 1964-1967.

7. Maca«

Recent developments

124. There is no recent information on the political
and constitutional situation in Macau,

125. After undergoing a period of change (see AI
AC.108/L.12, para. 60), the economy of Macau is
now being stabilized and developed on the basis of manu
facturing industries and, more particularly, tourism.
Regular visitors from Hong Kong have increased to
the extent that in May 1964 a hydrofoil service was
introduced with ten trips daily to Macau, Additional
ferries were being added in 1964 to bring the capacity
up to two thousand passengers daily.

126, Substantial investments are to be made under the
Transitional Development Plan (see para. 35 above)
to develop tourism. Of the total investment target
of 660 million escudos, 198 million escudos are allocated
for the tourist industry and 194 million escudos for
the development of transport facilities. In addition, 114
million escudos will be invested in housing, while
education, which has always been provided mainly by
the Chinese community in private schools, will receive
an allocation of only 7 million escudos.

112. In 1964 there was renewed interest in develop"
ing the fisheries potential of the Territory. According
to newspaper reports, Krupp has shown interest in
obtaining a fishing concession in Cape Verde and has
plans to build a refrigernt-:on plant for the export of
frozen fish to the Federal Republic of Germany and
West Africa.

113. Under the Transitional Development Plan
which was adopted at the end of 1964 (see para. 35
above) , 258 million escudos, or more than half the
investment target ot 500 million escudos for Cape
Verde, is allocated to fisheries development. Of the
total investment target, half is to be financed by Portu
gal and half by external loans. According to official
information, the investments in fisheries will be used
to stimulate the national exploitation of marine re
sources, to modernize the existing fishing fleet, to
build new plant and equipment, including cold storage
facilities, and to renovate existing installations.

114. The Transitional Development Plan also en
visages an investment of 70 million escudos in transport
and communications j 50 million escudos are allocated
to social develooment and 42 million escudos to agricul
ture. Of the investments for social development, 18
million escudos will be used for education and 30
million for public health.

115. The overwhelming concentration on fisheries
represents a new orientation in the economic develop
ment of the Territory. As reported previously (see AI
AC.108/I W, para. 82), until the First National
Development Plan was put into effect in 1953, there
had been no concensus about the future potential or
the islands; some economists were even said to be
completely pessimistic as to their future because of
the high rate of emigration and the genera! state of
the economy. Nevertheless, the First and Second De
velopment Plans both gave priority to agricultural
production for export and to the improvement of ports,
harbours and road construction. In the Second Develop
ment Plan only 5.5 million escudos were allocated to
fisheries, representing 2.6 per cent of the total invest
ments under the Plan.

116. Bxpenditure for development has been ac
celerated since 1960. In 1964 special loans were pro
vided from F~; tl.'{ai to complete various projects under
the Second Development Plan. These loans (granted
under Decree 42,479 of 31 August 1959) included
7.8 "million escudos for roads and 18.3 million escudos
for ports and harbours, and are repayable after seven
years at an interest. rate of 3 per cent per annum.

117. It is reported that the Territory's budget
estimates for 1965 total 84.7 million escudos, of which
82 million represents expenditure under the ordinary
budget and 2.7 million represents expenditure under
the extraordinary budget. About one-fifth of the rev
enue is derived from the Territory's autonomous
services, which include the ports and the steamships.

6. Silo Tome andPrincipe

Recent developments
118. There is no recent information on the con

stitutional and political situation in Sao Tome and
Principe.

119. The Transitional Development Plan (see para.
3.; above) provides for a total investment of 180 million
escudos in Sao Tome and Principe. This represents a
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127. According to a press report, a new agreement
has been signed with a Hong Kong group for the
hotels concession. The conditions of the concession
are: (a) an annual payment of 3 million patacaU to
be raised to 3.5 million within three years; (b) the
construction of a new hotel, casino and additional
facilities for transport to and from Hong Kong; (c)
financing of the harbour dredging operations; (d) re
investment of 90 per cent of the profits within the
Territory; (e) investment of the balance of the profits
in welfare activities.

8. Timer

Recent dC'Velopmctlts

128. There is no recent information on the con
stitutional and political situation in Timer,

129. Because of its distance from Portugal, trans
port and communications are of special importance to
the Territory. Under the Transitional Development
Plan (see para. 35 above), 100 million escudos, more
than one-third of the total investment target for Timer,
is to be devoted to the development of transport and
communications. Of this sum, 45 million escudos is
allocated to air transport and airports, 30 million
escudos to ports and shipping, 20 million escudos to
roads and 5 million escudos to telecommunications.

130. Other allocations under the Plan (in millions
of escudos) are: extractive industries, 12; transforming
industries, 9; agricultural surveys and studies, 12 ;
development of resources, 27; fisheries, 10; energy
resources, 8; education, 21 j public health, 18.

131. Compared with the Second National Develop
ment Plan (A/AC.l08/L.l3, table 7), the principal
change is the new allocation for development of c.'C
tractive industries. The envisaged investment is prob
ably related to the new mining concession that was
granted in September 1964 to the Sociedade Agricola
Patria e Trabalho, Limitada, The company obtained
an exclusive licence to prospect for copper, iron, man
ganese, magnetite and zirconium. The concession is for
an initial period of three years and is renewable for two
more years if all terms of the contract are fulfilled.
Mining rights in respect of deposits pegged will be for
an initial period of seventy years and renewable for
an additional twenty years. The company is authorized
to establish a transforming plant within five years
of the commencement of extracting operations.

132. During 1964, a number of special allocations
were made for the completion of projects under the
Second Development Plan. These included 8.5 million
escudos for the airport. In addition 21.3 million escudos
were made available ss a development loan from
Portugal, of which 6 million was for the Port of Dili,
6 million for communications, 2.3 million for schools
and 1.9 million for public health.

-133. Among other special measures taken in 1964
were the establishment of a road maintenance fund,
for the revenue of which new taxes were imposed on
gasoline imports, and the establishment of an agri
cultural credit fund, with an initial capital of 10 million
escudos to provide medium and long-term loans to
agriculture and special short-term loans to help in
establishing working funds.

15 1 pataca equals $HK 1.00 or 5.5 escudos.

B. CONSIDERATION DY THE SPECIAL COMMI'ITEEte

Introduction
1~ t The Special Committee considered the Ter

ritories under Portuguese admlnistraticn at ~ts 345th.
346th, 350th to 356th. 359th, 361st to 363rd, 368th
and 369th meetings held in Africa between 28 May
1965 and 16 June 1965.

135. On the question of refugees from the Ter
ritories under Portuguese adminstration, the Special
Committee had bcfore it a note by the Secretariat (AI
AC.109/L.212) concerning the situation with regard
to refugees from Portuguese Guinea, Mozambique and
Angola, and the measures taken to extend medical
and other assistance to them by ~he United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees and specialized
agencies concerned in response to operative paragraph
5 of the resolution on the Territories under Portuguese
administration adopted by the Special Committee on
3 July 1964 (A/AC.109/90).

Written petitiolls atld hearings
136. The Special Committee circulated the following

written petitions concerning the Territories under
Portuguese admlnstratlon."

Pc/ill'OIIN' DOClll!1Cnl No
Allgo/a

Mr. Luis Ranque Franque, President,
Front pour la Liberation de l'En-
c1ave de Cabinda (FLEC) A/AC.l&9/PET.337

Mr. Carlos Gonc;alvez Cambando,
Gouvernement revolutionnaire de
l'Angola en exil (GRAE) A/AC.I09/PET.376

Messrs. S. 1(, Njoccmba, D. 1(,
Mapulanga, S. G. Chata and W.
G. Ndumba, on behalf of Angolan
refugees in Zambia.............. A/AC.l09/PET.397

Mr. Adiio Jose Domingos Kapi-
lango, Chief Representative, Uniiio
das Populac;5es de Angola (UPA) A/AC.109/PET.398

and !"Id.. 1
Mr. Anibal de Melo, representative,

Movimento Popular de Libertacao
de Angola (MPLA) A/AC.l09/PET.399

and Add.. 1
Messrs. Kassongo Paul and John

Victor, Union nationale angolaise
(UNA) A/AC.l09/PET.401

Messrs. Lukoki Lunzinga, Founder,
Muanza Fernandes, Adviser, and
Tshingani Mingiedi, Secretary, on
behalf of the Ntobako Angola.. A/AC.l09/PET.416

Mr. Franc;ois Lele, General Chair-
man, and two other members of
the Ntobako Angola A/AC.109/PET.416/

Add.l and 2
Mr. Marcos Kassanga, member of

the Commissic..• Nationale Execu
tive, Conseil du Peuple Angolais
(CPA) A/AC.l09/PET.421

16 See also Chapter II of the present report (Meetings held
in Africa) for an account of the discussion on the resolution
adopted by the Special Committee at its 373rd meeting on 18
June 1965 concerning the implementation of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) with regard to SOuthern Rhodesia, Ter
ritories under Portuguese administration, South West Afrir.a,
and Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland.

17 The following written petitions were circulated after the
Special Committee had completed its consideration of the
question of 'the Territories under Portuguese administration:
A/AC.109/PET.365/Add.l, AI AC.109/PET.411, A/AC..I09/

,PET.416 and Add.1 end 2, A/AC.109/PET.421, A/AC.I09/
PET.424 and A/AC.l09/PET.425.
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Pelilioller

Vice-President; Frente de Llberta
c;1Io de Mo~ambique (FRELIMO)
A/AC.1l'')jPET.396/Add.1) ....

Portuguese GUIIICCI
Dr. Amilcar Cabral, Secretary Gen

eral. Partido Africano da Indc
pendencia da Guine e Cabo Vercle
(PAIGC)18 (A/AC.I09/PET,411)

i

~
3501h-356th meetings ~

,1

~I
368th·3691h meetings ~

Petltioners concoming Anqol« ~
138. Mr. Muliata, speaking on behalf of Angolan It

Refugees in Zambia, said that Portuguese rule could X
not be compared with other European colonial regimes ~j
in Africa. In South Africa and Rhodesia, where the
Governments were known to be oppressive, Africans I
still had a limited freedom of political expression. In n
Angola the case was completely different. Africans 'f
there had been denied freedom of expression since the
beginning of colonial rule. There had been a military 'I
build-up throughout the colony. In every administrative
centre there was a miltary camp whose task was to IY
stamp out any political reform in the villages. People I'
were not allowed to move from one district to another ~
without permission. Angolans found it extremely diffi- ~

cult to fight for their freedom since, once an African 'I
was suspected of political activities, he was arrested and
liquidated. Consequently nationalists were obliged to or- '
ganize the struggle from outside Angola.

139. With regard to education and health facilities
in Angola, he pointed out that the Government had
built no schools for African children in rural areas.
The few schools that existed were conducted by mis
sionaries acting under Government control. There was
no government health service, so that people still de
pended on primitive ways of treating and curing dis
eases. Africans were not allowed to possess radios.
Social gatherings could not be held without a special
licence. The people were not allowed to practise their
traditional customs.

1--('40. In the cultural field, the Portuguese had in
I troduced a policy of "assimilation", which in fact meant
I absorption. The entire aim of that policy was to make
\ the Africans abandon their own culture and regard
\ themselves as Portuguese citizens. Under that disguise,
'ttie Portuguese pretended not to practise colour dis-
crimination. The policy of assimilation was further ad
vanced by marrying African girls to whites in order
to produce mulattoes who, because of their good knowl
edge of Portuguese, automatically became Portuguese
citizens. Politically speaking, the policy of assimilation
was much more dangerous than apartheid or the Land
Apportionment Act of Rhodesia. Its aim was the com
plete extermination of the African race. African children
were taught the history and geography of Portugal and
told that they were Portuguese.

141. Economicaliy, Angola had rich natural re
sources which the Portuguese had failed to exploit be
cause Portugal itself was economically a very poor
country. In addition, the Portuguese feared that if other
countries invested money in Angola, it would lead to
the rapid advancement of Africans and consequently
to political reforms. In more than 400 years the Por
tuguese had done practically nothing to develop Angola IQ
and its people. Instead they had imposed high taxes F:
and failed to provide employment. No African was ':,
allowed to conduct a business; the African existed solely~(
for purposes of exploitation.

Mee/ing

DOC'lltnentNo

A/AC.I09/pET.425

A/AC.I09/PET.364

A/AC.109/PET.392

A/AC.109/PET.411

A/AC.109/PET.396
and Add. 1

AIAC.I09/PET.424

A/AC.109/PET.356

346th meeting

346th meeting

387th meeting

346th meeting

345th-346th meetings

General Alsembly-Twendcth Session-Annexes

Petitioner

162

I'elilionrr
Mr. Francisco Thomaz and others,

on behal£ of the Nto-Bako Angola
Asscclacao dos Conguenses <la Ex

pressao Portuguesa, Ngwilani 11
Kongo ...•...••.......•..••.••

Mo&alllbiq'Il'
Messrs. Mathew S. Kambezo and D.

L. Maibeki, Mozamblque African
National Congress (MA.J.~C) .•••

Mr. Zaricll J. SakuplVlIIwa, Secre
tary, Comit\! Prepnratorio do Con
gresso Constitucional <10 Comit\!
Revolucioml.rio de Mo~ambique

(COREMO) .............•..•..
Mr. Eduardo Mondlane, President,

Frente de Libcrta~ao <le Moeam-
bique (FRELIMO) ..

.. Sao Taille and Pl'illcipe
Mr. Miguel Trovoada, President.

Comite de Libertacdo de S. Tome
e Principc (CLSTP) .

Portuguese Guillea
Dr. Amllcar Cabral, General Secre

tary, Partido Africano da Inde
pendencla da Guine e Cabo Verde
(PAIGC) ..

Cape Verde Arcllipclago
Mr. F. de Mello e Castro, President.

Mouvement de Liberation des lies
du Cap-Vert (MLICV) .

Anqola
Mr. Lufuino M. Muliata and Mr. S.

K. Njolomba, on behalf of An
golan refugees in Zambia (AI
AC.l09/PET. 397) .

Mr. Adiio Jose Domlngos Kapilango,
Chief representative, Unifio das
Populacdes de Angola (UPA)
(A/AC.109/PET.398) .

Mr. Anibal de Melo, Movimento
Popular de Libertacao de Angola
(MPLA) (A/AC.l09/PET.399) .

Mr. Marcos Kassanga, member of
the Commission Nationale Execu
tive. Conseil du Peuple Angolais
(CPA)18 .

A/AC.109/PET.365
and Add. 1

137. The Special Committtee heard the following
petitioners concerning Angola, Mozambique and Por
tuguese Guinea:

Mosambiquo
Mr. Zarica J. Sakupwanya, Secre

tary, Comite Preparat6rio do Con
gresso Constitutional do Comite
Revolucionario de Mocambique
(COREMO) (A/AC.l09/PET.
392) .

Messrs. Eduardo C. Mondlane, Presi
dent; Lazaro Kavandame, Member
of the Central Committee, Mateus
Muthemba, and Uria Sirnango,

18 This petitioner was heard after the Special Committee had
adopted a resolution on the Territories under Portuguese ad
ministration (A/AC.l09/124 and Corr.l) at its 363rd meeting
Oil 10 June 1965.
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142. In Angola, Africans had nlways been treated
like beasts of burden. They could be beaten mercilessly'
and driven into forced labour. As a result, millions of
Angolnns had sought refuge in neighbouring countries.

,1 More than one million had fled to the Congo and about
" 500,000 to Zambia, Rhodesia, Bechuanaland and South
~ West Africa. In addition, 250,000 had been slain by
V the armed forces. Massacres and atrocities were every-
rl day events. .
~ 143. Angola was part of Africa, and the freedom
~ of other African countries would be meaningless while
t their neighbours continued to be exploited and mal
II treated by white minorities. He therefore appealed to

I the Special Committee to arrange visits to the colonized
. as well as the independent countries; to continue its

welfare work on behalf of refugees and help them to
~.'.. escape from their refugee status; to request Portugal

to withdraw its troops from Angola, Mozambique and
't Portuguese Guinea; to request the United Kingdom
I and the United States CIf America to stop giving military

If aid to Portugal, and to request Portugal to allow Afri-
cans to choose their own government.

144. Replying to a question, Mr. Njolomba, who
also represented Angolan refugees in Zambia, said that
there were approximately 350,000 Europeans in Angola,
They occupied all the administrative posts in the entire
country.

145. Mr. Kapilango, on behalf of the UPA, informed
the Special Committee that. the UPA was founded on
the liberation of the people of Angola from the colonial
ist system and accession to independence. In his state
ment, which was circulated by the Special Committee
as a written petition (A/AC.l09/PET.398/Add.l), he
indicated that the disturbances in Angola would not
cease until the Portuguese colonial authorities put an
end to the colonial system and that the Europeans must
understand and recognize that the liberation movement
being carried out was not directed against them or
their property, but against the system of exploitation
and servitude. He hoped that the Special Committee
would help his people and that an end would' be put
to the criminal acts of the Salazar Government. Their
war was just, because it was a war of national libera
tion. If the colonizing Governments understood their
aspirations, agreement was possible; otherwise they
would be obliged to consider the colonizers as the
enemies of their emancipation.

146. Salazar's army was supported by certain im
perialist Powers which enabled Portugal to continue
to exploit their national resources and exterminate the
people. The Angola nationalists were at that moment
being slaughtered by the bullets of Salazar's soldiers
and many political and non-political prisoners still
languished in the foul prisons of Salazar, Some pris
oners were subject to a system of undernourishment
and received food only once a week; on other days
they were given 300 grs. of water with 250 grs. of sea
salt three times a day.

147. Portugal had increased the tax for the defence
of Angola; according to official figures, it was costing
Portugal about $166 million per year. He added that
NATO was furnishing arms used by the Portuguese
soldiers as well as incendiary bombs.

148. Regarding education, Mr. Kapilongo said that
the situation in Angola was deplorable; tuition charges
were much too high and there was a shortage of
teachers and elementary schoolmasters. The position of
the workers was particularly bad; out of an African

population of more than 4,500,000. some 15,000 earned
their living in the normal way. Two million Africans
were subjected to what amounted to forced labour in
agriculture, mines and coffee plantations. The capital
invested in Angola came mainly from the United States
of America, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic
of Germany and Belgium, and was chiefly in the hands
of large mining companies producing copper and iron.

149. Mr. de Melo, speaking on behalf of the MPLA,
stated that the problem of Angola had never been so
serious. He had brought with him a group of refugees
who had recently fled from Angola and could testify
to the truth of the information he gave. He saw the
Special Committee's arrival in Africa as a gesture of
reassurance for the oppressed peoples, since their faith
in a final victory rested largely on the Special Com
mittee's activities. After five years of struggle, ne had
no need to dwell on the familiar aspects of the Angolan
problem: the enslaving of workers, corruption, mas
sacres and mass deportations, the barefaced exploitation
of Angola's wealth and a social and political situation
unparalleled on African soil. He stressed the determina
tion of the Angolan people, who were resolved to regain
their most sacred rights in the face of the Salazar
Government's fascism. In his view, the integration of
which the Portuguese spoke amounted in fact to the
absorption of Angola's vital energies. It was not pos
sible to speak of integration in a territory where geno
cide was practised daily, or to speak of peace when
the Portuguese newspapers themselves made daily men
tion of soldiers killed in battle. The liberation move
ment could not be reversed, for day after day more
Angolans came to join the freedom fighters. The armed
struggle had lost none of its intensity. When the
MPLA had been expelled from Leopoldville, it had
naturally gone through a difficult period, but since its
reorganization at Brazzaville it had found its impetus
again and stepped up its activities. There were still
about 300,000 refugees and over 500,000 emigrants in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo; he did not have
figures on Angolan refugees in other areas.

150. Several strategic and economic objectives in
Angola had been destroyed recently and more than
150 soldiers had been put out of action. Many weapons
had been captured and some areas were under the
control of the MPLA, whose guerrilla forces were
growing daily. He emphasized that the MPLA was
the only organization which had set itself up inside
Angola; moreover, the guerrillas to the north of the
capital were directed by a member of the political bureau
of the MPLA. In 1964, the area assembly organized
in that region had enabled more than 2,000 loyal MPLA
members to gather. Furthermore, the MPLA, in addi
tion to its political and military activities, was active
in the social sphere and concerned itself, among other
matters, with the refugees.

151. He pointed out that Mr. Salazar had just con
cluded a military pact with Mr. Ian Smith and that
the presence of South African elements in the Por
tuguese Army had been noted on several occasions.
Mr. Salazar had held a number of talks with the
authorities in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia.
The Portuguese newspapers had themselves referred
to the Smith-Salazar military pact.

152. A new factor in the colonialists' racist policy
was the communion of the racists with the United
States of America, the United Kingdom, the Federal
Republic of Germany and Belgium with a view to gain
ing possession of Angola's resources, evert at the cost
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of the complete extermination of the African popula
tion. Portugal, in a recently floated loan, had succeeded
in procuring the following amounts: the Federal Re
public of Germany had lent 1,000 million, n United
States bank 2,000 million, the French Foreign Trade
Bank nearly 1,000 million, n consortium of United
States banks almost 1,000 million and another United
States bank 500 mitlion. Moreover, in a recent speech
in the Portuguese National Assembly, n member of
the Portuguese Army had boasted of receiving money
from NATO.

l53. As far as the number of victims of the Salazar
regime was concerned, it was extremely difficult to
give figures because many people disappeared every
day and it was not known whether they had been
killed, imprisoned or deported. After the events of
4 February the Portuguese had embarked on a cam
paign for the mass liquidation of Africans, during
which more than 50,000 Angolans had perished. In
order to discover the exact number of victims, however,
the rivers of Angola would have to be dredged and the
forests scoured i he related how the Portuguese settlers
loaded their lorries with Africans on the pretext of
going to welcome some official or other, and then shot
them once they arrived at the river bank. He said that
the Portuguese forces numbered about 60,000.

154. Mr. de Melo considered that the Special Com
mittee should unequivocally condemn those Powers
which contributed directly or indirectly to the main
tenance of racial discrimination in the territories under
Portuguese rule and should recommend strong and
effective sanctions against Portugal.

155. Mr. Kassanga, speaking on behalf of the Con
sell du peuple angolais, said that the Angolan people
placed all their hopes in the United Nations, which
should defend the weak peoples against those who
sought to dominate them. The United Nations had been
established, after the victory over the Axis Powers,
in order to ensure peace in the world and to prevent
the reappearance of a movement such as nazism, but
Portuguese colonialism was a thousand times worse
than nazism. Powers which had formed an alliance to
fight nazism and fascism were now giving moral and
material support to Portuguese colonialism, which
oppressed the defenceless Angolan people, whose only
crime was to dare to demand freedom, equality and
social justice.

156. In its struggle against the oppressors, the
Angolan people had learned to recognize their true
friends as well as their enemies. In order to sow con
fusion in the ranks of those who were fighting for
freedom, the Portuguese colonialists had placed men
who were in their pay at the head of certain organi
zations. For example, an Angolan leader who a few
years previously had spoken before the Special Com
mittee to denounce the imperialist ambitions of the
colonial Power had subsequently become a docile tool
of that Power, which was using him to try to establish
in Africa an empire which would encompass northern
Angola, part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo
and part of the Republic of the Congo. During the
armed uprising of 1961, the Association of South
African Students in Europe, through its Belgian branch,
had supplied financial aid to certain reactionary Angolan
groups in order to encourage them to wreck the libera
tion movement. Those who wished to aid the Angolan
peoples to free themselves from colonial domination
should beware of those false friends and should support
only the truly revolutionary organizations such as the

Conseil du peuple llngolais, which grouped several
An~olan organizations, the principal one being the
Unlao Nacional Angolana (UNA).

157. UNA, which had originally been known as
the Uniao dos Naturais do A....·''\ (UNATA), had
been founded in 1948, at the time Cl the revolt of the
people of Benguela and Bie-Cuando-Cubango, UNATA
had led the revolt against the Portuguese colonial ad
ministration, during which scores of people had lost
their lives. As a result of Portuguese military interv; 1
tion the revolt had been stifled and many patriots, in
cluding the tribal chief Kassela, had been arrested
and imprisoned. Chief Kassela and his lieutenants had
subsequently been transferred to Portugal and their
fate was unknown.

158. From that moment UNATA had begun to
reorganize in southern Angola, which was the richest
part of the Territory. Despite the vigilance of the
Portuguese authorities, it had secretly held its first
national conference of leaders in 1956, in the province
of Benguela, to draw up its statutes and prepare its
programme of action for the liberation of Angola. In
1958, the Central Committee of UNATA had addressed
a manifesto to the Portuguese colonial Government
proposing that the Angolan problem should be solved
by peaceful means in order to prevent the situation,
which was already explosive, from becoming more
serious. By way of reply, the Portuguese authorities
had carried out a mass arrest of the organization's
leaders.

159. Between 1958 and 1961,. the activities of
UNATA had been limited to the interior of the country,
owing to the troubled situation prevailing at that time
in Northern Rhodesia, South West Africa and Katanga,
territories where Angolan patriots could normally have
found refuge. After calm had been restored in Katanga,
UNATA had convened its second national conference
of leaders, which had been held at Elisabethville in
July 1963, to approve the statutes and programme
drawn up by the Central Committee. It had been at
that conference, which had been attended also by repre
sentatives of the Union des femmes angolaises (UMA)
and the Mouvement national de la [eunesse angolaise
(JUNA), that the organization had adopted the name
Uniao Nacional Angolana (UNA) and the present
National Executive Council had been elected. From
that time on, UNA had extended its activities to the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, to Northern Rho
desia and to the Congo (Brazzaville). The organiza
tion's headquarters, which had first been situated in
Leopoldville, had been transferred to Brazzaville in
October 1963, but since Mr. Tshombe's Government
had shown great understanding of the Angolan problem
and had permitted UNA to resume its activities in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, the headquarters
of the organization had been established at Leopoldville
once again.

160. During the first days of its activity in that
country, UNA had launched a solemn appeal to all
Angolan political and non-political organizations, to
all Angolans residing in the country or abroad, to all
tribal chiefs and to representatives of all Angolan
circles, inviting them to join forces to speed the lib
eration of the Territory. On 4 April 1965 a great
sovereign, plenary assembly of the Angolan people had
been held at Leopoldville, attended by more than 250
delegates representing the different regions of Angola
and all sectors of the population. The participants at
the assembly had decided to found the first united
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fortunately he had retained both control of the military
situation and the unconditional support of' the Armee
de liberation nationale de l'Angolo.

163. It could therefore be said that CPA was now
the Government of the Republic of Angola in arms,
since it comprised the most representative Angolese
organizations. The CUNA was very popular in the
north of the country and UNA grouped together all
the peasant masses of the centre and the south. Apart
frem organizations members of CPA, there was no
organization which was really representative on a na
tional scale, since all other organizations were formed
on a regional, tribal or racial basis. Consequently, any
formula other than that of uniting round CPA would
be tantamount to sabotage of the Angolese struggle.

164. The CPA had as its supreme organ a people's
National Advisory Commission composed of delegates
from member organizations and representatives of the
various strata of the population. The Commission drew
up the programme of CPA, which was carried out by
the National Executive Commission, composed of a
chairman and various departments responsible for ad
ministration, finance, social affairs and so forth. It was
at present headed by Chief Andre Kassinda, who was
General Chairman of UNA, while the National Ad
visory Commission was headed by the leader of CUNA.

165. It could be said that the struggle against Por
tuguese colonialism in Angola had only just begun.
The CPA was training Angolan cadres and providing
assistance for refugees. Several clinics had been set up
on the frontier between the Democratic Republic of
the Congo and Angola to help refugees. A school for
Angolan cadres had been opened at Benseke-Futi, in
the Congo, at which various subjects were taught and
which was also a school of military instruction. The
CP A was thus preparing itself for a long and hard
struggle.

166. All those who wished were invited by CPA
to visit the area to see for themselves that the unity
of action so far achieved by CP A was really based
on the aspirations of the Angolan masses. It was a
tangible unity, based on the suffering people, and not
something evolved by ambitious individuals around a
conference table.

167. The Portuguese colonial Government was carry
irig on a defamatory campaign against CPA. Anxious
to know the truth about the situation, the secretariat
of GAU had sent a delegation headed by Mr. Pagnon,
Assistant Secretary-General of GAU, to Leopoldville
in August 1965. It was to be hoped that the conclusions
of the inquiry carried out by Mr. Pagnon would make
it possible for some countries members of GAU to
rectify certain mistakes which they might have made
in the past.

168. The CPA had proved to international opinion
that the Portuguese Government had signed a co-opera
tion agreement with certain Angolan leaders who were
wrongly reputed to be revolutionaries. Under that
agreement the Press was given false reports on alleged
military operations carried out in Angola by those
wretched individuals. The fact was that there was not
a single member of the Armee de liberation nationale
de l'Angola at present under the orders of those false
leaders who had taken shelter in the Congo; the leaders
who had remained in Angola were under the orders
of CPA.

169. The CPA would not ask the Special Committee
to adopt a resolution against the Portuguese Govern-
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ment, for that Government would rejectany resolution,
as it had rejected the earlier resolutions. The CPA
did, however, request the Special Committee to ensure
that Member States, and in particular the Afro-Asian
countries, would hear the voice of CPA, which was
the voice of martyred Angola, in order that those coun
tries might do all in their power to discourage any
enterprise which served the interests of Portuguese
colonialism and might give CPA their unconditional
support.

Petitionsconcerninq Mosambiql/e
170. Mr. Sakupwanya, speaking on behalf of

COREMO, said he would like to address the Special
Committee on behalf of the nationalist movements lead
ing the struggle for the emancipation of the oppressed
African people of Mozambique and of the hundreds
of refugees in Zambia. For over 450 years Portugal had
held on to Mozambique and had ruthlessly suppressed
the indigenous inhabitants of the colony, not only sub
jugating and exploiting them economically but en
deavouring to wreck their culture and reduce them
to a position of inferiority. COREMO was anxious
that the facts should be brought before the Security
Council so as to divert the tide of popular uprising
which had become the only solution if the oppressed
people of Mozambique were to regain their human
dignity within the present generation.

171. In spite of Portugal's insistence that Mozam
bique was an extension of Portugal, that never was
and never would be true. The very phrase "Overseas
Province" reflected political-administrative discrimina
tion, and was geographically meaningless. The African
had never had access to the higher positions in the
legislative or executive branches of Portuguese public
administrations.

172. Education was one of the fundamental aspects
of civilized life. Yet the laws enacted by the so-called
"Portuguese Civilizing Mission" made a mockery of
education for the Mozambique African. The backbone
of education-the family-was disrupted by the shibalo
or forced labour system, whereby the mother was forced
to toil in the fields, leaving the children without anyone
to care for them. In Mozambique, 98 per cent of the
African population was illiterate. Two types of educa
tion were provided-the "elementary" schools, and the
"rudimentary" schools, under the Roman Catholic mis
sions, for Africans only. African children under eight
years of age werc not admitted to schools. At the end
of the three years' course, children who passed an
examination were entitled to start at the third-year
level of a public or mission primary school. It was
against the law to use an African language except for
religious instruction, which, along with Portuguese his
tory, was considered the most important school subject.
There was no teaching of personal or public hygiene
adapted to African conditions, or the prevention of
tropical diseases.

173. In the social field, the indigenous population
was not admitted to hotels, restaurants or other places
of public entertainment. The Portuguese claimed that
Mozambique was a province, yet there were customs
barriers and a passport was required for travelling
between Mozambique and Lisbon.

174. Some of the colonial laws enacted by Por
tugal were good and vindicated the rights of the Afri
can population; unfortunately, they had never been
brought into force; and there was similar discrimination
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in regard to judicial matters, hospitals, etc. There were i FRE
special courts to try the Africans, while the white ( Nati
settlers were tried in the regular courts. , the a

175. The large companies operating in Jlt.:ozambique " Moza
belonged to the British, Belgians and Americans, who f had I
ran them with the heip of the Portuguese Government, f for s
using cheap labour from Mozambique. The convention bel'S.
of 1928, which allowed agents of the mining companiesIhad
to recruit up to 800,000 Africans annually, and estnb- '. the
lished that 47.5 per cent of the sea traffic to and from . prese
the Transvaal should pass through the port of Lourenco I> . 18
Marques, brought a highly profitable business to the f' FRE
colonial Government of Portugal, but at the same time tugue
it brought misery, suffering and exploitation to the Nati
African people in their own country. 1had

176. When the independence of the United Republic tiatio
of Tanzania was proclaimed, the Portuguese security the s
police (PIDE) had started a new wave of terror, im- 1 ment
prisonment and torture. Many freedom fighters were t that
still in PIDE's torture-chambers. It was hard to escape I pIes
the conclusion that a well-planned genocide operation elude
was being conducted by the Portuguese colonial regime t provi
on the innocent and unarmed Africans of Mozambique l, Port
with the aid of the NATO Powers. Thanks to that fused
aid. Portugal had been able during the past five years 'l 1%3
to construct eight new military bases and to maintain p that
some 40,000 troops. The colonial Government of Por- " deter
tugal was also backed by the fascist Government of rejec
South Africa and the white settler minority Government jj inde
of Rhodesia, their aim being to stamp out the liberation i 18
movement of the Africans and to entrench colonialism ~\ a fir
and imperialism. He cited instances of individuals and ), Por
groups taken by PIDE and tortured for alleged political I sultit
offences. d Gov

177. Taxation was yet another burden on the Afri- I ~orm
cans of Mozambique: the hut, professional, water, ex- mces
cise, medical and other taxes tended to destroy the prov
foundations of life and morals. I: Port

178. For almost five centuries the Portuguese had ,,_ ~~lC
deliberately created conflicts between tribes. Religion ,! 73 ~
had been used for the purpose of dividing the people' had
and intrigues had been fomented in order to perpetuate ~l over
Portuguese domination. The colonial regime imposed " eo'
upon the people was an insult to Mozambique for the . \Vh1J
people had been reduced to servitude and were gradu-' daub
nl1y. being liquidated. Since the begin!!ing. of the colonial I prov
period. there had been no change 111 toe Portuguese ires
policy of extermination. A ruinous tax system threatened ~f A
the very life of the people. The situation in Mozam- Goa
bique was characterized by forced labour, unemploy- 19
ment, imprisonment, massacres and high taxation.

179. He appealed to the Committee to let the world '
know of the people's plight before Mozambique became
a vast graveyard and so that when the people took
matters into their own hands world opinion would
not be against them. He asked the Special Committee
to pass a resolution condemning Portugal and calling
upon all countries to annul their treaty agreements
with Portugal and to withhold aid so that Portugal
would be forced to withdraw from the African con
tinent. Racial conflict in the southern portions of Africa
was a threat to world peace, and it was up to the
United Nations to take immediate steps to avert blood
shed. The only way to put an end to a disgraceful
situation was by immediately granting complete inde
pendence to Mozambique.

180. Mr. Mondlane, speaking on behalf
FRELIMO, said that the Central Committee_i&fl,n PIg.. gM. 14 lamp 'E'

166



given administrative organization", Portugal simply
assumed agreement and adhesion to a prearranged
form of political organization and made no effort to
consult the peoples of her colonies on their future
political status. It was that lack of respect for their
ideas and feelings which was forcing the people of
Mozambique, Angola and Guinea to armed combat.

184. The Portuguese Government could no longer
deceive the people; 'but it could still mislead others. In
a report to the Security Council dated October 1963
(S/5448) the Secretary-General of the United Nations
had stated that from the explanation of Portugal con
cerning her position, it could be inferred that the
Portuguese Government had not denied the principle
of self-determination to the. peoples of her Overseas
Territories.

185. In October 1963, representatives of nine in
dependent African States appointed by the Organization
of African Unity had held informal conversations with
Por .uguese representatives under the auspices of the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. It had soon
become clear that the Portuguese Government, far from
altering its position, expected the African States to
alter their definition of self-determination. The African
representatives had refused, insisting that self-deter
mination should be defined as "the right of the people
to determine the future of their Territories, including
the option of being independent from Portugal", and
had reported that "there had been nothing new concern
ing the basic principles of colonial policy of Portugal".

186. That conclusion meant the rejection of the
Portuguese claim to have taken decisive steps towards
self-determination for the people of the Territories in
question, the most important step being the publication
of the "Organic Law of Overseas Portugal", on 24 June
1962. In fact, the law had no connexion with self
determination: it was intended, if ever applied, to
establish a more centralized system of government, with
headquarters at Lisbon, reaching out to the most remote
parts, and linked by an administrative network. The
Portuguese Foreign Minister had described as one of
its 1110St important features the creation of new local
government bodies (articles XLV et seq.y, The Portu
guese Government intended that measure to be taken
as evidence of decentralization in its colonial policy;
but article XLIV stated that the administrative ac
tivities of the local authorities were under the direct
control of the provincial government, which could dis
solve any legislative body even if it were elected directly
by the people. Furthermore, the Governor-General,
who headed the provincial government" was not an
elected official, but a nominee of the Council of
Ministers at Lisbon. Far from being an indication of a
trend towards decentralization, therefore, new local
government bodies were instruments of increased
centralization to enable the central Government to
reach the more remote areas and more easilv control
and dominate the people. •

187. The Portuguese Foreign Minister had also
drawn attention to the provision under the Organic
Law for a larger number of members of the Legislative
Council in each Overseas Territory, all of whom would
in future be elected, in accordance with a new electoral
law empowering the people to elect not only the
Legislative Council, but also the Council of Chiefs.
Municipal Councils, Economic and Social Council; T .,
Overseas Council, Corporative Council and Nationay
Assembly.

167Addcndum to ugendu item 23
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were iJ FRELIMO had sent a delegation to the United
vhite \] Nations General Assembly in order to announce that

~
. , the armed struggle against Portuguese colonialism in

iique ' Mozambique had already started, to explain why it
who f had been necessary to resort to force, and to appeal
nent, It for support from the United Nations and its Mem
ntion ~ hers, The sudden adjournment of the General Assembly
anies . had made it impossible to present the petition, but
stab- the Central Committee welcomed the opportunity of
from i presenting it to the Special Committee.
·en~o.. 181. He recalled that the last occasion on which
I the t" FRELIMO had proposed negotiations with the Por
time) tuguese Government was at a meeting of the United

I the Nations Fourth Committee in 1963. At that time many

1
had believed in the possibility of independence by nego

ublic . tiation. Although the leaders remained anxious to avoid
urity the sacrifice of human lives, the Portuguese Govern
,im- '7 merit's manceuvres had forced them to the conclusion
were t that the only effective means was armed action. Exam
scape' pIes of Portuguese tactics over the past five years in
ation eluded the legal trick of calling the Territories overseas
:gime J provinces, introduced more than five years before; the
bique ~. Portuguese brand of self-determination which had been
that r used during the past two years and particularly in

years ~ 1963; the new Organic Law, designed to demonstrate
ntain g that Portugal had accepted and was practising self
Por- ~ determination; opposition to the United Nations and
nt of rejection of its resolutions; and pseudo-negotiations with
ment it independent African States in 1%3.
ation ,)' 182. In 1950, the African-Asian countries had taken
alism '\ a firm stand against Salazar in the controversy between
j and APortugal and India over Goa. To counteract the re
litical \ suIting condemnation and criticism, the Portuguese

1\ Government had promulgated legislation in 1951 trans
Afri- I1 ~orming the .Portuguese col~nies ~nto overseas p:ov
'ex- inces-s-ostensibly an extension or the metropolitan
; the 'j provinces. The purpose of the legislation was to enable

I Portugal to join the United Nations without restriction,
Id' since the colonies it had been rapidly acquiring would,

:. ~a "1 as provinces, be free from the provisions of Article
.Ig1~n ~ 73 of the Charter. During the ensuing decade, Portugal
~OPte I had tried desperately to prove her claim to possess
, ua cl i ..l' overseas provinces which were prosperous and in which
pO~h '. people of different races lived in peace and harmony.
r d e ~ While States Members of the United Nations were inra .Uj t', doubt as to whether the Territories in question were
onia •. provinces or colonies, Portugal had been free to sup
fues:I l'I press all evidence of a revolt and to exploit the people
ene of Angola, Mozambique, Guinea, St. Tome, Macau and

izarn- Goa without hindrance. If was not until December
IPIOY-l' 1960 that the United Nations had defined the Portu~
n, ~. guese Overseas Territories as non-self-governing and
world :'j had concluded that they were in fact colonies. Thus
icarne f, Portugal had been unmasked as a colonial Power.

tOl~ ~ 183. Portugal had therefore adapted its political
V?~ 1

1
position to th~ new. climate of opinion an? was seeking

m . ee 1: to prolong dISCUSSion of the whole affair by another
alh~g (, manceuvre, 'While still claiming that its overseas Ter
~len s ~i ritories were provinces, it was asserting that they were
tugal 1"1 moving towards self-determination. Self-determination,
C~I1-t: in the accepted sense, was the determination of one's

\£r;la ~'. own acts without compulsion; in international law, it
o le I implied a decision by the population of 'a territorial
llofdi I:' unit as to. its future political status without compuls!on
1.ce U !:.' from outside, For Portugal, however, self-determination
inde- 'l") meant a premeditated decision imposed by a will other

11.:':. than that of the people concerned, or, as defined by
of ,;J Portugal: "agreement by a population to adhere to a

~ of" given political structure, a certain type of State or a
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188. In March 1964, elections promised in ac
cordance with the new law had taken place in Mozam
bique, and presumably also in Angola and Guinea, but
it was now known how the elections had been con
ducted and who had qualified as voters for the Legisla
tive Council, one of the most important bodies men
tioned by the Foreign Minister. A table giving facts
and figures of the elections (see the annex to AI
AC.l09/SR.350) showed that in Mozambique 93,079
inhabitants had been granted the right to vote, out of
the total population of about 7 million. Even assuming
that the qualified voters were drawn at random from
the total adult population of Mozambique, the percent
age of 1.3 per cent was very small j but it would be
seen from the chart that in most of the districts the
number of qualified voters was roughly the same as the
number of non-African inhabitants. The obvious con
clusion was that only the white settlers, and possibly
a few Asians and mulattoes, had taken part in the elec
tions. The March elections were one of the most telling
pieces of evidence against the Portuguese Government's
claims.

189. If there had been any doubts as to Portugal's
real intentions, they would have been destroyed by
Salazar himself when he stated in May 1964: "Portugal
is determined to maintain control of Angola and all
other Overseas Provinces, in spite of the pleadings
of the United Nations for them to be given in
dependence." It was no longer possible to pretend that
a peaceful solution by negotiation was possible. The
time for condemnation by censure was past unless it
was accompanied by a programme of direct action.
Resolutions by international organizations would not
alleviate the misery of the people, or remove the
electrified iron fences built round them, or free them
from the constant terror of the secret police, the armed
police and the Portuguese soldiers, or give them any
hope of a better life. The people of Mozambique had
become convinced that their oppressors would not leave
their land until they took up arms.

190. On 25 September 1964, led by FRELIMO, the
people of Mozambique had declared a general armed
insurrection against Portguese colonialism in order to
win their total and unconditional independence. The
United Nations and the Special Committee had re
cognized their right to freedom, but there were still
States Members of the United Nations-some of them
represented on the Committee-which, while ex
pressing support for the independence of colonial
peoples at international conferences, continued to
provide Portugal with arms and financial aid. It was
only that support which had enabled Portugal, one of
the smallest, poorest and least developed countries of
Europe, to withstand a war on two fronts-Angola and
Guinea-for over two years, and the past six months
on three fronts, including Mozambique. One of the
greatest contributions the Special Committee could
make would be to persuade the United States of
America, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic
of Germany, France and Belgium, to stop giving eco
nomic and military support to Portugal.

191. He pointed out that weapons manufactured in
those countries had been found inside Mozambique.
Between 1951 and 1961 the United States had con
tributed 500,000,000 dollars to Portugal in the form
of weapons. There was nothing to indicate that such
aid had since ceased. The Federal Republic of Germany
not only sold weapons to Portugal but had established

., r base in Portu al where training was given to

I
the armed forces of the NATO Powers. The Federal}t A
Republic had recently purchased sixty war planes l), er
from Canada to supply to Portugal and had increased~ ~
its economic aid to that country. Several German com- .
panies were establishing factories in Portugal's African .,' n
colonies. For instance, Krupp was setting up an iron ') t
and steel plant in Angola. The Minister ef Defence of ~ SI
the Federal Republic had recently held discussions,with {', ~
the Portuguese Ministry of Defence.· J(

192. United States investors were also interested in ,~I
the Portuguese colonies. A high official of the Inter- ~P1cl
American Capital Corporation had assured the au- i a
thorities in Mozambique that the United States would tJo
invest not less than $1,000 million in the country. 11"
Loans worth several million dollars had been raised (la
by the Portuguese Government in London. Those in- I ti
vestments helped to meet the expenses of Portugal's I' n
colonial wars. France had concluded an agreement with!g
Portugal to establish a base in the Azores, in returnjt
for which it would build 120 ships of various kinds/(f
for Portugal. A Portuguese officer who had deserted .
had informed the nationalist movement that the Portu- ]
guese forces in Mozambique were equipped with United •.
S~ates helicopters, French jet planes, United Kingdom ; I

frigates and weapons from the, Federal Republic of ~l{b
Germany. 0

193. According to available ~nformation four air- f
strips had been built in Northern Mozambique im- e
mediately adjacent to Tanzania: Portugal was trying 11
to make the rest of the world believe that the fighting ~

in Mozambiquewas instigated from outside, specifically ,
by Tanzania. Military jet aircraft kept a constant watch '!
on the Mozambique-Tanzania border and violated
Tanzanian airspace. Portugal had, in fact, announced 1,',1'

that the military bases were to be used for launching "
an attack on Tanzania to avenge the Mozambique war. ,

194. Roads had been built from north to south to .4
facilitate troops movements and avoid exposing troops'
to the dangers of the forests where they risked attack by '\
Mozambicans, Since the task was far beyond Portugal's ~I

means it was assumed that the road building was part ~
of allied aid. The only known case of assistance was q
the construction of a north-south highway, started in./
1958 but not yet completed, at a total cost of more than '11
£ 1 million with money provided by a Western Power.
It was known that assistance was being received from
Southern Rhodesia and South Africa and that there
were exchanges of military officers and technicians be- I

tween Portugal and Southern Rhodesia. As long as
the United Kingdom Government remained silent and
did not openly condemn the arrangement between
Portugal and Southern Rhodesia, he was forced to
believe that the United Kingdom was not only condon-
ing but also participating in them.

195. With I'f'l"{ard to South Africa, armed forces
were present in .L\1:ozambique as technicians, and army
chiefs visited Mozambique regularly and made pro
nouncements of support for Portugal in its policy of
white supremacy there.

196. Loans from United States and international
financing institutions over the preceding ten years had
been used to finance the settlement of European Portu
guese in Africa. Loans from the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, in particular, had
mostly gone into the purchase of farming equipment
for such settlers. It had been Portugal's long-standing
policy to build up the white population in Mozambique
to a proportion comparable to that obtaining ill South
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200. The remammg three Territories concerned
were under British control. The number of refugees in
Rhodesia ran into thousands. Political escapees among'
them were in constant danger of arrest and extradition
to Mozambique. The police of the two Territories were
working hand in hand in the matter. In Bechuanaland,
treatment had been very good until lately, when nine
teen refugees had been illegally arrested. Their release
had been welcomed and additional refugees arriving
there had not been molested. It was to be hoped that
illegal arrests would not occur again.

201. The situation in Swaziland had likewise been
good in the early stages. Refugees had been given
asylum and issued with working permits, and humani
tarian organizations, such as Oxfam, had been allowed
in to give material help. However, a change had in
tervened in the Government's attitude in the preceding
month and the Portuguese police were being allowed
official access to the refugees with the object of en
couraging them to return home. Lately, too, there had
been reports of leaders being called for questioning by
the local police and next being heard of back in
Mozambique. According to press reports, one such
leader was now being arraigned on State security
grounds. As would be readily understood, that new
situation opened the way to kidnappings of key persons.
The Portuguese police went openly to the camps in
Swaziland and threatened even refugees who had work
permits. Another police method was bribery, by which
the Portuguese poet Jose Cravelinha had been persuaded
to return home under guarantee of a document signed
in Swaziland. After a few days' freedom, during which
he had time to issue statements to the Press criticizing
his leaders, he had been arrested; according to a Portu
guese news agency dispatch, he and many other leaders
were now being charged before a military court for
activities against the security of the State. Persuasion
was not a violation of international law. However, a
case which did constitute violation was that of a leader
living legally in Swaziland who had disappeared after
being summoned by the local police to appear before
the Swaziland authorities, and had later been reported
back in Mozambique, sent there by the Portuguese
police who had obtained access to him in Swaziland.

202. Mr. Mondlane also said that the Governments
of Portugal and South Africa had signed an agreement
on the exchange of criminals which, unlike similar
agreements between other countries, also covered the
exchange of political leaders fleeing from political
persecution. There had been several cases of South
African fugitives to Mozambique being arrested and
returned to South Africa, the most notorious being the
recent arrest and deportation of Dr. Brutus, which had
attracted world-wide attention. Similarly, Mozambicans
had frequently been arrested in South Africa, the most
serious instance being that of seventy-five Mozambicans
who had originally been given asylum in Swaziland.
Representations had been made to the appropriate in..
ternational organizations concerning their treatment. It
was hoped that they had not been returned to Mozam
bique and that the South African authorities would
send them back to Swaziland, or allow them to continue
their flight from Mozambique.

203. He had nothing but praise for the great help
furnished by the Governments of Tanzania and Zambia.
Tanzania had taken to heart the lesson to be learned
from the 1961 incidents in Angola and had made pre
parations in advance to deal with the large inflow of
refugees from Mozambique. What was needed was
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199. A number of humanitarian and religious or
ganizations had agreed to undertake the routine work
of caring for the growing number of refugees from
Mozambique, but there was no common policy applied
in the various Territories and countries concerned. Ir.
Malawi, for example, where the refugees numbered
about 2,500, the Government had as yet taken no action
to obtain from outside the material aid they needed. Not
even the Malawi Red Cross was doing anything on
their behalf. He was unable to give any plausible
reason for the lack of action. All FRELIMO could
do was to appeal to the Special Committee to remind
the Malawi Government of its responsibilities in respect
of refugees freely admitted to the country. ,
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Africa and Southern Rhodesia, with the object of
creating a situation which would allow for an appeal
to European sentiment in their interest. European and
American banking corporations were aiding those
nefarious plans by granting loans purporting to be for

III the support of economic development. In fact, however,

~
such loans were an instrument for further exploiting
the Africans by displacing genuine African farmers and

1. jeopardizing the marketing outlets of others. The Gov
\ ernment was having little success with its settler pro
~ gramme, however: in 1965, the white population, in
~'!c1uding an estimated 35,000 to 45,000 soldiers, had
\ Iamounted to no more than 100,000 out of a population
\~~f 7 million. The Portuguese being brought to Africa
["were themselves ordinary peasants. Portugal was
l\'jalreadY losing 1 million people a year through emigra-

tion, and simply could not afford to send its exiguous
)middle class to settle in the colonies. Since the Portu

t
1
\guese peasants were themselves poor and oppressed,
\lthere was no reason why they should not fit into a
(1ifree Mozambique, and they would be welcome to stay
Nit they wished.

1.).. 197. Mr. Mondlane said that most of Mozambique's
) industry was subsidiary to parent industries in neigh

;."bouring Southern Rhodesia and South Africa, and most

1of the territory's labour force was exported to those
countries. The Special Committee was no doubt

our air- familiar with the "interlocking directorates" of West
que im- 1ern-financed monopolies which controlled the economy
.s trying of southern Africa from the Cape to Katanga, and
fighting understood that the determination to maintain white

ecifically : supremacy in that region was not sentimental but
nt.watch ~ economic in origin. Mozambique was not an in
VIolated I.. dependent economic unit; it was an integral part of
mou~~ed ".1 the vast apparatus of exploitation set up by Portugal
aunc mg . and its VIestern allies. The disparity between the wages
que war. '\ paid to African and European workers was so great
south to." that the indigenous inhabitants were virtually a slave
Ig troops : population. The profits derived from that merciless ex
attack by '1 ploitation were enjoyed by Portugal and by all those
'ortugal's.~ Western countries which had investments in Mozam
was part :,I bique.
mce was l)l • ••
tarted in! 198. Mr. Mondlane informed the Special Committee
iore than '~ that reports received from within Mozambique every
11 Power. J' ~eek s~owed that Po.rtugal failed .to respe~t .any of the

.
ved from international conventions concerning p~oll1blted weap-
iat there ons and the humane treatment of pnsoners of war.
cians be-" Not only were freedom fighters tortured, but innocent
Ion as men, women and children were arrested and brutally

ilentgand questioned as to the. whereabot;1ts of guerrilla fighters.
between Crops were now being burnt m an attempt to starve

nrced to out the freedom fighters, There was no limit to the
; condon- brutal.itr .of the treatment inflicted on both combatants

and civilians,
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help from international refugee organizations and
United Nations specialized agencies on their behalf.
Portugal had shown manifest unfitness to be their repre
sentative in those bodies and some way should be
found to circumvent the legal obstacles to direct as
sistance. Conditions had improved in the past ten
months in respect to food and health services and,
more recently, education as well. There was a problem,
however, due to the narrower definition of "refugee"
applied to the African. The United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, for instance, was obliged
to act through outside agents.

204. Mr. Kavandame, a member of the Central Com
mittee of FRELIMO, described his experience as a
peasant farmer under Portuguese colonial domination.
The Portuguese Government, far from being interested
in advancing the welfare of the people of Mozambique,
as it claimed, was making certain that the Africans
would remain forever in ignorance, by ruthlessly and
barbarously suppressing all their attempts at improving
their miserable conditions of life.

205. In 1957, he had presented a petition to the
Portuguese authorities, with the object of alleviating
the lot of the local people ruthlessly forced to work
on European and Asian farms and in other colonialist
enterprises. At the outset, he had believed that the root
of the trouble lay in the people's poverty and ignorance.
He had therefore asked permission to institute instruc
tion to eliminate illiteracy and improve methods of
cultivation, in the hope that by producing better work
results the constant whippings, imprisonments and fines
would cease.

206. He had tried to impress upon the Portuguese
authorities that the farm labourer's monthly pay of
60 escudos C$U.S.2) was wholly inadequate for sub
sistence. The head tax alone amounted to 120 escudos
a year. Eventually, they had authorized him to institute
an educational programme in his district and to
establish a farming co-operative, on the understanding
that so long as each peasant family produced its quota
of cotton it could cultivate as much land as it wished.
The local Portuguese administrator had vainly tried
to discourage the venture by maintaining that illiterate
people were unteachable and that the only means of
making the "lazy blacks" work was the whip. Never
theless, the co-operative had been established with an
original membership of 500. Sorghum, groundnuts
and maize had been cultivated in addition to the fixed
four hectares of cotton per peasant farmer. Permission
had been reuqested to set up a special fund for the
purchase of certain equipment and the problem of
marketing had been tackled.

207. The success of the venture had led the Portu
guese authorities to the conclusion that he was secretly
being paid for his efforts by some unknown source
and they had tried to suborn him by offering highly
remunerated work with the concessionary cotton com
pany, SAGAL. The offer had been refused, for it
would have been treason to desert the people whose
welfare he had at heart and who trusted in him.

208. By 1958, the co-operative had grown to more
than 1,000 members and by mid-1959 to 1,500, the
attractions being the greater production achieved by
working together and release from the oppressive
supervision of the Whites. A Government ban was
then imposed, 3Jt the instigation of the SAGAL com
pany, on further extension of membership. The edict
was that thenceforward all African Mozambicans must

work for the company. The measure failed to satisfy
SAGAL, however, and with Government authority it
had instituted direct harassment of the co-operative's
members by sending out visiting inspection teams which
had ordered the destruction of all fruit trees on the
farms on the ground that they were detrimental to the
production of good cotton. Planning of crops other
than cotton was made subject to imprisonment and
soon thereafter many co-operative members had been
arrested, on the charge of having failed to fulfil the
official cotton quota, and removed to sisal or cotton
plantations elsewhere. Thus it was obvious to everyone
that the Portuguese Government had no real interest "
in the welfare of the African people and, indeed, was
opposed to freedom for the black man and the better
ment of his living conditions.

209. Meanwhile, he had persuaded the co-operative
members to build roads to ease the transport of
produce to the main market centres. That had led to his
arrest on the pretext that he had not sought prior
Government authorization. He had been kept in prison
without trial for two years, during which time the
co-operative had been dissolved by Government order
and many other leaders were also arrested. On release
in 1961, he had been confined to house arrest and
questioned at the administrative post on his future
plans. The proposal had been. made that he should
establish another co-operative, under direct Govern
ment control and with a restricted membership of
not more than twenty-five. Having no alternative, he
had been forced to accept the proposal and in the fol
lowing two years the new co-operative had worked
strenuously, trying to rebuild what had been lost. Rice:
sesame plant, potatoes, castor-oil plant and maize had
been put into cultivation, and to facilitate expansion
of tilling, a tractor had been bought out of co-operative
funds. The delivery of the tractor had been celebrated
by a feast attended by practically all the people of the
Mueda region. He had seized the opportunity of ex
plaining to the people the significance of the tractor
purchase: that there were no grounds for the charge
of laziness and that organizing among themselves and
learning better ways of farming was all that was needed
for prosperity.

210. The Portuguese authorities had taken exception
to his speech, and soon co-operative members began
to be arrested on a variety of charges. He himself had
been questioned about his knowledge of events in
Tanganyika and about a new political movement called
FRELIMO. Despite his denial of any knowledge of.
or connexion with that movement, he been brought
in ·almost immediately for further questioning, the
object being- quite plain: to put him in fear for his life;,
His only chance of salvation had been to escape into'
the forest, in the hope of maintaining contact with
the African people from there. Subsequently, after
police efforts to find him had been given up, he had
arranged for a meeting of the people's leaders in the
forest, to discuss what could be done to regain freedom,
and rid the country of the Portuguese oppressors. The
conclusion had been that the Makonde people alone;
could not succeed in getting rid of the enemy and that
it must link forces with Mozambicans elsewhere iti'
the country. Contact had therefore been made with the]
FRELIMO liberation movement.'

211. As the Special Committee was aware, on 25
September 1964 FRELIMO had declared a general
armed insurrection against the Portuguesecolonialists
in Mozambique. His people had been waiting. for the

I,
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sfy \ ! day when they could fight for their freedol~,. ~nd
it(~ had therefore received the declaration with rejoicing,

e's J\~ even though aware of the ruthless reprisals they would
ich ! be called upon to suffer at the hands of the Portuguese
:he,. police and army. No matter what the cost might be,
:he they were determined to fight on to victory. God
ier had given them the will to live as free people and
nd ,'nothing' wculd be allowed to stand in the way ot their
.en ~ freedom.
:he i'1 212. Mr. Muthemba of FRELIMO described some
on hJ of the effects of Portuguese colonialism in education,
ae r economics and politics.
est1i 213. The Roman Catholic Church was responsible:a: ': for the education of African children, but most African.,- ~i children were unable to find schools to attend; classes

~ were held out-of-doors and without equipment. Most
ve ,of the children came from very poor families and had
?f T\ to pay their fees in kind: by bringing eggs or chickens
us instead of money; by gathering cashew nuts for the
or I Church; and by working on school farms to raise rice,hn maize, cotton and ground-nuts for the Church. Even
e Jl fee-paying children were forced to work on house

er " building and crop cultivation. There was little time
se ,~d left for studies and few children finished their primary
ad " school courses. No one knew what was done with the
re rli , revenue from their work. Furthermore, the teachers
.Id ,\. were unqualified and frequently prone to drunkenness,
n£ which set the children a bad example.
he.t; 214. A recent proclamation by the Portuguese Gov
11-. ernment authorized African children to attend schools
ed t formerly reserved for white children, but only the
;e .if few able to speak Portuguese could take advantage
lCi I' ?f the decree. The Portu~ese Government had also
m i.. mtroduced a new "adaptation" system to teach the
ve '.'j African children Portuguese. It took at least three
ed ..•..·..years to acquire an adequate knowledge of Portuguese
~e ,.. which meant that a child would be ready to apply for
~_ "',. a place in a Portuguese school at the age of ten; but
or .J another regulation prohibited registration in the first
Ye"! grade at the age of ten years or over.
~d ~A 215. Even children who knew enough Portuguese
~d.··k to start their education in European schools were not

1 free from handicaps. It was difficult for poor parents
III ' ..••....••11.. to pay the cost of school fees, books, clothing and other
1II t i items. The difference in cultural and material back-
Id; ground had a bad psychological. effect on the African
in ?;. child who was part of a very small minority in a
:d ~j,,:~, Europe 111 school. All those problems only increased if
)f :.,,~.,.,.:, the child managed to rea<:h.secondary ~chool: in other
1t ;ii: words, a European school 111 Mozambique was meant
le :..:..·.·•...·..•:·.:.·...·1··Hor .Europe~n children. T!1ere wa~ m?ch ~iscrimination
e. hragamst African students m examination ; m July 1964,

~~ I'. ;.:...~~~hfai~~i"'n student at on, secondary school had

~r /0'~ 216. Because of such difficulties, only two Africans
.d11 in Mozambique had graduated from a Portuguese
le \; universi.ty in four and a half centuries of Portuguese
n If colonialism, and both had been to Portugal for second
If: 'f ary education before they could qualify for university
le J entrance. Only a handful of Africans had successfully
rt emerged even from Mozambique secondary schools.
u i The few children attending mission or Government
le /1. schools were subject to intensive Portuguese nationalist

: propaganda which permeated their studies, They were
5 t taught to be proud of Portuguese exploits in wars
11 against Europeans, or in the conquest of Africa, and
:s to shout slogans of praise for Portuguese generals
le noted for massacres of Africans.

217. With all those problems and difficulties, the
African children in Mozambique were unable to make
much progress in their education. The Portuguese Gov
ernment seemed to wish to keep them in the dark, to
be exploited by the settlers. But the Africans refused
to accept a system of education manifestly designed
to degrade and oppress them. Tile Mozambique Libera
tion Front had therefore worked to establish the
Mozambique Institnte, whose main purpose was to
prepare young people for higher studies abroad. The
Institute was now functioning as an independent educa
tional organization, with a board of trustees composed
of nine Tanzanian leaders. As a result of its work, in
co-operation with FRELIMO, seventy-five Africans
were now attending academic courses in various coun
tries, including the United States of America, the Soviet
Union and Algeria. Thanks were due to the Tanzanian
Government for its co-operation, through its Ministry
of Education, as well as to embassies in Dar es Salaam
for helping to arrange for students to study in their
countries, and to religions and civic organizations which
provided essential educational, medical and other
facilities.

218. The United Nations General Assembly had
passed resolution 1808 (XVII) of 14 December 1962
empowering the Secretary-General to channel applica
tions for scholarships from students in Portuguese colo
nies to countries offering education facilities, and funds
voted by the United Nations had already provided
scholarships for six students now attending secondary
school in East Africa. However, in most countries,
the qualification requirements were too stringent. He
urged that the United Nations should allocate more
funds so that the educationally under-privileged could
be helped to prepare themselves for the heavy re
sponsibilities of self-government and independence.

219. With regard to the economic situation, the
people of Mozambique were known in Central, East
and Southern Africa for their industry, and were em
ployed all over subtropical Africa. It was estimated
that 1 million were working outside their country in
gold and copper mining, cotton, sugar, sisal and tobacco
plantations and also in harbour, railway and road work
in South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, Zambia, Tanzania,
Kenya and Uganda. In Mozambique, they worked in
all the country's industries and services as unskilled
labour. They were regarded as imaginative, resourceful
and tireless workers.

220. Thus the Portuguese had exploited the Afri
cans, who were made to work for the Portuguese
economy and for industrialists outside Mozambique at
wages below the survival rate, without any limit on
hours of work, and in bad living conditions. The few
who had acquired sufficient education to train as
skilled workers remained at the same salary, while
their European counterparts with the same qualifica
tions were rapidly promoted. The highest position at
tainable for an African was that of assistant officer.
The minimum wage for an African skilled worker was
about 500 escudos a month ($U.S.l7) compared with
2,000 escudos ($U.S.67) for a European. The situation
for unskilled workers was much worse. Between 1949
and 1960 it had been illegal for any employer to pay
an African domestic worker more than 150 escudos
($U.S.5) a month; and although the rule had now
been abolished, there was no minimum wage for
African unskilled workers. Another system of ex
ploitation prevailed in farming, of which he could speak
at first hand, having owned a farm in a region where
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Eur.opean wheat farmers e~ployed large !lumbers o~ police spies (PIDE) had been set up in the cities to II
"7frlcan !abourers. In the Llm~opo valley m southern r~P?rt on anything said or done against the colonialist l~
Moznrnbique, the average white farmer owned .250 regime. There were members of P.IDE in every church ~
acr~s of farmland an4 employed an average of eight school, commercial enterprise or other institution i~
Africans a year, paying an average of 300 escudos Mozambique. Anyone accused of criticizing Government ;
($U.S.lO) per mon.th to each labourer. In tlu~t region, policy or the privileged position of Europeans in Africa
250 acres could easily p.roduce an average of tour tons was arrested and held incommunicado for months or!
of wheat per year, which would fetch ~b?ut 300,000 even years, without being charged, Public asse~bly
escudos ($U.S.lO,OOO) on the southern African market, was forbidden, and two Africans could not talk together I'
WIth only 10 per cent labour costs, in public without c~ming under immediate suspicion. '

221. That and other examples showed what it meant Africans were forbidden to read Portuguese news-
to be a Mozambican worker under Portuguese colonial papers, and .the authori.ties were now moving to prohibit '
control, and how profitable it was to be a Portuguese the .possesslon of radios other than those tuned ex- I
colonial settler in Mozambique. The countries investing elusively to the Government station. People caught j'
in Mozambique through the Portuguese colonial system !istening to foreign stations were liable to arrest. Police
were no doubt getting a handsome share of the profits informers were everywhere, and people lived in con-
and it was not surprising that international economi~ stant fear. Anyone petitioning the authorities for any
journals were reporting an unusual flow of capital into purpose was punished. The term "communist" was \
Portugl!ese colonies from the United Kingdom, France, used as a pretext for indiscriminate arrest. Recently 'f
the Umted States of America, the Federal Republic a group of peasant farmers, dispossessed by Portu- ~
of Germany, Belgium and Switzerland. guese settlers, had complained to the local adminis- ~

222 Another case was th t f th Af' h trator : h~ had had soldiers sent to gun them down as I
. • a 0 e ncan w 0 "communists", f

WIshed to become self-employed, for example as a 225 S' h b . . ~
carpenter or mason, a farmer or a trader. The Portu- • .mce t e egmnmg of the armed struggle in
guese law defining a self-employed African was highly Mozambique, .t?e Government had a.dopte~ sii'lct i
restrictive, in order that the maximum number of people measures curtailing the movements of Afr!can~,.m order r'~
would be available as cheap labour for Government and to c~.eck the.spread of war to th: main cities. ~he ~j
settler concerns and for export to South Africa, Rho- public ,was b~mg told that the fighting was by. foreign i
desia and elsewhere, The very few self-employed countries trymg to conquer the colony. "
Africans were hampered in every way possible to limit ~26, As a result of the Government's ruthless ter- r
competition with European settlers, A carpe~ter, for rorist m~thods, more than 4O,OOG Africans had left ~
example, would be refused loans by the banks and be Mozambique between 25 September 1964 and 1 May"
obliged to pay cash for his tools; he would be refused 1965 to seek safety. in neighbouring countries. Most ~
Government licences to buy tools for cutting his own had ~one to Tanzania, but many were in Malawi and l.1
wood from the forests and thus forced to buy wood Swaziland and some.had even fled to Southern Rho- r
from ~uropean companies at exorbitant prices. For desia and Sou~h Africa.. Many ~f those not fortunate j
an African farmer, there was the additional problem enough to be m Tanzania were m constant danger of I
of marketing, The Mozambique farmer, like all East rearrest by t?e Portu~uese police or by the security .
Africans, was a cattle breeder. In a population of about forces of their countries of refuge who would hand '1
7 million, over 8 million head of cattle were reared them over to the Portuguese PIDE for return to .:
mostly by African peasants. The colonial law provided Moza?1bique. Th~ British Protectorate. Government of I

that cattle owned by white settlers automatically fetched Swaziland had given asylum to many of the refugees ,~
higher prices in the open market than cattle owned and allowed them to make contact with international '
by Africans, on the pretence that the former were ref!1gee organizations. He hims~lf had enjoyed hospi- ~'\
better cared for and therefore of better quality. In fact, tality for ~wo months after escaping arrest in Lourenco '."
European farmers bought African cattle at Govern- Marques. m De~~mber 1964. Recently, however, some
merit-imposed prices for resale at a profit. The African of the exiled poltt~calleaders had been arrested and sent ,j
farmer was forbidden to sell direct to the butcher and back to Mozambique. As a result, some hundreds of ~,.• i
remained as a breeder for the white farmer. In Mozam- refugees, f~ehl1g msec';1re, had decided to risk crossing
bique an African was not allowed to compete with a South Af~lca clandestinely, Seventy-five of those who
European or an Asian, yet he had to pay the same taxes left Swaziland in May 1965-among them his own l
and the same prices for medical services education three sons-were known to have been arrested in Mid-!
rent, elothing and all his other needs.' 'delburg, T~ansvaaI; their whereabouts were still un- ~

223 S· th S d W Id W h P known and It was feared they might have been returned i

G . mceh deb econ or ar, t e ortuguese to Mozambique'~•.,..••.•l.•overnment a een sending thousands of Portuguese 227 S· . . 1 9 . . . .
white families to Africa, chiefly for settlement in rural . mce ear y.1 61, the British colonial Territory ,
areas as farmers. The African population had been of Southe~n Rhodesia had been .used by the Portuguese {
encouraged to open up new and difficult areas for farm- secret po.hee to hunt ~ozamblca.n refu~ees, with the I.
ing, with government aid, but once the hard work co-operation of the British colonial pohce. A number ~.;
had been done the areas were allocated for European o.f FRELIMq !eaders h.ad suffered from the eo-opera- l
settlement and the Africans were dispossessed of the tion of the British colonial pohce and PIDE. I·.·.··.·....

fruit of their work. Anyone who protested was punished 228. The people of Mozambique were often amazed .1

as a black nationalist or a communist at the numbers of people from United Nations coun- )
. .. '. tries who visited Mozambique under the auspices of

224. On the subject of political persecution, Mr. the Portuguese Government but returned home without )',
Muthemba said that any expression of political saying anything of the misery they had seen They
awa!eness had long been prohibited by every known evidently preferred to accept the false claims .of the
fascls~ method. Methods had been intensified since the Portuguese propagandists concerning the "happy black
establishment of FRELIMO, and a close network of man". Since their country had been conquered, the
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Africans had been harnessed to serve the interests of
the white settlers and their fellow White abroad.
Everything 'was done to ensure that the African would
never emancipate himseli, except by arms. The people
of Mozambique had l een forced to take up arms and
fight for freedom. They wouid fight to the bitter end.s, or

mbly 229. Mr. Simango, Vice-President of FRELIMO,
ether I,' spoke on the question of Mozambique refugees. It
cion. was not a new problem. However, since the beginning
iews- of armed insurrection in September 1964, many more
ihibit refugees "..eere leaving the coun.ry than in the past.
, ex- People living in areas where fighting was going on
uight I' faced an intolerable situation. Villages were razed to
'olice the ground, their inhabitants arrested, tortured or
con- beaten. In October 1964, a suspected person had been
any tortured to death. his body cut into pieces and publicly
was J burnht. Two mt;mbers of FdRELI.MkO

l
dhad. bteen arrlested

dently ~rt at t e same ime, torture ,sprm e WIt 1 petro an
ortu- I1 burnt to death. Many other examples of atrocities could
iinis- 0 be cited.
'n as I, 230. Persecution of that kind had led to a great

, influx of Mozambicans into neighbouring countries. In
le ill ~ Tanzania alone there were at least 12,000 refugees,

)'rLdi'lel::r
t

'f, mRafinly {rofm the hnorthern .provinlceds °flfdMozaMmbliqu~.r e ugees rom ot er provinces la e to a awi,
The I, Zambia, Southern Rhodesia and Swaziland. The ar

reign f rangements made for refugees varied from country
" to country, but Tanzania offered the most favourable

ter- "',., conditions. The Tanzania Government had provided
left r services to assist refugees and to obtain help for them

May ,', from international bodies. The main camp was situated
Most ~ in the south of Tanzania, while FRELIMO itself main-
and 1,I,j tained other camps in both Tanzania and Malawi.

Rho- 231. There were more than 2,700 refugees in
mate Malawi who could not be assisted because of lack of
er of I fends. A few had been brought to Tanzania and sent
urity IJ abroad to study. Those who remained lacked food,
hand: clothes and medical care. Refugees who escaped to
t1 to 'i Swaziland encountered serious difficulties. The au
It of ,~ thorities did not guarantee them protection and allowed
[gees I the Portuguese police to harass them. Some had been
ional :"j arrested or kidnapped. Of the 250 refugees who had
ospi-, reached Swaziland, most had fled to Bechuanaland
enco It: via South Africa, where 75 had mysteriously disap
some ri peared in East Transvaal. An unconfirmed report said
sent 'I that they had died of suffocation in a closed wagon. The
Is of ~ Verwoerd regime collaborated with the Portuguese
ssing n authorities by repatriating refugees. He requested the
who J",,", Special Committee to seek an assurance from the United
own Kingdom Government that it would guarantee the
Mid- safety of refugees in Swaziland and Bechuanaland, The
un-, Smith regime also co-operated with the Portuguese

rued 11 administration in Mozambique by arresting and re-
patriating refugees found in Southern Rhodesia.

itory Generally speaking, all Mozambican refugees relied
~ese upon FRELIMO for transport, food, clothing and
~~~~ !' medical care until they reached safety in Tanzania.

lera-~' 232. In Mozambique itself, innocent villagers were

l
e rendered homeless and forced to live in the forests.

••'.,:'.:,' Indiscriminate arrests and killings were the measures
used to reduce the African population and to isolate
the freedom fighters. Napalm bombs were now in regu-

I
", lar use. Intimidation only incited the people to suo
, port the nationlist movement. In their efforts to ex
'i terminate the people of Mozambique, the Portuguese
1 were using modern weapons supplied by their allies.

He called upon the United Nations to condemn Portu
,gal. Mozambique must not be used for experimental

173

warfare. The arms supplied by Portugal's allies were
responsible for the deaths of countless Mozambicans.
The people of Mozambique were determined to win
their freedom and would' fight until every Portuguese
soldier had left the country.

233. Mr. Cabral, speaking on behalf of PAlGC,
stated that his party was fighting an armed war against
colonialism. He recalled that in 1953, when the people
had begun to organize in order to improve the situation
of the Africans, he and his brothers in the fight had
not yet thought either of armed combat or of in
dependence. Only after several years of attempts at
lawful struggle had the petitioners realized that protests,
demonstrations and strikes were useless in the face of
Portuguese repression and that a struggle of that kind
would not solve the problem.

234. In 1955, he had been sentenced to local banish
ment in his country. In 1956, he had established a
clandestine party to hasten the liberation of the people.
At that time it had been simply a question of organizing
the urban workers and carrying on the struggle by
peaceful means. From 1956 to 1959, many strikes had
been organized and on 3 August 1959 a general strike
of workers had paralysed the port of Bissao, In less
than twenty minutes the Portuguese racists had killed
50 Africans and wounded more than 100. It was at
that moment that PAIGC had realized that it had
committed two serious mistakes, in that it had fought
in the towns and had fought with empty hands. In
September, during the clandestine national party con
gress, it had been decided to take the struggle into
the rural areas and to answer violence by violence.
That had been a difficult decision, for many party
members had preferred peaceful solutions, and direct
action had been contemplated only after 500 party
members had been imprisoned and tortured.

235. The first manifestations of armed resistance
had been in the form of sabotage of roads, telephone
lines and bridges; there was no railway in the country.
The PAIGC had thus succeeded in paralysing move
ment in the centre and the' south of the country. As
a reprisal, the Portuguese colonialists had set fire to
whole villages, imprisoned and tortured hundreds of
party members and leaders, some of whom had been
burned alive and others thrown into the rivers, and
had deported more than 400 persons to the Cape Verde
Islands. In 1962, there had been some 2,500 prisoners
in the Portuguese prisons. At the present time the
country's prisons and concentration camps were still
crowded with prisoners. That was why PAIGC had
taken up arms and had not laid them down.

236. He recalled that his party, having demonstrated
unequivocally that the struggle of the peoples of Guinea
and Cape Verde was of more than national or African
significance, had submitted concrete proposals to the
United Nations for the peaceful elimination of colonial
domination in those Territories and for the granting
of effective aid to the people. The resolutions adopted
by the General Assembly at its seventeenth session and
later by the Security Council had been a source of
encouragement to the people of the Territories. He
was convinced of the effectiveness of the political and
moral contribution that the United Nations was making
to his country's struggle for liberation.

237. The' people of so-called Portuguese Guinea
were aware of the real situation, and particularly of the
conflicting views which affected the practical activity
of the United Nations; they considered, however, that
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and napalm hombs, which were not manufactured by
Portugal but certainly supplied by NATO. Portugal
did not manufacture arms but only explosives and,
recently, machine pistols. The weapons used by the
Portuguese troops came mainly from West Germany,
the United States of America and Italy (the latter
supplied large quantities of explosives). The aircraft
used by the Portuguese were generally United States
jet fighters and bombers. The Portuguese aviators'
helmets, moreover, bore the insignia of the United
States Air Force. 'Weapons captured by PAIGC
fighters had been displayed at Conakry and Dakar,

241. It was childish to say that Portugal received
NATO arms but was forbidden to use them. Anyone
who put a knife in a madman's hand need not he
surprised if he used it. He was not asking Portugal's
allies to stop providing it with arms, for that would
be difficult for them. On the other hand, since they r1
claimed to be opposed to Portugal's racist policy, those I

countries could give arms to the PAIGC fighters, too. i
242. The delivery of arms, however, was not the II

only problem. Portugal was also receiving substantial I
economic and financial assistance. For example, Portu- \
guese soldiers wounded in combat were given medical I,
treatment in West Germany. That was rather an odd ~,.
thing, for it might be asked whether the PAIGC was I
at war with West Germany. He stressed that his party I
did not want to indict any particular State; it left
each State to examine its own conscience. He was, how- t
ever, convinced that the representatives of the countries I
allied to Portugal who were on the Special Committee I!
each represented his country's anti-colonialist movement. (I
He therefore asked them to do their best to persuade I
their respective Governments actively to oppose Portu- 11
guese repression in Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands. :,.•j
He considered them, as members of the Special Com
mittee, to be comrades in the struggle. He asked them, in I

considering the question of so-called Portuguese Guinea q
and the Cape Verde Islands, to forget their alliances as ~i
far as that was possible. He recalled that some of the .
deleg-ations of members of the Special Committee I

which were allies of Portugal had met Salazar in Portu- f
gal and that the latter had consistently refused to reply I~
to questions or observations concerning the liberation rl
of Angola. 1

243. Portugal continued to use the most modern I
weapons, including napalm bombs, but it seemed un- ~i
likely that it would be able to use poison gas. In this r,:...

connexion, he explained that the PAIGCfighters had ,
never killed a Portuguese civilian or even an unarmed :'1
soldier, which was the best proof of their goodwill; ~I

hut as soon as his party learned that the Portuguese n
general staff were contemplating the use of poison gas '"I
against the Liberation Front fighters, the party had
declared that, if gas was used, Portuguese civilians I
would be killed as a reprisal. For that reason and .
probably for other reasons too, the Portuguese had f
not yet used poison gas. It would be difficult for them
to do so, for the PAlGC fighters were vigilant.

244. The PAIGC had significantly strengthened its
military resources during 1964. The establishment of
the regular army and the .intensification of guerrilla ,
warfare had brought about a radical change in the
character of the colonial war. In the areas not yet
liberated, the regular army, in co-ordination with the
partisans, was expanding its activities day by day and
gradually reducing the possibilities of maneeuvre and
survival open to the enemy, which would be obliged
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the increasing isolation of the Portuguese Government
within the Organization and at the international level,
as also the strict application of the resolutions already
adopted, particularly by Memlier States allied to Portu
gal, could help. to hasten the liberation of the people
of those Territories. It was essential, however, that
the United Nations should continue to give realistic
consideration to the actual circumstances of the strug
gle. Analysing the present situation, he considered that.
with the liberation of about 40 per cent of the country
and the intensification of the armed combat, the situa
tion was comparable to that of a State whose national
territory was partially occupied by a foreign Power.
Indeed, while PAIGC was developing the instruments
of statehood day by day in the liberated regions, the
enemy was gradually losing political and military con
trol of the regions not yet liberated. The people were
identifying themselves more and more with PAlGC,
which had become their national organization of unity,
combat and preparation for the future. Moreover, the
degree of political awareness that the people had already
attained, the very nature of PAIGC and its total in
dependence from all kinds of foreign influence guar
anteed the maintenance of a political line which was
fundamentally designed to protect the highest interests
of the country, of Africa and of mankind.

238. The facts had demonstrated that the 20,000
Portuguese soldiers in the country and their modern
arms (infantry, naval and air weapons) were not and
would not be capable of halting' the armed struggle,
which on the contrary was making headway day by
day. Again, while it was true that the Portuguese Gov
ernment was facing an economic crisis which was
becoming more and more acute and which was ag
gravated by the colonial war that it was now waging
in three African territories, it was also true that in
Portugal itself and in Guinea the enemy was floundering
in serious internal conflicts, at both the political and the
military level. As the liberation fight had in the main
eliminated the practice of colonial exploitation, the
presence of Portuguese troops in the country was
justified only by the vital need to preserve Portugal's
"prestige", to avert disastrous consequences in the other
colonies and to await the miracle that would enable
the Portuguese colonialists to continue their exploitation
of the population. It was common knowledge, moreover,
that the Portuguese presence was possible only because
of the substantial aid, in arms and money, which the
enemy was receiving from its NATO allies and from
other sources such as South Africa.

239. Mr. Cabral recalled that his party had already
on a number of occasions, in particular at the United
Nations in 1962, reported the presence of Spanish
soldiers in the Portuguese units. It had been claimed
that they were volunteers, but that had proved to be
incorrect, since the Spanish Government's control over
its territory was too tight for leaks of that kind to be
possible. Moreover, the PAIGC special services had
reported the presence in Portuguese Guinea of soldiers
speaking a language which could be English. Certain
armaments, in particular PV-2 aircraft, could not be
used by the Portuguese, since they did not know how
to handle them. There were non-Portuguese pilots in
so-called Portuguese Guinea who were teaching Portu
guese to fly those aircraft.

240. With the exception of the atomic bomb, all
the arms allegedly intended for external purposes were
used against the population. They included grenades,
Mauser rifles, Breda machine pistols, mortars, aircraft,

J.
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new threat on that continent to the sovereignty of the
independent African States and to international peace
and security.

249. While the Portuguese Government's attitude
was undoubtedly striking evidence of a total lack of
respect for the United Nations, PAIGC did not see
any practical advantage in the possible exclusion of
Portugal from the Organization. The Portuguese Gov
ernment was not necessarily Portugal and he was con
fident that his people's struggle would compel that
Government to respect the United Nations. The essen
tial thing was that all those who, like the United
Nations, could assist the people of so-called Portuguese
Guinea should grant them all possible aid. Nothing
could halt the victorious progress of their struggle.

250. As for the building of economic, social and
cultural progress after the securing of national inde
pendence, he was convinced that the United Nations
had sufficient resources to be able to grant effective
assistance. Through its specialized agencies and in col
laboration with PAIGC, the United Nations could
grant the people of the Territory practical assistance
forthwith, with a view to consolidating their position
in the liberated regions and preparing the foundations
for the building of the country's future. The United
Nations could take the following specific steps: it could
appeal to the International Red Cross to grant, through
its national members, effective aid in medicines, public
health equipment, foodstuffs and other essential articles;
it could ask the World Health Organization to provide
some physicians who were specialists in tropical diseases
and some surgeons, at United Nations expense; it
could furnish technical assistance to P AIGC, through
the Special Fund and with FAO collaboration, to speed
up the economic development and consolidation of the
liberated regions; it could, through UNESCO, grant
effective aid for the development of the educational
services already set up in the liberated regions of the
country; it could furnish, through UNICEF, effective
aid to the country's children, who were innocent victims
of the colonial war; lastly, it could permit the United
Nations specialized agencies to study, in collaboration
with PAIGC and on the basis of the actual position
of the country, ways and means of effective co-operation
in economic, social and cultural reconstruction after
the conquest of independence.

251. The United Nations could and should aid
Guinea, which asked, not for arms, but for humanitarian
assistance on behalf of people who, being the victims
of colonialist aggression, were obliged to fight to defend
themselves and to defend the prestige of the highest
international body of the present day. His people could
not understand how any consideration of a juridical
nature could prevent the United Nations from giving
them practical assistance in their struggle against Por
tuguese colonialism-that colonialism which, in defiance
of even the most elementary juridical principles and
standards, continued with the providential aid of its
allies to threaten peace and security in Africa and
in the world. He again stressed his people's peaceful
attitude, their devotion to the cause of peace and their
hatred of war. Both directly and through the United
Nations itself, PAIGC had already made plenty of
constructive and realistic proposals to the Portuguese
Government, with a view to the peaceful elimination
of colonial rule in Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands
through negotiation. It would make no more. Weapons
in hand, the people, who were daily becoming better
armed and more determined to pursue the struggle,
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from now on to fight on all sides. The PAIGC was,
however, encountering considerable difficulties in the
matter of the supplying and economic development of
the liberated regions. Moreover, it was struggling with
steadily rising financial needs arising from the increased
demands of the fight.

245. Unfortunately, it seemed to be difficult for
Africa to provide national liberation movements with
aid commensurate to their needs; moreover, the situa
tion was aggravated by disputes among the African
States. That was the more regrettable ill that the enemy
would spare no effort in its attempt to suppress resist
ance, for which it was becoming more and more de
pendent on the massive support provided by its allies
as part of imperialism's general strategy against the
freedom and advancement of peoples.

246. Guinea had become the "Achilles' heel" of
Portuguese foreign policy. Analysing the prospects of
the struggle, he said that, in view of the impossibil~ty

of inducing the Portuguese Government to change Its
attitude, it was necessary to strengthen the armed
struggle for national liberation and the organization
and political consciousness of the people, with a view
to the immediate and complete elimination of foreign
domination of Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands, for
the Portuguese had left the people of those Territories
lIO other choice.

247. In view of the progress already achieved in
the fight and considering the support of the African
countries and the anti-colonialist forces in the world,
the prospects for the development of the struggle 'were
quite favourable. It must be borne in mind, however,
that the enemy possessed still more powerful resources
and could depend on effective support from its allies.
In order to intensify the fight, to overcome the diffi
culties and to conquer the obstacles in the path of
freedom and progress, P AIGC must consolidate the
situation in the liberated regions of the country by
liquidating the remnants of the Portuguese contingents
stationed there and must continue to develop the new
political, administrative, economic, social and cultural
structure in those regions; it must intensify armed
action in the regions of Guinea which had not yet
been liberated and initiate direct action in the Cape
Verde Islands in order to bring the colonial war and
the national oppression imposed by Portuguese colonial
ism to an end once and for all; it must study and
work out the methods best calculated to eliminate
the vestiges of colonialism and lay solid foundations
for the country's economic development; lastly, it must
bring about an appreciable improvement in the living
conditions of the people in the liberated regions, while
preparing to assume national, African and interna
tional responsibilities with dignity and independence,
in the context of fraternal collaboration with all peoples.

248. He then raised the question of how the United
Nations could assist his people in the present state of
their fight for freedom and progress. The resolutions
adopted by United Nations bodies and the decisions
taken by the African Heads of State at Addis Ababa,
as also the actual circumstances of the struggle, bore
witness to the fact that the time for denunciation of
Portuguese colonialism and for moral or legal argu
ments had passed. The issue now was a political and
military dispute between the Portuguese Government
and the people of Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands.
Having started an armed struggle against the African
people, the Portuguese Government was introducing a
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were sure to succeed in bringing the Portuguese Gov
ernment to respect international legality and morality,
of which one of the fundamental principles, enshrined
in the Charter of the United Nations, was the inalienable
right of peoples to self-determination and national
independence.

252. In conclusion, on behalf of his party, he urge,'
the Special Committee or a sub-committee to come and
establish direct contact with the people of so-called
Portuguese Guinea and of the Cape Verde Islands.
The Special Committee's visit to Africa was a great
step forward j its visit to so-called Portuguese Guinea
would be a second step as important as the first.

General statements by members

253. The representative of Ethiopia said it was
clear from the petitioners' statements that over four
centuries of Portuguese colonization had produced only
massacres, illiteracy and poverty. Portugal still claimed
Angola as an overseas province of Portugal. It refused
to comply with United Nations resolutions on decolo
nization.

254. Portugal was perpetuating a slave-State policy
in the Territories under its domination. Its tyranny
had driven thousands of innocent Africans into exile.
In addition, Portugal, in the name of law and order,
was today committing the crime of genocide on a
massive scale in Angola, Mozambique and so-called
Portuguese Guinea.

255. The outcry of the millions of Africans would
not remain unheeded. Experience taught that in
creasingly brutal acts, such as were being practised
by the Portuguese colonialists, unless checked in time,
could provoke a chain reaction which would lead to
catastrophe.

256. Portugal must realize that it could not reverse
the course of history. No matter how barbarous the
regime might be, no matter how abundant and mighty
its allies and the sources of its power, no matter how
calculating and cunning its social, economic and psy
chological warfare against the African people, it would
not be able to withstand the wave of history much
longer. Nothing less than the granting of independence
would stop bloodshed. A fire had been set to the thick
and cruel jungle of colonialism in Africa, and it had
swept across the continent. That fire of freedom would
not be extinguished before it consumed the remaining
vestiges of colonialism. It was therefore incumbent
upon the Special Committee to explore every pos
sibility of bringing to a speedy end the dreadful situa
tion now obtaining in the Territories under Portuguese
colonialism.

257. The representative of Iraq observed that the
statements made by the petitioners had thrown much
light on the situation in the Territories concerned. The
struggle of the Angolan people had won the admination
of all freedom-loving peoples. Portugal was practising
genocide, and the world could not stand aside; he
therefore condemned the Portuguese atrocities and
demanded their immediate cessation.

258. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania had been deeply moved by the evidence pro
duced by petitioners concerning the imprisonment and
murder of Africans by the so-called defenders of law
and order. Africans were condemned to forced labour
or imprisoned in detention camps. In some areas evi
dence had been produced of the use of poison against
them. All those crimes had been committed because

I
Africans had demanded self-determination and inde- \.
pendence, because they had refused to be cowed or to t
accept the right of the colonial Powers to enslave ~..
them. It was regrettable that in 1965, when some t
countries were planning journeys to the moon, Afri- l
cans were still fighting for their birthright. The first ~
actions of the Bandung Conference and of the Organi- ~
zatiori of African Unity had been to pledge themselves
to the liberation of the colonized countries. He felt sure
that freedom would soon be theirs.

259. Some years previously, Portugal had tried to
hoodwink the world into accepting that it had no
colonies, claiming that its overseas Territories were
provinces of the metropolitan country; that the peoples
of those Territories were contented Portuguese citizens;
and that there was no movement for independence.
Yet the world had witnessed the events in those Ter
ritories, making it plain that, for all those years, Por
tugal had in fact continued to subject the African f
populations to the most brutal forms of oppression.
The world was being deafened by their cries of suffer- !
ing. Coloniaiism was aggressive by its very nature l
and its continued existence was contrary to the Charter [..
of the United Nations, to the Universal Declaration .
of Human Rights and to the Declaration on the Grant
ing of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. ~

260. His own country had experience of that kind t
of aggression. Portugal had several times uttered I
threats against the Government and people of Tanzania, (
including the threat to bomb Dar es Salaam and other
cities as a retaliatory measure. Statements of the kind
were of grave concern to his Government, for the "
disastrous consequences of any such move were totally
unforeseeable. His people were determined to defend i
their independence to the last man.

261. The harassment to which Tanzania had been
S?~j~cted was iIl~lstrated by P~rtuguese spying ac
tivities, numerous Instances of which had come to light, \
and even more serious, air-space violations that were
contrary to international law, and an affront to his
country's sovereignty. He went on to give documented
details of many such violations committed by Portu
guese military aircraft with the sole object of intimi
elating the Tanzanian people. Yet, despite all its own
unwarranted offences, Portugal had chosen to accuse
the African countries of subversive activities directed
against its colonies. In making those baseless and sense
less charges, Portugal had singled out Tanzania as its
chief enemy, in an attempt to cover up its own brutal
crimes. In itself, the maintenance of colonies was a
subversion of human rights.

262. According to a recent press report, the Por
tuguese Foreign Minister had even tried to convince
the other NATO Powers that Tanzania was a com
munist base. His delegation rejected that baseless ac
cusation in the strongest terms. Portugal should under
stand that the people of Tanzania were committed to
the liberation of the whole of Africa and would con
tinue to give every assistance to the freedom fighters.
It was proud of that stand, and in that spirit it had
welcomed the establishment of the Liberation Com
mittee of OAU in its capital city, although fully aware
of what the consequences might be.

263. He went on to reiterate the basis of Tanzania's
complaint against NATO. The bombers supplied to
Po~tu~a~ w~re undoubtedly being ~sed for purposes
of Intimidation; the Portuguese soldiers trained under
NATO auspices were being used to butcher fellow
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l Africans and to make' incursions into Tanzanian terri- would be offered to nationals of the Territories under
It tory; NATO support in modern weapons was strength- Portuguese administration if they so desired.
.~ eninz Portugal's obduracy in Africa; some NATO 269 TI t ti fIt' g th state

~I
'II Po,';-'ers, ,,,11I'le professing to be on the side of the . le represen a rve 0 ran, no In e -

,y 'y ments of Mr. Mondlane concerning the situation of
Africans, were at the same time arming their enemy. Mozambican refugees, observed that he would have
He therefore appealed to the NATO Powers to recon- thought that some of the specialized agencies whose
sider their position towards Portugal. The day on main objectives were humanitarian in character would

I.:.,.

.... which their military aid ceased would see the people have come forward to the assistance of those people.
, free. And since the Western Powers were the only ones 'VHO, for example, could contribute considerably in

wilting to sit round the same table with Salazar, they the health field and for the prevention of disease among
were the only people to whom he would pay heed. the refugees. UNESCO could provide facilities for

264. Economic aid to Portugal was a further factor essential and primary education as well as offer scholar-

I
,strengthening Salazar's hand. The Tanzanian delega- ships, and FAO and the World Food Programme

tion was aware that some Western countries believed could supply foodstuffs for those refugees who could
, in the rightness of the African case. Their help was not earn their own living. He requested that the Special
, wanted now in material form, not in expressions of Committee formally impress upon the specialized
, sympathy, if the goal of freedom was to be attained agencies the urgent need for increased assistance. That
;l in time. Every day that passed saw more Africans kind of help was a small token of the sympathy of
I' being brutally murdered or enslaved. the United Nations for the sufferings of fellow human

beings and in no way had any political implications.

,
r

j

,.".. 265. Tanzania, poor as it was, had had to take in
. thousands of refugees, and his delegation would also 270. In conclusion, he stated that Iran fully sup-

appeal to the United Nations, through the Special ported and sympathized with the people's fight for
Committee, to increase its aid to those suffering people. freedom and independence.

r Any resolution adopted on the subject should cover 271. The representative of India said that his coun-
~ the following points: (a) condemnation of the coun- try was helping the refugees in Tanzanis with medical
~' tries that had been instrumental in arming Portugal; services and with teachers for their children. India
, I (b) a further effort to obtain assurances from futty supported the people of Mozambique and the
I some of the Western Powers that their military aid freedom fighters in so-called Portuguese Guinea. The

to Portugal was ended; (c) further assurance from Indian Government and people wished them speedy
the United Kingdom that refugees from Mozambique success in their struggle against one of the most ante-
in transit through British High Commission Terri- diluvian, stubborn and gruesome colonial machines the

"i tories would be guaranteed safe conduct; (d) con- world had ever seen. It was strange that professediy
!, demnation of the criminal alliance between Portugal, civilized countries should associate with Portugal in
I I Southern Rhodesia and South Africa; (e) reaffirma- the present day and age. Pandit Nehru had described,I tion of the right of the people to independence. Portugal's policies as the crux of the world's colonial
J problem and of Africa's future.
1 266. In conclusion, he assured the people of Mo-

t I zambique that independence was their birthright and 272. The representative of the United Kingdomi that the flames of liberty could never be extinguished, said that he had listened to the petitioners with great
j as events in Algeria had shown. The African Mozam- interest and would convey their views and att other

~:''.1 bicans should unite solidly in their struggle and Tan- comments made before the Special Committee to his
1 zania would remain by their side to the bitter end; Government. However, referring to the allegations that

, /. that was no mere empty bombast; it was an article Mozambique refugees in Swaziland were being handed
,I of faith for his people. Tanzania was determined to over to the Mozambique authorities he said that his
t'; help all brother Africans stitt suffering in the chains Government was already urgently investigating the

1
of colonialism. His country was heartened by the specific case mentioned by the FRELIMO petitioners

. staunch determination of the people of Guinea not to and that his delegation had already been in touch
tJ succumb to threats or force and rejoiced that a large with the Swaziland Government. The facts, so far as

part of so-called Portuguese Guinea was now under he had been able to establish them, were: the two
the revolutionary forces fighting against Portugal. Their men referred to by the petitioners were indeed missing
victory would be a victory for the whole of Africa. from Swaziland; one of them had not asked for political
Along with all the free countries of Africa, Tanzania asylum and the other had asked for, and been granted,
stood firmly behind the people and would spare no asylum. Neither had been arrested by the Swazi au-
moral, material or financial effort to help them. Portugal thorities, or handed over to the Mozambique authorities,
would be the main enemy as long as it pursued its or sent back to Mozambique, or required to leave
colonial policies. Swaziland. Their disappearance was being urgently

investigated by the Swazi Government, and as soon
267. The representative of Venezuela stated that the as his delegation had any further reports it would see

Venezuelan Government would, as in the past, continue that the petitioners were informed.
to support unreservedly the just demands of the people
of Mozambique and those of the other peoples still 273. He wished to state categorically that in no
suffering under the colonialist yoke. He recalled that circumstances were genuine political refugees, of any
at the United Nations Venezuela had been among the race, returned to the Portuguese or South African
first to refute the claim that Mozambique was a Por- authorities by the Governments of Bechuanaland, Basu-
tuguese province. toland or Swaziland; these Governments had consist

ently upheld the highest international standards in their
268. He also stated that the Venezuelan Govern- treatment of the numerous political refugees who had

ment offered fellowships and other educational facilities sought asylum-a fact widely acknowledged and wel-
to African students wishing to pursue university or corned by the independent organizations and authorities
technical studies in Venezuela and that those facilities concerned. The United Kingdom was always witting
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to co-operate in trying to establish the facts about the
refugees whose whereabouts were unknown or about
whom there was any concern.

274. Regarding the reference made to the "kidnap
ping" of Mozambique refugees in Basutoland, Bechua
naland and Swaziland, the petitioner concerned had
not produced any evidence or details of a single case
where it could be substantiated that kidnapping had
occurred. In the case of the two men referred to both
hy himself and by the petitioner, there was no evidence
available to the Swaziland or United Kingdom Gov
ernments to show that the men had been kidnapped,
and until the investigations being undertaken estab
lished the facts, it was quite unjustifiable for him to
speak as though kidnapping had been proved or ad
mitted. If the petitioner had any evidence to that
effect which he was withholding, it was to be hoped
that he would give it at once to the United Kingdom
Government in the interests of the two men concerned.
If not, it was regrettable that the petitioner had seen
fit to speak as he had.

275. The United Kingdom delegation deplored the
utterly unfounded allegations that his Government's
attitude to political refugees depended on their racial
origins. Reflecting on his country's attitude in that
matter, he wondered whether any delegation repre
sented on the Special Committee could claim that
nationals of its country had not, at one time or another
over the centuries, sought and found political asylum
in the United Kingdom. That was part of his country's
democratic way of life; that was its record. And in
the overseas Territories where it had responsibility in
the matter, that was its policy.

276. With regard to the Portuguese Territories,
the United Kingdom advocated the principle of self
determination, which was the fundamental starting
point of its own colonial policies. The United Kingdom
Government considered that Portugal was bound by
the provisions of Chapter XI of the Charter of the
United Nations. which included the transmission of
information to the United Nations on economic, social
and educational conditions as well as the obligation to
promote the well-being of the inhabitants by developing
self-government, and assistance to the peoples in the
progressive development of their free political institu
tions. There was also a clear obligation under the
Charter .to ensure the political, economic and social
advancement of the inhabitants of the Territories, their
just treatment and their protection against abuses.
The policies of all countries administering Non-Self
Governing Territories, including the Portuguese over
seas Territories, should be founded on those obligations.

277. In pursuit of that end, the United Kingdom
had acted and continued to act by persuasion. It did
not accept the view that it was too late for persuasion.
It had repeatedly urged the Portuguese Government
to accept self-determination with a view to bringing
about a reasonable and peaceful solution, and continued
to hope that the Portuguese Government would recog
nize the wisdom of that policy, which alone offered
the prospect of a mutually satisfactory settlement. Ac
tion by persuasion should not be lightly dismissed. It
was a. primary function of the United Nations and
the Special Committee to seek solutions to world prob
lems 'by peaceful negotiation, while the possibility still
remained open. All countries, and indeed the Special
Committee itself, had a duty to help in finding a
solution by persuasion rather than by condemnation
or compulsion.

278. To begin with, contacts must be established
between the Portuguese Government and the nations
of the world, inside or outside the United Nations.
'Where such contacts already existed, they should be
strengthened and enlarged. Some delegations had sug
gested a policy of isolating Portugal. While under
standing that attitude, the United Kingdom still be
lieved that a solution should be sought by persuasion.
There were some indications that Portugal might be
willing to enlarge its contacts with the rest of the
world. One petitioner had spoken of visits to Mozarn
bique and other Portuguese Territories of groups repr~

senting the ILO, ECA and other United Nations
bodies. Such visits provided a channel of contact, offer
ing the possibility of productive discussion. Portugal
had played an active part in WHO, FAO and the
~LO and had shown its willingness to accept visits by
international rapporteurs to its Territories. Another
valuable point of contact was the United Nations
special training programme for Territories under Por
tuguese administration, a good example of positive
and constructive United Nations action, worth any
number of condemnations. The United Kingdom hoped
that the Secretary-General would take heed of the
petitioners' suggestion that cert~in d.efects, especially
with regard to the level of qualifications required by
some countries, should be eliminated. The activities
he had mentioned were no more than pointers, but
they indicated that all possibilities of peaceful persua
sion had not yet been closed, and should be further
explored.

279. In addition to persuasion, the United Kingdom
Gove:nm«:nt had taken concret~ action which, though
negative 111 a sense, had been 111 full accordance with
the appeals and requests made in the United Nations
and the Special Committee itself. The United Kingdom
gave no military aid whatever either to Portuzal or
its overseas Territories. Since 1961, the United 'kinO'
dom had neither given nor sold arms or military equip
ment to Portugal for use in its overseas Territories
in Africa or elsewhere. It was satisfied that arms and
muniti?ns of United Kingdom origin were not beinz
used 111 the Portuguese Territories. Thus United
Kingdom policy. on the supply of arms was fully in
line with S~cunty Council resoluti.on 180 (1963) of
31 Ju~y 19b3. Moreover, the Umted Kingdom had
voted ~n favour of the even stronger Security Council
resolution 183 (1963) of 11 December 1963, which
had been approved and confirmed by the General
Assembly and the Special Committee.

280. The factual questions raised during the Special
Committee's deliberations about NATO had been fully
covered by the representatives of Denmark the United
States of America .and Italy. NATO did 'not provide
arms as military aid to Portugal nor had it any re
sponsibility for the defence of 'PortuO'uese overseas
Territories, T~lere were no N(\TO orbBritish bases,
indeed n? foreIgn bases ~! all, 111 the Portuguese Afri
can Territories. The position was clear and the United
Kingdom delegation fully endorsed all that had been
said on those points. The object of NATO was to
preserve the freedom and independence of the countrie
111 t!le NAT~ area. J':TA~O was in no way hostile t
African national aspirations, and its activities an
policies could not harm the interests of African coun
tri~s. ~n fact it coul~ be held. that Portugal's NAT
obligations re.du~ed Its capacity .fm·. military or eco
nomic action 111 Its overseas Territories. The existenc
of NATO had done much to bring about 11 situatio
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could not be reserved exclusively to certain privileged
countries and peoples.

284. He thought that the Special Committee should,
among other things, recommend that the General
Assembly and the Security Council should adopt eco
nomic and political sanctions against Portugal and
invite all countries, in particular that country's allies
in NATO, to cease giving it any assistance, direct or
indirect. The Special Committee should also draw the
Security Council's attention to the danger to peace and
security in that part of the world inheren- in the ex
istence of an alliance between Portugal. South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia.

285. The representative of the United States of
America regretted the absence from the Special Com
mittee of the colonial Power in question. The sombre
picture painted by the petitioners of events in the
Portuguese colonies was a matter of grave concern to
all Governments dedicated to the advance of human
rights.

286. The United States Government regarded the
progress already achieved it; SI. 'f-determination for the
African peoples and in their freedom to choose institu
tions and organizations for themselves, both in the
domestic and in the international field, as one of the
most heartening developments of the past decade. The
attitude of the Government and the people of the United
States was amply illustrated and continuously expressed
in the interest shown and the assistance provided by
Governments, by private organizations and by indi
viduals, There was probably not a single nation in the
continent and certainly not a dependent area that could
be oblivious to that interest. In the words of the Presi
dent of the United States, speaking for the people,
the United States was seeking not fidelity to an iron
faith but a diversity of belief as varied as man himself;
not to extend the power of America but the progress
of humanity; not to dominate but to strengthen the
freedom of all peoples. The President had said in
December 1963 that the United States was dedicated
to the same goals as the peoples of Africa-justice,
freedom and peace-and that, under the late President
Kennedy, it had made significant advances towards
the attainment of those goals. The President had gone
on to say that his administration would continue to
work toward those same objectives, in the desire to
help in building a world in which all men would have
a better opportunity to improve their lives, both ma
terially and spiritually; thus the United States would
continue to press for equal rights for all, both at home
and abroad, and would continue to assist the new and
emerging nations of the world in their efforts to
strengthen their foundations of freedom and inde
pendence.

287. The United States position on the Portuguese
Territories had been stated both in the General As
sembly and in the Security Council, as well as in the
Special Committee. Nevertheless, in order to refute
some of the comments made in the discussions and to
serve the Committee's legitimate interest, she would
be glad once more to recapitulate its major elements.

288. First, the United States upheld the view of
the General Assembly that the Territories under Por
tuguese administration were Non-Self-Governing Ter
ritories within the meaning of Chapter XI of the
Charter of the United Nations and, consequently, irre
spective of how they might be designated, were subject
to the provisions of that Chapter. In virtue thereof,
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in which freedom and independence could nourish not
only in Europe but elsewhere. In saying that, he did
not mean to suggest that NATO itself had been
responsible for the gaining of independence by so many
former colonial countries, nor to underrate the efforts
of the African and Asian peoples.

281. With regard to capital investment and financial
transactions involving Vv'estern coun tries and Portugal
or its Territories, his delegation understood that most
developing countries welcomed overseas private invest
ment. Provided there were reasonable safeguards to
ensure that the benefits were fairly shared between
the investors and the developing countries concerned,
such investments seemed to have an essential part to
play. The safeguards were a matter for the Govern
ment of the developing country and the private in
vestors. The Governments of the countries to which
the investors belonged had no responsibilities in that
sphere. Doubts had been expressed about the purposes
of the financial contributions towards the cost of build
ing roads in Mozambique. A road could be used by
military vehicles, but it should not be condemned on
that account. Almost all development programmes
tended to concentrate on the improvement of commur.i
cations. Consequently, there was no reason to apologize
for private investment in developing countries, includ
ing Territories under Portuguese administration. More
over, persuasion and influence could be exercised
through financial and commercial contacts.

282. The representative of Yugoslavia considered
that the United Nations must take note of the fact
that Tanzania was subjected to constant pressure by
the colonialists and Portuguese racists. It was also
desirable that the specialized agencies should give
Tanzania assistance in respect of the refugees coming
from countries under colonial domination whom it
welcomed in its territory.

283. His delegation had listened with the greatest
attention to the highly interesting and useful statements
made by the petitioners on the situation prevailing in
the Territories under Portuguese colonial domination,
on the cruelties of the colonial system, the s"fferings
and aspirations of the people, and their firn. resolve
to win freedom and independence. The struggle for
independence of the people of Mozambique and other
Territories under colonial domination was legitimate and
deserved the support of the whole world and of the
United Nations. It was more than time to take decisive
steps and to sweep away the last vestiges of colonialism,
to remedy the conditions of servitude and humiliation
in which millions of human beings were still living,
and to prevent colonialist circles from threatening the
freedom of the countries which had recently attained
independence. It was intolerable that an insignificant
minority shonld be allowed to go on flouting the
principles of the United Nations Charter, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. The time had come when the principle
of respect for human dignity, without regard to race,
colour, or religion, must be made to prevail in the world
and in international relations. His Government had
always struggled and would continue to struggle to
ensure respect for that principle. It had given and would
continue to give its full support to the peoples of
Mozambique, Angola, so-called Portuguese Guinea, and
to all other peoples engaged in the struggle for in
dependence. Peace and freedom were indivisible and
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it had repeatedly urged Portugal to co-operate with the
United Nations and to fulfil the obligations devolving
on an administering Power under the terms of Chapter
XI, both in respect to territorial administration an"
to the submission of information to the Secretary
General. Compliance with those clear provisions of the
Charter would be in the best interest of all the in
habitants of the Territories and in the interest ef
the administering Power itself. Furthermore, the work
of the Special Committee would be facilitated as a
result.

289. Secondly, the United States had steadfastly
supported the right of the peoples of the Portuguese
Territories to a full and genuine exercise of self
determination that included the choice of future status,
whether one of independence or of any other form
the people might select; the right of self-government,
in other words, the right of peoples to be ruled by a
government freely chosen by them; and the right of
peoples to choose the kind of institutions, the 'forms
of government, under which they would wish to live.

290. In accordance with that stand, the United
States had consistently supported United Nations action
calling for Portuguese recognition of the principle of
self-determination and for a complementary speeding-up
of political, economic and social advancement toward
the full exercise of self-determination for all the in
habitants of the Portuguese Territories. Publicly and
privately, on repeated occasions, it had urged Portugal
to accept that principle and give it practical effect.
Therein lay the core of the problem: there was no
conceivable step which would contribute more to the
peaceful resolution of the problem than the immediate
acceptance and subsequent application of the right of
self-determination by Portugal. That step would break
the existing stalemate, which was fraught with danger
and which unquestionably would be broken one way
or another. Self-determination would come; the ques
tion was whether it would come by peaceful means or
by violence.

291. The United States could not accept the peti
tioners' thesis that the situation in Mozambique could
be changed only by violence. Even now, the struggle
for self-determination could be channelled into peaceful
negotiations.

292. The idea of self-determination held by
Portugal-that there was more than one modality
and that self-determination meant the agreement
and consent of the population to a certain political
structure, type of state, and administrative organiza
tion-was not adequate in the view of the United
States. As she had said, the act of self-determination
should furnish a full choice of modalities and a full
choice of political structures including, though not
limited to, independent sovereignty. Her delegation
therefore believed that the United Nations must con
tinue to seek ways and means of advancing those
objectives in peace.

293. With regard to the points raised in the dis
cussions, she restated unequivocally that the position
of the United States Government on the question of
the sale and supply of arms and military equipment to
the Portuguese Government was consonant with the
relevant Security Council resolution (180 (1963) of
31 July 1963), and in particular with the provisions
of its operative paragraph 6. At the time of its adoption,
the United States representative had said that, since
in its opinion arms supplied to Portugal for other
purposes and used in its overseas Territories might

well contribute to an increase in friction and danger,
the United States had for a number of years followed
a policy of ')roviding no arms or military equipment
to Portugal ..)l' use in those Territories, and had
further prohibited direct export of such items to the
Pcrtuguese Territories i he had also given the assurance
that the United States would continue to adhere to
that policy. Her Government still maintained that firm
policy, which was applied equally to both government
and commercial sources of supply.

294. There could be absolutely no substance to the
charge made by the representative of FRELIMO that.
United States assistance in agricultural development 1

1

"
in Mozambique was in effect enabling more settlers
from Portugal to take root there at the expense of the
Africans. The United States Government had no pro
grammes of economic assistance in Portugal itself or
in its overseas Territories, either in agricultural devel
opment or in any other sphere.

295. Next, she would confirm that the designation
for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
was accurately chosen as a reflection of the area within
which the Treaty was operative i and that area did not
include the Portuguese African Territories. The Treaty,
the text of which was available in any reference library,
was quite clear on that point. And there were no secret
pro tocols in existence, defining the operative area in I
any other manner. ~;'..

296. One of the most extravagant charges yet ad- (
vanced by the Soviet representative-who himself was
no stranger to the United Nations discussions on
disarmament-was that the United States of America
was engaged with the Government of Portugal in plan
ning and actually building un nuclear warfare capacities 'i
in Mozambique, presumably for eventual use against (
the African peoples. The Soviet representative knew I
full well how concerned her country was at the pos- I
sibility of proliferation of nuclear weapons anywhere ;"1
in the world, and particularly in Latin America and
Africa, feeling as it did that the rivalry provoked would
imperil the peace of those continents. Further, on 1 June
1965, the United States had submitted a resolution'"
in the United Nations Disarmament Commission stress-
ing the urgent need for a non-proliferation agreement
at the international level. To close the subject, she
would merely note that the only country to embark
on a nuclear weapons programme with the help of an
existing nuclear power had been Communist China
-and the United Sttaes had not been the country
furnishing the needed assistance.

297. She stated that her delegation had listened
with interest and attention to the petitioners and had
greatly appreciated their efforts to inform the Special
Committee of the situation as they saw it. It had
listened with equal care and attention to the various
views, some of them strong, expressed by Committee
members, which would certainly be conveyed to her
Government, in particular those of the African repre
sentatives. Mounting concern had been expressed for
the refugees from Portuguese Territories. From the
inception of the problem, the United States had taken
an active interest in and substantially contributed to
programmes for the support of those refugees and for
their peaceful resettlement in self-suporting conditions.
Those contributions had been made through the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and, in addl-

10 See Official Records of tile Disarmament Commission
Suppleme/lt for January-December 1965, document DC/220. '
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302. If the United Nations wanted to take effective
measures against the brutal colonialism of Portugal,
it should make that recommendation its own.

303. In conclusion, he gave the assurance of his
country's complete solidarity and support in the peoples'
legitimate struggle for freedom and independence.

304. The representative of Mali stated that the
atrocities of the Portuguese Government appeared to
be even more horrible than the crimes of the Nazis,
which in their time had aroused the indignation of the
entire world. The Africans, however, had fought
against nazism ; on every front, Africans had died to
safeguard the rights and dignity of Europeans. It
was disappointing to note that certain Governments, in
whose cause hundreds of thousands of Africans had
shed their blood and given their lives, were providing
aid to Portugal, thus enabling it to continue oppressing,
torturing and killing Africans. He hoped that those
Governments would change their attitude when the
evidence of the petitioners was brought to their know
ledge. The Portuguese Government was the most brutal,
the most reactionary and the most backward of all the
colonialist Governments; it should be isolated and
should be called upon to free the African peoples, who
had hitherto been kept in poverty and ignorance.

305. The petitioners had informed the Special Com
mittee that the British were handing over to the Portu
guese authorities refugees from Mozambique who had
sought refuge in Africa with their brother Africans in
Zimbabwe, Basutoland, Bechuanaland or Swaziland.
The Africans thus handed over to Salazar's police had
not sought refuge in the United Kingdom, but in
Africa, with other Africans. Yet the United Kingdom
knew what persecutions awaited the refugees handed
over to the Portuguese authorities. The United King
dom representative had said that it was not his coun
try's intention to hand over African nationalists to the
Portuguese. The Malian delegation took note of that
statement and regarded it as an official statement defin
ing the United Kingdom Government's position with
regard to the refugees from the Territories under
Portuguese administration. He hoped that in the future
the United Kingdom would respect in Africa the
right of asylum to which African nationalists fleeing
from persecution in Mozambique, Angola and elsewhere
were entitled.

306. Petitioners had testified that NATO arms were
being used in Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portu
guese Guinea. In its resolution 180 (1963) of 31 July
1963, the Security Council had requested that all
States should refrain forthwith from offering the Portu
guese Government any assistance which would enable
it to continue its repression of the peoples of the Ter
ritories under its administration and take all measures
to prevent the sale and supply of arms and military
equipment for that purpose to the Portuguese Gove::n
ment. It seemed that, despite that resolution, certain
Powers that were members of NATO were still giving
Portugal military assistance, thus enabling it to carry
on a colonial war against the African nationalists who
aspired to independence. He wished the members of

. the Special Committee whose Governments were
members of NATO to be fully aware of the con
sequences of the aid supplied to Portugal by that
organization. When the fascist Government of a country
engaged in a colonial war received arms, it could not
.resist the temptation of using them to oppress the

: Africans. If NATO members were aware of and
sympathetic to the sufferings undergone by the African
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tion, foodstuffs had been channelled to the refugees
through voluntary agencies. More than 50.per cent of
the approved annual programme of the High Com
missioner had been directed to refugee assistance in
Africn; and $950,000 out of $1.3 million contributed
bv the United States had been earmarked for that work.
dver the past three years, the United States contribu
tion in foodstuffs had averaged in value about $2 million
al11'\lally. Her Government would continue to give
sympathetic consideration to the needs of refugeesin Africa.

298. In conclusion, she noted that there was little
I. difference in objective, and no difference in purpose,

between her delegation and the large majority of mem
bers of the Special Committee. However, the United
States felt strongly that the pursuit of peaceful change
ought not to be abandoned and accordingly would call
on Portugal to recognize the right of self-determination
in the universal sense for all the peoples of its Terri
tories. To that end, it would again urge that conversa
tions between the appropriate parties be undertaken
immediately. Such would be the constructive course
for the administering Power to follow, the course which
would redound to the benefit of all and which all were
so earnestly seeking.

299. The representative of Bulgaria, said that, from
the evidence presented by the petitioners, it was plain
to all that the economic, financial and military assistance
Portugal was receiving from its allies was of crucial
importance in the colonial wars it was waging. The
sooner that assistance was discontinued, the sooner the
African peoples concerned would achieve their inde
pendence. The Western NATO countries concerned
had resorted to ingenious devices in an attempt to
conceal their complicity, but irrefutable evidence proving
that NATO arms and other assistance were involved
had come to light in the war in Mozambique; and
assurances given since then were obviously worthless,
since no one could be expected to take Salazar's word
as a guarantee. Assistance of any kind to Portugal

i merely served to strengthen its position and convince
~ the Salazar regime that it could with impunity continue
'/ to defy the United Nations and world public opinion.

~
Another consideration to be borne in mind was the
division of labour established among NATO members.

\ Several claimed to be adhering to the arms embargo
• '. on Portugal but others were failing to follow suit. The
, need for calling upon NATO to ensure that a total

~', ex;n~argo was imposed by all its members was therefore
If, plain,
:1 300. As early as 1962, the United Nations Special
~~ Committee on Territories under Portuguese adminis-
( tration had expressed the view that assistance of any

t
-', kind to Portugal had implications for the suppression
.: of the liberation movements in its overseas Territories.
t" Three years later, NATO was still needing to be
I' reminded that its continued assistance to Portugal made

!
it a willing accomplice in the ruthless colonial wars

.' now going on in Africa.
- 301. In his delegation's opinion, it was high time

._ the Special Committee recommended to the appropriate
. United Nations bodies that a policy of sanctions be

~[. adopted against L'ortugal. In that connexion, Bulgaria
fully supported the recommendation adopted by the
Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non
Aligned Countries held at Cairo in 1964, calling for
the breaking-off of diplomatic and consular ties and
active measures to suspend all economic and trade
relations with Portugal. • '" ._

Belt Copy Available
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peoples, it would be preferable if, instead of saying that suppression of military aid to Portugal in its colo~i~i tj The
those arms were not intended for war against the wars, adopted by the Security Council in July 1963. ~ tob
Africans, they simply stopped giving aid to Portugal because some of the wording did not conform with I befor
until that country revised its colonialist behaviour. its position. but had supported the substance of the l 311
He declared to the Governments members of NATO, resolution, The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Sierra

1 was
whether or not they were members of the Special Leone had said that only time would show t le true Porti
Committee. that his delegation could not believe in the position of the countries abstaining from the vote. Now, 'r" its c
sincerity of their statements so long as they continued two years later, his words had proved prophetic. Those I had
to deliver arms to Portugal. countries were on the side of Portugal and not of the 11 colon

307. Mali's anti-colonialist policy and its determina- African people. They continued their alliance with . Porti
tion to continue the struggle until the liberation of the bloodthirsty Portugal to safeguard the fantastic profits the ti
African continent WaS complete was well-known. Mali's they derived from the blood and sweat of the Angolan Corm
attitude had been proclaimed repeatedly by the Presi- and Mozambique people. There had still been no answer move
dent of the Republic of Mali and was exemplified in to the important question whether commitments under Portt
the action taken within the framework of the Organiza- the North Atlantic Treaty extended to the Portuguese and
tion of African Unity. Mali was unable to believe in overseas territories, though the analogous case of mens
the friendship of any Government which oppressed or France, which had declared Algeria an overseas metro-
assisted in the oppression of African populations, Mali politan territory, suggested that they did. 31
would not agree to any compromise in regard to 312. As to the action to be taken by the Special I given
decolonization, to any compromise in matters affecting Committee, he strongly supported the suggestions made I from
the inalienable rights of all human beings-the right by the representatives of Yugoslavia, Cambodia, Tan- I. contii
to life and the right to self-determination. zania, Bulgaria, Iraq and Madagascar. He also proposed milit

that the Special Committee should state its support tions
308. The representative of Madagascar said that the for the recommendations of the Second Conference of Gove

petitioners from Mozambique had provided the Special Heads of States or Government of Non-Aligned Coun- It w
Committee with full information on the situation which tries, held at Cairo from 5 to 10 October 1964, calling that t
obtained there and on the cynicism and corruption of for the suspension of diplomatic and consular, and I off di
the Government of Portugal. He stated that the Foreign economic and commercial relations with Portugal, and ' gal.
Ministers of Liberia, Sierra Leone, Tunisia and Mada- appealing for financial and military aid to be given l the
gascar had received a mandate from the African Heads to the people who were fighting to free themselves from I: for tl
of State or Government of the member countries of Portuguese domination. The Special Committee should 31
OAU to represent Africa before the Security Council. follow the plea by the President of Zambia and by the listen
The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Madagascar, for Organization of African Unity and its Liberation Corn- fl had (
his part, was awaiting the decisions of the Special mittee and move from words to deeds. I ' the S
Committee; he would be guided by them and would act ~' it wa.
in the light of the facts that had been presented to the 313. Indeed, in the present circumstances it was Li
Special Committee. His delegation would spare no impossible to envisage a peaceful solution to the problem e was
effort in defending the cause of Mozambique in inter- of the Territories under Portuguese domination and i and t
national bodies. only those who had not known aggression and the oc- peopl

cupation of a part of their territory could still speak educa
309. The representative of the Union of Soviet of peaceful methods. The USSR would therefore con- tion,

~~ec;:~i::d ~iuj;~cSp~?ti~~:~~, t~l~: ¥;~iafhCo~:~it~~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ;~~~o~~t11iIi,~P}~~~t;~e~~:tD~gl~~:;,e i~~~~ il ~;::k
knew the grim facts of Portugal's brutal colonial rule patriot of the Chairman, prophesying that the people ri Portt
and her bloody war on the colonial. people seeking their of Mozambique would break their chains and forge J1'1
rightful freedom. After centuries of Portuguese domina- them into the weapons that would win their fight for ! I
tion, there could be no equality for black and white freedom.
except in the graveyard. 314. He considered that the desire expressed by Mr. ill

310. The time had come for action by the United Cabral that the specialized agencies of the United i

Nations. The Special Committee must declare itself Nations could furnish aid to the liberated areas of his 'I!
firmly and unequivocally in favour of sanctions against country deserved to be taken up. He did not think,
Portugal. It must also have the courage to condemn however, that it was necessary to adopt a new resolu- H
and outlaw Portugal's fascist supporters, the Verwoerd tion on that subject, since the provision of aid by the r
and Smith Governments, and those who were backing International Red Cross, the World Health Organi- i'
them. The representatives of FRELIMO had told how zation, the Food and Agriculture Organization, i
Portugal was being helped by her NATO allies, the UNESCO, the United Nations Children's Fund and !
United States of America, the United Kingdom, the other specialized agencies should not raise any dif- f•...,
Federal Republic of Germany and France, whose sole ficulties from the legal point of view. The United I
concern was to protect their profitable monopolies. After Nations had recognized the legitimacy of the struggle I

jcenturies of oppression, the people of Portugal's colonies of the Territories under Portuguese administration, r
had reluctantly taken up arms. They had the same right and it was the Special Committee's duty to bring the IJ
as the Americans who had freed themselves from opinion of its members to the notice of the specialized r
British domination in the eighteenth century and the agencies. t;

Soviet people who had risen against the Russian 315. With respect to Mr. Cahral's invitation to the
bourgeoisie in 1917. They, too, would be victorious, Special Committee to visit the liberated areas of so-
hut how much longer must they fight and how many called Portuguese Guinea, the Soviet representative
more victims must be sacrificed? But the facts could observed that the Special Committee's terms of refer-
not be denied. ence certainly did not exclude a visit of that kind

311. He recalled that the United States had ab- and by paying a visit to that Territory the Committee
stained from the vote on the resolution calling for the would simply be carrying out its terms of reference.
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attack-(i) on the territory of any of the Parties in
Europe or North America, on the Algerian Depart
ments of France, on the territory of Turkey or on the
islands under the jurisdiction of any of the Parties in
the North Atlantic area north of the Tropic of Cancer."
The word "include", the representative of Denmark
added, meant "only include" and excluded every
other territory.

321. With regard to the use of NATO arms in the
Portuguese colonies, it was important to determine
what exactly was meant by the expression "NATO
arms". NATO itself did not manufacture weapons.
Each member country provided arms which were used
only under the conditions described in the Treaty. The
Danish Government would be greatly disturbed if arms
delivered to Portugal through NATO were being used
against Africans in the Portuguese colonies. In that
connexion, his delegation would inform its Government
of all that had been said in the Special Committee. He
felt sure that his Government would give the utmost
attention to such information.

322. Denmark had no sympathy whatever for the
policy of repression carried out in the Portuguese
colonies. That policy was senseless. He questioned how
Portugal could believe that it alone among colonial
Powers could retain its empire by force when larger
and richer countries had realized that their empires had
to be liquidated. If Portugal chought it might succeed
by collaborating with the regimes in South Africa and
Southern Rhodesia, the situation was tragic. Portugal
must immediately cail off the fighting in its colonies
in accordance with the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and
hold consultations with the nationalist leaders on the
steps to be taken to bring about independence and self
government.

323. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania said that the statement made by the repre
sentative of Denmark raised questions of principle.
Since Portugal claimed that its colonies were provinces
of Portugal, the Tanzanian delegation .could only con
clude that Portugal considered its overseas Territories
as falling under the definition in the Protocol to the
North Atlantic Treaty.

324. It had been stated that NATO possessed no
arms factories. Nevertheless, certain member countries
manufactured arms and distributed them to other coun
tries. A Portuguese plane that had come down in
Tanzania had been supplied by Portugal's allies, When
questioned, the countries concerned had stated that they
did not supply arms to Portugal, but only to NATO.
Moreover, it was obvious that if NATO provided
Portugal with arms, the Portuguese Government.could
use the resources thus released to purchase further
weapons for use in Africa. In addition, military ex
ercises and training courses were organized by NATO.
Consequently, Portuguese soldiers trained by NATO
in Europe could later be sent to Mozambique to kill
Africans.

325. He also recalled that, in 1962, the Rev. Michael
Scott had produced photographs of certain weapons in
use in the Portuguese colonies. The countries in which
those weapons had been manufactured had denied that
they had any bilateral agreement to supply arms to
Portugal. The arms in question had reached Portugal
through NATO. Not until Portugal was excluded from
NATO and ceased to receive NATO assistance would
Mozambique be free.
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to be considered at its next meeting and, if possible,

; before the next session of the General Assembly.
, 316. The representative of Poland observed that it
n was clear that, were it not for the support of its allies,
.~.. Portugal would long since have been forced to abandon
r its colonies. In the ten years since the United Nations
I had first taken up the question of the Portuguese
I: colonies, a number of resolutions had been passed;

Portugal had consistently flouted those resolutions, and
the time had come for more resolute action. The Special
Committee must make it clear to the national liberation
movements that it was on their side; it must make
Portugal understand that it was violating the Charter
and that the United Nations stood ready to take all
measures under the Charter to enforce its resolutions.

317. The proper conclusion from the information
given by the petitioners was that Portugal's allies, far
from heeding the many appeals to the contrary, were
continuing to supply that country with financial and
military assistance. His delegation supported the resolu
tions adopted by the Conference of Heads of State or
Government of Non-Aligned Countries at Cairo in 1964.
It would strongly support a resolution recommending
that the General Assembly call upon all States to break
off diplomatic, trade and military relations with Portu
gal. He assured the national liberation movement in
the Portuguese colonies of his delegation's full support
for their just cause.

318. The representative of Denmark said he had
listened to the petitioners with interest and concern and
had carefully studied the working paper prepared by
the Secretariat. From the mass of information produced,
it was clear that the situation in the Portuguese colonies
was extremely serious. Armed fighting was going on
and the Portuguese forces were suppressing the African
people, whose living conditions were very poor: health
education and the social situation of the African popula
tion, all were bad. Portugal's claim that its colonies were
overseas provinces of Portugal was a fiction. Practically
speaking, the Africans had no rights whatever. In
Portugal itself, representation in the National Assembly
amounted to 1 per 40,000 of the population; the cor
responding figures for Angola and Mozambique were
1 per 650,000 and 1 per 900,000 respectively. Moreover,
in elections in the Portuguese colonies, Africans had
virtually no voice. Educational and financial barriers
were erected against them.

319. He noted that in Angola, Mozambique and
Portuguese Guinea, Portugal was said to be using
NATO arms; it had even been hinted that NATO was
opposed to African aspirations. As a member of NATO,
Denmark wished to assure the Committee that that al
legation was untrue. NATO had been created for
political and military purposes relating strictly to
Europe and t~orth America. It was a purely defensive
organization designed to preserve the freedom of its
members and had no aggressive intentions.

320. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization was
not responsible for the defence of Portugal's African
colonies. Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty stated:
"The Parties agree that an armed attack against one
or more of them in Europe or North America shall
be considered an attack against them all." A Protocol
to the Treaty, signed upon the accession of Greece
and Turkey in October 1951, further stated: "For
the purpose of Article 5, an armed attack on one or
more of the Parties is deemed to include an armed
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326. The representative of Tunisia recalled that possession of all their sovereign rights, they considered \
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Tunisia, duly em- that all men without exception should be able to enjoy , to
powered by OAU-together with his colleagues from equal justice. Chile was deeply distressed to see the in- I: ha
Madagascar, Liberia and Sierra Leone-to speak for digenous populations of Mozambique, Angola, Portu- ~.
the African countries in the Security Council, had guese Guinea and other regions of Africa suffering I

several times had occasion 1:(1 set forth his Government's intolerable conditions imposed by a foreign minority. U
views regarding the crimes committed by Portugal in Chile was participating in the most effective manner ?
Africa with the complicity of certain European Powers. in the efforts now being made to put an end to

327. The Special Committee must do everything in discrimination and the denial of the free exercise of
its power to eliminate the scourge of colonialism. To the will of the majority.
attain that goal, it had first studied the situation in 332. Chile was a small country which faced numerous
the countries still under foreign domination and had economic problems, but it hod a stable institutional
then recommended concrete measures designed to rid system of which it was proud i it had always been ready
the world of the degrading acts of a number of persons to give concrete proof of the interest it took in the
who continued to represent humanity at its basest. Un- African situation, for it was united with the African
fortunately, it so happened that those representatives continent by historic links and bv common principles
of evil were protected by certain great Powers, which and needs. It wished to make a contribution, no matter
continued to put forward all manner of excuses to how modest, to the success of the efforts now being
justify their support and encouragement of the op- made by that continent to recover its legitimate pos-
pressors. The peoples of the Territories must be sessions. ,
given proof that the United Nations supported their 333. At the seventeenth session of the General t
claims and would do everything in its power to give Assembly, in 1962, the Chilean representative, at the
effect to their legitimate aspirations. It was also 1376th meeting of the Fourth Committee, had expressed
desirable that the Special Committee should address an the Chilean Government's concern about the difficulties
urgent appeal to the specialized agencies and to the encountered by some African students in undertaking i
Office of the High Commissioner for Refugees to specialized studies. He had indicated on that occasion t

increase their humanitarian aid to the refugees who that nationals of African countries could obtain scholar- I'
had fled the repression raging in the Territories under ships from the Chilean Government which would enable r
Portuguese administration. them to study in Chilean universities. In making that

328. In conclusion, he observed that Tunisia, having offer, the Chilean Government had been thinking espe-
itself suffered long years under the colonial yoke, was cially of nationals from Mozambique, Angola and
well able to understand the real meaning of the struggle Portuguese Guinea, who for incomprehensible reasons
for independence. could net enjoy such advantages in their own schools.

329. The representative of Chile said that, now 334. In conclusion, he stated that Chile hoped that ,
that the Special Committee was considering the tragic truth would soon triumph over injustice and that the
situation in the Territories under Portuguese ad- Territories administered by Portugal would soon accede
ministration, he would like once again to give the to independence. I

African populations the assurance that his delegation 335. The representative of the Ivory Coast said that i i
whole-heartedly supported their struggle to exercise the tragic situation resulting from the clear contradic- i
their rights in the land of their birth. It was incom- tion between the general movement for the emancipation :!
prehensible that in the mid-twentieth century, in 1965, of the colonized peoples and the anachronistic ideas of
which had been designated International Co-operation Portugal, which persisted in deliberately violating its
Year, there were still subject peoples who lived in obligations under the Charter, was deeply disturbing
conditions unworthy of the human race. In the case and distressing to the African countries. The Ivory 'I
of the Territories administered by Portugal, the world, Coast delegation had on several occasions drawn atten- ,
which was fully aware of the equality of all men, saw tion to the baneful consequences of Portuguese colonial-
a country which trampled underfoot the most elementary ism. The petitioners' testimony had shown that through- ;;1
rules imposed by coexistence in a modern society and out more than five centuries of Portuguese rule the !1

1
'

which continued to exercise its domination over the indigenous peoples of Mozambique, Angola, so-called .
regions of another continent which it called "overseas Portuguese Guinea and other Territories had known i I
provinces". nothing but repression, ignorance, poverty, discrimina- .

tion and the exploitation of their resources. After more ,f"l'
330. It might be asked of what use had been the than 500 years, the literacy rate was still only 1 per l...•...j

efforts made so far by the United Nations to lead cent and the public health services were the most •
Portugal back to the right road, and what purpose inadequate on the African continent. I
had

h
bdeen sherved bYdSOb manlY year.s of deli~erahtion, fif 336 For years the Unl'ted Nations had been trying 1····.·.,1

eac ay t at passe roug it an increase 111 t e su - . , i, ..1
ferings of the indigenous inhabitants and made their 'by moderately toned resolutions, to convince Portugal I

conditions of life harsher. E.': delegation noted that d~t~~~i~::i~ntoa~dcof~J~~e~~~~~h~lOt{:' •e~~it~ril:; 1.).'.1'

in all fields-political, economic and social-the repre- under its administration. The African COl .tries, and I
sentatives of Portugal were holding themselves ever th ti I' t f th Territori I d di I d >••·•.•.·..•...1.'more aloof from the activities of the United Nations. e na IOna IS s 0 ose ern ones, ra ISP aye ,
Those representatives were obviously not unaware of towards the Lisbon authorities a spirit of conciliation f
the reasons for their isolation, and that situation could and co-operation which all would acknowledge. Salazar's h

only reply had been an uncompromising and obstinate vi1
not but weigh upon them. refusal. What was more, he was waging, with arms

331. Chile could not approve of the colonial system received from 'friendly countries under the North At- I
that Portugal was imposing on the African Territories. lantic Treaty, a war of extermination against the na- \,
The Chilean people had known foreign domination and tionalists. Portugal's repression and acts of barbarism
knew what it meant to recover freedom. Being now in had caused many of the population to flee the Terri-
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341. The representative of Syria said that the state
ments made by the petitioners had clearly brought into
the open the abominable persecution inflicted on the
Africans of Mozambique, Angola and Portuguese
Guinea. The myth of integration, to which Salazar
still clung, had already proved a complete failure. The
Portuguese would never be able to force millions of
Africans to abandon their rights, to forswear their
national allegiance, or to forget their languages, tradi
tions and religions, in order to become Portuguese.
Salazar might be able to impose his dictatorship over
Portugal, but he had no business in Africa. The only
reason why Portuguese rule in Africa had persisted
to the present time was that Portugal had succeeded
in assembling an army equipped with modern weapons
which it was itself incapable of producing. By various
pretexts, Portugal had obtained weapons from other
countries to use against Africans who merely sought
to secure their freedom, rights and dignity.

342. For centuries, the Portuguese colonialists had
done nothing constructive for the great mass of Afri
cans. On the other hand, they had attempted to suffocate
the African personality, but despite all their efforts
they had met with no success. The Africans were not
intimidated and would fight to emancipate themselves.
Faced with a situation in which right was suppressed
by force, thus endangering international peace and
security, he asked what the Special Committee could do.

343. That question was of vital importance and he
therefore supported the proposals made by the repre
sentatives of Tanzania, Yugoslavia and Tunisia. In
his view the inclusion in the final resolution of the five
points eiaborated by the representative of Tanza~ia
was the essential minimum required of the Special
Committee in order to translate its decisions into action.
In the last analysis, or course, everything depended
on the continuation of the struggle by the peoples of
the Territories under Portuguese administration and
their African brothers, backed by the OAU and sup
ported by the African-Asian'group and all other peac~

loving nations. The Government and people of Tanzania
had shown the way. With a view to obtaining a better
understanding of the situation, the Security Council
might decide to meet in Dar es Salaam when the time
came to take up the question of African Territories
still under colonial rule.

344. The representative of Italy said he would like
to express his delegation's views on the problem of
the Territories under Portuguese administration and
011 the point which was given so much attention in
the Special Committee, namely, economic and military
assistance to Portugal within the framework of NATO.
His delegation fully endorsed the comments made by
the Danish representative in that respect. They con
stituted a full reply to the attempt made by the Soviet
representative to indict NATO as a whole for the
policies pursued by the Portuguese Government in re
spect to its colonies. In particular, the citation of the
relevant articles of the North Atlantic Treaty disposed
once. and for all of the question of the geographical
limits of NATO commitments.

345. A tendency had recently developed in the Spe
cial Committee to regard NATO as the source of all
the evils existing in the world. When the Atlantic Pact
was signed' and ratified in 1949, the democratically
elected Government of Italy had realized that the
Alliance was the only means of defence for its mem
bers against repeated threats of aggression, against the
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tories. The patience of the nationalists had been ex
hausted and they had rightly decided to take up arms.

337. National insurrection constituted an inalienable
right and was, moreover, invincihle-as the Algerian
war had shown. The martyrdom of the people of the
Territories under Portuguese domination was an insult
to the freedom of the independent African States. He
read out to the Committee a statement made by Mr.
Nyerere, President of the United Republic of Tanzania.
According to that statement, the West had the means
and even the duty of bringing peaceful pressure to
bear on its ally Portugal. to the end that the latter's
colonies might freely ohtain independence. Mr. Nyerere
had added that the African countries would regard the
Western countries as their allies in that peaceful
progress towards freedom, but that if their efforts
were fruitless they would be forced to give up the idea
of freeing the Portuguese colonies by peaceful means;
if, as was not likely, the West refused i~s aid, help
would have to be sought elsewhere. Mr. Nyerere had
asked the West to take action, while there was yet
time, to ensure that that did not happen.

338. He then read out some extracts from a speech
made by Mr. Houphouet-Boigny, the President of the
Republic of the Ivory Coast. The latter had stated
that the liberation of the African Territories was of
concern not merely to his own country but to the
Organization of African Unity as a whole. The Ivory
Coast was accordingly making its financial contribution
to the committee specially set up for that purpose and
was ready to make any sacrifice requested by that
body. It belonged, however, to a group of countries
which attached prime importance to discussion. Mr.
Houphouet-Boigny had added that those countries,
while desiring to achieve a speedy solution by the most
practical means, should also be able to engage in dis
cussions; war had never settled anything. For that
reason they sought a peaceful solution to the problem
of the liberation of those Territories. Nevertheless, the
Ivory Coast had a formal commitment and, faced with
Portugal's stupid obstinacy, it had agreed to seek, with
its African partners, any means which would ensure
the liberation of. those Territories.

339. The peoples of Africa were at the end of their
patience and were prepared to fight side by side with
their brothers for freedom, man's first necessity. He
suggested that the Special Committee should complete
its work by adopting a resolution which, reaffirming
the principles of self-determination, would confirm the
previous resolutions, would condemn Portugal's acts
of barbarism, would invite States to withhold from it
all material aid, would urge the specialized agencies
and the International Red Cross to succour the refugees
and would draw the attention of the Security Council
to the danger created by the situation prevailing in
the Territories under Portuguese domination.

340. He appealed to the great Powers-particularly
those of NATO-to cease their help to Portugal, since
by their present acts the~ were i.ndirectly aidi~g ~nd
abetting the massacre going on Ill. those Terrlto~les.

He asked the United States of America and the Umted
Kingdom to hesitate no longer, for their hesitation
merely encouraged Salazar in his disgraceful course.
They should join the majority in the adoption of future
resolutions and cease to abstain, so that the Portuguese
colonialists might be isolated and condemned by world
opinion. Only in that way could peace be preserved.
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danger of themselves becoming the colonies of a Power discussion, General Assembly resolutions 1004 (ES-II) J
bent at that time-and still perhaps bent-on world of 4 November 1956, 1005 (ES-II) of 9 November \J
domination. Those feelings had been amply justified 1956, 1353 (XIV) of 21 October 1959 and 1632 (
by events in Europe after the end nf the Second World (XVI) of 27 October 1961. His object in recalling ~
War ; if others doubted their rightness, that was their those not-too-distant tragedies was merely to remind
privilege. the Committee members that problems remained prob- 'f

346. What could not be denied or challenged was lerns because no easy and ready-made solutions to .
that the Atlantic Alliance had saved Europe, and in- them existed. .
deed the world, from total war and destruction; that 350. The problem of the Portuguese Territories was !\
it had contributed to the maintenance of peace and a case in point, and his delegation was grateful to the 'I'
security in the world-a circumstance which, inter alia, petitioners for having shown the Special Committee the i

had created the conditions for the orderly accession great sum of human sufferings involved, the injustices
to independence of millions of Africans and Asians, committed, the wrong policies applied and, at the same
thus enriching the United Nations by over sixty Mem- time, the complexity of the problem that those policies
bers, all of them, if he was not mistaken, formerly Ter- had created.
ritories under the administration of NATO countries. 351. The Italian delegation agreed with much that

347. Those were self-evident truths that could not had been said in the Committee as to the substance of
be left aside when matters having a connexion with the problem: that the Portuguese Government's policies
NATO were under discussion; and they belied the in respect to the so-called overseas Territories were not
distorted reasoning of certain delegations in trying to only in contradiction with a number of texts adopted
draw the conclusion from petitioners' statements that by the United Nations by an overwhelming majority,
the sole purpose of the Atlantic Alliance was to defend but, first and foremost, were obsolete and out of step f'
the economic interests of its member countries in with the trend of history and the realities of the world i
Europe, Africa or elsewhere. That doctrine was devoid today.
of all foundation, and was not shared by the Italian 352. Pursuance of such policies was bound to result I' .1.:..

Government. It was based on obsolete ideologies, which in greater struggle, fighting and suffering on both sides •
saw in materialistic interest the only moving force and, in the end, in defeat of the forces of conservatism. (I..,
of human actions. Italy had time and again urged the Portuguese Gov- :

348. Addressing himself particularly to the African ernment to seek a change in policy and make a signifi-
members of the Special Committee, to whom it might cant start on implementing General Assembly resolu-
seem that NATO stood in the way of the independence tion 1514 (XV). If the true intention was eventually
of the Portuguese colonies, he would point out that to promote some form of loose association between I '
what they saw-and he was the first to recognize metropolitan Portugal and its former colonies, action
that the plight of Angola, Mozambique and the other to that end should be all the more important for the r'
Portuguese colonies fully justified their emotions-was Portuguese Government; for the longer the act of self- II
merely an over-simplified version of an infinitely more determination was postponed, the less the chances I '
complicated situation. Their contentions were, first, would be of the peoples of Angola, Mozambique and I'
that Portugal, by itself, could not maintain its colonial the other Portuguese Territories accepting that alterna-
rule in Africa, secondly, that some NATO members tive solution. I
were providing Portugal with military and/or eco- 353. The Italian Government, which in accordance 1.

1
.,,\

nomic assistance, and finally, that NATO was conse- with the spirit of Security Council resolution 182 .
quently responsible for Portugal's non-observance of (1963) of 31 July 1963 was keeping under strict control :1
the Charter, the" Universal Declaration of Human h
Rights and the Declaration on the Granting of Inde- t e supply of arms and ammunition to Portugal, offered

its sympathy to all those suffering because of their
pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. That was aspirations to freedom and justice. However, he had
a well-known form of fallacious reasoning whereby a been saddened to hear certain statements in the Special r I
partially or totally false conclusion was drawn from Committee implying, through harping on the need for 11,l

ja series of premises apparently true. By such reason- deeds rather than words, that the sole solution lay in .•
ing, it might be maintained that the policies of the the hands of the Western countries and that they, out i I
Soviet Union had made it necessary for the Western of sheer wantonness or selfishness, were impeding II
countries to form a defensive alliance; ergo, the Soviet . l.•.·..
Union was responsible for the perpetuation of Por- action, I
tuguese colonialism. That conclusion was equally. 354. Each and everyone was called upon to con- I
although only partially true. It might further be con- tribute to a solution and his delegation would report r
tended that Soviet policies and the formation of the fully tO

f
tllle Id~alian. Gove1rnment 011 the substance and i.

Atlantic Alliance were both 'the consequences of the tenor 0 t le rscussions. -Ie maintained, however, that
still imperfect organization of the community of na- the joint draft resolution was not entirely calculated
tions, and, hence, that that circumstance was the real to achieve the Special Committee's goals. The emphasis
cause of the continuance of Portuguese colonialism. in it partly distorted the truth : the core of the prob-
Again, there was a grain of truth in the conclusion. lern lay in the will of Portugal and its people to come j

349. His point was that the political and economic to grips with the realities of the times and to change '1.'

and social realities of the world were full of situations their ways accordingly, rather than wholly in the 50-

-and not only in the colonial sphere-where justice called NATO assistance to that country. 1.·_··.·.·.'·••.....

did not apply and where the wrong course was not or 355. The same had been true of all the self-governing .
had not been remedied. Those were not imaginary territories that had come up .Ior consideration in the
cases; in matters that had come under the considera- past three years. And it was true in the case already
tion of the United Nations, he would merely recall, mentioned where a member of NATO had fought
by reference number only in order to preclude any with determination for seven years, allegedly with the
accusation of dragging extraneous matter into .the support of NATO arms, in resistance to the demands

s: ~
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with petrol and burnt to death, and so on. That was
the price Africa was having to pay to rid itself of
colonialism: the price Portugal and its allies expected
the Africans to pay for their legitimate right to inde
pendence. The question now was how long Africa would
continue to bear that inhuman treatment. His delega
tion had missed no opportunity of appealing to Portugal's
Western allies to exert their influence to end those
evil crimes, which clearly presented a danger to peace
in the continent. The danger was further aggravated
by Portugal's reported attempts to extend the same
kind of terror into independent African States. His
own country had suffered in that regard, as well as
Senegal, where villages had been bombed and innocent
people killed. Such a situation could no longer be
tolerated; Africa must unite to remove the cause of
the trouble.

361. He. explained that the joint draft resolution
was based on the evidence the Special Committee had
heard and should be acceptable to all declared sup
porters of the Charter of the United Nations, the Uni
versal Declaration of Human Rights, and General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).

362. The reference in the sixth preambular para
graph to NATO arms being made available to Portugal
m it be regarded as controversial by Western dele
ga, ins. The main operative provisions related to the
imposition of sanctions, and an end to United Nations
aid to Portugal as inimical to African interests. The
Special Committee had a duty to the African peoples
still suffering under Portuguese domination and he
would urge all members to support the draft resolution.

363. The representative of Italy said that in view
of what he had said previously (see paras. 344 to 357
above), he had serious doubts that his delegation would
be able to support the joint draft resolution. He thought
preambular paragraph 6 should read as follows: "Con
sidering that, according to the evidence submitted by
the petitioners, Portugal is continuing to make use ...
of the aid and weapons which are at its disposal as a
result of its alliances"; operative paragraph 4 should
be rephrased along the lines of the corresponding para
graph of the Security Council resolution of 31 July
1963, without reference to any specific group of States;
and operative paragraph 8 should be deleted, as the
Special Committee was not empowered to give instruc
tions to the Security Council.

364. He hoped that the resolution to be adopted
as a conclusion to the Special Committee's debates
would take account of his delegation's points, so that
he might be able to give the text full support.

365. The representative of Ethiopia said that, as a
eo-sponsor of the draft resolution, his delegation natu
rally supported all its recommendations. Having heard
all that had been said in the meetings, including the
evidence of the petitioners, he felt that the recom
mendations contained in the draft were a strict mini
mum in the wav of concrete action on behalf of the
peoples now suffering the evils of Portuguese colo
nialism.

366. The mood of the petitioners had made it abun
dantly clear that they were tired of pious declarations
and vague promises. The time had come to demonstrate
a real spirit of humanity and to dispense with mere
lip-service to high-sounding ideas. The sufferings of
the tortured peoples called urgently for alleviation, and
their call must not go unheeded.

Addendum to agenda item 23

C. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

358. At the 359th meeting, held on 8 June 1965,
the representative of the United Republic of Tanzania
introduced a draft resolution (AIAC.109/L.214),
jointly sponsored by Cambodia, Ethiopia, India, Iran,
Iraq, the Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Sierra Leone,
Syria, Tunisia, the United Republic of Tanzania and
Yugoslavia.

359. The representative of Tanzania stated that his
delegation would always remember the hair-raising
tales of atrocities committed by the Portuguese in
Africa, as revealed by the petitioners appearing before
the Special Committee. He had been particularly moved
to see the representative of the Movimento Popular de
Libertac;ao de Angola dissolving into tears on being
questioned on the numbers and details of people butch
ered in Portugal's desperate attempt to hold back the
tide of progress.

360. The panic-stricken Portuguese soldiers in the
fighting areas were merciless in their fear, as the repre
sentatives of FRELIMO had testified. Houses were
being burnt around their occupants, individuals sprayed

I
\,

,:::::-,..:::::;:::.":"__ .:: ._-=..:-"::"'=---="

-~ \)
i-I1) ~ for independence by the population of a territory
nber ~I considered by it to be part of the metropolitan country.
1632 l Although the population concerned had fought a gallant
illing fight, it would be only fair to say that the conclusion
mind I of hostilities had come about only when the administer-
orob- ~, ing Power had come to change its stand and recognize
is to ~,' independence as the only way out.

~; 356. Furthermore, severance of the links between
; was 11 Portugal and the other members of NATO would not
i) the i',l in any way affect the obduracy of the Portuguese, for
e the they would merely seek closer allies, less concerned
stices to uphold world ideas and consequently, from the Por-
same tuguese standpoint, more dependable.
ilicies 357. Before concluding, he felt bound to comment

on statements made by the petitioners on the role of
the Roman Catholic Church in the education of the
Mozambique population. His delegation had. not felt
justified in taking up time by seeking the additional
clarification needed on the subject. But the Special
Committee would have a more precise idea of the
magnitude of the problem were it furnished with exact
figures on the total school-age population in Mozam
bique, the number of missionaries engaged in educa
tional activities and in particular, the funds allotted by
the Portuguese Government for African education. The
real responsibility for the alleged state of affairs could
then be ascertained. Furthermore, the representative of
FRELIMO had partially admitted that the Church in
Mozambique had not entirely failed in its educational
mission, in acknowledging that it had taken no ad
vantage of its privileged position to indulge in indis-

I· criminate proselytizing of the local population. Lastly,
he could not help wondering what the literacy situation
in the Portuguese colonies would now be, had education
been entrusted to lay Portuguese teachers rather than
to the Catholic Church. He hardly need remind the
Committee of the merit accruing to the Catholic Church,
and generally to the Christian Churches, for supple
menting the educational efforts of the administering
Powers in all colonial territories. The Catholic Church,
in dependent and independent countries alike, had for
centuries been a gallant advocate and defender of human
rights, long before the very idea of a United Nations
Organization had emerged as an aspiration of mankind.
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the NATO members represented on the Special Com- inhabitants. NATO would be better advised to take t'
mittee were ashamed of the fact that Portugal was action and to bring pressure to bear on Portugal to !
one of their number, but they were not frank enough make it desist from its oppression. That was the duty
to say so. Failure to do so indicated not only blindness and obligation of the members of NATO which had
to the facts but a latent duplicity. accepted the principles of the Charter of the United f:

368. The core of the problem, as the Italian repre- Nations, by virtue of which they were bound to respect
sentative had rightly said, was the need for a change all peoples. ,
of heart on the part of Portugal. But that was hardly 373. The Government of Mali respected all interna- j
feasible while Portugal was being assisted, directly tional organizations, provided that they themselves re- "j
or indirectly, in pursuing its nefarious policy. spected other peoples and their right to self-determina- '

369. He appealed to all those who were concerned tion, There was no question of attacking NATO as
to see a real solution of the problem to support the an organization. If the countries members of the
resolution. Warsaw Pact or of the Central Treaty Organization

(CENTO) had assisted Portugal, the African States
370. The representative of Mali observed that the would have made the same complaints against them

question of the Territories under Portuguese adrninis- as they had made against NATO. The fact that the
tration was on the agenda of the Special Committee. African States were non-aligned did not mean that
It was rather a question of "Portuguese domination" they were accomplices, and NATO would he mentioned
and not of "Portuguese administration". The Malian until such time as it ceased its assistance to the Por-
delegation considered that Angola, Mozambique and tuguese fascists who were massacring and murdering
so-called Portuguese Guinea were Territories under Africans. The Malian delegation categorically denied
Portuguese domination. If Portugal had considered the assertion that NATO had contributed to the libera-
itself an administering Power, it would have complied tion of certain African territories: NATO was incapable
with the provisions of the United Nations Charter, of so doing. It was through their own struggle and
respected the obligations placed on it by virtue of efforts that those African countries had gained inde-
Article 73 and striven to promote the economic and pendence. The Government of Mali maintained friendly
political independence of those Territories; it would relations with some countries members of NATO, but
also have respected their civilization and culture. The Portugal's hands were stained with the blood of African
fact was, however, that Portugal was oppressing, tor- peoples and those countries should force it to remove
turing, murdering and exploiting the people of those that stain before negotiating with the members of
Territories. The petitioners had revealed to the Special NATO.
Committee facts so horrible that they might appear
unbelievable. For instance, the members of the Special 374. Furthermore, it was illogical to compare Por-
Committee had learned to their horror that the Por- tugal with France. In any event, France had not
tuguese fascists dismembered and burned the bodies granted independence to the Algerian people; the
of those they had murdered. A Government which Algerian people had won their independence. Portugal,
permitted such atrocities did not deserve the title of for its part, stubbornly refused any discussion of the
administering Power. Portugal oppressed; the least independence or self-determination of the territories
that could be said was that it dominated and the spon- it dominated. In colonial problems, there was no corn-
sors of the draft resolution were justified in using the promise position: either people were on the side of
expression "under Portuguese domination". the colonialists and helped them to kill and oppress,

or they were on the side of the colonized and helped
371. In the draft resolution the sponsors, in keeping them to liberate themselves. Those who accepted the

with the mandate given to the Special Committee by principles of the United Nations Charter, the idea of
the United Nations, requested Portugal to recognize the equality of races and the Universal Declaration of
the legitimate rights of the populations of Angola, Human Rights must of necessity choose the side of the
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea. It was oppressed.
necessary to reaffirm the right of those peoples to
self-determination and independence, as also the prin- 375. In the joint draft resolution the sponsors f

ciples accepted by those who had adopted the Charter requested the
d
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of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of measures un er le 111 e a Ions ar er 0 carry I
Human Rights and the Declaration on the Granting out its own resolutions. In fact, Article 6 of the Charter I,
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. laid down that countries which persistently violated t!

7 1 the principles of the Charter could be expelled from f','
3 2. In the preamble of the draft resolution t le the Organization. It was the right, and even the duty, •

sponsors noted with concern that, in spite of the meas- of the Special Committee to make appropriate pro-
ures laid down by the Security Council, the Government posals to the Security Council, since the General As- t
of Portugal was intensifying' its measures of repression sembly, in resolution 1810 (XVII), had invited the I',.•

and military operations against the African populations. Special Committee to apprise the Security Council of '.
Those facts had been established many times over and anything which might threaten peace in those terri-
borne out by a great deal of evidence. Moreover, the tories, If the Special Committee were to neglect that I:
sponsors considered that the evidence of the petitioners duty, it would have failed in its mission. ..:'.
had confirmed that Portugal was continuing to use I

against the territories under its domination the aid and 376. In view of the Portuguese atrocities, and of the
weapons available to it because of its membership of mission entrusted to the Special Committee, the spon- r
NATO. That was also a fact and the members of sors of the draft resolution considered that it repre- ~
NATO were well aware that the fact that Portugal sented the minimum which could be proposed to the
was killing and torturing in Angola, Mozambique and General Assembly. The Malian delegation therefore
elsewhere showed that it was not keeping the arms considered that all delegations which were indignant
supplied to it in storage. On the contrary, those arms at the attitude of Portugal should approve the reso-
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I to take l: draft resol~ltion were only ~howing thei~ friendship of Africans in the Portuguese colonies.

t. 1 to ~ for and desire to co-operate with the countries members 382. On several occasions the Australian Govern-
,rt1~;adut, of NATO. Those countries had to be put on their ment had publicly declared its 'views on the African
hi h ha~ guard, because they were not perhaps aware of the Territories under Portuguese administration. At the
'eIUnited . use to which the assistance they were giving Portugal 277th meeting of the Special Committee, the Australian
to respect r was put. delegation had clearly stated that a policy of self-

377. The former colonial countries of Africa had determination should be applied to these Territories.
1interna- .' many difficulties to overcome but they would not stand His Government had tried, not only through the United
selves re- 'l idly by while day after day their brothers were killed Nations but also through diplomatic channels, to per-
eterrnina- i or tortured. Africa had helped Europe in its struggle suade Portugal to change its policy. The response had
rATO as against Hitler's fascism. Hundreds of thousands of been discouraging. It was disappointing that so little
s of the Africans had shed their blood or lost their lives to weight had been given to African interests in the
:anization help European countries to fight Nazism. The African representation provided under the Overseas Organic
an States States were disappointed to find the Governments of Law of 1963. Australia felt obliged to contrast that
inst them those same European countries supporting the fascist situation with the position in Papua and New Guinea.

that the r regime of Salazar, If Portugal persisted in the course There the House of Assembly included a majority of
lean that \J it was following, all the African countries would be members democratically elected by the whole of the
nentioned (l. forced to fight against it. When that time came, the adult population without discrimination as to race and
the Por- ~ countries which were members of NATO would have its leading members were being given an opportunity

nurdering I to choose between their friendship for the African to gain the necessary experience for a take-over of the
Iy denied . nations and the unr.onditional support they were giving administration in an orderly progress towards self-
he libera- I to Salazar, It was to spare them that painful choice government. He regretted that Portugal was moving
incapable that the sponsors had drawn up the draft resolution. . so slowly in Mozambique and Angola.
iggle and li 378. He wished to reaffirm Mali's friendship with 383. In December 1963 Australia had voted for
ned inde- ·'1.,•••.·: certain States members of NATO and to repeat that General Assembly resolution 1913 (XVIII), and it
d friendly his statement was not an expression of hostility to would be prepared to vote now for a similar resolution
Il,.TO, but NATO but of the suffering and fears of the peoples in the Special Committee. However, the proposed draft
)f African fi of Africa. He appealed to those countries to give no resolution presented difficulties to the Australian dele-
:0 remove .... 1 more arms to Portugal. That appeal should be under- gation. With regard to preambular paragraph 6 and
mbers of stood and should not be misinterpreted. The sponsors operative paragraph 4 he thought that the modifications

~ were asking all delegations for their support against suggested by the representative of Italy were wise.
: Salazar's colonialist regime. Their support for the draft He well understood the appeals made by the repre-

1I resolution was not too much to ask, since it was part sentatives of Tanzania and Mali, and he assured them

I
,! of the obligations they had undertaken in subscribing that the Australian delegation had taken most careful
1,.1 to the United Nations Charter, the Universal Dec1ara- note of the petitioners' statements. But the evidence
fI tion of Human Rights and General Assembly resolution produced had to be transmitted to Governments for
l,.. 1514 (XV) embodying the Declaration on the Granting ahnadlysis

t
antdhasdse~smenft. Thhe AHustrhalian

f
Governmendt

of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. a no ye a time or t at. e t ere ore requeste
1...1.' the Special Committee to allow time for consideration
\ 379. The representative of Venezuela said that he and appealed to the eo-sponsors of the draft resolution

11 had followed with interest the discussion concerning to modify the categorical statements made in the two
! i the preparation of the draft resolution. He was par- contentious paragraphs.
! { ticularly grateful to the Afro-Asian group for sub-11 mitting the draft resolution, which reflected the concern 384. The Australian position with regard to opera-

i
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. under Portuguese domination. make that type of recommendation to the Security

Council. The Organization of African Unity had already
'I" 380. His delegation was ready to support any meas- instructed four African States to place the question

ures designed to put an end to Portugal's colonial of the Portuguese Territories in Africa before thel' policy. It would have liked, therefore, to be able to Security Council. If those States, after examining the
1....,...1\ support the draft resolution without reservation. How- Special Committee's records, should come to the con-
t ever, while it was in agreement with regard to the elusion contained in operative paragraph 8, then they

substance of the draft resolution, it would like to see could make that suggestion to the Security Council.
the wording of some of the paragraphs amended. It He did not feel that paragraph 2 reflected the sort of
therefore urged the sponsors to make the changes in ways and means of bringing about independence en-
question so that the Latin American countries would visaged in the resolutions defining the scope of the

·..··•.'1' be able to vote in favour of the draft resolution. Special Committee's work. The Australian delegation
stilI awaited instructions and, unless the draft resolution

; 381. The representative of Australia said that at was modified, he would have to reserve his delegation's
J that stage of the discussion his delegation had some position, not only with regard to the paragraphs which
'I general observations to make; it reserved the right to he had mentioned, but possibly with regard to the
r;...~.. make more specific comments on the draft resolution draft resolution as a whole.
L at a later stage. He had been impressed by the skill

I':.and eloquence of the petitioners. He noted in particular 385. The representative of Chile supported the re-
i' that Mr. Mondlane who, he felt sure, had no hatred for quest of the Venezuelan representative, who had spoken
I- the Portuguese people or culture, had made it clear for the countries of Latin America.
\ that his quarrel was with a particular system of admin- 386. The representative of Denmark said that Den-

istration, not with a people. Australia had been deeply mark supported the modifications proposed by the
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representative of Italy. Unless they were accepted, his
delegation would not be in a position to support the
draft resolution.

387. The representative of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics observed thac the representative of
the United Republic of Tanzania had rightly stated
that however strongly the draft resolution was worded,
it could not be strong enough. The time had come to
pass from words to deeds. The present situation repre
sented too great a threat to Africa, to world peace and
to mankind as a whole for the Committee to be satis
fied with a draft resolution lacking in substance. There
could be no compromise between colonialism and the
eradication of colonialism, between freedom and slavery,
between life and death. Viewed in that light, the draft
resolution would be seen as an honest attempt by its
sponsors to reflect the results of the Special Com
mittee's work and to meet the demands of the situation.
The sponsors of the draft resolution had faced up to
their political responsibilities-their responsibilities to
the peoples struggling under Portuguese colonial rule
and to Africa as a whole. The draft resolution was not
just rhetoric, but a valuable arm in the fight for inde
pendence. For that reason he proposed to examine
certain paragraphs in detail.

388. With regard to operative paragraph 2, he
agreed that it would be useful to appeal to all States
to grant moral and material support to the African
populations of Angola, Mozambique and so-called Por
tuguese Guinea. However, he wished to remind the
sponsors of the much stronger wording used in the
Cairo Declaration, which had been approved by a
large number of African and Asian Governments. The
Cairo Declaration had called for military and financial
support for the oppressed nations, and he wished to
suggest that those terms be included in the Special
Committee's resolution.

389. The second idea that he wished to submit to
the attention of the sponsors of the draft resolution
concerned operative paragraph 4. While he supported
the text, he felt that it did not altogether reflect the
desires expressed in the Committee by the representa
tives of the African and Asian countries. They had
quite correctly pointed out that if NATO members,
such as the United States of America, the United
Kingdom, Italy and Denmark, were really ashamed of
their association with Portugal, if they really felt pangs
of conscience with regard to Africa, they should go
further than the action called for in paragraph 4. They
should expel Portugal from NATO. The Special Com
mittee should appeal to the NATO Council to examine
the question of Portugal's expulsion from the alliance.

390. With regard to operative paragraph 8, he
recalled that various representatives had stated during
the discussions that the sanctions to be put into effect
against Portugal should be the same as those proposed
in regard to South Africa. That should be stated in
the draft resolution. The Soviet Union supported the
proposal that the Security Council should consider
sanctions against Portugal and thought that the Special
Committee should make concrete proposals.

391. At the 363rd meeting, the representative of
Ethiopia introduced an amended text of the joint draft
resolution (A/AC.l09/L.214). After drawing attention
to a number of drafting changes, he explained that the
eo-sponsors, in a spirit of compromise, had gone to
great lengths in trying to accommodate views expressed
on the original draft, and especially those of the Latin

American delegations, in the hope that they would
be able to give the draft resolution full support. They
had accordingly made major concessions in the sixth
preambular paragraph and in operative paragraph 8,
without however, impairing the original force and im
pact of the draft resolution.

392. The reference to NATO in the sixth pream
bular paragraph had been replaced by the broader term
"military allies", so as to cover also Portugal's special
military alliance with Spain outside the scope of NATO.
The specific mention of NATO in operative para
graph 4 was, however, regarded as essential. In opera
tive paragraph 8, the word "sanctions" had been re
placed by the word "measures", so as to bring the
wording into conformity with that of the Charter of
the United Nations.

393. The sponsors sincerely hoped that the revised
draft resolution would be given serious consideration
by all members of the Special Committee. Should some
regard the text as too strong, they might bear in mind
that mere words would not be strong enough to
condemn the brutalities perpetrated by Portugal in
its African colonies, while those feeling that it was too
weak must remember that every compromise, such
as that ,)\1 which the United Nations itself had been
built, entailed some sacrifice. In the view of the sponsors,
the revised draft went a long way towards meeting the
needs of the situation. They trusted that it would
receive the broadest possible measure of support.

394. The representative of Australia, while ex
pressing appreciation to the eo-sponsors of the revised
joint draft resolution, stated that his delegation was
still unable to accept the formulation of the sixth
preambular paragraph and of operative paragraph 4.
In its view the emphasis in those paragraphs was
wrongly placed and the assertions made were not
justified by anything the petitioners had said on the
subject.

395. Secondly, his previous comments on operative
paragraph 8 still applied, although its wording had
been improved. His delegation also had to reserve its
position in respect to the seventh preambular paragraph
and operative paragraphs 2 and 3. It would, however,
abstain in the vote rather than vote against the draft
resolution as a whole, because Australia was profoundly
disturbed by both the professed objectives and the
practice of the Portuguese Government in relation to
the Territories in Africa under its administration.

396. His country believed !hat the principle of self
determination applied by Australia as an administering
Power, should be applied to all Territories, including
those under Portuguese administration. As had been
stated before, his delegation felt that Portugal had
fallen far short of fulfilling the obligations devolving
upon it. as laid down in the Charter. That view had
repeatedly been made known to the Portuguese Gov
ernment, With its corollary that Portugal should trans
mit information on its Territories to the United
Nations and should likewise establish conditions there
which would lead to self-determination and self-govern
ment or independence, in accordance with the freely
expressed will of the indigenous majority.

397. Australia understood and in large measure
shared the feelings of the African members of the Com
mittee regarding the state of affairs in the Portuguese
Territories. However, in the co-operative efforts of the
Special Committee to convince the Portuguese Govern
ment of the moral necessity and political realism of



they would \ taking action on the lines urged in the draft resolution, African populations. Until evidence to the contrary was
upport, They /.: his Government believed it desirable to work for a forthcoming, therefore, an appeal to all States, including
in the sixth ~, peaceful solution. Efforts to that end would be more the States members of NATO, to refrain from supply-
paragraph 8, d productive if the Special Committee's resolutions. were ing Portugal with arms and munitions was in order.
orce and im- ~ll couched in the language of reason and persuasion rather 402. His delegation had no difficulty in supporting

I than in extreme terms likely to increase Portuguese operative paragraph 8. The General Assembly was

r:
!... obduracy. empowered under Article 10 of the Charter to make
. 398. The representative of the United Kingdom said recommendations concerning sanctions, unless the

tI... that with regard to the draft resolution, his delegation question was under consideration by the Security
~ appreciated the spirit in which the latest amendments Council. The African populations concerned had clearly

~
1 had been made and regarded them as improvemen~s. lost faith in the continuation of efforts to obtain a

They did not, however, affect the substance of tne solution through reason and persuasion. By asking the
points which gave rise to particular difficulty. While Security Council to take action, the Special Committee

I

·. appreciating the objectives of the draft resolution, the was proposing the adoption of collective security
United Kingdom did not consider the methods recom- measures in order to avert what had become a threat
mended to be the most likely to bring about the kind to international peace and security.
of solution needed. For example, preambular para- 403. The representative of the Union of Soviet
graph 6 ignored the statements made about NATO, Socialist Republics commenting on the revised. draft
and by implication misrepresented the United King- resolution, expressed disappointment that the con~ldera-
dom's position. Prearnbular paragraph 7 attempted tions he had put forward were not reflected In the
to make a determination more appropriate for the revised text, which was, in some respects, even weaker
Security Council and went further than the situation than the original. However, while he would have
warranted. Operative paragraphs 2 and 3 were in- preferred the resolution in its original form, he would
consistent with the policy advocated by the United support the revised text.
Kingdom, while operative paragraph 4 misrepresented 404. Addressing himself to the Italian delegation,
NATO's position and went further than previous he recalled a time when the Italian people had been
resolutions of the Security Council and the General in much the same position as the unhappy populations
Assembly on arms supplies to Portugal. Operative of Mozambique and Angola. Labouring under the
paragraph 6 made demands which would put the fascist regime of Mussolini, and occupied by the German
specialized agencies in an impossible position, since it invaders, the Italian people, too, had fought gallantly
seemed to require the complete cessation of technical to regain their freedom. Unlike the NATO Powers
assistance for, and financial relations with, Portugal today, the members of the anti-Hitler coalition-which
and its Territories. Finally, operative paragraph 8 were later to give birth to the United Nations-had
appeared to instruct the Security Council to take not been concerned to tone down their decisions in sup-
specific action, which was inappropriate for a Com- port of the oppressed people of Italy, and the USSR
mittee of the General Assembly. was proud to have numbered its countrymen among

399. The United Kingdom had no objection to the the Italian partisans. He asked whether the Italian
remaining paragraphs of the draft resolution and in delegation's present attitude to the question of the
particular supported operative paragraph 5. It was Portuguese Territories was worthy of its country's
glad to note from document AIAC.l09IL.212 that noble traditions; he appealed to it to join the Special
action along these lines had already begun. However, Committee in voting for the draft resolution.
for the reasons he had stated, and in particular because 405. He said, in reply to the Australian delegation,
of his delegation's objections to operative paragraphs that he noted a certain inconsistency in its position.
4 and 8, the United Kingdom would vote against the Having admitted that Portugal had remained in-
draft resolution as a whole. transigent in the face of appeals to reason and had

400. The representative of Iran said that his delega- consistently flouted the resolutions of the United
tion had been deeply disturbed by the testimony of Nations which were not strong enough, the Australian
the petitioners from Mozambique and Angola. Their representative had then said that he would be unable
detailed account of the appalling situation in those to vote for the draft resolution, which was stronger
Territories confirmed what was already known from than all previous resolutions. Moreover, he had claimed
other sources. The Carnegie Endowment for Inter- that he was not responsible for his Government's
national Peace had published a report on the Territories policy. That, of course, was true of all delegations. But
under Portuguese administration which described the a vote for or against the draft resolution must rest
plight 0'£ the African populations in those Territories on the grounds of general principle. Australia was
in almost identical terms. Meanwhile, Portugal refused rightly proud of its democratic traditions; was it now
to recognize the very principles of self-determination to be numbered among the allies of Portugal?
and independence. The United Nations could not 406. The United States and United Kingdom repre-
disregard such continued defiance. The draft resolution sentatives, too, claimed that their Governments syrnpa-
constituted an attempt to ensure that Portugal should thized with the oppressed peoples of Angola and
apply the resolutions of the General Assembly and the Mozambique, and wished to strengthen the freedom
Security Council. and indepedence of all peoples. Yet in the same breath

401. His delegation could not accept the contention they counselled patience and insisted that the pos-
that NATO was responsible for Portuguese atrocities, sibilities of peaceful persuasion were not yet exhausted.
or that it provided arms for the purpose of aiding That was the old. familiar colonial philosophy: the
Portugal in its wars of colonial oppression. Never- African peoples were not fit to manage their own
theless, it was evident that Portugal was abusing its affairs, and should heed the wise white man's counsel.
position as a member of NATO and diverting arms But that philosophy had long since ceased to correspond
supplied to it for NATO purposes for use against the to reality. The oppressed peoples of Africa would no
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that such assistance served to bolster Portugal's de- I i
termination to continue on its present course, and that ,.
only a total embargo by the Western Powers could i'
effect any improvement in the situation. The statements l',1
of both the United Kingdom and United States repre- ,
sentatives had overlooked the fact that NATO arms IJ
were being used in the Portuguese Territories, and ~
that NATO assistance was one of the main reasons for
the appalling situation there.

413. His delegation regretted the deletion of specific I

reference to NATO in the sixth preambular paragraph
of the revised draft resolution. It was true that Portugal
obtained arms from more than one military alliance,
but that paragraph could have enumerated them.

414. While the draft resolution in its present form
had some defects, he understood that the changes were
the result of the sponsors' efforts to accommodate the
views of certain delegations. His delegation would
accordingly vote for it as a step in the right direction.

415. The representative of Poland welcomed the
revised joint draft resolution and observed that its
adoption would constitute a further step towards help
ing the oppressed peoples concerned to rid themselves
of the criminal colonial yoke of Portugal,

416. It would be advisable, he thought, to bring
the wording of operative paragraph 10 into line with .i
that of operative paragraph 4, which was addressed to !

"all States and in particular the military allies of I
Portugal, etc.". He therefore proposed that the ex- j
pression "all States" in operative paragraph 10 be ,
replaced by "all the States mentioned in paragraph 4 !i
above". That would serve to cover the case of West f I
Germany. l'

417. The representative of Tunisia noted that certain I

delegations had made long statements of intention on
the practical steps to be taken to put an end to Portu
guese repression in the African Territories. Those
delegations, which had affirmed their sympathy for the
African populations, nevertheless announced that they I
would not vote for the draft resolution. The Special
Committee's mandate was precise: to bring about I
decolonization as quickly as possible. Thus far, how-]
ever, it had been content to note facts without proposing 1..

1measures. .
418. The truths proclaimed by the Special Corn- ,I

mittee were obvious; if they were bitter, that was I j
regrettable, but if it wished to fulfil its mandate the!1
Special Committee must not disappoint the millions I·•.)'
who had placed their hopes in the United Nations. If t
NATO had been mentioned, it was because Portugal f'·
was a member of that organization and received arms .
from it which it was using to further its policies of I"
blind repression in Africa. That was an irrefutable ,;
truth. Besides, to name an organization was not to trl
insult it; the Special Committee did not wish to insult J
anyone; it wished merely to give an objective account .
of incontestable facts. The Heads of State of the non
aligned countries had chosen a policy aimed in the first
place at improving the lot of the African populations.
It was the threats of extermination that obliged the
eo-sponsors to name the organizations responsible.
If tomorrow another organization should begin sup
plying arms to Portugal, they would do likewise.

419. The representative of Mali observed that some
delegations had criticized the eo-sponsors for advocating
a number of measures and using language which fell
rather within the competence of the Security Council.
Those criticisms were without serious foundation. Thus,
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longer listen to colonlallst exhortations while their
brothers were being massacred. The Algerian people
had fought for seven long years for their freedom:
what help had the NATO Powers given them? 1£
they served 110 other purpose, the statements of the
United Kingdom and United States representatives
should persuade any representative who still hesitated
to vote for the draft resolution.

407. The United States representative had said that,
as one closely associated with the disarmament negotia
tions. he himself should know better than to accuse
the United States of preparing for the manufacture of
nuclear weapons in Mozambique and Angola. In fact,
he had suggested nothing of the kind. The Territory
in question was South West Africa, and it was the
petitioners from that Territory who had brought the
matter up. His delegation had simply suggested that
representatives of the nuclear Powers, together with
those of the African-Asian countries, should proceed
to South West Africa to establish the facts.

408. It was simply not true that there was nothing
secret about NATO. The excerpts from the North
Atlantic Treaty read out by the Danish representative
dated back to 1949, but it was not until 1951 that the
first reference to the Algerian departments of France
had appeared in that Treaty. It followed that no one
outside NATO was in a position to known what had
been added since in connexion with the Portuguese
colonies in Africa.

409. His country had taken sides with the peoples
fighting for their freedom, and would do everything
possible to hasten their victory. The goal pursued by
his country was the triumph of freedom itself. As Lenin,
a true friend of oppressed peoples everywhere, had said,
the old world of national oppression and slavery was
giving way to a new world in which there would be
no place for such things.

410. The representative of Bulgaria .said that the
evidence submitted by the petitioners showed that the
situation in the Portuguese Territories had seriously
deteriorated. Not satisfied with waging colonial war
on three fronts, Portugal was threatening military
action against the independent African States adjacent
to its Territories. That was a very serious situation
and a clear threat to international peace and security.
It was therefore appropriate that the draft resolution
should draw the Security Council's attention to it, and
call for the imposition of sanctions.

411. Portugal was threatening "legitimate retalia
tion" against African States which dared to assist the
national liberation movements in its colonies. The
Special Committee must ask the Portuguese Govern
ment whether it was "legitimate" to hold African
populations in colonial bondage, to deny them the right
to freedom and independence laid down in the Charter,
or to use force to suppress their struggle to exercise
that right. There was only one possible answer: Portu
gal had commited a crime, and was no more entitled
to "legitimate retaliation" than was a criminal ap
prehended in the act of breaking the law. The draft
resolution set forth that basic principle with great
clarity, leaving no possible doubt as to the consequences
of any such "retaliatory" measures by Portugal.

412. Operative paragraph 4 called upon all States,
and in particular the States members of NATO, to
refrain from suppyling Portugal with military and
other assistance so long as it failed to renounce its
policy of colonial domination. It was not fully recognized
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had made it possible for him to vote for the draft. His
delegation's instructions were to vote for any measure
directed against colonialism and calculated to facilitate
the comprehensive and rapid application of the Declara
tion on the granting of independence to colonial coun
tries and peoples; for any other questions which might
arise during the Special Committee's mission in Africa:
his delegation would have to request new instructions
from his Government. It was for that reason that his
delegation had abstained on the sixth preambuiar para"
graph, which contained certain categorical statements
on which he was unable to vote without first corn
municating with his Government, which was, of course,
physically impossible.

423. For the same reason, it had abstained on
operative paragraphs 4 and 7; regarding the latter,
there was also a question of drafting. If the seventh
preambular paragraph had been put to a separate vote,
his delegation would again have abstained, for reasons
which it had already stated on a number of occasions
regarding the competence of the various United Nations
organs. It had abstained on operative paragraph 8
for the same reasons. If beginning of that paragraph
had read "Requests the Security Council to consider
the possibility of taking measures against Portugal •.•",
his delegation would have voted for it.

424. It had voted for the draft resolution as a
whole because it unreservedly approved its substance,
and everything which dealt with the independence and
freedom of the Portuguese colonies.

425. The representative of the United States of
America said that his delegation had voted against the
draft resolution for two main reasons. While it fully
understood and shared the sponsors' feelings, and their
objectives for the most part were also the objectives
of his Government, the resolution as drafted did not
in his delegation's view constitute the best approach.
The situation in the Portuguese Territories called for
the utmost continued efforts of persuasion rather than
for condemnation. Nor did his Government agree with
the emphasis placed on NATO and the alleged effects
of Portugal's membership therein on the situation in
the Territories in question. That aspect had already
been sufficientlydiscussed in the Special Committee, and
his Government's views were well known. In particular
his delegation had heard no evidence to justify the
statement contained in the sixth preambular para
graph. Lastly, with reference to operative paragraph 8,
his delegation considered that the existing situation in
the Portuguese Territories by no means warranted the
application of measures by the Security Council, under
the terms of the Charter of the United Nations.

426. The representative of Chile than'ted the sponsors
for having accepted certain of the suggestions proposed
by the representatives of Venezuela and Chile in order
to reach agreement. His own delegation had expressed
its agreement with the substance of the draft resolution,
and had consequently voted for the resolution as a
whole. However, he regretted having had to abstain
on the sixth preambular paragraph and operative para"
graphs 4, 6 and 8, for his. delegation felt that they did
not exactly correspond to the clearly defined task which
the General Assembly had entrusted to the Special
Committee. He assured the populations of the Ter
ritories under .Portuguese domination of his Govern
ment's sincere sympathy for their legitimate struggle.

427. The representative of India said that India's
views on Portuguese colonialism were well known

some delegations had criticized the co-spousors for
mentioning NATO in operative paragraph 4. His

I1 delegation considered that the Special Committee did
l( not have to justify itself to NATO or to its members i
I) it was they, on the contrary, who had to justify them
'1 selves in the eyes of the Special Committee and the

1 African populations. So long as Portugal continued to
receive arms, it would continue its war of extermination
Of that even the members of NATO who were repre-

, sented on the Special Committee were convinced, for
they had said that their Governments had made repre
sentations, repeatedly and without success, to the
Portuguese Government. The Governments of countries
belonging to NATO must therefore allow the Special
Committee to address that perfectly justified appeal
to them. It was not a matter of attacking NATO as
such. The non-aligned countries did not interfere in
the domestic affairs of the members of NATO, and if
someother organization were supplying arms to Portu
gal, they would draw attention to it in the same way.

420. Secondly, the eo-sponsors had never meant
to give orders or instructions to the Security Council,
but it was the Special Committee's mandate to make
proposals which would facilitate the application of the
Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples. The Special Committee had
adopted resolutions, and it was the Security Council
which was empowered to take steps to ensure the
application of those resolutions. If all the attempts made
hitherto had been in vain, the Special Committee must
take new steps to give effect to its own resolutions. No
one could deny that that fell within the competence of
the Special Committee. Lastly, it had been said that
it was not for the Special Committee to recommended
measures against Portugal, and that only the Security
Council was empowered to do so. He was disappointed
that the delegations which wanted the Security Council
to decide what steps should be taken were the same
delegations which,in the Security Council, regularly
opposed the adoption of sanctions against Portugal
and South Africa. That attitude was somewhat strange.

421. At the 363rd meeting on 10 June 1965, the
thirteen-Power draft resolution (A/AC.109/L.214),
as revised by the sponsors, and the amendment orally
proposed by Poland were put to the vote, as follows:

i'I.':1 The Polish oral amendment to operative paragraph 10
. was adopted by 13 votes to 1, with 9 abstentions i the

sixth prearnbular paragraph was adopted by 16 votes to
5, with 2 abstentions; operative paragraph 4 was
adopted by 16 votes to 4, with 3 ".bstentions; operative
paragraph 6 was adopted by 16 votes to 1, with 6 ab
stentions; operative paragraph 8 was adopted by 16
votes to 3, with 4 abstentions. The draft resolution as

re a whole (A/AC.109/L.214), as orally amended, was
~ adopted by a roll-call vote of 18 to 2, with 3 abstentions.
'1 The voting was as follows:
I In favour: Bulgaria, Cambodia, Chile, Ethipoia, In
I dia, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Poland,

1.

';.... Sierra ~eone, ~yria, Tt1nis~a, Union of ~oviet Socialist
i Republics, United Republic of Tauzania, Venezuela,
i Yugoslavia.
" Against: United Kingdom of Great Britain and
.' Northern Ireland, United States of America.

Absta.ining: Australia, Denmark, Italy.
422. The representative of Venezuela thanked the

sponsors of the draft resolution for the spirit of un
derstanding and co-operation they had displayed, which
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"C01lVinced that the attitude of Portugal, both ~.'
as regards the African population of its colonies and :'
the neighbouring States, constitutes a threat to peace ,!
and security in Africa, I ,

"1. Reaffirms the right of the populations of the ,.
African Territories under Portuguese domination to 'f'
self-determination and independence and recognizes
the legitimacy of their struggle to achieve the rights •
laid down in the United Nations Charter, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and theI
Declaration on the granting of Independence to '

Co~?;ia~~;~'::J~i~~ :~d ~:~~;e~~d requests them to ~
grant the African populations of Angola, Mozam- h
bique, so-called Portuguese Guinea and other Ter- ,;
ritories under Portuguese domination, the moral •
and material support necessary for the restoration
of their inalienable rights; f'

"3. Condemns the colonial policy of Portugal and
its persistent refusal to carry out the resolutions of .
the General Assembly, the Security Council and the ,
Special Committee; I'

"4. Calls upon all States, and in particular, the;
military allies of Portugal within the framework of
NATO, to refrain from supplying that country with k
arms and munitions and all other forms of assistance \'
so long as the Portuguese Government fails to re- ; I

nounce its policy of colonial domination; i

"5. Requests the High Commissioner for Refugees "
and the specialized agencies of the United Nations
to increase their assistance to the refugees from the
Territories under Portuguese domination; ~

"6. Appeals to all the specialized agencies of the ..
United Nations and in particular the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the
International Monetary Fund, and requests them !
to refrain from grainting Portugal any financial, eco
nomic or technical assistance so long 'as the Portu- 'jl
guese Government fails to renounce its colonial policy,
which constitutes a flagrant violation of the provisions !
of the Charter of the United Nations; I

"7. Drtnos the urgent attention of the Security ~ 1
Council to the continued deterioration of the situation '. j
in the Territories under Portuguese domination as (
well as to the consequences of the threats made bY;j!
Portugal against the independent African States that "
border upon its colonies; I

"8. Requests the Security Council to consider '1
putting into effect against Portugal the appropriate.,.!
measures laid down in the Charter, for the purpose 1
of carrying' out its resolutions concerning the Ter- ..'.,!
ritories under Portuguese domination; ,

':~, Decides to transmit to the Security Council. I
the records of the meetings held bv the Committee .1

on this question during its visit in 'Africa, including i'I
the statements of the petitioners and of the repre-j]
sentative of the Co-ordinating Committee for the"]
Lib.eration of Africa of the Organization of African .....••
Unity : !

"10. Requests the Secretary-General to transmit [f
this resolution to al1 the States mentioned in para- r·)
graph 4 above;

"11. Requests the Chairman of the Special Com·I~;
rnittee to transmit this resolution to the president of(;
the Security Council; \\

"12. Decides to maintain the question of the Ter-;
ritories under Portuguese domination on its agenda." .

and were based on bitter experience. Fifteen years of
vain effort on India's part had shown conclusively
that no meaningful dialogue could be conducted with
the Portuguese Government. The eo-sponsors of the
resolution just adopted, anxious as they were to find
without delay a peaceful solution to the question of
the Portuguese Territories, would be grateful to be
informed if any country represented on the Special
Committee had been fortunate enough to find a suc
cessful formula to that end.

428. His Government's stand on military alliances
was equally well known. It was opposed to any such
alliance, wherever it might exist ; pacts of the kind
tended to enlarge the area of disagreement, whereas
India was dedicated to enlarging the area I)f agree
ment and of peace. The Portuguese Government was
benefiting, directly or indirectly, from the support
received from its allies. His delegation's sponsorship
of the resolution had been grounded in the spirit
illustrated by the statements on this subject by the
late Prime Minister of India, Mr. Jawarharlal Nehru,

429. The representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics said that in view of the great im
portance of the resolution that had just been adopted,
he wished to propose that it receive the widest possible
dissemination through all United Nations channels, 111

particular to the Territories under Portuguese domina
tion.

430. The resolution concerning the Territories under
Portuguese administration (A/AC.109/124 and Corr.1)
adopted by the Special Committee at its 363rd meeting
on 10 June 1%5, reads as follows:

"The Special COllllll·ittee on the Siniatio» with
regard to the ImplemC1ltati011 of the D~claration ~n
the Grantillg of Independence fo Colomal Countries
alld Peoples,

"Having re-esamined the situ.atio.n in. the -r:er
ritories under Portuguese domination 111 Africa,

"Hauinq heard the statements made by the pe
titioners and the representative of the Co-ordinating
Committee for the Liberation of Africa of the Or
ganization of African Unity,

"Recalling General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) of 14 December 1960 containing the Declara
tion on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples,

"Recalling also Security Council resolutions 163
(1961) of 9 June 1961, 180 (1963) of 31 July 1963
and 183 (1%3) of 11 December 1%3, General As
sembly resolutions 1807 (XVII) of 14 December
1962, 1819 (XVII) of 18 December 1962 and 1913
(XVIII) of 3 December 1963, and its own resolution
of 3 July 1964,

"Notinq with deep concern that in spite of the
measures laid down by the Security Council in its
resolution 180 (1%3) of 31 July 1963, the Govern
ment of Portugal is intensifying its m-asures of re
pression and military operations against the African
populations with a view to defeating their legitimate
hopes of achieving self-determination and independ
ence,

"Considering that the evidence submitted by the
pet.tioners has confirmed that Portugal is continuing
to use against the populations of Angola, Mozam
bique and other Territories under its domination, the
aid and weapons that it receives from its military
allies,
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pendix, para. 222). A thorough study should have been
made of the benefits of foreign investment, in regard
both to the welfare of the people and to the economic
development of the Territories, to determine whether
those benefits outweighed any short-term effects that
such investment might have in support of the status quo,
No such study had been made.

436. The report gave no information regarding what
percentage of the revenues the Territories derived from
foreign companies, nor was any estimate made of the
amount in wages and purchases which local ex
penditures of the companies contributed to the economy.
The report considered only the argument that by its
payment of taxes, dividends and shares profits to the
Portuguese Government a foreign company supported
that Government's colonial policy directly or indirectly,
that it thus impeded the granting of independence and
hence was detrimental to the interests of the inhabitants.
It was not surprising, therefore, that the conclusions
of the report were unfounded, unrealistic and un
constructive reaffirmations of its biased mandate.

437. There was another defect in the report: the
oversimplified, Marxist point of view of the minority
of the Sub-Committee, which opposed all private en
terprise as exploitation. According to paragraph 268,
the interests of foreign economic activities and of the
Port'vtuese Government were linked by a system of
mutual benefits. On the one hand, mining companies
enjoyed cheap labour and, on the other hand, the
revenues and profits paid by the companies helped the
Government of Portugal to continue "its repressive
measures and military operations against the African
inhabitants". As an example of the latter, the figure
of 88.6 million escudos was given as the amount that
the Angola Diamond Company had contributed in
1962 towards the defence of Angola. That paragraph
formed the keystone of the argument on which the
direct indictment of foreign enterprises was based. Her
delegation considered that the allegation made in it
was a prime example of the lack of foundation in the
argumentation and of the inconsistent relationship
between the conclusions and the material from which
they purported to be derived. In the first place,
nowhere in the report was there an analysis of the
advantages which allegedly accrued to an industrial
mining company from the presence of a large unskilled
labour force. Secondly, with regard to the reported
contribution of 88.6 million escudos by the Angola
Diamond Company, a more valid interpretation of the
relationship between that firm and the Portuguese
Government could be made from paragraph 133 of the
report on mining in Angola and Mozambique (see
annex I below), which stated that in 1962 the Company
had been assessed in the amount of 88.6 million escudos
for the extraordinary defence tax and that, following
litigation, it had been exempted from such payment.
The relationship between the foreign enterprises in the
Territories and the Portuguese Government was similar
to that existing elsewhere. The foreign company was
subject to the law of the Territory and must observe
the commercial practices in effect.

438. Another example of the outmoded, doctrinaire
point of view was the repeated suggestion that NATO
supported Portugal's colonial policy. In that regard,
she would recall the Danish representative's statement
(see appendix, para. 82) and that made by the United
States representative during the Special Committee's
meeting in Africa, to the effect that the area covered

D. STUDY OF THE ACTIVITIES OF FOREIGN ECONOMIC
AND OTHER INTERESTS WHICH ARE IMPEDING THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DECLARATION ON THE
GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE IN TlU:: TERRlTORIES
UNDER PORTUGUESE ADMINISTRATION

Introduction
432. On 3 July 1964, the Special Committee adopted

a resolution on Territories under Portuguese adminis
tration (see A/5800/Rev.l, chap. V para. 352), in
paragraph 7 of which it requested "Sub-Committee I
of the Special Committee, with the assistance of the
Secretary-General, to study the activities of foreign
economic and other interests, which are impeding the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
independence in the Terr.rories under Portuguese
administration".

433. The Rapporteur of Sub-Committee I introduced
the Sub-Committee's report (see appendix below) at
the Special Committee's 391st meeting on 27 October
1965. The Special Committee considered the report
at that meeting and at its 392nd meeting on 28 October
1965.

431. The text of the resolution, together with the
records of the meetings held by the Special Committee
on the question, was transmitted on 17 June 1965 (see
S/646O) to the President of the Security Council and
on 7 July 1965 to all the States mentioned in operative
paragraph 4 of that resolution.

General statements b)1 members on the report
of Sub-Committee I

434. The representative of the United States of
America said that her delegation considered the Sub
Committee's conclusion, in paragraph 275 (f) of its
report, that foreign interests were impeding the im
plementation of the Declaration on the granting of in
dependence in the Territories under Portuguese ad
ministration, to be a distorted finding, since it was based
on only some of the facts and on only some of the
relevant considerations.

435. In paragraph 260 of its report the Sub-Com
mittee said that in order to make a full assessment it
was necessary to take into account the nature of the
Portuguese colonial system. In her delegation's view,
It was equally necessary to consider the nature of the
process of economic development. If the Sub-Corn
mittee had considered the role of foreign economic
interests in providing the social overhead capital on
which further economic development of the Territories
depended, and if it had considered the effect which the
contributions made by the firms had on the welfare
of the inhabitants, it might then have been able to make
the full and balanced assessment of the activities of
foreign economic interests which its report purported
!o be. The Sub-Committee had chosen, however, to
Ignore that important aspect of foreign investment,
although it was not unaware of the economic advantages
of such investment, as could be seen from the fact
that in its recommendation in paragraph 280 (h) it
referred to the activities of foreign enterprises "which
under present conditions" are detrimental to the in
terests of the peoples of the Territories. Mr. Muliata,
a petitioner, had told the Sub-Committee that the
Portuguese feared that if other countries invested money
III Angola, it would lead to the rapid advancement of
Africans and consequently to political reforms (see ap-
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by NATO did not include the African Territories ad
ministered by Portugal.

439. Her delegation found that the conclusions of
the report were in some cases unfounded, in others
inconsistent with and unsupported by the material from
which they purported to be derived, and on the whole
so thoroughly restricted to one aspect of the effects of
foreign economic interests in the Portuguese Ter
ritories as to be completely distorted.

440. Her Government had been and continued to
be committed to the principle of self-determination for
the Portuguese African Territories, and it had re
peatedly urged the Portuguese Government to take
steps to give effect to that principle.

441. Her delegation failed to understand how a
withdrawal of foreign investment would lead to anything
but a more embittered stalemate, a more impoverished
population and a more fragile leash on violence. For
those reasons, her delegation opposed the adoption of
the Sub-Committee's conclusions and recommendations
in their present form. It hoped that the Special Com
mittee would take action to give the report the balance
appropriate for such a study before submitting it to the
General Assembly.

442. The re!resentative of the United Republic of
Tanzania said that his delegation could not accept the
allegations of the United States representative that the
report reflected the views of a minority and that its
conclusionswere distorted. The only objections recorded
in the report were those of a single representative; all
the other members of the Sub-Committee had endorsed
the finding that the activities of foreign companies in
the Territories impeded the attainment of independence.
It had been shown that foreign companies made direct
contributions in cash to what had been referred to as
"the defence of Angola and Mozambique" but what
was in reality the protection of the interests of those
companies.

443. It seemed that, in trying to draw the Special
Committee into a discussion of what she had referred
to as the "economic advantages enjoyed by the people",
the representative of the United States had not un
derstood the objective of the Sub-Committee's study.
The Sub-Committee had been asked to study how the
activities of foreign economic and other interests were
impeding the attainment of independence by the people
of the Portuguese Territories. His delegation did not
wish to be diverted from that objective and it rejected
all the allegations that had been made. The activities
of the foreign monopolies and the assistance 'rich
certain Powers were giving the Portuguese colon..dists
were impeding the attainment by the people of their
legitimate and natural rights,

444. His delegation suggested that the Special Com
mittee should endorse the report as it stood. Any
shortcomings in it were due to the fact that information
had been deliberately withheld from the Sub-Committee.

445. The representative of Yugoslavia said that his
delegation regretted that the United States delegation
had not seen fit to reconsider its position with regard
to the role played by foreign economic interests in the
Territories under Portuguese administration and that
it had repeated the same arguments which it had voiced
when the Special Committee had studied the question
of the activities of foreign interests in South West
Africa. Once again the Special Committee had been
told that the Sub-Committee's report represented only
the opinion of a minority of delegations. He wished to

point out to the United States representative that the
Sub-Committee's report had been supported by the
entire membership, with only a few reservations. The
Danish delegation had made one reservation but had
nevertheless supported the conclusions of the Sub
Committee regarding the situation of the inhabitants of
the Portuguese Territories.

446. The United States representative had not said
one word about the tragic situation of the people in the
Portuguese colonies or one word in condemnation of
Portuguese colonialism, which was causing great
turmoil throughout Africa and which denied the people
of the Portuguese Territories their right to self
determination and independence.

447. The Sub-Committee had made a careful study
of conditions in those Territories and had endeavoured
to present conclusions which would meet the require
ments of the present situation and reflect the true role
played by foreign interests in the Territories under
Portuguese administration. The Sub-Committee had
presented facts which, unpleasant as they were, must
be faced.

448. Although the United States delegation had
heard the statements of the petitioners from Angola,
Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea during
the Special Committee's meetings in Africa, the United
States representative had not seen fit to make any
comments on their demands for United Nations as
sistance in abolishing colonialism.

449. The United States representative had referred
to the Sub-Committee's recommendation in which it
was stated that under present conditions-namely, when
the people of Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese
Guinea were under foreign domination and had not been
given an opportunity to express their views on the ac
tivities of foreign companies, to negotiate about them or
to have any part in them-the activities of such com
panies were detrimental to the interests of the peoples
of the Territories. That was a fact which could not be
changed in any way by unfounded statements. He there
fore appealed once again to the United States delegation
to reconsider its position.

450. In conclusion, he expressed the hope that the
entire Committee would adopt the Sub-Committee's
report and endorse its conclusions and recom
mendations.

451. The representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics said that the Sub-Committee's
report demonstrated the deplorable role played by
international monopolies in hampering the implementa
tion in the Portuguese colonies of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples. There was ample evidence on that point
in the report, and the assertion of the United States
representative that foreign investments benefited the
peoples of the Portuguese colonies was an 'old im
perialist theory designed to disguise the real role played
by foreign monopolies. The United States repre
sentative had denied the involvement of NATO coun
tries in Portuguese operations in its colonies, but she
could not deny the assistance being given by NATO
Powers to the Portuguese regime, which was using all
such assistance in suppressing liberation movements. He
recalled that during the session held in Africa, Mr.
Mondlane had quoted figures showing that from 1961
to 1964, United States companies gave assistance to
the extent of $500 million to the Portuguese administra
tions, and at no time had the United States repre-
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wondered whether it was really the Special Com
mittee's policy to retard the economic development of
Non-Self-Governing Territories, rather than to promote
investment there. Surely it would be in the general
interest to remove Angola and Mozambique from the
exclusive control of the Portuguese economy.

458. Even if it could be shown that foreign interests
occupied a significant place in the economy of the
Territories, the question would remain whether the
foreign interests were impeding the implementation of
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples. In that connexion, he
noted the views expressed by the representative of
Denmark during the Sub-Committee's discussions. As
recorded in paragraph 190 of the report, the Danish
representative had pointed out that the fact that various
foreign interests were involved in most sectors of the
economy of the Portuguese Territories in Africa did
not mean that those interests ipso facto were impeding
the implementation of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV), and he had added (para. 193) that the
backward conditions prevailing in the Portuguese Ter
ritories were due not to the activities of foreign in
terests but to the colonial policies of Portugal.

459. He would not comment on the Sub-Committee's
conclusions and recommendations at the present stage;
more time would be required to study the whole report.
He would suggest that the Special Committee should
adjourn the discussion of the report, for it was doubtful
whether at the moment it could reach any significant
degree of agreement on it. It would be a pity to submit
to the General Assembly a report which had not ob
tained the general support of the Committee. The best
course would be to transmit to the General Assembly
the material assembled by the Secretariat, together with
the statements of members of the Special Committee,
and to inform the General Assembly that the Special
Committee had not been able to reach a definite con
clusion 011 the question whether the activities of foreign
economic and other interests were impeding the imple
mentation of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
in the Portuguese Territories in any substantial way.

460. The representative of the United Kingdom said
that his delegation was unable to endorse the recom
mendations and conclusions in the Sub-Committee's
report on the activities of foreign economic and other
interests impeding the implementation in the Territories
under Portuguese administration of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples. Like the Danish delegation, it was not satis
fied that the conclusions and, in particular, the recom
mendations were supported by the factual information
given in the annexes to the report. Indeed, in some cases
the recommendations seemed to have no connexion with
those annexes or with the questions on which the Sub
Committee had been asked to report, and to that ex
tent they went beyond the Sub-Committee's field of
competence.

461. Moreover, his delegation could not agree with
the recommendation in paragraph 280 (j) of the Sub
Committee's report, since his Government was opposed
to the intrusion of political considerations in the ac
tivities of technical assistance agencies. The recom
mendation in sub-paragraph (k), too, seemed open to
serious objection. It was surely not for the Sub
Committee, or for the Special Committee. to tell the
Security Council what it should do, or that it should20 United Nations publication. Sales No.: 64 XVII.12.
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.: sentative attempted to refute' this assertion. Considered
in the light of the latest events, the facts showed that in
December 1963, after the deck.on of the Security
Council on this matter, the Diario do Gooerno reported
that a fresh loan of $35 million had been obtained from

• United States banks, In January 1963, Portugal had
'.\ received $20 million from the United Government, and
tl in March 1965, $6 million had been invested in the

1
Portuguese airline serving Angola and Mozambique.

I All this had been done in order to help the Portuguese
~ I airline to resist the boycott of the African countries.
~ 452. The report provided detailed evidence in sup

·ft. port of its conclusions. It was a fact, for example, that

J
there were special agreements between the Portuguese

'." Government and inter.national monopolies under which
j the monopolies contributed certain sums towards
I defence.
, 453. He submitted that the conclusions and recom
~ mendations of the Sub-Committee were based on facts
~ and should be endorsed by the Special Committee. The

material which had been submitted would help the

jGeneral Assembly to understand the circumstances
lad .'. impeding the exercise of the right of t.he ~eoples in ~he
ila, Portuguese colonies to self-determination and 10-

lng dependence.
led 454. The representative of Italy said that he .did
my not propose to make a statement on the general subject
as- of the Portuguese Territories in Africa but would

concentrate on the immediate question, namely whether
the evidence in the Sub-Committee's report bore out
the assertion that foreign economic and other in
terests were impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence in the
Territories under Portuguese administration.

455. With regard to the mining industry, he noted
that the Secretariat working paper (see annex I below)
did not indicate, in percentage form, the extent of the
participation of foreign-Le., non-Portuguese-firms
in the exploitation of the natural resources of Angola
and Mozambique. Various foreign intere~ts. w~re

evidently involved in some sectors of the numng 10
dustry in Portuguese Territories in Africa, but his
delegation was not sure whether the evidence justified
the conclusion that they exerted a significant influence
on Portuguese policy in Africa.

456. Information given in the Yearbook of Inter
national Trade Statistics, 196320 showed that Mozam
bique imported considerably more than it exported
and that, in the case of Angola, there was almost a
balance between imports and exports. The exports

on consisted basically of raw materials, and the imports
ies of manufactured commodities. That did not seem to
nt indicate that the two Territories were being exploited
:es by foreign countries. In fact, the international trade
he pattern of Angola and Mozambique was similar to that
n- of the independent African countries.
ed 457. The report criticized Portugal for promoting
e- the activities of foreign interests in the Territories on
n- the grounds that that was inconsistent with United
~ Nations resolutions. The complaint was made that the
all mining industries were exempt from all or most taxes.

Yet the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Ie Development had recommended that Governments of
~i developed countries should not hinder the flow of

capital to developing countries and should provide in-
to,~ centives for investment in those countries. He
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take steps to compel Member States to comply with
General Assembly resolutions.

462, When the Special Committee had discussed
the report of Sub-Committee I on mining and other
interests in South West Africa (A/5840, annex), in
November 1964, his delegation had expressed the view
(ibid., paras. 84-88) that the Sub-Committee's recom
mendations reflected a general hostility to any form
of foreign investment in developing countries and that
that in turn stemmed from a particular political and
ideological doctrine, held by only a minority of the
members of the Committee. The report now before
the Special Committee embodied the same preconceived
ideas and was therefore open to the same basic objec
tions. That did not mean that his Government sup
ported the colonial policy of the Portuguese Govern
ment. His Government's views on those policies had
been fully set out and explained most recently in the
course of the Special Committee's debates in Africa.
His delegation disagreed sharply with many aspects of
Portugal's colonial policies but that disapproval did not
blind it to the shortcomings of the conclusions and
recommendaitons in the report before the Special Com
mittee and their unmistakable ideological slant. His
delegation would therefore vote against the adoption
of the report.

463. The representative of Ethiopia. said that his
delegation wished to comment briefly on the statements
made by a number of delegations which did not share
its views regarding the report before the Special Com
mittee, Those delegations had repeated their arguments
of the previous year. The fact that the Sub-Committee
was opposed to the policies of apartheid and Portuguese
colonialism in Africa and that the companies which sup
ported the Portuguese authorities were acting against
the interests of Africans had led those delegations to
conclude that the Sub-Committee was against invest
ment in general. That was a misrepresentation of fact
and, what was worse, a misrepresentation of intention.
Those delegations were well aware that that was not
the Sub-Committee's intention. Nowhere did the report
condemn private investment in general. What the report
said was that firms operating in South Africa, South
West Africa and the Portuguese Territories supported
the policies of the colonialists and exploited the re
sources of those countries for the exclusive benefit of
the white settlers. If those delegations wished to refute
those findings, they should produce evidence to prove
their case. Until they did so, his delegation would con
tinue to believe that the Sub-Committee's conclusions
were consistent with the facts. A large amount of
foreign capital was being invested in most of the de
veloping countries, but there the situation and condi
tions were totally different: investments were made for
the benefit of the people, contracts were freely entered
into and there was no racial discrimination.

464. His delegation would accordingly continue to
support the conclusions in the report.

465. The representative of Mali said that Portugal
would not have been able to continue its war in Angola,
Mozambique and elsewhere without the financial assist
ance of the Powers whose nationals invested money in
those Territories. The problem of the Portuguese
colonies involved the future of millions of Africans
who were living in abject poverty or sold as slaves to
the agents of racist South Africa, in defiance of the
Charter r 'old numerous recommendations adopted by
the General Assembly and the Special Committee.

466. To connect the question of economic assistance
from the developed to the developing countries with
what was happening in the Portuguese colonies was
to ignore the fact that Portugal and its companies had
always been and still were foreigners in Angola and
Mozambique. The independent Governments of African
countries had freely signed bilateral agreements for
the welfare of their people, but Portugal was not em
powered to do so for Angola. His delegation remained
convinced that all agreements signed by Portugal for
the so-called benefit of the Angolans and Mozambicans
were illegal because they had been signed without the
consent of the majority of the people. The foreign
companies were impeding the implementation of Gen
~ral Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). They were pay
1I1g Portugal 50 per cent of the profits which they
derived from their exploitation of the natural resources
of .the Territories at ~he ~pense of the African popu
l~tIOn,. an~ that ~ontrtbutIOn enabled Portugal to con
tinue Its industrial development at the national level
without decreasing its war effort in Africa. In order
to make the maximum profit, those companies did not
hesitate to provide the administering Power with all
nece~sary means to ensure political stability in the
:remtones, Furthermore, as they had representatives
111 each of the Governments of the countries concerned
it was easy to ensure that international agencies sUcl~
a~ .NAT.O gave their support .to .the di.scriminatory
regimes 111 the Portuguese Territories, HIS delegation
had been disappointed at the contradictory attitude of
some delegations which, while condemning the colonial
policies of Portugal, acted in such a way as to perpetu
ate those reactionary policies by defying the decisions
and resolutions of the United Nations.

467. He hoped that the Special Committee would
adopt the Sub-Committee's report, together with its
conclusions and recommendations, which his delegation
considered to be the minimum assistance that could
be given to the people of Angola and Mozambique in
their struggle to regain their freedom and dignity.

468. The representative of Syria recalled that during
the Sub-Committee's discussion of the activities of
foreign economic and other interests which were im
peding the implementation of the Declaration on the
granting of independence in the Territories under Por
tuguese administration, many delegations had made it
clear that they did not oppose foreign capital as such.
No one objected to foreign investment if such invest
ment took into account the legitimate rights of the
people, if it observed business practices based on justice
and equity and if it did not interfere with the aspira
tions of the people to independence and sovereignty.
What the developing countries objected to was the
unfair treatment of African workers by the majority
of foreign companies, which paid them starvation wages
and denied them an opportunity to acquire skills and
gain promotion. The developing countries also objected
to the plunder of African natural resources and the
use of unjustified profits by the colonialists for pur
poses that were detrimental to the interests of the
people as a whole. That was why the Sub-Committee
had recommended that the activities and' operating
methods which were detrimental to the-interests of
the African inhabitants should be strongly condemned.

469. It had been suggested that an increase in
foreign investments would weaken the hold of the Por
tuguese authorities on economic interests. Those foreign
interests, however, made common cause with the op-
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pressor. Instead of giving assurances that their Gov
ernments would exert pressure on their nationals who
owned companies operating in those Territories, certain
delegations had advised the Committee to consider the
benefits accruing from foreign capital. He wondered
whether those delegations had considered the fact that
an African worker's wages sometimes amounted to
only $12 a year, a wage which did not allow the Afri
can to develop his personality and prepare himself for
independence. It was such attempts to suffocate the
African personality that impeded the attainment of
independence by the African Territories. The Sub
Committee's recommendations were therefore the least
the Special Committee could prescribe in order to put
an end to such a state of affairs.

470. The representative of Bulgaria said that his
delegation was glad that in its conclusions the Sub
Committee had confirmed many of the views expressed
on a number of occasions during the examination of
the question of the Territories under Portuguese
administration.

471. The report confirmed that foreign monopolies
were directly or indirectly supporting Portuguese colo
nialism, which enabled them to exploit the human and
natural resources of the Territories, and that their
activities were impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the granting of independence in those
Territories. It had also been shown that some West
ern Powers and NATO were providing Portugal
with assistance including military aid, in order to de
fend the interests of the powerful and influential mining,
financial and other interests which were mercilessly ex
ploiting the African population and the riches of the
Territories under Portuguese domination. It had con
firmed that such companies as DIAMANG and
CARBONANG and some of the most influential mern
bel'S of NATO bore an equal responsibility with Por
tugal for the sufferings of the people in those Terri
tories. That was why his delegation fully subscribed
to the conclusions reached by the Sub-Committee and
supported the recommendations in the report.

472. The Italian representative had said that the
findings in the report were in contradiction with the
current policies of developing countries concerning
the role of private investment in those countries. The
parallel drawn between the role of investments in de
veloping countries and their role in the Territories
under Portuguese administration was an attempt to
confuse a perfectly clear situation.

473. The Italian representative was surely aware
that the indigenous inhabitants of the Portuguese Ter
ritories had no say in the use of the funds made
available to Portugal.

474. The people of Angola, Mozambique and so
called Portuguese Guinea were at war with their colo
nial masters, who stood condemned by the United
Nations and by humanity for their brutal oppression
of national liberation movements in those Territories.
Portugal's colonial policy might set the whole of Africa
ablaze. It was clear, therefore, that anything which
would increase the economic, and consequently the mili
tary, potential of Portugal was detrimental to the inter
ests of the indigenous inhabitants of those Territories.

475. With regard to the contention that the factual
information in the report and its annexes did not sup
port the Sub-Committee's conclusions and recommenda
tions, he said that the Sub-Committee had had at its

disposal official publications and other documents, statis
tics, press reports and statements by petitioners. It
had examined company balance-sheets showing that
contributions had been made for the construction of
military barracks and outposts and for the purpose of
what Portugal called "defence of the national heritage".
It had also paid due attention to evidence submitted
by the petitioners representing the African population
of the Territories. For instance, Mr. Mondlane, Presi
dent of the Liberation Front of Mozambique, had
informed the Special Committee that loans from United
States and international financing institutions for the
past ten years had been used mainly to finance the
settlement of European Portuguese in Africa; that it
had been Portugal's long-standing policy to build up
the white population in Mozambique to a proportion
comparable to that obtaining in South Africa and
Southern Rhodesia; that between 1951 and 1961 the
United States had contributed $500 million to Portugal
in the form of weapons; and that foreign investments
helped to meet the expenses of Portugal's colonial wars.

476. That was the voice of the people of Mozam
bique and they knew best what was good or bad for
them. Some representatives, however, were trying to
convince the Special Committee that they knew better.
In that case, they should produce evidence to contradict
the findings of the Sub-Committee's report. They had
not done so because they could not. He was sure that,
with the exception of those who were interested in
denying the complicity of foreign monopolies and cer
tain Governments in the crimes of Portuguese colonial
ism, the overwhelming majority of the members of
the Special Committee would unreservedly approve
the Sub-Committee's conclusions and recommendations.

477. The representative of Poland said that the
exhaustive document submitted by the Sub-Committee
provided a picture of the brutal form of colonialism
existing in the Territories under Portuguese adminis
tration and revealed clearly the role of foreign mono
polies in exploiting the Territories and in impeding
the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. As
was clear from the report, the Portuguese administra
tion and the foreign monopolies joined forces in en
suring the continued exploitation of the people of the
Territories and it was only because of the assistance
given by the countries whose monopolies had an in
terest in the maintenance of the colonial system that
Portugal was able to defy world opinion and persist
in its present policies. The assistance rendered included
military aid. The assurances of NATO countries re
garding such aid could not conceal the obvious fact
that it helped Portugal to suppress the liberation move
ments in the Territories under its rule.

478. The conclusions set out in the report were
supported by references to books and publications from
an over the world and it could not reasonably be
denied that foreign monopolies were co-operating in
preserving the colonial order in the Territories. He
could not agree, therefore, with the view that the
Special Committee was not in a position to assess the
role of foreign monopolies and should transmit the Sec
retariat working paper to the General Assembly without
any accompanying recommendations. It was the Special
Committee's duty to investigate the obstacles delaying
progress to independence, and in the case of the Por
tuguese colonies there was no doubt that foreign mo
nopolies constituted the main obstacle.
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479. He could not accept the assertion that the
activities of monopolies in the Territories stimulated
economic development, or agree with the interpretation
which had been given of the recommendations of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.

480. His delegation fully endorsed the conclusions
and recommendations in the Sub-Committee's report.

481. The representative of Australia said that his
delegation was deeply disturbed by Portugal's policies
with respect to the Territories in Africa under its
administration and by its failure to transmit informa
tion on those Territories to the United Nations. His
delegation considered that Portugal should create con
ditions in its Territories which would lead as speedily
as possible to self-determination. At the same time,
he doubted whether the report before the Special Com
mittee was likely to help towards that goal. While
he appreciated the work which had gone into the
preparation of the report, he did not feel that it repre
sented an objective study of the situation, and that
view was reinforced by the observations made by the
representative of Denmark as a member of the Sub
Committee. The effect of the document was to give a
distorted picture of the economic situation and the
relationship between economic and political develop
ment in the Portuguese Territories. The references
to NATO, too, gave a highly misleading impression
of that organization's attitude to and influence on de
velopments in Africa.

482. Consequently, despite its strong desire to bring
pressure to bear on Portugal by any constructive means
possible, his delegation could not support the adoption
of the report.

483. In view of the very limited time in which the
Special Committee was being asked to express a
judgement on the document, his delegation felt unable
to offer any more detailed comments on it.

484. The representative of India said that his dele
gation strongly condemned the practices of Portugal
in relation to its African colonies. His delegation was
in broad agreement with the Sub-Committee's recom
mendations and supported its report.

485. The representative of Tunisia associated him
self with the reply given by the representative of
Ethiopia and Bulgaria to the attempts which had been
made to confuse the issue by relating the question of
foreign investments in the Portuguese Territories to
that of investments in developing countries in general.
His delegation condemned foreign investments in the
Portuguese Territories because it considered them to
be detrimental to the interests of the people, impeding
their progress to independence.

486. His delegation hoped that the Special Com
mittee would adopt the Sub-Committee's report.

487. The representative of Chile, explaining his vote,
said that it had not been possible for him to obtain
instructions from his Government on the report in
the time available. He would therefore have to abstain
in the vote, but in so doing would not be expressing
any view on the report. He hoped to have instructions
from his Government by the time the General Assembly
took up the question. The views of Chile concerning
Portuguese colonialism were well known and there
could be no doubt regarding the spirit in which it would
approach the report.

488. The representative of Venezuela said that his
delegation reserved its right to comment on the report
when it was discussed in the General Assembly.

Action take» by the Special Committee on the report
of the Sub-Committee I

489. At its 392nd meeting on 28 October 1965, the
Special Committee adopted the report of Sub-Commit
tee I (see appendix below) by a roll-call vote of 14
to 3, with 4 abstentions. The voting was as follows:

In favour: Bulgaria, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq,
Madagascar, Mali, Poland, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tu
nisia, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United
Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia.

Aqainst : Australia, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America.

Abstaillillg: Chile, Denmark, Italy, Venezuela.

Concluslons atld recomendations
490. In adopting the report of Sub-Committee I,

the Special Committee endorsed Sub-Committee I's
conclusions and recommendations. These are set out"
in paragraph 260-280 of the Sub-Committee's report
(see appendix below).

APPENDIX
Repol" of Sub-Committee 1*

The activities of ioretgn economic and other interests 'Vlliell
are impeding the implemelllation 01 die Declaration Oll
the granting 01 irldependence in th» Teri'itories lIlIIler
Portuguese administration

INTRODUCTION

1. On 3 July 1964, the Special Committee adopted a reso
lution on Territories under Portuguese administration (see
A/S800/Rev.l, chap. V, para. 352), in paragraph 7 of which
it requested "Sub-Committee I of the Special Committee,o
with the assistance of the Secretary-General, to study the
activities of foreign economic and other interests which are
impeding the implementation of the Declaration on' the granting
of independence in the Territories under Portuguese admin
istration".

2. Subsequently the Secretariat sent letters to several special
ized agencies and a regional commission of the United Nations,
requesting them to provide information on the subject dealt
with in operative paragraph 7 of the above-mentioned reso
lution, In reply to the Secretariat's request, the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the International
Monetary Fund and the International Labour Office stated
that they were not in a position to provide such information.
The Economic Commission for Africa replied that it had no
information concerning the Territories in question other than
that contained in some of its publications.

3. The Sub-Committee first considered this item at its
15th meeting held on 2 November 1964, when it was informed
by the Secretariat of the steps already taken to coIIect material
011 the subject and to organize the necessary research. At the
same meeting, members of the Sub-Committee made com
ments regarding the preparation by the Secretariat of the
necessary working papers for the study. Taking these state
ments into account, the Sub-Committee, in its report to the
Special Committee (A/S800/Rev.l, chap. V, annex), stated
that it decided to consider that question as soon as such work
ing papers were prepared, subject to any decisions that the
Special Committee might take. At its 313th meeting on 16 No
vember 1964, the Special Committee took note of that report.

>I< Previously issued under the symbol A/AC.109/L.2S7.
a The Sub-Committee is composed of the foIlowing members:

Denmark, Ethiopia (Chairman), Mali, Syria, Tunisia, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Republic of
Tanzania and Yugoslavia (Rapporteur).
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4. The Sub-Committee further considered the question at
its 16th to 22nd meetings, held between 19 August and 12 Oc
tober 1965.

5. The Sub-Committee had before it two working papers
prepared by the Secretariat, one ccnccrning mining in Angola
and Mozambique and the other concerning concession, occu
pation and settlement of land in Angola and Mozambique
(see annexes I and II below). In addition, the Secretariat
presented to the Sub-Committee, at its request, excerpts of
statements made and communications submitted by petitioners
from Territories under Portuguese administration during the
Special Committee's meetings iu Africa in May and June
1965.

6. The Sub-Comrnmittee decided to include the above
mentioned excerpts in the present report. It also decided to
reproduce the two working papers as annexes to the present
report, in the belief that the information contained therein
might be of interest to the Special Committee and the General
Assembly in examining the subject.

CoNSIDERATION DY THE Sun-COMMITTEE

Statements b)' 1/lcmbcrs

7. The representative of the United Republic of Tanzania
said that while it was true that his delegation had made many
statements on the question of Portuguese colonialism in Africa,
more especially during the Special Committee's tour of Africa,
the Sub- Committee was now dealing with another aspect of
that colonial exploitation, The study that it WOlS now to make
was concerned with the activities of foreign financial and
other interests in the Territories under Portuguese colonial
domination and with their effect on the movement for the
liberation of those Territories. However, his delegation wanted
to make it clear at the outset that it did not intend to criticize
those financial involvements simply for the sake of criticism
but because it was obliged to point out the realities that had
led to the degradation of human values and, especially, the
reduction of the African to a state of slavery. Not only was
the African made to work like a slave in the undertakings
in question, but the share that he received for his toil and
sweat was so negligible that it could fairly be stated that
those financial involvements had turned the African into a
slave in his own country. It would also be true to say that,
to a large extent, the profits derived from such financial in
volvements not only had enabled the Portuguese to continue
their extermination of the Africans but also had turned
Portugal into an obstinate country that so far had refused
to bow to world opinion and, more especially, to the universal
opinion expressed by the United Nations in the form of reso
lutions, particularly those of the Special Committee. It could
therefore be foreseen that, during the Sub-Committee's exami
nation of the subject before it, some facts would unquestionably
be revealed that would be unpleasant not only to Portugal
but also to many others who had financial interests in the
Portuguese colonies. .

8. He therefore wished to refer to the document that had
been prepared by the Secretariat. While his delegation realized
how burdened the Secretariat was with work, it felt that the
document could have contained more detailed information.
His delegation had been somewhat surprised that, in preparing
the document, the Secretariat had not only limited itself to
taking colonial documents as a source of information but
had also completely eliminated statements by the nationalists,
which gave the other side of the story. Thus, his delegation
had to some extent been forced to seek information from
its own sources, paying a great deal of attention to the infor
mation provided by the nationalists, who were inhabitants
of the colonies and were experiencing the hardships resulting
from the financial involvement of foreign forces.

9. In continuing its futile, arrogant and stubborn colonial
domination of the Territories, the Portuguese colonial regime
had increased the economic concessions to its allies in financial
exploitation, in an effort to maintain its unacceptable thesis
that those colonies thousands of miles from Portugal should
be regarded as part of Portugal. The irony of that position
had been laid bare during the Special Committee's tour of

Africa, as well as in the deliberations of the Special Committee
and by other international bodies that were sincerely con
cerned with the high ideals of human dignity and peaceful
development in conditions of freedom.

10. His delegation had not really been surprised at the
scantiness of the information provided, since colonialist Por
tugal constantly sought to hide its barbarous crimes of ex
ploitation and plunder by withholding information that would
expose it to the world. Yet, the heroic patriots of those
Territories had exposed the outrages committed by Portugal.
In recognition of their noble work in advancing their own
cause of freedom, his delegation would draw upon their store
of hard-won information in order to complement the Sub
Committee's study.

11. In order to be objective in considering the question,
it was imperative to recognize that Portugal was today one
of the poorest and most backward countries in Europe. One
wondered how Portugal could withstand the winds of change.
The most logical conclusion was that it could hold out as long
as it had financial backing from other quarters. Portugal's
shaky economic position was wen described in a book by
J. Gottman. The book showed that, while fewer than 20,000
jobs were created each year in that country, the labour force
increased by well over 50,000 annually. Thus, the jobs created
in Portugal itself absorbed less than 50 per cent of that in
crease, a circumstance which demonstrated the shakiness of
Portugal's domestic economy and explained why Portugal
had directed all its greed towards exploiting the rich resources
of the colonies, without regard to the human suffering to
which the Africans were subjected. That was also relevant
when the ,part played by Portugal's financial partners in ex
ploiting the resources of the colonies was considered.

12. The two large Territories under Portuguese domination,
Angola and Mozambique, were well known for their varied
wealth, which formed a vast reservoir of economic resources.
In the case of Mozambique, while it was stated that the
economy was largely agricultural, mining and the exploitation
of oil reserves and subsidiaries occupied a prominent position
in the Territory's economic structure at the present time.
Moreover, while the general economic structure was subject
to the Portuguese colonialists' directives, other foreign finan
cial interests also held a dominant position in the Territory's
economy.

13. In paragraph 242 of the working paper on mining in
Angola and Mozambique provided by the Secretariat (see
annex I below) it was made dear that Mozambique had good
deposits of bauxite, as wen as other minerals, and that since
as long ago as 1938 those deposits had been a monopoly
of the Wankie Colliery Co., Ltd. Furthermore, the entire output
of the mines was exported to Southern Rhodesia, where the
company had its head office, or to that bastion of apartheid,
South Africa. It should also be noted that Belgian interests
were involved, since the company was partly owned by the
Union Miniere du Haut Katanga. Such selfish exploitative
practices had, of course, been a direct factor in depriving the
people of Mozambique of any gainful employment in that
field and of control of the resources of their native soil,

14. Another important mining activity in Mozambique
was coal mining. Since 1949 the exploitation of the estimated
400 million tons of coal in the Moatize area had been in
tensified. That venture was the exclusive monopoly of the
Companhia Carbonifera de Mocambique complex, of which
the majority share, 60 per cent or some 400 mi1lion escudos,
was Belgian; 30 per cent belonged to the Companhia de
Mocambique and the rest was owned by the Portuguese
Government.

15. While on the one hand the natural resources of the
Territory were exploited for the benefit of foreign financial
monopolies and not for the people, contemporary studies of
the involvement of these financial groups showed that the
human resources of the Territory were also being used as an
expendable commodity of the exploiters. Donald L. Wiedner,
in his book, A History of Africa SOlltl. of the Sahara, wrote
-when discussing the practice of forced labour (page 466)
that "labour recruitment has remained, partly because theory
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approves it, partly because it is practical and profitable." He
went on to say:

"The law does not authorize any corvee except for punish
ment or in lieu of taxes, but it does require aII able-bodied
men to hold acceptable, gainful employment for at least
six months out of every year. Such men arc supposed to
volunteer for work. However, if their identity cards ehow
no employment-employers arc said to charge fees for
making such entries on the cards-the Government retains
the right to assign them on contract to any public project
or essential private enterprise that needs labourers. In this
manner about 100,000 workers from Mozambique-e-some 10
per cent of the eligible force in that colony-arc contracted
each year to the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association
for work in South African goldfields. The Portuguese Gov
ernment collects their pay which, after tax deductions, is
doled out to the men when they return to Mozambique."

Similar practices, the author stated, were apparent in Angola.
16. That gross exploitation of Mozambique by the Portu

guese and the Sonth African fascists was thus a direct factor
impending the people of Mozambique in the exercise of their
national rights as citizens in control of their own Territory.

17. Mr. Z. J. Sakupwanya, Secretary, Comite Preparat6rio
do Congresso Constitucional do Comite Revolutionario de
Mocambique (COREMO), had declared before the Special
Committee in Africa:

"The large companies operating in Mozambique belonged
to the British, Belgians and Americans, who ran them with
the help of the Portuguese Government, using cheap labour
from Mozambique. The convention of 1928, which alIowed
agents of the mining companies to recruit up to 800,000
Africans annually, and established that 47.5 per cent of the
sea traffic to and from the Transvaal should pass through
the port of Lourenco Marques, brought a highly profitable
business to the colonial government of Portugal, but at
the same time it brought misery, suffering and exploitation
to the African people in their own country" (sec para. 175
above of the present chapter).
18. It was of vital importance to record that the financial

power groups operating in the two large Territories of
Angola and Mozambique were in various ways connected
with the financial monopolies operating in those Territories and
in such neighbouring countries as Southern Rhodesia, South
Africa and South West Africa. Hence, it was not surprising
that those foreign companies operating in the Territories were
at present taking an active part in suppressing the African
nationalists in those rich and strategic regions. Table 2 of
the working paper showed that the Angola Diamond Company,
which had received large territorial concessions, had paid
the sum of 88.6 million escudos "for the defence of Angola"
and, above alI, had made a handsome profit of some 74
million escudos in 19G2 alone (see annex I below).

19. Apart from diamond mining, those international fiHJ('dal
groups had made huge sums available for the exploitation of
Angola's petroleum and oil resources. In 1964 alone, a total
of 1 million tons of crude oil had been extracted. The
exploitation of those resources was being carried out by
Portuguese, Belgian and United States companies, with the
possible association of the South African financial groups.
In that connexion, the Belgo-Portuguese companies combined
in Cornpanhia de Petr61eos de Angola (PETRANGOL) had
had an income of some 117 million escudos in 1963, of which
the Belgian party had received a profit amounting to 44 per
cent of the total, while the rest had gone to the other party.
Within that complex, negotiations were under way to invite
direct participation by the South African Federale Mynbou
Beperk group, which foreshadowed the violation of resolutions
adopted by the United Nations.

20. As a postscript, he would recall the words of Waldemar
A. Nielsen, who, in his book African Battleline, published for
the United States Council on Foreign Relations by Harper
and Row, New York, stated the foIlowing:

"In strategic terms, the importance of Angola and Mozam
bique for atl of southern Africa is very great. Each con
stitutes a land barrier, or link, between independent and

white-controlled Africa. Lobito, the chief port of Angola
is of key importance because it is the terminus of the
Benguela Railway, a system that serves not only the high.
lands of Central Angola but also the Katanga region of
the Congo."

The author went on to say:
"Mozambique's excellent port, Lourenco Marques, is a

major outlet for the agricultural and mineral products of
South Africa, Swaziland and Rhodesia."
21. As a result of the close links of the financial Powers

with vested interests in those Territories and their policy
of exploiting the Territories' natural resources by extracting
their raw materials, the economic grip on the Territories was
being further tightened against the people by the introduction
of increased foreign influence for both economic and political
reasons, as could be seen from the preceding quotation.

22. With the launching of a political struggle by the
peoples of those colonies against political oppression by
decaying Portuguese colonialism and the economic exploitation
practised by the international financial groups, evidence had
been produced that direct military and other aid was being
provided to Portugal by certain Powers, which in return were
given a share in exploiting the resources of thc colonies.

23. Mr. Eduardo C. Mondlane, the leader of Frente de
Libertacao de Mocambique (FRELIMO) an organization oi
the people's movement against Portuguese oppression in Mozam
bique, had made the following statement to the Special Com
mittee in Africa:

"Between 1951 and 1961 the United States had contributed
500 million dollars to Portugal in the form of weapons.
There was nothing to indicate that such aid had since ceased.
The Federal Republic of Germany not only sold weapons
to Portugal but had established a military base in Portugal
where training was given to the armed forces of the NATO
Powers. The Federal Republic had recently purchased sixty
war planes from Canada to supply to Portugal and had
increased its economic aid to that country. Several German
companies were establishing factories in Portugal's African
colonies. For instance, Krupp was setting up an iron and
steel plant in Angola, The Minister of Defence of the
Federal Republic had recently held discussions with the
Portuguse Ministry of Defence. United States investors
were also interested in the Portuguese colonies. A high offi
cial of the Inter-American Capital Corporation had assured
the authorities in Mozambique that the United States would
invest not less than $1,000 million in the country, Loans
worth several million doIlars had been raised by the Portu
guese Government in London. Those investments helped to
meet the expenses of Portugal's colonial wars. France
had concluded an agreement with Portugal to establish
a base in the Azores, in return for which it would build
120 ships of various kinds for Portugal. A Portuguese
officer who had deserted had informed the nationalist
movement that the Portuguese forces in Mozambique were
equipped with United States helicopters, French jet planes,
United Kingdom frigates and weapons from the Federal
Republic of Germany" (see paras. 191 and 192 above of
the present chapter).

24. His delegation wished to emphasize that everything it
had said about the involvement of other countries was informa
tion presented as evidence in Mr. Mondlane's statement.

25. It had been stated that such weapons were being given
to Portugal for the defence of Europe. However, since
Portugal had no active enemy in Europe, it was difficult to
believe that the weapons had not been used against Africans
in defence of those financial interests by Portugal.

26.· He would also like to quote from the publication
African Digest, No. 26 of 25 June 1965, which said the
fotlowing:

"An international. consortium headed by Krupp of Essen
has been awarded a $52 million contract in order to develop
iron ore deposits at Cassinga. The project includes the mining
instaIlations and also the modernization of a 400-mile
railway to the coast and port facilities at Saco, Deposits
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exaggeration, for the source of his delegation's information
was an American writer who had surely sought to be ob
jective.

32. He also wished to emphasize that that quotation was
corroborated by the evidence given to the Special Committee
hy Lazaro Kavandume at the Committee's meeting in Dar
es Salaam.

33. Having made those observations, his delegation wished
to present the following conclnsions in summary form:

(a) Those economic activities of foreign interests had led
to what could be described as slavery. For example, the Sub
Committee had heard how the colonial authoriti-s contracted
with South African companies to send more than 100,000
A fricans to South Africa every year; many of those people
went to such places against their wishes, which meant the
dislocation of family life, quite apart from the fact that
they were paid slave wages. With regard to agriculture, it
should be noted that even in Europe, in the dark days of
serfdom, workers had never been paid as little as 93 cents
a month; yet that was what was paid to people in the Portu
guese colonies in 1965.

(b) All the wealth produced at a greaz cost in African
misery was exported to Portugal and other foreign countries,
leaving the people who should have enjoyed that wealth in
terrible suffering. That suffering had been made even greater
by the barbarous murder of Africans by the Portuguese
authorities.

(c) Some of the profits derived from :".~ activities of
foreign financial groups in those colonies were paid to the
Portuguese colonialists, who use them to redouble their
oppression of the African ,people.

(d) Portugal's colonial trade brought it profits estimated
at not less than $150 million annually-a sum many times
greater than the profits derived from economic activities in
Portugal itself.

34. In the light of those conclusions, his delegation wished
to put forward certain recommendations based on the paper
now before the Sub-Committee. He wished to emphasize once
again that the facts he had presented should not be taken as
criticism of nations other than Portugal. His purpose had
been to point out to the world that Africans in the Portuguese
colonies were dying as a result of poverty and oppression
so that dividends could be paid to the share-holders of the
foreign companies operating in those Territories.

35. His delegation would therefore like to make the follow
ing recommendations:

(a) That all foreign companies should refrain from making
further investments in those colonies until Portugal changed
its attitude and accepted the natural right of freedom of the
African people in the Territories.

(b) That all foreign companies should refrain from sup
plying Portugal with the vital capital which it used to suppress
the patriots of those Territories.

(c) That all Powers whose nationals held interests in
those colonies should themselves refrain from giving Portugal
any help, whether direct or indirect, which could be used
against the liberation movement in the Territories or was
detri.nental to the economic and financial life of the peoples
of the Territories.

(d) That the provisions of the Declaration contained in
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) should be inunediately
put into force in those Territories in order that their nationals
might enjoy their freedom and control their economic resources
in the interests of their own development and progress.

36. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics said that the Special Committee's study of the
activities of foreign monopolies in southern Africa, in
particular in South West Africa, made it clear that because
of their financial ramifications the United States, British,
Belgian, West German and other monopolies constituted a
single giant organization straddling all the countries of
the region andthat many firms and companies operating under
different names in various countries, such as South Africa.
South West Africa, Rhodesia, Angola, etc .. were for the'
most part ..uerely branches of that organization. The Specialb The Angola Diamond Company.

exceeding 100 million tons of iron ore with an iron content
of 63 per cent have been proved ut Cassinga,"
27. That "modernization" of the railway and port at the

present time was, of course, part and parcel of the Portuguese
colonialists' schemes to increase their aggressive war efforts
against the people's movement for liberation.

28. Again, Mr. lames Duffy, in his book PorI/gal ill Africa,
had the following to say :

"In 1960 diamonds and iron ore were the only minerals
to make any sizable contribution to the gross national
product. DIAMANG,It mining 60 per cent gem-stones and
40 per cent industrial ones, plans to increase its production.
(In 1959 the value of diamonds mined was some £7,500,000
and in 1960 some £6,500,000 constituting each year about
10 per cent in value of total exports.) Iron ore was ex
ported for the first time in 1957 by the Cornpanhia Mineira do
Lobito from deposits at Cuima, Bailundo and Andulo,
Production in 1960 almost doubled the 1959 total of 350,000
tons. With the receipt of credit for some £16,000,000 from
the German Krupp firm, the Companhia speaks of exporting
up to four million tons a year. The Companhia de Manganes
de Angola now produces about 200,000 tons from its deposits
west of Malange, A small amount of manganese and
copper has been exported in recent years, and Alurninio
Portugues has announced plans for a ,plant at Dondo to be
completed in 1962."
29. The Lobito Mining Company, which held a dominant

position in that exploitation of the iron ore deposits, was
enmeshed within the financial oligarchy comprising the
Benguela Railway complex and the British firm of Tau
ganyika Concessions in partnership with the Union Miniere
du Haut Katanga, There was no need to emphasize that the
activities of the Union were a crucial part of the chapter of
African history connected with the international financial
power groups-a chapter which African patriots would never
forget.

30. Turning briefly to the agricultural aspects of economic
activity in the Territories, he would note that, owing to the
large acreage of good farmland being given to Portuguese
and other groups, the African population was largely forced
into subsistence farming. Cotton production, which was the
principal activity in that sphere and accounted for the largest
share of agricultural exports, was thus dominated by foreign
forces. The African's part was best described by Marvin Harris
in his Portugal's African "Ward's" (195(;), as quoted by
]ames Duffy in his book Portugal ill Africa:

"In this modern serfdom the role of the medieval lord is
exercised b)' twelve private Portuguese companies, each of
which has received monopolistic concessions over cotton
production in vast areas of Mozambique. Indiqenas within
the concession areas of each company are assigned cotton
acreage by the administrative authorities. They have no
choice in the matter and must plant, cultivate, and harvest
cotton wherever they are told. Then they must sell the
raw cotton to the concession company of their areas at
prices which are fixed by the Government far below those
available on the international market.... In 1956 there were
519,000 African cultivators participating in the cotton
campaign..•. The actual number of men, women and children
being forced to plant cotton (on acreage taken out of food
production) probably exceeds one million. In 1956, the
519,000 sellers received an average of $11.17 per person
as their family's reward for an entire year of work."

After quoting that passage, James Duffy made the following
observation in his book:

"By conservative estimate, the state-controlled cotton
programme in Mozambique has had a direct and often
disastrous effect on 15 per cent of the native population."
31. If the figure of $11.17 was broken down, it amounted

to an average salary of 93 cents per month per family. A
family which had not had. time to grow its own food because
of its cultivation of cotton had to live on 93 cents. It was
no wonder that thousands of people were dying of starvation.
He hoped that the Sub-Committee would not consider that an
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Committee's recent session in Africa had cenflrmed that that
groutl of imperialist monopolies which had .their head offices
overseas was the chief obstacle to the application of the Decla
ration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples. The defence of the interests of those monopolies,
which had shamelessly plundered the African peoples and made
enormous profit from the exploitation of the cclonies-sand not
of the colonies alone-was the principal reason why the great
Western Powers were compelled to give assistance-especially
military assistance-to the countries which possessed Ter
ritories in that region and to oppose the adoption by the United
Nations of practical steps to eliminnte the effects of the
colonial regimea in Africa. All these observations fully applied
to the Portuguese colonies in Africa.

37. More titan 12 million people, or 30 ,per cent of the
population of all the Territories of the world still dependent,
lived in the Portuguese colonies in Africa. How was the
paradox to be explained that Portugal, the most decadent
of the colonial Powers, was able to keep vast colonial Ter
ritories in Africa under its domination? Why, at a time when
decolonieation was proceeding apace, was it stubbornly refus
ing to grant their inhabitants the right to self-determination
and freedom? The answer was a simple one in the light of
the economic situation in the Portuguese colonies. It was
clear to all that Portugal was perpetuating its domination in
Africa solely because it was surrendering the wealth of its
Territories to foreign capital. Analysis of the documents
available revealed that international capital played a very
large role in tlte exploitation of the Portuguese colonies:
two-thirds of all investments in Portugal and its colonies
were made directly or indirectly by foreign monopolies. The
Salazar Government granted very favourable terms to mono
polies investing in the Portuguese African colonies i in 1960
it had removed almost all obstacles to the import of capital
and the export of profits j James Duffy, in his work Porlllgal
in Africa, wrote: "Henceforth the door is wide open to the
entry of foreign capital into tile Portuguese Territories".
That conclusion was confirmed by Salazar, who had stated:
"We grant capital invested in our country (so-called 'Greater
Portugal') guarantees, advantages and privileges such as are
rarely enjoyed by local capital" (Mr. Gersdorff, Wirtschafts
problemc Portuqiesisch-Afrikas (Bielefeld, 1962), p, 256).
Thanks to those terms, foreign monopolies had gained a
strong economic position in the Portuguese colonies. A rapid
glance at any branch of industry in the Portuguese colonies
sufficed to reveal the widespread presence of foreign capital.
The diamond industry in Angola, for instance, had been
monopolized by the Angola Diamond Company (DIAMANG),
an Angio-Belgo-American company closely linked with the
Angle.-American Corporation of Sonth Africa, i.e., the Morgan
and Oppenheirner financial group, and with the Union Miniere
du Haut-Kr tanga, notorious for its dark deeds. Forty per cent,
and accord-s- to the Italian Weekly Via Nuoue as much ?5

72 per cent, of the company's capital was controlled by United
States monopolies. Besides the direct holdings, control was
also exercised through other companies and trusts. F'lJ?
instance, a United States group held 25 per cent of the
shares of Forrniniere, which in turn held 7 per cent of the
capital of DIAMANG. The Banco Burnay, closely linked
with the Guggenheim group and the Sofina trust, also held 6
per cent of DIAMANG's shares, whereas the Portuguese
Government held only 11.5 per cent.

38. In the petroleum industry, the Belgian PETROFINA
trust, a member of the Societe generale de Belgique group, con
trolled PETRANGOL, a company which prospected for and
extracted petroleum in Angola. That company owned a
550,OOO-ton refinery near Luanda. CARBORANG, which held
vast prospecting concessions for petroleum, gas and other
minerals, was controlled by British and Belgian capital.
The Gulf Oil Corporation of America, a member, of the
Mellon group, had a subsidiary, the Portuguese Cabinda
Gulf Oil Company, which had obtained a concession from
the Portuguese Government for petroleum prospecting and
extraction in the Cabinda enclave (Northern Angola). Gulf
Oil also controlled the Mozambique Gulf Oil Company and
Mozambique Pan-American Oil, which prospected for and
extracted petroleum in Mozambique, where they had a conces-

sion covering almost 95,000 km:!. Standard Oil of New Jersey,
which was part of the most powerful m,onoj:>Oly in the United
States (Rockefeller), had a forty-year concession to work
petroleum deposits in so-called Portuguese Gulnea, The Corn
panhln Carbonlfera de MO~ll\nbique (engaged in coal-s.. .ing)
was controlled by Belgian capital to the extent of 60 per _~nt

oC its shares. The French Pcchiney trust, together with the
Netherlands companies, had monopolized tbe aluminium in
dustry in Angola.

39. Ninety per cent of the sham and all the income from
the bonds of the Angolan corporation Companhla do Caminho
de Ferro de Benguela belonged to Tanganyika Concessions,
which was controlled by British and American capital. That
company operated the Benguela railroad, more than half of
whose freight consisted of ore from the "copper belt" consigned
to the port of Lobito. The Portuguese Government held only
10 per cent of its shares. Generally speaking, the entlre
transport system of Angola and Mozambique was dominated
b~' the international monopolies. The Swedish corporation
.Companhia Mineira Lillas de :Mo~amb:~ue hand an exclusive
right to prospect for and mine ore.

40. Onc of the principal colonial banks of Portugal, the
Banco Burnay, of French and Belgian capltallzatlon but
closely linked with United States capital, controlled and ,pos
sessed large holdings, I'uler alia, in major companies in Angola,
Mozambique and Suo Tome. The British South Africa Com
pany, a United Kingdom corporation, was the principal
shareholder in the Companhia de Mocambique, which controlled
many commercial industrial firms.

41. Bauxite mining in Mozambique was carried on by the
Wankie Colliery Company of Southern Rhodesia, whose shares
were held by the Angle-American Corporation and the Union
Miniere du Haut-Katanga,

42. Only one of the three Mozambique banks was Portu
guese. Eighty per cent of insurance transactions in the Ter
ritory were carried on by foreign companies.

43. The IlOW of West German capital to the Portuguese
colonies had begun in 1950 and was continuing at an ever
increasing rate. Economic penetration by the Federal Republic
of Germany was attested by the fact that in the past ten
years its exports to Africa had increased eightfold and its
imports from Africa had tripled. West German capital was
penetrating the Portuguese colonies at a rapidly increasing
rate. At the end of 1958 a German-Portuguese company had
obtained the right to mine lignite deposits estimated at 500 l
million tons in the Luso region of Angola. West German !

investors held 40 per cent of the company's stock. Since I
1951, Siemens had been providing Portugal and its colonies I

with signalling and other equipment for the railways. West
German firms (Manu, etc.) were the principal suppliers of
trucks and automobiles. Others were engaged in Mozambique
in rebuilding the port of Beira all," :he railways which carried
the raw materials intended for e._pJrt (Nacala-Catur ; Cabral
Metangula, the railway to Northern Rhodesia j Lourenco
Marques-Inhambane (see Aussenpolitlk, No. 5, 1964, p. 360).

44. v: :r,t German capital had also been invested in the
chemical and petroleum industries in the Portuguese colonies.
In 1963, construction had begun in Angola of a new Petroqui
mica chemical plant at an estimated cost of £6,250.000, with
the financial and technical support of a company of the
French Khulmann Group and the German limited liability
company Friedrich Ude Dortmund, associated with the Hoch
Group (D.L., 7 March 1965) (Portl/gllese Q/ld Colonial Bul
lctin, No. I, March 1%4).

45. On 13 May 1961, West Germany and Portugal had
signed an economic co-operation agreement, The Krupp
Corporation had played a most important role in the im
plementation of that agreement. In 1961, for example, that
corporation had drawn up, with a view to the development of
the mining industry in Angola, a plan for the establishment of
a consortium consisting of Krupp (Essen), Euraardt and
Schultz (Copenhagen) and Sociedade de Empreitades e Tra
balhos (Lisbon and Luanda), The contract of operations, signed
in March 1961, provided for works to a total value of 1,300
million escudos (£16,250,000) in the mining industry, railways,
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port construction nnd cquipment. The ::onsortium 11IId sup
plied the necessarr pIlint for the development and operation
of the Cllssingll mines IIml had taken steps to modemlae the
main l'lIilwllY line of MO~luned~s to Increase its ore-cllrrying
capacity, and to construct a new port capable of handling 1,000
tons of ore ,per hour at Mo~li.medes, which at that time had
been the terminal. In the ClIssinga mining region, Krupp
was building an ore-enrichment plant and railWilY repair shops.
At present onl)' one mine of the complex was heing opernted
and its output was sent to the port of Lobito, That port was
already exporting 500,000 tons of iron ore anI1\1II11)', a figure
which was expected to reach 1.5 million tUIlS in two j'ears
and 2.5 million tons in four years (1. Nank, "Portugal
and Portuguese Africa", AlISSCIIPo/ilik, No. 5, 1%4, p. 358).

46. In 1964, KruPll had begun construction of a 300-mile
railway linking the Cassluga mining region with the port of
Lobito in Angola (Africa, 1964, No. 16, 14 Angus! 19(4).
The total cost of the ,project was expected to be $65 million,
$40 million of which was to be provided b)' the consortium
(BUck durcll die IVirtselra!t, 12 June 19(4). As reported by
the publication AlIgola alld Mo:;alllbiqur.-NNCJS alld OPilll'OIl,
a sieable iron-ore complex established by the Companhia
l\1ineirn do Lobito would increase its production in a few
years from 500,000 tons to 5-6 million tons.

47. Krupp had also stretched its tentacles towards the
mineral deposits in Moznmblque, It had drawn up plans for
creating an international consortium under its direction and
consisting of large European trusts to prospect for and mine
iron ore in that Territory. The consortium also had support
of corporations established ill Mozambique, such as the Corn
panhia Portuguesa de Fornos Electricos, the Angases Co., and
Mogas. It was expected to produce iron concentrates valued at
£1.5-2 million, according to the daily DI·f·o de Lisboa of 9
February 1964, and the total cost of the project was estimated
at £1,850,000 (Por/ugllese ulld ColclII'al Bulletill, No. 2, April
1962).

48. All that information had appeared in the working docu
ment on the mining industry in Angola and Mozambique,
which had been prepared by the Secretariat for Sub-Committee
I (see annex I below). It was interesting to note that the
five most important of the seven companies which had been
granted exclusive concessions for the prospecting and ex
ploitation of mineral deposits in Angola (see annex I, table
1 A) were under the control of the United Kingdom, United
Statcs, Belgian and West German capital. The most important
companies (Companhia Carbonifera de Mocambique, Mozam
bique Gulf Oil and Mozambique Pan American Oil, Companhia
dos Dlamantes de Mocambique and Companhia de Uranio de
Mocambique) which had been granted similar concessions in
Mozambique were in the hands of United States, United
Kingdom and Belgian capitalists. It was thus evident, and
the Secretariat report made available to the Sub-Committee
confirmed the fact, that foreign. and ;:t particular United
States, United Kingdom, West German, Belgian and French,
capital played an exceptionally important role in the economy
of the Portuguese colonies in Africa. The foreign and Portu
guese monopolies were exploiting the people and thc natural
resources of those colonies to the utmost and were making
colossal profits. According to the weekly publication France
Observattllr of 9 March 1963, the annual profits of the mo
nopolies ordinarily amounted to between 20 and 45 per cent.
Information concerning profits derived from the plunder of
the colonial territories was, of course, strictly confidential.
However, fragmentary data gave some idea of the colossal
profits made each year by the foreign and Portuguese mo
nopolies operating in the Portuguese colonies. Thus, the profits
of the Tanganyika Concessions merely from the operations
of the Benguela Railway amounted to £1 million. The size
of DIAMANG's profits could be judged from the following
figures: diamond exports by that company had amounted to
$15 million in 1956, $20 million in 1958 and $22.5 million in
1963 (Angola aud Mozambique-News aud Opillioll). In fifty
years, it had exported more than 25 million carats of diamonds,
most of which (70.5 per cent in 1962) were intended for the
manufacture of jewellery (Stalist, 2S June 1964, p. 968). In
1958, 1 million carats of diamonds had been mined (according
to France-Obsertmteur), and the company had 'made a profit

of more than ~.5 million. In 1921, its capital had nmounted to
£2 million, bllt by 1963 it had risen to $100 million (see paras,
90 and 91 of annex I). In 1963, PETRANGOL, engaged in
the extraction find refining of petroleum, had done 116.7
million escudos worth of business, and its ne! profit had been
19.8 million escudos.

49. One could go on enumerating Iacts concerning the
plunder of the Portuguese colonies by the foreign monopolies.
What had been said made it abundantly clear that the true
purpose of their activities was profits and the ruthless ex
nloltntlon of the indigenous population and natural resources
of those Territories in their own interest.

50. The situation with regard to agriculture was similar;
the bulk of agricultural output was monopolieed by the large
concessions companies backed b)' Portuguese and foreign
capital. In Angola, two companies, Sociedade .''''grlcola do
Cassequel and Companhia do A~ilcar de Angola, produced 90
per cent of the sugar i another (COTONANG) controlled
nearl)' 70 per cent of all cotton production, The coffee
plantations were in the hands of a few large enterprises.

51. Cotton, coffee and sugar were the main agricultural
exports of Angola and Moearnblque, The Belgian bank Ralle
was the power behind the cotton and coffee-producing com
panies in Angola, and one of the large sugar-producing com
panies was financed by United Kingdom capital. In Mozambique,
a French enterprise (Compnnhin de Boror) owned the largest
coconut plantations in the world. In the economy of so-called
Portuguese Guinea, which specialized in the production of
ground-nuts, three European companies occupied a dominant
position. According to a book, Portugal ill Ajrica, published
by Prof. Duff)' in 1963, almost the entire agricultural produc
tion of Mozambique was carried on by three large companies
(Mozambique Company, Niassa Company and Zambezia Com
pany) which worked two thirds of the land.

52. III his book, Portugal's African "Wards", Marvin Harris
described the system of cotton production in Mozambique as
follows: "In this modern serfdom, the role of the medieval
lord is exercised I'y twelve private Portuguese companies, each
of which has received monopolistic concessions over the
cotton production of vast areas of Mozambique, Illdigenas
within the concession areas of each company are assigned
cotton acreage by the administrative authorities. They have
no choice in the matter and must plant, cultivate and harvest
cotton wherever they arc told. Then they must sell the raw
cotton to the concession company of their area at prices
which are fixed by the Government far below those available
on the international market.... In 1956, there were 519,000
African cultivators participating in the cotton campaign, •• ,
The actual number of men, women, and children who are being
forced to plant cotton therefore probably exeeds one million.
In 1956, the 519,000 sellers received an average of $11.17 per
person as their family's reward for an entire year of work."

53. With regard to the production of wheat and livestock,
the situation was the same. According to Mr. Muthemba, a
petitioner from Frente de Libertacdo de Mocambique
(FRELIMO) (see A/AC.l09/SR,353), the Europeans set
up so-called "producers' co-operatives" with the aim of buying
the produce of the African farmers at low prices and selling
it on the European market at a great profit. Thus, the
petitioner had concluded, the Africans worked as slaves on
the European farms.

54. As in industry, the foreign monopolies, together with
the Portuguese monopolies, hac! a stranglehold on agriculture,
where they were amassing enormous profits. In industry as
well as in agriculture, the indigenous population of the Por
tuguese colonies received ridiculously low remuneration, with
which they eked out a half-starved existence. TIle Salazar
regime had, moreover, solved the manpower problem in a
rather special manner for the benefit of the foreign monopolies.
It had ins.ituted what was in fact a system of lorced labour.
An)' African unable to pay the "personal" tax, which was
levied against all persons aged sixteen to sixty years and repre
sented more' than one third of their annual wages. had to
redeem that debt by working on the construction ·of roods
or on the plantations or in mines of the foreign companies,
Forced labour was even imposed in concession areas, where
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the A Irlenus were obliged to cultivate onl)' those products
in which the enterprise holding the concession specilllized. On
the basis of the 11Iw of "contract labour" the indigenous in.
habltants of the Portuguese colonies were handed over virtually
as chattels to foreign enterprises. Workers recrulted in Angola
and Mozambique continued to be "exports" sent to the Republic
of South Africa and Southern Rhc.':esin to work in agricul
tural or industrial cnterprises. In that regard, the review
published in New York, by FRELIMO, The Mo:ambl'//II('
Revolutioll (sec vol, I, No. 3, p, 8), revealed that under nu
agreement concluded between Portugal and the Transvaal Re
public in 1875, and amended in 1001, 1928, 1934, 1936, 1940
and 1950, 100,000 lnbourers from Mozambique were to be sent
each year by Portugal to work in the gold mines of the Trans
vaal, In return, 45.5 per cent of the products of the Transvaal
had to pass through Lourenco Marques. The Portuguese colo
nial administration received a direct cash payment for every
worker recruited. As the petitioners had indicated, the Por
tuguese Government received $US6 per worker, plus 50 PCI' cent
of their cash wages during the first four months of employ
ment. Mozambieans were not, moreover, allowed to reside in
South A frica except as contract labourers i if the)' did not
fulfil that condition, the)' were deported to Mozambique.

55. In addition to the persons coming under the above
mentioned agreement, more than 200,000 Mozamblque labourers
were hi red to work on plantations and farms or as servants
in South Africa, as labourers in mines and industrial enter
prises in Southern Rhodesia, or as servants of the white settlers
in the latter country.

56. The situation of the lndlgenous population in the Por
tuguese colonies was extremely desperate, Wages were de
termined according to racist principles, that was to sa)', the
earnings of an African worker were between one-fifth and one
tenth of those of a European worker, even though his work
ing hours werc generally much longer. The economic situation
of the African worker was made even worse by the fact that he
was barred from most of the skilled trades.

57. Apart from being subjected to forced labour and racial
discrimination, the workers of Angola, Mozambique and the
other Portuguese colonies were not allowed to form trade
unions. They enjoyed no kind of work protection measures,
social security or old-age and disability pensions.

58. Millions of peasants lived in abject poverty. The Por
tuguese colonialists expelled the indigenous inhabitants from
the fertile land, even if they were unable to settle there
themselves, with the result that only 2 per cent of the arable
land was being used in Mozambique. In Angola, the Africans
were thirty times more numerous than the Europeans, but they
cultivated only about 1 per cent of the land. The African
peasant was compelled to work at starvation wages for the
landowners or on the plantations held as concessions by
foreigners.

59. The labour legislation in force in the Portuguese colo
nies, the system of forced labour "r-ontracts" and the policy
of expropriating land and transferring it to the foreign holders
of concessions had a twofold objective. The first was to pre
vent the African peasant population, which constitutes the over
whelming majority of inhabitants in the colonies, from be
coming a force which could compete with the European
farmers and the companies holding concessions. The second
was to keep the immense majority of the indigenous popu
lation impoverished so as to compel them ~o seek work in
the mines or on the farms of the Europeans as a means of
avoiding starvation and earning the money needed to pay the
taxes with. which the colon.alists burdened them. That policy
was in full accord with the interests of the European farmers
and foreign companies that needed cheap labour.

60. Hence, it was not only the Portuguese colonialists but
also the foreign monopolies operating in the Portuguese colo
nies that were directly responsible for the suffering and
torment being endured by the people of Angola, Mozambique,
so-called Portuguese Guinea and the other colonies still under
the domination of Portugal.

61. The frantic exploitation of the people and the shameless
plundering of the Territories' natural resources had had

deplorable social consequences. As everyone knew, 99 PCI' cent
of the pnpu!:ltion of the Portuguese A Irlcan colonies was
illiterate. Although the Portuguese were outnumbered b)' the
Africans b)' seventy to one, the primar)' schools had an enrol
ment of 4,500 white aud 5,000 African pupils, In Angola,
only 3.3 PCI' cent of the 880,000 African school-age children
actually attended school. The language of instrnction in all
schools was Portuguese. Only 1 per cent of the budget was
allocated to education, ~s against more than 30 per cent tu
the armed forces,

62. Medical services were .practically non-existent in the
Portuguese colonies, There wet-, 380 doctors ior 12 million
Africans, or one for every 85,000 inhabitants in Portuguese
Guinea. one for ever~' 22,500 inhabitants in Angola and one for
every 30,000 inhabitants in Moznmbique, The level of living
of the indigenous population was extremely low. The hand
cf the modern settler weighed upon it even more heavily than
that of the erstwhile Portuguese noble. It had been estub
lished that in Mozambique each European consumed 58 kilo
grammes of meat and 63 litres of milk a year, and the African
1 kilogramme of meat and less than a litre of milk.

63. Life expectancy at birth was only twenty-eight years.
This was why the Africans, fleeiug' from the Portuguese
coloniallst yoke, sought refuge abroad: during the last fifty
years nearly 2 million indigenous people had left Angola and
settled in neighbouring countries. where in fact they fell into
the hands of the same foreign monopolies. which exploited
them still more cruelly. In the Republic of South Africa, for
example, where racist legislation was in force, about 400,000
Africans coming from the Portuguese colonies received a
wage between one-twelfth and one-fifteenth of that of Euro
peans doing the same work. The situation was the same in
Southern Rhodesia, where 1I great many Africans from the
Portuguese Territories worked. The Uf'l/·tlldd policies and
the racist laws cnforced in those two countries deprived the
Africans "recruited" from the Portuguese colonies of the right
to choose their employment and to refuse to carry out orders
even if they were forced to work in inhuman conditions.
Anyone contravening those laws was liable to prosecution.

64. Forced labour, shameless exploitation, almost universal
illiteracy, disease and chronic hunger, the denial of ,political
rights-that was the tragic situation resulting from the ac
tivities of the Portuguese colonialists and foreign monopolies
in the Portuguese possesions,

65. It was not only economic advantages, however, which
attracted the Western Powers and international monopolies to
Portugal's colonial possessions in Africa. Another no less
important reason why Portugal's allies in NATO supported
the Salazar Government by every means at their disposal was
related to the strategic position of the Territories. Sal azar's
strongpoints in Angola and so-called Portuguese Guinea, and
the airfields at Beira, Tete and Nacala in Mozambique, were
part of the network of aggressive bases of NATO. "The
frontiers of the United States and of the West pass through
the Azores, Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea,
claimed Salazar's newspaper, the Diario da Manllii, in January
1964, an argument which was continually being repeated to
the Portuguese by the United States leaders: speaking at a
dinner given at the American Club in Lisbon on 14 April
1964, Admiral George Anderson, United States Ambassador
to Portugal, full of friendly sentiments towards Salazar's
Portugal. after mentioning the concrete assistance given by
United States military advisers to the Portuguese armed
forces which they trained and equipped, had said that, in the
political field the United States had always stood up against
other Powers which had tried to call in question the legitimacy
of Portugal's participation in international meetings and by
cornbatting "African terrorism" (from the newspaper Prinieiro
de Janeiro, 15 May 1965) it had helped Portugal to settle
certain difficulties which had arisen from Salazar's colonialist
policy. The United States Secretary of State had written in
a letter published in the magazine Fortune of 14 May 1964
that Portugal was the only ally which had made and was
making an important contribution to their joint security by
authorizing the United States to use its military base in the
Azores; to sacrifice the interests of Portugal by supporting,
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for example, the nttucks made .ou it in the United Nations
could only lcm\ to catastrophe (quotation taken from Tile
MO::IIl/1biqllc RCt!ollltioll, vol. I, No. 3, p. 3).

66. :Mention had already been made in the Special Com
mlttee and in other United Nations bodies of the large sums
made over to Portugal b)' its NATO allies in military and
economic assistance and long-term loans, According to the
Diririo de Lisboo of 21 June 1963, Portugal had received, in
1962 alone, about £3i.5 million from the United States of
America, about £.7.5 million from France and £.12.5 million
from the Federal Republic of Germany. In December 1963,
the United States banks had granted a new loan of $35 million
to the Salazar Government, !n the previous month, that Gov
ernment had obtained a loan of $30 million from a group of
European banks. In April 1%4, Portugal had received a long
term loan from France of $125 million and had signed an
agreement with that country under which the latter undertook
to build 120 vessels of various t~'lles for Portugal in exchange
for the right to establish a base in the Azores, In 1964, too,
the Netherlands had invested $12.5 million in the Portuguese
colonies. In Jal1llar)' 1964, Portugal had received a loan of
$20 million t rom the United States Government and in March
1965 a group oi United States concerns had invested $6 million
in the Portuguese airline which served Angola and Mo
zambique, to enable it to withstand the boycott to which it
was being subjected by the African States.

67. In .the address already referred to, which he had given
on 14 April 1964 at Lisbon, the United States Ambassador had
said that United States bankers had increased their loans to
Portuguese companies and had recently arranged in the United
States a large loan to the Portuguese Government; United
Steel and Morrison Knudsen were completing the construc
tion of a bridge on the Tagus River costing $55 million,
financed by the United States import-export banks.

68, The Inter-American Trust Company bad recently made
kuown its intention of investing some $500 million in the
Portuguese. colonies, and, as Mr, Mondlane had informed
the Sub-Committee, a high official of the Inter-American
Capital Corporation had said that the United States intended
to invest $1,000 million in Mozambique.

69. In 1963-1964, Portugal had received from the Interna
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development $12.5 million,
which, according to the testimony of the petitioners (see para.
196 above of the ,present chapter), had mostly gone into the
purchase of fanning equipment for white settlers from
Portugal.

70. United States military aid had amounted to $337 million
in 1963, according to Tile M011t1l1y Ecouomic Rcview, Portugal
Overseas Provinces (No. 46, 1963). The figure given in the
review was probably below the real figure. As Mr. Mondlane
had indicated in the petition he had submitted to the Special
Committee during its visit to Africa, between 1951 and 1%1
alone the United States had contributed $500 million to Por
tugal in the form of weapons and armaments (see para. 191
above of the present chapter). He had added that there was
nothing to indicate that such aid had since ceased. It was
precisely that assistance, that uninterrupted flow of dollars,
pounds sterling, marks and francs which enabled Portugal to
maintain an army of 50,000 men in Angola (according to
B. Davidson, writing in the 2 May 1964 issue of the review
If'est Africa, p, 484, with reference to an article published
in the Eco'lol/lisl) , to build large numbers of military bases
and airfields and to maintain a regular force of at least
30,000 men in Mozambique to fight the guerrillas (see "The
Unholy Alliance", in the NC~IJ Stotesmo» of 26 February
1965 i according to petitioners, there would appear to be up
to 45,000 officers and men in Mozambique and 20,000 to wage
the colonial war in "Portuguese" Guinea). Thanks to the
credits granted to it chiefly by its Western allies and the
foreign monopolies, Portugal regularly carried out three-year
and five-year plans for the "development of the overseas
territories". Great publicity was being given to the imple
mentation of those plans and it was claimed that their purpose
was to ensure the development of those territories and their
inhabitants. In fact those plans served to entrench the foreign
monopolies still more firmly, to consolidate the presence of

the Portuguese colonlallsts in the Afriean colonies, to create
the conditions to enable them better to exploit the population
and natural resources and to crush the national liberation
movement of the peoples. Thus, out of 9,000 million escudos
allocated to the "plan for the development of the overseas
territories" for 1959-1964, 46 ,per cent had been devoted to
the opening of roads ami 26 per cent to the establishment of
settlers, In the new three-year plan announced b)' Portugal
at the cnd of 1964 (see Tile Ne~1J York: Tr'mcs, 4 October 1964)
and begun in 1965, $114 million was being allocated to the
"development of the territories". The greater part would again
go for the construction of strategic installations and for bene
fits for Portuguese settlers ami the implementation of the
plans would help to Increase the enslavement of the indigeneous
inhabitants of the Portuguese Territories.

71. It seemed parricularly appropriate, with regard to the
intensive roadbui1ding proceeding in the Portuguese colonies
in recent months, to emphasize not only the strategic im
portance of the roads but also another aspect of the matter
to which Jack Woddis, on page 240 of his book Airlca, the
ROOls of Reuolt, published b~' The Citadel Press, New York,
1962, referred in the following terms: "In general, the .plans
for economic development in Africa being carried out by the
differellt imperialist powers are plans to develop the infra
structure of communications and services which will enable
the exploitation of Africa's raw materials to continue and
be intensified". The major Western Powers and Portugal had
considerable economic interests in the Portuguese colonies,
which together they were striving to preserve. It was for
that purpose that Portugal's XATO allies provided that
country with economic and military assistance. The semi
official Frankjurter Allgcmciuc had expressed itself on the
subject with unusual frankness: "In the final analysis, the
economic interests and investments of the Western States in
Africa are objectives which those States must be in a position
to defend". The imperialist Powers refrained from intervening
directly on the side of Portugal in the colonial war that it
was waging in Angola, Mozambique and "Portuguese" Guinea,
hoping that they would thus escape the charge of colonialism
and leaving the Portuguese colonialists to be the scapegoats.
Nevertheless, those imperialist Powers were ,continuing as in
the p~.~ to furnish Portugal with direct military aid. Accord
ing to the Dar-es-Salaam weekly Vigilance, Portuguese troops
in Angola had been provided with new United States equip
ment at the beginning of 1'64. In exchange, the Pentagon had
been authorized to enlarge its bases in the Azores. The Fed
eral Republic of Germany was also playing an important role:
according to the Press (e.g., The Ncw York Times of 3 1fay
1965, publishing a dispatcl, from Lisbon) it had delivered
a large number of automatic weapons to Portugal and nego
tiations were in progress for the delivery of sixty F-86 jet
fighter aircraft which Bonn has purchased f~om Canada. Bonn
was trying to justify its action by claiming that Lisbon had
undertaken not to use the aircraft in its African territories.
But who could believe in the innocence of the merchant who
said he had only sold arms to the bandits because they had
sworn not to use them? Everyone was well aware, both on
the banks of the Rhine and in the Pentagon, of the use to
which the Portuguese colonialists pnt the arms delivered to
them by the NATO Powers.

72. As Mr. Mondlane had stated with reference to the
testimony of a Portuguese officer who had deserted (see
para. 192 above of the present chapter), Portuguese forces in
Mozambique were equipped. with helicopters from the United
States, iet aircraft from France, frigates from the United
Kingdom and weapons from the Federal Republic of Ger
many. With funds provided by its NATO allies, Portugal
had constructed in northern Mozambique, in the immediate
vicinity of Tanzania, a series of military installations and
landing strips and a north-south road network and in 1958
had begun construction of a strategic highway that would cost
£1 million uu«, para. 194).

73. He felt it his duty to remind the representatives of
the NATO countries in the Special Committee once again that
it was precisely the assistance which their respective Govern
ments were giving to Portugal that enabled that country to
commit atrocities in its colonies. The most recent had been
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carried out by Portuguese aircraft and paratroop units whose
bases were precisely in northern Mozambique. According to
a dispatch from a Western newspaper correspondent from
the island of Likoma (Lake Nyasa), on 24 August 1965
Portuguese troops, commencing a new wave of bloody re
pression against the peaceful African ,population, shelled and
machine-gunned a number of vUlages in that r,cgion and sur
rounded a number of others, shooting their entire population.
Over 3,500 refugees from those villages were at present on
the island (,f Likoma in Malawi,

74. He wondered whether it was not high time to place
the responsibility for such atrocities not only on Portugal
but on its NATO allies, whose assistance made them possible.

7S. In spite of the many resolutions adopted by t, TJnited
Nations calling on them to cease their aid to the Portuguese
colonialists, Portugal's NATO allies were still giving them
military and economic aid. Encouraged by this assistance given
them by the NATO countries in its war against the peoples
of the colonies fighting for freedom and independence, the
Salazar Government was asking its allies for more and more
assistance. In January 1965, for example, Mr. Nogueira, the
Portuguese Minister for Foreign Affairs, had called for a
revision of the NATO Agreement and its extension to the
Portuguese overseas territories, his object plainly being to
induce the NATO military bloc to give Portugal more active
support in its colonial wars. It seemed that the Portuguese
colonialists had every reason to hope that their demands would
be met, for Mr. Brosio, the Secretary General of NATO, had
said that Portugal had played its part in the Agreement with
all the energy, determination and devotion that could be ex
pected of it (quoted in The Times of London of 6 January
1965).

76. Furthermore, in recent months the "unholy alliance"
which ruled the entire southern part of the African continent
had taken new steps to organize mutual assistance and sup
port. Economic and military co-operation between Portugal
and Southern Rhodesia and the Republic of South Africa
-which bordered on its African colonies-had been strength
ened still further. It would be recalled that early in October
1964 the Salazar and Verwoerd Governments had signed an
agreement providing for increased economic co-operation,
declaring themselves, according to Tile NC~fJ York Times of
14 October 1964, determined to continued to defend Western
interests in Africa. Although Mr. Muller, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of the Republic of South Africa, had stated
at a press conference in Lisbon that the two countries were
not at present contemplating a military agreement, it was
no accident that in 1964 General Grobbelaar, Commander
in-Chief of the armed forces of the Republic of South Africa,
had inspected the Portuguese bases and support posts in
Mozambique (The New Statesman of 26 February 1965).
According to the statements of petinoners, that visit was
not an isolated event but had been carried out within the
framework of the semi-annual inspections provided for by
the agreements, Similar negotiations had been held also with
the Salisbury Government in February 1965.

77. It was generally known-and the fact had been con
firmed on several occasions during the Special Committee's
session in Africa-that military bases and landing strips had
been constructed or were at present being constructed in
Angola and Mozambique, along the frontiers of independent
African States and in the Caprivi region in the Territory of
South West Africa, with the aid of foreign monopolies and
certain Western Powers, for clearly aggressive purposes
against the independent States of Africa; it was also known
that poisonous gases and nuclear weapons were to be manu
factured for the purpose of crushing the national liberation
movement in southern and central Africa. In his statement
of 10 May 1965, Mr. Franco Nogueira, Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Portugal, had openly referred to the aggressive
plans of the Republic of South Africa when he had main
tained that henceforth there existed a doctrine of "legal
reprisals", which he used as justification for threatening the
United Republic of Tanzania. It should be noted in passing
that the military budget of the Republic of South Africa had
increased fourfold between 1961 and 1964, that its army had
been equipped with materiel supplied by Western companies

and that the armaments factories had been reorganized with
the assistance of those companies. Moreover, the Press had
announced that the Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany had agreed to help the Governments of South Africa
and Portugal to produce synthetic fuel in Africa, which con
stituted at) open challenge to the African peoples who were
fighting against the vestiges of colonialism on the Africau
continent and were organialng' a trade boycott against the
Republic of South Africa. The Verwoerd Government realized
the danger that the boycott of petroleum products, in .par
ticular, would represent for it. Acrording to u report broadcast
from Lourcnco Marques on 18 August 1964, the Portuguese
Government and the Government of the Republic of South
Africa had begun negotiations in July 1964 concerning the
sale of Angolan oil to the Republic of South Africa. The
Portuguese were seeking not only to secure free access to the
South African market but also to obtain the services of South
African specialists in the technical and commercial exploita
tion of Angolan oil. It had been stated in the Star of J ohan
nesburg, 1 August 1964, that "Angola could save the Republic
of South Africa if the Afro-Asiau bloc succeeds in cutting
off South Africa's vital oil supplies .... In the event of a total
embargo, Angolan oil could supply South African industry
and defence with enough to keep them alive. . .. The easiest
delivery route would be by sea from Luanda to Walvis Bay
or to Cape Town. Should an oil embargo be accompanied
by a port blockade, it could be taken overland via South West
Africa," At present, South African specialists were working'
on the modernization of oil installations at Lourenco Marques;
the capacity of those installations was to be increased to
750,000 tons a year. In addition, according to the Soutli
Africaw Digrst of 26 March 1965, the South African Republic
intended to invest £4 million in the construction of a network
of power-stations in Angola with 11 view to supplying electricity
to the south-western part of the Republic of South Africa.

78. Analysis of the documents provided by the United
Nations Secretariat and of the information from other sources
brought out the following conclusions:

(a) (i) The econoruy of the Portuguese African colonies
was largely in the hands of foreign capital. Foreign com
panies controlled, directly or indirectly, about two thirds
of the funds invested in the Portuguese colonies and in
Portugal itself.

(H) At present, from the economic point of view, the
first places were occupied by foreign monopolies, including
the Anglo-Belgo-American Diamond Company, which had
monopolized the entire Angolan diamond industry, the Bel
gian company PETROFINA, the Mellon, Rockefeller and
other United States groups, which were carrying out petro
leum exploitation and research in Angola, Mozambique,
"Portuguese" Guinea and the Cabinda enclave; and the
French Pechiney trust which, together with Netherlands
capitalists, had monopolized the aluminium industry in
Angola. Belgian capital occupied a predominant place in
the coal industry and in the production on coffee and cotton;
the Federal Republic of Germany was represented chiefly
in the coal, petroleum and iron-ore industries; through the
intermediary of Tanganyika Concessions, United Kingdom
and United States interests controlled the means of transport
in those Territories; United States, Belgian and French
capital played an important role in the banks and insurance
companies.

(iii) Foreign companies operating in the Portuguese colo
nies were exempt from all taxes or duties, whether they
consisted of export" or import duties, income taxes or any
other form of taxation, Many of them occupied vast areas
of territory, where they had their own police and security
forces, and even their own armies. As a result, huge inter
national concerns,'with activities extending to various sectors
of industry and agriculture, constituted a state within a state.
Thanks to the guarantees, advantages and special privileges
granted to them by the Portuguese Government, those inter
national monopolies used the colonial system to exploit the
indigenous population and natural resources of the Por
tuguese Territories pitilessly for the extraction or the highest
possible profit. Their annual profits varied between 20 and
45 per cent j for example, the annual profits of DIAMANG
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agninst that system of recruitment. That was ensy to under
stand, since the profits they derived from cheap labour
went both to their own coffers and to those of the Por
tuguese Government.

(ii) At the same time, the indigenous inhabitants of the
Portuguese colonies represented one of the main "export
items" supplied by the colonies to enterprises operated by
the foreign monopolies in the Republic of South Africa
and other neighbours of Angola and Mozambique. They
cons.ituted one of the principal means by which the Por
tuguese colonialists obtained foreign currency, which they
used to repress the national liberation movement.

(to) (I) The social consequences of the domination of
foreign monopolies aiming solely at the extraction of super,
profits had been disastrous, The indigenous inhabitants had
no rights and were bereft of all ,political liberties. They
were kept out of government, and all power rested in the
hands of the Portuguese settlers. Living in frightful poverty.
the people of the colonies were compelled to sell their labour
at the lowest price to the foreign exploiters and slaveholders.
Wages were based on the principle of racial discriminaticn ;
the African worker earned five to ten times less than the
white worker. The indigenous inhabitants had no right to
form trade unions; they had no labour protection, social
insurance or old-age or sickness pensions,

(ii) Ninety-nine per cent of the indigenous population of
the Portuguese colonies were illiterate. They had virtually
no medical services. Child mortality in the rural areas was
as high as 60 PCI' cent; and the average life of the Africans
was twenty-eight years,

(iii) Living in such absolutely intolerable conditions, the
people of the Portuguese colonies were compelled to seek
refuge abroad. The flood of refugees had swollen particularly
in the last few years, as a result of the massacres of fighters
for freedom and independence which had been perpetrated
by the Portuguese colonialists, The Portuguese Government
was carrying out a criminal policy of genocide and the
mass extermination of entire African races ami peoples.
After a tour through the south of Mozambique (province
of SuI do Sove) , wheuce indigenous inhabitants were sent
to work in the Republic of South Africa, Mr. Marcelo
Caetano, a former Portuguese colonial,mh,:·ter, had written:
"Anyone who travels through the province \ ; Sui do Sove
is shocked by its depopulation. Practically no one remains
but women and old people. The magnificent people of the
province are gradually degenerating, and will soon be
incapable of survival."

(f) (I) Not only were the international monopolies di
rectly responsible for the maintenance of "law and order"
in the Portuguese Territories, out they gave the Salazar
Government considerable economic. financial and other
assistance.

(ii) Those contributions and forms of assistance, as was
well known, had a single goal: to stifle the national liberation
movement in the Territories and preserve the latter as
sources of raw materials and cheap labour, or as bases of
aggression against the independent African States. Thus,
the international monopolies had concluded a virtual alliance
with the Portuguese Government for the repression of the
liberation movements in Angola, Mozambique, "Portuguese"
Guinea and the other Territories still under the Portuguese
yoke. They were the main obstacle to the liberation of the
Portuguese colonies, to the freedom and independence of
the peoples of Angola, Mozambique, "Portuguese" Guinea
and the other Portuguese colonies in Africa and to the
realization of the Declaration on the granting of independence
to colonial countries and peoples.

(g) (i) The facts showed also that the Western Powers
regarded Angola, Mozambique. "Portuguese" Guinea and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo as important strategic
outposts for protecting "White Africa" (the Republic of
South Africa and Southern Rhodesia), where the United
States of America, the United Kingdom and the other
NATO countries had their strongest positions in the African
continent, against African nationalism. With the assistance
and support of the Western Powers and, in particular, the
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ith exceeded $4.5 million, while the annual profit of Tangnnyilm
nd Concessions from the operation of the Benguela railway
of ~ 1I10ne nmounted to £1 million sterling.
Cll' (iv) In return for the ndvantages, privileges and oppor-
Hl- tunities of huge profits granted them, the foreign monopolies
:re paid Portugal fixed sums of money, and turned over to it
an free shares in their stock, on the basis of an agreed scale.
he (v) Under the agreements concluded between the Por-
ed tuguese Government and the companies in question, the latter
.r· were required to give the Government assistance in "the
1st preservation of law and order". They built barracks and
:I~ police stations at their own cost, paid the Portuguese Gov-

vernment enormous sums for the defence of "the national
he heritage", and so forth.
le
le (vi) The foreign monopolies operating in the Portuguese
th colonies were not separate and distinct entities, but were

connected with much more powerful trusts with headquar
ters in New York, London, Frankfurt-am-Main, Paris,
Brussels, Pretoria and Johannesburg. Those trusts, which
included the Morgan, Rockefeller, Mellon, Krupp and-Henry
Oppcnheimer groups, the British Midland Bank group,
Belgian and French bank groups, etc., had built up and
controlled in southern Africa a powerful armaments industry,
of which the enterprises operating in the Portuguese colonies
with Portuguese or other capital were only a part. American
firms, operating for the profit of both the foreign monopolies
and the Portuguese Government, represented the active
element in the industrial structure of Portugal and its
colonies.

(vii) The conclusion was thus that the Portuguese colonies
had become the condominium of a number of foreign mo
nopolies, which, thanks to the colonial system and to Por
tugal's SliP port, were able to exploit the colonies greedily
and pitilessly, Portugal acting only as a steward.

(b) (i) Foreign investment went mainly to industries
offering the highest profits; it was predominant, for example,
in the extractive industries (diamonds, oil, coal, precious
metals), in transport, and in agricultural production for
export (cotton, coffee, sisal, ground-nuts).

(ii) The monopolies refrained, however, from investiug
in less profitable activities (manufacturing and building, con
sumer goods industries, production of basic food-stuffs, etc.),
the development of which was essential if the Portuguese
colonies were to achieve harmonious economies aimed at
supplying the Territories' needs.

(iii) The economies of the Portuguese colonies were
thus one-sided and unbalanced; they were at the mercy of
world market fluctuations and of production in the capital
investing countries.

(c) In agriculture, the result of the predominance of the
foreign monopolies, which had taken over the best lands, had
been the dispossession of the indigenous population, The
great majority of the peasants had thus been forced to
become the tenant-farmers of the European landowners
or of foreign companies, under conditions which were
reminiscent of serfdom. The African peasant had to con
centrate solely on the type of agricultural production in
which the concessionary company specialized. He was forced
to sell his crops only to the company's buyers, at prices
fixed by the company, which were much lower than the
prices paid to European fanners and than world market
levels. The resalt WI',S that the foreign monopolies and the
Portuguese colonialists were able to make increasingly large
profits despite the fact that the Territories were unable to
supply their own basic food needs and had to import large
quantities of food-stuffs.

(d) (i) Forced labour and the "contract" system had
made the Portuguese colonies the cheapest labour market in
the world. Dispossessed of their land, underfed, and groaning
under the burden of heavy "capitation" taxes, which were
levied on the entire adult male population, the indigenous
inhabitants were forced to hire their labour out in the mines
and on the' European settlers' farms in order to keep starva
tion at bay and earn the cash they needed to pay the taxes
imposed on them by the colonialists, There was no evidence
to show that the foreign monopolies had ever protested
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active participati<lll oi West German revanchists, a military
ami political alliance was being set up in southern Africa
between the Portuguese colonialists and thc racist regimes
of the Republic of Sonth Africa and Southern Rhodesia,
its essential aim bcing to crush the national liberation move
ment in the south anti centre of the continent. That notorious
alliance was receiving considerable military and economic
nid from the NATO countries, foremost among which was
the United States of America.

(ii) Thus the freedom-fighters of Angola, Mozambique
and "Portuguese" Guinea were actually faced with what
might be called a collective colonialism. It was only the
political. material and military support given systematically
by the NATO countries, directly or indirectly, that enabled
Portugal to maintain its colonial empire in Africa.

(Hi) It was only the manifold assistance, both military
and financial, that Portugal received from the NATO coun
tries that had enabled it, one of the smallest countries in
the world, one of the poorest and most backward in Europe,
to wage for over two years a war on two fronts, and
even, dnring the last si:" months, on three fronts, as had
been noted in a statement by the Central Committee of
FRELIMO dated 25 May 1965.

(iv) At the special session that the Special Committee
had held in Africa, the representatives of the NATO
Powers had sought, under the pressure of African and
international public opinion, to deny the supplies of arms
and military assistance which Portugal received and which
enabled it to suppress the nationalist movements in its colo
nies. They had claimed that Portugal had promised not
to use in Africa arms supplied to it through NATO.

(v) Against those claims could be set the statement by
Mr. Mondlane, President of FREI:.IMO, that the patriots
of Angola and Mozambique had not been given nny as
surance that any of the three Powers-the United Kingdom,
the Federal Republic of Germany and the United States
of America-had ever received a written guarantee from
Portugal on that point, The United States Government had
evaded that question when the representatives of FRELIMO
had raised it in the United Nations in 1963 j nor had
NATO ever stated explicitly that the Portuguese provinces
in Africa were not regarded as ;part of the so-called
"national territory" of Portugal-c-i,e, that they were not
covered by the terms of the North Atlantic Treaty (see
A/AC.109/SR,354). In Angola, Mozambique, "Portuguese"
Guinea and the other Portuguese colonies, the freedom
fighters had come up against the combined forces of the
imperialist Powers. The support of its NATO partners,
however, could not save the Portuguese colonial empire
from collaose and ruin. 'No other proof was needed than
the spread' of the national liberation movement which the
peoples of the Portuguese colonic: :md started in order to
defend their rights, their freedom and their independence.
It was the duty of the United Nations ami of all States
claiming to be anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist to give
the freedom-fighters of Angola, Mozambique and "Por
tuguese" Guinea all possible moral and material aid, for
their cause was just and lawful.
79. With regard to the practical steps that the United

Nations could take, they were set forth in the well-known
resolution which the Special Committee had adopted on the
question of the Portuguese colonies at its special session
in Africa.

80. The Soviet Union firmly supported all the proposals
in that resolution. In its attitude to the struggle of the
peoples under Portuguese domination, the Soviet Union was
guided 1.Iy the principle that all possible support should be
given to colonial peoples who had risen up to win their
freedom and independence.

81. The representative of Denmark, speaking in exercise
of the right of reply, said that he wished to make a number
of comments as the representative of a country which was
a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

82. After the Special Committee's meetings in Africa,
it might have been hoped that the name of NATO would
no longer be brought into the discussions on the Territories

administered by Portugal. The representative of the USSH,
however, had seen fit to repeat accusations which his delegation I
had already made in Africa. That attitude merely showed that j
in the Sub-Committee the USSR was pursuing aims which ~

had absolutely nothing to do with the work of the Sub
Committee and hence made no contribution to its progress. I

He wished to make it clear that NATO did not support I:
Portugal's colonial policy, Furthermore, the African Ter
ritories administered by Portugal were not-and, in his opinion,
would never be-e-covered by the North Atlantic Treat)', as
was shown by the very name of the Treaty and by the relevant 11

provisions, which had been read out to the Special Corn- It
mittee at Dar cs Salaam. ~

83. Denmark. for its part, did not export any arms to
Portugal, and it would be recalled that while in Africa the
Special Committee had received similar assurances from other
members of NATO.

84. Finally, contrary to the Soviet Union delegation's as
sertions, NATO's aims were in noway aggressive. On the
contrary, it was a defensive organization, for reasons well
known to all, including the representative of the USSR,

85. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics said that he was surprised that the representative ~!.
of Denmark should contest the Soviet Union delegation's state
ments. It was confirmed from many sources, including official
ones, that the NATO countries were giving Portugal military
aid on a considerable scale, which Portugal used in its fight
against the indigenous people in Africa.

86. His delegation took note of the Danish representative's
statement that the African Territories administered by Portu- ii
gal would never be covered by the North Atlantic Treaty. It
asked the Danish representative to remember, however, that
a list of the arms to be found in the possession of the Portu
guese colonialists had been communicated to the Special '\I
Committee. That list afforded abundant proof that Portugal
used arms from NATO countries.

87. The representative of Denmark said that he wished
to repeat his statement that NATO did not support Portugal's
colonial policy. Nothing that the Soviet Union representative
had said was any indication to the contrary.

88. The representative of Yugoslavia said that during the
session of the Special Committee in Africa, numerous pe- I
titioners representing the ,peoples of Angola, Mozambique and
so-called Portuguese Guinea had appeared before the Com
mittee and effectively demonstrated the true nature of Portu- i!
guese colonialism in all its aspects and manifestations, and 11
had confirmed the close relations existing between foreign I
monopolies active in the Portuguese colonies and the colonial !,

regime.
89. All the petitioners without exception had repeated the

truth about the Portuguese presence in Africa, which was
characterized, to use the petitioners' own words, by the worst
colonial domination, the deliberate oppression and the de- f.
termincd exploitation of the African peoples.

90. In fact, despite the unceasing efforts of the Portuguese
colonialists to glorify their so-called civilizing mission in
Africa, Portugal's colonial regime, not only in the opinion
of the petitioners-who could hardly be accused of sub
jectivism-but also in the opinion of numerous foreign ob
servers who had studied closely the Portuguese presence
in Africa, had been and remained one of the most primitive
and defective forms of the old colonial system in Africa.

91. Professor James Duffy, whose competence in the matter
was beyond question, had said:

" ... the Portuguese presence in Africa today is still
characterized by ignorance. repression and a careless ex
ploitation of the African people and in purely human terms
the lessons of the past offer little hope for the future"
(Portnquese Africa, Harvard University Press, 1959).

Elsewhere, he had declared:
" ... the patterns of Portugal's African policy have re

mained pretty much the same: the concept of the African
as a ward of the State whose tribal authorities and values
are to be replaced by Portuguese authority and values j the
indiscriminate use, and abuse, of African labour; a seeming
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resulted frc,u it, as was indicated by the information coming
from the Territories, still remained in elTect.

98. Professor Jnmes DulT~' had said that:

"Angola and Mozambique arc still dominated toduy by the
unresolved problems of contract labour. T'he economic life
of the two territories has been founded for too long on
the slave trade, domestic slaver)', or one form or another
of compulsory labour for the white colonists-or even,
apparently, colonial planners in Lisbon-to conceive of
alternative systems, The sale or misuse of African labour
has been an accepted procedure since the sixteenth century •••
But in spite of humanitarian attacks from abroad, oc
casionally enlightened legislation by various colonial minis
ters, and the disturbing spectacle of African communities
rent by an indiscriminate labour draft, there has been in
recent years no substantial change in native labour codes •••
The Portuguese argue, much as they did in the seventeenth
century, that through the dignity of labour the Africans
are civili::ed... Standing against this rationalization is the
reality that the economy of the colonies rests on cheap labour
and the best source of cheap labour is forced labour ••• "
(['ol'llIgal's African Tcrritoriess,

99. The systematic use of forced labour was one of the
essential characteristics of the Portuguese variant of colo
nialism. It was practised in various forms; the most widespread
of which were: (i) compulsory labour, which was imposed
by the Government when there were not enough voluntary
labourers for public works. In theory, persons under fourteen
or over sixty years of age, the sick, the disabled, Africans
already employed and women were supposed "0 be exempt.
However, despite the regulations, women and children were
very widely used for work on the roads and elsewhere; (ii)
contract labour, which was economically the most important
form of forced labour in the Portuguese colonies. Any African
who could not prove that he had worked at least six months
during the past year was liable to forced labour for the State
or for private employers, Commenting on the regulations defin
ing which categories of Africans in Angola and Mozambique
were liable to contract labour, Perry Anderson, in his book
Portuqal alld the End of Ultra-Colonialism, published in
Paris, 1963, said that the regulations were so drafted as to
embrace practically the entire male African population of the
two colonies, in Mozambique alone exposing 95 per cent or
more of the peasantry to forced labour i that contract labour
was applied indifferently by the State or by private enterprises i
that the Administration distributed recruiting licences direct
to agents or companies; that the agents drew up the contracts
directly, without administrative help or with the assistance
of the Administration, which in principle did no more than
provide them with names and addresses, but in practice often
used intimidation and coercion to fill the quota for which the
recruiting officer had a licence. It was clear that that system
left the door wide open to universal corruption, violence,
malfeasance, etc.

iOO. The police could also intervene to ensure that there
was the necessary number of workers if recruitment appeared
to be lagging. In the case of the large companies or plantations,
the Government itself undertook to obtain the number of
workers they wanted; they had only to inform the Govern
ment of their needs.

101. In that way thousands of Africans were torn from
their families every year, sent to work hundreds of miles away
from their homes and forced to work in generally very un
favourable conditions for wages which, as Perry Anderson
said, were never more than nominal.

102. In addition, there was voluntary labour, which meant
that the workers signed on directly with their employer instead
of being recruited through the Administration. The difference
between forced labour and voluntary labour was that the
latter was normally performed in the area where the worker
lived. In practice, wages for the "volunteers" were often even
lower than for contract labour, since the threat of contract
labour forced Africans to undertake so-called voluntary labour
and to accept conditions which were even less favourable the
sole advantage being that the work was done on the spot.

indifTerence to the ph~'sicll1 and social welfare of the African
people i an equal indlffercnce to their educational needs i and
exploitation of African agriculture and the promotion of
white estate agriculture to the detriment of Africnn land
rights and interests i the encouragement 0 f white im
migration i and the repression of the African dissatisfaction,
real ami imagined, by imprlsonment, exile, beatings, torture,
mill even murder, This has been the past, it is the present
and the Portuguese would like to make it the future" (Portu
!lal's African Territories: P"l'scnt Realities, edited by Car
negie Endowment for International Peace, New York, 1962),
92. It was no accident that Portugal had refused and con-

tinued to refuse all co-operation with the United Nations with
a view to finding a peaceful solution to the problems of
Angola, Moznrnblque and so-called Portuguese Guinea on
the basis of the principles of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV), turning a deaf car to all appeals for a return to
the paths of reason and realism and completely identifying
itself with the colonial and racist extremists of South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia.

93. It followed that no study of the activities of foreign
monopolies in the African Territories under Portuguese rule
or of the question how far such activities stood in the way
of decolonization and the immediate accession to independence
of the peoples of Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portu
guese Guinea, could be complete if it failed to take into ac
count the nature of the colonial system and the political,
economic and social framework in which the monopolies de
veloped their operations.

94. Without embarking upon a very detailed description of
the various aspects, he wished to dwell briefly on certain facts
which demonstrated the reality of the Portuguese presence
in the Territories under its domination, facts to which all
the petitioners who had appeared before the Special Committee
in Africa as well as all who had studied Portugal's colonial
regime (not, of course, counting the apologists of colonialism
and of Portuguese colonialism in particular) had drawn
attention.

95. The political, economic, legal and social inequality of
A fricans and the policies of terror and oppression to which they
were subjected were in many cases unprecedented in the history
of colonialism in Africa. Despite all the theories the Portu
guese had used to mask their policies in the colonies and their
attitude towards the indigenous populations, in practice the
Africans had been and continued to be treated as illdigcllas,
that was to say, in accordance with Legislative Decree No.
39666, as "persons of the Negro race or descendants thereof .•.
who have not yet acquired either the degree of education or
the individual and social customs necessary for the full ap
plication to them of the public and private law applicable to
Portuguese citizens". The meaning of that legal system as
applied to those so defined was shown, for example, by the
following prcvisious : article 23, for example, denied all
indigenous inhabitants all rights pertaining to non-indigenous
political institutions; article 9 limited their freedom of move
ment; article 32 stated that work was an indispensable element
in the progress of the indigenous population and consequently
allowed the Administration to impose it. According to article
26, compulsory labour could be imposed for failure to pay
taxes, etc. Being consistent in their hypocrisy, there too the
Portuguese colonialists had not failed to present themselves
as humane and tolerant towards the Africans. Although the
Portuguese had given the illdigcllas the so-called possibility
of freeing themselves by means of "assimilation", which was
supposed to be a means whereby the "non-civilized" could
join the ranks of the "civilized", the position of the Africans
was changed not at all.

%. In any case, it should be noted that the criteria of
assimilation were so conceived that there were extremely few
Africans who had been or were able really to avail themselves
of that opportunity of joining the ranks of the "civilized",

97. Another area in which Africans were subjected to
intolerable, not to say inhuman treatment, was that of con
ditions of work, which had not been substantially improved
despite periodic revisions of the labour legislation. The most
negative features of that legislation and the practice which
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103. There were still other forms of forced labonr which
could not be omitted from any account of working conditions
for the indigenous population in the Portuguese colonies. One
of them was forced cultivation, whereby Atrican farmers
were obliged to cultivate a single crop (cotton or rice, for
example). The Africans had to sell their crop to the companies
at fixed prices, reduced to a level well below that of the
free market. Moreover, the whole process was carried out by
means of coercion and at no time were the Africans given
any choice. Another example was the practice of forced
transfer, which in fact was a kind of market in which
Africans were treated as goods for barter. Since 1909 there
had been a convention known as the "Mozambique-Transvaal"
convention which provided for the importation each year of
100,000 Africans from Mozambique for the Transvaal mines,
in exchange for which South Africa was required to send 47.5
per cent of the Johannesburg region's entire import traffic
by sea through Lourenco Marques and to export 340,000 cases
of citrus fruits through that port. Portugal gained other
benefits from that "deal", such as, for example, a fixed sum
for each recruit, a .portion of each worker's wages to be paid
to Portugal on his return, etc. The Witwatersrand Native
Labour Association had the monopoly of recruitment.

104. A large number of workers from Mozambique were
also recruited to work in Southern Rhodesia. It was estimated
that almost 400,000 Africans from Mozambique out of ap
proximately 600,000, or two thirds of the male labour force
of Mozambique, worked each year outside the colony.

105. Professor James Duffy said that the Mozambique
South African convention was an international extension of
contract labour, i.e., forced labour (Portuguese Africa, Harvard
University Press, 1959).

106. Thus Mozambique had become a part of a South
African transportation, economic and labour complex, The
same was true of Southern Rhodesia. Those were the links
which, over and above political affinities, united Portugal with
the racists of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia.

107. It was no less true of Angola, whose African inhabitants
were sent or went "voluntarily" to work in South "Vest Africa,
in the Congo, in Southern Rhodesia and elsewhere.

108. Portuguese colonialism had also done very little if
anything to alleviate the physical and intellectual poverty
of the Africans. Outside the urban centres and a few mission
posts, health services were practically non-existent: such
hospitals as there were discriminated against Africans. The
part played by the small number of nurses throughout the
colonies was insignificant and in many regions the infant
mortality rate exceeded SO per cent.

109. The problems of education were no less serious than
those of health and hygiene. In accordance with the custom
of distinguishing between indigenous and so-called "civilized"
elements, there were two school systems: one for white
children and assimilated Africans, and another for African
children. It went without saying that the two systems were
different both in quality and in the educational opportunities
which they offered to the children. The result of the division
was that the illiteracy rate among the indigenous population
exceeded 95 per cent, while among the Whites and the as
similated population it was less than 25 per cent, slightly
lower than the 35 to 40 per cent rate in Portugal.

110. Education was a process of selection for the Africans.
The number of students who continued their education was
small. When African children finished their elementary
schooling, many of them were over the age-limit (fourteen)
and could not continue their education. Examinations were
difficult and all courses were given in Portugv.se. Normally
the distance from the home to a private or government school
was great and the cost of educating a student at a private
elementary school would amout to as much as one fifth
of his family's annual income. Even more important, children
were often forced to begin working at an early age. Higher
education was accessible only to the asslmilados, and the
number of those who could attend courses was insignificant.

111. Paragraph 51 of the working paper prepared by the
Secretariat on mining in Angola and Mozambique (annex I
below) stated that the Overseas Mining Law was silent on

the rights of indigenous inhabitants to prospect for, and
exploit, mineral deposits. The indigenous inhabitants, governed
by customary law and usage, could not acquire any legal
rights in mining, As they did not and could not own land
they did not have the right to prospect without licence. As
they did not come under Portuguese civil law, they could not
acquire legal title to prospecting licences or mining conces
sions. And that state of affairs was continuing even after
the repeal of the so-called Nativc Statute as mentioned in
paragraph 53 of the working paper, which stated tha.t the
participation of Africans in the political and economic life of
the Territory did not appear possible so long as they lived
in regedorias, in which they were governed by customary
law and usage.

112. In addition to all that had been said concerning the
true situation of the Africans, it must be stressed that they
were also subject to effective and often brutal police surveil
lance. Every male African was obliged to buy and to carry
with him a pass bearing his fingerprints, his photograph, his
tax statement and other biographical details. He could not
travel from one district to another without official authoriza
tion and could not be employed unless he presented his pass.
In towns and villages a curfew was mandatory and in the
urban centres the African quarter was patrolled at night.
The local authorities kept a fairly close watch on the activities
of the Africans by means of a network of spies.

113. Corporal punishment was frequently the penalty for
minor infractions of the law and even for domestic dis
obedience. In recent years in particular, the colonial ,police
had added execution to its list of methods of persuasion.
The power of the Portuguese administrator and his assistants
was almost absolute. He was proclIrellr, counsel for the
defence, magistrate and policeman, recruiting agent for
workers, etc.

114. The Portuguese colonies in Africa had all the pre
requisites for stable social, economic and political develop
ment. Their natural resources were such as to constitute a
solid economic basis for their political independence. In 1962,
for example, Angola had been the fifth largest producer
of diamonds in the world, and it was a large potential producer
of petroleum, iron ore, copper, manganese, etc. In 1963, mineral
exports had accounted for about 24 per cent by value of
Angola's domestic exports while diamonds alone had accounted
for 16 per cent (see annex I, para. 1, below).

115. Mozambique also had a great variety of minerals, for
example coal, bauxite, copper, iron ore, radio-active minerals,
petroleum, diamonds, etc. Particularly since the Second World
War, Mozambique had become more and more a field for
extensive activity by the Portuguese and by various foreign
companies seeking to exploit its natural resources.

116. The Secretariat working paper mentioned that the
geological resources of Angola and Mozambique had not been
fully surveyed, that surveys of specific areas had been
undertaken at various times, and that studies were continuing
and important mineral deposits were still being discovered
(ibid., para. 2).

117. Portuguese colonial domination, however, had been no
less colonlalist in that field than in others. In Angola, Mozam
bique and the other Territories, Portugal had always pursued
a policy of economic domination combined with political
domination. The character of the economic <lomination had
been determined by the doctrine that colonies must be ex
ploited to the full for the sole benefit of the mother country,
that was to say Portugal. Portugal had used all possible means
to attain that objective: direct exploitation of the Territories'
natural resources-mineral, agricultural and other-either alone
or in conjunction with foreign companiesi introduction of a
special system of preferences to ensure privileged treatment
for exports and imports between Portugal and those Ter
ritories j rapid colonization of Angola and Mozambique in
order to transform them into genuine strongholds of white
domination, etc. Although that ,policy in fact dated from the
conquest of the Territories, it was interesting to note that
it had been applied with particular vigour since the Second
World War. Being unable by itself to finance the large invest
ments which were required for the implementation of such

1.
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a .policy of intensifying and expanding the exploitation of the
wealth of the two Territories, Portugal had increased its
efforts to attract a flow of investment capital from various
foreign monopolies, already interested in Angola and Mozam
bique and the opportunities for exploitation that they offered.
In that way, Portugal had managed to achieve the two ob
jectives it sought: it had obtained the advantages of increased
revenue by sharing in the profits of those companies and,
in the event of a revolt by the Africans, it could count on
those companies to mobilize public opinion in their respective
countries and even, perhaps, to influence the policy of their
Governments in favour of Portugal.

118. The results were well known. Foreigners, Portuguese
who claimed ownership of the Territories, and other Interests
of various nationalities and origins, had infiltrated deeply into
the African lands of Angola, Mozambique and so-called
Portuguese Guinea, etc., which belonged to the African popula
tion alone, ruthlessly exploiting the natural wealth of those
Territories.

119. In Angola, for example, four exclusive concessions
together produced more than 90 per cent of the minerals
exported from the Territory. The well-known Angola Diamond
Company, known as DIAMANG, the largest foreign concern
in the mining industry, was today, as it had been since its
establishment in 1920, the most important single factor in
the economic life of Angola, possessing a virtual monopoly
of diamond production in Angola and a concession covering
practically the whole Territory of Angola.

120. Professor Iames Duffy had stated: "DIAMANG is
a small monopolistic empire in Angola. It is exempt from
taxes, pays no import duties on mine machinery and no export
duties on diamonds, and has at its exclusive disposal the
African work force of the Lunda area. DIAMANG is the
largest private employer of African labour in Angola. A
new contract negotiated in 1955 extended indefinitely the
company's exclusive prospecting rights" (Portuquese Africa,
Harvard University Press, 1959).

121. Another author, R. Madhu Panikkar, stated in his
book: "DIAMANG is the most important monopolist in
Angola. It has been rightly called 'Portugal's most notable
private enterprise'. It, today, accounts for 12 per cent of all
exports. The State, therefore, is extremely lenient towards it.
It has the sole right to mine diamonds in Angola; it has a
private garrison which has been substantially increased this
year. It has also the lowest-paid mine-workers anywhere in
A frica" (Angola ill Flames, Asia Publishing House, 1962, p. 57).

122. DIAM'ANG was controlled by the Anglo-Americau
Corporation, De Beers and the Union Miniere du Haut
Katanga,

123. In Mozambique, it was again the Angle-American
Corporation, through its subsidiary companies De Beers
Consolidated Mines and the Companhia dos diamantes de
Mocambique, which engaged in diamond prospecting and
mining.

124. At the end of 1962, two concessions had dominated
the field of oil prospecting and extraction in Angola: the
Companhia de ,petr6leos de Angola (PETRANGOL) and the
Cabinda Gulf Oil Company. The Belgian oil company, PETRO
FINA, held a controlling interest in PETRANGOL, with
investments amounting to tens of millions of dollars.
PETRANGOL's income from its mines and refinery had been
116.7 million escudos in 1963 and the net profits for the year
had been 19.8 million escudos. The Cabinda Gulf Oil Company
was a subsidiary of the Gulf Oil Company, incorporated under
the laws of the State of Delaware (United States of America).
The working paper (annex I, paras. 191 and 192) gave certain
information which showed the very privileged position which
the company had been given. No conditions were imposed on
the Company as to minimum capital or the share of owner
ship by the Territory. The Company had "full freedom to
.produce, save, sell and export any and all substances ex
tracted from the area of the concession". In return for
royalties of approximately 12.5 per cent of the sales value
which it must pay to the Government of Angola, the Company
was exempt from "duties, imports or taxes, whatever their
name or nature, whether national, provincial or municipal,

present or future". It was also exempt from present or
future taxes on shares, capital and debentures of the Cabinda
Gulf Oil Company so long as those remained in the ownership
of the parent company, Gulf Oil Corporation, or its affiliates.
Moreover, it was not obliged to employ a fixed percentage of
Portuguese personnel.

~25. The information in paragraph 198 of annex I below
was also worthy of attention. It concerned the South African
finance company, Federale Mynbou Beperk which, since 1964,
had been interested in acquiring a share in the Angolan oil
industry, and mentioned the special reasons for South Africa's
interest in Angolan oil. By securing Ansolan oil, South
Africa thought that it would be able to defeat the boycott
which the United Nations had voted to impose upon it in
order to make it renounce its policy of apartheid.

126. In Mozambique, the Mozambique Gulf Oil Co., a
subsidiary of the American Gulf Oil Corporation, and Mozam
bique Pan American Oil Company, a subsidiary of Pan
American International Oil Co., were dominant in the prospect
ing and extraction of oil, the former over an area of 123,590
km:! and the latter over an area of 94,860 km 2• The contract
with those two companies was almost identical with that signed
with the Cabinda Gulf Oil Company in Angola.

127. Several foreign companies were engaged in mining
iron and ferro-manganese in Angola. In that field, the
notorious Krupp had a preponderant influence, but French,
Japanese, Portuguese and other interests were also involved.
The Companhia Mineira de Lobito, for example, was one
of these companies. It had an exclusive concession for the
prospecting and exploitation of all minerals, except diamonds,
petroleum and mineral oils in several regions covering a total
area of about 262,000 km2, and enjoyed a privileged position
and the right to exploit for an unlimited period all minerals
discovered with the exception of those mentioned.

128. It would be a very lengthy task to attempt a more
detailed assessment of the presence of foreign interests in
the economy of Angola and Mozambique, of their number,
their privileged ,positions, etc. The same was true with
regard to the interests participating in the prospecting and
mining of copper, c041, bauxite, gold and all the other minerals
found in Angola and Mozambique. The Portuguese and other
foreigners-the British, American, West German, South
African, Belgian, French, Japanese and other concession
holders-were exploiting the natural resources of Angola
and Mozambique and making profits from them.

129. The situation in the field of agriculture was in no
way different. On the one hand, the Portuguese had con
siderably intensified their efforts, especiailv during the years
since the Second World War, to increase the white population
in Angola and Mozambique by means of more rapid coloniza
tion and physical transplantation from the Portuguese country
side to Africa. In that way, the idea that the colonies were
merely overseas provinces and formed an integra! part of
the mother country and the so-called civilizing mission of
the Portuguese in Africa were to be put into practical effect.
That explained, for example, why net immigration to Angola
since 1947 had been at the rate of 5,700 a year, with record
figures of 10,000 in 1952 and 12,000 in 1956. The figure for
Mozambique had reached an average of between 3,000 and 4,000
a year.

130. On the other hand, the granting of concessions had
been continuing at the same rate as in other economic fields.
Thousands and hundreds of thousands of hectares of the best
agricultural land had been reserved for foreign investors.
Huge plantations of banana trees, sugar canes, coconut palms,
copra, etc., with unlimited cheap African labour at their
disposal, had completely covered Mozambique and Angola.
The largest banana plantation, for example, was the property
of an Angle-Portuguese concern, Dalagoa Plantations Ltd.
It had formerly been British and had owned not only banana,
but also lemon plantations. .

131. The other important enterprises, particularly the large
copra firms-Companhia do Boror, Coompanhia do Zambezia,
Sociedade Agricola do Madal and Companhia Colonial do
Angoche-were all internationally financed. The Boror Com
pany was financed by Germans; the Madal Company was
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French and the Seba Sugar Estate was British, The Com
panhia do Borer, for example, had the largest coconut planta
tions in the world. Considerable capital had been invested
in the plantations, which owned their own narrow-track
railway systems, dryers, warehouses, etc. For sisal, too, there
were a large number of strongly capitalized companies
established with foreign participation.

132. The largest private agricultural enterprise in An
gola was the. Cornpanhia Geral de Algodao de Angola
(COTONANG), a branch of the Fomento Geral de Angola.
It had been established for the purpose of growing and
exporting cotton.

133. Today, however, the actual growing of cotton was
done by Africans on their farms. COTONANG only bought
the cotton. It did so at times and places fixed by it, at prices
set by the Government. The African had no say in the
running of the industry and merely grew the cotton. The price
given to the growers was extremely low.

134. That was the situation today in the Portuguese colonies
in Africa. On the one hand, the African masses with no
rights, subjected to discrimination, humiliation, persecution
and massacre; on the other hand, complete political and
economic domination by the Portuguese colonialists and other
foreign interests of various origins. On the one hand, the
Africans. who were trying to change their present position
and gain freedom and independence, and, on the other hand,
the Portuguese colonialists who, assisted directly or indirectly
by the monopolies and certain other foreign circles, were
striving to preserve the status quo in their colonies. Without
that support which had been and still was being given to it,
Portugal would certainly not bc able so stubbornly to resist
the strong wave of the decolonization process which had
transformed the African continent, in the space of a few years,
into a continent of free and independent States and to con
tinue crushing under its colonial domination the peoples of
Angola, Mozambique, so-called Portuguese Guinea, etc.

135. Weak and incompetent itself, Portugal had knuwn that
it would not be able to retain its colonial empire unless it
enrolled on its side more powerful elements which would
share its interest in maintaining the present colonial status in
the Territories and which would also be able to help strengthen
the economic basis and the material and military potential
of the Portuguese State and its colonial administration. It
was interesting to note, in that connexion, that in the present
period of accelerated decolonization Portugal had opened wide
the doors of its colonies to the monopolies and other foreign
interests, establishing with them a kind of political and eco
nomic condominium as the best means of mutual protection.

136. The contribution of foreign investments to the main
tenance of Portuguese colonialism in Africa and their responsi
bility for the continuance of the political, economic and social
enslavement of the African population in Angola, Mozambique,
so-called Portuguese Guinea, etc., were undeniable.

137. Those monopolies and their investments had helped
to strengthen the economic basis of Portugal's political domina
tion in its colonies and to increase the exploitation of their
resources, which were the natural property of the Africans
alone. With contributions made voluntarily or imposed by
legislation, they had contributed directly to the strengthening
of Portugal's military potentia! by enabling it to conduct
military operations and wage war against the liberation strug
gle to which the peoples of Angola, Mozambique and so-called
Portuguese Guinea had been forced to resort, as the last
means at their disposal of showing Portugal and the whole
world that they too were entitled to independence, self
determination and freedom. Paragraph 132 of the Secretariat
Working Paper (annex I below)' stated that under the
provisions of the 1906 Overseas Mining Law, concessionaires
holding mining rights were required to give support to the
Government for the maintenance of peace and order and that
in 1961 and 1962 the Angola Diamond Company (DIAMANG),
for example, had included in the fixed assets, reported as
depreciated, military barracks and guard posts, Table 2 of the
Working Paper showed that the balance sheet of DIAMANG
as at 31 December 1962 contained an item of 88,636,447 escudos
for the defence of Angola. In addition. since 1961, the Company

had each year paid the Angolan Government a contribution
for the defence of national property. The sums paid had been
14,111,768 escudos in 1961; 16.960,983 escudos in 1962 and
16,910,206 escudos in 1963, for a total of some 48 million
escudos. It had already been noted that DIAMANG also had
its own garrison, as the other foreign companies or plantations
might well have too.

138. The foreign companies had accepted a system of legal,
political, economic and social discrimination against the
Africans. They took advantage of that system to employ
African workers who had neither the opportunity nor the
right to negotiate conditions of work and had no right to
share in the ownership at exploitation of the natural resources
of their own country. The activities of the foreign companies
did nothing or almost nothing to help improve the economic,
social and cultural situation or the welfare of the Africans.

139. The petitioners who had appeared before the Special
Committee in Africa had laid particular stress on the question
of the encouragement which the foreign investments gave
to Portugal, the assistance which the companies owning those
investments gave directly or indirectly to the Portuguese
colonialists, their contribution to the maintenance of the colonial
regime, the aid which Portugal received from some of its allies
in the Atlantic Alliance and, lastly, the danger for the future
of Angola and Mozambiquc and for peace and security in
that part of the world of the birth of political, economic
and military alliances between the Portuguese colonialists and
the colonialists in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia. One
could see why all the petitioners so strongly urged that all
the countries with which Portugal was allied 01' maintained
relations should refrain from giving military or other assistance
to Portugal until it abandoned its colonialist attitude and agreed
to recognize the right to freedom and independence of the
peoples at present under its colonial domination. In addition,
the petitioners had asked that foreign companies also should
refrain from contributing in any way to the strengthening of
the Portuguese colonial regime.

140. The facts given by the petitioners and the requests they
had made were reflected in the resolution which the Special
Committee had adopted in Africa after considering the situation
in the Territories dominated by Portugal. Needless to say,
the Sub-Committee and the Special Committee, after con
sidering that particular aspect of the situation in the Portu
guese colonies, must take account of that state of affairs and
interpret it in their conclusions and recommendations to the
General Assembly.

141. The representative of Ethiopia recalled that the United
Nations had addressed several requests to the Government of,
Portugal urging it to comply with the resolutions adopted
by the General Assembly regarding the African Territories
under Portuguese administration. Unfortunately, the appeals
had been in vain. The Organization of African Unity had
solemnly warned that Portugal's refusal to abide by the
decisions of the United Nations would result in tragic con
sequences, Accordingly, it had urged the allies of Portugal
to persuade it to implement the United .Nations resolutions.
The African peoples in Angola, Mozambique and so-called
Portuguese Guinea were struggling for the restoration of
their legitimate rights, but Portugal had not moved an inch
from its ac1amant position of colonial overlordship.

142. It was weIi known that Portugal was not a rich
country. nor was it a military power in the strict sense of the
term. It might therefore be asked how it was that Portugal
was able to carry on a bloody war against a people which
was demanding self-rule, and why Portugal was so much
interested in the three African Territories.

143. Angola was one of the largest coffee- and diamond
producing countries in the world. Coffee alone was said to
account for about 35 per cent, and diamonds about 16 per cent
of Angola's exports. Those were among Portugal's most
important sources of foreign exchange. Iron ore, petroleum,
fish and other mineral and agricultural products were also
found in quantity in Angola. Mozambique did not at present
have great mineral resources, but the prospects were good.
However, it exported copra, cotton, sugar, nuts, tea and sisal.
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d had been of the greatest importance both to Portugal and to its allies to and difficult areas for farming, with government aid, but
I 1962 and the south. South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, together with once the hard work had been done, the areas were allocated
48 million I, Portugal, formed the so-called "unholy alliance". No one for European settlement and the Africans were dispossessed
G also had I, underestimated the military value of Angola's and Mozam- of the fruit of their work. Anyone who pretested was
plantations ~ bique's air and sea ports for Salazar, Verwoerd and Smith. punished as a black nationalist or a communist" (sec para.

Portugal used those and other strategic facilities for illicit 223 of the present chapter, above).
III of legal, 1 purposes. The ports served as springboards for the perpetrn- It would be recalled that, in 1901, all land in the so-called
gainst the I1 tion of genocidal crimes not only in the Territories under overseas territories which, according to Portuguese authorities,
to employ U Portuguese domination, hut also in South West Africa, South had not at that time constituted private property under Portu-

Iy nor the '. Africa and Southern Rhodesia, and other dependent Ter- guese law, had been declared State domain. Thus, the Portu-
o right to ~ ritories, It was bevond doubt that the colonic, offered much guese authorities, by effectively utilizing their own laws, had
LI resources I to Portugal, but n~thing to the overwhelming majority of the begun to alienate the lands of the African population.
companies people inhabiting them. 151. Companies and individuals foreign to the Territories

! economic, 1. 145. If Portugal \'fa.s so ,poor economically, lit mll'ght be askeld had been given generous land concessions. The African had
l Africans. what forces were aiding It to continue Its tope ess strugg e been least considered in any of those laws. To suit present
the Special against the irresistible forces of African nationalism. circumstances, in 1961 the Government of Portugal had
he question 146. The fact that the activities of foreign economic and proclaimed Degree No. 43,894, under which it had granted
nents gave other interests were impeding the implementation of the thousands of hectares in concession, to the great disadvantage
zning' those Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun- of the Africans. The African lot, in that particular respect,
Portuguese tries and Peoples was quite clear. The Sub-Committee's task was an intolerable one.
the colonial was to explore the types and forms of such activities, with 152. In describing the situation: Anders Ehnmark and Per
)f its allies particular reference to the Territories under Portuguese \Vastberg, in their book Allgola alld M o.::alllbiqllc, wrote:
the future domination, and its report to the Special Committee should "In certain districts the Africans are allowed to cultivate

security in be prepared accordingly. their soil. But it is rare for them to own it. Even where
,economic ,I 147. He thanked the Secretariat for producing initial docu- they do, it can be taken away from them in the public in-
iialists and !~ merits containing facts about thuse Territories, and expressed terest. The public interest is the most elastic concept. It
odesia. One I the hope that it would intensify the search for further in- can be a coffee plantation, for instance. Either the African
ed that all 1....··:,' formation which would help the Sub-Committee in carrying is told to move away, or else he has to stay on the plantation
maintained out its mandate. His delegation also appreciated the important as a labourer."
: assistance statements on the same subject made by the Tanzanian, Thus, the African was systematically uprooted from his own
and agreed j USSR and Yugoslav representatives, which would prove land and transferred to another area. obviously one that was
ice of the useful in the preparation of the Sub-Committee's' final report. much less productive and not suitable for farming. His land could
n addition. 148. The major factors used to maintain the status quo be given away to settlers of European extraction. Armed forces
ilso should (, in dependent Territories lay in the areas of labour, farming, personnel from Portugal were included for the purpose of
thening of i l

financial and investment interests. An analysis of the conditions settlement schemes in Angola. It was paradoxical that the
. , prevailing in the Portuguese Territories would inevitably settlers were offered attractive rewards for settling in the
~j reveal the role those factors played in the subjugation of the fertile areas of Angola.
11 overwhelming majority of the indigenous population. An 153. The African could not sell even at normal prices
r 1 objective examination of the situation there would have to whatever he produced in his assigned area. He was compelled,

!
..1 begin with a discussion of the policies and practices of the according to reliable information, to sell his produce, cattle

I Government of Portugal in its colonies. or grain to European prospectors. As Mr. Muthemba had
I 149. Although the intensity and the degree of colonial stated:

l..
jj.".,.,.',. administration had differed from time to time, the policies of liE f d lIed' d' ti. b uropeans orme so-ea pro ucers eo-opera ves

Portugal throughout its colonial rule had been motivated y Which, in fact, purchased produce at low prices from the
the desire to exploit the resources of its colonial Territories African farmers and sold it at great profit on the European

•. at the expense and to the detriment of the population concerned. market."
i Portugal's record in Africa, along with that of South Africa,
I was unsurpassed by any other colonial Power. The chief 154. Those were the facts about land ownership and use

\.'1' architect of Portugal's colonial policies was Mr. Salazar in the Portuguese Territories, and it was for the development
~. himself who had developed a curious combination of ad- of such a scheme that Portugal looked to its allies for financial
'j.. ministrative and legislative rules and regulations unparalleled and other assistance. In fact, it was through such assistance,

in their oppressive, cruel and degrading nature. The constitu- inter alia, that Portugal was able to maintain the status quo
tions, legislations and other Portuguese legal cnactments in its Territories and carry on its oppressive measures there.
vis-a-vis its African colonies were couched in terms calculated 155. Africa was one of the richest continents in minerals:
to confuse world opinion. As Homer A. Jack put it in his book, gold, uranium, copper, iron ore and many more other minerals
Angola.' Repression alld Revolt j,~ POl'tflgUCSC Africa, "The were found there in abundance. The southern part of Africa
Portuguese have always used lofty phrases in dealing with led in mineral exports, Along with South Africa and Southern
their colonies: 'dignity of labour,' 'civilization through work,' Rhodesia, Portugal was one of the major exploiters of Afri-
'spiritual assimilation,' and 'cultural evolution'." Those are can minerals by virtue of false and fraudulent ownership of
intended, of course, to conceal the most cynical policies. Africau lands. It had engineered legislation to enable it to

150. Turning to areview of Portuguese lane policies, settle- invite prospective investors from selected countries which, at
ment occupation and concessions concerning land, he said the same time, guaranteed the existing equilibrium of power
there' was no doubt that, for the African, land was a primary in the Territories.
consideration. He had fought for his land in the past, he 156. As Mr. Panikkar correctly noted in his book, Angola
was fighting for it now, and he would continue to do so until ill Flames, the principal objective of Portugal was "... to get
every inch was regained. The question arose as to who owned the large firms which are able to influence Governments and
the land in Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese their countries, like the Tanganyika Concessions (British),
Guinea as they were presently governed, and what was the the American oil companies (both the Standard Oil Company
African share in their production. The land situation in and the Gulf Oil Company have acquired interests in Angola
Mozambique, for example, had been well summarized by ~r. and Mozambique recently) to invest heavily in .Portuguese
Muthemba, of FRELIMO, in his testimony before t~e Special Territories, Portugal would then derive the advantage not
Committee at Dar es Salaam: only of increased revenue by sharing in the profits of these

"Since the Second World War the Portuguese Government enterprises, but can, in the event of an uprising by the Afri-
had been sending thousands of Portuguese white families to cans, count on these firms to mobilize public opinion on its
Africa, chiefly for settlement in rural areas as farmers. behalf in their respective countries."
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157. There was a tendency among certain writers to think
that Moznrnblque was less well endowed with minerals, but
given a ,proper survey, authoritles indicated that sold, copper,
coal aud other minerals did occur 511 the Territory.

158. In his testimony before the Special Committee in Africa,
cne of thepetitlouera had asserted .hat large companies op
e.rating in Muznmbillue belonged to the British, Belgians and
Anu:ricans, who ran them with the help of the Portuguese
Government, using cheap labour from Mozambique, The
Government of Portugal, by granting' attractive concessions
to financial interests h Western Europe and North America,
was liesperat.:l)· trying to maintain its holdings in its overseas
Tcnilllries. Its Investment brokers on the two continents were
busily endeavcuring' to bring prospective investors and finan
ciers hto Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese
Guinea to help implement what was called the "transitional
development plan".

159. As reported in Africa Toda~I, Dillon, Read and Com
pany, investment brokers, for example, in addlticn to their
functions as representatives of the Government of South
Africa in their Wall Street dealings, had taken it upon them
selves to explore the possibility of loans for use in the
Territories under Portuguese domination.

160. The war which the Government of Portugal was
waging ngainst the people of Africa in the Territories of
Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portuguese Guinea was
providing economic advantages to that Government, Accord
ing to The New York Times of 2.3 August 1965:

"The African war has proved something of an economic
blessing for metropolitan Portugal, although this view is
not voiced officially. Portugal has seen her industry grow
on the basis of military orders, ~nnging from munitions to
food and textiles. The remittances of pay by soldiers over
seas to their f-milies at home have injected new money
into the economy,"

161. Another newspaper, the TribllllC de LOllsalllle, had re
ported on 27 June 1965 that Swiss businessmen had gone to
Lisbon to conclude negotiations for a loan of a million con/os
(one conto equals 1.000 escudos) to pay the expenses of the
war in Angola. At the same time, the French Ambassador
in Lisbon had left for Luanda to study the conditions for
possible economic assistance from French capitalists to main
tain the cost of the war.

162. South Africa and Southern Rhodesia were of course
the pillars of the tri-partite scheme in that part of Africa.
As recently announced, for example, th; South African regime
had agreed to fin:,1ce the building of a £2.5 million dam on
the Cunene Rlver 11\ Angola, in. return for which the Portu
guese colonial regime would supply power to South West
Africa (reported by ~he Ralld Daily Mail, Johannesburg).
Tile Government of .'{j, ~\lgal and the minority regime in
Southern Rhodesia Ba,t indicated identical objectives in their
economic and social operations in the Territories under their
domination and it followed, therefore, that their military,
economic, political and social programmes were devised with
mutual understanding and dose co-operation. According to
Africa Diary of 12-22 January 1965, for example, the powerful
South African financial company, the Mynbou Society, had
announced its interest, in collaboration with other concerns,
in investing money to develop oil fields in Angola.

1';;1, Negotiations had been going on. with the Portuguese
authorities in Angola and with the Belgian firm PETROFINA.
In Angola, PETRANGOL, which was 60 per cent Belgian
owned-the remainder being controlled by the Portuguese
Government and private firms-played a negative role as far
as the legit:"'ate aspirations for independence of the people
of Angola were concerned.

164. The Union Miniere du Haut Katanga was also one
of the most important mining companies affecting, inter o/;a,
the African people under Portuguese administration. The
Wankie Colliery Company, of Southern Rhodesian origin and
financed by British capital, was yet another .inancial concern
established in the Territories under Portuguese administration
adversely affecting the struggle of the people of Angola and
Mozambique to attain their legitimate aims.

165. A eal'd,.1 analysis of all those facts led to the con
clusion that the economic interests which participated in the
Territories under Portuguese administration had an obligation
to COml)ly with the regulations and policies of the Governme.nt
of Portugal, in accordance with the cynical arrangements
devised to perpetuate the status qllo in Angola, Mozambique
and so-called Portuguese Guinea.

166. Apart from such economic and political arrangements
for the maintenance of the ,prevailing system, Portugal pur
sued additional measures to safeguard its repugnaut policies
in the African Territories. One of those measures was the
systematic exploitation of the African as a source of cheap
labour. As Mr. Homer Jack had reported in his book, the
basis of the economy in Angola and the cause of many of
its social problems was forced labour. Aithouglt Portugal
had signed the Slavery Convention in 1926 limiting the use
of forced labour to public purposes, it had not signed the
Forced Labour Convention of 1930 or the Recruitment of
Indigenous Workers Convention of 1936.

167. The writers Anders Ehnrnark and Per Wastberg, in
their book Allgola alld Mocambl'que, concluded that the key
to all Portugal's oppressive actions lay in the inhuman and
cruel exploitation of the African labourer. The two writers
remarked: "Portuguese authorities deny that· forced labour
still exists in Angola. Everything is said to be done voluntarily,
contracts are signed, to the satisfaction of both parties. But
this does not prevent the Angolans telling stories about the
slave hunts in the interior. People, they say, are forcibly
taken away from hearth and home. For a year, maybe two
years, they live in fenced-in camps, or plantations, or factories.
They earn a salary for ten or twelve hour",' work a day, but
its payment is held back so that it can accumulate during the
year. However, deductions for food, lodging and taxes make
it shrink almost as rapidly as it grows, and what is left over
at the end of the year is said 0 ften to be no more than an
amount just enough to pay for their journey home."

168. Similarlv, Richard Hammond, in his study Portugal's
Ajricon Problem: Some Ecollomic Facets, wrote: ".•. but
within the Territories there also exists, or has existed, a
measure of compulsory labour recruitment, ostensibly only
for public purposes such as road-building, but in practice and
despite formal legal enactments to the contrary, for private
enterprises as well."

169. A vast reservoir of manpower in Mozambique and
Angola served Southern Rhodesia and South Africa, mainly
in the mines, Thousands of African labourers spent many
months every year in the mines of South Africa, earning a
traction of what they deserved and having to submit to
inhuman degradation and racial discrimination.

170. The labour situation fell within the tri-partite arrange
ments described above; that was to say, South Africa and
Southern Rhodesia had to have a constant flow of cheap labour
from the northern colonies for their economic advantage.
West European and North American companies in southern
Africa accommodated the wishes of the host Governments, in
that they collaborated in the exploitation of the wealth and
toil of the African, thus achieving their own narrow ends.

171. The President of the African-American Institute, Mr.
Nielsen, writing for the Council on Foreign Relations, made
a pertinent remark in Airican Battlellne : "Compulsory ami
contract labour has provided hundreds of thousands of workers
at extremely low cost for the mines, farms, and factories of
Angola and Mozambique, as well as tens of thousands more
for the farms and mines of South Africa. In the recruitment
of workers, collusion between officials, local chiefs and private
companies was common, and the mistreatment of workers was
widespread. The harshness of the system is suggested by the
fact that to escape its requirements more than a million
Angolans and Mozambiquans fled to work and reside in ad
joining countries."

172. Such was the situation in regard to labour in the
Portuguese Territories. It was clear that labour constituted
one of the major instruments used by Portugal to dominate
the African populations.

173. Militarily, Portugal was doing everything possible to
frustrate the wishes of the overwhelming' majority of the
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people in its Territories. Along with South Africa and
Southern Rhodesia, Portugnl was armed to suppress the people
and thereby maintain the extremely dlll1Rerous situation that
prevailed in its Territories. According to Tire NetlJ York TI'mes
of 23 August 1965, Portugal had:

"••• forged strong new military and political links with
France ami West Germany, both of which welcome this
country's recent dislike of Atlantic arrangements.

"Operating on the theory thut 'we helll those who help us',
Portugal has granted a large air force base to West Ger
many in the south and ha. agreed to let France build a
missile-tracking station on Flares Island in the Azores.

"Although nothing has been said .publicly, it is understood
that in exchange for the base at Be]n, where German jet
pilots will have a major training centre, West Germany may
sell Portugal at least sixty modern jet fighters for tactical
operations in AIrlca,

"Apparently in exchange for the tracking faci1iti~s in the
Azores. France is building four submarines and four frigates
for Portugal on favourable credit terms. Alouette helicopters,
sold by France to Portugal, arc used in the African
operations."
174. Portugal's military alliauce with the United Kingdom

and the United States of America could not, of course, be
ignored. As petitioners had informed the Special Committee
during its recent session in Africa, there was concrete evidence
that Portugal was using NATO-supplied arms to crush the
uprisings in its African colonies. In fact, as some of the
petitioners had stated, were it not for the supply of arms
by virtue of its membership in NATO, and of other alliances
in the Western world, Portugal's efforts to maintain its
colonies in Africa would have crumbled long since.

175. The situation in the Portuguese African Territories
was thus becoming worse than ever, and his delegation hoped
that the Portuguese authorities realized the inevitability of
such an outcome. As Tile Nettl York Till/CS had correctly
remarked:

"The foreign tourists who have again invaded Portugal
this summer to visit the churches and castles of old Lisbon
and sun themselves on the fashionable beaches of the Costa
do Sol near here can thus remain unaware of the extent
of this nation's commitment to the African war,

"In this lovely and peaceful city, it is hard to visualize
that Portugal expends nearly 40 per cent of her annual
budget on the war and keeps more than two thirds of her
army of 115,000 men tied down in Africa."

176. At a time when awareness at the fast deteriorating
situation seemed to prevail in all quarters, it was unthinkable
that encouragement of Portuguese plans and policies in Angola
and Mozambique should be considered. He hoped that Por
tugal and its supporters now understood that the immigration
of Europeans into those African Territories, the exploitation'
of Afrlcan labour and materials and inhuman suppression of the
indigenous population could not solve the problem. Instead,
strict adherence to the Charter of the United Nations and
the many resolutions of the General Assembly and respect
ic,:, world opinion would lead to fruitful results without waste
of human lives and material resources. "

177. It should, of course, be understood that his delegation
was not against investment as such. Many nations, including
his own, were in favour of genuine investment. His delega
tion's op,position was to investment in the prevailing political
circumstances in colonies such as Angola, Mozambique and
so-called Portuguese Guinea, which was impeding the realiza
tion of the legitimate aspirations of the overwhelming majority
of the peoples of those Territories for self-government and
independence. His present statement should be". interpreted
along those lines,

178. Since foreign monopolies and financiers in the Terri
tories under Portuguese domination had proved to be among
the impeding factors, in the political circumstances prevailing
in those Territories, his delegation felt that the Sub-Committee
should assess those factors in formulating its report to the
Special Committee. It would collaborate with the other mem

'bers of the Sub-Committee in carrying out that important task.

li9. The representative of Tunisia said that, in conformity
with operative .paragrnph 7 of the resolution adopted by the
Special Committee at its 2i7th meeting (see A/5800/Rev.l,
CUllp. V para. 352), the Secre~ariat had provided the Sub
Com..litll1C with several reports and studies about the a~tivitles
(If forlliglt economic and other interests whleh were impeding
the implementation of the Declaration on the granting of
bdcpendence in the Territories under Portuguese administra
tion. The excerpts of statements made and communications
submitted by petitioners from Territories under Portuguese
administration had been of great assistance to the Sub
COmmittee, giving it a full picture of the alarming social and
economic conditions prevailing in those Territories and help
ing it to understand what were the real financial interests
behind Portugal which were enabling that country to resist
the wind of change in Africa. Additional detailed information
had been provided by members of the Sub-Committee.

180.His delegation did not wish to be repetitious or to
dwell on details or information which, in the final analysis,
pointed to an inescapable and well-known fact. All the dis
cussions of the Sub-Committee had led to the conclusion th:lt
the colonialist exploitation was primarily supported and en
couraged outside Portugal by financial groups which were
taking full advantage of the inhuman social and economic con
ditions of the African people in the Portuguese Territories.
In every respect, the Africans were being exploited in order
to increase the profit margin of foreign companies, for the
sole benefit of those companies and of the Government of
Portugal. Both the information available to his delegation
and the official data provided by the Government of Portugal
indicated that such exploitation had been constantly increasing
in recent years. In spite of. the uneasy conditions resulting
from the wars of liberation launched in those Territories, it
had been reported that investment conditions were not dis
couraging.

l8t. His delegation considered that the Sub-Committee
should not dwell any longer on the intricacies of the conditions
of foreign investment and financial interests in Portuguese
Tevritories. The Sub-Committee had clear and ample evidence
that the substantial build-up of economic potential by Portugal
in Angola and Mozambique was the result of the foreign
financial aid given by certain financial groups and supported
by the atlies of Portugal and that it constituted one of the
main obstacles impeding the liberation of the Portuguese
Territories from colonial rule, Nor should it be zorgotten
that, apart from external support, Portugal was strengthening
its tics within Africa with the racists of Southern Africa.
Indeed. it seemed that the: alliance between Mr. Salazar,
Mr. Verwoerd and Mr. Smith was now becoming a more
formal treaty. An article in Le MOllde of 14 September 1965
had said that, according to information from diplomatic
sources in Lisbon, a secret agreement had been concluded
between Portugal, Rhodesia and South Africa for the defence
of white Africa, i.e., the entire southern portion of the African
continent where European domination persisted. According
to the article, the agreement-which they preferred to call an
"understanding"-was designed to organize the joint defence
of Southern Africa against "communist or nationalist sub
version". That was additional proof, if proof were needed,
of the collusion between the forces of evil in Southern Africa.

182. In his view, 'l'e time had come to make a full report
to the Special Committee. Since it had been agreed at the
previous meeting that discussion on the report should begin
at the present meeting, his delegation considered that a corn
prehensive report which would be as detailed as possible
should be made to the Special Committee on the basis of the
information provided by the Secretariat and including the
detailed accounts submitted by various members of the Sub
Committee.

183. With regard to recommendations, his delegation would
support any recommendation to the Special Committee along
the lines which the representative of Tanzania had proposed
at the Sub-Committee's eighteenth meeting.

184. The representative of Syria said that the members
of the Sub-Committee had by now gained a comprehensive
picture of the nefarious role played by foreign economic
and financial interests in the African territories which Por-

! I p!Lant
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tugal still dominated by means of sheer force, inhuman treat
ment and the backing of powerful reactionary forces. The
revelations made by the representatives of Tanzania and the
Soviet Union, the elaborate comparisons of the representative
of Yugoslavia and the eloquent plea made by the representative
of Ethiopia did not leave much unsaid, but a few points would
bear repetition.

185. The administering Power, in violation of international
law, felt free to allot concession after concession to foreign
companies for the exploitation of natural resources which
were not its to give but which belonged to the people of
Moznmblquc, Angola and so-called "Portuguese" Guinea. The
African himself was subjected to the worst forms of ex
ploitation as a cheap source of tabour and was deprived of
all his natural and legitimate rights. Forced labour, nominal
wages that were far below the minimum subsistence level
recognized internationally, the denial to the African worker
of every decent opportuuity for advancement, his subjection
to constant discrimination, incrimination and forced separation
from his land and family-all those and countless other de
vices were used with impunity as a means to one end: the
perpetuation of conquest, the drawing of maximum benefit
at the expense of African suffering and the obstruction of
the emergence and development of the African personality.

186. That sinister state of mind and behaviour suited the
bulk of foreign companies very well. They found it extremely
lucrative to expand their activity as long as they were offered
cheap labour. powerful protection and encouragement to ignore
the rights of the true and authentic inhabitants of those Terri
cries. They thrived on such opportunities, found it convenient
to ignore human hardships and concentrated on gaining the
maximum illicit profit. Sensing the revolt against those
atrocious conditions, they were now assisting the tyrant in
every way. Some of them went even further and set them
selves up as little States within the Territories. They feared
no retaliation from the Portuguese authorities, since they had
a common goal: to suppress every movement for the emancipa
tion of Africans under their subjection. Originally usurpers,
having acquired illicit concessions in respect of resources
belonging to a third party, those companies were now be
coming oppressors in order to consolidate their illegal pos
sessions. At home they were exerting pressure on their
respective Governm~nts to support the Portuguese regime, to
extend military, financial, economic and trade relations with
that country and to equip it with arms for self-defence against
an imaginary enemy but in reality for the defence of that
regime against the Portuguese people and against the liberation
movements of Angola, Mozambique and so-called "Portuguese"
Guinea. The argument usually heard from quarters which
should face the responsibility for allowing their arms to be
used contrary to their originally professed purposes was that
military alliance with Portugal was solely for the defence
of Europe. He failed to see. however, what guarantees could
be given that arms delivered for that purpose would not be
used in Africa. That question had been raised by the repre
sentatives of liberation movements and remained unanswered.
If responsible Governments were asked what steps they had
taken to check the practices of their companies, they replied
that their was nothing wrong with investment. When asked
whether they would like investment to be an instrument for
denying people their rights and thei r liberty, the reply was
that they had no jurisdiction over those companies. That
argument was nothing more than an admission that narrow
economic interests came before due respect for international
law. Tt was a lack of consideration for world opinion and
an encouragement to violations of international law.

187. The more the role of economic interests in Afriean .
Territories under Portuguese domination became apparent-a
role which effectively consolidated colonialism and ran counter
to African aspirations-the more the conclusions became evi
dent. The African countries. backed by other freedom-loving
nations, should make it clear that foreign companies allying
themselves with the tyranny of Salazar would have no place in
Africa and that Governments condoning the oppression, directly
or indirectly. could not claim the friendship of Africa and
should sec to it that liberation movements were supported in
their struggle not only morally but also materially. Words

alone were not enough to dissuade the forces of oppression
from comlnulng' their merciless dominntion of lands and
peoples.

188. The representative of Denmark, speaking in exercise
of the risht of re lV, pointed out that NATO anus could
IIQt be used in Al..ea, Denmark did not export any arms
to Portugal and similar assurances had heen received from
other members of NATO.

189. The representative of Denmark said that his delegntion
could not but express its sincere appreciation of the working
.\llIperS prepared by the Secretariat on mining activities ami
settlement in the Portuguese colonies and the summary of
statements made b~' the petitioners during the Spedal Com
mittee's session in Africa. His delegatkn had carefUlly studied
those documents, It had also carefully studied the statements
made b~' previous speakers in the debate. There was no doubt
that the Sub-Committee had very comprehensive and, in many
respects, very interesting material to hand.

190. The question, however, was what conclusions could
be drawn from that material. He was afraid that in that
respect his delegation disagreed with the previous speakers.
<\U were aware that, under the mandate entrusted to it by
the Special Committee, the Sub-Committee was to study the
activities of foreign economic and other interests which were
impeding the implementation of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) in the Territories under Portuguese administration.
From the information available to the Sub-Committee, it was
evident that various foreign interests were involved in most
sectors of the economy of the Portuguese Territories in Africa.
but that did not mean that those interests ipso facto .were
impeding the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV), i.e..
standing in the way of the aspirations of the peoples of those
Territories. That had to be proved. and his delegation did not
think that that had been done so Inr,

191. He would cite, for instance, the article in The Ne~t'

York Times of 23 August 1965 which had been mentioned
by the Ethiopian representative at a recent meeting. The article
suggested that it was not the economic activities in Portugal
and its colonies which had made possible the Portuguese
war against the population in its African Territories but
that, on the contrary. that war was a stimulating factor in
the economic life of Portugal and its colonies; in other words,
it was not the fighting which was stimulated b)' the economy,
but the other way round.

192. The Sub-Committee also knew that some parts of
the Portuguese Territories in Africa were very rich in
natural resources. Quite a number of those were easily ac
cessible, which was a further indication that, although the
activities of foreign economic interests in the Portuguese
Territories added to their economic development, they were
not of decisive importance for the upholding of Portuguese
rule.

193. Frankly speaking, his delegation considered that the
only conclusions to he drawn from the material so far available
were that the economic and social legislation and the con
ditions prevailing in the Portuguese Territories were far
below generally accepted standards and that the population
was receiving far too small a share of the profits from the
exploitation of the natural resources of their countries. That,
however, was not due to the activities of foreign interests; it
was due to the colonial policies of Portugal, to which, as
was well known, his delegation was strongly opposed, and
it seemed to his delegation that in the end the Sub-Committee
would realize that it had only been studying once again one
of the many aspects of Portugal's colonial policies.

194. Against that background. his delegation would have
preferred the Sub-Committee simply to pass on to the Special
Committee the comprehensive and interesting material which
had 'been compiled so far and to inform it that it had not
arrived at any conclusions on whether the activities of foreign
economic and other interests in the Portuguese Territories
were impeding th~ implementation of resolution ~514 (XV)
in those Territories in any substantial way.

195. The statements of the other members of the Sub
Committee. however, clearly indicated that the majority of
the members found that conclusions could be drawn and should
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be presented to the Special Committee. I{ they insisted on that
position, his delegation would request thut the points of view
he had expressed at the present meeting should be summarlzed
in a dissenting conclusion.

196. The representative of ~ll1li said that his delegation
wished to thank the Sccretarlnt for the working paper on
mining in Angola and u(ozambique which it had submitted fOI'
the Sub-Committee's consideration (annex I below), It full~'

appreciated the efforts made to compile the information
nvallnblc on the ..ctlvitles of foreign economic and other
interests in the Territories under Portuguese administration.
11 was aware of the difficulties involved in seeking and eom
fIlling uccuratc information and figures on economic activities
in the Portuguese colonies, in view of Portugal's attitude
towards the Special Committee,

197. The document which the Sub-Committee was now
stud~'ing and the statements made b~' the petitioners who had
appenred before the Special Committee during its visit to
A'Irica constituted a serious indictment of the colonial system.
which unfortunately still existed on the African continent.
After reading the working paper, it was cas)' to see wh~'

Portugal, which had been installed in Angola since 1482, was
tl')'ing to maintain itself there against the will of the African
population. In order to perpetuate its domination, the Por
tuguese Government had proceeded in stages: to begin with,
the conquered African countries had become colonies of settle
mcnt and then they had been proclaimed Overseas Provinces
or Departments, although the indigenous people did not enjoy
the civic rights granted to Portuguese citizens.

198. Under cover of laws enacted in Lisbon for the sole
purpose of stimulating the Portuguese economy, mineral
resources and other natural resources had been declared not
to "form part of the 'patrimony' of the Overseas Territories"
(Organic Law of the Portuguese Overseas Provinces, 1963,
article LIl, para, II). The report also stated that "The
Overseas Mining Law, on the other hand, provides that
ownership of all deposits of metal and metallic ores is vested
in the State ..." (annex I, para. 13, below). It was easy to
sec what State was meaut : certainly not the real owner, the
State of Angola, which had not even been allowed the time
to set Itself up.

199. Those resources were cynically exploited and exported
to Portugal or other European countries which, through the
Portuguese Government. had acquired mining concessions
with the right of life and death over, the peaceful African
people. Thus the indigenous inhabitants, defrauded of their
lands. were reduced to a state of slavery by settlers brought
from Portugal to Africa. That racial minority. which was the
beneficiary of all the laws. had systematically divided up the
colonized Territories. where they grew crops which in no
way served African interests or simply exploited the resources
of the soil for the exclusive benefit of European industries.

200. Various European companies had banded together to
pillage the resources of the Angolan sub-soil: in Portugal,
the Banco Nacional Ultramarino and the Maison Henry
Burnay j in Belgium. the Societe generale de Belgique and
the Mutalite coloniale ; in France, the Banque de l'Union
Parisienne ; in the United States, the financiers Ryan and
Guggenheim. In 1917 that group had founded the Angola
Diamond Company which, with substantial capital assets and
labour which was either cheap or simply requisitioned by the
Portuguese administration. had been able to make enormous
profits in the world diamond market, The political aspect of
that exploitation was obvious: it brought the Portuguese Gov
ernment substantial returns, spared it social disturbances and
opened up markets for it in Europe and the United States of
America. Paragraph 89 of the Secretariat Working Paper
(annex I below) gave some useful information about the
board of directors of the company in 1963 and the company's
balance sheet appeared in table 2. Both the company's capital
and its profits were increasing, It might therefore be asked
what return was being made to the legitimate owners and
whether they were benefiting from those investments and the
exploitation of their resources.

201. The reply to those questions was obvious. It could
be summed up in a few words: the growing pauperization

c f the black population. The colonial administration, which
was collecting' part of the income from diamond mining, did
nothing to alleviate the IIC,werty of the Africans. No serious
reforms were attempted i no solid infra-structure Has planned
for an~' kind of development of the countrr ; the education
provided was deliberately confined to II few rudiments of
the Portuguese language. The intention remained the same:
to keep the black population in total darkness the better to
explol; them, nnd to force them to abandon subsistence farm
ing in order to make them more dependent on the new struc
tures imposed upon them as a result of the workiug of the
diamond mines and the extraction of iron and petroleum.

202. The Angola Diamond Company alone employed over
SO PCI' cent of the workers engaged in mining in Angola, as
was pointed out in paragraph 145 of the working paper.
Thus the foreign companies, which were impeding the devel
opment of an independent agriculture in the country, were
keeping the economically active population in a state of slr,\;)ry,
for the Angolan Administration's Decree of 1947 made it
virtually impossible for a worker to choose his own occupation.

203. As far as petroleum was concerned, there was nClt
only Portuguese capital but a whole network of trusts: the
Companhla de Petr61eos de Angola (ANGOIL), which was
assoclatcd with the Sinclnir Consolidated Oil Corporation and
Belgian interests. There again, Western Europe was not acting
alone i United States oil companies-in particular, the Cabinda
Gnlf Oil Co., a subsidiary of the Gulf Oil Corporation, had
in 1957 been granted concessions for prospecting for and work
ing petroleum deposits.
2~. It was certainly odd that those companies had become

interested in petroleum extraction only when the national
liberation movements had begun the struggle for the liberation
of their countries. It might be thought that Portugal, left to
itself. would have neither the resources nor the necessary
economic potential to withstand for so long the movement of
revolt that was sweeping the countries still under Portuguese
domination.

205. The United Kingdom was not without its' share in
petroleum exploitation. Angola Holdings Ltd., of London, had
interests in the Companhia de Cornbustiveis de Lobito (see
annex I, para. 178).

206. A standard contract. signed with the Cabinda Gulf Oil
Company, stipulated that the company would have "full free
dam to produce, save, sell and export any and all substances
extracted from the area of the concession", but it was not
authorized to establish a refinery (ibid., para. 191). That clause
of the contract showed the intention of the Portuguese Gov
ernmeut not to undertake anything in Africa which might
bring any change whatever in the living conditions of the
African people. The establishment of a refinery would nec
essarily imply the opening of ncwmarkets for the Africans
and more advanced training in petrochemistry, geology and
the like, thus opening the door to scientific advancement, which
would hasten the end of Portuguese domination in that part
of Africa. Foreign companies which accepted that clause bore
the same responsibility as Portugal for the continuance of
the state of subservience ill which the Angolans lived.

207. In the other mining sectors-mining of iron, coal, gold,
etc.-the same companies. organized as a monopoly, were
engaged in exploitation, a!1owing the Portuguese Government
a good share of the profits. Granting concessions for fifty
years with the possibility of extension, it was entitled to
10 per cent of the capital shares and was to receive a maximum
of about 55 pCI' cent of the profits (iMd., para. 208).

208. Also in that area were the Sociedade Mineira do
Lombige and the Companhia Mineira do Lobito, under the
control of Jofio Sousa de Machado. Again, those companies,
having no competition, had been able in record time to multiply
the profits exportable to Portugal.

209. Those few examples showed why the Portuguese Gov
ernment was stubbornly fighting to remain in the African
countries. Not only did those Territories constitute a source
of considerable income, but the revenue from the foreign
companies enabled the Portuguese Government to finance the
repression and the genocidal war it was waging in Angola,
Mozambique and elsewhere.
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210. The accounts of the petitioners llgreed in their descrip
tion of the treatment of Africnn wozkers, In Angola, the
Africans had p..lwa)·s been treated like beasts of burden.
'fhey could be. beaten unmercifully and compelled to do
forced labour. That was why, fleeing their homes, more than
a million Angolans had taken refuge in the Congo, some
500,000 in Zambia, and many other neighbouring countries.

211. In order to help the SAGAL Company, the Govern
ment prohibited African farmers from cultivating anything
other than the cotton needed for Portuguese fnctorles, If by
chance a farmer grew rice or millet for his own use, he was
liable to imprisonment. Thus, in order to feed his family the
farmer was compelled to steal his food, not being allowed
to grow nny grain.

212. Lastly, in order to devastate those Territories, and
fearing the insurrectionist movement which was making its
pressure felt more and more, the Portuguese Government had
signed II manpower agreement with South Africa under which
Mozamblqne wns to provide a certain number of workers
each year fOI' the South African mining industry. That transac
tion-according to the statements of petitloners-eenabled the
Portuguese ('jovernment to receive the equivalent of $US6 per
worker for all the workers employed and 50 per cent of
the wages for the first four months, in gold bullion. It was
nothing less than the slave-trade; the slave-traders of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had not outdone the
Portuguese Government.

213. His delegation therefore invited the foreign Powers
whose companies invested in Angola, Mozambique and elsewhere
to discontinue those investments. It was clear that those
transactions were against the interests of the black people.

214. The Africans of the Territories under Portuguese
domination were demanding independence and had taken up
arms in order to regain their freedom. The delegation of
Mali considered that, until such time as the resources of
those Territories were in' the hands of their rightful owners,
all agreements signed between Portugal and foreign corn
panies should be regarded as illegal, since the consent of those
owners had not been obtained. Once independence had been
attained in accordance with the provisions of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV), the foreign companies would be able,
if they still wished to invest, to conclude agreements with the
legitimate Governments of Angola or Mozambique.

215. The representative of Ethiopia said that he wished to
make a few comments with regard to the Danish representa
tive's statement. That representative had referred to an article
in The Ne~1J York Times of 23 August 1965, which he himself
had quoted at the 19th meeting of the Sub-Committee. He
had quoted that article at length because it drew attention
to the cruel and inadmissible military operations which
Portugal was conducting in its colonies. The article mentioned
the close military and political ties which France and the
Federal Republic of Germany had just estabiished with Por
tugal, referred to the war which Portugal was waging in
Africa and pointed out that foreign tourists visiting Lisbon
were no doubt unaware that 40 per cent of Portugal's annual
budget was devoted to military expenses and that two thirds
of the Portuguese army of 115,000 men were engaged in
military operations in Africa. The article went on to give
details of the economic aspects of that war.

216. He did not propose to give a detailed description of the
way in which budgets were prepared but it was generally
known that a large part of the income included in the Por
tuguese budget, and no doubt in those of other countries too,
came from the exploitation of the mineral and other resources
of the Portuguese African colonies, at the expense of the
people of those Territories.

Statements b:J1 petitioners

General iujornutiion

217. Mr. L. M. Muliata, representing Angolan refugees in
Zambia, said:

"... The Portuguese colonized Angola in 1482. Their pres
ence today is still characterized by deliberate repression and
determined exploitation of the African people. The Por-

tuguese rule Cannot in IIny wny be compared with that of
other European colonial governments in Africa. In South
Africa or Southern Rhodesia, where the governments are
known to be evil and oppressive, the Africans still hnve,
however, limited freedom CIf political expression, But in
Angola the case is cumpletely different ,tricans there are
entirely denied the freedom of politic«, Cl(1-ession, hence
there have been no political reforms in the administrntion
of Africans since the Portuguese took over the colon)'.
Direct and oppressive rule has existed up to this day. It
can be noted from the evidence of the military build-up in
the colony. There is a military camp in every Administrative
centre to stamp out any political reforms in the villages.
The movements of the people are restricted. People in their
own country are not allowed to. move from one district to
another without permission. .

"It has always been extremely difficult for us Angolans
to organize and fight for our freedom within our country,
as has happened in other countries. Once an African is
reported as or suspected of talking politics he is arrested
and disappears for good. Some are shot on the spot in public.
This is the situation which has forced and will still force
nationalists to organize and fight from outside Angola."
218. 1\1r. Zarica J. Sakupwanya, Secretary, Comite Pre-

paraterlo do Congresso Constitucional do Comite Revolucio
narlo de Mocambique (COREMO), stated that for over 450
years Portugal had held on to Mozambique and had ruthlessly
suppressed the indigenous inhabitants of the colony, not only
subjugating and exploiting them economically but endeavour
ing to wreck their culture and reduce them to a position of
inferiority. CORE:MO was anxious that the facts should be
brought before the Security Council so as to divert the tide
of popular uprising which had become the only solution if
the oppressed people of Mozambique were to regain their
human dignity within the present generation.

219. In spite of Portugal's insistence that Mozambique was
an extension of Portugal, that never was and never would
be true. The very phrase "overseas province" reflected political
administrative discrimination, and was geographically mean
ingless. The African had never had access to the higher
positions in the legislative or executive branches of Portuguese
public administrations.

220. Mr. Mateus Muthemba, Member of the Central Com
mittee, Frente de Libertacdo de Mocambique (FRELIMO),
said:

"... It is obvious from the above why the Portuguese
colonialist Government has no wish to let the African people
rule themselves. In order to maintain colonialism, the Por
tuguese Government, like all colonial powers, has for years
prohibited all expressions of political consciousness, using
every fascist method known to man. Lately, since the estab
lishment of FRELIMO, these methods have been intensified.
In the cities. the Government has established a tight network
of spies, PIDE, who live exclusively on listening to what
their fellow countrymen say or do against the colonialist
regiml:, and reporting to their white masters. There are
members of PIDE in every institution in Mozambique, be
it a church. a school, a commercial enterprise, etc., wherever
there are a few people who might be able to form a plot
against the status quo. Those African nationalists who are
caught saying anything resembling criticism of government
policy, or anything in any way critical of the European's
privileged position ill Africa, are arrested and kept incom
municado for months, sometimes for years, without even
a court action to prefer charges against them. Anyone who
is found listening to radio programmes other than the Por
tuguese ones is arrested on suspicion of being a nationalist;
people who are found reading articles in Portuguese papers
dealing with world affairs, especially African affairs. are
in danger of being arrested and charged with being national
ists. Since the beginning of the armed struggle in Mozam
bique, the Government has instituted strict measures cur
tailing the movements of millions of Mozambican black
men, in order to check the spread of war to the main cities.
The Government keeps telling the public that all the fighting
that is going on in the country is directed from outside,
from foreign countries who wish to conquer the colony."
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Uti1i::ah'oll of resources
222. Mr. L. M. Muliata, representing Angolan refugees in

Zambia, stated that economically Angola had rich natural
resources which the Portuguese had failed to exploit because
Portugal itself was economically a very poor country, In
addition, the Portuguese feared that if other countries invested
money in Angola, it would lead to the rapid advancement of
Africans and consequently to political reforms. In more than
400 years the Portuguese had done practically nothing to
develop Angola and its people. Instead they had imposed
high taxes and failed to provide employment. No African
was allowed to conduct a business; the African existed solely
for purposes of exploitation.

Finoncial assistance alld investmellts
223. Mr. Zarica J. Sakupwanya, Secretary, Comite Pre

parat6rio do Congresso Constitucional do Comite Revolu
cionario de Mccambique (COREMO), said that the large
companies operating in Mozambique belonged to the British,
Belgians and Americans, who ran them with the help of the
Portuguese Government, using cheap labour from Mozambique.
The Mo~c~mbique Convention of 11 September 1928, which
allowed agents of the mining companies to recruit up to
800,000 Africans annually, and established that 47.5 per cent
of the sea traffic to and from the Transvaal should pass
through the port of Loureuco Marques, brought a highly
profitable business to the colonial Government of Portugal,
but at the same time it brought misery, suffering and exploita
tion to the African people in their own country.

224. Mr. Anibal de Melo, Movimento Popular de Liber
tacao de Angola (MPLA), said that Portugal's accomplices
were the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
the Federal Republic of Germany and Belgium, all of which
wanted to profit from wealth so easily acquired. In order to
remain in Africa and to go on stealing the gold, diamonds,
petroleum and iron of the Africans, Mr. Salazar had formed
an alliance with the racists of southern Africa and had pur
chased the complicity 0: the above-mentioned great Powers..
With regard to the funds Portugal had obtained, it had
succeeded in its recently floated loan in procuring the follow
ing amounts: the Federal Republic of Germany had lent
1,000 million, a United States bank 2,000 million, the French
Foreign Trade Bank nearly 1,000 million, a consortium of
United States banks almost 1,000 million and another United
States bank 500 million. Moreover, in a recent speech in the
Portuguese National Assembly, a member of the Portuguese
Army had boasted of receiving money from NATO.

225. Mr, Eduardo C. Mondlane, President, Frente de
Libertacao de Mocambique (FRELIMO), stated that between
1951 and 1961 the United States had contributed 500 'million
dollars to Portugal in the form of weapons. There was nothing
to indicate that such aid had since ceased. The Federal Re
public of Germany not only sold weapons to Portugal but
had established a military base in Portugal where training
was given to the armed forces of the NATO Powers. The
Federal Republic had recently purchased sixty war planes
from Canada to supply to Portugal and had increased its eco
nomic aid to that country. Several German companies were
establishing factories in Portugal's African colonies. For
instance, Krupp was setting up an iron and steel plant in
Angola. The Minister of Defence of the Federal Republic
of Germany had recently held discussions with the Portuguese
Ministry of Defence. United States investors were also in
terested in the Portuguese colonies. A high official of the
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i • 221. MI·. Agostlnho Neto, President, Movimento Popular Iuter-Amerlcan Cnpih\l Corporntion had assured the authorities
de Llbertacao de Angola (MPLA), said: in Moaamblque that the United States would invest not less

"••• Scores of Angolans have been sentenced by the than ~I,OOO million in the country. Loons worth several mittion
special courts and deported to the concentratlcn camps in dollars had been raised by' the Portl"p,:SC Government in
the Cape Verde Islands. Hundreds of others, without even London. Those investments helped t<.' meet the expenses of
appearing before a court, have been put into prison in Portugal's colonial wars. France had concluded an agreement
Angola. The PIDE, the Portuguese political police, has with Portugal to establish a base in the Azores, in return
already killed off thousands by torture and ill-treatment. for which it would build 120 ships at various kinds for
The colonial army and the settlers' militia and the ndmln- Portugnl, A Portuguese officer who had deserted had in-
istrntlon have co-operated in these measures of repression, formed the nationalist movement that the Portuguese forces
which are more severe in those regions where the fighting in Mozambique were equipped with United States helicopters,
has occurred." French jet planes, United Kingdom frigates and weapons

from the Federal Republic of Germany.
226. Mr. Mondlane pointed out that Portugal was a very

poor country. Consequently, although Mozambique was rela
tively rich in natural and human resources, the capital
required to exploit those resources did not exist. Portugal
itself was a, colony subject to outside economic forces. The
major Portuguese industries were financed and managed by
foreign interests, and economic control of the Portuguese
territories was in the hands of those same interests. Thus,
most of Mozambique's industry was subsidiary to parent in.
dustries in neighbouring Southern Rhodesia and South Africa,
and most of the territory's labour force was exported to
those countries. The Committee was no doubt familiar with
the "interlocking directorates" vf Western-financed monopolies
which controlled the economy of southern Africa from the
Cape to Katanga, and understood that the determination to
maintain white supremacy in that region was not sentimental
but economic in origin. Mozambique was not an independent
economic unit j it was an integral part of the vast apparatus
of exploitation set up by Portugal and its Western allies.
The disparity between the wages paid to African and European
workers was so great that the indigenous inhabitants were
virtually a slave population. The profits derived from that
merciless exploitation were enjoyed by Portugal and by all
those Western countries which had investments in Mozam
bique. Recent reports indicated that the flow of foreign capital
to southern Africa was increasing; unable to retain economic
control in the many newly independent States in the region,
foreign investors were seeking refuge in the few remaining
areas where they could continue to exploit the African
populations without hindrance.

227. Mr. Mondlane said that the United Kingdom, France,
the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and
Switzerland, among other countries, had been continuing to
give financial and economic aid to Portugal in Africa. The
inescapable conclusion was that those funds were being used
to strengthen Portugal's position in the suppression of the
African population.

228. Loans from United States and international financing
institutions over the past ten years had been used mainly to
finance the settlement of European Portuguese in Africa.
Loans from the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, in particular, had mostly gone into the purchase
of farming equipment for such settlers. It had been Portugal's
long-standing policy to build up the white population in
Mozambique to a proportion comparable with that obtaining
in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, with the object of
creating a situation which would allow for an appeal to
European sentiment in their interest. European and American
banking corporations were aiding those nefarious plans by
granting loans purporting to be for the support of economic
development. In fact, however, such loans were an instrument
for further exploiting the Africans by displacing genuine Afri
can farmers and jeopardizing the marketing outlets of others.

229. Mr. Mondlane believed that one element accounting
for the continued Western support of Portugal was un
doubtedly that the Western people still regarded the African
as outside the pale of humanity. Secondly, the NATO Powers
directly contributing were precisely those with large vested
interests in the still subjugated African territories. Whenever
their Governments might be moved by humanitarian con
siderations, the' first advice sought was from the key figures
in the exploiting monopolies-the very persons who would
strongly oppose any action calculated to affect their own
financial interests. A case in point was Charles Englehart, a
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United States multi-millionaire with large interests in South rule. B)' thus confusing the situation, it hoped to prev;'; 1in
Africnn mining. That aeknowledged supporter of South African their Western nllles from taking a strong position. The '11 nne
policy was now an important adviser on African problems to Government was having little success, however: in 1965, the J. its
the United States Government. Ami who could doubt that white population, including 45,000 soldiers, had amoullted ~ wls
he would certainly look after his own interests, which would to no more than 100,000 out of a population of 7 million. I, to
he jeopardized by the granting of independence to Mozambique, 234. The Portuguese being bronght to Africa were them- l we
since Moaamblcan workers formed a large and important ,part selves ordinary peasants. Portugal was alteady losing 1 million ,~ "la
of the mining labour force in South Africa. Similar examples people a year through emigration, and simply could not ~ ha<
of economic imperialists could be found in all the countries afford to send its exiguous middle class to settle in the ; So
concerned. colonies. Since the Portuguese peasants were themselves poor diti

230. Mr. Mondlane informed the Special Committee that and oppressed, there was no reason why they should not fit Pe
in March 1965, a group of United States companies had into a free Mozambique. It was a huge country, and they the
invested $6 million in the Portuguese national airline serving would be welcome to sta)' if the)' wished. tns
Mozambique and Angola, to help defray the cost of the ,
boycott imposed on that airline by the African States. In African !urllu'lIg aut
January 1%5, the United States Government had lent $20 235. Mr. Mateus Muthemba, member of the Central Corn- fOI
million to Portugal, the second loan in a year, The Inter- mittee, Frente de Libcrtacao de Mocambique (FRELIMO), to
American Trust Company had just announced its intention said that for an African farmer there was the additional the
of investing 500 million dollars in the Portuguese colonies. problem of marketing. The Mozambique farmer, like all East bee
In 1963, a group of New York banks had made a loan of $15 Africans, was a cattle breeder. In a population of about pe(
million to Portugal and in the same year, the Federal Republic 7 million, over 8 million head of cattle were reared, mostly
of Germany had lent 150 million DM to Portugal. In No- IW African peasants. The colonial law provided that cattle
"ember 1963, a group of European banks had advanced a loan owned by white settlers automatically fetched higher prices
of $30 million to Portugal. The International Bank for in the open market than cattle owned by Africans, on the
Reconstruction and Development had given Portugal $12.5 pretence that the former were better cared for and therefore
million for hydroelectric development in Angola and Mozam- of better quality, In fact, European farmers bought African
bique, In April 1964, France had given Portugal a long-term cattle at government-imposed prices for resale at a ,profit. The
loan of $125 million for naval construction, in exchange for African farmer was forbidden to sell direct to the butcher
facilities for the establishment of military bases in the Azores. and remained as a breeder for the white farmer. In Mozam-
In February 1963, a group of French financiers had loaned bique an African was not allowed to compete with a European
$10.5 million to sugar companies in Mozambique. In 1964, or an Asian; yet he had to pay the same taxes and the same
a Netherlands group had invested $12.5 million in the Portu- prices for medical services, education, rent, clothing and all
guese colonies. In April 1963, the Pan-American Inter- his other needs.
national Oil Corporation had been granted oil concessions in
Mozambique, A United Kingdom firm had signed a contract 236. Co-operatives in Mozambique produced wheat, maize,

rice. beans and cotton. In the production of rice, for example,
to furnish irrigation equipment to that Territory. the African farmer would work for six to seven months to

231. Those were just a fcw of the sources from which prepare a plot of land for sowing. The Government would then
Portugal derived the assistance required to maintain its position provide seeds which he would plant and look after until the
in Africa. Moreover, foreign companies had been induced to crop was ready. In order to ensure maximum yields, the
invest in the Territories, despite the colonial wars in progress farmer was obliged to concentrate all his activities on a single
there. by means of a 50 PCI' cent reduction in the licence fees. crop. No help was given against natural hazards such as

drought and disease, so the farmer might find that his
efforts had been wasted. When the time came for harvesting,
a European supervisor would estimate the number of bags
a given lot should produce. Those estimates had to be fulfilled,
otherwise the farmer was severely beaten. Since he had not
been allowed to produce any other crop, he had to .steal his
own rice in order to feed his family. After harvesting, the
rice was taken to special markets where European or Asian
owned companies had exclusive purchasing rights. The farmer
was obliged to accept a miserable price for his produce, which
bore no relation to the cost of production or to his family's
needs. Naturally, the farmer would run away from the co
operative.

237. A similar situation prevailed with regard to wheat
and cattle. Europeans formed so-called "producers' co
operatives" which in fact purchased produce at low prices
from the African farmers and sold it at great profit on the
European market. The result was that Africans worked like
slaves in order to support European farmers.

238. Mr. Lazaro Kavandame, member of the Central Com
mittee, FRELIMO, stated that in 1957 he had presented a
petition to the Portuguese authorities with the object of al
leviating the lot of the local people ruthlessly forced to work
on European and Asian farms, and in other colonialist en
terprises. At the outset, he had believed that the root of the
trouble lay in the people's poverty and ignorance, so that he
had asked permission to institute instruction to eliminate
illiteracy and improve methods of cultivation, in the hope
that by producing better work results the constant whippings,
imprisonments and fines would cease.

239. He had tried to impress upon the Portuguese au
thorities that the farm labourer's monthly pay of 60 escudos
($U.S.2) was wholly inadequate for subsistence. The head
tax alone amounted to 120 escudos a year. Eventually, they
had authorized him to institute an educational programme

European settlement

232. Mr. Mateus Muthemba, Member of the Central Com
mittee, Frente de Libertacao de Mocambique (FRELIMO),
said that since the Second World War the Portuguese Govern
ment had been sending thousands of Portuguese white families
to Africa, chiefly for settlement in rural areas as farmers.
The African population had been encouraged to open up new
and difficult areas for farming, with government aid i but
once the hard work had been done the areas were allocated
for European settlement and the Africans were dispossessed
of the fruit of their work. Anyone who protested was punished
as a black nationalist or a communist.

233. Mr. Eduardo C. Mondlane, President, FRELIMO,
stated that the political implications of the land settlement
policy were adequately explained by the statement just quoted
by the Polish representative." What was really amazing was
that Portugal dared announce its intentions so openly.
Portugal's intention was to build up the white population in
its Territories so that when the time came it would be able, like
the Governments of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, to
point to a large settler population as an obstacle to African

c The representative of Poland had referred to a discussion
of Portuguese land policy in the National Assembly, during
which it had been stated that its purpose was to absorb surplus
population and to strengthen the political structure of the
provinces by promoting "national unity", In the Plan for the
Development of Overseas Territories, it was stated that the
intention was 110t just to civilize the African, but to make
him Portuguese i there was therefore need for settlement by
Europeans. because only thus could Portuguese sovereignty
be ensured and the Portuguese way of life promoted. There
was also a scheme afoot to settle Portuguese soldiers in
Africa as farmers. He asked whether that scheme was being
carried out in Mozambique, and what were its implications for
the freedom struggle of the Mozarnbicans.



Labour conditions

246. Mr. L. M. Muliata, representing Angolan refugees i1;\
Zambia, said that in Angola Africans had always been treated \
like beasts of burden. They could be beaten mercilessly and \
driven into forced labour. As a result millions of Angolans
had sought refuge in neighbouring countries. More than 1 \
million had fled to the Congo and about 500,000 to Zambia,
Rhodesia, Bechuanaland and South 'Vest Africa. In addition, J
;)50,000 had been slain by the armed forces. Massacres 'and
atrocities were everyday events.

~,J~~d'~rl~~t=~nnl" ~o~::::::::::t:"":S to d1~,,, wlmt ,,,,d ~, do","_" '"":~
The I1 understanding that so long as each peasant fami!)' produced and rid the country of the Pcrtuguese oppresso~s. The con-

S, the J its quota of cotton it could cultivate as much land as it elusion had been that the Makonde people alone could not
111lltetl F wished. The local Portuguese admlnistrator had vainly tried succeed in getting rid of the enemy and that it must link
n, I, to discourage the venture by maintaining that illiterate .people forces with the Mozamblcnns elsewhere in the country.
them. ~ were untenchable and that the onl)' means of making the 244. In 1935, while living in Tanganyika, he had worked
~i11icl1 .• "lazy blacks" work was the whip. Nevertheless, the co-operative on the land and realized that it could produce wealth for the
i not ~ had been established with IIn original membership of 500. African. He had gone home in 1947 with the intention of
1\ the l Sorghum, groundnuts and maize had been cultivated in ad- starting to farm on his own account. The local administrator

poor clition to the fixed four hectares of cotton per peasant farmer. had granted him permission and from 1947 to 1957 he had
lot fit Permission had been requested to set up a special fund fo:- been a farmer. Africans like himself were ohliged to work
l they the purchase of certain equipment and the problem of market- plots of land and to sell their produce to Europeans. They

ing had been tackled. could be arrested and beaten at the whim of their supervisors.
240. The success of the venture had led the Portuguese Many were sent to work on the sisal estates. If they managed

anthorities to the conclusion that he was secretly being paid to escape to Tanzania, they were not allowed to return to
for his efforts b)' some unknown source and they had tried their families. Realizing the wastefulness of the system, he
to suborn him by offering him highly remunerated work with had approached the local administrator and asked for permis-
the concessionary cotton company, SAGAL. The offer had sion to work as a team with his friends. He had also asked
been refused, for it would have been treason to desert the for an instructor. At first his requests had been rejected. The
people whose welfare he had at heart and who trusted in him. administrator had told him that it was impossible to teach

241. By 1958, the co-operative had grown to more than anything to an African. Finally, however, he had been
1,000 members and by mid-19S9 to 1,500, the attractions being permitted to start the co-operative. The Government provided
the greater production achieved by working together and the land and seed, and 500 people had set to work under four
release from the oppressive supervision of the Whites. A super·.lsotlS, including himself. The first harvest had been
government ban was then imposed, at the instigation of the most successful j by the second year the co-operative had over
SAGAL company, on further extension of membership. The 1,000 members. and in the third year 1,500. The success of
edict was that heucercrward all African Mozambicans must the scheme had aroused the Government's suspicions. He had
work for the company. But the measure had failed to satisfy been questioned and then offered a post with a foreign cotton
SAGAL and with government authority it had instituted direct company, which he had refused. Eventually he had returned
harassment of the co-operative's members by sending out visiting to his co-operative and persuaded his colleagues to build roads
inspection teams which had ordered the destruction of all fruit in order to facilitate the trans-port of their produce. The fol-
trees on the farms on the ground that they were detrimental lowing year he had been accused of disobedience and of making
to the production of good cotton. Planting of crops other than clandestine visits to Tanganyika. The authorities had deduced
cotton was made subject to imprisonment and soon thereafter that the reason 'why the co-operative farmers worked so hard
many co-operative members had been arrested, on the charge was that they were in the pay of outsiders. As a result he
of having failed to fulfil the official cotton quota, and removed had been arrested and imprisoned for two years without trial.
to sisal or cotton plantations elsewhere. Thus it was obvious He ·had been released in 1961. At the time of his escape to
to everyone that the Portuguese Government had 110 real in- Tanzania, his three fellow-supervisors were still in prison.
terest in the welfare of the African people and, indeed, was 245. Mr. Eduardo C. Mondlane, President, FRELIMO, said
opposed to freedom for the black man and the betterment of that the attitude of the Portuguese Government towards
his living conditions. agrlcultural co-operatives reflected its general ambivalent at-

242. Meanwhile, he had persuaded the co-operative members titude towards its colonial territories and peoples. On the one
to build roads to ease the transport of produce to the main hand, Portugal maintained a facade of respectability with regard
market centres. That had led to his arrest on the pretext that to the outside world, and on the other carried out a policy
he had not sought prior government authorization. He had of exploitation within its colonies. Over the past twenty-five
been kept in prison without trial for two years, during which years various co-operative programmes had been allowed to
time the co-operative had been dissolved by government order start in Mozambique with the encouragement of the local
and many other leaders were also arrested. On release in authorities. Eventually, as a result of exploitation by European
1961, he had been confined to house arrest and questioned at settlers, they had failed. In the south of Mozambique, for
the administrative post on his future plans. The proposal hac! instance, several attempts had been made to set up co-operatives.
been made that he should establish another co-operative, under The Portuguese administrators had encouraged the local people
direct government control and with a restricted membership to start co-operatives under their own paternal guidance. The
of not more than twenty-five. Having no alternative, he. had aim of those projects had been to "tame the bush" in prepara-
been forced to accept the proposal and in the following two tion for European settlement. Africans were provided with
years the new co-operative had worked strenuously, trying tools and seeds. With official help they would clear and drain
to rebuild what had been lost. Rice, sesame plant, potatoes. a previously uncultivated area and produce crops for a couple
castor-oil plant and maize had been put into cultivation, and of seasons. The Portuguese Government would then declare
to facilitate expansion of tilling, a tractor had been bought out the area suitable for "civilized" settlement. "Civilized" people
of co-operative funds. The delivery of the tractor had been were of course White, Asian or assimilated Africans. The
celebrated by a feast attended by practically all the people United States Government had provided Portugal with funds
of the Mueda region. He had seized the occasion to explain to for such projects. He felt sure that it had done so in good
the people the significance of the tractor purchase: that there faith, accepting at their face value Portugal's claims concern-
were no grounds for the charge of laziness and that organizing ing the use of those funds. The truth was that those resources
among themselves and learning better ways of farming was were used to bring large numbers of illiterate peasants from
all that was needed for prosperity. Portugal to Africa, The crops produced by co-operatives were

243. The Portuguese authorities had taken exception to his disposed of in the way indicated by Mr. Kavandame.
speech, and soon co-operative members began to be arrested
on a variety of charges. He himself had been questioned about
his knowledge of events in Tanganyika and about a new
political movement caned FRELIMO. Despite his denial of
any knowledge or connexion with that movement, he had been
brought in almost immediately for further questioning, the
object being quite .plain: to put him in fear of his life. His'
only chance of salvation had been to escape into the forest, in
the hope of maintaining contact with the African people from
there. Subsequently, after police efforts to find him had been
given up, he had arranged for a meeting of the people's leaders
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247. Mr. Mateus Muthemba, member of the Central Corn
mlttee, Frente de Libertacao <le Mci~ambiqufl (FRELIMO),
stated that, with regard to the economic situation, the people
of Mozambique were kuown in Central, East and Southern
Africa for their industry, and were employed all over sub
tropical Africa. It was estimated that 1 million were working
outside their country in gold and copper mining, cotton, sugar,
sisal and tobacco plantations and also in harbour, railway and
road work in South Africa. Zhnbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania,
Kenya and Uganda. In Mozambique they worked in all the
country's industries and services as unskilled labour. They
were regarded as imaginative. resourceful and tireless workers.

248/ Thus the Portuguese had exploited the Africans, who

(
'Wcre made to work for the Portuguese economy and for
industrialists outside Mozambique at wages below the survival
rate, without any limit on hours of work, and in bad living

I conditions. The few who had acquired sufficient education to
I train as skilled workers remained at the same salary, while

thcir European counterparts with the same qualifications were
rapidly promoted. The highest position attainable for an
African was that of assistant officer. The minimum wage' for
an African skilled worker was about 500 escudos a month
($U.S.17) compared with 2,000 escudos ($U.S.67) for a
European. The situation for unskilled workers was much
worse. Between 1949 and 1960 it had been illegal for any
employer to pay an African domestic worker more than 150
escudos ($U.S.5) a month; and although the rule had now
been abolished, there was no minimum wage for African un
skilled workers. Another system of exploitation prevailed in
farming, of which he could speak at first hand, having owned
a farm in a region where European wheat farmers employed
large numbers of African labourers. In the Limpopo valley
in southern Mozambique the average white farmer owned
250 acres of farmland and employed an average of eight
Africans a year, paying an average of 300 escudos ($U.S.lO)
per month to each labourer. In that region, 250 acres could
easily produce an average of four tons of wheat per year,
which would fetch about 300,000 escudos ($U.S.lO,OOO) on the
southern African market, with only 10 per cent labour costs.

249. That and other examples showed what it meant to
be a Mozambican worker under Portuguese colonial control,
and how profitable it was to be a Portuguese colonial settler
in Mozambique. The countries investing in Mozambique
through the Portuguese colonial system were no doubt getting
a handsome share of the profits, and it was not surprising that
international economic journals were reporting an unusual
flow of capital into Portuguese colonies from the United
Kingdom, France, the United States of America, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Belgium and Switzerland.

250. Another case was the African who wished to become
self-employed, for example as a carpenter or mason, a farmer
or a trader. The Portuguese Jaw defining a self-employed
African was highly restrictive, in order that the maximum
number of people would be available as cheap labour for gov
ernment and settler concerns and for export to South Africa,
Rhodesia and elsewhere. The very few self-employed Africans
were hampered in every way possible, to limit competition with
European settlers. A carpenter, for example, would be refused
loans by the banks and be obliged to pay cash for his tools;
he would be refused government Iicences to buy tools for
cutting his own wood from the forests and thus forced. to
buy wood from European companies at exorbitant prices.

251. Mr. Eduardo C. Mondlane, President, FRELIMO,
stated that Portuguese labour legislation was based on the
thesis that Africans were lazy and had to be forced to work
if their countries were to be developed. During the past
seventy-five years, the principal period of colonizing in Africa,
a series of laws had been passed, the most important being
the Vagrancy Act, under which all able-bodied men between
the ages of fifteen and fifty-five were classified as unemployed
if they were not engaged in economic activity. Economic activity
was defined as producing marketable goods-goods saleable to
Europeans or Asians as opposed to goods for barter and local
consumption; or employment in an institution or economic
enterprise directly controlled by a "civilized person"-i.e., a
European or Asian. Exemption was only for those who could

prove that what they produced was of economic value to the
country. Thus, in 1955, according to the latest available
statistics, only 10,000 Africans out of a population of ap
proximately 6 million qualified as self-employed, or capable
of producing goods of economic value; tl,e remainder were
liable to penalty for vagrancy. Anyone not classified as self
employed was obliged to submit proof every six months that
he was employed by a "civilized person", failing which he
would be arrested and forced either to be made available as
a voluntary worker for contract work or directed into work
on government projects. The Vagrancy Act and low wages
were responsible for the great prosperity of private enterprises
during the past twenty-five years. All men between the ages
of fifteen and fifty-five or even more-since age was judged
by appearance and Africans rarely looked their age-were
forced to seek employment at any wage for fear of the
consequences.

252. Over one million persons worked in other countries
partly because Mozambique, being a non-industrial country
with a European population of about 100,000, could not pos
sibly absorb a labour force of millions and partly because
they felt safer in other countries where there was less
pressure from the law.

253. The laws had another purpose. Under a labour agree
ment between South Africa and Portugal, Mozambique had
to provide a specific number of workers annually for the
South African mining industry. The arrangement was a
financial deal under which the Portuguese Government was
paid the equivalent of six United States dollars a head in
gold bullion for all labourers signed on for work, and 50 per
cent of wages for the first four months, also in gold bullion.

254. The justification was that the African was repaying
money spent by the Portuguese Government on his upbringing.
For the last part of the contract, the South African Govern
ment deducted 50 per cent of the wages, which was placed,
in South African banks for the account of the Portuguese
Government and paid in escudos when the worker was back
in Mozambique.

255. The Portuguese authorities forced Mozambicans to seek
work in South Africa by making conditions so difficult in their
own country that they had no alternative. The flow of labour
to South African mines was regulated by an agreement
dating back to the nineteenth century and renewed every ten
years. As he had described in his initial submission to the
Special Committee, a rail connexion had been established
between South Africa and Mozambique, and an agreed per
centage of South African imports and exports was conveyed
to and from Lourenco Marques in exchange for the flow
of labour. Furthermore, South African companies were en
titled to establish recruiting centres in Mozambique. The
South African Government deposited $U.S.6 to Portugal's
account for each Mozambican labourer who went to South
Africa; it also made large deductions from their wages, which
it turned over to Portugal. The whole system was tantamount
toexploitation and ·'slavery.

( 256. The Portuguese Government opposed the creation of
\independent labour unions, even in Portugal. The only labour
organization that was allowed to exist was State-sponsored. It
was worth pointing out that although NATO claimed to be
defending democracy in the West, one of its members-Portu
ga -was dedicated to the suppression of freedom. In Portugal's
. 'rican colonies labour unions had been prohibited under the

terms of the official definition of the population. The so
called "civilized" people were permitted to join the State
union, while the remainder-the so-called "aborigines"-num
bering approximately 7 million, were refused membership.
That was still the case although the entire population was now
supposed to enjoy citizen status. It should be made clear
that the advantages enjoyed by those who qualified for
membership of the State union came solely from their privi
leged status in society and not from their union membership.

257. Mr. Lazaro Kavandame, member of the Central Com
mittee, FRELIMO, said that under the current system in
Mozambique, people were arrested by the local head man or
chief and handed over to the Portuguese authorities for as
signment to various kinds of work such as road construction

I
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or building. No contract was given: the employee had to
accept whatever wage was offered, In 1959 road workers had
been paid the equivalent of fourteen shillings a month; but
employees were not expected tQ keep account of their working
time, and the employers often paid them that amount for two
or three months' work. Farm workers were paid only at the
em: of their term of work; they were given nothing during
the intervening period. If a farm worker was short of clothing.
he was obliged to selid a message to his wife, who might have
to sell a chicken in order to buy and send whatever was
required.

25B. When political activities began to be organized in 1961
outside Mozambique-political organization was prohibited
in the territory-the Portuguese Government had advised
employers to pay a minimum of twenty-eight or thirty shillings
a month. There was no choice of work: employers informed
the Government how many people they,. needed, and the
Government ordered the police to round up and deliver the
requisite numbers.

259. Mr. Agostinho Neto, President, Movimento Popular
de Libertacao de Angola (MPLA), said:

..... the majority of the population of Angola .•. is still
subject to forced labour. Forced labour (contract labour)
is maintained under a different <lame. About 500,000 Angolans
are subjected to this form of slavery. The wages of each
one of these 'contraiados' does not exceed 1,200 escudos,
or 200 NF, about £15 sterling."

COIIClllS;OIlS

260. In its study of the activities of foreign economic and
other interests in the Territories under Portuguese administra
tion in Africa. the Sub-Committee considered that in order
to make a full assessment it was necessary to take into account
the nature of the Portuguese colonial system, which has always
denied, and continues to deny, economic, social and political
rights to the Africans, as well as their aspirations to freedom
and independence.

261. In the Territories it administers in Africa, Portugal
continues to impose a discriminatory status on the indigenous
inhabitants. As a result, in practice, the great majority of
Africans are deprived of the political rights and liberties
enjoyed by Portuguese settlers and they cannot participate
equally in the government of the Territory. They are subject
to oppressive working conditions, unjust wages and to practices
which amount to forced labour, They have no right to form
trade unions, nor do they have any social insurance, health
insurance or old age pensions. Because of years of neglect,
continued shortage of public health facilities and inadequate
water supplies, especially in the rural areas, ill-health and high
infant mortality rates prevail. Il1iteracy rates continue to be
among the highest in the world; though there have been some
token changes, there is a desperate shortage of schools, and
the whole educational system in the Territories under Portu
.guese administration remains wholly unsatisfactory because
it is based on discriminatory practices and does not meet the
aspirations of the inhabitants.

262. The Portuguese colonial system continues to deny
Africans the freedom to choose their own identity and destiny;
Africans must accept the Portuguese way of life, be ruled
by Portuguese civil law and speak Portuguese if they are to
enjoy rights of citizenship in their own country. In the opinion
of the petitioners from Angola, Mozambique and so-called
Portuguese Guinea, the Portuguese regime in these Ter
ritories remains characterized by the worst form of domination,
deliberate oppression and determined exploitation of the African
peoples.

263. The information provided to the Sub-Committee by
its members, by petitioners from Africa and by the Secretariat
working papers on the mining industry and on concession, oc
cupation and settlement of land in Angola and Mozambique
(annexes I and 11 below) show that foreign investments have
been encouraged by the Portuguese colonial policy and that
the investments have in turn supported and strengthened Portu
gal's hold on the Territories. It is significant that Portugal's
policy of increasing foreign investments in the Territories under
Portuguese administration has coincided precisely with the

Iooowth of national liberation movements in African. The
purpose of this premeditated policy, as experience has shown.
has been to gain the financial, material and other support
of foreign interests which would help it to continue its
exploitation of the human and natural resources, as well as
its repression of the growing political aspirations of the
peo,ples in the Territories under its administration.

264. By claiming Angola, Mozambique and so-called Portu
guese Guinea as its "national" Territory, Portugal has as
sumed ownership of the very considerable mineral wealth
which these Territories possess, including, in Angola. diamonds
(of which the Territory was the fifth larg'~st world producer
in 1962), important deposits of iron, petroleum and manganese,
and in Mozambique coal, beryllium, columbo-tantalite and
other minerals. In violation of the people's sovereign rights
over their natural resources, the Government of Portugal
resetves to itself the right to issue prospecting licences and
to grant concessions, without restriction as to the number
of claims, which may include the whole Territory, and may
give exclusive rights in regard to any or all minerals.

265. In Angola, where the principal area of foreign invest
ment is in the mining industry, foreign owned or partly foreign
owned companies hold exclusive rights to prospect for and
exploit diamonds, petroleum and iron ore and more recently,
bauxite. The Angola Diamond Company has exclusive rights
over more than one million square kilometres to prospect for
and mine diamonds until 1971 and thereafter may retain claims
up to a total of 50,000 square kilometres. Exclusive rights
to prospect for and mine petroleum are held by PETRANGOL
over several large areas in Angola including part of the con
tinental shelf, and by the United States owned Cabinda Gulf
Company over part of Cabinda. PETRANGOL also has ex
clusive rights to refine petroleum. The areas with the largest
iron deposits are held under exclusive concession by the
Lobito and Lombige companies which have obtained financial
assistance from a consortium in which Fried Krupp (Essen)
of the Federal Republic of Germany and Jojgaad and Schultz
A/S (Copenhagen) particlpate.

266. In Mozambique there are also large foreign invest
ments in mining. The Belgian and Portuguese owned Corn
panhia Carbonifera de Mocambique, S.A.R.L., for instance,
has a mining concession over coal deposits estimated at 400
mi1lion tons. Exclusive petroleum prospecting and mining
rights over large areas of the Territory are held by the United
States owned Mozambique Gulf Oil Company and the Mozam
bique Pan American Oil Company.

267. The Portuguese and foreign interests in Angola and
Mozambique are closely linked with other international com
panies which control various economic activities in these and
other Territories. These influential companies include the
Angle-American Corporation of South Africa, and its sub
sidiary De Beers Corporation, the Societe General de Belgique,
Forminiere of Belgium, the Banco Burnay, the privately owned
Banco Nacional Ultramarina of Portugal, the United States
Gulf Oil Corporation, the French Pechiney trust and Fried
Krupp of the Federal Republic of Germany. The growing
influence of South Africa in the Territories under Portuguese
administration was ,particularly evident in the interest of the
South African finance company Federale Mynbou Beperk,
which is linked with the Anglo-American Corporation in
acquiring a share in the Angolan oil industry and the establish
ment of a company by the Anglo-American Corporation,
throught its subsidiary De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd.,
to prospect for diamonds in Mozambique.

268. The interests of foreign economic activities and of the
Portuguese Government are linked by a system of mutual
benefits. On the one hand, the mining companies enjoy cheap
labour, often provided through government assistance, and
they are exempt from all or nearly all taxes' and permitted
to export the raw mineral products overseas: to the United
Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United States
of America, France and Portugal and other countries. On the
other hand, the revenues and profits paid by the mining com
panies to the Government help Portugal to continue its control
over the Territories and to finance its repressive measures and
military operations against the African inhabitants.,The annual
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reports of the Angola Diamond Company 1961 and 1962, for
instance, showed that it had contributed towards building
military barracks and guard posts. The. Company's balance
sheet for the year ended 31 December 1962 contained an item
of 88.6 million escudos for the defence of Angola. Since 1961,
the Angolan Government has also received contributions and
loans from the foreign-owned companies for the purpose of
what Portugal calls the "defence of national patrimony". The
contributions made by the Angola Diamond Company for this
purpose averaged some 16 million escudos a year, reaching
a total of about 48 million escudos by the end of 1963.

269. Under the Portuguese colonial system, Africans are
deprived of their sovereign rights over the natural resources
of their respective Territories. Africans, governed by customary
law and usage, do not have any legal rights in mining, and
they do not have any voice in the disposition of this wealth.
Nor do the African inhabitants receive any share in the profits
from the mining industries.

270. The information before the Sub-Committee shows that
Portuguese and foreign economic interests also control the
occupation and use of land, which is one of the major sources
of wealth of the African Territories under Portuguese ad
ministration. Among the large concessions made to Portu
guese and other interests which are active in Angola are the
Companhia de Acucar de Angola, the Companhia Angolana
do Agricultura (CADA), Sociedade Agrlcola do Cassequel,
Companhia de Africa Occidental Portuguesa, Companhia de
Cabinda and the Companhia Geral dos Algoddes de Angola
(COTTONANG). In Mozambique, where the principal area
of foreign investment is in agriculture and allied industries,
the most important companies with large land·· concessions
received many years ago include the British owned Sena
Sugar Estates Ltd. j the Companhia de Mocambique, which
owns a 30 per cent interest in the Companhia Carbonifera de
Mocambique, S.A.R.L. and interests in many other sectors of
the economy; the Sociedade Agricola do Madal, S.A.R.L.,
originally French owned but which in 1960 was controlled by
stockholders of Norwegian nationality; the Companhia de
Zambezia; the mainly German owned Companhia do Boror ;
and the Cornpanhia Colonial do Buzi,

271. Since the end of the Second World War, Portugal has
intensified its efforts to increase European settlement in both
Angola and Mozambique by opening up new areas of fertile
land for concessions to Portuguese farmers. In Angola, the
rise in prices for coffee and sisal led to increased demands for
land concessions in areas suitable for these crops, as a result
of which Africans were expropriated or moved from the
areas they had previously occupied.

272. Subsequent to the adoption by the General Assembly
of resolution 1542 (XV) and the Declaration on the granting
of independence to colonial countries and peoples, Portugal's
policy, which had previously concentrated on the "permanent
settlement of European Portuguese in the lands of Africa"
had adopted a new emphasis on "the implantation overseas by
new Portuguese tropical civilizations" as "the sole buttress of
the national presence of those lands".

273. New legislation introduced in 1961 enables the Portu
guese Overseas Minister to grant to Portuguese or other
foreign interests special land concessions in the Territories up
to 100,00,O'hectares under his own authority, and up to a
quarter of a' million hectares with the approval of the Council
of Ministers. To secure its occupation of Angola, Portugal
has introduced a network of new settlements in key areas
of the Territory and has embarked on a scheme to regroup
the rural population "to establish a natural hierarchy of
classes in accordance with their general culture and their
professional training" (see annex 11, para. 173 below) and
to establish communities with what it considers to be "the
most desirable ethnic compositions". There has however been
little change in the land rights of the indigenous population.

274. One of the results of such a policy of Portugal and
of the predominance of the foreign companies which have
taken over the best lands has been the dispossession of the
indigenous population. The great majority of the peasants have
thus been forced to become the tenant-farmers. of the European

<:'.

landowners or of foreign companies. The conditions under
which they live are reminiscent of serfdom.

275. Recapitulating the points made above, the Sub-Com
mittee finds that:

(a) Portugal has granted concessions to foreign investors
without the consent of the African inhabitants, who are the
only rightful owners of the Territories' natural resources;

(b) Foreign economic and other interests are directly or
indirectly suppcrting Portuguese colonialism, which makes
it possible for them to exploit the human and natural resources
of the Territories and to enjoy the profits therefrom j

(c) The foreign economic and other interests in the Ter
ritories under Portuguese administration, together with the:
Government of Portugal, bear the responsibility for the suf
ferings of the people of these Territories j

(do) By sharing their profits with Portugal, by providing
financial and material assistance, these foreign interests are
helping Portugal to wage war against the national liberation
movements in the Territories and are strengthening Portugal's
control over the African inhabitants;

(e) Foreign capital holds a dominant position in all sectors
of the economic Ii fe of the Territories, fostering exploitation
of the basic resources without regard to balanced economic
development, and reinforcing Portuguese policy, which denies
the peoples of the Territories their rightful participation in
economic and political life;

(f) These foreign interests are therefore impeding the
implementation of the Declaration on the granting of in
dependence in the Territories under Portuguese administra
tion.

276. The Sub-Committee feels it necessary to state that it
is precisely among those States whose nationals own com
panies and have financial interests in the Territories under
Portuguese administration, that are to be found the States
from which Portugal derives its greatest support, direct or
indirect, which encourages its continued non-compliance with
the Charter and the numerous resolutions of the United
Nations concerning the question of the Territories under its
administration.

277. The Sub-Committee considers that the study of the
activities of foreign economic and other interests in the
Territories .under Portuguese administration fully confirms
the urgency of the need to grant and ensure the independence
of these Territories. Only when independence has been attained
will the people of these Territories fully enjoy the right to
dispose of and develop the Territories' human and material
resources in the interests of the Territories and all their people.

278. The working papers prepared by the Secretariat on
the mining industry and land situation in Angola and Mozam- ,
bique are annexed to the present report. In order to enable it
to have a more comprehensive view of the effects of foreign
economic and other activities in the other major sectors of
the economic life of the Territories under Portuguese ad
ministration, the Sub-Committee has asked the Secretariat to
prepare background papers on the agricultural and allied in
dustries, foreign owned railways and the economic relations
of Mozambique with South Africa and Southern Rhodesia.
After the Sub-Committee has reviewed the additional informa
tion, it will report to the Special Committee and submit such
further observations, conclusions and recommendations as may
be necessary.

279. On the basis of its study completed in 1965, the Sub
Committee submits for the immediate consideration of the
Special Committee the recommendations set out below.

Recommendations

280. The Sub-Committee considers that the Special Com
mittee should recommend to the General Assembly that it:

(a) Reaffirm the right of the inhabitants of the Territories
under Portuguese administration to self-determination and
independence and recognize the legitimacy of their struggle
to achieve the rights laid down in the Charter of the United
Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun
tries and Peoples;

I

I
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1. Mining constitutes the best publicized area of commercial
investment in the African Territories under Portuguese admin
istration. Most of the mineral wealth discovered so far, how
ever, is in Angola, which in 1962 was the fifth largest pro
ducer of diamonds in the world and an important potential
producer of other minerals, including iron, petroleum and
manganese. In 1963, mineral exports accounted for about
24 per cent by value of Angola's domestic exports, wbile
diamonds alone accounted for more than 16 per cent. Mozam
bique, in contrast, appears to be less well-endowed with
mineral deposits ; mineral exports accounted for only 1 to
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282. His delegation considered that the only conclusions
that could be drawn from the materials so far available were
that, owing to Portugal's colonial policy, the economic and
social legislation and the conditions prevailing in the Portuguese
Territories were iar below generally accepted standards and
that the population was receiving far too small a share of
the profits from the exploitation of the natural resources of
their countries. In the opinion of his delegation, the informa
tion before the Sub-Committee showed that various foreign
interests were involved in most sectors of the economy of
the African Territories under Portuguese administration, but
it had not been proved to the satisfaction of his delegation
that those interests were impeding the implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun
tries and Peoples.

283. The draft recommendations contained in sub-paragraphs
(I), (0), (11), (i), (j) and (k) of paragraph 280 above
were not supported by the Danish delegation. The views of
the Danish delegation with regard to these sub-paragraphs
are reflected in the Danish representative's statement at the
Sub-Committee's meeting on 12 October 1965 (see A/AC.109/
SC.2/SR.22).

(/I) Strongly condemn the colonial policy of Portugal, which
denies to the African inhabitants of the Territories under its
ndmlnistration the sovereign rights over their natural resources;

(c) Strongly condemn the Government of Portugal for its
policy of promoting the activities of for~ign and other in
terests in the Territories under its administration, which exploit
the natural and human resources of these Territories to the
detriment of the African inhabitants, and for Its participation
in such exploitation j

(d) Draw the attention of the Government of Portugal to
the fact that its support of and active participation in the

I~.· activities of foreign economic and other interests, in disregard
:Ji of the interests of the population of these Territories, run

1:

counter to the resolutions of the United Nations with regard
I to the Territories under Portuguese administration and are a

,
,' violation of Article 73 of the Charter, which affirms the

principle that the interests of the inhabitants of Non-Self
Governing Territories are paramount j

(e) Call upon Portugal to put a stop to its efforts to estab
lish new settlements of European immigrant groups in the

I,Territories under its administration for the purpose of further
increasing its control over the Territories, which is repugnant

.,1 to the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, contained in resolution 1514 (XV) of
the General Assembly i

'

i (f) Strongly condemn the present activities and operating
; methods of the foreign economic and other interests in the

,~ Territories under Portuguese administration, which are de
trimental to the interests of the African inhabitants, and
declare that these activities are contrary to the principles of

It, ,,!•. the Clh~rterl5aln4d (txl~eVD)eclardation ~ontadi!1ed inI ~e~erall Assembly'. reso ution " an are impe mg t ieir Imp ementation
in the Territories under Portuguese administration j

(g) Consider that foreign economic and other interests arc
fj; directly or indirectly assisting Portugal by supplying it with
1.\,,:'. financial, material and technical resources which enable it toI carry out its colonial policy i

"1 (h) Appeal to the Governments of the United Kingdom,
'l the United Statcs of America, Belgium, France, the Federal

Republic of Germany and other Powers to exert their in
fluence on those of their nationals who own and operate

~
' enterprises in the Territories under Portugnese administration
t in order to induce them to put an end to their activities inI! the Territories which under present conditions are detrimental

Ii to the interests of the peoples of the Territories;

rr (;) Appeal to all States and, in particular, to the military
tfi; allies of Portugal within the framework of NATO to refrainrI' from supplying that country with arms and munitions and
I S all other forms of assistance so long as the Portuguese Gov
r,. ernment fails to renounce its policy of colonial domination;

I . (j) Appeal to all the specialized agencies of the United
r' Nations and in particular the International Bank for Recon-

~
struction 3'.1<1 Development, the International Development

. Association and the International Monetary Fund, and requests
.' them to refrain from granting Portugal any financial, economic
'1, or technical assistance so long as the Portuguese Government

~ c( fails to renounce its colonial policy, which constitutes a flagrant
:I.•';'~'..-#·( violation of the provisions of· the Charter of the United
); Nations;

~ (k) Recommend to the Security Council that it consider

~
'.1.. putting into effect against Portugal the appropriate measures
,. laid down in the Charter to ensure that Portugal immediately
I implements the Declaration on the granting of independence
~i in the Territories under its administration, and other decisions
F of the United Nations, including the resolutions of the Security
i;~ Council concerning these Territories;

~. (I) Request the Secretary-General to take an possible meas-
ures to give wide publicity to the contents of this report and
to the decisions of the United Nations on this question.

Reservations of tile delegation of Denmark

281. The representative of Denmark expressed the wish
that his opinion as to the conclusions and recommendations
should, be recorded separately.
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1.5 per cent of the value of domestic exports during 1963·1964
and consisted mainly of beryllium and columbo-tantalite, for
whieh there is currently a strqng demand in world markets.
Table 5 below shows the output of each Territory in relation
to world production.

2. In neither Territory have the geological resources been
ful1y surveyed. Surveys of specific areas have been undertaken
at various times, the most recent, in the case of Angola, being
in 1952 and covering the southern and eastern parts of the
Territory. In Mozambiquc there have been several surveys,
the last in 1953-1954, covering the Tete and Zambezia districts
and parts of the districts of Manica e Sofala and Niassa,
Studies are continuing, and important mineral deposits are
still being discovered. Since 1964, prospecting, especially for
diamonds, has been intensified and a continuing search for
petroleum is being made in Mozambique.

3. At the ,present time, the nost important mining activity,
and the largest single foreign undertaking, is represented by
the Angola Diamond Company which, until the opening of
hitherto reserved areas for prospecting by other companies
in 1964, exercised a virtual monopoly of diamond production
in Angola. In view of its importance, an effort has been made
to include a full account of the activities of this Company.
Nearly all the other important mining activities are carried
out also by companies holding large concessions with exclusive
rights granted by the Portuguese Government on terms which
usually entitle them to exploit the mineral deposits for not less
than forty to fifty years. The share of the profits which the
Territorial Governments receive in exchange for the mining
rights varies in each case and with the privileges enjoyed
by the concessionaire, Generally, the Territorial Government
concerned receives free, and fully paid up, a proportion of the
capital shares of the exploiting company, a share in the
profits, and the priority right to purchase a part of the mineral
production. In many cases, the State also benefits from the
foreign exchange earned by the mining operations.

4. It will be noted from the information presented in this
working paper that a special feature of the mining concessions
granted in the Territories under Portuguese administration is
the control exercised by the Portuguese Government. The con
cession contracts generally fix the amount that must be spent
annually in prospecting, the minimum capital of the exploiting
company and the percentage that must be Portuguese owned,
whether Government or private, the rate at which investments
may be amortized, the way in which statutory liquid profits
are to be determined, and the distribution of the profits.
Furthermore, the Government always retains the right to
revoke the concession if contract conditions are not met, and
to nationalize the mines with compensation under special
circumstances.

5. Nevertheless, the large concessions are a major field of
foreign investment and the principal one in the case of Angola,
where four of the exclusive concessions together produce
over 90 per cent of Angola's mineral exports. Of the con
cessions described in this paper, two are held directly by
American Interests-c-one in Angola and one in Mozambique
and several of the others have direct or close foreign relations,
the extent of which cannot always be readily ascertained from
published information. No information has been included on
Portuguese Guinea because the mining concessions which have
so far been granted in that Territory are for prospecting only
and the Territory has no significant mineral production.

MINING LEGlSLA'fION

Constitutional provisiolls

6. Article 35 of the Political Constitution of the Portuguese
Republic contains the statement that "Property, capital and
labour have a social function in the field of economic co
operation and common interest, and the law may determine
the conditions of their use or exploitation in accordance with
the community aim in view".« From this basic principle flow
the limitations on the use of the public domain which are
defined in various laws.

a Political Constitutlnw of tire Portuguese Republic (SNI,
Lisbon, 1957).

7. The Constitution provides (in article 49) that mineral
deposits, medical mineral springs and other natural wealth
below the surface (excluding rocks, common earths and com
monly used building materials) are part of the public domain
of the Portuguese State; the use of the public domain by
citizens shall be governed by law and by the international con
ventions concluded by Portugal, without prejudice to the prior
rights of the State and the acquired private rights of indi
viduals. Such rights, however, are subject to expropriation
as may be determined by the public interest and upon payment
of reasonable indemnity.

8. As part of the public domain of the Portuguese State,
the mineral resources and natural wealth below the surface
therefore do not form part of the "patrimony" of the Overseas
Terrltories.u Furthermore, the Overseas Organic Law of 1963
(article LXXV) provides that the utilization and exploitation
of the public domain in the overseas Territories shall be con
sidered of collective interest, and subject to special systems of
administration, competition, supervision or control by the
State, through the Overseas Ministry or Governments of the
overseas Territoriea in legal terms, according to tile require
ments of public safety, national defence, and economic and
social interests.

Basic 1Iu'uing leqislatiow

General

9. Separate legislation exists for Portugal and for tile
overseas Territories as concerns mining of the subsoil. In
addition, there is also special legislation regulating the ex
ploitation of the continentai shelf, which applies to Portugal
and the overseas Territories (see para. 15 below).

10. Fo: Portugal, the mining legislation in force was codified
in Decree Law No. 18,713 of 1 August 1930, while for the
overseas Territories the basic mining law is the decree of
20 September 1906 with subsequent amendments. There are
some important differences between the metropolitan and over
seas legislation which are briefly summarized below.

11. In the first place, under the Overseas Mining Law,
authority may be exercised either by the Territorial Govern
ments or by the Central Government. Whereas mining activities
are generally subject to the Territorial Government concerned,
special ,powers are reserved to the Central Government which
enable it to suspend prospecting activities (article 18) and to
grant special mining concessions (article 19). Most of the
large concessions in the overseas Territories have been granted
by the Central Government under these reserved powers (see
paras. 35-40 below on exclusive licences and concessions). A
second marked difference between the two sets of legislation
is that the Overseas Mining Law deals in much greater detail
with the obligations which prospectors and mining conces
sionaires must fulfil. These obligations are outlined in the
following sub-sections.

12. There are also other differences. Thus, the mining law
of Portugal provides that the right of ownership of deposits
of "useful minerals" belongs to the State (article 1). Mineral
deposits for which concessions must be obtained are divided
into three classes, as follows: (a) metallic minerals (in secre
tions, veins, beds, massive or alluvial deposits); (b) non
metallic minerals (graphite, anthracite, soft coal (Ill/Ilia),
lignite, peat, asbestos, talc, rock salt, potassium, phosphates,
nitrates, kaolin and "tripoli"); and (c) hydrocarbons and
bituminous substances. Ferriferous soils not used in the steel
industry and stone quarries may be worked in accordance with
special provisions.

13. The Overseas Mining Law, on the other hand,provides
that ownership of all deposits of metals and metallic ores,

b See Overseas Organic Lam, 1963, article LII, para. 11.:
"Belonging to the patrimony of each overseas province are

such vacant tracts of land as have not definitely come under
the system of private or public property, escheatable inheri
tances and other immovable or movable property not belonging
to other parties, within the boundaries of its territory, and
those acquired or legally belonging to it, even outside the
Territory including shares in profits or of any other nature
that may be assigned to it." (English text: "Or{l'anic Law of
the Portuguese Overseas Provinces", Aasncia Geral do
Ultranuir, Lisbon, 1963.) -
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• including deposits of bismutite, arsenic ami antimony, sulphur,
graphite, mineral fuels (e."{cepting peat), bituminous substances

•• and mineral oils, precious stones, salts, phosphoritcs, mica, and
asbestos, is vested in the State. No one may prospect for, or
work, such deposits without a licence or concession from the
Government. Since 1944 (Pecree No. 33,722 ofl9 June 1944),
the Overseas Mining Lav- has been extended to cover also

I non-metallic ores and m:.I;lrals in alluvial deposits capable
• of industrial use, including abrasives, such as semi-precious

stones used for optical work.'I 14. A further comparison of the two laws reveals that
• some minerals, as for instance mica, which may be freely

exploited in Portugal, are subject to control in the overseas
Territories. When the classification ~ f mica was discussed

' in Portugal, it was decided that concessions were not necessary
, for its exploitation except when it occurred in large sheets,

. i, as is the case in the overseas Territories? (sec paras. 76-78
! below on mica deposits in Angola). Among other minerals
,~~,., which are specifically excluded from control in Portugal are

limestone, and free iron (ferro Ilativo), which in any case
is rare.

~
'I' 15. Legislation regulating the exploitation of the continental

1 shelf is contained in Decree Law No.. 2,080 of 31 March 1956.
According to this decree, which applies to all Portuguese terri

l' tories alike, both the sea bed and the subsoil of the continental

r

shelf adjoining Portuguese territory belong to the public

I
'.' domain. Concessions for the exploitation of the natural re

sources of the continental shelf, as well as the transfer of
any rights conceded, require the consent of the Council of
Ministers. Furthermore, unless otherwise provided by special
legislation, concessions may not be granted beyond a depth
of 200 metres and all exploration is subject to the conditions
imposed by international law.

Prospectins

16. In the overseas Territories prospecting is subject to
licencing. Any person, Portugueses or alien, who wishes to
prospect for minerals covered by the mining law, must be
in possession of a licence. The surface owner of a property,
however, may freely prospect his subsoil. No distinction is
made between. Portuguese nationals' and aliens, except that
the latter must renounce recourse to their national courts and
place themselves under the jurisdiction cf Portuguese law.
In Portugal, on the other hand, prospecting licences have
been abolished and prospecting rights are obtained upon reg
istration of a claim.

17. Two types of prospecting licences may be issued by
the authorities in the Territories. The difference between the
two types of licences is mainly a matter of the area involved
and the number of claims that may be pegged. An "ordinary"
licence, which may be granted at a nominal fee by the district
governor or administrator in the area of his own jurisdiction,
permits the holder to prospect anywhere inside that district and
to submit one notification pegging a limited number of claims.
The permissible area of each claim (article 6) is as follows:

Precious stones: a square of 10 metres each side j in the
case of alluvial deposits, an area not exceeding 2,500 ha.
(decree 720) j

Precious metals: a square of 100 metres j

Dredging claim: a rectangle with a maximum area of 2,500
ha., no side of which may exceed 5,000 metres;

All other minerals: a rectangle not exceeding 100 ha. on any
side.

18. A special licence is granted by the Governor-General
or by district governors with special authority. Such a licence
may be refused by the authority concerned if it is considered
that the prospector does not have sufficient facilities to utilize
it fully. The cost is ten times that o,f an ordinary licence and
entitles the holder to engage in active work in a larger area
(2,850 metres radius as compared with 750 metres) and to
file fifty times as many claims for precious metals, and five

e Serrano, J. de P. M., Legisla,ao Milleira da Metr6pole e do
Ultramar (actualizada e anotada), Porto, 1959, p, 26.

d For discussion of the rights of the indigenous Inhabitants
under the Mining Law see paras'. 47-53 below.

times as many for tlther minerals, as in the case of an ordinary
licence.

19. Notice of prospecting licences granted have to be pub
lished in the official gazette of the Territory. Licences arc
generally for a period not exceeding two to four years, depend
ing on the t)'pe of mineral, but may be renewed. They are not
transferable and whatever the type, the licence itself does not
confer on the prospector ownership rights of the minerals
discovered. Uatil a mining concession is granted, all minerals
discovered arc the property of the State and the prospector may
use only such amounts as are necessary for his work.

COl/cessiol/s

20. In the overseas Territories, as in Portugal, the discovery
of the existence of mineral deposits virtually guarantees that
a mining concession (for the purpose of extracting minerals)
will be granted, provided that the deposits are officially con
firmed and that there b no prior claim or concession.

21. The first step in the normal procedure is the posting
of a notice of discovery and the filing and registration of a
notification of claim with the competent authority. After a
statutory waiting period, the mineral deposits must be officially
"recognized" and confirmed before a concession for mining
is granted. Concessions for precious stones and metals are
made by the district governor and all others by the governor
of the Territory. Under the law, mining concessions, once
granted, are for an unlimited period so long as the conces
sionaire fulfils all the legal requirements (article 88). Non
fulfilment of the requirements, on the other hand, is punishable
by fines and may lead to the concession being revoked (article
34). In actual practice, most of the large mining concessions
in the overseas Territories have been granted on a contractual
hasls and subject to special conditions (sec paras. 35-40 below).

22. The normal procedures for obtaining a mining con
cession in the Territories apply to Portuguese nationals and
aliens alike. However, when the party requesting a concession
is an incorporated company, proof must be submitted that
it has been established and organized in accordance with the
provisions of Portuguese law (see Decree No. 7,076 of
20 October 1920).

23. The mining title, or deed of concession, confers the
right to the mineral deposits, It also gives the concessionaire
priority in the use of state lands, water and forest resources
for specific purposes and a prior claim to the establishment
of public utilities. In the overseas Territories, the conces
sionaire must begin the extraction of the minerals within
six months after publication of the mining title and must corn
plete a specified minimum amount of work each year. In the
case of precious metals and precious stones, the work must
amount to at least 3 metres per claim, and in the case of all
other deposits, it must amount to at least 200 metres; alterna
tively. the sum spent on development must be at least 10,000
escudos per claim of alluvial deposits, and 25,000 escudos
per dredging claim (article 98). In Portugal, the requirements
are much less stringent; work must be started within a specified
time and the mine must be kept operative; the minimum
amount of work required is not specified.

24. Concessions which have been abandoned for special
reasons, such as lack of funds, may be declared free land or,
if they are of special importance, either because of the nature
of the deposits, or because of the work already undertaken,
they may be put up for public bidding (article 33).

Transfer of millillg riqhts

25. Under the normal regime, prospecting licences are not
transferable. A certificate of claim (titulo do manifesto) may
be transferred with the approval of the competent authority,
and a mining concession may be transferred, but only by
public deed i cscritura Ptiblica) (articles 119-122).

Millil/g tascs

26. In addition to the fees for the various licences, mmmg
operations are subject to two forms of annual tax: a "fixed
tax" based on the area of the concession and a "proportional
tax" on the annual production. Open mines worked by the
claimant are exempt from all taxation. Also exempt are all
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Exclusioc licences and concessions

e See, however, the special provisions contained in the con
tracts of the Angola Diamond Company (para. 154 below).

:: >od I,," ","," (""d,, 130). n,,:;:':.~'::=;~;~~ "f'if~:;.N"~~":'~~"~~~C~~'f~of operation, all mines arc exempt from the proportional tax trar
on production. concessions granted under article 19 may include the whole ~~f

27. The fixed tax (on area) in. the overseas Territories is area of a Territory and may give exclusive rights in regard hec
5,000 escudos per hectare for concessions which arc not for to all or any minerals. ( mi
precious stones or metals i 25 escudos per claim for minerals 36. These exclusive prospecting licences are granted against the
and non-precious stones and 1,000 escudos per dredging claim. the deposit of a financial guarantee by the prospector. The)' . is.
Special rates apply to petroleum. may be transferred with the approval of the Government or ! ratr

28. By Decree No. 720 of 1914 (Ditil'io do GOVCI'/IO, Nos. refused if the Government considers that the prospector has ...• 4
132 and 136, Series I. 1914), the provisions governing alluvial insufficient funds. The sum of the guarantee, or caution money, (D
deposits of precious stones were modified. The area of each may be a proportion of, or equal to, the amount which the~,
claim was set at 2,500 hectares, the fixed tax was set at prospector undertakes to spend during the entire period of all
100 escudos per claim, and the proportional tax was replaced the licence. This period is usually not less than two and not ozo
by a 5 per cent participation of the Government in the capital. more than five years. In its original form, the deposit was set sub
When the mining is undertaken by an incorporated company between 20,000 and 100,000 escudos ($U.S.700-3,ooO). Over cen
the percentage applies to all shares issued, but when it is the years, various amendments have been made to this pro- cliff
by an individual, the proportion is based on the. amount of vision and under Legislative Decree No. 32.251 of 9 September ./. wh
capital specified at the time the concession is awarded, So far 1942, the amount of caution money is now freely fixed by the
these provisions have had little application in the overseas central Government. ,) reais 1
Territories, as the only important alluvial deposits or precious 37. Concessions for extensive prospecting and exploitation 'I'h
stones are the diamonds in Angola and under its contract granted hy the central Government in exercise of its reserved ten
the Angola Diamond Company is exempt from all mining rights arc generally drawn up in the form of a contract with ho
taxes (see para. 93 below). the party concerned. In practice, as will be seen in the follow- to

29. The annual proportional tax is one half of 1 per cent of ing sections, the contracts usually grant exclusive prospecting wh
the value at the mine for minerals which are not precious rights for three to five years, specify the minimum amount ·r·
stones, and 2 per cent of the value for precious stones and that has to be spent in this period, and define the rights and
metals. conditions of exploitation, which may be limited to claims '.

30. In addition to the above mining taxes, there arc special in active exploitation or include all claims marked and may
export taxes on minerals. Mineral ore of precious stones and be for a fixed period of 40 to 50 years or for an unlimited time.
precious metals not processed (treated) in the Territory where If exploitation rights are for a fixed period, the contract
they are extracted are subject to an export duty of 5 per cene mal' also provide that all mining equipment and installations (
of the gross value i if processed, precious stones and precious revert to the State upon expiration. .
metals are subject to an export duty of one half of 1 per cent 38. The contracts also generally specify the minimum capital I'
of the gross value. Other minerals exported are subject to of the company responsible for the mining operations and
a statistical tax of 1 mil. (i.e, 1/1000) of gross value. the Government's share in the capital and the profits. In

most cases the Government has required that it be freely given
Rights of propert::,' OWllel'S alld the us» of State propertJ,' a percentage (varying from 5 to 33 per cent) of the capital

31. Neither a prospecting licence nor a concession of a shares, with all rights to participate in general meetings of
mineral deposit implies rights of ownership to the surface shareholders and to vote. The Government's share in the
of the land; they involve, however, reciprocal rights and profits varies in different cases and ranges up to 55 per cent.
obligations for the concessionaire and the surface owner in 39. In order to safeguard national interests, the special
accordance with the provisions of the law. (The rights and prospecting licences and mining concessions are granted only
obligations of the surface owner are set out in greater detail to Portuguese nationals or companies formed in accordance
in the mining law of Portugal than in the mining law of the with Portuguese law. As a further safeguard of Portuguese
overseas Territories, where only a small percentage of the total sovereignty, the contracts usually also include the conditions
area is privately owned.) under which the Government may take over the activities

32. The use by concessionaires of State-owned water and involved and the rate of compensation to be paid.
timber. as well as their right to trade in precious metals and 40. The right is also reserved to the central Government
precious stones, are governed by separated regulations, issued to suspend prospecting in a part or the whole area of a
under the law (articles 15 and 34). Territory (article 18). The suspension may be for a few
Special provisions months or for a period of years and may include all or only

33. The Overseas Mining Law also contains special pro- certain minerals. In the past. prospecting rights in some areas
visions relating to the use of indigenous labour. Prospectors, have been suspended to enable the Government to carry out
claimants, concesslonaires and lessees, whether individuals or geological surveys or to prevent too many small operators from
corporations, mal' not hire indigenous labour for any purpose pegging claims which they might not be able to develop. The
whatsoever without submitting an employment agreement or Government has also, as in the case of diamonds in Angola,
work contract to the competent authorities for their approval used this right to protect the interests of the exclusive con-
(articles 9 and 29). All wages owed to persons employed in cessionaire (see foot-note k). The provision has likewise
mining work must be paid in currency. and it is specifically been used to prohibit private prospecting of certain radio-
prohibited to pay any kind of manual labour in un minted active minerals in Angola and Mozambique, which since 1954
metal or uncut precious stones (articles 25 and 26). have been placed under the control of the Nuclear Energy

Board (established under Decree Nos. 39,580 and 39,581,
34. Any person engaged in mining. when officially notified, d d b D L N 41995 5 D 5

must assist the authorities in the maintenance of law and order. amen e y ecree aw o. , of ecernber 19 8).
If he commits, or attempts to commit, encourages or in any Petroleum extraction
way assists sedition or rebellion, or "resists the instructions
(illlima,oes) of the authorities" in addition to incurring gen- 41. The general provisions of the Overseas Mining Law
eral penalties, he shall lose all the mining rights he has of 1906 apply also to petroleum extraction, with some modifica-
obtained. tions. The most important subsidiary legislation is contained

in the Decree of 9 December 1909, and Decrees Nos. 41,356
and 41,357 of 11 November 1957, together with the relevant
regulations made thereunder.

42. An ordinary petroleum prospecting licence authorizes
prospecting in an area up to 1,600 metres radius (as compared
with a rectangular area of not more than 100 hectares-lO,OOO
square metres-for all minerals other than precious metals and
precious stones). A petroleum prospecting licence ma~' not be

35. Article 19 of the Overseas Mining Law reserves to
t.he Government of Portugal the right to issue prospecting
licences and to grant mining concessions in the Territories,
without any restriction on the number of claims, for the pur-
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• transferred, and 'upon discovery of petroleum deposits the
owner of the licence may immediately request a petroleum

I' sales permit. The area of each claim may not exceed 500
hectares (compared with 100 hectares for other non-precious

(
minerals) and must be within the original area grantee! in
the prospecting licence. The fixed tax for petroleum concessions
is 500 escudos per hectare and the proportional tax is at the

I rate of Y:i per cent of the values of the production at the mine.!
','• 43. As defined in the 1957 petroleum extraction regulations

(Decree No. 41,356), the term "crude petroleum" includes
I all solid, liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons, including nap~tha,

ozoterite, natural gases and asphalt, as well as sulphur! helium,
carbon dioxide and saline substances. Such concessions are
subject to a duty (ta.'t'a dos direitos de cOllcessiio) of 12.5 per
cent of the production either in kind or in value, unless a
different percentage is agreed upon in the contract. In cases

-/ ' where this payment, is not in kind, the currency must be that
h realized in the actual sales. A special income tax of 50 per cent
, is levied on profits from oil operations (Decree No. 41,357).

This income tax applies to the liquid profits as officially de
termineds from exploration, development, prod~ction, wa:e
housing, sales, exports, transport and treatment; It also applies
to wholesale and other activities relating to crude petroleum
which are not commercial or industrial.r Radio-active minerals

l~ 44. Until 1954, radio-active minerals were not subject to
any special controls other than those contained in the general
provisions of the basic mining legislation" outlined above.
In 1954 legislation was enacted (Decree Laws Nos. 39,580

r
and 39,581 of 29 March 1954) creating a Nuclear Energy

" Board for the purpose of supervising all aspects of research
I and development in the field of atomic energy. Among the
t. functions entrusted to the Board was that of supe~visinl!

"the concession or transfer of concessions of deposits ot
radio-active and related minerals in Portuguese Territory, as
well as the sale and export of such minerals, their concen
trates or substances extracted from them" (Decree Law
No. 39.580, article, 2 (j». By a dispatch of 4 June 19~4,
the term "related minerals" was stated to include beryl, tantalite
and zirconium. A further dispatch of 12 June 1956, specified

" that deposits of beryl and zirconium were to be considered
as "related minerals" only when their average content of
tantalo-columbite (in terms of total oxides) was not less
than 300 grams per ton in the case of alluvial deposits, and
1,000 grams per ton in the case of primary deposits. In respect
of such "related minerals", the Nuclear Energy Board was
to exercise control over the granting of concessions and the
issue or transfer of shares, and have the prior right to pur
chase all or part of the produce at world prices.

45. The' above legislation was applied to the overseas Terri
tories by a ministerial order dated 23 April 1957 (Portaria
16,267). The order also provided tbat thereafter prospecting
and mining of radio-active minerals and "related minerals"
should be subject to either special concessions issued by the
Portuguese Government under its reserved powers (see paras.
35-40 above), or contracts containing special provisions. Either
form would provide for supervision by the Nuclear Energy
Board, limit the quantity of minerals exportable and reserve
to the State the prior right of purchase of all the minerals
concerned.

46. Decree Laws 39,580 and 39,581 were substantially
amended by Decree Law Nos. 41,995 and 41,996 of 5 December
1958. The changes did not, however, alter the powers of the
Board in respect of mineral concessions, except to specify
that where production has been suspended, the concessionaire
may not undertake any new work without the Board's authori
zation (article 41 of Decree Law No. 41,995). It should also

- ! So far not applied to Angola's petroleum concessions,
g The legislation lays down both the expenses which may and

may not be deducted from the gross profits in determining the
liquid profits'. For each enterprise the determination is made by
a special committee comprising the Financial Secretary, as
President, an assistant designated by the Financial and Account
ing Services and a representative of the enterprise concerned.

bIn 1950, however, all rights to prospect for uranium and
thorium in Angola and Mozambique were suspended and vested
in the Governor-General (Portaria 13,337 of 20 October 1950).

be noted that the Board is itself empowered to acquire and
operate mineral concessions (article 3 (q».

IlIdigellous rigllls ill lIIillillg

47. The Overseas Mining L2.w of 1906 makes no reference
to indigenous rights, nor does it contain any special provisions
prohibiting prospecting 01' mining in areas occupied by in
digenous inhabitants. Until 1961, when the Native Statute! was
replaced, indigenous inhabitants were subject to a special status
with capitis dilllillu/io in relation to institutions established
under Portuguese law. The general rule established by the
1954 Statute was:

"Unless otherwise prescribed by law, indigenous persons
shall be governed by the usages and customs pertaining to
their respective societies" (article 3 of the Native Statute).
48. As regards property rights, article 143 of the Constitu-

tion provides that:
"The natives are guaranteed, in accordance with the law,

in their property and in the possession of their lands and
crops and this principle shall be respected in all concessions
made by the State."
49. This guarantee, as further elaborated in the Native

Statute, was limited to "the joint use and enjoyment, in the
manner prescribed by customary law, of the land necessary for
their settlement and for the growing of their crops and the
gl azing of their cattle".

50. The laws regulating the granting of land concessions
contained similar provisions. In effect, the indigenous inhabitant
was guaranteed the use of some land: if he was moved, he
was to be compensated for his house and movable goods
and to be given an equal area of land. Although the mining
legislation is silent 011 indigenous land rights, it may be
reasonably presumed that the same guarantee was understood to
apply. To what extent this has been observed is not known
and none of the mining concession contracts studied to date
place any obligation on the concessionaire such as is provided
in the land concession legislation.

51, The Overseas Mining Law is also silent on the rights
of indigenous inhabitants to prospect for, and exploit, mineral
deposits. From the provisions cited above, it follows that in
digenous inhabitants governed by customary law and usage
could not acquire any legal rights in mining. As they did
not. and could not, own land, they did not have the right
to prospect without licence; and as they did not come under
Portuguese civil law, they could not acquire legal title to
prospecting licences or mining concessions for minerals covered
by the Overseas Mining Law

52. In regard to mineral deposits not covered by the Mining
Law, their rights were less clear. On the one hand, the Native
Statute limited the rights of the illdigellas to occupation of
land and its use for growing crops and grazing cattle, while
the land itself and the real rights over it remained part of
the public domain. On the other hand, provision was made
for the establishment of special regimes in favour of the
indigenous inhabitants in recognition of de facto situations
in which they had acquired rights, as for instance where they
had planted coffee and palm trees. Indigenous mining of stone
quarries and salt probably could also have been recognized
though there is no information on the existence of such in
digenous activities.

53. Since the repeal of the Native Statute, the indigenous
inhabitants no longer have a special status but their full partici
pation in the political and economic life of the Territory does
not appear possible so long as they live in rcqedorias, in which
they are governed by customary law and usage. It also has
to be pointed out that, whereas in the past in some territories

I Portugal, Estatuto dos Indiocnas Portuqucses dos Prooincias
da GlIille, Anijola e l'v!ofalllbiqllc, Decree Law No. 39,666, 1954.

This was merely in the last of a series of similar legislative
enactments dating back to the turn of the century. The 1954
Statute, which is used here as the basis of discussion, is con
sidered to have introduced new principles over the previous
statutes of 1926 and 1929 by guaranteeing principles concern
ing "the natural and unconditional rights of the native .•.
and ... the gradual fulfilment of his moral and legal obligations
to work, to be educated, and to improve himself ...".
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Since then, extensive deposits of iron and manganese ore as
well as petroleum have been found and are being exploited,
although production of these minerals is still in the early
stage. There is some active mining of copper, zinc, gold, mica
and rock asphalt (and recovery of sea salt). In 1960, new
deposits of copper and asbestos were discovered. Surveys
have shown the existence of commercially exploitable deposits
of titaniferrous iron ore, ilmenite and zirconium. There are
also reported occurrences of wolfram, rare earths and thorium
oxide, vanadium-bearing ores, barite, bauxite and columbite.
No important deposits of radio-active minerals have been
reported, though traces of uranium and thorium have been
found.

55. In 1963 minerals made up 23.9 per cent of Angola's
exports by value. The most important are shown in the fol
lowing table:

=-~
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land and mineral rights were vested in the Native Authorities,
the reqedorias in the Territories under Portuguese administra
tion do not have such rights. Unlike the non-indigenous local
government bodies such as the municipal and parish councils,
the reqcdorlas are not juridical personalltlesi and cannot enter
into legal relationships envisaged in the Mining Law.

MINING IN ANGOLA

A. MINimAL RESOURCES OF THE TERRITORY

Gel/eral
54. Prior to the early 1950's, diamonds were the only known

mineral resource of major economic importance in Angola.

j See A. Moreira, A propriedadc I/O Ultramar, from Ensoios,
Estudas de Ciencias Politicos e Sociais, No. 34, Lisbon, 1963,
p, 185.
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M illeral !>raduct
Prillci!>al COII"I,,'cs

of destillaliall

fcrullla!Je of
10101 exborts

Valllc ill cOlllasa. b.l· value

BOne conto equals 1,000 escudos (one escudo equals 3.5 cents ; $US1 equals 28.5 escudos).
b The value of manganese exported has dropped sharply since 1959 (para. 69 below).

An average of 70 per cent of this output consisted of gem
stones.

Ir01l ore
58. Prospecting for iron ore began only in 1950. It is :now

thought that deposits of good quality exist in many parts
of the Territory, but principally within a band running parallel
to, and between 150 to 30U km from the coast. The most im
portant known deposits are located in two main zones. In
the northern zone, the principal deposits are at Quissama, in
the Luanda district, and at M'Bassa, Saia and Jangada, in
the Cuanza Norte district. In the southern zone, the major
deposits are at Cassinga in Huila district, Cuima and Bailundo
in Huambo district, and Andulo in the Bie district.

59. The iron ore deposits are perhaps the best surveyed
so far. It is estimated that the total reserves are probably be
tween 300 million and 500 million metric tons. Proved reserves
amount to 138 million tons, (with a ferrous content of 62-64
per cent). Probable reserves (with a ferrous content of 42-45
per cent) are estimated to amount to 318 million tons.

0.04b

16.2

2.9
2.7

0.05

767,830

136,655
126,244

2,349

1,818

Diamonds United Kingdom .
Iron ore Federal Republic of Germany and

France .
Petroleum Portugal .
Copper Portugal .
Manganese United States and Federal Republic

of Germany .

Diamonds

56. The diamond deposits in Angola form part of the al
luvial diamond fields which extend from the Kasai River
Basin ill the Democratic Republic of Congo (Leopoldville) and
cover a total area of 150,000 km2• Diamonds were discovered
in Angola in 1907 and prospecting began in 1912. In 1917, the
first diamonds were produced, totalling 4,110 carats, and four
years later, in May 1921, the right to prospect for and exploit
diamonds, alluvial and others, in Angola was granted to the
Angola Diamond Company (DIAMANG). The area of the
concession covered nearly the whole Territory and, although
actual mining operations are limited to a small area in the
Lunda district, gave the company a virtual monopoly over the
prospecting and mining of diamonds in the Territory, a posi
tion which it still held at the end of 1963. In 1964, however, a
number of new diamond prospecting licences were granted in
an area which had hitherto been reserved by the Angola
Government (see paras. 162-166 below),

57. During the period 1959-1963, production of diamonds
has been close to, or exceeded, one million carats annually.

IRON ORE RESERVES*

Location
Produeuor: ill Reserves (milliOll melrie Ions)
1961 [metric

(mind lOllS) Certain Probable Tolal

Southern central districts

tCassinga, Huila district .................. 121,816 98B 200b 298
Cuima, Huambo .......................... 372,344 10 25 35
Bailundo, Huambo ........................ 41,085 5 IS 20

tAndulo, Bie .............................. 44,481 16.5 10 26.5

Northern districts

M'Bassa, Cuanza Norte .................. 23,322 2.5 4.38 6.88
Quissama, Luanda .... , ............... , ....
Saia, Cuanza Norte ....................... 209,090 6 14 20
Jangada, Canza Norte ................... 50 50

812,138 138.0 318.38 456.38
--- --- --

*Compiled from: Joao Antonio Martins, Iron Ores il~ Allgola, Luanda, 1962, passim;
Alberto Dingo, RU1I!{) a industrializafiio de Angola, Luanda, 1963, p, 71.

a Another estimate gives 50 million tons.
11 Marginal reserves placed at hundreds of millions of tons.

J
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tween Calungo Alto in the north-west and Pungo Andongo in
the south..east. No information is available on the estimated
reserves of this area. Other deposits of manganese have been
found at Chivanda to the south-west of the main area. In
1964, it was reported that important new deposits of manganese
had been discovered in Cabinda, where the established ore
reserve was estimated at SO-lOO million tons.

68. In 1919, the Companhia de Pesquisas Mineiras de Angola
began prospecting for manganese at Quicanhe in the Cuanza
Norte district. After 1943, the exploitation of these mines were
taken over by J. Fernandes, Lda, In 1949 the Companhia do
Manganes de Angola was established and opened up a new
mine at Quitota in the Malange district. Another company, the
Sociedade Mineira do Malange was set up in 1953. At the end
of 1961 these were the two only companies mining manganese.
The Companhia do Manganes de Angola had two mining
concessions of 500 ha. each and the other company had an area
of 99 ha. According to a newspaper article of 25 January 1965,
French interests have been licensed to exploit the newly
discovered manganese deposits in the Cabinda district.

69. Annual production of manganese in Angola was onlv
a few thousand tons a year up to 1948, hut expanded rapidly
in the next few years and reached a peak of 66,000 tons in
1953. During this period, most of the manganese exports went
to the United States of America. Since 1960, production has
been affected by the drop in world prices and only 1,188 tons
were exported in 1963. The development of the manganese
mines in Angola is now being linked with that of the iron ore
industry and the combined annual ore output is expected
to reach 5 to 6 million tons in the next few years, with an
anticipated export value of over $U.S.38 million.

Gold

73. Although they are of relatively minor importance, there
are some alIuvial gold deposits in Angola. The main deposits
are located at Maiombe, in the Cabinda enclave, but there
are also many smaller deposits and most of Angola's rivers
have some gold in their beds.

74. Since 1868 a number of concessions for prospecting and
mining gold have been granted to companies with either Portu
guese or British and South African capital. Among the com
panies which were active in gold mining in Angola at one
time or another were 'tile Companhia de Mocamedes (which
transferred its rights to a subsidiary of the South Mrican
Company, Ltd.) the Companhia de Pesquisas Mineiras de
Angola (active in 1922) and the Sociedade Mineira do Lam
bige, Lda, The last-named company was established in 1941 and
in 1961 still held two concessions for gold mining.

75. Increased interest in gold mining in the late 1930's led
to a rise in production from 51,926 grams in 1939 to 92,503
grams in 1940. On 4 December 1940, the Governor of Angola
issued an order (Portaria 3,570) forbidding illicit prospecting
and exploitation of gold. Production reached a peak figure

Coal

70. There are deposits of bituminous materials in the
sedimentary (cretaceous) formations along the coast of Angola
between Maiombe, in Cabinda district, and a point south
of Mocamedes. Coal lignites have also been found in Mexico
district, near Luso, on the Bengue1a Railway. These last
deposits contain reserves estimated at 500 million tons.

71. Much of the coal discovered so far has an average
content of 76 per cent carbon and 20 per cent asphalt, which
makes it more suitable for oil extraction. It was at one
time thought that there were sufficiently large coal deposits
in Angola to justify the establishment of a multi-purpose
processing plant.

72. Mining of coal has not been very productive, and from
1916 onwards a number of concessions for exploitation were
annulled after the mines had been abandoned. Since the
discovery of oil, interest in coal mining has waned further.
The Companhia Mineira do Lobito holds an exclusive con
cession for coal prospecting in the Mexico region with an
area of 173,500 km2•

Addendun. to agenda item 23

60. The principal mmmg companies are: (a) Companhia
Mineira de Lobito, with mines at Adulo, Cuima and Bailundo j

(b) Sociedade Mineira de Lombige, with its principal mine at
Cnssinga j (c) Companhla do Manganes de Angola, with mines
at Saia; and (d) Companhia Mineira de Mombassa, operating
in M'Bassa,

61. The first two fields to begin operation were those at
Cuima in 1957, and Bailundo in 1959. Exports of iron ore
have been limited by the lack of rail transportation, and new
links are being built to existing railways. The first such link
from Cuima, in Central Angola, to the Benguela Railway
came into operation in 1960. More recently, large investments
have been made for the development of the Cassinga mines.
These mining operations are described in greater detail in
paragraphs 200-290 below.

Petroleum

62. Petroleum was first discovered in 1955 in the Luanda
area. A number of deposits have been found, the most important
of which are those at Tobias (near Luanda), discovered in
1961, where the known reserves are estimated to exceed 20
million metric tons. In 1964, there '" ere reports of the dis
covery of an important new field in Cabinda.

63. The Companhia de Combustiveis de Lobito (known as
PURFINA) holds the most important petroleum concession.
The exploration and mining of petroleum is carried out by the
Companhia de Petroleos de Angola (PETRANGOL), which
is partly financed by the Belgium petroleum company PETRO
FINA. The principal producing area is Tobias, sixty miles
from Luanda, where the known reserves are estimated at
3,000 million barrels, of which 65 milIion are reported to be
recoverable.

64. The other important petroleum concessionaire is Cabinda
Gulf Oil Company, whose 6,166 km2 concession lies in
Cabinda district. In 1964 the Portuguese company SACOR
(Sociedade An6nima Concessionaria de Refinacao de Petroleos
em Portugal) and a French company, Societe des petroles
d'Aquitaine, both obtained petroleum concessions in Angola.
That of SACOR is in the south and that of Aquitaine in the
north. None of these three companies have yet found oil.

Manganese

67. Manganese was discovered in Angola in 1916. The
main known deposits are located in the Cuanza Norte and
Malange districts in an area some 100 km in length lying be-

Copper

65. Copper was one of the first minerals discovered in
Angola. There are deposits in various parts of the Territory
but most of these have not turned out to be worth commercial
exploitation. The three best known deposits are (a) near
Cuma, west of Nova Lisboa; (b) at Bembe, about 150 miles
north-east of Luanda; and (c) near Quibocolo, about 75 miles
north-east of Bembe, Some copper deposits are known to exist
on the concession of the Companhia Mineira do Lobito in the
Mocamedes region and these deposits were studied by two
French geologists in 1960. Recent surveys have also revealed
the existence of large deposits, with a 65 per cent copper
content, in the Quilengues region of the Benguela district.

66. Between 1858 and 1861, several concessions were granted
in respect of mine deposits in the Chela mountains (Mocamedes
district) and in the district of Benguela, From 1918 onwards,
copper was exploited by a company called Sociedades das
Minas do Bembe which later became the Companhia das Minas
do Cobre de Bembe, Production proved disappointing, how
ever, and in 1937 the Portuguese Government dispatched a
special mission to Angola to survey the known copper deposits
in the Territory. Following this mission, prospecting began
at Mavoio, in the Congo district, where Uniao Fabril obtained
an exclusive concession in 1944-1945. The concession was
subsequently transferred to the Empresa do Cobre de Angola
(see paras. 220-221 below). Production has remained small,
avaraging only about 1,5\){) tons annually during the years
1950-1959 and dropping to 108 tons in 1963.
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Angola Diamond Companl'

History and description

South Africa, Ghana and Sierra Leone. It9 production, which
is only slightly larger than that of South West Africa, amounted
to approximately 1,081,000 carats, of which about 701,000 were
gem diamonds, and about 380,000 were industrial diamonds.
After coffee, diamonds are the Territory's most important
export.

of 128,847 grams in 1943, but declined steadily thereafter. In
1961, only one gold mine, Macende, which consists of a 250
ha. concession, was in active operation, and its production
for the year was 1,494 grams. During 1961, two new conces
sions were granted, one comprising 12,267 ha. to the Sociedade
Mineira de Huila, Lda, and the other, comprising 2,500 ha.,
to the Companhia Mineira de Lobito,

Mica

76. Mica-hearing pegmatites are distributed over a large
area of Angola. Many cf the deposits are known but not fully
prospected. Because of the strategic importance of mica during
the Second World War, the United States Foreign Economic
Administration in 1944 sent a mission to Angola to make
a technical study, A purchasing programme was later es
tablished which gave an impetus to mica mining in the
Territory.

77. The commercially exploitable deposits are mostly located
along the Dandi river, near Quicabo, north-east of Luanda.
Production of mica reached a peak of 28,676 tons, valued at
3,728 contos, in 1952, when there were nineteen concessions
in operation. By 1954, the number or deposits being worked
had dropped to five and the production of sheet mica dropped
to 9,187 tons. In 1965, a number of new claims were pegged,
but out of the five concessions only three were in operation
during the year. Since then, some of the concessions are
reported to have changed hands.

78. The mica exported from Angola is of good quality and
commands a good price. However, shortage of trained labour
and lack of transportation are factors in preventing the full
exploitation of the existing deposits.

Rock asphalt

79. Rock asphalt is found at Libolo and in the Calucala,
Zenza de Itombe and Quilungo regions. Since 1940, rock
asphalt has been mined for industrial use in the Territory.
Production was 35,949 tons in 1962.

80. The Companhia dos Asfaltos de Angola holds several
small concessions for mining of asphalt and other bituminous
substances. The total area amounts to 3,352 ha. It is estimated
that the reserves in this concession include some 8 million
tons of "libolites",

Bauxite (Alllminillm)

.81. Active prospecting of bauxite began in 1957, when a
concession with exclusive rights was granted to a Dutch
company, N. V. Billiton Maatschappij, It appears that this
company's concession was allowed to lapse. In 1961, Aluminio
Portuguea TAngola) received a one-year exclusive concession
to survey any part of the Territory for bauxite. In spite of
various reports of bauxite deposits, it appears that none of com
mercial value has yet been found. Nevertheless, Alurninio is
reported to be preparing to build a bauxite refinery at Dondo
to use the electricity produced by the Cambambe Dam.

Other minerals

82. Angola produces both sea salt and rock salt. In 1961,
production of salt amounted to 67 metric tons, of which 25
tons (valued at 10.6 million escudos) were exported. In 1964,
large new deposits of rock salt were discovered during petroleum
prospecting. Some of these new deposits are reported to be
suitable for open-cast mining.

83. Recent surveys have revealed the existence of phosphate
deposits, mainly in the Cabinda enclave. There is also sulphur
which occurs in association with gypsum, at Cabo Ledo and
Dombe Grande, Finally, small amounts of zinc are produced
as a by-product of copper.

B. DIAMOND MINING

General

84. In 1962, Angola ranked fifth as a world producer of
diamonds, preceded by the Democratic Republic of the Congo

I
8S. From 1921 until 1964, the industry was virtually mono- .1

polized by the Angola Diamond Company, whose exclusive
concession covers most of the Territory. In 1964, however,
the Government of Angola opened up .to diamond prospecting
an area of 221,000 km2 over which it had previously reserved
mining rights. During 1964, six new concessions were granted,
two within this new area and four in the coastal waters of
the continental shelf. These recent developments are described
in paragraphs 162-166 below.

86. The Angola Diamond Company (DIAMi,.NG) is a
Portuguese enterprise with headquarters in Lisbon. Its real
ownership, however, is difficult to ascertain accurately, as the
actual distribution of shares is not known. From the informa
tion available, it may be deduced that the major interests by
nationality are Belgian, Portuguese and South African.

87. The original parent body of DIAMANG was the Corn
panhia de Pesquisas Minelras de Angola, which was established
in 1912. This company, known as PEMA, first acquired a
mining concession in Angola in 1913 with rights to prospect
and exploit various minerals. In 1917 it formed DIAMANG,
to which it transferred mining rights in diamonds only. PEMA,
after renewing its mining concession in 1918, continued actively
in mining, including gold and manganese, in the Territory for
many years. Though the company is no longer engaged in active
mining, it retains a place on the Board of Directors of
DIAMANG.

88. At the time of its creation in 1917, major interests in
DIAMANG were held by the following: in Portugal, the
Banco Nacional Ultramarlno and the firm Henry Burnay; in
Belgium, the Societe Generale de Belgique and Mutualite
coloniale; in France, the Banque de l'Union Parisienne; and
in the United States, the financers Ryan and Guggenheim.

89. In 1963, the Board of Dire~tors consisted of the fol
lowing individuals or company representatives: E. de Vilhena
(Chairman and Managing Director), Banco Burnay (Vice-'
Chairman), Baron P. Bonvoisin, J. Leitede Castro (Technical
Director), Comte M. de Fernig, R. A. Callens, V. L. de
Castro, Companhia de Pesquisas Mineiras de Angola, E.
Empis, H. J. Joel, G. Regnier, R. de Sa Caneiro, A. E. Thiele,
J. de Vilhena (Administrative Director), A. A. Ryan, H. F.
Oppenheimer, V. L. Alves, J. M. de Noronha Feyo (see paras.
108-111 below).

90. The Company's registered capital is 294,100,0000 escudos,
represented by 1,730,000 share warrants payable to bearer of
170 escudos each. The original capital of the Company was
£2 million in 1921. This was successively reduced by cancel
lation of shares held by the Company to £1,750,000 in 1941
and to £1,630,000 (179,300,000 escudos) in 1942. In 1955, the
Company's capital was increased to 294,100,000 escudos by
raising the nominal value of the existing shares from 110
escudos to 170 escudos (paid for from profits payable to share
holders) and by creating 100,000 new shares of 170 escudos each
(for which 17 million escudos were withdrawn from reserves).

91. At the end of 1963, the Company's total assets amounted
to approximately $U.S.100 million (29,000 million escudos).
This figure represents the sum of reported assets, totalling
1,500 million escudos, and amortized fixed assets, which were
valued at 1,400 million escudos. The Company's balance sheet
for 1962 is reproduced in table 2. The following table shows
the Company's financial situation in 1961 to 1963:
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1963

339,446,708

15,156,843
16,910,206

135,350,604

135,361,366
134,940,000

421,366

303,254,775
36,191,933

1962

73,591,982
88,636,447
73,994,161
72,660,000

1,334,161

289,561,768

8,240,983
16,960,365

254,925,347
34,636,421

1961

142,937,195

142,957,195
102,070,000

7,322,179

291,784,125
63,973,244

355,757,369

16,006,405
14,111,768

to be repaid in gold escudos at the fixed exchange rate of
4.5 gold escudos to £1 sterling.

96. According to the then Hig·. (. nnmlssioner for Angola,
it was also agreed in 1921 that tne Company itself had to
undertake the actual work of exploitation and not employ as
agent any other national or foreign concern; the diamonds
produced could be exported only through sea ports designated
by the Government and not across the land frontiers; the
Company was obliged to purchase its foodstuffs and supplies
in Angola, 01' from Portugal if not available locally, and to
use Portuguese ships for transportation as far as possible. The
Company further undertook to proceed with active prospecting
and mining of diamonds and, in the region of the diamond
deposits, to improve the material conditions of the rural
population by providing medical services, schools and scientific
missions in all fields and by furnishing all services necessary
for the welfare of the indigenous inhabitants.

97. Most of these basic provisions are still in force, although
some of the details and procedures have been modified by
supplementary contracts. The changes made are summarized
below.

98. The area over which the Diamond Company holds
exclusive prospecting and exploitation rights until 1971 is now
1,025,700 km2, and includes the area defined in the 1922 agree
ment and the area previously conceded to the Companhia de
Mossamedes, Upon termination of the concession in 1971, the
total area of claims pegged may not exceed 50,000 km2,
and no claim may be larger than 2,500 km2• Under the terms of
the Overseas Mining Law of 1906, the Company will retain
the right to continue to work. for an unlimited time all claims
pegged before the expiration of the contract.

99. Since 1921, the Angola Government's share of the
capital and profits has increased. The Government now owns
200,000 shares (out of the total of 1,730,000) given to it
free and fully paid up, and receives one half of the statutory
annual liquid profits.l

100. The Angola Diamond Company, in return, is exempt
from all taxes, licences, fees, rents and other charges, property,
industrial, complementary and consumption taxes in force or
imposed in the future by the central or local government in-

I The formula for calculating the liquid profits W·.J.S modified
in 1954, when new provisions were included establishing reserve
funds for (a) interest and dividend stabilization with a ceiling
of 1 million escudos; (b) renewal of equipment and payment of
goods and commodities with a ceiling of 100 million 'escudos:
(c) staff provident fund with a ceiling of 4.5 million and (dj
native welfare and public works in the Lunda district with a
ceiling of 10 million escudos. The ordinary annual liquid profits
are distributed after deduction of operational, management and
other general expenses and sums required for reserve and amor
!izatiC?n funds; of. the ordinary profits so determined, 6 per cent
IS paid to the directors of the Company, and the remainder
equally divided between the Angolan Government and the share:
holders.

ANGOLA DIAMOND COMPANY

Millillg iIlCOI/IV, I~rofits available for distribrllioJll alld dividellds paid (ill escudos)

TOTAL, gross income

Gross mining income .. , , , ...•...
Other income .

Transfer to legal reserve .
National defence , ...............•..
Share of Angolan Government of 50 per cent

of profits ., ................................•.
Special tax (under appeal) ' , .
Profits available for distribution ' ..
Dividends paid .
Unappropriated profits carried forward .

k General prospecting for diamonds in Angola had first been
prohibited by Decree No. 9 of 6 May 1921.

Terms of tile concession

92. The Angola Diamond Company holds an exclusive
concession to prospect for and exploit diamonds under contract
with the Portuguese Government. A provisional contract was
signed in 1920 in Brussels between the Portuguese High Com
missioner for Angola (Alto Comissario da Republica en
Angola) and the Angola Diamond Company. The decree setting
out the terms of the concession was enacted in 1921 and the
basic contract was signed on 18 May 1921. This contract was
modified in 1922, 1937, 1946 and 1954.

93. Under the 1921 contract, DIAMANG received exclusive!'
diamond mining rights for thirty years over the whole of the
Territory lying north of the Benguela Railway and east of
longitude 15° E; also the area south of the railway line and
east of 14° E and, when it became vacant, the concession
formerly granted to the Companhia de Mossamedes in 1894.
This area was to be extended to include the rest of the
Territory within five years. The Company was to be exempt
from all taxes and in return undertook to increase the rate
of prospecting and extracting of diamonds, and to give the
Government of Angola in fully paid-up shares 5 per cent
of all capital issued or to be issued and annually 40 per cent
of the net income (liquid profits).

94. Of the original capital, which was to be raised to
800,000 shares, 100,000 were surrendered to the Go.~r·.ment.

The shares had each a value of 4.5 gold escudos (equal to £1
sterling, 25 Belgian francs or $U.S.5.00). The Government's
share in the profits was to be calculated on the basis of 40
per cent of the net income after certain deductions. These
deductions, which together amounted to approximately 30
per cent of the gross liquid profits, were (a) 5 per cent for
the statutory legal reserve; (b) 6 per cent for payment of
dividends; and (c) 10 per cent of the remainder to be paid
as compensation to the Board of Directors.

95. In addition, the Government of Angola obtained from
the Diamond Company a commitment to make available to it
each year a loan in foreign currency (pounds sterling or
Belgian francs) equal to half the Territory's share of the
profits in the previous year. The known diamond reserves
were to be used to secure the loan, the limit of which was
set at £1 sterling for each two carats of confirmed diamond
deposits. This loan was fixed at £400,000 for the first two years.
Up to 1935, the Company also undertook voluntarily, and as
far as possible, to bring the income of the Territory from
diamonds to be used for development to a total of £300,000
each year, by making up the difference in the form of a
voluntary loan. The interest on the loan was to be not more
than 1 per cent more than the bank discount rate in the country
in which the loan was made. Both interest and principal were
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stitutions. It is exempt from export duties and impore duties
on scheduled equipment as well as an)' taxes levied on corpora
tions or business concerns. European and other (eqlll'parado)
employees are, however, subject to income taxes, though the)'
were previously exempt under the 1922 contract.

101. In areas where it is prospecting or has mining opera"
tions, DIAMANG may use ,he land on a temporary basis
without specifically receiving land concession rights. to build
houses. plants, etc. needed for its work. The Company is
responsible for the wages, food, clothing and housing of its
workers; it must provide the local inhabitants with medical
assistance and schools and in a general way promote the
betterment of their material and moral conditions.

102. Under the 1922 and 1937 contracts the Angola Govern
ment has a special responsibility to help the Angola Diamond
Company in obtaining labour, by encouraging indigenous in
habitants from other districts to settle in Lunda, and by
reducing and simplifying procedures for the recruitment of
labour. The 1954 contract provides that "the Governor General
of Angola shall, in accordance with the legislation at present
in fOI'I;e or which may come into force in the future, take
such action as may be necessary" to fulfil that obligation (see
paras. 146-151 below).

103. Tt;<; Angola Diamond Company must give preference
to Portuguese nationals and goods. Among the Company's
personnel, the following must be Portuguese nationals: at
least 70 per cent of the European or eqlliparado staff, the
representative of the Company in Angola and his deputy;
regional representatives of the Company; medical personnel
and nurses; the recruiting agent and persons dealing with
indigenous labour and the technical director of mines, who
may, however, be an alien temporarily if no suitable Portu
guese can be found. In making' purchases, the Company must
give preference 10 local products and those sold in the Ter
ritory, especially Portuguese manufactures, so long as the
price is not more than 5 per cent higher than the cost of
imported foreign goods.

104. There arc special provisions in regard to the foreign
currencies earned by the Company. The 1937 contract provided
that the Government could ask that 25 per cent of the foreign
exchange earned by the Company should be retained in the
Territory's exchange institution and accounts were settled
every three years. The Company was further required to meet
from the remaining foreign exchange not only its contractual
payments to the Territory in sterling, but also all its foreign
exchange liabilities, and any additional such liabilities that
might be incurred in the future. Neither the Company nor its
personnel were to have recourse to foreign exchange through
territorial institutions. In 1954, the procedures were altered
to require foreign bills of exchange to be handed over by
the Company every year and in the proportion in which the
sales were made.

llfillillg operations
105. Although the Angola Diamond Company's concession

covers an area of over one million square kilometres, actual
mining has been limited to the Chitato concelho (45,483 km2,
population 100,000) in the Lunda district. Even this area has
1I0t been completely surveyed, and prospecting and inventory
work continues, In 1961 kimberlite deposits of various types
were found, covering and area of some 25 hectares on the
banks of the Chipaca River. Of these deposits, 3 hectares are
considered to be economically exploitable. Some twenty-four
other kimberlite deposits were found subsequently, as welt
as a deposit of high yielding gravel containing an estimated
90,000 carats. It appears, however, that because of limitation on
its production and sales, only a small number of these deposits
are being exploited.

lOO. In 1963, the Company had forty-eight pans in opera
tion. Since the late 1950's, the Company has intensified its
programme of mechanization and whereas in 1957 over 30
per cent of the work was still done by hand, by 1963 manual
labour accounted for only 12.2 per cent of the total. With the
increased mechanization, the average number of carats produced
per man-year rose from 39.75 in 1957 to 42.52 in 1961, but
has since dropped to below the 1957 level.

DIA~IOND MINING

prodl/cUoll pcr 111011/",olltlf~

A'lttl'''''
lIIollt/l/:'1l Ellr0t,ro/l No. 0/

IIl1mbcr "~I lwr 'crs Amll/ol carats

J:"car
,'II,lI'arllolls

31 Dco;rmbcr Total
Iorodllrtr'oll Per

tvorkm's (carats) trlan·~lcar

1955........ 19,736 393 20,129 743,377 36.93
1956.....••.20,205 440 20,645 740,035 35.85
1957........21,310 485 21,795 864,372 39.75
1958........23,5"." 51O 24,059 1,001,236 41.62
1959........23,903 533 24,436 1,015,688 41.57
1960........24,254 568 24,822 1,055,827 42.58
1961........26,378 608 26,986 1,147,539 4?.52
1962........27,052 638 27,690 1,081,104 39.03
1963........27,909 671 28,580 1,083,571 37.91

*SOURCE: Actluidode Ecollomica de Allgo[a. No. 64, Sept.
Dec. 1962, p, 28, Figures for 1962 and 1963 calculated from the
Company's reports for those years.

107. The diamonds produced in Angola have an average
size of between 3 and 5 carats and over 60 per cent are of gem
quality. Since 1958, the Angola Diamond Company has
produced over 1 million carats yearly. In 1963, production was
1,083,571 carats, and the value of exports was 768 million
escudos (see table 6 below).

Relatiollship 01 DIAMANG with other lordgll illterests
108. Several of the members of the Board of Directors of

the Angola Diaminod Company in 1963 also had other interests,
as follows:
(a) Baron Pierre Bonvoisin (Belgian): President of the

Banque de la Socil~te Generale de Belgique and President
of the Banque Beige;

(b) Harry F. Oppenheimer (South African): President and
Director of over fifty companies, including the Anglo
American Corporation of South Africa, De Beers Con
solidated Mines Ltd., Diamond Producers Assn., Diamond
Trading Company Ltd., and Tanganyika Concessions;

(c) Ernesto Jardin de Vilhena (Portuguese): formerly Naval
Governor of the Territories under tile Niassa Company;
Governor of the Districts of Zambezia and Lourenco
Marques; Minister of Colonies 1908, 1915; Vice-Governor
of the Banco Nacional Ultramarino; President of the Banco
Burnay; organized and directed also Companhia Gcr:.1 dos
Algodoes de Angola and the Companhia de Pesquisas
Mineiras de Angola) ;

(d) H. J. Joel (South African) : also Director of some twenty
seven other companies; including: De Beers Consolidated
Mines Ltd., Diamond Producers Association, Diamond
Trading Company Ltd., Ferreira Estate Company Ltd.,
Witwatersrand Gold Mining Co, Ltd., Western Areas
Gold Mining Co. Ltd.;

(c) R. A. Callens: also Managing Director of Banco Burnay,

109. According to one source,m Belgian interests in the Angola
Diamond Company include 7 .per cent ownership by the
Societe Internationale Forestiere et Miniere du Congo
(FORMINIERE) and 12 per cent by the Societe Generale.

110. The relationship of the Angola Diamond Company to the
South African mining interests goes back to the end of the First
World War. In 1919, the combined production of the South
African and South West African diamond mines represented
91.7 per cent of world production. When production in Angola
and the Belgian Congo began to increase, the major South
African producers drew up an agreement which divided the
world diamond trade among themselves on a fixed quota basis
"less such volume as was produced by the outsiders". At the
same time negotiations were opened with the Angola Diamond

m ]oye, P. and Lewis, R. Les Trusts au Conao, Societe popu
laire d'Editions, Brussels, 1961, p. 228.
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TOTAL 46,653,394.48

ACCUMULATED RECEIPTS OF THE ANGOLAN GoVERNMENT FROIl(

DIAMOND MINING, 1921-1963

(Ill pounds sterling)

was 39.75 carats, the value of production per man/year was
16,402 escudos, based on the selling price, and 46,375 escudos,
based on the market price.

118. In 1963, the Angola Diamond Company held the
following investments in diamonu selling enterprises:

Participation in
profits ,., 16,722,559 18,498,176 19,412,362 21,530,750

Participation in
dividends 1,461,728 1,658,001 1,814,523 1,971,293

TOTAL 18,184,287 20,156,177 21,226,885 23,502,043

To 1963

Escudos
2,505,312.50

20,350,261.93

23,7117,820.05

To 19621921·1960 To 1961

Industrial distributors (1946) Ltd .
The Diamond Trading Company Ltd. . .
The Diamond Purchasing and Trading Company

Ltd , , ................•..

Rc/atiollsflip of DIAMANG with tile Gouermnent of AnglJla
alld Portugal

119. Since the very early years, the exclusive concession
granted to the Angola Diamond Company has come under
criticism in the Territory. These criticisms have been levelled
both at Portugal for conceding one of the Territory's major
national resources to "foreign interests" and at the company
for the way in which it carried out the exploitation and dis
tributed the profits,n For its part, the Government of Angola,
as revealed by the contracts, has persistently sought to obtain
a larger share of the income from the Angola Diamond Com
pany, both through participation in profits aud dividends and
in the form of long-term low-interest loans to finance projects
of development not within the means of the Territory's ordinary
revenue. The Angola Government has also sought to ensure that
the activities of the company would make a direct contribution
to the economy of the Territory by requiring it to buy local
goods whenever possible. In addition, the Government of 1'01'
tugal has been interested in the foreign exchange earned by
the diamond exports. The extent to which these different, but
not conflicting, interests have been met by the company is
reflected in the vai ious changes introduced into the original
contract of 1921.

120. According to an account by Norton de Matos, then
High Commissioner of Angola, the company prior to 1921 had
already received, under decrees issued by the Government of
Portugal, important exclusive diamond rights which enabled
it to peg as many claims as it wished up to 1926. These rights
had been granted and later extended before expiration date,
with almost no requirement for State participation. The nego
tiations between the Angola Diamond Company and the High
Commissioner of Angola which resulted in the first contract
of 1921 set the basis for the Government's participation in the
profits of the Company.

(a) Profits allddividends

121. According to one of the company's reports, the Angola
Government's share from diamond mining up to 30 June 1936
amounted to £902,475 in profits and £78,750 in dividends. The
Angola Government's share at the end of 1960 and in the
following' years is shown below:

• Company to bring its diamond sales under control (see docu
ment A/5840, paras. 93ff).

111. In 1923, the Anglo-Americau Corporation, together with
Barnnto Brothers "acquired an interest" in the Angola Diamond
Company, and Mr, E. Oppenhelmer joined its Board of Direc
tors to represent the Angle-American Corporation. In the
following year, it was reported that the Corporation, "having
acquired an El pCI' cent interest in the Diamond Syndicate,

• retained a 16 per cent interest in Angola Diamonds". A contract
was subsequently entered into between the Diamond Syndicate
and. UIAMANG whereby the former agreed to purchase
diamonds produced b~' DIAMANG and the latter agreed to
a limitation on its output.

112. Between May 1926 and March 1927 a further agreement
was entered into between DIAMANG and Dunkelsbuhler and
Company and Barnato Brothers, in which the Angle-American
Corporation was associated. In 1934, the contract was renewed.
Although details arc not available, it is reported that:

"Clause 3 of the Angola contract gives the (Diamond)
Syndicate the right to buy al1 diamonds produced by the
(Angola Diamond) Company in excess of those to be
delivered in satisfaction of firm sales prescribed by the
contract •.. The clause does, however, provide that diamonds
produced in excess of the agreed amounts must be offered
to the Syn":icate, the effect of which is to place the Syndicate
in a position to prevent the Angola Company disposing of
diamonds outside the Syndicate ..•."0

113. This contract appears to have differed from some others
in which the Syndicate merely undertook to buy a maximum
value of diamonds each ycar, while the producers bound them
selves not to sell to any other outside parties. It seems that
the Portuguese were in a position to drive a hard bargain,
since they were considered to be the "principal and most dan
gerous competitors among all the foreign (non-South African)
producers". Not only were costs of production less in Angola,
so that the diamonds could be sold abroad with a profit at
a lower price, but production had been kept low and could
easily be doubled. Furthermore, the Angola diamonds were of
a much better quality than those produced in the Congo.

114. Up to 1956, the Angola Diamond Company sold ex
clusively through the Central Selling Organization, and, it
appears, accepted a production quota. From 1950 up to and
including 1956, annual production averaged constantly about
740,000 carats. Since 1958, it has increased to over one million
carats annually (sec table 6 below).

115. This increase coincided with a change in marketing
practice whereby part of the diamonds produced are now sold
to the Portuguese Diamond Cutting Company (see paras. 134
136 below). The current contract with the Diamond Corpora
tion Ltd., which was signed in 1960, continues to guarantee
a minimum annual purchase-which may be increased by 20
per cent over the previous contract figure-but from which
the value of the diamonds sold to the Portuguese Cutting
Company will be deducted.

116. The actual prices at which DIAMANG at present sells
its diamonds to the Portuguese Cutting Company and to the
Central Setling Organization are not known. In 1956, as re
ported to the annual general meeting,o the actual average
selling price to the Diamond Corporation was 461.10 escudos
per carat,though, according to international quotations, the
world market price was 1,303.48 escudos per carat, the dif
ference amounting to a loss of 626,668 contos, While it was
clear that had the Company been free to sell its diamonds
directly, it would have earned that much more, part of the loss
was offset by the Company's share in the profits of the diamond
marketing enterprises, which amounted to 81,228 contos, The
actual loss was therefore 545,440 contos, or approximately
$U.S. 18 million.

117. Relating thes- prices to the number of carats produced
per man/month (see the table in para. 106), it will be seen
that in 1956, for instance, when the production per man/month

o Gregory, Theodore, Ernest Oppenheilller alul the Ecollomic
Development of Southern Africa, London, 1962, p. 235.

oReferred to in Actividade E,conomica de Angola, No. 59/60,
p.90.

P See paragraph 94 above. One of the complaints, for instance,
concerned the 10 per cent share of the profits paid to the mem
bers of the Board of Directors. This share has been reduced to
6 per cent.
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PROCEEDS FROM DIAMOND AlINING CONTRIBUTION
TO THE TERP~TOP.IAL BUDGET·

(Ill lIlilliOIl escl/dos)

Total
as pcrcrutagc

Ordinar,">, of ordillar.v
Profils Dividcllds Total revcnur revenue

1959 88 2.1 90.1 1,852 4.9
1960 ... 106 3.8 109.8 1,967 5.6
1961 .. , 137 1.7 138.7 2,036 6.8
1962 ... 143 2.5 145.5 2,460 5.9
1963 ... 109 2.7 111.7

a Profits and dividends relate to the previous calendar year.

(b) Loans
123. Under the Portuguese fiscal policy, each Territory has

its own budget and must finance its own development. In
Angola, the Diamond Company has been one of the main
sources of low interest Ioans which the Territorial Govern
ment has used for such projects. Under the provisions of the
first contract of May 19Z1 (see para. 95) the Territory received
two loans of £200,000 each in the first two years, and subse
quently other loans, so that at the end of 1936 the Angola
Government's unpaid loan balance was £797,630.r Under the
new contract negotiated in 1937, a further loan of £250,000
was made tu the Angolan Government at the same low rate
ol interest and the period of repayment of the unpaid loan
balance was extended. In 1946, another loan of £1 million was
made in connexion with the establishment of a development
fund for the Five-Year Development Plan of Angola.

124. The contract signed under the terms of Decree 39,920
of 22 November 1954 provided for the opening in 1955 of a
credit of 208,424,938.52 escudos in favour of the Angolan
Government. Of this, the sum of 108,424,938.52 escudos was
to be used to write off the outstanding debt of the Territory
with the Company and 100 million escudos was to be in the
form of a loan at 1 per cent per annum payable in yearly
instalments up to 1971. The repayment was to be deducted
from the Territory's share in the company's profits and
dividends; if insufficient, the remalnder was to be drawn from
the Territory's general revenue.

125. In 1961, following the uprising, the Angolan Govern
ment sought to raise one million contos in loans from the
various locally established enterprises, to be used for defence
and development of the Territory In January 1962, the Angola
Diamond Company agreed to a loan amounting to 105,500
contos (consisting of $3 million in United States currency
and 20 million escudos). The term of the loan was for twenty
years at 1 per cent, the first payment to begin on 1 July 1963.

126. In June 1963, another loan of 150 million escudos was
made to the Territorial Government on substantially the same
terms, namely repayment of the principal in twenty annual
instalments over the period 1964-1984, together with interest
at the rate of 1 per cent.

127. At the end of 1963, the Angola Government's unpaid
loan balance was 300,590,476.20 escudos (see table 3 below).

(c) Foreign exchange

128. Since 1937, the Angola Diamond Company has been
under contractual obligation to hand over to the Territorial
Government a fixed portion of the foreign exchange it earned.
In 1954 these provisions were changed and the company was

q Bank of Angola, Relattirio e Contas, Esercicio de 1963,
Lisbon, 1964, p. 143.

r Annual report of the Angola Diamond Company for 1936.

United States dollars... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 39,650,000
Pounds sterling .•... ,................... 2,395,950
Portuguese escudos» ....•............... 103,000,000

1\ The: local currency has not always been convertible with
the Portuguese escudo and has been subject to a discount.

130. The Company reported that from 1 January 1931 to
31 December 1963, moneys (including dividends and profits,
loans and foreign exchange) which it had placed at the disposal
of the Angolan Government for external payments amounted
to £52,031,561, or an average of £129,432 per month.

(d) Taxes and cOlltribl/h'oll to national defence

131. Under its contract, the Angola Diamond Company is
exempt from all taxes and charges, licence fees, import/export
duties, income, corporation and other taxes that may be im
posed in the Territory. Dividends paid in Portugal are, however,
sub]ect to taxation. The taxes paid to the Portuguese Treasury
amounted to 66,195 contos in 1961; 42,450 contos in 1962 and
48,189 contos in 1963.

132. Under the provisions of the 1906 Overseas Mining
Law, concessionaires holding mining rights are required to
give support to the Government for the maintenance of peace
and order. In 1961 and 1962, the Angola Diamond Company
included in the fixed assets, reported as depreciated, military
barracks and guard posts. In addition, since 1961, the company
has each year paid the Angolan Government a contribution
for the defence of national property (cornparticipacao de
dcfesa do Patrim6nio Nacional), The amounts paid were
14,111,768 escudos in 1961; 16,960,983.39 in 1962; and
16,910,206.24 escudos in 1963, making a total of some 48 million
escudos.

133. In 1962, the Angola Diamond Company was also
assessed in the amount of 88.6 million escudos for the extra
ordinary defence tax. Following Iitlgation, it appears that the
company was exempted from such payment, as the amount
no longer appears in the 1963 statement of assets and liabilities.

(e) E.'l:port of diamonds to Portuqal

134. In 1957, Portugal moved to stop the direct export of
diamonds overseas and took steps to enter the diamond cutting
and processing industries. Under the terms of Decree No. 41,004
of 15 February 1957, it required diamond producers in the
overseas Territories (the only one being the Angola Diamond
Company) to estabiish sorting and appraisal services in Lisbon
and to support the establishment of a Portuguese diamond
cutting enterprise known as the Sociedade Portuguesa de
Lapidacao de Diamantes, Once the sorting and appraisal ser
vices had come into operation, all diamonds produced in the
Overseas Territories were to be exported directly to Lisbon
before re-export to foreign countries. The national diamond
cutting enterprise was guaranteed the supply of those diamonds
from the overseas Territories which it could work. Contracts
for the sale of diamonds to foreign enterprises were made
subject to these enterprises agreeing to supply the Portuguese
Diamond Cutting Company with stones which it could work
economically.

135. The Sociedade Portuguesa de Lapidacao de Diamantes
was organized in 1957 and has its headquarters in Lisbon. Its
registered capital is 150 million escudos, divided into 150,000
shares of 1,000 escudos each. At least 60 per cent of the reg
istered capital must be Portuguese. According to the original
articles of incorporation of the company (Ditirio do- Gove-fII0,
Series Ill, 11 January 1958), the distribution of the share
capital was as follows: Government of Portugal, 15 million
escudos; Government of Angola, 15 million escudos; the Bank
of Angola, 20 million escudos; Banco Fonsecas, Santos e
Vianna, 20 million escudos; Banco Jose Henriques Totta,
20 million escudos j the Angola Diamond Company, 24.6 million
escudos; Diamond Corporation, Ltd., 20 million escudos;
Banco Burnay, 15 million escudos, Ernesto de Vilhena, 200,000
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million (or over 40 per cent) was spent in Angola: 4S million
(14 per cent) in Portugal i 58.5 million (18.2 per cent) in
the United States i and 32 million (10 per cent) in the United
Kingdom.

144. Of the purchases made in Angola, 107,000 escudos
were spent on local products, including fuels, 33,000 contosj
dried fish, maize, palm oil. and other ioodstuffs, 28,000 eontos i
cement, 11,000 contos ; livestock, 9.000 contcs: beer and soft
drinks, 7,000 contos,

(c) EII/plo~'mc/lt

145. The Angola Diamond Company employs over 80 per
cent of the workers engaged in mining in Angola and is the
largest single employer in the Territory. In 1963, its work
force consisted of 671 persons from Portugal, of whom 23
were engaged in non-mining activities, and 27,909 indigenous
workers. Of the latter, 16,908 were recruited locally in the
Lunda district and 8,887 were contract workers from other
parts of Angola. The total number of man/months worked
was 303,819, of which 31 per cent was used in removing
the overburden and transporting and treating the deposits,
8.9 per cent in prospecting and 0.59 per cent in selecting
diamonds. An other labour was engaged in maintenance and
supplies, health, education and transportation services or other
general work. The annual amounts spent on salaries and remu
neration, during the years 1958-1962, averaged £950,000, or
about 76 million escudos.

146. There are special provisions in the Company's contract
relating to its labour supply. Although the wording of these
provisions has been changed by successive amendments to the
1921 contract, their effect is to make the Government respon
sible for taking special measures, in accordance with the
labour legislation in force, to assi-' the Compar.y in obtaining
the indigenous labour which it needs.

147. Under the terms of the various contracts the Govern
ment undertook to assist indigenous inhabitants from other
parts of the Territory to settle in the mining area, to take
special measures to help the Company recruit workers from
outside the region, and to reduce and simplify the formalities
involved in recruiting.

148. Encouragement of indigenous inhabitants to settle
permanently in the Lunda district does not seem to have been
successful, and this provision, which appeared in the 1921 and
1937 contracts, was no longer included after 1946.

149. As regards the special assistance referred to in para
graph 147 above, although the contracts specify that any
measures to assist the Company in obtaining workers shall
be in accordance. with the labour legislation in force, a number
of anomalous situations were permitted to develop which were
described euphemistically by a former Governor-General of
Angola as somewhat illegal (1IIellos legal).B

150. Among measures taken to assist the Company was,
for instance, an order by the Angolan Government issued in
1947 reserving all labour in the Lunda district for "enterprises
operating there" (Portaria, 5,889 of 9 April 1947). As the
Angola Diamond Company was at that time the only large
enterprise in the district, the order in effect gave it a monopoly'
over local recruitment and denied local workers the freedom
to offer their services elsewhere.

151. 'The system of recruitment with government assistance
was examined by the Commission of the International Labour
Organisation which investigated labour conditions in the Terri
tories under Portuguese administration in 1961. The Com
mission's reports confirmed that the Angola Diamond Company
had recruited labour through the intermediary of administrative
officials and indigenous chiefs for :he previous forty years
until the practice was changed by a decision of the Governor
General of Angola in July 1961, supplemented by a decision

B Sa Viana Rebelo, H. de, A/Igola lIa Africa deste tempo,
Lisbon 1961, p. 95.

t International Labour Organisation, Report of the Commis
sio/J appointed IInder article 26 of the Constitlltioll of tile Inter
Ilatio/lal Labour Orqanisotion to examine the cOlllplaillt filed b»
the Gouermnetu of Ghana conceming the observance by ti,e
Gouernmeni of Portuqal of the Abolition of Forced Lobour
COIwe/Ujo/J, 1957(No.105J, Geneva 1962, paras. 273and 518-538.

escudos; and Vasco Luis de Castro, 200.000 escudos. Ten per
cent of the capital was paid up in the first year. At the end
of 1963. 40 million escudos had been paid up, of which 19.8
million was subscribed by the Banco de Angola and 7.3 million
by the Angola Diamond Company. Its fixed assets were re
ported at 24 mi11ion escudos and current assets 13 million
escudos. As it had not yet come into full operation, it reported
a loss of 1.2 million escudos in 1963.

136. The Portuguese Diamond Cutting Company is classified
as a "national" industry and the import and export of diamonds
to or from Portugal are therefore exempt from customs duties.

Economic and social consequences of tile dJ'alllo/ld milll'ng
operations ill Anqol«
(a) Use of loans for development projects

137. In the foregoing section on the relationship of the
Angola Diamond Company with the Governments of Portugal
and Angola, it was shown that, in effect, the Angolan Gov
ernment has shared in the income resulting from diamond
mining. As the Angolan Government's share in the profits
and dividends are paid into the Territory's regular budget.
it is impossible to assess 'the effect of this money on the
economy of the Territory as a whole. Little more is known
on the way in which the loans have been spent, for, even when
they have been made for the purpose of implementing "devel
opment plans". they form only part of the total resources
used for this purpose.

138. In the period 1938-1944, for instance, expenditure under
the Angola Development Fund amounted to 122,500 contos,
of which 26,400 contos (or about one fifth of the total) was
from the Angola Diamond Company loan of 1937 (see para. 123
above). Among the other sources. used to finance development
in the Territory at that time were a 1.5 p'~r cent ad valorem
import duty. (A loan at 4.5 per cent interest, which was to
have been obtained from the Caixa Geral de Dep6sitos in
Portugal, was never realized).

139. The projects which were to be financed from the devel
opment fund in 1938-1944 included work on ports (32 per cent),
communications (15 per cent), schools (18 per cent), railways
(24 per cent). Projects conceived specifically to furnish assist
ance to the indigenous people amounted to less than 2 per cent
of the total.

140. Similarly, the 1946 loan of £1 miilion, or 100 million
escudos at the officially established rate of exchange, consti
tuted one third of the development fund of 300 million escudos
established that year. The main projects to be financed by
this fund were for improvement of energy sources (l0 per
cent); public health (11.3 per cent); communications (47 per
cent); agriculture, forestry, livestock and mining (11 per
cent); local improvements (11.6 per cent); construction of
schools (8.4 per cent); and other projects (5 per cent).

141. Loans from the Angola Diamond Company have played
a less important role in the subsequent development plans of
Angola for 1953-1953 and 1959-1964 which were drawn up
as an integral part of the first and second National Develop
ment Plans 01 Portugal and its overseas Territories. Although
local Angolan resources financed 95 per cent of the 1953-1958
plan, there was less reliance on loans due to the fact that
new resources had been created through special taxes and
funds provided by marketing boards. In the 1959-1964 plan,
it was intended that a smal1er proportion of development ex
penditure would be financed from Angolan resources, as special
loans from Por.ugal were to be increased.

142. Since the events of 1961, development expenditure in
Angola has been more closely linked with defence expenditure,
making it even more difficult to ascertain the purposes for
which specific funds are used.

(b) Purchase of supplies

143. Under the terms of its contract, the Angola Diamond
Company is required to purchase its foodstuffs and supplies
in Angola, or from Portugal if not available locally. It is
also required to use Portuguese ships for transportation of
its supplies as far as possible. In 1963, its total purchases
of supplies amounted to 320 mi1lion escudos, of which 130

I
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TOTAL 5,066,650

Recent deuelopments

162. In April 1964, the Government of Angola opened
up to diamond prospecting the 221,000 km2 over which it had
reserved mining rights since 1928. This area consists of the
part of Angola west of meridian 15° north of the Benguela
Railway and the area west of meridian 14° south of the
Benguela Railway to parallel 16° south and a small coastal
area from Mor,;iimedes down to Foz do Kunene,

163. In order to facilitate development, the whole area has
been divided into 352 blocks of about 750 krn2 each. El ,I,. -: 're
prospecting rights will be granted for two years to .ms
having adequate financial and technical resources. Provis .ally,
the deposit has been set at 250,000 escudos for each .ilock,
as the diamond resources are not yet adequately known.

164. As the release of this area coincides with the growing
interests in off-shore diamonds, by the end of .1964 many
requests had been filed for the new. area released as well
as for the continental shelf from parallel 15° southwards.
Among those requesting the new exclusive concessions were:
Cunene Exploration (Pty.), Ltd., for part of the continental
shelf; Nuno Monteiro de Casto Soromenho, for Lite continental
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companies, maritime Qlld(c) Portuquese steamsllip
air travel lilies:

Freight and passages

(b) To cOlllmerce, illdustry alld transport companies
j,~ Anqola:

Purchases .
Freight charges .

(d) Otlrer actit'iIl'es

156. As explained above, the Angola Diamond Company is
responsible for the health, education and welfare of the
inhabitants of Chitato, which has an area of 45,483 km2 with
a population of about 100,000. It also maintains agricultural
and livestock services.

157, In 1962, the Company had one doctor per 5,000 pt.'Ople;
one nurse for 2,500 and for every 100 persons it had one
assistant nurse, one first-year nurse, 01' one ward maid. In all,
it maintained 2 central hospitals, 4 other hospitals, 7 hospital
dispensaries, 4 maternity hospitals, 1 dispensary, 6 public
health stations and 74 first-aid posts.

158. The Company maintains primary and secondary schools
and cscolas de adapta,ao, with a total enrolment in 1962 of
2,259 pupils. As part of its cultural activities, the Company
also maintains a library, a museum, a zoo and research labora
tories and p1~blishes articles on cultural and scientific matters
relating to Angola.

159. In the agricultural field, it had in 1962, 14 agricultural
stations and 1,079 hectares under cultivation. The Company's
agricultural service distributes fertilizers and provides tech
nical assistance to local farmers. There is a livestock devel
opment scheme covering 80,000 ha. with over 20,240 cattle.

160. According to the 1962 report, the Company spent
25 million escudos (£312,500) each year on the maintenance
of roads and bridges. In addition to its statutory obligations,
it makes grants to various cultural and social organizations
in Angola and Portugal, the sums of which, in an average
year, exceed £100,000 or 8 million escudos.

161. According to data published in the 1962 report, the
Company also paid an average of some £2.4 million eaeh year
to Territorial and Portuguese concerns. For the most recent
five-yea. period, the total payments were as follows:

(a) To tire local popfllatiol~:

Salaries and other remuneration .
Purchase of surplus crops grown locally

o This decree established minimum wages for agricultural
workers as follows: 57 escudos plus rations, or 150 escudos if
no rations provided, for workers hired within the administrative
district; 70 to 225 escudos for workers recruited from outside
the district and from 84 to 300escudos for other workers (arti
cle 197, No. 3, of the Indigenous' Labour Code),

of the Governor of Lunda district on 28 October 1961, directing
the Company to establish its own system of recruiting without
recourse to the administrative authorities. Although the Com
mission did not find that there had been forced labour prior
to 1961, it noted that the system of recruitment previously
in force was liable to involve compulsion and it recommended
that the Government review the position at a Inter date to
ensure that the Governor-General's decision had been fully
carried out. The Commission obzerved that the relations be
tween the Angolan Government and the Angola Diamond
Company in the latter's concession areas presented many of
the problems which arise in other countries in which a large
industrial concern virtually exercises the functions of govern
ment in a large area, but that this phenomenon did not in
itself involve, though it might make more difficult, the detection
and suppression of any element of forced labour.

152. Company reports show that, despite the introduction
in 1956 of a statutory minimum wage (Angola, Decree Law
No. 2,797 of 31 December 1956),11 cash wages paid by the
Company remained substantially below the minimum and
workers recruited locally in the Lunda district received only
about three-quarters of the cash wage paid to workers from
the Songo circumscription of the Malange district. Although
the mining legislation requires that all workers be paid in
cash, an exception was made permitting the Company to take
into account, in determining its wage rates, the special services
which it provides. It may be noted that in 1960, the Company
increased the wages of contracted labourers from Songo and
the Lunda district and in 1961 the wage rates were completely
revised and new classifications were established.

153. The basis for the Company's labour policy was ex
plained in a report which it published in 1963, as follows:

"Every organization dealing with a country's wealth in
terms of manpower must work on these broad principles:
it must improve the living conditions of the natives, it must
constantly care for their welfare, and it must raise them
in both social and economic scales of values.

"The Africans serving the Company have therefore to be
considered under these heads:

"(a) What stage have they reached in their social
evolution?

"(b) How far are they trained for the work?
" (c) What are their terms of employment?
"The first-the only one that calls for any special com

ment-relates to a scale that ranges from zero point
(though even. here useful service can be rendered H it is
directed) to the point where his environment is identical
with that of the European employee."

154. The actual terms of employment vary according to
whether the worker is from the local area or not. In the past,
as has been shown above, wage scales differed according to
the district from which the worker came. Differences are also
made according to whether the worker is from the concelho
of Chitato or a different part of the Lunda district. The Com
pany considers the former group more privileged because of
their closer contact with the civilizing influence exerted by
the Company and -the material and other assistance available
to them. Workers from outside the concelho therefore receive.
in addition to their wages. food, clothing and housing. (In
1958, for instance, the Company spent a total of 19,142 contos
on its 8,086 contract workers from other regions, and of this
amount, 9,853 contos was for wages, 1,250 for rations, 7,379
for transport and other recruitment and repatriation expenses,
and 660 contos for hospitalization.)

155. With the coming into force in 1963 of the Rural Labour
Code and the regulations enacted th., , under, the Angola
Diamond Company made an exhaustive study in order to
adapt its labour structure to the new provisions. There is
as yet no information concerning the changes made.
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shelf from the Kunene River northwards to parallel ISo;
Reginald Lionel von :Musits, for 28 lots of 150 km!! each and
the continental shelf 11°.14° and 15° south to the Foz do
Kunene] Sociedade Mineira do Kunene, S.A.R.L.,v which was
established in May 1964 with a registered share capital of
one million escudos, applied for 90 lots.

165. In September all exclusive pro~pecting licence for
diamonds andother precious stones was granted to the Angola
Exploration Company (Pty.), Ltd., with headquarters in
Johannesburg, South Africa (Pol'laria 20,182). The concession
comprised 108 lots with a total area of approximately 64,000
km:!.

166. In November 1964, a similar concession comprising
13 lots was granted to J ono Antonio Veiga, all industrialist
resident in Luanda (Portaria 20,907). These diamond con
cessions arc for an initial period of two years, subject to one
or two renewals of an equal period. Contrary to the terms of
concessions granted previously, the terms of the concession
provide that the concessionaire must relinquish at least 25 per
cent of the total area at the end of each period of two years. The
concessionaire must, within 60 days of the publication of the
Government order granting the licence, submit a plan of
prospecting involving the expenditure of at least 100 uscudos per
square kilometre.

C. l'ETI\OLEUM EXTRACTION

General
167. Following the publication in 1909 of the special petro

leum extraction legislation (see paras. 41-43 above), a number
of companies obtained exclusive rights to prospect for petroleum
ill Angola. Among them was the Companhia de Petr61eos
de Angola (ANGOIL), which was associated with Sinclair
Consolidated Oil Corporation and with Belgian interests. This
company obtained extensive concessions in the northern part
of Angola in 1916 and 1922. The Portuguese interests in the
company included those of Ernesto de Vilhena (see para. 108
above) and the Banco Nacional Ultramarino. The capital of
ANGOIL in 1929 was 5.8 million escudos. Another company
was the Companhia Mineira de Mocambique, which obtained
exclusive petroleum prospecting rights in the whole of Angola
south of the Benguela Railway. Although considerable sums
were spent, no oil was found and these concessions were
apparently allowed to lapse.

168. In the 1950's, interest in petroleum revived and new
concessions were granted, According to the latest report of
the Angola Department of Geological Surveys and Mines, at
the end of 1962 there were only two concessions with exclusive
petroleum prospecting and exploiting rights, namely one held
by ANGOIL and the other by the Cabinda Guli Oil Company,
a subsidiary of Gulf Oil Corporation.

Companhia de Petroleos de Allgola

169. At the cnd of 1962 the Companhia de Petroleos de
Angola, S.A.R.L. (PETRANGOL) held concessions totalling
28,596 km2• The Company has its headquarters in Luanda,
Angola. Its registered capital is 150 million escudos, divided
into 150,000 shares of 1,000 escudos each. In accordance with
Law No. 1,994 of 13 April 1943, the statutes of the Company
provide that 55 per cent of the share capital must be held
by Portuguese enterprises and tranfers of shares to foreign
enterprises must remain within this limit.

110. The present concession held by PETRANGOL was
originally granted in 1952 to the Companhia de Combustiveis
do Lobito (CARBONANG). Decree No. 38,832 of 18 July
1952 authorized the establishment for the prospecting of
petroleum of "a special regime that will afford guarantees"
not provided in the legislation then in force (i,e., the Overseas
Mining Law of 1906 and the Decree of 9 December 1909).

111. The concession comprises two areas, one in the Congo
district and one in the Cuanza district (see para. 117 below).
The concession conferred the exclusive right to prospect for
and exploit, deposits of solid, liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons,
including petroleum, naphtha, ozokerite, and natural gas, as
---

v The term "Sociedade an6nima de responsabilidade limitada"
(S.A.R.L.) is. equivalent to the English "limited (liability)
company't.,

well as sulphur, helium, carbon dioxide and saline substances.
Specifically excluded were those substances (asphalt and
bituminous coal) over which mining rights had already been
granted to the Compunhin dos Betumlnosos de Angola," The
right to prospect for and exploit sulphur, helium, carbon
dioxide and saline substances is automatically forfeited if the
Compauy does not take such action within a. period of 120 days.

112. Exclusive prospecting rights were for three years, which
could be extended if the Company carried out "intensive"
prospecting by spending a minimum of 40 million escudos
in this period.x The Company was given the right to mark
as many claims as it wished, without the limitation on the
area of the claim specified in the Decree of 1909 (see para.
42 above), and to exploit these areas for an initial period of
fifty years with a possible extension for a further twenty years.

113. The Company was also given the right, subject to the
approval of the Government, to establish refineries for process
ing the substances extracted from the concession or imported
from abroad.

114. The Government retained the right to purchase 50
per cent of the annual output of crude petroleum and its
products, by-products, derivatives and residues,

115. The terms of the concession made it mandatory for
the concessionaire to transfer its exploitation rights to a
company established in accordance with Portuguese law and
with a minimum capital of 50 million escudos. One third
of the shares of the new company were to be given freely to
Angola "as a compensation" for the privileges and exemptions
granted under the concession and, in addition, one third of
the capital had to be subscribed by Portuguese enterprises
to which CARBONANG could transfer, with the right to
indemnation, "all the relevant rights and obligations which
are not exclusive to CARBONANG". Tranfers of shares to
aliens in excess of the proportion specified was to be invalid
unless specially approved by the Government.

116. The concessionaire was exempted from the following
taxes and duties:

(a) The proportional mining tax and the fixed tax contained
in the Overseas Mining Law of 1906 (see para. 26 above) ;

(b) Defence and profits taxes (imposto de defesa e de
relldillle/llo) or other taxes levied on capital investment;

(c) Export duties and any general or local taxes levied
on mining products exported either raw or processed, but
not on the stamp duty;

(d) Building tax and other duties pertaining to immovable
property and buildings necessary for the exer cise of the rights
of the concession.

In. Before the expiration of the first three-year tenn of
its concession, the Companhia de Combustiveis do Lobito
discovered oil near Luanda, A new contract was signed by
the Overseas Minister with the Companhia de Combustiveis
do Lobito under the authorization of Decree No. 40,416 of 3
December 1955. The exclusive prospecting rights were ex
tended for another period of three years and to the original
concession was added the coastal area between the Congo
and the Cuanza basins and the Benguela and Mocamedes basins
(it was stated that the new areas "may include" the adjacent
parts of the continental shelf, provided that the legal formalities
required are complied with).

178. The new terms of the concession required that the
exploiting company provided for in the previous contract should
have a minimum capital of 900 million escudos, of which 55
per cent, including the shares owned by the Government of
Angola, must be Portuguese-owned, The Companhia de Com
bustiveis do Lobito, S.A.R.L., either by itself or together
with the Companhia Industrial do Lobito, S.A.R.L., was re
quired. to subscribe to at least 11.61 per cent of the shares
and to offer for public subscription an equal number of shares.
Details of ownership and distribution of the shares of these
companies is not known. The Stock Exchanqe AllllllOl for
1964, however, lists Angola Holdings, Ltd., of London, as
having interests in the Companhia de Combustiveis do Lobito.

W By decree No. 33,989of 29 September 1944.
x Of this, 12.5 per cent 'must be spent in the first year and

43.75 per cent in each of the next two years.
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the refinery. Of its registered capital, one-third is owned
by Belgian and one-third by Portuguese private interests and
the remaining third by the Portuguese Government. According
to newspaper reports, however, PETROFINA's investment in
PETRANGOL is estimated variously at $U.S.44 million and
£107 million, The latter's balance sheet for the year ending
31 December 1963 shows its total liabilities at that time to have
been 1,203 million escudos. These included long-term liabilities
amounting to 324.9 million escudos, of which share capital
accounted for 150 mi1lion, amortizations 172 million, and legal
reserves 3 million, Current liabilities were 235 mi1lion escudos,
including debts to PETROFINA totalling 176 mi1lion escudos,
debts to others amounting to 49 million escudos and dividends
payable, for which a sum of 255,600 escudos had been allocated.
The credit account held on behalf of PETROFINA for
prospecting was 615 million escudos.

186. PETRANGOL's income from mining and refining
activities amounted to 116.7 million escudos in 1963 and net
profits for the year were 19.8 million escudos. The profits
were distributed in accordance with the terms of its concession
contract, as follows:

187. No recent data are available on the amount of foreign
exchange that PETRANGOL has earned for Angola. The
escudo value of the foreign exchange earned was 86 million
in 1958, 43 million in 1959 and 38 million in 1960.

Cabind« GIIlf Oil Company

188. In 1957, the Cabinda Gulf Oil Company, which is
incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware, United
States of America, and which has its headquarters in Wilm
ington, Delaware, obtained a petroleum concession in the
Cabinda enclave of Angola. This concession includes part
of the continental shelf of Angola, and although the terms
of the concession follow the general pattern of that of the
Companhia de Combustiveis do Lobito, the financial clauses
are different.

189. The original area of the concession granted to the
Cabinda Gulf Oil Company in July 1957 comprised almost the
whole of the western half of the Cabinda enclave, and the
area was some 8,000 kml!. In November ()f the same year the
terms of the concession were modified to include an annual
surface rent and at the same time the delimitation of the area
of the concession was slightly modified. The actual area
held by the Company extends into the Atlantic to a depth
of 30 metres. In 1960 the area was reported by the Services de
Geologia e Minas as 7,270 km2 and in 1961 as 6,166 km2• The
reason for this decrease is unexplained. .

190. The Company's exclusive prospecting rights, which
were originally granted for three years, have been renewed
and now expire in November 1966. Under its 1957 contract
the Company was required to spend on prospecting each
year not less than 4,000 escudos per square kilometre. Total
expenditure was to be not less than 6.8 million escudos in the
first year and 39.1 million escudos in each of the next two
years (l.e., approximately $U.S.3 million over the three-year
period). On renewal of the contract for two years the
Company was required to spend a minimum of 92 ~i11ion
escudos in prospecting. In addition, the Cabinda Gulf Oil
Company pays a surface rent of 629.2 escudos per square
kilometre.

191. The terms of the Cabinda Gulf Oil Company's contract
for exploiting petroleum deposits also differ from those of
PETRANGOL. It has the right to exploit for fifty years
with a twenty-year extension, all areas over which demarca~

179. The exploiting company, known as PETRANGOL,"
was authorized to sign a contract with the Compagnie Fi
nanciere BeIge des Pctroles (PETROFINA), a Belgian com
pany, for the provision of technical, commercial and financial
assistance. This was to include all the financing necessary
for the operation and development of PE']'RANGOL for which
other means had not been authorlaed by the Government and
for which the Company did not wish to have recourse to
bank loans. PETROFINA was allocated 18,7 per cent of
the liquid profits (compared with 21.25 per cent allocated to
the Government of Angola)» but was specifically excluded
from acting in "Portuguese Territory either in its own name
or as a representative of the company (PETRANGOL)".

180. In 1957, Decree No. 41,295 of 25 September extended
the exclusive prospecting rights to 1962 and the exploiting
company (PETRANGOL) was authorized to establish a
refinery. Of the 900 million escudos minimum capital originally
specified, the Company was allowed initially to raise only
150 mi1lion escudos. The refinery, which was later set up near
Luanda, was authorized to refine not only all the local crude
oil production but also imported oil, and to engage in trading
of the refined products, but not direct sales in the Territory, the
exclusive rights over which are held by a subsidiary of
SACOR (Sociedade Anenima Concessionaria de Refinacao de
Petroleos em Portugal). PETRANGOL also became subject
to the foreign exchange regulations in force in the Territory
(article 8 of Decree No. 41,295).

181. The concession of the Companhia de Combustiveis do
Lobito (now commonly known as PURFINA), which was
renewed in October 1962, will expire in 1967 when all areas
not demarcated or under exploitation will become free and
the petroleum rights will revert to the Government. It may
be pointed out that, as provided in the original contract of
1952, both FURFINA and PETRANGOL remain exempt
from the 50 per cent income tax on petroleum operations which
was introduced in 1957. The terms of this concession are
therefore more favourable than those of the concession later
granted to the Cabinda Gulf Oil Company (which is described
in paras. 188-194 below).

Operations and production
182. The most important petroleum deposits discovered so

far are at Luanda, Benfica, Cacuaco, Galinda and Tobias, all
of which, with the exception of the first, lie within a distance
of 42 to 120 km from Luanda,

183. Before OIl was discovered, Angola annually imported
petroleum products valued at some 60 million escudos, In the
first year after PETRANGOL began operations, Angola
became sulf-sufficient in crude oil, and by 1963 had become
an exporter of refined petroleum.

184. It is estimated that from the deposits so far discovered,
PETRANGOL can produce easily an average of some 4,000
cubic metres daily, i.e, over 1.2 million metric tons annually.
In 1963 PETRANGOL completed the necessary technical
work and installations for this higher output. However, as
decided by the Minister ior Economy of Portugal, the Luanda
refinery was originally authorized to process only. 450,000 tons
and of the remaining crude oil production in Angola 400,000
tons is allocated for refining in "national territory" (with
SACOR in Portugal receiving 350,000 tons and SONAREP
in Mozambique receiving 50,000 tons); 200,000 tons is to be
sold on the international market with the help of en
terprises in Portugal, and 150,000 tons is to be marketed by
PETROFINA.

185. PETRANGOL, which PETROFINA lists as one of
its subsidiaries, in effect, owns and operates the oil wells and

Y In the Statutes of the exploiting company set up in 1956, the
name is Cornpanhia Concessionaria de Petroleos de Angola
(COPA), S,A.R.L.

Z The liquid profits are distributed as follows: 5 per cent to
legal reserve; of the remainder, 50 per cent to shareholders, and
of the other 50 per cent. one half to the Government of Angola,
44 per cent to PETROFINAand the last 6 per cent to be dis
tributed by decision of the General Assembly. In terms of the
total liquid profits. PETROFINA's share is 18.7 per cent and
that of Angola 21.25 per cent. .

Statutory legal reserve, at 5 per cent .
Shareholder's dividend at 6 per cent ., .
Share of profits to Angola , .
Share of profits to PETROFINA .
For distribution by the General Assembly .
Undistributed profits ,.

TOTAL

Escud"s

989,188
9,000,000
4,500,000
3,960,000

540,000
794,568

19,783,756
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IRON ORE PRODUCTION

(thol/salld metric tOilS)

COInpany Milia 1959 1960 1961

Companhia Mineira de Mombassa M'Bassa 5 23
Comparihia de Manganes de Angola Saia 86 155 209

rAndulo 44
Companhia Mineira do Lobito ............ 1Bailundo. 38 41

Cuima 263 461 372
Sociedade Mineira do Lombige ............ Cassinga 122
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lion has been requested within six months after the expiration
of the pro~peeting licence. No conditions are imposed on
the exploiting Company as to minimum capital or the share
of ownership b)' the Territory. The Company has "full freedom
to produce, save, sell and export any and all substances ex
tracted from the area of the concession", but it has not been
authorized to establish a refinery. The Government of Angola
receives a royalty of 12.5 per cent of the sales value and has
the right to purchase a maximum of 37.5 per cent of the
quantity of crude oil produced each year.

192. In return for the payment of royalties, the Company
is exempt from "duties, imports or taxes, whatever their
name or nature, whether national, provincial or municipal,
present or future" with the exception of the 50 per cent income
tax on profits from oil operations, the statistical tax of one
mil ad ~1{I1orcm and the stamp tax on customs clearance
documents. It is also exempt from present or future taxes
on shares, capital and debentures of the Cabinda Gulf Oil
Company so long as these remain in the ownership of the
parent company, Gulf Oil Corporation, or its affiliates.

193. Most of the other terms of the Cabinda Gulf Oil
contract are similar to those of PETRANGOL. It has the
same privileges as regards use of the public domain, duty-free
import of goods and machinery, facilities of entry into and
exit from Portuguese territory for its personnel, etc., except
that there is no obligation to employ a fixed percentage of
Portuguese personnel. The Cabinda Gulf Oil Company is also
subject to the exchange control measures of the Territory.

Operations

194. On 31 December 1963, the Cabinda Gulf Oil Company
had a share capital of 42.9 million escudos ($U.S.1.5 million).
Expenditure incurred on prospecting and development over the
period 1958-1961 totalled 239 million escudos ($U.S.80.5 mil
lion). In 1962 the Company spent another 12.7 million escudos
($U.S.445,OOO) on prospecting. Its long-term loan from the
Gulf Oil Corporation in the United States totalled 218 million
escudos. The foreign currency paid Into the Angola exchange
control by the Company amounted to 9 million escudos in
1958, 20 million escudos in 1959 and 23 million escudos in
1960.

Recent devclopmcllts

195. Angola's crude oil production reached 800,000 tons
in 1963. Exports totalled 317,715 tons, of which 230,725 went
to Portugal and the remainder, 86,988 tons, went to the
Netherlands. In 1964, production reached about one million tons
and some of the exports went to the Canary Islands (Spain)
and Canada.

196. In 1964, PETRANGOL was reported to have taken
over Cabinda Gulf Oil Company's operations and to have
struck oil 20 km from the port town of Cabinda. There is
no information on any plans to exploit these deposits and
some sources have begun to doubt the actual petroleum
potential of Angola. There were earlier reports that
PETROFINA was reluctant to develop Angolan oil because
of the world surplus, with the result that Portugal was nego
tiating with other sources over possible concessions.

197. One new petroleum concession was granted to
SACOR, which has a refinery in Portugal. This concession
is in the vicinity of Mocamedes Bay. In September 1964 the
Dicirio de Ltla"da, an Angolan newspaper, reported that a
French company Societe nationale des petroles d'Aquitaine, with
headquarters in Paris, had requested a petroleum concession
with exclusive prospecting and mining rights. The concession
requested was to include areas around Novo Redondo and
Ambrizete.

198. Since the middle of 1964, Federale Mynbou Beperk
of South Africa has been interested in acquiring a share in the
Angolan oil industry. Negotiations are reported to be in
process with the Portuguese Government and the Portuguese
Belgian interests in PETRANGOL. The Chairman of Fede
rale Mynbou is reported to have said that his Company was
seeking an interest in Anzclan oil, not only for economic
reasons but also because of the "vital strategic value (of
petroleum) to South Africa"; and that "if it is known we
can get oil from the Portuguese, it would be a great factor
in influencing boycotters not to boycott South Africa
seriously".nn

199. Federale Mynbou Beperk is a mining finance company
with interests mainly in coal in South Africa. In 1963, it had
an authorized capital of R7 million, with R5,999,964 issued. The
Chairman of its Board of Directors is W. B. Coetzer. In early
1965, Federale Mynbou took over effective control of the
General Mining and Finance Corporation, Ltd., after having
passed on to the latter virtually all of its own mining assets.
(In 163, General Mining and Finance Corporation had an
auth, .zed capital of R8.5 million, with paid up shares in
the amount of R6,422,832.) Under the terms of the agreement
General Mining and Finance Corporation, Ltd., will issue two
million additional ordinary shares of £1 each, of which
Federale Mynbou will acquire a further 1,343,190 shares
and 775,000 are to go to Mainstaat Beleggings Beperk, a
holding company owned jointly by Federale Mynbou and the
Angle-American Corporation group. The new merger is re
ported to be an important development in Mr. H. Oppenheimer's
policy of "building up an African stature in the South African
mining industry".

D. OTHER MINING ACTIVITIES

Iron alld monqanese milling

Gellcral

200. At the end of 1961, there were four companies actively
mining iron and ferro-manganese, These were the Companhia
Mineira do Lobito, with mines in Cuima, Bailundo and Andulo;
the Sociedade Mineira do Lombige, with mines at Cassinga;
the Cornpanhia do Manganes de Angola, with mines at Saia;
and the Companhia Mineira de Mombassa, at M'bassa, The
production of these companies during the years 1959-1961 is
shown below:

an For South Africa's petroleum imports, see document SI
AC.14/3. South Africa consumes 4-5 million tons of refined
petroleum products a year. Local production of oil from coal
supplies no more than one tenth of domestic requirements.
(Source: Stephen Enke, "What would sanctions involve ?",
Optima (December 1964), p, 185).
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Tile Companlll'a },!!l'lIcil'a do Lobit» alld the Socicdade Mineira

do Lombigc
201. The Companhia Mineira do Lobito was established in

1929 by Joao Sousa de Machado, At the end of 1964 it held
the following concessions:

1
f

bbRebello, Angola tla Africa deste tempo, pages 229 if.
ccPortugal, Dial'io do Gouerno, series lII, 9 September 1961.

Compallhia do MallgallCs de Angola.
212. This Company produces both iron and manganese.

Established in '1950, it has its headquarters in Luanda, Angola.
The Company holds exclusive prospecting rights originally
granted in 1954 (Portaria 14,966 of 28 July 1954) in an area
of 32,200 km2 in the Malange and Cuanza Norte districts for
all minerals except diamonds, petroleum substances, bitumens
and radioactive minerals. Its principal iron mine is at Saia
and it holds two manganese mining concessions of 500 hectares
each, one at Lucala, Cazengo concelho, Cuanza Norte district,
and the other at Pungo Andongo, Cacuso concelho, Malange
district.

213. In 1960, the Company had a capital of 60 million
escudos. At the end of the year, according to its financial
statement,cc the Company's fixed assets were valued at 56
million escudos and it had realizable assets of 65 million
escudos. Receipts from mining operations during 1960 totalled
10.9 million escudos, of which 6.4 million were reported as
liquid profits. In February 1965, the Company's capital was
increased to 70 million escudos entirely paid up; it is divided
into 70,000 shares of 1,000 escudos each.

214. According to reports, it is planned to construct a
new rail link to connect Saia with the Luanda Railway

:-::=;:-:-:.-=.-:==:::.:.:::.=.==::.::-~~::

all minerals except diamonds, petroleum mineral oils, solid
bituminous substances and hydrocarbon gases. ~

208. Exploitation rights are for fifty years, with a possible If
twenty-year extension. The Government of Angola is entitled
to 10 per cent of the capital shares and is to receive ap
proximately 55 per cent (but not more) of the liquid profits.
In 1964, the Angola Government had 1,300 shares of 1,000
escudos each. The contract gives it the same right to
purchase an)' precious minerals or radioactive minerals as
does the contract of the Companhia Mlneira do Lobito.

209. The exact relationship between the Sociedade Mineira
do Lombige and the Companhia Mineira do Lobito is not
known. Both are reported to be controlled by Joao Sousa
de Machado. Since 1961, interest in these two companies has
centred on the financial assistance which they have received,
to enable them to increase their output.

210. For .the Cassinga mine, the Socledade Mineira do 1r
Lornbige has obtained financial assistance enabling it to un- )
dertake work costing 1,300 miltion escudos (£16,250,000) in- i
volving the construction of a new railway link and the provision '.' I

of new rolling stock and mineral handling facilities at the port
of Mocamedes, The funds have been provided by a consortium
comprising Fried, Krupp (of Essen, Germany), Jojgaard and
Schultz A/S (of Copenhagen), and the Sociedade de Em-
preitadas e Trabalhos Hidraulicos, Lda, (of Lisbon and O'
Luanda), Details of the agreement are not available. According ~
to a report,bb the final contract provided for the amortization I
of the rail equipment in seven years on the basis of an annual
export of 1.5million tons of ore, most of which will be supplied
to Krupps, and the remainder to French and Japanese steel
producers. The Territorial Government wilt finance the port
facilities and other construction work related to the Cassinga
project with a loan of 300 million escudos from the Banco ~,"
de Angola to he provided in three instalments as follows:
80 million escudos in 1964; 145 million in 1965; and 75 million
in 1966 (Legislative Decree No. 45,651 of 9 April 1964). In
June 1965 it was announced that Krupp had signed an agree
ment with the Companhia Mineira do Lobito to spend 1,500
million escudos (approximately $U.S. 52 million) in connexion
with the Cassinga mine, to supply the mine with machinery,
locomotives and wagons for transporting minerals.

211. For the Cuima mine, the Companhia Mineira do Lobito
signed an agreement with the Benguela Railway in 1961
whereby the latter wilt build a rail link to the main line.
The Government authorized (Decree No. 43,601 of 14 April
1961) the grant to the Railway of an additional concession for
this purpose, on terms similar to the original concession issued
to the Benguela Railway in 1902. (A working paper describing
the Benguela Railway will be issued later.)

Ha.

2,500
100

49,000

21,800

18,000

262,300
=

Concessions for exploitation only;

Alluvial gold , ,.,., .. ,." .. , ,
1Hca , .. , ,." .......• ", , ..

(d)

Area (km!)

(a) Exclusive concession for prospecting and ex-
ploitation of all minerals, except diamonds, pe
troleum and mineral oils (granted in 1949) .•..

(11) Exclusive concession for prospecting of all
minerals with the exception of diamonds,
petroleum and mineral oils;
. Area of Mo~amedes (Portaria 17,036 of 11

February 1959) " .... , ...............•. ,.
Area of Andulo (Portaria 17,088 of 28

March 1959) , , •.........
(c) Exclusive concession for the prospecting of coal

Area of Mexico (Portaria 15,961, of 5 Sep-
tember 1956) 173,500

202. The Company's principal activity is the mining of iron
ore at Cuima, Bailundo and Andulo, It also mines some
manganese at Cassalengues.

203. The Company has its headquarters in Luanda, Its
registered capital was originally 100 million escudos, but was
raised to 500 million escudos in November 1962. No financial
statements or reports are available.

204. The first concession, comprising 49,000 km2, was
granted in 1949 (by Decree No. 37,677). This concession lies
between paral1els south 12° and 14° and meridians 14°30' and
16°30' E. and is traversed by the Benguela Railway. The area
includes Bailundo in the north and Cuima, 80 km to ~he
south. Both mines are in the District of Huambo.

205. The Company was granted exclusive prospecting rights
for three years for al1 minerals except diamonds, petroleum
substances and hydrocarbon gases associated with them. The
concessionaire was required to spend a minimum of 3 million
escudos during this period, and was given the right, subject
to the above limitaiton, to exploit al1 minerals discovered for
an unlimited period. The Company was exempted from paying
the fixed and proportional mining taxes, defence and income
taxes, export duties on minerals produced, import duties on
materials and equipment for mining activities, and property
taxes in whatever form on the buildings used by it. In return,
the Angolan Government was to receive a proportion of the
profits, to be determined later, and obtained the right to
purchase 50 per cent, at least, of any precious metals or
radioactive materials produced. In 1964, the Government of
Angola owned 500,000 shares of 100 escudos each.

206. In 1959, as shown above, the Company obtained two
other exclusive concessions in Andula and Mocamedes regions,
bringing the total area of its exclusive prospecting concessions
(for all minerals with the exception of diamonds and
petroleum) to almost 100,000 km2• These rights wilt expire
in 1969. The ore reserves of the three main deposits are
estimated to be about 80 million metric tons and even if the
prospecting concessions lapse, the Company will still retain
the right to exploit these deposits for an unlimited period.

207. The Sociedade Mineira do Lombige holds the concession
of the Cassinga mine where there are proved ore reserves
of over 100 million metric tons. The Sociedade received the
concession in 1953. The concession comprises an area of some
55,000 km2 in the Huila district and extends from the paral1el
14° 0.1' south to the Kunene River, and from the Cubango
River in the east to the Kunene River in the west. The
Company has exclusive prospecting rights until 1969 for
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Mica, rock asphalt and ballxite

Mica

228. At the end of 1961, there were several small companies
mining mica. These were the Uniao de Micas, Lda., with two
concessions totalling 198 hectares; the Empresa Mineira do
Quicabo, Lda., with one concession of 100 hectares; Mota
and Irflo, with 300 hectares; and Maria Gabriela Fernandes,
with 100 hectares. The Companhia Mineira do Lobito and
the. Companhia do Manganes each also had a mica concession
of 100 hectares. All these concessions, totalling 900 hectares,
are in the Dande Concelho of the Lunda district.

229. Production has continued to decline since the mid
1950's and ilJ 1961 exports, all of which went to the United
States of America, comprised only 1,926 tons of prepared
mica, 3,390 tons of semi-prepared mica and 1,660 tons of
mica residue. The value of the exports was 254,000 escudos.

Companhia Miucira de MOlllbassa, S.A.R.L.

216. There is very little information on this Company. It
has a registered capital of 300,000 escudos and holds a mining
concession of 300 hectares at M'Bassa in the region of Zenza
do Itombe, In September 1960, the Company entered into a
barter contract with Metalimex Strojexport of Czechoslovakia
for delivery of ore, but no sales were made. Although several
workers were employed, production amounted to only 5,000
tons of ore in 1960 and 23,000 tons in 1961. The Company is
reported to have difficulty jn increasing its capital and to suffer
the disadvantage that 'the ore from the mine is not sufficiently
known on the international market, and is said to have a
high titanuim content.

217. The Company was reported in 1961 to be seeking the
collaboration of Sr. Manuel Rodrigues of the Sociedade Tee
nica e Industrial de Construccao (TECNIL).

Other companies

218. In 1959, Mrs. Teresa Berman, who is reported to
be the main shareholder in the Companhia de Manganes de
Angola, constituted another company to prospect for and
exploit iron and other metal deposits. The new company, A.
Bermanit-Quissama, Lda., has a capital of 20 million escudos
and its headquarters are in Luanda, Angola. Mrs. Berrnan
owns 19,999,900 escudos of the capital, the remaining lOO es
cudos being owned by A. Pastoril, Lda., a company with
headquarters at Luche, in the Benguela concelho. Mrs. Berman
is the sole director and has fulI control of the Company.dd
There is no recent information on the Company's activities.

212. The only other company, apart from the three men
tioned above, which is actively mining manganese, is the
Sociedade Mineira de Malange, Lda, At the end of 1961, this
company held a mining concession of lOO hectares at Quiluco,
in the Malange district. It acquired this property, together
with previously registered mining claims, in 1958. Production
amounted to 23.3 thousand tons in 1960, decreasing to 20.6
thousand tons in 1961. AlI of its production in 1961, together
with some stock held over from the previous year, was ex
ported, the total value amounting to less .than 15,000 escudos.
It may be noted that, under the terms of the concession, the
concessionaire is required to work a minimum amount each
year.

220. In 1961, a number of new manganese claims were
registered and many requests for concessions made by the
Sociedade Mineira de Angola and the Companhia de Manganes
de Angola were pending. Owing, however, to a slump in world
prices of manganese, production decreased in 1962 and was
virtually paralysed in 1963, when exports consisted of only
4,400 tons drawn from existing stocks.

Copper millillg

Empresa do Cobre de Anqot«, S.A.R.L.

221. In 1944, the Cornpanhia Uniao Fabril (CUF), one of
the largest industrial enterprises in Portugal with various
interests, received an exclusive concession for five years to
prospect and exploit all minerals, with the exception of
diamonds, petroleum and mineral oils, bitumens and hydro
carbon gases, in the north-western part of Angola, between
meridian 14° and 15°30' and from the Congo border to the
parallel go30' south.

cid Angola, Boletin: Oikial, Serie Ill, 12 October 1960, p. 1049.
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,~~:'rl'-"d" to "clIit,t'~=:I~ ~:::,: ··'"::::~~'Y~~cl,"d to spend5million escudos~ from this region, In 1964, 1,000 tom 0' 0," were carried in this period and was granted exploitation rights I" an
If daily by rail from Camona to Luanda. The Angolan Govern- unlimited time over any deposits manifested and marked. It

ment is also planning to increase the ore handling facilities at was required to repay the Government for the expense in-
the port of Luanda from the present capacity of 24,000 tons curred by the Technical Survey Missions of 1937-1939. The
daily to 2,000 tons per hour and to provide deep water berths concession contract also required that the Company raise its
(15 metres) far ships of up to 60,000 tons. The improvement capital to 10 million escudos in two years, and that at least
of the ore loading facilities, it is estimated, will cost 180 million the chairman and half of the members of the board of directors
escudos. should be Portuguese.

215. In 1964, the Company employed 2,000 workers recruited 223. No provisions were made for Government participa-
from the nearby regions. The Company maintains its own tion either in the profits or in the share capital of the Company.
schools and hospitals. The priority right was, however, reserved to the Government

of Angola to purchase, at world prices, all precious metals
won.

224. In 1945, the Empresa do Cobre de Angola succeeded
to the Uniao Fabril's concession, which totalled some 44,670
1,:m2• When these exclusive prospecting rights expired at the
end of 1959, the Company had manifested claims covering
an area of 44,000 hectares, including important deposits at
Mavoio in the Congo district. In 1960, the Empresa do Cobre
received another concession covering a!' area of some 55,000
km2 for prospecting of all mineral deposits except diamonds,
petroleum products, biturnens and hydrocarbon gases. In 1964,
the Government of Angola owned 1,000 share of 1,000 escudos
each. No further details are available.

225. The exact relationship of the Empresa do Cobre to
the Uniiio Fabril is not known. Until 1964, the Empresa do
Cobre had its headquarters in Lisbon and was represented in
Angola by the Companhia Fabril e Comercial do U1tramar,
which is also the agent for the Companhia Uniao Fabril. The
Empresa do Cobre now has its headquarters in Luanda, It has
a registered capital of 10 million escudos and employs about
1,000workers. Since the drop in world price of copper in 1957,
the Company has suffered financially. In 1957, its losses
amounted to 4 million escudos. In 1958 it lost a further 1.8
million escudos and was obliged to have recourse to a loan
of 10 million escudos from the Banco Burnay,

226. On 31 December 1959, the Company's fixed assets in
Angola were 24.5 million and its inventory 18.4 million
escudos. Accounts receivable in Lisbon totalled 18.2 million
escudos; its accounts payable were 45.6 million in Lisbon and
3.5 million in Angola. The Company's operating loss for 1959
was only 16,874 escudos, but its total debt stood at 6 million
escudos. The Company estimated its investments to amount to
153 million escudos, representing the amount spent on actual
prospecting, excluding expenditures on technical and ad
ministrative organization.

227. Over the period 1950-1959, annual production of copper
from the Mavoio mine has averaged about 1,500 metric tons
(with the exception of 1955, when only 950 tons were produced
because of the fall in world prices). In 1961, operations were
suspended because of the disturbances, but mining was resumed
the following year. In 1963, however, production dropped
sharply to 108 tons, owing apparently to the exhaustion of the
deposit. As a result, the mine was closed for some part of
the year and was the only mine to report a loss during the
year. The Company has now begun exploration work at the
Tetelo deposits.
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Hsdro-carbons
Companhia de Petroleos de Angola
Cabinda Gulf Oil Company .

n. Bsclusiue concessions for prospecting

All minerals with some exceptions»

Companhia do Manganes de Angola
(area of Malanje e Cuanza-
Norte) .

Companhia Mineira do Lobito (area
of M04;1imcdcs) .oo •• oo.oo.oo.oo

Companhia Mineira do Lobito
(area of Andulo) oooo ••• oo .....

Armando Manuel Ferreira Patricio
(area of Alto Zambeze) .

Coal
Companhia Mineira do Lobito (area

of Mexico) .. oo ... oo.oo •••• oo ••

TABLE 1 (contilllled)

B. Milling concessions for e.orPloitatioK

(31 December 1961)
Alluvial gold Hectares
Carlos Marques dos Santos 1,784
Diego Maria de Lemos Seixas Castelo Branco 4,365
Joao Augusto de Carvalho 252
Sociedade Mineira da Hulla, Lda. 12,267b

Companhia Mineira do Lobito 2,5OOb

Sociedade Mineira do Lombige 13,335"
Herdeiros de Eduardo Texeira Padrdo 355

Copper

J odo de Sousa Machado oo ••••••••••• oo.oooo •• oo

Iron

Companhia Mineira de Mombassa

Companhia dos Asfaltos de Angola

C. Active mines (31 December 1961)

Jlfangallesi:

Companhia do Manganes de Angola .
Sociedade Mineira de Malange,Lda. . .

Mica

Uniiio de Micas, Lda. . ......................•..
Companhia Mineira do Lobito .
Companhia do Manganes de Angola .
Mota e Irrnao .
Maria Gabriela Fernandes .
Empresa Mineira do Quicabo, Lda, . .

Bituminous substances

Rock asphalt
230. The only company actively mmmg rock asphalt in

1961 was the Companhia dos Asfaltos de Angola. Little is
known of the origin of this company. In 1957, it took over
two concessions for mining rock asphalt in Ambrizite in the
Congo district, one of 469 hectares, and the other of 500
hectares, both of which had been registered in 1945. The
exploitation of these deposits is subject to the regulations
established under the Overseas Mining Law of 1906, which
require, among other conditions, that at least 200 metres of
work be done each year. The Company is also required to
supply its production to industries in Portuguese Territories
at officiaIly determined prices.cc At the end of 1961, the
Company had an authorized capital of 5 million escudos. It
owned six rock asphalt mines, totaIling 3,352 hectares in area
four of which were not in production. Output from the two
active mines at Libongos and Iembe amounted to 22,783 tons,
all of which was used in Angola.

231. At one time, the Companhia dos Betuminosos de An
gola. S.A.R.L., which has a registered capital of 10 miliion
escudos, also mined rock asphalt, but there is no information
on its recent activities. The Company's concession for exclusive
prospecting of coal and rock asphalt, originally granted to the
Empresa Carbonifera do Douro, Lda. (Decree No. 33,989 of 29
September 1944) and comprising two areas, one between the
Loge and Cuanza Rivers and the other between the Loge
and Cuvo Rivers, was listed as a reserved area in the report
of the Direccao dos Services de Geologia e Minas for the
year ending 31 December 1961. Several requests for registra
tion of claims were made by the Company, however, during
the year. The budgetary estimates for the Territory show
that in 1964 the Government of Angola had 1,000 of its
shares valued at 1,000 escudos each, and the estimated income
from the Companhia dos Betuminosos de Angola was 50,000
escudos.

Bauxite
232. In 1957, an exclusive concession to prospect for

aluminium was granted to the N. V. BilIiton Maatschappij
Company for a period of three years. The area of the conces
sion covered the entire district of Cabinda (6,900 km2 ) and
an area south of paraIlel IS· 20', between meridians 12· 40' and
15· 20' E (120,000 km2 ) . This concession has since lapsed
and no claims have been pegged. The Second National Develop
ment Plan for Angola (1958-1964) had envisaged the establish
ment of an aluminium industry which would utiIze the hydro
electric power developed at the Cambambe Dam on the Cuanza
River. In 1958, a new company, the Alumlnlo Portugues
(Angola), S.A.R.L., was established in close association with
Pechiney-Compagnie de Chimique et Electrometal Allurgique
de Paris. Aluminio Portugues has a registered capital of 10
miIIion escudos divided into 20,000 shares. Its authorized
capital is 500 million escudos. The Company's activities may
include the exploitation of aluminium deposits and the sale
and manufacture of aluminium goods. The Company may also
establish other enterprises or may join with existing en
terprises in accordance with the law.

233. Although there are reports of the discovery of bauxite
deposits, no significant claims had been registered by the
end of 1961.

eeDicirio do Gouerno, Series H, No. 49, 4 December 1957,
pp. 1958-1959.

TABLE 1. MINES AND MINING CONCESSIONS IN ANGOLA

A. Exclusive minillg cOllcessiolls*
(011 31 December 1961)

1961 1962
(kmO) (kml )

1,025,700 1,025,?0~

1. Exclusive concessions for prospecting
and csploitatiow

Diamonds
Angola Diamond Company

All mineralswith some exceptionsa
Companhia Mineira do Lobito
Sociedade Mineira do Lombige ....

49,000
55,000

49,000
55,000

Mineral and nome of company Locatio,.

Diamonds
Angola Diamond Company Lunda District

Gold
J oao Augusto de Carvalho Macende

Copper
Empresa do Cobre de Angola .... Mavoio

Iron
Companhia Mineira de Mombassa .. M'bassa
Companhia do Manganes de Angola Saia
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TABLE 1 (colltillued)

Ferro-manganese

Companhia do Manganes de Angola Quitota

l.ocatiO'1l

Libongos

Massera Norte

Bituminous substances
Companhia dos Asfaltos de Angola
Companhia dos Betuminosos de

Angola ...••.....•.............

Petroleum
Companhia de Petr61eos de Angola Luanda, Cacuaco,

Benfica, Galinda,
Tobias, Nacongo

Milleral and ,'allle of comPany

* SOURCE: Services de Geologla e Minas, Boleiim, No. 4, July
Dec. 1961, pp. 70-71.

nExcepting diamonds and hydro-carbons on which exclusive
rights have already been granted. For details of exceptions, see
paras. 98 and 171.

b Concession granted during 1961.
C Of which 2,198 ha. were granted in 1961.
d Concession granted in 1960.

Locatio'$

Quitota, Quiceuinho,
Quiaponte, Cungungo,
Quiculo, Serra Re

Quiluce II

Cassalengues
Quizambilo II
Muxexe

Companhia Mineira do Lobito ..... Cuima, Bailundo,
Andulo

CassingaSociedade Mineira do Lombige

Manganese

Ccmpanhia do Manganes de Angola

Mica

Companhia Minelra do Lobito
Uniao de Micas, Lda, . .
Sociedade Angolana de Minas, Lda,

Sociedade Mineira de Malange

Mi""ral and nameof cOmpany

18,400

1962
(km")

TABLE 2., ANGOLA DIAMOND COMPANY-BALANCE SHEET, 31 DECEMBER 1962

ASSETS

Escudos Escudos

21,712,114.53

1,041,367,879.11
189,720,388.37

1,231,088,267.48
1,231,088,267.48

348,142,521.86
631,659,901.06

46,653,394.48

4,880,';00.00
8,497,351.29

161,870,000.00
36,723,870.19 198,593,870.19

3,692,020.23

1,263,831,173.64

88,636,447.00

19,520,000.00
1,53~,OOO.00

1,373,517,620.64

173,500 f.\"

Hectares
1,784
4,365

252 l12,267b

2,500b

13,3350 i
355

SOOb

304 f
1,000 ,

100 s

I
,i

200

r100
10()d
300b

l00b

100

3,352

io"

ct

Premises, concession and mining rights .
Fixed assets:

Mining and other facilities .
Hydroelectric plant on the River Luachimo .

Depreciation .

Equipment, goods and products .
Cash on hand and in banks .............•..........
Holdings in diamond marketing enterprises ..•.........
Capital invested in the Sociedade Portuguesa. de Lapi-

daciio de Diamantes .........................•......
Portfolio .
Accounts receivable:

Province of Angola (loans) .
Sundry accounts ..........................••.......

Exchange loss on the conversion into escudos of loans
to the Province of Angola .

Deposit for payment of the special tax for the defence
of Angola, pending appeal .

Capital subscribed to the Sociedade Portuguesa de Lapi-
da~ao de Diamantes .

Securities deposited .

TOTAL

L1ABll.ITlES

Capital (1,730,000 shares) ..
Statutory reserve .
Reserve fund for assistance to the indigenous population

and fer public works in Lunda .
Reserves for exchange losses, other reserves and

miscellaneous funds ......................•.........
Accounts payable:

Province of Angola (share of profits) .
Dividends payable .
Banco de Angola, Luanda: utilization of open

credit No. 1428 .
Sundry accounts ........•.................•.......

Sale of diamonds to be effected .

Escudos

7.3,591,981.70
2,694,268.47

88,636,447.00
'130,011,445.84

Escudos

294,100,000.00
201,746,031.36

6,735,081::.54

218,617,478.27

294,934,143.01

173,7'04,271.40
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Lisbon, 11 June 1963-Cnairman and Managing Director, Ernesto de Velhena, Head of
Accounting Department, Alberto Henrique de Sousa

Profits:
Carried forward from previous fimmcial year .•.•
For current financial year .••....•...••.••...••••..

Special tax for the defence of Angola, pending our appeal
Capital subscribed to the Sociedade Portuguesa de Lapi-

dalOuo de Diamantes ..•.•••..••••••..•...•...•...
Depositors of securities •..................•.••....•.

TOTAL

PROFIT AND toss ACCOUNT

402,179.36
73,591,981.70 73,994,161.06

1,263,831,173.64
88,636,447.00

19,520,000.00
1,530,000.00

1,373,517,620.64

••
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TABLE 3. ANGOLA DIAMOND CoMPANY-STATUS OF LOANS IN THE TERRITORY, 31 DECEMBER 1963

TOTAL

TOTAL 236. Th
alluvial an
Lingonha
Because th
they are
exhausted.
tention fre
miners, bu
economic.
demand fe
which are
alloys, led
in mining

237. Wc
although t
ranks hig]
of beryl •
valued at
tion of col
to a value
United Stn
about one-

238. In
minerals. ~
by three c
Lda., Mo
Marropino,

, .

73,994,161.06

433,553,946.74

143,992,179.36
254,925,346.81
34,636,420.57

433,553,946.74

143,590,000.00
8,240,983.39

16,960,364.63
88,636,447.00

101.131,990.66

AmlHmt olltsta"ding at
31 Decembcr 1963

50,000,000 escudos

£797,360 written off
in 1937

100,590,476.20 escudos

150,000,000 escudos

108,424,938.52 escudos
written off in 1955

TOTAL 300,590,476.2cf escudos

402,179.36
73,591,981.70

a

e

Terms 01
loan

1963·1983 at
1% repayment
in annual in
stalments

1964-1984, 1%

Amou"t

£200,000
£200,000
£397,360

£250,000

£1,000,000

150,000,000 escudos

100,000,000 escudos

105,500,000 escudos
($U,S.3 million
plus 20 million
escudos)

Credit
Balance from 1961 .
Gross profit from mining operations .
From financial operations .

Date 01 loa" and
Icgislativc alltlJority

Decree No. 45,062
of 5 June 1963

Decree No. 27,898
of 28 July 1937

Decree No. 35,668
of 28 May 1946

Decree No. 39,920
of 22 November 1954
Decree Law 44,084
of 12 December 1961

12 May 1921

Debit
Dividend for 1961 (paid on 23 January and 17 July 1962)
Statutory reserve .....................•.....••.......
Contribution for protection of national property .
Special tax for the defence of Angola (appeal pending)
General, statutory and contractual e..xpenditure .
Profits:

Balance of profit carried forward from previous
financial year ....................•.....•...•...

Profit for 1962 ....................•..............

nAt an interest rate of not more than 1 per cent higher than the bank discount rate in the
country of origin of the currency of the loan. In 1920, the discount rate of the Banque Nationale
de Bruxelles was 50 per cent.

b Interest rate reduced to 2 per cent.
cAt 2 per cent interest; repayment by annual instalments from 1948 to 1971 inclusive;

exchange rate at 100 escudos per pound sterling and 0.57 escudos per Belgian franc, The ex
change losses incurred by the company in this loan shall be amortized in the same manner as
specified in the contract of 31 July 1937.
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MINING IN MOZAMBIQUE

A. MINEn"!. nF-SOURCES OF 'tHE TERRITOR'{

Gflleral

234. Mining does 1I0t play a major role in the economy
of Mozambique, as it does in Angola. Although the Territory
of Mozambique possesses a variety of mineral deposits, few of
those discovered so far fulfil all the necessary conditions of
quality, quantity or convenient location to justify large-scale
economic exploitation, in the light of prevailing world prices.
The principal minerals currently being mined are coal, which
has been mined since 1932, and beryl, columbo-tantalite and
microlite which attained importance after. 1950 owing to
scarcity of world supplies and an upsurge in world prices.
There is some small-scale mining of bauxite, asbestos, bismutite,
lepidolite, i1menite, gold, copper, mica, and other minerals
including the rare earths, euxenite and monazite, but their

value is not significant. Deposits of uranium (with an average
content of 8 per cent uranium oxide) are known to exist
in the districts of Tete and Zambczia, but the quantities mined,
if any, and the estimated reserves are not revealed. Apart
from the mining of coal, beryl, columbo-tantalite and microlite,
perhaps the most important activity connected with mining
is the prospecting for petroleum which has been carried on
intensively since 1948, but which has so fa!' not revealed the
presence of any oil deposits. The recent discovery of alluvial
diamonds in Southern Rhodesia led in 1964 to the grant of
an extensive concession for prospecting in the adjacent area
of Mozambique, but so far there does not appear to be any
other evidence to suggest the existence of diamonds in the
Territory.

235. In 1961, the latest year for which detailed information
is available, minerals made up 1.6 per cent of the Territory's
exports by value. Production and exports of the most important
minerals are shown in the following table:

Exports Prillc!!.ol cnllnlrics Volllc ill
Mineral Prodllcl Produclioll (lOllS) of cslillalioll cOlllos

Columbo-tantalitc 138 148 United States of America
and United Kingdom 28,761

Beryl 978 972 United States and United
Kingdom 9,991

Coal 320,859" 60,879 Southern Rhodesia and Ma-
dagascar 9,762

Microlite 3 34 United States 7,563

Bismutite 22 23 United States and United
Kingdom 1,344

Bauxite 4,671 4,147 Southern Rhodesia 276

a Most of the coal is sold on the domestic market.

Beryl, columlro-tantaliie alld microlite

236. These minerals are found in pegmatites and their
alluvial and eluvial deposits scattered througout the Alto
Lingonha-Macuba region in the centre of the Zambezia district.
Because the deposits are dispersed in small isolated pockets,
they are not easily located and, when mined, are rapidly
exhausted. From 1934 onwards, the pegmatites attracted at
tention from numerous individual prospectors and groups of
miners, but mining on any larger scale was considered un
economic. It was not until after 1950 that an upsurge in world
demand for the metals beryllium, columbium and tantalite,
which are used in the manufacture of fatigue-resisting metal
alloys, led to a sharp rise in prices and a consequent increase
in mining activity.

237. World supplies of these minerals are very limited and,
although the output of Mozambique is small, it nevertheless
ranks high among producing countries. In 1960, production
of beryl amounted to 1,496 metric tons and exports were
valued at 13.8 million escudos. During the same year, produc
tion of columbo-tantalite amounted to 160.18 tons, and exports
to a value of ~.4 million escudos. The principal market is the
United States of America, with the United Kingdom purchasing
about one-quarter of the output of columbo-tantalite.

238. In 1960, there were seventeen companies mining these
minerals. Sixty-nine per cent of the total output was produced
by three companies: the Empresa Mineira do Alto Lingonha,
Lda., Monteminas, Lda. and the Sociedade Mineira de
Marropino, Lda,

Coal

239. Deposits of coal exist at several locations in the districts
of Tete, Niassa and Manica e Sofala, Owing to difficulties of
transportation, only one of these deposits, at Moatize near
Tete, is at present being exploited. The coal reserves in this
area were estimated in 1951 to be about 400 miltion tons,
of which between 200 million and 300 million tons were
capable of being mined. The size of the deposits in the other
areas has not yet heen fully assessed, but they are believed

to be substantial, especially those in the district of Niassa,
north of Vila Cabral, and in the Zambezi Valley, between
Chicoa and Zumbo.

240. The deposits at Moatize were discovered in 1836, and
from 1876 to 1940 exclusive prospecting and mining rights
were held by the Companhia da Zambezia, In 1920, a sub
concession was granted to a Belgian company, the Societe
Minlere et Geologique du Zambeze, Mining did not begin,
however, until 1932 and, owing to lack of adequate transporta
tion, was on a very small scale. The completion of the railway
line from Beira to Moatize in 1949 made possible larger scale
production and to exploit the possibilities thus presented a
new company was formed, the Companhia Carbonifera de
Mocambique, S.A.R.L.

241. Although the Moatize deposits are sufficient to satisfoJ
the domestic needs of the Territory, high transportation costs
prevent the coal from being marketed at Lourenco Marques
at prices which can compete with imports from South Africa.
Consequently, of a total output of 282,807 tons in 1963, about
60,000 tons were exported, going mainly to Southern Rhodesia,
the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Madagascar. In
1964, it was reported in the Press that. the possible develop
ment of newly discovered deposits in the Zambezi valley, near
the border of Zambia, might permit the mining of an ad
ditional 2 million tons per year. According to reports, this
new deposit extends along the river valley for 180 km with
a width of between 5 to 20 km and is believed to contain
very large reserves of good coking coal.

Bauxite

242. Fairly good deposits of bauxite (with 59 to 6;) per
cent alumina content) exist in the district of Manica e
Sofala near the Rhodesian frontier. Since 1938, these have
been mined on a very small scale by a Rhodesian company,
the Wankie, Colliery Co. Ltd., which it! 1961 produced a
total of 4,671 tons. Because of a high silica content, amounting
to as much as 15 per cent, the bauxite is not suitable for the
extraction of aluminium, virtually all the output being ex-

. 'i
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Gold

250. Gold is the oldest known mineral resource in Mozarn
bique, As early as the fifteenth century, small quantities were
produced and were traded as far as the Middle East. Investiga
tions have revealed, however, that though gold is encountered
in widely scattered areas, the deposits are very small and
are mostly alluvial. The oldest known occurrences are in the
vicinity of Manica (district of Manica e Sofala) and at
Missale and Chifumbazi, as well as in the bed of the Luenha
River (district of Tete). More recently, in 1936 and 1943-1946,
gold was found in the pegmatites of the Alto Ligonha region,
in the vicinity of Alto Molocue (Zambeaia), The deposits arc
mostly alluvial, although some small veins of primary ore
have been encountered in the areas of Manica and Alto Molocue.

251, Gold has been mined, mainly by individuals or small
groups, since the latter part of the nineteenth century. Produc
tion, however, has always been on a very limited scale, totalling
only 9.95 tons between 1900 and 1958, with an estimated value
of 298 million escudos. Annual production since 1951 has not
exceeded 62 kilogrammes'; by 1960, it had dropped to 7 kilo
grammes. Apart from two individuals with mining licences
covering ten hectares each in the Tete district, the only
company actively engaged in mining gold was the Empresa
do Alto Ligonha, which holds a gold mining concession
covering 201 hectares at Naculue in the vicinity of Alto
Molocue. This company produced no gold in 1960 or 1961.

Petroleum

252. The possibility that petroleum may exist in Mozambique
has been argued by geologists for many years. Prospecting
began in 1899 and was carried on sporadically until 1936 but.
although mvuerous indications were found, especially near
Inhambane, .~" strikes of any economic value were reported.
Since 1948, huge-scale prospecting has been carried out, first
in the area south of the Save River, and currently between
Inhambane and Quelimane. The concession, which expires in
1967, is held jointly by Mozambique Gulf Oil Company and
Mozambique Pan-American Oil Company.

253. Between 1948 and 1963, these two companies together
spent a total of 540 million escudos on prospecting. The only
discovery so far, however, has been a deposit of natural butane
gas at Buzi, on the Pungue River.

Diamonds

254. It was reported in the press on 10 October 1964, that
the Angle-American Corporation of South Africa, through
its subsidiary De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd., had formed
a company, with headquarters in Lisbon, to prospect for

:~ ~ ili' _~~ cilh~ to H, =:"::1:;:~;'::::~:~==:='~= ,=~r~:I~"d
Southern Rhodesia. where it is used in the manufacture er 1950, about 100 tons of davidlte were produced by Portuguese I' Rhodeslt
refractory bricks, or to the aluminium sulphate industries in operators at a high cost, principally from float and hand-cobbed diamond
South Africa. Exports in 1961 were valued at only 276 contos. surface ore. an exten

248. In October 1950, the Government suspended prospect- 255. 'J
Copper ing rights for uranium in the whole of the Territory (Portaria u exclusive

243. Although no copper has been mined in Mozambique for 13,337 of 23 October) and. in 1y54 all prospecting and mining was gra
many years, it is believed that sizable deposits exist in the of radio-active minerals came under the control of the Nuclear J. da V
area between Tete and the border of Zambia. In this area, Energy Board of Portugal, which does not normal1y reveal km2 an
near Manica, open-pit mining was carried out by a British the quantities mined or the estimated reserves. In 1956, how- version
company from 1905 until 1921, when fa1ling world prices ever, it was reported that 36 tons of uranium (davldite) were The con
for copper led to the abandonment of the mine. At present, produced from the M:avudzi deposits and exported to France, with an
little is known of the extent or value of the Territory's copper 249. There is no information to indicate whether or not and to i
reserves. In 1959, two companies, one of them a sub.idiary there is any production of uranium at the present time. In expendlt
of the Central Mining Company of Johannesburg, obtained 1960, an exclusive concession to prospect for radio-active and 1964. Co
small concessions in the area, but later abandoned them related minerals, covering an area of 4,117 km2 in the Moatize l' formed
before ful1y investigating the mineral prospects. In December area, was granted (Portaria 18,034 of 2 November 1960) to to be 11
1964, it was announced that copper ore of a high metal the Companhia de Urnnio de Mocamblque, a company formed obtain fi
content had been found at the site 01' the former mine and that for the purpose by Entreposto Comercial, which is a subsidiary J
a South African company, Edmundian Investments. Ltd. had of the Companhia de Mocambique, Since this company is also i
received a concession to re-open it. It was anticipated that engaged in the prospecting of iron ore (see para. 244 above)
the mine would produce an average of 300 tons per month. there is no evidence that it is producing uranium. although in

1961 it employed a labour force of 209 manual workers. Small
mining concessions for radio-active minerals in the Mavudzi
area are also held by two private concerns, Minas do Catipo,
Lda. (700 hectares) and Sr. Virgilio Hip6lito (lOO hectares).

Ir(m
244. Very large deposits of magnetite are known to exist

at Muende in the district of Tete, close to the Mllatize coal
mine in an area where, since 1961, the Companhia de Urnnio
de Mocambique has held an exclusive prospecting concession.
The known reserves are estimated at over 3 million tons.
with possibly a further 3 million tons at lower depths. The
ore, however, has a high titanium oxide content (50 per cent
iron and 18-20 per cent titanium oxide) and has been con
sidered unsuitable for ferrous metallurgy.

245. Other iron deposits of greater purity have been found
in the vicinity of Milange (Zambezia), Umkonde and Metove
(Manica e Sofala) and near Vila Cabral (Niassa), but they
are dispersed over a wide area in pockets considered too small
for economic exploitation.

Asbestos

246. Asbestos is found only in the districts of Manica e
Sofala and Tete, the latter deposits being of low quality and
too far from existing transportation to be mined at present.
In the district of Manica e Sofala, beginning in 1954, mining
has been carried out on a small scale by the Sociedade Mineira
de Mavita, Lda, which, however, produced only 147 tons in
1961, most of which was exported to the United Kingdom.

Radio-active minerals

247. Radio-active minerals including uranium and certain
of the rare earths (semarskite, rnonazite, allanite and euxenite)
have been encountered in small quantities in widely scattered
areas. The first discovery of uranium in pegmatites was made
in 1934 at Ribaue (Niassa district) and in the north cast
of the Alto Ligonhu region (Zambezia district). In 1947, a
mineral similar to Australian davidite (with an average content
of 8 per cent urainum oxide) was discovered at Mavudzi,
(about thirty miles north of Tete) and in the following year,
a small deposit of pitchblende (possessing a high uranium
content of between 41 and 82.7 per cent) was revealed in
the nearby valley of Nhaoundi, south east of Mavudzl. The
initial discovery at Mavudzi was sufficiently rich at the surface
to attract widespread attention, and a year later more than
300 claims, each a kilometre in radius, had been staked for
uranium. Options on the main properties were taken up
jointly by three British companies, the British South Africa
Company, New Consolidated Gold Fields Ltd., and Gold
Fields Rhodesian Development Co, Ltd. Exploration led to the
conclusion, however, that the extent and importance of the
deposits had been greatly exaggerated. Most of the claims were
found to conledn no more than surface traces of davidite and
the principal deposit at Mavudzi was found to extend to a
depth of only 100 feet. An investigation completed in 1948
indicated that the reserves of economically workable ore were
not significant and as a consequence the British companies

· \



1,524,000
422,000
887,000

7,923,000

Medical and health services .
Retirement insurance .
Paid leave to Portugal .
Wages .

Producliotl Sales
Year (lo'IS) (IOfIS)

1950 ................... 55,000
1955 ................... 172,546 188,939
1960 ................... 269,926 264,508
1961 ................... 320,854 277,490
1962 ................... 297,603 ~59,965

1963 ................... 282,807 262,808

264. Under the terms of article 130 of the Overseas Mining
Law of 1906, the Company is exempt from both the fixed annual
tax on the area of the concession and the proportional tax on
production. 'Its total investments in 1963 exceeded 60 million
escudos. Financial results of its operations in recent years
(in contos) were as follows:

The main consumers of the coal include the Trans-Zambezia
and Nyasaland railways, ~he Sena Sugar Estates, the Corn
panhia de Cimentos de Mocambique, and the various shipping
lines. Part of the output has also been sold to the Union
miniere and the Chemin de Fer du Bas Congo.

263. In 1960, the Company employed a labour force of 44
skilled and 897 unskilled workers. Its total payroll amounted
to 7.4 million escudos, with an additional 4.1 million escudos
paid ill respect of food, clothing and medical services. The
average daily wage of unskilled workers was 14 escudos. The
company maintains a hospital and furnishes free medical
services both to its local employees and their families, who
numbered nearly 1,500 persons in 1963, and to nearby com
munities. It reported in 1963 that its total expenditures in
wages and other benefits to its personnel amounted to 10,756
contos during the year, distributed as follows:

COlllpallllia CarIJollifcra de Mo,alllbiqllc

261. The Companhia Carbonlfera de Mocambique, S.A.R.L.
was created in 1949 to furnish the addition&1 capital needed
to increase the output of the Moatize coal mine (see para,
239 above), then being operated by a small Belgian enterprise,
the Societe miniere et geologique du Zambeze. The Company's
issued share capital is 40 million escudos, 60 per cent of which
is held by Belgian interests, 30 per cent by the Companhia
de Mocambique, a company with various interests which has
its headquarters in Beira, Mozambique and 10 per cent by
the Portuguese Government. The principal Belgian interests
are the Societe miniere et geologique du Zambeze, the former
owner of the mine, and the Societe de recherche minlere du
Sud-Katakanga, a subsidiary of Union rniniere du Haut
Katanga, There is no information as to the size of each
company's holdings.

262. The area of the mining concession is 3,076 hectares
and the coal reserves were estimated in 1951 at 400 million
tons, of which about half to two thirds is believed to be
exploitable. Under the terms of a Government order of 14
July 1949, the Company was required to supply part of its
output (approximately 5,000 tons) free to the Beira Railway.
According to Company reports, production is limited by high
transport costs which prevent it from either competing with
South Afl ican coal in southern Mozambique, or greatly
expanmng its exports. Hence, although the Company has a
production capacity of 450,000 tons annually, output has not
exceeded 300,000 tons, Actual production and sales were as
follows:

B. MINING AND PROSPECTING ACTIVITIES

Gt!Ilcral

Ilmenite

257. Itmenite is found in association with zircon and monazite
in the sands along the coast. The principal deposit is at Pebane
(Zambezia) where mining has been carried on since 1958 by
a small private company, Minerals Easicos de Mocambique,
Lda, formed by British, South African and Portuguese in
terests. Production attained 10,342 tons in 1959 but dropped
to 711 tons in 1960 owing to low market prices for the mineral
and to inadequate transportation facilities, which made large
scale production uneconomic at prevailing prices.

259. As has already been shown, mining plays a very small
role in the economy of Mozambique. Although there were
139 mining enterprises registered at the end of 1960, with a
total capital investment of 145 million escudos, only 29 appear
to have been active and, of those, only 7 employed more than
100 workers. After 1960, there was some increase in the number
of concessions, but the volume of mining activity remained
substantially unchanged up to the end of 1964. Recent press
reports indicate, however, a renewed interest in the mineral
field. Notable among these recent developments were the
formation in September 1964 of the Companhia dos Diamantes
de Mocambique to prospect for diamonds in the south-west
of the Territory and the reopening in early 1965 of the former
Edmundian copper mine by a South African company.

260. Apart from petroleum prospecting (see below), the
only mining companies operating on any large scale in
Mozambique' up to the end of 1964 were the Companhia Car
bonifera de Mocambique, and three companies engaged in
exploiting the minerals (mainly beryl and eolumbo-tantatite)
found in the scattered pegmatite formations in the Alto Ligonha
region of central Zambezia. These three companies are im
portant mainly for the value of their product, the actual mining

Bismutiie

256. This mineral is found in the same pegmatites of the
Alto-Llgonha Mocuba region as the beryl and columbo-tantalite,
but has not been extensively exploited because of an in
sufficient market. Production varied between 0.4 tons and
17 tons from 1956 to 1960, with exports going mainly to the
United States of America. Eight companies mine this mineral,
the leading producers being Monteminas Lda, and the Empresa
Mineira do Alto Ligonha,

Other minerals

258. Small quantities of kaolin, graphite, mica, columbite,
corundum, cassiterite, tantalite, feldspar, tourmaline and salt
are found in Mozambique, but in isolated deposits of little
economic value. There is some small-scale mining but it is
sporadic and not on an economically significant scale.

• r-
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l
~, ' Rhodesia and South Afdca. The reason for this interest in Other mining operations were very small and for the most

diamond prospecting is apparently the recent discovery of part were owned privately or by limited-liability companies
an extensive field of alluvial diamonds in Southern Rhodesia. consisting of scvcral partners. Information on the more im-

portant enterprises follows.
255. Three months prior to the press report, in July 1964, an

exclusive concession to prospect for diamonds in this area
was granted to two residents of Lisbon, A. P. Gouveia and
J. da Veiga Lima. The concession covers an area of 33,000
hm2 and is for a three-year period, with provision for con
version into a mining concession of fifty years' duration.
The concessionaires were required to organize a public company
with an initial capital of not less than twelve million escudos,
and to incm' not less than nine million escudos in operational
expenditures in Mozambique and Portugal. In September
1954, Companhia dos Dlamantes de Mocamblque, S.A.R.L. was
formed to operate the concession. It was subsequently reported
to be negotiating with the Anglo-American Corporation to
obtain financial participation and technical assistance.
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1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Receipts from operations ..•••. 6,031 6,521 6,795 6,040 6,193 4,453
Net profit ....••..•.......••.• 2,353 2,642 1,741 1,650 1,722 (-198)
Dividend " ................ ,)., 2,000 1,600 1.60() 1,600 1,600

(rate) ...................... (5%) (4%) (4%) (4%) (4%)

Naipa
Mica, tourmalines and bismuth 100

Muiane
Columbite, lepidolite, cassitcrite, bismuth,

kaolin and gold 200
Nahia

Columbite, monazite, apatite and tourmalines 25
Naculue

Gold ,., .. " ,.......... 201
Nahaji

Beryl and columbite .. ,,'." ,., ' 50
Nanro

Beryl, columbite, fluorite and lepidolite .,., 20
Murrapane

:Mica " "., ,. 20
Marige

Beryl, columbite and bismuth .. " ..... ".,. 51
Piteia

Mica, Beryl, topaz and bismuth "" .... ,... 52
Muhano

Beryl, columbite and bismuth , , .. ' 218
Nacuchaia

Beryl. columbite, tantalite, bismuth, lepidolite
and mica , ,.,., .. , ,....... 172

265. In 1961, the Company obtained a further exclusive
concession to prospect for and mine coal within an adjacent
area of approximately 420 km:! situated between the Moatize
River and Nharenga River (Portaria 18,353 of 23 March
19(1). The concession was for two years, renewable for a
further three years if the concessionaire fulfilled the conditions
of intensive prospecting, which required l'llter alia t/li: ex
penditure of not less than 800 contos in each year. In the
event that coal was discovered, the Company obligated itself
to supply coal to local industries in quantities and at prices
to be determined in <agreement with the Government. In fact,
the Company spent over 5 million escudos on prospecting
from 1954 to 1962, <of which 1,158 million was spent in 1961.
In November 1963, the exclusive prospecting concession was
renewed until 1966 (Portaria 18,353).

Other millillg activities
Beryl alld columbo-talltalite

266. In 1960, there were seventeen enterprises engaged in
exploiting the scattered pegmatite formation in the Alto
Ligonha region of .he Zambezia district. The majority of
these were extremely sma1l undertakings, usually owned and
operated by a single individual or a group of partners. About
69 per cent of the total output was produced by three companies
which are described below.

267. The Empresa Mineira do Alto Ligonha was formed
in 1946 by a group of individuals who owned and operated
small mining concessions in the region. The group combined
their individual operations and obtained an exclusive concession
to prospect for and exploit a1l minerals, except petroleum and
hydrocarbons, within an area of 2,640 km2, including most
of the concelho of Alto Molocue (Decree 36,021 of 9 De
cember 1946). The exclusive concession was twice extended,
in 1957 (Decree 41,334) and in 1959 (Decree 42,732), the
last concession, valid until 1962, requiring that the Company
surrender at the end of each successive year one third of the
area on which no claims had been pegged.

268. At the end of 1960, the Company held mining rights
in eleven localities covering a total of 1,110 hectares (all within
the concelho of Alto Molocue) as follows:

Mine and 'lII'nera!
Area of concession

in ha.

269. Under the terms of its contract (Boletilll 0 fieial, Series
11, 25 January 1947) the Company enjoyed exemption from
both the fixed annual tnx on its concession area and the
proportional tax on production, in return for which it undertook
to transfer to the Portuguese Government 10 per cent of its
capital shares in the event that it transformed itself from
a private company, which it then was, into a public company.
The Government also retained the right to purchase at world
market prices any precious metals or radio-active minerals
mined by the Company. It may be added that this right now
extends also to ber~'l and co1umbo-tantalite under the terms
of the legislation relating to radio-active and related minerals
(see paras. 44-45 above).

270. The Company remained a limited liability company
until 1961, when it was incorporated and increased its share
capital to 40 million escudos, 51 per cent of which must, under
the terms of its statute, bel held by Portuguese nationals. In
1960, it employed 30 skilled and 1,102 unskilled workers and
produced 419.7 tons of beryl, 15.3 tons of columbo-tantalite and
smaller quantities of bismutite and mica, total exports being
valued at 4.9 million escudos. Information concerning its
financial operations is not available.

271. The second largest company, Monteminas, Lda., holds
an exclusive concession for prospecting only covering 2,480
km2 in an area between Alto Molocue, Mocuba and Gile, The
concession covers all minerals except petroleum and hydro
carbons. In addition the company holds mining rights in a
concession area of 101 hectares in the vicinity of Alto Moloeue
and at the end of 196() had filed ten additional claims to
deposits mainly of ilmenite, columbite, beryl and mica.

272. Established in 1957, Monteminas, Lda. is a private
company with a registered capital of 2 million escudos. The
majority of its capital was subscribed by a local commercial
firm, Montciro e Giro, Lda, In 1960, it employed 23 skilled and
545 unskilled workers and produced 406.6 tons of beryllium, 8
tons of bismuth, 14.4 tons of columbo-tantalite and 1.5 tons
of euxenite, Its exports of beryl, columbo-tantalite and bismutite
were valued at 4.4 million escudos. There is no information
on the Company's finances.

273. The Sociedade Mineira do Marropino, Lda., established
in 1957 and owned entirely by one individual, Sr. P. A. Cabral,
holds three mining concessions covering 492 hectares in the
area of Pabane and lie (Zambezia). The Company has a
total investment of 25 million escudos and in 1964 employed
800 workers. In 1960, it exported 179 tons of beryl and 77 tons
of columbo-tantalite, with a combined value of 17.1 million
escudos.

Bauxite

274. The Wankie Colliery Co. Ltd. of Southern Rhodesia
owns two small bauxite mines in the vicinity of Manica, close
to the frontier of Southern Rhodesia. The concessions were
granted in 1935 and 1936 respectively and cover an area of
150 hectares. The Company, in which the Anglo-Arnerican
Corporation of South Africa has substantial interests, operates
collieries in the western part of Southern Rhodesia, to which
the bauxite mined in Mozambique is exported for use in the
manufacture of refiactory bricks.

275. Mining has been carried on since 1938, but on such a
limited scale that it receives no mention in the Company's
annual reports. In 1960, the labour force in Mozambique totalled
only 40 workers and output amounted to 4,840 tons, valued at
267 contos, Mining is carried on by open-pit methods and
involyes a very small capital investment.

Petroleum prospecting
276. Petroleum prospecting has been carried on sporadically

in Mozambique since 1899, but for the most part on a restricted
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scale and with limited resources. In 1938, 11 company formed
by British Interests, the Companhla de Petr61eos de Moc;am
blque, Lda, obtained an exclusive concession to prospect for
petroleum and hydrocarbcus In the area south of Inhambane,
The contract was for a period of five • ~ars, during which time
the Company undertook to spend a minimum of £50,000 (40
million escudos) on its operational costs. The Company sub
sequently abandoned its concession without success, although
it was reported to have found some traces of oil in the vicinity
of Inhambane,

277. In May 1948, the Mozambique Gulf Oil Co., a subsidiary
of Gulf Oil Corporation, with headquarters in Wilmington,
Delaware, United States of America, obtained an exclusive
concession (Decrees Nos. 36,841 and 38,276) to prospect for
and exploit deposits of solid, liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons,
including petroleum and other allied substances, within a large
area totalling 123,590 km:! and extending from the Save River
southward to a parallel passing through the mouth of the
Incomuti River and including tidal waters.

278. The contract (Bolelilll Ojicial, Series 11, 26 June 1948
and 30 May 1953) governing this concession preceded the
enactment in 1957 of Decrees Nos. 41,356 and 41,357 (see
paras. 41-43) and therefore differed in certain respects from
later contracts. The duration of the concession was for an
initial period of five years, to be extended for a further five
years subject to the fulfilment of certain conditions, the most
important of which was an obligation upon the company to
expend not less than $U,S.600,OOO (17.2 million escudos) in
each five-year period. In the event of a strike, the conces
sionaire would have the right to exploit the deposits for a
period of forty years. Exploltation must be carried out, how
ever, by a company established in accordance with Portuguese
law and having its headquarters in Portuguese territory. The
contract further specified that, out of five directors of the
e~loiting company, two must be nominated by the Portuguese
Government and that one third of the company's share capital
($U.S.800,000) must be given freely to the Government of
Mozambique as compensation for the privileges and exemptions
granted under the concession.

279. In July 1956, the area of the conc-ssion was changed
(Decree No. 40,707) to cover most of .ill: territory nort?! of
Inhambane to Murraca on the Zambezi River. During the
term of the concession, 1948-1958, Mozambique Gulf Oil Co.
expended a total of 200 million escudos on prospecting and
sank 155 boreholes to depths up to 3,000 metres. No petroleum
was discovered.

280. In August 1958, upon the expiration of the first con
cession, a new exclusive concession was granted (Decree
No. 41,766) jointly to Mozambique Gulf Oil Compny and
Mozambique Pan American Oil Company, a subsidiary of Pan
American International Oil Company. The new concession was
for a duration of three years, renewable for a further two
years provided the companies fulfilled the obligations of their
contract. The area conceded was approximately the same as
that previously conceded in 1956, with the exception that it
included the marine zone from the coastline to the thirty-metre
submarine contour. The total area was 94,860 km2•

281. The new contract (Bolctim. OjiciaJ, Series Il, No. 299,
24 December 1958) was framed in accordance with the legisla
tion enacted in 1957 and is almost identical with the contract
entered into with Cabinda Gulf Oil Company in Angola (see
paras. 191-193). Instead of providing, as previously, that the
Portuguese Government would become a shareholder in any
company established to exploit the claims of the concessionaires,
it imposed more detailed financial obligations on the conces
sionary companies themselves. Whereas the 1948 contract had
required that they expend only 17.2 million escudos on prospect
ing during each five-year period of the concession, the new
contract called for an expenditure of 85.8 million escudos
during the first three years, and 57,2 million escudos during
the two-year extension (expenditure incurred outside Portu
guese territories could be included only up to 20 per cent of
each total). In addition, the concessionaires were required to
pay a surface rent of 2.86 million escudos annually, a royalty
of 12,5 per cent on any production and a profits tax of 50 per
cent. Other details of the contract were identical with that
entered into with Cabinda Gulf Oil Company. To ensure gov-

ernment participation in the administration of both Mozam
bique Guli Oil Company and Mozambique Pan American Oil
Company, their statutes were modified to provide that in each
case three out of five directors would be Portuguese nationals,
one of them nominated by the Government of Mozambique,
and that the Government would have voting rights equal to
20 per cent of the stock,

282. In 1963, by which time expenditure on prospecting since
1948 had amounted to a total of 540 million escudos, the
concession was extended until 1965 with option to a further
extension until 1967 on condition that the companies expended
a further 57.2 million escudos during each two-year period
(Decree No. 44,178 of 8 February 1962). So far, no discovery
of petroleum has been reported, although large deposits of
natural butane gas were found at Pande and at Buzi on the
Pungue River, not far from Belra, The latter deposit is esti
mated to amount to 140 million cubic metres and a study is
being made of the possibilities of exporting it for sale in
South Africa.

283. The petroleum concession does not include the right to
establish a refinery. Under Decree 45,200 of 19 August 1963
an exclusive concession for this purpose, valid for ten years,
was granted to the existing refinery SONAREP in order to
enable it to attain optimum capacity,

Diamond prospectillg

284. On 21 May 1964 (Decree No. 45,726), following the
discovery of alluvial diamonds in Southern Rhodesia, the Por
tuguese Government authorized the grant of an exclusive con
cession to prospect for and exploit alluvial and other diamond
deposits within an extensive area covering 33,000 km:! around
Pafurri on the border of Southern Rhodesia. The concession
extends between parallel 20· in the north and 24· in the south,
and from meridian 33· westward to the frontiers of Southern
Rhodesia and South A'trica.

285. The concession was granted to Srs. A. P. Gouveia and
J. de Veiga Lima, both residents of Lisbon, and was for a
duration of three years, renewable for a further two years
provided the concessionaires fulfilled the terms of their contract.

286. The contract, signed on 22 June 1961- (Dicirio do
Goverllo, No. 167, Series 1I, 17 July 1964), required the con
cessionaires to establish a public company within ninety days
of the date of the concession and to transfer to it all rights
and obligations arising out of the contract. The company must
have its headquarters in Mozambique, have a minimum share
capital of 12 million escudos, and make a deposit of 3 million
escudos in the form of a guarantee. The chairman and half
of the other members of the Board of Directors, including
their alternates, must be Portuguese nationals, of whom one
or two may be nominated by the Governor of Mozambique, the
number depending on whether there are five or more directors.

287. The company is required to spend in Mozambique or
Portugal a minimum of 9 million escudos on wages, equip
ment and other expenses connected with prospection during
the period of three years, and not less than 3 million escudos
during the first year, or 6 million escudos during the first two
years. Certain expenses incurred outside Portuguese territory
may, however, be included up to a maximum not exceeding
20 per cent of the expenditure in Mozambique and Portugal.
In the event that the concession is extended for a further
two years, the company must spend an additional 6 million
escudos as above. During the period of the concession and
within six months after its expiration, the company may reg
ister an unlimited number of claims, to which it shall have
exploitation rights for a period of fifty years.

288. During the period of the concession, the company is
exempt from all taxes, licences and other fees, as well as
customs duties on the export of diamonds, and on the import
of materials and supplies, except the fiscal tax of one mil
(1/1,000) ad valorem and the stamp duty. In return for this
exemption, the Government of Mozambique shall receive 50 per
cent of the liquid profits. It must also receive free of charge,
10 per cent of the company's shares and 50 per cent of the
receipts from any sales of diamonds won during prospection,

289. In accordance with the terms of the contract, it was
announced in the Press that a company, Companhia dos Dia-
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* SOURCE: Portugal, Diario do Governo; Mozambique,
Boletim Olicial.

a Excluding petroleum, hydrocarbons and allied substances.
b.R,enewed in 1961 and 1963.
c"Renewed in 1963.
dGranted in July 1964.
eRevoked in 1961.
t All minerals, excluding petroleum, hydrocarbons and allied

substances and radio-active minerals.
It New concessionsfor ferrous metals added in 1961.
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TABLE 5. PRINCIPAL MINERAL PRODUCTION OF ANGOLA AND MOZAMBIQUE IN RELATION TO TOTAL
AFRICAN AND WORLD OUTPUT IN 1959*

Asbestos (thousand tons)
Bauxite (thousand tons) .
Beryllium (tons) .
Coal and lignites (million tons)
Cement (thousand tons) .
Columbium and tantallium (tons)
Diamonds (kg)

Gem .
Industrial 0 • 0 .

Iron (thousand long tons) .
Manganese (tons) .
Gypsum (thousand tons) .
Hydrocarbons, reserves (million

tons) 0 ••••••••••••••••

Gold (kg) ..
Salt (thousand tons) .
Vanadium (tons) ... o' •••••••

* SOURCE: compiled from: Woodtli, R., L'ElIrope et l'Afriqlle, le potentiel mineral
ofricoin, Lausanne, 1961.

a Production was 0.2 in 1956; 0.1 in 195i' and 1958.
b World production was 11,i'50 metric tons in 1956, 10,250 in 195i' and 6,i'00 in 1958. African

production was 5,1i'0 in 1957, 3,240 in 1958.
01958.
d 1957.
e 1958; but production in 1956was 20,000 tons.
t World production equalled 2i' million carats.

A. E.'\'clllsive cOllcessiolls
(011 31 December 1960, except tlihel'e otherwise specified)·

I. Exclllsi'l.·e concessiolls for prospectillg and es
ploitation
All minerals, tuitll certain e.,\,ceptiolls"

Empresa Mineira do Alto Ligonha .
Companhia Carbonifera de MOl;ambiqueb

Hydrocarbolls
Mozambique Gulf Oil and Mozambique Pan

American Oilc .
Diamonds

A. P. Gouveia and J. da Yeiga Limad (Corn
panhia dos Diamantes de MOl;ambique)

H. Bsclusiue COlicessioliS for prospectillg
All minerals wit" certain exceptioll~

Monteminas Lda. . .
Maria Alaina Simaoe .
Calisto Freira .
Francisco Pereira Scares .
Minas do Lice, Lda.t .

Radio-actiue minerals
Companhia do Ul'anio de Mocamblques .

:,.."M'~mb'q",. S.A.RJ.. I"d ::::m~::::~:':'::-~=::(:':'i,,:~7cccc-=c=1=··
bel' 1964.to operate the concession. B. 1I1I'IIillg COllceSSI'OllS for exploitation ~.

290. In the following month (10 October 1964), an announce- (31 December 1960) 'I
ment appeared in a Portuguese newspaper, to the effect that ,
the Angle-American Corporation of South Africa, through Area p
its subsidiary De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd., had formed (heclam)
a company in Portugal to prospect for diamonds in the vicinity .t'Beryl, colllmbo-tal,talile, bismutitl', colllmbite and
of Pafurri, This report appears to have been premature, how- mica
ever, for it was subsequently reported in another newspaper Empresa Mineira do Alto Ligonha 909
on 18 April 1965, that the company was negotiating with Sociedade l\Iineira da ZamhCzia •.......•...•... i'89
the Angle-American Corporation with a view to the pos- Sociedade Mineira de Mutala •........•........ 662
sibility of the latter's financial participation and to obtaining Adilia Santa Rita de Lima (Herdeiros) ..•••.•.. 100
South African technicians to undertake the work of prospection,
The newspaper report indicated that the Anglo-American Coal
Corporation had agreed to participate in the venture. Companhia Carbonifera de Mocambique .•...•.• 3,0i'6

Gold
TABLE 4. MINES AND MINING CONCESSIONS IN MOZAMBIQUE Empresa Miueira do Alto Ligonha ............•.

Bernardino Lourenco Casal ..............••••..
Irene Augusta dos Santos Lopes .

Radio-active minerals
Vicente Ribeiro e Castro .
Yirgilio Hip6lito ........................••....
Entreposto Comercial ..................•.......
Minas do Catipo ...•...........................

Perlite
Joaquim Fernandes Mcinhos .

GraPlJite
Sociedade Mineira do Itotone .............•.•..
Grafites de Mocambique .

Copper
Francesco Gibelino ....................•.......

Rutile
Antonio Augusto Cardoso e Castro " ..•.....•...

Kaolil~

Sociedade Mineira e Industrial .........•....•..

J.
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~ TADLE 6, ANGOLA

~ MINERAL PRODUCTION AND VALUE OF EXPORTS.

"
(valucs of c:rports ill thol/saud escudos)

I

1 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Mincral Production Valuc Produch'oll Valuo Production 1"01140 ProductiOIl Valuc Productioll Valuc

Diamonds (carats) 864,3,2 427,157 1,001,236 548,759 1,015,688 596.405 1,056,827 490.168 1.147,531 666,055
Iron (tons) ••••. 105.600 32,8,5 287,200 77,006 348,982 90,586 658,~54 151,553 812,138 143,301
Petroleum (tons) 10.042 50,633 50,219 20.5388 66.850 26,5508 104,429 51,483
Manganese (tons) 21,335 29.113 34,926 10,184 35,665 25,266 23,340 22,863 20,589 13,674
Copper (tons) '" 16,631 26,439 15,005 15,416 16,988 17,215 17,423 21,400 825 9,721
Saltb (tons) ..... 52,321 10,333 69.144 9,018 69,230 9,259 57,817 9,349 66,809 10,626
Asphalts (tons) .. 21,521 1,076 34,723 1,736 27,900 i.sn 25,783 1,290 22,783 1,140
Mica (prepared)

(kg.) .11 ••••••• 21,198} 21,401 } 9'189} 23}3,520<1 4,327d l,686d 388 1,940<1 1134

.\1ica (tons) •.•.. 383 325.200 173.900
Goldc (grammes) 820 21 1,316 33 1,320 33 l,494 37~

'"SOURCE: AlIluirio Bstatistlco, 1957-1961.
NOTE: The value of exports does not correspond to the value

of production,except for diamonds, all of which are exported.
8 Value of fuel oil produced.

bPartially exported j the value of production is generally at
least double that of exports.

c Not exported j the value is that at the mine.
d No information whether exported j the value is that at the

mine.

TABLE 7. MOZAMBIQUE

MINERAL PRODUCTION AND VALUE OF EXPORTS*

1'. (ualues of esports in thousand escudos)

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Millcral Productioll Valuo Productioll Valuo Productioll Valuo Production Valuo Productioll Valuo

l
Columbo-

tantalite
(tons) ••• 130.86 6.357 171.87 27,050 145.16 . 13,952 160.18 23,347 137.56 28,761

Eery1 (tons) 1,697 12,733 1,059 8.233 1,414 13,237 1,496 13,834 978 9,991
Coal (tons) 269,974 28,0,78 247,584 29,091a 256,622 28,998" 269,626 31,0078 320,859 36,98Qa

11 MicroliteI (tons)b 3b 7,563
Bismutite

I (tons) 3.55 1.10 41 12.51 689 17.26 698 22.05 1,344
Bauxite

(tons) 5.043 272 4,747 177 4,284 347 4,840 267 4,671 276

•• Asbestos
I (tons) 138 671 238 532 33 315 20 142 147 236
~ Tourmalines
i (kilo-

~
grammes) 289 266

Gold
(grammes) 33.604 569 21,616 1,081 9,164 129 6.999 1SOC 3,261

\. I1menite
(tons) ... - 10,342 1,752 711 826 495d 93

Lepidolite
(tons) ... 343 28c 87 94t 90 153 150

Mica (tons) 30 49 2 5 68 1.1 18 1.5 28

'"SOURCE: Mozambique, Direc,iio dos Seruicos de Geoloqla e bPreviously included with columbo-tantalite j exports in 1961
Minas: Actividade 1I0S minas e pedreiras, 1958-1962. amounted to 34 tons.

\i
NOTE: The value of exports does not correspond with the cValue of production, no exports.

valueof production, except for bauxite. all of which is exported. d Exports only.
a Value of production; only about 1/5th of the coal produced e Only 50 tons exported in 1957.

is exported (60,879 tons in 19(1). t 160tons exported in 1958.
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~ C.M.L. CONCESSIONS

- EXISTING RAILWAYS

......... PROJECTEO RAILWAYS

c::=J MINING CENTRES

COilcessions of the COlllpallhia Milleirado Lobito alld tire Socicdade Millcira do Lombiqe

SELECTED SOURCES

The following is a selected list of the principal legislation and other sources consulted
by the Secretariat in preparing the present working paper. Other sources are referred to,
where appropriate, in the text.

Leqislation.

A. GENERAL

Decree .
Decree .

Decree 81 .

Decree 720 .

Decree Law 18 713 .

Law 1939 ..

Decree 32 251 .

Decree 33 722 ., ..

Portaria 13 337 .

Decree Law 39 580

Decree Law 39 581

Decree 40 069 ' , .

Law 2080 ", .

Portaria 16 267 , .

Decree 41 356 ,.,

Decree 41 357 , .

Decree Law 41 995 ., ,

Decree Law 41 996 '.

I. MINING LEGISLATION

Date

20 September 1906
9 December 1909

21 August 1913

3 August 1914

1 August 1930

27 March 1936

9 September 1942

19 June 1944

23 October 1950

29 March 1954

29 March 1954

23 February 1955

21 March 1956

23 April 1957

11 November 1957

11 November 1957

5 December 1958

5 December 1958

S"bject

Basic overseas mmmg legislation
Petroleum mining

Exclusive concessions

Prospecting of precious stones

Basic mining law of Portugal

Renewal of exclusive concessions

Mining taxes

Extension of mining law to non
metallic minerals

Suspension of prospecting of radio
active minerals in Angola and
Mozambique

Establishment of Atomic Energy
Board

Functions and powers of the
Atomic Energy Board

Radio-active minerals in existing
concessions placed under control
of the Atomic Energy Board

Continental shelf

Prospecting of radio-active min-
erals

Petroleum mining

Income tax on petroleum operations

Revokes and replaces Decree Law
39 580 on the establishment of
the Atomic Energy Board

Revokes and replaces Decree Law
39 581 on the functions and
powers of the Atomic Energy
Board
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Subject

DIAMANG. Authorizing contract
dated 8 July 1922

DIAMANG. Authorizing contract
dated 31 July 1937 extending
exclusive rights to 1971

DIAMANG. Authorizing contract
dated 24 June 1946 and establish
ing a Development Fund

DIAMANG. Authorizing contract
dated 10 February 1955 relating
to increase in c:1:,ital

DIAMANG. Authorizing contract
dated 5 January 1962 providing
loan of 105.5 million escudos to
the Government of Angola

DIAMANG. Authorizing contract
dated 26 June 1963 providing
loan of 150 million escudos to
the Government of Angola

Releasing previously reserved areas
for diamond prospecting

Jo5.o Antonio Veiga, Granting ex-
clusive diamond prospecting
licence

Angola Exploration Company Pty.
Granting exclusive diamond pros
pecting licence

DIAMANG. Authorizing contract
dated 18 May 1921 granting ex
clusive concession: provisional
contract 4 December 1920

Suspending diamond prospecting in
the whole Territory

2 September 1964

5 June 1963

Dale

6 May 1921

23 April 1964

28 May 1946 }
28 May 1946

22 November 1954

4 July 1922

28 July 1937

12 December 1961

12 May 1921

13 November 1964

Decree Law 39 920 ..•...

Decree ,17~ of the High
Comrnissioner ......•..

Decree 44 084 .

Decree 11 of the High
Commissioner .

Decree 35 668
Decree 35 669

Decree Law 27 898 .

Addendum to agenda Item 23

Announcement .

Decree Law 45 061 .

Portaria 20 782 .

Portaria 20 907 .

Leoislatioll

B. ANGOLA

Diamollds
Decree 9 of the High Com-

missioner ....•...... , ..

~----='==::===--=-=-=-=-=.=======~====~----

J
,t
I
i

Petroleum

Decree 38 832 .

Decree 40 416 .

Decree 41 180

Decree 41 295

Decree 41 374 .

Decree 44 380 ..

Decree 44 613 .

18 July 1952

3 December 1955

9 July 1957

25 September 1957

18 Novenlber 1957

1 June 1962

3 October 1962

CARBONANG. Authorizing ori
ginal exclusive concession and
contract dated 24 March 1953

PURFINA - (CARBONANG).
Authorizing increase in area and
extension 0 f period of conces
sion i also authorizing co-opera
tion with PETROFINA. Con
tract dated 3 December 1955

Cabinda Gulf Oil Co. Authorizing
original exclusive concession

PURFINA. Authorizing establish
ment of PETRANGOL refinery,
and extending period of conces
sion; contract dated 17 October
1957

Cabinda Gulf Oil Co. Amending
concession area with surface rent
clause; contract dated 22 Novem
ber 1957

Cabinda Gulf Oil Co. Authorizing
extension of period of conces
sion to 1966; revised contract
dated 9 July 1%4

PURFINA. Authorizing extension
of period of concession to 1%7

Iron atrd lIIatlgallcs/!

Decree 37 677 . 22 December 1949 Companhia Mineira do Lobito.
Granting exclusive concession for
all . minerals with some excep
tions. Contract dated 1 March
1950
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Decree 38 276 ........... 30 May 1951

Decree 40 707 ........... 30 July 1956
Decree 41 586 ........... 15 April 1958
Decree 41 766 ........... 31 July 1958

LCDiJlalion

B. ANGOLA (COIl/iIlIlCd)

Decree 39 246 .

Portarla 14 966 ..•• , •.•••

Portaria 15 961

Par/aria 17 036

Portarla 17 088

Portarla 18 745 ..

Decree 46 017

Decree 46 022

Portaria 20 482 .
Portaria 20 664 .

Other minerals

Decree 33 992

Decree 33 989 .

C. MOZAMBIQUE

Coal

Par/aria 18 353

Par/ado 20 176

Petroleum

Decree Law 29 166 .

Decree 36 841 ..

Decree 43 790

Decree 44 178

Diamonds

Portaria 19 247 .

16 June 1953

28 July 1954

5 September 1956

11 February 1959

28 March 1959

27 November 1961

10 November 1964

11 November 1964

31 March 1964}
7 July 1964

30 September '1944

29 September 1944

23 March 1961

19 November 1963

22 November 1938

20 March 19<i8

29 July 1961

8 February 1962

25 June 1962

Sllbjtd

Companhia Mineira do Lombige,
Granting exclusive concession for
all minerals with some excep
tions. Contract dated 23 July
1953

Companhia do Manganes de An
gola. Granting exclusive conces
sion for all minerals with some
exceptions

LOBITO. Granting exclusive con
cession for coal and other solid
hydrocarbons

LOBITO. Granting exclusive con
cession for all minerals with
some exceptions

LOBITO. Granting exclusive con
cession for all minerals with
some exceptions

Armando Manuel Ferreira Patri
cio, Granting exclusive conces
sion for all minerals with some
exceptions

LOBITO. Authorizing extension
of contract concession to 1969

T.:OMBIGE. Authorizing extension
of concession to 1969

Jose Pereira Chaves
Exclusive concession for all min

erals with some exceptions

Uniao Fabril-Empresa do Cobrc,
Granting exclusive concession.
Contract dated 6 February 1945

Companhia dos Betuminosos de
Angola. Granting exclusive con
cession which was expired 13
December 1955

Companhia Carbonlfera de Mocam
bique. Granting exclusive pros
pecting licence

Modifying area and authorizing ex
tension of the above to 1966

Companhia de Petroleos de Mo
cambique, Granting exclusive
prospecting concession. Expired
1948

Mozambique Gulf Oil Co. (' a .ting
exclusive prospecting concession.
Authorizing contract of 7 May
1948

:\,f••Hying area of concession and
authorizing extension of period

Jbid.
Authorizing' extension of period
Mozambique Gulf Oil Co. and

Mozambique Pan American Oil
Co. Authorizing new exclusive
prospecting and mining conces
sion. Contract dated 5 August
1958

Amending contract with Mozam
bique Pan American Oil Co.

Modifying area of concession and
authorizing extension of period
to 1967

Suspending prospecting in a special
area

J,

11

j
.~

it:
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C. MOZA~III1QUE (collti,lI/ed)

Decree 45 726 . . .•.

J<adiu'o~lI'vl! millerals
Par/aria 16 434 .

p~,·/o,.,·o 18 034

Por/or"a 18 920 .

Other minerals
Decree 36 021 . .. .......

Decree 39 784 .

Decree 40 576 .

Portaria 16 386 .

Par/aria 16 438
Portaria 16 439

Decree 41 334 ..

Portaria 17 138

Pcrtaria 18 033

Portaria 18 033 .

Portoria 18 033

Par/aria 18 033

Par/ana 18 195

Portaria 18 268 .

Portaria 18 920 .

Par/aria 21 054

Par/aria 21 101

Dall

21 May 1964

26 October 1957

2 November 1960

28 December 1961

9 December 1946

24 August 1954

12 May 1956

19 August 1957

2 November 1957
2 November 1957

9 November 1957

27 .\pril 1959

2 November 1960

2 November 1960

2 November 1960

2 November 1960

28 January 1961

15 February '1%1

28 December 1961

2 January 1965

10 February 1965

Subjrd

SI'S. A. P. Gouvela and J. de Veiga
Lima, Granting exclusive pros
pecting concession for diamonds.
Contract 22 June 1964. Formed
Comphanhia dos Diamantes de
Mocambique

Entreposto Comereial de Mocam
bique. Granting exclusive pros
pecting licence. Formed O1m
panhia de Uranio de Mocambique

Authorizing extension of period of
concesslou

Amending contract

Empresa Mineira do Alto Ligonha.
Granting exclusive prospecting
concession. Contract 25 January
1947

Ake Viking Lillas (Subsidiary of
Boliden Gruvaktiebolag, Sweden).
Granting exclusive prospecting
concession which expired Octo
ber 1957. Contract 28 October
1954

Central Mining and Investments
Corporation. Granting exclusive
concession, which was abandoned
1958. Contract 27 August 1956.
Formed Cornpanhia Geral Mi
neira do Chidue

l\Ianucl Pinto Monteiro, Granting
exclusive prospecting licence.
Formed Minas do Lice, Lda

Ibid. Amending licence
Aquiles Figueiredo Vas eo. Grant

ing exclusive concession
Empresa Mineira do Alto Ligonha,

Authorizes extension of exclu
sive concession to December 1959

Monteminas Lda, Granting ex-
clusive prospecting concession

Sociedade Mineira da Zambezia,
Granting exclusive prospecting
licence

Maria Alzina Simfio, Granting ex
clusive prospecting licence. Re
voked by Portaria 19 100 of
28 March 1962

Calisto Jrcira. Granting exclusive
prospecting licence

Francisco Perez Soares. Granting
exclusive prospecting licence

Manuel Rodrigues Lagos. Granting
exclusive prospecting licence.
Revoked by Portaria 19 046 of
23 February 1962

Minas do Lice, Lda, Authorizes
extention of exclusive prospect
ing licence to 1963

Companhia de Uranio de Mocarn
bique, Grants exclusive prospect
ing licence for iron and other
minerals, excluding petrol, coal,
hydrocarbons and radio-active
minerals

jarnrr Kapnek. Granting exclusive
prospecting licence

Companhia de Uranio de Mocam
bique. Extending exclusive li
cence for iron and other minerals
to 1967
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Concession, occupation and settlement of lanrl in Angola
and Mo=urnbique
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CONTENTS (colltiIllICd)

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Traditionally, the main objectives of Portuguese land
policy in Africa have been to settle European population from
Portugal and to exploit the land resources, while at the same
time ensuring to the indigenous inhabitants the right to use
the land habitually occupied by them. As Angola and Mozam
bique both have low population densities and together have
22 times the land area of Portugal, it is in these two Terri
tories that the greatest efforts have been made, and continue
to be made, to implement this policy.

2. In the past, land alienation to non-indigenous interests
has followed different patterns in the different Territories. In
Mozambique, for instance, up to the end of the nineteenth
century Portuguese occupation was based on the system of

AFRICAN LAND RIQUTS

A. Introduction ...•••.............••••....••.•••
B. African land rights, 1901-1961 .•.••.•.••.•.•••
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tories .
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Tables
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1900-1960 .........•........................
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pro&os de coroa, which later gave way to development through
non-Portuguese chartered companies.! In Angola, on the other
hand, chartered companies have not played an important role.
Instead, numerous Government schemes have been tried in an
effort to establish peasant-farmer settler colonies of Portuguese
from Europe.s

3. In 1901 all land in the Overseas Territories which did not
at tbat date constitute private property under Portuguese law
was declared State domain, This was a first step in placing
under Portuguese law and State control the occupation and
concession of land in the Territories, including the lands on
which the indigenous inhabitants lived.

4. The 1901 legislation placed reliance primarily on Por
tuguese citizens and European agriculture," and made a basic
distinction in the granting of concessions between land already
cultivated and uncultivated land. Thus while cultivated land,
or land in European population centres or to be used for con
struction could be alienated by sale, uncultivated land could
not be permanently alienated except by concessions made con
ditional upon a minimum degree. of development within a given
period of time. In all concessions, the State retained the right
to revoke them if the required conditions were not fulfilled.

5. Apart from permanent alienation by sale, the 1901 law
provided for concessions (0) under a system of c",playtcllsis
known in Portuguese as a/ol'a",cntoi (b) by leasehold (arren
dalllclllo); and (c) in certain specified areas (excluding
Angola) by a modified form of crown grant or praaos da caroa
as laid down in 1889.

6. For Portuguese citizens, the prerequisite for obtaining a
land concession was the possession of contractual rights; in
effect, this excluded all Africans except assi",ilados. Aliens
were additionally required to enter into an undertaking to
accept the jurisdiction of Portuguese courts. Companies could
obtain land concessions, provided they had been constituted
under Portuguese law and had their headquarters in Portuguese
Territory. This applied to companies constituted with domestic
or foreign capital, but in the latter case, the shareholders had
also to agree not to transfer their rights to a third party
without the prior approval of the Portuguese Government.

7. From 1901 onwards, several changes were introduced in
the regulations governing the granting of land concessions in
Angola a:-:-' Mozambique. The most important legislation for
Angola was Decree No. 5,847-C of 21 May 1919 and for
Mozambique Decree No. 3,983 of 16 March 1918. These
remained in effect until they were replaced by the present
regulations introduced in 1961 (Decree No. 43,894 of 6 Septem
ber). An important feature of the decrees of 1918 and 1919
was the establishment for the first time of reserved areas for
the indigenous inhabitants. In general, however, the basic prin
ciples of the 1901 legislation were retained. Paragraphs 10-38
below contain a brief summary of the present regulations on
the granting of concessions in Angola and Mozambique.

B. CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS

8. Article 29 of the Political Constitution of Portugal states
that "the economic organization of the nation must provide
the maximum production and wealth for the benefit of society,
and shall create a collective existence from which shall flow
power to the State and justice to all citizens". It is the right
and duty of the State to co-ordinate and control economic and
social life, "to establish a proper balance of the population,
of professions, of occupations, of capital and of labour", and
"to develop the settlement of the national Territories, to pro
tect emigrants and to regulate emigration" (article 31).

9. According to the Constitution, the economic organization
of the overseas Territories "shall form part of the general
economic organization of the Portuguese nation and shall
thereby take its place in the world economy" (article 158).
In effect, the economic life of the Territories is subordinated
to the overriding interests of the nation as a whole. Specifically,
"concessions granted by the State or by the local autonomous
bodies in the sphere of their competence are to be always
subject to conditions which· ensure the national interest and

1 See paras. 199-330 below.
S See paras. 58-198 below.
" Indigenous land rights are described in paras. 39-57 below.
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other requirements of the national economy even when they
are to be effected with the aid of foreign capital". A further
restriction is that in the overseas Territories, private or collec
tive enterprises may not be granted the "possession of land •••
with the right of sub-lease to other enterprises".

C. l'Rr.sENT LEGISLATION REGULATING TII& OCCUPATION AND CON
CESSION OF LAND IN TIlE OVERSEAS TERRITORIES

Gellcral provisiolls
10. The principal legislation regulating the occupation and

concession of land in Angola and Mozambique at present is
Decree No. 43,894 of 6 September 1961. This decree authorizes
the Overseas Minister to grant special large concessions of
up to a quarter of a million of hectares (see para. 19 .. w),
retains aioramentos as a form of land concession, introcuces
new provisions relating to indigenous rights and strengthens
measures to ensure the development of concessions after they
have been granted.

11. As provided in article 167 of the political Constitution,
land in the overseas Territories comes under three regimes:
the public domain of the State, private property and vacant
lands.

12. Land belonging to the public domain is not concessionable
except under special conditions and procedures. Included in
the public domain of the State are the continental shelf, mineral
deposits and other natural wealth below the surface, sea waters
and other shores j lakes, lagoons and water sources; Territorial
areas reserved for military defence j and other reserves estab
Iished from the vacant lands for specific purposes. These may,
for instance, include frontier areas; reserves for conservation,
scientific exploration and public services; game reserves, areas
for population centres (pravoacoes); and reserves for settlement
(povoamel/to). Land for indigenous use, however, is no longer
included in these special reserves, but is separately classified.

13. Private property, for the purpose of the land concession
regulations, includes land over which there is either a com
plete property right (direito de propricdadc perpCtl/a) or an
incomplete property right in respect of concessions that have
become definitive (see para. 21 below).

14. Vacant lands are defined as those areas which do not
form part of the public domain of the State and which have
110t become private property under Portuguese law (article LI
of the Overseas Organic Law 1963). However, as Angola and
Mozambique are constitutionally overseas provinces of Por
tugal and an integral part of the Portuguese nation, they do not
have full property rights [domlnio do proprietcirio) over their
vacant lands. The right they can exercise is considered to be
one of eminent domain (see A/4978, para. 327). Under the
1961 regulations, the rights of the Territories over vacant
lands are as follows (article 39) :

(a) To dispose thereof as provided in the legislation regu
lating the occupation and concessions of land and other special
legislation;

(11) To cause the land to be used for public services j

(c) To utilize the products of the land subject to the regu
lations governing various forms of utilization.

15. Vacant lands are divided into three classes: classified
population centres (p'ovoacocs) and their surrounding areas
constitute class one; land demarcated for the purpose of being
granted to indigenous population groups on a collective basis
so that it may be used by them in harmony with their usage
and' custom constitutes class two; all vacant land not included
in class one or class two constitutes class three.

16. In order to ensure better use of the land, requests for
concessions of over 100 ha." must be accompanied by a state
ment of the purpose for which the land is to be used, a plan
for its development, and proof of both technical and financial

4 The various forms of land concessions are described in
paras. 19-28 below.

6 The original provisional text, as it appears in A/AC.l08/
L.S/Add.l, page 11, gave the figure as 250 ha. It appears that
this was an error, as the versions published later in the Angola
and Mozambique Boletlm Oficais, for instance, give it as 100 ha.
One hundred ha. equals one square kilometre (1 ha. equals
2.47 acres).

ability to carry out the work. Special prcvisrons are included
to encourage small farmers with modest resources: persons
requesting concessions of not more than 100 ha. are not required
to snbmit proof of financial capnclty or operating plans.

17. Portuguese and foreign nationals and companies may
obtain land concessions under certain conditions. (article 61).
For Portuguese nationals, the 1961 regulations no longer
sllecify that they must possess contractual rights, but retain
a general provision whieh brings all matters relating to land
concessions by aiommento under the regulation of the Civil
Code (article 107). In addition, national and foreign bodies
in the public Sector may also obtain concessions. An foreign
individuals, companies or institutions must agree to jurisdiction
by Portuguese courts and the concessions must be used for the
special purpose for which they were requested (article 61).

18. In April 1965, Portugal introduced new legislation to
encourage foreign investments. This decree (No. 46,312 of
28 April 1965), although removing many of the previous
restrictions on foreign capital, retains the requirement that
foreign companies must have the prior authorization of the
overseas Ministry before they may acquire or exploit land
concessions as provided in Decree No. 28,228 of 13 April 1943,
which remains in force. Furthermore, at least half the capital
of such companies must be owned by Portuguese nationals
with the shares in the owner's name; in no case may the
shares be changed to bearer shares. However, the Overseas
Minister has the discretion to grant exceptions.

Forms of COl/ccssion

19. The right to grant large concessions of class three
"vacant land" is vested in the Overseas Minister (article 54).
In Angola and Mozambique he has the authority to grant
concessions of land over 5,000 ha. if they arc by aioramento
and concessions exceeding 25,000 ha. if they are by leasehold
and for the purpose of cattle raising or exploitation of forestry
products. As before, he also has the right to grant special
concessions of land that are held under direct contracts with
the Portuguese Government (see para. 31 below).

20. In Angola and Mceambique the Governor-General has
the authority to sell land in accordance with the terms of the
legislation, to grant concessions of class one land, to approve
the demarcation of class two land occupied by indigenous
inhabitants, and to grant concessions of class three land not
exceeding 5,000 ha. in area. He must, however, consult the
appropriate advisory councils before the alienating of land
by sale, before granting aioramcnto concessions exceeding
2,000 ha. and before granting leasehold concessions exceeding
5,000 ha. for livestock or forestry exploitation (articles 57 and
59). District governors may grant concessions of class three
land up to 1,000 ha. on a provisional basis, but only the
Governor-General can approve concessions on a definitive basis.

21. Rights over vacant lands may not be acquired by
prescription or accession (article 48), but only by concessions
granted under the law in force. The form of land holding
varies according to the class of land and the use for which
the land is intended. Class one land (i,e., classified population
centres and their surrounding areas) may be acquired by
purchase or by a leasehold concession. If the land already has
buildings on it, or if it is intended for construction of new
buildings, it may be acquired by purchase; but if it is land
in the outskirts of population centres and 1tltended for agricul
tural purposes, it may be acquired by ajoramento only.

22. Class two land, comprising land marked out for com
munal use by the indigenous African population, is not
concessionable (article 52). The special rules governing com
munal or individual use of class two land by Africans is
discussed below (see paras. 49-56). Class three vacant land,
which comprises all o.ner land, when intended for agricultural
purposes, may be granted as aioramento (emphytellsis) con
cessions, and when intended for livestock raising and allied
industries or forestry exploitation, may be granted as leasehold
concessions.

6 The original decree required the Governor-General to con
sult the Government Council. Since then, the Government Coun
cil in Angola and Mozambique has been replaced by an
Economic and Social Council.
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10 For instance, in Angola in the 1920's, concessions above
1,000 ha. had to be made by special contract which in most cases
provided either for direct State participation in the income of
the concession or required the development of areas of
settlement and' improvement of conditions of the indigenous
inhabitants'.

lX Special areas for settlement maybe reserved by the Portu
guese Government. See para. 12 above.

32. Free concessions may be granted to (a) settlers in zones
allocated to the agricultural settlement boards or other zones
defined by law;ll (b) administrative bodies or corporations;
(c) national welfare, philanthropic, sporting, scientific or edu
cational bodies; (d) national Catholic missions, and (e) cor
porative bodies of workers (article 62).

Free cOllcessiolls

Special cOllccssiol/s

Concessions awarded IIllder contract by the Overseas Ministe«

31. As noted above, the Overseas Minister retains the
authority to grant very large concessions of land to be held
under special contract with the Portuguese Government. The
Overseas Minister may, on his own authority, approve con
cessions up to 100,000 ha. j concessions up to 250,000 ha. have
to be approved by the Council of Ministers (the largest area
that could be granted to Angola under previous legislation
was 50,000 ha.). This provision (article 54, sub-para. 3) is
intended to open the way for large-scale capital investment
These special concessions may be by oloramento contract or
leasehold contract and additional conditionst? may be included
so long as these are not contrary to the particular type of
contract. The concession may be of a definitive character from
the start without the usual waiting period and without minimum
development conditions.

7 Moreira, Adriano, Ensaios, Estudos de Cihicias Polfticas e
Sociais, No. 34, Lisbon, 1963, I>. 178. As stated below in para. 34,
settlers who have received free concessions may request full
property rights two years after they have completely developed
the land.

8 In fact many writers, including A. Correia de Araujo
tAsbectos do desenuoluimento ecollolllico e social de Allgola,
p, 78) considers that, when an aioramento concession becomes
definitive, the right conferred is "propriedade plena"

9 Various writers use this term to imply full property rights,
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,' tural purposes is generally granted ill the form of aforamcllto on a definitive basis. No extension of time is allowed except
concessions. Aforamento is a form of land holding (sometimes where circumstances of an exceptional nature have prevented
described in English as a system of quit rent) under which such development. If he has not been able to meet the require-
perpetual or long-term rights of domlllio dlil are granted on ment at the end of five years, a concesslonaire may request
the condition that the land is improved or kept under cultiva- the reduction of the area of the concession and receive on
tion and a ~'early payment of a fixed sum PCI' hectare (foro) a definitive basis twice the area he has cultivated (previously
to the Government is required, The amount of foro is usually he received five times the area cultivated). To prevent absentee

~ low and now varies from less than one escudo ($U.S.0.03) ownership of land for speculative purposes, once land is'! to 10 escudos per hectare, depending on the type and class of granted on a definitive basis the minimum area of cultivation
land. All aforamcllto concession is held under contract, and has to be .naintaincd and may not be suspended for more than
matters relating to such concessions, except where special three years (article 101).
regulations exist, arc covered by the Portuguese civil code. 28. In general, remission of the foro may be granted only

I '. 24, Aioramento concessions are generally granted provi- after the land has been completely utilized (complc/amClltc
sionally (or conditionally) for a period of five years. The aprovcitado) or if buildings have been erected which are
rights ill a provisional concession may not be inherited but indispensable to the specified form of exploitation (article 110).
may be conveyed between parties by public deed (article 205). Complete utilization is defined as the maximum use of the land
If during the provisional period the specified conditions relating in accordance with the purpose for which the concession was
to the utilization of the land arc fulfilled, the concession is requested (article 100).
granted on a definitive basis and the concessionaire receives a
formal title to it (article 98) with the right to sell, convey 29. Concessions of land by the State under leasehold
or bequeath the concession unless the concession had been (ammdamellto) arc regulated by provisions relating to lease-
granted free of charge (see para. 35 below). hold of rural buildings (arrelldalllelltos de predics rlisticos)

depending on the use to which they arc. to be put. The rent,
25. The main characteristic of an aloreJmel/to concession is which is to be calculated according to the regulations, may be

that, until the land has been used or developed to meet the adjusted upwards every ten years. Leasehold concessions
conditions required in the contract, the concessionaire remains acquired for the purpose of livestock development were pre-
under the obligation to pay the foro and the Government viously granted for a period of seventy years j they are now
retains the right to withdraw the concession. In cases of rural granted for an initial period of twenty years, renewable for
land granted by aioromento for agricultural purposes, as a periods of five years each up to a maximum of fifty years.
general rule, the concessionairc may request the remission of At the end of the period "f the lease, the lessee may obtain
[oro when stipulations regarding the use of the land in his an ajoramento concession of the land on which he has estal>-
contract have been met. The cessation of the payment of foro lished permanent annual crops, but the maximum area is
does not appear ipso [acto to grant full property rights in the limited to that permitted under such contracts. The regulations
land, and until such rights are granted, the right of the con- also set out in detail the conditions which must be met by
cessionaire remains theoretically, at least, that of dOlllfllio litil.~ the lessee of land for livestock development (including the
What rights the concessionaire can eventually obtain may be number of livestock per hectare), and the conditions under
specified in each individual case at the time the original which the lessee will be dispossessed (articles 130-132).
provisional concession is made. However, in practice there
seems to be little difference so long as the land is kept 30. Leasehold concessions for commercial purposes-includ-
developed.f ing the establishment of small industries-are made for one

year, with the right to renewal up to twenty years. The renewal
i 26. Under the 1919 regulations for Angola, the minimum of the lease after the third year is conditional upon proof of
L conditions with regard to development of the land during the development.

provisional period of five years were expressed in terms of
the expenditure made. The concessionaire was required to
spend each year an amount equal to ten times the foro. Subse
quently, after having spent 110t less than two hundred times
the annual [oro on the development of the land, and if he
was not in arrears on the [ora due, the concessionaire had
the right to obtain dOlllfllio directo" over the land. A conces
sionaire of land held under aloralllellto in areas surrounding
population centres could request the remission of [oro upon
payment of 20 times that amount after having improved the
land to the standard required. Since this did not ensure the
utilization' of the land in Angola, new measures were intro
duced in 1923 (Decree No. 360 of 12 September 1923) re
quiring that at least one tenth of the concessioned land had
to be used. This requirement appears to have been in force
ill Angola up to 1961.

27. Under the present regulations contained in Decree
No. 43,894, the minimum conditions to be met by the con
cessionaire are no longer based on expenditure but on the
actual utilization made of the land. For concessions of over
100 ha., the minimum amount of work to be carried out has
to be set out in the utilization plan, which has to be submitted
at the time of the application for the concession. For con
cessions of less than 100 ha. intended for farming, the conces-
sionaire must put under cultivation at least one third of the
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pose for which the land is intended (article 145). Holders of "lIdfgcllas to possess the land habitually cultivated by them ship
free concessions may not alienate or convey their rights without and occupied by their dwellings is recognized". All concessions able
the approval of the relevant authority (alltoridade concedente) were to be without prejudice to this right of Africans. This Dcpn
(article 147). In general, full rights of ownership of the safeguard applied only to the joint use by Africans of "the of th
land may be obtained, subject to approval by the Governor- lands occupied or exploited by them" and did not include the It III
General, after fifteen years of occupancy and upon payment recognition of the Africans' traditional grazing lands for their of el
of the moneys that normally would have been due plus the cattle. Occupation was necessary to ensure the recognition of by tl
price of determiniug the boundaries (article 148). this right. If unoccupied for more than one year, the land' 1929

34. Special provisions regulate free concessions to settlers. reverted to the concessionaire upon approval by the Govern- of I!
They must develop the land according to the plan of the par- ment authorities. Within the area occupied by the Africans, Afri
ticular project of which their concessions form a part. The land was to be regulated according to custom and usage, or f
concession is void if at any time the concessionaire and his including the right to succession. No provision existed for land
family cease to live on the land, or the development of the the recognition ef individual rights' to land and any right over laboi
land is interrupted for more than one consecutive year for land occupied could not be conveyed to a non-indigenous person. the I
inadequate reasons. The rights of the concessionaire in a free 41. The 1918 legislation for Mozambique and the 1919 leg- (the
concession may be assigned in favour of the State or a credit islation for Angola no longer contained a general guarantee 919 (
institution (article 150). III general, the regulations provide of undisturbed occupation. Instead, reserves were to be set res\~
that two years after the land has been put to full use accord- aside exclusively for the indigenous inhabitants. Within these Afri
ing to plan the settler concessionaire may request full property reserves, Africans were permitted to occupy any area, but the (
righ~s in

h
thebland'hFldullf title shatl also be Sdranlteddif tlhe con-

t
occupation did not, in any case, give them property rights. ,L 46

cession as een e or twenty years an t le eve opmen As before, African land rights in these reserves were to be biqu
is complete. Specific conditions under which settlers may ob- regulated according to custom and usage. The law did not all
tain title to farmsteads granted in the Ce!a and Limpopo prohibit them, however, from living outside these reserves I were
schemes arc described in paragraphs 111-123 and 275-285 below. where recognition was given to their right to occupy uncul- ' cond

35. Other free concessions arc not transferable and lapse as tivated land that had not been divided into officially demarcated and
soon as they arc no longer put to the use for which they concessions. Such occupation was limited to the building of in
were originally intended (article 151). huts for family use and to the land cultivated or used for· Afri

Concession proced/lres cattle. If land concessions granted in accordance with the law ,~ and
included areas occupied by Africans, they had the right to i

"36. The procedures for obtaining a concession of land by choose to remain on the land or to be dispossessed in return I
ajoramento for agricultural purposes involves three phases: for compensation and land of equal value in the reserves. t

(a) surveying of the land and boundary marking; (b) pro- If they did not wish to be dispossessed, an area adequate
visional concession and authorization of occupation; and (c) for their subsistence had to be demarcated and set aside for
definitive concession upon proof of utilization to the extent their use and this was deducted from the concession when it
required. was granted on a definitive basis. They could, however, be

37. Owing to the lengthy and complicated procedures re- moved off the actual area of land they occupied provided
quired under the regulations and the burdens these imposed they were allocated an equivalent area within the concession \',,',,'
on the administrative staff, requests for land concessions in and that it was suitable for their cultivation and for cattle
the late nineteen fifties began to accumulate. In Angola, in grazing.
some cases, it was several years before the land could be
officially demarcated and concessions made definitive, while 42. The envisaged reserves were to be established by the
in Mozambique, for various reasons, the number of concessions Governor-General of each Territory on the proposal of the
granted in any given year was often only one tenth of the district governor. Each reserve was to be delimited by natural
requests received. As a result there were cases in which land boundaries in so far as possible, and the land chosen was to I
occupation took place illegally (see paras. 76-77 below). be suitable for the needs of the indigenous inhabitants. In actual

practice, however, abuses developed, including the occupation
38. To correct this situation, the 1961 legislation created of African lands by concessionaires (see paras. 73-78 below). r'

special boundary marking teams to speed up the process and
to eliminate disputes arising from unofficially marked boun- 43. Among the innovations introduced by the legislation of
daries, The classification of land as class two was made subject 1918 and 1919 was a provision for granting special title to
only to boundary demarcation and the procedures governing indigenous persons in respect of individual rights over land
application for, and granting of, land C', icessions were sim- permanently cultivated within the reqedorias, These special III

plified. Despite the changes, the main procedures still involve titles were not subject to registration and they were not nego-
sixteen steps (article 156 Do process;) COllUm) and delays are tiable under Portuguese law; they did not really grant full
stilt the most frequent cause of complaint. On the other hand, property rights and could not be conveyed to a non-indigenous
both the concessions granted on a provisional basis and those person, but could only be inherited or transmitted in accordance la.,.",

made definitive increased substantially in Angola in 1962 (see with indigenous customs and usage.

tables 4B and 4C below). These and other results arising 44. Within the areas of their competence, the Territorial
from the implementation of the 1961 regulations on the oc- Governments have also from time to time taken steps to
cupation and granting of land concessions are discussed in supplement the central Government's legislation. In Angola,
paragraphs 81-86 below. for instance, a decree was enacted in 1923 which prohibited

AFRICAN LAND RIGHTS the removal of Africans from the actual area of land they I
A. INTRODUCTION occupied and required that five times that area should be kept I

39. According to the Portuguese Government, "the guiding free for their use. In 1927, the conditions for the recognition '/
principle in a11 Portuguese land ,legislation has been the of Africans as farmers and the granting to them of the special
uncompromising defence of the interests and rights of the individual titles were redefined in Provincial Order No. 88
inhabitants with regard to lands occupied or exploited by them" (of 30 April). It provided that an illdigella could acquire
(see A/AC.l08/L.5/Add.l). In the Government's opinion individual title to a piece of land if (a) it had been planted
there is no "land problem" due to alienation in Angola and with permanent crops; (b) the land was kept permanently
the other African Territories under its administration, the cleared and the person holding the title continued the cultiva-
only difficulty being one of "utilizing the available land in tion, and gathered all fruits on the land; and (c) the owner
the 1110St effective manner" (A/4978, para. 319). progressively transformed spontaneous growths into system

atically cultivated crops by replanting with proper' spacing.
D. AFRICAN LAND RIGHTS, 1901-1961 The size of the area to which a person could obtain title was

40. The form of the central Government's "uncompromising" always limited to that actually cultivated by the title holder
defence of the African's interests and rights to land has under- and his family.
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45. The land concession legislation of 1918 and 1919 was
intended to be a forward step in developing individual owner
ship among Africans, but it appears that few Africans were
able to qualify. According to a report of the Augola Survey
Department in 1933. 160,472 ha. were in the hands of Africans
of this area. only 5.916 ha. were held under individual title.la
It appears from various Portuguese sources that the policy
of encouraging Africans to own land has always been offset
by the even more urgent need to secure labour, The 1926 and
1929 versions of the Native Statute and the Labour Regulations
of 1928 all established the principle of the obligation of the
African to work (and to pay taxes often amounting to three
or four months' wages). An African who individually owned
land had to be able to qualify also for exemption under the
labour regulations, as otherwise he could lose his right to
the land if he went away to work. Althoughs later legislation
(the Mozambique Indigenous Farmers Statute, Decree Law
919 of 1944. the Native Statute of 1954 and the Angola Labour
regulations of 1956) specifically exempted registered qualified
African farmers from labour recruitment for public services,
the conditions were such that very few Africans could qualify.

46. Under the Native Statute relating to Angola, Mozam
bique and Portuguese Guinea. which came into effect in 1954.
all the previous provisions relating to African land rights
were brought together in one document and restated. The
conditions it established under which Africans could OCl:UPY
and own land were examined by the Sub-Committee's report
in paragraphs 319-342. Paragraphs 47-57 below summarize
African land rights since the repeal of the Native Statute
and as provided for under present legislation.

C. PRESENT CONSTITU1'IONAL AND LEGAL RIGHTS OF AFRICANS IN
RESPECT OF LAND IN THE OVERSEAS TERRITORIES

47. Although with the repeal of the Native Statute the
indigenous inhabitants of the overseas Territories became
Portuguese citizens, the Constitution has not been amended and
continues to distinguish, in the special section relating to the
overseas Territories. between "nationals and foreigners" and
"native inhabitants" of these Territories. Thus, while article
137 of the Constitution states: "The rights, liberties and in
dividual guarantees enshrined in the Constitution are assured
to nationals and foreigners alike •.• within the terms of the
law, . .... article 138 provides that:

"~egard shall be had in the overseas Territories to the
state of development of the native inhabitants. To this end
and where necessary there shall be established, by special
statutes, in the spirit of Portuguese public and private law,
systems in keeping with native usage and customs, provided
that these are not incompatible with morality, the dictates
of humanity or the free exercise of Portuguese sovereignty",

48. The retention of this constitutional provision is of in-
terest, as it previously provided the basis for the Native Statute
and is apparently the basis whereby Portugal retains in its
overseas Territories separate "systems in keeping with native
usage and customs", and different land rights for Africans.

49. Referring to Portugal's "uncompromising defence of
African rights to occupy land", the preamble to the 1961
decree governing the occupation and granting of land con
cessions in the overseas Territories (Decree No. 43,894 of
6 September 1961) explains the changes introduced as follows:
"The new draft establishes even more firmly this uncompro
mising position vis d vis new applicants and concessionaires,
classifying as second-class land-land which may not be granted
to anyone other than an inhabitant of the reqedoria concerned
five times the area occupied by reqedorias within provisional
demarcation lines and prohibiting, subject to penalties, the
removal of the inhabitants to lands other than those they
are occupying, for the purpose of including their original
lands, in whole or in part, within the provisional demarcation
lines" (quoted from document A/AC.l08/L,5/Add.l, page 10).

50. Out of the- total of 273 articles, the 1961 regulations
devote twenty articles (articles 224-243 inclusive) especially to

1. Quoted by Hailey in All Ajrican. Sl/TVejl, London. 1946,
p.796.

"the occupatior- of land by the regedorl'os and their vicillllosu
(inhabitants). Three of these twenty articles relate to the
joint occupation of land by indigenous inhabitants, and the
remnining seventeen nrticles relate to the "individual OCcupa
tion of land" by Africans.

51. While continuing to provide for the joint occupation of
land by Africans. the regulations reaffirm the principle that
this occupation is to be regulated in accordance with custom
and usage and does not confer individual property rights. In
cases where indigenous inhabitants occupy land within the area
requested as a concession. they may no longer be moved.
Irrespective of the area or the tYPe of economic activities
to which the land is put, the new regulations require that
five times the area occupied by the indigenous inhabitants, in
cluding their dwellings, livestock and crops is to be demarcated
for their use. Upon demarcation of the boundaries, the area
involved becomes class two land (article 88) and thereafter
the classification may not be changed except by a legislative
decree of the Territorial Government, which must specify the
reasons for the change and its effects on the lives of the
inhabitants occupying the land (article 43). Class two land
may only be occupied, used and enjoyed jointly by indigenous
persons in accordance with traditional customs and usage
(article 224) ; any other persons who occupy or exploit class
two land in bad faith become punishable under article 445 of
the Penal Code. Thus it would appear that class two land has
all the characteristics of the former African reserves.

52, As regards individual rights of Africans over land,
the 1%1 regulations continue to make a distinction between
persons who come under Portuguese civil law and those who
do not. This differentiation, as pointed out above, derives from
article 138 of the Constitution. When the Native Statute
was 'repealed in 1961, special legislation (Decree No. 43,897)
simplified the procedures whereby an African could choose
to be governed by Portuguese law. Africans who have opted
for Portuguese civil law may acquire rights over vacant lands
under the general provisions for granting laud concessions
described above. Africans who have not opted for Portuguese
law may also acquire rights over vacant land (Article 227).
A vizillTzo dos regedorias may freely occupy .uncultivated and
vacant land (inel/lIos e devollltos) to establish his dwellings
and his crops and to graze cattle. Visinhos may hold ajorammto
or leasehold (arrclldamellto) contracts in respect of class one
land and class three land with the same rights and obligations
laid down in the general provisions. except that leasehold con
cessions may be granted only by the Territorial Government.
As under the Native Statute, Africans may obtain ajoramento
concessions by authority of the Territorial Government, under
contract with an individual or by bOM fide, peaceful and
continued possession during ten years of previously vacant or
abandoned land, on which permanent trees or crops have been
established. An indigenous person may now acquire a con
cession up to 50 ha. For areas above this size, he must
submit proof of financial and other ability to carry out the
work planned in connexion with the development of the lam'
(Article 231).

53. The procedure for granting concessions to uisinkos are
different from the general procedures and there is no pro
visional boundary demarcation. An African concessionaire
must keep all the land permanently cleared (permauentemente
Till/po), keep the fruits picked, and progressively replace the
primitive crops by systematically planted crops. No reference
is made in the 1961 law to labour obligations, since these have
been abolished. The special oforomento concessions to Africans
may be revoked during a period of ten years: (a) if the land
ceases to be made use of (desde que lIao ja,a 0 aproveita
1/Iento); (b) if it has been abandoned; (c) if it has ceased
to be cultivated during two years; or (d) if the concessionaire
is expelled from the special settlement project in which he
holds the land.

18 Following the repeal of the Native Statute, indigenous
inhabitants living in traditional societies are now referred to in
Portuguese legislation as uisinhos which may mean neighbours,
tenants, lodgers or inhabitants. Used in the phrase reoedorias e
sel/S uisinhos, the word uieinhos has more the sense of "mem
bers". When the sense "inhabitants" is intended the phrase more
often used is poplllaeoes das regedorias. .
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civil law, he may own property and obtain land concessions ~ err
in accordance with the general provisions. If, however, he " E
has not opted for Portuguese civil law, his land rights are wi
limited. If he lives in a regedoria, his right to occupy land ale
jointly in that rcgcdol'ia is guaranteed, and under special cir
cumstances he may appropriate on an individual basis land
in the regcdoda. Alternately he may acquire individual rights
over land outside the resedorto with a special title separately
registered, but so long as he does not opt for Portuguese civil
Jaw he cannot obtain full property rights.

57. The legislation in force makes it clear that the Portu
guese Government regards the African way of life as a transi
tory stage in the process of building a Portuguese community
in each overseas Territory. The provisions regarding land
commonly or jointly used by Africans do not encourage the
persistence of tHe traditional way of life. By the very act of
boundary demarcation, African villages which happen to be
located on a piece of land to be concessioned will henceforth
become isolated reserves. Theoretically, the African has a free
choice between two modes of living but in practice there is
a price in terms of the difference in rights he may enjoy,
including his rights to occupy and own land. These differences
arc set out below.

Persons conlinu
IInder Porlllgllese

dvi/law

General Assembly-Twentieth Session-Annexes268

54. The special title given to Africans is restrictive. It
grants rights of dotlltllio Iitil which may be conveyed in whole
or in part only to other Africans who are v,i:illltos of regedon'QS
and subject to the approval of the Governor-General. An
African is not granted a remission of the foro and cannot
obtain full title of the land unless he chooses to be governed
by Portuguese law. The fact that these titles are different
from those granted under the general provisions is made clear.
in the regulations by the requirement of a separate registry.

55. The land held by Africans may not be mortgaged 01'
pledged except to institutions established by law for their
benefit. Although this provision is intended to protect Africans
from unscrupulous money lenders, it also makes them de
pendent for credit on the rather meagre funds available from
Government schemes,

56. In effect, therefore, as was observed by the Sub
Committee on the Situation in Angola, the repeal of the
Native Statute and the introduction of new legislation have
not basically changed African rights to occupy and own land
(see A/4978, paras, 319-342). Since 1961, the factor determin
ing an African's rights to hold and occupy land has become
his status in private law. He has two clear choices. If he
has opted to be governed in his private life by Portuguese

Maximum area that can be
held

(a) Generally ..
(b) Under special contract

Right to free occupation of
land , .

Minimum requirements dur-
ing first five years .

Conditions for obtaining full
land rights .

50, 000 ha.
250,000 ha.

Occupy only by special
"free" concessions

Must use and develop one
third of the land

Must show evidence of
complete utilization

50 ha.
No provisions

Have the right to free and joint
use by reqedorlas of five times
the area occupied

Must keep all land cleared and
under progressive development

Cannot obtain full ownership with
out opting for Portuguese civil
law

Right to dispose of a conces
sion which has become de-
finitive .

Final title .

Do not require official ap
proval except for con
cessions granted gratis

Enjoy full property rights'

Require official approval and the
land may not be transferred to
non-indigenous persons

Exercise domlnio lltil only t
CONCESSION, OCCUPATION AND SETTLEMENT OF LAND IN ANGOlA

A. GENERAL

Factorsaffecting Europcaw occupatio" alld settlement

58. Angola lies between 4022' and 18002' South, and
240 OS' and 11041' East. It has an area of 1,24<.,700 km2

(481,226 square miles), which is about fourteen times the area
of Portugal. The greater part of Angola lies more than 3,000
feet above sea-level. The coastal plain has elevations up to
1,300 feet and is from 12-100 miles in width, with the widest
part at the lower Cuanza Valley. The transitional lands and
escarpment rise between 1,300 and 3,300 feet. In the north,
the rise to the main plateau is gradual; in the central and
southern part it is sudden. Most of the plateau land is between
3,300 feet and 5,000 feet above sea-level. The highlands, which

are estimated to comprise some 400,000 square miles have
been the main focus for European settlement.

59. The rainfall pattern varies from north to south: in
the tropical rainy region of most of northern Angola and
Cabinda, the annual rainfall averages 60"; in the tropical
highland savannah in the central region, the average is 40"-60" ;
and the highland steppe. in the south has an average rainfall
of 25"-40". Owing, however, to the interior elevation and the
effects of the Benguela stream, most of the' Territory has a
moderate climate. Its varied rainfall pattern makes Angola
suitable for growing both tropical and temperate zone crops.
The northern plateau is particularly suitable for tropical crops,
the most important of which are coffee, oil palm and cotton.
On the Benguela-Bie plateau, inland from Labito, about half
way down the coast, corn, peanuts, and sisal are the major
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97
32
63

119

159
171

230
211
105

81
119
87.5

Perte"tage
1960 inerease

58,256
1,992

883
5,966
7,480

11,{J02
5,794
1,807

26,731
18,665

5,065
314

3,432
6,905

18,236

172,52'}

Ellropean poplllatio"

TABLE 1. RELAnVE EUROPEAN AND AFRICAN POPULATION,
1900·1960

Number of
Europea"s

Year El/roPea"s Afriea"s
per 10,000
Afrieans

1900 ................. 9,198 2,700,000 34
1910 ................. 12,000 2,900,000 41
1920 , ................ 20,700 3,100,000 67
1930 ................. 30,000 3,300,000 90
1940 ................. 44,083 3,665,687 120
1950 ................. 78,826 4,036,687 195
1960 ................. 172,529 4,604,362 37S

15 Since 1961, a plan for regrouping the rural population has
been introduced, partly to prevent uncontrolled exodus from the
rural areas by fixing the African to the land, and partly for
policy reasons. This regrouping scheme is described in greater
detail in paras. 168-174.

Average
1960

Area of tu'!." la!ia"
distriet enslty

[hectares} (pcr km-) 1950

3,070,900 10 22,422
727,000 8 734

9,594,800 5 1,493

2,710,600 10 2.263
5,274,700 8 3,538

11,062,900 4 2,832
16,778,600 1.4 996
3,864,800 13 12,213
2,982,700 16 9,955

26,394,900 2 4,211

19,978,600 1.4 1,742
5,594,700 8 5,248

16,634,800 3.5 11,159

124,670,000 4 78,806

TABLE 2. POPULATION DENSITY, 1960 AND DISTRIBUTION OF EUROPEAN POPULATION BY DISTRICT,
1950 AND 1960

14 According to figures contained in Allgola tla Africa deste
tempo by Horacio de Sa Viana Rebelo, Lisbon, 1961. the Euro
pean population in Angola at the end of 1959 was 208,541.

TOTAL

Luanda .
Cabinda ,
Congo" .

Zaire .
Uige .

Cuanza North ..
Cuanza South .
Malange .
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r, he Extreme aridity is found only along the southern border areas.JS The European population is concentrated in a few
i are with South West Africa and where the Kalahari desert extends districts. These arc, in descending order of concentration:
land along the coast, Luanda, Benguela, Huila, Huambo, Cuanza South, Cuanza

, cir- North and Malange. Almost one third of the European popu-
land Populatl'oll lation is located in the Luanda district.

ights 60. At the 1960 census, the total population was 4,830,449,
ately which included 172,529 Europeans. As is shown in table 1
civil below, the number of Europeans increased substantial1y between

1950 and 1960. Data for subsequent years. are not available
but it is estimated that the European population at the end
of 1964 was at least around 250,000.14 In 1961 there were
1,214 aliens resident in the Territory, of whom there were
350 Germans, 107 Spaniards, 103 French and 110 Italians. Of
the Germans, 119 were resident in Benguela district, 66 in
Cuanza South, 55 in Luanda, and 39 in Huambo, The average
population density of the Territory is four inhabitants per
square kilometre, but there is a wide variation from district
to district (sec table 2 below). In fact, almost 80 per cent
of the population is located in the western half of the Territory
and the eastern half is not only very scantily populated but
almost undeveloped.

61. In recent years, there has been some movement from
the rural areas to the towns. In 1960, about 15 per cent of the
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n District divided into two in 1960.

B. LAND CONCESSIONS

Deuelopments ItP to 1940

62. From the earliest days of its occupation of Angola,
Portugal has looked to the large unoccupied areas of land for
development and settlement of Portuguese population. Govern
ment measures to colonize the Territory have included both
directed settlement schemes and the encouragement of volun
tary settlement by the offer of special privileges and land
concessions to national and foreign individuals and enterprises.

63. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the practice
was to grant land under the dOllataria system with the stipu
lation that the holders should bring settlers from Portugal.

In the late nineteenth century and early in the first quarter
of the twentieth century, some of the large concessions which
still exist today were granted. These included concessions for
mining (DlAMANG), railways (the Benguela Railway) and
agriculture and settlement. In this period, it was still common
for concessions to be made of extensive areas identified only
by familiar landmarks. Typical of such concessions was that
to Sousa Lara e Companhia, which in 1910 claimed al1 land
between the points 195 and 320 kilometres along the railway
to the frontier. Among the agricultural enterprises which were
established during this period were many of thc: sugar planta
tions which became part of the Companhia Agricola de Angola
in 1920; the' concession of the Companhia da Africa Ocidental
Portuguesa (CAOP); and some of the original concessions
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18Rebelo, Horacio de Sa Viana, Angola /IQ Africa deste
tempo, Lisbon, 1961, pp. 75-78.
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of the Sociedade Agricola da Ganda and of the Lege Sugar groups of Africans were established in 1955. The Lunga •
Co. which in 1927 were incorporated into the Sociedade Reserve of 11,450 ha. was established in Namhuangongo in •• ,
Agricola do Cassequel. the Ambriz concelho of the .Luanda district, "to safeguard

64. Norton de Matos, who was the High Commissioner and benefit" (para salvaguarda e beneficia) the Quizengueta,
of Portugal for Angola during the periods 1912·1915 and Quipelllba, Quilllballlba, Quizel and Lunga peoples (Angola,
1921-1923, expressed the opinion that while the 1919 land Order No. 8,962, 4 May 1955), and the Ambuila reserve,
legislation (see paras. 41·43) gave some recognition to the comprising 2,600 ha., was established in the Bemde concclho
de facio occupation of land by Africans, it was really retro- of the Longo district for the Inga, Bango and Sanda Quina
gressive in other aspects. He records that after this legislation people (Angola, Order No. 8,963, 4 May 1955).
came into effect a wave of land fever developed because 70. The land concession figures from 1955 onwards show
the provisions (in articles 165-169) permitted the forcible how the interest in coffee resulted in increased European
removal of Africans from areas granted to European con- occupation in the major ,.r'fee producing districts. Table 3
cessionaires, To put a stop to the expropriation of African below shows the arc- of .oncessions in force and the per-
land, he issued a decree dated 26 July 1921 (Decree No. 30) centage of land alienation by districts for 1956 and 1960-1962. ,:.
revoking the part of the 1919 decree which made this possible Although, for the Territory as a whole, the total area of
ad providing that "land occupied by indigenous inhabitants land under concession in 1962 was less than 3 PCI' cent
may in no case be the subject of concessions 01' included (column 10), the proportion of land under concession varied
therein; such land may only be expropriated for public pur- widely from district to district, from less than one tenth of
poses". At the same time it was required that an African one per cent in Mexico district to 92 per cent in Cabinda,
holding land in his own name had to keep it under cultivation, In Cuanza North, the main coffee growing district, the con-
failing which the land reverted to the State.1G cessions already exceeded 16 per cent of the total area in 1

65. Another decree (Decree No. 360), dated 12 September 1956 (column 4). They had reached 19 per cent by 1961 and ,1.
1923, of the High Commissioner provided that "in no case 22 per cent by 1962. If the African population had been
may land occupied and cultivated by the illdige/la be the object evenly distributed at the average density of 10 persons per
of concessions of land; five times the area on which there square kilometre (1 square kilometre equals 100 hectares),
are signs of occupation and cultivation is to be set aside as it is evident that no less than 60,000 persons would have to
indigenous reserves". Norton de Matos also made it a rule be moved to enable the Europeans to obtain the area of
that in cases of doubt, concessions of land were not to be nearly 600,000 ha. under concessions.
granted, as he considered it wiser not to favour the Europeans 71. Accelerated alienation of land has occurred since 1956
at the expense of Africans. mainly in those districts which already had more than 5 per

66. In spite of the large concessions made to various corn- cent of the total area under European concession at that time.
panies, European settlement of Angola was slow before 1920. From table 3 below, it is seen that between 1956 and 1962
From various accounts it appears that relatively few individual the area conceded increased from 11.4 per cent to nearly 15 per
farming concessions were made during this period,17 except cent in Luanda district, which has approximately 30 per cent
on the Benguela-Bie plateau and in the Huambo area. The of the total European population. Other districts which reg-
land legislation of 1919, however, was followed by a wave of istered substantial increases in land concessions were Cuanza
European settlers and the European population more than South, Benguela, Huambo and Ulge (which until 1961 was
doubled during the years 1920-1940 (see table 1 above). part of the Congo district). These four districts, together

67. Apart from direct government encouragement in the with Luanda district and Cuanza North district, accounted
form of legislation or land settlement schemes, the demand for two thirds of the total iand alienated by concessions.
for land concessions was also influenced by fluctuations in the 72. Tables 4A, B, and C below show the year-by-year con-
world prices for tropical agricultural products. At one time, cessions under different forms of land holding. From 1957 to
favourable world sisal prices led to the development of Euro- 1960 there was a steady increase in the area of concessions
pean sisal plantations in the southern part of Angola, with granted on a provisional basis, from 51,000 in 1957 to 74,000 ha.
a predominance of German holdings. The German predominance in 1960. With the outbreak of the fighting in 1961, the number
ended after the Second World War. Detailed information on of provisional concessions dropped. A similar trend is seen
the area of concessions granted during this period, however, in the definitive concessions made between 1957 and 1960,
is not available. which increased from only 9,000 ha. to just under 40,000 ha.

73. Describing the situation in Angola in this period, a
former High Commissioner, Horacio de Sa Viana Rebelo,18
records that the land concession regulations had worked rea
sonably well before 1945. There were not tco many requests
for concessions in that period; the administrative personnel
were able to process all applications received; and the require
ment that 10 per cent of the land had to be utilized helped
to stimulate the development of the Territory. In the late
1940's, rising prices of sisal and coffee created a serious rush
to obtain land concessions. Land suitable for coffee became
so valuable that it was often occupied by force, leading to
complicated litigations; these were not only disputes between
parties claiming the land and marking their own boundaries,
but also disputes involving African land rights. These disputes
occupied a great deal of the attention of the administrative
personnel, for although it was the policy to concede land to
persons who could fully exploit it, it was the Government's
responsibility to enforce the regulations. In many instances,
it was necessary for government officials to intervene to see
that justice was done. In other cases, it was necessary for
the courts to hand down an order for compliance.

74. According to the same source, the increased requests
for concessions and the growing number of disputes over land
rights led to delays in the final approval of concessions on
a definitive basis, pending official certification that the minimum
utilization clause had been fulfilled. As a result, the require-

The period 1941-1961

68. After 1940, coffee became Angola's leading export and
rising world prices led to a rapid increase in both the number
of European coffee growers and the area of the European
coffee farms. The total area under coffee (both European
and African), which was 42,860 ha. in 1940, increased almost
threefold to 126,251 ha. by 1950, 197,517 ha. by 1955, and
266,185 ha. by 1959. The number of European growers in
creased from 597 in 1955 to 2,012 in 1959.

69. In the 1950's, as land alienation increased, a number
of new indigenous reserves were created. Between August 1954
and May 1955, for instance, five new reserves were established
in the Cuanza North, Luanda and Malange districts. The
reserve established in August 1954 at Bango in the Cazengo
concelho of the Cuenza North district made available only
4,100 ha. for 5,300 Africans who were to be settled in 10
sanealas (Angola, Order No. 8,610, 4 August 1954). In October
1954, two reserves, one of 4,000 ha. and one of 7,000 ha., were
established in the Malange district (Angola, Order Nos. 8,711
and 8,712, 20 October 1954). Two more reserves for large

se Norton de Matos, Jose M. R., A Prouincia de Angola,
Oporto, 1926, p. 255.

17Some Portuguese authors consider that the large conces
sions granted to companies (as, for instance, the Sousa Lara
concession of 1910 and the Benguela Railway agricultural
concession) made it difficult for the small farmer without capital
to compete.



J9 This presumably refers to the posting of notices as required
under the regulations.

Tile situation since 1962

81. Within a month after the new land concession law
was introduced, Ministerial Legislative Instrument No. 92 of
28 October 1961 (Boletilll Ojicial de Angola, Series I, No. 43,
Supplement 2, 1961), authorized the granting of a definitive
title to coucessionaires holding provisional concessions pending
cadastral surveys, provided only that the land had been made
use of in accordance with the terms of Decree No. 43,894,
and that the rights of third parties had been safeguarded.P
The Geographical and Cadastral Services were required, how
ever, to complete the surveys of such concessions within a
period of ten years and in each case to replace the title with
one including details of the land survey. Counter-claims against
the boundaries established by official survey were to be per
mitted only within the thirty-day period following the com
pletion.

82. The land concession statistics for the years 1961 and
1962 (see tables 4A, B, C below) show the effect of the new
measures introduced. Total concessions increased from 106,423
ha. in 1961 to 333,752 in 1962 (table 4A) and provisional
concessions from 68,422 to 140,031 ha. (table 4B). The gov
ernment notices OIl provisional concessions of vacant land now
specifically refer to the 1961 regulations and draw attention
to the requirement that at least one third of the land must
be brought under cultivation within five years. This may in
clude areas of fallow land, provided they have not been fallow
for mort: than three years. Each notice also states that five
times the area occupied by visinllos de reqedorias may not
form part of the concession (see, for instance, Boletim Ojicial,
Series Ill, No. 21, 23 May 1962).

83. The statistics of definitive concessions granted in 1962
show even more clearly the overriding importance that has
been given to permanent settlement of European farmers in
Angola. In this one year, 179,185 ha. in total were made
definitive concessions, compared with 27,545 ha. in 1961 and
a total of 120,000 ha. for the period 1957-1961 (table 4C).
111 Cuanza North, 60,000 ha. were made definitive concessions
in 1962; 39,000 ha. (also coffee growing) in urge; 39,000 ha.
in Luanda; and 25,000 ha. in Benguela, In most cases, these
areas were greater than the total areas granted as provisional
concessions during the previous three years.

84. Though the Ministerial Legislative Instrument No. 92
of 6 October 1961 appeared to be a temporary measure, it
was still in effect at the end of 1964, thus making it possible
to maintain an accelerated pace of converting provisional con
cessions to a definitive basis. In a series of notices published
in the Angola Boletim Oficial of 5 December 1964, for instance,
2,200 ha. of provisional concessions were made definitive. Of
these concessions, 1,000 ha. were in Cuanza South and 1,200 ha..
in the Uige district.

85. No statistics are available for 1963-1964 showing the
actual occupation of land by class of land, ethnic group, or
activity. There can be little doubt, however, that concessions
are still being granted at an accelerated rate. Through these
concessions and government sponsored settlement schemes, as
well as rural population regrouping schemes (see paras. 168-176
below), the pattern of land occupation is changing rapidly. In
areas of known mineral wealth and areas suitable for export
cash crops, such as coffee, sisal and tobacco, known in Por
tuguese as cultures ricas, increasingly more land is being
granted to Europeans and only a small number of Africans
have been able to acquire title to land.

86. Although Portuguese writers invariably stress the sparse
population in Angola as justifying the need for increased
European settlement, it can be seen that the low population
density areas are also those of fewer Europeans. What is
perhaps more significant is the relative proportion of Euro
peans to Af.ricans. It is to be noted that the relative increase
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'fngo Id ' development; the best lands were quickly marked out and con- the unsatisfactory situation and particularly to give more
a eguar cessioned, but remained 90 per cent undeveloped. Thus, even encouragement to, and facilitatc, the settlement of the Euro-
.(,~gue~a, though only a small portion of the land of the whole Territory pean farmer,

ngo a, I was in fact occupied by concessions, in some areas it became
reser1v,e, difficult for newcomers to find enough good land on which to

concc. to ~, base a request for a new concession. On the other hand, the
a QUllJa government services could not handle the ten-fold increase in

the number of requests and provisional concessions were often
delayed five years or more. As the administrative machinery
was no longer able to meet the needs of the times, inevitably
it was by-passed, resulting by 1956 in an anomalous situation
in which Angola reached a high degree of prosperity largely

, ', based on illegal occupation of land.
75. The delays in granting land concessions were more

serious in some areas than in others. In the Congo district,
for instance, during the period 1954-1957 (at which time it
comprised the present districts of Urge and Zaire) 989 requests
were received for concessions totalling 110,968 ha., but only
53 provisional concessions were actually granted, covering a
total area of 21,671 ha. (see CIA demarcacfio de Terrenos do
Estado no Distrito do Congo", Eolctim Gcral do Ultramar,
March 1959, pp. 63-70). Because of the delays involved in
fulfilling the procedures, occupation of land was often per
mitted before the authorities could grant concessions even on
a provisional basis.

76. The Boletim. Ojicial de Angola of 1956 confirms the
breakdown of the established procedures. In 1956, the Angolan
Government attempted to bring the situation under control
by allowing two years during which illegally occupied land
could be registered without a fine. The introduction to Legis
lative Instrument No. 2,733, 15 February 1956, explained the
need for these measures as follows:

"In spite of the fact that the State has reserved to itself
the ownership of vacant lands and has prohibited claims to
ownership based on mere occupancy, such provisions have
clearly not prevented another procedure, besides that of con
cessions granted by State authorities, from emerging and
spreading, wherby ownership is apparently constituted."
77. One of the main difficulties in this period was the influx

of Europeans into Angola to grow coffee. Many were small
landowners who could not afford to wait for government
procedures to obtain concessions. In 1958, the Government of
Angola introduced new measures giving those who before
1956 had illegally acquired lands of less than 50 ha. the right
to register them (Angola, Legislative Instrument No. 2,942,
26 November 1958).

78. During this period, government notices granting pro
visional concessions no longer contained specific clauses safe
guarding the right of the indigenous inhabitants to occupy land.
Despite the fact that Order No. 88 of 25 April 1927 clearly
excluded from concessions areas individually cultivated by
Africans, there is evidence that the Africans' right of occu
pancy was not always observed, even when the concession
had been officially granted on a provisional basis. An Order
(No. 9,478 of 3 October 195() shows that more than 500 ha.
of land, belonging to Africans under the terms of Order No. 88
of 1927, had been illegally included in a provisional concession
of 2,000 ha. The Africans in this case reported to the special
commission on indigenous land claims and a Government order
was later issued to excise the Africans' land from the con
cession and restore it to them.

79. There are no data on the annual numbers of Africans
who were able to obtain the certificate (Modelo J) certifying
their right to land individually cultivated as provided in
Order No. 88 of 1927. According to a Portuguese source
(CIA Dernarcacao de Terrenos do Estado no Distrito do
Congo", Boletim Geral do Ultramar, March 1959, pp. 63-70)
in the Urge district headquarters, for instance, only 10 such
certificates were approved in 1955, 13 in 1956 and 110 in 1957.

80. The data on the concessions granted annually in Angola
show that from 1959 to 1961 the rate of alienation remained
substantially the same. No substantial changes were made in
the regulations until the enactment of Decree No. 43,894 in
1961. As explained in the preamble to the new decree (see
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93. Following the urrlval of some 300 Boors from South
Africa who settled in the Huila area in 1880, the settlement
of Portuguese nationals in Angola became increaslngly re
garded as a means of securing Portuguese sovereignty in
Africa. Under the provisions of the CO/·ta de Lei of 28 March
1877, a group of Portuguese settlers was sent to Huila in 1881
with a view to neutrnliaing' the Beer influence.

94. Finally, in iS99, detailed regulations were drawn up for
the establishment of agricultural settlements in the overseas
Territories. The Governor of each Territory was to set up
teams to determine the most suitable regions for such settle
ments, each of which was to comprise fifty families. Each
settler was to receive a daily subsidy for the first two years
and a subsidy for each African servant up to the limit of five.
The settler was obligated to stay in the Territory for ten years,
after which he received a free passage home. If he did not
use the land after two years, he forfeited his plot and his
right to free passage

95. By 1900, the large sums spent had resulted in a Euro
pean population of 9,000 in Angola.

96. In addition to directed settlement, large land concessions
were also offered as a means of attracting new settlers and
foreign capital. Most of the largest land COilcessions in Angola
date back to the period before the mid 1920's (see para. 6.1
above).

97. In the early 1920's, the High Commissioner of Angola,
Norton de Mates, envisaged settling 950 Portuguese families
at nucleus points throughout the Territory. To achieve this,
private companies were grunted large ccncesstons of land 011

the condition that they transport and settle Portuguese families
in Angola. Among the companies which were given such con
cessions in 1920-1922 were the Empresa de Fomento e Coloni
za~ao de Africa Occidcntal, and the Empresa de Coloniaacao
de Africa, Lda, The latter company was to settle 3,500 families
witl-ln a period of fifteen years. These companies were, how
ever, unsuccessful.

98. Among other steps taken by Norton de Mates was the
approval of measures under which cattle ranching concessions
up to 250,000 ha. could be granted. As a result of the various
measures and the rush that developed for concessions after
1919, the European population increased to over 36,000 by
1924. The cost, however, had been high; according to one
source, Norton de Matos spent some £10,000 sterling on these
projects, which at the rate of exchange at that time amounted
to over 1 million contos,

9'1. Analysing the meagre results of the various settlement
projects of the period, Portuguese writers!S attribute the
failure mainly to the lack of long-term planning by the Gov
ernment and to the lack of funds and detailed studies of the
soils and climate. Settlers were often established in areas that
had been incompletely studied from the point of view of soils
and agricultural possibilities, the settlers themselves were not
adequately trained for their new tasks and there was insuffi
cient government financial and technical assistance available
to them.

100. From 1922 onwards, extensive areas of land were set
aside as State reserves for the purpose of Government-directed
European settlements. The reserved areas included the whole
of the district of Huila, and selected regions in the Bie
Benguela plateau, especially around Huambo (now known as
Nova Lisboa), Bailundo and Ganda (Boletim Geral do Ultra
11/01', January 1958, p. 164).

101. Between 1927 and 1929, under a new High Commis
sioner, Vicente Ferreira, various measures were introduced
in Angola to organize new settlements and to improve the
lot of the settler once he had arrived. A credit fund for
settler farmers was established (CrCdito Agricola de Coloni
za,lio, Angola, Leg. lust. 592, 13 July 1927) and a loan of
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of European population was greatest during the period 1950
1960. In almost all districts the ratio of the number. of Euro
peans per 1,000 Afrieans!O doubled, or more than doubled over
this same period (see table 5 below). In Lunnda district, the
European population increased from 9 per 1,000 Africans ill
1950 to 213 In 1960 and in Cuanza North from 10 to 30. There
are no later figures available, but it seems certain that the
rate of increase has become more rapid during the last five
years,

C. SETTLEMENT SCHEMES PRIOR TO 1961

Historical dcvcloplI/(!IIt

87. In the history of Portugal's settlement of Angola, 1961
is a major landmark. Up to that time, plans for settlement were
mainly based on encouraging immigrant population from Por
tugal to practice European-type agriculture. After 1961, the
term "settlement" assumed a new meaning in Angola and for
this reason is discussed in a separate section below (paras.
158-198).

llB. From the early days, Portugal's military occupation of
Angola was accompanied by sporadic snemes for increasing
European settlement. Even in the sixteenth century, for
instance, some of the crown grants of land (known in Angola
as donatcirias) were made conditional upon the recipient in
troducing and settling additional Portuguese families from the
Peninsula.t! Up to the end of the first quarter of the nineteenth
century, however, there were only small European populations
in Angola and Mozambique, which were considered primarily
as sources of African labour for the exploitation and settlement
of Brazil.S:

89. It was only after the independence of Bra ril in 1822
that Portuguese efforts began to concentrate on the settlement
of the two large territories in Africa. From 1840 on, various
schemes were drawr Jp. These included the establishment of
penal colonies, consisting of prisoners who were allowed to
work off their sentences and acquire rights to land, as in
Mocamedes where a group was settled in 1840; and the settle
ment of peasant farmers from Portugal and of European
soldiers who had completed military services, as was done
in the Huila region. u

90. For convenience, the settlement of Angola is considered
in two phases: from 1840-1940 and from 1941-1961.

1840-1940

91. .During the hundred years between 1840 and 1940, in
terest in large-scale .'::uropean settlement recurs as a main
theme in Portugal's relations with Angola. The keynote in
this period was colonization in its classical sense, the aim being
to populate Angola and MO::lmhique with Portuguese families
from Europe. The plan' vn· c always for settlement of non
African immigrants to VrRriice European-type agriculture with
the family farm as the basic unit. Millions of escudos were
spent on the transport of Portuguese families overseas and
on the establishment of farming communities similar to those
in Portugal which would act as the nuclei of -larger settlements
and as centres from which Portuguese influence would spread
to transform Angola and Mozambique.

92. Probably the earliest large-scale settlement scheme of
Portuguese peasants was proposed in the Overseas Council
in 1856. A draft bill was introduced to appropriate funds for
the establishment of 5,434 settlers in Angola and Mozambique.
In addition to free transport, the settlers were to be given

20 The use of this ratio follows the practice of various Portu
guese writers I- :iscussing the success of Portuguese European
settlement in the overseas Territories.

U The donattiria was a crown grant similar to the system
introduced in Brazil. The concession granted to Paulo Dias de
Novais in 1574, for instance, required him to settle some 350
families within fifteen years.

22 Duarte, Te6filo, Estudos Coloniais, Lisbon, )1)42. p, 3.
!3 Amaral, Ilidlo do, "Aspecios do Pouoamet..v Branco de

Allgola", Estudos, ensoios e documentos, No. 74, pp. 16-18
(Lisbon, Junta de Investigacdes do Ultramar, 1960).
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i million escudos was approved for settlement schemes. A spe
:inl administrative unit (Servl'cos de Cololli::aqao, Angola, Leg.
Inst. 704, !> March 1928) was set up to recruit suitable Por
.uguesc families which were to he settled in zones, with up
,0 70 Iamilles in each. New studies were launched concerning
:he use of soldier settlements and penal colonies (Angola,
l.eg. Inst. 592, 13 July 1927), and attention agaiu turned to
he use 01' private companies as a mcdiumfor European settle
nent, It was envisaged that the Angolan Government would
participate by contributing up to 50 per ccnt of the capital
)f such private companies (rlllpresers de cololliser,ao) and would
guarantee them an income over a period o! years or pay them
\ direct subsidy. The Government would also guarantee to
these companies an area of land equal to twice the amount
they had been able to assign to settler families, who were to
receive not more than 100 ha. each.

102. These new measures were short-lived. Owing to world
economic crises and government changes in Lisbon, most of
the projects were abandoned by 1930. Though direct govern
ment intervention was temporarily suspended, attempts con
tinued to be made to foster settlement through land concessions
to private companies. The Benguela Railway company partici
pated in such a scheme in 1935. The plan was to establish, in
the zone of influence of the Benguela Railway, lots of approxi
mately 200 ha. each, at least 60 ha. of which would be suitable
for growing crops, the remainder to be used for forest products
or cattle grazing. These lots were to be offered to European
settlers. The details of this settlement scheme were set out
in Decree No. 25,027 of 9 February 1935 (Dicirio do Govcrno,
Series I, No. 32). The company was to assume responsibility
for clearing the land, transporting and establishing the settlers,
and purchasing that part of their produce which they could
not sell. The settlers were to pay the company a percentage
of their produce, increasing from 5 per cent in the first year
to 10 per cent in the fourth and rcmaining years of the eleven
year period.

j03. In spite of the Bcnguela Railway settlement scheme,
the net increase of Portuguese in Angola over the period
1930-1940 averaged on1)' a little more than 1,500 persons per
year.

1941-1961

104. As has been reported in paragraph 68 above, rising
prices of sisal and coffee after 1940 led to an accelerated influx
of Europeans into Angola. Moreover, the changing political
situation in the post-war period reawakened Portuguese Ill

tercst in promoting directed European settlements in Africa,
which were increasingly regarded by Portugal as an important
clement in the development plans for both Angola and Mozam
bique. A new emphasis was given to agricultural settlements
of European immigrants, especially in areas to be brought
into use either by irrigation or by drainage. Although African
agriculture receives no mention in the development plans, for
the first time a few African agricultural settlements were
established as well, aimed at "fixing" the African on the land,
and changing the pattern of African agriculture towards a
more systematic and economic use of the soil.

105. Special funds were created, partly supported by budg
etary surpluses and partly by special taxes, to finance the
settlement schemes, and government machinery was established
to co-ordinate and assume responsibility for their implementa
tion. In 1945, for example, an allocation of 300,000 contos was
made (Decree No. 38,.00, 27 March) to provide free passages
for settlers, to give them the necessary training to establish
themselves in the new environment, and to finance studies
necessary for the preparation of settlement schemes. Subse
quently in 1952 a settlement and development fund (Flmdo de
FOIIICllto e PovoalllclIto, Decree No. 38,704, 29 March 1952)
was established, partly financed by special taxes, including a
portion of the sobrevalori::a,iio (surtax) on products exported
to hard currency areas, which for Angola included coffee,
sisal, cotton seed and manganese and for Mozambique, copra,
. loal, cashew and cotton seed.

106. The first post-war European settlement was started
at Cela under Angola's Second Development Plan, 1946-1950.
In the 1950's plans were also drawn up for European settle
ments based on irrigation and drainage in the Cuanza and

Cuncne River Valleys. A study entitled CIA Ayua liD Valori
:a,iio do Ultralllar" (Trigo de Morals, Lisbon, 1951) set out
the main outline for these settlements,

107. The original plan for the Cuanza Valley was for the
cstablishmen of a European settlement between the Cuanza
and its II ibutary the Lucala, It was envisaged that about
100,000 hectares would be brought into use by irrigation for
the settlement of 33,000 families, each receiving 3 ha. of
irrig",cd land and 27 ha. of dry land. The cost was estimated
at 65,000 escudos for each family brought from Portugal and
settled in Angola, plus 8,000 escudos for each hectare irrigated.
The Cunene Valley plan called for the development of 420,000
L., which would provide for the settlement of 15,000 families
and grazing for 1 million head of cattle. As in the Cuanza
Valley, each family was to receive 3 ha. of irrigated land
and 27 ha. of un-irrigated land j the cost per unit was to be
the same.

108. The Cunene Valley scheme .was the only settlement
plan included in the First National Development Plan, 1953
1958, for Angola. The expected total expenditure was to be
469 million escudos for irrigation and drainage of the Cunene
Valley, plus 511 million escudos for preparing the land for
occupation. In addition, separate allocations were included for
necessary hydroelectric works: 179 -ulllion escudos for the
Matala station on the Cunenej 136 million escudos for the
hydroelectric project at Biopio j and 107 million escudos for
the one at Mabubas. Another 10 million escudos were provided
for a preliminary study in connexion with irrigation and
settlement in the Cuanza Vallcy.t6

109. By August 1957, many of the allocations had been
revised upwards. Otherwise, except for the Cuanza Valley
study, not all the anticipated expenditures had been made,l7
and the settlement of European families progressed slowly
(see below).

lID. Much greater importance was given to European settle
ment schemes in the Second National Development Plan, 1959
1963. According to the introduction to the Plan, all the projects
in Angola we;~ related directly or indirectly to such settle
ment. t8 The sums apportioned to actual schemes were (a) 85
million escudos for continuation of the colonization of the
Cunene Valley and the construction of works for irrigation;
(b) 450 million escudos (250 million for irrigation and 200
million for actual settlement) for development of the Cela
settlement i and (c) 550 million escudos for irrigation and set
tiement of the Cuanza and Bengo Valleys. Details of these
settlement schemes and the progress made in their implementa
tion are summarized below.

European settlements

(a) The Cela settlement

111. The Cela settlement is located inland from Novo
Redondo on the Amboim plateau (altitude 1,300 metres) in
the well-watered valley of the Cussoi in the concelho of Cela.
Work was begun in 1951 to prepare the land. The settlement
was originally based on the family as a unit, recruited ex
clusively from the farming regions of Portugal. According to
the regulations approved in 1954 (Angola, Legislative Instru
ment No. 2,550, 5 May 1954) the families are selected for
physical and mental qualities most likely to enable them to
succeed; priority is given to families with experience in
farming and with a larT- number of children. Families are
transported overseas with their own agricultural implements
and equipment for home industries so that they can re-establish
in Africa a peasant-farmer society similar to the one they
have l,~ft behind. Once at Cela the families are grouped in
villages, preferably composed of families recruited from the
same region in Portugal (the first group of twenty-six families,
for instance, was from Alto Beira) .

112. Each farmer-family arriving from Portugal is provided
with a plot of land, part of which has been prepared far use.

26Portugal, Presidencia de, Conselho, Plano de FOlllcnto (Le!
2058) . rcvisiio' de 1955 (Lei 2077), (Lisbon, 1955), pp. SS-59.

t7Ibid.. Relatorio Final Preparattirio do II Plana de Fo
mcnto (IX Ultrarnar, Lisbon, 1958), p. 103.

asIbld., p, 173.
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126. The draft of the First Development Plan proposed an
investment of 980 million escudos for the settlement in the
Cunene Valley. Of this amount, 469 million escudos were for
irrigation and drainage and 511 million escudos for transport
and establishment of the settlers, including the cost of the

30 Martins, Alfonso A., "0 Calonato Europeu da Cela em
Angola", Boleiim Geral do Ultramar (February, 1961),
pp. 261-288.

31 Pereira, Joao (Neto) Allgola, meio seculo de illlegra,iio.
31 Portugal, Assembleia National, Parecer sobre as contas

gcrais do Eslado de 1960 (Ultramar, Lisbon, 1962), pp. 335-336.
33Rebelo, H. de Sa Viana, Angola 110 Africa desie tempo,
3~ Portugal. Ministerio da Economia e do Ultrarnar, Plana

de Fomento (Lisbon, 1953) vol. I, pages 409·410, 411.

soPereira, Joao (Neto), Angola, meio SCCftlO de illtegra,iio
(Lisbon, Instituto Superior de Ciencias Socials e PoHtica UI
tramarina), pp. 207-216.

117. At the end of 1959, there were 350 families established
in thirteen villages divided into two zones. In one zone. the
average holding was 17 ha. per family, and in the other the
average holding was 19 ha.: in both zones, the average area
cultivated was 15 ha. per family. The total area cultivated
was 5,789 ha., of which 1,792 ha. were irrigated. Each village
also had 1,000 ha. of grazing land.

118. Until 1953, the main products were maize, rice, potatoes
and beans. The total value of production was 13.7 million
escudos in 1958, yielding an average gross income of ap
proximately 40,000 escudos per family (equivalent to about
$U.S.1,200).

119. The Second Development Plan, 1959-1964, provided
for (a) settlement of a further 1,700 families, (b) increase of
the area under cultivation by 45,000 ha., (c) irrigation of an
additional 7,600 ha., and (d) creation of 300 new farms of
50 ha. each and 230 new farms of 100 ha. each. The irrigation
work was to be undertaken in three phases and the total
allocation for this work was 263 million escudos. On the
basis of a detailed technical study completed in 1960, it was
decided to begin by irrigating 5,000 ha. at an estimated cost

..4 Go.".' AMombl'-'TwO.::'~== ,900,1.--=~~
It also receives a house and furniture, cattle necessary to the of 209 million escudos. (Bolc/illl Geral, December
type of farming to be done, seed and agricultural implements.
The costa incurred by the Government for the preparation of 120. Owing to increased costs of land preparntion, the whole ~~e~heOfCI~~
the land and for other items must be reimbursed i the method economic basis of the settlement had substCJuently to be re- 21,000 ha. i
of repayment is set out in the contract which is signed by viewed. In 1961, it was decided that the immediate target were alloca
the head of the household. should be limited tl" he irrigation of 2.300 ha. of land and

113. As provided in the land concession regulations (see the creation of twenty new farms of 50 ha. each and fifty new 127. In 1
para. 34 above), the settlers receive their land free, but are farms of 120 ha. each.3o established
givcn a definitive title to the land only after they have paid 121. Although it is claimed to be the most successful exam- ;~t~~e~:'s
back all the installation costs financed by the State. After plc of Portuguese European settlement in Africa.. Cela has
completing all repayments on the first. farql, •.settlers may frequently been crlticlaed as being the most expensive project 128. By
acquire a second farm, using the first one as security. in terms of cost per family unit. Estimates of the costs ac- irrigation,

114. Under the terms of tile 1954 regulations, the settler tually incurred vary considerably. For example, the former million on
families were obliged to farm their land either unaided or with Governor-General Rebelo estimated that up to 1959 the from Portn
the help of persons who had migrated with them from Por- average cost per family unit was 400 contos (approximately ". area.3J

tugal, They were not allowed to use indigenous labour. They $U.S.12,500), of which about half was eventually repaid 129. Uml
had to farm the land according to the general plan of the by the settler. On the assumption that the average family 85 million e
settlement and had to belong to the co-operative bodies that unit consists of seven persons, he estimated the flcr capita cost escudos wci
would be established. These early farms were generally of to the Government to be about forty contos (or $U.S.1.300). and 74 mill
between 16 and 20 ha. On the other hand. a. more recent source,31 using data con. families.

115. Since 1958, the Cela settlement has been under the tained in a report of the Inter-ministerial Committee on the 130. Lan
direction of the specially established Agricultural Settlement Development Plan (Collllllissiio Illler-Minis/m'al do Plana de other settl
Board of Cela (JIIIl/a de Povoalllclllo Agrcirio de Ccla).so As FOIIIClllo), calculated the average cost per person at not less . , receives 30
the central administrative authority, the Board helps in clearing than 137cantos. of irrigate
the land and establishing water supplies, constructs warehouses, 122. Some data on the annual cost of the Cela project is settlement
and provides loans to farmers which are repayable in agrl- contained in the report of the National Assembly on the of Irrigate;
cultural produce. In addition to the family-type farms, there Overseas Accounts for 1960.32 Although the total allocation children, w
are now also two types of larger farms for those with some under the Second National Development Plan for the period of ten ha.
capital: a 50 ha. farm requiring an initial deposit of 100,000 1959·1964 for the whole Cela project was only 450,000 cantos, house with
eccudos and a 120 ha. farm requiring an initial deposit of the operating expenses of the settlement alone amounted to for the liv
250.000 escudos. It was originally intended that neither the 102,947 contos in 1960. The sources of the operating funds \.; during the
family-type farms nor the medium-sized farms were to be were: budget surpluses, 32,781 cantos; sobrcvaloriso,iio tax, 131. Rep
permitted to use indigenous labour. The larger farms are 28,678 contos; and receipts from the FIll/do de Fomento, 40,488 house and i
permitted to recruit workers from Portugal. cantos. production

116. The 50 ha. units include 10 ha. of irrigated land. The 123. According to official statements that have been published, When all
Government provides on a reimbursable basis the necessary the colonato is a success primarily because it is said to have secticides
farm buildings, agricultural equipment, together with 15 milk proved the feasibility of the Portuguese policy of white settle- receives tit
cows and 40 full-grown pigs, and it prepares the land, including ment in Africa, and because the settlers have not only survived, 132. Th
5 ha. of citrus fruits and coffee, at a total cost of 700,000 but arc earning a higher income than they ever had before, tobacco, m
escudos for each farm. When fully developed. these farms while the income per family is still rising as a result of the portant Sal
are expected to bring in an income of 200,000 escudos a year. introduction of co-operative farm industries. More important, 133. The
The 120 ha. farms, which are intended for the production of however, according to these official statements is the fact that tended for
milk, meat, fruit, coffee, and vegetables as well, have 20 ha. the settlement represents an ever-growing source of new to assilllilac
of irrigated land and 20 ha. of citrus and coffee, 30 milk cows generations which will continue to link Angola with Portugal.u and 281 Eu
and 40 pigs. When fully developed, the farm is expected to have (b) The Cllllelle Valley settlement scheme p.220).
60 cows and 80 pigs and to yield an annual income of 500,000 124. The Cunene Valley settlement is to Angola what the 134. As
escudos. In both cases, repayment for the cost of preparing Limpopo settlement is to Mozambique: a major project in the Cunen
the land and the buildings is spread over a twenty-five-year Portugal's First and Second National Development Plans, ment with
period at 2.5 per cent annual interest. The repayment for the originally intended to absorb some of the "surplus" population. of the CUI

l:~:~~~~~ and equipment is spread over ten years at 5 per cent 125. According to the introduction to the First National the Repub
Development Plan, 1953-1958, Portugal's population "surplus" Republic o
was at that time between 80,000 and 90,000 a year. Although (South A]
the two river valley settlement schemes were not expected to provides tit
absorb all the population surplus, it was hoped to settle some to South '
8,000 Portuguese families, with a. total of 32,000 persons, in during the
the Cunene Valley and 3,000 families. comprising 12,000 persons, capacity at
in the Lirnpopo Valley over a period of six years. It was also part of tb
hoped that these proj ects would establish a basis for pro- financed pi
gressively increasing "migration from Portugal to Angola erating sta
and Mozambique to establish new white population centres Africa sid:
which would contribute to the nationalization of the Ter- 135. Pal
ritory."3~ of the Cu
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initial preparation oi the land. Two areas on the right bank
of the Cunene River were to be irrigated and drained: one
area oi 3,000 ha. in Matala-Capelongo, and the other of
21,000 ha. in Qulteve-Humbe, In addition, 179 million escudos
were allocated for the hydroelectric installations at Matala,

127. In 1953, a technical team of twenty-six persons was
established to supervise and organize the work, and in 1955,
2%,300 ha. of unirrigntcd land were set aside for the Cunene
settlement scheme (Portaria No. 8,991, 22 June 1955).

128. By 1958, 69 -uilliou escudos had been spent on the
irrigation, 44 million escudos on 13.11d preparation and 282
million \111 the hydroelectric works. In all, some 200 families
from Portugal had been settled in four villages in the Matala
area. Sol

129. Under the Second Development Plan, which allocated
SS mlllion escudos for the completion of the projects, 11 million
escudos were earmarked for expenditure during 1959 and 1960
and 74 million escudos for the establishment of 403 European
Iaruilies.

130. Land allotment is similar to that in the Limpopo and
other settlements based on irrigated farming. Each family
receives 30 ha. of unirrigatcd land for cattle, half a hectare
of irrigated land incorporated into the common meadow of the
settlement for growing alfalla for the milk cows, and a plot
of irrigated land comprising five ha. for a family with two
children, with an additional hectare pCI' child, up to a maximum
of ten ha. Each family is also provided with a three-roomed
house with the necessary sanitary facilities, auxiliary buildings
for the livestock and tool storage, seeds, tools and a subsidy
during the first year.

131. Repayment to the State for the cost of irrigation,
house and installations is at the rate ')f one sixth of the annual
production of the farm. Repayment for the cattle is separate.
When al1 the reimbursable expenditures for tools, seeds, in
secticides and the food subsidy have been repaid, the settler
receives title to the land on a definitive basis.

132. The main crops grown in the settlement are light
tobacco, maize, beans and potatoes. Livestock is also an im
portant source of income.

133. The Cunene settlement, which had originally been in
tended for European families from Portugal, was later opened
to assilllilados, and at the end of 1960 there were ten assimilado
and 281 European families (.r1/1g01a, Meio seculo dc illtcgra,iio,
p.220).

134. As already reported (A/AC.l09/L.l92, para. 66-68),
the Cunene development has been expanded fol1owing an agree
ment with South Africa for the co-operative use of the water
of the Cunene River (agreement between the Government of
the Republic of South Africa and .the Government of the
Republic of Portugal signed at Lisbon on 13 October 1964
(South Africa, Treaty Series No. 7/1964». The azreement
provides that in order to supply water from the Cuneue River
to South West Africa for irrigation purposes, Portugal will,
during the first phase of the project, increase the generating
capacity and storage capacity at the Matala dam in the upper
part of the Cunene River. The increased expenses are being
financed partly by South Africa. A hydroelectric power gen
erating station is to be built at Ruacana on the South West
Africa side of the Cunene,

135. Particular interest is attached to the plans for the use
of the Cunene waters because the area in Angola known as the
Lower Cunene is chronically arid. The shortage of water has
caused a great deal of migration across the borders. In 1960,
the total population of the Lower Cunene was 103,834, includ
ing only 47,331 men, of whom only 14,390 had families. A
sample survey conducted by a Portuguese administrator re
vealed that among the Cuanhamas (numbering approximately
75,000 in 1957) the women spend an average of 2.54 hours
per day in the dry season in supplying their households with
water and sometimes up to 6 or 7 hours are required for this
purpose. The administrator estimated that in the five months
of the dry season, the Cuanhama people altogether spend a
total of 58,000 man-hours daily in obtaining water. (Pereira, J.
(Neto), 0 Baiso ClIllclle (Lisbon, 19(3), pp. 128-130).

85 Portugal, Plano de Fomento, Revisao 1955, page 59.

(e) The CI/allsa al/d BCI/go Vallcy sett/clllCllt scheme
136. This settlement scheme ranks third in importance after

the Cela and Cunene settlements. Located in the region lying
between the Bengo and the Cuanza Rivers, it covers an area
of some 300,000 ha. of cultivable land, of which 200,000 ha.
can be irrigated. The present scheme is based on a stud)' made
by a United States firm, the Hydrotechnic Corporation, which
recommended the development of 100,000 ha. in the area to
supply the Luanda market with produce and to supply Portugal
with primary materials, such as cotton, sugar and tobacco.

137. In 1956 (Portaria No. 9,471, 19 September 1956).
1,080 ha. of land were expropriated by the State to establish
an experimental farm at Funda, about 15 km. from Luanda.
'I'he Bongo Valley Settlement Board was established in 1958
and settlement regulations were approved at the cnd of the
year (Legislative Instrument No. 2,933, 12 November 1958).
Following the example of the Cela scheme, provision was made
for small family-type farms, independent medium-sized farr-s,
and large plantation-type farms. In each case, the area of land
to be allocated, the type of farming to be carried out and
the crops to be grown arc determined by the Bengo Settlement
Board. The family-type farms are for settlers with little or
110 capital and the farmers are settled in villages. The medium
sized farms are for settlers with sufficient financial resources
to cover the expenses of the farm in accordance with the
plans drawn up by the Settlement Board. The plantation-type
farms are for investment.

138. In the case of the plantation-type farms, the Settlement
Board decides on the type of crops to be grown, tile conditions
of the concession, including the minimum capital required, the
installation of industries and the technical personnel to be
employed. These plantations are usually set out in areas 110t
yet irrigated and may be put up to public bidding; other
factors being equal, preference is given to settlers already
located in the region.

139. An allocation of 550 million escudos was made under
the second six-year Development Plan and of this, 60 million
was to be spent in 1961. The estimates have since been revised
and no final figures are available. According to a published
report, expenditures by the end of 1961 were as follows:

MillionUCildol
Surveys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.0
Studies for building dams 9.6
Flood control 4.2
Experimental farm at Funda 3.9
Land preparation 15.3
Administrative expenses 20.0
Other....................................... 4.0

TOTAL 60.0

140. As recommended by the Hydrotechnic Corporation, the
first phase of work consists of preparing villages located so
that each family will be not more than 2.5 km from the land
it is to cultivate.

(d) Other Ellropem~ settlements

141. In addition to the three major Government settlement
schemes described above, several smaller ones came into exist
ence before 1960. Among these is the settlement at Chicomba
(also spelled Quicomba) which was organized by the Sociedade
de Colonizacao Missiomiria.

142. The company was authorized to establish a settlement
at Chicomba in 1955, and 16,396 ha. were set aside for this
purpose in the plateau area between Nova Lisboa and Sa da
Bandeira. The general administration was to follow the pattern
of the Cela settlement.

Ajrican. settlements (colonatos aborlgenes)

143. The original purpose of establishing African settlements
in Angola was mainly to change the pattern of shifting agri
culture, to encourage Africans to adopt soil conservation tech
niques, and to help to increase their production.
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S8 Egerton, F. Clement, Angola in Perspective (London,
1957), p, 173..'9 Egerton, op, cit, pp. 173-174

·~:4. In An~I" tb, flu' Af,;~, ",::::'=:::~M"~;:~:,l"o~,,===~r-:
1949 on an expcrim1ntal basis at Caconda in the south. After of t::is African settlement or how it is related to the extension .~ were est
encouraging results had been obtained from this settlement, of the Cela scheme described above. 43,895 of
legislation was introduced (Legislative Instrument No. 260, authoriti
5 July 1950) setting up the legal framework for the establish. (c) The Dumb(l scttlcmcllt ordinatin
ment of other colonaios allorigcllcs in tlte Territory. According 153. The Damba settlen.ent was begun in <:"'ltember 1950. Territori
to a report,sa this legislation aimed not only at increasing It was originally intended for the settlem, .It \ r Angolan tuguese",
agricultural productian but also at promoting the "constitution Africans who had returned from the former Belgian Congo. or origil
and defence of the family" and private ownership of property. Some 3,000 ha. were allocated for this scheme. By 1951, about have de

145. The family unit was to be based on the married couple. one quarter of the cultivable land had been planted with crops persons
Each family was to be housed in a hygienic building with and 245 families settled. According to one report, "there were 161. I
sanitary facilities, and was to be given, in addition, an area no flourishes about the place, no elaborate administrative was "to
of farming land plus a vegetable garden. The size of each offices and the simplest accommodation was provided for the with aba
farm was to be determined according to the physical, economic European staff".s8 tory, ant
and social conditions of the location. There were to be a • .. to accel
minimum of fifty families in each group who would share (cl) The Logc Vallcy settlement available
common cattle sheds, a common compost area and eventually 154. This settlement was started under the auspices of the bearing
n common storage area for agricultural material. Coffee Export Board (Junta de Exportacfio do Cafe) in the cultural

146. In 1955, under the auspices of the Junta dos Cereals, Loge Valley in the Congo district where it was intended to para. 19)
a campaign was started for the stabilization of African agri- replace spontaneous coffee bushes with cultivated ones. Among 162. (
culture. As part of this campaign, a number of African villages the first group established were 108 families and some single (article.
were established, where the Government services co-operated persons. In the early years, except for individual vegetable "To
to introduce a~ :ti-soil erosion works and improved farming gardens, all work was done on a collective basis (elll regime . , for s
techniques. It was reported in 1959 that several African de propriedade co/cctiva); it was reported, however, that the have
villages had already been established in the Huambo, Huila intention was to encourage individual farming, keeping only
and Die districts, including one at Caconda and another in the coffee growing on a collective basis. There is no recent "To
the Queve Valley. information on the success of this scheme. dally

lndusti
(a) The Cacollda settlement (e) Other Airica» settlements "To

147. Since the nineteenth century, the region of Caconda 155. Decree Law No. 39,997 of 29 December 1954 established "~ mercla
had been settled with Europeans from Portugal. The African three types of prisons for indiqenas, These were: the penal of gr,
settlement was begun in 1949 with an initial group of 25 fami- colony, the correction colony and the correction farm (grallja). "To
lies. By 1950, there were already 800 families. At that time, 156. In the penal colonies, prisoners who had completed socio-j
the settlement had the use of 250,000 ha., of which .part was one third of their sentences "and who showed themselves or re
under intensive farming, part under pasture and part consisted capable of adapting to an honest life" were established in works
of natural forest reserves (rescrva de utata 1Ia/llral). villages where they were to live monogamously as a family thereo

148. At the end of 1956 there were 8 centres. comprising unit (article 14). They were trained in and employed on "To
42 villages, with a total of 3,654 Africans. In 1957 the popu- European-type farm work and were given compulsory religious ~ for la
lation increased by 31 men, 29 women and 194 children, bring- and Portuguese language instruction. At the end of their sen- pastur
ing the total to 3,908 (742 men, 730 women and 2,436 children). tences, those who were considered suitable were to be relocated and cl
From the Portuguese point of view~7 these figures are par- in African settlements (colonatos illdigc/l(/s). regard
ticularly satisfactory, as the almost equal number of men 157. In the 1950's, one such cotonato was established near \ and tl
and women is a significant proof of acasalamentos (the estab- Malange.39 Since 1961, others have been established including , priate
lishment of families based on the married couple); the large one at Tiger Bay. 'j "To
number of children is considered to be a stabilizing factor ing to
for the future. D. SETTLEMENT AND REORGANIZATION OF THE RURAL POPULATION forma:

149. The total area reserved to the settlement in 1957 was SINCE 1961 cornrm
almost 300,000 ha., of which 2,577 were under cultivation. "To
The average area cultivated per family was 3.5 ha. Over 113 Provincial Settlement Boards for th
kilometres of drainage ditches and 33 kilometres of irrigation 158. After the events which occurred in Angola during early to be
canals had been built and there were over 4,000 head of cattle, 1961, settlement of the overseas Territories assumed a new ! of re!
1,600 pigs and 1,550 goats. In addition to maize and beans the meaning and a new urgency for the Portuguese Government. (articl
settlement also produced a considerable amount of wheat. Official policy, which had previously stressed the "permanent 163. ..
There arc, however, no recent figures as to the annual pro- settlement of the European Portuguese in the lands of Africa" constitut
duction and income per family. (A/AC.lOS/L.5/Add.l, p, 16), began to emphasize the need ruary I'

for "the creation of multiracial communities and the im- pendent
plantation overseas of new Portuguese tropical civilizations" as commiss
"the sole buttress of the national presence in those lands and (cololloJ
a factor for peace ..." (ibid., p, 21). Agrario
. 159. According to a Portuguese official source, the change council,
111 emphasis given to the settlement of Africa did not reflect Territo
a new policy, but was merely a recognition of the fact that ernment
there was greater reason for pursuing what had always been the brat
Portugal's policy, namely to build integrated multiracial so- (c) the
cieties in its overseas Territories. (Moreira, speech of 28 Au- tions, <.
gust 1961, Oporto, A/AC.l08/L.5/Add.l, annex, pp. 3-4). syndicat
Other Portuguese writers have argued that the new urgency farm c
was due to problems arising from the growing rural exodus 164.
and urbanization of Africans (Joao Pereira (Neto), "Politica 115 te
de Integracao cm Angola e Mocambique", Estudos Ultramarl- operatic
1I0S, 1962, No. 2, pp. 100-103). The first step taken to deal
with settlement problems in Angola was the establishment of ~l 165.
the necessary administrative machinery. Provinc

of mon
measure
of up t
Ministe

(b) Tile QI/evc Valle:y settlement
150. Of the African villages which. were to have been estab

lished under the Junta dos Cereals as part of its campaign to
stabilize African agriculture, details are available only on the
Queve Valley settlement, where 90 African families were
to be located. Each family was to be given a block of land
between 5 and 10 ha. in area, depending on the fertility of
the soil and the number of "units of labour" in the family.

151. In the first phase of work, anti-soil erosion works
were built. In addition to food crops, perennial crops such as
coffee, oil palms and fruit trees were planted as a further
attraction to keep the Africans on the land. It was intended
that in the second stage cattle farming would be introduced
to provide fertilizer for the soil.

~a Pereira, Joao (Neto), "Devera 0 desenvolvimento agrlcola
ter prioridade no desenvolvimento econornico da Africa ao SuI
do Saara P" Estudos Uliramarinos, 1961, No. 4, Temas Politicos
t Ecollomicos (Lisbon, 1961), p, 137.

S7 Portugal, Boletim Geral do Ultramar (May 1958), pp.
153-158.
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Rural regrollpi'I!l p/all

168. In May 1962, legislation was introduced in Angola
to regulate the rural regrouping of the population (Legislative
Instrument No. 3,237, 2 May 1962). As set out in the preamble
to the legislative instrument,

"The object of this regrouping will be to remedy the
excessive dispersion and nomadic tendencies of the rural
(indigenous) population, and bring them together in popu
lation. centres sufficiently large and settled to be served by
assistance agencies which are essential for their social and
economic progress.

"It is also recognized that the presence of, and contact
with, more evolved population groups is a highly important
factor in accelerating the desired evolution. Taking into
account the large unoccupied areas existing in the Province,
it is not only advantageous from the economic point of view
as providing a new productive source of wealth but also
necessary in social and human terms for the settlement of
these unoccupied areas to be effected simultaneously with
such regrouping, thus creating a network of mutual in
fluences, as a result of which rural life may be expected
to proceed harmoniously."
169. Under the rural regrouping plan, the Angola Provincial

Settlement Board is to divide the Territory into rural zones,
establishing the boundaries of each zone on the basis of ethnic
groups of similar characteristics and customs, the agricultural
and climatic nature of the region, and economic factors which
may affect production.

170. Each zone (solla de 1'cordellumcnlo) is to be under
the technical direction of a special Regrouping Commission.
composed of representatives of the administrative authority,
the agricultural and fisheries services, and the rural population.
It may include, either on a permanent or temporary basis.
representatives of the educational, health, social welfare and
public works services, the Catholic Church and the military
authority.

171. The general plan for regrouping in each zone includes:
(a) the division of the zone into fregllcsias (parishes)-since
the parish is considered to be the best possible area for
effective influence of the administrative centre over the popu
lation surrounding it; (b) the division of each parish into
sub-areas corresponding to the reqcdorias ; and (c) a plan
for the transfer, establishment and settlement of population
groups in order to promote the rational and economically
desirable occupation of the zone (article 5).

172. Four pilot zones were immediately established in the
Cuanza South, Huambo, Huila and Mexico districts. Once
the zones became established, community development schemes
were to be initiated.

173. At the time the rural regrouping plan was being for
mulated in 1962, the Governor-General explained that the

..,-,....--====:=:::mIISI__........ _.
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160. In September 1961, new Provincial Settlement Boards 11l1go/a, 28 October 1961, Series I, No. 43. Supplement No. 2).
were established in Angola and Mozambique (Decree No. In 1962, under another special measure (Decree No. 44,456
43,895 of 6 September) as the "superior" public administrative of 7 July) the Settlement Board was authorized to purchase
authorities responsible for supervising, determining and eo- agricultural equipment up to a value of 200 million escudos.
ordinating all activities relating to settlement of their respective 166. In order to raise funds to finance .ile work of the
Territories. For the first time, in addition to "European 1'01'- Settlement Board, a special stamp tax was imposed in March
tuguese", settlement was to include: (0) persons born (Ilaturais 1962 (Legislative Instrument No. 3,230, 2 March) and con-
or OI'igillCirias) in Portuguese territories; (b) soldiers "who sumption taxes on certain items, including locally produced
have defended Portugal's sovereignty" i and (c) indigenous beer and private cars, were increased. With these additional
persons (arltoctoncs). funds, the Settlement Board's ordinary budget for 1963 was

161. In each Territory, the Provincial Settlement Board set at 337 million escudos. This represented just over one tenth
was "to observe. guide and rule on any matter connected of the Territory's estimated ordinary budget of 3.289 million
with aborfgl'lIcS or origiuorios of any other Portuguese Terri- escudos. It was anticipated that the special stamp tax would

, tl tor)', and to stimulate, supervise or carry out action necessary yield 42 million escudos and the added consumption taxes
to accelerate such settlement to the maximum possible by 95 million escudos.
available resources and rational utilization thereof, always 167. No comprehensive figures are available to show the
bearing in mind the supreme national objective of racial and Board's total budget in 1964, as the original allocation of
cultural symbiosis in fully integrated societies" (article 3, 140 million escudos (Angola. Order No, 13,061. Bo/ctim Oficial
para. 19). dc Anqola, Series I. 28 December 19(3) was subsequently

162. Other responsibilities and functions of the Board are increased by supplementary budgets. However. the above in-
(article 3) : formation would seem to indicate that, since its establishment

"To draw up and keel> registers of the needs and openings to the end of 1964, the Settlement Board had at its disposal
for skilled and unskilled labour and to determine which nearly 1,000 million escudos.
have to be filled by immigration (1-7) i

"To supervise thc flow of spontaneous immigration, espe
ciatly with respect to personnel intended for agricultural,
industrial and commercial establishments and enterprises (8) i

"To rule on the importance of any industrial or com
mercial enterprises as factors in settlement, for the purpose
of granting any legal advantages on that account (9) i

"To evaluate from the psychological, ethnological and
socio-political standpoints plans of provincial development
or regional development of whatever kind and of public
works, as -,lell as plans for population centres or sectors
thereof and plans for the solution of housing problems (10) j

"To examine from the same standpoints any applications
for land grants or concessions to work agricultural, forest,
pasture or fishery resources ... , to evaluate ... the advantages
and disadvantages of any concessions already granted as
regards complying with obligations relating to settlement,
and to propose whatever measures it may deem appro
priate (11) ;

"To study the most desirable ethnic combinations, accord
ing to the nature and location of the communities for the
formation of smoothly integrated and stable multi-racial
communities (18) ;

"To study or co-ordinate provincial agrarian programmes
for the indigenous or other communities already settled or
to be settled or transferred, and to propose the establishment
of regional teams to carry out the approved programmes
(article 5 (15»."
163. The Angola Provincial Settlement Board, which was

constituted by Legislative Instrument No. 3,222 of 21 Feb
ruary 1962, has the structure and composition of an inde
pendent authority. It has a plenary council, an executive
commission, and six special departments: information, settlers
(CO/aliOS), social welfare, agricultural settlement IPcooamento
Agrario) , economic studies, and a secretariat. The plenary
council, which is the highest policy body on settlement in the
Territory, is composed of representatives of (a) all the Gov
ernment departments, (b) the Catholic missions, (c) each of
the branches of the armed forces, (d) the Farmers Association,
(c) the Industrial Association, (I) the Commercial Associa
tions, (g) each of the economic co-ordinating bodies, (h) the
syndicates and (i) the Caixa de Credito Agro-Pecuario (a
farm credit institution),

164. The settlement Board includes six heads of department,
115 technical staff, 84 administrative personnel and 120
operarios.

165. The importance attached to the work of the Angola
Provincial Settlement Board is reflected in the large sums
of money placed at its disposal. In October 1961, as a first
measure. the Settlement Board was authorized to raise loans
of up to 200 million escudos to carry out its work (Angola,
Ministerial Legislative Instrument No. 90, Boleiim Oficial dc
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object was "to establish a natural hierarchy of classes in
accordance with their general culture and their professional
training. Artisans with special skills would be integrated in
the industrial centres and agricultural workers would remain
as permanent cultivators on the farms".4 0

174. It can be seen from the above that under the legisla
tion of 1961 and 1962, the ethnic factor is one of the basic
considerations in all settlement schemes. Although this was
not formally stated in the past, and indeed Portugal's official
position is that it has always aimed at establishing a multi
racial society in Angola, in practice the pre-1962 settlement
schemes for Africans and Europeans were entirely separate
and distinct. In fact, some well-known Portuguese authorities
have expressed personal views in support of the separation
of the races.

175. One advocate of such separation was Vicente Ferreira,
a former High Commissioner of Angola. In a study published
in 1955 by the official Agencia Geral do Ultrnmar-! he devel
oped a pian for the settlement of Angola on an ethnic basis.
He suggested that Europeans from Portugal should be settled
in the areas in Angola with climate and altitude comparable
to those in Portugal.vand that thc Africans should be "slowly
relegated to zones of tropical climate, where labour is scarce
and where, by chance, the)' will find a more suitable environ
ment in which to live, multiply and become civilized".

176. To achieve this separation without abrupt segregation,
he suggested that it would be sufficient to (a) refrain from
offering employment t,o Africans in the white settlement
zones; (b) pay more to African labour in tropical zones i
(c) induce the African chiefs (sobas) to transfer their villages
outside the white settlement area; and (d) gather together
in villages, under a special juridical status, the semi-civilized
Illdfgellas, especially those who had been educated by religious
missions.

Settlements sillcc 1962

177. In the three and a half years since it was established,
the Angola Provincial Settlement Board has contributed
towards the establishment of a new network of small settle
ments of Cape Verde farmers throughout the coastal districts j

it has moved large groups of Africans from one area to
another and stabilized some others, and it has intensified
European settlement both in established areas and in less
populated districts. It has also begun (111 an experimental basis
four "pilot projects" under the rural regrouping plan, which
it is hoped will ensure a more balanced population between
Europeans and non-Europeans,

Cape Vertle settlers

178. In January 1962 a new plan was introduced for the
establishment in Angola of settlers from Cape Verde, As
reported (Boletim Geral, Nov-Dec, 1962, p. 233) it was agreed
between the Governments of Angola and Cape Verde that in
principle the settlers from Cape Verde should be chosen from
rural workers with special aptitude for farming. The arrange
ments for their settlement in Angola are different from those
for families migrating from Portugal. The Cape Verde heads
of family must not be more than forty-five years old and
they must go to Angola in groups under the leadership of a
cabo che]c. They arc to be followed by their children who are
over fourteen years of age and able to work, the rest of the
family migrating to Angola only after conditions have been
established for their installation. The Angola Provincial Set
tlement Board pays the passage to the locality of work and
provides them with an initial subsidy. A subsidy is also paid
to the family left behind.

179. It appears that these settlers are not all intended as
peasant farmers; some are intended as agricultural workers.
The first 330 persons were chosen from the islands of Fogo,

~o "Social progress of Natives in Angola", Diario de Noticias,
29 March 1962, quoted in the report of the Special Committee
on Territories under Portuguese Administration (document
AI5160, paras. 341-342).

41 Ferreira, Vicente, Estudos Ultramarlnos, Agencia Geral do
Ultramar, 1955.

Brava. and S. Nicolau.42 They arrived in Angola in 1962. Of
these, 100 were settled at Damba where they will grow food
stuffs, maize, peanuts, mandioc and sweet potatoes. Two groups
are to be settled to grow cotton, one in the Bengo region and
the other in the zone of Icau and Tentativa.43 Another '00
families from Brava are to be settled in the Cuanza region
to grow sugar cane and subsistence foodstuffs. It may be
noted that none of these immigrant groups from Cape Verde
are settled in regions growing wheat, tobacco or coffee.

180. Subsequently, more Cape Verde settlers were estab
lished in smaller groups in mixed communities. There are no
recent data regarding the total number settled.

Soldier-settlers

181. As has been reported above, some of the first govern
ment-directed settlement schemes in Angola were of soldier
settlers (see paras. 89·101 above). The reintroduction of this
form of settlement was first announced in a speech by the
Overseas Minister made in Oporto on 28 August 1961.

182. Details of the conditions of settlement of armed forces
personnel as farmers were published in 1963 (Boletim Geral do
Ultramar, March 1963, p, 115). Through the Angola Provin
cial Settlement Board each soldier farmer (soldado-agricllitar)
receives free of charge an area of land, varying from 10 to
35 ha., depending on the region and the type of farming to
be done. He is expected to build his own house within two
years of settlement, with help provided by the Junta. Although
soldier-farmers may choose their own settlement zone, they
are advised to settle in groups and preferably not too far
from "machine-parks". Except if they choose to grow coffee,
part of the land (not exceeding 5 ha.) will be cleared for
them in the first year and they will also receive a reimbursable
establishment subsidy for the first two years. The value of
the subsidy in the first year may not exceed 18,000 escudos,
or 1,500 escudos per month, and in the second year not more
than 12,000 escudos, or 1,000 escudos a month. The Settlement
Board undertakes to bring the family of the soldier-settler
from Portugal without charge but assumes no further respon
sibility for it after arrival. The soldier-settlers may be freely
repatriated during the first two years but they must pay the
costs of transporting their families. Once the soldier-settler
has repaid the expenses incurred on his behalf, he may freely
dispose of his land and other goods. If he has not paid back
what he owes, all the land and goods revert to the Settlement
Board.

183. Some of the soldier-settlers have been established at
Chitado, in the district of Huila, on the border between Angola
and South 'Vest Africa. This is a region for cattle raising.
In 1963, 35 soldier-settlers were each given 5,000 ha. of land
in this area to be developed in a joint project (Bolctim Geral
do Uliramar, April-May 1963, p. 223).

New ncttuorb of settlements

184. Recently published information shows that since 1962
government-directed settlement is no longer concentrated only
in the river valley and other settlement areas where schemes
were established in the 1950's. Instead an effort has been made
to introduce small, mainly Portuguese or other non-Angolan
(aliCl/fgella) settlements throughout the Territory, as part of
a "plan of occupation".

185. According to a report (Rodrigues JUnior, Angola,
Terra de Portuqal, Lourenco Marques 1964, pp. 306 ff.), the
first major zone of occupation of this kind includes large areas
in the direction of Catofc-Nova Lisboa and General Machado,
served by the Benguela Railway and its associated roads, and
between Nova Lisboa and Sa da Bandeira, with emphasis on
Caconda. The main centre of this zone will be Nova Lisbon,
the headquarters of one of the regional settlement brigades
with machine parks, groups of motorized equipment, and tech
nical and other assistance. There are new settlements extend
ing from Uige and Cuanza North down through the districts
of Luanda, Huambo and Huila and also eastwards along the

.\2 For information on Cape Verde, see document AIAC.l081
L.7.

43 Boletini Gcral do Uliramar, Nos. 449·450 (Lisbon, Nov.
Dec. 1962), p. 234.
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railway line in the districts of BitS and Mexico, In addition,
there are special settlements, including a prison settlement
at S. Nicolau in the Mocamedes desert comprising some 300
African prisoners and their families, and there are new
African communities in the north established since 1961, partly
for security reasons.

186. In northern Angola, much of the African population
in the areas involved in the events of 1961 has been regrouped
and reorganized. In Carmona, for instance, it is reported that
some 237,000 Africans were settled in 119 villages during
1963. In this type of scheme, Africans build their own houses
within allocated areas and the Government provides schools,
clinics, water and other facilities (Hugh Kay, "The Por
tuguese Way in Africa", FortI/lie Magazine, January 1964).
This wholty African settlement is different from another new
community being established at 31 de Janeiro. In contrast to
Carmona, the plan at 31 de Janeiro is to establish a small
African community and to settle 1,000 Europeans from Por
tugal to grow rich crops-coffee, oil seeds and fibres-but
in a different pattern from that at the Cela and Cunene settle
ments, where no African labour may be employed. In 1964
it was reported (Wittiam A. Hance, The Geography of Modem
Africa, p, 491) that 1,150 Africans, of whom 185 were heads
of family, had cleared 500 ha. out of the 2,000 ha. to be
cultivated.

187. Cllall::O North .;ish·ict. In this district the centres
for settlement are at Banga, where a group of 85 Cape Verde
families have been settled, and at Bolongongo,

188. Lllallda district. In the Luanda district there arc settle
ments at Buia, Cabiri, Vi ana and Quicuxe. The settlement at
Buia is under the direction of the Cotton Institute. It consists
of 67 parcels of land prepared for families from Cape Verde,
The settlement at Cabiri in the Icola and Bengo concelho is
located in one of tbe main cotton-growing areas. Following
the abolition of compulsary cotton growing, the Government
in December 1961 (Order No. 11,959 of 6 December 1961)
established a reserve of 950 ha. with a view to dividing it
into smal! properties for cotton growing. To create this
reserve, some land held under concession by Lagos e· Irmao
had to be expropriated with compensation, a measure which
was justified in the Government order as leading towards a
fuller utilization of human and natural resources. The plan
was to attract settlers who would be able to take over and
consolidate the cotton areas previously assigned to oisinhos
das regedorias or to grow crops of their own preference. By
1964, there were already 21 families from Cape Verde settled
there and houses were being built to accommodate 40 more.

189. At Viana, the Angola Provincial Settlement Board
began in 1962 to settle some 80 [amilias Ilo/ivas which had
previously been scattered. Plots of 10 ha. each are available
to the families but the settlement had no. water supply at the
end of 1962 except for that brought in by tank-trucks. As
part of the settlement scheme, the authorities planned to pro
vide a water supply, a school and other amenities to raise
the standard of living (Boletim Geral do Ultramar, Nov-Dec,
1962, pp. 234-235). In 1964 another entire reqedoria was being
established there as an indigenous population centre.

190. At Quicuxe (also spelled Quicuche) 23,324 ha., which
at one time had been held under concession by the Companhia
da Africa Ocidental Portuguesa, had been made into a State
reserve in 1955 (Angola, Order No. 8,990, 22 June 1955). In
1964, this area was being divided into lots of 200 ha. each
for new settlement.

191. Cllallza Soutl: district, The major settlement scheme
at Cela has now been expanded to accommodate more farmers
and stretches from Catofe to the Queve River. New settlers
are to be given parcels of from 60-100 ha. for mixed farming.
Twenty farms will be developed at first and the rest of the
land kept in reserve for later use,

192. Around Pambangala and Menga, also in the Cuanza
South district, preliminary studies have already resulted in
the selection of about 15,000 ha. of good land, and other areas
in the Cuchem basin between Nhio and Catofe are being
considered with a view to the selection of an additional
35,000 ha. for new settlements. Pambangala is the site of a
mixed settlement pilot project (colonato 1IIisto). In early
1964 there were already 30 settlers, including soldier-settlers,
with their families and 4 indigenous farmers (al/tOctoIlCS).
Ten more ex-soldiers and their families were scheduled to
arrive before long. Each family has a house, stables and
warehouse; 2 ha. of land for coffee, one for tobacco and
enough land to grow 500 kilos of potatoes, 100 kilos of peanuts,
35 kilos of beans and 2,000 pineapple palms. Each family has
8 cows, a pair of bullocks, fruit trees and a vegetable garden
(Boletim Geral do Ultramar, Jan-Feb, 1964, p, 151).

193. Hllambo alld Bie districts. The plateau regions of the
Huambo and Bie districts are the targets for more small settle
ments, especially of settlers from Cape Verde. There arc to
be 100 Cape Verde families established at Benfica, and at the
agricultural training centre at Sauilala thirty new houses have
been built for settlers, Work was begun in 1959 to establish
500 families in villages at Chicava, This settlement was to have
800 ha. of land irrigated from the Cacuita River. At the last
report, Chicava was being developed as a mixed settlement
and in 1964 had 82 non-Augolan (aliclligcllas) farmers and
70 indigenous farmers (alltOctoIlCS).

194. Some of the former gralljas are being used for new
settlers: four farms, each of 15 ha., will be established at
the Grania do Bailundo ; two farms, of 25 ha. each, at the
Grania Mungo; and twenty farms, of 50 ha. each, at the Grania
Bela Vista. There are to be new settlers at Cachaca, Luvemba
and Missene j between Cuima and Catete there are to be 50
farmers, with 20 ha. each; at the nucleus between Chinguar
and Silva Porto 50 farmers, with 24 ha. each j and at the
nucleus between Chinguar and Silva Porto 50 farmers, with
24 ha. each; and at the nucleus between General Machado
'and Andulo 50 farmers, with 15 ha. each.

195. Hulla district, The district of Huila has three spheres
of settlement activities. In the south, along the border, the
area of Chitado, where some ex-soldiers have already been
settled, will be made the basis for livestock farming with up
to 5,000 ha. per family (see para. 180). Secondly, there are
to be dispersed settlements in this region utilizing old farms.
According to the District Governor's proposals, a start is to
be made with the installation of 30 families. The third area
of activity is based on the already established settlement in
the concelho of Caconda, which is being developed into a
mixed settlement. In 1964 there were already eight villages
established there and 120 more families of non-Angolan
(alielligcllas) farmers were being settled in this region. The
new settlers witt receive 40 ha. each, although the indigenous
families already settled there received on an average only
3.5 ha. each (see para. 149).

196. Moxico district. In this district, new settlements are
being established along the Benguela railway. In 1964, new
settlements had been established at Luso and at Teixeira de
Sousa on the eastern frontier.

197. Most of the new settlements in this network, regardless
of their organization and composition, are small and are
intended primarily to serve as nuclei from which larger settle
ments are to grow.

198. The information on the new settlements since 1961
shows that while there has been a change in the ethnic com
position of some of the settlements, relatively few Africans
arc involved in each case, and even fewer are really integrated
in the non-African farming communities. The lavish expendi
tures and intensive activities continue to be directed mainly
towards achieving an increase in immigrant settlement rather
than to measures which would benefit the African population.
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TABLE 3. ANGOLA .~

Total area of land cOllccssdollS* by district as at 31 December 1956 al//J 1960-1962

1.956 1960 1961 1962

Tolal area Total area Percelltaf' Total area pe:n~f:r 'rotalareB Perc,"taf' Totalarell Percentage
of d,'stn'cts cOllcederJ of toto cOllccded concedcd of lata concedcd of total

Dislriels (110.) (110.) area (110.) area (110.) area (110.) ar.a

Luanda ....•........ 3,070,900 351,006 11.43 414,916 13.51 420,374 13.69 459,334 14.96
Cabinda ............ 727,000 639,252 87.93 666,439 91.67 669,443 92.08 669,955 92.15
Congo" (Ulgc, Zaire) 9,594,800 291,998 3.09 347,858 3.62 369,721 3.85 438,237 4.57
Cuanza-North ...... 2,710,600 439,849 16.22 497,765 18.36 518,936 19.14 596,658 22.02
Cuanza-South ...... 5,274,700 271,409 5.14 312,431 5.92 330,931 6.27 384,122 7.28
Malanje ............ 11,062,900 135,251 1.22 149,804 1.35 151,489 1.37 171,395 1.55
Lunda ............. 16,778,600 71,589 0.43 71,590 0.43 71,591 0.43 71,991 0.43
Benguela ........... 3,864,800 194,318 5.03 247,211 6.39 264,356 6.84 315,810 8.17
Huambo .......•.... 2,982,700 182,406 6.11 197,091 6.61 207,839 6.97 218,721 7.33
Eie-CuandcrCubangob 26,394,900 299,350 1.13 300,102 1.14 302,746 1.15 306,486 1.16
Moxico ............ 19,978,600 13,347 0.067 13,350 0.067 13,351 0.067 13,352 0.067
Mo~amedes ......... 5,594,700 72,373 1.29 78,855 1.41 78,965 1.41 78,965 1.41
Huila .............. 16,634,800 73,469 0.44 89,235 0.54 96,374 0.58 104,990 0.63

---
TOTAL 124,670,000 3,035,619 2.43 3,379,293 2.71 3,485,716 2.80 3,722,659 2.99

--- -- --- = --- = --- --
*Includes rural and all other categories of land.
aThe Congodistrict was divided into the districts of Uige and Zaire in 1961.
b Up to 1961, Bie-Cuando-Cubango formed one district.
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TABLE 4. ANGOLA

A. TOTAL CONCESSIONS OF RURAL LAND BY DISTRICl
(ltl hectares)

Increase
1961/1962

DOslricl 1951 1958 195.9 1960 1961 1962 (percelllage)

Benguela ...... 8,381 12,974 8,876 23,132 17,134 51,430 200
r~jle ........... a a a a 2,642 3,725 4.1
Cabinda ....... a a a 12 4 512 1,180
Congo ........ 11,501 11,563 16,298 27,186 b b b

Cuanza-North 10,910 11,410 18,493 18,798 21,171 77,720 267
Cuanza-South 4,802 7,853 13,968 14,382 18,479 53,181 188
Cuando-Cubango a a a n 0.1 0.4 300
Huambo ...... 1,070 2,377 3,477 8,205 10,742 10,863 1
Huila ......... 2,442 3,432 8,166 7,017 7,139 8,616 21
Luanda ....... 8,760 26,082 29,940 19,535 5,452 38,883 613

~
Lunda ......... a a a a c 400
Malanje ...... 2,001 2,539 4,318 5,696 1,684 19,905 .l,082 [Mo~amedes .... 10,000 a 606 861 110
11oxico ........ a 0.5 e a a 0.6
Uige "1' •••••• b b b b 21,861 67,712 209

IZaire .......... b b b b a 793
,

TOTAL 59,867 80,752 104,641 125,580 106,423 . 333,752 213
-- = . = --- --- --

a Up to 1961, Bie-Cuando-Cubango f"rmed one district.
b The Congo district was divided into the districts of Uige and Zaire in 1961.
a Nil or insignificant.

. (Table continues)
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u, PROVISIONAL ajoromento CONCESSIONS 0.' RURAL LAND BY DISTRICT

(In hectares)

Increase
1961/1962

District 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 (percelltol/e)

Benguela ...... 7,842 9,402 7,185 14,469 12,926 23,422 81
Bici ........... ft a u ft 766 2,112 175
Cabinda ....... e 12 4 0.1
Congo ......... 9,200 8,548 7,743 15,115 1J b b

Cuanza-North 7,340 8,074 7,014 9,117 9,003 17,783 97
Cuanza-South 4,000 7,020 11,684 4,112 10,621 44,907 323
Cuando-Cubango a a a l\ 0.1 0.4 300
Huambo ...... 1,070 2,377 2,560 4,839 4,337 5,421 25
Huila ......... 1,971 ~)34 7,238 6,408 6,037 2,931 -51
Luanda ........ 7,250 23,493 25,881 15,155 4,450 8,286 86
Lunda ......... c e c e e 400
Malanje ....... 1,971 2,300 3,436 3,577 1,664 6,094 266
Mo~amedes .... 10,000 e 287 861 100 c

Moxico ........ e e c e e 0.4
Uige .......... b b b b 18,527 28,378 53
Zaire ......... b b b b d 293

TOTAL 50,644 65,048 73,028 74,420 68,422 140,031 104
--- --- --

a Up to 1961, Bie-Cuando-Cubango formed one district.
b The Congo district was divided into the districts of Ulge and Zaire in 1961.
e Nil or insignificant.
d No information available.
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TABLE 5. ANGOLA

Relatiue populatioll distribution by district

1950 1960

Average
NUIIlberof Number of
Europealls Euroleans

dellsity per 1,000 per ,000
Districts 1960 Europeans Africans Africans Europeans Africans Africans

Cabinda ............ 8 734 49,112 15 1,992 55,919 36
Congo .............. 1,493 398,087 4

Zaire" ............ 5 883 102,277 8
Uigen ............ 5,966 392,063 15

Luanda ............. 10 22,442 248,301 9 58,256 273,732 213
Cuanza-North 10 2,263 212,608 10 7,480 252,560 30
Cuanza-South 8 3,538 290,253 12 11,002 389,174 28
Malanje ............ 4 2,832 457,256 6 5,794 442,900 13
Lunda .............. 1.4 996 264,760 4 1,807 244,940 7
Benguela ........... 13 12,213 313,945 39 26,731 453,834 59
Huarnbo ........•... 16 9,955 554,035 18 13,666 571,299 33
Bie-Cuando-Cubango 4,211 470,199 9 5,065 445,127 11
Bie-Cuando-Cubangob 314 112,672 3
Moxico ............ 1.4 1,742 249,399 7 3,432 261,749 13
Mocamedes ......... 8 5,248 38,895 14 6,905 34,468 20
Huila .............. 3.5 11,159 489,837 23 18,236 571,198 32

Territory as a whole 4 78,826 4,03~,6.87 19 172,529 4,604,362 37
-- ---

a Congo Province in 1950.
b Bie-Cuando-Cubango Province in 1950.

CONCESSION, OCCUPATION AND SETTLEMENT OF LAND
IN MOZAMBIQUE

A. GENERAL

Factorsaffecting Buropean settlement

199. Mozambique lies south of the Equator between latitude
10030' and 270

, It is bounded on the north by Tanzania, on
the west by Lake Nyasa, Malawi, Zambia and Southern
Rhodesia, on the south by South Africa and Swaziland and
on the east by the Indian Ocean. It has a total area of
771,125 km2 (297,654 square miles) which is seven times the
size of Portugal.

200. Physically, Mozambique is divided into three zones. The
low-lying coastal zone, which is one of the largest in Africa
and which is narrow in the north and widens in the south,
covers about 42 per cent of the total area. The transitional
zone, which comprises hills and low plateaux with altitudes
of about 500 to 2,000 feet above sea-level, makes up about
29 per cent of the area and the remainder consists of the
highlands plateau region, on the Rhodesian border, with average
elevations of 3,300 feet, composed mainly of granite and
gncissic rocks.

201. The rainfall pattern varies from north to south. In
the north, at the higher elevations, the rainfall is the heaviest
and there are two seasons. Most of the rest of the country
is classified as tropical savannah, though the south and the
Zambezi Valley are more steppe-like.

202. Apart from the river valleys with rich alluvials, the
soils in the east of the Territory are relatively poor. In terms
of land use, the Territory may be considered as consisting
of three main areas, divided by the Zambezi and the Save
Rivers. The area north of the Zambezi, comprising Niassa,
Cabo Delgado, Mocambique and Zambezia districts, is the main
agricultural region producing copra, sisal, cotton, some tobacco,
tea and cashew. The Niassa district, however, despite con
siderable agricultural potential, has a low population density,
owing mainly to the fact that, until recently, it lacked adequate
transportation. Many of the large companies which produce

an important part of Mozambique's agricultural exports are
located in this region.

203. The central area inland from Beira and between the
Zambezi and Save Rivers comprises the Manica e Sofala and
Tete districts and, like the northern area, is largely infested
by the tsetse fly. Two of the important river valley develop
ment schemes-the Revue scheme and the proposed Zambezia
scheme-are located in this area. This is the main mining and
forestry region and the most important sugar producing area,
with two large sugar companies, the British-owned Sena Sugar
Estates located at Chinde and the Buzi Company located near
Beira.4~ The plateau lands towards the west are considered
to have an estimated 6 million hectares (15 million acres)
of land suitable for European agricultural settlement, especially
around Chimoio (Manica e Sofala district).

204. The area lying south of the Save River contains some
of the most arid regions of the Territory but is almost free
from the tsetse fly. The most fertile land is in the valleys
of the Limpopo, Incomati and Umbehizi Rivers. The major
crop are rice, sugar (the third largest sugar plantation is located
on the Incomati River at Xinavane) and citrus. There is also
dairy farming and market gardening and plantations of pine,
cypress, and eucalyptus are being developed.

Population

205. The final results of the 1960 population census of
Mozambique are not yet available. Provisional figures pub
lished in the AlIlIal'io Estatlstico, 1963 give the total popu
lation as 6,578,604, comprising 97,268 Europeans (Brancos),
17,243 Indians (Lndianos'), 2,098 Chinese (Amarclos) and
31,465 Mlstos, There is no later information available. Table 6
below shows the changes in the population at the 1940, 1950
and 1960 censuses, and the percentage increase over the pre
vious decade. The European population, which more than
doubled between 1950 and 1960, is thought to be stitl increasing
and is now unofficially estimated at 150,000.

H The role of these companies will be described in a sub
sequent working paper.
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TAilLE 6. MOZAMDIQU&

Populatio/l, 1940, 1950, 1960*

quarter of the aliens were resident in the Lourenco Marques
district j the next largest groups were 664 in Manica e Sofala,
257 in Zambezia and 206 in Mccamblqu« district. The average
population density of the Territory in 1960 was 8.4 persons
per square kilometre, which is double that of Angola. The
population density is greatest along the coastal areas and
drop. off towards the interior. Some of the most densely
populated regions are the coastal area between the Lourenco
Marques Bay and the Inhambane .Bay, the coastal areas of
the Beira concelho, and the Zambezi a and Mocambique districts.
Other heavily populated areas include the Incomfiti, Umbehizi,
Inharrime aud Lower Llmpopo valleys and the Ang6nia
circltl/sc/·i,iio. Among the least populated areas are the Upper
Limpopo and the interior of Niassa district, especially Marrupa
and Maniamba, The three districts with the highest average
population densities are Lourenc;o Marques with 27.64, Mocam
bique with 18.39, and Zambezia with 13.32. Table 7 below
shows that these districts are also those with relatively larger
European populations (more than half of the Europeans are
located in Lourenco Marques). Because the districts have been
changed since 1955, it is not possible to make any detailed
comparisons of population increase.

P~rcc"loI'iC

1950 1960
uu:rca.rc

1950·l960

5,651,306 6,430,530 13.8
1,613 2,098 30.0

48,213 97,268 101,7
12,630 17,243 3.0
25,149 31,465 25.1

5,738,911 6,578,604
= ---

1940

5,031,955
1,449

27,438
9,147

15,641

TABLE 7. MOZAMDlQUE

Populatiow distribution. alld poplIlall'ofl dCIlSit~1 by dislrict-1960*

Average
/1o/1l1lalioll

District Tolal
density

Enro/1ean African CI,inese IlIdi." M,'xed/1cr k",-

Loureuco Marques 441,363 27.6 48,182 374,966 992 7,592 9,631
Gaza ............... 675,150 8.1 7,422 664,566 3 483 ?,676
Inhambane ......... 583,722 8.5 1,913 577,495 47 752 3,565
Manica e Sofala .,. 781,070 6.0 19,668 751,491 1,027 3,734 5,150
Tete ............... 470,100 4.7 2,169 465,766 3 356 1,806
Zambezia .......... 1,363,619 13.2 7,436 1,350,513 8 1,325 4,337
Mocambique ........ 1,444,555 18.4 8,074 1,431,701 8 2,179 2,593
Cabo Delgado ...... 542,165 7.0 1,482 538,532 10 683 1,746
Niassa ............. 276,810 2.3 992 275,500 139 249

TOTAL 6,578,604 8.4 97,268 6,430,530 2,093 17,243 31,465
= -- --- -- --

=
TOTAL 5,085,630

*SOURCE: Mozambique, AIlIII/(lrio Esiatisiico, 1963.

206. Mozambique has a larger non-Portuguese alien popu
lation than Angola. There were 4,947 aliens resident hI the
Territory in 1963, including 1,753 Pakistanis, 721 British,
655 Chinese, 395 Italians .and 337 South Africans. About one

African
Chinese
European .
Indian ..
"Mistos"

.(

,;,
I ~'

* SOURCE: Mozambique, A/lltcll'io Estatlstico 1963 j population density figures are from the
AII/Hi/'io Estatlstico 1962.

Area in kill'

45Boleo, Oliveira, Mo,ambiq14c (Lisbon, Agencia Geral do
Ultramar, 1951).

209. Other areas considered to be suitable are Gurue and
Milange in the Zarnbezia district, Ribaue and Malema in the
Mocambique district, and Macanga in the Tete district (see
sect. c on settlement schemes, below), (see O. Boleo, op, cit.,
pp. 310-312 and 320-321).

B. LAND CONCESSIONS

TI,e praso system

210. Historically, the concession, settlement and occupation
of land by the Portuguese has been less' intensive in Mozam
bique than in Angola, owing to the geographical difference
between the two Territories. Mozambique lies between 5' and
10' further south than Angola, and while the greater part of
Angola lies above 3,300 feet, only a small part of Mozambique
reaches this height. In contrast to Angola's elevation and
cooler temperatures, Mozambique, influenced by warm air
masses from the Indian Ocean and with a greater prevalence
of tsetse fly, has always been less favoured as a location for
Portuguese settlement.

211. In the early part of the seventeenth c"ntury, crown
grants-known as prasos de coroa-were made of large tracts
of land to persons from Portugal for the purpose of en
couraging development and settlement ill Mozambique. The
crown grants varied in size from a few to several hundred
square kilometres] some were hereditary and others were for
two or three generations. The praso holder not only had the
right to exploit the land, but also had authority over the
local population, for whose welfare he was theoretically respon-

More llaan 800·l,400
l.400 ...ctres metres abOt1C

abovesea-leuel see-leuel

3,500 4,000

1,500 5,000

750 2,700
600 1,200
300 600

6,650 13,500
--- --

TOTAL

207. The average population densities give only a very rough
idea of the population distribution; there are many areas with
much higher than average densities. As will be shown below, it
is often in these areas that the most land has been alienated and
in some cases it has been necessary in the past to establish
special reserves for the protection of the indigenous inhabitants
(see pars 244).

208. In Mozambique, the areas considered to be suitable for
European occupation are fewer than in Angola. One Por
tuguese author, Oliveira Boleo,45 estimated in 1950 that there
were over 20,000 km2 suitable for European settlement, located
as follows:

Localily

Ang6nia (Tete district) .
Maniamba and Vila Cabral (Niassa

district) .
Manica -and Chlmoio (Manica e

Sofala district) .
Gorongoza (Manica e Sofala district)
Mossurize (Manica e Sofala district)
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to the Znmbezia Company. The effect was that only a part tligen
of Mozambique remained under the direct administration of corn
the Governor-General, namely, the areas directly south of the '(, 221
Mocambique Company's concession including the districts now 'I' comp:
known as Loureuco Marques, Inhambane and Gaza j the area sourc
north of the Company's concession, including the upper part Com .
llf the Zambezi River basin j and the area around Quelimane. confe

216. The Mocambique Company grew out of a mining explo- 'j' cessi
ration concession granted in 1888 within the area comprised ' 16 M
in the hydrographical basins of the PllllgUt\ and Bl\zi Rivers. . Plort
Under the royal charter granted in 1891, and subsequent I t le c
amendments, it received exclusive rights within the area of r of ~h
its concesslont? to exploit all natural resources (including , neg e.
mineral and navigation rights, coastal fishing and elephant i and I

hunting), to levy taxes (consistent with prevailing Portuguese 1 222
policy), conduct trade and to reserve to itself the monopoly 11 pany,
of any branch of industry. The Company was to be considered I hydr
Portuguese, with headquarters in Lisbon and a majority of l acqui
its directors had to be Portuguese nationals. Its concession t: of tw
was limited to fifty years but could be rescinded sooner under ~ inclur
certain conditions described below (see para. 220). i of th

I Comj
217. For the duration of its concession, the Company was .

granted dominion over all land, including that belonging to 223
the State, within the concession area, with the exception of the
existing praaos, It also had the right to acquire land and to \ bique
keep all land acquired by "any legitimate means" (por qllalqller " alloc

It withmcio legftilllo) 48 both inside and outside the area of its con- U

cession. The Company could grant rights over vacant land i natur
b,y sub-concessions to individnals and other companies, provided I made
that if they were non-Portuguese they agreed to submit to made
Portuguese law and Portuguese courts. To acquire perpetual "per
rights (pc;,-a que 0 dOlllfllio SI.' tome pcrpc/llo) sub-conces- ~~~t I
sionaircs had to pay a foro to the Company, and upon ex-
piration of the Company's concession, continue J;:iiyment of l 22
the foro to the State. However, Government approval was l cessf
required for the granting of any sub-concession exceeding in m
5,000 ha. in one continuous block (articles 21 and 23 of the to bt
Decree of 11 February 1891, Boletiui tla Compallltia de Mo- The
"alllbiqllc, 1892, No. 2). I comp

The
218. The Company could exploit any prasos within its howe

boundaries in accordance with the special terms governing as tr
their operations; it was required to respect the rights over pany
any privately owned property and "to leave to the illdigellas not
land necessary for the growing of their food crops" (ibid.. owns
article 23). Ba]o

219. In return for the rights and privileges it received, 800,0
the Company, among other responsibilities, undertook to build the
a railway from the bay of Pungue (where Beira is now grow
located) to the western border in the district of Manica. It 22.
was also required, within five years of its establishment, to Mocr
settle within its territory up to 1,000 Portuguese families, tant
or Portuguese descendants. The transportation for these fami- the "
lies was to be provided by the Government. As in other gov- nial
ernment settlement schemes described below, each family was Beir
to receive a house, land and tools, the value of which was to tl
to be reimbursed to the Company. Settlements to be under- grant
taken by the Company were to he regulated by separate Corm
legislation (Article 10). cieda

220. Under Article 38 of the Decree, the Government could 22{
rescind the contract without indemnification if the Company conta
failed to fulfil the stipulations therein, if it did not exercise relati
the authority conferred on it in the public interest, if it did not of th
fulfil the terms of agreements with foreign Powers or in- 22
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.\7 The area was delimited on the north by the Zambezi River
and on the south by 22° parallel from the coast to the meri
dian 33° east and thence south-west to the Limpopo River.

H From the phrasing of this clause, it appears that while the
Company had "dominion" over all land in its territory during
the term of its contract, it could only acquire perpetual rights
over land by procedures set out in the legislation in force. For
this reason, the statistics for Mozambique showing the area of
land concessioned up to 1909 and 1918, for instance, do not in
clude the areas granted to chartered companies' since, except for
those areas permanently alienated, the Company's holdings were
to revert to the State upon expiration of their contracts (see
para, 223 below).

28~

sible, According to some accounts, most of the pra::o holders
lived on the slave trade and taxes imposed on the Africans,
many were absentee landlords and little was done in this
period to develop agriculture.

212. In order to stabilize Portuguese settlement in the
Territory, the Government at onc time decided to permit
inheritance of the pra::os through the eltlest daughter, with
the condition that she would retain the rights over the pra::o
only if she married a Portuguese.

213. Although effective in establishing some form of Por
tuguese suzerainty in the interior, the pra::o system had many
of the characteristics of a semi-feudal regime. The Africans
were often ruthlessly exploited and the hereditary pm::o holders
had little or no regard for the authority of the Portuguese
Government. The system was strongly criticized both in
Portugal and elsewhere, but once firmly established, it was
difficult to eradicate. During the mid-nineteenth century, the
Portuguese Government made various endeavours to abolish
the system though without practical result; from 1680 to 1890
:it assumed control over and attempted to administer the
Ilro::os directly. The attempt, however, did not prove successful
and in 1890 it was decided to reintroduce the pralIo system
with some important modifications. The grants would no longer
be hereditary but would be for a specified period of twenty
five years. In order to ensure that the prasos were developed
economically, they would be auctioned to the highest bidder
who would, as before, be given the right to collect taxes but
would have to pay to the Government a substantial portion
(about 30 per cent) of the revenue thus collected. In addition,
the pra::o holders were required to put a fixed proportion of
the land under cultivation. At the end of the nineteenth century
there were over a hundred prasos in Mozambique. The pra::o
system was eventually replaced. as the grants expired, by
land concessions under the legislation of 1901 and 1918 (see
paras. 3-7 above).

The chortered cOlllpallicsW

214. At the same time as it took steps to eliminate the
hereditary praso holders, the Portuguese Government began
to encourage the formation of' concessionary companies, with
a view to stimulating the economic development of the Terri
tory. The establishment of the British South Africa Company
in what is now Southern Rhodesia set an example, for both
political and economic reasons, which the Portuguese Gov
ernment was quick to emulate. Whereas previously, under
the pra::o system, land concessions had been granted only to
Portuguese nationals the form of the joint stock company
made it possible to supplement Portuguese by foreign invest
ment capital, while the company remained legally Portuguese
and under Portuguese direction. Following the precedent created
by the British South Africa Company, enormous concessions,
covering more than two thirds of the area of Mozambique,
were granted to three companies. The first of these was the
Mocambique Company (first incorporated in 1888) which in
1891 received a royal charter from the Portuguese Government
giving it rights over ~" area of 62,000 square miles, com
prising the present district of Manica e Sofala. In the same
year, a similar charter was given to the Niassa Company
granting it rights over all lands north of the Lurio River,
comprising- the present districts of Niassa and Cabo Delgado
and in 1892, the Zambezi a Company was formed with a con
cession of 80,000 square miles covering the present districts
of Zambezia and Tete, In all three companies, foreign invest
ment capital played a significant role. In the case of the
Niassa Company, the principal source of capital was British,
while in the case of the other two the initial stockholdings
were more diversified, including South African, French. Ger
man and British interests.

215. The Mocambique and Niassa companies were more than
mere land concessionaires. By the terms of their charters they
were also made responsible for the internal administration of
thci r respective territories in practically all except judicial
matters: these administrative responsibilities were not given

~6 Details of the chartered companies and other agricultural
enterprises will be contained in a separate working paper on
agricultural activities.
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233. The large areas of land held under the frraso system
and the even greater areas coucessioned to the three land
companies do not appear to be reflected in the laud concession
statistics for the period 1909-1939 as published in the Alllui,.io
de 11[ocambique of 1940. The reason for this seems to be
that both the 1>1'0::05 and the concessions of the land companies
were granted for fixed terms, and implied 110 permanent land
rights except over areas actually brought into use or formally
granted under the land concession legislation.

234. For Mozambique, as mentioned above (see para. 7),
the legislation in effect was first that of 1901 and then Decree
No. 3,983 of 16 March 1918, which remained in force until
1961. Both of these main decrees were supplemented by local
legislation issued by the Mozambique Government. As noted
in paragraph 65 above, the 1919 legislation for Angola resulted
in a rush for concessions and local legislation was introduced
to try to safeguard the rights of Africans. In Mozambique,
after the 1918 legislation came into effect, land concessions
granted also increased more than twofold (see table 9 below).
In 1920the Mozambique Government issued a decree (No. 7,151
of 19 November 1920) to prohibit the expropriation of land
occupied by Africans, except for public use.

it received. Any area where the land in use was less than
the minimum required reverted to the Mo~ambique Company
without any compensation. Within eight years, the Company
had to put into use not less than 5,000 ha. and to do its best
to promote and to achieve the settlement of at least sixty Pcrtu
guese families "of the white race" (Articles 4 and 10, Contract
between the Companhia de Mocambique and the Companhia
Colonial do Buzi, Bo/clitll da COIlll>allilia de Mo,alllbiqllc, No.
127, 1 December 1898).

228. In areas not conceded on an alorameiuo basis, both
the Government and the Companhia de Mocambique retained
rights to use freely land for fortifications, military posts and
judicial personnel as well as for any other public use. The
Btlzi Company could, with the approval of the Mocambique
Company, alienate land which -. had acquired under its con
tract if the land was without crops or other developments
(Article 5). The Company was required to respect the crops
of the illdigcllas, to leave them the necessary free land for
their sustenance, and to give them water and firewood without
charge.

229. There is little information as to the extent of the
area which remains of the original concession. In 1958-1959,
the Company's sugar plantations, in which it pursues its main
activity, included 8,261 ha. actually planted with sugar cane.
In addition, it controls forestry concessions and land devoted
to cattle ranching.

230. The Sena Sugar Estates, Ltd., which was originally a
sub-concessionary of both the Mocambique and Zambezia
companies, is a predominantly British concern. Details of its
original contracts are not available. but in 1964 it was reported
to hold an area of 76,079 ha., of which about one fourth was
being used for sugar production. Although its main product
is sugar, of which it is the largest producer in Mozambique,
it also has some land devoted to copra and forestry products.

231. The Companhia do Borer, which was originally largely
financed in Germany, has coconut plantations near Quelimane
and also engages in sisal production and ranching. Information
on the total extent of its land-holdings is not available, but
in 1961 it had 27,000 ha. planted with coconuts, and 20,000 ha.
under sisal. Its plantations are located at Narnacurra, Magania
da Costa, Pcbane, Quelimane and Mocuba, in Zambezia district,
and at Morna and Ant6nio Enes, in Mocambique district.

232. The Sociedade Agricola do Madal, originally the Societe
du Madal, formed with French, Swiss, Norwegian and Por
tuguese capital, obtained a sub-concession in 1912 of about
280,000 ha., including four iormer I>1'1I30S in the district of
Quelimane (now district of Zambeaia). In 1940, however, its
holdings were reported to amount to only 21,078 ha. Together
with the companies of Boror and Zambezia, it is one of the
largest producers of copra in the world, with plantations ;:.';
Quelimane, Chinde and Maganja da Costa, and it also engages
in cattle ranching and tea production (750 ha. in 1960).

AddcndUlll to lI,cnda Item 23

~9 A Malll/al of Poriuquese East Africa (British Admiralty,
H.M. Stationery Office. London, 1920). p, 168; James Duffy,
Portutntese Africa, p, 92.
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rt dlgenous chiefs, or i£ it abandoned its agricultural, mining,
)f commercial and industrial undertakings (e.rplora,oes).
le { 221. Details of the concessions of the Niassa and ZnmMzia
I\' '( , companies are not available. According to authuritative
la sources,~9 the terms of the charter conferred on the Niassa
rt Company were practically identical with those of the one

conferred on the Mo~ambl·~ue Company, except that the con-
'\' cession was for a period ~f thirty-five years (reckoned from
. 16 March 1893, the date of the definitive contract) and the
. Portuguese Government reserved to itself the right to rescind

,. the concession if the Company revolted against the authority
{ of the State, failed to fulfil the stipulations agreed upon, or
~ neglected to make use of the agricultural, mining, commercial
, nnd industrlnl rights conferred on it.1 222. The Zambeaia Company, like the Mocambique Com-

I1 pany, grew out of a mining-exploration concession within the
hydrographic basin of the Zambezi River. The area, which it
acquired by the initial and subsequent concessions, consisted
of two blocks in what are now the Tete and Zambeaia districts,
including some of the richest lands of the Territory. Much
of the area consisted of prasos which were taken over by the
Company and let as sub-concessions.

223. The charter of the Niassa Company expired in 1929,
the Zambezia Company's concession in 1940 and the Mocam
bique Company's charter in 1942. As a result, the territories
allocated to them reverted to the Government of Mozambique,
with the exception of land concessions received of a perpetual
nature. However, Decree No. 16,767 of 20 April 1929, which
made provision for the cessation of the Niassa Company,
made it clear that the Government could annul any of the
"perpetual" concessions if it were proven that the title had
been granted illegally, or the conditions of the concession
had not been fulfilled (sec para. 253).

224. Of the three, the Niassa Company was the least suc
cessful, because the area of its concession was relatively poor
in mineral and other natural resources and because the failure
to build a railroad into the interior discouraged settlement.
The Niassa Company was consequently dissolved, having ac
complished little beyond the development of Porto Amelia,
The Mocambique and Zambezia companies continued to exist,
however, although in a much modified form and primarily
as trading and investment companies. The Mocambique Com
pany now holds forestry concessions (the area of which is
not known) in Manica e Sofala while the Zambezia Company
owns three large coconut plantations at Angoase, Andone and
Baione, in the vicinity of Quelimane, with a total of nearly
800,000 palm trees in 1963 and, in addition, some 1,500 ha. in
the circllllscri,iio of Gurue, Zambezia district. devoted to the
growing of tea and alleurites,

225. During the period of their large concessions, the
Mocambique and Zambezi a companies granted several impor
tant sub-concessions. Among the sub-concessions granted by
the Mocambique Company were those to the Companhia Colo
nial do Buzi (now the Companhia Agricola do Buzi) , the
Beira Illovo Sugar Estates (now extinct) and some areas
to the Sena Sugar Estates, Ltd. The Zambezi a Company
granted sub-concessions to the Sena Sugar Estates, Ltd., the
Companhia do Boror and the Societe du Madal (now the So
ciedade Agrlcola do Madal).

226. Details of the activities of these companies will be
contained in a subsequent paper. The following information
relates only to the terms of their concessions and the extent
of their land-holdings.

227. The Companhia Colonial do Btlzi, which was estab
lished by a Portuguese firm, Arriaga e Commandita to under
take agricultural, mining and industrial activities, received
an original concession of 312.500 ha. extending from the mouth
of the Btlzi River up to and including the lands of the chiefs
(I'cgl~los) Mexamaja and Guruia, Under the terms of its
contract, the Company could acquire land by aforamento from
the Mocambique Company on condition that in each six-year
period (see the amended text of Article 4) it put into use
(al>rovcitar) at least one fifth of each of the separate areas
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laud occupation in Mozambique is the highest in those areas
which are already most densely populated, and few concessions
are granted in the low density districts:

The three districts with the highest population densities, to
gether with Gaaa, account for almost 85 per cent of the total.
The increased concessions in Tete and Niassa possibly reflect
the result of government efforts to attract settlers to those
districts.

243. The data in table lOA below also show how the area
of concessions increased after the introduction I)f the new regu
lations. In 1963, a total of 20,000 ha. was concessioned in Gaza,
13,000 ha. in Mocambique district and 16,500 ha. in Zambezla
district. In each case these areas were at least double these
granted in the previous year.

244. As in Angola, intensified land alienation has necessitated
the creation of special reserves for the indigenous inhabitants,
either to prevent them from being made homeless, or to free
for other use land previously reserved to the State for their
benefit. Among reserves established in 1960 especially for the
use of the illdlgcllas were a reserve of 3,600 ha. at Catuane,
in the cil'ClmScl'i,iio of Maputo, in the Lourenco Marques dis
trict (Order No. 14,051 of 18 June 1960) j 550 ha. at Quila,
in the concelho of Antonio Enes, Mocambique district (Order
No. 14,208 of 13 August 1960) j 410 ha. at Marracuene in
Lourcnco Marques district (Order No, 13,644 of 17 September
1960), where large areas are to be concessioned for sugar grow
ing; and 708 ha. at Machavala, Homoine circunscridio, In
hambane district (Order No. 14,503 of 3 December 1960). In
another Order (No. 14,395 of 22 October 1960), special regula
tions were introduced to regulate the sale of land to Africans
by private owners around cities where State land was insuffi
cient for the housing needs of Africans.

245. More reserves were established in 1961: 1,000 ha. at
Maputo on the right bank of the Tembe River in the region of
Porto Henrique and 2,340 ha. at Zavala, Inhambane district,
to be used by the Brigada de Fixacao de Populacoes Rurais.

246. There is no recent information on the total area of land
under concession in Mozambique. The only comparable data are
for the total area of agicultural holdings. Of the 1,737,000 ha.
concessioned as at 31 December 1954, 1,1'35,105 ha. was rural
land, and 1,1'99 ha. was urban and suburban land. Some 80 per
cent of the rural concessions (1,364,427 ha.) consisted of non
African agricultural holdings (c),;plol"ai;oes). Information on
the total amount of land covered by such holdings in 1960-1961
shows that their total area was 1,1'03,1'20 ha., representing an
increase of 339,293 ha., or 26 per cent, over 1954.

247. Table lOB below shows the juridical status of agricul
tural holdings of Mozambique during the period 1950/1951-1960/
1961. The eight classifications are: (a) alodial (free title) j (b)
aforamenlo j (c) uncertain title (concessiio a titulo precario) j

(d) provisional concession; (e) definitive boundary demarca
tion j (f) provisional boundary demarcation j (g) simple occu
pation ;50 and (h) State reserves. It will be noted from this
table that, at the end of 1961, of the 1,703,1'20 ha. of agricul
tural holdings, about 25 per cent was held by free title, and
almost 75 per cent by aioramento, The decrease after 1956 of
the area held under free title is not explained, although it
seems likely that during this period some owners may have

60 The land concession legislation which has been summarized
in paras. 1-38 above does not contain provisions for "simple
occupation", and in fact occupation of land by prescription is
prohibited.
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Total arca conceded
1955·1963 (110.)

1'2,827
63,394
80,872
66,712
19,875
23,459
7,404
6,939
1,112

At'cralle pa""lah'o"
dc"sil~' PCI' kill"

27.6
8.5

18.4
13.2
6.0
1'.0
4.1'
2.3
8.5

District

Lourenco Marques
Gaza •.....•....•...••....
Mocambique .
Zambdzia .
Manica e Sofala .
Cabo De1gado , ...•••.•••.
Tete •.•.............•.•..
Niassa .............•.•.•..
Inhambane .

235. It has not been possible to trace all the past local
legislation on land concessions. Measures taken during the
period 1919-1939 included the opening of all unoccupied land
in the former Gaza district to aioromento concessions (Decree
No. 15,491 of 18 May 1928) and the. opening of the lower
Mnnica area, where the land previously reserved for "colonl
::a,iio Portupueso" was divided into blocks for concessianing
(Par/aria No. 3,197, 10 November 1917). In 1938 regulations
were issued governing the occupation of land by illdigellas on
private property tPortarla No. 3,286, 19 January 1938, Boletim
Oficial de lIIOfalllbiqllc, No. 3, 1938).

236. These regulations provided that Afrtcans occupying
land not especially reserved for them on any private property
or any concession, had to pay rent only when a contract had
been signed to that effect and the contract had been authorized
by the local administration. They did not need to pay rent
if they were already occupying the land at the time the con
cession was granted, or the property transacted, or if in the
preceding ten months they had been occupying the land without
payment of rent. The landowner was "prohibited" by the
regulations from exacting labour instead of the rent, and in
areas where there existed natural forestry or other products,
if the contract so provided, the Africans could be asked to
pay their rent by collecting these products in the areas not
rented to them.

237. Table 8 below shows the areas of land actually alienated
up to 1909, and during the periods 1909-1918 and 1919-1939.
It will be noted that almost half of the land concessions before
1939 were granted during the period 1909-1918. More than
half of the land alienated during this period went to non
Portuguese nationals, as is reflected in the rapid increase of
acreage under sugar (which doubled between 1911 and 1920)
and the growth of foreign-owned copra and sisal plantations.

238. During the period 1918-1939, land alienation was still
extensive but was more concentrated in Portuguese ownership.
By the end of 1939, of the 1.~. million hectares that had been
concessioned, three quarters were in the hand, of Portuguese
nationals. There is no information on the area held by individual
Africans under the provisions of the land concession legislation.

Land cOl/ccssioll, 1949-1963

239. As a result of the extensive concessions, by the early
1940's it was found necessary in certain areas to create native
reserves. A Mozambique Government Order (No. 4,640 of
28 January 1942), for instance, created four additional reserve
areas, totalling 6,104 ha., in the cil'cllllscri,iio of Marracuene,
located south-east of the Lourenco Marques-Ressano Garcia
Railway, where, as a result of the large number of concessions
granted, there had begun to be a shortage of land for the
Africans.

240. Table 9 below shows the total areas of land (urban,
suburban and rural) concessioned each year since 1917. By
comparing the total area conceded over five-year periods, it can
be seen that very intensive land concession activities occurred
in the decade 1946-1955, when over half a million hectares
were granted as concessions. Yet as at 31 December 1954,
according to government statistics, the total concessioned
area, 1,737,000 ha., represented an increase of only some
550,000 ha. over the area of concessions in effect at the end
of 1939. As seen from the data in table 8, the apparent reason
for this is that each year a considerable area of the con
cessions reverts to the State, either because the concessionaires
lack the funds necessary to put the land into use or because
the land has been abandoned or for other reasons.

241. During the period 1956-1960, the area of concessions
granted was only about 60 per cent of that granted during
the previous period, and dropped even lower in 1961. By 1963,
however, as a result of the simplified procedures under the
new land concession regulations (Decree No, 43,894, which
has been summarized above) and the Government's policy of
opening up new land to attract settlements, the area granted
in that year was larger than the annual average in any of
the previous five-year periods.

242. Table lOA below shows the annual concession of rural
land by district for the period 1955-1963. It can be seen from
the following summary table that, as in Angola, non-African
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abandoned their concessions. The figures for simple occupation
show that between 1949-1950and 1956-1957 the area held under
this form of occupation varied between 36,000 ha. and over
58,000 ha. In fact, the area thus occupied was greater than
the State reserved areas. Thereafter, the area under simple
occupation declined rapidly to only 8,580 ha. in 1959·1960
while, as is shown in the last column of the table, the area of
State reserves increased from 30,000 ha. in 1954-1955 to 60,000
ha. in 1959·1960.

248. As has been indicated above (para. 234), the land con
cession legislation of 1919 for Angola and of 1918 for Mozam
bique made it possible in both Territories for large areas of
land to be acquired as concessions without any specific obliga
tion on the holder to use and develop it. It can be seen from
table 10C below, which shows how requests for land concessions
were processed in the period 1956-1963, that over the greater
part of this period the average concession requested in Mo
zambique was around 1,000 hectares or more, or about 2,500
acres. The number of requests for concessions increased each
year from 1958 onwards. In 1963, 784 requests were received,
which was more than twice the number received in 1961, The
total area of land alienated each year also increased, from
some 26,000 ha. in 1956 to 65,500 ha. in 1963, an increase of
approximately 150 per cent.

249. As in Angola, the number of concession holders has
grown rapidly since the early 1950's and almost doubled in the
five-year period 1955-1956 to 1960-1961. Statistics for the year
1950-1951 (Rui Martins dos Santos, p. 162) show that, of 1,395
holdings, about 25 PCI' cent were under 15 ha, each ar.:1 SO pCI'
cent were under 50 ha. j among the larger holdings, one was
classified as being between 7,500 and 10,000 ha., five were be
tween 2,500 and S,OOG ha. and twenty-eight were between 1,000
2,500 ha. There arc no comparable figures for 1960-1961. In
that year, the average size of holdings was 270 ha. for the
Territory as a whole. However. in the Manica e Sofala district
the average holding was 1,750 ha., and in the Zambezia and
Mocambique districts the averages were 1,500 ha. and 770 ha.
respectively,

250. Non-African agriculture has traditionally been con
centrated in the districts of Manica e Sofala, Zambezia and
Mocambique. In 1950-1951, these three districts accounted for
80 per cent of the agricultural concessions by area and about
80 per cent of the number of holdings. These districts still
had the greatest areas of land actually under occupation in
1959-1960; the total area of agricultural holdings in these
three districts was 1,092,738 ha., or 68 per cent of the total
area. In the district of Manica e Sofala, non-African agri
cultural holdings occupied just under half a million hectares.

251. In 1960-1961, of the 2,423 agricultural holdings of land
concessions, 2,246 were Portuguese-owned (including those of
public bodies such as the Agricultural Services, ete.), 32 Ger
man, 14 British, 30 Chinese, 26 Greek, 45 Indian, 7 Italian, 11
Pakistani, 5 Swiss and 7 others. Of the 177 non-Portuguese
holdings, 69 (40 per cent) were in the Lourenco Marques dis
trict and 54 (32 per cent) in the district of Manica e Sofala.

252. The foregoing discussion of the statistics can only be
regarded as an attempt at an over-all assessment of the gen
eral trends of land concessions. In order to have a complete
picture of the actual situation as regards the occupation of
land by non-Africans, it would be necessary to have more
complete statistical series and to know on what basis the sta
tistics are compiled. If, for instance, the statistics on the juri
dical status of the agricultural holdings are based on the land
registry, it is difficult to see how the Government would know
what areas are occupied without legal title. Because of shortage
of personnel and the increased requests for land concessions,
it seems likely that the land statistics may be based on out
dated records, and that accurate and up-to-date statistics could
only be obtained by a land census.

253. In the. three months before the new land concession de
cree came into force in 1961, the Companhia de Mocambique
posted notices of the loss of a number of land titles with rights
over some 30,000 ha. in Manica e Sofala district, most of
which it had granted before the 1920's. It seems that the Corn
pany, anticipating stricter enforcement as regards the juridical
status of land rights, found it necessary to safeguard its occu
pation of the land to which it no longer had the titles. Of the
total holdings involved, about two thirds were in Chimoio
and others in Marromeu and Dondo (all of which are now
targets of new settlements) and the titles were generally for
«[orcmcnto holdings of 2,000 ha. each (Boletim Ojicial de Mo
,alllbiqllc, Series Ill, 1961, July-September). Without any
further information, it is difficult to know whether these lands
had been classified in the official statistics, and if so under
what status.

254. Very little information is available on the size of the land
holdings of the various large companies active in agricultural
production and allied industries, which in Mozambique constitute
the major field of foreign investment. The most important
companies arc listed below:61

61 In addition, three new sugar companies received large land
concessions but have not yet begun operations (see paras. 327
330). The companies are the Acucareira de Mocambique, with
15,000 ha., Marracuene Agrlcola Acucareira, with 6,000 ha., and
the Portuguese Development Cor.poration, with 100,000 ha.

Nafi.{malifjl and o'wnl'rship, arr.a of
holding and activities

Nationality of ownership and total present area of holding
unknown; has a 30 per cent interest in Companhia Car
bonifera de Mocambique (see annex I above on mining in
Angola and Mozambique, paras. 261-265)

British owned. Reported to own 75,000 hectares (188,000
acres) freehold on both sides of the Zambezi River

Originally French-owned, but in '1960 reported to be Nor
wegian-controlled, Original concession comprised 280,000
hectares (700,000 acres) in Quelimane district, but present
area of holding is unknown. Assets' include 13,400 head
of cattle, 1.5 million coconut palms

Nationality of ownership and present land holding unknown.
Assets in 1960 included 1 million coconut palms, 1,000 ha.
of tea plantations and 6,500 head of cattle

Originally German-owned (present nationality uncertain).
Largest producer of copra, with more than 27,000 ha. of
coconut palms; also has over 20,000 ha. of sisal and 22,000
head of cattle (1960)

Nationality of ownership and present land-holding unknownCornpanhia Agricola do Buzi

Companhia do Boror

Companhia de Zambezia, SARL

Namo of co",pany

Companhia de Mocambique

Sena Sugar Estates, Ltd.

Sociedadc Agrfcola do Madal,
SARL
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6! Morais, A Aquo. 110 Valorisacao do Ultramar, p. 34.

C. SETTLEMENT SCHEMES
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255. No information is available on the area of land occupied 262. An anthropological team (M'issiio alltropologica) was

by Africans either according to traditional patterns or in- set up to study possible ways of reorganizing the rural popu-
dividually held. Even though provisions existed in the 1918 lation, including the establishment of compact groups of Afri- ~,

land concession legislation for the granting of special titles cans around industrial or agricultural centres. The team was \
to Africans outside the rcqedorias there are no indications also to try to find ways of diverting the labour migrating to :\
that the Government took any steps to encourage such holdings South Africa to such centres; it was further to suggest ways :
until 1944, when the statute of indigenous farmers was adopted for improving the existing conditions of European settler- ,j:
(Mozambique, Decree Law No. 919 of 5 August 1944). This farmers in the Territory, for attracting new groups of Euro- ',;
statute, which laid down government policy towards African pean farmers from Portugal, and for stabilizing Africans
agriculture and which will be discussed in greater detail in on the land.
a subsequent study, also established the procedures by which 263., The first settlement plan actually to be put into opera-
Africans could individually hold land as registered African tion in Mozambique was the Limpopo Development Plan, ,J

farmers. located on the right bank of the Limpopo River near Guija. ~
256. To be registered as a farmer, an African had to The plan received Government approval by a Decree of 22 May ~

cultivate permanently one or more plots of land which fulfilled 1951, which also established the Brigada Tecnica de Fomento J'

any of the following conditions: (a) the land had been acquired e Povoamento do Limpopo as the body responsible for carry-
under article 165 of Decree No. 3,983 of 16 March 1918; ing out the project. Irrigation and land preparation were
(b) the plot or plots were registered in his name with the begun in 1953 and settlement of European tenants was begun ,',
local land registry office (conseroatoria da eomarea); (c) the in 1954. ...
land had been distributed to him as part of a government plan 264. On the basis of the work of the experimental station I
for agricultural settlement; (d) seasonal crops had been grown established in 1936, it was originally proposed51 that the
on the plots by the illa/gella, or the predecessors from whom Limpopo Valley scheme should include 28,812 ha. of irrigated
he inherited the plots, for at least five years if the land was land at a total cost of 225 million escudos or 8 contos per
located in the indigenous reserves and for eight years in other hectare (an estimate which was greatly exceeded by actual
areas (the plots may have been rented to, him by a non- costs, see paras. 266 and 277 ff.), It was envisaged that 9,500
indigenous person). families from Portugal could be settled, each family receiving

257. The only recent information available on African hold- 3 ha. of irrigated land and 27 ha. of non-irrigated land. The
ings is that in respect of government-sponsored African settle- plan envisaged the use of the irrigated land as follows: wheat,
ment schemes, which are described below (paras. 313-325). 12,000 ha.; sugar, 3,500 ha.; alfalfa, 1,500 \111.; garden vegeta

bles, 500 ha.: fruit orchards, ,00 ha.: rice, 5,000 ha.; long
staple cotton, 3,500 ha.; and maize, 2,312 ha.

265. For Mozambique, the First Six-Year National Devel
opment Plan for 1953-1958 included sizable allocations for this
government-directed settlement scheme in the Limpopo Valley;
most of the other projects were concerned with the improve
ment of existing areas and the opening up of new lands to
attract individual settlers from Portugal.

266. A total of 684 million escudos (approximately $U.S.22
million) was allocated to the Limpopo Valley settlement
scheme: 464 million escudos were to be used for drainage
and irrigation and 220 million escudos for expropriation
(indenmities) and preparation of land for settlers from Por
tugal, their transportation and installation costs, as well as
technical and financial assistance to them (Portugal, Ministerios
da Economia e do Ultramar, PiaI/O de Fomento, vol. I (Lisbon,
1953), pp. 453-455). Although it was at first intended to
irrigate 9,000 ha. of land during the six years covered by
the Plan, and to settle 3,000 families from Portugal, because
of the many problems to be solved before the Portuguese
settlers could be established there-including the delicate
problem of what to do with the indigenous families already
located there-it was finally estimated that at most 1,000
Portuguese families, or approximately 4,000 persons, from
Portugal could be settled b)' 1958.

267. The Incomati Valley, in the Gaza district, was also
included as a potential development region. As a first stage
towards opening up this area for European farming, 470 million
escudos were allocated under the First Six-Year Development
Plan for a hydroelectric station on the Incornati River. It was
intended eventualIy to irrigate 30,000 ha. of the fertile areas
along the banks of the Incornati between Magude and Manhica
where, it was thought, 10,000 families from Portugal could
be settled. However, when it was found that completion of
the scheme would require almost double the amount allocated,
the whole project was dropped in 1955 and the unspent funds
were used for other pro]ects,

268. Although the above-mentioned allocations were the
only ones concerned directly with European settlement from
Portugal, the discussions accompanying the introduction of
the First Six-Year National Development Plan show that the
improvement of the Territory's infra-structure-especially the
schemes to increase power production (as for instance that
at Vila Pery on the Revue) and the new railway links-were
basically oriented towards opening up new areas for mining
and European farming. Tne Mozambique Railway link to

Historical developmCllt

258. As noted above, Portugal at first relied less heavily
on government-directed settlement schemes in Mozambique
than in Angola. Instead, private individuals and companies who
received large areas of land were supposed to help to settle
Portuguese families in the Territory.

259. Prior to 1936, it appears that government-directed
schemes to establish European settlers in Mozambique' were
limited to a few sporadic efforts. These included the settle
ment of a group of orphans from the Casa Pia in 1838 and
the establishment of a second-class agricultural penal settle
ment in 1869 and a military agricultural penal settlement in
the Gaza district in 1896 ("Ae,ao coloniaadora do Estado",
Boletim Geral das Colol/ias, April 1940, No. 178).

Government plans

260. The first area chosen by the Government for directed
development seems to have been the Limpopo Valley. In 1936
(Decree No. 26,499 of 24 March 1936), a technical commission
was set up to study the potential economic development of the
Lirnpopo, Umbeluzi and Incornati Valleys, and to survey the
Quelimane district and the region of the Mozambique Railway
with a view to establishing European and African settlements.
In 1940, the Posto de Culturas Regadas do Vale do Limpopo,
all experimental station of 100 ha., on the right bank of the
river near Guija, was directed to study the feasibility of grow
ing maize, rice, wheat, cotton and fodder in the area. At the
same time, the technical commission was charged with studying
the best regime for indigenous settlements (colonota illd/gella)
based on irrigated land, and with initiating pilot projects com
prising indigenous families. Nearly a decade later, when the
first provincial Development Fund was established for Mozam
bique with a loan of one million contos (approximatelr $,u.S.30
million), (Decree No. 36,446 of ~l Jul~ 1947), 800 mdl.genous
families had already been established m the Lower Limpopo
area.

261. Part of the 1947 Development Fund was allocated for
the purpose of surveying resources 'and drawing up plans for
future action. An agricultural team (Missiio agricola) was
established "to protect and promote" already established Euro
pean farmer-settlement, to draw up plans for future European
settlement, and to find a way to ensure "that indigenous crops
should not be pre] udiced by the requirements of the conces
sionary zones".
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----5.' The First Six-Year Development Plan referred only to
European settlers. The figures cited are contained in the Second
Development Plan. For conditions relating to African settlers,
see paras. 283-285.

276. As noted above, the total allocations made under the
First and Second Development Plans totalled 1,084 million
escudos, and it was envisaged that by the end of 1965 2,750
European families and 1,910 African families 53 would be
installed.

277. The allocations for the Limpopo Valley scheme have
since been revised. According to figures published in 1964
(Estlulos Politicos. e Sociais 1964, vo1. Il, No. 2, pp. 477-498),
the total investment up to 1970 will he 1,484 million escudos.
Of this amount, 445.6 million escudos were spent under the
First Development Plan for 1953-1958, and 540.3 million escudos
under the Second Development Plan for 1959-1964. Allocations
under the Transitional Development Plan will amount to
465.1 million escudos (31.4 per cent of the total), to be
spent as follows: irrigation, 124 million escudos i settlement,
323.3 million escudos i and administration, 17.8 million escudos.

278. The scheme is administered by the Technical Brigade
for Development and Settlement, which was established in
1951. By 31 December 1964, a tctal of 1,614 European families
had been admitted to the Limpopo colony, of which 130 families
in all (83 per cent) had left, leaving 1,484 in residence at the
end of 1964. The majority of settlers arrived after 1959;
between 1960 and 1964, the number of bmilies admitted more
than tripled (from 560 to 1,614), but the pace of settlement
slowed (1960-291 admissions; 1961-344; 1962-301; 1963
262 j 1964-157).

279. Of approximately 31,000 ha. now considered to be
irrigable, 11,412 ha. had been irrigated by 31 December 1964.
The settlement is based on the family-size farm. Each family
receives about 31.5 ha. of land, of which an average of 7.5 ha.
are irrigated, compared with 3 ha. as originally planned (see
para. 264 above). The irrigated land comprises 5.5 ha. for
crops, and 2 ha. of communal holdings for dairy cattle grazing
and alfalfa, which are' administered by the associaciics de
rcqantcs, which also turn over fodder and milk to the Co
operatiua Agricola for processing. The 24 ha. of unirrigated
grazing land given to each family lies in a common pasture.
Usually, forty families share such a pasture, which is therefore
about 960 ha. in size.

280. The assistance which the State provides to the settlers
is similar to that furnished under the Cela Scheme in Angola.
Each family receives free transportation from Portugal to
Mozambique j a house with three rooms, bath, stables, chicken
houses and silo i one pair of working oxen, five heifers and
one cow; farm tools and equipment, seeds, and insecticides.
In addition, one hectare of land is planted before the settlers
arrive and they receive a subsidy for the first year.

281. Under the terms of their contracts with the State,
the settlers are required to repay the State Jar the costs of
irrigation, afforestation, drainage and stocking of fishponds
as well as of the house, farm tools, seeds and equipment. Repay
ment is at the rate of 1/6th of the value of the annual crop
production. Repayment of cattle is in kind. By December 1964,
17,442 cantos had been repaid. It was expected that an additional
10,000 cantos would be repaid in 1965.

282. Settlers receive full title to their house and property
when the State has been repaid the cost of livestock, furniture,
agricultural equipment, and the first year's food allowance.
Fifty-four settlers had received full title by 1963.

283. Although, as indicated above, the Limpopo Valley
scheme was originally intended for European settlement from
Portugal, recent accounts generally refer to it as the first
joint European and African settlement. It seems that as there
were already Africans in the area reserved for European
settlement, some of whom had to be expropriated (see para.
266 above), a large number of Africans were selected to
receive land in the settlement area. Up to 1958, although both
the Europeans and Africans were supervised by the Brigada,
official information shows that they lived apart in parallel
communities.

Addendum to agenda item 23

Evolution of settlement schemes

Government-directed riuer valley settlements

274. In Mozambique, government-directed European settle
ment has so far been mainly in connexion with the various
river valley development schemes. European settlements have
already been established in the upper Lirnpopo Valley and the
Revue Valley, and plans have been drawn up for settlement
in the Zambezi Valley. These are described in the following
paragraphs. Settlements for Africans in the lower Limpopo
Valley are described separately in paragraphs 115-127 above.

(a) The Limpopo Valley settlement

275. Plans to develop the Limpopo Valley date back to
1924-1925, when it was intended to irrigate between 20,000
and 29,000 ha. for sugar plantations. By 1940, attention had
turned to the development of the region for individual family
size farm holdings based on crops best adapted to the area.
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lien) was ~: Guijn was related to the Limpopo Valley settlement and the
ral popu- _ railway from Vila Luisa to Manhi,a was related to the opening
of Afri- up of the fertile lands of the Incomatl Valley. The 100 km

t H extension of the Tete Railway (originally built to transportcam was \.\
[rating to i coal from Moatize to Beira), was intended to open up the
~est ways "regions of Angoul«, Macanga and Maruvia, which are most
1 settler- i' suitable for European farm settlements. Similarly, the Niassa
of Euro- 't' Railway, which was to be built from Nacala to Nova Freixo
Africans and which was to be the longest railway in the Territory,

was to facilitate the transportation of cotton, sisal, maize,
tobacco and tea from the interior and to attract further white
settlement, mining and ranching in the region around Lake
Nyasa and up to Vila Cabral (ibid., Pp. 462-463).

269. With a view to intensifying European settlement, a
number of special teams were appointed between 1954 and
1958 to study and recommend the best areas for settlements
based on irrigated farming or on specific high-income-yielding
crops. The first team, appointed in February 1954, was to
study the economic factors relating to tea and the areas to
be reserved for European tea growing (Order No. 14,763).
In April of the same year, a commission was appointed to
study among other things conditions for introducing irrigated
farming in the Revue, Lucite and Btizi Valleys (Order No.
14,830 of 8 April 1954). Another team was appointed in 1957
to make an appraisal of and formulate plans for settlements
in the Zambezi River basin.

270. On the basis of these studies, the Second Six-Year
National Development Plan, 1959-1964, substantially increased
the allocations for general agricultural development and Euro
pean settlement.

271. Out of a total of 163 million escudos allocated under
the Plan for agricultural, livestock and forestry development,
100 million escudos was set aside for swamp reclamation
projects with a view to stabilizing African farming in those
areas (see paras. 313-325 below). In addition, 20 million
escudos were allocated for tsetse fly eradication, 15 million
escudos to establish new areas both for Africans and for
European ranchers in Chimoio, and another 18 million escudos
to study and plan ranching settlements in the Maputo cirelllls
criciio and the Alto Limpopo region.

272. Under the general heading of "settlement", 925 million
escudos were allocated as follows: (a) continuation of the
Limpopo irrigation and settlement scheme, 400 million escudos;
(b) irrigation and settlement in the Revue Valley, 400 million
escudos; (c) settlements based on tea plantation, 75 million
escudos; and (d) settlements based on tobacco plantation,
50 million escudos (Portugal, Presidencia do Conselho, Pro
[ecio de Piano de Fomento, para 1959-1964 (Lisbon, 1958),
pp. 192-206).

273. Reviewing the development of Portugal's settlement
policy in Mozambique up to 1959, it can be seen that the
settlement schemes fall into three major categories: govern
meat-directed river valley settlements, mainly for European
families from Portugal, undirected settlements on government
prepared land and African rural population stabilization
schemes. The evolution of these settlements is described
briefly below.
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284. The land allotted to each African family is about half
that granted to Europeans, i.e., 2 ha. of irrigated land and
12 ha. of pasturage.

285. In 1961 there were 1,494 African families established
in the Limpopo Settlement, in areas reserved for Africans
living in the traditional manner. In addition, 17 African
families were settled in European villages, "having shown
themselves capable of living in the European way and having
made the decision to do so". By 1962, the number of families
of assimilados living in villages had increased to 97 (Boletim
Geral, January 1962), and by 1963, 27 African families had
received /i/1I10s de propriedade.

(b) The Rev;iC Valley settlement

286. The area selected for settlement comprises 290,000 ha.
located at the confluence of the Zonue, Sussundenga and
Revue Rivers at the foot of the Rhodesian escarpment in the
district of Manica e Sofala, It is adjacent to the Chimoio
plateau, a major European settlement region and near to the
textile mill of the Sociedade Algodoeira do Fomento Colonial
at Vila Pery.

287. From the outset, the plans ior the settlement were
drawn up on a different basis from those at Cela in Angola
and in the Limpopo Valley. Both those schemes were originally
intended for the settlement of families from Portugal who
were to work their own farms without the use of African
labour. The original study made in 1954 of the Revue Valley,
on the other hand, proposed the establishment of commercial
farming with the settlement of only 200 European families
and 3,450 African families in order to provide each European
farmer with seventeen units of labour (Order No. 14,830,
April 1954). The target is now to establish 623 European and
24,946 African families, the latter to be divided into 293
villages. The total cost of the project is estimated at 1,342
million escudos, of which 672 million will be for irrigation,
496 million for installation of settlers, 85 million for afforesta
tion and 89 million for continued studies.

288. For purposes of development, the Valley has been
divided, according to geographical characteristics, into four
blocks which will function as' independent units: the Chimezi
Zonue ; the Zonue-Mussopa ; the Sussundenga and the Vandiizi
(Boletim Geral, December 1960, p. 578). Altogether there are
114,000 ha. of agricultural land (60,000 ha. to be irrigated
and 54,000 ha. non-irrigated), as well as 76,000 ha. of pasture
and 85,000 ha. of good forest land in the Zonue-Mussopa and
Sussundenga areas. The first two blocks to be developed have
been the Sussundenga (in 1959) and the Chimezi-Zonue, the
former covering some 30,000 ha. and the latter 70,000 ha. The
principal crops of the Sussundenga will be dark tobacco, kenaf,
castor beans, maize and legumes, while the Chimezi-Zonue
will produce light tobacco primarily. Other crops will be
citrus, coffee, maize, garden vegetables, wheat, peanuts, sun
flowers, and silage.

289. Farms are to be of two sizes', depending on whether
they are for colonos cuoluldos (experienced settlers) or for
others. Colonos euoluldos will receive 300 ha. of land (media
f1ropriedade) , consisting of 100 ha. of arable land and 200 ha.
of pasture. The average annual income from such a farm is
expected to be 120 contos annually in contrast to the 15,000
90,000 escudos income at Limpopo, According to the Boletim
Geral do Ultramar of December 1960, these 300 ha. farms
will be awarded without distinction as to colour 01' race, but
require a minimum knowledge of agriculture or at least the
potentiality of acquiring it. Though the farms are to be
mechanized, hired labour is permitted. The concessions are
not considered final; and if one farmer cannot develop all
his land, the undeveloped portion will be given to someone
else.

290. Less experienced settlers (colonos menos euoluidos),
primarily Africans, will receive smaller farms (of what size
is not specified). It is hoped they will provide at least part
of the labour requirements of the larger farms. Consideration
was given also to the possibility of bringing a number of
workers from Portugal to provide additional manpower. They
would receive a salary, in addition to their small holdings,
which would gradually be increased until they formed properties

of sufficient size to allow them to lead an independent life.
African farms could also be increased in the same way.

291. Plans call for the demarcation of 120 herdades and
1,650 smaller holdings in the Sussundenga block and 80 herdades
and 1,800 smaller holdings in the Chimezi-Zonue block.

292. The total number of families that have been settled
under the Revue scheme is not known. By 1961, 17 European
families, comprising 83 persons, bad been established there. A
1963 report mentioned that in the Sussundenga Developmcnt
technical assistance was being given to 18 colonos euoluidos
and to 1,049 Africans, and that in the Chimezi-Zcnue area, '
3 colonos euoluldos, 4 C010llOS [ornalciros (European farm
workers) and S Africans were receiving assistance.

(c) TIle Zombczi Valley settlement scheme

293. The hydroelectric, mineral and agricultural potential
of the Zambezi Valley has been under study since the early
1950's, and this study was continued under the First and
Second National Development Plans. The hydroelectric work •
-the Cahora Bassa Dam-is expected to be started under the
Transitional Development Plan for 1965-1967.

294. According to Portuguese reports, 120,000 ha. will be
opened up for use, of which 90,000 ha. are to be irrigated and
70,000 settlers are to be established there. The total area can
provide 1.7 million hectares of irrigated land, and once begun,
settlement is expected to take several decades to complete.

295. The main crops are to be sugar, cotton, tobacco, citrus,
corn and rice. In addition, there are large stands of pine,
eucalyptus, acacia and other exploitable trees, The cost of
irrigation, drainage and settlement is estimated at 420,000 contos,

Govemmellt deoelopment of land for European. farmillg
cOllcessiolls

296. In addition to the supervised settlement schemes
described in the preceding section, government activities have
also included land preparation schemes for the purpose of
opening up new areas for European farming concessions. Since
the mid-1950's, there has been a marked increase in this type
of government activity, probably because it is less costly than
the supervised settlements. The usual practice has been first
to set up a special team to study the region and make recom
mendations as regards land utilization and settlement. Once a
suitable area has been chosen, the Government issues an order
reserving the land to the State. Hydrotechnical or agricultural
technicians are then sent into the area to prepare the land,
and finally the land is divided into plots for occupation. The
following are the principal areas which have been, or are being,
opened for settlement by schemes of this nature.

(a) Mapu/o Valley

297. One of the first land development schemes was in the
sparsely inhabited Maputo River Valley, which is near Lourenco
Marques and has very fertile soils. The area is considered to
be particularly suitable for rice growing and cattle ranching.
Studies of the area's potentialities were begun in 1946.

298. In 1953, 1,200 ha. were turned over to the trypano
somiasis team concerned with tsetse fly eradication (Order
No. 10,119 of 12 December 1953). Later, in 1955 (Order No.
10,869 of 12 March 1955), the rest of the area was divided
into over J00 plots, of. which 13 were reserved for the
indigenous inhabitants of the area, the remainder being available
for concession to Europeans. By 1961, it was reported that the
Maputo Valley was almost entirely occupied (Bole/ill! Geral,
March 1961, p. 200). In 1963 (Order No. 1i,239 of 2 November
1963) the 1,200 ha. which had been assigned to the trypano
somiasis team was also opened for concession to Europeans.

(b) Lower Limpopo

299. As described below (paras. 313-325) the swap areas in
the lower reaches of the Limpopo River are being reclaimed
for farming by Africans, but other parts of the region, with
rich alluvial soils and permanent water supplies, are considered
to be suitable for intensive mechanized farming by European
small-holders, About 90,000 ha. on both sides of the Limpopo
River have been reserved for European occupation. The main
work required is to reclaim the land by constructing drainage
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canals; in addition, 011 the left bank of the river, which is
subject to flooding, a dike is to be built, extending from Chibuto
to the sea.

300. Reclnrnation work is to be carried ont in four stages,
the first three involving areas on the left bank of the river and
the fourth involving the entire right bank. The four areas of
development are:

(i) The area between Vila de Joao Belo and Magula i
(H) The area between Vila de Joao Belo and Chelaulene ;
(iii) The remainder of the left bank of the river from

Chelaulene to the sea;
(iv) The right bank of the river from Chibuto to the sea.
301. The first area to be developed, between Vila de Jofio

Belo and Magula, consists of about 4,900 ha. close to Lake
lnhamissa. The information available does not indicate whether
the development has been completed. Nevertheless, by 1961, a
total of 2,500 ha. had already been conceded to Europeans and
it was reported that the remainder would be divided into
23 farms of 70 to 90 ha. each and 10 farms of from 25 to 35 ha.
each.

302. Subsequently, in 1963, the Government decided (Order
No. 17,203 of 19 October 1963) to release only 27 plots for
occupation. Of these, 2 were reserved for the use of the Lower
Limpopo Agricultural Settlement Board (Junta AlI/OIIOl/lO de
PO'Lloamcnto Agrario de Bai.ro LilllpOPO), 7 were reserved for
local Africans (vi:;illlIOS dos regedorias) and 18 were to be
granted as farming concessions.

(c) lnconuiti Valle~'

303. Although the original plan for large-scale European
settlement in the Incomati Valley was abandoned in 1955 (see
para. 267), the success of the drainage and flood protection
schemes in the lower Limpopo Valley caused the Government
to adopt the same methods for reclaiming the Incoma ti region.
In 1962, after some land had been reclaimed, the Government
opened up the right bank of the Incomati River in the Sabie
rirclIllscri(iio for European farming concessions. Altogether,
116 parcels of land were laid out, varying from 75 to 400 ha.
each. Of these, 15 werc reserved for Government use, S for the
establishment of commercial centres and 54 were classified as
second-class land for the use of the indigenous inhabitants,
leaving 39 parcels to be granted as concessions for agricultural
or livestock farming.

304. In August 1963 (Order No. 17,105 of 24 August 19(3),
an additional area of 165 ha. on the right bank of the Incomati
River, in the Manhica concclho, was placed under the authority
of the Provincial Settlement Board to be parcelled for occupa
tion by the inhabitants of the concelho,

(d) Matola Vulle:.'
305. The Matola River runs into the :l1comati River, and

development of both valleys was envisaged in the original
plan for settlement of the Incornati, which was abandoned in
1955.

306. In 1961 a large area, known as the Matola River
allotments (puree/amelltos), was divided into 169 lots of about
50 ha. each to be concessioned to small farmers. Of these lots,
4 were designated as leasehold (arrelldalllellto) concessions for
farming or livestock raising and the others as aioramento
concessions. In 1962 (Order No. 16,260 of 13 August 1962)
9,716 ha. were reserved for persons of limited means (ecollo
micamente dcbil).

(e) Upper Limpopo region

307. In 1962 (Order No. 15,861 of 3 March 1962), 85 plots
were parcelled out in the Upper Limpopo region, in the Gaza
district, in sizes of 1,000 ha., 5,000 ha. and 10,000 ha., for
farming and cattle raising. The concessions were to be granted
with provisional titles for a maximum period of 5 years, after
which the concessionaire could receive a definitive title if he
had fulfilled all the requirements of minimum development
under the land concession legislation (Article 98 of Decree
No. 43,894 of 6 September 1961). The local government of the
Gaza district was to safeguard the agricultural and pastural
rights of the indigenous inhabitants (visillllos das regedorias)

ill the area by demarcating their lands as class two laud (see
para. 49 above).

308. In October of the same year (Order No. 16,433 of
20 October 19(2), the Government decided to reserve another
area of 24,700 ha. between Mapai and Mepuze in the same
region for a livestock experimental farm. No mention is made
in this Order of the rights 1)£ the indigenous inhabitants in
the area,

(f) Tea onc! tobacco areas

309. Following the creation of a special team (Brigada) to
recommend areas to be reserved for tea growing settlements
(see para. 269), an experimental project was set up at Gurue
comprising 10 families (9 European and 1 African). Each
European family was allocated 50 ha. of which 20 ha. were for
tea cultivation and the rest for food crops, pasturage and timber
requirements. The African family received 4 ha. and it was
hoped that other indigenous farmers would also become in
terested. European farmers were expected to earn an income
of about 70,000 escudos a year.

310. There are no official reports on this pilot project.
According to one source, however, the results were unsatis
factory, mainly because it was found necessary to furnish
financial support to the farmers during the five-year waiting
period between plantmg and the h,;'"'; sting of the first crop of
tea. It was therefore decided, accOlc·r.J to the same source, that
tea growing would be left to individual concession holders and
companies who possessed capital, which could be supplemented
by loans from the Government. Expenditure on the investiga
tions by the special team amounted to over 14 million escudos
between 1959 and 1962 and an additional appropriation of 5,000
contos was made for this purpose in 1963.

311. It was also intended at one time to establish settlements
based on tobacco growing. Several thousand hectares of land
in the vicinity of Ribaue and Malema (Mocambique district)
and Chimoio (Manica e Sofala district), where tobacco is
already being grown, were considered as potential areas for
settlement. Under the Second Six-Year Development Plan, an
allocation of 50,000 contos was made for investigations which
are apparently still continuing, although no official reports are
available.

(g) Arcus reserved for [uiure settlement

312. In addition to the areas already opened for settlement,
the Government has reserved other areas and placed them under
the authority of the Provincial Settlement Board or other
technical bodies which are to prepare plans for their future
settlement. These areas are described below.

(i) In 1962 (Order No. 16,332 of 15 September 1962) the
Government reserved the entire area of Lourenco
Marques district together with the Magude circunscriciio
and part of Bilene eOIlCe",O in the Gaza district. The
area was placed under the authority of the Provincial
Settlement Board, which was requested to draw up
plans for land utilization and settlement by the end of
1964. This measure is presumably intended to ensure. the
planned development of the Lourenco Marques hinter
land.

(ii) In 1963 (Order No. 16,393 of 13 October 19(3) the
Government authorized the Brigada Tecnica de Fomento
c Povoamento do Revue to draw up plans for the devel
opment and settlement of the Chimoio and Manica
concelhos, in the highlands above the Revue Val1ey
settlement scheme (see para. 88). No information is
yet available on the recommendations of the Brigada
but notices in the Boletim Oficia] during 1964 and
1965 showed that a number of concessions were being
granted in these areas.

(iii) A large area in the districts of Inhambane and Manica
e Sofala has been reserved and placed under the
authority of the Provincial Settlement Board. The area
reserved extends from latitute 21·40' south to 20· 50 '
south and from 34· 00 ' west to the sea. The Board was
required to complete and submit plans for settlement
of this area by the end of 1967, failing which the area
would no longer be reserved.
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Settlement by sI/gal' companies

326. In 1955 the Cornpanhia Agricola do Buai for the first
time introduced the outgrower system into sugar production
by allocating a portion of the land under its control to ten
settler farmers. The extent of the land area is not known but
in 1964 these ten farmers were responsible for nearly half of
the company's sugar cane crop of 208,912 tons. Under the
outgrower system, the farmers are presumably sub-concession
aires under contract to sell their sugar crop to the Company.
Since the price of sugar and the amount to be exported to
Portugal is controlled by the Government, the outgrowers as
well as the companies have an assured income. In 1965, it was
reported that the Buzi Company planned to instal an additional
twenty settlers.

327. The example set by the Buz] Company is being followed
by three new sugar companies which were established during
the 1960's but which have not yet begun operations. The first
of these is the Acucareira de Mocambique, which was formed
in 1964 and received a 15,000 ha. concession on the Punguc
River about 35 km from Beira, The Company plans to allo
cate its entire concession among 150 settlers (90 of whom are
expected to be Mozambique residents) with preference being
given to Mozambique families experienced in sugar growing
and to young ex-soldiers. Each family will receive sufficient
land to produce 3,000 tons of sugar cane annually and the cost
of land preparation and installation. including buildings and
equipment, will be financed by the Company, to be repaid by
the settler from the sale of his crop. Once repayment is com
plete, the land, installations and equipment will become the
property of the settler.

328. According to the most recent information (May 19(5)
the Company had not yet completed its financial structure. It is
the explicit intention of the Company to sell as many of its
shares as possible in Mozambique at prices accessible to small
investors. The French firm of CO},llPADEC (Compagnie pour
l'etude et le developpement des echanges commerciaux) was
reported to have expressed interest in subscribing a minority
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313. A, In""too above (pnra, 262), studies were initiated """I results have been I", than "';d,,,ted, Ior ",,"'In. to I the n,,,",,,,

under the First National Devclopment Plan to determine the statistics published in 1957 by a Portuguese administrator in 329 TI
best \vay to atabilize Africano on the land and to reorganlae Mo~ambillue, Ritl1 Ferreira, the average annual income per \ I ..'[ le sec
"" • family from the Sr' of crops was only 1,500 escudos. I t le "" arracuenthem around industrial or agricultural centres, The first schemes ' Iormed by the
involved the resettlement of Africans in reclaimed swamp areas 323. Accordiug' to Portuguese Government sources, the total aid of a loan
(lIIaclJo/lgos) in the lower rive, valleys or in river estuaries cusI of the Inhamlssu scheme was 1.6 million escudos, or an r Nacional and tI
where the soil is fertile but not considered to be suitable for averagu of 1,578 escudos per hectare of land, while the total I Africa. The c
intensive mechaniaed European farming. value of crops produced from 1952·1957 averaged almost 2 I at Manhh;a in

314, Drainage of the lIIacllollgos was first undertaken in million escudos annually, despite crop failures in 1953 due to be cultivated b.
1951 in the Lower Llmpopo Valley (district of Gaza), close flooding, vineia! Settlem
to the town of Vila de Joao Belo, some 230 km from Lourenco 324. In addition .0 draining the maclJolIgos, the Government I" and the screeni
Marques. The first lIIaclJollgo to be cleared was the Mnrrfingun has been engaged in reclaiming large areas of land from ln- tion is expectec
(518 ha.), rf)lIowed by the Inhamissa (1,022 ha.), the Slaia tesbltion by the tsetse fly in order to make them safe for in-
(784 hn.), the Sotulne (420 ha.), the Due (156 ha.), and the tenslve African settlement. The work was initially financed
Inhacutae (389 ha.), By 1957 a total of 3,289 ha. had been with funds allocated under the Second National Development I
reclaimed and settled by 4,268 families. Plan and was concentrated in the circll/Iscrifiio of GOVlll'Q

315. Following the approval of the Second National De- (Inhambane district) with long-range plans calling for the I',
velopment Plan, which included an allocation of 100 million eventual reclamation and settlement of the entire south bank of
escudos for agricultural development and stabllization of the the Save River. In 1961, it was reported that several thousand
African population, a special team was set up to carry out the square kilometres in the Mutuali region of Mocambique
swamp reclamation work. This team (Brlgada Tccnica de district had also been cleared as well, and in 1962 plans were
Fomento Hidroagrlcola) was instructed to draw up detailed drawn up to clear a large region to the north of the Save River
plans for t;ie improvement of the Lower Incomati ami the near Machanga, as well as the banks of the Pimguc River (both
Lower Lirnpopo, to continue the swamp drainage works in the in the district of Manica e Sofala),
SuI do Save and to study the possibility of reclamation of the I.
land around Quelimane. 325. Detailed information is available only in respect of the

progress made in the Govuro circllIlscrkiio. By 1961, large
316. The Inhamissa macl/oll.Qo, among the first to be re- areas had been cleared of tsetse fly and the Government was

claimed, was opened to settlement in 1952. In that year, 614 already engaged in regrouping the local indigenous population
African families were settled and by 1957, the last year for into permanent settlements (rllra(afos) and in attempting to
which information is available, the population had increased to attract new population groups from outside the area. According
1,667 families. to a government despatch published in 1963, steps were being

317. Of the total area, 882 ha. arc used for agriculture ami taken to establish a co(oll(lfo of Govuro and the Government
140 ha. for general purposes. The agricultural land comprises envisaged the eventual creation of a team for the development
two kinds of soil: 692 ha. are pure lIIaclzollgo and 190 ha. are and settlement of the Save (Brigada de Fomento de Povoa-
relatively less fertile soil, predominantly clay. Families receive mento do Save) which would develop long-range plans for the
either 1.5 ha. of machontjo or 2 ha. of the less fertile land. In entire region.
addition, each family receives 4 ha. in the surrounding high
lands for growing food crops, such as beans, maniac and pea
nuts. In 1963, it was reported that allotments of farm land
might be increased by 2 ha. per family.

318. Africans may live ill traditional style houses or they
acquire, under contract with the State, a European style house.
These houses consist 0 f two bedrooms,· a combination kitchen
dining room, a large porch, bathroom with shower and a
separate storage house for agricultural products. The houses
were originally financed by loans irom the Fundo de Algoddo,
repayable over fifteen years at 20 per cent interest. For build
ing to begin, a 5,000 escudo down payment had to be made.
Repayments were at the rate of 2,617 escudos annually. By 1962,
only six houses had been constructed.

319. In 1962 the loans from the FunrJo de Algodlio were re
placed by a special government fund for housing construction
(Decree Law 2,263 of 28 July 1962). Africans who acquire
houses from this fund are considered to be lessees (locattirios
(Idqllirclllcs) and their property is therefore inalienable. The
repayment terms arc the same.

320. The government agency in charge of the settlement pro
vides seed, technical assistance and makes available agricultural
equipment. It is also responsible for upkeep of the irrigation
works and marketing of the produce.

321. The Government intends to organize the members of
this settlement in a co-operative, In 1963 it was reported that
statutes had been drawn up for the Cooperativa dos Macharn
beiros do Inhamissa, which would assume responsibility for
administering the settlement and making it financially inde
pendent.

322. The principal crops of the settlement vary depending
on whether the soil is maclionqo or clay. By practising crop
rotation, rice, maize, beans, garden vegetables and bananas are
grown on the former, and wheat, rice and maize on the latter.
The Government estimates that the maximum value obtainable
from the land is 5,625 escudos per ha. of macbonso and 4,362
escudos per ha. of clay and that from his 4 ha. plot in the
surrounding highlands an African could earn an additional in-
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hotding but to. be waiting until the Company has raised
the necessary Portuguese capital.

329. The second of the recently formed sugar companies is
the Mnrracnenc Agrfcola A~ucareira (Marragra) which was
formed by the Marracucne Agrlcolae Comerclal, Ldn, with the
aid of n loan of 220,000 contos from the Banco de Fomento
Nacionnl and the Industrial Development Corporation of Sonth
Africa. The company received a land concession of 6,000 ha,
at Manhi~a in the Incomnti Valley. Of this total, 3,200 ha. will
be cultivated by settlers already located in the area, The Pro
vlncial Settlement Board will be in charge of land drainage
and the screening of applications from settlers. Sugar produc
tion is expected to begin in 1966.

330. The third company is the Portugnese Development
Corporation, a subsidiary of the Anglo-American Corporation
of South Africa, which in 1964 obtained a concession of
100.000 ha. on the banks of the Cuncua River in the 10wl'1' valley
of the Zambezi River. The concession will be the large~t sugar
producing area in any Territory under Portuguese administra
tion, producing an estimated 1 million tons of sugar cane annu
ally. Half of the concession will be allocated to 500 settlers,
each receiving lOO hn.• while the remaining 50,000 ha. will he
exploited by the Company itself. The land to be distributed to
the settlers will be prepared beforehand by the Company, which
will also render technical assistance to the settlers. Sugar pro
duction is expected to begin in 19(j6 or 1967.

TAnr.E 8. 1foZAMDlllUI,

TOTAl. ARM or LAND CONCESSION'S DV DISTRICT AS AT 31 DECE~InER 1909. 1918, 1938 ,\Nl! 1939

(111 hectares}

To 1909 1909-1918 1918·1938
Total

to 1939

Rrvrrtrd to
the State
to 1939

Total co~·
crdrd as

Total ill i'r:n~:gr
cUccl arra

Lourenco Marques

Nationals .
Aliens '"

54,363
10,928

107,976
65,899

141,035
34,424

306,226
111,252

TOTAL 65,291 173,&75 175,460 417,480 44,626 372,853 4.7

Inhambane

Nationals ,
Aliens.,. , .. , .

3,443
287

84,434
153,832

54,183
29,710

142,246
183,829

TOTAL 3,730 238,266 83,894 326.075 600 325,475 6.1

Quelimane (Zambesia)

Nationals .... , .... 44,615 51,523 196,881 293,476
Aliens ............ 1.173 680 24,305 26.159

TOTAL 45,788 52,203 221,187 319.636 53,287 266,350 2.7

Mocambique

Nationals ......... 127 4,494 90,849 97,655
Aliens ...... . . . . . . . 2 49,988 7,502 57,493

TOTAL i29 54.482 98,351 155.148 17,373 137,775 0.7

Tete

Nationals ......... 4.626 17,557 14,878 37,601
Aliens ............ 1.000 86 1,230 2.316

TOTAL 5,626 17,642 16.109 39,917 14,524 24.853 0,2

Porto Amelia

Nationals ......... 1,089 4,939 43,387 48,417
Aliens ............ 6.816 9,170 15,987

TOTA!. 1.089 11,755 51,558 64,404 11.851 52,552 0.7
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TADLE 9. MOZAMBIQUE

ANNUAL CONCESSIONS 01' URBAN, SUBURBAN AND RURAL LAND (1917-1963)* ..-
Fit'e.~et1r Five·~ear

~~~~~~ro~,~
Area 10101 Number 0/ Area 10101

Year (/la.) (/la.) Year couctJs{ous (/la.) (lilt.)

1917
t ••••• ···"

115 25,696 1941 ........... 56 14,605
1918 ........... 45 18,093 1942 .......... 166 8,924
1919 .......... 61 55,096 1943 .......... 128 12,045 1949-1950..
1920 ........... 34 28,434 --- 1944 ........ 77 16,446 1950.1951

1945 .......... 75 29,981' --- 1951-1952
1921 .. .> .... , . 60 18,722 82,001 1952-1953
1922 ........... 44 24,854 194(~1 ......... 70 36,4i'i' 1953-1954
1923 .......... 53 6,400 194711 ......... 104 72,171 1954~1955

1924 ... ...... 61 13,537 194811 ......... 99 46,108 1955-1956
1925 .......... 75 66,106 --- 194911 ......... 145 58,279 I. 1956-1957

129,619 195011 114 50,226
(

1957-1958......... --- I

1926 .......... 94 56,211 263,261

t
1958-1959

1927 .......... 119 67,329 1951 .......... 596 81,386 1959-1960
1928 '0> ••••••• 64 41,258 1952 .......... 625 61,759
1929 .......... 62 58,246 1953 .......... 378 40,818
1930 .......... 67 40,793 --- 1954 .......... 552 40,892

263,837 1955 636 51,558 --- "...........
1931 .......... 65 55,418 276,413 :
1932 .......... 128 32,726 1956 .......... 569 26,148 Total nun
1933 .......... 102 17,817 1957 .......... 504 17,732 Total nur
1934 .......... 61 7,713 1958 .......... 518 48,094 Total are
1935 .......... 114 17,167 --- 1959 ........... 577 38,375 Total are

130,841 1960 .. , ....... 691 50,079 ---

t
Of whi

1936 .......... 73 4,616 180,428 Afore
1937 .......... 76 28,650 1961 ........... 409 19,313 Provi
1938 .......... 67 3,997 1962 .......... 583 34,218 Arrcl
1939 .......... 63 5,681 1963 ........... 681 65,763 , Average
1940 .......... 84 19,965 --- Average62,909

*N.B.: The total area of land under concession in any given year is not the sum of the concessions granted in previous years,
since considerable areas revert to the State each year.

11Rural land only.

ot«--
Lourenco

TABLE 10. MOZAlIIBtQUE . Gaza '"

~
Inhambai

A. ANNUAL CONCESSIONS OF RURAL LAND BY DISTRICT (1955-1963)* \{anica c

(in H ectares} Tete ...
Zambezia

Area of Mocambk
district ." Total I Cabo DelDistrict (1Ia.) 1955 1956 1967 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1955·1963"

~

I Niassa

Lourcnco Marques .... 1,618,400 12,391 3,847 1,708 4,531 13,231 14,819 7,358 8,012 6.930 72,827
Gaza ................. 8,313,300 12,789 1,142 - 642 5,606 14,317 2,938 5,976 19,984 63,394 jl

Mocambique ........... 7,826,500 8,926 6,649 6,278 27,233 3,261 7,071 2,419 6,442 12,593 80,872
Zambezia ............. 10,288,000 6,329 6,073 8,822 9,103 6,285 6,711 1,917 4,978 16,494 66,712 Sous
Manica e Sofala ...... 12,985,400 3,520 1,234 - 2,922 2,921 2,883 1,067 3,550 1,778 19,875 I

I
Cabo Delgado ........ 7,837,400 5,553 6,030 615 1,203 671 1,991 3,053 3,499 844 23,459 !
Tetc •• ,. "0 ••••••••••• 10,071,400 6g0 - - - - 1,715 108 802 4,089 7,404
Niassa ................ 12,013,500 50 80i' - 2,022 - 299 355 660 2,746 6,939 la
Inhambane ............ 6,847,000 1,005 45 10 - - 10 3 - 39 1,1!2 !J

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----- i\
OFFICIAL TOl'ALb 77,800,900· 51,257 25,831 17,434 47,840 38,177 49,855 19,221 33,902 65,500 342,594 ~]-- -- -- -- = ------- -- -- -----

l*SOURCE: Allllaria Estatistico, chapter IX. totals and the added totals.
11 Calculated. c Excludes area of Lake Nyasa.
b There are slight discrepancies in the officially published (Table cOllt'lllles)

i.



1955/1956 1956/1957 1957/1958 1958/1959 1960/1961 1961/1962

District NI/mber Hectares NI/mbel' Hectares Number Hectares Number Hectares Nwmoer Hectares Number Hectares

Lourenco Marques 313 121,441 313 126,728 310 143,684 330 191,284 302 183,789 400 201,439
Gaza ........... 116 123,820 198 135.043 317 115,241 398 119,779 727 145,978 801 171,282

~
Inhambane ....... 126 118,289 132 121,415 137 119,971 137 118,291 133 117,532 145 112,829
\!anica e Sofala . 254 418,265 263 421,364 282 496,370 271 514,970 267 495,545 305 526,918

Tete ............ 15 5,194 18 5,193 17 4,651 16 4.599 16 4,270 30 7,445
Zambezi a ........ 197 332,303 209 325,927 215 328,174 219 332,273 207 313,199 211 315,209
Mocambique ..... 252 268,341 264 269,185 307 270,744 300 280,451 314 283,994 395 303,948
Cabo Delgado .... 70 57,508 71 55,113 69 52,163 69 52,489 74 47,781 88 47,448
Niassa .......... 11 13,995 13 15,195 14 17,090 16 17,389 23 18,059 88 17,198

TOTAL 1,354 1,459,159 1,481 1,475,166 1,668 1.548,091 1,756 1,621,522 2,063 1,610,147 2,423 1,703,720
--- -- --- ---

SOURCE: Mo,ambiqllc, hlll/(irio Estatisiico, chap. 6.

Total Precariol/s Provisiollal Defillitive Prollisiollal Simple Slale
area .Alod,·al .Aforomclllo tille cOllce...·oll dcmarcatioll demarcatiotl occllpatioll rescrt'('$

1949·1950 .......... 1.308 355.8 811.4 0.18 3,] 9.2 51.7 40.0 36.5
1950-1951 ..........
1951-1952 .......... 1,318 368 843 2.6 33.5 36.0 33.3
1952·1953 .......... 1.364 397 844 0,18 7.8 2 32 46 34.7
1953·1954 .......... 1,411.5 404.6 867 11.7 0.8 30 58.5 38.8
1954~1955 .......... 1,430 404.5 887 0.2 15.4 38.2 51.2 30.2
1955·1956 .......... 1,459 530 792.2 13.2 0.9 30.5 54.7 37.7

I' 1956·1957 ........... 1,475 373.9 956 4.5 44.3 4.7 17 38 36.8
I

1957-1958

I
..........

1958.1959 ............ 1,621.5 395.7 1,056 2.1 97.'+ 1.2 9 10.0 49.8
1959·1960 .......... 1.616 438 978.7 2.1 121.96 0.8 5.8 8.58 60.1

C, CONCESSIONS OF RURAL LAND DY aforcmento AND arrclldalllcIlto (1956-1963)

'.
1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Total number of requests ............ 200 45 179 299 310 288 677 784
Total number granted •.•........•... 94 78 118 104 137 63 159 240
Total area requested (hectares) ...... 181,528 21,393 274,654 374,214 363,407 203,428 324,305 258,551
Total area granted ••............•.•• 25,831 17,435 47,940 38,177 49,855 19,:?..l 33,902 65.500

!
Of which:

Aioramento ..................... 8,102 13,424 31,780 12,905 18,211 13,196 16,939 10,904
Provisional ...................... 16,834 3,256 15.507 14,734 9,018 5.201 16,971 22,852
.Arrendcmento .................... 894 754- 552 10,537 22,624 824 31,744-

Average area requested ...•. ' •..•.... 900 475 1.500 1,300 1,200 706 480 330
Average area granted ................ 250 224 400 380 360 305 210 270

D. NUMBER OF ~'ARMS (elllprcsas) AND AREA OF LAND UNDER AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATION (1955-1962)*
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TADLE 10. MOZAlItDlQUE (colIlJ'lIl/cd)

D. JURIDICAL STATUS O~' AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS (1959·1960)

(I'll, thol/salld hectares)
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..Moreira, Adriano, "Ensaios", Esludos de Ci,Jller'as Pollticas
e SOer'OI'S, No. 34, Junta de Investigacdes do Ultramar,
Lisbon, 1963

Pattee, Richard, Portuqal cm Africa, Agencia Geral do
Ultrarnar, Lisbon, 1959

Pereira, Joao (Neto), Anqola, meiu seculo de l'/Itegra,iio,
Lisbon, 1964

Pereira, Joao (Neto), "Devera 0 dcsenvolvimento agricola
ter prioridade no desenvolvimento economico da Africa
ao SuI do Saara]", Estudos Ultramarinos, No. 4, Instituto
Superior de Estados Ultrarnariuos, Lisbon, 1961

Pereira, Joao (Neto), "0 Baixo Cunene, subsidies para 0

seu dcsenvolvimento", Estudos de Cicllcias Politicas e
Sociais, No. 68, Junta de Investigacdes do Ultramar, Lisbon,
1963

Percira, Joao (Neto), "Potitica de integraciio em Angola e
Mocambique", Estudns Ullramarinos, No. 2, Instituto
Superior de Estudos Ultramarinos, Lisbon, 1962

Rebetu, Horficio de Sa Viann, Angola IIG Africa deste tempo,
Lisbon, 1961

Rodrlgues (Junior), Allgola, term de Portugal, Lourenco
Marques, 1964

Santos, A. C. Valdez Thomaz dos, Angola, Cora,iio do
Imperio, Agencia Geral do Ultramar, Lisbon, 1945

Santos, Nunes dos, and others, "Col6quios spbre problemas
de povoamento," Estudos de Ciillcias Politicos e Socials,
No. 33, Junta de Investigacdes do U1tramar, Lisbon, 1960

Mozambique

Afonso, A. Martins, "Povoamento Agrario 110 Ultramar
Portugues : 0 Aproveitamento Agro-Social do Inhamissa
cm Mocambique", Boletim Geral do Ultramar, Nos. 454/5
(April-May, 1963), pp. 71-92

Almeida, Eugenic Ferreira de, Gouerno do Distriio de
Mocambique, Relatorio, Agencia Geral do Ultramar,
Lisbon, 1956

Anllorio da Proulncia de Mo,ambiqlle, 1961

"0 Aproveitamento Agro-Social de Inhamissa", Boletim
Geral do Ultramar, No. 445 (July 1962), pp. 164-166

Assernbleia Tecnica de Associacao dos Produtores de Sisal
da Provincia de Mocambique, Discursos, COlllllnica,oes,
Discussiies, vol. 9, Braga, 1957

Boleo, J. Oliveira, Mo,ambiqllc, Agencia Geral do U1tramar,
Lisbon, 1951

Boleo,J. Oliveira, Mo,ambiqlle, Pequeno MOIlOgrafia, Agenda
Geral do U1tramar, Lisbon, 1961

"Colonato do Limpopo", Boletim Geral do Ultramar, Nos.
439/40 (Jan.-Feb. 1962), Pp. 171-174

Costa, Camilo Silveira da, "Consolidacao pelo Povoamento
-Base do Progresso de Moc;ambique", Boletim. Gera; do
Ultralllar, No. 453 (March 1963), pp. 167-169

Ferreira, A. Rita, "0 Movimento Migratorio de Trabalhado
res entre Moc;ambique e a Africa do SuI", Estlldos de
Cib~cias Politicas e Sociais, No. 21, Junta de Investiga.c;oes
do Ultramar, Lisbon, 1963

"Fomcnto e Povoamento do Revue", Boletim Ceral do
Ultramar, No. 405 (March 1959), pp. 123-234

"Fomento e Povoamento do Zambeze", Boletim Geral do
UltramOl', Nos. 399/400 (Sept.-Oct. 1958), pp. 263-270

"Limpopo, 1957", Boletim Geral do Ultralllar, No. 391
(January 1958), pp. 181-190

"0 machongo de Inhamissa", Boletim Geral do Ultramar,
No. 401 (November 1958), pp. 182-188

Morais, Trigo de, "0 Colonato do Limpopo", Estlldos
Politicos e Sociais, vol. n, No. 2, Instituto Superior de
Ciencias Sociais e Potitica Ultramarina, Lisbon, 1964

"PIano Geral do Aproveitamento da Bacia do Revue"
Boletilll Geral do Ultralllar, No. '393 (March, 1958), PP:
191-192

"Povoamento do Limpopo", Boletim Geral do Ultramar, Nos.
418/419 (April-May 1960),pp. 278-280
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rr, OTHER SOURCES (PORTUGUESE)

Por/I/gal

Agencia Geral do Ultramar, ..Is COIIIUllica,oes e os a/>rovd/a
mell/os lu'drolllicos da GllillC, Anqok: e Mo,,,mbiql/e, Lisbon,
1961

Ibld., Boletlm Geral do UlIramar, Lisbon
Assembleia Nacional, Paraccr sabre as contas gerais do

Estado de 196Q.-UlIl'Omar, Lisbon, 1962
Imprensa Nacional, Diiirio do Gouerno, series I, II and III
Instituto Nacional de Estatistica, ...1111/0"'0 Estatlstico, vol.

I1, Ultramar
Minlsterlos da Economia e do U1tramar, Plano de [omento,

vol. I, Lisbon, 1953; Political Constitution of the Portuguese
Republic, SNI, Lisbon, 1957

Presidencia do Conselho, Fundo de Fomento Nacional, PIaI/o
de /OIllCI//O (Lei 110. 2.058)j revisCio de 1955 (Lei 110. 2.077),
Lisbon, 1955

Presidencia do Consclho, Inspeccfio Superior do PIano de
Fomento, Relatori« filial preparatario do II plano de
[omento-s-Xl Uliramar, Lisbon, 1958

Presidencia do Conselho, Projecto de piaI/o de [omcnto para
1959-1964, Lisbon, 1958

Allgola

Imprensa Nacional, Boletim. Oficial, series I, II and III
Comissdo Administrativa do Fundo de Fomento de Angola,

Relatorios (1951-1954)
Direccfio dos Services de Economia e Estatistica Geral;

Reparticfio de Estatistica Geral, 3° recenseamento geral da
popl/la,ao. vol. I. Luanda, 1964

Reparticflo de Estatistica Geral, AIII/orio Estatlstico

Mosombique

Imprensa Nacional, Boletini Oficlal, series I, n and III
Reparticfio de Estatistica Geral, AIII/orio Esiatistico
Ibld., Comercio Externo
Ibid., Estatistica Agricola.

SELECTED SOURCES

Allgola

Amaral, Ilidio do, "Aspectos do povoamento branco de
Angola", Estudos, Ensaios e Documentos, No. 74, Junta de
Investigacdes do U1tramar, Lisbon, 1960

Caetano, Marcello, "0 planeamento economico em Portugal",
Esiudos de Ciellcias Politicos e Socials, No. 21, Junta de
Investigacoes do Ultramar, Lisbon, 1959

Conceic;ao, Jose Farinha da, Reglllamcllto da oCllpa,ao e cOII

cessCio de lel'rmlOS lla.r pro'llillcias 1IItra./IIQ/·i,IaS,· allotado,
Lisbon, 1962

Deslandes, V., D;sclIrsos, 1961-1962, Luanda, 1962
Duarte, Teofilo, Estlldos Colol/;ais, Agenda Geral das Colo

nias, Lisbon, 1942
Felner, Alfredo de Albuquerque, AI/gola, apolltalllelltos sabre

a cololliza,iio dos plallaltos e litoral do Sill de Allgola,
Agencia Geral das Colonias, Lisbon, 1940

Ferreira, Vicente, ESllldos llltralllGrillosj c.ololliza,iio e diver
sos, vol. IV, Agencia Geral do Ultramar, Lisbon, 1955

Gaspar, Jose Maria de, "A colonizac;ao agricola na valoriza~ao

do Ultramar", Estl/dos de Cicllcias Politicas e Sociais, No.
21, Junta de Investigac;oes do U1tramar, Lisbon, 1959

Gaspar, Jose Maria de, "A colonizac;ao branca cm Angola
e Mo~ambique", Estlldos de Cic,lcias Politicas e Socia;s,
No. 7, Junta de Investigac;oes do U1tramar, Lisbon, 1958

Gaspar, Jose Maria de, "Angola e Moc;ambique e 0 problema
do seu povoamento nos seculos XIX e actual", Estlldos
Ultramarillos, No. 3,Instituto Superior de Estudos Ultra
marinos, Lisbon, 1961

Morais, A. Trigo de, A nglla /la 'lIaloriza,iio do Uftramar,
Agencia Geral das Colonias, Lisbon, 1951
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CHAPTER VI

ADEN

Barclays Bank, D.C.O., Overseas Survey, London, 1964
Brussels, Univcrsite llbre, Institut de Sociologic Solvay, Vel's

la promotioll de !'ecollomie illdigcllej compte relld" dll colloque
colollial Sill' 1'l1collomie illdigclle, 9-13 jallvier 1956, Brussels,
1956

Duffy, lames, Portunucse Africu, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1961

Egerton, F. Clement C., Anqola ill Perspectiue, London, 1957
Hailey, Lord, Africall Survey, London, 1945
Hance, William A., Tile GeograPlly of Modem Airica, New

York and London, 1964
Spense, C. F., Mo,ambiql/e, Cape Town, 1963
United Kingdom, Board of Trade, "Portuguese East Africa",

Overseas Ecollomic SI/role)" London, 1955
United Kingdom, Board of Trade: "Portuguese West Africa;

Economic and Commercial Conditions in Portuguese West
Africa", Overseas Econolllic Suruevs, London, 1954

United Kingdom, Geographical Section of the Naval Intel
ligence Division, Naval Staff, Admiralty, A Mtmual af
Portuqucsa East Africa, T.ondon, 1920

mern' -rs; The largest vote in any district went to
Mr. ialifa Abdulla Hasson Khalifa. Mr. Khalifa had
been arrested after the grenade incident at the Aden
Airport in December 1963,and at the time of the elec
tion was still detained under the emergency powers.
Following the election, fourteen of the newly elected
Council members informed the High Commissioner that
they would not accept ministerial office unless Mr.
Khalifa was released and ten of them asked that he be
made Chief Minister. On 26 October, Mr. Khalifa's
release was secured and Mr. Baharoon was asked by
the High Commissioner to form a Government.

4. On 30 October 1964, following the nomination
of the five members to complete the Legislative Council,
Mr. Zain Abdu Baharoon was re-appointed Chief Min
ister, and on 31 October the following members of the
Legislative Council were appointed as Ministers:

Chief Minister: Mr. Zain Abdu Baharoon
Minister of State: Mr. Hussein 'Ali Bayoomi
Minister of Public Works and Water: Mr. Hasson

Ismail Khudabux Khan
Minister of Finance: Mr. Abdo Hussein Sulaiman

Adhal
Minister of State for Constitutional Affairs: Mr.

Saeed Hasson Sohbi
Minister for Endowment (Waqf) : Mr. Saeed Hasson

Maddi
Minister of Labour and Welfare: Mr. Abdul Rahim

Kassim Muhammed
Minister for Local Government: Mr. Mustafa Abdilla

Abdo
Ministel' for Lands and Antiquities: Mr. Ahmed

Salem Matari
5. The new Aden Legislative Council met on 23 No

vember 1964. At this meeting, the Chief Minister,
Mr. Baharoon, was reported to have stated that his
Government was determined "to push the wheel forward
and, in particular, to move Aden and the South towards
independence, freedom and social justice." He also said
that the present Government felt that many of the
country's problems could be solved only by root changes

"Povoamento do Vale do Limpopo", Boletlni Geral do Ultru
11101', Nos. 415/416 (Jan,-Feb" 1960), p. 380

"Realieacdo de Grandes Proiectos : Obras e proiecto em
curso de realiza~5.o na area de ac~oes de Brigada Tecnica
de Fomento e Povoamento de Revue", Boletim Geral do
Ultramar, No. 441 (March, 1962), pp. 33-39

"A Riqueza dos Vales do Incornati e do Limpopo", Bolctim
Geral do Ultromar, No. 398 (August, 1958), pp. 185-188

Sautes, Manuel Pimentel Pereira dos, "Piano de Fomento
de Mocambique", Estudos Ultrtnnariuos, No. 4, Institute
Superior de Estudos Ultramarinos, Lisbon, 1961

Santos, Rul Martins dos, Uina Contrlbuictio para a Alltilise
da Economia de Mo,ambiqlle, Lisbon, 1959

Silva, Reinado Lima da, "a cha e 0 povoamento de Mocam
bique", Boletim da Societlade de Estudos de Mo,ambiqlle,
No. 124 (Sept.-act" 1960)

II!, OTHER SOURCES (NON-PORTUGUESE)

Afrika Instituut, Leiden, Land lem/re symposiulII, Amsterdam,
1950

POLI'I'ICAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

Results of elections held in October 1964

3. Elections were held for the sixteen elected seats
in the Aden Legislative Council on 16 October 1964,
when 6,079 of the 8,345 registered voters went to the
polls to elect sixteen members from forty-eight candi
dates. Mr. Zain Abdu Baharoon, the former Chief
Minister was re-elected along with nine other former

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY

1 The information presented in this paper has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by the United Kingdom tinder Article
73 e of the Charter, on 28 October 1964.

GENERAL

1. The Territory of Aden consists of the Colony
of Aden, now known as Aden State and twenty Pro
tectorates known as the Protectorate of South Arabia.
Sixteen of the Protectorate States are joined with Aden
State in the Federation of South Arabia, three having
joined at the beginning of 1965. Of the four States
outside the Federation, one, Upper Yafai, is in what is
known as the Western Protectorate, while the other
three, Q'aiti, Kathiri and Mahra, make up what is
known as the Eastern Protectorate. Also included in the
Territory are Perim Island, the Kuria Muria Islands
and Kamaran Island. Perim Island is part of the Colony
of Aden but is administered separately by the High
Commissioner. The Kuria Muria Islands are also part
of the Colony of Aden but are administered by the
British Political Office in the Persian Gulf. Kamaran
Island is not part of the Colony of Aden but is admin
istered separately by the High Commissioner.

2. Information concerning Aden, as well as an ac
count of action taken in respect of the Territory, is
already contained in the previous reports of the Special
Committee to the General Assembly (see A/5446/
Rev.I, chap. V; A/5800/Rev.1, chap. VI, and Annex).
Supplementary information on recent political and con
stitutional developments and on economic, social and
educational conditions is set out below.'
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in the Constitution and that the next London Confer- ~
ence on the Federation of South Arabia would discuss next London conference. f
the ending of colonial rule in Aden. The sponsors of this statement said that they intended 'fL,..

6. On 25 November 1964, opposition members of to consult the Governments still outside the Federation •
the Aden State Legislative Council decided to put pro- immediately.
posals for a single parliament for the whole of South 10. In answering questions, the Colonial Secretary ~
Arabia to the United Kingdom Secretary of State for stated that the unitary state concept "was a big step 1
the Colonies, Mr. Anthony Greenwood. Speaking. for forward" for South Arabia, which he attributed to a r
the Opposition, Mr. Abdul Qawi Mackawee said that change of attitude of the Governments and parties con- ~
this would mean a single parliament for Aden Colony cerned, He also said that independence had been prom- T
and the South Arabia Protectorates, including the Pro- ised not later than 1968 and that if the' date could be
tectorate States which were not members of the Fed- brought forward, "that would be better". He did not
eration. The parliament would be elected by universal think that forming a unitary State instead of a fed-
suffrage under United Nations supervision, within two eration would delay independence. Mr. Greenwood
years. Meanwhile, the Aden State Legislative Council added that he hoped the conference would take place
would be dissolved and a government formed from all about the first week in March 1965. He said that it
parties after the lifting of the state of emergency, the was still to be decided whether all groups in Aden and
return of political exiles and the restoration of public the Federation would be invited to be present, but the
freedoms, The interim government's main task would basis of the decision at the conference "must be as
be the preparation for elections. Mr. Mackawee added representative as possible".
that the Opposition hoped Mr. Baharoon's Government
would accept their proposals and make a joint approach 11. The Colonial Secretary was reported to have
to Mr. Greenwood. had "no enthusiasm" for the idea put to him by the

Peoples Socialist Party in Aden for a United Nations
presence in the area to supervise a preliminary election
before independence and for a referendum on joining
Yemen, which the party proposed. He said that super
vision of an election was the responsibility not only
of the United Kingdom, but also of the people of South
Arabia, and that no one need doubt that an election
would be conducted without interference.

12. Mr. Greenwood was also questioned concerning
the British military base at Aden. He stated that the
question had been raised, during his visit, of the United
Kingdom paying rent for the military base, now that
its intention of retaining the base had been stated at
Westminster. In this connexion, it may be noted that
in answer to a question in Parliament on 30 November
1964, Mr. Denis Henley, Secretary of State for Defence,
speaking for the Government, said: "The Government's
policy is to retain the base in agreement with the Gov
ernment of the Federation of South Arabia for so long
as it is required to serve the interests which we have
in common."

13. On his return, the Secretary of State for the
Colonies made a statement in the House of Commons
on 11 December concerning his visit to Aden. Part
of this statement reads as follows:

"... I made clear that the questions of independence
and constitutional advance were essentially matters
for free discussion and that Her Majesty's Govern
ment would not be deterred from such free discussion
by the use of violence originating either within or
outside the Federation.

"I also made clear that it remained the policy of
Her Majesty's Government that there should be,
not later than 1968, an independent Arab State in
South Arabia and that the steps towards this end
should be worked out in a way which would com
mand the widest measure of support obtainable. I
emphasized that Her Majesty's Government would
do everything in their power to help in this.

"I was encouraged by the fact that on the last
day of my visit a joint statement on constitutional
objectives was issued by the Federal Supreme Coun
cil and the Aden Council of Ministers. This state
ment, which had my full approval, called for the
creation of a unitary state on a sound democratic

Visit of the United Klnqdoni Colonial Secretary to Adcll

7. On 12 November 1964, the United Kingdom
Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr. Anthony
Greenwood, made the following statement in the House
of Commons:

"Now that the elections in Aden have been held
and a Government has been formed there, we shall
proceed as soon as possible with the further consti
tutional conference envisaged in paragraph 32 of the
report of the South Arabian Conference held in June
and July (Cmnd.2414).

"I hope to visit South Arabia later this month in
order to become better acquainted with the problems
of the area. I shall have talks with the political leaders
and one of the matters I propose to discuss is the
date of the constitutional conference. Meanwhile I
am having general discussions with the High Com
missioner, who is at present in this country."

8. Mr. Greenwood arrived in Aden on 26 November
1964 for a ten-day visit to study the political situation
preparatory to holding a new constitutional conference.
During his visit, Mr. Greenwood held meetings with
Ministers of the Aden Government and of the Fed
eration Government and with representatives of organi
zations in Aden such as the Peoples Socialist Party
and the South Arabian League. The Colonial Secretary
had talks with the ruler of Fadhli State, Sultan Nasser
bin Abdullah, and members of the Fadhli Legislative
Council. He also visited military installations in Aden
and the frontier area.

9. At a press conference held before leaving Aden
on 7 December 1964, Mr. Greenwood read a joint state
ment issued by the ministers of Aden and of the Fed
eration of South Arabia. According to the statement,
the Governments of the Federation and of the other
States in the Federation had agreed on the foHowing:

(a) The creation of a unitary, sovereign State com
prising all the States of South Arabia and "enjoying
full powers and responsibilities that are enjoyed by
other unitary, sovereign States";

(b) The establishment of such a State on "a sound
democratic basis and the recognition of human rights
and independent equitable justice";



Reorqanisation of the Supreme Council of the
Federation

17. On 12 December 1964, twenty-three Adenis
were appointed to represent Aden State on the Federal
Council, in accordance with the terms of the merger
agreement. On 16 December, four of the Aden repre
sentatives, all of whom were members of the Aden
Legislative Council, were elected as ministers to the
Federal Supreme Council. On 17 December, the Su
preme Council was reorganized. Two of the Aden
members who had previously been ministers retained
their posts, namely, Mr. Abdul Rahman Girgrah, Min
ister for Education and Acting Minister of National
Guidance and Information, and Mr. Abdullah Salem
Basindawa, Minister of Finance. The two other Aden
members were Mr. Ali Muhammed Lugman, Secretary
General of the Peoples Congress Party, who became
Minister of Civil Aviation, and Mr. Hasson Ismail
Khudabux Khan who took over as Minister of Posts
and Telegraphs. The former Minister of Posts and
Telegraphs, Sultan Faisal bin Serour al Haushabi, be
came Minister of State. Sheikh Husaim bin Mansour,
ruler of Dathina State, was appointed Minister of State
and Sultan N ass er bin Abdullah al Fadhli was reap
pointed Minister of Justice.

18. On 25 January 1965, Sir Richard Turnbull,
formerly Governor-General in Tanganyika and who

r

I

~t the-~=~s;s, nnd I" the ",ogn;uo=m::d::~~:: .:;, Kenned, T"vosk;s ns H;gh comm:~
joint committee of Ministers of the Federal and Aden sioncr, arrived in Aden to take up his appointment.

.ended _[l,.. State Governments will continue to study the means
ration of giving practical effect to these objectives in prepa- Euents lcadt'lIg to the posiponenumt of the London

ration for the next conference which we agreed should Constitutional Coniarencc
~ begin in early March." 19. Mr. A. AI Asnag, President of the Peoples
~ 14. Acts of violence were reported in Aden during Socialist Party, was reported to have said on 15 Feb-
'._ the visit of the United Kingdom Secretary of State for ruary that his party's participation in the London con-
G the Colonies. Within forty-eight hours of his arrival, ference would be "conditional". Mr. Al Asnag explained
'r' two British servicemen were killed and several injured that his party wanted to deal with basic issues in detail

in bomb explosions. Among the total of thirty injured before attending the conference. Therefore, he de-
were a European civilian and several Arabs. A window manded a specific agenda and guarantees to enable
of the Legislative Council was destroyed by a shell fired national organizations in Aden "to convince public
from a bazooka. Mr. Greenwood described the bomb opinion that the London conference was not another
attacks as "brutal and useless". colonialist political game".

15. The National Front for the Liberation of the 20. A spokesman for the South Arabian League
Occupied South of Yemen has claimed responsibility was reported to have said that Cl representative of the
for a number of these acts. On 24 November 1964, League would not attend the conference if it was be-
the party issued a statement on Mr. Greenwood's visit tween "master and servant". It supported the idea
condemning both the British Labour and the Con- of a unitary State, however.
servative Government's policy on Aden, and describing 21. On 16 February, an article in El Tahrir, the
both the political parties and the traditional authorities National Liberation Front's bulletin, stated that the
in Aden as "renegades from the popular will". The "National Front for the Liberation of Occupied South
statement continued: Yemen" would kill anyone attending the March London

"The Front proclaims its non-recognition of any conference. It was reported that copies of El Tahrir
negotiations which take place between the political had been sent to some government and public leaders
parties or the Sultans and the British Government. in Aden.
The Front also proclaims its determination to con- 22. On 20 February, the High Commissioner invited
tinue the revolution until Britain yields uncondi- the Peoples Socialist Party, the United National Party,
tionally to the just demands of the people." the Peoples Congress Party and the South Arabian
16. Speaking in Cairo before Mr. Greenwood's visit, League to nominate representatives and observers to

Mr. A. Al-Asnag, on behalf of the Peoples Socialist the Conference.
Party, made the following statement: 23. On the same. day, the Aden Legislative Council

"VVe do not refuse to meet anybody in connexion concluded a discussion of the question, in the course
with our cause. It is clear that the British Administra- of which two members of the Council resigned. Oppo-
tion in Aden hid many facts from London. It is not sition members were reported to have demanded a
in the interest either of the country or the people postponement of the conference to enable the Govern-
to boycott Secretary Greenwood. What is more im- ment and all political parties to agree on a common
portant than boycotting is to submit the people's policy towards the United Kingdom. According to
demands regarding independence and stability." reports, the reason for the resignation of one of the

members, Mr. Hasham Omer Ismail, was the Aden
Government's insistence on attending the London con
ference. On 8 March, Mr. Ismail was reported as
having joined the National Liberation Front in Taiz,
Yemen.

24. On 21 February, sixteen States of the Federa
tion announced that their presence at the conference
would be conditional on " a full participation" of Q'aiti,
Kathiri and Mahra States. The federal Foreign Min
ister declared that without the participation of the
Eastern Aden Protectorate States the conference would
be "useless". This announcement followed a meeting
held in the federal capital, at which Aden State was
not represented, during which the federal representa
tives unanimously adhered to the idea of realizing a
unitary State for South Arabia on the basis of the
joint statement issued in December 1964, but em
phasized their unwillingness to attend the London
conference unless all the Federal States, including
Aden, and the Eastern Aden States as well as all
political parties, were appropriately represented.

25. On the same day, the leaders of Kathiri and
Q'aiti States were reported to have said that their repre
sentatives would attend the conference as observers.

26. On 23 February, talks took place between the
Aden Government and the High Commissioner con
cerning the publication of the Aden Government's
reply to the statement issued by sixteen States of
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the Federation on 21 February. During these talks wanted his country freed from colonialism and tu "~!."
four ministers resigned in protest against the High obtain for it genuine independence and unity based on
Commissioner's "refusal to allow publication of Aden's democratic foundations, restoration of general liberties , '
reply". On the same day, the Chief Minister sub- and termination of the era of arrests and deportation
mitted his Government's resignation to the High of nationalists. "Colonialists do us or our country no
Commissioner. In his letter of resignation, the Chief honour", he said, and added that the present legislature
Minister, Mr. Baharoon, stated that the direct cause was not fully representative, the country was in a
of his resignation was the High Commissioner's "objec- chaotic and unstable state, and the people were resentful
tion and refusal" to allow the publication of the Aden because of the big gap separating British policy from
Government's statement. Another basic issue was the the violent currents existing among the people. Mr. • .
present constitutional position "which was unsatis- Mackawee also snid : "'Ne are not antagonistic towards
factory". Mr. Baharoon said that, from the .be~inning, anybody, but we want to do our best to clear the
his Government bad found that the Constitutions of atmosphere and make a united effort to stand in one
the South Arabian Federation and Aden State did not line to realize the people's wishes in every part of the
conform with the hopes and aspirations of the people Territory and move in line with the policy of the
of Aden. Although they had always supported the idea Arabs and Arab nationalism in which I and every Arab
of Aden's merger, they did not approve of the con- strongly believe".
ditions and the way the merger was effected. Mr. 30. On 16 March, Mr. Abdullah Al-Asnag of the
Baharoon said that his Government had resisted the Peoples Socialist Party was reported to have said that
limited constitutional development proposals which did while the National Liberation Front for the Occupied
not meet its declared requirements and that it hoped South of Yemen maintains that armed struggle is the
for a conference which all the Governments, political only means to be used, his party maintains that the
parties and organizations concerned would attend as national struggle is political and armed. 'When asked
full participants, to realize unity, democracy and free- if he opposed the grenade-throwing in Aden, Mr. AI-
dom for South Arabia. He added: ""Ve now fear that Asnag replied: "We cannot stop the violence. As I
recent developments which prevented the holding of explained to the High Commissioner, we cannot de-
such a conference wiIJ continue to fetter Aden with a nounce violence until a political situation exists that
Constitution which no one. suppo:ts.. Therefore I a~~ is worth defending. No such situation exists now". He
my Government see no use 111 continuing 111 power ... ' . also added: "Britain must not wait too long: the initia- , \

27. On 2.1 February, the Colonial Secretary, Mr. tive is with her. Everybody is just watching each
Anthony Greenwood, announced that the conference other-the agenda for the London Conference which
had been postponed. Mr. Greenwood said that he hoped did not take place was so vague that the conference
that the questions which were supposed to be debated promised only to be a picnic. We had the unitary idea
at the conference would meanwhile be discussed locally when Mr. Greenwood, Secretary of State for the Colo-
and that such discussions "will result in agreement that nies, was in Aden, but some of those who declared
the conference shall be held at an early date". for the idea had second thoughts soon after. There

must be a starting point now, and it is for Britain to
decide this and specify her needs."

31. On 17 March, Mr. Abdullah AI-Asnag, repre
sentative of the Peoples Socialist Party, Mr. Faysal
Abdal-Latif, head of the National Front's political
bureau, representatives of the South Arabian League
and five sultans and sheikhs, among them the deposed
sultans of Fadhli, Lahej and Aulaqi, issued a statement
in Cairo dealing with the political situation in Aden
and the Protectorates. It is reported that the statement
included a demand that the United Kingdom recognize
in advance their stand on topics such as the evacuation
of the British base in Aden, self-determination and the
agreements existing with some or the protectorate
r: ilers. The statement is also reported to have con
demned air attacks against "villages and plantations",
called for a unified effort against "Imperialism in the
Occupied South" and reaffirmed that a political and
armed struggle should be maintained. According to
another report, the participants opposed responding to
any conference which might be convened by the United
Kingdom, except on the basis of prior undertaking by
the United Kingdom to abide by the United Nations
resolutions and the humanitarian principles they set
out; to evacuate the base; and to allow the people to
determine their future in freedom.

32. Sir Richard Turnbull, High Commissioner in
Aden, flew to London on 20 March 1965 for discussions
with the Colonial Secretary. On 1 April, the Colonial
Secretary gave the following reply to a question in
Parliament concerning the measures being taken by
the Government to negotiate a political solution to the
conflict in South Arabia:

Deuelopments since the postponement of the
Constitutional Conference

28. On 3 March 1965, the High Commissioner
caJled upon Mr. Abdul Qawee Mackawee to be Chief
Minister. The High Commissioner's action followed a
letter from eleven members of the Legislative Council
conveying their support of Mr. Mackawee, ~he new
Cabinet which was sworn in on 7 March, included
five elected and two nominated members of the Legis
lative Council as follows:

Mr. Abdul Qawee Mackawee (Chief Minister)
Mr. Saeed Hasson Sohbi (Minister of State for Con

stiiutional Affairs, Labour and Immigration)
Mr. Saeed Hasson Maddi (Minister for Waqj and

Tourism)
Mr. Saeed Mohammed Hasson (Minister for Local

Govermnent)
Mr. Ahrned Salem Matari (Minister for Lands and

Housing)
Mr. Hasson Ismail Khudabux Khan (Minister for

Works, Water and Electricity)
Mr. Khalifa Abdulla Hasson Khalifa (Minister for

Finance)
Mr. Khalifa spent ten months in detention on suspicion
of having thrown a bomb at Aden airport in December
1963.

29. FoJlowing the swearing-in of the new Cabinet,
the Chief Minister made a statement. In this statement
Mr. Mackawee said that his Government's first step
would be to work for complete change of the present
(Aden) Constitution into one acceptable to all. He



Military operations in the Territory

38. In December 1964, it was reported in the British
Press that there were 2,000 British troops in Radian
and according to British officials, the majority of tribes
men in the area had made their peace and were being
allowed back to attend to their land. However, incidents
continue to be reported, particularly around Dhala and
Mukeiras, and on 31 December 1964, a land mine ex
ploded in the Radfan area, killing one British soldier
and wounding two others. According to communiques
issued by the National Front for the Liberation of
the Occupied South of .'{emen, attacks continued to
be launched against British military posts in Radfan
during the months of February and March 1965. On
7 March it was reported that fighting took place at
Wadi Yeramis in Fadhli State between federal guards
and persons wearing uniforms of the National Front.

39. It was announced on 1 March 1965 that Mr.
Andre Rochat, the Delegate General of the International
Committee of the Red Cross in the Yemen, had made
a two-week visit to the Federation of South Arabia,
It was stated that because of the inaccessible nature
of the terrain the federal authorities had arranged for
Mr. Rochat to flyover the Radfan area by helicopter.
He was also able to see the organization of medical
care in federal territory including Aden. Mr. Rochat's
report on his visit was to be made to the International
Committee of the Red Cross.

40. Military operations and incidents have continued
along the border with Yemen. In connexion with these
incidents, ten communications have been addressed to
the Secretary-General between 9 December 1964 and
12 April 1965 (see S/6094, S/6105, S/6124, S/6252,
S/6258, S/6259, S/6265, S/6272, S/6276 and S/6283)
by the Permanent Representatives of the United King
dom and of Yemen.

Incidents in Aden

35. Many incidents involving the use of firearms
and explosives have been reported in Aden during the
last months. The National Front for the Liberation of
the Occupied South of Yemen has claimed responsibility
for many of these acts; others have been described by
the Front as provocative acts committed by the British
authorities themselves. Hand grenades have been thrown
at British patrol cars and in places where British ser
vicemen gather, killing some persons and injuring sev
eral others, Twice explosions occurred in buildings
where British servicemen's families live. An Adeni
member of the Special Branch of the Aden Police and
the Arab Commissioner of Aden Prison were shot at.

f
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Several Adenis have been killed or injured in explo-

based on I a political solution and in the course of an intensive sions. Bazooka shells have been fired at British military
liberties , , and most useful review of the situation, I have dis- depots, the Aden Legislative Council buildings, the

oortation cussed with the High Commissioner proposals de- Office of the Assistant High Commissioner, a secondary
mtry no signed to further political and constitutional progress school and at the Federal Government Secretariat
gislaturc . in the area and to. promote co-operation between the building at Al Ittihad, Other explosions have damaged
as in n Governments of the territory and the political parties. the transmission station of the Aden Radio, the trans-
resentful I hope to be in a position to make a further statement former of an RAF base and pipelines carrying bunker
icy fr0111 before long," oil from the refinery to the harbour.
ple, ]\-11'. • • 36 I h b d h bitowards 33, On 30 March, the Aden Government announced ' t as een reporte t at ar itrary arrests, sum-
lear the its decision to repeal the Industrial Relations Ordinance, mary searches and other actions restricting public free-
I in one 1960, which had been described by the trade unions doms are still being carried out under the state of
-t of the as banning the right to strike. The Aden Trades Union emergency. On 23 February it was reported that about

of the I Congress had never resognized this ordinance or the sixty persons were at that time under arrest on suspi-
ry Arab ~ industrial court set up under it. cion of being members of the National Front,

.., 34. On 19 April, Mr. Abdul Qawee Mackawee, the 37, Following a shooting incident which occurred
~ of the I: Chief Minister of Aden, was reported to have made a on 30 March, a daily curfew was imposed in the Crater
aid that statement in the Legislative Council calling on Britain area of Aden. A statement was issued saying that the
Jccupied to implement the United Nations resolutions for a po- purpose of the curfew was to protect the public from
e is the j' litical settlement of the problen.s of South Arabia, terrorist attacks. Commenting on the curfew. Aden's
that the Mr. Mackawee said the Aden Constitution, which was Chief Minister, Mr. Abdul Qawee Mackawee, declared
n asked '; • drawn up in London and forced on the people of Aden, that "The Aden Ministers wish to make it clear that
Mr. AI- • limited in a most undesirable manner the powers of the decision to impose a curfew in the Crater was made
~. As I the Chief Minister. He said Aden had been forced into by the High Commissioner entirely on his own respon-
mot de- the Federation in a manner which the people had time sibility. The Aden Ministers have nothing whatever
sts that and again rejected, and that the British Government to do with the imposition of the curfew or with the
IW", He had also imposed on them a treaty allowing itself to decision taken by the High Commissioner", On 2 April
e initia- ,\ give advice which could not be refused, He said; the curfew was lifted, A security official was reported
Ig each to have said that no incidents occurred during the two
~ which "I must now put it on record with every confidence nights the curfew was in force.
iference in my power and in the clearest possible manner ...

that my Ministers and I refuse, and shall always:?C~~~~ refuse, any kind or form of false or falsified inde-
leclared pendence.

There "We are fully determined to make a firm stand
itain to in the face of any attempt to ignore the true aims

of the people or any endeavour to dictate terms for
an independence of the kind to which I have referred,
In this stand. , . we are in full agreement with major
political organizations of the country."

While warning Britain against delay in fulfilling the
people's aspirations, Mr. Mackawee said that the only
solution open to the British Government was to imple
ment the United Nations resolutions under which the
people could choose with complete freedom their central
government and central parliament. Mr. Mackawee also
said that he would be introducing the motions before
the Council, one calling for implementation of the
United Nations resolutions, and the other demanding
the lifting of the state of emergency, restoration of
public freedoms, release of political detainees and return
of all political exiles.
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n The States listed do not include the Sheikdoms of Alawi
and Muflahi and the Sultanate of Upper Aulaqi, which joined
the Federation in 1965.

53, The budget figures for States outside the Fed
eration are only avaiiable for Q'aiti and Kathiri. Esti
mated revenue for Q'aiti for the year 1963-1964 was
£794,000, of which more than half was to be raised
from customs duties. Estimated expenditure amounted
to £787,000, the principal items being education,
£ 141,000; military, £ 121,000; armed constabulary,
£99,000; public works, £87,000; and health, £54,000.

54. The estimated revenue in Kathiri for the same
year was £72,000 of which £31,000 was to come
from customs duties and £ 16,000 from United King
dom grants and loans. Estimated expenditure was
£70,000, the principal items being armed constabulary,
£ 15,700; education, £9,400; and health, £8;500.

49. Each of the States in the Territory has its own
budget, In addition, the Federal Government has its
own budget.

50. The Federal Government's revenue is ralscd
from direct taxation and duties, contributions by mem
ber States, and grants by the United Kingdom Gov
ernment. Federal revenue from 1 April 1963 to 29 Feb
ruary 1964 amounted to £6,993,158, which included
a grant from the United Kingdom of £3,949,000,
£49,000 from direct taxes and £ ] ,918,000 from
indirect taxes, Expenditure for the same period
amounted to £5,501.271, including .£ 1,311,000 for the
Federal Regular Army; £990,000 for the Federal
Guards and £736,000 for rural and urban education
and £651,000 for health. Budget estimates for 1964
1965 provide for an expenditure of £ 12.300,000 in
cluding contributions by the United Kingdom for devel
opment and other purposes amounting to £8,400,000.

51. The revenue of Aden State for the period
1 April 1963 to the end of February 1964 amounted
to £2,830,000 of which £ 1,476,000 was derived from
direct taxes. Expenditure for the same period was
£3,061,000, the principal items being for police, pen
sions, public works and payments to the township
authorities. Budget estimates for 1964-1965 provide for
an expenditure of £3,983,000 including contributions
by the United Kingdom for development and other
purposes amounting to £982,000.

52. The revenue and expenditure of other States
in the Federation for the year 1963-1964, including the
amount of grants from the United Kingdom, are set
out below:
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a/l(1 subsidies
Revenlle (ill POllnds sterling) Expenditllre

54,283 44,500 54,476
51,676 44,400 45,638
90,314 45,400 86,928
68,338 44,400 70,058

125,317 40,000 m,515
256,519 40,000 263,827
283,345 40,000 252,020

11,153 2,000 10,085
50,775 32,200 49,595
53,955 28,800 52.780
55,335 31,164 54,i16
22,879 14,000 21,835
60,486 21,900 44,356

State'

Amirate of Beihan
Upper Aulaql Sheikhdom
Audhali Sultanate .
Amirate of Dhala .
Lower Yafai Sultanate
FadhIi Sultanate .
Abdali Sultanate .
Aqrabi Sheikhdom .
Lower Aulaqi Sultanate
Dathina State .
Wahidi Sultanate .
Shaibi Sheikhdom .
Haushabi Sultanate .

UCONOI\UC CONDITIONS

General
41. The port of Aden is the main centre of economic

activity in the Territory. It is said to be the busiest oil
bunkering port in the world. It has a large ell/repOt
trade, and its status as a free port gives rise to a sub
stantial trade in duty-free consumer goods. There is a
large oil refinery with an annual capacity of some
6 million tons, which produces petroleum products from
imported crude oil. Aden is also the site of the United
Kingdom military base. In addition, the trade of the
hinterland, including that of the States of the Western
Protectorate and much of that of t!'''l States of the
Eastern Protectorate, passes through the port of Aden.

42. Apart from economic activities connected with
the port, the State of Aden produces salt for export
and has a number of small manufacturing industries
and a small fishing industry which serve local needs.

43. In the Protectorate, about 90 per cent of the
pcpulation is said to live by farming. Production is
mostly for subsistence, although cash and export crops
are being developed. Livestock, mainly sheep and goats,
are kept for local needs and there is a fishing industry
based on Mukalla and Shihr in Q'aiti State.

Trade
44. The value of goods imported through the port

of Aden in 1962 rose from £82,886,404 to £86,113,692
while the value of exports and re-exports rose from
£64,920,298 to £.68,770,418. It is estimated that pe
troleum products accounted for about 60 per cent of
the total value of trade. The value of entrepot trades
in hides, skins, gums, grain, coffee, textiles and cotton
amounted in 1962 to £ 16,530,000.

45. During 1963, the port of Aden was used by
6,206 ships and 1,400 dhows with a total tonnage of
over 30 million tons and 133,500 tons respectively. In
1962-1963 over 3,600,000 tons of fuel oil were supplied
to 4,797 bunkering at Aden,

46. The Commission appointed by the Aden Govern
ment in 1963 to examine the present and future position
of the port of Aden presented its report in March 1964.
It recommended that the port should be run as a com
mercial enterprise, free of government control over
both its day-to-day activities and its long-term devel
opment and finance. The Commission also recommended
that the Aden Port Trust be converted into a port
authority with members drawn from the Government
and users of the port, and that further modernization
should be undertaken.

47. The main ports in the Protectorate are Mukalla
and Shihr, in Q'aiti State. The latest figures available
are for 1961 and, in that year, Mukalla handled 89
ships and 462 dhows. In the same year, the value of
imports into Q'aiti State amounted to just over £2 mil
lion, while exports amounted to £276,000.

Publi:: final/CC
48. Since 1951, the legal currency in both Aden and

the Protectorates has been the East African shilllng."
A new South Arabian currency is expected to be in
troduced during 1965. This will be the South Arabian
dinar, which wiII be issued at parity with the £ 1
sterling and will be divided into 1,000 fils.

2 Twenty East African shillings equal £1 sterling.
J,
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Developmcnt plans
55. Economic development is a federal responsibility

which is exercised by the federal Ministry of Commerce
und Industrial Development. The Federal Government
is reported to be preparing a development plan wldch
will cover education, agriculture, fisheries, communica
tions, health, marketing and information services. The
Federation is an administering authority for Colonial
Development and Welfare schemes and was allocated
£1,125,000 from Colonial Development and Welfare
funds for 1963-64. No details of how this money
WI\S to be spent are available.

56. It has also been reported that the United King
dom will make grants to the Federation totalling
£2,300,000 for development in the period to March
1966. No details are available,

57. British-assisted development activity outside the
Federation is co-ordinated through the Eastern Aden
Protectorate Development Plan, 1963-1968. This plan
is financed mainly from Colonial Development and
Welfare funds although the States have made con
tributions of from £ 5,000 to £ 10,000. Under the
plan, a total of £ 1,090,000 has been made available.
Of this, £369,712 is committed to schemes already in
existence or to projects awaiting approval, £475,027
is for the continuation of existing schemes, £225,700
isfor new projects, and there is nnunallocated balance
of some £20,000. Of the expenditure under this plan
in 1963-1964, 34 per cent was for education, 18.8 per
cent for health, 18.5 per cent for agriculture, 11.4 per
cent for roads, and 8 per cent for co-operation and
marketing.

58. In addition, Q'aiti State has its own develop
ment programme which is financed from its own re
sources. This programme, which was put into opera
tion in 1961, with funds totalling £350,000, covers
education, health, roads, water supply, electricity sup
ply and fisheries. At the end of March 1964, the
balance in the Q'aiti Development Fund was £ 167,100.

59. The administering Power has stated that the
principal variation in relative expenditure in the East
ern Protectorate, as compared with previous years,
is a marked increase in expenditure on education. It
has also noted that substantial contributions to develop
ment are being made by the World Health Organization
(WHO), United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in the fields of
social services, and by the United Nations Expanded
Programme of Technical Assistance in the economic
field.

Aqriculture

60. The administering Power has stated that, except
in a few favoured mountainous areas in the west, crops
can only be grown with the aid of irrigation. Measures
to improve and modernize agriculture have been directed
towards extending and improving irrigation, diversify
ing production, encouraging the growing of cash as
well as subsistence crops, improving the marketing
system and improving the quality of both crops and
livestock.

61. One of the principal means of promoting agri
cultural development has been through the organization
of farmers' co-operatives which undertake irrigation
works, own and operate agricultural machinery, and
organize the marketing of members' produce. Cotton
was introduced as an export crop at Abyan in 1949

and in••~ahej in 1954, through organizations of this
kind, 1'lve other cotton producers' associations have
been established in the Federation. which, in 1962, had
8.000members and handled n crop valued at £400,000.
In 1963. the totcl cotton production of the Territory
amounted to 37.700 bales, an increase of about 30 per
cent over the previous year.

62. The growing of fruit und vegetable for sale in
Aden has also been organized on a co-operative basis.
Production in 1962 amounted tu 15,000 tons, valued
at £500,000. Among other activities designed to im
prove agriculture and livestock, research is being carried
out on soil conditions, pest control and the improvement
of animal husbandry. A pilot poultry centre was
established near Mukalla in 1963.

Fisheries
63. Fishing takes place all along the southern coast

but is based principally on the ports of Aden, Mukalla
and Shihr, The fishing industry is increasing in im
portance and, in recent years, funds have been made
available to promote its development. Under the Aden
Development Plan, 1960-1964, assistance was given
through .a co-operative society. as a result of which
engines have be.en fitted to 170 vessels, and improved
gear has been introduced, In 1963, the catch landed
~t Aden totalled 54,~65 tons. The types of fish caught
include tunny, sardine, anchovy, kingfish and Indian
mackerel. Supplies of other marine products such as
crayfish and green turtle are also being developed.
Commercial activities are reported to have increased
rapidly in 1963 and international fishing companies
were expected to begin operations in the area in 1964.

64. The Aden Fisheries Department has been as
sisted by experts provided by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO). One
expert advised on types of fishing boats and another
carried out extensive work on the introduction of tunny
long-line fishing. Training for fisheries staff and fisher
men has also been provided locally and, under the
Freedom from Hunger Campaign, at Malta.

65. Responsibility for the development of fisheries
within the Federation of South Arabia is now exercised
by the Federal Fisheries Department which also pro
vides advice and assistance to the Eastern Protectorate
States. The Department's budget in 1963 amounted to
£35,682.

66. The United Nations Special Fund was reported
to have planned to begin a fisheries development project
in the Federation of South Arabia in 1964. This project
would entail the analysis of oceanographical information
obtained by. International Indian <;:lcean Expedition,
the chartering of Japanese long-line tunny fishing
vessels for trials in the Gulf, and the establishment of
a Fisheries Training School for local crews.

67. There are no local fisheries departments in the
maritime States of the Eastern Protectorate, but as
sistance and advice is provided by a United Kingdom
Fisheries Officer and by the Co-operative and Market
ing Department at Mukalla.. A recent survey of crayfish
resources, conducted with United Nations assistance
has indicated that an annual production of 500000
pounds could be reached within the next few years:

Milling
68. The Pan-American Hadhramaut Oil Company

(a subsidiary of Standard Oil of New Jersey) has
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75. In 1963, the medical and health staff of the
Federation (almost exclusively located in Aden State)
was as fol1ows:

Public health

73. The Permanent Secretary of the federal Ministry
of Health is the professional and executive head of
health services in the Federation. He also advises fed
erated and non-federated state Governments on public
health matters. In general, medical services are a
federal responsibility and public health and preventive
services are a state responsibility.

74. In Aden State, public health and preventive
services are provided by the Municipality of Aden and
the two township authorities. Public health services
in other States of the Federation are reported to vary
from "non-existence to fairly satisfactory, the more
progressive states making some efforts to improve
matters".

78,053

7,487
12,352
13,004
10,335
16,655
17,000
1,220
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held a twenty-year oil prospecting concession in Q'aiti .. • ~ Ministry
and Kathiri since 1961 'and in Mahra since 1962. These trade unions in Aden, with a total membership of 73).
concessions cover 70,000 square miles. Prospecting 22,235. There were also five employers' organizations. I
results are reported to have been encouraging and In addition, there is the Aden Confederation of Em- I wi~~' fot~l
drilling has started near Thamud, in Q'aiti. ployers and the Aden Trades Union Congress. .' (70 beds

72. Labour legislation covers such matters as wages, hospitals
SOCIAL CONDITIONS hours, conditions and labour relations. It has recently Shiban.

Labour been announced that the Industrial Relations Ordinance ' •

69. Employment opportunities exist only in Aden of 1960, whicdh had kbeden ignl'~reldl b~ the tbrade unilon
d

. _ tiO~l~d ;l~
State where the total labour force was estimated at movement an attac e po itica y, IS to e repea e recently
78,053 in December 1963. The distribution was as (see para. 33 above). at Tarin
follows:

70. The Ministry of Labour conducts an employ
ment exchange which in 1963 recorded 4,944 place
ments, a substantial increase over the previous year.
In December 1963, the number of persons registered
as unemployed ,,:as 3,621. It is estimated that 60 per
cent of the labour force is migrant in character, mainly
from the neighbouring areas and Yemen.

Port workers ..•...............................
Building and construction .
Industrial undertakings .
Retail and wholesale trades .
Government police forces and other services .
Domestic servants .
:Miscellaneous .

capital exper jiture was £383,000. This expenditure
represented L:i.26 per cent of the total government
expenditure. Expenditure on public health by the Aden
Municipality for the same year amounted to £254,459,
or 40.4 per cent of the total expenditure.

78. Vital statistics are available only for Aden State.
Based on an estimated population in 1963 of 225,000,
the infant mortality rate per 1,000 live births was 86.54,
while the death-rate per 1,000 was 8.40.

79. In the unfederated States, the United Kingdom
Government provides advisory staff to assist the States
in running their health services, and pays for a Senior
Public Health Inspector, who advises on all aspects
of public health work. As stated above, the -Health

76. In Aden State, the Health Ministry maintains
one general hospital (495 beds), one maternity clinic
(80 beds), five dispensaries (one of which has 10
beds) and three small special hospitals (38 beds). There
is also a mission hospital (40 beds) and a private
hospital (124 beds). In other States of the Federation
there are three rural hospitals, one in Makhzan (80
beds), one in Ladar (35 beds) and one in Lahej (40
beds). Approximately forty rural health units operate
from these hospitals bringing medical assistance to the
remote areas of the Federation.

77. Actual expenditure by the Federal Ministry of
Health for the eleven-month period to the end of
February 1964 was £651,000. Recurrent expenditure
in Aden State in the previous year was £824,240, while

Registered physicians .
Licensed physician .
Nurses of senior training , .
Certified nurses .
Partially trained nurses .
Midwives of senior training .
Certified midwives .
Partially trained midwives .
Health inspectors .
Sanitary inspectors .
Laboratory and X-ray technicians ..
Pharmacists , .
Medical auxiliaries .

Governmcnl

44 4
1
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1
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Privale
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3
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96. The number of schools, pupils and teachers in
Q'aiti and Kathiri is set out below:

EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS

82. In these two States there are twenty rural health
units staffed by locally trained health assistants. A
three-year training course for health assistants is
provided at Mukalla.

83. The infant mortality-rate was estimated at 50
per cent in 1963.

84. The estimated expenditure on medical and public
health services for 1963-1964 was: £53,938 for Q'aiti
and £8,564 for Kathiri.

85. Responsibility for primary, intermediate and
secondary education throughout the whole Federation
now rests with the Federal Ministry of Education. The
administering Power states that, as a result of this
change, there has been no loss to the integrit.y of the
educational system in Aden State, which had reached
a much higher standard than that of the surrounding
area, and that steps have been taken to improve the
standards in the other States.

86. Within the Federation, in 1963, there were 161
government primary schools (26,743 .pupils) and
sixteen private primary schools (3,599 pupils). In
termediate standard education was provided by thirty
four government schools (7,337 pupils) and fifteen
private schools (2,801 pupils).

87. In the same year, there were fifteen government
secondary schools (2,289 pupils) and eight private
secondary schools (1,002 pupils).

88. Estimates of expenditure by the Federation for
1963-1964 were: recurrent £ 1,118,700 and capital
£97,000.

89. The Federal Ministry has prepared two educa
tional development plans, one for Aden State, the other
for the rural States. The plan for the rural States sets
the following aims for the period 1963-1966:

(a.) To increase facilities for boys' primary education
by providing eighty additional schools covering the
majority of the settled areas;

(b) To provide intermediate education for about 40
per cent of the primary output. This is the same per
centage as before;

(c) To provide secondary places for about 25 per
cent of the output of the intermediate schools. This
is also the same percentage as before;

(d) To provide "A" level places and subsequent
scholarships at overseas universities, for pupils of

"

r:=~:~Viro,Y.,=:.:::::'~::V:~':~:itY .nd ~pacltr. in ncooroanoo wiili :t 73) needs of the Federation i

l
~" S~. In Q'aiti, there is a Senior Medical Officer who, (c) To provide additional primary and intermediate

with four doctors runs a hospital and training centre schools for girls in areas where it is known they will
(70 beds) at Muknlla, There are also three small district be successful i
hospitals, each run by n doctor, at Shihr, Du'an and (f) To provide facilities for technical and trade

.• Shiban, training.

81. In Kathiri, the Senior Medical Officer is sta- 90. The plan for the State of Aden is for the years
tioned at Saium, where a new hospital (40 beds) has 1964-1969 and sets the following aims:
recently been completed. There is also a small hospital

T . (a) To provide adequate facilities for boys' andat aruu.
girls' primary education for every 7-year-old child or
less j

(b) To provide sufficient accommodation at boys'
and girls' intermediate schools to accept every child
leaving the primary school j

(c) To increase facilities for boys' and girls' sec
ondary education by building three secondary schools
for boys and three for girls i

(d) To provide for a co-educational university
college catering to a total of 240 students (including
120 boarders) and offering three-year courses leading
to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of
Science;

(e) To extend the present Men's Teacher Training
Centre and Women's Teacher Centre to provide for a
three-year course;

(f) To build two separate schools for handicapped
children to provide separately for a seven-year primary
cum-intermediate course for 280 boys and 280 girls.

91. In 1963 there were sixty-two scholarships
awarded for study overseas. Of these, forty-seven were
for study in the United Kingdom.

92. In the unfederated States education is the
responsibility of the States. The United Kingdom
maintains an Education Adviser in the Protectorate
through whom it provides assistance in staffing and
capital development.

93. The States seek to provide primary education
for all children between the ages of eight and twelve.
This aim is said to have been attained for boys in the
urban and settled rural areas, but difficulties have been
encountered in extending education to Beduin (nomad)
children, and girls in general. There are three Beduin
primary boarding schoolsat Mukalla, where both tuition
and board are free. Four new Beduin day schools were
to be opened in tribal centres during 1963 and 1964.

94. Q'aiti State provides intermediate education for
40 per cent of pupils leaving primary schools. While
expansion and the attainment of higher standards is
hoped for, it is stated that the present finances of the
States, even with the assistance given by the United
Kingdom, are unable to bear the costs of expansion.

95. The first secondary school in the Eastern Protec
torate was opened at Mukalla in 1962. It has 105
students, all of whom are boys. Scholarships are pro
vided for secondary education in the Sudan, and in
Aden.

l.
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AIAC.l09/PET.201/Add.2

12
9

76

Teaellers

A/AC.l09/PET.l83/Add.8

A/AC.l09/PET.191/Add.2

A/AC.109/PET.201

A/AC.109/PET.201/Add.l

A/AC.109/PET.183/Add.7

45
10

DocumentNo.

Teachers

168
16

6
53

15
6

264

AIAC.109/PET.281/Add.l

A/AC.109/PET.333

AIAC.109/PET.294

A/AC.109/PET.295

A/AC.109/PET.293

A/AC.109/PET.334

A/AC.I09/PET.335
AIAC.109/PET.336

27
218

Total

Total

8,700
1,000

463
1,738

1,189
285

1,719

510
169

12,580

70

70

197

158
383

Pupils

Pupils

Female

2,445

1,500
207

Fcmalc

Intermediate

Petit,'oller

Three petitions from the Peo
ples Socialist Party (PSP)
and the Aden Trades Union
Congress (A TUC) .

Two petitions from the Peo
ples Socialist Party (PSP)
and the Aden Trades Union
Congress (ATUC) .

Messrs. A. K. Farawi and
AIi A. Razaak .

Members of the Aden Legisla-
tive Council and others .

Mr. A. Q. Mackawee, member
of Aden Legislative Council. .

Mr. A. Q. Mackawee, member
of the Aden Legislative Coun-
cil and others ..

Mr. Qahtan Shaabi on behalf
of the National Liberation
Front of the Occupied South
of Yemen .

Two petitions from Mr. Salah
Alddebani and others from
Hadhramaut .

Mr. Umer A. A. Shihab, mem
ber of Aden Legislative
Council .

Mr. Ahmed AbdulIa FadhIi,
Sultan of FadhIi State .

Mr. Hussein Salim Bin Rabbaa
on behalf of the Peoples
Demands Pursuance Com-
mittee, Hadhramaut .

Mr. Abdalla Baatwa, Secretary
of the Hadhramy League of
East Africa .

Mr. A. K. Farawi, Arab Uni-
tarian Party .

Mr. Salmeen Almaargi , ..

27
218

Ma/~

Male

7,200
793

305
1,355

1,119
285

1,649

313
169

10,135

Sehool«

TOTAL 94

TOTAL 14

Government:
Q'aiti ..............•..... 60
Kathiri 4

Government-aidcd:
Q'aiti 5
Kathirl 16

Privatc:
Q'aiti 7
Kathiri 2

Government:
Q'aiti 6
Kathlri 2

Government-aided:
F'athir! 1

Prlvate : 5

97. Most primary school buildings and equipment
are regarded as inadequate. In contrast, the intermediate
schools and the new secondary school are described as
modern buildings, with most of the essential require
ments.

98. Estimates of recurrent expenditure on education
for 1963-1964 in Q'aiti amounted to £ 140,995 or 34
per cent of the total. In addition, capital expenditure
was estimated at £ 1,650. In Kathiri, recurrent expendi
ture was estimated at £9,428.

B. CONSIDERATION BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

Introduciion
99. The Special Committee considered the question

of Aden at its 329th to 338th meetings between 27 April
and 17 May 1965 and at its 370th meeting on 16 June
1965.8 The Special Committee had before it the report
of the Sub-Committee on Aden (see appendix I below).
The report was introduced by the representative •
Cambodia speaking as Chairman of the Sub-Commitr .e
at the 3291h meeting of the Special Committee on
27 April 1965.

100. By letter dated 3 May 1965 (A/AC.l09/115)
the Permanent Representative of the United Arab Re
public asked to participate in the discussion of the Spe
cial Committee on the question of Aden. At its 331st
meeting on 4 May 1965, the Committee decided, without
objection, to grant this request.

Written petitions and hearings
101. The Special Committee had before it the follow

ing written petitions concerning Aden r'

3 Sec sect. D below for an account of the discussion on Aden
which took place at the 386th Mceting of the Special Committee
on 16 September 1965.

4 See also the written petitions in sect. D of this chapter.
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11r. Omar Salem Ba-Abbau,

President of the Peoples Con-
gress in Hadhramaut....... A/AC.109/PET.379

Secretary and Members of the
Dhala Peoples Assoclatlon., A/AC.109/PET.380

Two petitions from Mr. Qahtan
Shaabi on behalf of the Na
tional Front for the Libera
tion of the Occupied South
of Ycmcn.................. A/AC.109/PET.38l

and Add.1
Messrs. Abdo Hussein Adhal,

Zain Baharoon, Salcm Ahmcd
Naiqa and Mahmood Mo-
hamed Suleiman ..........•. A/AC.109/PET.386

"Sons of the Occupied Zone
in South Arabia who immi
grated to the United States
of America" ..............• A/AC.109/PET.387

102. At its 370th meeting, held in Addis Ababa on
16 June 1965, the Special Committee heard Mr. Qahtan
Shaabi and Mr. Saif Dhalee, representatives of the
National Front for the Liberation of the Occupied South
of Yemen concerning Aden,"

103. Mr. Shaabi said that, at that very moment,
thousands of his countrymen were being bombed out
of their homes by British forces. Political detainees were
being tortured and denied the right of trial and recent
legislation legalized summary arrest and confiscation of
property. The National Front had itself been declared a
terrorist organization.

104. He outlined the history of the Territory, where
British imperialism had sought to enslave the people and
to drain the riches of the country, leaving it poor and
ignorant, with few schools, no real hospitals and no
proper roads.

105. British colonialism was determined to hold out
in occupied South Yemen for the protection of its mani
fold interests-the exploitation of the oil, cotton and
other agricultural resources; the protection of the huge
and profitable oil refineries; the development of an ex
tensive consumer market for the distribution of British
products in the Arabian Peninsula and East Africa j and
the maintenance of a strategic post at the mouth of the
Red Sea for the protection of imperialist economic in
terests in Africa and parts of Asia. Aden was also one
of Britain's main bases for the storage of atomic and
hydrogen bombs.

166. Prior to the revolution, national resistance to
colonialism had taken two forms: standard peaceful
political activities in Aden and unrelated tribal move
ments in the emirates. The United Kingdom had resorted
to various illegal means in the effort to secure its colonial
position in what was a strategic area, such as bribery,
the brutal suppression of democratic Ireedoms and the
establishment of a puppet State, the so-called Federation
of Southern Arabia, with which it could conclude. trea
ties and thus give a semblance of legitimacy to its
nefarious activities.

107. The nature of the 1959 Treaty with the counter
feit Federation offered clear proof of the dangerous
scope of British imperialist policy in the area. It pro
vided for the Federation to remain under British pro
tection and conferred full powers on the United King-

GThese petitioners were heard after the Special Committee
had adopted a draft resolution (A/AC.109/L.l98) on the ques
tion of Aden at its 338th meeting on 17 May 1965.

dom for the conduct of foreign affairs; acceptance of
its advice on any political issue was obligatory. Further
more, the annex to the Treaty made provision for the
granting of full facilities for the operation of British
troops in the Territory.

108. It was thus that the United Kingdom, in collu
sion with the pro-imperialist sultans, sought to mask
its true aims under the guise of advances toward nominal
independence that were designed to palliate popular
discontent and save its face at the international level.
The only hope for the peoples had been to unite against
British colonialism and that was how the National Front
had come into being, composed originally of seven
clandestine organizations and subsequently joined by
three others. The Front's adoption of the policy of
armed struggle to achieve its objectives had been a
turning point, restoring to the despairing peoples their
self-confidence and giving the necessary impetus to
channel all nationalist forces into the fight.

109. At a meeting with the Sub-Committee on Aden
in Cairo in June 1964, a representative of the National
Front had had the opportunity to recount the story he
had told above, and had defined the people's aims and
demands. After exhausting peaceful means-which had
merely led to the use of force by the United Kingdom,
the imposition of unjust laws, deportations and im
prisonment for long periods without trial-the people
had been forced into a popular uprising, the armed
revolution that broke out on 14 October 1963, under
the leadership of the National Front. Since that time
the National Front had been able to extend its scope, so
that the revolution had now spread to eleven regions
of the South, as well as to the military base serving the
strategic and economic interests of the colonialists. The
Liberation Army had been able to make great progress
against the British forces and to inflict great losses on
all battle fronts. In addition, political victories had been
achieved both at home and abroad.' On the home front,
the people had been effectively mobilized, through the
radio and the Press, to break up the plot to hold a
constitutional conference in London on 2 March 1965,
with the participation of the United Kingdom "stooges"
in the counterfeit Federation and in the puppet Aden
Government, together with the unrepresentative political
parties of Aden that were taking no part in the revolu
tion. At the international level, the National Front had
been able to gain solid support for the people's cause,
through its recognition as sole representive of the people
of South Yemen by the Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity
Organization.

110. British colonialism in its direct form had begun
to falter before the persistent and heroic struggle of
his countrymen in Aden. Hence, the recent neo
colonialist plots. But to the National Front, colonialism
and nee-colonialism were but one and the same evil,
to be fought until victory was achieved. The Special
Committee doubtless was informed about the creation
of the Aden Legislative Council and the Council of the
so-called Federation both of which had made a uolte
face and were now pressing for the application of the
pertinent United Nations resolutions. That political
manoeuvre was being complemented by the latest
United Kingdom announcement that a Commission was
to visit the Territory and present a report on the situa
tion, with a view to the drawing up of a more advanced
constitution.'The National Front had exposed that plot
to make improper use of the United Nations resolutions
which, as drafted, were inadequate to the present phase
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114. Accordingly, Aden, as a military base, was
intended to serve as a spring-board of aggression
directed against, not only his people, but the Arab,
African and Russian world. The continued maintenance
of that base was of no interest to his people, which
had no desire to join in British aggression; hence the
demand for its immediate liquidation. The base was at
present being used for preparing British air attacks on
the towns of the Yemen Republic, as the General As
sembly had no doubt heard. Its continued existence
therefore represented a dangerous threat to peace in
the area.

115. The military campaigns in the Territory were
by no means a novelty, but United Kingdom aggression
had recently been expanded to cover the whole country.
He gave particulars of the effect of the continuous
bombardments carried out by the British Air Force.
The fact was that there was a state of war in the Ter
ritory and claims voiced by the government of the
United Kingdom that only small operations were in
volved to repel outside aggression were merely designed
to deceive world public opinion. There was no outside
intervention; the armed struggle now going on was the
result <;>f the spontaneous uprising of the people. The
reyolutlOn would be maintained so long as the United
Kingdom refused to recognize their legitimate demands.

:::he struggle, sino< they cnv..e:::t~ ::;::,::.ntl"~l~·~:~~=~:in=~ntin~- cnn~r -
of the just demands underlying the popular revolution. cerning Aden, he said that it was not enough for these I~t ~~~
Those demands were: complete political and economic resolutions to speak of the desirability of removing the i bri
liberation from colonialism for the whole of South military base in Aden; what the National Front and Th
Yemen and the off-shore islands; unconditional .liquida- the people wanted was its immediate unconditional "j' - Un
tion of the British military base in Aden and the sub- liquidation. Secondly, no reference had been made to [1 ind
bases elsewhere in the Territory and the islands; the sub-bases that were being established. Both those ~ ing
removal of the reactionary regime of the imperialist points should be covered in any subsequent resolution. t pe
lackey sultans; and restoration of the land and of the 117. The National Front regarded the latest United l'~ Ion
plundered wealth of the people. Kingdom proposal to send a constitutional commission J the

111. To further its aims, the National Front would to the Territory as a further move to advance its plot tru
ask the Special Committee to bring stronger and more to impose a constitution on the Territory against the '}i"
effective pressure to bear on the Government of the people's will, following upon the failure of the earlier
United Kingdom, to submit to the will of the people by plan to convene a constitutional conference in London
meeting their demands, and to cease immediately all in March 1965. The commission which was to be corn- 'I' Ch
military operations against the people and in particular posed of three members from the United Kingdom and ) the
the massacres in the villages. The United Nations two from the Commoonwealth, would undoubtedly fail
should take the initiative in offering all possible aid to in its assigned task, for the National Front and the '
the unfortunate v.ctims, to the homeless and to the whole people were determined that any constitution for 'I'
families of the martyrs and detainees. Aden would reflect their will and not the desires of I

112. In response to questions, Mr. Shaabi said that the United Kingdom. Only a few sultans whose in-
the United Kingdom had made no progress whatsoever terests were bound up with the British imperialists ' i~'

would co-operate.
toward carrying out the resolution adopted by the
Special Committee on 17 May 1965. Far from taking 118. Mr. Dhalee, the representative of the National I
action to introduce independence and to liquidate the Front for the Liberation of the Occupied South of ',','. ['"
military bases, the United Kingdom was sending in Yemen, said that, in the Protectorates, the United
more troops to Aden and the emirates, from Cyprus, Kingdom was resorting to aerial bombardment to drive
'West Germany and the United Kingdom itself. the people out of their villages and, men, women and

113. The main military base at Aden was at present children were being killed daily. In Aden itself, the

being extended, at an estimated cost according to United ~~~~~~~, '~;~~~;diI;asth~p~~~n~fa~~e~~~~~i~;~ i:~le~~d~~ ~~
Kingdom sources of £ 11 million. Sub-bases existed in extract information from detained nationalists. After
the emirates and were being secretly established on describing some of the methods used, he went on to
off-shore islands. He had no exact figures but would I
estimate the strength of the main base at 45,000 officers say t iat nationalists were being held in prison without

trial, some for as long as nine to ten months, and all
and men. In addition, some 10,000 troops stationed in efforts to get a fair trial had been in vain. The detainees
the so-called Federation of Southern Arabia were being were not allowed to have food brought in from their
used against his people. Big aerodromes were being 1 d
built in Aden and the emirates, to accommodate a tomes, an pressure for such permission only resulted

in beatings and the withholding of all nourishment·
modern air force. Furthermore, according to the British moreover, those detainees who went on a hunger strik~
Press, Aden was regarded as a strong base of operations were g-iven no medical attention whatsoever. In answer " \..
in nuclear weapons. f hto a urt er question from the Syrian representative,

he said that a number of islands which had always been
regarded as part of the Territory had been expressly
excluded from the 1958 Aden Constitution with the
obvious purpose to keep them for use as military bases.
Some smaller islands, of no importance at the moment
but of potential value if they were not liberated as part
of Aden, had also been excluded.

119. Referring to the United Kingdom Government's
reaction to suggestions for the creation of a single State
encompassing both Aden and the Protectorate, Mr.
Shaabi said that the United Kingdom Government had
approached the so-called ministers, the sultans and
some local political parties, most political parties having
been controlled by the United Kingdom since the armed
revolution, but it had ignored the people on the pretext
that they were revolutionary elements. The United
Kingdom was trying to give the impression of working
for Aden's independence. But the people had not been
consulted and they were not prepared to negotiate until
they were convinced of the United Kingdom's sincere
intention to give them full liberty and to withdraw all
military bases unconditionally. The people would con
tinue their armed revolt until their legitimate demands
had been met.

120. If the Committee could send a group to Aden
to see the backwardness and misery that existed after



6 For the text of the report see appendix I of this chapter.
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m- lover 120 years under British colonial rule, they would political parties on the complex questions regarding
~se ~t realize the emptiness of United Kingdom promises to the agenda and representation at the conference. On
he / bring the people culture and lead them to independence. 21 February, the Federal Ministers had published a.
nd I There might be a pretence at independence, but the statement to the effect that they would not be able to
ial 'HI" United Kingdom did not want true economic or military attend the conference unless there could be further
to I) independence for Aden, otherwise it would not be flood- local consultations to work out a united front and unless
ise I ing the country with armed forces and torturing the representatives of all States, including the States. of
m. '. people. The United Kingdom had hidden the facts for the Eastern Aden Protectorate, attended the confer-
ed I' ~ long enough: the time had come for the Committee, ence as full participants. On 23 February the Aden
on I the United Nations and the whole world to know the State Government had resigned, stating as the reason
lot truth. its disagreement with the High Commissioner over a
he .~/" strongly worded counter-statement which some Aden
'er Statements by members Ministers had wished to issue but which the High Corn-
on 121. The representative of Cambodia, speaking as missioner had thought would be inappropriate in the
11- I' Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Aden, introducing circumstances.
nd thd~ub-Io)~mittee'd ?raft report ~A/AC.109(L.l9.4 126. The Colonial Secretary had then reluctantly
ail an ,orr. ,stresse Its concern at t le extreme y seri- agreed that the conference would have to be postponed,
he ous situation in Aden and the Protectorates. Although
or some changes had taken place, General Assembly reso- since some participants essential for full representation
of lutions 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, and 1949 were not willing to attend. One of the main tasks of
n- (XVIII) of 11 December 1963, had still not been the Colonial Secretary and the High Commissioner
its implemented. ,since the postponement had been to maintain the mo-

mentum of discussion on the next steps of constitu-

!
122. The representative of the United Kingdom said tional advance. They had discussed proposals designed

that his delegation had been glad of the opportunity to further political and constitutional progress in the
1,1 ,: to meet the Sub-Committee on Aden. It would corn- area and to promote co-operation between the Gov-

ment later on the report of the Sub-Committee, which ernments of the Territory and the political parties.
it had only just received, but at first glance there Consultations on those proposals were still actively
seemed to be points on which it would have some proceeding between the High Commissioner and Gov-
reservations to make. S d' . 1 d d h Cl' 1

..~ 1?_3. The Vl'SI't to Aden by the new Colonial Secre- ernment, tate an political ea ers, an t e 0 omaI- Secretary hoped to make a further statement after their
tary, Mr. Anthony Greenwood, to which the United completion.
Kingdom delegation had referred when the Special

J
Committee had last considered the situation in South 127. The United Kingdom representative felt bound
Arabia, had taken place in November and December to draw the Committee's attention to the continued
1964. Mr. Greenwood had held talks with a wide section acts of terrorism and criminal violence which had
of public opinion and had travelled extensively in the occurred in Aden and other parts of the area and which
area including visits to areas where aggression and were aimed at obstructing the progress of the Fed-
subversion from across the border gave cause for serious eration of South Arabia to full independence. He re-
concern. He had reaffirmed the United Kingdom Gov- ferred in particular to the repeated attacks by armed
ernment's determination to carry out its treaty obliga- bands from the Yemen and the recent serious situation
tions to the full in South Arabia. He had also con- in the Federal State of Beihan resulting from attacks
demned the brutal, senseless and cowardly terrorism by artitJery and aircraft. Those attacks, which had been
which had been taking place in Aden, but which would reported in detail in Sir Roger Jackling's letters of
not deter the United Kingdom Government from en- 22 March, 5 April and 7 April (S/6252, S/6272 and
couraging free discussion on the questions of inde- S/6276), and other acts of aggression were completely
pendence and constitutional advance. He had again contrary to the Security Council's resolution 188 (1964)
stated the fundamental policy of the United Kingdom of 9 April 1964, and to the Declaration on the Granting
Government that not later than 1968 there would be of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
an independent Arab State in South Arabia and that inasmuch as they were designed to obstruct progress
the steps towards that objective should be worked out to independence.
in a way which would command the widest measure 128. Despite differences of view which were only
of support obtainable. natural in a country of such diversity and at a time of

124. On the last day of Mr. Greenwood's visit a rapid transition, the people of South Arabia were de-
joint statement 011 constitutional objectives, calling for termined to gain full independence and had already
the creation of a unitary State 011 a sound democratic made considerable progress towards that end. It was
basis and for the recognition of human rights, had been therefore difficult for them to understand why their
issued by the Federal Supreme Council and the Aden Arab neighbours were obstructing their progress by
Council of Ministers, with Mr. Greenwood's full ap- promoting violence, murder, threats and subversion.
proval. It had been agreed that the next constitutional While such acts would not deter the inhabitants of the
conference should begin in early March and the Colonial area from gaining independence, they meant that some
Secretary had felt that it was important to invite not of the resources of the Federation had be diverted from
only official bodies but also political parties, in order economic and social development to defence and secu-
to obtain the broadest possible agreement. rity and that might well help to delay constitutional

125. Upon his arrival on 25 January, the New High progress.
Commissioner, Sir Richard Turnbull, had immediately 129. The general aim of the Special Committee, as he
entered into discussions with the Ministers of the
Federal and State Governments and leaders of the understood it, namely to bring about the earliest possible

independence of South Arabia in accordance with the
wishes of its people and the principle of self-determina-
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tion, coincided with the policy of the United Kingdom
Government.

130. While the delegations in the Special Committee
could all state, and perhaps agree upon, the long-term
aims and objectives in South Arabia, there remained
the task of translating them into practical reality. The
United Kingdom Government was not committed to
any particular constitutional system for South Arabia,
and it was surely for the people of South Arabia to
decide their future system of government rather than
to have a constitutional framework imposed from out
side. It was to that end that the dialogue between the
United Kingdom Government and the leaders of the
Arab peoples in Aden and South Arabia was being
carried on. There would naturally be disagreements and
setbacks, but the United Kingdom was determined to
follow paths which were acceptable to the largest pos
sible majority of the people. The United Kingdom
delegation looked to the United Nations for encourage
ment and understanding in the fulfilment of the United
Kingdom's declared intention to grant independence to
South Arabia by 1968.

131. The representative of Syria expressed his dele
gation's gratitude to the Chairman and members of the
Sub-Committee on Aden, as also to the Secretariat, for
the enlightening report submitted by the Sub-Committee.

132. His delegation found it disturbing that, in his
statement at the previous meeting, the United Kingdom
representative had slandered Aden's Arab neighbours
and had failed to make constructive proposals for
withdrawing United Kingdom military forces from
Aden, liquidating the military base there and granting
Aden immediate and unconditional independence.
Instead of suggesting measures for implementing the
resolutions of the Special Committee and the General
Assembly, in particular General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV), the United Kingdom representative had
given the Committee an account of the visit made. by
the Colonial Secretary and had spoken of "aggression
and subversive activities from across the border". He
had quoted the Colonial Secretary as having referred
to "brutal, senseless and cowardly terrorism" in Aden.
The whole world knew, however, that military opera
tions in the Territory were continuing unabated, that
repressive measures were being enacted against political
leaders and that innocent civilians were being subjected
to bombings.

133. The Special Committee had been told that it
was the United Kingdom's policy that there should be
an independent Arab State in South Arabia by 1968.
The question, however, had already been under discus
sion in the United Nations for several years and a

. further delay of three years was unacceptable to the
people of Aden. The Colonial Secretary had attributed
the postponement of the constitutional conference to
the fact that certain persons were unwilling to attend.
He had failed to mention that many of the individuals
in question were either in detention or in exile, as was
indicated in the Sub-Committee's report.

134. The United Kingdom representative had spoken
of the exercise of self-determination by the people of
Aden, but he had not told the Committee how that
could be achieved. In point of fact, the people of Aden
were still being denied self-determination and freedom
of speech. As the United Kingdom representative him
self had informed the Committee, the Aden State Gov
ernment had resigned on 23 February because of the

High Commissioner's refusal to permit them to issue a
certain statement.

135. In a statement at the 314th meeting, he had
asked a series of questions concerning the United
Kingdom's real aim in Aden, but so far there had been
no reply from the United Kingdom representative.

136. His delegation had hoped that the new Labour
Government of the United Kingdom would co-operate
with the United Nations in granting independence to
Aden, but it did not appear to be doing so. He recalled
that on 17 June 1964, before becoming Prime Minister,
Mr. Harold Wilson had said that the United Kingdom
would need Aden "as an essential centre for peace
keeping operations". The Labour Government was ap
parently adhering to that position, which was at variance
with all the resolutions adopted by the Special Com
mittee and the General Assembly.

137. Since, in his statements in the Sub-Committee
on Aden and in the Committee itself, the United
Kingdom representative had failed to indicate what
practical steps his Government would take to implement
the resolutions of the General Assembly and the Special
Committee, the Syrian delegation wished to put the
following questions to him:

(1) Why had the year 1968, rather than 1965 or
1966, been chosen for the granting of independence
to the Territory?

(2) What kind of constitution would emerge after
a further delay of three years?

(3) What kind of independence was the United
Kingdom planning to grant to the people of Aden?

(4) What was to be the basis of the unitary State
to which the United Kingdom representative had re
ferred?

(5) Could the United Kingdom representative give
the Committee more details about the constitutional
discussions, such as where they were being conducted,
with whom, and in what context? He was certain that
the Committee could tolerate no further delay, since
five years had passed since the adoption of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) and the situation in
Aden was growing more critical every day.

(6) Why had the Sub-Committee's .request to visit
the Territory been denied?

(7) How could Mr. Wilson's statement of 17 June
1964. to which he had just referred, be reconciled with
the United Kingdom Government's determination to
grant independence to Aden? What had the United
Nations peace-keeping operations to do with the ques
tion of Aden? Could the Prime Minister impose Aden
on the United Nations as "an essential centre for peace-
keeping operations"? .

(8) When would the political detainees be freed and
those in exile be returned to their homeland to par
ticipate in shaping its future destiny?

(9) When would the state of emergency be ended
and the curfew lifted?

(10) When would the United Kingdom stop its
aggression, air bombardments and military operations
in Aden?

138. Those questions called for immediate replies
and quick action.

139. He went on to quote certain passages from
an article by a distinguished Arab scholar, Dr. Faiz
Saigh, according to whom the situation in Aden was a
reflection of the larger confrontation between Arab
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nationalism and British imperialism. Having been
ousted from Suez and other military bases, Dr. Saigh
wrote, the United Kingdom was now clinging desper
ately to Aden as a last refuge from which to maintain
its influence in the Arab world. Dr. Saigh concluded
his article by saying that Arab nationalists were irrecon
cilably opposed to the existence of United Kingdom
military bases on their soil because those bases were
an infringement of Arab national sovereignty and
were used for aggression against Arab countries, to
support reactionary local Arab regimes and to place
the Arab world in the United Kingdom's "sphere of
influence" and thus involve it in that country's interna
tional conflicts and nlignrneuts. Dr. Saigh's article re
flected the views of the Syrian delegation.

140. His delegation would vote in favour of the
adoption of the Sub-Committee's report since it found
the report constructive, factual and practical and unre
servedly supported its finding and conclusions.

141. He drew attention to the latest developments
in Aden, as reported in recent Press dispatches.
According to the 27 April issue of The Times of
London, members of the Aden Legislative Council had
expressed suspicion that the British were behind ter
rorist activities in Aden, and the Council had adopted
a motion requesting the High Commissioner to end
the state of emergency, release all detainees, permit
the return of exiles and restore full public freedom. Mr.
Abdul Qawee Mackawee, the Chief Minister, had stated
that there could be no peace or stability without a
settlement in accordance with the United Nations
resolutions and without an end to provocations against
the Yernen Republic and to the aid being given to the
Yerneni royalists. According to a Reuters dispatch of
28 April, Mr. Mackawee had called for independence
from the United King-dom and negotiations on the
future of the United Kingdom military base at Aden.
He had said that Aden no longer had faith in the
United Kingdom and he had called for the establishment
of a provisional government to negotiate a date for the
granting of independence and to arrange for the transfer
of power from the colonial Administration. He had
also said that a constitutional conference would be of
no use at the present time.

142. His delegation felt that, in view of the critical
nature of the situation in Aden, the Committee should
adopt a resolution calling for the following:

(a) Immediate and full implementation by the
United Kingdom Government of all the resolutions of
the General Assembly and the Special Committee ;

(b) Immediate ending of the state of emergency;

(c) Immediate lifting of the curfew;

(d) Cessation of all military and naval operations
against the people of Aden and the Protectorates;

(e) Immediate repeal of all laws restricting public
freedom;

(f) Advancement of the date of independence;

(g) An early invitation from the United Kingdom
Government to the Sub-Committee on Aden to visit
the Territory;

(h) Immediate dismantlement of all military and
naval bases and withdrawal of all United Kingdom
armed forces;

(i) Drawing the Security Council's attention to the
critical and explosive situation in the Territory;

(j) Assistance by Member States, the United
Nations, the specialized agencies and the International
Red Cross and Red Crescent to the civilian population,
which had suffered as a result of the military operations;

(l.') Constant review of the question by the Sub
Committee on Aden, which would report, as necessary,
on any new developments in the Territory.

143. The representative of the United Arab Republic
thanked the Special Committee for having granted his
request, on behalf of his Government, to address it on
the question of Aden. The concern of the United Arab
Republic at the unfortunate situation in Aden and the
Aden Protectorates had been constantly expressed, both
in and outside the United Nations, and its sole purpose
in participating in the Committee's deliberations was to
contribute to a solution in accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations and the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples. The United Arab Republic had always fol
lowed with great interest the Committee's efforts to
fulfil its noble mandate of bringing colonial peoples to
independence and had helped in the General Assembly
to formulate decisions based on the conclusions and
recommendations of the Committee.

144. He would like first to submit a few observations
on the discharge by the administering Power of its
responsibilities under Article 73 e of the Charter. The
United Kingdom Government continued to submit in
formation to the Secretary-General on Aden but had
never submitted information on Aden Protectorates,
and the Special Committee was only in a position to
discuss the situation in the Protectorate because of the
existence of a federation comprising Aden itself.

145. General Assembly resolutions 742 (VIII) and
1541 (XV) gave clear definitions of a Non-Self-Gov
erning Territory, and under its mandate the Special
Committee was required to study the situation in all
Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories. He there
fore considered that it was time the Special Committee
drew up a comprehensive list of all Territories to which
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples applied, so that the
people of those Territories could know what was their
status and what kind of relations they could enter into
with independent countries.

146. With regard to the Special Committee's degree
of participation and responsibility in the process whereby
Non-Self-Governing Territories developed towards self
government. he wondered whether the populations of
those Territories were participating actively in that
process. Whereas certain administering Powers accepted
observation. and sometimes supervision, of the plebi
scites held in the Territories under their administration,
others did not even accept a visit by a sub-committee
of the Special Committee. It was hard to understand
why in certain situations the administering Power was
unable to convene a constitutional conference, while in
a different situation the same Power imposed agree
ments, conventions and sometimes constitutions without
a proper consultation. Surely all the administering
Powers should be guided by the same principles in
administering Non-Self-Governing Territories. It was
that inconsistency and the systematic flouting by the
administering Power of the recommendations of the
Special Committee and the General Assembly that
accounted for its continuing failure to solve the problem.

147. The failure of the United Kingdom Government
to settle the question of Aden was clearly demonstrated
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in its resort to the use of force in the Radfan Mountains
area. After brutal attacks against the defenceless popula
tion, United Kingdom troops had searched the villages
and camps for the tribesmen, but had found them com
pletely deserted, their former inhabitants fearing to be
Murdered by the Power that pretended to protect them.
Nothing had been found to substantiate the slanderous
claim that those tribesmen were receiving arms and
ammunition from abroad.

148. According to a Minister of the so-called Federa
tion of South Arabia, the reasons for the unrest in
Radfan were purely economic and a reflection of the
widespread dissatisfaction with prevailing conditions.
Furthermore, a touchy political issue involving the
plans of the former High Commissioner in Aden lay
behind the unrest.

149. As the former Prime Minister, Sir Alec Douglas
Home, had conceded in the House of Commons,
there had been a long history of resentment and rebel
lion in that area. Following its seizure d the Port of
Aden in 1839, the United Kingdom had occupied the
country by force and has continued to remain there by
the use of force. The United Kingdom policy in Aden
was the fragmentation of the territory and its isolation
from the Arab world. Realizing that it could neither
stay forever by the use of force nor withstand the
overwhelming force of Arab nationalism, the United
Kingdom had created a fictitious Federation and in
March 1963 had forced Aden to accede to that Federa
tion without any consultation of the people of Aden or
of the Aden Protectorate.

150. The question of Aden and the Aden Protecto
rate had been under constant consideration by the
United Nations since 1962, when a number of peti
tioners had addressed themselves to the Special Com
mittee. In resolutions adopted in May and July 1963,
the Special Committee had expressed its deep concern
at the critical situation in the Territory as a result of
the denial of political rights and the detention of na
tionalist leaders-a situation that continued to deterio
rate and was likely to threaten international peace and
security.

151. FoIlowing its adoption of resolution 1949
(XVIII), the General Assembly had. on 16 December
1963, adopted resolution 1972 (XVIII) expressing its
concern at the situation resulting from the declared state
of emergency and at the arrests, detentions and deporta
tions, which constituted a denial of fundamental rights
and endangered peace and security in the region. In
the two resolutions adopted by the Special Committee
on 9 April and 11 May 1964 (see A/S8GO/Rev.l,
chap. VI, paras. 166 and 202), the Committee had again
expressed its deep concern at the continued deteriora
tion of the situation and had reaffirmed that the main
tenance of the military base in Aden was prejudicial to
peace and security and that its removal was therefore
desirable.

152. Despite all those recommendations and resolu
tions, the Security Council resolution 188 (1964) of
9 April 1964, the United Kingdom Government con
tinued to deploy its forces in Aden and the Aden Pro
tectorate, and even outside the borders, and was pur
suing dangerous policies at a time when great efforts
were being exerted to lessen international tension. The
present United Kingdom Government, like its predeces
sor, continued to defy United Nations resolutions, as
well as the appeals of the League of Arab States and

the Second Conference of the Heads of State or Gov
ernment of Non-Aligned Countries.

153. World indignation at the policies of suppression
in Aden and the Aden Protectorate had been shared
by public opinion in the United Kingdom. In a letter
published in the Daily Telegraph of 9 May 1964,
Mr. Bertrand RusseIl had stated that the attempt to
drum up war hysteria in South Arabia was no contri
bution to peace or to the British national interest and
that the sensible thing would be to assist those who
would eventually form a government of the population
and to contribute to economic welfare in the area, in
the interests of peace and international co-operation.
He had added that attempts on the part of Western
Powers to dominate or undermine the econcmic and
political development of the Afro-Asian world would
only result in authoritarianism, suffering and instability.

154. Surely, the United Kingdom Government did
not believe that a fake federation would survive and
that it could guarantee the functioning of a military
base surrounded by hostile peoples.

155. The demands of the overwhelming majority
of the population, which had been made abundantly
clear on several occasions, were the following: an imme
diate end to colonial rule; dissolution of the Federation,
through which the United Kingdom controlled internal
and external affairs, and separated the South from the
Northern Yemen; supervised elections or plebiscite with
a United Nations presence during a transitional period;
evacuation of the' military base and other military
installations; and unification of the area.

IS6. The failure of United Kingdom policy in Aden
and Aden Protectorate had been clearly demonstrated
by various resignations of ministers, the boycott of
elections by popular organizations and political parties.
and the withdrawal from the constitutional conference
convened for June 1964 of the very people whom the
United Kingdom had thought would be co-operative
but who had found its plans untenable and were now
among the strongest of its critics.

157. The situation seemed to have entered a new
phase since Mr. Mackawee had become Chief Minister.
It was significant that twelve opposition members of
the South Arabian Federation Council had given out
spoken support to the Chief Minister in his warning to
the United Kingdom not to delay the fulfilment of his
people's aspirations to independence and his demand
for implementation of the United Nations resolutions
concerning Aden. Furthermore, a spokesman for the
National Front for the Liberation of the Occupied
South of Yemen had stated that the Chief Minister's
demands coincided with those of the Front. For the
first time, therefore, there appeared to be a really
"legitimate" opposition to the United Kingdom plans.

158. The non-committal statement of the United
Kingdom Colonial Office that its Government wanted
to start talks on the future status of South Arabia as
quickly as possible did not constitute any advance. The
crux of the matter was whether the United Kingdom
was willing to allow the area self-determination. The
refusal to admit United Nations bodies into the area
raised suspicions about the United Kingdom attitude
and made it doubtful whether opposition views would
be given sufficient expression or consideration at the
talks proposed by the United Kingdom.

159. There was no indication that any change had
taken place in the British conception of independence,

J.
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which embodied only nominal independence while
maintaining the area under British influence. Self
determination was the only answer.

160. The United Arab Republic delegation recom
mended that the Special Committee should again request
the United Kingdom Government to implement General
Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII). It would be neces
sary for the Special Committee, through its Sub
Committee, to enter into immediate talks with the
United Kingdom Government and perhaps fix a target
date for their conclusion, when the question could again
be considered by the Special Committee. The Special
Committee might also deem it necessary to draw the
attention of the Security Council to the conditions in
the territory, in order to avoid any further deterioration
of the situation. The United Kingdom must evacuate
its military base in Aden, which was maintained only
for aggressive purposes. The situation in that area was
ample proof of the dangers created by the presence of
foreign military bases. There was no need to convince
the members of the Special Committee that the argu
ments of the United Kingdom Government for main
taining military bases in Aden and elsewhere were
unfounded.

161. The representative of Iraq said that the situa
tion in Aden, instead of improving as had been hoped,
seemed to be deteriorating. The people were living in
intolerable conditions as a result of the continuance
of the state of emergency, the suppression of individual
freedom, and mass detentions. Yet the people of Aden
were more determined than ever to achieve their na
tional goals. A declaration by the principal nationalist
organizations and leaders had recently been published
in Cairo, in which they had called for the immediate
implementation of the United Nations resolutions on
Aden. The Chief Minister of Aden had made the
same demand ill his statement before the Legislative
Council, quoted in paragraph 22 of the report of the
Sub-Committee on Aden (see appendix I below), where
reference was made also to a cable sent to the United
Kingdom Colonial Secretary by the Ministers of Aden
likewise requesting the implementation of United
Nations resolutions.

162. His delegation had hoped that the statement
of the United Kingdom representative (see paras. 122
130 above) would be such as to allay the Committee's
fears. That statement had, however, been negative in
nature. The border incidents on which the United
Kingdom representative had dwelt were irrelevant to
the Committee's work and outside its terms of reference.
With regard to the implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, the United Kingdom representative's state
ment that it was his Government's intention to grant
independence to the territory by 1968 seemed to lack
a sense of urgency.

163. Past United Nations resolutions had called on
the administering Power to arrange for the early re
moval of the military base in Aden, to guarantee basic
freedoms, to effect constitutional changes with a view
to the establishment of a representative legislative body
and of a provisional government, and to co-operate in
arranging for a United Nations presence during the
elections held for that purpose. Those just demands had
!lOW been reiterated by the Chief Minister of Aden. In
a cable published by The Times of London, the Chief
Minister had called for the removal of the base and
had asked for an impartial body to be sent by the

United Nations, composed of people from countries
without interests in the area, to be present before and
during elections based on universal adult suffrage. On
the arrival of that body, the United Kingdom should
dissolve the Aden and South Arabian federal legislative
bodies and abolish the Aden and federal Constitutions,
the 1959 Treaty of Friendship and Protection and all
similar treaties. The United Kingdom High Commis
sioner should surrender his supreme power and with
draw all political officers and advisers. A provisional
government should then be set up, composed of persons
acceptable to all groups. That government, to be guided
by an interim constitution, should be in office for only
one year, during which it should prepare for and
conduct elections for a central parliament. The parlia
men~'s first task would be to set up a committee, in
eluding Arab legal experts, to prepare a constitution.

164. It was also a matter of concern that the ad-
. ministering Power had not allowed the Sub-Committee
on Aden to enter the Territory, obliging it to go to
neighbouring countries to hear petitioners.. The only
possible conclusion was that the administering Power
was determined that the world should not know the
facts.

165. The deterioration of the situation in Aden was
evidenced by petitions and telegrams received by the
Special Committee and reports which had appeared
in the United Kingdom's own Press. The state of
emergency, the curfew, military operations and the
detention of patriotic elements of the population had
become permanent aspects of Aden life. The only
solution lay in the speedy implementation of General
Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII).
His delegation appealed to the administering Power to
respect the wishes of the people of Aden and Southern
Arabia, whose welfare and independence was a matter
of concern to the Arab peoples and to all freedom
loving peoples of the world, who would continue to
support the struggle for freedom in Southern Arabia.

166. The representative of Ethiopia congratulated
the Sub-Committee on Aden on its report on the situa
tion in the Territory. The report showed that, although
some progress had been made, the situation was still
far from satisfactory.

167. The progress made included the administering
Power's acceptance of the concept of a unitary sovereign
State comprising all the States of South Arabia, the
Aden Government's repeal on 30 March 1965 of the
Industrial Relations Ordinance, which had seriously
interfered with workers' rights, and the visit to the
Territory by a representative of the International Red
Cross.

168. Unfortunately, despite those few signs of good
will on the part of the administering Power, the fact
remained that United Nations resolutions on Aden were
still not being implemented. He deplored, inter alia, the
postponement of the constitutional conference that was
to have been held in London in March 1965, the con
tinuation of the state of emergency, which was helping
to create a chaotic situation in Aden State, and the con
tinuation of military operations against the people of
the Territory.

169. The Sub-Committee's report gave a very clear
picture of the situation and it was now the task of the
Special Committee to make recommendations which
would facilitate the implementation of the General As
sembly's decisions.
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]70. Recalling his delegation's position on the ques
tion, he observed that the problem was to transfer
power to the people in accordance with the relevant
resolutions, namely, General Assembly resolutions 1514
(XV) and 1949 (XVIII). Hence, even at the present
late stage, the United Kingdom should be urged once
again to comply with those resolutions and to repeal the
laws which restricted public freedoms, to release political
prisoners, to allow the return of political exiles and to
cease forthwith all repressive action against the people.
It should also be urged to convene without delay a
constitutional conference at which all segments of public
opinion in the Territory were represented,

171. His delegation was prepared to take part in
working out recommendations along those lines.

]72. The representative of the Union of Soviet So
clalist Republics said that the reason the Special Corn
mittee was obliged to resume its consideration of the
question of the United Kingdom possessions in Aden
and SO~lth. Arabia was that the administering Power,
by c.ont1l1u1l1g the state of emergency, banning political
parties and trade unions, depriving the people of their
elementary rights and employing terror and arbitrary
methods, showed that it was unwilling to give up its
rule over the Arab population, a rule which served only
the administering Power's own interests. The United
Kingdom's refusal to carry out the resolutions of the
General Assembly and the Special Committee had
aroused the indignation of the Arab people and had
forced them to take up arms. The situation had de
teriorated so greatly that it had become explosive. Yet
the statements made by the leaders of the British
Labour Party before and immediately after the Party's
accession to power had aroused high hopes. For ex
ample, Mr. Gordon-Walker, the former Foreizn Secre
tary of the United Kingdom, had stated that"'his Gov
ernment was prepared to establish better relations with
the Arab countries and Arab nationalists. Unfortunately,
subsequent events had shown that those statements had
been made only for propaganda purposes and to win
votes for the Labour Party. The new United Kingdom
Government 'van continuing its predecessor's policy and
was doing nothing to implement General Assembly
resolutions j514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII), in par
ticular; the political prisoners had not been released,
the exiles had not been al!owed to return to their coun
try, repressivec-tion had not ceased, the laws restrict
ing freedom bad not been repealed and the state of
emergency had not been terminated. The United King
dom Government had refused the Sub-Committee on
Aden permission to visit the Territory and it not only
refused to dismantle its military base but was, in fact,
strengthening it. The situation was very tense and con
stituted a threat to international peace and security.

173. In his statement at the 329th meeting of the
Special Committee on 27 April 1965, the United King
dom representative had set forth his Government's
policy in Aden. That statement which had been as disap
pointing as those made by his predecessors, had been
a veritable defence of colonialist policy. The United
Kingdom representative had held the Arabs responsible
for the criminal acts committed by the United Kingdom
authorities, had not stated what his Government in
tended to do in order to implement General Assembly
resolution 1949 (XVIII) and had not made a single
specific new proposal. He had merely sought to con
vince the Committee that his Government, in its efforts
to find a solution to the constitutiona1 problem and to

enable the Terrltory to attain independence in 1968
within the framework of a unitary State, was meeting
with opposition from the Arabs. The critical situation
in the Territory, he had contended, was caused by the
policy of the neighbouring Arab States and the At<!.J
nationalists, who were carrying out acts of sabotage
and terror. The United Kingdom representative had
made vague promises about independence for the peo
ples of Aden and about their right of self-determination,
but he had not said a word about the powers to be
exercised by the future unitary State.

174. The purpose of all that was clear: the United
Kingdom was seeking II new type of colonial rule which
would permit it to maintain its hegemony in the area.
The London Government was said to be making plans
to lease the military base at Aden. He recalled in that
connexion the United Kingdom Prime Minister's state
ment on 16 December 1964 that his Government could
110t give up its world role "east of Suez" and therefore
needed all its bases. That policy was not new; it had
been inherited from the Conservative Government and
was supported by the bankers of the City of London.
It was prompted by economic and military considera
tions: the aim was to protect the interests of the oil
companies, Royal Dutch Shell and British Petroleum,
in that region. Moreover, since the evacuation of Suez,
Aden had become an important link in the chain of
United Kingdom military bases and was being used,
inter alia, as a relay station for United Kingdom troops
on their way to Malaysia. Everyone knew the purpose
of those military bases: it was from the United King
dom island of Ascension that Belgian paratroopers had
left in United States aircraft to fight the Congolese
rebels at Stnnleyville.

175.. The United Kingdom representative's efforts
to demonstrate the usefulness of establishing a unitary
State were deceiving no one and the United Kingdom's
policy continued to be based on the old principle of
"divide and rule". Despite the manceuvres being made
for the purpose of placating them. the Arab inhabitants
were demanding the right of self-determination. The
Chief Minister of Aden had rejected the pseudo
independence that the United Kingdom was trying to
impose on his country; he had just stated that the
constitutional conference to be held in London would
be of no use at the present time, and, like the Aden
Legislative Council, he was demanding the implementa
tion of the United Nations resok:~.IIls and the imme
diate granting of independence. vv'!"tilc there was there
fore no question that Aden and South Arabia would
attain independence, the price they would have to pay
for it depei-I-d essentially on the United Kingdom.

176. The Special Committee, for its part, should
assist the Arab inhabitants in their fight for inde
pcndcnce by demanding that the United Kingdom
should withdraw its forces from the Territory and
liquidate its military base, and condemning the United
Kingdom's present policy urging that the resolutions
of the Committee and the General Assembly should be
put into effect. The only possible solution to the question
of Aden lay in the implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples.

177. His delegation felt that the Committee should
request the Security Council to consider the question
of the threat to peace and security resulting from the
policy of violence and arbitrary action which the admin
istering Power was pursuing in Aden and the Pro-
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tectorates, It would support any proposal designed to
liquidate colonial rule in Aden and South Arabia.

178. The representative of Yugoslavia recalled that
his delegation had stated on a number of occasions
that the immediate and unconditional elimination of the
last remnants of colonialism was one of the maior
problems of the day am! that its solution was an essen
tial prerequisite to the stabilization of international
relations and the maintenance of peace. The solution
of the problem must, however, be in accord with the
spirit of the Charter and the Declaration on the Grant
ing of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples;
it must, in other words, fully respect the rights and
interests of the people of the territories in question,

179. The people of Aden and the Protectorates had
been fighting for freedom and independence for a long
time and had the support of world public opinion. His
own country hoped that they would soon join the Arab
community and other sovereign peoples in freedom and
independence. If the administering Power, the United
Kingdom, had taken the aspirations and interests of
the indigenous population into account and had im
plemented the relevant resolutions of the General As
sernbly, the Committee •....ould not have had to consider
the question of Aden.

180. The United Kingdom representative had in
deed stated, at the 329th meeting, that "the general
aim of the Special Committee, namely to bring about
the earliest possible independence of South Arabia in
accordance with the wishes of its people and the prin
ciple of self-determination, coincided with the policy
of the United Kingdom Government", which "was
determined to follow paths which were acceptable to
the largest possible majority of the people". The
facts were, however, quite different, and the situation
in Aden must still be regarded as very serious. In the
conclusions to its report (see appendix I, para. 25),
the Sub-Committee on Aden had deplored the fact
that the resolutions of the Special Committee and the
General Assembly, in particular General Assembly
resolution 1949 (XVIII), were still not being imple
mented by the administering Power and that the state
of emergency had not been lifted and many of the laws
restricting public freedom were still in effect. The Sub
Committee had also noted with concern that the policies
being pursued by the administering Power in the Terri
tory continued to give rise to tension in the area, that
the United Kingdom was still carrying out military
operations against the people of the Territory and that
its decision to maintain its military base in Aden added
to the aggravation of the state of tension. That was
why the Sub-Committee considered that the situation
in the area was still critical and even explosive and
should be closely followed so that if necessary it could
be drawn to the attention of the Security Council (ibid.,
para. 26).

181. The Aden Ministers and Legislative Council
were of the same opinion as the Sub-Committee on
Aden. On 19 April 1965, the Chief Minister of Aden
had asked the United Kingdom to implement the reso
lutions of the United Nations and thereby achieve a
political settlement of the problems of South Arabia.
He had asked for the lifting of the state of emergency,
the release of all prisoners, the return of exiles and the
full restoration of public freedoms. The United King
dom alone, he had said, held the key to peace and
must realize that there could be 110 peace or stability
until the question had been settled in accordance with

the resolutions of the General Assembly and until the
provocations against the Yemen Republic caused by
supplying nid to the Yemeni Royalists had been ended.
For its part, the Congress of the National Organizations
Ot the Arabian South, which had been ~ield recently
at Cairo, had expressed its disapproval of United King
dom policy in the Territory and had asked for the
immediate implementation of the General Assembly
resolutions. Furthermore, the many petitions received
from the Territory expressed, without exception, the
same desire and criticized the United Kingdom's policy.

182. The statement made by the representative of
the administering Power with regard to its policy and
the way in which that policy was implemented in the
Territory did not, however, coincide. It seemed clear
that the present United Kingdom Government was con
tinuing to operate according to the colonialist principles
which had characterized the policy of its predecessors.
It was difficult to see what practical effects could Le
expected from that policy so long as the indigenous
population was not free to express itself on the question
of its future or so long as the curfew and the state
of emergency were not lifted, repressive military actions
were being taken and the United Kingdom insisted
on retaining its military bases. That policy was, in
fact, diametrically opposed to the wishes of the people
and contrary to the provisions of General Assembly
resolution 1949 (XVIII), which, according to the
United Kingdom representative, formed the basis of his
Government's policy in the area.

183. Any attempt to blame the Yemen Republic
and other Arab States for the present situation in Aden
a.nd the Protectorates was unjustified, since the situa
tion had been provoked by the United Kingdom's
colOt~ial policy, a policy 01?posed by the people of the
Territory who were seeking to obtain freedom and
independence without further delay. The administering
Power. which continued to defer the granting of in
dependence to Aden and the Protectorates and ~he

implementation of. the General. Assembly resolutio~s,
was alone responsible. The continuation of the present
situation in the Territory and the delay in solving a
problem which was becoming ever more acute were
a direct threat to the security of the Yemen Republic
~n~ neighbouring. ~tates. The administering Power's
insistence on retaining the Aden base also gave rise
to doubts about its intentions. The United Kingdom
representative had stated that his country had hoped
that it could count on the encouragement and under
standing of the United Nations. It could do so, pro
vided that it showed a genuine readiness to join the
Unit~d Nations in achieving a rapid solution to the
question of Aden and the Protectorates in the interests
of the people of the Territory. For his delegation, as
for the Sub-Committee on Aden, there was only one
solution: the immediate and fun implementation of
the D.ec1aration. on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples and of the resolutions
of the General Assembly. The measures set forth in
those resolutions were in accord with the wishes of
the people and political parties of the Territory and
took their interests into account; they were also likely
to promote the future relations I between the United
Kingdom a.rd the Arab world. His delegation would
support any proposal based on this principle.

184. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania congratulated the Sub-Committee on Aden
on its interesting report but noted with regret that the
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statements of the United Kingdom representative had
contributed nothing substnutlally new. Thc administer
ing Power was trying to divert attention from the real
issue by making accusations about subversive activities
and incursions into the Territory of Aden. Such ne
cusations were not new; they had been made in South
ern Rhodesia, Angola, Mozambique and so-called Por
tuguese Guinea with the aim of transforming those
Territories into military states and their people into
slaves. It was a fact that the people of Aden were
struggling to regain their independence and that, de
spite all the excuses of the administering Power, history
was on their side.

185. In any event, the situation in Aden had dete
riorated. The United Kingdom representative was try
ing to absolve his country from responsibility for the
disorders in the Territory resulting from the colcnialist
methods used there. In paragraph 19 of its report (see
appendix I below), the Sub-Committee on Aden had
noted "that the United Kingdom continues to carry
out military operations against the people ol the Terri
tory". However, no military force would prevent the
people of Aden from triumphing in their struggle for
independence; examples of that kind abounded all over
the world.

186. The United Kingdom representative had told
the Special Committee that his Government intended
"to grant independence to South Arabia by 1968",
ostensibly through negotiations. It might therefore be
asked why so many nationalists struggling for freedom
had been imprisoned or exiled and why a state of emer
gency had been imposed. The United Kingdom repre
sentative had added that his Government wanted to
bring about the earliest possible independence of South
Arabia "in accordance with the wishes of its people
and the principle of self-determination". The question
then was why the Government in power in Aden had
warned the United Kingdom against delay in fulfilling
the people's aspirations and had emphasized that the
only solution open to the United Kingdom Government
was to implement the United Nations resolutions. The
United Kingdom representative had said that his Gov
ernment did not intend to impose a particular con
stitutional system on South Arabia. The question in
that case was why it was imposing colonial domination,
which no people could accept. The United Kingdom
representative had also said that his Government looked
to the United Nations for encouragement and under
standing. There again it might be asked why it had
refused and was still refusing to !~l1plement the reso
lutions of the General Assembly and would not allow
the Sub-Committee on Aden to visit the Territory.

187. In the view of his delegation, the Special Com
mittee should seek to prevail upon the United Kingdom
Government to lift the state of emergency and repeal
the laws restricting the freedom of the individual, to
release all the political prisoners and amnesty all exiles,
to cease all military and paramilitary activities in the
region, to allow the Sub-Committee on Aden to visit
the Territory and, above all, to implement without
delay the relevant resolutions of the United Nations,
particularly General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV)
and 1949 (XVIII).

188. His delegation fully endorsed the conclusions
of the Sub-Committee on Aden and hoped that through
the understanding of the United Kingdom Government
the heroic people of South Arabia would at last be
able to enjoy the fruits of their labour and to devote

all their efforts to national reconstruction and progress,
in freedom and sovereignty and with the co-operation
of all other countries.

189, The representative of :Mali congratulated the
members of the Sub-Committee on Aden and the Secre
tariat on the excellent report they had submitted on
the situation in Aden, which constituted a permanent
threat to neighbouring States.

190. As it had already said in the Special Committee
and the General Assembly, Mali considered that Aden
and the Protectorates were Non-Self-Governing Terri
tories within the meaning of Chapter XI of the United
Nations Charter and that the responsibilities of the
United Kingdom towards the inhabitants of those
Territories were those defined in that chapter. The
situation in Aden and the Protectorates not only had
all the appearances of the classical type of colonialism
but was also a source of tension throughout the region,
particularly along the border with Yemen. Mali, there
fore, appreciated the concern of the Arab countries
in that region over the existence of a sizable United
Kingdom. military base in Aden, and it shared their
feelings about its removal. Unfortunately, the Labour
Government had announced that it intended to keep
the base as long as possible, thus showing that it paid
no heed to the opinion of the countries of the region
or to the resolutions of the Special Committee.

191. His delegation deplored the refusal of the
United Kingdom to implement the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples and to allow the Sub-Committee on Aden to
go to the Territory. The United Kingdom sought to
justify its presence by the need to protect the people
of South Arabia, but the military operations mentioned
in the Sub-Committee's report were incompatible with
defence of the interests of the indigenous population,
who desired independence. Although the United King
dom Government seemed to have accepted the idea of
a unitary State being set up in South Arabia, it had
not yet taken any steps in that direction and was, on
the contrary, trying to preserve its regime in Aden with
the support of ignorant and corrupt tribal chiefs who
cared little about the country's economic and social
development. The constitutional conference scheduled
for 1965 had 'not been held, and it was not known when
and in what conditions it would be able to take place.
The political leaders and exiled patriots were therefore
forced to resort to violence. The need for the United
Kingdom Government to take steps to combat what
it callecl subversion in the country proved, as was also
apparent from the evidence gathered by the Sub
Committee on Aden, that its presence was becoming
increasingly unpopular. The leaders of the country
themselves, including the Chief Minister of Aden, were
demanding that the administering Power should im
plement the resolutions of the Special Committee and
the General Assembly.

192. The United Kingdom was intimating that it
would grant independence to Aden and the Protector
ates in 1968. Mali, for its part, asked the United King
dom to do so without delay and with no conditions or
reservations, in accordance with the wishes of the
people, and, to that end, to convene a conference for
the purpose of drafting a new constitution, to remove
its base from Aden, to restore all individual freedoms
and to make all the sheikhdoms into a genuine unitary
State with a representative Parliament and Government.
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193. His delegation endorsed the report of the Sub
Committee on Aden and appealed to the United King
dom to implement General Assembly resolutions 1514
(XV) and 1949 (XVIII), in co-operation with the
United Nations. The United Kingdom could bring
the people of South Arabia something other than op
pression. Sincere co-operation, based not on the ex
ploitation of one country by another but on justice
and friendship and on equality and fraternity among
States, could and should exist in the region.

194. The representative of Tunisia congratulated
the Sub-Committee on Aden on its excellent report
and recommended that it should be adopted by the
Committee. He nevertheless regretted that, five years
after the adoption of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the
situation in Aden was still giving rise to concern and
was endangering the security of the region.

195. Although the changes in the United Kingdom
administraf -'11 had given the people of Aden new hope
for speedy liberation, the profound aspirations of the
people of South Arabia for freedom and independence
were still being ignored. The population was still being
denied fundamental rights and freedoms j the army
ruled supreme j the repression and persecution of po
litical leaders and nationalist movements were con
tinuing; and thousands of persons were in prison
awaiting trial.

196. Not only had the state of emergency not been
lifted since 1962, but fresh measures, including the
curfewI had recently been taken to enable the army
and the police to go about their business unobserved.
In addition, twenty-five villages in the Dhala district
had been destroyed b, United Kingdom aircraft, and
further reinforcements of troops and material were
being landed. Such actions and military preparations,
combined with the repression and destruction of the
population, were extremely alarming because they in
dicated that the United Kingdom Government intended
to perpetuate its presence by force. That was particu
larly surprising as the new United Kingdom admin
istration might have been expected to pursue a more
realistic policy in harmony with the resolutions of the
United Nations and the legitimate aspirations of the
inhabitants of Aden for sovereignty and independence.

197. His delegation protested against the campaign
of terror being waged against the people of South
Arabia and strongly denounced the manoeuvres of the
administering Power to delay the achievement of inde
pendence by Aden and the Protectorates. Any further
delay was unjustifiable not only because it was contrary
to the provisions of General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) and the wishes of the population but also because
there had never before been better conditions for trans
ferring to a people the responsibility for its future.

198. On 7 December 1964, the Governments of the
Federation and of the States belonging to it had agreed
to establish a sovereign unitary State of South Arabia
on a sound democratic basis. On 19 April 1965, the
Chief Minister of Aden had called on the United King
dom to implement the United Nations resolutions in
order to achieve a political settlement of the problems
of South Arabia, and he had added that his Government
was determined to make a firm stand in the face of
any attempt to ignore the true aims of the people, and
that it was in full agreement with major political
organizations of the country.

199. While all conditions had been fulfilled for
hastening the Territory's liberation, the administering
Power's reluctance to satisfy the people's aspirations
to sovereignty was only too evident. Its pretexts for
delay only proved its wish to put obstacles in the way
of decoloniaation. The Committee should be distrustful
of maneeuvres intended to sidetrack the debate, and it
should turn a deaf ear to the arguments of the admin
istering Power, which cited the alleged designs of an
expansionist neighbour of South Arabia only in order
to conceal the true problem. It must not be forgotten
that the administering Power's essential task was to
hasten the enslaved people's liberation and to lead them
without delay to their independence. Any arguments
that were irrelevam to General Assembly resolutions
1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII) should be put out of
mind.

200. In view of the gravity of the situation, his
delegation appealed to the administering Power to
give up its dilatory manoeuvres, to carry out the Gen
eral Assembly resolutions on Aden without delay and
'.0- take prompt and practical steps to restore to the
people of South Arabia their most legitimate rights
of sovereignty and freedom. His delegation would sup
port any action taken with those ends in view.

201. The representative of Chile expressed his dele
gation's concern at the fact that although the question
of Aden had been on the Special Committee's agenda
for the last three years, no genuine progress had been
made in the Territory.

202. Chile considered that the Sub-Committee's
recommendations were pertinent and in keeping with
the facts of the situation. The United Kingdom should
apply to the Territory the provisions of resolution
1949 (XVIII), and to that end should restore all
political and public liberties, stop persecuting the leaders
of the Territory, release political detainees and put an
end to military operations. When those conditions were
fulfilled, it should convene a constitutional conference
and hold elections on the basis of universal adult
suffrage.

203. The United Kingdom had announced its in
tention of granting independence to Aden in 1968; but
the Chilean delegation hoped that sufficient progress
would be made and that the Territory would be able
to achieve complete independence before that date.

204. Chile appealed to the United Kingdom Gov
ernment to carry out the terms of General Assembly
resolution 194Q (XVIII), in co-operation with the
Special Committee, and in that way to contribute to
the birth of another free and sovereign nation. His
delegation would support any proposal aimed at giving
the inhabitants of South Arabia the free exercise of
all their rights.

205. The representative of Italy congratulated the
members of the Sub-Committee on Aden for havinz
presented, in their brief report, a complete picture of
a complex and constantly changing situation.

206. In his opinion, four recent developments in
dicated an improvement in the situation.

207. First, the agreement concluded by the Min
isters of Aden and of the Federation of South Arabia
and approved by the United Kingdom Government
provided for the establishment, on a sound democratic
basis, of a 'sovereign unitary State comprising all the
States of South Arabia. That decision was consistent
with the spirit and letter of General Assembly reso-
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lution 1949 (XVIII), and was encouraging in that
it indicated that the Committee's resolutions were not
a dead letter, as might sometimes be felt.

208. The second sign of change was the United
Kingdom Government's renewed assurance that inde
pendence would be granted to a unified State of South
Arabia not later than 1968, and that, according to the
United Kingdom Colonial Secretary's statement of
11 December 1964, steps would be worked out so as
to command the widest measure of support.

209. Thirdly, 1\'1r. Abdul Qawee Mackawee, Chief
Minister of Aden, had recently pledged to make a
firm stand in the face of any attempt to igno. the
true aims of the people. His stand would reassure those
who might have feared that the local authorities in
Aden and the Federation did not truly represent public
opinion in the Territory.

210. Finally, the decision to repeal the Industrial
Relations Ordinance was also a move in the right
direction, since its aim WIlS to restore the atmosphere
of defenfa· necessary for the Territory's peaceful pro
gress towards self-determination and independence.

211. It was in the light of those positive elements
that the negative elements of the situation, namely, the
difficulties which had delayed the convening of a con
stitutional conference, should be assessed. While sharing
the Sub-Committee's view that the administering Power
had shown an apparent willingness to widen the repre
sentation at the conference, his delegation had not been
able to determine precisely the viewpoints of the various
political parties in the Territory on that subject. He
would only point out that the murder threats published
in a newspaper against persons attending the London
conference indicated a disturbing division of public
opinion as to the best way of moving towards inde
pendence and as to the nature and structure of the
future independent State. Such a division of opinion
was' a matter for serious concern, not only because it
manifested itself in violent forms, but also because it
might delay the granting of independence to the
Territory.

212. In the light of those considerations, his dele
gation considered that the Committee should urge the
political parties to settle their differences and agree on
the essentials of a common policy for independence.
That wouid make a constitutional eenference possible.
At the same time, the Committee should appeal to the
United Kingdom Government to do its utmost to con
vene such a conference at an early date and to facilitate
the acceptance by the various sectors of the population
of a policy which would command the widest possible
support. His delegation would support any resolution
along those lines, since the Territory's early and peace
ful attainment of independence would depend on the
response received to those appeals.

213. The representative of the United Kingdom,
in a further statement, welcomed the moderation and
restraint of the language used in the report of the Sub
Committee on Aden. His delegation did not believe
that provocative language would serve the common
cause-namely, the search for a peaceful and acceptable
solution to the problems of South Arabia-and his
aim in making his statement was to see those problems
set in the right perspective in the light of the facts.
With that aim in view, there was a great deal in the
report which his delegation could not accept: aspects
of the situation had been misrepresented, facts of crucial
importance had been omitted altogether, and effects

had been described and lamented without any reference
to their causes.

214. With regard to paragraph 16 of the Sub
Committee's report (see appendix I below), dealing
with the question of a unitary. state for Sonth Arabia,
he had made it clear in an earlier statement (see para.
130 above) that the United Kingdom Government was
not committed to any particular constitutional system
for South Arabia. His Government would continue to
be guided by the wishes of the people of South Arabia
and by the principle that whatever solution was adopted
should have the widest possible measure of support.

215. His Government's clearly stated policy on the
question of the military base in Aden, referred to in
paragraph 17 of the Sub-Committee's report, was to
retain the base, in agreement with the Government of
the Federation of South Arabia, for so long as it was
required to serve the common interests of the two
Governments. The Prime Minister of the United King
dom had made it clear that the security of a base
depended on the willingness with which it was accepted
by the local population. His Government accordingly
intended that the eventual arrangements for the base
should be negotiated between the United Kingdom
Government and the Government of the new State at
the time when South Arabia became independent; that
was not a matter for Aden State alone.

216. The essence of the problem in South Arabia
was to establish the basic relationship between the
wishes and views of the: people of the area and a form
of representative government able to speak for the
majority of the people governed. The constitutional
conference planned for March 1965 had been postponed,
as reported in paragraph 18 of the Sub-Committee's
report, because there was not yet a sufficient consensus
in South Arabia about the form of government desired
by the people of the Territory. There was a wide meas
ure of agreement about the objectives and long-term
constitutional aims, but not on the practical problems
involved: qualification for citizenship and for the vote,
distribution of powers between the centre and the sub
ordinate units, and so on. His Government shared the
Sub-Committee's disappointment and regret at the nec
essity of postponing the conference, but the delay would
not be long and steps were already being taken to speed
up constitutional advance.

217. His delegation regretted that the Sub-Commit
tee had once more seen fit to refer, in paragraph 19,
to United Kingdom military operations without once
referring to the events and activities which had made
those operations necessary. Some of those were de
scribed in the Secretariat working paper (see paras.
1-98 above). Again, in paragraph 20 of its report, the
Sub-Committee on Aden expressed deep concern that
the state of emergency and the laws restricting public
freedoms were still in force, but made no reference
whatsoever to the factors which made such restrictions
necessary. Those factors fel1 into three categories: the
situation on the borders of the Federation; incitement
to violence from ,~utside the Federntion ; and acts of
terrorism within the Federation.

218. With regard to the situation on the borders
of the Federation, he had little to add to his previous
statement (see para. 127 above); his Government and
the Government of the Federation of South Arabia
had done everything possible to respect and implement
the Security Council resolution 188 (1964), of 9 April
1964, but the parties concerned outside the Federation
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the prerequisite for those highly desirable measures
was the ending of violence and lawlessness. The Special
Committee could help by making it clear that it did
not condone or approve of violence from any quarter
but favoured a peaceful solution by discussion and nego
tiation in accordance with United Nations principles
and General Assembly resolutions.

221. To judge from paragraphs 20 and 22 of its
report (see appendix I below), the Sub-Committee on
Aden seemed unaware that questions of security affect
ing the whole of South Arabia were not the exclusive
concern of Aden 'Ministers. Such questions were subject
to the authority of the federal Government, under the
over-all responsibility of the United Kingdom Gov
ernment. The Chief Minister of Aden was concerned
with matters within the competence of Aden State;
his authority did not extend beyond it. Allegations had
been made concerning restrictions on freedom of po
litical expression and activity in Aden; the very fact
that the Chief Minister had been able to make policy
sta~emel~ts of the kind mentioned ill paragraph 22,
which did not represent the policy of the United King
dom Government or of the Federal Government of
South Arabia demonstrated the falsity 01 those allega
tions, The United Kingdom delegation did not con
sider that the state of emergency unduly hampered po
litical freedom in Aden. The minimal restrictions
imposed, under the emergency regulations, for the pro
tection of ordinary people in their every-day lives were
kept under constant review and would not be unnec
essarily maintained.

222. He welcomed the references in paragraphs 23
and 24 of the report of the Sub-Committee on Aden
to the decision to repeal the Industrial Relations Ordi
nance and to the visit by a representative of the Inter
national Red Cross. The repeal decision had been
taken by Aden Ministers, not by the Aden Government.
The United Kingdom Government and the High Com
missioneragreed in principle with the ro;:r~al of that
la~,', provided that there was proper prior 'consultation
WIth both sides of industry and that legislation was
passed to retain the necessary elements of the existing
law, such as those relating to the safeguarding of
essential services. According to information published
by the International Red Cross on 25 March 1965
its representative had observed that a large proportio~
of the patients of the federal medical service in the
Radfan area were Yemenis, who received free medical
care and surgical treatment in the same way as the
local population. The International Committee for the
Red Cross had made it clear that its representative
had been given abundant assistance during his visit
to South Arabia.

223. A number of charges had been made in Aden,
and reported in The Times, about the activities of
British troops and other authorities. These charges,
which had been quoted in the Committee, were inac
curate and tendentious. There was no martial law in
Aden. Nec~~sary an:ests were made by the civil police,
not by British soldiers. The suggestions that British
troops or agents threw grenades and went about dis
guised as Arabs should be rejected with contempt.

224. According to the representative of the United
Arab Republic (see para. 144 above), the United
Kingdom Government had never transmitted informa
tion, under Article 73 e of the United Nations Charter
in respect of the Aden Protectorates; but in fact that
information had always been transmitted and that

had made no positive response to that .resolution or
to the constructive proposals put forward by his Gov
ernment in pursuance of it.

219. As to incitement from outside, inflammatory
and provocative broadcasts had been made from Cairo,
Sanaa and Baghdad, urging the people of the Federa
tion to engage in acts of violence, to take up arms, and
to murder not only British soldiers and officials but
their fellow Arabs as well. He quoted one such broad
cast which suggested that independence gained by sane
and civilized discussion and conciliation was worthless,
and that the only genuine independence was won by
bloodshed, violence and suffering. His delegation could
not believe that such a philosophy was acceptable to the
Committee or compatible with United Nations prin
ciples or purposes. In marked contrast to those appeals
for violence, the United Kingdom Colonial Secretary,
in a statement on 2 May 1965, had declared that no
British territory had to fight for its independence.
He had condemned terrorism as foolish and pointless,
and had called for calm and rational discussion and
negotiation. In that connexion, the representative of
the United Arab Republic had stated that nothing had
been found to substantiate the claim that tribesmen in
the Radfan Mountains area were receiving arms and
ammunition from abroad (see para. 147 above). The
facts, unfortunately, were very different. Since early
1963, the United Arab Republic authorities in Yemen
had supplied money and war nuitirie! to dissident
tribesmen of the Federation of South Arabia and had
encouraged them to carry out raid" on the Federation
from Yemen. Groups of Egyptian Intelligence Service
Officers had been installed in border towns and had
undertaken the recruitment, training and supply of
terrorists. The United Arab Republic had organized
and supplied the Radian revolt in 1964 and had tried
unsuccessfully to start similar revolts elsewhere. Hun
dreds of tribesmen had been enticed into Yemen, where
they had been provided with weapons and trained in
their use. Arms and ammunition manufactured in the
United Arab Republic had been captured by Federal
and British forces. The widespread terrorist activities
in the Federation were designed, not to force the United
Kingdom to grant early independence, but to obstruct
South Arabia's peaceful development and progress
towards independence. The suggestion that the people
of South Arabia were waging a national struggle for
freedom, on their own initiative and by their own de
cision, was false. There had of course been political
dispute and dissension, but very few local leaders of
any standing had been prepared to associate themselves
with the campaign of violence. He cited a number of
incidents involving aid by the United Arab Republic
to armed rebellion in South Arabia and emphasized that
there was plenty of evidence, supported by photographs,
to substantiate everything his delegation had said about
subversion and aggression from outside the Federation.

220. In the light of the facts, it was hardly sur
prising that emergency restrictions were found to be
necessary or that defensive military action by the Fed
eral Army, and by United Kingdom forces in support,
had been needed to preserve the integrity of the country
and the safety of its inhabitants. To describe such
operations, as the Sub-Committee on Aden had done,
as repressive action against the people was therefore
false and misleading. The Sub-Committee had called
for the ending of the state of emergency and of military
operations, and the lifting of all associated restrictions;
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for 1963 was entitled A Handbook of the Federation 228. All members of the Committee would doubtless .
atld Protectorates of Soutli Arabia preparedi" accord- agree with him that the military activity in the area ~ ~~~S
atlce with Article 73 c of the U1lited Nations Charter, should be brought to an end and that all concerned .~ por
which covered the whole area of South Arabia in should do their utmost to make that possible. Any reso- [I the
respect of which his Government had responsibility lution adopted on the subject by the Special Committee \ res
for the transmission of information under Chapter XI should take into account operative paragraphs 3 and 4!I 2
of the Charter. Indeed. his Government voluntarily of the Security Council resolution 188 (1964) of 9 April Ad
went beyond the requirements of the Charter by sup- 1964. in order to ensure that the resolution reflected
plying information on political and constitutional mat- the duties of all parties. 1 perj
ters in the Territories under United Kingdom admin- 229. The Sub-Committee on Aden had been very ~~~l
istration. pessimistic in the conclusions of its report. and par- indi

225. The Colonial Secretary had just announced ticularly in paragraphs 25. 26, 27 and 29 (see appendix r on

~~~s~h~ti~~m~;h o~h~ G:~:~~~~tstoa~dns~~~~le:ft~f hti~:Io;~~~~s ~~d ~~~e;~~d:~ tl~~e~tu~~~~d:~a~I~IFo1; I ~~:
. had not deteriorated. and there was no reason why ~\ the

South Arabia. the constitutional structure appropriate the political improvement should not influence condi- { poll'
for a sovereign independent South Arabian State and
the necessary interim constitutional arrangements lead- tions in the area, given the goodwill of all concerned. 2
. .. d d k d . He welcomed the United Kingdom representative's i
mg to Its intro uction, an to ma e recommen ations, announcement that a new Commission was to be formed !~
His Government was convinced that such a commission
represented the best means of maintaining and accel- to investigate conditions on the spot, and he wished
erating progress towards the peaceful solution of the the Commission every success. Any resolution on Aden
various problems which remained to be settled before should take into account the positive features of the

h A . hi d f 11 . d d 1 h situation and should encourage the parties to con-
Sout rabia ac ieve u m epen ence not ater t an tinue, extend and further harmonize their efforts with
1968. The Colonial Secretary's proposals were in no
way incompatible with the basic constitutional objec- the constitutional conference as the first objective with
tives of the United Nations resolutions, and he was independence as the ultimate aim.
confident that they would be generally welcomed by 230. The representative of Poland said that Aden
the Special Committee as clear evidence of his Gov- had been under colonial administration for more than
ernment's determination to secure full independence a hundred years; the United Nations had now reached
for South Arabia without delay. its twentieth anniversary and five years had passed

since the adoption of the Declaration on the Granting
226. The representative of Denmark complimented of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

the Sub-Committee on Aden on having produced an Yet the administering Power intended to postpone
instructive report; however, his delegation disagreed granting independence to Aden and the Protectorates
with some of the points made. especially in the con- until some time in the distant future. in plain disregard
clusions. of paragraph 3 of the Declaration.

227. As decolonization progressed, the proportion 231. The report of the Sub-Committee on Aden
of hard-core cases among the Territories discussed in left the administering Power no pretext for any delay
the Special Committee increased; he was therefore in granting independence. The view that Aden was ~...li
happy to learn from the Sub-Committee's report that ready for independence was supported by John C.
progress had been made on some vital points in Aden Campbell in his book Dejence of the Middle East. The
and South Arabia as a whole. First of all, a new and real reason for the delay, as Bertrand Russell had
broadly based Government had been formed in Aden. pointed out. was a matter of "cynical control of people ~,•. ·~.I.
The statements of the Chief Minister, Mr. Mackawee, and countries for purposes alien to their requirements".
showed that he and his Government were in a position The tragic situation in Aden and the Protectorates me
to take an independent view of the problem now facing was the result of the administering Power's policy of !con,
Aden and the surrounding territors.s, Secondly, there strangling the independence movement. The people of f:
was now full agreement between the United Kingdom Aden demanded independence and were fighting for .
Government and the Ministers of Aden and the Federa- it; that fact was confirmed by the Sub-Committee's I
tion of South Arabia that the formation of a unitary report and by the United Kingdom representative's
State was the goal. According to Mr. Mackawee, his statements at the 312th and 329th meetings. However,
Government's first step in that direction was to set neither of those statements had explained how the
about transforming the present Constitution into one administering Power intended to fulfil the legitimate
acceptable to all. The United Kingdom Government's aspirations of the people and why the grant of inde-
statements that independence would be granted in 1968, pendence was being delayed. Instead, the United King-
or if possible earlier, were encouraging; it was to be dom representative had asked the United Nations for
hoped that a constitutional conference would be con- encouragement and understanding in the fulfilment of
vened in the near future and that its composition would its professed intention to grant independence to South ,
be truly representative, so that no major political group Arabia. There was abundant encouragement in the
or legitimate interest would be excluded and no one petitions, circulated by the United Nations, from people
invited would obstruct the conference by not partici- representing various social groups and political parties;
pating. In his delegation's view, the cessation of all in the statement by the Chief Minister of Aden that
acts of violence in the area and the lifting of the state Britain should implement General Assembly resolution
of emergency would facilitate the convening of such a 1949 (XVIII); and in the Declaration adopted by
conference and make for a positive outcome. The repeal the Second Conference of Heads of State or Govern-
of the Industrial Relations Ordinance and the visit by ment of Non-Aligned Countries, held at Cairo, from
a representative of the International Red Cross were 5 to 10 October 1964 (A/5763), condemning the con-
steps in the right direction. tinued refusal of the United Kingdom Government to
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~" T=~=:it'd NaUons re,,::':":,: ,,~, ",m'S ~SCommittee coincided with the policy of the United
rrea and the Protectorates. There would be no lack of sup- Kingdom Government. Unfortunately, the facts belied

~~~ 'Lt PtlOlert l'manmdedal.sastiestal.ltllclpelefnrloennltattll.loen SoPfecGialenCero,,,mlnAlitstseeenlbfolyr that contention. The creation of the Federation of South
ttee \ . "Arabia in 1959 had conformed to the colonialist pattern
d 4 ! resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII). of imposing treaties on territories and shaping their
pril 232. The main obstacle to self-determination in future without regard to the wishes of the population.
:ted Aden was the United Kingdom's determination to In June 1964, the Sub-Committee on Aden had issued

perpetuate its domination of the Territory as long as a very clear. statement (A/5800/Rev.l, chap. VI,
'~. possible in order to preserve and safeguard its eco- annex, appendix Ill, A) regarding the Constitutional

nomic and strategic interests. That aim had been clearly Conference convened by the United Kingdom drawing
.~ indicated by the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom the att.ention of the administering Power to th~ unrepre-
I on 1 April 1965. The Prime Minister had admitted se~tatlve nature of the Conference and urging it to

that a military base could be held only with the agree- Widen representation or postpone the Conference
ment of the Government of the country concerned, but Despite that appeal, the Conference had taken place
the United Kingdom Government was not putting that without the participation of the main political parties
policy into practice. and other organizations in the Territory, and had

233. The only way to solve the problem of Aden reached conclusions contrary to the wishes of the over-
was to secure the speedy implementation of General whelming majority of the population.
Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII). 239. The present United Kingdom Government had
His delegation considered the conclusions and recom- planned another constitutional conference for March
mendations of the Sub-Committee on Aden to be con- 1965, but the conference had been postponed for reasons
structive, and it fully endorsed and supported them which were well known. The Government of Aden had
as it would any resolution drawn up on similar lines. resigned as a result of the High Commissioner's refusal
It hoped that, if such a resolution was adopted, the to allow publication of a Minister's reply to a previous
administering Power would comply with it so that the sta~em~nt; yet the United Kingdom representative still
people of Aden and the Protectorates might attain maintained that there was full freedom of speech in
independence as soon as possible. the Territory.

234. He shared the hope expressed by Bertrand 240. The United Kingdom representative had told
Russell that the United Kingdom would not intrigue the Special Committee that his Government's policy
to foster internal dissension and communal rioting, and was to retain the military base in Aden, in agreement
that no more people would be slaughtered to preserve with the Government of the Federation of South Arabia
oppression and appalling neglect in South Arabia. for so long as it was required to serve the commo~

235. The representative of Syria, speaking 111 exer- interests of the two Governments. It was noteworthy
cise of the right of reply, noted with interest that the that the base was retained in agreement with the Gov

ernment of the Federation, and not the Government of
United Kingdom Government intended to establish a Aden, in whose territory the base was situated. The
Commission to visit Aden. However, the ineffectiveness retention of the base was linked with the existence of the
of similar commissions in Palestine and elsewhere had
shown that such an approach was of little value nowa- Federation, and in no way accorded with the aspirations

of the people.
days. If the United Kingdom was sincere in its inten-
tion, the new Commission would do well to heed the 241. Every time the question of the supply of in-
advice given by Professor Arnold Toynbee in the formation to the Committee was raised, the United
October 1964 issue of International Affairs; namely, Kingdom representative said that consultations were
that quick action was needed in the area, and that the still actively proceeding and nothing more could be
members of the League of Arab States should be said at that stage. It was difficult to understand that
consulted. lack of co-operation. The truth was that the political

236. The United Kingdom had failed to justify to developments imposed on the area were contrary to the
h S . 1 C . Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colo-

t e pecia ommittee the existence of the military nial Countries and Peoples, to General Assembly resolu-
base in Aden. Many delegations had spoken, in the 194 (X
Committee and elsewhere, against the maintenance of tion 9 VIII) and to the Special Committee's
military bases in foreign territory. According to Profes- recommendations. The promotion of political advance-
SOl' Toynbee, it was certain that South Arabia was ment in Non-Self-Governing Territories, which was

b A
the obligation of the administering Power had to be

soon to e evacuated; rab disunity could not be· accompanied by economic development, the'furtherance
counted on, and no purpose was served by waiting to f d I
be turned out of Aden and Bahrein; it was therefore 0 emocracy, order y change and social advancement.
be . Id' None of those features was in evidence in Aden. A peti-

tter to go quiet y an to go quickly. tioner in 1963 had vividly outlined the tragic lack of
237. The representative of the United Arab Re- educational, social, legal and other facilities in the Ter-

public, speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said ritory after more than a century of colonial rule.
that, with regard to the allegations made by the United
Kingdom representative that his country was inciting 242. The .United Kingdom Press, at least, was frank
tribesmen to violence and supplying them with materiel about the military base in Aden. Three recent articles
for rebellion, the Special Committee should bear in in Tire Economist had questioned the value of retaining
mind the true situation in the area. The fact was that the base, particularly if the United Kingdom-United
a war of liberation was in progress, and the Arab people States plan for a common base in the Indian Ocean Was
were entitled to every assistance in their struggle for put into effect. The U. S. News & World Report had
freedom. stated on 10May that the United States was proceeding

with the plan to establish a base on Diego Garcia in
238. The United Kingdom representative had stated the Mauritius Group. It was therefore ~lear that in-

at an earlier meeting that the general aim of the Special dependence in the Territory depended on changes in
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Government ~onsid~re~ its base in Ade!l more im- and difficult.situati0t! which the United Kingdom faced
portant than Its obligations to the population, m many of Its colonial Territories, had been interested

243. It was now going to the length of enlisting in the visit of the Colonial Secretary to Aden in Novem- ft

United States support for actions which had been ~er 1964 and the visits of two United Kingdom Min- I
deplored by the overwhelming majority of States Is.t~rs which had followed. The optimism to which the '
Members of the United Nations, putting all the blame VISitS had given rise, however, had evaporated with
for the situation on the nationalist leaders, and request- the postponement of the London conference which had
ing encouragement and understanding from the United been scheduled for March 1965. No new date for the ~
Nations. He was at a loss to understand what more conference had yet been announced, although Mr. )
encouragement and understanding could be expected Mackawee had made it abundantly clear that he wanted \
than those nationalist leaders and the United Nations ~eneral Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII) to be
had already given, for their approach was based on the Implemented.
Charter and the Dec!aration Ol~ the Granting of In- 248. Un~ike the United Kingdom Ministers, the
dependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. The Sub-Committee on Aden had been unable to visit the
!1ati~n~list leaders we~e not alone in their struggle, and T~rritory. In his statement of 27 April, the 'United
m giVIng th~m e.ffectIv~ Sl~pport ~he Arab world w~s KI!1gdom representative had referred to the dialogue

t
mhe:elYfi fhUtlfiflhngf Itds obligation to Its Arab brothers 111 gOIdng

l
on1 bdetween the United Kingdom Government ~

err g or ree om, an t le ea ers of the Arab peoples in Aden and South
244. The United Kingdom representative had said Arabia (see para. 130 above). It would help all con-

that, by supplying political information, his Govern- cerned if the Sub-Committee on Aden participated in
ment went beyond its obligations under Article 73 e those discussions and was invited to visit Aden. Many
of the United Nations Charter. The only item con- members of the Special Committee felt that the Sub-
ceming political advancement that had ever been Committee on Aden could give the United Kingdom
forthcoming was the announcement of the creation of Government useful assistance in its difficult task of
the Federation of South Arabia in 1959. There were preparing the Territory for independence in conditions
two possible explanations: either there had been no of political stability and peace.
political .ad"ancem~nt or, if there had ~een any, no 249. The Indian delegation welcomed the announce- l
information regarding It had been supphed. ment by the United Kingdom that independence would ~

245. The representative of India said that his dele- be granted. not later than 1968 but, while it realized 11
gation, which had participated in the discussions on that. that did ~ot rule out the possibility of an earlier I
Aden both in the Special Committee and in the Fourth attainment of independence, it felt that the setting of ~
Committee and had eo-sponsored all resolutions relating such a distant date was likely to increase the difficulties I..
to the Territory, regretted to have to state once again of the United Kingdom Government and of the people rj
that the situation had 110t improved and that General of Aden. The Chief Minister of Aden had recently \1
Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII) stated cl~arly that his Government refused any kind ~
had not yet been implemented by the administering of false independence a~d would take a .firm stand ~j
Power. He thanked the Chairman and members of against any attempt to Ignore the true arms of the ~,

the Sub-Committee on Aden for their report, with which people. U
his delegation was in general agreement. 250. He had been interested in the announcement il·..

246. The Indian delegation had hoped to hear from by the United Kingd?m represe!1~ative that a c~mmis-
the United Kingdom representative of the political sion ~as .to .b~ appomted to VISit South Arabia a!ld
and constitutional advancement of the Territory towards that It might mc!ude s?me members from countries tl
independence, but had been disappointed in that ex- other than t?e U~lted KlIlg.dom. (see para. 2~5 above). 11
pectation. The situation in Aden was disquieting, and He had !l0 intention of p~eJudgmg the functio.ns of the
violence and political restlessness were increasing. The comm~sslon but .would like to stress that !t should
Times of London of 27 April had reported a speech start !ts. work Without delay. The membership of the
by Mr. Mackawee, the Chief Minister, in the Aden comi!11SslOn should therefore be announced as .soon as
Legislative Council, in which he had said that the possible and he. h?ped that. the Sub-C0!11~ltte~?n I
United Kingdom had failed to preserve law and order Aden would be mYlt~d to assist the comm~ssl(:~n m ItS
in spite of restrictions and curbing of freedom, that work. If the c01llm~ss~on pro~ed re~lly eff~ctIve It would
anarchy had increased and that the critical situation ~e welcome.d, bu~ If. It fu~ctlOned 111 a dilatory manner ~
required a political solution acceptable to all, not a state It would dl?credlt Itself m the eyes ~f the people of I'
of emergency which had deprived people of whatever South Arabl~ ~nd of all those who Wished to see the I

meagre democratic life they had had. The Indian delega- end of colomalIsm.. j
tion felt that tension could not be reduced unless the 251. In conclusion, he thanked the representative
administering Power made a determined effort to im- o~ the pnit.ed Arab Republic for the useful information
plement General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and given 111 his state.ment of 5 .May (see paras. 143-160
1949 (XVIII). Mutual trust and the restoration of aboye). rr:he Indian delegation, too, appealed to the
normal conditions in the Territory were essential and pmted Kingdom Government to take urgent steps to
they could be achieved if the administering Power Implement General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV)
heeded the words of the Chilean representative, who and 1949 (XVIII). .'
l~ad s.aid that is shoul1 restore all political and public 252. The representative of Iran said that the discus-
liberties, st?P persec';1tmg the leaders of the Ter~i!ory, sions ~n the Special Committee on the subject of Aden
release. political detainees and put an en~ ~o military had given the impression that there was a great gap
operatIOns. (see para. 202 above). Colonialism was a between the administering Power's policy and objectives
dlscredite~ creed and the use of force to sustain it was and those of the Aden people, but a close study of the
of no assistance, Sub-Committee's report on Aden revealed a good deal

~.
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of common ground between the two sides. A compari
son of the statements by the United Kingdom Secretary
of State for the Colonies (see para. 13 above) and by
Mr. Abdul Mackawee, formerly leader of the Opposi
tion in the Aden State Legislative Council and now
Chief Minister of Aden (see para. 6 above) showed
that the two sides were in agreement on three essential
elements: the granting of independence, only two years
separating the date demanded by the Adenis and that
proposed by the United Kingdom Government; the
form of government, namely, a unitary State system;
and the basis for such a system of government, namely,
a sound democratic basis and the recognition of human
rights.

253. As there was agreement on those three funda
mental elements, it might have been expected that there
would be a lull in the strife in Aden while theantago
nists worked out the relevant details. The tragic fact
was, however, that the blood of innocent people con
tinued to be shed over the simple questions of procedure
and timing. The resulting political tension and discord
were likely to threaten peace and security in the area.
Moreover, it was difficult to make progress in such an
atmosphere of distrust and deep-seated suspicion.

254. The Aden people's distrust of United Kingdom
intentions stemmed from a long period of colonial rule
rendered all the more intolerable in recent years by the
state of emergency, the acts of violence, and the military
operations carried out. The United Kingdom Govern
ment's refusal to allow the Sub-Committee on Aden to
visit the Territory had further increased the Sub
Committee's doubts and suspicions about conditions
there. It was therefore essential that, as Mr. Mackawee
had suggested, the atmosphere in Aden should be
cleared before, rather than after, the election of an Aden
Parliament. The recognition of human rights, the aboli
tion of the state of emergency, the release of political
detainees, the readmission of political exiles and the
repeal of all laws restricting public freedoms were
among the steps which must be taken in order to create
the necessary conditions for peaceful change and the
peaceful establishment of an independent State in South
Arabia.

255. At the same time, preparations should be made
for the convening of a conference, to be attended by
representatives of all sectors of public opinion in the
Territory, with a view to establishing a provisional
all-party Government with a mandate to hold elections
on the basis of universal adult suffrage for a representa
tive organ for the whole of the Territory. In addition,
the United Kingdom should try to dispel some of the
suspicion attaching to its policies in Aden by co-operat
ing with the Suo-Committee on Aden and admitting
that body to the Territory. The United Kingdom Gov
ernment had recently stated that it was to establish a
Royal Commission, which would not be restricted to
United Kingdom nationals, to consult the various
segments of the population of the Territory. The United
Kingdom Government's co-operation with the United
Nations, through that Royal Commission or any other
agency, in taking immediate steps towards the im
plementation of General Assembly resolution 1949
(XVIII) would constitute a concrete contribution
towards the easing of tension in the Aden area and the
removal of the threat to peace and security.

256. The Iranian delegation would vote in favour
of any draft resolution which embodied the above
mentioned points.

257. The representative of Iraq, in a further state
ment, recalled that in his statement on Aden the United
Kingdom representative had mentioned, inter alia,
Aden's importance to the United Kingdom as a military
base and the United Kingdom Government's appoint
mert of a Royal Commission to consider constitutional
arrangements for South Arabia.

258. As far as the military base was concerned,
operative paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution
1949 (XVIII) stated that the maintenance of the
military base in Aden was prejudicial to the security
of the region and that its early removal was therefore
desirable, while the Sub-Committee on Aden had found
that the representatives of the people of the region were
unanimously opposed to the maintenance of the base.
The United Kingdom representative, however, had
made no mention of any contemplated removal of the
base, but on the contrary had made an impassioned
defence of its presence.

259. As far as the Royal Commission was concerned,
the reaction to it in South Arabia had been for the
nationalist parties to merge together into a new organi
zation known as the Organization for the Liberation
of the Occupied South (OLOS),7 which had categori
cally rejected the Royal Commission. Moreover, the
Chief Minister of Aden had declared that he and all
his Ministers rejected the Royal Commission and would
boycott it.

260. In the light of the foregoing, the delegation of
Iraq was forced to conclude that the Royal Commission
was doomed to failure. The United Nations, however,
could play a leading part in helping Aden and the
Protectorates to achieve independence speedily and
smoothly. He therefore appealed to the United Kingdom
to facilitate the work of the Sub-Committee on Aden,
in which the people of South Arabia had great con
fidence, to ascertain the wishes of the people in an
objective manner and to recognize that only a truly
international body like the Sub-Committee could give
the people of the area a fair hearing.

261. The representative of Bulgaria noted that the
report of the Sub-Committee on Aden contained the
conclusion that the situation in Aden and the Protec
torates continued to be extremely serious and that the
resolutions of the Special Committee and the General
Assembly were still not being implemented in Aden
and the Protectorates by the administering Power.
The report also stated that the decision by the United
Kingdom Government to maintain its military base in
Aden added to the 'aggravation of the state of tension
in the area.

262. The fact that there had been no change in the
United Kingdom Government's attitude to the Aden
question was all the more disappointing and regrettable
in that world hopes had been raised by statements by
Labour Party candidates during the recent electoral
campaign in the United Kingdom. Before the General
Election, the Labour Party had strongly criticized the
Conservative Government's attitude to Aden and had
let it be understood that if the Labour Party was elected
it would right the wrongs in Aden along lines similar
to those advocated by the Special Committee. Un
fortunately, it had now become clear that the Labour
Party's statements had been nothing but electioneering
propaganda and the situation in Aden, far from improv
ing, was now worse than ever and had become, in the

7 For a description of OLOS, see appendix 1I, paras. 17
and 51.
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strategic military plans, and that the United Kingdom 247. His delegation, which was aware of the complex ~,
Government considered its base in Aden more im- and difficult situation which the United Kingdom faced I
portant than its obligations to the population. in many of its colonial Territories, had been interested .~

243. It was now going to the length of enlisting in the visit of the Colonial Secretary to Aden in Novem- ~,
United States support for actions which had been ber 1964 and the visits of two United Kingdom Min- I.·

deplored by the overwhelming majority of States is.t~rs which .had f~llowed. The optimism to which the .~
Members of the United Nations, putting all the blame VISItS had grven rise, however, had evaporated with ~.
for the situation on the nationalist leaders, and request- the postponement of the London conference which had r'
ing encouragement and understanding from the United been scheduled for March 1965. No new date for the f·
Nations. He was at a loss to understand what more conference had yet been announced, although Mr.
encouragement and understanding could be expected Mackawee had made it 'l'-lundantly clear that he wanted .
than those nationalist leaders and the United Nations General Assemblv resc.ution 1949 (XVIII) to be
had already given, for their approach was based on the implemented. "
f'harter and the Declaration on the Granting of In- 248. Unlike the United Kingdom Ministers, the
dependence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. The Sub-Committee on Aden had been unable to visit the .•
nationalist leaders were not alone in their struggle, and Territory. In his statement of 27 April, the United
in giving them effective support the Arab world was Kingdom representative had referred to the dialogue
merely fulfilling its obligation to its Arab brothers in going on between the United Kingdom Government ••
their fight for freedom. and the leaders of the Arab peoples in Aden and South

244. The United Kingdom representative had said Arabia (see para. 130 above). It would help all con-
that, by supplying political information, his .Govern- cerned if the Sub-Committee on Aden participated in
ment went beyond its obligations under Article 73 e those discussions and was invited to visit Aden. Many
of the United Nations Charter. The only item con- members of the Special Committee felt that the Sub-
ceming political advancement that had ever been Committee on Aden could give the United Kingdom
forthcoming was the announcement of the creation of Government useful assistance in its difficult task of
the Federation of South Arabia in 1959. There were preparing the Territory for independence in conditions
two possible explanations: either there had been no of political stability and peace.
political advancement or, if there had been any, no 249. The Indian delegation welcomed the announce-
information regarding it had been supplied. rnent by the United Kingdom that independence would

245. The representative of India said that his dele- be granted not later than 1968 but, while it realized
gation, which had participated in the discussions on that that did not rule out the possibility of an earlier
Aden both in the Special Committee and in the Fourth attainment of independence, it felt that the setting of
Committee and had eo-sponsored all resolutions relating such a distant date was likely to increase the difficulties t
to the Territory, regretted to have to state once again of the United Kingdom Government and of the people
that the situation had not improved and that General of Aden. The Chief Minister of Aden had recently
Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII) stated clearly that his Government refused any kind
had not yet been implemented by the administering of false independence and would take a firm stand
Power. He thanked the Chairman and members of against any attempt to ignore the true aims of the
the Suh-Committee on Aden for their report, with which people.
his delegation was in general agreement. 250. He had been interested in the announcement

246. The Indian delegation had hoped to hear from by the United Kingdom representative that a commis-
the United Kingdom representative of the political sion was to be appointed to visit South Arabia and
and constitutional advancement of the Territory towards that it might include some members from countries
independence, but had been disappointed in that ex- other than the United Kingdom (see para. 225 above).
pectation. The situation in Aden was disquieting, and He had no intention of prejudging the functions of the
violence and political restlessness were increasing. The commission but would like to stress that it should
Times of London of 27 April had reported a speech start its work without delay. The membership of the
by Mr. Mackawee, the Chief Minister, in the Aden commission should therefore be announced as soon as
Legislative Council, in which he had said that the possible and he hoped that the Sub-Committee on
United Kingdom had failed to preserve law and order Aden would be invited to assist the commission in its
in spite of restrictions and curbing of freedom, that work. If the commission proved really effective it would
anarchy had increased and that the critical situation be welcomed, but if it functioned in a dilatory manner

. d I" I I . ble to all it would discredit itself in the eyes of the people of
require a po itica so ution accepta e to a , not a state South Arabia and of all those who wished to see the
of emergency which had deprived people of whatever end of colonialism.
meagre democratic life they had had. The Indian delega-
tion felt that tension could not be reduced unless the 251. In conclusion, he thanked the representative
administering Power made a determined effort to im- of the United Arab Republic for the useful information
plement General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and given in his statement of 5' May (see paras. 143-160
1949 (XVIII). Mutual trust and the restoration of above). The Indian delegation, too, appealed to the
normal conditions in the Territory were essential and United King-dom Government to take urgent steps to
they could be achieved if the administering Power implement General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV)
heeded the words of the Chilean representative, who and 1949 (XVIII).
had said that is should restore all political and public 252. The representative of Iran said that the discus-
liberties, stop persecuting the leaders of the Territory, sions in the Special Committee on the subject of Aden
release political detainees and put an end to military had given the impression that there was a great gap
operations (see para. 202 above). Colonialism was a between the administering Power's policy and objectives
discredited creed and the use of force to sustain it was and those of the Aden people, but a close study of the
of no assistance. Sub-Committee's report on Aden revealed a good deal
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257. The representative of Iraq, in a further state"
ment, recalled that in his statement on Aden the United
Kingdom representative had mentioned, inter alia,
Aden's importance to the United Kingdom as a military
base and the United Kingdom Government's appoint"
ment of a Royal Commission to consider constitutional
arrangements for South Arabia.

258. As far as the military base was concerned,
operative paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution
1949 (XVIII) stated that the maintenance of the
military base in Aden was prejudicial to the security
of the region and that its early removal was therefore
desirable, while the Sub-Committee on Aden had found
that the representatives of the people of the region were
unanimously opposed to the maintenance of the base.
The United Kingdom representative, however, had
made no mention of any contemplated removal of the
base, but on the contrary had made an impassioned
defence of its presence.

259. As far as the Royal Commission was concerned,
the reaction to it in South Arabia had been for the
nationalist parties to merge together into a new organi
zation known as the Organization for the Liberation
of the Occupied South (OLOS),7 which had categori
cally rejected the Royal Commission. Moreover, the
Chief Minister of Aden had declared that he and all
his Ministers rejected the Royal Commission and would
boycott it.

260. In the light of the foregoing, the delegation of
Iraq was forced to conclude that the Royal Commission
was doomed to failure. The United Nations, however,
could play a leading part in helping Aden and the
Protectorates to achieve independence speedily and
smoothly. He therefore appealed to the United Kingdom
to facilitate the work or the Sub-Committee on Aden,
in which the people of South Arabia had great con
fidence, to ascertain the wishes of the people in an
objective manner and to recognize that only a truly
international body like the Sub-Committee could give
the people of the area a fair hearing.

261. The representative of Bulgaria noted that the
report of the Sub-Committee on Aden contained the
conclusion that the situation in Aden and the Protec
torates continued to be extremely serious and that the
resolutions of the Special Committee and the General
Assembly were still not being implemented in Aden
and the Protectorates by the administering Power.
The report also stated that the decision by the United
Kingdom Government to maintain its military base in
Aden added to the 'aggravation of the state of tension
in the area.

262. The fact that there had been no change in the
United Kingdom Government's attitude to the Aden
question was all the more disappointing and regrettable
in that world hopes had been raised by statements by
Labour Party candidates during the recent electoral
campaign in the United Kingdom. Before the General
Election, the Labour Party had strongly criticized the
Conservative Government's attitude to Aden and had
let it be understood that if the Labour Party was elected
it would right the wrongs in Aden along lines similar
to those advocated by the Special Committee. Un
fortunately, it had now become clear that the Labour
Party's statements had been nothing but electioneering
propaganda and the situation in Aden, far from improv
ing, was now worse than ever and had become, in the

7 For a description of OLOS, see appendix Il, paras. 17
and 51.
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complex ], of common ground between the two sides. A compari-
m faced ~ son of the statements by the United Kingdom Secretary
uerested If of State for the Colonies (see para. 13 above) and by
Novem- IJ. Mr. Abdul Mackawee, formerly leader of the Opposi
111 Min- " tion in the Aden State Legislative Council and now
hich the J Chief Minister of Aden (see para. 6 above) showed
ed with ~, that the two sides were in agreement on three essential
tich had r elements: the granting of independence, only two years
for the f' separating the date demanded by the Adenis and that

gh Mr. proposed by the United Kingdom Government: the
wanted. form of government, namely, a unitary State system;
to be and the basis for such a system of government, namely,

a sound democratic basis and the recognition of human
irs, the rights.
risit the .\. 253. As there was agreement on those three funda-
United mental elements, it might have been expected that there

:Iialogue would be a lull in the strife in Aden while the antago-
ernment •• nists worked out the relevant details. The tragic fact
:l South was, however, that the blood of innocent people con"
all con- tinued to be shed over the simple questions of procedure
iated in I and timing. The resulting political tension and discord
. Many ,t were likely to threaten peace and security in the area.
le Sub- li Moreover, it was difficult to make progress in such an
ingdom !;+ atmosphere of distrust and deep-seated suspicion.
task of .• 254. The Aden people's distrust of United Kingdom
nditions intentions stemmed from a long period of colonial rule

.
u rendered all the more intolerable in recent years by the

nounce- ~ state of emergency, the acts of violence, and the military
~ would fi operations carried out. The United Kingdom Govern"
realized (1 ment's refusal to allow the Sub-Committee on Aden to
earlier ~ visit the Territory had further increased the Sub-

:ting of • Committee's doubts and suspicions about conditions
ficulties t,' there. It was therefore essential that, as Mr. Mackawee
people had suggested, the atmosphere in Aden should be

'ecently !~\,t, cleared before, rather than after, the election of an Aden
Iy kind , Parliament. The recognition of human rights, the aboli-
I stand tion of the state of emergency, the release of political
of the detainees, the readmission of political exiles and the

repeal of all laws restricting public freedoms were
among the steps which must be taken in order to create
the necessary conditions for peaceful change and the
peaceful establishment of an independent State in South
Arabia.

255. At the same time, preparations should be made
for the convening of a conference, to be attended by
representatives of all sectors of public opinion in the
Territory, with a view to establishing a provisional
all-party Government with a mandate to hold elections
on the basis of universal adult suffrage for a representa
tive organ for the whole of the Territory. In addition,
the United Kingdom should try to dispel some of the
suspicion attaching to its policies in Aden by co-operat
ing with the Sub-Committee on Aden and admitting
that body to the Territory. The United Kingdom Gov
ernment had recently stated that it was to establish a
Royal Commission, which would not be restricted to
United Kingdom nationals, to consult the various
segments of the population of the Territory. The United
Kingdom Government's co-operation with the United
Nations, through that Royal Commission or any other
agency, in taking immediate steps towards the im
plementation of General Assembly resolution 1949
(XVIII) would constitute a concrete contribution
towards the easing of tension in the Aden area and the
removal of the threat to peace and security.

256. The Iranian delegation would vote in favour
of any draft resolution which embodied the above
mentioned points.
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words of the Sub-Ccmmlttee on Aden, "critical and
explosive".

263. Although the United Kingdom Government had
made it clear that its general policies on Aden remained
the same, it had been forced, in ~he face of the heroic
struggle of the people of Aden for freedom and human
rights, to mnke several concessions, which included the
abandonment of the plan to make Aden and the Protec
torates a federation instead of a unitary State, the
appointment of Abdul Mackawee as Chief Minister of
Aden, and the repeal of the Industrial Relations Ordi
nance. Before the appointment of Mr. Mackawee as
Chief Minister and head of a Cabinet which included
several persons equally prominent in the struggle for
the independence of Aden, the United Kingdom Gov
ernment had often used the statements of various
members of the former puppet Cabinet as proof of
Adeni support for its policies. That was no longer
possible, for Mr. Mackawee and Hs ministers had lost
no time in categorically rejecting those policies.

264. One of the principal targets of criticism by
Mr. Mackawee and his Cabinet was the military base
in Aden. That base was a menace to all the Arab
nations, and all who loved peace and justice should
support the people of Aden in their attempts to secure
its removal. The United Kingdom Government had
referred to the Aden base as a vital centre for peace
keeping activities, but past United Kingdom activities
in South Arabia had made it abundantlv clear what
that implied and no one would be deceived by such a
transparent disg: 'se for imperialist domination.

265. Recent developments in South Arabia, and par
ticularly in Aden, left no doubt of the rapid deterioration
of the situation. The Special Committee must therefore
deal with the question urgently and take whatever action
was necessary. The United Kingdom's proposal to send
a Royal Commission to South Arabia seemed to the
Bulgarian delegation to be simply an effort to keep
control of the Territory in the hands of the United
Kingdom'S puppets or, if that proved impossible, a
means of postponing the satisfaction of the Adeni
people's lawful demands for independence and keeping
Aden under the Tjnited Kingdom yoke until 1968.

266. In the light of the foregoing, the Bulgarian
delegation was willing to support any draft resolution
which was in harrnonv with the aspirations of the
people of Aden, whose treedom and independence were
vital to the maintenance of the peace and security of the
whole Arab world.

267. The representative of the· United Arab Re~
public, speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said
that he would like to place the problem in' its proper
perspective and try to answer some of the accusations
which had been directed against his Government. The
United Arab Republic was a firm supporter of the
purposes and principles of the United Nations, one
of which was to ensure the peaceful attainment of in
dependence by colonial peoples. It was the attitude of
the colonial Powers that drove those peoples to take up
arms to se->e their right of self-determination, as many
States represented in the Special Committee vvhich had
had to make heavy sacrifices to gain independence could
testify. The process of liberation was irresistible aI'''.i
irreversible, and it was a mistake to think that liberation
movements, which sprang from the peo-le themselves,
were instigated by other Governments.

268. The long struggle of the Arab peoples in the
Aden Protectorate had always had the support not only

of the Arab world but of nil nations aspiring to peace
and freedom. As was clear from the resolution of the
League of Arab States of 19 May 1964 (A/AC.l09/
83), the Arab nations had done their best to persuade
the United Kingdom Government to reverse its policies
and to recognize the right of the people of the Occupied
South to self-determination and independence. They
were surely not to be blamed when the situation de
teriorated and the population resorted to armed re
sistance. The United Arab Republic had always made
its intentions clear to the United Kingdom Government
and had in fact played host to many of the nntionallst
organizations and leaders of the Occupied South.

269. A disturbing clement in the question of the
United Kingdom military base in Aden was the interna
tional peace-keeping role which the United Kingdom
Government had arrogated to itself, disregarding the
United Nations Charter. He was disappointed at the
dangerous new trend of thinking of the United King
dom Government. At the Second Conference of Heads
of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, a
large number of Governments had condemned the main
tenance or future establishment ef foreign military bases,
particularly in independent territories, which could be
used for the maintenance of colonialism. At a time when
a number of countries were trying to have foreign
bases removed from their territory, the policy of the
United Kingdom Government in maintaining its exist
ing bases and seeking to establish new ones was in no
way contributing to international understanding and
co-operation and would be opposed by a great number
of countries.

270. With regard to the Royal Commission which
was to visit South Arabia and consult the various
interests there, he would point out that those interests,
and particularly the political parties and organizations,
had already made their positions clear and were de
manding the implementation of General Assembly
resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII). By recog
nizing and acceding to the valid demands of the people,
the United Kingdom Government would prove its
goodwill towards a population which was seeking to
live in peace and freedom. The United Kingdom could
not conceal its real aims behind the familiar facade of
constitutional conferences. The granting of so-called
independence, dependent on the maintenance of United
Kingdom bases, was a well-known manceuvre which
had given rise to many difficulties and crises in the 'past,

271. The representative of Sierra Leone congratu
lated the Sub-Committee On Aden on its report. His
Government was deeply concerned about the events in
the Territory and was anxious to do everything possible
to help the people to achieve self-determination and
independence. It was clear from the report that the
people of Aden had been subject to extreme provocation
in their gallant and unrelenting struggle. The position
was further complicated by the United Kingdom
military base in Aden. The situation had already been
fully considered in General Assembly resolutions 1514
(XV) and 1949 (XVIII), but the administering Power
consistently refused to implement those resolutions.

272. His delegation fully endorsed the conclusions
of the Sub-Committee on Aden and deplored the con
tinuance of military operations in the Territory. It
associated itself with those who had called for the
abolition of the present state of emergency, the repeal
of all laws restricting public freedoms, the release of
all political detainees and the withdrawal of all restric-
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tions preventing exiled nationals from returning to their
country. A fully representative constitutional conference
should be convened to work out arrangemente for
general elections on the basis of "one man, one vote".

273. The United Kingdom had often refused re
quests by United Nations groups to visit Territories
under. its administration. In view of the atpointment
of a Royal Commission to visit South Arabia, he
hoped that the United Kingdom Government would
!lOW agree to allow the Special Committee to visit the
Territory and to ascertain the real conditions there.
He also hoped that the United Kingdom Government
would agree to an effective United Nations presence
in the Territory both before and during the proposed
elections.

274. The Sierra Leone delegation welcomed the
United Kingdom representative's reassuring statement
of his Government's intentions in the Territory, and
his reference to the acknowledgement by the Colonial
Secretary of the need for a constitutional conference and
consultations with all sections of the population. His
delegation particularly welcomed the Colonial Secre
tary's statement that the proposed Commission was to
be set up in the light of the wish of the Government
and people of South Arabia to achieve independence
as soon as possible and the general desire in South
Arabia for unity. He hoped that immediate steps would
be taken to put the Colonial Secretary's intentions into
effect and that full consideration would be given to the
recommendations of the Special Committee and the
resolution which it hoped to pass on the matter.

275. The Sierra Leone delegation had never failed
to acknowledge the dignity with which the United
Kingdom Government had relinquished authority in
certain parts of the world. He therefore hoped that it
would now allow good judgement and fairness to
prevail in the case of Aden and would enable the people
of Aden and South Arabia to exercise democracy in
their own land.

C. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

276. At the 337th meeting, the representative of
Syria introduced a draft resolution (A/AC.109/L.l98),
sponsored by Cambodia, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq,
Mali, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tunisia, the United Republic
of Tanzania and Yugoslavia.

277. In introducing the draft resolution, he stressed
the gravity of the situation and appealed to the United
Kingdom to take immediate steps in accordance with
the draft resolution.

278. The representative of Australia said that, while
the draft resolution (A/AC.109/L.l98) before the
Special Committee laid great stress on the troubled
situation in Aden and the Aden Protectorates, it com
pletely ignored the causes of that situation. The truth
was that the troubles in adjoining areas, where there
was ~m United Kingdom presence and Arabs were at
odds with Arabs, overflowed into Aden, which was the
target of attempts at "power extension" by States other
than the United Kingdom. It was true that the United
Kingdom had substantial interests in Aden, but other
States also had interests in the area and had much to
gain by securing the departure of the United Kingdom.

279. The United Kingdom was continuing its policy
of giving Aden as much freedom as the troubled situa
tion there allowed, and the Special Committee had heard
the United Kingdom representative's assurances to the

effect that Aden would be granted independence not
later than 1968. The Australian delegation WaS con
vinced that the United Kingdom Government attached
great im')ortance to participation by non-British persons
in the work of the Royal Commission which was to be
set up to consider Aden's constitutional problems, and
fnlt thut the United Kingdom proposals for Aden were
meaningful and far-reaching.

280. As for the possible retention by the United
Kingdom of the military base in Aden, the Australian
delegation wished to point out that it was not a crime
to maintain a base on foreign territory. Such matters
were for the people of the territory concerned to decide,
and it would be quite wrong for any body like the
Special Committee to meddle in such decisions. The
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom had stated, be
fore his party's return to power, that his policy would
be to maintain United Kingdom bases abroad provided
that the country on whose territory they were located
was agreeable to their existence, and that was exactly
what, in the present case, the United Kingdom was
doing.

281. In conclusion, it was a matter of great regret
to the Australian delegation that the draft resolution
before the Special Committee did not mention the
progress made in relations between the United Kingdom
Government and the people of Aden, or the many pro
gressive measures recently taken in the Territory. Such
omissions did the draft resolution a grave disservice,
and could only harm its chances of securing unanimous
approval in the Special Committee.

282. The representative of Denmark expressed
regret at the failure to mention, in the draft resolution,
any of the progressive aspects of the situation in Aden.
The draft resolution was in many respects similar to
General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII). The
Danish delegation had abstained from voting on that
resolution, and would likewise abstain from voting on
the present draft resolution.

283. The representative of Uruguay said that. while
the situation in Aden presented more positive aspects
at the present time than it had done in the past, the
draft resolution before the Special Committee did put
into words the concern which his country felt regarding
Aden, and his delegation would therefore vote for
the draft resolution as a whole. The Uruguayan delega
tion could not, however, vote for operative paragraph
8 of the draft, as it felt that the decision whether or
not to allow the United Kingdom to maintain a base
in Aden lay with the people of Adenrather than with
a body such as the Special Committee; nor, for the
reasons set out in the Uruguayan statement at the
Special Committee's 338th meeting, could it vote for
the fourth prearnbular paragraph or for operative para
graph 11. The Uruguayan delegation therefore re
quested separate vote; on those paragraphs.

284-. The representative of Venezuela said that his
delegation likewise requested a separate vote on the
fourth preambular paragraph, and also on operative
paragraph 8. It would abstain from a vote on those two
paragraphs, although it would vote for the draft r.esolu
tion as a whole.

285. The representative of Madagascar observed that
the situation in Aden did seem to have improved re
cently in some respects; the draft resolution should
perhaps have acknowledged that fact. Like several other
delegations, the delegation of Madagascar felt that the
question of the existence fif a United Kingdom military
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than for any outside body to decide i but on the whole Sub-Committee on Aden had done, making judicious , views r
the draft resolution merited support, and the delegation recommendations and encouraging the administeringl in Aden
of Madagascar would vote for it. Power to take well-considered steps. ~~ the 156tl

286. The representative of the United Kingdom said 291. His de! ation had observed with interest the I 297.'
that the United Kingdom Government intended to con- development of the situation in South Arabia, and took his dele
tinue with its plans for a Constitutional Commission on satisfaction in the progress which had been made to- paragra
Aden's constitutional problems, and hoped that all those wards the independence and advancement of the people. 11 for the
in any way concerned with the future of Aden would of that area on a sound democratic basis. Although , their in
give their assistance. The United Kingdom Government there appeared to be a growing measure of agreement wanted
wished to give South Arabia independence in peace and among all the parties concerned regarding form and 298. I

with order-an objective which was surely compatible objectives, the situation was so complex that certain public sr
with the aims of the Special Committee. While it was difficulties remained with respect to the procedures for ment of
for the Constitutional Commission to decicle whom it reaching the objectives agreed upon. in the vc
wanted to hear, the United Kingdom Government would 292. In his statement of 11 May, the United in the T
certainly place no obstacles in the way of any person or Kingdom representative had indicated that his Govern- on Aden
group wishing to appear before the Commission. ment was prepared to take what seemed to be a decidedly showed

287. It would surely not surprise the Special Corn- forward step in the effort to establish a single inde- had bee
mittee to hear that the United Kingdom delegation pendent State. by 1968. The United States delegation since tlu
would not be voting for the draft resolution. The draft considered that the appointment of a Commission, to elections
did not mention the Constitutional Commission, but include members from countries other than the United fundame
operative paragraphs 3 and 6 seemed to prejudge the Kingdom, would constitute an effective method for spected,
latter's work. As a number of representatives had dealing with some of the problems of constitutional made n
pointed out, operative paragraph 8 went beyond the development i and it hoped that such a Commission ~k taken ph
~pecial Ct?mmitlt~el's'ttermssfoof trlefepr~onpcele aotfldAi(nletnerafelorende would in due course be able to agree with the Gov- ,[. thhed~err
tI1 a ques IOn w lIC 1 t wa I' le e 'ernments and peoples of South Arabia on further a , III t
to decide; and there was no valid reason for bringing practical steps towards early independence. His delega- Ill', 299.
the situation in Aden to the attention of the Security tion was convinced that the Commission's best hope for . tween tl
Council, as provided for in operative paragraph 11. significant progress lay in the establishment of an I! the Unit
The United Kingdom delegation would therefore be atmosphere of order and goodwill. \1 commiss
obliged to vote against the draft resolution. 1

288 TI . f S' I . . 293. While he appreciated the desire of the Corn- t le peo
. le representative 0 yria, spea cmg It1 exer- mittee to speed and to facilitate the independence of proposal

cise of his right of reply, said that the Australian South Arabia, it was unfortunate that the resolution consider
representative's references to "Arabs at odds with t
Arabs" and "power extension" by States were corn- failed to take account of the general evolution of the com6e el
pletely irrelevant. The Syrian delegation agreed with situation and the proposal for a Commission. of t e m
the United Kingdom representative that it would be 294. The representative of Italy, speaking in ex- 300.
desirable to solve the Aden question with dignity i but planation of his vote, said that the resolution just 1i3&h~
that, unfortunately, was impossible. The Syrian delega- adopted by the Special Commission was very similar
tion had little faith in bodies like the Royal Commission to General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII), which "TI
which the United Kingdom Government was to set up i had not reflected the situation existing in Aden or in gard
nevertheless, it was prepared to listen attentively to any the Aden Protectorates at the end of 1963. In the the GI
new ideas which the United Kingdom Government seventeen months which had elapsed since then, there and P
might put forward through that Commission. Finally, had been a number of significant political and constitu-
the sponsors of the draft resolution agreed to the tional developments in the Territory. His delegation
request by Uruguay and Venezuela for separate votes had abstained in the vote because it considered that
on certain paragraphs of the draft, and thanked those the draft resolution should have mentioned those devel-
countries for their support of the draft resolution as opments and the proposal to appoint a Constitutional
a whole. Commission. It felt that the Special Committee, whose

289. The Special Committee then voted on the draft task it was to recommend ways and means for the
resolution (AIAC.109/L.198) at its 338th meeting. speedy attainment of independence by Non-Self-Govern-
The fourth prearnbular paragraph was adopted by 16 ing Territories, should not have ignored a political
votes to 4, with 3 abstentions; operative paragraph 8 decision which would have some effect on the progress
was adopted by 16 votes to 5, with 3 abstentions i opera- towards independence of the Territory under con-
tive paragraph 11 was adopted by 16 votes to 5, with sideration,
2 abstentions; the draft resolution (AIAC.I09IL.198). 295. Furthermore, the Italian delegation thought
as a whole, was adopted by 19 votes to 3, with 2 that the placing of entire responsibility for the future
abstentions. of the Territory on the administering Power, and the

290. The representative of the United States of ignoring of the articulate public opinion which existed
America, speaking in explanation of his vote, said that in the area, constituted a further example of a tendency,
his Government fully sympathized with the desire of in the Special Committee, to over-stress the role of
the resolution's eo-sponsors to facilitate and speed the the administering Power. His delegation believed that
progress of the peoples of South Arabia towards inde- public opinion and the political parties in the Territory
pendence. His Government's opposition to the resolu- could play an important role in changing their own
tion had to do, not with opposition to its objectives, future i and it felt that the draft resolution should have
but with the means of implementing them. Part of the addressed an appeal, to all those concerned, to settle
task' of implementing the Declaration on the Granting their differences and agree on the essential elements of
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples in- a common policy for independence.



D. FURTHER CONSIDERATION BY THE SPECIAL
COMMITTEE

Introduction

302. The Special Committee gave further considera
tion to the' question of Aden at its 386th meeting on
16 September 1965. The Special Committee had before
it a further report (September 1965) by its Sub
Committee on Aden (see appendix II below).

]'--'" ~ - '.hI,n,tom In ,.,nd, It"o 2. 32.

29/5. In conclusion, he said that his delegution's 1/3. Deplores the refusal of the United Kingdom

)
' views regarding the maintenance of the military base Government to implement General Assembly resolu-

in Aden were contained in the summary records of tiou 1949 (XVIII) on Aden and the recommenda-
1\ the 156th and 197th meetings of the Special Committee. tions of the Special Committee;

297. The representative of the Ivory Coast said that 1/4. Notes 'with deep concern that military opera-
his delegation had abstained in the vote on operative tions against the people of the Territory are still being
paragraph 8, because it considered that it would be carried out by the administering' Power;
for the people of Aden, when they had been granted "5. Urges the United Kingdom to:
their independen..e, to decide whether or not they H (a.) Abolish the state of emergency;
wanted to maintain the military base. "(b) Repeal all laws restricting public ireedoms;

298. The representative of the United Arab Re-
public said that it was difficult to understand the argu- H (c) Cease forthwith all repressive actions against
ment of some representatives that they had abstained the people of the Territory, in particular military
in the vote because of the constitutional advances made operations;
in the Territory, since the report of the Sub-Committee "(d) Release all political detainees and allow the
on Aden and the petitions received from the Territory return of those people who have been exiled or
showed that no such advances had taken place. There forbidden to reside in the Territory because of po-
had been no changes in the federal Legislative Council litical activities;
since the previous year. Nor had there been any free "6. Calls 1lpot: the United Kingdom Government
elections based on universal adult suffrage. Moreover, to convene immediately a conference of representa-
fundamental human rights and freedoms were not re- tives of all sectors of public opinion of the whole
spected. It had also been said that the draft resolution Territory, with a view to deciding on the necessary
made no reference to the political evolution which had constitutional measures for the holding of immediate
taken place in the Territory. However, petitioners from general elections on the basis of universal adult
the Territory had pointed out that the political situation suffrage and with full respect for fundamental human
had, in the past year, actually deteriorated. rights and freedoms, to be followed by the estab-

299. In conclusion, he stressed the contradiction be- Iishmentof representative organs and government for
tween the fact that some representatives had welcomed the whole of the Territory and for the granting of
the United Kingdom proposal to appoint a constitutional immediate independence;
commission and had not even mentioned the 'right of "7. Requests the Secretary-General, in consulta-
the people of the Territory to give their views on the tion with the Special Committee and the administer-
proposal, and the fact that those representatives had ing Power, to arrange for an effective United Nations
considered that only the people of the Territory were presence before and during the elections referred to
competent to decide the question of the maintenance in paragraph 6 above;
of the military base in Aden. "8. Reaffirms that the maintenance of the military

300. The resolution (A/AC.109/116) on the ques- base in Aden is prejudicial to peace and security in
tion of Aden, adopted by the Special Committee at its the region and its early removal is, therefore,
338th meeting on 17 May 1965, reads as follows: desirable;

"The Special Committee on the Situation with re- "9. Urqes the United Kingdom Government to
gard to the Implementation of the Declaration on enable the Sub-Committee to visit Aden;
the Granti11g of Independence to Colonial Countries "10. Requests the Secretary-General, the special-
and Peoples, ized agencies and the international relief organiza

tions, in consultation with the administering Power,
"Having examined the question of Aden and Aden to assist the civilian population which has suffered

Protectorate, from the military operations in Radfan and other
"Having heard the statements of the administering regions of the Territory;

Power, "11. Draws the attention of the Security Council
"Recalling General Assembly resolutions 1514 to the grave situation prevailing in the Territory;

(XV) of 14 December 1960 and 1949 (XVIII) of "12. Decides to maintain the question of Aden on
11 December 1963, as well as its own resolutions the agenda of the Committee and to request the Sub-
of 9 April, 11 May and 17 November 1964, Committee on Aden to keep this question under

"Deeply concerned at the critical and explosive constant review and to report to the Committee as
situation which is threatening peace and security in necessary."
the area, arising from the policies pursued by the 301. The text of the resolution, together with the
administering Power in the Territory, records of the Special Committee's debates on the ques-

"Convinced that the solution to the question of tion, was transmitted to the President of the Security
Aden can best be found through the immediate and Council on 18 May 1965 (S/6368).
full implementation of the resolutions of the General
Assembly, particularly resolutions 1514 (XV) and
1949 (XVIII),

"1. Reaffirms the right of the people of the Terri
tory to self-determination and independence in ac
cordance with the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples;

"2. Adopts the report of the Sub-Committee on
Aden and endorses its conclusions;
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Written petitiolls (XVIII) not only stated principles but set forth '/ So~t~

303. The Special Committee had circulated the fol- m-thods for putting those principles into practice: ~ out, I
lowing written petitions concerning the Territory: namely, the holding of elections, with a United Nations ~ sente

presence, and the establishment of a government and ., of its
n legislative organ for the whole Territory. Although 1', bound
the United Kingdom had informed th" t'''b-Committee b G
on Aden that it subscribed to the bM1C ? Inelples of s~ted
General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII), it had ! Aden
not yet stated clearly whether it accepted the methods ~ that it
envisaged in the resolution for the attainment of the ( the S
objectives of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Powe
The Sub-Committee expressed its deep regret that the defen.
state of emergency was still in effect and that military the T
operations against the population of the Territory con
tinued unabated.

308. The Sub-Committee on Aden considered that,
in view of the seriousness of the situation in Aden,
the Special Committee should recommend that the It
General Assembly should examine the question at its
twentieth session, as a matter of urgency.

309. The representative of the United Kingdom said
that his delegation had not yet had time to study the
Sub-Committee's report in detail and that it reserved
the right to comment on the report at a later stage.

310. The United Kingdom delegation welcomed the It
recognition in the report that the efforts which the
United Kingdom Government was making to bring in
dependence to South Arabia by 1968 were in harmony
with the basic objectives of the United Nations. It
could not, however, accept other parts of the Sub
Committee's conclusions, for reasons which had been
fully explained on other occasions during the Special
Committee's examination of the question of Aden.

311. The United Kingdom Government's policies in
regard to South Arabia had been fully described in
the statements made by the Colonial Secretary on 7 and
8 August, the texts of which appeared in paragraphs
68 and 69 of the report of the Sub-Committee on Aden
(see appendix II below)',1

312. As it did not wish to hold up the work of f
the Committee, the United Kingdom delegation would
not oppose th.e ado~t!on of the report; it would, how
ever, reserve Its position on the conclusions and recom
mendations in that report.

313. The representative of the Union of Soviet So
cial,ist Republics recalle? .that his delegation had always
m~llltaI.ned that the decisions ~aken by the Special Corn
mltte~ III respect of the base 111 Aden were inadequate.
yet l~ p~ragraph 7? of ~he Sub-Committee's report,
111 which It defined Its attitude on that question, there
was once again no explicit statement concerninz the
necessity of liquidating the base. 0

314. While his delegation supported the Sub-Com
mittee's conclusions as a whole, it reserved its position
with regard to paragraph 79 and requested that that
paragraph should be amended in such a way as to make
it clear to the administering Power that the Special
Committee was callirig for the liquidation of the base
at Aden. Experience showed that military bases estab
li~hed in. c?lonial Territories 'Yere not only strongholds
or colonialism but also constituted a threat to peace
loving and freedom-loving peoples and an obstacle to
the liberation and independence of Territories and to
their future development. For those reasons the Sub
Committee on Aden should express itself much more
categorically, in the interests of the people under
colonial domination, and in particular the people of
South Arabia.

Ptliliolltr
Mr. Abdo Humin Adhnl, Member

of the Legislatl\'e Council of
Aden State ••....••••.••••••.• A/AC.I09/PET.386/Add.l

Ministerial Secretary, Office of the
Chief Minister, Aden •.••••.. A/AC.I09/PET.415

M~. Qahtan Shaabl, Secretary.
General of the National Front
for the Liberation of the Oc-
cuplcd South of Yemen .:...•. A/AC.I09/PET.381/Add.20

Adcn Municipal Council .• 1 ••••• A/AC.I09/PET.4221l

Yafai National COI1~ess .....•.. A/AC.I09/PET.4230

General statements by members
304. The representative of Iraq, introducing the

report of the Sub-Committee on Aden (see appendix 11
below), in t'ie absence of the Chairman, recalled the
terms of reference that the Special Committee had
given the Sub-Committee in resolution of 9 April 1964
(A/5800/Rev.l, chap. VI, para. 1(6). The present
report covered the past four months; chapter I set forth
the recent developments in the Territory. The Sub
Committee drew the Special Committee's attention to
the resolutions adopted by the Aden Legislative Council
in April and May 1965, in which it h.ad fully endorsed
General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII) and aslced
for its immediate implementation. The Sub-Committee
on Aden then dealt with the proposal of the United
Kingdom .Government to send a constitutional com
mission to the Territory and explained why that pro
posal had not been put into effect and the opposition
which it had encountered from the political parties
and leaders in the Territory. It went on to refer to the
failure of the meetings that had been held in London
and drew attention to the continuance of the state of
emergency and the military operations in the Territory.

305. Chapter II of the report of the Sub-Committee
on Aden dealt with the contacts established with the
administering Power. The Sub-Committee had author
ized its Chairman to contact the representatives of
the United Kingdom to the United Nations and to ask
the United Kingdom Government to allow the Sub
Committee to visit the Territory. The United King
dom Government had replied that it had not changed
its attitude on the matter. T1:Je Sub-Committee deplored
that attitude.

306. Chapter III gave the conclusions of the Sub
Committee on Aden regarding the events of the last
four months. The Sub-Committee considered that the
situation in Aden was still serious and should be closely
followed, so that if necessary it could be brought to
the attention of the Security Council. It also felt that
the administering Power had not complied with the
requirements set forth in General Assembly resolution
1949 (XVIII) and that the position it had taken was
calculated to increase tension in the area. It was en
couraged to note, however, that the people of the Terri
tory had unanimously endorsed General Assembly reso
lution 1949 (XVIII) and had demanded that it should
be fully implemented.

307. The Sub-Committee on Aden drew attention
to the fact that General Assembly resolution 1949

oCirculated after the Special Committee had completed its
consideration of the question of Aden.

J'



pendence and were engaged in a bitter struggle to
gain freedom.

318. The Syrian delegation therefore proposed that
paragraph 79 of the report should be referred to the
Sub-Committee on Aden forredr'lft="g; if the Sub
Committee did not wish to redrau it, his delegation
would make a formal proposal amending the paragraph
along the lines indicated by the representatives of the
Soviet Union, Iraq and Yugoslavia.

319. The representative of Iraq, supported by the
representative of Venezuela, said that it was not nec
essary for the Special Committee to refer the report
back to the Sub-Committee j what the Special Com
mittee should do was to take a decision on the report,
that is, either to endorse it, reject it or take note of it.
The representative of Iraq also said that if the Special
Committee endorsed the report, it could be annexed-as
it stood-to the Special Committee's report to the
General Assembly and, through a resolution or a con
sensus which would be reflected in that report, the
Committee could indicate that the majority of its mem
bers considered that the base should be removed
immediately.

320. The representative or Syria supported the views
expressed by the representative of Iraq.

321. The representative of the United Kingdom said
that his delegation could not accept the Iraqi repre
sentative's remarks regarding the wishes of the people
of the Territory on the subject of the base. It was not
through the statements of petitioners or of the repre
sentative of the USSR, or even through the report of
the Sub-Committee on Aden, that the wishes of the
people could be expressed. They could be expressed
only through the Government of South Arabia, when
the Territory achieved independence. The United King
dom Government's position, which was supported by a
number of delegations, members of the Special Com
mittee and the Sub-Committee on Aden, and which
was described by the Sub-Committee in its report, was
that the future of any defence facilities should be a
matter of negotiation between the United Kingdom
and the Government of the new State. If the proposal
which had just been made was submitted formally to
the Special Committee, the United Kingdom delegation,
in the absence of instructions from its Government,
would be compelled to oppose it on grounds of both
substance and form.

322. The representative of Iraq said that if the
Special Committee wished to take a decision concerning
the Aden base that went further than what was reflected
in General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII), the
Iraqi delegation would certainly support such a de
cision. If, however, it wished to reaffirm the position
taken by the General Assembly and by the Special
Committee itself on 17 May (see para. 300 above), he
did not think that any further action was required.

323. The Chairman said that, as had been recalled
by the representative of Iraq, the Special Committee
had already expressed its point of view on the question
of Aden during its work in 1965. In view of this and
taking into consideration that the Committee did not
have much more time left, he thought that it should
take note of the report of the Sub-Committee on Aden,
endorse the conclusions in that report and transmit it
to the General, Assembly together with the report
already prepared for 1965 on. the question of Aden
(see sects. A to C above).

SSI
•---:"_'-

Adllendum to agenda Item 23
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~ 315. The representative of Iraq fully endorsed the
/ Soviet Union representative's point of view. He pointed
~ out, however, that the Sub-Committee's report repre-
~ sentedr- n kind of common denomin~tor of Athde views
i' of its rwe members. The Sub-Committee on en was

1
',1 bound by the tiecisions of the Special Committee and

by General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII), which
stated "that the maintenance of the military base in
Aden is prejudicial to the security of the region and

'11 that its early removal is therefore desirable". Moreover,
the Sub-Committee had taken note of the administering
Power's statement that "no base is militarily or morally

I defensible unless it has the support of the people of
the Territory in which it is situated" (see appendix Il,

, para. 69). The reports of the Sub-Committee on Aden

I
and the statements of hundreds of petitioners showed
that the people of the Territory were almost unanimous
in demanding the immediate removal of the base. That

I being so, in the opinion of the Iraqi Government and
the other Arab Governments of the region, the United
Kingdom Government should comply with the people's
demand without delay.

316. The representative of Yugoslavia said that it
would be superfluous to point out the position of his
Government with regard to the existence of military
bases on foreign soil, especially those in Territories
under colonial domination. He would merely repeat once
more that his Government had always been opposed
to the existence of such bases, and had fought to bring
about their liquidation. The position of his Government
concerninr- the base at Aden was that it should be
immediat.sy liquidated, without any condition whatso
ever, in accord with the expressed will and demand
of the people of the Territory. So far as paragraph 79
of the report of the Sub-Committee on Aden was con
cerned, he confirmed the representative of Iraq's ex
planation of the circumstances that had led to its
adoption by the Sub-Committee. The Sub-Committee
had intended to express the desire, taking note or the
opinion expressed by the United Kingdom Secretary
of State for the Colonies to the effect that no base is
militarily or morally defensible without the support of
the population of the Territory involved, to see these
views put into practice, especially in view of the fact
that the population of Aden and the Aden Protectorates
had not only once but several times expressed the
desire that this be done.

317. The representative of Syria said that his dele
gation was grateful to the Sub-Committee on Aden
for its valuable supplementary report (see appendix II
below). His delegation shared the views expressed
by the representatives of Iraq, Yugoslavia and the
Soviet Union. It was of course true that paragraph 79
of the report represented the common denominator of
the views of the members of the Sub-Committee on
Aden, but it was equally true that the report of a sub
committee could always be amended, corrected or sup
plemented, in accordance with the views of the majority
of the members of the plenary Committee. The Syrian
delegation, for its part, could not accept the present
wording of the paragraph in question. It was in the
interests of the United Kingdom itself to make a quick
and quiet exit from Aden so that the people would be
able to exercise their rights and carry out their consti
tutional development in whatever manner they desired.
So long as the base existed, there was always the
danger that the colonial Power might exert some kind
of pressure on the people, who were yearning for inde-
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Report of the Sub-Committee 011 Aden (AllI'i1 1965)
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324. The representative of Australia said that in "(d) Make such other visits as may be deemed necessary." 'fer
view of the short time that had elapsed since the report 2. The present report is presented in accordance with the I stat
had been circulated, his delegation would have to SIPedal Commilttee's req~leslt antd may be condsid(ebr~dd as sup- ~ 8.
reserve its position on the question. nementary to t le report It ms a ready presente i I " annex). ~ the

325. The representative of the United States of 3. At its meeting on 2 April 1965, the Sub-Committee on • t are;

A • d I . . f I' I I' I Aden unanimously elected Mr. Huot Sambath (Cambodia) 1
1
\ 'l'er

menca reserve t le positron 0 liS ne egation on t le as Chairman to fill the vacancy brought about by the departure t. to t
report of the Sub-Committee 011 Aden. The United of 1Ir, Vouensai Sonn (Cambodia). Representation on the Ii and.
States welcomed the efforts of the United Kingdom Committee is therefore as follows: Mr. Huor Sambath, Chair- ~ lnde

to 3~~~ ~~~IU::~~e~~~~;:~~e ~~ ~I;:~~:i~\aid that as l<:~OI;~\~~~;i~~as~~ri~~~aLeo~~~~~c1~ia~Ir~n~al~~r.(~~l~~~ -1' ~~
his delegation had not had time to study the Sub- zuela); Mr. Milos Melovski (Yugoslavia). of
Committee's conclusions thoroughly, he would like to mig. . I S C • ACTION T,U,:EN DY THE SUD·Co~rMlTTEE tionreserve ItS position until t le pecial ommittee's report
was considered by the General Assembly. Contacts ~c'it!l th« admillisterillg P01lJer ~~~1

327. The Special Committee decided, without ob- 4. Following the adoption by the Special Committee of its
jection, to take note of the report of the Sub-Committee resolution on 17 November 1964, the Chairman of the Sub-
on Aden (see appendix IT), endorse the conclusions Committee on Aden addressed a letter on 2 December 1964
in that report and transmit it to the General Assembly to the Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom. In
together with the report already prepared for 1965 on his letter (see annex I below) the Chairman drew attention
the question of Aden (see sects. A to C above). The to the Sub-Committee's continuing functions and to the pro-
Committee also decided that the Sub-Committee on vision in operative paragraph '1 (b) of the Special Committee's

resolution of 9 April 1964 requesting the Sub-Committee to
Aden would, in accordance with operative paragraph 12 "establish contacts with the administering Power, at such time
of the resolution adopted by the Special Committee and place as may be agreed upon, with a view to implementing
on 17 May 1965 (see para. 300 above), keep the ques- resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII)" (A/5800/Rev.I,
tion of Aden under constant review and report to the chap. VI, para. 166). The Chairman stated that it was the
Special Committee as necessary. hope of the Sub-Committee, that, in view of the declared

desire of the United Kingdom Government to move the Terri
tory towards independence and of the intention to reassess
the situation there, early contacts would be established wiehln
the context of these resolutions.

5. In his reply (annex II below) dated 15 January 1965,
the Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom drew
attention to the recent visit to the Territory by the Secretary
of State for the Colonies and stated that it would be under
stood that his Government would require time before reaching
final conclusions about future policy on Aden and the Federation
of South Arabia on the basis of the Colonial Secretary's
assessment of the situation. Subject to this, he stated, his
Government would be glad to enter into contacts with the
Sub-Committee on Aden at the appropriate time in whatever
manner might be mutually convenient, in accordance with the
provision of the Committee's resolution of 9 April 1964 to
which the Chairman had referred.

6. At a meeting between the Chairman and the representa
tive of the United Kingdom, arrangements were made for the
representative of the United Kingdom to make a statement
to the Sub-Committee on Aden on 15 April. The Chairman
stated that the Sub-Committee was anxious to hear the admin
istering Power's assessment of recent developments in the
Territory and of what steps it intended to take to implement
the resolutions of the General Assembly. The Chairman also
reiterated the Sub-Committee's request for permission to visit
the Territory.

7. The representative of the United Kingdom made a state
ment to the Sub-Committee on Aden at its- meeting on 15
April 1965. In his statement, the representative of the United
Kingdom 'reviewed developments since the visit to the Terri
tory by the Colonial Secretary in December 1964. He drew
attention to the statement made by the Federal Supreme
Council and the Aden Council of Ministers, which had been
made with the Colonial Secretary's full approval, and which
caIled for the creation of a unitary state on a sound democratic
basis and for the recognition of human rights in South Arabia.
He described the circumstances surrounding the resignation of
the Aden State Ministers and the postponement of the
constitutional conference that had been scheduled to begin in
London in March 1965. Since then, the Colonial Secretary had
been examining, with the High Commissioner, ways and means
whereby progress could be maintained. On 1 April, the Colonial
Secretary had informed the House of Commons that he had
discussed with the High Commissioner proposals designed to
further political and constitutional progress in the area and
to promote co-operation between the Governments of the

Introduction .",., ,., , """, .. , .. ,
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Conclusions of the Sub-Committee ... ,.,.'",.".,.
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n. Letter dated 15 January 1965 from the Permanent
Representative of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
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of the Sub-Committee on Aden " ... ",,'.','.,.,

INTRODUCTION

1. By its resolution on Aden adopted on 17 November 1964,
the Special Committee, having considered the report of the
Sub-Committee on Aden (A/5800/Rev.I, chap. VI, annex),
reaffirmed General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII) of
11 December 1963, and the resolutions adopted by the Special
Committee on 9 April and 11 May 1964 and called on the
administering Power to implement them without delay. It
regretted the refusal of the administering Power to co-operate
with the Sub-Committee, endorsed the Sub-Committee's con
clusions and recommendations and decided to maintain the
Sub-Committee with the same terms of reference as set out
in the Special Committee's resolution on Aden of 9 April 1964
(ibid. chap. VI, para. 166). By" this resolution the Sub
Committee was requested to:

"(a) Study and keep under constant review the situation
in the Territory and to report thereon to the Special Com
mittee;

"(b) Establish contacts with the administering Power at
such time and place as may be agreed upon, with a view to
implementing resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII);

"(c) Arrange in consultation with the administering Power,
for visits to the Territory;

_
..

'' .

,"
~
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POStpOIICIIICllt of the constitutional conjerence that was to be
held ill March 1965

18. The postponement of the constitutional conference that
was to be held in London in March 1965 is a matter of concern,
as also are the circumstances that led to it. The Sub-Committee
on Aden has been informed by the representative of the United
Kingdom that one of the Colonial Secretary's major tasks
since then has been "to examine with the High Commissioner
ways and means whereby progress can be maintained". The
Sub-Committee is disappointed that it was not able to obtain
further details of what the United Kingdom Government was
doing beyond the statement that the Colonial Secretary had
discussed proposals with the High Commissioner and hoped
to be able to make a further statement "before long". The
Sub-Committee feels that the present state of affairs calls for
speedy and positive action lest the situation drift and the
initiative be lost.

Retention by the United Killgdom of the military basa ill Adm

17. It is a matter of deep regret to the Sub-Committee on
Aden that the new United Kingdom Government has announced
that its policy is to retain its military base in Aden. The
United Kingdom has stated that the base will be retained in
agreement with the Government of the Federation and "far
so long as it is required to serve the interests which we have
in common". Apart from any other considerations, the question
of the maintenance of a base of this kind in the Territory should
be decided upon in accordance with the wishes of the people
expressed through their own elected representative government.
Both this present Sub-Committee on Aden, and its predecessor,
have recorded the clearly expressed wish of the people that
this base should be evacuated. It has also been clearly shown
that the people do not regard the Government of the Federation
as representative, and this would seem to have been confirmed
by the recent decision to discard the Federation in favour of
a unitary state. Moreover, the Special Committee and the
General Assembly, in General Assembly resolution 1949
(XVIII), have stated that the maintenance of the base in
Aden is prejudicial to the security of the region and that its
early removal is therefore desirable.

Acceptallce of the' cOllcept of a lU1itary stat« far the area

16. The announcement on 7 December 1964 by the Ministers
of Aden and the Federation of South Arabia that the)' had
agreed on the creation of a unitary sovereign state comprising
all the States of Southern Arabia, and the approval given to
this by the United Kingdom Government is welcomed by the
Sub-Committee on Aden. In this connexlon, the Sub-Committee
recalls that its predecessor, the Sub-Committee on Aden of
1963, had noted in its report (A/S446/Rev.l, chap. V, appendix)
that one of the principal demands of the people was for the
unification of the 'Terrltory and for the dissolution of tlie
Federation which they regarded as "false", "a sham" and
undemocratic, being designed "to divert the people from
realizing their goal of true unity and independence" (ibl·d.,
para. 81)., Further, basing itself on the expressed wishes of the
people of Aden and the Protectorates, the Sub-Committee on
Aden stated in its conclusions: "The entire population is also
eager for national unity, but the present Federation-which, it
should be noted, does not include all the States in the area
represents merely an artificial unity imposed upon them and
governed by provisions which ensure United Kingdom control"
(ibid., para. 164). Finally, it recommended that the administer
ing Power be asked to take the necessary steps to hold general
elections with a view to establishing a government for the
whole of the Territory (ibid., para. 176(3». This recommenda
tion, along with others made by the Sub-Committee, was
subsequently adopted by the Special Committee and by the
General Assembly in its resolution 1949 (XVIII). Again, in
its report presented in 1964 (A/S800/Rev.1, chap. VI, annex),
this present Sub-Committee recorded wishes expressed to it
by the people for a central government for the whole Territory
and their opposition to the present Federation. It also reiterated
the General Assembly's call for the establishment of a single
government for the Territory.

Review of the situatioll ill the Territory

14. Throughout the period following the adoption by the
Special Committee of its resolution on Aden on 17 November
1964, the members of the Sub-Committee on Aden have closely
followed developments in and concerning the Territory. An
outline of developments considered by the Sub-Committee is
contained in the working paper prepared by the Secretariat
(see paras. 1-98 above of the present chapter). These develop
ments took place subsequent to those already reviewed by the
Sub-Committee in section III of its report to the Special Com
mittee in 1964 (A/S800/Rev.!, chap. VI, annex):

15. In reviewing these developments the Sub-Committee on
Aden wishes to draw attention to the following, to which it
attaches particular significance.

I
':'

l
::::=:==2r=;::-~=:::.==.=..

- '
'." Territory ami the political parties: he hoped to make a further
I , statement before long.

~: ~ 8. The representative of the United Kingdom referred to
). ~ the "continued acts of terrorism and criminal violence in the
In ~ t area and, in particular, to 'acts of aggression' against the
I) It!. 'l'erl'itory of the Fcdernticn" which, he stated, were contrary
re to the Security Council's resolution 188 (1964) of 9 April 1964,
le li and, inasmuch as they were designed to obstruct progress to
r- ~ Independence, they were also contrary to the Declaration on
!nl the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.
l- It He pointed out that these acts would not deter the inhabitants

M of the area from gaining their independence, although they
~,~ might well help to delay constitutional progress in the Federa

tion. His Government looked to the United Nations for en
couragement and understanding in fulfilling the declared inten
tion of granting independence to South Arabia by 1968.

9. With regard to the Sub-Committee's request to visit the
Territory, the representative of the United Kingdom informed
the Sub-Committee that his Government could not accede to
this proposal. He said that quite apart from the issues of
competence on which his Government's position was well
known, the' proposals foreshadowed in the Colonial Secretary's
statement of 1 April might not fit in with a visit by the
Sub-Committee.

10. In conclusion, he reiterated that it was the intention of
his Government to gront the Federation of South Arabia full
independence by 1968, or before if possible. His Government
hoped that a large measure of agreement on the constitutional
matters now under discussion would soon be achieved so that
the next step to independence could be taken.

11. In putting questions to the representative of the United
Kingdom a clarification was requested concerning the statement
that it \~as the United Kingdom's intention to grant inde
pendence to the Federation of South Arabia by 1968, and the
statement by the Colonial Secretary concerning the replacement
of the Federation by a unitary state. The representative of the
United Kingdom was asked how the United Kingdom intended
to establish the unitary state in the place of the Federation and
whether the unitary state would be established before or after
independence. In reply, the Sub-Committee on Aden W:i3 in
formed that the United Kingdom Government was' not com
mitted to anyone form of constitution for the area as a whole,
and would continue to be guided by the wishes of the people.
The question of the timing of the establishment of the unitary
state in relation to the date of independence and indeed the
question of the unitary state itself had still to be worked out.

12. When asked whether he could .give more details about
the constitutional discussions that were continuing, such as
where they were being conducted, with whom, and in what
context, the representative of the United Kingdom said that for
more details he would have to await the further statement which
the Colonial Secretary hoped to make before long.

13. Asked whether he could give an approximate date for
the convening of the constitutional conference which had been
postponed, the representative of the United Kingdom said that
he could not name a date but that, as he had indicated in his
statement, his Government hoped that constitutional progress
would be maintained.
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rights, is one of the laws restricting public freedoms which
the Special Committee and the General Assembly have called
on the United Kingdom to repeal.

--'----~~--'--~, ~,~.~.~~--.......----~- .,ft--
I

f
, .V,'S'" by (/ rcprcsentotiuc of the JI/terl/aliol/al Red Cross

24. The Sub-Committee on Aden also no~~s that a repre
sentative of the International Red Cross has visited the
Territory. It will be recalled that the present Sub-Committee
had recommended that international relief organizations, such
as the International Red Cross, should be invited to send
representatives to the Territory to assist the civilian population
which has suffered from military operations. The Sub
Committee awaits with interest the report of the representative
of the International Red Cross.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE

25. The situation in Aden and the Protectorates continues
to be extremely serious. The Sub-Committee on Aden deplores
the fact that the resolutions of the Special Committee and the
General Assembly are still not being implemented in Aden and
the Protectorates by the administering Power. Among other
things, the Sub-Committee is concerned to note that the state
of emergency has not been lifted and many of the laws
restricting public freedoms are still in effect.

26. The policies being pursued by the administering Power
in the Territory continue to give rise to tension in the area
in particular along the border with Yemen. The Sub-Committe~
notes with concern that the United Kingdom is still carrying
out military operations against the people of the Territory.
Moreover, the decision by the United Kingdom Government to
maintain its military base in Aden adds to the aggravation of
the state of tension in the area. For all there reasons, the
Sub-Committee considers that the situation in the area is
still critical and explosive and should be closely followed so
that if necessary it can be drawn to the attention of the
Security Council.

27. The Sub-Committee deeply regrets that the United
Kingdom Government is still not willing to permit the Sub
Committee to visit the Territory. It is not necessary here for the
Sub-Committee to reiterate the compelling reasons for such
a visit. The Sub-Committee remains firmly convinced of the
value of such a visit to the Territory.

28. The Sub-Committee notes that there have been signs
of a slight change ill the attitude of the administering Power
such as its support for the concept of a unitary state for the
area. and its apparent willingness' to widen the representation
at the constitutional conference.

29. The Sub-Committee remains fully convinced that the
solution of the question of Aden can best be found through
the immediate and full implementation of the Declaration con
tained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), and the
resolutions of the General Assembly concerning Aden, in par
ticular resolution 1949 (XVIII). The measures set out in
these resolutions express the wishes of the people and are
fully supported by the political parties and the present Aden
Ministers, as is shown by the declarations issued recently in
Cairo and in Aden respectively.

30. With regard to the political and constitutional negotia
tions that are at present being carried on, the Sub-Committee'
believes that if the United Kingdom bases its proposals on
the provisions of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
containing the Declaration and of resolution 1949 (XVIII),
the cnestion will be speedily settled. Further, any constitu
tional conference that is held should be representative of all
sectors of public opinion of tue Territory. At this stage, the
Sub-Committee feels that a clear-cut statement by the United
Kingdom accepting the provisions of General Assembly reso
lutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII) would be the absolute
minimum and would go a long way towards reducing tensions
in the area, thus paving the way for the speedy accession of
the Territory to independence in accordance with the freely
expressed wishes of the people.

31. In view of all these considerations the Sub-Committee
on Aden feels that the situation in Aden and the Protectorates
continues to be extremely serious and demands the urgent
attention of the. Special Committee.
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CO/llillUalioll of mililary op~r(ilio:IS ill ilu: TerrilorJI

19. The Sub-Committee on Aden notes with serious concern
that the United Kingdom continues to carry out military
operations against the people of the Territory. Reports indicate
that military actions have taken place particularI), iu the Radian
area, in Fadhli State and along the border wifih Yemen. The
Sub-Committee recalls that this is contrary to the resolutions of
the Special Committee and the General Assembly which have
repeatedly called on the administering Power to "cease forth
with all repressive action against the people of the Territory,
in particular, military expeditions and the bombing of villages".

COlllillllall'oll of the state of ~II/ergcl/cy

20. It is a matter of deep concern to the Sub-Committee on
Aden that the state of emergency in the Federation which was
declared on 10 December 1963 is still in force. This is' a matter
of deep regret to the Sub-Committee, and is contrary to the
Special Committee's resolution of 9 April 1964. The Sub
Committee also views with concern the Federal decree of 23
February 1965 empowering the States to impose curfews. A
curfew was imposed for a short time in Aden State between
30 March and 2 April and again on 22 April. The Sub
Committee notes the statement of the Chlef -Minister that the
decision to impose the curfew was the High Commissioner's
and that the Aden Ministers had nothing to do with it.

Declaration by tlie nationalist parlies alld leaders at Cairo
ill March 1965

21. The Sub-Committee on Aden also wishes to draw atten
tion to the declaration by the principal nationalist organizations
and leaders in Cairo in which they reaffirmed their full support
of the United Nations resolutions on Aden and demanded that
they be fully lrnplcmcs.tcd, They also stated that these resolu
tions should be the basis of any future discussions' and
negotiations.

Declaration bJI the Chief Minister of Ade»

22. The Sub-Committee on Aden also wishes to draw atten
tion to the important statement made in the Legislative Council
on 19 April 1965 by Mr. Abdul Qawee Mackawee, Chief
Minister of Aden State, calling on the United Kingdom to
implement the United Nations resolutions in order to achieve a
political settlement of the problems of South Arabia. In the
course of this statement, the Chief Minister said, "We are fully
determined to make a firm stand in the face of any attempt to
ignore the true aims of the people or any endeavour to dictate
terms for an independence of the kind to which I have referred.
In this stand .•. we are in full agreement with major political
organizations of the country." He also warned Britain against
delay in fulfilling the people's aspirations and said that the
only solution open to the British Government was to implement
the United Nations resolutions under which the people could
choose with corcvlete freedom their central Government and
central Parliament, Mr. Mackawee also said that he would be
introducing two motions before the Council, one calling for
implementation of the United Nations resolutions, and the other
demanding the lifting of the state of emergency, restoration of
public freedoms, release of political detainees and return of all
political exiles. The Sub-Committee also draws' attention to
the report that on 22 April the Aden Ministers sent a cable
to the Colonial Secretary protesting against the imposition
of a curfew which they stated "complicates our problems". The
cable emphasized the necessity of "a political solution acceptable
to the people" and requested the implementation of the United
Nations resolutions "which will put an end to all disturbances".
The Sub-Committee recalls that the present Chief Minister
appeared as a petitioner before the Sub-Committee in 1964, at
which time he had stated that the aims of the independent
group he represented were identical to those held by all free
nationalist parties in Aden.

Decision to repeal the Industrial Relations Ordinance

23. The Sub-Committee on Aden notes with satisfaction the
announcement by the Aden Government, on 30 March 1965,
that it has decided to repeal the Industrial Relations Ordi-ance,
This ordinance, which has seriously interfered with workers'
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS CONCERNING THE TERRITORY

4. The Sub-Committee on Aden has continued to follow
closely developments concerning the Territory. In the follow
ing paragraphs the Sub-Committee sets out a factual account
of recent developments subsequent to those contained in sec
tion A of the present chapter on Aden included in the Special
Committee's report to the General Assembly. The Sub
Committee's comments on these developments appear in the
section containing its conclusions (see paras. 71-80 below).

Resolutions adoptcd by Ade» Legislative COllllcil in April-May
1965 concerning United Nations 'l'esollltions

5. On 28 April 1965, the Aden Legislative Council adopted
the following resolution:

"This Council respectfully requests His Excellency the
High Commissioner to take such steps as arc necessary to
secure the immediate implementation of the public demands
for the lifting of the state of emergency, the release of all
detainees, the return of all deportees and exiles and the
full restoration of public freedom."
6. The resolution, which was introduced by the Chief Min

ister, Mr. Abdul Qawee Mackawee, was adopted by a vote
of 21 to none, with 1 abstention. The abstaining vote was that
of the Attorney-General, the only e~ officio member of the
Council. .

7. On 4 May 1965, the Aden Legislative Council adopted
a further resolution whieh read as follows:

"This Council resolves that the Aden Government in
accordance with the United Nations General Assembly reso
lution 1949 (XVIII) of 11 December 1963 should base its
policy on the following principles of the above-mentioned
United Nations resolution:

" (l) That the people of South Arabia have the right to
exercise their right to self-determination and freedom from
colonial rule in accordance with the Declaration on the
granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples i

"(2) That the people of South Arabia should be allowed
to exercise their right to self-determination with regard to
their future, the exercise of that right to take the form 0 £
a consultation with the whole population to be held as soon
as possible on the basis of universal adult suffrage;

"(3) That all laws which restrict public freedom should
be repealed]

"(4) That all political prisoners and detainees and persons
who have been sentenced following actions of political signifi
cance should be released i

INTRODUCTION

I. The Sub-Committee on Aden was established by a reso
lution adopted by the Special Committee on 9 April 1964
(A/58QO/Rev.!, chap. VI, para. 166). The Sub-Committee's
terms of reference, as set out in that resolution, are as follows:

"(a) Study and keep under constant review the situation
in the Territory and to report thereon to the Special Com
mittee i

"(b) Establish contacts with the administering Power
at such time and place as may be agreed upon, with a view
to implementing resolutions 1514 (XV) and. 1949 (XVIII) i

"(c) Arrange, in consultation with 'die administering
Power, for visits to the Territory i

"(d) Make such other visits as may be deemed necessary."
2. The Sub-Committee has already presented two reports

to the Special Committee. The first (ibid., chap. VI, annex)
was presented in November 1964, and the second (see appendix
I of the present chapter) was submitted in April 1965. Follow
ing the submission of its last report, the Special Committee
adopted a resolution on Aden on 17 May 1965, the text of
which can be found in paragraph 300 above of the present
chapter.

3. This report is submitted in response to the request of the
Special Committee contained in the resolution of 17 May 1965
and is supplementary to the Sub-Committee's two previous
reports. It was unanimously adopted by the Sub-Committee
at its meeting on 9 September 1965.

Paragraph.
1-3
4-61

62-70
71-80

I have the honour to refer to the resolution on Aden adopted
on 17 November 1964 by the Special Committee on the Situa
lion with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peo
ples. Under the terms of this resolution, the Sub-Committee
on Aden has been maintained with the same terms of reference
as before, as contained in operative paragraph 7 of Security
Council resolution of 9 April 1964 [188 (1964)]. The com
position of the Sub-Committee is the same as when -it was
originally established. This was confirmed at the 318th meeting
of the Special Committee held on 30 November 1964.

On behalf of the Sub-Committee, I would like to reiterate
the wish of its members to carry out the mandate entrusted
to it in a spirit of co-operation and understanding. I therefore
draw the attention of Your Excellency to the provision of the
Special Committee's resolution of 9 April requesting the
Sub-Committee to "establish contacts with the administering
Power at such time and place as may be agreed upon, with
a view to implementing resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949
(XVIII)" (see A/5800/Rev.!, chap. VI, para. 166). It is
our hope that, in view of the declared desire of your Gov
ernment to move the Territory towards independence and
of the intention to reassess the situation there, early contacts
will be established within the context of the above-mentioned
resolutions.

Anncx I

Annex 11

LETTER DATED IS JANUARY 1965 FROM THE PERMANENT REp
RESENTATIVE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND TO THE UNITED NATIONS, ADDRESSED
TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE Sun-COMMITTEE ON ADEN

(Sigllcd) Voeunsai SONN
Chairmall of the Sllb-Connnittee o,~ AdCII

LETTER DMED 2 DECEMBER 1964 FRO~1 THE CHAIRMAN O~· THE
Sun-COMMITTEE ON ADEN, ADDRESSED TO THE PERMANENT
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE UNI~ED K1NGDO~1 OF GREAT BRlTAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND TO THE UNITED NATIONS

I have the honour to refer to your letter number TR 300
ADEN of 2 December 1964, about the resolution on Aden
adopted by the Special Committee on 17 November 1964.

I am instructed by my Government to draw Your Excellency's
attention to the visit paid to Aden in November and December
by the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr. Anthony
Greenwood. The United Kingdom representative in the Special
Committee informed the Committee of the Colonial Secretary's
intention of making this visit in his statement on 17 November
at the 314th meeting. I am sure it will be understood that
Her Majesty's Government will require time before reaching
final conclusions about future policy on Aden and the Federa
tion of South Arabia on the basis of the Colonial Secretary's
assessment of the situation during his visit to the territory.
Subject to this, Her Majesty's Government will be glad to
enter into contacts with the Sub-Committee on Aden at the
appropriate time in whatever manner may be mutually con
venient, in accordance with the provision of tile Special Corn
n.ittee's resolution of 9 April 1964, to which Your Excellency
referred in your letter.

APPENDIX 11

Report of the Sub-Committee on Aden (Septembcr 1965)*

CONTENTS'

* Previously issued under the symbol A/AC.!09/L.243 and
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"(5) That the return of all persons who have been exiled
or forbidden to reside in the Territory because of political
activities should be allowed;

U(6) That all repressive action should cease;
U (7) That the necessary constitutional changes should be

introduced to enable the establishment of a representative
organ and the setting up of a provisional Government for
the whole of South Arabia in accordance with the wishes
of the population, such legislative organ and Government
to be constituted following general elections to be held on
the basis of universal adult suffrage and with full respect
for human rights and freedom;

U(8) That an independent impartial body from nations
not interested in the area should be invited to be present
before and during such elections and to bring about a
democratic climate in the area;

U (9) That such elections should be held before the attain
ment of independence, which will be granted with the freely
expressed wishes of the inhabitants;

"(10) That after the creation of a Government resulting
from such elections, conversations should be opened without
delay between that Government and the British Government
for the purpose of fixing a date for the granting of inde
pendence and the arrangements for the transfer of power,
and for the purpose of negotiation regarding the continuance
or otherwise of the British base in Aden.

"Provided that nothing in this resolution should be im
plemented either wholly or in part except after prior con
sultation with and the complete approval of the main popular
political parties in Aden."

8. This resolution, which was also introduced by the Chief
Minister, was adopted by the Legislative Council on 4 May
by a vote of 15 to none, with 1 abstention; six of the opposition
members were absent, and the Attorney-General abstained.

9. In introducing the motion, the Chief Minister said that
colonialism wanted to take refuge behind the Council and
distort the facts. The facts were that neither Aden nor the
Federation had formulated their own Constitutions. The Aden
Constitution had been formulated in London by the British
in order to consolidate their position. The High Commissioner
remained in control of internal security, foreign affairs, defence,
the civil service, the police, high financial policy and land
matters. The Federal Constitution was bound by an Advisory
and Protection Treaty, which, through the system of British
Advisers, had made British advice compulsory on the Gov
ernment of the Federation. By these means, and by issuing
Orders-in-Council, Britain had monopolized authority in the
country. The situation was dangerous; Britain was the whole
constitutional authority and only limited powers remained in
the hands of the Ministers. That was why, when issuing
statements, he and his colleagues had been careful to em
phasize that they were "the Adeni Ministers" and not "the
National Government". They did not wish to deceive the people
or give the impression to the world that there was a National
Government.

10. Continuing, Mr. Mackawee said:

"Now that Britain is talking about its desire to grant
independence to the sons of this country, I wish to state
explicitly that we no longer have any faith in their good
will, and that the policy of holding constitutional conferences
at this stage is of no avail. Our past experiences have been
bitter and there has been no scope up to now for any im
provement. There is no satisfactory political solution except
the implementation of the United Nations General Assembly
resolution 1949 (XVIII) in full, and I repeat, in full. Britain
must be speedy about studying positive measures for the
implementation of this resolution and it should not hesitate
to comply with this popular demand and declare its accept
ance, so that it may avoid a situation wherein a political
solution would be impossible."

11. Mr. Mackawee also referred to the British White Paper
issued in February 1962 which, he said, exposed "the close
relationship which colonialism has with the interests of
monopolizing petroleum companies and the military base, as

the preservation of these interests in the main basis upon which
colonialism stands". He added:

"The situation, therefore, calls for a speedy end to this
dangerous affair which will threaten the peace of the world
if it continues for long. Britain must understand that her
schemes that aim at the preservation of this strategic area
that falls in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans have no
scope in our country. People here reject any scheme that
threatens their full independence and dignity. There shall
be no military bases or colonialist interests that can buy
our liberty and dignity, and for this we shall struggle
whatever the cost may be."
12. The Chief Minister also outlined what he thought should

be done. He said that these were merely suggestions and
opinions that might be changed. He emphasized that he would
not accept any amendment or change in the core of General
Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII) and would reject any sug
gestions or proposals that would weaken it. The Chief
Minister's views on what should be done were expressed as
follows:

"In response to the demand of the people Britain must,
first of all, act speedily to call all international independent
body to be sent to the area by the United Nations, whose
duty would be to introduce democratic systems in the area
to create an atmosphere of liberty which would allow the
political organizations to continue their political activities
in the area without interference from any foreign influence.
thereby guaranteeing public freedom. This body should
'remain for one year, or a similar period, at the end of which
it should supervise free and honest elections throughout the
area. Upon the arrival of this United Nations body, Britain
should immediately dissolve the Legislative Council and the
ministerial councils throughout the area; revoke the Aden
and Federal Constitutions as well as the 1959 Treaty and all
other advisory and protection treaties. The High Commis
sioner should give up all his powers in respect of Aden and
the rest of South Arabia and should withdraw all political
advisers and officers from the area. Thereafter, a temporary
central Government should be instituted for the whole of
South Arabia, comprised. of persons who enjoy the trust
of all the people, political organizations and representatives
of popular movements in the area. This temporary Govern
ment should have a temporary Constitution that should
guarantee public freedom, human rights and should receive
sovereignty for all affairs in the area with the exception
of foreign affairs. It should also shoulder the responsibility
of all security and regular forces.

"The Constitution of this temporary Government should
provide for the following: that its period of rule should
not exceed one year or a similar agreed period and that
during this time it should prepare laws regarding persons
who qualify for election. It should draft election regulations
for the whole of the area so that it may become possible
to hold democratic and free elections throughout the Terri
tory; to divide the area into suitable constituencies after
'reaching an understanding with the United Nations body;
to permit all political parties and democratic organizations
to act in complete freedom throughout the area, and to 'hold
free and democratic elections in South Arabia for the creation
of an elected Parliament.

"At the end of its period, the United Nations body should
supervise the holding of elections in a democratic and free
manner in the absence of any pressure or influence from
any quarter. These elections would result in the setting up
of a central Parliament which would be completely elected
and therefore representative of the people. The first of this
Parliament's duties would be to set up a Constitution Com
mittee which should include Arab men of law such as Syed
Al-Badwi for the drafting of a permanent popular Constitu
tion for a new and permanent Government which would
arise out of this elected Parliament. The powers of this
new Government would include the opening of negotiations
with Britain to fix a date for the granting of an uncon
ditional independence, to make arrangements for the complete
transfer of sovereignty to the people and the determination
of the fate of the base in conformity with the people's will
which has already been expressed clearly in this Chamber."
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13. During the debate in the Legislative Council, an opposi
tion member, Mr. Zain Abdu Bahnroon, said that the proposed
motion did not contain the complete text of the United Nations
resolution, and that the most important points in that resolu
tion which Britain opposed had been left out. He would have
preferred, therefore, not to mention the United Nations reso
lution unless it was to be accepted in full. When he asked
why the Chief Minister had not been able to submit the
United Nations resolution in full to the Council, the Speaker
of the Council replied that certain paragraphs of the United
Nations resolution referred to external affairs which under
the Constitution were a matter for the Federal Government.
Since, as Speaker, he could not permit any discussion of
external affairs in the Aden Legislative Council, he had ruled
out of order those paragraphs of the Chief Minister's original
motion that had referred to external affairs.

14. After the motion was passed, Mr, Mackawee declared
that his Government had decided to submit a demand to the
Colonial Office, which he would have all members of the
Legislative Council sign, calling for full implementation of
the United Nations resolutions. He added:

"If Britain refuses to accept the people's demand for
implementation of the United Nations resolutions, the Gov
ernment and Legislative Council members should make
impossible the creation of a Government imposed by Britain."

Proposed constitutional COllllllissiol1 for South Arabl'Q

15. On 11 May 1965, the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
Mr. Anthony Greenwood, said that the United Kingdom Govern
ment had decided to appoint a constitutional commission for
South Arabia. He defilled the commission's terms of reference
as follows:

"In the light of the wish of the Governments and people
of South Arabia to achieve independence as soon as possible,
and the general desire in South Arabia for unity, and
bearing in mind the declared aspiration of Her Majesty's
Government to bring Aden and all the States of the Pro
tectorate of South Arabia, both within and without the
Federation, to independence as a single State by 1968, to
consider, after consultation with the Governments and peoples
of South Arabia, the constitutional structure appropriate for
a sovereign independent South Arabian State and the neces
sary interim constitutional arrangements leading to its
introduction, and to make recommendations."

The Special Committee was informed of this decision on the
same day.

16. Before this announcement was made, the Federal Gov
ernment had issued a policy statement which, while reiterating
the Government's policy of creating a unitary State for the
whole of South Arabia said:

"What is required is to seek, with such outside help ::IS

may be appropriate, a way of ascertaining not only our views,
but the views of States, political and other organizations, and
individ: .als, and of formulating a constitution which is best
for our beloved south and which will help us to achieve
real national unity."
17. A statement issued on 11 May by the Organization for

the Liberation of the Occupied South (OLOs)n said that the
"unconstitutional and unrepresentative" policy statement of
the Federal Government appeared to favour an informal sug
gestion made earlier by the High Commissioner to invite "a
pro-British Government Commission" to decide on a suitable
constitution. The statement continued: "We reaffirm in this con
nexion our rejection and boycott of such a phoney commission
and warn that OI.:OS with its affiliate organizations will resist
such a move by all means available, including civil disobedience
in all the towns of Aden and the Protectorates."

18. On 12 May 1965, Mr. Mackawee was reported as saying
that the United Kingdom decision to send a commission to
South Arabia was "a mockery". He said that he and his
ministers rejected the commission and would boycott it. He

~formation of OLOS is described in para. 51 belo,,:. ~t
the time its affiliate organizations included the Peoples SOCialist
Party, the South Arabian League and the Committee for the
Liberation of the Occupied South of Yemen.
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concluded by saying: "We certainly do not want a constitution
of the making of a pro-Brltlsh Government commission. The
constitution must be made by the people's representatives in a
Government emerging from a central Parliament elected under
the United Nations supervision."

19. On the same day, Mr. AIi Luqman, Secretary-General
of the Peoples Congress Party, was reported as saying that his
party would boycott the commicsion. Mr. Rahrnan Girgrah,
President of the United National Party, was reported to
have said that he did not think his party's attitude would
differ from those of the other political parties. Mr. Luqrnan
also resigned as Federal Minister of Civil Aviation and from
both the Federal Supreme Council and the Federal Council.

20. On 13 May, twenty-one federal councillors, including
twenty from Aden State, walked out of the Federal Council
in protest against the dismissal of seven federal councillors
by their rulers for having joined Adenis in demanding im
plementation of United Nations resolutions. The Aden Minister
of State for Constitutional Affairs, Mr. Saeed Hasson Sohbi
(one of the ministers who walked out) was reported as sayiug
that they were walking out because Aden ministers on the
Supreme Council were not consulted in the preparation of the
Federal Government pollcy statement of 10 May which
contradicted the United Nations 1963 resolutions, and also
because of the Government's agreement with Britain about
sending a constitutional commission to South Arabia in spite
of the Aden Government's opposition. He said that unless
the dismissed members wrre reinstated, the twenty-one federal
councillors would boycott all meetings OI the present session.

21. On 19 May the South Arabian Federal Council adopted
a motion concerning United Nations resolutions on Aden. The
motion, which was unanimously adopted by the fifty-two mem
bers present, read, in part, as follows:

"Whereas this Council fully supported the basic principle
of the December 1963 United Nations resolutions concerning
the right of the people of South Arabia for self-determina
tion and freedom from foreign domination •.• the Council
recommends to the Federal Supreme Council (Cabinet) to
urgently arrange a conference within two months of
representatives of the Federal Council and all States of
South Arabia as well as political parties in the region to
study the best ways, including the United Nations resolu
tions, and to reach agreement and submit recommendations
concerning a unified policy for setting up a unitary democratic,
sovereign State in South Arabia •..".
22. In a statement on behalf of the Federal Government,

the Minister of State for Supreme Council Affairs welcomed
and accepted the motion. He denied that the Federal Govern
ment opposed the United Nations resolutions altogether, and
added that the implementation of certain parts of those
resolutions in South Arabia was impracticable.

23. On 24 May, Mr. Greenwood announced that Sir Evelyn
Hone, formerly Governor of Northern Rhodesia, would be
chairman of the constitutional commission for South Arabia.
Although the Colonial Secretary did not name the other mem
bers, he said he hoped that the commission would contain
a member from the Commonwealth and another one from
outside the Commonwealth.

24. Further opposition to the constitutional commission was
expressed in June by the Aden Ministers. A memorandum
was addressed to the United Kingdom Minister of Defence,
Mr. Denis Healey, during his visit to Aden, and on 18 June,
Mr. Saeed Hasson Sohbi, Aden Minister of State for Con
stitutional Affairs, was sent to London. Before his departure,
he said that he would be explaining South Arabian problems
to the Commonwealth leaders to canvas their support, and
would emphasize the necessity for carrying O!"t the United
Nations resolutions in South Arabia. He would also try to
persuade Commonwealth countries not to participate in the
constitutional commission.

25. In a statement to the Special Committee on 16 June,
Mr. Qahtan Shaabi, who spoke on behalf of the National Front
for the Liberation of the Occupied South of Yemen, referred
to the uolte face by the Aden Legislative Council and the
Council of the so-cal1ed Federation which "were now pressing
for the application of the pertinent United Nations resolutions".
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who has a legltimate concern in this matter and we sincerely ~ it
hope they will be ready to talk to us." }', ~~il

Sir Evelyn Hone also said that the commission's sole purpose sta
was to write a report which took fully into account the views "b~
of the Governments and peoples of Aden and South Arabia ' , n)
"in reaching the agreed goal of early independence". It' ~ •

31. On 19 July, Mr. Mnckawee was reported to have sent ",.' U
s

e

ta
:l

two messages to Shaikh Ismail al-Aaharl, President of the
Sudan Supreme Council, asking him to withdraw Sayyid, 3
Muhammad Abu Rannat, the Sudanese :nember on the con- I.,'. lea.
stltutional commission. In his messages, Mr. Mackawec was to
reported to have stated that the proposed constitutional corn- sta
mission was in violation of United Nations and Arab League As!
resolutions concerning South Arabia. A similar message was all'
sent on 18 July by fourteen Federal Councillors, expressing I rep
their regret at Sudan's action which, they said, was contrary go
to the wishes of the people of South Arabia. the

32. On 19 July, the Colonial Office announced that Sayyid i
Muhammad Abu Rannat had withdrawn from the commission. [I 4

33. After a meeting held on 18 July between the Aden Min- .~, ~:
isters and Aden Federal Councillors, Mr. Mackawee announced ~ Un
that sixteen Aden representatives had resigned from the Federal :,. Th
Council, III protest against the United Kingdom's insistence ~' dec
on sending the commission. par

34, On 20 July, Mr. Mackawee banned the entry into Aden ~ we
State of members of the United Kingdom constitutional corn- its
mission, declaring its members "undesirable immigrants". , the
Referring to this action, a United Kingdom official stated that fi [un
the High Commissioner was unaware of the constitutional I~ par
powers invoked by Mr. Mackawee and that the legat position n aliI
was being studied. Mr. Mackawee said that he had told the ~: agr
Controller of Immigration to apply the same procedure as ~jl' prh
was applied to the United Nations Sub-Committee on Aden fee

in 1963. INa
35. On 22 July, it was reported that the Colonial Secretary, It cer

Mr. Greenwood, had stated that, following the withdrawal Go
of Sayyid Muhammad Abu Rannat, the constitutional com- of
mission for South Arabia, which was to leave London on Se
21 July, had been forced to postpone its departure. However, par
the commission had not been disbanded, and the Government
would still try to find others to take part in it ~!

I

Colcnial Secretary's 'Visit to Ade", ~1'

36. Mr. Greenwood arrived in Aden on 23 July. Before
leaving Aden on 25 July, he announced that he had been able
to have constructive discussions with the Federal Ministers,
the Aden Government and representatives of political parties
and other points of view, and he was grateful to all who
had helped him in this way. AII the talks had been held in
the context of the principles of self-determination and inde
pendence set out in the United Nations resolution on this
area in 1963, and of Britain's declared intention to bring South
Arabia to independence not later than 1968. He had proposed
that a representative working party be set up "very urgently"
to meet in London to prepare an agenda for full-scale con
stitutional conference later this year. Afterwards, the working
party could act as a steering committee sitting in Aden, under
the chairmanship of the High Commissioner, for co-ordinating
further preparation. The initial response to this proposal had
been "sufficiently favourable" for him to hope that by this
means real progress would be made soon.

37. The Aden Legislative Council met on 26 July, but
adjourned indefinitely because of the United Kingdom proposal
that South Arabian representatives should go to London to
prepare a constitutional conference agenda. Mr. Mackawee
told the Council that a close study of the proposal was re
quired before a final decision could be reached. On the same
day, the Aden Ministers and the United Kingdom officials
who went to the States of the Eastern Aden Protectorate
returned to Aden. Sultan Saleh bin Husain al Audhali, Fed
eral Minister of Internal Security and Acting Minister of
Information, who was one of the group, said that the results
of the visit "were successful and encouraging for the future
of South Arabia",

38. On 28 July, it was reported that the National Front
for the Liberation of the Occupied South had announced that

=====~=======:;:=
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This was a political mnneeuvre that was being complemented
by the United Kingdom announcement that a constitutional
commission was going to be sent to the Territory. Continuing,
he said that the National Front had exposed that plot to
make improper use of the United Nations resolutions which,
as drafted, were inadequate for the present phase of the
struggl~ since they covered but a minute part of the just de
mands underlying the popular revolution. Those demands were:
complete political and economic liberation from colonialism
for the whole of South Yemen and the off-shore islands;
unconditional liquidation of the British military base in Aden
and the sub-bases elsewhere in the Territory and the islands j
removal of the reactionary regime of the imperialistic lackey
sultans i and restoration of the land of the plundered wealth of
the people. Mr. Shaabi said that it was not enough for the
United Nations 'resolutions to speak of the desirability of
removing the military base in Aden; what the National Front
and the people wanted was its immediate unconditional liquida
tion. Also there was no reference in these resolutions to the
sub-bases that were being established. Both these points should
be covered in any subsequent resolution.

26. On 20 June, Mr. Abdullah Abdul Majid Al-Asnag,
President of the Peoples Socialist Party, announced that a
leading member of the Party, Mr. Muhammad Salem Bas
sendwah, had flown to Saudi Arabia to request King Faisal
to ask Pakistan and Malaysia not to take part in the consti
tutional commission which the United Kingdom planned to
send to South Arabia. The Peoples Socialist Party had pre
viously already sent messages to the Pakistan and Malaysian
High Commissioners in London asking them to request their
respective Governments to boycott the commission.

27. On 17 June, following the decision by the Federal Gov
ernment to call a constitutional conference of South Arabian
leaders to examine the best means of establishing a democratic
unitary State for South Arabia (see para. 21 above), it was
announced that the Federal Government had set 27 June as
the date for the proposed conference. The Federal Minister
of National Guidance and Information said that invitations
had been sent to representatives of the Federal Council, the
federated States and political organizations, as well as to the
States of Q'aiti, Kathiri and Mahra.

28. On 23 June, it was reported that the South Arabian
Federal Supreme Council had postponed indefinitely the pro
posed conference. In the announcement it was stated that the
conference had been postponed because the Aden Ministers,
the political parties and the Eastern Aden Protectorate States
of Q'aiti, Kathiri, and Mahra had refused the invitations. This
postponement followed a public announcement by the Q'aiti
Government aligning itself with the Aden Ministers and po
litical parties in demanding that the United Nations resolu
tions should be used as a basis for solving the problems of
South Arabia. Announcing the refusal of the Aden Ministers
to attend this conference, Mr. Mackawee said: "We, as all
political parties, have on several occasions clearly expressed
our view that the only political solution to all the problems
of South Arabia lies in ful1 implementation of the United
Nations resolutions."

29. On 15 July, Mr. Greenwood announced that he had ap
pointed Sayyid Muhammad Abu Rannat, a former Chief Justice
of Sudan, and Professor Noel Coulson as members of the
constitutional commission for South Arabia. The Colonial
Secretary added: "The Commission will begin its work as
soon as possible and I know that the House will share my
hope that al1 sections of the people of South Arabia will take
advantage of the Commission's visit to discuss the constitu
ti ...nal future of the area constructively, and to make their
views known to the Commission."

30. In a statement made on 16 July, the chairman of the
commission, Sir Evelyn Hone, said that he tl.ought that the
talk of a boycott of the commission was based on a misunder
standing of its purpose. His statement continued:

"We should like to emphasize two points. First, we are
going out to South Arabia with open minds and with freedom
to recommend whatever path to independence we think will
be acceptable to all concerned. Second, we can only recom
mend. We have no authority to impose anything and it will
be for the Government to act. We want to hear everyone
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b For the full text of the two statements, see paras. 68 and
69 below.

considering such "modernization", A "more representative
franchise" was also promised in Aden.b

43. At the conclusion of the talks, Mr, Mackawee was
reported to have declared that his delegation had come to
London with good intentions and with a desire to reach a just
solution, Their adherence to the United Nations resolution
was a culmination of the struggle of the people of Aden.
They demanded the release of detainees as there should be a
favourable climate before convening a constitutional confer
ence, and they believed there were more detainees than
Mr. Greenwood admitted. Mr. Mackawee added that the United
Nations requirements on the base were the minimum they
could accept. They would only consider an agenda based on
those requirements "and will not accept any reservations that
will defeat their effectiveness". Referring to Mr. Greenwood's
attitude, Mr. Mackawee said: "In view of the Colonial Sec
retary's misinterpretation of our stand, we must declare that
the British delegation has smeared the conduct of the talks
in such a manner as to waste time and impose its own solu
tions." Mr. Mackawce concluded by saying that the United
Kingdom had chosen to fall back on reaction, and must decide
whether to continue to align itself with the "feudal set-up"
or win the friendship of the people. Until it adopted a pro
gressive policy, they would not meet again.

44. A statement issued on behalf of the Federation of South
Arabia on 8 August said: "We appeal to all concerned not
to do or say anything which will make the further progress
of South Arabia towards independence more difficult, and wc
shall always be ready to enter into negotiations to further the
interests of our country."

45. On 8 August, Mr. Ali Luqman, leader of the Peoples
Congress Patry, said that the collapse of the talks was not
unexpected. That was why his party had turned down the
invitation to take part in them. Mr. Luqman called for the
dissolution of the Federation and the immediate implementation
of the 1963 United Nations resolutions on Aden.

46. On 11 August, Mr. Al-Asnag, leader of the Peoples
Socialist Party, said that Britain was largely responsible for
the failure of the London talks because it was still following
the policy of bargaining and compromise while the cause was
no longer in a bargaining or compromise position. Mr. Al-Asnag
said that the leaders of the South went to London on the
basis of certain principles represented in the resolutions passed
by the United Nations in 1963, which provided for granting
the Occupied South complete independence and liquidating the
military bases in Aden. He reaffirmed that there had been no
intention of entering into detailed negotiations. He went on
to sa)' that the representatives of 'the Occupied South were
surprised to find that Britain had reservations with regard
to liquidating the military base and was attempting to avoid
a general election in the area on the pretence' that the popu
lation was backward. He added that Britain, by refusing to
hold a general election in the area, was trying to keep her
traditional friends and agents and to preserve the authority
of the sheikhs and sultans who were dependent on Britain.
He added that Britain had also refused to release political
prisoners and lift the present state of emergency. The leaders
of the South, in face of this situation, had no alternative but
to walk out of the conference. Only members of the Federal
Government composed of sultans and sheikhs had stayed.

47. Speaking about the steps to be taken by leaders of the
Arab South to reply to Britain and its agents in the area,
Mr. Al-Asnag said that they had warned Mr. Greenwood
that if the British Government persisted in this policy, it
would create more troubles for itself, for it would not find
anyone in the popular organizations to bargain with. He added
that they had also warned the sheikhs ami sultans who were
British agents that they would be considered enemies of the
people if they persisted in their co-operation with imperialism.
A call had been directed by their leaders to the people of the
Occupied South for further solidarity, asking them to close
their ranks and redouble their resistance to British schemes
as a means of realizing their aspirations. Mr. AI-Asnag also
stated that many citizens were' being held in prison in Aden

Addendum to ••enda item 23

London. talks

41. The meetings of the working par~y began in London
on 3 August, under the chairmanship of the Colonial Secretary.
Representation at the talks was as follows: South Arabian
Federal Government, four; Aden Government, three; Q'aiti,
Kathiri and Mahra, one each; the Peoples Socialist Party and
the South Arabians League, one each. Before the meetings
began it was announced that, because of "communications
difficulties", the Mahra representative would be unable to
attend. The talks continued until 8 August when they were
broken off.

42. In a statement issued after the talks had broken off,
Mr. Greenwood said that the main obstacle to agreement was
"the insistence of certain delegations on 100 per cent acceptance
of United Nations General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII)
of 1963 without qualification". In a further statement, Mr.
Greenwood emphasized that it remained the United Kingdom's
intention that South Arabia should move on to independence
not later than 1968, and that it was hoped all the existing
States of the area would be included. On this basis the United
Kingdom would renew talks, urgently, at any time. With
reference to the state of emergency, Mr. Greenwood offered
to consider "any proposals with regard to the state of emer
gency in Aden which are consistent with the safety of the
civilian and service population, Arab and British alike, and
the security of the base". The statement also said that dis
cussions were being arranged about the return of the South
Arabian leaders who were abroad. In connexion with the
base, the statement said: "It has always been and remains
our intention that the future of any defence facilities should
be a matter of negotiations between ourselves and the new
Government of the new State." The statement also said that
there must be no avoidable delay in the liberalization of the
Constitution of the Territory and welcomed the fact that
the Federal, Q'aiti and Kathiri Governments were urgently
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I i it totally rejected :Mr. Greenwood's proposal to hold a con
ireY f stitutional conference in London later this ycar. The leader

of the National Front, Mr. Qahtan Shaabl, who issued the
pose statement, pledged himself to combat thc idea of a conference
icws ., "by nll methods", and snid the National Front would consider
abia i any South Arnbinn eltiaen p"rtaking in the proposed con-

••..i
r
.. , Ierence as a "traitor". "'le reiterated his statement that the

sent United Nations resolut' .IlS were inadequate Ior the present
the stage of the struggle (seepara, 25 above),

yyid 39. It was also reported on 28 July that Mr. Al-Asnag,
con- ~ leader of the Peoples Socialist Party, had arrived in Cairo
was ! to consult the exiled leaders of Fadhli, Audhali and Aulaqi
.cm- states on the Colonial Secretary's recent proposals. Mr. AI-
igue Asnag dectared there that he and 0:1 er South Arabian leaders
was . • agreed with Mr. Greenwood's proposal that a working party
sing representing the various political forces in South Arabia should
rary go to London as soon as possible to discuss an agenda for

the constitutional conference.

40. Before his departure {or London, Mr. Mackawee is re
portcd to have stated that previous conferences held in London
were designed solely to carry out the colonial aims of the
United Kingdom and to water down the people's aspirations.
The forthcoming constitutional conference had not yet been
decided upon. Its convening depended on the agreement of all
parties concerned in the working party. He addcd: "While
we appreciate the position taken by the National Front and
its faith in an armed revolution, we feel that negotiations are
the suitable means to solve the question of the South at this
juncture. Our readiness to attend the meetings of the working
party does not mean that we are under an obligation to
attend the constitutional conference. The Aden Government
agrees with all nationalist organizations on the basic aims and
principles and our policy stems from the popular will. We
{eel that what we are asking for is the same as what the
National Front is asking for," In reply to a question con
cerning the attitude of the United Kingdom regarding his
Government's demands, Mr. Mackawee replied: "The attitude
of the United Kingdom, as explained to us by the Colonial
Secretary, is that it would carry out our demands if all
parties concerned agreed to them."
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State of elllcrgcllcy

54. The state of emergency, which was declared in December
1963, continues in force throughout the Territory. An increase
in incidents involving bombs and bazookas has been reported.
These attacks have been mainly directed against servicemen
and members of the Aden police.

55. On 5 June, the National Front for the Liberation of
the Occupied South of Yemen was officially declared by the
High Commissioner to be a terrorist organization under
Aden emergency regulations. On 6 June, the Aden Ministers,
under Mr. Mackawee, issued a statement in which they disso
ciated themselves totally from Sir Richard TurnbuIl's action
which they felt was a "retrograde step intended to undermine
the present Government and perhaps to compel it to resign".

56. On the same day, aLaS issued a statement condemning
the regulations as "fascist measures", and accusing the High
Commissioner of "formally converting Aden into a closed
area no longer open to basic civil rights or public liberties".
Continuing, the statement said that no negotiations on the
political future of the Territory could ever be conducted in
"the present fearful, Nazi-designed atmosphere". World public
opinion should appreciate that violence and political unrest were
the normal consequences of such an "unwise and arrogant
policy". The entire population of Aden was determined to
make all the sacrifices necessary to free their country from
foreign rule and from the aggressive military base. In con
clusion, the aLaS statement said that the situation in Aden
and the Protectorates was a threat to the peace and security
of the area, and called for United Nations intervention.

57. In a statement issued on the same day, the Nationa!
Front for the Liberation of the Occupied South of Yemen
said that the atrocities committed by Britain in the Occupied
South was but a proof of the strength of the revolution, which
was inflicting heavy damage on the enemy. The British would
have to imprison the entire people of the Occupied South to
destroy the revolution.

58. On 7 July, Sheikh Nashir Abdullah Al-Saqladi, ruler
of the Sheikhdom of Shaib, was shot to death. His Sheikhdom,
bordering Yemen, had recently joined the Federation. The
National Front, which claimed credit for similar actions in
Aden, also claimed credit for the assassination of Sheikh AI
Saqladi. In a broadcast on 9 July, a National Front spokesman
stated that Sheikh Nashir Abdul!ah Al-Saqladi had been warned
twice to stop his action as n "British agent".

Military operations i,~ the Territory

59. Military activity between British forces and those of
the National Front continues. In his statement before the
Special Committee on 16 ,Tune, Mr. Shaabi of the National
Front said that United Kingdom aggression had recently been
expanded to cover the whole country. After giving particulars
of the effect of the continuous bombardments carried out by
the British Air Force, he said that there was in fact a state
of war in the Territory, and United Kingdom claims that only
smal! operations were involved in repelling outside aggression
were merely designed to deceive world public opinion. There

: the Prot"t""" W;t1'''~~=::~:~"::::::~t"" ;'dC:"~f:=:::l}:;;:::'"::
including fifteen leaders of the revolution in the Occupied This visit had been very successful and OLOS
Sonth, were in exile and were not allowed to return home. "ssurcd of support' in its struggle.
Mr. Al-Asnag is also reported to have said that the question 53. On 4 August, the Executive Council of the Aden Trades
should be drawn to the attention of the Security Council. Union Congress (ATUC) was reported to have declared that ~ ~

48. In a further statement on 17 August, MI·. Al-Asnag since the Peoples Socialist Party had declared itself dissolved
said that Britain had to make the next move because "she and had thus dissociated itself from ATUC, it wished to "{\fi •

terminated the talks for reasons best known to her; as far inform public opinion and all workers that it no longer gave
as wc are concerned, there is no change in our position". He its support and allegiance to any political organization and
reiterated his demand for the futl implementation of the United had not authorized anyone to speak on its behalf on the po- .ilNations resolutions and said: "We want straight talk about litical level. It would continue to observe political developments
independence and no bargaining." with great attention and should it feel that the interest and

49. On the same day, Mr. Shaikhan Alhabshi of the South future of the country warranted its interference it would do so.
Arabian League said that his party would not take part in Should the trade union movement in Aden feel that any group ~
any further conference unless Britain adopted a more liberal or organization in the nationalist field was sincere in following ';
policy. the right way to achieve the aims and aspirations of the l

50. Following the London talks, Mr, Mackawee and the people it would not hesitate to give this group or organization,
Aden Minister for Finance, Mr. Khalifa Abdulla Hasson its support. I
Khali fa, had discussions with the secretariat of the Arab ~
League in Cairo. In a statement issued on 12 August, Dr. Sayed t
Nofal, Acting Secretary-General of the Arab League, said that \ .
Mr. Mackawee had asked the Secretary-General of the Arab
League "to convey the viewpoints of the leaders of the national • -
bodies in the Occupied South about the British attitude towards
the South to the Government of the Arab countries and the
Arab League Council". He also stated that the issue would
be submitted to the Arab Foreign Minister's Conference, to
be held in Casablanca beginning 9 September.

Mcrser of political parties
51. In February 1965, following a meeting in Cairo of

nationalist parties and leaders sponsored by the Arab League,
a new organization was formed, known as the Organization
for the Liberation of the Occupied South (Ol.OS). On 7 May,
it was reported that after attending a conference in Taiz, the
Peoples Socialist Party, the South Arabian League and the
Committee for the Liberation of the Occupied South of
Yemen had decided that in two months' time they would merge
with aLaS to undertake a struggle against British colonialism
in South Arabia. The deposed Sultan of Fadbli and other exiled
sheikhs were among the 200 persons attending the conference.
The conference decided that the Peoples Socialist Party and
the South Arabian League should set up a joint committee
in Aden to lead the national struggle in the name of aLaS,
pending the merger. It was announced that a national council
of all South Arabians opposed to the colonialist presence would
be formed, and that a committee had been charged with making
contact with all tribes and leading persons for the purpose
of selecting members of this council. Those attending the
conference were reported to have pledged allegiance to aLaS
and to have decided to form an interim supreme command
of OLOS to mobilize the national forces and organize their
efforts. They were also reported to have undertaken to in
tensify their struggle against British colonialism and its
"stooges", and to have sought the help and support of all
Arab and friendly countries.

52. On 30 July, Mr. Al-Asnag announced that, in accordance
with the agreement reached at the meetings in May, further
meetings had been held t~tween 14 and 17 July at Taiz, Attend
inz were Sultan Ahmed bin Abdullah al Fadhli, Sultan Mo
ha~med bin Aideroos, Amir Jabin bin Husayn, and repre
sentatives of the South Arabian League, the Committee for
the Liberation of the Occupied South of Yemen, and the
Peoples Socialist Party. In a statement issued at the con
clusion of the meeting, it was announced that at these meet
ings the representatives of the Peoples Socialist Party and the
Committee for the Liberation of the Occupied South of Yemen
had agreed to dissolve their organizations and merge them
with Ol.O'S, The representative of the South Arabian League
stated, however, that his party was not prepared to disband
and incorporate itself into aLaS. The membership of the
South Arabian League had been suspended for one month
"to give it an opportunity to reconsider its attitude". If it
had not changed its attitude by the end of that time it would
be regarded as expelled from OLOS. Mr. Al-Asnag said that
a delegation from OLOS had visited Cairo to make contact
with the Secretary-General of the Arab League and with
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was no outside intervention j the armed struggle going on was
the result of the spontaneous uprising of the people,

60. Incidents have continued to occur along the border with
Yemen. In connexlon with these incidents, four letters (S/6489,
5/6564, S/6591, S/6617) have been addressed to the President
of the Security Council and to the Secretary-General in July
and August 1965 by the Permanent Representative of the
United Kingdom and of Yemen.

Supplemellta,.y tl'eat~1 between tlic United Kingdom alld the
Fcderatioll of Soutl: A:'obia

61. It was announced on 12 August 1965 that the United
Kingdom and the Federation of South Arabia had signed a
supplementary treaty which was reported to restrict the Fed
eration's obligation to accept British advice to matters con
cerning external affairs, defence and the Federal Public
Service. The report states that this limitation had been agreed
to in July 1964 and that, in January 1965, Mr. Greenwood had
informed the Federal Government that, until a treaty was
signed, the United Kingdom would only exercise its advisor)'
powers in these fields. Before the public announcement was
made, Mr. Mackawee, on 20 July, called for the abrogation
of the Treaty of Friendship and Protection between the United
Kingdom and the South Arabian Federation. Mr. Mackawee
said that the treaty was entirely unacceptable to the people
of Aden; he therefore demanded its abrogation.

CONTACIS WITH THE ADlI1INIST.zRING POWER

62. At its meeting on 23 August 1965, the Sub-Committee
on Aden decided to invite the representative of the United
Kingdom to make a statement on recent events concerning the
Territory and on the steps the United Kingdom had taken to
implement the United Nations resolutions. The Sub-Committee
also decided once again to request the United Kingdom to permit
the Sub-Committee to visit the Territory, in accordance with
the resolutions of the General Assembly and the Special Com
mittee. The Chairman was requested to arrange a meeting with
the representative of the United Kingdom in order to transmit
these requests.

63. At this meeting, the representative of the United King
dom stated, in answer to the Sub-Committee's request to visit
the Territory, that there had been no change in the cir
cumstances in South Arabia which would cause the United
Kingdom Government to modify its earlier decisions regarding
a visit.

64. The representative of the United Kingdom also informed
the Chairman that he would be willing to make a statement
to the Sub-Committee but that he would be unable to say very
much about recent developments that went beyond the public
statements already made by United Kingdom Ministers.

65. The representative of the United Kingdom made his
statement to the Sub-Committee on Aden at its meeting on
2 September. He began his statement by referring to the
decision by the Colonial Secretary in May 1965 to appoint a
constitutional commission which, it was considered, was the
best way to help in the process of furthering discussion between
the Governments and political parties in South Arabia about
the various possibilities of constitutional development. For
reasons of which he felt the Sub-Committee would be aware,
it was not possible to proceed with that initiative and the
commission had to postpone its departure. Because of those
difficulties, the Colonial Secretary had decided to visit the
Territory himself and had done so between 23 and 25 July.

66. During his visit, the Colonial Secretary had had valuable
and constructive discussions with representatives of the Federal
Government, the Aden State Government, the Peoples Socialist
Party, and the South Arabian League. The Governments of
Q'aiti and Kathiri States had also been fully consulted. The
discussions had been directed towards finding a procedure
through which all the Governments and parties concerned in
South Arabia could resume discussion of the pressing constitu
tional problems and had as their starting point, first, the
generally accepted principles of self-determination and in
dependence expressed in General Assembly resolution 1949
(XVIII) and, secondly, the declared intention of the United

Kingdom Government to bring South Arabia to independence
not later than 1968. As a result of these discussions, the Colonial
Secretary had proposed that a representative working party
should be set up to meet in London under his chairmanship
in the first week of August in order to prepare the agenda for
a constitutional conference to be held in December. He had
recognized that such a working party was only a step towards
resolving the difficult matters at issue, but it was thought that
it should make it possible to identify the area of agreement
and the problems which would have to be dealt with at the
constitutional conference, It was also the intention that the
same body of delegates attending the working party would
continue to meet in Aden after it was over tu co-ordinate the
detailed study of those problems.

67. The representative of the United Kingdom stated that
there were three points which the Sub-Committee on Aden
might find of particular interest. First, the area of agreement
was considerable j it had been agreed that there should be a
working party, and that its starting points should be the same
as those of the Aden discussions he had already described-two
points on which the Sub-Committee was also agreed. Secondly,
the object of the working party was to prepare the way for
a constitutional conference-which the Special Committee itself
had urged his Government to call in its resolution of 17 May
1965. Thirdly, the difficulties were appreciated in advance: there
was a great area of detail to be covered by the working party
and by the constitutional conference in setting up the machinery
on which an independent government embracingthe whole area
would be able to function, but it was hoped that the working
party would be able at least to identify the problems.

68. In connexion with the meetings of the working party
and the reasons why it had not succeeded in its objectives, the
representatlve of the United Kingdom read out the following
statement made by the Colonial Secretary on 7 August:

"I deeply regret that the South Arabian Working Party
has been unable to reach agreement on "he agenda for the
full scale constitutional conference to be held in London in
December. All members of the Working Party recognized
what were the main essential items for the agenda if constitu
tional development was to proceed rapidly enough for the
implementation of the British Government's declared intention
to bring South Arabia to independence by 1968. Several items,
however, were proposed for the agenda in terms which
implied acceptance of a particular solution and which could
have been held to prejudice the issues involved. The sole
purpose for which all delegates agreed to come to Lon.don
was to prepare the conference agenda. It was not to prejudge
the issues, and the Working Party was convened on the
understanding that agreement on items in the conference
agenda implied no commitment on the part of any delegation
to one particular solution or another.

"After five days of intensive study and discussion it has
become apparent that the wilt to agree does not yet exist•
I have therefore had to conclude that we can make no further
progress in the Working Party until there is a fuller measure
of confidence between the Governments and Parties of South
Arabia.

"The main obstacle to agreement was the insistence of
certain delegations on a .hundred per cent acceptance of
General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII) of 1963 without
qualification.

"At the outset of the talks I made clear the British Gov
ernment's whole-hearted acceptance of the principles of self
determination and independence for South Arabia set out
in the resolution. It is the declared intention of the British
Government to bring South Arabia to independence not later
than 1968.

"The meetings also provided an opportunity to state our
position with regard to the future of the base. The base is
not a constitutional issue. We had declared that such defence
interests as we may have in the area after independence can
only be maintained with the consent of the people of the
area expressed through their legitimate government. We have
agreed to negotiate for any defence facilities we may want
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in the area with the South Arabian Government at the time
of independence.

"Although it lay strictly outside the terms of reference
for the Working Party we also had useful discussions about
the .internal security situation and the means adopted to
deal with it. We explained that while terrorism, violence
and intimidation continue, and the British Government is
ultimately responsible for law and order, emergency measures
must be maintained to deal with it. Some of the delegates
pressed the Federal Government and ourselves to lift the
emergency at once, without any assurance that violence
would cease. Both of us offered to arrange further discussions
in Aden as to whether any early relaxations were feasible.

"We were also both of us ready to arrange further discus
sions on the difficult problem of the return of certain South
Arabian notables who in the past few years had either fled
the country or had been required to leave it.

"All this represented a great step forward and seemed to
promise agreement over a wider field. Unfortunately, the
Aden Government and delegations of the Peoples Socialist
Party felt it necessary to go back to their demand for nothing
less than complete and literal acceptance of the United
Nations resolution, including the lifting of the state of
Emergency, and made clear that they would not continue to
participate in the talks unless their other demands in regard
to the emergency and so on were made."

69. Turning to the question of the future, the representative
of the United Kingdom read out a further statement made by
the Colonial Secretary on 8 August. The statement read as
follows:

"It remains our firm intention that South Arabia shall move
into independence not later than 1968, and we hope and will
do our utmost to ensure .that all the existing States of South
Arabia will form part of the new independent State.

"Vie are ready at any time to resume talks in preparation
for an independence conference and we hope that all Gov
ernments and Parties in South Arabia will regard this as a
matter of the utmost urgency.

"Meanwhile we will gladly consider any proposals with
regard to the state of Emergency in Aden which are con
sistent with the safety of the civilian and service population,
Arab and Eritish alike, and the security of the Base.

"We are arranging discussions between the Governments
and Parties concerned about the return of those South
Arabian leaders who are now living outside their country.

"It has always been, and remains, our intention that the
future of any defence facilities should be a matter for
negotiation between ourselves and the Government of the
new State. It is the expressed view of Her Majesty's Gov
ernment that no base is militarily or morally defensible
unless it has the support of the people of the territory in
which it is situated.

"It is most important that there should be no further
avoidable delay in making progress towards liberalization
of the constitutions of the territory between now and in
dependence, and we welcome the fact that the Federal Gov
ernment and the Q'aiti and Kathiri Governments are urgently
considering what can be done to modernize present institutions
and laws.

"'Ne are also proposing to the Aden Government that steps
should be taken to establish a more representative franchise
in Aden State.

"It is of the utmost importance that none of the Govern
ments or Parties in South Arabia should say or do anything
which would further exacerbate the situation and make the
establishment of confidence between them more difficult."

70. In conclusion, the representative of the United Kingdom
said that he thought these statements would show that his
Government was patiently continuing, in the face of a very
difficult set of problems, its efforts towards the objectives of
self-determination and the earliest possible independence for
South Arabia.

CONCLUSIONS

71. The situation in Aden and the Protectorates continues
to be extremely serious. In this connexion, the Sub-Committee
on Aden notes with increasing concerti that the administering l
Power has not lifted the state of emergency, which, through ,'jl
the arbitrary powers it confers on police and security forces
in such matters as arrest, search and detention without trial,
serves to increase tension. The Sub-Committee notes that this
policy has been maintained despite repeated demands for the
lifting of the state of emergency, not only from the United l
Nations, but also from the political parties of the Territory
and the Aden State Legislature. It also notes with concern
that military operations continue to be carried out against the •
people of the Territory. The Sub-Committee, therefore, reite- I
rates the view expressed in its last report that the situation ~

in the area is still critical and explosive and should be closely
followed so that, if necessary, it can be drawn to the attention
of the Security Council. ~

72. The measures and steps taken by the administering )
Power in the months since May when the Special Committee \~
last considered the question have been inadequate and have •
fallen short of the minimum requirements set out in General "It.
Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII). For this reason, the ad
ministering Power's attempts to reach agreement with the
political leaders have not been successful and have not reduced 'I
tension in the area. Indeed, recent events in the area indicate I
that tension has increased. The Sub-Committee, therefore,
maintains its previously expressed belief that the policies being
pursued by the administering Power are giving rise to tension
in the area.

73. An encouraging development in the Territory over the
past months has been the growing number of statements by
political leaders and organizations in the Territory in support ~
of General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII). The Sub
Committee draws attention, in particular, to the insistence by I

the political leaders on the full implementation b)' the ad- .~
ministering Power of this resolution, and to the fears that ~'
something less than what is contained in that resolution may ~i),':,:".
be offered. It is the Sub-Committee's considered belief that
the action called for in that resolution constitutes the absolute
minimum that is required and that nothing short of its strict
implementation can be accepted.

74. The Sub-Committee notes the attempts made by the I
Government of the United Kingdom over the past months in
pursuit of its declared intention to grant independence to South •
Arabia by 1968. It also notes the statement by the Colonial r
Secretary affirming his Government's "whole-hearted acceptance J~
of the principles of self-determination and independence for 0
South Arabia set out in the resolution". It is the Sub-Corn- ~

mittee's view, however, that the failure of both the proposed l
constitutional commission and the London talks held in August
can be attributed to the refusal by the Government of the I
United Kingdom to accept the provisions of General Assembly 'I.
resolution 1949 (XVIII) which, it would point out, not only ~.

sets out principles but also outlines the methods whereby ~\

self-determination and independence may be achieved. As long I
as the Government of the United Kingdom fails to accept these .~

methods, which have been accepted by the political leaders,
and fails to base its approaches and proposals on them, there
would seem to be no hope of any progress, The Sub-Committee
would further point out that the present wide measure of ac
ceptance of the methods laid down in General Assembly resolu-
tion 1949 (XVIII) may not last indefinitely. The patience of
the people of South Arabia in the face of the continued delay
in freeing them from colonial rule will soon run out, and it
is hardly necessary for the Sub-Committee to draw attention
to the fact that in some quarters in South Arabia there are
those who already feel that the United Nations resolution ['
does not go far enough. The Sub-Committee, therefore, reiterates
the belief expressed in its last 'report that a clear-cut statement
by the United Kingdom accepting the provisions of General
Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1949 (XVIII) would
be an absolute minimum and would go a long way towards
reducing tension in the area. At this stage, it would emphasize
the pressing need for practical steps to be taken without delay
to implement the provisions of General Assembly resolution

Jo
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African nationalist political parties. However, it ",'as
received with varying degrees of enthusiasm by certain
elements in the Territories, notably among the Euro
pean settlers (mostly South Africans) and by the com
mercial interests in Swaziland.

4. Two months later, after denying that South
Africa was interfering in their affairs, as had been
suggested by certain African nationalist leaders, Mr.
Verwoerd stated that South Africa was prepared to
live in good neighbourliness and friendship with these
Territories and that its declared policy was non
interference in the internal affairs of any other State.

5. Subsequently, Mr. Verwoerd was reported to
have given the highest priority to his plan for positive
co-operation between South Africa and the Territories,
as well as with Angola, Mozambique, Southern Rho
desia and certain African States to the north. This plan,
which according to reports has since become a major
foreign policy objective, stresses the importance of
early independence for, and the prosperity of, the three
Territories. The plan also envisages, as the next step,
an embryo of a commonwealth of States of Southern
Africa and, in the economic sphere, a common market
of Southern Africa. The reported conclusion of a firm
military alliance between South Africa, Portugal and
Southern Rhodesia in December 1964 was thought to
be in line with this plan.

6. Early in 1965, elections were held in Basutoland
and Bechuanaland which were won by the Basutoland

CHAPTER VII

BASUTOLAND, BECHUANALAND AND SWAZILAND

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

1. General
1. Information on Basutoland, Bechuanaland and

Swaziland is contained in the reports of the Special
Committee to the General Assembly at its seventeenth
(A/S238, chap. V), eighteenth (A/S446/Rev.1, chap.
IX) and nineteenth (A/SSOO/Rev.l, chap. VIII) ses
sions. Supplementary information on recent political
developments concerning the Territories and on eco
nomic, social and educational conditions is set out below.

Political developments
2. South Africa has long occupied a dominant po

sition in the political and economic life of Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland, and of recent years has
sought to strengthen its hold over them, a matter over
which the General Assembly and the Special Committee
have expressed deep concern..

3. As noted in the report of the Special Committee
to the General Assembly at its nineteenth session, cover
ing its work during 1964 (A/SSOO/Rev.l, chap. VIII),
Mr. Hendrik F. Verwoerd, Prime Minister of South
Africa, suggested to the three Territories in 1963 that
they would advance more rapidly if his country should
replace the United Kingdom as their guardian and guide
towards independence and prosperity within the frame
work of a South African commonwealth. This plan,
designed to turn the Territories into "Bantu home
lands", was rejected by the United Kingdom and the

~~ 1949 (XVIII) while the present widespread support for the Committee, namely, the holding of a conference for the
resolution remains. purpose of deciding on the necessary constitutional measures

75. In this connexion, the Sub-Committee on Aden has for holding such elections and the establishment of the proper
.l closely considered the statement made by the Colonial Secretary atmosphere in which elections could be held through the

I
t on 8 August. It is encouraged that discussions are being abolition of the state of emergency, as well as the repeal of

arranged concerning the return of South Arabian leaders now all laws restricting public freedom, the cessation of all repres-
.• living outside their country. It is the Sub-Committee's view sive actions against the people of the Territory, the release of
. that the independence conference contemplated in this statement political detainees and the return of exiles. At the same time,

should not be held until after the general elections have been the steps outlined in resolution 1949 (XVIII) should be

i held, as set out in General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII). taken to arrange for an effective United Nations presence
The Sub-Committee notes that the United Kingdom will con- before and during these elections. After elections have been

, sider any proposals with regard to the state of emergency held and a representative government has been formed, con-

I
consistent with the security of the civilian and service population versations should be opened without delay with that Govern-
and the securit f th b se Th' 1 e e fall fIt f merit for the purpose of fixing the date for the granting of

~.' what is calledYf~r, wilic~ is n~~hi~~Wl~s\hanS tl~: ~~:ple~e independence and making the arrangements for the transfer
abolition of the state of emergency. of power.

'1 i6. The Sub-Committee also notes with regret that none of 79. Th:: Sub-Committee on Aden reiterates the provisions of

t
the recent statements made on behalf of the United Kingdom General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII) with regard to the
Government has contained any clear-cut, unequivocal acceptance military base in Aden. It notes in the reference to the base

v of the role that the United Nations itself is called upon to made in the statement by the Colonial Secretary of 8 AugustI play in the affairs of the people of this Territory, in particular, that it was his intention that the future of any defence facilities
'l~- with regard to the United Nations presence which is called should be a matter of negotiation between the United Kingdom

for in General Assembly resolution 1949 (XVIII) before and and the Government of the new State, and that it was the
during the general elections. expressed view of his Government that no base is militarily

j 77. The Sub-Committee deeply regrets that the Government or morally defensible unless it has the support of the people
of the United Kingdom continues to refuse to permit the of the Territory in which it is situated.
Sub-Committee to visit the Territory in accojdance with the 80. The seriousness of the situation in Aden and the
resolutions of the General Assembly and the Special Committee. Protectorates and the possibility of a grave deterioration in

78. The Sub-Committee is convinced that the administering the situation unless the United Kingdom tu-ces immediate
, 'i Power's immediate objective should be the holding of general measures to implement General Assembly resolution 1949

elections throughout the Territory and that it should direct (XVIII) leads the Sub-Committee on Aden to believe that the
all its efforts towards arranging for them without delay. The Special Committee should recommend that the question of
immediate steps should be those outlined in General Assembly Aden be examined by the General Assembly at its forthcoming
resolution 1949 (XVIII) and in the resolutions of the Special session as a matter of urgency.
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National Party and the Bechuanaland Democratic Party
respectively.

7. On 4 March 1965, Mr. Verwoerd was reported
to have said that he had sent personal congratulations
to Mr. Seretse Khama, the leader of the Bechuanaland
Democratic Party, on his election victory. The ban on
Mr. Khama's entry into South Africa had been lifted
in October 1964. This was done, Mr. Verwoerd stated,
"when it became clear that Bechuanaland had been
placed on the road to independence and after I had
indicated on behalf of the South African Government
that, since this was in accordance with the policy of
separate development, the Republic would desire
friendly relations with such a neighbour State". The
details of relations with Bechuanaland could, according
to him, be negotiated only when independence was
achieved. It would not be possible for Mr. Khama to
visit South Africa without "mutually acceptable
arrangements".

8. On 10 March 1965, Mrs. Eirene White, Parlia
mentary Under-Secretary at the United Kingdom Co
lonial Office, together with other officials from the
Colonial Office and the Ministry of Overseas Devel
opment, visited the Territories to study current and
long-term problems. Following recent discussions be
tween the United Kingdom Government and the Secre
tary-General, a team consisting of two nominees of
the Secretary-General and one nominee of the United
Kingdom was sent to the three Territories during May
and June 1965, to investigate and advise upon the scope
for additional economic and technical assistance to these
Territories.

9. According to reports, a special border commission
was to be formed during the last quarter of 1964 by
the Governments of South Africa and the three Terri
tories to settle existing territorial disputes along their
common frontiers. It was reported that the commission
was unlikely to go into major disputes involving sov
ereignty claimed by these. Territories over areas which
now form part of South Africa.

EC01lOmic conditions

10. South Africa signed a new series of agreements
on economic ties with Portugal in October 1964 and a
new trade agreement with Southern Rhodesia in the
following month. The conclusion of these agreements
was believed to represent an important step towards
the establishment of a common market of Southern
Africa as envisaged by Mr. Verwoerd.

11. It is also believed that another tendency in this
direction is the maintenance of the existing'arrange
ments for close economic association between South
Africa and the three Territories. An account of these
arrangements is given in the last report of the Special
Committee to the General Assembly (A/58oo/Rev.l,
chap. VIII).

12. With the accession to power in 1964 of a tradi
tionalist and European-supported Government in Swazi
land, that Territory's economic relations with the
Republic were expected to become even closer. Mr. C.
F. Todd, elected member of the Imbokodo Party, who,
as a member of the Executive Council, is in charge of
the portfolio of natural resources, agriculture and
mining, has expressed his firm belief that development
funds and initiative must in future come mainly from
South Africa and that in order to encourage invest
ment from this source, Swazi politics must be suffi
ciently conservative in nature.

13. Similar views have been expressed by certain
political leaders in the other two Territories, whose
economies are much weaker and more dependent on
South Africa. As in the case of Swaziland, their Gov
ernments consist of parties favouring the maintenance
of ties with South Africa, which have also declared
their intention of seeking development aid from the
Republic.

14. Until 1945, the United Kingdom, according to
reports, provided no financial or technical aid to the
three Territories. Since then, they have received such
assistance but it has not been considered sufficient to
reduced their economic dependence on South Africa,
and their leaders have continued to express dissatis
faction with the pace of economic development.

Educational conditions

15. The University of Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland was opened at Rorna, Basucoland, on
9 October 1964. The University, with forty academic
staff members and 200 students, was expected to offer
courses leading to a general bachelors degree in arts
and in economics, as well as specialized bachelors degrees
in administration, economics and law. The curriculum
was eventually to be expanded to include specialized
five-year courses. Students were to be enrolled regard
less of nationality, race, religion or sex. It was antici
pated that the University would be expanded to accom
modate by 1967 some 300 students drawn primarily,
but not exclusively, from the Territories. In this con
nexion, the United Kingdom Government has recently
agreed to provide aid of £475,000 up to 1966 for the
University. Of this amount, £ 150,000 will be pro
vided in direct aid, and over £ 150,000 by the three
Territories out of funds given by the United Kingdom
Government in grant-in-aid and Colonial Development
and Welfare funds.

2. B asutoland

Political and constitutional developments
New Constitution.

16. As noted in the last report of the Special Com
mittee to the General Assembly (A/5800/Rev.l, chap.
VIII), the Secretary of State for the Colonies stated
at the 1964 Constitutional Conference that every effort
would be made to ensure the holding of {he elections
for the new Nationa~ AsserylblY before the end of 1964.

17. The elections,' however, took place on 29 April
1965. Earlier, a number of complaints were made by
several political leaders in the Territory about the delay
in the holding of these elections and about the organi
zational arrangements.

18. On 30 April 1965, the new Constitution which
was agreed in outline at the 1964 Conference came
into operation. Paramount Chief Moshoeshoe II took
the oath of office as the Queen's Representative in
Basutoland, and the present Resident Commissioner
became British Government Representative.

19. On 13 May 1965, addressing the first session
of Basutoland's new Parliament established after the
latest elections, the Paramount Chief said that the
Territory would seek closer co-operation with South
Africa during the pre-independence period, and would
work under the new Constitution "for achievement of
independence in the shortest possible time".

J.
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ies, whose '} 20. All sixty seats in the new National Assembly Dr. Makotoko became President of the Senate which
iendent on were contested by the three main parties in the elec- had been set up under the new Constitution. Early in
their Gov- tions. They were: the Basutoland Congress Party 1964, he replaced Chief S. S. Matete as the party's
iaintenance .} (BCP), which held thirty of the forty elected seats head. Chief Matete has since organized his own political
:0 declared in the dissolved Legislature; the Basutoland National party, the Marerna-Tlou Party.
! from the Party (BNP); and the Marerna-Tlou Freedom Party Economic conditions

(MTF?). The elections were also contested by the General
Marema-Tlou Party (MTP), which put up thirty-seven
candidates, and by a few independents. It was reported 26. As stated in the last report of the Special Corn-
that on polling day, riot squads stood by in the Terri- mittee, the economy has depended principally on crop
tory and that British troops were alerted to move in cultivation, the rcising of livestock and the earnings

~ • from Swaziland in the event of an outbreak of violence of labour employed outside the Territory. Economically
following the declaration of the election results. important movements of goods and people have oc-

21. Of the sixty seats in the new National Assembly, curred primarily between Basutoland and South Africa
the BNP won thirty-one, the RCP twenty-five and rather than within Basutoland itself.
the MTFP four. The MTFP was expected to line up 27. Since the Territory's economic growth has re-
with the BNP in the Assembly. The main surprise in mained slow, more and more Basuto have found it
the elections, fought mainly on the issue of the Ter- necessary to seek v-ork abroad. The total population

I ~ ritory's relations with South Africa, was considered was estimated to have increased from about 700000
to be the defeat of Chief Leabua jonnthan, the BNP to 1 million between 1951 and 1964, and the number
leader. It was announced that Chief Sekhonyana of Basuto residents outside the Territory and mainly
Maseribane, the deputy leader, would be appointed dependent on employment in South Africa from some
acting Prime Minister until a safe seat was found for 130,000 to over 220,000 du: hl~. the same period. The
Chief Jonathan. inflow into the Territory of earnings of these workers

22. Immediately after the elections, the BNP stated has grown in importance.
that it would ask for independence within a year, but Land, agriculture and liuestock
that Basutoland would remain in the Commonwealth.
The BNP also expressed its desire to establish diplo- 28. Of the total area of nearly 12,000 square miles,
matic relations with the Republic, and to apply for perhaps 1,500 are cultivable; much of the remainder
membership of the United Nations as well as the is gr~ss land suitable only for grazing. The land is
Organization of African Unity (OAU). The party hel~ 111 trust for the Basuto nation by the Paramount
also declared that its main efforts in the economic Chief and may not be alienated. Gracing rights are
sphere would be directed towards industrialization and communal, but arable land is allocated to individuals
that development aid for this purpose would be invited and families by chiefs. There are few non-African
from South Africa and other industrial countries. settlers in the Territory. The scarcity of amble land

has .c~ntinued to underline t!le need to increase pro-
Political parties ductivity. In recent years, improvement in farming
23. The Basutoland. Congress Party (BCP), led by methods has been hampered by the lack of security

Mr. Ntsu Mokhehle, IS reported to be the oldest po- of .te~ltlre and by ~he fragmentation perpetuated by the
litical party in the Territory. Mr. Mokhehle has in existing system ot tenure.
the past been critical of United Kingdom and South . 29. The Territory experienced severe drought dur-
African policies in regard to Basutoland. His parf mg the latter half of 1963, thus reducing the prospects
has made it clear that it stands firmly for inde -n'.1dence of a good maize harvest. Famine existed in certain
by the end of 1965, despite the postponemen, of the mountain districts, owing to shortages arisinz from
elections. The party has reportedly threatened to join poor transport facilities. b

the boycott movement against South Africa and has 30•. Soil conservation has remained an urgent prob-
undertaken to ensure that after independence the lem 111 Basutoland. According to the administering
Orange Free State of the Republic is reintegrated Power, there was a marked deterioration in established
into Basutoland. It is also believed that the party maintenance works in 1963, largely because of an in-
intends to reduce the political role of the chieftancy adequacy of professional supervision and a lack of
and to discourage missionary activity in the Territory. awareness among the people of the serious dangers of

24. On the other hand, the BNP is thought to soil erosion. To remedy the situation, a Natural Re-
favour closer relations with South Africa. Chief jona- sources Board was formed with the task of ensuring
than formed the party in 1959 in order to "reunite that the conservation requirements of the Territory
the chiefs with the people". In the 1960 elections, the were met. During the year there was some progress
party was reported to have received heavy support in reclamation work; 9,000 acres were protected by
from certain of the local Christian churches, but failed contour plowing and in addition dams were constructed.
to attract significant support. Recently, according to Work on land-use planning had been held up because
reports, the party obtained substantial funds from South of shortage of staff. However, an agro-ecological plan
African interests and made considerable progress in was recently approved by the Government to meet the
rallying the support of voters. The party has reportedly vital need for increasing agricultural production and
expressed itself in favour of the integration of Basuto- conservation of the soil.
land within the South African "Bantu homelands" 31 1. In 963, the Progressive Farmers' Scheme, sup-
system. ported by credit facilities, continued to make some

25. The Marema-Tlou Freedom Party, headed by progress. The total number of registered farmers in-
Dr. Seth Makotoko, has links with the African National creased from 621 in 1902 to 758 in 1963. Some farmers
Congress in South Africa and is said to be supported tried to consolidate their holdings but met with opposi-
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Power
38. The Territory has one power station in Maseru,

which was extended in 1963 by the installation of two
1,000 k.W, t·,rho-alternators. At the beginning of 1965,
a small hydroetectric scheme was inaugurated at the
village of Matsleng, The Ox-Bow Scheme, one of three
larger schemes considered economically feasible, has
been investlgated in some detail and its total capital
cost was estimated at some £ 16 million. The develop
ment of this project would depend on the sale of power
and water to "eighbouring areas in South Africa. In
the past, political differences have prevented Basutoland
and the Republic from conducting negotiations on the
scheme. More recently, however, the Marema-Tlou
Freedom Party, in its election manifesto, has called for
a mutually advantageous arrangement with South
Africa.

Public finance
39. Revenue and expenditure of the Territory dur

ing 1963-1964 were each estimated to total £4.2 million.
Customs and excise duties payable by South Africa
under the Customs Agreement of 1910 accounted for
some 37 per cent of the total estimated revenue, grants
in-aid from the United Kingdom for 36 per cent, and
grants under the United Kingdom Colonial Develop
ment and Welfare Act for about 13 per cent. Of the
total estimated expenditure for 1963-1964, education
accounted for 16 per cent j public works (recurrent and
extraordinary), 14 per cent j Colonial Development and
Welfare schemes, 13 per cent; health, 9 per cent j and
agricultural and veterinary services, 6 per cent.

Development Pia«

40. Apart from a total of £ 1,823,000 provided by
the United Kingdom for development in the period
1963-1966 (see A/5800/Rev.l, chap. VIII), contribu
tions for development projects have also been made
by the United Nations and the specialized agencies,
whose programmes of assistance are described in the
report of the Secretary-General (AIAC.I09/98) con
cerning the implementation of operative paragraph 5
of General Assembly resolution 1954 (XVIII) of
11 December 1963, and by the Oxford Committee for
Famine Relief, which has approved a £ 118,000 pro
gramme for 1964-1966, designed to increase the Terri
tory's food production and earning power.

41. A White Paper containing a number of recom
mendations made by the Economic Planning Council
was tabled in the Bastutoland National Council during
1963. These recommendations were that: company
taxes should be reduced to levels as low as those pre
vailing in South Africa and in the other two Terri
tories; the Government should grant tax concessions
to pioneer industries: sites should be made available
on ninety-nine-year leases; factory premises and hous
ing should be made available at low rentals; and the
people of the Territory in general, and chiefs and po
litical leaders in particular, should show themselves
willing to welcome industry. Early in 1965, these
recommendations were still under consideration by the
Legislature.

Social conditions

Racial discrimination
42. In 1963, legislative measures were taken for

the removal of racial discrimination from the marriage,
tax, wheat and wheaten products control laws.
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tion from the people with whom they wished to ex
change land. During 1963, four training farms were
completed and the Agricultural School was expanded
to accommodate 120 male students. While the shortage
of teaching staff continued to be a problem, some im
provement was made in the staffing position.

32. The Government rlns continued its policy of
fostering co-operative development and of providing
funds for credit and marketing services. In 1963, the
Co-operative Union of Basutoland was formed in an
effort to save the co-operative movement, following the
financial collapse of the Basutoland Co-operative Bank
ing Union, a federation of co-operative societies.

33. The improvement of livestock and of marketing
facilities for livestock and animal products is a need
which has been engaging the attention of the Govern
ment. In 1961, a scheme was started for the establ!sh
ment of thirty-five improvement centres to make live
stock and veterinary services available in those areas
which had hitherto had no such facilities. It had been
hoped that by the end of March 1963 some thirty
centres would be erected, staffed and equipped and
that further funds would be provided for the com
pletion of the scheme by the end of 1964. However,
there were only twenty centres at the end of 1963.

Mining
34. During the first week in April 1963, a team of

British geologists arrived in Basutoland to carry o~t

a six months' preliminary mining survey of the Tern
tory, In October 1963, t~le Gover!lment. appro,:ed the
appointment of a committee to investigate diamond
prospecting and mining.

bldustry
35. Factors hampering industrial development in

clude the traditional system of land tenure, the shortage
of persons with industrial skills, the scarcity of local
capital, the lack of cheap power and of ~aw materials
suitable for local processing and the centrifugal pattern
of road communications. According to the administer
ing Power, the Government has made some effort
towards the partial removal of these obstacles. For the
first time in 1963, the Basutoland Factory Estates De
velopment Company was granted a fift~-ye~r lease of
its industrial site in Maseru under legislation passed
by the Legislature. The company in turn was empow
ered to grant leases to industrialists and t? provide
such essential services as water, power, drainage and
roads. The new company was expected to start work
early in 1964, and has already granted leases to three
industrial projects. In December 19?3, proposals. were
presented to the Legislature concermng aid for pioneer
industries.

Comnninications
36. The principal lines of communication lie between

Basutoland and South Africa. There are 560 miles of
main roads, of which about 235 miles bear the
heaviest traffic. The main road system is confined almost
entirely to the western lowlands. It consists of a prin
cipal road running roughly north and south f:o~

Maseru, connected on the west with South Africa s
road system.

37. The Territory is linked with the railway sys-
tem of South Africa by a short branch line from Maseru
to Marseilles on the Bloemfontein-Natal main line. One
mile of this line is in Basutoland, A private airline
serves twenty-eight airstrips suitable for light aircraft.
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from 1,148 to 1,271, representing a ratio of sixteen
beds to 10,000 persons.

Educational cOllditiolls
46. The Education Law No. 6 of 1963 was passed

on 18 February 1963, but has not yet been put into
effect for lack of flnancial provision. The law provides
for some decentralization of the educational system,
which it is hoped will encourage local effort. A section
of the law, which is regarded as expressing in general
terms the long-term educational policy of the Gov
ernment is designed to establish a system of free and
compulsory education for children between the ages of
six years and fourteen years.

47. Public expenditure on education amounted to
£621,900 in 1962-1963 as compared to £ 1,012,000 in
1961-1962. Under the Development Plan for 1963-1966,
£204,042 is available to the Department of Education.
In 1962-1963, grants for education from the Colonial
Development and Welfare Fund totalled £103,400 and
expenditure by missions £ 188,096.

48. Enrolment in primary, secondary, teacher
training schools and institutions of higher learning in
1963 was as follows:

new constitution along these lines, came into operation
on 30 January 1965.

Results of the elections
52. The elections for the Legislative Assembly estab

lished under the new Constitution were held on 1 March
1965. They were contested by the Bechuanaland Demo
cratic Party (BDP) led by Mr. Seretse Khama; the
Bechuanaland Peoples Party (BPP) led by Mr. Philip
Matante; the Botswana Independence Party (ElP) led
by Mr. M. K. Mpho, The three parties put up thirty
one, twenty-six and twenty-four candidates respectively.
Prior to the elections, Mr. Matante's Party objected
to the organizational arrangements and alleged that the
Government had used its influence to win support from
the voters for the BDP.

53. In the final results, the BDP secured twenty
eight out of the thirty-one elected seats in the new
Assembly, the remaining three being won by Mr.
Matante's Party (BPP). Of some 190,000 registered
electors, comprising an estimated 81 per cent of all
qualified voters, 80 per cent cast their votes.

Political parties
54. The Bechuanaland Democratic Party is re

ported to have stated that it would call for independence
in September 1966 but that Bechuanaland would re
main in the Commonwealth. The party has also ad
vocated non-racialism and the maintenance of good
neighbourly relations with South Africa. The Bechuana
land Peoples Party and the Botswana Independence
Party are believed to draw their support from the small

1
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49. In 1964, the Government had already approved
the establishment of nineteen higher primary schools.
Plans were made to upgrade three of the nineteen exist
ing junior secondary schools to full high school status
in 1964-1965. The reorganization of the Lerotholi
Artisan Training Centre, the main technical institution,
was completed, and the Leloaleng Technical Institution
was modernized and expanded as a junior trades school.

50. Results obtained by Basuto students in primary
and secondary school leaving examinations in 1963were
as follows:

3. Becluumaland

Political and constitutional developments
New Constitution
51. The last report of the Special Committee to the

General Assembly (A/5800/Rev.l, chap. VIII) con
tains a summary of the proposals which the United
Kingdom substan.lally accepted in June 1964 as the
basis for the reV1S10n of the Constitution for Bechuana
land. Subsequently, the Territory was divided into
thirty-one single-member constituencies in accordance
with the recommendation of a Delimitation Commission
set up in July of that year. The Bechuanaland Pro
tectorate (Constitution) Order, 1965, providing for a

Labour
43. The Department of Labour was created in 1963.

Its principal functions include the promotion of trade
union development, the fostering of good relations be
tween employers and employees, and the enforcement

,. of labour legislation. During the year, a National Ad
t visory Committee on Labour, composed of equal num
I bel's of employers' and employees' representatives, was

.
1 established to advise the Government on labour policy
I and legislation.
~ 44. In 1963, the Department of Labour established
~ an employment exchange service in Maseru, During
:' May-December of that year, 1,79.9 persons were reg-

istered as requiring work, of whom 231 were placed
~ in employment, District Labour Committees, covering
I five areas, were set up during the year to review changes

in wages of government daily paid employees and to
hear employees' complaints. The total number of trade
unions in the Territory increased from five in 1961 to
seven in 1963.

Public health
45. In the years 1961-1963, the number of general

hospitals increased from fourteen to fifteen and beds
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urban population. All the parties are reported to be
opposed to any acquiescence in the South African Bantu
homeland plan.

Formation of a 1IC'W GOVCNll/lClIt

55. Following the elections, Mr. Seretse Khama,
the leader of the BDP, was appointed the Territory's
first Prime Minister. A Deputy Prime Minister and
five other ministers were appointed from among the
members d his party. In anticipation of the constitu
tional changes, the Bechuanaland Government in 1964
established an advisory Public Service Commission and
recruited experts mainly from the United Kingdom to
assist in organizing a ministerial system and to create
an effective government machine to be run by a local
civil service. The Government headquarters were moved
from Mafeking in South Africa to Gaberones within
the Territory in February 1965.

56. On 3 March 1965, following his appointment
as Prime Minister, Mr, Khama said that although he
abhorred apartheid, his country would continue to trade
with South Africa and would welcome investment funds
from any source, including the Republic. On the same
day, Her Majesty's Commissioner was reported to have
declared that Bechuanaland would be granted inde
pendence as soon as its cabinet had settled down and
expressed themselves in favour of complete self-rule
for the people. This, according to him, might possibly
be during the middle of 1966. After independence the
United Kingdom would continue to provide economic
aid to the Territory on the scale to which it was
accustomed.

Economic conditions

Deuelopnumt Plan

57. Details of the Development Plan for 1963-1968
are contained in the last report of the Special Com
mittee to the General Assembly. Among the projects
designed to foster its basic objectives are: the creation
of a statistical organization to assist, inter alia, in
future development planning; the extension and in
tensification of survey operations so as to assess the
development potential of the Territory's human and
natural resources; the establishment of a national de
velopment bank to make available credit facilities for
development in the private sector of the economy; and
the encouragement of self-help activities by offering
incentives to private enterprise and the stimulation of
local initiative by community development.

58. Of the total expenditure of £ 10 million en
visaged under the Plan, over £7 million was expected
to be spent during the period 1963-1966. Of this
amount, £4.1 million will be provided by the United
Kingdom Government and £0.5 million by the Bechua
naland Government. Other contributions expected from
external sources include £ 1,285,750 from the Interna
tional Development Association (IDA), £ 166,308 from
the United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance and £ 10,360 from the United Nations
regular programme of technical assistance.

Land, agriculture and liuestock

59. Details of the distribution of land in the Terri
tory are given in the last report of the Special Com
mittee to the General Assembly. Of the European
blocks, covering 4,400 square miles, an area of about
2,300 square miles is held in perpetuity by the British
South Africa Company; the remaining area is owned
by the Tati Company. The total area of potential arable

land is about 8 million acres, mostly in the Eastern
Protectorate; of this area it is estimated that only 6
per cent is under cultivation.

60. The Development Plan for 1963-1968 envisages
an increase in agricultural and livestock production.
It is planned to: expand the existing programme of
agricultural extension work to increase the number
of the progressive farmers from 1,000 to 4,000 during
the development period; conduct research and experi
ment in producing new cash crops; to introduce land
use planning in order to eliminate soil erosion; in
vestigate the economic possibilities of peasant farming;
and to provide additional credit facilities for both
stock and crop production. Other projects include: the
expansion of facilities for agricultural and veterinary
training; the establishment of a department to en
courage the co-operative movement; the opening up
of new grazing areas; and the extension of veterinary
services to improve disease control. It is also hoped to
introduce extension work in animal husbandry, par
ticularly in the Tribal Territories, to improve internal
marketing facilities and arrangements for cattle, and
to investigate the need to expand and improve abattoir
facilities.

Mi1li1lg

61. The total value of mineral exports decreased
from £308,000 in 1961 to £221,000 in 1962 and
£ 184,000 in 1963. This decline was due mainly to a
marked reduction in the amount and value of exports
of manganese ore and to asbestos marketing difficulties,
which were experienced in the first quarter of 1963.

62. The Development Plan for 1963-1968 provides
for an intensification of the regional reconnaissance
geological mapping programme, a more extensive in
vestigation of specific mineral occurrences and the
granting of assistance in the exploitation of workable
minerals.

Industry and commerce
63. In 1964, a South African company announced

plans to build a brewery, a malting plant as well as
a seed and grain cleaning plant in Gaberones. Several
hunting companies are operating in .the Territory,
which has game in large numbers.

64. In the Development Plan for 1963-1968, the
Bechuanaland Government proposes to encourage the
growth of secondary and service industries through:
the maximum use of private enterprises in its construc
tion and maintenance programmes; infra-structural
development; and the grant of tax concessions and other
legislative inducements to attract foreign capital and
new industries. The Plan also includes a scheme to
assess the potential of the fauna resources of the Ter
ritory and stimulate a tourist industry based on the
game reserve.

Communications

65. The public road system comprises 1,595 miles
of trunk roads and 3,300 miles of other roads. Except
for the main north-south trunk road and the roads
linking the more important centres of population, the
road system remains largely undeveloped. The main
railway line from Cape Town and Johannesburg in
South Africa to Bulawayo in Southern Rhodesia
provides rail service for the Eastern Protectorate. The
railway within the Territory, 394 miles in length, forms
part of the undertakings owned and operated by the
Southern Rhodesia Railways.

J.
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66. The Development Plan for 1963-1968 contains a
programme of action to overcome the inadequacy of
communications through the improvement and expan
sion of roads and telecommunications. Under this pro
gramme, it is contemplated to construct or reconstruct
three roads, totalling 355 miles in length, as well.as .to
improve the main north-south trunk road and district
feeder roads.

Power
67. The Development Plan for 1963-1968 stresses

the need to expand electricity supplies and to continue
efforts to open up the Territory's coal resources so as
to provide cheap electricity at urban centres. U~der t~le
Plan it is expected that a surplus of power Will exist
at Gaberones and that this surplus could be absorbed
at several other places including Lobatsi.

Water resources
68. The Development Plan for 1963-1968 recognizes

that sustained economic progress in the Territory de
pends above all on the conservation and development
of water supplies. Owing to the shortage of funds, a
modest start on hydrological surveys is proposed under
the Plan. Efforts would be concentrated on the develop
ment of underground water supplies, the construction
of small stock dams, the provision of adequate water
supplies to Lobatsi and the improvement of storage and
reticulation at several other centres.

Public jilla.nce
69. It is estimated that revenue and expenditure of

the Territory would each amount to £3.1 million in
1%3-1964. Actual expenditure for that year amounted
to £3.36 million and the estimated revenue was revised
to £ 1.75 million. The major portion of the territorial
revenue comes from direct and indirect taxes, which
in 1963-1964 accounted for 36 per cent of the total
estimated revenue. The Territory is benefited by grants
in-aid from the United Kingdom, amounting in 1963
1964 to 39 per cent of the estimated revenue. Of the
total estimated expenditure in 1963-1964, 19 per cent
was allocated to public works, 13 per cent to agricul
ture, 11 per cent to central and district administration,
10 per cent to veterinary services, 9 per cent to health
and 8 per cent to education.

70. A. basic object of the Development Plan f~r
1963-1968 is to improve the fiscal position of the Tern
tory by concentrating on schemes likely to lead to an
increase in national revenue and control. Moreover, the
people will be required to carry the maximum fiscal
burden consistent with economic growth and additional
tax reforms are therefore receiving attention.

Social conditions
Labour
71. Of a total potential labour force of some 196,000

persons, only 33,500 have regular paid ~mployment, ~nd
of these, 23,000 are usually employed m South Africa,
mainly in the mining industry. Additional numbers of
workers find seasonal employment in the Republic
during the harvest months. The remainder of the able
bodied adult population and a considerable proportion
of the young men and children of school-going age are
engaged in stock-raising or subsistence agriculture.
There ·is a shortage of professional and technical per
sonnel in the Territory.

72. The Development Plan for 1963-1968 describes
labour as one of the least developed and least utilized

resources. The educational programmes of the Plan are
aimed at the maximum development of human re
sources. In addition, a preliminary manpower survey,
designed, inter alia, to ascertain skilled manpower re
quirements, is proposed under the Plan.

Public health
73. The most prevalent diseases are tuberculosis,

which is the Territory's chief health problem, diphtheria,
influenza, whooping cough, measles and malaria. The
view is expressed in the Development Plan for 1963
1968 that the main factor limiting social advancement
is not the physical condition of the people but rather
the lack of progressive attitudes. It -is therefore con
cluded that education must clear the way for further
general advance in the health services. On the basis of
this conclusion, only 5 per cent of the total expenditure
during the development period is allocated to public
health :,'rojects.

4. SWQzilalld

Political and constitutional dcuelopments
Opposition to the pres(mt Constitutiow
74. In July 1964, the Ngwane National Liberator)'

Congress, led by Mr. A. P. Zwane, the Swaziland
Democratic Party, led by Mr. A. M. Nxumalo, and the
Swaziland Progressive Party, formed a Joint Council
of Swaziland Political Parties to oppose the present
Constitution which, they contended, favoured the tradi
tionalist alliance, The Joint Council subsequently made
several unsuccessful attempts to secure the annulment
of the present Constitution and of the elections held
under it. These attempts included the dispatch in
August 1964 of a representative in the person of Mr.
Nxurnalo to make representations to the Secretary of
State. The Joint Council's demands were that: the
United Kingdom Government should hold without delay
a constitutional conference in which representatives of
all political parties of the Territory should participate
with a view to making constitutional arrangements for
independence, on the basis of universal adult suffrage,
including the fixing of a specific date for independence
and the protection of fundamental human rights; South
African influence in the Territory should be eliminated;
and the sovereignty of Swaziland should be guaranteed
by the United Nations after independence.

75. During his visit to London, Mr. Nxumalo also
claimed that the Government had failed to enforce dem
ocratic practice in the conduct of the last elections..Ac
cording to him, the Ngwenyama had ordered the people
through the chiefs to vote for the Imbokodo Party
under such threats as loss of land rights and jobs.
Many European employers had also used threats
towards their employees in the interest of the tradi
tionalist alliance.

76. On 1 September 1964, Mr. Dumisa Dlamini,
Secretary of the Joint Council, called for the suspension
of the first sitting of the Legislative Council until the
demands of his organization were met. Eight days later,
500 British troops were reportedly flown into Swaziland
from Kenya to join the locally based battalion in two
days of military exercises and riot drill. It was officially
denied that their arrival had any connexion with the
current opening of Swaziland's new Legislative Council.
The opening was also the occasion for a protest demon
stration by 700 supporters of the Joint Council as well
as a gathering of the Ngwenyama's niabuto (warrior
regiment). There were no incidents.
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Land
85. Part of the Swazi-owned land consists of land

purchased from European holders which is vested in
the Ngwenyama on behalf of the Swazi Nation and
which includes farms set aside for settlement schemes
designed to educate Swazi farmers in the cultivation
of cash crops.

86. In reply to a question, the Secretary of State
for the Colonies said in the United Kingdom House of
Commons on 23 June 1964 that the Swazi National
Council had at present no funds available for land
purchases. He added that the Swaziland Government
was well aware of the importance of agricultural de
velopment in the Territory and had already formulated
further settlement schemes to be carried out with the
financial assistance currently available from the Colonial
Development and Welfare Fund. He indicated that he
would not consider a special advance from the Fund.

87. In a recent statement of policy, the leader of the
Imbokodo Party is reported to have stated that his party
rejected the United Kingdom Government's policy of
handing out irreplaceable natural resources of Swazi
land, including its land and minerals, to outside inter
ests, "making them masters of our economy with the
Swazi as the mere labourer". His party would continue
to fight for the restoration to the Swazi Nation of the
rights of control and disposal of these resources.

88. Soil erosion is a problem, but except for the
Lowveld, the pasturage in Swaziland is less vulnerable
to damage than that in either Basutoland or Bechuana
land. None the less, owing to an increase in the num
bers of livestock and a reduction of pasturage area
caused by the encroachment of arable land, erosion has
been increasing.

89. The Department of Agriculture, with the co
operation of the Swazi authorities, has instituted a
programme of mechanical soil conservation measures
together with regulation of land management "t'ar:Lices.
There are also a few resettlement schemes, a rota
tional system for communal grazing has been d .Ioped.
Responsibility for soil conservation is exerciser, by the
Rural Development Board in African areas and the
Natural Resources Board in European areas.

90. On 24 November 1964, the Legislative Council
passed a motion calling on the Government to make it
statutory for the above-mentioned Boards to operate
jointly. Speakers referred to the need for more effective
measures concerning soil conservation, and suggested
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,77. Early in December, Mr. A. P. Zwane, President of Swaai agriculture from a subsistence to a cash crop ij

of the Ngwane National Liberatory Congress, sent a basis should be speeded up. \
cable to Prime Minister Harold Wilson, asking him to 84. Since domestic savings are not adequate for the lan
comply with the Joint Council's demands immediately. investment requirements of the Territory, the problem
The cable was timed to coincide with the visit to London of obtaining external capital is of great importance. In
of the Commissioner of Swnziland. this connexion, Mr. C. F. Todd, member of the Execu- J'

tive Council holding the portfolio of natural resources,
agriculture and mining, stated in August 1964 that
having regard to Swaziland's contribution to South
Africa's foreign exchange reserves, the monetary and
banking authorities in the Republic "might agree to a
Swaziland National Finance Corporation being regarded
as a deposit-receiving institution, thereby qualifying it
to accept funds from South Africa". The Corporation
"would not only further industrial development
presumably along lines similar to those followed by the
South African Industrial Development Corporation
but would also play an active part in financing exports
of, say, sugar, tobacco and citrus".

rite Imbokodo Party's programmes
78. On 14 September 1964, the Legislative Council

adopted a motion presented by Prince Makhosini
Dlamini, leader of the Imbokodo Party, whereby the
Council would take note of the aims and policies of the
Imbokodo Party and express the hope that the Govern
ment would give early consideration to the possibility
of their implementation.

79. In introducing this motion, the Prince stated that
the aims of his party were to make Swaziland a modern,
non-racial and independent State under the kingship
of the Ngweuyama. Emphasizing the importance of the
advancement of the Swazi Nation, he was reported to
have expressed the view that under colonial rule the
Swazi Nation was denied the opportunities of attaining
a stage of development comparable to that of the Euro
pean and that this disparity must be reduced as soon as
possible. He also urged that the Ngwenyama should be
made King of Swaziland, and that the Swazi tradition
and culture should be nurtured and adapted to the
modern world.

80. On the question of the future of the Territory,
the Prince said that his party would make use of the
present .Constitntion and the Legislative Council to
achieve independence at the earliest possible date: ~is

party requested the Government to set up a commission
to consider the question of further constitutional ad
vance. Dealing with foreign relations, the Prince said
that his party desired to live in peace with all nations
of the world and expected them to refrain from inter
fering in Swaziland's affairs. He denied that his party's
policies were designed to deliver the Territory into
the hands of the South African Government.

EC0110IIIic conditions

General
81. As noted in the last report of the Special Com

mittee to the General Assembly, Swaziland is better
endowed with such natural resources as mineral deposits,

good soil and an abundant supply of water than either
Basutoland or Bechuanaland, The economy continues
to depend mainly on the production of asbestos, iron,
sugar and forest products although the predominant
activities over 1110st of the Territory are animal hus
bandry and traditional farming.

82. In a recent statement of policy, the leader of the
Irnhokodo Party is reported to have drawn attention
to the fact that "there still exists on a large scale eco
nomic disparity between the various population groups".
Therefore, he said, his party had decided to set up a
development corporation to foster the development of
the Swazi Nation in all spheres ,,1 endeavour. He also
stated that his party favoured rapid economic develop
ment and the encouragement of capital investment from
abroad.

83. In Cl statement on 17 September 1964, Her
Majesty's Commissioner said that although industrial
expansion had been rapid and great, the Territory could
not afford too great an imbalance between industry and
agriculture. He therefore urged that the transformation

J.
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1964 affecting this industry, which provides the main
wealth of the Swazi, was the establishment of an abat
toir and meat-processing factory at Matsapa.

Agricultural services
98. The Government has continued to expand agri

cultural services. 111 1964, work was started 011 the
agricultural college and short course centre at Malkerns;
the' Research Station there was strengthened by the
appointment of a principal research officer and an ento
mologist as well as by the establishment of a laboratory
for the agricultural chemist j and a Co-operative Depart
ment was created, the principal objective of which is to
assist the farmers to market their produce.

Forestry
99. As described in the last report of the Special

Committee (A/S800/Rev.!, chap. VIII, para. 166),
three large plantations of pine and eucalyptus have been
established in the Territory. During 1962-1963, after
the commencement of operations at the Usutu pulp mill,
the value of exports of forest products was £2.2 million
compared with £O.S million in the previous year. The
role of pine in the forestry industry is expanding. How
ever, owing to world over-production, wattle no longer
represents an important contribution to the industry.

Millillg
100. As noted in the last report of the Special Com

mittee to the General Assembly (A/S800/Rev.1, chap.
VIII, para. 169), mining is a major economic activity
in the Territory, the two most important minerals being
asbestos and iron. A beginning is being made in turning
to account the extensive deposits of coal. Other minerals
worked are beryl, barytes, diaspore, kaolin, pyrophyllite,
tin, gold and silver, but none is at present being mined
in appreciable quantities. '

101. Under the present Constitution, Her Majesty's
Commissioner is empowered, in the name of and on
behalf of the Ngwenyama, to make dispositions confer
ring rights or interests in respect of minerals or mineral
oils in Swaziland. However, this power is not to be
exercised except after consultation with the Ngwenyama
and the Executive Council.

102. On the subject of mineral rights, the leader of
the Imbokodo Party is reported to have said in his
recent statement of policy that;

"Whereas private rights and private ownership of
properties of Europeans are protected under the con
stitution. our mineral rights are not protected but are
to be administered by Her Majesty's Commissioner.
This is a denial of our rights of ownership. We do not
accept this condition. The control and disposal of
our mineral rights must be restored to Ngwenyama
in-Council."

JlIdustr)'
103. New sugar marketing arrangements came into

force on 1 January 1965, by which South Africa will
no longer be required to provide in its local and export
markets for the production of sugar in Swaziland. The
Swaziland sugar industry will henceforth he free to
determine the desirable level of its sugar production
and will be responsible for the marketing of its own
sugar. Swaziland is also to become a member of the
Commonwealth Sugar Agreement with an over-all
quota of some 110,000 long tons a year.

104. In' November 1964, the Development Loan Bill
of 1964, the object of which is to raise Exchequer loans
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of £345,000 to finance two industrial development pro
jects, was presented to the Legislative Council. The cost
of one of these, an industrial area at Matsapa, is ap
proximately £ 100,000. This project is already stimu
lating further schemes of territorial significance such as
the construction of an abattoir and meat processing
factory, a cotton ginnery and a brewery.

Coni munications
105. The Government has sought to quicken the pace

of economic development through the expansion and
improvement of the communications system. In 1964,
a 125-mile, cast-west truck route across the Territory
was completed, making a total of 1,280 miles of roads
with bitumen 01' gravel surfaces. There are 380 miles
of truck routes supplemented by 900 miles of secondary
routes. Under the present road development pro
gramme, roads in the two sugar areas are to be im
proved and a first-class road linking the south with
central Swaziland is to be built.

106. The establishment of the iron-ore industry pro
vided the decisive impetus for the completion in 1964
of the building and equipping of the first railway line
(some 140 miles) at a cost of about £9 million to
connect with the port of Lourenco Marques in 1\'10
zarnbique, This railway furnishes a route to the coast
for exports of iron ore as well as other principal com
modities, such as pulp and sugar, and a cheap route
for imports.

~Vaier and power
107. Swaziland is well watered and the principal

rivers (the Great Usutu with its three main tributaries,
the Komati, Mbulnzi and Ingwavuma) offer good scope
for hydroelectric power development. Besides five
smaller ones, there is already a large hydroelectric plant
(with an initial capacity of some 10,000 k.W.) in opera
tion at Edwaleni, south of Mbabane, using water from
the Usutu system.

108. The scheme, inaugurated in Septe1l1b~r 1964,
cost approximately £2.3 million, most of which was
raised through the International Bank for Reconstruc
tion ami Development (IBRD). It has been pl~nned
according to high standards of economy and efficiency,
and could be developed up to 30,000 k.W. of installed
capacity or even further by n~eans of storage dams .on
the Usutu system. Although It was the Iron ore mine
at Ngwanya which furnished the impetus for the
scheme, the biggest single offtake of power, amo~n!ing
to one third of the output, is expected to be for irriga
tion pumping, enabling large tracts of land to be eco
nomically developed.

109. The principal rivers of Swaziland involve South
Africa or Mozambique or both. The Territory's hydro
electric schemes might be adversely affected by future
attempts on the part of any other Government con
cerned with a large-scale development of these inter
national rivers. Investigations on this matter were
initiated late in 1963 with the assistance of the United
Nations Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations.

Public finance
110. The estimated revenue and expenditure of the

Territory in 1963-1964 each amounted to almost £2.7
million.

111. By far the largest single source of territorial
revenue is income tax, which represented 32 per cent
of the total in 1963-1964. For income tax and also

mineral tax, the Territory was heavily dependent on
the value of its mineral production. Income tax rates
for individuals and companies were slightly lower than
those in South Africa. This relationship was maintained
in the interest of the capital development of the
Territory.

112. The second largest source of territorial revenue
is customs and excise duties which accounted for 11
per cent of the total in 1963-1964. As in Basutoland
and Bechuanalaud, Swaziland is subject to a Customs
Agreement with South Africa and has virtually no in
fluence over the amount of revenue which accrues.

113. Despite the recent upsurge in economic activi
ties, revenue has continued to fall below expenditure,
thus forcing the Territory to rely increasingly on United
Kingdom assistance in the form of grants-in-aid. Such
grants, ,~hich accounted for 26 per cent of .the estimate?
revenue 111 1963-1964, have not been sufficient to permit
Swaziland to develop fully its economic potential.

114. Of the estimated expenditure for 1963-1964, 17
per cent was allocated to public works, 15 per cent to
education, 13 per cent to central and district adminis
tration, 10 per cent to agriculture and 7 per cent to
health.

Development plallning
115. In November 1964, the Legislative Council

adopted a motion recommending to Her Majesty's Com
missioner the appointment of a panel of experts to
assist the Government in drawing up a development
plan for Swaziland. Proposing the motion, Mr. J. D.
Weir, elected member of the United Swaziland Associa
tion, said that development in the Territory was being
retarded by basic reductions in its meagre budget and
the severe scrutiny to which grants-in-aid provided by
the United. Kingdom were subjected. Mr. Weir re
ferred to the need for the improvement of administra
tive, educational and medical services as well as for
more effective utilization of the natural resources of
the Territory. He suggested that the Government should
seek advice from experts in drawing up a well-thought
out development plan on a five-year basis, and make
an immediate approach to IBRD for a long-term loan.

Socia1 conditions
Labour
116. Swaziland has been characterized by high rates

of unemployment among unskilled labourers and a
marked shortage of skilled and semi-skilled workers.
The expanding industrial development has helped ease
somewhat the problem of unemployment. But with the
coming to an end in 1964 of the construction work on
the railway and hydroelectricity projects, much further
improvement could not be expected in the employment
situation. With this in mind, the leader of the Irnbokodo
Party is reported to have said in a recent statement of
policy that "we need to provide new fields of employ
ment for our younger generation and to increase their
skills".

117. The government and industrial leaders of
Swaziland have adopted a number of measures to give
effect to this policy. These include: (a) the establishment
of an Apprenticeship Board, composed of the Labour
Officer as chairman and eleven other members, which
has declared that the aim of industrial training is to
provide as quickly as possible a flow of skilled workers
to satisfy fully the needs of industry; (b) the starting
by the Usutu Pulp Company of its own apprenticeship
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training programme on a non-racial basis, with five
African students from the Swaziland Trade Training
Centre being taken as apprentices; (c) the announce
ment by the ncwly formed Swaziland Management In
stitute of its decision to issue soon detailed programmes
for training for different levels of management and per
sonnel; and (d) the carrying out by two overseas ex
perts of a preliminary survey of Swaziland's manpower
resources and requirements for industry and the Govern
ment, which will be followed in 1965 by another to be
made by a vocational training expert of the Interna
tional Labour Organisation.

118. Concerning the trade union movement, the
leader of the Imbokodo Party is reported to have said in
his policy statement that they believed in the orderly
development of trade unions and the Swazi National
Council had established a committee to assist trade
unions to develop on sound lines. He suggested that the
Executive Council should only assist trade union leaders
who have the economic interests of workers at heart.

119. The question of equal pay for equal work was
raised in the Legislative Council during February 1965.
Replying, the Chief Secretary said that persons occupy
ing posts specified in the budget of the Territory were
paid the salaries attached to those posts. In the absence
of trade testing, some discrimination might still be prac-

., tised against persons holding posts unspecified in the
budget, although that was contrary to the Government's
policy.

120. Dealing with industries, the Chief Secretary
stated that there was still a considerable gap between
the wages paid to unskilled labour, mostly Africans, an.d
those paid to skilled labour, mostly Eur~peans.. In h~s

~
I . view, it was extremely difficult to legislate 111 this
! matter, nor was it possible to make drastic changes
. affecting Swaziland's economy. But he gave an assur

ii ance that the Government intended to keep up the
, pressure to ensure that workers were paid according

to their value without discrimination between races.

Pttblic health
121. In his recent statement of policy, the leader of

the Imbokodo Party is reported to have stated that the
average life-expectancy of the Swazi was amongst t~e
lowest inthe world. Apart from causes due to malnutri
tion, there were other contributory factors such as cen
tralization of medical facilities and a complete lack of
social services. More clinics and better social amenities
must be made available to all.

Educational conditions
122. In an address to Swaziland teachers in August

1964, Her Majesty's Commissioner stated that owing
to the shortage of funds, it was necessary to have priori
ties in the educational field. The first priority was being
given to the improvement of the secondary schools to
ensure an increase in the number of matriculants to
200 annually within the next few years. It was most
important that the educational system should provide a
sufficient number of high quality candidates to take
advantage of the opportunity offered by the University
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland.

123. The Commissioner further stated that another
very important priority was the raising of standards
of technical education. It was hoped that within the next
three years the Swaziland Trade Training Centre would
be able to accommodate some 130 students in five trades
providing industries with over forty apprentices an-

nually, Plans were also being made for the development
of primary education, the improvement of teacher and
clerical training and the creation of a truly unified
teaching service.

124. In his recent statement of policy, the leader of
the Imbokodo Party stressed the desire of his party for
the provision of better and wider education for the
people to enable them to participate fully in the man
agement of their own affairs.

125. In accordance with the Commissioner's decision,
announced in December 1964, a Scholarship Selection
Board will be set up and consist of the Executive Coun
cil Member for Education and Health as Chairman,
two es officio members and up to eight other members
who will be appointed by the Commissioner to represent
local interests. The Board will be responsible for the
selection of candidates for all forms of higher education
and training above secondary level outside the
Territory.

B. CONSIDERATION BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE1

Introduction

126. The Special Committee considered Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland at its 347th, 357th to
360tb, 365th, 368th to 370th and 372nd meetings held
in. 'rica between 28 May and 17 June 1965.

Written f!etitions and hearings

127. The Special Committee had circulated the fol
lowing written petitions:

Petitioner DoetllllCllI No.
Basutoland, Bechauonakmd alld S~(la:;ilalld

Messrs. A. B. Ngcobo and M.
K. Nkula on behalf of the
Pan-Africanist Congress of
South Africa (PAC) ...... A/AC.l09/PET.340 and

Add.1
Mr. I. B. Tabata, President, All

African Cor.vention (AAC)
and Unity Movement of
South Africa.............. A/AC.l09/PET.391 and

and Add.1
Mr. Cato Aall, Secretary, In

ternational Refugee Council
of Zambia (IRCQZ) A/AC.109/PET,417

Basutoland
Messrs. Molapo Qhobela Mo

lapo and Ntsu Mokhehle,
Basutoland Congress Party
(BCP) A/AC.109/PET.338

Messrs. Bishop Mpeta, R. S.
Tsinyane and L. A. Ma
tooane, Basutoland Congress
Party (BCP) A/AC.l09/PET.338/Add.l

Mr. Molapo Qhobela Molapo,
Basutoland Congress Party
(BCP) . . . . . . . . . . . . . A/AC.109/PET.338/Add.22

Mr. Charles Malapo, General
Secretary, Basutoland Na-
tional Party (BNP) A/AC.I09/PET.339

Mr. Lipampiri Lefela, Secre-
tary, Lekhotta La Bofo .... A/AC.109/PET.382

1 See also chapter Il, "meetings held in Africa", for an ac
count of the discussions on the resolution adopted by the Special
Committee at its 373rd meeting on 18 June 1965 (A/AC.109/
128/Rev.1) concerning the implementation of General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV) with regard to Southern Rhodesia, Terri
tories under Portuguese administration. South West Africa
and Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland.
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Messrs. J. J. NquJ....u, President,
and A. W. M. Nxumalo,
Secretary-General, Swaziland
Progressive Party (SPP) .. A/AC.109/PET.341/Add.22

Mr. S. Chale, on behalf of the
Joint Council of Swaziland
Political Parties........... A/AC.109/PET.409

128. The petition indicated above as A/AC.109/
PET.409 contained a request for hearing which was
approved by the Special Committee at its 358th meeting
on 8 June 1965. However, the petitioner, on whose
behalf the request was made, has not yet appeared
before the Special Committee.

129. The Special Committee heard the following
petitioners:
Basutoland,Bechuanaland alld S-'lIa3i1and

Mr.!. B. Tabata, President, All
African Convention (AAC)
and Unity Movement of
South Africa (A/AC.109/
PET.391) (347th meeting)

Messrs. A. B. Ngcobo and
Z. B. Molete, representatives,
Pan-Africanist Congress of
South Africa (PAC) (A/
AC.109/PET.340/Add.l) ... (358th and 359th meetings)

Basutaland
Messrs. Bishop Mpeta, L. A.

Matooane, representatives,
Basutoland Congress Party
(BCP) (A/AC.109/PET.338/
Add.1) (357th and 358th meetings)

Sumsiland
Mr. J. J. Nquku, President,

Swaziland Progressive Party
(A/AC.109/PET.341/Add.1) (360th meeting)

130. Mr. Tabata, representing the Unity Movement
of South Africa, said that his organization was appear
ing for the first time before a United Nations body. The
All-African Convention had been set up in 1936 during
the crisis of the Hertzog Native Bills which abolished
the remaining voting rights for non-Whites. Its mem
bership comprised all the existing political, educational,
professional, religious, civic and other organizations,
and the trade unions, including the African National
Committee (ANC), which was one of the founder
members but left the Federation in the early 1940's
owing to disagreement on policies and principles. The

2 Circulated after the Special Committee had completed its
consideration of the question of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland.

Pclill'o"er
Messrs. G. M. Kolisang, Sec

retary, Basutcland Con
gress Party (BCP): M.
Hlckane, Secretary, Marerna
'I'lou Party (MTP); and
J. T. Mokotso, Secretary,
Marema-Tlou Freedom Party
(MTFP) ..

Bechuanaland
Mr. Philip G. Matante, Presi

dent, Bechuanaland Peoples
Party (BPP) .

Swa::i/Il/ld
Mr. J. J. Nquku, President,

Swaziland Progressive Party
(SPP) .

A/AC.l09/PET.383

A/AC.I09/PET.418

A/AC.I09/PET.341 and
Add.l

Unity Movement, of which he was President, had been
established in 1943 as a result of a conference of federal
and national organizations of the oppressed racial
groups, called by the All-African Convention.

131. The failure of the League of Nations to live up
to its ideals, and acts such as the rape of Abyssinia,
the only independent African State at the time, disil
lusioned the African people and made them suspicious
of the United Nations. But the changes that had taken
place throughout the world since the Second WorId
War, the disappearance of the old ideas concerning
empires and colonies and the rapid emergence of inde
pendent States had changed the United Nations and
shown the smaller nations that it offered them a forum
for registering their protests. They were greatly en
couraged by the fact that the Special Committee had
decided to carry out its investigations in Africa wl'l\~re
it would be able to learn the true situation.

132. The fact that the Committee was limiting its
investigations to the problems of the colonies and pro
tectorates, without touching on South Africa, was a
serious obstacle. South 'West Africa was in fact a fifth
province of South Africa and would be involved in
the policy of Bantustan. Similarly, because of their
dependence on South Africa and their geographical
position it was difficult to discuss the economic and
political situation of the Protectorates without reference
to the South African Government's policies.

133. South West Africa had been discussed in the
United Nations for some eighteen years and the Inter
national Court of Justice was now to pronounce on the
legal issues involved. His organization would like to
know whether the United Nations had considered how
the decision of the International Court could be en- ,1
forced. If intervention in South West Africa should
prove necessary, he would suggest that the countries
with vested interests should be excluded from any task
force, and that the choice of countries to supply military
contingents should be made by the Organization of
African Unity (OAU). He also suggested that the
OAU should consult the people of South West Africa
by means of a referendum on all the issues involved.
It was important to take into account the views of the
people as well as the decisionof the International Court,
since it was the task of the United Nations to help the
people of South West Africa to achieve full inde
pendence.

134. It was common knowledge that" Verwoerd's
Bantustan Plan envisaged the incorporation of the Pro
tectorates. The South African Government's views were
revealed in a letter sent in Noveml:rer 1964, long before
the general elections in Basutoland by the Chairman
of the Basutoland National Party to the Commissioner
General for South Sotho, one of the Afrikaaners in
charge of the various tribal groupings. The letter, the
text of which he read out, was evidenceof the desperate
need of the Verwoerd regime to draw the Protectorates
wthin their political and economic ambit.

US. Many people had regarded the policy of Ban
tustan as an attempt by Verwoerd to counter United
Nations criticism, and Verwoerd had lent credence to
the view by claiming that he was giving independence
to the oppressed people of South Africa. The falsity !

of such a claim was shown in the Act to establish
Bantustan, under which four fifths of the population
would be deprived of their right to belong to their
country of birth and banished to eroded and poverty
stricken enclaves that constituted less than 13 per cent
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investor countries. Verwoerd's problem was in fact
the problem of the British and American financial in
terests who owned most of the mining and industrial
concerns in South Africa and controlled the policies in
the Protectorates. Thus, whatever the United Kingdom
did, the South African economy would see that the
Protectorates were drawn Into the South African econ
omy because he needed labour. He had also wished to
comment on reference made during the afternoon meet
ing to the connexion between the Federal Renublic of
Germany and South Africa's military build-up:

140. The author of the book entitled Panzer Battles,
a former member of Hitler's military staff who had
been sent to South Africa in 1950 on a special mission,
had revealed that 2,000 Nazi officers had been given
asylum in South Africa after 1945 and that many of
them were being used as military instructors. He had
also reported evidence of close links between North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and Southern Rhodesia
and South Africa.

141. It was impossible to discuss the situation of
the people of the Protectorates without considering the
policy of the South African Government. The letter he
had quoted revealed the South African Government's
cynicism regarding the proposed independence of the
Protectorates and also brought into question the good
faith of the British Government which had long been
aware of South Africa's eagerness to engulf the Pro
tectorates. His organization supported the granting of
independence to the Protectorates but demanded that
it should be made real by ensuring them the economic
means to defend themselves against the predatory aims
of South Africa. The inhabitants of Basutoland and
Swaziland could not move without crossing South
African or Portuguese territory, and even now the
South African Government frequently refused permis
sion to the leaders of those countries to cross its
territory.

142. Under the Constitution imposed on Swaziland
by the United Kingdom Tory Government, white
South Africans resident there could become members
of the Legislative Council. About 70 per cent of the
white population were Afrikaaners and members of
Verwoerd's Nationalist Party. As South Africans
pledged to the policy of Bantustan, it was their duty
to work for legislation consistent with that policy and
they were at present agitating for the expulsion of all
the freedom fighters who had fled to Basutoland, on
the grounds that they were foreigners and did not
belong to any of the country's tribes. They were also
violently opposed to the granting of asylum to opponents
of the South African regime and that of their ally
Portugal.

143. He had now explained why it was important
for the Special Committee to consider the problem of
decolonization in southern Africa in conjunction with
the problems of the oppressed people in South Africa.
The plight of the refugees was serious: they were
deprived of their rights, their homes and their means
of support and lived in constant fear of the South
African and Portuguese police, who roamed the streets
of the Protectorates on the pretext of looking for
criminals. Developments on the lines indicated in the
letter he had quoted were a further cause for concern,
since the expulsion of refugees was one of the subjects
discussed in it. He doubted whether the refugees would
be safeguarded by the international conventions to which
the Powers concerned were partners.

of South African territory-an area at present inhabited
by one third of the African population living on an
average annual income of £21 per family. Furthermore,
the South African Government should retain legislative
power on all important matters, so that the Bantustan
would not have political independence.

136. The Bautustan policy made sense only as a
continuation of South Africa's traditional policy of an
all-white Government that would establish Native re
serves as sources of cheap labour. Verwoerd had come
into power at a time of acute labour shortage due to
the discovery of new and richer gold mines in the
Orange Free States. One of his first acts had been to
send experts to the Portuguese Territories to learn
how labour problems were handled there. The horrors
of the Portuguese system were described in the report
of a committee of investigation appointed by Salazar as
the result of a world-wide outcry against the atrocities
inflicted on the Africans in the so-called Portuguese
Territories.

137. Verwoerd had then set about establishing all
over the country the "Bantu Authorities" which were
the basis of the Bantustan: Unlimited powers were
conferred upon puppet chiefs who dominated the so
called Bantustan Parliament and were the tools of the
white authorities. Habeas corpus was abolished in all
the reserves and tribal law was re-established, giving
the chiefs complete and arbitrary power over the
population.

138. Mr. Tabata explained that he had commented
on South Africa's Bantustan policy because it would
be applied to the adjacent dependent Territories. He
had also wished to show that the Protectorates even
when they were given their independence would inevi-
tably be drawn into the orbit of Bantustan policy and
would have no economic independence. It was important
for the Committee to realize that unless they were

to enabled to defend themselves, the independence granted

I
,· them by the United Kingdom would be worthless. The

acute shortage of labour, particularly for the mines, had
been intensified by events outside South Africa. For
many years there had been a standing agreement
whereby Portugal supplied South Africa with contract
labour amounting to 100,000 able-bodied men a year.
Furthermore, South Africa had always depended on
the surrounding Territories for labour: in 1962 Basuto
land had supplied 150,000 labourers and Swaziland
8,500, while Bechuanaland usually supplied between
15,000 and 30,000 a year. In all 60 per cent of labour
in the gold mines, which were the mainstay of the
South African economy, came from countries outside
South Africa.

139. With the revolt of the people of Mozambique
and Angola and the threatened boycott by the liberated
African States the labour problem had become acute.
Since the mines and agriculture earned the foreign ex
change currency needed by industry it was obvious that
the crippling of the mines by the withholding of foreign
labour would have disastrous effects on the country's
whole economy. Verwoerd was aware of the power of
the African States to paralyse South Africa's economy
and was therefore forced to devise methods of producing
the labour from the African population in his own
country. Whereas the people who condemned the policy
of apartheid failed to see the underlying causes, the
international financiers were fully aware of them, and
that explained the evasiveness and prevarication of the
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144. He had refrained from dealing at length with
any particular country, since the relevant information
was either in the Committee's possession or could be
obtained from the inhabitants or the representatives of
the countries concerned. His object had been to em
phasize the connexion betwee~ the .Protectorates, S.outh
West Africa and South Africa, since the Committee,
in dealing with individual c?lonies., was not in a position
to view all the problems m their proper perspective,
The main source of the difficulties of the Protectorates
and South West Africa was South Africa itself and
the question of South Africa could not be divorced
from those of Central and West Africa. The economic
link due to investments from a common source made
it impossible to discuss the individual countries in isola
tion. Investors followed a unified policy to safeguard
their interests; and any attempt at political solutions
which did not take into account the economic ramifica
tions and particular interests that were largely respon
sible for the situation was doomed to failure.

145. Mr. Mpeta, representing the Basutoland Con
gress Party, said that his party's leader was detained
at home by political developments. The people of
Basutoland were engaged in a relentless struggle against
the British colonial domination and exploitation and
against Anglo-Boer machinati,ons to incorpo.rate the
country into the settler Repubhc of South Africa,

146. In previous petitions, his party had made
abundantly clear the vile nature of the recalcitrant
colonial regime in Basutoland, where the British Gov
ernment was depriving the people of their fundamental
human rights, in violation of the United Nations
Charter. The British claimed to be the skilled exponents
of Western democracy and upholders of the Christian
religion, but the truth was that they were hypocrites of
the highest order, knowing no law but their own
interest.

147. His party had been moved to request a hearing
because of the rapid deterioration in its relations with
the oppressive British Government which, in further
ance of its financial interests, was deeply engaged in
underhand manceuvres designed to lead to the annexa
tion of Basutoland by its ancient enemy, fascist South
Africa.

148. He recounted the various steps-full informa
tion on which had been given in his party's earlier
petition-that had led up to the holding in 1960 of
the first elections in Basutoland, under the retrogressive
Constitution of 1958. Of the forty elected seats, his
party had won thirty-two, the Marema-Tlou Party,
five, the Independents, two, and the Basutoland Na
tional Party only one. Yet the last-named was the
Party that today had been brought to false victory.

149. Had it not been for British chicanery in foisting
that bad Constitution on the people, incorporating all
the retrogressive forces responsible for retarding pro
gress, Basutoland would not be in the precarious posi
tion it was in today under the British Administering
Authority. His party, with the full support of the
broad masses of the people, had had a tough struggle
to persuade the British Government to abrogate that
Constitution and agree to elections based on universal
adult suffrage. Constitutional talks had finally been
held in London in April 1964 and a pre-inde1?endence
constitution agreed upon, on the understanding that
elections would be held before the end of 1964 and
that independence would follow one year later. In the
vain hope, however, of thwarting the Basutoland strug-

gle for liberation, the British had maliciously delayed
the elections until April 1965, with the object of estab
lishing a puppet regime.

150. A number of incidents that had occurred after
the London talks had clearly demonstrated the sinister
motives of the British. A case in point had been the
ambush of some members of his party on 18 October
1964, while on their way to a political rally at Rothe.
The Chief at the instigation of the British colonial
administration had set on his thugs. Three members of
the party had been shot dead on the spot and one had
died later in hospital. What was particularly noteworthy
was the failure of the British colonial police present
to take any steps to maintain law and order; they had
simply stood by and watched. Further evidence of
government complicity was the fact that seven of the
bullets used had been found to be identical with the
ammunition used exclusively by the British administra
tion. No action had been taken to book the culprits
until his party's London office had petitioned the Secre
tary of State for the Colonies. That was but one in
stance of the many British political intrigues designed
to plunge the country into chaos and confusion and
thus furnish a pretext for prolonging British adminis
tration (of the country.

151. Before the 1964 elections, British chicanery,
in face of the earlier victory of the Pan-African forces,
had been directed to bringing into power the present
puppet regime, headed by a notorious traitor and
"stooge" of Verwoerd's apartheid regime-Chief Leabua
jonathan, Leader of the Basutoland National Party.
A regulation which provided for an absent voter's form
(G.E.17) had been introduced and opened the way
for corruption and the falsifying of polling results. The
British administration, with the co-operation of South
Africa and the white Roman Catholic priests, had per
suaded voters to make false use of the form and had
induced them to vote for members of the Basutoland
National Party. His party had petitioned the Secre
tary of State for the Colonies to revoke the regulation
in question; it had mentioned several examples of
corruption in. the use of the form and pointed out that
clearly the plan was to force a false victory for the
Basutoland National Party, in the same way as corrupt
methods had succeeded in Transkei, Swaziland and
Bechuanaland, As a result, the regulation had been
revoked but even more subtle tactics had then been
resorted to. Army planes and troops had been brought
in from as far afield as Rhodesia, on the pretext that
the planes would be used to convey ballot boxes from
the polling stations to the central headquarters and
that the troops would maintain peace and order.

152. His party, well aware of the effect of a similar
move in Swaziland and Bechuanaland, had strongly
protested against that attempt to scare and stop the
people from going freely to the polls. But a deaf ear
had been turned, so that it had become clear that the
Government's real purpose was to provoke trouble in
the country.

153. It had been learned from a reliable source, a
few days before the elections, that 25,000 ballot en
velopes in the hands of the. Chief Electoral Officer ha
disappeared, but it had been claimed that the condu
of the elections would in no way be prejudiced as th
envelopes did not bear the official stamp. Nevertheless
the same envelopes had turned up later in many consti
tuencies, bearing the official stamp, and, in one case
the wife of the local chief had been caught red-hande
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ject of estab- \~.'. Party. In another case, his party's candidate had been ditions on which financial aiel was to be given, and his

'r put in terror of his life by the local chief. Yet no action own fears of losing the leadership of the Party-for
ccurred after whatsoever had been taken to correct those abuses. which reason he was following the Commissioner-
1 the sinister I 154. Then, too, information had been received that General's advice not to call an annual general confer-
aad been the \ changes were being surreptitiously introduced into the ence. The writer also asked that pressure be put on
1 18 October I voters' roll, to increase the number of supporters for the Chamber of Mines to secure the miners' vote, in
lIy at Rothe. . the Basutoland National Party and cut out known exchange for the written guarantee he had given,
itish colonial I supporters of his party. After citing specific examples, and promised that if the Commissioner-General's plan
~ members of 'f' he claimed that the practice had extended to almost worked and BNP won the elections, he would deal
and one had every constituency. Inquiry had elicited a bare denial. with the communists and refugees who impeded good
y noteworthy , There could be no doubt that corruption in the elec- relations with South Africa. The Commissioner-
olice present ! tions had been encouraged and protected by the British General's fears concerning the Catholic danger were
ler; they had administration; partiality had been shown in the ap- unfounded: he would deal with the problem when
evidence of I pointment of presiding officers, more than 80 per cent he became head of the Government. Meanwhile, the

seven of the \ of whom had been either members or supporters of Catholics were needed in order to win the elections.
ical with the '/' the Basutoland National Party. The letter ended with a request for early payment of
h administra- 155. On South African interference in the elections, part of the R.l5,000 promised by the South African

the culprits , he cited the fact that, in flagrant violation of Basuto- Government, to meet election expenses, and a written
ed the Secre- I land's territorial integrity, South African registered guarantee to show his supporters.
i but one in- I cars had been seen distribut.ng leaflets vilifying his 159. Continuing, Mr. Mpeta said that in June 1962
:l.1es designed I party and lauding the puppet group. The leader of that the first petitioner to appear before the Special Corn-
onfusion and ! group in a secret letter dated 18 November 1964, had mittee on behalf of the Basutoland Congress Party had
tish adminis- thanked the South African Government for its support opposed a proposal by the British National Party that

and had undertaken, if successful in the elections, to Basutoland should be placed under United Nations
place Basutoland and its people in all ways under the trusteeship, since it was feared that such a move would
wise guidance of the Republic of South Africa. The lead to trusteeship under South Africa.
sinister conspiracy to falsify the elections and bring
to power the puppet regime was in fulfilment of the old 160. The United Kingdom set out to create a good
Anglo-Boer plan going back as far as 1909, to hand impression before the rest of the world, but ninety-
the country over to South Africa. For years, the eo- seven years of domination had shown the British to
lonial British had been telling the world that relations be intriguers and hypocrites. They were responsible
between South Africa and Basutoland were perfectly for engineering the elections, for the confusion that
amicable. He would challenge the United Kingdom existed in Basutoland and for inciting the Verwoerd
representative to explain that claim in face of the fact Government to annex the territory. Their attitude was
that Basutoland citizens returning from abroad were not surprising since the United Kingdom and the
not allowed to pass through South Africa and that the United States of America were investing over £ 1 mil-
Basutos working in that country were subjected to lion a year in South Africa.
detention, deportation and every other kind of humiliat- 161. Before anything could be done Basutoland must
ing and evil treatment. be given independence. The United Kingdom professed

156. The struggle for political emancipation in to be opposed to apartheid.ibut encouraged Basutoland's
Basutoland had to be seen in its true perspective. In incorporation with South Africa, to rid herself of the
the latest elections, it had not been just a question of burden of a poverty-stricken territory. The first essen-
his popular progressive party fighting against the tial was to declare the elections null and void and to
Basutoland National Party, but of its fighting against hold new elections with universal suffrage to give
the entire imperialist world guarding its financial in- Basutoland political stability.
terests in southern Africa.

162. Continuing, Mr. Mpeta wished to make it clear
157. He appealed to the Committee to declare those that there was a certain degree of interdependence be-

elections null and void and to urge colonial Britain tween Basutoland and South Africa. The United King-
to call on the three political parties represented in the dom had deliberately turned Basutoland into a reserve
National Assembly to form a national government, for of cheap labour for the South African mines and planta-
the purpose of preparing for immediate elections, free tations in order to strengthen its economic position in
from corruption, and thus of bringing political stability South Africa. In South Africa at the present time,
to the country. Last but not least, he appealed to the there were 150,000 Basutoland workers, without whom
Committee to urge Britain to stop the settler regime the South African economy could not survive. The
of South Africa from interfering in his country's in- United Kingdom had never attempted to make Basuto-
ternal affairs. land economically viable. On the contrary, the country

158. In response to questions, Mr. Mpeta gave de- had been cruelly exploited. For example, in 1955 a
tails of the letter which he said was sent by Chief group of Basutoland nationals had been refused mining
Leabua J onathan, leader of the Basutoland National rights in their own country. Rights had subsequently
Party (BNP), to the Commissioner-General. for South been granted to a South African, who had removed
Sotho on 18 November 1964. It referred to a meeting diamonds worth £ 1 million from Basutoland. The
with the Commissioner-General at which the latter had United Kingdom boasted about the aid it offered to
promised that the South African Government would Basutoland, but that aid was always supplied piecemeal
return certain territories to Basutoland in the event and had neyer fulfilled its purpose. Furthermore, Euro-
of BNP winning the elections a..d confirmed that, in pean civil servants had been placed in positions of
return, Basutoland would be handed over to the South power in order to prevent Basutoland nationals from
African Government. The writer also mentioned diffi- running their own country. The purpose of that policy
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for the Committee to consider how Basutoland's inde
pendence could be guaranteed.

168. Mr. Ngcobo, representing the Pan-Africanlst
Congress of South Africa, said that the question of
British colonialism in the three High Commission Ter
ritories was bound up with South Africa. The South
Africa Act (Constitution) 1909 had provided for their
incorporation in the Union, and the question had come
up at every session of the South African Parliament.
Since the South African Government adopted its Ban
tustan policies, however, the question of incorporation
had assumed another form.

l69. The Bantustan scheme, which was intended
to establish a moral basis for apartheid, was an utter
fraud. The root problem in South Africa was that 300
years earlier European invaders had taken the land
by intrigue and force of arms. The Africans had been
dispossessed, and until that fact of history was reversed
the problem would remain unsolved.

170. An examination of the Bantustans in the Trans
kei would reveal their true nature. The Transkei Con
stitution provided for a "legislature" composed in such
a manner as to ensure that government "stooges" en
joyed a perpetual majority. The Pan-Africanist Con
gress was against collaboration of any kind with the
oppressor, and hoped that even the opposition in that
mock parliament would soon realize that their presence
there was an advantage to Verwoerd. The "parliament"
had very limited jurisdiction, and none at all over the
17,000 whites living in the Transkei; all real power
was reserved for the Pretoria authorities.

171. The introduction of the Bantttstans had met
with serious opposition from the whole people. The
"elections" had been held in an atmosphere of terror
and repression, and over 900 people had been gaoled
in the Transkei alone. Despite such measures, and the
proscription of PAC, opposition to the Bantustan
policies would continue until all vestiges of foreign
control had been expunged.

172. Those policies were now being extended to
the so-called British Protectorates, and there was
greater danger than ever before of their being incor
porated into the Republic. The recent elections there
had been won by people who professed admiration for
Vel'woeI'd's policies, and they owed their victory to
the financial and material support they had received
from the South African Government. The elections
had been conducted by means of blackmail and threat,
with the active connivance of the British authorities.

173. British asylum accorded to political refugees
from South Africa had become a sham, and there was
a. particular vendetta against PAC. Leading members
of PAC were facing trial in Basutoland on charges of
conspiring, while in the Territory, to overthrow the
South African Government by violent means. In that
case, the prosecutor had been brought from South
Africa. South African police were frequently seen in
Basutoland seeking information about the activities of
bona fide refugees. There had been many cases of dis
criminatory treatment of African refugees by the
Bechuanaland Government; some had actually been
deported to South Africa. Most such cases had been
reported to the United Kingdom Government, but
things continued as before. It was to be wondered why
that Government was represented on the Special!
Committee.

174. The United Kingdom and United States Gov
ernments were protecting Verwoerd, and had consist-
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was obviously to frustrate trained Basutos so that they
would leave the country.

163. In response to a question concerning the mani
festos of the three main political parties, Mr. Mpeta
said that the Bnsutoland National Party sought good
relations with the South African apartheid regime i it
promised to put Basutoland under Vel'woeI'd's guidance
if the Party won the elections i was opposed to diplo
matic relations with socialist and communist countries,
in particular the United Arab Republic and Ghana j

and refused to co-operate with any other socialist coun
tries. The Marema-Tlou Party intended to perpetuate
monarchist rule in Basutoland th-ough the chiefs.

164. Mr. Mntooane, representing the Basutoland
Congress Party (BCP), said that the Party was striv
ing for true independence and co-operation on an equal
footing with the other countries of the world. The
Marcma-Tlou Freedom Party (MTFP) was a party
of limited vision which tried to persuade the people
thac without South Africa they would have nothing.

165. He also quoted an account of the three parties
which appeared in the Financial Mail of 15 April 1965.
The BCP was described as the first Party to establish
itself, moulded in the classic African nationalist pattern
of links with Accra and Cairo and basing its original
appeal on anti-colonialism. Signs of United Kingdom
anxiety to quit Bnsutoland had caused the Party to
divert some of its fire to the chiefs and missionaries
-notably the Catholics. The Party was by far the best
organized of the three, having a strong youth league,
and a year earlier had seemed certain to form the first
Government. The Marerna-Tlou Freedom Party, more
of a hybrid, was supported by eighteen of the twenty
two principal chiefs who would automatically have seats
in the Senate and was believed to be favoured unoffi
cially by the Paramount Chief. An important man
behind the scenes was a black South African who was
thought to adhere to the Moscow brand of Communism j

former members of the Communist Party now belonged
to MTFP. The manifesto suggested that the Party
was trying to be all things to all men. It was now the
weakest of the three major parties, owing to the murder
of four RCP men in October 1964, for which a Chief
and twenty others were awaiting trial.

166. The Basutoland National Party was a con
servative group with strong Catholic support. It ad
vocated good relations with South Africa and received
private finance from South Africa and the Federal Re
public of Germany. The leader was a popular figure
and the Party had been gaining support. It hoped to
appeal especially to women, now voting for. the first
time, who would be more interested in material matters
than in ideology.

167. In response to a question regarding the need
to safeguard the independence. of the three Territories,
Mr. Matooane said that he and his colleagues were
very much aware of the danger, which was one of the
reasons why they were appearing before the Special
Committee. Basutoland was the poorest and most barren
of the three Territories. The statement made in 1962
to the Special Committee, that Basutoland's problems
could be tackled only through independence, still held
good since the whole economic system was designed
to maintain the supply of cheap labour for the farms,
mining and manufacturing industries in South Africa
and Southern Rhodesia. He would like to know what
the Special Committee had done since that time. It was
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, cntly flouted the United Nations resolutions on South bath, the least they asked of men of goodwill every-
~ Africa. The United States had declared an embargo where was sympathetic understanding. Yet peace and
, on arms to that country, but side-stepped it by supply- freedom were indivisible. The struggle of the South

ing men and materials for producing arms on the Sp?t. African people was the responsibility of all people
Previous petitioners had stressed that rocket and missile everywhere, and it must be honourably discharged
bases were under construction in South Africa and before it was too late.
South West Africa with the help of United States, 179. Mr. Molete, representing the Pan-Africanist
United Kingdom and German scientists, and poison Congress of South Africa, said that most of the peti-
gases were being developed in South Africa with the tioners presented to the Committee had emphasized the
aid of Nazi scientists. British military academies still importance of Verwoerd's apartheid policy and the
trained South Africa's military men. It had been said Bantustan scheme he was trying to impose on the
that the United Kingdom would continue to honour neighbouring territories of Basutoland, Bechuanaland
previous contract~, but for each contract so ho~ou:ed, and Swaziland. His example was being closely followed
thousands of Africans were exposed to extermination, by Smith in Zimbabwe.
Men laid off after the abandonment of the TSR.2 180. From the joint efforts of South Africa and
project were now going to South Africa to work on the United Kingdom, during the recent elections in
the maintenance of military aircraft. It also appeared Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, to bolster
that some squadrons of the United States Air Force the moribund system of chieftainship and stir up anti-
were being taught Afrikaans. He would like to African nationalist feeling, it was clear that South
know why. Africa had not abandoned its long cherished plan to

175. The United States had inmense sums of money annex the three so-called British Territories. There
invested in South Africa, and was doing everything had merely been a change of tactics. Events during
possible to stimulate trade with the Republic. Recently, the past two years had shown that in the Verwoerd-
General Motors had inaugurated a $30 million plant Salazar-Srnith unholy alliance, the arch-enemy of Afri-
in South Africa, a type of investment which reduced can salvation and independence was Verwoerd. With
that country's dependence on overseas source of i.n- his long experience in applying the doctrine of divide
dustrial production and advanced it towards partial and rule, he considered himself the best qualified to
self-sufficiency. United States investors were also take the lead in the political subjugation, economic
heavily involved in mining activities. Mining was South exploitation and spiritual degradation of the indigenous
Africa's backbone, and the most reactionary industry Africans in the Territories. He was an expert psycholo-
as far as wages were concerned. For seventy years gist and understood the "working of the native mind";
wages in the mines had remained static; hence the he supported the Herrenuolk doctrine.
27 per cent dividend paid to the American investors. 181. The only effective way of tackling the problems

176. The submission of PAC was that South Africa of the dependent territories under Verwoerd-Salazar-
was perpetrating the crime of genocide, as defined by Smith domination and particularly South West Africa,
the Geneva Convention on Genocide. Like the Nazis Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland was to put
who had exterminated over 6 million Jews, the South a stop to the Verwoerd racist regime. The Committee
African rulers regarded themselves as a master race could not, therefore, solve the problem of decoloniza-
chosen by providence to rule over other peoples. They tion without hearing the representatives of the Pan-

I even quoted the scriptures to justify their racist policies. Africanist Congress of South Africa.
As in Nazi Germany, thousands upon thousands of 182. In seeking to impose Bantustan in South West
innocent people had been tortured and murdered by Africa and the other Territories, Verwoerd was bolster-
the authorities. Some cases had been brought before ing up his own small empire and his dreams of South
the courts; many more had not, because the perpetrators Africa as a colonial Power with the puppet states
of the crimes were also those who dispensed justice. masquerading as independent South African States.
Political prisoners were treated with particular brutality. The white industries being set up along the borders of
Moreover, South Africa was arming itself to the teeth. the so-called Bantustan would not only exploit African
Thus, everything indicated that South Africa was ac- slave labour, but would increase Afrikaner industrial
tively conspiring to perpetrate the heinous crime of and financial interests and help to maintain white
zenocide. The South African Government must be supremacy and apartheid. Petitioners were bound to
brought to justice by the iuternational community touch on the South African situation, if only to prove
before it was too late. to the Committee that its work would be easier, if, in

177. Despite the resolute opposition of world public dealing with decolonization in southern Afriw., it gave
opinion, Verwoerd and his racist henchmen relentlessly some attention to the South African situation and the
pursued their chosen policies. Although ruled by a Verwoerd racist regime.
foreign minority, South Africa was accepted as a full- 183. In response to questions, Mr. Ngcobo, repre-
fledged Member of the United Nations '. But the people senting the Pan-Africanist Congress of South Africa,
of South Africa were not self-govermng; they were said that the original plan for incorporating the three
suffering foreign oppression, economic exploitation and High Commission Territories into the then Union of
social degradation at the hands of a fascist minority. South Africa was embodied in Section 151 of the South
He therefore could not agree with the Special Corn- Africa Act (Constitution) 1909. In 1955, the Report
mittee that it was not competent to hear the nationalist of the Commission for the Socio-Economic Develop-
leaders of South Africa. merit of the Bantu Areas within the Union of South

178. It was clear that no amount of talk could in- Africa, known as the Tomlinson Report, had taken
duce Verwoerd to see reason. The South African people over the plan and proposed the annexation of the Terri-
could not for ever be hewers of wood and drawers of tories as part of South Africa's so-called Bantu home-
water in the land of their forefathers. There was only lands. The Tomlinson Report was, in effect, the blue-

.one course left for them, and if there should be a blood print of the current Bantustan policies and the threat
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of economic subjugation used to force the Territories
into annexation. Verwoerd had used his puppets in
the Swazi!and and Basutoland elections. He had, for
example, promised the Basutoland National Party
(BNP) to hand over certain neighbouring territories
if Basutoland were given to South Africa.

184. Unless the Territories could be given a guar
antee, before independence, that they would have free
transit facilities and would have their own radio, postal
services and currency, South Africa would have power
ful means of isolating them from the outside world. The
situation was a real danger to the Territories. He urged
that the Committee should submit recommendations
to the General Assembly and the Security Council for
safeguarding the independence and territorial integrity
of Basutoland, Bechuanalnnd and Swazlland.

185. The United Kingdom's pious declarations dur
ing ninety-seven years in Basutoland and sixty years
in Swaziland had never been fulfilled. The United
Kingdom could have helped the Territories to a viable
and economic self-sufficiency during the past decade
but had failed to do so. The Government was hand in
glove with South Africa, and under the pretence of
neutrality had intervened against the liberty of South
African fugitives; South African police were in league
with the police in the Territories. The United Kingdom
had given South Africans high administrative posts,
such as district Commissioners and public prosecutors.
No guarantees could be expected from the British, for
they were not protectors but speculators.

186. Mr. Molete, representing the Pan-Africanist
Congress of South Africa, said that during the elec
tions in the three territories, the South African Press
and radio had openly attacked the liberation parties
-the three African nationalist organizations recognized
by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and
opposed to the policy of annexation. The South African
Government had issued a pamphlet listing the main
parties supported by South Africa and circulated it in
South West Africa in the four main languages.

187. Mr. Nquku, representing the Swaziland Pro
gressive Party (SPP), said that investigation of his
Party's just complaints had already brought United
Nations observers to Swaziland, and the Swazi people
had greatly appreciated their counsel, The SPP had
prepared a number of documents for the Committee's
attention. The first offered a critical review of Swazi
land's constitutional development. In the second, it was
demonstrated that the United Kingdom, as the admin
istering Power responsible for Swaziland, had failed
to comply with the United Nations Charter. The situa
tion in SwaziIand had improved little since SPP had
submitted its previous petition in December 1962. The
most notable change had been the adoption of a new
Constitution, which made for stilI closer ties between
the Swazi Government and the Government of South
Africa. Yet there was no reason whatever why the
administering Power should not grant Swaziland im
mediate independence. The third submission consisted
of newspaper clippings to corroborate his testimony.

188. Recent developments called for a review of
the entire political situation in Swaziland, and the
presentation of certain demands on behalf of the Swazi
people. The new Constitution was utterly unacceptable;
the SPP accordingly demanded that a constitutional
conference, to be attended by all genuinely interested
parties, should be convened forthwith. The SPP had
already protested against irregularities in the elections
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versity fell far short of the required standards. ment would honour its election promises to emancipate

'1 194. Health facilities in Swazlland were woefully the African peoples as quickly as possible. The United

I
', inadequate. In particular, free hospitalization had been Kingdom faced a difficult situation in Swaziland, but

withdrawn, which meant closing the hospital door to it must be prepared to take a tough line with the die-
most Africans. Moreover, the same medical charges hard tribalists and reactionary Europeans.
were levied on the whole population without regard 201. It was imperative that the United Nations act
to the poverty of the African majority. The SPP de- at once to protect Swaziland's economic resources from

.i manded the reinstatement of free hospitalization and the designs of the South African Government. It should
'\. the appointment of a commission of inquiry to iuvesti- exert all possible influence with the United Kingdom

gate hospital facilities and, in particular, the treatment Government to prevent the economic strangulation of
of Africans in Government hospitals. the three High Commission Territories by South

195. The majority of the Swazis were socially back- Africa, and to protect their right to do business with
ward, for the British had been reluctant to promote whomever they wished. The United Nations should also
social progress in the sixty-odd years of their admin- take note of SPP's opposition to all agreements under-
istration. Even now, little serious attention was devoted taken by the administering Power on behalf of Swazi-
to the problem, and the aim seemed rather to be the land without Swazi approval. The SPP also protested
separate development of the various communities, along against the fact that only the north of Swaziland was
apartheid lines. The administering Power should pro- being developed, while the southern areas remained
tect the emerging Swazi nation from socially corrupting untouched.
influences such as the licensed casino at Ezulwini, which 202. British influence in Swaziland was giving way
operated with government sanction-the more so as it to South African influence. At the last elections, the
was just across the border from South Africa, where Swaziland Independent Front, a pro-British Party, had
such activities were forbidden. been roundly defeated by a pro-South African Party,

196. Racial discrimination continued to be practised the United Swaziland Association. Moreover, South
in all fields, despite legislation to the contrary. The African influence had finally won the support of tribal
African was treated as inferior to the European in the leaders for the complete expulsion of the British from
matter of personal status, remuneration and welfare Swazi'r.nd. It was not surprising, therefore, that the
services. Discrimination was practised openly in the tribal leaders, as well as the settlers, were strongly
Police Department, and the really shocking conditions opposed to the development of trade unionism.
to which Africans were subjected in Swazi gaols had
recently been brought to light after some British sol- 203. In response to questions, Mr. Nquku confirmed
diers had been personally exposed to them. Discrimi- that the Constitution had been rejected by the entire
nation was stilI practised in hotels and clubs, and the Swazi people. There had been such concerted opposition
Portuguese were allowed to set up exclusively Por- to it at the Constitutional Conference in London that
tuguese clubs. Furthermore, there were two parallel the United Kingdom Government had had to submit
judicial systems-the European courts and the native a modified version to the Swazi people. It had still been
courts-and there were still laws maintained specifically unacceptable, however, and it was only as a last resort
for Africans. The SPP demanded the abolition of dis- that the King had agreed to it.
criminated courts, and the repeal of all repressive and 204. The United Kingdom Government had begun
discriminatory legislation. to return Crown lands to the Swazi people to a limited

197. Refugees in Swaziland lived in constant fear extent. Apart from those areas, however, no other land
of the white South Africans and Portuguese who were had been distributed. In Swaziland the land was divided
present in the Territory. The administering Power into four categories: Swazi areas, land purchased by
should provide safeguards for such refugees, and the Swazis, land on freehold lease to Swazis and European
United Nations, too, should assist them in their plight. farms. At the present time half the available land was
Repeated protests had been made against the presence in African hands, and half belonged to Europeans. It
of British troops in Swaziland, and SPP insisted on was therefore obvious that the minority settlers' group
their immediate withdrawal. had more than their fair share, thus leading to over-

198. The land question in Swaziland was a most crowding among the Swazis. Yet the Europeans owned
serious political problem. African tenants on European large tracts of unused land. He therefore wished to
farms lived in conditions of slavery, and mass evictions request the Committee to call upon the Untied Nations
were continuing unchecked. The SPP demanded that to set up a court of inquiry into the land situation in

- Swaziland.a commission of inquiry be appointed to investigate the
situation. 205. Referring to the electoral system, Mr. Nquku

199. As in the past, SPP looked to the United said that in theory the elections in Swaziland had been
Nations to curb South African interference in Swazi- based on the "one-man vote" principle, but ill practice
land's domestic affairs, to protect the Territory from such was not the case. For instance, unmarried women
economic integration with South Africa, and to prevent were not allowed to vote, regardless of their professional
the introduction of South African laws. South Africa status.
was interfering with the political parties in Swaziland, 206. With regard to the number of candidates, he
even going so far as to refuse their leaders permission pointed out that there had in fact been two general
to pass through the Territory of the Republic. He him- elections, one on an exclusively European roll and the
self had been obliged to travel to Dar es Salaam by air, second on a national roll. In the Territory's four con-
via Johannesburg, and would have to return the same stituencies, three candidates had to be elected on the
way. He appealed to the United Nations to intervene. national roll: Of the three candidates, one had to be

200. The oppressed peoples of Africa had rejoiced European. Consequently, the Africans had no choice
at the Labour Party's electoral victory in the United but to vote for a European whom they did not want.
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·~07. Re[u~es ['om SOUlh~:=:;::::::~::::,,:=~e .==-'r- 'oicnclt1lived in terror of their lives in Swaziland because of the petitioners that the Yugoslav delegation to the United
presence of Portuguese and South African nationals. Nations would support any step the United Nations !\ prol
Kidnapping of refugees had taken place in Swazilond, might undertake with the view of deciding upon meas- 't inde
and it was impossible to prevent them since South ures providing effective guarantees for those three Nat
Africans and Portuguese were freely allowed to enter Territories. lost
and leave the country. To the best of his knowledge, 212. The representative of the United Kingdom of , for
refugees in Swaziland received no material assistance, Great Britain and Northern Ireland said that a number:' 2
and he wished to appeal to the United Nations on their of detailed complaints had been made about the conduct ~ hea
behalf. of the recent elections in Basutoland. It should be ,. his

Other statements f~:n:I~~ ~~~rt~~~t ~:~drin~~:t~~ti~~l~t~~~~~in~~ob~d~l~~ I tin~
208. At the 339th meeting, the Chairman informed High Court of Basutoland, The courts were entirely add

the Special Committee of the receipt of a communication impartial and not subject to influence either by the prin
from the Administrative Secretary-General of the 01'- United Kingdom or the Basutoland Governments. Con- lecn
ganization of African Unity (OAU) requesting that the trary to what the petitioners had said, he had been Uni
Co-ordinating Committee of the OAU for the Liberation informed that no netitions had been submitted-unless to c
of Africa be represented as an observer at the Special during the last fe\v days-alleging irregularities in the mat
Committee's meetings in Africa. At the. same meeting, conduct of the elections. If complaints had been made, elec
the Special Committee decided without objection to they were now sub judice. In any case, the Committee cam
grant this request. was not competent in either legal or practical terms to

209. The representative of the Co-ordinating Corn- judge complaints of that kind or to ascertain the facts.
mittee of the Organization of African Unity for the 213. The petitioners' real complaint seemed to be
Liberation of Africa, speaking at the invitation of the that they had lost the elections, not that the elections
Chairman, said that in connexion with the question of had been improperly conducted. The United Kingdom
guarantees for Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swazi- Government had not rigged the elections in Basutoland,
land on attainme: of their independence, he wished to Nor had the Basutoland administration, which enjoyed
draw the .Committee's attention to a resolution passed a reputation for fairness in local political matters which
by the OAU Council of Ministers at its third ordinary was widely recognized in the Committee. Neither the
session. He requested that the text of the resolution United Kingdom nor the Basutoland administration
be distributed to the Committee for guidance. had anv interest in supporting one .party against

210. The Organization for African Unity was not another: He had no comment to make on the allegation
concerned with political squabbles within the three Hi~h that the party which opposed the petitioners had re-
Commission Territories. Its chief concern was WIth ceived outside support, nor for that matter on the pos-
their position in regard to South Africa af.ter .they ~ad sible sources of funds and support for the petitioners'
gained their independence. All thr.ee Ternt~1'1es ~el!ed own party.
on South Africa for much of their econorruc activity. 214. With regard to the statement that the election
There was a possibility that after ind~pendence, ~ore manifesto of BNP had promised to put Basutoland
radical Governments than those now 111 power might under Mr. Verwoerd's guidance, he would point out
be returned. In such an eventuality, the South African that the manifesto had in fact stated that BNP stood
Government might be tempted to annex or encroach for full Basutoland sovereignty and would not allow
upon the territorial integrity of the three Territories or any interference in internal affairs, and that it rejected
to encourage subversion. Even now, Basutoland was at the incorporation of Basutoland in South Africa. In
the mercy of South Africa for the right to flyover addition, it condemned South Africa's policy of racial
South African territory. The OAU therefore urged discrimination, but in view of Basutoland's geographical
the United Nations to prepare an international con- and economic situation thought it would be in the
vention guaranteeing the territorial integrity, inde- interests of the people to co-operate with South Africa
pendence and sovereig~lty of those T.erritories and the on matters of mutual concern. Finally, the manifesto
right to free passage WIthout molestation or restraint, had advocated that Basutoland should join OAU.

General statements by members 215. The petitioner had stated that Basutoland's
. 11 cl economic problems would be solved only when inde-

211. The representative of Yugoslavia reca e Lt pendence had been granted and British exploitation
the United Kingdom Government had stated the pre- had ceased. In fact there was no British exploitation
vious year that it was prepared to grant independence of the Basutoland economy. On the contrary, that
to Basutoland one year after the elections. The United .

bli . t economy was heavily dependent on British financial
Kingdom Government was also under an 0 igation 0 assistance, which consisted almost entirely of straight,
take steps to ensure and guarantee that independence. free grants. As indicated in the Secretariat working
He considered that those steps should include measures paper (see sect. A above) nearly half the Basutoland
to improve the economic situat.ion, of Basutoland, as d b h U . d TJ'"' d I ddi
well as Bechuanaland and Swaziland, and the removal budget was finance y t e nite ixmg' 0111. n a 1-

of Afrikaners and white settlers from key positions in tion, the United Kingdom Government was contrihuting
the Territories before their accession to independence. £ 1,823,000 to the Basutoland three-year development
Those new economic and administrative measures were plan. To describe a financial relationship of that kind
. di ble jf th . d d e nd sovereignty of as exploitation seemed to be at the very least misleading.111 ispensa e I e m epen enc a
Basutoland and also of Bechuanaland and Swaziland 216. The petitioner had also spoken of his party's
were not to be jeopardized. He associated himself with demands and struggle for independence from the United
the recommendations made by the representative of the Kingdom colonial yoke. The fact was that the United
Organization of African Unity and by the Conference Kingdom Government had promised independence
of non-aligned countries with regard to their points of whenever the Basutoland Parliament wanted it at any
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d iI occupied in working out practical policies for the many land Constitutional Conference in 1963 had failed to
IS J1 problems which Basutoland would inevitably face as an agree on various important matters; the details had
;. ~',' independent country than in comylnining to the United been set out in the earlier documents of the Com-
:e Nations about the conduct of elections which they had mittee. After the fullest consultation, the British Gov-

lost or in calling for independence when it was theirs ernment had decided to introduce new constitutional
)f ! for the asking. arrangements which took account to the greatest pos-

217. With regard to the points raised during the sible extent of the views expressed at the conference
hearing, particularly by the representative of Yugoslavia, and went as far as possible to meet them all. The new
his delegation would have something to say when the Constitution had come into effect at the beginning of
time came to discuss all three Territories. 1964 and elections had been held under the Constitution

in June. The composition of the legislature and the
218. The representative of the Soviet Union had franchise system were fully described in the report of

addressed the Committee on the subject of democratic the Special Committee for 1964 (A/5800/Rev.l, chap.
principles and the conduct of free elections. If such a VIII, paras. 147-151). The election results themselves
lecture had been necessary-which it was not-the were set out in paragraph 157 of that document. In
United Kingdom delegation would have preferred it August 1964, representatives of one of the political
to come from someone more qualified to speak on such parties had made representations to the United King-
matters. Election meant choice. In the Basutoland dom Government in which they had complained about
elections the people had been offered a choice between certain features of the Constitution and of the elections.
candidates from several parties with different policies. Those had been considered at the time and discussed

219. The representative of the Union of Soviet with the Swaziland representatives by United Kingdom
Socialist Republics said ·he had list~ned carefuly to ~Clth Ministers who had pointed out that the election legis-

., sides of the argument. The Committee had been given lation provided machinery for the investigation of com-
a substantiated account of the rigging of the elections plaints about the elections. In fact, a number of
held in Basutoland under United Kingdom supervision. complaints had been submitted under that machinery.
In his reply, with the exception of an insulting attack The Ministers had also replied to the representations
on the Soviet Union, the representative of the United made about the Constitution that there was no reason
Kingdom had produced no argument other than the in their view to depart from the decision announced
statement that the Committee was not competent to in the Swaziland White Paper that the Constitution
inquire into the conduct of the Basutoland elections. should not be further reviewed until 1966.
He had claimed that the Basutoland Government, which 222. The revisions to the Bechuanaland Constitution
had been set up by the United Kingdom, was more which had come into effect on 29 January 1965 had
competent to judge complaints about the misconduct again been the outcome of a long and thorough process
of elections than a United Nations Committee which of consultation, discussion and conference, which had
included several distinguished jurist!' as well as repre- begun in 1963 and ended with the announcement in
sentatives from all continents and all political and elec- June 1964 of the United Kingdom Government's ac-
toral systems. If the facts were made available, the ceptance of the proposals unanimously agreed by all con-
Committee was perfectly competent to assess them. Yet cerned in Bechuanaland. Under the new Constitution
the representative of the United Kingdom had not put Bechuanaland had internal self-government with a full
forward a single concrete fact to refute the allegations ministerial system. Elections had been held on 1 March
of the petitioners. That being so, the Committee had no 1965 on the basis of universal adult suffrage, and the
choice but to accept the veracity of the petitioners' results had been a victory for the Bechuanaland Demo-
statements. cratic Party (BDP) with twenty-eight of the thirty-

220. The representative of the United Kingdom had one seats, the Bechuanaland People's Party winning
also declared that his Government had no interest in the remaining three. Eighty-one per cent of all qualified
supporting one party against another. He had then gone voters had been registered and 80 per cent of those had
on to defend the policy of a particular party, whose actually voted-a very high proportion. The leader of
policy was the integration of Basutoland in South BDP, Mr. Seretse Kharna, had been appointed Bechua-
Africa. The leader of that party was the present Prime naland's first Prime Minister. Under the Bechuana-
Minister of Basutoland and he was acceptable to the land electoral regulations, there was a procedure for
South African regime. By defending the party that investigation by the Courts of complaints about alleged
desired integration with South Africa, the United irregularities in the conduct of the elections. No such
Kingdom representative had shown where his country's complaints had been submitted. Only one prosecution
real interests lay. He had said that the United Kingdom had been initiated in connexion with the elections and
provided substantial assistance to Basutoland. The that had been against BDP for using a public address
Soviet Union delegation reserved its right to comment system on election day.
on the figures mentioned after closer study of them. 223. With regard to Basutoland, a process of local
It had been stated that half the Basutoland budget was discussion about constitutional advance had begun in
financed by British taxpayers, but no mention had been 1962 and a Conference had taken place in London in
made of the profits gained by United Kingdom investors 1964 at which full agreement by all concerned had
from the exploitation of Basutoland. been reached on a new Constitution. The details had

221. The representative of the United Kingdom in been fully described to the Committee in 1964. They
a further statement said that he would deal with the included internal self-government and a ministerial
points which had been raised by the petitioners from system, the abolition of the post of Resident Commis-
the Territories of Basutolaud, Bechuanaland and sioner and the creation instead of a new post of British
Swaziland. The most important question was to estab- Government Representative and constitutional arrange-
lish the policy of the United Kingdom Government for ments specifically designed to be incorporated with the
the three Territories and to see how that policy was minimum necessary changes in the independence Con-
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stitution itself. It had been announced in the report of
the Conference that the British Government had agreed
that Basutoland should become fully independent pro
vided that at any time not earlier than one year after
the elections, the people of Basutoland were to ask for
independence either by resolutions of both Houses of
the Basutoland Parliament, or, if the two Houses could
not agree, by majority vote in a popular referendum.
Elections had taken place in Basutoland under univer
sal adult suffrage on 29 April 1965. The Basutoland
National Party (BNP) had won thirty-one seats, the
Basutoland Congress Party twenty-five, and the
Marerna-Tlou Freedom Party the remaining four. The
leader of BNP, Chief Leabua jonathan, had been de
feated, and his deputy, Chief Maseribane, had been
appointed as Prime Minister until Chief J onathan was
able to enter Parliament.

224. As far as economic developments were con
cerned, the Basutoland development plan for 1963
provided for expenditure of £8.1 million including
£664,000 for the new University of Basutoland, Bechua
naland Protectorate and Swaziland j large new areas of
land had recently been brought under irrigation and six
new livestock development centres had been completed in
addition to the existing twenty centres. Bechuanaland
had suffered a three-year drought, but the cattle indus
try on which the economy was founded continued to
flourish with plans for new exports to their natural
markets in Zambia and Rhodesia and an increase in ex
ports to the Congo. The International Development
Association had signed a £ 1.3 million loan agreement
for road improvement. Swaziland had a £ 13.5 million
three-year development plan, including £9.5 million for
railway and electricity schemes which would benefit all
the people of the Territory. The new railway, a new iron
ore mine and the hydroelectric power station had been
opened in 1964. Twelve million tons of iron ore were
to be exported every year via the new railway for ship
ment from Lourenco Marques to Japan. The power
from the hydroelectric scheme would greatly benefit
industrial development in Swaziland. The sugar indus
try was also expanding rapidly with Swaziland's ac
cession to the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement.

225. Summing up the United Kingdom's constitu
tional policy for all three Territories, he said that it
was one of full consultation with representatives of
all local opinion, leading to major measures of con
stitutional advance wherever possible on the basis of
full agreement with all concerned in the Territories, and
where full agreement could not be reached, then on the
basis of the widest obtainable measure of agreement.
Basutoland could achieve its independence by making
a formal request for it at any time after next April.
Bechuanaland and Swaziland were free to follow when
ever they wished. Basutoland and Bechuanaland en
joyed full self-government and universal adult suffrage.
Swaziland remained a step behind in that respect, but
had recently undergone major changes in the advances
involved in the present Constitution.

226. All three Territories were thus well on the way
to independence. But independence, by itself, was not
the end of the story. Fears had been expressed both in
the Committee and elsewhere about the possibility that
when they became independent those three Territories
might either be annexed by South Africa or else be so
vulnerable to pressures from South Africa that they
would become to all intents and purposes subject to the
will and policies of the South African Government. The
United Kingdom delegation believed that those fears

were to a great extent unfounded. In its recent state
ments, the South African Government had indicated
that it no longer pursued its previous policy of seeking
the incorporation of the Territories in South Africa
and indeed it had made known that it welcomed their
forthcoming independence as African States. The
United Kingdom Government, for its own part, had
made it clear that there was no question of any transfer
of Britain's responsibility for the administration of the
Territories to any outside authority, whether South
Africa or anyone else, without the agreement of the
inhabitants of the Territories. It had been made clear
that each Territory in exercising its right to self
determination would at the proper time need to find,
through negotiations with South Africa, a basis for the
future conduct of its mutual relations.

227. Suggestions that the United Kingdom Govern
ment had entered into a secret agreement with the
Government of South Africa to bring the Territories to
independence in such a way as to put them within
South Africa's sphere of influence or even to enable
South Africa to annex them were of course quite
fantastic. The United Kingdom Government had on
many occasions expressed its abhorrence of the policy
of apartheid and dissociated itself completely from the
racial policies of the South African Government.
Apartheid was neither practised nor tolerated in any
Territory for which the United Kingdom Government
was responsible. There could be no question of any
transfer of the three Territories to South Africa without
the agreement of their inhabitants. All the major parties
in the Territories had for their part emphasized their
rejection of South African racial policies and of any
proposals for incorporating the Territories in South
Africa as Bantustans or in any other way. That applied
as much to the parties which had won the elections in
all three Territories as to the opposite parties. It had
been suggested that all three elections had been won by
parties which secretly or openly desired the incorpora
tion of their Territories in South Africa and that those
parties had secret agreements with the South African
Government. Those suggestions were quite untrue. The
BDP manifesto in Bechuanaland had clearly stated that
the party looked towards an independent Bechuanaland,
free from any form of racial discrimination and belong
ing to the United Nations and OAU. Mr. Seretse
Khama, on his appointment as Prime Minister, had
said that he abhorred apartheid although his country
would continue to trade with South Africa and would
welcome investment funds from any source, including
South Africa. The manifesto of Imbokodo in Swazi
land had stated that it sought a fully free and inde
pendent Swaziland with peaceful coexistence for all
groups and races. At the opening of the Legislative
Council in September 1964, the Imbokodo leader had
declared a policy of maintaining Swaziland as a non
racial State, and had added:

"Neither the Ngwenyama (i.e., the Paramount
Chief ) nor anyone of Irnbokodo has ever been in
contact with the Government of the Republic [of
South Africa], nor are our policies designed to draw
Swaziland into the hands of the Republic, nor are
our policies apartheid policies."

He 'had described any allegations to the contrary as
a deliberate calculated lie. The Committee had already
been informed of the line taken by the BNP manifesto
in Basutoland which condemned South African racial
policies, rejecting Basutoland's incorporation in South
Africa, emphasizing that it stood for the full sovereignty
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of Basutoland and declaring that the party would not
allow any interference in its internal affairs by any
other State. The manifesto had also said that because
of the geography and economic situation of Basutoland
it was in the interests of the people to co-operate with
South Africa on matters of mutual interest.

228. Those were the policies of the parties now in
power in the three Territories. The opposition parties
had been even more emphatic in rejecting incorporation
with South Africa or the adoption of apartheid policies.
One of the petitioners had read out a letter purporting
to come from the leader of the maj ority party in
Basutoland and containing various remarks about his
wish to put Basutoland under South Africa's guidance
and protection. That letter had been unequivocally de
nounced as a forgery and a political trick designed to
discredit the party concerned and to bring electoral
advantage to the opposition, and those responsible had
privately admitted as much. The fact that the whole
trend of the letter was in direct conflict with the clear
policy of the party, demonstrated the fraudulent nature
of that document.

229. A further aspect of the allegations made about
secret intentions to secure the incorporation of the Ter
ritories was the accusation that the United Kingdom
Government, through the administrations in the Terri
tories, had manipulated the elections to secure success
of the parties who were well disposed to the idea of
incorporation. The idea that the successful parties were
in favour of apartheid or incorporation into South
Africa as Bantustans had already been disposed of, so
that the whole object of those alleged manipulations
became meaningless. But since aspersions had been cast
on the fairness of the conduct of the elections, at any
rate in Basutoland and SwaziIand, the United Kingdom
delegation wished to comment briefly on some of the
specific complaints. To begin with, it was not for the
Special Committee to attempt the judicial task of hear
ing evidence on those complaints and forming a balanced
conclusion about their validity or otherwise. That was
a task for the courts, nor for the Committee of the
General Assembly. The representative of the Soviet
Union had said that there were jurists in the Com
mittee qualified to judge those complaints. That might
be so; but the Committee had neither the legal com
petence nor access to all the evidence to enable it to
perform such a task. Nevertheless, since the United
Kingdom delegation had been challenged to answer
some of those allegations and so that a silence would
not be considered as an admission of their validity, he
wished to refer to certain complaints in detail.

230. One of the petitioners had suggested that the
shooting incident at Rothe in October 1964 had been
handled in such a way as to indicate prejudice against
one particular political party on the part of the police.
In fact the police had taken immediate action, twenty
one persons had been accused: thirteen had been com
mitted for trial on the charge of murder, six had been
committed to the High Court on charger of public
felonies, and two had been discharged. The cases were
due to be heard in the High Court on 21 June 1965.
The bullets found were not of a type specially associated
with Government sources, as the petitioner had claimed.
T.hey were ordinary .303 bullets which could easily be
obtained from other sources.

231. It had been suggested that the administration
had brought military planes from Southern Rhodesia
for the elections for purposes of intimidation. In fact,
there had been no military planes from Rhodesia. The

only planes brought in from outside had been two
Twin Pioneers: small twin-engined transport planes
brought in from United Kingdom sources in Nairobi,
Kenya, for use in transporting the civilian police during
the election period. There seemed nothing whatever to
complain of in that.

232. The petitioner's main point in support of his
charges about the rigging of the elections had con
cerned 25,000 baIlot envelopes which-he said-had
disappeared and turned up again bearing the official
stamp. The fact was that a number of ballot envelopes
had been spoilt at the printer's. There was no founda
tion whatever for the claim that the envelopes had
appeared subsequently or that they had later acquired
the official stamp. Those official stamps had been kept
strictly secret. It was worth pointing out that the peti
tioner's party, BCP, had now presented four election
petitions, but not one of those made any reference to the
story of the envelopes. The petitions had not yet been
heard by the courts. One concerned the number of ballot
envelopes at a polling station; another concerned the
time at which a polling station had closed, and the
others involved allegations of unlawful meetings, the
qualifications of one candidate and a presiding officer's
failure to account for certain envelopes issued to him.
All those points were sub judice and it would not be
right to comment on them except to point out that even
if all of them were found by the courts to be justified,
they would still not support the special charges made
by the petitioner about the rigging of the entire elec
tions by the British Government or the Basutoland
administration. The elections had not been rigged. They
had been properly conducted and the results accurately
reflected the decisions and choice of the Basutoland
electorate.

233. He turned next to Swaziland, The petitioner
from Swaziland had made many complaints and detailed
allegations. He had said that medical fees in Swaziland
were so high that many Africans could not use public
health facilities. It was not so. No one, African or
European, had ever been refused treatment in any
Swaziland Government hospital because of inability to
pay; and fees were in fact very low. At least 25 per cent
of the patients received their treatment completely free
of charge.

234. The petitioner had said that school fees were
so high that many Africans could not afford an educa
tion. It was not so. The rates were: £ 1 a year for
secondary schools, lO/-d. a year for primary schools,
4/2d. a year for other schools-low rates by any
standards, moreover, there was provision, in this case
as well, for exemption in the case of the needy.

235. The petitioner had said that the wage-rates
discriminated against Africans. It was not so. Swaziland
needed to attract skilled workers for its expanding
economy and naturally, like any other country, had to
pay salaries and wages at a high enough level to attract
the people it needed; vocational training was thus a top
priority in Swaziland and it was being energetically
carried forward. The general rule throughout Swazi
land was that everyone was paid the rate for the job,
regardless of race.

236. The petitioner had said that the United King
dom and Swaziland Governments had closed the borders
with South Africa to keep the Swazi people behind
barbed wire fences. It was not so. The Government
of South Africa had imposed border controls about
two and a half years earlier, unilaterally and without
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Swaziland or United Kingdom co-operation. In fact
the Swaziland Government even now had only two
border posts which were both on the border with
Mozambique, not with South Africa at all.

237. The petitioner had said that because Europeans
owned a disproportionate amount of the land, the
Swazi Africans were overcrowded and short of land
themselves and that there was some system whereby
the best land was reserved for Europeans. It was not
so. There was no pressure on land in the Swazi areas,
and when land owned by Europeans came up for sale,
Africans could and often did buy it. There was dis
crimination in the reservation of land in Swaziland
discrimination to protect and set aside land for Africans,
not the other way round-a safeguard employed in
many countries throughout Africa. In fact at the end
of 1963, over 2 million acres, or more than half of the
total area of Swaziland, had been specifically reserved
for the Swazis.

238. The petitioner had said that labour legislation
was discriminatory and insufficient to protect African
workers. It was not so. Swazi labour legislation, much
of it recently overhauled and modernized, was based
on accepted international models and ILO Conventions.

239. The petitioner from Swaziland had said that
despite the introdnction of an elected Legislative Council,
the Commissioner continued to make laws by proclama
tion over the head of the Council. It was not so. There
had not been one single law by proclamation since the
establishment of the Legislative Council.

240. The petitioner had said that there were separate
judicial systems for Africans and Europeans. It was
not so. There were special courts to administer Swazi
law and custom, just as there were special systems of
customary courts in many other parts of Africa, but
any Swazi could have recourse to the ordinary
magistrates courts. There was of course the usual
system of reviews and appeals.

241. It had been suggested by the petitioner that
the United Kingdom and the Swaziland Administration
had failed to intervene with the South African Gov
ernment to protect Swazi Africans' transit facilities
out of Swaziland through South Africa. It was not so.
To quote only two instances: two members of the
petitioner's own party, named Nkosi and Sangweni,
had been held up in johannesburg on a journey north
ward from Swaziland, the Swaziland Government had
intervened with the South African Government and
only then had the two men been permitted to proceed.

242. The petitioner had implied that there was
virtual apartheid in Swaziland. It was not so. The
Swaziland Government was completely opposed to all
forms of racial discrimination and, in the rare cases of
discrimination in public places, the law which speci
fically forbade it was vigorously applied. Apartheid
was not just another word for racial discrimination.
It was a doctrine of separate development of the
different racial communities along distinct and separate
lines. The policy of the United Kingdom Government
and of the Swaziland Government was the complete
opposite of both discrimination and apartheid. It was
a policy of integration of the racial communities, not
separation. Swaziland pursued a "non-racial state"
policy; to call that apartheid was to deprive words of
any meaning.

243. Finally, the elections. The petitioner had said
that his party had rejected the franchise and electoral
system. In fact the system was very close indeed to

what the petitioner's party had advocated at the
Swaziland Conference. He had said that there had been
irregularities in the conduct of the 1964 elections. It
was not so. There had been no interference by the
United Kingdom Government or by the Swaziland Ad
ministration, and no attempt to influence the outcome
of the elections. If the petitioner's party had had any
reasonable ground for complaint about the conduct of
the elections, it had been completely free to take its
evidence for impartial investigation to the High Court.
One such complaint had been investigated and dismissed
by the Court; three had been withdrawn by consent.
and one application had been refused by the Court. It
was perhaps understandable that the petitioner should
have felt aggrieved about the elections: of the 2,846
votes cast in his constituency, he had received 56. But
the facts just did not bear out his allegations, either
about the elections or about the other aspects of policy
and the general situation in Swaziland.

244. If he had commented at length on the peti
tioner's allegations, it was in the hope that his remarks
might encourage the Committee to take a rather harder
look at some of those complaints and to compare them
with the facts as set out in his delegation's statements,
and in such objective sources of information as the
Secretariat working papers and other works of refer
ence, before jumping to conclusions.

245. There were bound to be problems affecting
the relationship between the Territories and South
Africa, both now and after independence. One of the
greatest was that of refugees from South Africa, South
West Africa and the Portuguese Territories. As his
delegation had already made clear, in 110 circumstances
were genuine political refugees in the Territories for
which his Government was responsible returned to
South African or Portuguese authorities. Those refu
gees were entirely free to leave the Territories as soon
as they could find another country which was willing
to accept them. In all three Territories certain restric
tions were imposed on the refugees, in the interests of
the Territories and in full agreement with their elected
African leaders. Commenting on the condition imposed
on applicants for asylum that they should not indulge
in politics, the independent organization "Amnesty
International" had concluded that, in view of the
delicate political situation in the three Territories,
enforcement of the condition was not unreasonable, and
that those who complained of such enforcement had
no justifiable grounds for complaint.

246. Some of the petitioners, while admitting that
the Territories had not handed over refugees to the
South Africans or the Portuguese, maintained that the
Governments of those Territories allowed the police
from South Africa and Mozambique to come and
kidnap their refugees, which was just as bad. The
suggestion that there had been any collusion between
the authorities in the High Commission Territories
and the South African or Portuguese authorities de
signed to enable refugees to be abducted from the
Territories was entirely untrue; there had been no
such collusion, and the authorities in the Territories
had never connived in any way at the act of taking
such abductions. In the previous cases of kidnapping
which had come to light, the United Kingdom Govern
ment had on each occasion made vigorous protests as
a result of which the South African Government had
always returned the person concerned. It was physically
impossible for the Governments of the Territories to
keep every single refugee under constant guard; and
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because of the length and nature of the borders of the
Territories and the resources of the administration, it
was impossible to keep detailed control over all persons
entering or leaving the Territories. It was therefore
impossible to guarantee refugees against the possibility
of kidnapping. But wherever kidnappings could be
positively established, the United Kingdom Government
would always take vigorous action.

247. The other aspect of the Territories' relations
with South Africa to which reference had been made
was the extent of their economic dependence on that
country. It was quite true that the Territories had many
economic links and that their economies were closely
involved with the economy of South Africa. That simply
reflected the geography of the Territories, their re
sources, and the undeniable fact that the Republic,
with its more developed economy, its industrial re
sources and the large market which it offered to the
products of the Territories, inevitably complemented
their economies. To ask the United Kingdom Govern
ment to. bring about the economic independence of the
Territories vis-a-vis South Africa was like asking- it
to transfer them to some other part of the world. The
important fact was that economic interdependence need
not and did not imply political subjugation. There were
few countries in the modern world which were not in
a greater or lesser degree economically interdependent;
but that did not make their political independence any
the less real. It was not true that the economic de
pendence of the three Territories on South Africa was
the result of neglect by the United Kingdom, or that
their dependence would be less if the United Kingdom
had given them more aid for development; indeed, the
reverse might well be true, for if the Territories' eco
nomies were more highly developed, they would prob
ably be even more interlinked with the economy of
South Africa. The United Kingdom Government had
in fact given financial and development aid to all three
Territories on a very substantial and ever-growing
scale. A mission financed by the United Kingdom
Government was currently visiting" the three Territories
to investigate the possibilities of additional economic
and technical assistance; the Secretary-General of the
United Nations had accepted a United Kingdom invita
tion to nominate the Chairman of the three-man team,
and had appointed Mr. Chacko, Director of the Depart
ment of Trusteeship and Non-Self-Governing Terri
tories in the Secretariat, and the former Secretary of
the Special Committee.

248. To sum Up, all three Territories were well on
the way to independence, all had a substantial measure
of self-government, and all had the machinery for the
full and free expression of the wishes of their people
on how they wished to be governed and conduct their
relations with their neighbours. The question of their
relations with South Africa after independence would
thus be a matter for the democratically elected Gov
ernments of the Territories to determine; the same
applied to any question of a United Nations guarantee,
a proposal which had been mentioned in past United
Nations resolutions, and again in the course of the
Committee's present discussions. There was no con
spiracy, no plot, no collusion between the United King
dom or the Territories and South Africa, to bring
about some form of political union or subjugation of
the Territories to South Africa contrary to the wishes
of their inhabitants. The policies of the United King
dom Government and of the political parties in the
Territories showed clearly that those fears and accusa-

tions were without foundation. In conclusion, he ex
pressed the hope that the hard facts which he felt
obliged to set out at such length would enable the Com
mittee to approach the question of the Territories with
a greater sense of proportion and in better perspective
than might otherwise have been the case. He hoped
that the Committee, in any resolution on the question,
would recognize the great steps forward which all three
Territories had taken in recent months, and that it
would send its good wishes to the people and Govern
ments of the Territories as they embarked on the final
stages of political progress along the path to self
determination and full independence.
. 24~. The representative of Ethiopia said that the
inhabitants of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland
shared the common misfortune of being economically
and politically harassed by a powerful and expansionist
neighbour. It was all too obvious that the total economic
dependence of the three High Commission Territories
on the Republic of South Africa constituted one of
the principal obstacles to their political advancement.
It was also obvious that the political future of those
Territories would depend to a considerable extent on
the degree of economic viability they achieved in the
near future. The Ethiopian delegation therefore attached
great importance to the recent announcement by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations that he had
been invited by the United Kingdom Government to
nominate the Chairman and one member of a three
man team to visit the Territories of Basutoland, Bechua
naland and Swaziland to investigate and advise upon
the scope for additional economic and technical as
sistance. The Ethiopian delegation greatly appreciated
the Secretary-General's nomination of Mr. Chacko as
Chairman of the team.

250. The Ethiopian delegation had noted the con
stitional development that had taken place in Basuto
land since that Territory had last been discussed by
the Committee, It was happy at the attainment of
self-government by the people of Basutoland, but
wished to emphasize the fact that the administering
Power had not taken effective steps to carry out fully
the provisions of General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV), in particular paragraphs 5 and 6. Despite all
that had been done to help the people of Basutoland
achieve their independence, they were politically threat
ened by the Republic of South Africa. The existence
of that threat to the territorial integrity of all three
Territories had been recog-nized by the United Nations,
when it had warned the Government of the Republic of
South Africa in General Assembly resolution 1954
(XVIII) of 11 December 1963 that any attempt to
annex or encroach upon the territorial integrity of the
three Territories would be considered as an act of
aggression. Furthermore, the OAU Council of Min
isters and the first and second assemblies of African
Heads of State and Government had adopted several
resolutions to forestall any move on the part of South
Africa to annex any of the Territories. They had
requested that the United Nations should guarantee
their territorial integrity. Precisely the same recom
mendation had been made in the Declaration by the
Second Conference of Heads of State or Government of
Non-Aligned Countries, held at Cairo in October 1964
(see A/5763).

251. Despite those recommendations, a tripartite
military pact had been concluded in' December 1964
between the Government of South Africa, Portugal and
Southern Rhodesia, which was a very grave threat to
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the three Territories, above all to Basutoland. The
gravity of the situation was clearly borne out by the
fact that, although the Verwoerd Government's aspira
tions to the guardianship of the Territories had been
condemned, the Republic of South Africa was secretly
preparing for their annexation, beginning with Basuto
land. The Government of South Africa hoped to carry
out its schemes of economic and financial pressure.
Short of open aggression, the threat to Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland lay in their economic and
financial dependence on South Africa. Ethiopia and
other African countries were seriously concerned lest
the Verwoerd Government use its economic hold to
weaken the will to independence of the inhabitants of
the Territories. That challenge must be met by the
United Nations. The Ethiopian delegation therefore
wished to propose that, in conjunction with a United
Nations guarantee of their territorial integrity, a crash
economic programme be launched on behalf of the three
Territories. He hoped that the three-man team would be
able to explore the feasibility of such a programme.
Further, since the unfortunate economic situation in
the Territories was to a considerable degree the result
of negligence on the part of the administering Power,
he hoped that the United Kingdom would be able to
take steps to improve the situation.

252. He wished to draw the Committee's attention
to the question of the migration of labour from Basuto
land and Bechuanaland referred to in the Secretariat
working paper. It was stated that, owing to the fertility
of the land, the economic difficulties of Swaziland were
less acute than those of the other two Territories. Yet
constitutional advances in SwaziIand seemed to lag
behind those in the other Territories. That was regret
table, and he hoped that the administering Power would
take appropriate measures to remedy the .situation.
Nothing- stood in the way of the application of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), provided that the
administering- Power co-operated to the full. In order
to attain lasting independence, however, the Territories
must also be helped to achieve economic independence.
The Ethiopian delegation therefore appealed to the
United Kingdom to do its utmost to assist the Terri
tories and reminded the members of the Committee
that vigilance was necessary if South Africa was to be
prevented from swallowing them up.

C. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

253. At the 369th meeting, the representative of
Ethiopia introduced a draft resolution (A/AC.109i
L.217) sponsored by Cambodia, Ethiopia, India, Iran,
Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Sierra Leone,
Syria, Tunisia, United Republic of Tanzania, and
Yugoslavia.

254. In introducing the draft resolution, the repre
sentative of Ethiopia pointed out that it took into
account the statements made by the administering
Power, the OAU Secretary-General and the petitioners.
Generally speaking, the draft resolution reflected the
view expressed in the Committee that the Declaration
on the Granting- of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples should be applied to the three Territories
in its entirety. The eo-sponsors. sincerely hoped that the
draft resolution would be unanimously adopted by the
Committee and that the administering Power would as
a matter of urgency take steps to carry it out in full.

255. The representative of Chile said that his delega
tion had studied closely the draft resolution concerning

Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland (A/AC.109j
L.217). He was in a position to say that his delegation
would vote for it, and he hoped its adoption would 1

produce the desired effect and lead to a solution of
the problems burdening the African population of the
Territories. His delegation was concerned at the policies
of the South African Government and its apparent
intention of annexing those Territories. Vigorous efforts
must be made to prevent such a step, and to enable
the populations of those Territories to exercise their
right to self-determination and independence. The col
laboration of the administering Power was necessary
in that regard, in order to protect the Territories from
the expansionist ambitions of South Africa and to lead
them towards the free exercise of their rights.

256. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania, commenting on the statement made by the
United Kingdom representative with regard to the
Territories (see paras. 221 to 248 above), said that
his delegation had duly noted the efforts being made
by the administering Power towards granting the
Territories independence. At the same time it had been
greatly disappointed by the vague answers given to the
charges levelled by some of the petitioners; their allega
tions had been simply dismissed as fantastic and without
foundation.

257. The United Kingdom representative had said
that the Swaziland Constitutional Conference of 1963.
at which all parties had been represented, had failed to
reach full agreement. In the next breath he had said
that after the fullest consultation, which took ample
account of the views expressed at the Conference and
went as far as possible to meet them all, a new constitu
tional arrangement had been introduced. Such state
ments were contradictory and incoherent.

258. The United Kingdom representative had ques
tioned the competence of the Committee to undertake
the judicial task of hearing evidence on petitioners'
complaints, which he alleged should be left to the courts.
But great as was the Tanzanian delegation's respect
for the British legal system in England, when practised
in the colonies, it produced a mere mockery of justice.
For instance, the distinction between Penal Code law
and native customary law ensured that a British colo
nialist would never be tried by a native court. As for
the evidence, what the petitioners had brought to light
was conclusive enough. The United Kingdom repre
sentative had asserted at one point that no complaints
had been submitted; but he had deliberately failed to
tell the Committee that the reason was that the people
were unable to pay the exorbitant fees charged.

259. With regard to the episode of the planes
mentioned by the United Kingdom representative, the
petitioners had insisted that they were military planes
from South Africa or Southern Rhodesia. The United
Kingdom representative had maintained that they were
civilian planes from Kenya. The Tanzanian delegation
was inclined to believe the petitioners, since they had
no conceivable motive for not telling the truth. There
may have been planes from Kenya in Bechuanaland,

. but the presence of military planes appeared to be
proven beyond reasonable doubt. With regard to the
rigging of elections, Tanzania had already seen that ok!
colonial practice in operation in Zanzibar, and similar
complaints had been made in British Guiana.

260. The United Kingdom representative had denied
that wages and salaries were discriminatory, and had
argued that the higher salaries paid to Europeans were
merely an inducement to attract skill. Yet to quote an

I.
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example, the difference in the salaries paid to two
Cambridge graduates, of the same qualifications and
age, one African and the other European, might be as
much as 50 per cent. The representative of a Labour
Government should surely not try to justify such
practices.

261. On the question of land, the British colonizers
had invariably taken the best land for themselves,
without payment. What shocked his delegation most
was that the colonial settlers were now trying to sell
the land back to the African owners at exorbitant prices.

262. Perhaps the most serious charge that cculd be
made was that the United Kingdom Government was
acquiescing in the swaUowing-up of the High Commis
sion Territories by South Africa. The United Kingdom
representative had tried to pass off the charge lightly,
yet it was a known, fact that most of the civil servants
in the Territories-in the police, in administration and
even in the courts-were South Africans; and there
was evidence of corruption, not to mention the fascist
South African Prime Minister's avowed intention of
neutralizing African nationalism. Concrete assurances
that those matters were being dealt with would be
preferable to the mere assertion that all such fears and
accusations were without foundation.

263. The United Kingdom delegation had asserted
that Basutoland could achieve independence by making
a formal request any time after April 1966. It was to
be hoped that the expression "formal request" was not
yet another instance of colonial tactics for delaying
independence.

264. His delegation sincerely hoped that the present
Labour Government in the United Kingdom would see
its way to revising British policies with regard to the
High Commission Territories and granting inde
pendence.

265. The draft resolution now before the Committee
embodied a consensus of the views of the sponsors, and
as such represented a moderate compromise. His delega
tion would therefore urge all the members of the Com
mittee to support it.

266. The representative of Denmark said that the
Committee had been given a clear picture of the situa
tion in the Territories through the statements of the
United Kingdom representative and of the petitioners;
and the draft resolution did not seem to his delegation
to give a fair and complete account of the situation in
the Territories or to take account of all the complex
aspects of the question. For instance, it made no
mention of the progress achieved recently in the con
stitutional, economic or social fields. Admittedly, much
still remained to be done; but the paragraph in the
draft resolution expressing regret that the administering
Power had not taken steps to fully implement General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) ignored the established
fact that the Territories could not stand on their feet
unless they were sufficiently strong economically. The
United Kingdom's assurance regarding the time-limit
envisaged for the attainment of independence, and the
initiative of a joint United Kingdom-United Nations
team which would study the possibility of further eco
nomic and technical assistance to prevent the High
Commission Territories from being swallowed up by
South Africa, were satisfactory developments.

267. His delegation, therefore, found itself unable
to support the draft and would abstain in the voting.

268. The representative of India said that the able
presentation of the draft resolution by the Ethiopian

representative adequately expressed the views of the
sponsors, including his own delegation. The Special
Committee had discussed the three Territories in 1962,
and the Indian delegation had at that time charged
the United Kingdom with neglecting the Territories
and turning a tolerant eye on abuses committed there.
The Committee's discussions since then had made
public opinion aware of the unsatisfactory situation.
Admittedly, the United Kingdom had more recently
taken steps to rectify the position; but even the United
Kingdom representative had agreed that conditions in
Basutoland left much to be desired, and it was hoped
that the resolution would achieve the purpose of
ensuring that the constitutional progress of the High
Commission Territories was further accelerated.

269. On behalf of the sponsors, he announced that
operative paragraph 5 of the draft resolution had been
revised by the addition of the words "and to the Secu
rity Council" after "Recommends to the General As
sembly".

270. The representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics said that the picture painted by
the petitioners was entirely clear. It was quite obvious
that the United Kingdom Government was giving effect
neither to General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) on
the ending of colonialism, nor the res .'utions on the
granting of independence to Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland. To be sure, the United Kingdom repre
sentative had explained his own point of view regarding
those three Territories, but his statement had not been
clear and the Committee was perfectly well aware of
the real situation.

271. The Special Committee's discussions and the
petitioners' replies to the questions put to them had
given the Committee a glimpse of the prospects which
colonialism had in store for the three Territories: for
them "independence" would mean jumping out of the
frying pan into the fire. The absorption of those Ter
ritories by South Africa, and the imposition of apartheid,
was the goal to which everything was subordinated,
whether elections-and tile petitioners had shown that
they had been neither free nor properly conducted-or
constitutions, whose only consequence could be in
corporation of the three Territories in South Africa
and control, at first de facto and later de [ure, by the
South African Government. The representatives of the
nationalist organizations were right: such a solution
was unacceptable, for it would be contrary to world
conscience, the rights of man and the Committee's
mandate.

272. It was the Committee's duty to adopt a resolu
tion announcing its desire to see independence granted
to Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland and to
collaborate in their struggle to that end; it was also the
Committee's duty to prevent events which would lead
to their incorporation in South Africa. The draft resolu
tion in fact .contained what was essential, particularly
since the words "and to the Security Council" had been
added in operative paragraph 5. He would, therefore,
refrain from making more specific proposals, and would
vote for the draft resolution.

273. The representative of the Ivory Coast, on behalf
of the eo-sponsors, said that the sixth preambular
paragraph of the draft resolution concerning the three
Territories (A/AC.109/L.217), in order to avoid
repetition, should be redrafted to read as follows:

"Noting the resolutions adopted by the Assembly
of Heads of State and Government of the Organiza-
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and the Declaration adopted by the Second Con- team's report before adopting a further resolution. :/ no evidenc
Ierence of Heads of State or Government of Non- 280. The representative of the United States of to the inte
Aligned Countries in October 1964 to the effect that America said that his delegation had abstained in the ~t of the So
the United Nations should guarantee the territorial voting on the draft resolution on Basutoland, Bechi.... 'la- ! paragraph
integrity of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland land and Swaziland because, in its opinion, the resol- ~ for the ten
and should take measures for their speedy accession tion failed to recognize the significant constitutional they rernai
to independence and for the subsequent safeguarding developments that had taken place in those Territories. pendence,
of their sovereignty." The representative of the United Kingdom had given ing their i
274. The draft resolution (A/AC.l09/L.217), as the Committee a full and detailed account of recent would be ~

orally revised by the sponsors, was adopted by a 1'011- developments and of the conditions obtaining there, ermnents 0

call vote of 17 votes to none, with .'5 abstentions, as and had described the efforts being made by the United 286. In
follows: Kingdom Government to ensure that the peoples had failure to t:

III favour: Bulgaria, Cambodia, Chile, Ethiopia, India, as complete economic and political independence as was its lack of
Iran Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, 'Poland, possible in the circumstances, tories, of I
Sier:a Leone, Syria, Tunisia, Union of Soviet Socialist 281. To cite a few of the facts which testified to the policies an
Republics, United Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslavia. United Kingdom's good faith, there was first the new ment-his

Agaillst: None. Constitutions that had been drafted in consultation with 287. Th
Abstaining: Australia, Denmark, Italy, United King- representatives of the peoples, guarm.teeing full internal Tanzania s

dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United self-government and fundamental human rights. Sec- at the mal
States of America, Venezuela. ondly, popular elections had been held in all three ment by th

275. The representative of Australia; explaining the Territories and two of them. Basutolnnd and Bechuana- tions he ha
vote of his delegation on the draft resolution on the land, would be in a position to attain independence as I mittee reqi
three Territories said that while his Government shared from the beginning of 1966. The third, Swaziland, , interpret tl
the Committee's 'concern for the political and economic would be ready for Independence within two years. United Ki
independence of the Territories, the. resolution failed to Finally, it was his understanding that the United of the facts
take account of developments which had taken place since Kingdom continued to provide the major portion of on any pi
the adoption of the Committee's resolution of November the economic, financial and technical assistance needed exaggerate
1964. Nor was that the present resolution's only failing by the three Territories, if not all. 288. Hi
-the administering Power had gone about its duty in 282. The representative of the United Kingdom said pared to a
the High Commission Territories in an orderly and that his delegation was much obliged to those delega- Committee,
honest manner; the United Kingdom representative tions that had expressed appreciation of the policies of careful wei
had given a very convincing refutation of the major the United Kingdom and of the progress made in the call to apo
charges made; and the resolution was less than fair in Territories, as described in his earlier statement. stage, be \
not recognizing those facts. His delegation had thus 283. On the other hand, his delegation had listened sentative w
with some reluctance felt obliged to abstain in the with profound regret to the statement made earlier by tiou and, i
voting. the representative of Tanzania. According to his own mittee in

276. The representative of dltaflY said t~1at bhe had short eXbPeri~nce in ~hle Committdee, ttl~attstatemdent wtoultd 289. Th
abstained from voting on the ra t resolution ecause seem to e almost Wit lout prece en 111 one an con en . behalf of t
it did not accurately reflect the existing and future He did not propose to reply to the questions asked by in the expl
problems or the three Territories. Operative paragraph the Tanzanian representative to which he had been he would li
2, for example, might be valid for Swaziland but not proposing to give reasoned answers, until the Tan- Kingdom
for the ether two Territories. As for operative para- zanian representative agreed, as it was to be hoped he operative p
graph 3, no clear view on the land problem had ever would on reflection. to withdraw the unwarranted the Special
emerged during his four years as a member of the aspersions he had made on the integrity and policies Power sho
Special Committee. There was no reason why the three of the United Kingdom Government. indigenous
local Parliar-ents should not adopt their own legislation, 284. It was a matter for regret that the resolution irrespectiv
particularly _J two of the Territories were soon to itself, although in several ways -m improvement from Secondly, I
become independent. The problem would then be solved his Government's standpoint 011 tile Committee's resolu- view that t
without the Committee asking the administering Power tion of 2 November 1964 (see A/S800/Rev.1, chap. should be
to take action which might be construed as interference VIII, para. 365) and despite the second preambular tained indt
in the internal affairs of the Territories. paragrapl , still did not take adequate account of the might shorl

277. The task being asked of the General Assembly detailed information given to the Committee in his tion was gl'
in operative paragraph 5 was really within the Corn- earlier statement. In particular, the seventh preambular tion. He he
mittee's own competence. There was no reason why the paragraph and operative paragraphs 2, 4 and 5 ignored independeru
Committee should not attempt practical measures to the points made clearly and at length at that time. The far-reachin
deal with one of the problems entrusted to it. resolution took no account of the rapid progress of the

278. Lastly, he disagreed with the whole approach three Territories to self-government. self-determination
to the problem of the three Territories. The resolution and independence, and it failed to acknowledg-e the
called for immediate independence, although everyone economic and geographical realities of the situation in
was aware that independence would be threatened the the three Territories. For instance. the> reference in
moment it became a reality, for a guarantee from the the eighth prearnbular paragraph to their economic
United Nations in its present state would carry very situation seemed unbalanced. since economic conditions
little weight, there were no more unsatisfactory than in many other

279. He had repeatedly appealed to the Special COI11- parts of Africa and development was proceeding at a
mittee to avoid any hasty decision, but his appeals had rapid pace.
been ignored. His plea was particularly relevant now, 285. With regard to operative paragraph 4 of the
since a three-man team had been appointed to visit the resolution, his delegation could not subscribe in advance
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to a definition of a hypothetical situation, and there Wh:.
no evidence of an existing and actual threat being posed
to the integrity of the Territories by t'ie existing policies
of the South African Government. As to operative
paragraph 5, his Government remained futly responsible
for the territorial integrity of the Territories so long as
they remained in non-self-governing status. After Ende
pendence, tile question of measures required for ensur
ing their integrity and safeguarding their sovereignty
would be a matter for the democratically elected Gov
ernments of the Territories themselves.

286. In view of those shortcomlugs-e-the resolution's
failure to take account of his delegation's statement and
its lack of recognition of developments in the Terri
tories, of the achievements of their peoples, or of the
policies and actions of the United Kingdom Govern
ment-his delegation had abstained in the vote.

287. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania said his delegation had been greatly surprised
at the malicious interpretation given his earlier state
ment by the United Kingdom representative. The ques
tions he had posed were on matters on which the Com
mittee required to be further informed. He could only
interpret the refusal to answer as confirmation that the
United Kingdom represeuative was not in possession
of the facts. and he would appreciate specific correction
on any points where he had been wrong or had
exaggerated.

288. His delegation and Government were fully pre
pared to answer for any statements he had made in the
Committee, since they were based on thoughtful and
careful weighing of the evidence. He therefore felt no
call to apologize for his statements. Even at that late
stage, be wottld hope. that the l.!nited Kingdo~1 repre
sentative would find time to furnish the needed informa
tiou and, if not. would eventually give it to the Com
mittee in New York.

289. The representative of Ethiopia, replying on
behalf of the sponsors of the resolution to points raised
in the explanations of vote, said that for the moment,
he would limit himself to pointing out that the United
Kingdom representative had ma~e no ~omm.ent on
operative paragraP!1 3 ~f the resolution, which ~e!tera~ed
the Special Committee s request that the administering
Power should take immediate steps to return to the
indizenous inhabitants atl the land taken from them,
irrespective of the form or pretext for such alienation.
Secondly, his delegati.on did ~ot subscribe to the Italia!1
view that the matter III question was so complex that It
should be left for settlement once the Territories at
tained independence. It was precisely because they
might shortly be granted independence that his deleg~

tion was gravely concerned about the land tenure POSi

tion. He hoped the situation would be remedied before
independence, otherwise the consequences might be
far-reaching.

290. The representative of the United Kingdom ex
plained in answer to the point made by the Ethiopian
representative that he had not commented on the matter
in question because it had seemed to him unnecessary
to repeat the observations already made by the United
Kingdom delegation in regard to similar paragraphs
in earlier Special Committee resolutions. Moreover, he
had made some factual comments on the question as it
related to Swaziland in his previous statement. The
whole question of land tenure in the three Territories
was extremely complex and his delegation was not
qualified to go into detail on it. The situation ill the

Territories reflected legal processes and transactions of
the past and the United Kingdom Government could
not implement the Special Committee's request, in
operative paragraph 3 of the resolution, without in
justice to present rightful and legal tenants whatever
their racial origins might be. In the United Kingdom
view, it would not he right to remedy any injustice that
might have occurred in the past by committing fresh
injustice today.

291. As the representative of Italy had said, there
was self-government in two of the Territories and the
third would shortly be attaining that status. All three
were moving rapidly to independence. And, in the cir
cumstances, the question of land tenure seemed to be
a matter for their elected Governments when they came
into being. He trusted that that interim answer would
he of use to the Ethiopian delegation.

292. The text of the resolution on Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland (A/AC.109/127) adopted
by the Special Committee at its 372nd meeting, on 17
June 1965, reads as follows:

"Tile Special Committee lln tile Sitl/ation with
regard to tho Implementation of the Declaration Otl

tire G1'alltit:g of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples,

"Having examined the situation in the Territories
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland,

"Havi11g heard. the statements of the administering
Power, the petitioners from the Territories and .the
Administrative Secretary-General of the Organiza
tion of African Unity,

"Recalling General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) of 14 Decen~ber 1960, containing the DecIa~a
tion on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples,

"Recalling also General Assembly resolutions 1654
(XVI) of 27 November 1961, 1817 (XVII) of 17
December 1962, and 1954 (XVIII) of 11 December
1963, and its own resolution of 2 November 1964,

"No ling with concern the preponderant influence
of the Government of the Republic of South Africa
and certain financial interests in the three Territories,

"Notinq the resolutions adopted by the Assembly
of Heads of State and Government of the Organiza
tion of African Unity at its first session in July 1964,
and the Declaration adopted by the Second Confer
ence of Heads of State or Government of Non
Aligned Countries in October 1964 (sec A/5763).
to the effect that the United Nations should guarantee
the territorial integrity of Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland and should take measures for their
speedy accession to independence and for the sub
sequent safeguarding of their sovereignty,

ccRegretting that the administering Power has not
taken effective and complete steps to fully implement
General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV), 1817
(XVII) and 1954 (XVIIi),

"Being aWQI"C of the unsatisfactory economic, fi
nancial and social conditions in the three Territories
and their imperative need for United Nations assist
ance.

"1. Rcaffinns the inalienable right of the peoples
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland to self
determination and independence;

"2. Invites the administering Power to take im
mediate steps to fully and completely implement Gen-
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eral Assembly resolution~ 1514 (XV), 1817 (XVII)
and 1954 (XVIII) in conformity with the freely
expressed wishes of the people of the three Terri
tories i

"3. Reiterates its request that the administering
Power take immediate steps to return to the indige
nous inhabitants all the land taken from them, what
ever the form or pretext for such alienation;

"4. Draws the attcntion of the Security Council
to the threat to the territorial integrity of the Terri
tories posed by the expansionist policy of the Gov
ernment of the Republic of South Africa i

"5. Recommends to the General Assembly and to
the Security Council urgently to consider and initiate
the measures necessary to ensure the territorial integ
rity of the Territories and the safeguarding of their
sovereignty i

"6. Requests the Secretary-General, pending the
completion of the study requested in paragraph 5 o£
its resolution of 2 November 1964, to intensify in co
operation with the specialized agencies the provision
of economic, financial and technical assistance com
mensurate with the special needs of the Territories;

"7. Decides to maintain the item of the three
Territories on its agenda."
293. The text of the resolution was transmitted to

the President of the Security Council on 21 July 1965
(S/6566).

D. FURTHER CONSIDERATION BY THE SPECIAL
COMMITTEE

Introduction
294. The Special Committee gave further considera

tion to the question of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland at its 383rd to 387th meetings held between
7 and 20 September 1965. The Special Committee con
sidered the question in the cor-text of a report concern
ing these Territories submitted on 25 August 1965 by
the Secretary-General (A/AC.109/133).

Report of the Secretary-General
295. The Secretary-General's report concerning

these Territories was submitted to the Special Com
mittee on 25 August 1965, in accordance with operative
paragraph 5 of the Special Committee's resolution of
2 November 1964 (A/5800jR e';.l , chap. VIII, para.
365). As requested in that resolution, the report was
also submitted to the General Assembly (A/5958).
Annexed to the Secretary-General's report was the
report of an economic and technical assistance mission
which visited the Territories in May and June 1965.
This mission, which was established after consultation
between the Secretary-General and the Government of
the United Kingdom, was composed of three members:
the Chairman and one member nominated by the Sec
retary-General, and one member nominated by the
United Kingdom Government. In accordance with the
agreement between the Secretary-General and the
United Kingdom Government, the mission's report,
which was made to the United Kingdom Government,
was simultaneously made available to the Secretary
General and to the Governments of the three Territories.

296. In his report, the Secretary-General stated that
he had considered the economic and social situation in
the three Territories on the basis of the information

available to him, including that contained in the mis
sion's report. Noting that the mission had concluded
that considerable funds would have to be made avail
able to the three Territories if they arc to be enabled
to take steps to develop the various sectors of the
economy, the .Secretary-General indicated that he
would propose for the consideration of the Special
Committee and the General Assembly the establishment
of a fund for assistance to Basutoland, Bcchuanaland
and Swaziland which would be made available for the
economic development of the Territories to supplement
the assistance provided by t;le administering Power
and the agencies of the United Nations. Such a fund
would be made up of voluntary contributions by Mern
her States and would be administered by the Secretary
General, in close consultation with the Governments of
the three Territories and with the co-operation and
assistance of the Special Fund, the Technical Assist
ance Board, the Economic Commission for Africa and
the specialized agencies concerned. The Secretary-Gen
eral also stated that it was his intention to recommend
at the appropriate time, the establishment in each Ter~
ritory of a United Nations Technical Assistance Office
headed by a Resident Representative and staffed by the
necessary personnel to expedite and co-ordinate all
pnite~ Nations assistan~e to the Territory concerned,
including that made available from the proposed fund
if one was established on the basis of his proposals. '

General statements by Members
297. The representative of Ethiopia said that the

uncertainty surrounding the future of Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swaziland was a source or great
concern, especially to the African community. Because
of that uncertainty, the Territories should be given
special treatment if they were to be able to attain true
independence. He realized that such special treatment
might not be in accordance with the usual practice, but
the fact was that there could be no comparison between
the three Territori.es and other dependent Territories
which had gained independence. If they were to be
able to manage by themselves after independence, they
would have to be given the means of survival.

298. His delegation had studied the Secretary-Gen
eral's report (A/5958) and had been instructed by its
Government to present certain ideas. It was accordingly
preparing a draft resolution, which it would submit as
soon as it had obtained the views of other delegations
on the subject.

299. The representative of the United Kingdom
thanked the members of the mission which had visited
the three Territories for the thorough and constructive
work that had gone into the preparation of their report
to the United Kingdom Government. He also expressed
his Government's gratitude to the Secretary-General for
having agreed to nominate the Chairman and one other
member of the mission.

300. The United Kingdom Government naturally
welcomed any move to invite United Nations agencies
and States Members of the United Nations to offer
economic and technical assistance to the three Terri
tories to supplement the assistance already being pro
vided by the administering Power and by United Na
tions agencies. That aid was already very considerable
and much the greater part of it was being given by
the United Kingdom Government. That was natural
and inevitable since the administering Power bore the
primary responsibility for both the political and con-
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stitutional progress of the three Territories and their
econ.omic development and well-being. That applied, in
particular, to the period before the Territories attained
independence, hut after they have become independent
the United Kingdom Government's aid would neces
sarily continue to be bilateral because of its special
financial relationship with the Territories. The United
Kingdom Government would therefore be unable to
contribute additional assistance through a special United
Nations. fund if such a fund were established along the
lines proposed in the Secretary-General's report.

301. Although the Governments of the three Terri
tories had not yet had time to study the report, they
had been consulted urgently by his Government and
their reactions to the proposals made in the report
coincided with the comments he had just made. In
addition, they would of course wish to be consulted
at an early stage on whatever arrangements might be
proposed for special United Nations assistance to them.

302. Thr- statistics of United Kingdom Government
aid to the Territories, which was already substantial,
showed three noteworthy features. First, the level of
aid to those Territories had increased by a very large
amount since the last war and had been rising rapidly
in the last four or five years. Secondly, the level of
aid flowing to the Territories each year was now high.
Thirdly, the three Territories received a higher average
amount of aid per head of population than any other
United Kingdom colonial Territory.

303. From 1945 to 1963 the three Territories had
received a total of $104.4 million in aid, almost entirely
in the form of grants, giving a yearly average for all
three Territories of $5.8 million. In the last full financial
year, 1964-1965, thr- total had amounted to about
$23.5 million, comprising budgetary grants-in-aid of
$14.6 million and an average of $8.9 million in Colonial
Development and Welfare grants and Exchequer loans.
It could thus be seen that the amount of aid had
virtually quadrupled.

304. Over the five-year period 1961-1962 to 1965
1966, the three Territories would have received a total
amount of grants-in-aid of approximately $56 million
to meet the annual deficits in their budgets. Thus, the
average yearly grant had been just under $11.2 million.
In addition, the three Territories had received some
$19 million in 1964-1966 in the form of Colonial De
velopment and Welfare grants. The Colonial Develop
ment and Welfare Act of 1963 permitted an annual
expenditure from development-grant funds alone of
about $9.5 million. Those figures did not take account
of such additional forms of aid as investments by the
Commonwealth Development Corporation from the
funds provided by the United Kingdom Government,
funds provided under the Overseas Service Aid Scheme,
other types of technical assistance, and aid from United
Nations sources, to which the United Kingdom was
the second largest contributor.

305. Comparing the aid received by the three Terri
tories with that given to other United Kingdom Terri
tories, he pointed out that total aid in the last financial
year to all United Kingdom Territories had worked
out at about $12 per head of population, whereas in
the case of the three Territories it had been $14, or
16 per cent higher.

306. The figures he had quoted showed clearly that
United Kingdom aid to the Territories had risen
steeply since the war; it had reached the substantial
figure of $24 million a year; and it was somewhat

hig)ler than the average for all United Kingdom Terri
tories, though many of them had needs as pressing and
urgent as the three Territories under consideration.

307. In questions of aid, it was of course axiomatic
that, no matter how much aid was given, there was
always a need for more. Unfortunately, however the
money available for aid was limited. His Governm'ent's
total aid programme, which now ran at an annual rate
01 nearly ~500 million, was very substantial indeed,
especially in view of the economic problems which the
United Kingdom had to face. The figures that he had
quoted showed that the share of the total aid to Basuto
land, Bechuannland and Swaziland was generous and
reasonable.

.308. If the Special Committee agreed in principle
'~Ith .tl~e Secretary-General's proposal that special con
slderabo? .should be given to the possibility of a new
and additional effort to meet the economic needs of
the Territories, the next stage, in his delegation's view
should be discussions between the Secretary-General'
the specialized agencies, the United Kingdom Govern~
ment and the Governments of the three Territories.
Those discussions would have to deal with the scope
and nature of any new proposals and with ways and
means of ensuring that any new arrangements would
satisfy the requirement of close co-operation and con
sultation with the four Governments most closely
concerned.

309. The representative o£ Ethiopia said that his
delegation agreed with the analysis and conclusions in
the Secretary-Gen.eral's report on Basutoland, Bechua
naland and Swaziland (Aj5958) and appreciated the
Secretary-General's wisdom in bringing to the Special
Com!Uittee's attention the peculiar problems of the
Territories together with practical suggestions for their
solution. The Committee should endorse the report
and rc..ommend that the General Assembly should
empower the Secretary-General to proceed with the
implementation of the broad plans outlined in the re
port. The picture presented in the report had con
vinced his delegation that the salvation of the three
Territories lay in the development of their resources
through United Nations technical assistance.

310. It was political considerations that led his dele
gation to endorse the Secretary-General's recommenda
tion that a special procedure should be adopted with
reg.ard to the economic development of the three Terri
tones. The geographical situation of the Territories
made it abundantly clear that, if they were to enjoy
true independence, the United Nations must help them
to avoid dependence on a white society which kept
over 1 million Africans in bondage; that could best
be done through the voluntary fund proposed by the
Secretary-General, which could be administered by the
Secretary-General himself through the existinz tech
nical assistance machinery. That recommendation by
the Secretary-General was in accordance with the reso
lution on the three Territories adopted by the Organi
zation of African Unity (OAU) at Cairo in 1964.

311. The Special Committee and the General As
sembly had both recognized the peculiar situation of
the Territories and there was no doubt that the in
tent~on . w~s to ,Provide means of .guaranteeing their
terntonal integrity through economic development and
to safeguard' them from an enemy which was waiting
to seiz: th~ first opportuni!y to ~a~,e then: dependent
upon It, lt1 support of Its political philosophy of
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apartheid. It was the duty of the Committee to do
everything in its power to prevent such a tragedy.

312. He felt that, in recommending the establish
ment of a fund for assistance to the Territories, the
Secretary-General had purposely suggested that the
contributions of States should be voluntary so that
the success of the venture would depend on the good
will of Member States. There were many States which
were willing to extend help to many Africans in south
ern Africa, but their generosity had hitherto been
frustrated, for obvious reasons. He was confident that
the Secretary-General's proposal would provide such
States with the necessary vehicle to enable x. 11 to
extend aid.

313. His delegation fully endorsed the Secretary
General's recommendation for the establishment in
each Territory of a United Nations Technical Assist
ance Office, headed by a Resident Representative, to
administer all United Nations technical assistance.

314. Finally, he announced that the delegations of
Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, the Ivory Coast, Madagas
car, Mali, Syria, Tunisia, the United Republic of
Tanzania, and Yugoslavia were eo-sponsoring a draft
resolution on the question (AjAC.109jL.250).3

315. The representative of the United States of
America recalled that in 1964 his delegation had ab
stained in the vote on the Special Committee's draft
resolution on the three Territories because it had had
several reservations, one of which had been a doubt
regarding the utility of the proposed economic survey.
The report now before the Committee showed that
doubt to have been unwarranted. Indeed, the con
siderable value of the report lay in its basic approach
as an inquiry into the question of what a United
Nations assistance programme might do if it were to
approach the entire range of requirements for the devel
opment of a particular country.

316. The mission's factual, comprehensive and real
istic report and the Secretary-General's recommenda
tions had prompted his Government to reconsider the
possibility of a significant expansion of assistance to
the Territories. His Government felt, however, that the
Secretary-General's proposal required further elabora
tion and, in particular, answers to the following ques
tions: Was the target of the proposed fund to be
$10 million 01' $100 million? Was the fund to be used
for capital development, for budgetary subsidies, or for
technical assistance? What objectives would the fund
have? What would be its relationship to the primary
bilateral sources of financial assistance and to other
technical assistance provided by the Expanded Pro
gramme of Technical Assistance and the Special Fund?
How long would the fund be needed? Would additional
regular contributions be needed to maintain the Terri
tory's economic viability in the future? What types
of projects and what areas of concentration might
prove to be feasible for development? His delegation
had raised those questions, not in criticism of the report,
for it realized that lack of time and of detailed infor
mation had made it impossible for the mission tu define
its recommendations in terms of their financial im
plications, but because the nature of the United States
Government's processes for considering grants of eco
nomic assistance required that such economic para
meters should be specified. The same difficulty would

3 Subsequently, Sierra Leone joined as a eo-sponsor to the
draft resolution (A/AC.l09/L.250/Add.l).

no doubt face other Governments which might partici
pate. Consequently, his Government could not support
the Secretary-General's recommendation in its present
form.

317. His delegation felt that the recommendation
that the administering Power should establish a plan
ning office in each of the Territories would make it
possible to obtain the information required to give
form to the Secretary-General's proposal. His dele
gation therefore suggested that the Special Committee
should consider requesting the Secretary-General to
establish a working group to co-ordinate the efforts
of the administering Power, the High Commission Ter
ritories and the United Nations agencies concerned
with regard to the preparation of comprehensive devel
opment plans for the Territories. The working group
should be established in consultation with the admin
istering Power and should include representatives of
the Secretary-General, the Special Fund, the Technical
Assistance Board and possibly the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). Its task
would be to provide the Special Committee and the
General Assembly with the economic parameters for
an assistance programme sponsored by the United
Nations, including a study of the part in such a pro
gramme that existing United Nations agencies could
undertake and the part that the administering Power
could undertake. A full-scale IBRD economic develop
ment survey would also be of immense benefit. Under
his delegation's suggestion, development plans would
be drawn up by the territorial planning offices under
the direction of the administering Power and the terri
torial Governments, with the assistance of the United
Nations agencies represented on the working group.
Thus, the effect of the suggestion would be to integrate
all forms of United Nations assistance into one pro
gramme and to relate that programme to the bilateral
aid provided by the administering Power. That would
be of particular importance since the assistance pro
vided by the United Nations agencies had in the past
two years grown to a significant level. The potential
for additional assistance through those agencies was
too large to be overlooked. If the Special Committee
accepted that suggestion, it would be endorsing the
two principles which had made the mission's report
a valuable document: a co-operative effort between the
administering Power and the United Nations and a
comprehensive approach to the development needs of
the Territories.

318. The representative of India said that there
were many factors which made the economic and social
situation of the three Territories under consideration
a vital point with respect to their survival as inde
pendent sovereign States in the future. It was because
the Special Committee and the General Assembly
realized that fact that they had laid particular stress,
in General Assembly resolution 1954 (XVIII) and in
the Special Committee's resolution of 2 November 1964
(Aj5800jRev.1, chap. VIII, para. 365), on the need
to provide economic, financial and technical assistance
through the United Nations and the specialized agencies
in order to remedy the deplorable economic and social
situation of the Territories. The report before the
Committee was a direct result of the Committee's reso
lution of 2 November 1964, and the delegation of India
considered that in modifying its earlier negative attitude
to the economic study suggested by the United Nations,
the United Kingdom Government had acted not only
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was precisely that of preventing such an occurrence.
To carry out more studies or establish another working
group would take at least another year, and by that
time it might very well be too late.

326. Thirdly, the representative of the United States
had spoken of the integration of bilateral aid as a
possible problem. There was really no conflict there,
for a sovereign State always had the right to receive
bilateral aid from any quarter. If a Member State
declined to make a voluntary contribution to the
Secretary-General's appeal on the grounds that it was
already giving bilateral aid, it would be perfectly within
its rights to do so, It was quite a different matter to
oppose the establishment of a fund on the grounds that
some countries might already be giving bilateral aid.
As practically all the under-developed countries had
received bilateral aid in addition to multilateral aid
and technical assistance from the United Nations, he
failed to see how there could be any difficulty in that
connexion,

327. Lastly, the United States representative had
criticized the report on the grounds that it gave 110

indication of the size of the proposed fund. The
Ethiopian delegation could not accept that criticism. All
that the United Nations required to know was whether
there was a real need for international assistance in the
three Terrtiories ; the existence of such a need had, he
thought, already been accepted by the Special Com
mittee. The report of the Secretary-General simply
explained the kind of assistance required and made it
abundantly clear that the technical assistance needed
had not yet been measured in terms of money. He was
sure that, once the principle had been accepted and
the machinery set in motion, it could safely be left to
the Secretary-General to allocate and administer the
assistance in terms of the resources available and the
needs to be met.

328. The Ethiopian delegation was convinced that
the three Territories under conslderat';.» needed as
sistance and that the best way to provide le was to set
up a fund for them, since they were not in a position
to compete with the many developing countries alr«:ady
receiving or seeking funds from the Unite4 Nations
Technical Assistance Board and the Special Fund.
Much depended on the generosity of each Member
State and the delegation of Ethiopia therefore appealed
to all Member States to ensure that action was taken
rather than to content themselves with studying the
matter.

329. The representative of Tunisia said that it was
not so much the political future of Basutoland, Bechua
naland and Swaziland that gave cause for concern but
their economic future. The three Territories now had
an ample opportunity to emerge from their colonial
status in the near future, but at the economic level
they would need to be protected against the attempts
of South Africa to dispose of their resources and
their land.

330. Both the Special Committee and the General
Assembly had already drawn attention to the critical
economic and social conditions prevailing in the Terri
tories. It was the view of the Tunisian delegation that
the United Kingdom Government should have done
more to enable them to avoid the economic dependence
now facing them.

331. In response to the requests of the Special Com
mittee and the General Assembly, the Secretary
General had spared no efforts to ensure that the Terri-
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in the best interests of the people of the Territories
t hut also in its own interests. The delegation of India
It wished to place on record its deep appreciation of the

'l'\ efforts of the Secretary-General and the members of
the mission in the matter. \

· 319. The report did not claim to be a comprehensive
I study. After a careful examination of it, however, the
;. Indian delegation felt that it went to the very core of
.\ the problem, bringing out the essential points and pre
j~4 senting the problems and solutions in a simple and

I'! direct manner. While the Indian delegation might not
. be in agreement with everything in the report, it con

sidered that it fulfilled its purpose.

I 320. The Secretary-General had recommended the
j establishment of a fund to be made up of voluntary
· contributions by States Members of the United Nations,

~.
His delegation was sure that the Secretary-General
did not wish to exclude contributions from other
sources; as the fund would be administered by the

1

1. Secretary-General in consultation with the Govern
ments of the three Territories and with the co-operation
of the specialized agencies and other connected agencies,
there was no need for contributions to be restricted

,f to Member States.

I 321. Even before the fund and the machinerv for

I
'.. its administration were set up, however, the imple

mentation of the recommendations in paragraphs 21 and
22 of the Secretary-General's report (Aj5958) was
urgently required. His delegation hoped that the admin
istering Power would establish properly staffed plan

} ning machinery in each Territory without delay and
I that a United Nations Technical Assistance Office

headed by a Resident Representative would be set up
immediately in each Territory in order both to help
the administration of the proposed fund and to assist
in channelling the assistance already being made avail
able by the United Nations and the specialized agencies.

322. In conclusion, the delegation of India agreed
• with the main recommendations of the Secretary

General and suggested that the Special Committee
should endorse the report and recommend to the Gen
eral Assembly the immediate implementation of the
proposals made in it.

323. The representative of Ethiopia said that while
he proposed to give the statement made by the repre
sentative of the United States careful study, he felt
compelled to reply immediately to some of the points
in that statement.

324. First of all, the United States representative
seemed to speak as if the three Territories were going
to remain dependent. Yet the exceptional developments
taking place in the Territories made it clear that they
would be sovereign and independent States very shortly,
possibly even within a year. It was therefore necessary
to plan not simply for the immediate future but for a
number of years ahead. It was not a question of simply
extending aid to a dependent Territory, but of helping
three States which would soon join the family of in
dependent nations.

325. Secondly, the United States representative had
completely ignored the history of southern Africa. He
must surely be aware that there was already one de
pendent country which was under the domination of
the Republic of South Africa: namely, South West
Africa. If the course suggested by the United States
representative were followed, it would simply mean
handing over one more country to the Republic of
South Africa, whereas the Special Committee's aim
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337. The Tanzanian delegation did not wish for the
moment to consider any questions that might be raised
in relation to the conclusions and recommendations in
the report. What was needed was immediate action
to ensure the economic life of the three Territories when
they attained independence, which would apparently be
within the next year.

338. As a sponsor of the draft resolution submitted
by the representative of Ethiopia, the Tanzanian dele
gation caned upon all the members of the Special Com- . I

mittee to give the draft resolution the widest possible
support.

339. The representative of Australia complimented
the authors of the mission's report on their fine work
which was an example of fruitful co-operation between
the United Nations and the administering Power;
thanks were due also to the latter for its co-operation.

340. Australia had had long experience in the
matter of assistance to under-developed countries, and
it was not inappropriate to mention the part it had
played in setting up the Colombo Plan. In the post-war
years, Australia had expended over $1,000 million on
assistance to under-developed areas and to the people
of such areas. White the greater part of that financial
aid had gone to areas close to Australia, the African
countries had nevertheless received a substantial amount.
African trainees currently studying in Australia in
cluded eight persons from Basutoland, three from
Bechuanaland and three from Swazitand. In addition,
as reported in the Australian newspaper, The Sydney
Morning Herald, courses for women teachers from f~
Uganda, financed by the Australian and Ugandan Gov
ernments, were currently being held in Australia under
the Commonwealth Co-operation in Education Plan. ,
The number of Asian students enrolled in Australian
institutions was now approximately 12,000, and the
number of African students was constantly increasing.

341. On the basis of its experience in the matter i
of assistance, Australia: was somewhat wary of the'r
creation of funds for special purposes in particular
areas; in an age of vast development programmes ,
through such organizations as the United Nations,
especially as it was difficult to say whether one par
ticular group should be accorded preferential treatment I
for the purposes of assistance. Nevertheless, Australia
appreciated the humanitarian motives underlying the I
proposals before the Special Committee. !

342. So far as the draft resolution was concerned, I

his delegation could not accept it in its entirety. In
particular, it could not endorse the fourth preambular
paragraph, which appeared to attribute to colonial rule
the economic and social difficulties in the three Terri
tories, many of which were the result of many other
factors. Emperor Haile Selassie, speaking at Zomba,
Malawi, on 2 August 1965, had said: "We all recall
that colonialists have done bad and also good in a sense.
One could not, of course, completely condemn, but
the fact is they have left something that should be of
common advantage and mutual interest to all of us too.
The former colonialists and the Africans now can
peacefully co-exist to further the interests for their
mutual benefit." The Australian delegation regretted
that the sponsors of the draft resolution had viewed
matters from a different aspect.

343. South African influence, which was referred
to in the fifth prearnbular paragraph, undeniably existed
but, however unfortunate it might be, it was a reality.

=
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tories would receive assistance from the United Nations
agencies, In particular, about a year earlier he had
undertaken a thorough study, which had now been
published (A/5958). The report drew attention to
the particular economic aspects of each of the three
Territories, outlined objectively the influence of South
Africa on their economic life and suggested ways of
remedying the situation. In view of the alarming picture
given in the study, the Secretary-General had recom
mended that a fund should be set up for the assistance
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, The Tu
nisian delegation supported that recommendation, which
would have the effect of bolstering United Nations aid
and decreasing the economic influence of South Africa.
In fact, the Tunisian delegation was one of the sponsors
of the draft resolution which had been submitted by the
representative of Ethiopia and which had taken up
the Secretary-General's proposals.

332. He stressed that the amount of aid and the
form it should take had not been defined. In that
connexion, he quoted a passage from the Secretary
General's report to the effect that the fund would be
made up of voluntary contributions by Member States
and would be administered by the Secretary-General
in close consultation with the Governments of the three
Territories and with the co-operation and assistance
of the Special Fund, the Technical Assistance Board,
the Economic Commission for Africa and the specialized
agencies concerned.

333. The Tunisian delegation hoped that the Special
Committee would take rapid and effective steps to
enable the General Assembly to endorse the recom
mendations of the Secretary-General and to launch
the assistance programme proposed in his report.

334. The representative of the United Republic of
Tanzania said that his delegation had carefully studied
the Secretary-General's report. The picture it revealed
was indeed distressing, both from the economic point of
view and with regard to the. political future. It was
undoubtedly the defects of the colonial system that were
the cause of that situation. Paragraph 2 of the report
described how the economy of the three Territories
was closely linked to that of South Africa. The South
African fascists wanted to take advantage of the situa
tion in order to annex the Territories and impose upon
them the system of apartheid.

335. The Tanzanian delegation endorsed the Secre
tary-General's recommendation for the establishment of
a fund through which free countries of Africa and other
friendly countries would be able to give Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and Swazitand effective aid without much
fanfare. It was certainly necessary to set up a technical
assistance office in each of the three Territories to
administer the aid extended; it was also advisable to
consider possible co-operation between the United
Nations and the OAU in the matter. He recalled that
in the resolution that it had adopted at Cairo in 1964
the OAU had stated that it would work in consultation
with the United Nations.

336. The United Republic of Tanzania would em
phatically oppose the participation of the Republic of
South Africa in the proposed fund; indeed, it regarded
the fund as a means of whittling away the influence
of the apartheid regime in the region and of thus re
sponding to the wishes of the inhabitants of the Terri
tories and of the liberated peoples of Africa and other
continents.
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r the I. * With regard to operative paragraph 3, Aus- needed,'c the Territories were to preserve their
aised 1 tralia regretted that the sponsors had been unable to integrity.
~~i~~ .; accept the suggestion which he understood had been 353. With regard to the draft resolution, his coun-
vhen made by the representative of the United Kingdom and try too was unable to subscribe to the fourth prenmbular

which provided for consultations and planning as a paragraph, in view of the substantial contribution made
Iy be preliminary to the creation of the fund. by the United Kingdom to the development of those

345. Despite those comments, his delegation would Territories.
support the draft resolution as a whole, since the pro- 354. Once they had attained independence, the three
posals in the report represented a sincere attempt on Territories would be faced with great difficulties and
the part of the Special Committee and could promote could only survive if they could obtain aid on a suitable
the welfare of the peoples of the three Territories. He scale. They would not, however, wish their economies
wished to make it clear, however, that such support to be based indefinitely upon substantial grants-in-aid.
in no way constituted any sort of pledge of a contribu- It was therefore essential to draw up long-term plans
tion to the proposed fund by Australia. for their economies, particularly in agriculture and

346. The representative of Mali said that the situa- certain sectors of light industry, and for that purpose
tion in the three Territories, which were victims of to provide adequate assistance in the form of money,
the arbitrary divisions imposed on the African continent machinery and the training of technical staff, which
by the colonial Powers, had always been a subject of called for the development of education. Despite the
concern to his delegation. Both in the United Nations great needs in almost all fields, his country was con-
and at meetings of the OAU, Mali had constantly vinced that the problem facing the Territories could
stressed the need to safeguard the peoples of those be solved, not necessarily all of them before independ-
Territories against South African attempts at annexa- ence, but at least at a satisfactory rate.

.f tion and domination. In the Special Committee, Mali 355. The Secretary-General had been fully justified
had denonunced the close links established by the United in taking up the question of how to provide means
Kingdom between the three Territories and South for that purpose. 'While he had not yet receivec1 instruc-
Africa, on which they had become economically tions from his Government on that point, he had no
dependent. doubt that Denmark would be favourably disposed

347. At the first session of the Assembly of Heads towards an appeal for voluntary contributions. Never-
of State or Government of the Organization of African theless, the proposal to set up an aid fund for the three
Unity, held at Cairo in July 1964, the participating Territories seemed to him to be premature. It was
States had asked the United Nations to ensure that rather for the General Assembly to consider the ques-
the territorial integrity, independence and sovereignty tion, bearing in mind the existence of other United
of the Territories were safeguarded. Mali was glad, Nations technical assistance bodies and in the light
therefore, that the Secretary-General had given par- of further contacts between the relevant United Nations
ticular attention to that point and was grateful for organs, the authorities of the three Territories and
his action in sending a mission to the area. The mis- the administering Power.
sion's report was a detailed and objective document 356. For those reasons, he requested a separate
which placed the emphasis on the problems in the three vote on operative paragraph 3 of the draft resolution.
Territories, resulting from colonial domination. Moreover, he wished to reserve his delegation's position

348. The conclusions of the report largely con- with regard to the fourth preambular paragraph and
firmed the statements made by petitioners. The most operative paragraph 2 in so far as the latter implied
urgent of them was that the Territories should be made the Special Committee's approval of the proposal to
economically independent of South Africa, and the set up a fund.
creation of the special fund suggested by the Secretary- 357. The representative of the United Kingdom said
General was a vital step in that process of liberation. that his delegation welcomed any proposal to increase

349. Some delegations, of course, might fear that aid to the three Territories, although for the reasons
the creation of such a fund would constitute a precedent. exnlained in his earlier statement it could not contribute
There were no grounds for their misgivings, in view to -a fund if one were set up.
of the quite exceptional situation in which the three 358. His Government could not, however, accept
Territories were placed and the threats to which they the terms of the fourth preambular paragraph of the
were exposed as a result of South Africa's policies. draft resolution, which implied that the difficulties facing

350. For those reasons, his delegation supported those Territories were the result of colonial rule. As
the Secretary-General's conclusions and suggestions, he had said at the 384th meeting of the Committee, the
The creation of the fund would not, in the view of United Kingdom had made considerable efforts for
his delegation, place any restriction on whatever action those Territories, to which it had granted financial
the General Assembly might take to help the peoples aid at a rate of some $24 million a year. With regard
of the three Territories. Mali was prepared to support to the fifth preambular paragraph, he recalled the state-
any other action the United Nations might take to ment by the United Kingdom delegation at the 299th
hasten the economic development of the three Ter- meeting that the geographical situation of those Terri-
ritories, tories inevitably entailed interdependence between them

351. His delegation would therefore support the and South Africa. This did not of course imply po-
draft resolution, which it hoped the Special Committee litical independence. In the light of those considerations,
would adopt unanimously. his delegation requested a separate vote on the fifth

352. The representative of Denmark congratulated preambular paragraph, which it would vote against.
the members of the mission on their report. It would 359. With regard to the setting up of the suggested
serve as a useful guideline for the economic develop- fund, he would have preferred the resolution to recom-
ment of the three Territories, which was urgently mend further consultations between the Secretary-

ising,
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be granted political independence. It was only when a1-.
they had attained that independence and when power ~
had passed into the hands of bodies elected by the I,'
people that the conditions for the attainment of eco- 'I

nomic independence would be met. ~

363. The representative of the United States of .
America said that his delegation had abstained on the
draft resolution for the reason given in his earlier state- r.
ment .(~ee paras. 315-317 above). His delegation's ~t.~"';".I.\reservations were based on its view that further con-
sultations were needed. That' did not mean that his
delegation thought that the three Territories were not
in urgent need of aid; that aid, however, should be
provided according to a rational plan and United
Nations assistance should be co-ordinated with the aid
provided bilaterally by the administering Power.

364. The text of the resolution on Basutoland,
Bechuanaland and SwaziIand (A/AC.109/141) adopted
by the Special Committee at its 387th meeting, on
20 September 1965, reads as follows:

"The Special Committee 011 the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples,

((Recalling General Assembly resolutions 1817
(XVII) of 18 December 1962 and 1954 (XVIII) of
11 December 1963,

"Recalling its resolutions of 7 June 1962, 26 July
1963, and, in particular, of 2 November 1964 and
17 June 1965,

"Having considered the report submitted by the
Secretary-General (A/5958) pursuant to operative
paragraph 5 of the Special Committee's resolution
of 2 November 1964,

"Noting with gmve concern the economic and so
cial situation in Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swazi
land after several decades of colonial rule,

"Noting with deep concern the predominant in
fluence of the Government of South Africa on the
economyof Basutoland, Bechuanaland and SwaziIand,

"Recognizing the particular conditions prevailing
in these Territories and their special need for eco
nomic, financial and technical assistance on a basis
of urgency,

"1. Expresses its satisfaction to the Secretary
General for his efforts and its appreciation to those
who have contributed to his valuable report;

"2. Endorses the recommendations contained ill
the Secretary-General's report;

"3. Recommends to the General Assembly that it
take appropriate action urgently to set up a fund
for the economic development of these Territories as
proposed by the Secretary-General."

378

General, his Government, the Governments of the three
'I,'e!ritories and the specialized agencies before any de
CISIon was taken to that effect. The establishment of
such a fund might perhaps be the most suitable meas
ure, but other possible forms of aid should not be
neglected. Furthermore, the Secretary-General had
himself recognized the need for co-operation between
the United Kingdom, the Governments of the Terri
tories and the specialized agencies. In his delegation's
view, therefore, it would be preferable to approve the
proposals made by the Secretary-General in his report
in principle and to leave the final decision to the
General Assembly. He reserved his delegation's position
on the question in the General Assembly; that position
would be determined only after the consultations to
which he had referred had taken place.
360. His delegation would therefore have liked the

text of the draft resolution to be amended in that sense
and it regretted that the sponsors had not been able to
agree to such amendments. Operative paragraph 3 in
particular seemed to him to be premature and too
specific at this stage. His delegation would abstain
in the separate vote on that paragraph. With regard
to the draft resolution as a whole, his delegation would
vote in favour of it, subject to the comments and
reservations he had made.

E. FURTHER ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL
COMMITTEE

361. At the 387th meeting, the Special Committee
voted on the draft resolution (A/AC.I09/L.250 and
Add.l) as follows:
the fifth preambular paragraph was adopted by 18

votes to I, with 2 abstentions;
operative paragraph 1 was adopted by 19 votes to none,

with 3 abstentions;
operative paragraph 2 was adopted by 17 votes to none,

with 5 abstentions;
operative paragraph 3 was adopted by 15 votes to none,

with 7 abstentions.
Thr- draft resolution as a whole (A/AC.109/L.250

and Add.l ) was adopted by 18 votes to none, with
4 abstentions.
362. The representative of the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics said that his delegation had ab
stained in the vote on the draft resolution because it
considered that the conditions prevailing in the three
Territories were such that the establishment of a fund
for their economic development would not be effective.
The three Territories had been under the rule of a
colonial Power for decades and today were entirely
dependent, from the economic point of view, on foreign
monopolies. If they were to be liberated economically,
they must first be freed from colonial domination, i.e.,

CHAPTER VIII

COOK ISLANDS

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY

General

1. Information on the Cook Islands is already con
tained in the Special Committee's report to the General
Assembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.l,

chap. XV). Supplementary information on recent de
velopments concerning the Territory is set out below.

2. On the basis of a census conducted on the outer
islands in 1963 and the estimated population of the
main island of Rarotonga, the population of the Cook
Islands totalled 19,214, showing an increase of 836
since the census in 1961.
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Social conditions

B. CONSIDERATION BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

Introduction

15. The Special Committee considered the Cook
Islands at its 375th, 376th, and 378th to 382nd meet
ings, held between 25 August and 1 September 1965.

16. With regard to the recent elections in the
Territory and the proceedings concerning the Consti
tution in the newly elected Legislative Assembly, the
Special Committee had before it the report of the
United Nations Representative appointed under the
provisions of resolution 2005 (XIX). The report
(Aj5962) was introduced by the United Nations
Representative at the 375th meeting of the Special
Committee on 23 August 1965.

17. The Special Committee also had before it a note
by the Secretary-General (Aj5961) which contained
a letter, addressed to him by the Permanent Repre
sentative of New Zealand to the United Nations, giving
an account of constitutional developments in the Cook

Educational conditions

12. A junior high school was opened in 1963 and
a second one in 1964. A third is to be opened in 1965.

13. At 31 March 1964, a total of 4,979 primary and
534 post-primary pupils were enrolled in government
schools and 403 pupils were enrolled in primary mission
schools, showing an increase of 113 pupils compared
with the previous year. Expenditure on education
totalled £276,152, an increase of £43,883 over the
previous year.

14. Ninety-three students were studying in New
Zealand under the New Zealand Government Scholar
ship Scheme in 1963-1964. Of this number, forty-nine
were studying in secondary schools and four were
university students. Thirty-six additional students were
in training in Fiji, Western Samoa, New Zealand and
Australia.

Labour
10. A special committee appointed to study labour

conditions has recommended to the Resident Com
missioner that local legislation be passed to cover
workers' compensation, minimum wages, hours of work,
holidays, safety and health, and the employment of
women and children. In 1963, legislation was being
drafted to be placed before the Legislative Assembly
in 1964.

Public health

11. In 1963, there were 47.06 live births and 8.75
deaths per 1,000 population. The mortality rate for
children less than one year old was 27.38 per cent of
the total number of deaths. These figures represent
slight increases in both the birth rate and death rate
over those for 1962.

the budget and the deficit is met by grants from the
New Zealand Government. In 1963-1964, receipts
totalled £ 1,437,610 and consisted of £663,110 in reve
nue obtained in the Territory and £774,500 in grants
from the New Zealand Government. The 1962-1963
figures were £ 1,267,393, £530,493 and £736,900
respectively, Expenditures amounted to £ 1,465,505,
compared with £ 1,091,588 in 1962-1963.

Addendum to agenda item 23

EC01101llic conditions
8. The economy of the Territory continues to be

based principally on agriculture. The chief agricultural
exports are copra, citrus fruit and juices, bananas and
tomatoes. Most of the Cook Islands trade is with New
Zealand. In 1963, the value of exports amounted to
£834,777, compared with £710,653 the previous year,
an increase of £ 124,124. Imports increased from
£937,273 in 1962 to £ 1,226,136 in 1963.

9. Revenue, derived mainly from import duties, in
'Come tax and stamp sales, is insufficient to balance

~=f="~~~==-

r when j-" Political and constitutional tleuelopments
power ~ 3. On 11 August 1964, the Cook Islands Constitu-

by the li tional Bill, which provides a constitution for the Cook
of eco- ., Islands after they achieve internal self-government in

~
1965, was introduced simultaneously in the New Zea-

ites of . land Parliament and the Cook Islands Legislative
on the Assembly. In September 1964, it was passed with some
r state- ~"." amendm.ents by the Cook Islands Assembly. Originally
ration's ~ the High Commissioner was to represent the Queen
~r con- lj' as the Head of State. This provision was amended to
iat his ; include two Cook Islands representatives, who would
~re not 'iI be chosen to sit with the New Zealand High Commis-
uld be .". . sioner as a Council of State. They would be appointed
United .. ' for a term of four years and be eligible for reappoint-
the aid :' rnent. In October 1964, the Constitution Bill was passed

.1 by the New Zealand Parliament.
:1' 4. In February 1965, the New Zealand Government
\ . welcomed the recommendation to the General Assembly
" of the Special Committee that the people of the Cook.i Islands be enabled to express their wishes in accordance

with the provisions of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) through well-established democratic pro
cesses under United Nations supervision, and requested

i
that an appropriate person or persons be nominated to
be present in the Cook Islands on behalf of the United
Nations for the election campaign and the election in

.1'. April 1965, and for the debate and decision upon the

. draft constitution by the newly elected Legislative As

.\ sembly in May 1965 (see Aj5880).
~ 5. In its resolution 2005 (XIX) of 18 February
\1 1965, the General Assembly authorized the appointment
;1 by the Secretary-General of a United Nations repre
i,l sentative to supervise the elections arid to observe the
;) 1
l\',\. proceedings concerning the Constitution in the new y

elected Legislative Assembly and to report to the
1\ Special Committee and to the General Assembly. Pur
l! suant to this resolution, the Secretary-General ap
tl pointed Mr. Omar A. H. Adeel as United Nations

.~ representative.
I~ 6. The elections were held on 20 April 1965 and
~ the debate on the draft constitution took place between

,., 10 and 19 May. The Legislative Assembly proposed'1 a number of amendments to the draft constitution.
These concerned, inter alia, the residential requirements
for candidates and electors, the number of ministers
in the Cabinet, and a House of Arikis, On 4 June, the
New Zealand Parliament enacted the amendments re
quested by the Cook Islands Legislative Assembly. The
Constitution, as amended, was adopted by the Cook
Islands Legislative Assembly on 20 July, and was
brought into force on 4 August 1965.

7. The report of the United Nations Representative
on the conduct of the elections and on the proceedings
of the Legislative Assembly (Aj5962) was transmitted
to the Secretary-General on 30 June 1965.
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Islands subsequent to those described in the report of
the United Nations Representative.

18. At its 375th meeting, on 23 August 1965, the
Special Committee decided to grant a request by the
Permanent Representative of New Zealand to partici
pate in the discussions of the Committee concerning
this item. The Permanent Representative of New Zea
land was accompanied by the Premier and Deputy
Premier of the Cook Islands.

Written petitions
19. The Special Committee circulated one petition

from Mr. G. T. Crummer concerning the Cook Islands
(A/AC.109/PET.384).

General statements by. members
20. The United Nations Representative for the Su

pervision of Elections in the Cook Islands, in intro
ducing his report (A/5962), said that it was in some
ways unconventional, since the realities of the situation
had made it necessary to depart from traditional pat
terns. The event upon which he was reporting had
been one of paramount significance which would go
down in history as the Organization's first association
with the exercise of self-determination in a Non-Self
Governing Territory.

21. Some of the observations and conclusions in the
report might seem unprecedented in the history of
United Nations interest in colonial territories; some
sections might even appear to be a transgression of the
United Nations Representative's terms of reference,
as, for example, the statement in paragraph 415 that
the suggestion that the people of the Cook Islands were
not interested in full independence was not fiction.
Those conclusions and observations were, however,
based on over seven weeks of close and sobering con
tact with the realities of the situation as they existed
not only in the Territory itself but also in New Zealand.
He hoped that the Special Committee would share his
conviction that in the operation and the circumstances
leading to United Nations association with it could
lie the key to future constructive co-operation between
the Organization and administering Powers.

22. The report constituted an effort, however in
adequate, not merely to set forth conclusions but also
to provide the fullest possibe information on all matters
relevant to the organization and conduct of the elec
tions and to the proceedings concerning the Constitution
in the new Legislative Assembly.

23. Throughout his mission, he had not hesitated
to level criticism where criticism had been due. He
had been anxious that his functions, although super
visory in character, should be carried out in such a
way as to ensure the indigenous population of the
fullest and most effective benefit of the United Nations
presence, but that had not stopped him from praising
the former administering Power when he had felt that
praise was merited.

24. For the purposes of the report, he had been
required to satisfy himself on the following points:
that the administrative and physical arrangements for
the conduct of the elections were in accordance with
the electoral law promulgated by the administering
Power; that the electoral officers were impartial; that
the people were fully apprised of the significance of
the elections and were able to exercise their right of
vote in complete freedom; that the voting papers were

properly safeguarded; that the counting of votes was ,
correct and the reporting of the results accurate. His
conclusions on those points, as indicated in the report,
were generally positive and included any reservations
he had considered inevitable.

25. He drew the Special Committee's attention to
paragraph 137 of the report, which recorded the views
expressed by leading personalities of the Cook Islands ,
Party concerning the possible effect of the presence
of the United Nations on the outcome of the elections.
Those views were not, and should not be regarded
as, a contradiction of :.IS own conclusion that the people
of the Cook Islands had been able to exercise their
right of vote in complete freedom prior to and during
polling, a conclusion that related to the period during I

which he and his observers had been in the Territory
and that was based on scrupulous supervision for
twelve days before the elections, on the polling day itself
and for at least ten days after the vote. There were,
however, valid reasons for including those views in
the report, To refrain from doing so could be inter
preted as an attempt to pass judgement on their validity.
Furthermore, he had no reason to believe that the
administering Power would regard the inclusion of
those views as a reflection on its good faith, of which.
he had perceived and recorded abundant evidence. On
the contrary, he had considered that the administering
Power would welcome it as additional justification of
its request for United Nations. supervision of the
elections. The former administering Power could, in
deed, congratulate itself on having succeeded, as a
result of its invitation to the United Nations, in dispel
ling whatever fears of interference might have existed.

26. The second and more complicated phase of his
functions had been to observe and report on the pro
ceedings in the new Legislative Assembly concerning
the draft Constitution. Although it had not been ex
plicitly stated, that was without doubt a request for
a report which would enable the Special Committee and
the General Assembly to determine whether or not,
in making its decisions, the new Legislative Assembly
had acted of its own free will and from its own con
victions. He had therefore considered that it would not
be a departure from his mandate to include in that part
of the report data which could be of assistance in that
respect.

27. He drew particular attention to paragraph 357
of the report, which dealt with the decisions of the
new Legislative Assembly. It was his considered view
that in making those decisions the members had not
acted under dictates from any quarter extraneous to
the Assembly and the people of the Cook Islands. That
view was borne out by the quality of the debate and
the tenacity with which both the majority and minority
parties had sought to ensure that their will would
prevail.

28. Responsibility for settling the crucial question
of whether or not an act of self-determination had taken
place in accordance with the principles of the Charter
of the United Nations rested with the Special Com
mittee and the General Assembly. His own role ended
with the submission of the report, which covered events
from 8 April to 31 May 1965. Information on sub
sequent developments had been provided by the former
administering Power and was incorporated in document
A/5961 of 17 August 1965.

29. Recapitulating the most vital factors regarding
the situation in the Territory, he said that although
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the new Constitution had its flaws, it also had its strong
points, in particular article 41, which guaranteed to
the people the continuing right to opt for any other
status they might wish in the future, including a com
pletely independent sovereign status. Of the twenty-two
representatives of the people in the new Assembly,
twenty had voted in favour of the new Constitution,
while the two negative votes had been cast by members
who had favoured complete integration with New Zea
land. Secondly, the Assembly itself was the result of
an election in which 94 per cent of the Territory's
electoral roll had participated effectively and in corn
plete freedom. Thirdly, the people of t.he Territory had
very real and significant ties with New Zealand: they
enjoyed an unrestricted right of emigration to New
Zealand, unlimited employment opportunities in that
country, a guaranteed market for their agricultural
products and a yearly cash subsidy which had now been
increased to £872,000.

30. The new Constitution, the elections and the pro
ceedings in the Assembly which had prepared the way
for the Constitution represented a major step in the
political evolution of the people of the Cook Islands.
New Zealand had requested United Nations association
with the procedure and had thus demonstrated its faith
in the quality of its stewardship as administering
Power; for that, it deserved the commendation of the
Special Committee and the General Assembly. Although
in a technical sense New Zealand no longer had any
obligation to provide the United Nations.with informa
tion on the Cook Islands now that the Territory had
become self-governing, he hoped that it might be pos
sible to work out a special arrangement whereby the
Organization could continue to be informed about
developments in the Territory, so that it would he able
to play, wherever possible, a more substantial role in
the search for solutions to the very real social and
economic problems confronting the people of the Cook
Islands.

31. The representative of New Zealand paid a
tribute to the work of the United Nations Representa
tive and his team. While his delegation might question
some of the comments and interpretations included in
the report (A/5962), the United Nations Representa
tive's dedication to his task was worthy of respect and
admiration.

32. The Cook Islanders now had complete control
of their own affairs. The Prime Minister of New Zea
land had commented that New Zealanders and Cook

.Islanders were now partners; that comment expressed
the essence of the new relationship. There had been a
revival of political activity and awareness in the Cook
Islands, thanks in large measure to the work of the
Cook Islands Party, led by the new Premier, Mr.
Henry; that political revival gave promise of the de
velopment of a flourishing economic life and was an
important contribution to the renaissance of Polynesia.

33. It was stated in paragraph 2 of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples (General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
that all peoples had the right to self-determination and
that by virtue of that right they freely determined their
political status and freely pursued their economic, social
and cultural development. In the exercise of that right,
the Legislative Assembly of the Cook Islands had
determined the political status of the Territory in its
resolution of 26 July 1965, in which it had resolved
that the Cook Islands should be self-governing in free

association with New Zealand; requested New Zealand,
in consultation with the Government of the Cook
Islands, to discharge the responsibilities for the external
affairs and defense of the Cook Islands; approved the
Constitution of the Cook Islands as amended in accord
ance with its wishes; and requested that the Constitu
tion should be brought into force on 4 August 1965.

34. .The Cook Islands' progress towards self-gov
ernment under the new Constitution had begun in 1962,
when the Legislative Assembly, at New Zealand's in
vitation, had begun to discuss the islands' future. De
bates in the Assembly, talks with constitutional experts
and discussions with a Select Committee of the New
Zealand Parliament had led over the next two years
to the drafting of a new constitution. Since, however,
the Assembly had been elected nearly four years earlier
and had. had no specific mandate for constitutional
change, it had been decided that the electors them
selves should have the opportunity to register their
views through a general election to be held before the
Constitution went into force. The future status of the
Cook Islands had been a major issue in the electoral
campaign, and New Zealand had pledged itself to accept
whatever changes might be desired by the new Legisla
tive Assembly.

35. The elections had resulted in the victory of the
Cook Islands Party, which had campaigned on a plat
form accepting the substance of the draft Constitution.
The three amendments sought by the new Government
had been enacted at once and Mr. Henry had entered
the Legislative Assembly and, on the entry into force
of the new Constitution in August 1965, had taken his
place as Premier. If any doubts had existed earlier
concerning the wishes of the Cook Islands people, they
had been dispelled by the general election and constitu
tional debate watched by the United Nations team, and
by the Legislative Assembly's decision of 26 July 1965.
As the United Nations Representative had testified,
the people had had a high degree of ~;wareness of the
issues, the elections had been conducted impartially and
the majority party had taken effective political action.
Although the new Government disagreed radically with
its predecessor on some aspects of the political scene,
its campaign had made clear its agreement in respect
of the relationship between New Zealand and the Cook
Islands. Independence as a separate sovereign State
was not sought anywhere in the Cook Islands; the only
objections to self-government in free association with
New Zealand had come from two small islands whose
representatives had advocated complete integration with
New Zealand.

36. In his delegation's view, there was one key
feature of the new Constitution that might be a new
contribution to the practice of decolonization. Having
worked out their present form of full self-government,
in free association with New Zealand, the people of the
Cook Islands had retained, in article 41 of the Con
stitution, the right to decide at any time in the future
to adopt full independence, or any other status that
might become practicable, by a unilateral act-i.e., an
act which New Zealand had denied itself power to
countermand.

37. The new status of the Cook Islands was not
sovereign independence in the juridical sense. since
the Cook Islanders wished to remain New Zealand
citizens arid in the meantime wished New Zealand, in
consultation with them, to discharge their responsibili
ties in the fields of external affairs and defence, but it

"
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meant that the Cook Islandersh,:::=·n":;::~~:7~ ~~:::~=:r r::~
self-determination. Henceforth, however, all legal links United Kingdom protection, On 11 June 1901, under the peopk
between the Cook Islands and New Zealand rested the Colonial Boundaries Act of 1895, the coast line of they wer
on consent: that was the meaning of free association. New Zealand had been extended by an imaginary 47 H'
In view of the expressed desires of the people of the boundary line to include the Cook Islands. Within that Pre~ie; I

Cook Islands, his delegation felt that no other arrange- imaginary boundary, the Islands felt their close rela- populatior
merit could discharge more fully the obligations which tionship to New Zealand and their smallness in the It hoped
New Zealand had assumed in accepting the Charter of big world. They had carefully considered the possibili- ' 'A bl
the United Nations and in voting in favour of General tics open to them with regard to their status. They did rfm

y
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). not want to withdraw from their imaginary boundary f'",) 1 tNpc

38. External affairs and defence were "entrenched" and be associated with other countries in the Pacific t le ew
subjects under the Constitution; whereas other clauses 'barea'dbecauscd'they knew that they belonged within that ~s~~i~~ed
of the Constitution could be changed by a two-thirds .oun ary an they were happy there. Nor, since the ~
vote of the Legislative Assembly, clauses on those sub- islands were scattered over an area of 850,000 square 48. T
jects could be modified only after a two-thirds vote of miles of ocean, did they want to eliminate the imnginary I delegatio
the Legislative Assembly and a two-thirds vote of the boundary altogether. Another possioility had been to I,' tive for t
people in a referendum, So long as, the Cook Islands join New Zealand and become fully integrated. The U~ lands, for
chose to be associated with New Zealand rather than to Cook Islanders had felt, however, that they were ~"ji" mission a
become a sovereign State or to be associated with some already partly integrated. While as a people they had also thanl
other sovereign State, New Zealand could not disclaim sometimes criticized the local administration personnel, Permane
ultimate responsibility for questions of external affairs they were thankful for the principles which had guided 'I co-operati
aAnd defe

64nce,
Section 5 of the Cook Islands Constitution ttllle Nelw Zfeallntdld .admlinisctration-the laws prohibiting 'i),I in~ t~e

et, 19 ,simply reflected one of the inherent char- 1.e sa eo. an Ill, t le ook Islands, for example-,I stitunona
acteristics of free association. As long as the Cook Without which the Cook Islanders might no longer ;~ of the re
Islands chose not to be internationally responsible for have owned any land. ~ he again
their own affairs, they recognized New Zealand's con- 43. There could be no possibility of full sovereign 11 posiGtion
tinuing responsibility for the matters mentioned in sec- independence unless the Islands could be assured of ~ the rant
tion 5. Another feature of the relationship was that economic independence. The Cook Islanders considered uPnedoePrlesfo
New Zealand relied upon the Cook Islands to use their tl ~ tl . 1 d . I . I 1 I' f .
self-governing powers to fulfil international obligations. mt t iey enjoyec a vantages Witun t le JOUIlC nnes 0 .' ~ size pop

~ New Zealand's coastline which they would not other- ~ ,
New Zealand had no power to take executive action in wise enjoy. The Islanders had New Zealand citizenship I'. tpeoosPellef~doe
the Cook Islands, except at the request and with the and could therefore move to New Zealand-a consider- them alo
consent of the authorities within the Cook Islands- able advantage, since the 'population was increasing !' future. I
nor could it make any change in the law in force in rapidly. New Zealand also provided a market for their that right
Rarotonga. t . l nroductropica procuc s. I later to r

39. There was no real incompatibility between sec- 44. Under the Constitution, the Cook Islanders had
tion 5 of the 1964 Act and the concept of legislative the right to move out of the boundary; they also had .( ciai~'ulpTo
or executive autonomy. Both were facets of a relation- the right to move closer to New Zealand in the future. the Cook
ship which could be maintained only by voluntary eo- They had the opportunity of controlling their own Cook IsI
operation between two Governments which were con- political and administrative affairs, resolving their in- ! remain u
stitutionally equal, although only one bore international ternal economic problems and trying to readjust to ! New Z
responsibility. If the voluntary co-operation should ever what they felt was the loss of their culture. Most im- i had been
break down, it would rest with either to terminate an portant of all, they had been given the right to retain .}' in his let
impossible relationship, but neither would have any heir nrid I
. h 1 I TI C I I I d d N t ierr pn e as apeop e. Auzust 1rtg t to coerce t le ot ier, le 00 c san s an ew 5 U

Zealand had thus worked out a pragmatic method of 45. The representative of Mali said that his delega- Special
reconciling the desire of the Cook Islanders to have tion appreciated the detailed and objective report sub- gestion
the maximum power over their own affairs and their mitted by the United Nations Representative. The New that ther
wish to retain the advantages of citizenship of another Zealand Government was to be congratulated on having United
country, while safeguarding their right of self-deter- arranged for the United Nations to supervise the elec- tion and
mination, tions in the Cook Islands. It was to be hoped that other it necess

colonial Powers would follow that example and usher 50. TI
in an era of more dynamic co-operation with the United cialist R
Nations, for the benefit of the p-eoples under colonial had been
domination. the Sped

46. The supervision by the United Nations Repre- Islands
sentative had amounted solely to verifying the strict On 9 F
application of the electoral law which had already been mitted t
drawn up by the administering Power. The delegation ,,~,' the Gene
of Mali would have preferred the people to decide 11 represen
directly on the constitutional evolution of the Territory Special
by a referendum. It took note, however, of the fact that, )' should b
by another procedure, the people had expressed their Nations
wish to link their destiny with that of New Zealand. . eral (Aj
The United Nations Representative had noted a lack should d
of understanding of the implications of the election on the Islan
the part of the population of four of the islands (see tion had
Aj5962, para. 118). For such an important act, in- (Aj5885
volving the future of an entire people, the authorities ot the

40. New Zealand believed that the new 'relationship
was, in the words of resolution 1514 (XV). the "freely
expressed will and desire" of the people of the Cook
Islands. As recommended by the Special Committee,
the choice had been made through "well-established
democratic processes". The report of the United
Nations Representative (Aj5962) was proof of the
validity of that act and of the people's freedom of
choice. Further authentication of the process of self
determine-ion would be provided by the chosen repre
sentatives of the Government and people cf the Cook
Islands.

41. The Premier of the Cook Islands said that he
welcomed the opportunity to explain how the Cook
Islanders had determined their status

42. From 1823 to 1888, the Cook Islanders had
been under the political and educational control of mis-
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should have done extensive explanatory work so that decided only after the situation in those Islands had
the people could vote with a full understanding of what been carefully examined in the General Assembly with
they were doing. the participation of representatives ol the indigenous

47. His delegation had noted the statement by the populntlon and conditions worked out that would ensure
Premier of the Cook Islands and the wish of the a g"~\";ne expression of the will of the population of
population to be freely associated with New Zealand. the Cook Islands, and that it would therefore be wrong
It hoped that the choice just made by the House of automatically to adopt a decision to send a United
Assembly would in no way prejudice the sovereignty ~Iations observer without due consideration of the ques-
of the people of the Islands. The statements made by tion in the General Assembly.
the New Zealand delegation indicated that the admin- . 51. When the General Assembly had adopted resolu-
istering Power would accept any constitutional change non 2005 (XIX) on the supervision of the elections to
envisaged by the people of the Cook Islands. be held in the Cook Islands, there had been no dis-

48. The representative of Yugoslavia expressed his ~ussion of the question of the procedure for appoint-
delegation's thanks to the United Nations Representa- mg United Nations observers. to supervise elections
tive for the Supervision of Elections in the Cook Is- o~ any other for1t!s in which a people might express its
lands, for the report which he had submitted on his WIll on the question of the future status of a colonial
mission and for the excellent work he had done. He territory. There had been no discussion of such an
also thanked the Premier of the Cook Islands and the important question as the staff of such observers or the
Permanent Representative of New Zealand for their composition of visiting missions to supervise the im-
co-operative attitude and for their statements inform- plementation of measures connected with the settle-
ing the Special Committee of recent political and con- ment of such questions as the future status of any
stitutional developments in the Territory. In taking note colonial territory.
of the report and of the statements mentioned above, 52. Secondly, the terms of reference of observers or
he again recalled the position of his delegation. This supervisory visiting missions had not been determined,
position was that the principles of the Declaration on nor had their powers or jurisdiction. That was actually
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and stated in paragraph 328 of the report of the United
Peoples applied to all Non-Self-Governing Territories Nations Representative to the Special Committee
under foreign colonial domination, regardless of their (A/5962), which read: "Neither the General Assembly
size, population or economic and social position. The in resolution 2005 (XIX) of 18 February, nor the
peoples of all those Territories had an inalienable right Secretary-General in his letter appointing me, deemed it
to self-determination and independence and it was for necessary to give any directions as to the criteria by
them alone to decide their political status and their which I should be governed in the discharge of this
future. In no circumstance could they be deprived of responsibility." Needless to say, such a situation was
that right, even if, having made their choice, they wished quite abnormal,
later to resonsider it. 53. A study of the report of the United Nations

49. The Yugoslav delegation therefore attached spe- Representative led to the following conclusions.
cial importance to the stipulation in the Constitution of 54. First, the Constitution of the Cook Islands had
the Cook Islands that the right of the people of the been drawn up by the colonial Power, which, as was
Cook Islands to frame their future political status would pointed out in paragraph 169 of the report, "considered
remain unimpaired, as also to the commitment of the that concept of complete independence for the Cook
New Zealand Government in that connexion, which Islands was unrealistic". No further comment was
had been mentioned by the New Zealand representative necessary.
in his letter addressed to the Secretary-General on 13 . 55. Secondly, the electoral law had 'been drafted by
August 1965 (A/5961) and in his statement to the the colonial Power and, through the high residence
Special Committee (A/AC.109/SR,375). The sug- qualification, deprived a considerable section of the
gestion made by the United Nations Representative population of its right to vote; as a result, part of the
that there should be continuing liaison between the population could not express its wishes on the future
United Nations and the Cook Islands deserved atten- status of the Islands.
tion and the General Assembly would perhaps deem 56. Thirdly; the entire organization and conduct of
it necessary to take decisions along those lines. the elections in the Cook Islands had been in the hands

50. The representative of the Union of Soviet So- of the colonial Power. As was pointed out in para-
c'alist Republics recalled that the General Assembly graphs 106 and 107 of the report, all posts in the elec-
had been unable at its nineteenth session to discuss toral machinery, including those of Chief' Electoral Of-
the Special Committee's recommendations on the Cook ficer, his Deputy, the Registrars for the electoral rolls,
Islands (A/5800/Rev.l, chap. XV, paras. 111-115). the Returning CfEcers and so on, had been held by
On 9 February 1965, two documents had been sub- officials appointed b; the colonial Administration. Even
mitted to the delegations to the nineteenth session of the enumerators had been appointed by the Resident
the General Assembly: a letter from the New Zealand Commissioner (see A/5962, para. 96) and not chosen
representative (A/5880), expressing agreement to the by the electorate.
Special Committee's recommendation that elections 57. Thus the whole electoral machinery had been
should be held in the Cook Islands under United subor~inate to the colonial. Power .and not separated
Nations supervision, and a note by the Secretary-Gen- from It. The role of the United Nations Representative
eral (A/5882), suggesting that the General Assembly had been merely to supervise the elections within the
should decide to send a United Nations observer to framework of the legislation drafted and implemented by
the Islands for that purpose. The Soviet Union delega- the colonial Power itself.
tion had circulated at the nineteenth session a letter 58. Such a method of organizing the elections es-
(A/5885) stating that the question of the future status pecially when the colonial Power had stated that the
of the Cook Islands was a question of principle to be future status of the Territory would be decided on the
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democratic. Representative for his work, the Soviet Union delega- l

59. The so-called "publicenlightenment programme", tion was unable to give its approval t,o his report, for 'I," mine ~~
too, had been completely subordinate to the interests that. 'youl4 mean approv~l of the ~tcps take~ ~Y the ; para.
of the administering Power. It had been carried out adnlllll~te:lIlg Power, which 'yere 111 contradlct!on to . governit
by civil servants of the colonial Administration, who the principles ; the peclaratlo? on the Granting of I longer I
had limited their activities to the publication of the Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. tion or
voting procedure and had been instructed not to con- 65. Some hotheads in the United States were already ! I 70...
cern themselves with constitutional questions and their planning to hold, in the Trust Territory of the Pacific 11 and crit
consequences for the status of the Islands. The United Islands, a plebiscite, which they were counting on using I,. even chr
Nations Representative had come to the conclusion that as a pretext to justify the inclusion of that Territory !' operatic
about 40 per cent of the voters had not been familiar in the metropolitan country. They were even intending he duly
with the implications of their votes for the future status to exploit the United Nations for that purpose. 71. I
of the Island~. If to them were added the people ,~ho 66. The question of the future status of any colonial 1 tion or :
had ~een depnyed of the vote because of. the reglstrat!on territory was one of those questions of principle the \ i~ without
requirements, . It was clear that a conslde;uble portion settlement of which could not be based solely on formal }i Special
of t.he I?opulatlon had not had th~ cpportunity to express indications such as the fact that a plebiscite ha? b~enj+ the Gen
their VIews on the future of their own country. held or that elections had taken place to any legislative of the p

60. The whole policy of the administering Power body in the colonial territory. The determining factor ~l therefro
was designed to bind the Territory more closely to in any approach to the settlement of such questions deepest
New Zealand and to continue its exploitation by New must be the establishment of conditions which would r tive, slu
Zealand capitalist companies. As stated in the report enable the people of the territory to decide the question ," operatio
of the United Nations Representative, the people were of their own future status and State system in complete l ernment
given limited information, sometimes deliberately dis- freedom and without any interference or pressure frOm,,[ hnppine
torted or confused, about the aim of international eco- outside. ~. 72.'
nomic assistance. Thus the whole public enlightenment 67. The representative of Italy said that his delega- I, were a
programme had one purpose: to persuade the people of tion did not intend to make a formal statement on the Represe
the !=ook. ~slands that independence would mean eco- report of the United Nations Representative but would j to his (
nomic suicide, make a few comments of a procedural nature on the ;/) Cook Is

61. The Constitution not only failed to grant inde- item under discussion. I any dele
penden~e t.o the Cook Islands but was actually c~trtail- 68. The Italian delegation felt that the Special Corn- ;.
mg ~h.elr internal self-governll?en~. Unde~ a series of mittee's deliberations on the Cook Islands were ap- sh~~id 1
provisions of the draft Constttt,ttlo~, which h~d now preaching their natural conclusion with the formal sub- Cook L
become law, the power of leglslat~ve authority was mission of the report by the United Nations Repre- nssociat
delegated to the New Zea!and Parliament an.d to the sentative and the statements by the representative of ~ future (
~overnor-General (see A(:>962, para. 207). Bills relat- New Zealand and the Premier of the Cook Islands. He I bodied
m~, fc;>r exall1ple~ to ~nanctal matters could be proceeded wished to emphasize with satisfaction that that was 1514 (.
With m the Legislative A~sembly of t~e Cook Islands perhaps one of the instances in which the Special com-

i

, always 1
only on the recommendation of the High Commts~lon mittee had been more closely associated with the at- to their
(see A/5962, para. 197). L~ws made by the. ~eglsla- tainrnent by a former Non-Self-Governing Territory they she
tive Assembly .became effective only a? recervmg the of the goals established in the United Nations Charter
assent of the H,tgh C~m1!lIS.slone~..Only If the As~embly and in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Elec- .t: 74.
approved the bill again m Its orlgma! form or '~It~ the tions had now taken place, and the Cook Islands Con- represe
pr~posed a~end!l1ents was the High Cc;>mmlssl01!er stitution had been amended and brought into force by force wt
obliged to give his assent to the law becommg effective an act establishing the Cook Islands as self-governing ment a
(see A/5962, para. 206). in free association with New Zealand. The findings of Legislat

62. A similar right was enjoyed by the High Corn- the United Nations Representative and the statement clauses,
missioner with regard to decisions of the Cabinet of of the Premier of the Cook Islands showed beyond any Legislat
the Cook Islands (see A/5962, para. 195). Under the doubt that the act of self-determination had been free Islands
new Constitution, the High Commissioner was the high- and genuine and that the will expressed by the in- power 1
est executive authority. He was appointed by the habitants of the Territory during the elections and by Thirdly
Governor-General on the recommendation of the New their representatives in the Legislative Assembly had Fourthl
Zealand Minister responsible for matters relating to the really been the will of the majority and not the will of sove
Cook Islands. of the administering Power or of a minority represent- consent

" Islands63. It was not hard to see that the wide powers and mg extraneous interests, people
authority vested in the High Commissioner concentrated 69. His delegation did not consider that it was within Commit
in his hands powerful levers for exerting pressure on the competence of the Special Committee to comment of great
decisions both of the Legislative Assembly and of the on the special status which the people of the Cook
Cabinet. As the United Nations Representative had Islands had freely chosen for themselves in regard to
stated in his conclusions, "a striking phenomenon re- their international position. Nevertheless, his delegation
garding the situation in the Cook Islands is the precious felt that their choice .had been very wise, as had their
little evidence there is of any effective share the indige- decision to retain the power to change such status in
nous people may have in the administration of the the future without the intervention of the former ad-
country" (see A/5962, para. 330). The steps taken by ministering Power or any other party. The statement
the administering Power leading to so-called "self- made by the Premier of the Cook Islands at the 375th
determination in association with New Zealand" had meeting had removed all doubts that might have re-
therefore not decreased the control exerted by New mained in the Committee's mind. It was dear from
Zealand over the Cook Islands. the information made available to the Committee that
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, "the electors were fully aware that their votes would 76. The Premier of the Cook Islands said that the
'to constitute n mandate to the new Legislature to deter- attitude of the Special Committee had convinced him
j' mine the future status of their country" (see A/5962, that the United Nations could be counted upon to

~
. para. 1.46), that the Cook Islands were now.£ully self- assist the Cook Islands. He was grateful for all the

governing and that the New Zealand Parliament no comments that had been made and would like to dis-

.

'. longer had any control over the Cook Islands Constitu- sipnte some of the doubts that were apparent from
tion or any right to interfere in constitutional matters. certain criticisms voiced by some representatives.

! I 70. Some representatives had voiced a few doubts 77. The Cook Islands had chosen an independent
iI and criticisms and the Soviet Union representative had political status but not sovereign independence because
,. even challenged ::,e validity and legitimacy of the entire the people felt that it was preferable to advance gradu-

j
' operation, but those were minority views which would ally. Representatives of his Party had visited every
1 he duly reflected in the Special Committee's records. island to explain the purpose of the elections and the

71. His delegation therefore suggested that a resolu- issues at stake, and representatives of each island had
. I come to Rarotonga to attend meetings and had returned

(1 non or a statement by t le Chairman should be drawn up to inform their fellow islanders. He was convinced

(
! ~ without further delay, embodying the substance of the h I C
I Special Committee's conclusions and recommending that t at t le ook Islanders had been fully aware of what
+ they had been voting for.(I the General Assembly should take note with satisfaction

,i of the points indicated and of the consequences deriving 78. There had been four courses open to them:

~
1 therefrom, It should express the Special Committee's complete independence, federation with other Polyne-

'

deepest appreciation to the United Nations Representa- sian countries in the Pacific, integration with New
tive, should thank the administering Power for its eo- Zealand, or self-government within the framework of

A~ operation and should express good wishes to the Gov- association with New Zealand. The third alternative
\1 ernment and people of the Cook Islands for their future would have brought the Cook Islands many social
I.r happiness and prosperity. benefits but the islanders were a proud people and

~
wished to retain their national identity. They had

'j . 72. The representative of Syria said that, while there therefore freely chosen the fourth alternative, which
were a few points in the report of the United Nations gave them complete freedom. When the Islands became

I Representative which were not altogether satisfactory economically more independent they might consider
,j to his delegation, the fact was that the people of the sovereign independence.f Cook Islands had made their choice and it was not for 79. There was no limitation upon immigration from
l. any delegation to question it. New Zealand, for the Cook Islanders did not want

73. The precedent of the Cook Islands was one which to forfeit their right to go to New Zealand whenever
should be given careful consideration. The people of the they chose. All they needed for that was an exit permit
Cook Islands had expressed their wish to live in free from the Cook Islands authorities which was issued

ii association with New Zealand, but for the sake of the upon the applicant's proving that he had employment
J future of other colonial territories, the principles em- awaiting him in NIOW Zealand and a home to go to.

I bodied in the Charter and the provisions of resolution 80. Lastly, he pointed out that the requirement of
1514 (XV) should not be forgotten. The door should Article 73 e of the Charter that New Zealand should
always be left open to the people of the Cook Islands and report to the Secretary-General on the Cook Islands

"

to their legal representatives to become independent if seemed to him to be a violation of the political rights
they should choose such a course at a future date. of his people; he would prefer the report to be drawn

;1 74. Certain points were clear from the New Zealand up by the United Nations Regional Representative in

l
'l • the Pacific.

representative's statement. The Constitution now III
force was beyond the control of the New Zealand Parlia- 81. The representative of New Zealand, referring to

. ment and could be amended only by the Cook Islands the statement by the representative of the Soviet Union,
Legislative Assembly or, in the case of six entrenched said that he found it invidious that, whereas countries
clauses, by popular referendum as well as a vote by the that had emerged from the colonial experience were
Legislative Assembly. Secondly, the people of the Cook generous in their remarks, the representative of a
Islands now had sole control over their future, with country which had never brought any people to free-
power to change their present status as they wished. dom, quite the reverse, should take it upon himself to
Thirdly, they had complete legislative autonomy. make criticisms.
Fonrthly, there was no legal barrier to their assumption 82. The Soviet Union representative had stated that
of sovereign independence except the need for the the organization of the elections had been completely
consent of two thirds of the members of the Cook in the hands of the administering Power, with the
Islands Legislative Assembly and two thirds of the implication that the administering Power had thus
people as expressed in a referendum. The Special been attempting to ensure the continuance of its
Committee should take note of those facts, which were domination over the Cook Islands. In fact, the arrange-
of great importance. ments for the elections had been perfectly normal and

75. His delegation appreciated the fact that New had been dictated by practical, not political, considera-
Zealand was granting a considerable subsidy to the tions. Although ideally the election might have been
Cook Islands, but it felt that, in order that the Cook organized by an international commission, such a solu-
Islands might one day become an entirely sovereign tion would have been expensive and in some ways
and independent State, the United Nations and the difficult to put into effect. As it was, the United Nations
specialized agencies should provide financial, economic Representative had testified to the impartiality of the
and technical assistance. He assured the Premier and electoral officials in paragraph 112 of his report.
Deputy Premier of the Cook Islands that the Special' 83. The Soviet Union representative had also pointed
Committee and the General Assembly would always be out that it was stated in paragraph 169 of the report
willing to consider requests from them for further aid. of the United Nations Representative that the Gov-

,\
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ernment of New Zealand considered the concept of was trying to retain a colonial grip on the CookI~ ~ tions
complete independence for the Cook Islands to be Since the proposed Constitution had been only one of; Orga
unrealistic. He himself had been unable to trace any several arrangements open to the people of the Cook \\ Cool,
such statement by the New Zealand Government, but Islands, enthusiastic advocacy of that particular ar-~, confi
assuming that that was his Government's view it could rangement by New Zealand officials would not have ior t
legitimately be argued that it would be unrealistic for ~een pr~per i the:' ~ad put out pamphlets and other jl they
20,000 people on an archipelago scattered over 85,000 informationnl material that pre, .eiv explained the 9?
square miles of sea to become a separate sovereign State. Constitution, while advocacy of particui;,r positions had f tive~
Nevertheless, the administering Power had in fact been left to the candidates in the campaign. Copies of f~'\ Cool,
offered the Cook Islands the choice of complete inde- the pamphlets could be made available, to the members. legisl
pendence and they could still choose such a solution of the Special Committee, if they wished to study them.; of N
if they saw fit. 88. With regard to the remark that about 40 pcr~. Cool'

84. The Soviet Union representative had stated cent of the people had not been familiar with the issues j Islan
that the electoral law had been drawn up by the colonial in the election, he agreed with the Premier of the J speci
Power. That was true: it was exactly the same law as Cook Islands that the estimate was probably too high. I retai
that governing elections in New Zealand and had Discussion of the Constitution had gone on for three '~:( of its
been used for elections in the Cook Islands 011 two years, both in Parliament and throughout the Islands. l urgei
previous occasions. There had never been any corn- It was possible that some people in the more remote but
plaints about elections from the people of the Cook islands had not understood the details of the Constitu- li have
Islands or of New Zealand; in fact, many people on tion, just as it was natural in almost every country , sion
scholarships or sponsored in various ways by the that political awareness was less thorough in remote ~",' Gov
United Nations had come to New Zealand to observe areas; there had, however, been very few people in the 1I 93
the electoral law with a view to applying it in other Cook Islands who had not known the issue they had \, Cool
countries. been voting on. ~ to th

85. The Soviet Union representative had pointed 89. It had been suggested by the representative of i, Gov
out that all persons in the polling booths had been the Soviet Union that the whole policy of the ad- matt
chosen by the Administration and not by the electors. ministering Power was to bind the Cook Islands to const
That was the normal way to organize elections in most New Zealand and to subject it to capitalistic exploita- whic
countries, but in every polling booth every candidate tion. If the administering Power had wanted to bind I1 than
had been entitled to have a person of his choice available the Cook Islands to New Zealand, it could have l

to challenge any elector. Moreover, United Nations campaigned for integration or some other arrangement,
observers had been present in every booth or had moved but that was exactly what it had not done; instead it
about among the booths. had given the people of the Cook Islands freedom of

86. The Soviet Union representative had said that choice. As for exploitation of the Islands, a study of
the electoral law had deprived a number of Cook the economic facts would make it clear that not only
Islanders of their right of suffrage, no doubt basing the total present production of the Islands but even
that remark upon a passage in the report which men- their potential production for the future was minimal
tioned the question of whether Cook Islanders who in relation to the economic needs of New Zealand, so
wen: resident in New Zealand should have been per- that attempts to keep the Islands under New Zealand's
mitted to vote. On the basis of the 1961 census figures, economic control would be pointless. The people of
almost 40 per cent of the Cook Islanders living in New New Zealand bought produce from the Cook Islands,
Zealand had been born there, while a further 34 per even though similar produce was at present available
cent had lived there for more than five years, were more cheaply from other sources, not because they
entitled to vote in New Zealand elections and could wanted to maintain some kind of colonial control but
reasonably be regarded as settled there for electoral because they felt a kinship with and an obligation to
purposes. It was therefore possible to estimate that the people of the Cook Islands.
only about 600 of the approximately 6,000 Cook 90. Re was unable to understand the comment in
Islanders living in New Zealand had been living there paragraph 415 of the United Nations Representative's
for less than five years. There had also been a question report to the effect that information given to the Cook
whether one year's or three months' residence in the Islands people on the post-war efforts of the interna-
Cook Islands should be required as a qualification for tional community to narrow the gap in the economic
voters: the choice of the longer period had affected only well-being of peoples was scanty, deliberately distorted
some 200 or so potential voters. or confusing. There was no censorship of news going

87. The Soviet Union representative's assertion that into the Cook Islands; all the normal radio broadcasts
the programme of education, both about voting rights from New Zealand-s-which no one, to his knowledge,
and about the Constitution, had been carried out by had ever called distorted-were received in the Cook ,I,

civil servants of the Administration was only partly Islands, and New Zealand itself, as the members of the
true; in his delegation's view, the greatest educa

l
tio~al fSoPrectli,ael UConll.TItemditNteaetl.wonerse aware, had a profound respect li

factor had been the Cook Islands Party and the e ection .
campaign itself. Great interest had been aroused among 91. With regard to United Nations activities in the lj
the voters, many questions had been asked and the South Pacific, it had been New Zealand that had en- 1'1·

Constitution had been explained by the various can- couraged the United Nations to set up an office of
didates at electoral meetings. As a secondary form of the Special Fund and of the Technical Assistance
enlightenment, many broadcasts had been made by Board in Samoa; his Government was fostering eo-
officials of the broadcasting service. He himself had operation between the various territories of the South
made a broadcast, which was reproduced in annex HI Pacific and the United Nations and believed that such
of the report; members of the Special Committee could co-operation would have a beneficial effect. It had not
read that broadcast and judge for themselves whether said, as stated in paragraph 415 of the report, that
New Zealand had been speaking as a Power which the Cook Islands could not afford the financial obliga-
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!lds. Hails of membership of the Food and Agriculture tive had not understood what he was talking about in
l of' Organization j what it had done was to inform the referring to the unjust nature of the residence require-
'oak \\ Cook Islanders that such obligations existed, in the merit j he had said that the requirement concerned
ar- I: confidence that they would be fully capable of deciding persons who were living in New Zealand or who had

mve W for themselves, on the basis of the facts, what steps lived there at least five years. Th ;'<Jint made by the
:her r: they wished to take. Soviet Union delegation, however, had been precisely
l~lalde f)j\ 92. The Cook Islands had full legislative and execu- that: the electoral law deprived a large number of
" of !~.\ tive autonomy. New Zealand had no power over the Cook Islanders of the right to a voice in deciding the

Cook Islands j the New Zealand Parliament could not future of the islands j there was some irony in the fact
iers : legislate for the Cook Islands, and the Governor-General that the present Premier of the Cook Islands had
em. ( of New Zealand could not make regulations for the himself been a victim of that law.
per I[ Cook Islands unless the Government of the Cook 98. In reply to the Soviet Union delegation's re-
ues ~'. Islands so requested. The right to delegate power for marks concerning New Zealand's economic designs
the specific action to the New Zealand Government was on the Cook Islands, the representative of New Zealand
lgh, retained by the Cook Islands Government for reasons had said that the islands were too small and that it
iree .~( of its own convenience; for example, if the Cook Islands was absurd to think that capitalistic companies would
ids. urgently required a draft of regulations on civil aviation take advantage of them for their own purposes. It was
late but lacked the necessary technical experts, it could a fact, however, that the economy of the Cook Islands
itu- l! have the regulations drafted in New Zealand for discus- was completely dominated by New Zealand companies.
itry sion and possible adoption by the Cook Islands Agricultural produce had to be sold through those
I~~: ~\' Government. companies, at very low prices. The representatives of
'd:'~ 93. The powers of the High Commissioner in the the indigenous population did not participate in the
na ! Cook Islands under the Constitution would be similar management of the economic life of the islands. There

of
to those of the Queen in the United Kingdom or the was large-scale emigration to New Zealand and the

I Governor-General in New Zealand: in substantive number of young people and workers had decreased
ad- matters, he would act on advice or in accordance with to a dangerous level. In May 1963 a correspondent of
to ~ constitutional provisions, and in those few matters in the Allcl~lalld Star had sharply criticized the New

ita- 11 which he had discretion his powers were formal rather Zealand Government and urged it to send a parlia-
ind than effective and were bound by convention. mentary commission to the Cook Islands to investigate
ave I) the economic confusion and disarray prevailing there.
!Ilt,; 94. The representative of the Soviet Union ~ad 99. Consequently, the New Zealand representative's
[ it suggestec. on the basis of certain clauses in the Constitu- remarks had totally failed to convince him that any
of tion and certain paragraphs of the United Nations change had taken place in the Cook Islands and that
of Representative's report, that New Zealand held some New Zealand's control over the Cook Islands had been

nly sinister control over the Cook Islands through the d
ren powers of the High Commissioner, for example in relaxed,
nal matters of financial legislation. The fact was that the 100. The representative of New Zealand said that
so requirement of the High Commissioner's consent for New Zealand had made no attempt to invade the Soviet
d's the introduction of financial legislation was purely Union and was perfectly content to see the Soviet
of formal and analogous to the arrangement prevailing people continue to live their lives as they wished. The

d in various countries of the British Commonwealth. The Soviet Union's record of dealing with its minorities
bf~ , High Commissioner could act only on the advice of was, however, known to all. the world. Alone among
iey the Cook Islands Ministers: he had no independent the countries which had acquired territory at the end
Jut New Zealand power. of the Second 'World War, the Soviet Union had placed

no territory under the supervision of the United
to 95. He left it to the members of the Special Corn- Nations and was pursuing an integrationist policy.

mittee to decide whether the Soviet Union representa- 101. With regard to the economy of the Cook
tive had been right or wrong in saying that the measures Islands; he wished to point out two things. First,
of self-determination adopted in the Cook Islands would Fruit Distributors Limited, the main company dealing
not decrease New Zealand control. with fruit from the Cook Islands, had fully explained

96. The representative of the Union of Soviet So- its position to the Special Committee in a letter which
nic cialist Republics said that the New Zealand representa- was on record as a United Nations document (AI
ed t tive had insinuated that some countries liberated peoples AC.109/PET.226); it had neither monopoly control
Ilg " from colonialism and some did not and that it was not nor any other kind of control over the export of fruit.
sts for the Soviet Union representative to criticize the meas- Secondly, the Government of the Cook Islands had full
~e, ures adopted in the Cook Islands. He reminded the New power to deal with the operations of capitalistic com-
ok Zealand representative that the people of the Soviet panies and to adopt any regulations and laws it might
he Union had themselves established in 1917 the system deem necessary.
ect (1 under which they wished to live and had maintained 102. The United Nations Representative for the

it by armed resistance against the attempts of fourteen Supervision of Elections in the Cook Islands, recalling
he tl imperialist States to subject them to their will. the statement in paragraph 169 of his report that the
~n- I.!.' 97. The representative of New Zealand had en- Government of New Zealand considered that the con-
of H deavoured to rebut the remarks made by the Soviet cept of complete independence for the Cook Islands was
Ice 1:1 Union delegation but had in fact confirmed those re- unrealistic, and the discussion which that statement had
:0- . marks by acknowledging that the colonial Power had provoked at the 378th meeting of the Special Corn-
.th t.... drafted the Constitution, made the legislative arrange- mittee, pointed out that it had been based on a statement
eh ments for the election, sent its own representatives to made by the Minister of Island Territories in the New
lot act as election, officials and kept the entire electoral Zealand Parliament on 21 October 1964. On that occa-
iat campaign in its own hands. The representative of New sion, the Minister had quoted in its entirety paragraph
'a- Zealand had implied that the Soviet Union representa- 5 of resolution 1514 (XV) and, recalling that New

. .
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continued: "The New Zealand Government considered aged 95.2 per cent. I had
that [the] concept of complete independence in the 106. The representative of Iraq said that, in putting t ligh
Territories of Cook, Niue and Tokelau Islands was forward the views of his delegation, he wished first ! grm
unrealistic, but took steps to consult the people about of all to pay tribute to the work which the United out
their political future •••".1 Nations Representative had accomplished. His selection awa

103. A similar controversy had arisen over the by the Secretary-General to supervise elections in the like
degree of awareness on the part of the people of the Cook Islands had been fully justified by the report I . illite
Cook Islands regarding the significance and meaning which he had submitted to the Special Committee. i.. prin
of the elections. He had fully appreciated the difficulty 107. The supervision of elections in the Cook Islands '. how
of arriving at a finding on the matter, and had ex- was an event of great importance in the history of the ~i tive
pressed that difficulty in paragraph 125 of his report, United Nations. In view of the difficulties which had . imp
in which he had stated that it had been "difficult to been encountered in the past, it was in fact a great men
make an unqualified assertion on this ... matter". In success for the Organization, and it was to be hoped wer
further explanation of the manner in which he had that the example set by New Zealand in inviting the I , (se
arrived at his conclusions, he said that for Rarotonga United Nations to supervise the elections would be If 1
and Aitutaki Islands, where 60 per cent of the popula- followed by the other colonial or administering Powers. ~'. and
tion of the Cook Islands lived, his findings had been The results obtained by the observers fully justified Par
absolutely positive, for the reasons set out in the report. future approaches to the United Nations to facilitate ~ full
Four of the outer islands which contained 40 per cent the process of liberation and independence for the Ter- dra
of the population had been visited by United Nations ritories still under foreign rule. The initiative for the Nat
observers or by himself. In forming an over-all opinion proposal originally made for the Cook Islands had come ·l.i, SI.101
with regard to the outer islands, he had based his from the USSR representative in the Special Corn- f1 SIOI1
conclusions principally on what it had been possible to mittee, and special thanks were due to him for that 1 of t
ascertain in the four islands which had been visited, initi ti f~m~ I~
and had therefore stated in paragraph 126 of his report
that for large sections of the inhabitants of the outer 108. The elections which had taken place in the Cook I Th
islands, the vote had meant hardly any more than the Islands had been no ordinary elections. Their aim had ~ the
ordinary election of new members of the Legislative been to determine the future status of the Territory, U trai
Assembly. Typical of his findings, for instance, had and for that reason supervision by the United Nations !, 1
been his experience in the Island of Manihiki, which had become a necessity. In the opinion of his delegation, ':r be
he had been able to visit, where one of the five candi- the General Assembly would have to take two separate 'r wh
dates for the Assembly had asked him a question which decisions on the report of the United Nations Repre- Isla
implied that he thought that the United Nations was sentative. It would first have to decide whether the of t
going to take over administration of the Territory, and Territory of the Cook Islands had achieved full self- I Col
another candidate had told him that neither he nor any government and, therefore, whether it was no longer De
of the other four candidates had held any public subject to the provisions of Article 73 e of the Charter, exp
meetings to tell the electors what the vote was about. relating to transmission of information concerning Non- gm

104. He had felt that in the seven outer islands Self-Governing Territories. Secondly, it would have to ,. rise
which the United Nations observers had not been able decide whether it could be concluded from the develop- pow

.. h ., 1'1 I b h b ments after the elections and the adoption of the new def
to VISIt, t e situation was not Icey to e muc etter Constitution that the objectives of the Declaration on Isla
than in the four other islands which had been visited.
That was a plausible assumption, in view of statements the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Ass
such as that made in the Legislative Assembly of the Peoples had been fully realized. peo
Cook Islands by the representative of Rakahanga 109. With regard to the first decision, he recalled two
Island. The latter had in fact said during the debate that in 1953 the General Assembly had adopted resolu- .\~ tho.
on the Constitution: "I was with my people on my tion 742 (VIII), to which was annexed a list of factors peo
island. The only explanation they were given ... was to be taken into account. in deciding whether a Terri- wh
on two types of government, namely, the government of tory was or was not a Territory whose people had not not
Albert Henry and the government of Dick Brown. It yet attained a full measure of self-government. Sub- (X
is probably not a mistake of the people that there had sequen!ly, in 1960, the General Assembly had adopted tioi
not been sufficient explanation of the issues." That resolution 1541 (XV) defining the principles which pro
statement by the member of Rakahanga had been cor- should guide Members in determining whether or not • cha
roborated by many members of the opposition, who had an obligation existed to transmit the information called del
spoken in similar terms. for under Article 73 e of the Charter. Under Principle (X

105. However, even assuming that the situation in VI contained in the annex to that resolution, a Non- the
the seven outer islands which had not been visited was Self-Governing Territory could be said to have reached of
not better than in the four islands to which observers a full measure of self-government by free association mal
had been able to go, he had at no time categorically with an independent State; that was precisely the case wer
asserted that 40 per cent of the population was corn- of the Cook Islands. Furthermore, Principle VII Un
pletely ignorant of the significance of the elections. If of the annex to the same resolution described how that 1
the relevant sections, namely paragraphs 113 to 128, free association should be established in order to be
of the report were read as a whole, it. would be found valid. It was therefore the duty of the Special Corn-
that whenever the 40 per cent figure had been mentioned, mittee to determine whether the elections which had·
his position had never been one of certainty. He had been held and the constitutional debates regarding the
been careful to state, moreover, in paragraph 126, that new Constitution of the Islands conformed to the re-
the percentage of the poIl in relation to the number of quirements laid down by the General Assembly. The

report contained full information concerning the elec-
t See Ncw Zealand, Parliamclltary Debates (Hansard), 21 tions. In it, the United Nations Representative spoke

October 1964, p. 2829. of two omissions which had. in his opinion, marred

J
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Lhad been remedied later; the other related to the en- to adopt a resolution on the question; however, before

[tting . Iightenment programme for the people. That pro- the General Assembly dealt with the matter and took
first ! gramme had not been very effective: the report pointed decisions, the Committee should express an opinion by

nited out that one third of the population had not been fully taking note of the report and should state whether it
ction aware of the significance of the elections. Moreover, considered that the Cook Islands had achieved a full
1 the like Mr. Adeel, he thought that the assistance given to measure of self-government and whether the objectives
eport I . illiterate people constituted an infringement of the basic of resolution 1514 (XV) had been realized. It was not·

r • principle of the secrecy of the ballot. In spite of that, necessary for the Special Committee to go into detail on
lands :t however, the report of the United Nations Representa- the matter, but a general expression along the lines
f the !! tive emphasized that, with the exception of these two he had indicatedgwould be helpful and would enable
had imperfections, "the administrative and physical arrange- the General Assenlbly to take the proper decisions.

great ments, concerning the actual conduct of the elections, 114. The representative of India congratulated the
oped were in accordance with existing election legislation" representative of Iraq on the clarity and precision of
r the I ,(see A/5962, para. 101). his statement, and in particular on the way in which
cl be (I 110. The report also indicated that the Cook Islands, he had described the problems connected with the
vers. it and in particular the members of the Cook Islands application of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)
tified y Party, did not desire full independence, but merely and Article 73 e of the Charter. He recalled the long
Iitate ~ full internal self-government. The conclusion to be and close co-operation between the delegations of Iraq
Ter- drawn from the report and statement by the United and India on colonial questions and other matters. Iraq
. the Nations Representative was that the United Nations and India had been co-authors of resolutions 1514
come 'lit, should give New Zealand the right to cease the transmis- (XV) and 1541 (XV), which had been adopted in
:om- ij' sion of information on the Cook Islands. The people 1960. He recalled the role which Iraq and India had
that .~ of the Territory had freely chosen its political status, played during the debates in Sub-Committee II in

(I and they could still euange that status if they so wished. 1964, when the Special Committee had considered the
:ook ~(I The conditions laid down.in the various resolutions of question of the Cook Islands, and he regretted that the
had the General Assembly regarding the cessation of the General Assembly had had to adopt a resolution under

t I, transmission of information had thus been satisfied. rather unusual circumstances.ory,
tions .j', 111. However, with regard to the second decision to 115. He congratulated the Secretary-General on
tion, i, be taken by the General Assembly, it was less certain having invited Mr. Adeel to supervise the elections.
irate r' whether the recent political developments in the Cook On the whole, the elections had been held under
~pre- Islands had made it possible to attain the objectives satisfactory conditions, and the Indian delegation be-

the of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Iieved that the people had expressed their wishes.
self- I Colonial Countries and Peoples. It was true that the 116. The Special Committee should pay tribute to
nger Declaration itself was not clear in that regard: the the goodwill shown by New Zealand. While all forms
rter, expression "all powers" in paragraph 5, the only para- of colonialism were bad, it would be unfair to place
lIon- graph relating to the transfer of powers, might give New Zealand in the same category as certain other
re to rise to some confusion. Did that expression include the colonial Powers. It was New Zealand which had invited
slop- power to determine their own foreign relations and the United Nations to supervise the elections, whereas
new defence? If it did, the present Constitution of the Cook certain administering Powers had refused to allow

1 on ! Islands did not conform to the requirements of General United Nations sub-committees to visit their Terri-
and I~ Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Could a colonial tories.

people voluntarily limit its sovereignty? There were 117. It would be desirable if the Special Committee
alled two conflicting viewpoints in that regard: there were could make some reference to the assistance which the
solu- • those who said that the freely expressed will of the United Nations should render to the Cook Islands in the
:tors 'I people should be paramount, but there were others economic, health and other sectors. Like the representa-
erri- who considered that if that freely expressed will did tive of Iraq, he thought that while it was not necessary
not not involve complete independence, resolution 1514 for the Special Committee to adopt a resolution, it

Sub- (XV) should still apply to the Territory. The delega- should give its opinion on the report in transmitting
pted tion of Iraq was prepared to accept the first viewpoint, it to the General Assembly. The question of the Cook
hich provided that the people could decide at any time to Islands had been dealt with at length both at the sub-
not change their status; if that condition was fulfilled, his committee level and in the Special Committee; the

illed delegation believed that the objectives of resolution 1514 latter had had the benefit of hearing the Premier of
ziple (XV) would be fully realized. It had been said that the Cook Islands and was conversant with the various
[on- the whole thinking in the Cook Islands was in a process aspects of the situation in the Territory as well as the
:hed of change; in fact, it was for the Cook Islanders to historical background, whereas the General Assembly,
.tion make a decision, provided that the proper guarantees because of its heavy agenda, would not be able to devote
case were given and that the decision was made under the much time to the matter. The General Assembly had
VII United Nations supervision. repeatedly requested the Special Committee to find out
that 112. The Cook Islands, because of their poverty, the best and most expeditious means fer the elimination
) be would need assistance from the United Nations, and of colonialism; it was therefore for that Committee to
om- particularly from the Special Fund and the Expanded say whether or not it was satisfied with what had
had Programme of Technical Assistance. It was his under- happened in the Cook Islands and to make recornmenda-
the standing that the Cook Islands, which desired such as- tions so that the experience acquired in those Islands
re- sistance, could request it directly from the United might be of use in other areas.

The Nations representatives in the area-which was one 118. The representative of Ethiopia expressed ap-
elec- attribute of economic independence-and he hoped that preciation to' the United Nations Representative for
JOke the Cook Islanders would not hesitate at any time to his thorough and scholarly report and to New Zealand,
rred do so. which had adopted a liberal attitude towards the United
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Nations and opened the door to a more realistic im- adopted the report embodied in chapter XV of docuJt
plementation of General Assembly resolution 1514 ment A/5800/Rev.l. Those resolutions, however, set r
(XV). The Premier of the Cook Islands was to be forth five prerequisites for free association. ~
congratulated on overcoming all the obstacles in his 125. First, association with another State shouldI
path and achieving a new status for his land by be the result of free choice. Secondly, the people should'
democratic means. be fully aware of the meaning of the decision they were

119. The conclusions of the United Nations Repre- called upon to make. Thirdly, the act of self-deterrnina-
sentative showed that, with some exceptions, the ad- tion should be carried out in accordance with democratic...
ministering Power had acted correctly and the people procedures, on the basis of universal suffrage. Fourthly, (I
of the Cook Islands had made a free choice in electing the associated Territory should have the right to de- tt
their representatives. The Cook Islands now had a new termine its internal constitution without outside inter- !'.
Constitution, which had been adopted by the Legislative ference. Lastly, the associated Territory should be free i

Assembly. The Special Committee should ask itself at any time to choose any other political status, in-'
whether the new status of the Cook Islands satisfied the eluding complete independence. \
conditions for decolonization stipulated in resolution 126. In the case of the Cook Islands, it could be r'
1514 (XV). said that all those prerequisites had been fulfilled, 11.·

120. It could be seen from the report of the United although it would of course be for the General As- ~
Nations Representative that the internal self-govern- sembly to take the final decision. Although some of"
ment in the Cook Islands was not perfect; indeed, in the procedures employed had not, perhaps, been entirely 11'

some aspects it was quite defective. That was par- satisfactory, paragr.aPhS 140, 147 and 149 of the report ~
ticularly true with respect to the status and functions of the United Nations Represenative (A/5962) showed'
of the High Commissioner, the Executive Council and that the act of self-determination by the inhabitants of
the Governor-General. Apart from abolishing the Coun- the Cook Islands had been carried out in accordance
cil of State, the legislators at the first meeting of the with the first three prerequisites. An examination of
Legislative Assembly did not seem to have shown any the .constitutional documents and the interpretation'
concern 'about those defects. His delegation would of those documents by the New Zealand Government i
welcome an explanation on that subject from the as presented in the New Zealand representative's state-;
Premier of the Cook Islands. ments showed that the last two prerequisites, too, had ~

121. In contrast, the United Nations Representa- been guaranteed. ~
tive had indicated that the elections had been free and 127. Moreover, a further element could be noted
that the Constitution had been adopted by an over- with satisfaction, which was not included in the various
whelming vote in the new Assembly. In his statement General Assembly provisions covering such situations:
to the Special Committee at the 375th meeting, the namely, the voluntary decision of the administering
United Nations Representative had described the most Power that the process of self-determination should be
vital factors regarding the situation in the Territory supervised by the United Nations. Various representa-
and the strong points of the new Constitution. In tives had indicated their concern that the decision
addition, the Premier had described to the Special taken by the Cook Islands might establish a precedent.
Committee the advantages which the Cook Islanders His delegation shared that concern and felt that such
derived from their status. It was clear from the testi- cases should be examined carefully since future acts I
mony of those two speakers that the new status of the might be affected. In that case, and for the reason.
Cook Islands reflected the will of the people. Con- previously stated, the intervention of the United Nations [
sequently, the Ethiopian delegation could only wish was a valuable precedent for similar cases that might M
the Islanders success, prosperity and happiness in their arise in the future. If the General Assembly endorsed r1
new venture. that procedure, it would establish for the first time'l'

for the protection of dependent peoples, the fact that
122. The representative of Uruguay said that his association between a metropolitan country and a Ter-

delegation intended to make a final statement on the ritory could not be achieved validly without the supervi- :\
report of the United Nations Representative at a later sion of the international community, for that was the'l
meetina. For the moment it would confine itself to a only practical way of guaranteeing that the people i
few ge~leral comments. could express themselves freely and that their real!,

123. It would be only right and fitting for the wishes would be respected. t

Special Committee to express its satisfaction that the 128. There were, nevertheless, important problems·
New Zealand Government had fulfilled its obligation still pending which would have to be dealt with later, j
as administering Power of the Cook Islands. New For example, it would be necessary to work out pro- i

Zealand had acted in accordance with the spirit of the cedures ensuring that Territories which, like the Cook l~'
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colo- Islands, were technically self-governing and hence f
nial Countries and Peoples, and it was to be hoped that would no longer be protected by the safeguards ac- I
that outstanding example would be followed by other corded to Non-I elf-Governing Territories in the t
countries. Charter, would be guaranteed the right to change their;

124. The case of the Cook Islands was a special political status and accede to complete independence if'
one, since the Declaration was being applied not through they so desired. I'
complete independence, as had been the case in other 129. The representative of the United Republic of
Territories examined by the Special Committee, but Tanzania said that the case of the Cook Islands was
through association with the administering Power. one of exceptional importance. It was a small country, .
General Assembly resolutions 742 (VIII) and 1541 virtually isolated from the rest of the international
(XV) left no doubt that free association might be community, and throughout its long history its only
one of the ways in which a dependent Territory could association with the outside world had been through
attain full self-government, a fact which the Special the administering Powers. The international community
Committee itself had expressly recognized when it had had nevertheless felt that it was its moral duty to
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of docu- '(' ensure that the Declaration on the Granting of Inde- 135. It was both important and commendable that

~ever, set pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples was im- the Constitution of the Cook Islands recognized the

I
plemented in the Cook Islands. It was also the duty fact that the inhabitants of the Islands retained the

te should of the administering Power to give the Declaration the right to change their status in the future if they so
ple should '. widest possible publicity in the most remote areas under wished; that recognition would enable them to choose
they were its control, and in that connexion he wished to commend complete independence if the majority so desired.
leterrnina-] the spirit of co-operation shown by New Zealand in 136. The full and frank explanations given by the
lemocrhtic. : the case of the elections in the Cook Islands. New Zealand representative reflected the co-operative
Fourt ly, (I 130. The conclusions set forth in the report of the attitude which his country had taken towards the
~!lt t? de- 1) United Nations Representative required serious con- United Nations policy of eliminating colonialism.
tide inter- i. sideration. His delegation shared the concern expressed 137. In conclusion, he expressed to the Premier of
Id be free ,f in paragraph 404 of the report with regard to the Hight t C'" the Cook Islands his country's best wishes for the
; a us, m- I omrmssioner s dual role as the representative of the progress and prosperity of his people.

\ New Zealand Government and the representative of
could be I" the Queen as Head of State. The New Zealand repre- 138. The representative of Poland recalled that

I fulfilled, iJ sentative had stated .t~at the Ne,:, ~ealand Government during the discussion in 1964 his delegation had noted
neral As- ~ no longer had any CIVt! power within the Cook Islands. the New Zealand Government's co-operation with the
I some of., That statement was relatively true in that the present Special Committee but had not hesitated to criticize the
en entirely 11 fluid situation concerned two Government!' which were administering Power for the lack of progress in various
the report ~l constitutionally equal, but it would nevertheless be pos- fields and for other instances of negligence. It still
~) showed l. sible to subject it to analytical criticism. Experience shared some of the doubts and reservations voiced by
ibitants of would show how the arrangement worked out in prac- some representatives during' the debate.
lccordance. tice. Although his delegation wished to express reserva- 139. His delegation was happy to note that its in-
ination of tions in that connexion, it derived some consolation tentions had been understood by the Premier of the
.rpretation " from the statement by the Premier to the effect that Cook Islands. It was regrettable, however, that the
overnment 1 the people of the Cook Islands were happy to have the New Zealand representative had seen fi: to make
ve's state- ,1 opportunity of controlling their own administrative derogatory remarks about some members of the Special
:, too, had ~ affairs. His delegation was further reassured by the Committee; that representative should not be surprised

\ fact that the people of the Cook Islands had the right that a number of members were sensitive to all actions,
be noted to opt for independence in the future, should they so by administrative or colonial Powers whose record

he various choose, thus putting into full practice their right to called for criticism. The policies of the New Zealand
situations: self-determination. Government would always be scrutinized in the light of
ninistering 131. The report of the United Nations Representa- its attitude towards the aspirations of all Asian peoples
should be tive showed that the people of the Cook Islands had in their struggle for liberation and independence.

-epresenta- exercised the right to use their vote without any ad- 140. The United Nations Representative had carried
e decision ministrative or physical impediments. It was his dele- out his functions with devotion and impartiality. His
precedent. gation's hope that they would now harness all their report was a milestone in United Nations history, for
that such forces and make full use of their new status for their the United Nations had played an active part in the

uture acts~' progress and development. Concern had been shown attainment of self-government by a people who had been
the reason, about the political aspects of the case, but it was equally deprived of it. He hoped that other administering
ed Nations l imperative that careful attention should be paid to the Powers would take the report as an example of the
that might M economic aspects. The international community must principles they should follow.
r endorsed tl afford the people of the Cook Islands all the economic 141. In conclusion, he requested the Premier of the
first time, I' assistance possible.f h Cook Islands to transmit to his people the best wishes
~ act t at 132. His delegation was ready to support any sug- of the Polish Government.
md a Te~-. gestion that due note be taken of the report of the
le supervhl- 'I United Nations Representative and that it be submitted 142. The Premier of the Cook Islands, replying to
at was tIe i to the General Assembly for consideration. the Ethiopian representative's request for an explana-
the ,peop e

l
i 133. The representative of Chile observed that the tion of certain features in the Constitution of the Cook

their rea il' clear and comprehensive report submitted by the United Islands, said that since his country valued its position

~
Nations Representative brought out all the significant in the British Commonwealth, it felt that the Queen

t probllems·' aspects of the political transformation which the Cook should be the Head of State. The question was, who
With ater, I Islands was now undergoing. should represent the Queen in the Cook Islands. Ar-
k out pro 'j ticle 3 of the Constitution stated that a High Commis-
, the Cook \ 134. 'When the Cook Islands had been discussed in sioner would represent both Her Majesty and the
~nd hence H. 1964, his delegation had stated that the inhabitants Government of New Zealand. His Cabinet had consid-
zuards ac-!j should be given the opportunity of expressing their ered that section of the Constitution very carefully and
~s in the h wishes with respect to their political future. That view, it retained the right to change the Queen's repre-
;ange their tl which had been shared by the other members, had sentative at some future date. One possibility might be
~endence if \' helped the administering Power to hasten the elections to replace the High Commissioner by one or two of
. r for the Legislative Assembly. The presence of a United the traditional leaders, or Ariki. To provide for that

• f Nations Representative had undoubtedly been an im- ibili h C . , h d bli h d 1
~epubhc of t portant factor in ensuring that the people were able POSSI I ity, t e onstitution a esta IS e t le House
slands was, to exercise their right to self-determination in full of AriH If the Ariki wished one of their number to
111 cou?try, knowledge of the facts. The report confirmed that the represent the Queen, the necessary legislation could
lter!1ational elections had been free and that the provisions of be enacted. The question would therefore be left to the
ry Its only General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) had been House of Ariki to decide.
en through respected. His delegation was g-rateful to the Premier of 143. At the present time the High Commissioner
commu111ty. the Islands for his clear and sincere explanation of the had power to act only on the advice of the Premier and
at duty to' reasons why the people had chosen as they had. his Cabinet. Before the proclamation of the Constitu-
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tion, the powers of administration had ben vested in
the New Zealand Minister for Island Territories. Those
powers had now been withdrawn and the 'Minister for
Island Territories had no say whatever in the admin
istration of the Cook Islands, which had the right,
under the Constitution, to handle their own external
affairs through consultation between the Premier of
the Islands and the Prime Minister of New Zealand.
The Premier and the Cabinet had the right, however,
to discuss any matter they wished outside the Terri
tory. For instance, if the country found that it could
improve its economic situation by going outside New
Zealand, it would first consult New Zealand and, if not
satisfied, would make arrangements elsewhere for the
type of economic improvements it wanted. The country
was moving step by step towards the goal of controlling
its own affairs.

144. The High Commissioner was appointed only
after discussion with the Premier of the Cook Islands
and with his agreement. The Islands had recently sub
mitted a request to New Zealand with respect to the
status of the High Commissioner, which he did not
wish to discuss at the present time. In any case, the
High Commissioner could be changed within six months
after the proclamation of self-government. The Cook
Islands had gone as far as it dared towards political
independence in accordance with United Nations reso
lution 1514 (XV).

145. The representative of the Ivory Coast said that
it could be concluded from the report and the debate
that the people of the Cook Islands had freely chosen
their new status of association with New Zealand. That
decision was fully in compliance with the principle of
self-determination which it was the Special Committee's
goal to see applied in all colonial territories.

146. It lay, of course, with the General Assembly
to endorse the choice made by the Cook Islanders, but
since that choice was a free expression of their wiII,
it should be respected and considered to be in con
formity with the spirit of resolution 1514 (XV). The
choice was proof that the links sometimes existing
between former colonies and administering Powers
could have a meaning far beyond mere exploitation.
His delegation hoped that in their association with
New Zealand the people of the Cook Islands would
always retain their dignity and freedom.

147. In congratulating the people of the Cook Islands
on their decision, the Special Committee should not
forget that many Territories were stilI under foreign
domination and had not yet been allowed to exercise
the right of self-determination.

148. The representative of Denmark said that his
delegation was gratified at the manner in which the
Special Committee had discussed the question of the
Cook Islands and at recent political developments in
the Territory. He wished to congratulate the United
Nations Representative, the Government of New Zea
land and its representative and to pay a special tribute
to the Premier of the Cook Islands and the people he
represented.

149. The representative of Iraq and other members
of the Committee had expressed the view that the entry
into force of the new Constitution of the Cook Islands
had fulfilled the conditions laid down in General As
sembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1541 (XV). The
Cook Islands had become a self-governing territory
and New Zealand was no longer required under

Article 73 e of the Charter to transmit information on
the territory to the Secretary-General. The Danish
delegation, having carefully read the report of the
United Nations Representative and heard his state
ments and those of the representative of New Zealand
and the Premier of the Cook Islands, supported that
view. Moreover, he. agreed with the representatives
of Italy and Syria that the report constituted a whole
and should not be judged merely on the basis of short
extracts separated from their context.

150. With regard to the powers and prerogatives
of the High Commissioner, some delegations had ex
pressed fears that the High Commissioner might exer
cise undue influence in the Cook Islands. The High
Commissioner was the representative of the Head of)
State and the powers of a Head of State varied con
siderably from one country to another. In Denmark
it was not the King, but the Ministers, who possessed
effective power and they had to enjoy the confidence
of a parliamentary majority. The position seemed to be
the same in the Cook Islands: the High Commissioner
could act only 011 the advice of the Cabinet; he could '
request revision of a bill before it was promulgated
but could not prevent its coming into force.

151. The Special Committee could not but be grati
fied at what had happened in the Cook Islands: the
Territory had achieved self-government, the Committee
had heard the freely elected representative of that.
Territory express his and his people's confidence in
their new status and in the country's future and the
administering- Power had co-operated as fully as pos
sible with the United Nations.

152. The representative of Sierra Leone paid a
tribute to the Premier of the Cook Islands, who had
given the Special Committee a lengthy explanation of
the reasons why his Government and people had chosen
the form of association which the Special Committee
had been discussing. He also congratulated the United
Nations Representative and the officials who had helped
him to prepare an outstandingly clear report I and the
Government of New Zealand, whose relations with the
United Nations had revealed a spirit of co-operation
which should serve as a model to other administering
Powers. A perusal of the report justified the con
clusion that the elections had enabled the Cook Islanders
to express their opinions freely and to choose the gov-.
ernment they thought suitable, in spite of certain
shortcomings mentioned in the report.

153. His delegation had noted the explanations given
by the Premier of the Cook Islands of the alternatives
open to the people in their relationship with New
Zealand and the fact that the Constitution made pro- ~.

vision for changing that relationship. Such a guarantee
was certainly in the spirit of resolution 1514 (XV)
and could be invoked without the consent of New Zea
land. As Mr. Henry had hoped, the good relations
which existed between the United Nations and the
Territory should be strengthened. On behalf of his
Government, he congratulated the Cook Islanders on
their new status.

154. The representative of Iran said that his dele
gation had been impressed by the integrity and im
partiality shown by the United Nations Representative, ,
the thoroughness and objectivity of his report, the high'
competence and sincerity of the Premier of the Cook
Islands and the co-operative attitude shown by the
New Zealand Government in inviting the United
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It, Nations to supervise the elections. The New Zealand
1\ Government had set a significant precedent which he
e ! hoped other administering Powers would follow.

155. The Special Committee, and later the General
Assembly, would have to decide three basic questions:

. whether the people of the Cook Islands had regained
S their sovereign rights; if so, to what extent; and if not,
et +whether the administering Power was still obliged to
t , . transmit information under Article 73 e of the Charter.

I 156. There were two views which could be held
of the present status of the Territory. The first was
that the people of the Cook Islands had regained their
sovereignty when, in exercising their right of self-

I . determination, they had been given the freedom to
Pi choose one of four alternatives, including" that of inde

pendence, and that, having thus regained their sovereign
rights, they had voluntarily decided to restrict them in
certain areas by choosing free association with the
metropolitan country. His delegation could not support

~' that view because, while the people had been free to
, , choose independence, no party or political leader had
I' ~ conducted an educational campaign in favour of inde
I pendence; hence that alternative had not been ade-

quately dealt with during the electoral campaign.
157. The second view, to which his delegation

adhered, was that the people of the Cook Islands had
, not yet completed the full process of self-determination,

'I which might, as in the present case, entail a series ofr actions. The election of a Legislative Assembly em-
powered to decide on the future status of the Territory
was the first act. That Assembly's decision in favour
of internal self-government and a free association with
New Zealand was the second act, but it was neither
final nor irrevocable, for the people of the Cook Islands
retained their right to opt for independence unilaterally
at a future date, a decision which their Premier had
declared they would take once their economic situation
had improved and which the New Zealand Government
had denied itself the power to countermand. The full
process of the exercise of the right of self-determination
would terminate when the people of the Territory de-

I cided, on the basis of article 41 of their Constitution,
to become an independent sovereign State.

158. Admittedly, despite some imperfections in the
conduct of the elections, their present status was the
result of a free and voluntary choice expressed through
democratic processes. In making that decision, they
had attained a full measure of self-government. Indeed,

!' in view of the circumstances of the Territory and the
record of enlightened administration of the New Zea
land Government, there could be no doubt that their
decision had been the result of an expression of genuine

I desire.
r 159. Accordingly, he congratulated the people of
t· the Cook Islands on having attained a full measure of

self-government and extended to them his country's
best wishes for their success in the development of
their country towards fun prosperity and independence.

I
t: 160. The representative of Tunisia thanked the
." United Nations Representative and the Premier and
~' Deputy Premier of the Cook Islands for their valuable
.' contribution to the work of the Special Committee and
I' expressed his best wishes for the happiness and pros

perity of the people of the Cook Islands.
161. There was 110 doubt that, in accordance with

the terms of paragraph 5 of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and

Peoples, the final objective for colonized territories was
independence. It was nevertheless true that that ob
jective remained subject to the freely expressed will
of the people concerned. The Special Committee must
therefore recognize that in some cases the people might
choose another solution. It was, of course, essential
that the Committee should have a final, objective as
surance concerning the way in which the consultation
of the peonle took place. Whatever methods were used,
however, and whatever choice the people made, it was
of vital importance that the administering Power should
recognize that the people under its administration had
the right to self-determination. The information avail
able to the Special Committee in documents and in
the statements by the New Zealand representative and
by the Premier of the Cook Islands clearly showed
that it was open to the people of those Islands to change
their status as an associate State unilaterally, without
prior consultation with the New Zealand Government.
He appealed to those colonial Powers which rejected
any form of co-operation with the United Nations to
emulate the example of New Zealand.

162. The representative of the United States of
America, on behalf of his delegation and his Govern
ment, congratulated tl-e Premier, and through him the
people of the Cook Islands, for having achieved self
government in association with New Zealand. He also
congratulated the Government and the people of New
Zealand, through the representative of New Zealand,
for having brought the Cook Islands to self-governing
status. He thanked the United Nations Representative
and his staff for their diligence.

163. The representative of Australia paid tributes
to the United Nations Representative for the way in
which he had carried out his task, conveyed his good
wishes to the people of the Cook Islands, through their
Premier, and congratulated the New Zealand Govern
ment on the success of their efforts.

164. The representative of India said that his Gov
ermnent also welcomed the accession of the Cook
Islands to self-government; he conveyed the best wishes
of his delegation to the representatives of the Govern
ment of the Territory.

165. The representative of the United Kingdom said
that his Government had followed with the keenest
interest the way in which New Zealand had carried
out to the full its responsibilities, in close and harmo
nious co-operation with the United Nations. His dele
gation also thanked the United Nations Representative
and his colleagues for the conscientious way in which
they had performed their duties.

166. The United Kingdom particularly welcomed
the new constitutional relationship between the Cook
Islanders and New Zealand. He conveyed to the people
of the Territory, through their Premier, his warmest
good wishes. In his delegation's view, New Zealand
had fully and finally discharged its obligations under
the Charter in respect of the Cook Islands.

C. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL C0.l1l:MITTEE

167. At the 381st meeting of the Special Committee,
the representative of Ethiopia introduced a draft reso
lution (A/AC.109/L,246 and Add.1) sponsored by
Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Madagascar,
Mali, Sierra Leone, Syria, Tunisia, United Republic of
Tanzania, Uruguay and Yugoslavia. The operative part
read as follows:
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Nations Representative and the Secretariat personnel visions of Article 73 e of the Charter i the second was I territor
for the work they have done; concerned with whether the developments in the terri-,h 176.

112. Expresses its aPflreciatioll of the co-operation tory after the elections and the adoption of a new would
extended to the Special Committee by the New Zea- Constitution constituted a full realization of the objec- Territo
land Government in the study of the question of the tives of the Declaration on the Granting of Independ- the ele
Cook Islands; ence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. The second the pe

113. Thanks the Government and people of the decision involved an interpretation of resolution 1514 \ •opinion
. . I h C (XV), which certain delegation- might be reluctant: ernme

Cook Islands for their co-operation Wit1 t e ?m- to undertake at that late stage of discussion. Neverthe-' mittee
mittee and for the assistance they gave the United

. I less, in connexion with the first decision, the report Nation
Nations commission appointed to supervise t le of the United Nations Representative and the state- sible e
electionsi ments of the Premier of the Cook Islands showed quite 177

114. Takes note of the report of the United Nations clearly that the Territory had achieved a full measure conscie
Representative for the supervision of the elections of self-government. Perha~s with one exception, no I' sentati
in the Cook Islands; speaker who had taken part 111 the debate had challenged entrust

115. Takes note of the statements made by the that point. Consequently, the Italian delegation pro- they h
Premier of the Cook Islands and by the representa- posed that the followiug paragraph should be included tion 0
tive of New Zealand with regard to the future status 111 the draft resolution : accord
of the Cook Islands; IINotes that the peoples of the Cook Islands, having ~ had tn

"6. Expresses the hope that ~he Gene~al As~embly exercised their right of self-determination, enjoy now ~ from t
will recommend that the United Nations, 111 eo- a full measure of self-government in accordance with ,~~ presen
operation with the specialized agencies, endeavour the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly." Q goven
to contribute in every way possible to the develop- 172. He hoped that the eo-sponsors would add that Iwishe.
ment and strengthening of the economy of the Cook paragraph to the text of the draft resolution: it not, \ the fri
Islands." that paragraph and his comments would represent the i a~ld to
168. The representative of Ethiopia stated that the reservations of the Italian delegation on that point. given

contents of the draft resolution were simple: it recalled 173. In the second place, the progressive nature of 178.
the General Assembly resolutions on the question, re- the process of self-determination had been. made clear '. the dr
ferred to the Special Committee's consideration of the in the statements of the United Nations Representative tions
report of the United Nations Representative for the and of the Premier of the Cook Islands. In that con- Gener
supervision of the elect!ons in the Cook ~slands .and nexion, he was happy to see that operative paragraph proble
expresses the Committee.s thanks to tl~e U11lt~d Nations 5 of the draft resolution noted that the present status of unabl
Representative and officials who assisted him, to the the Cook Islands could still undergo change. Events in Corn
New Zealand Government and to the Government and the Cook Islands between late May and August 1965.....; of the
people of the Cook Islands; it mentioned what had the meeting of the Legislative Assembly, the amendment New
already been done in the Cook Islands, took note of to the Constitution and its entry into force-had been the cl
the statement made by the Premier of the Cook Islands recorded in an official document (A/5961) ; they should Island
to the Special Committee and transmitted the report be recalled in the draft resolution, so that the General certaii
to the General Assembly. The draft resolution was Assembly could have a more complete picture of the would
therefore designed to avoid controversy; it satisfied situation. He therefore suggested that operative para- that.
the wishes of the people of the Cook Islands, recognized graph 4 of the draft resolution should be completed as mem
the progress that has beel~ made in that ~erritorJ:' and follows: super
provided all concerned With an opportunity to Ju~ge ,"4. Takes note of the report of the United Nations 179
what further action should be taken on the question Representative for the Supervision of Elections in sembf
in the General Assembly. The sponsors hoped, there- the Cook Islands, as well as of the note by the Sec- Natioi
fore, that the draft resolution would be unanimously retary-General (A/5961) containing information sup- Indee
adopted. plied by the Permanent Mission of New Zealand that

169. The representative of Denmark stated that he regarding constitutional developments in the Cook had g
regretted that the sponsors of the ~raft ~esolution had Islands following the events described in the report whicl
not mentioned the letter (A/5961) 111 which the repre- of the United Nations Representative." respo
sentative of New Zealand had provided information on 174. He requested the eo-sponsors to give their 18
the territory; he would ask them to consider whether careful attention to the amendment which he had put sentat
that could be done. forward. The constitutional and political situation in time I

170. The representative of Italy said. that the ?raft the Cook Islands constituted a whole, and, at a time the e
resolution introduced by the representative of EthIOpia when the General Assembly was about to consider the Unite
contained nothing that was not acceptable to .the Ital~an question, the Special Committee should not suppress many
delegation. In fact, it reflected some su?gestJOns whlc? any of the facts. fr0111
he himself had made. However, certain other provi- 175. The Chairman thanked the Premier of the Cook up by
sions should be added. Islands and his Deputy for their co-operation. The calm ,I respo

171. The representative of Iraq had defined very and objectivity with which the representatives had ex- 1,1 tions
precisely the tasks of the Special. Commi~tee, from .a amined the report constituted a clear rebuttal of the L had e
substantive and a procedural point of view. In his accusations levelled against the Special Committee by Appr
statement at, the 379th meeting, the representative of certain colonial Powers. Far from imposing any particu- been
Iraq had said that the Committee would have to take lar course of action on the colonial peoples, the Special the f
two basic decisions: the first concerned the General Committee simply wanted them to express themselves that
Assembly's right to decide whether or not a territory quite freely on the political status of their choice. More- to e
had achieved a full measure of self-government, and, over, the association or a territory with an administer- deter
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~~s Lterritory could freely dissolve that association. the General Assembly had been obliged to take its
'n- '1 176' Several members of the Special Committee decision and of the various inadequacies in the organiza-
ew would have liked a visiting mission to be scat to the tion of the vote, his delegation felt that the Special Corn-
ec- . Territory, but as another method had been used and mittee should be cautious about coming to premature
id- the elections had takr n place in a manner acceptable to conclusions. It would not be in the interest of the people
~nd I the people, the Corm ..lttee could only take note of the of the Cook Islands merely to note that the possibilities
114 '. • opinion expressed by the democratically elected Gov- offered by resolution 1514 (XV) for the acquisition of
ant il ernment of the Cook Islands. For its part, the Com- independence had been exhausted. His delegation agreed
ae-. mittee would do its utmost to ensure that the United that the people of the Cook Islands should he able to
ort Nations assisted the Cook Islanders to the fullest pos- count on the United Nations for assistance with regard
te- sible extent. to their future political and economic development and
lite 177. ·.the Premier of the Cook Islands stressed the it felt that the most satisfactory link between the United
Ire conscientious way in which the United Nations Repre- Nations and a people which still aspired to independence
no •• sentative and his colleagues had carried out the task was resolution 1514 (XV).
red entrusted to them and the. spirit of co-operation which 182. The representative of Italy recalled that at the
r°ci :1 they had shown in all their relations with the popula- previous meeting his delegation had submitted two sug-
e I tion of the Islands: The draft resolution was in full gestions regarding the text of the draft resolution. After,iaccord with the views of his Government. Finally, he informal consultations, it had decided not to press for

Il1g ., had transmitted to the Secretary-General an Invitation a vote on the first suggestion, for although it still be-
ow from the Cook Islanders, who were counting on the lieved that the people of the Cook Islands now enjoyed
ith '~ presence of United Nations representatives at the self- a full measure of self-government and thought that it
, I government celebrations. Before leaving New York, he was the duty of the Special Committee to recommend
hat I. wished to thank members of the Special Committee for formal recognition of that fact by the General Assembly,
lot, ( the friendship which they had always shown to him it felt that the Special Committee was not psychologi-
the and to his country, and the assistance which they had cally prepared to take such a stand and it did not wish

given him. to force a difficult decision on any representative.
of I 178. The representative of Bulgaria, commenting on 183. His delegation maintained its second suggestion,

ear '~the draft resolution, pointed out that the abnormal condi- however, and formally proposed that operative para-
ive tions prevailing during the nineteenth session of the graph 4 should be amended by the addition of the fol-
m- General Assembly had had an unfortunate effect on the lowing words: "as well as of the note by the Secretary-
iph problem of the Cook Islands. The Assembly had been General (A/5961) containing information supplied by
of unable to discuss the recommendations of the Special the Permanent Mission of New Zealand regarding con-
in Committee or to take a decision based on all the aspects stitutional developments in the Cook Islands following

1- of the problem, one of which was the acceptance by the events described in the report of the United Nations
ent New Zealand of a United Nations mission to supervise Representative". The note by the Secretary-General
sen the elections through which the people of the Cook (A/5961) constituted an essential supplement to the
uld Islands were to decide upon their future status. It was report of the United Nations Representative, and both
ral certain that in the light of that acceptance the Assembly documents should be mentioned in the draft resolution.
the would have made a detailed study of the conditions of 184. He also proposed that the word "satisfaction"
ra- that supervision and would have decided upon the in operative paragraph 1 should be replaced by the
as membership, terms of reference and competence of the word "appreciation", and that the words "with satis-

supervisory mission. faction" should be inserted in operative paragraph 4
179. Secondly, the lack of any discussion in the As- after the words "Takes note".

sembly and in the Fourth Committee had left the United 185. The representative of Syria said that his delega-
Nations Representative without precise instructions. tion accepted the amendments proposed by the Italian
Indeed, he rightly stated in paragraph 328 of his report representative and hoped that the other sponsors would
that neither the Assembly nor the Secretary-General do likewise.
had given him any directions regarding the criteria by 186. The representative of the Union of Soviet So-
which he should be governed in the discharge of his cialist Republics thought that the Italian amendments
responsibility. would make the acceptance of the draft resolution more

180. Furthermore, as the United Nations Repre- difficult. The amendments, especially those to operative
sentative stated in paragraph 33 of his report, by the paragraph 4, changed the substance of the text. The
time he had arrived in the Territory the organization of addition of the words "with satisfaction" meant that
the elections had been virtually completed. Thus, the the Special Committee was approving the report of the
United Nations Representative had had to overcome United Nations Representative, whereas in fact there
many difficulties in carrying out his task. It was clear were differences of opinion on the matter, while the
from the report that the Constitution had been drawn additional phrase proposed to paragraph 4 would make
up by the administering Power, that the latter had been it take note of and approve what had been submitted by
responsible for the org-anization and conduct of the elec- the colonial Power. The Soviet Union delegation had
tions and that it had been New Zealand officials who already explained why, in its view, the Special Corn-
had explained the meaning of the vote to the population. mittee could not approve the United Nations Repre-
Approximately 40 per cent of those voting had not sentative's report. The draft resolution as it stood took
been fully aware of the consequences of the election for note of the report on the understanding that the final
the future of the Territory. In his delegation's view, decision would be taken by the General Assembly. The
that was not the best way to hold an election intended report clearly showed that the self-government in the
to enable the people to exercise their right of self- Cook Islands was extremely limited. Careful study was
determination. required before a decision could be taken on the manner
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there had been an act of self-determination and the therefore been unable to support the decision to send a l C
administering Power could cease to provide information United Nations observer to the Cook Islands and it, 111
to the United Nations. adhered to that position. Since the work of the nine- N

187. The representative or Syria said that, since the teenth session had been paralysed, that decision had el
report was generally satisfactory, he saw no objection to been taken automatically, without any discussion in the
the phrase "Takes note with satisfaction", which im- Assembly of the membership of the mission or of the
plied neither approval nor disapproval of the report. It criteria to guide the observer in the discharge or his',
was true that the whole matter would be discussed in functions. •
the General Assembly. The Special Committee was 193. Conditions had not been worked out to ensure,
merely expressing its satisfaction and bringing all the that the population of the Islands had complete freedom
relevant documents before the Assembly. He saw no to choose their future status. The elections had been
harm in the addition of a reference to a document in held on the basis of legislation drawn up by the ad-
the draft resolution. ministering Power and the observer had merely super-

188. The representative of the United Republic of vised them within the framework of that legislation. • I

Tanzania thought that the words "with satisfaction" 194. The "co-operation extended to the Special Corn-
would be too comprehensive in the context. He hoped mittee by the New Zealand Government in the study of
that the Italian delegation would not press for the in- the question of the Cook Islands", mentioned in opera-
elusion of those words. tive paragraph 2 of the draft resolution, had been purely

189. The representative of Italy asked the sponsors formal in character and limited to the submission of
to consider also the suggestion he had made at the certain information-often distorted-and to statements
preceding meeting to the effect that the Special Corn- by the New Zealand representative in the Special··
mittee should note that the people of the Cook Islands, Committee.
having exercised their right of self-determination, en- 195. The policy of the New Zealand Government
joyed a full measure of self-government In accordance was based on the idea that complete independence for
with the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly. the Cook Islands was unrealistic. The Constitution of !

190. The representative of Syria announced tl~at, the Islands therefore limited their internal self-govern- Elc
after consultations, the sponsors of the draft resolution ment to a significant extent and the changes in their
accepted the Italian amendment tl? ~eplac.e the w~rd status had not diminished the control exercised by New .,
"satisfaction" by the word "appreciation" 111 operative Zealand. That was a clear violation of the provisions
paragraph I, but they could not accept the amendments of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
to operative paragraph 4, since the Ih.Han representa- Colonial Countries and Peoples, which stipulated that
tive insisted on the inclusion of the words "with "all powers" should be transferred to the peoples of
satisfaction". Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories, without any

191. The representative of Italy said that it was the conditionq or reservations.
duty of the Special Committee to transmit the report 196. The text of the resolution on the Cook Islands
to the General Assembly and to note that it contained (AIAC.1091136) adopted by the Special Committee at
something positive. Without the words "with satisfac- its 382nd meeting on 30 August 1965 reads as follows:
tion", the draft resolution would signify that the Com-
mittee had merely read the report and transmitted it "The Special Committee on the Situation with
to the Assembly without passing any judgement on it. regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
He asked that his amendments to operative paragraph 4 the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
be put to the vote. The Italian amendment to operative and Peoples,
paragraph 4 proposing the addition of the words "with "Reaffirming the provisions of General Assembly
satisfaction" after the words "takes note" was rejected resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960,
by 16 votes to 6, with 1 abstention. The Italian amend- "Recalling its recommendations that the inhabitants
ment proposing an additional phrase to operative para- of the Cook Islands should be enabled to express
graph 4 was rejected by 14 votes to 5, with 4 absten- their wishes in accordance with the provisions of
tions. The draft resolution (AlAC.109/L.246 and
Add.1) as a whole, as orally revised by the sponsors, resolution 1514 (XV),
was adopted by 20 votes to none, with 3 abstentions. "Recalling also General Assembly resolution 2005

f . S (XIX) of 18 February 1965 concerning supervision
192. The representative of the Union 0 Soviet 0- of the elections to be held in the Cook Islands under

cialist Republics said that his delegation had abstained New Zealand administration,
in the vote on the draft resolution. The text had con-
tained a reference to General Assembly resolution 2005 "Having considered. the report of the United
(XIX) on the supervision of the elections to be held Nations Representative for the supervision of the
in the Cook Islands. The question of the future status of elections in the Cook Islands (A/5962) ,
the Cook Islands was one of those questions of principle "Having heard the statements made by the United
to be decided only after the situation in those Islands Nations Representative, the Premier of the Cook
'had been carefully examined in the General Assembly Islands and the representative of New Zealand,
with the participation of representatives of the indige-
nous population and conditions had been worked out "1. Expresses ii'.; appreciation to the United
that would ensure a genuine expression of the will of Nations Representative and the Secretariat person-
the population. It had been wrong to adopt automati- nel for the work they have done;
cally a decision to send a United Nations observer to "2. Expresses its appreciati01t of the co-operation
the Cook Islands without due consideration of the ques- extended to the Special Committee by the New Zea-
tion in the General Assembly. Such an approach might land Government in the study of the question of the
create an unacceptable precedent for the solution of Cook Islands;
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"5. Takes 1Iote of the statements made by the
Premier of the Cook Islands and by the representative
of New Zealand with regard to the future s'atus of the
Cook Islands;

"6. Expresses the hope that the General Assembly
will recommend that the United Nations, in co-opera
tion with the specialized agencies, endeavour to con
tribute in every way possible to the development and
strengthening of the economy of the Cook Islands."

CHAPTER IX

BRITISH GUIANA

Candidates

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports. The information transmitted by the
administering Powers under Article 73e of the United Nations
Charter on 14 July 1964 was used in the preparation of the
chapter on British Guiana in the Special Committee's report to
the General Assembly at its nineteenth session.

4. The registration percentages, namely, 45.5 per
cent for persons of East Indian descent and 39.3 per
cent for persons of African origin, were almost identical
with the vote percentages for the Peoples Progressive
Party (PPP) and the Peoples National Congress
(PNC). The election results were therefore said to
correspond to the racial alignment in the political situa
tion in British Guiana, with persons of East Indian
descent favouring Dr, Cheddi Jagan's Peoples Progres
sive Party and persons of African descent favouring
Mr. Forbes Burnharn's Peoples National Congress. Mr.
Peter d'Aguiar's United Force gained the greater pro
portion of its votes from persons of Portuguese descent
and from other minority groups. The election was con
ducted under a system of proportional representation,
which was established by the United Kingdom in Octo
ber 1963.2

2 Ibid .• chap. VII, paras. 11-15.

Formation of a new Government
S. Following consultations with the leaders of the

three main parties, the Governor, Sir Richard Luyt,
concluded that Mr. Burnham, as leader of the Peoples
National Congress, assured of the support of the United
Force, was the member best able to command the con
fidence of a majority of the House of Assembly, and
should, therefore, according to the Constitution, be
designated Premier in succession to Dr. jagan.

6. Dr. jagan, however, declined to resign on the
grounds that since the Constitution provides that the
Governor may summon the.Assembly only on the advice
of the Premier, it was open to the Premier to delay
convening that body and facing a vote of confidence.
The Governor referred the question to the Colonial
Secretary, who, in turn, referred it to the United
Kingdom Privy Council for a decision. The Privy
Council subsequently issued an Order-in-Council pro
viding that the Premier must vacate his office when
the Governor informs him that he is about to reappoint
or replace him. On 14 December 1964, the Governor,
by virtue of the constitutional powers conferred on
him, replaced Dr. J agan with Mr. Forbes Burnham,
as Premier. Mr. Burnham proceeded to form a coalition
Government with a fourteen-member Cabinet that in
cluded three members of the United Force Party, with
Mr. Peter d'Aguiar as Minister of Finance.

7. Following the issuance of an Order-in-Council
on 24 March permitting the appointment of an Attorney
General from outside the members of the House of
Assembly, the Premier, Mr. Burnham, announced the
appointment' of Mr. Siridat Ramphal as Attorney

Parcentaao Seats
of uotes cast allocated

45.8 24
40.5 22
12.4 7

1.1 0

Votes
cast

109,332
96,657
29,612

1'334}1,194
224
177

238,530
1,590

Peoples National Congress (led by Mr. Forbes
Burnham) 53

Peoples Progressive Party (led by Dr. Cheddi
Jagan) ... ;.................................... 35a

United Force (led by Mr. Peter d'Aguiar) 53
Justice Party (led by Mr. Baham Singh Rai) .... 36
Guyana United Muslim Party (led by Mr. Hussain

Ghanie) 14
National Labour Front (led by Mr. Cecil Gray) '" 6
Peace and Equality Party (led by Mr. Kelvin de

Freitas) 2

nAccording to reports, the Peoples Progressive Party, in line
with its protest against elections under the system of propor
tional representation, submitted only the number of candidates
(35) allowed under the previous electoral arrangements.

3. Out of an estimated total population of 605,000
there were 247,604 registered voters. The results of the
voting were as follows:

A. INFORM~TION ON THE TERRITORY

bltroduction
1. Information on the Territory is to be found in

the report of the Special Committee to the General
Assembly at its nineteenth session (see A/5800jRev.l,
chap. VII, paras. 9-57). Supplementary information is
set out below.'

Political and constitutional deueloomcnt«

Electionsof 7 December 1964
2. Elections were held in the Territory on 7 De

cember 1964. One hundred and ninety-nine candidates
representing seven political parties contested elections
for fifty-three seats in the single-chamber legislature
as follows:

Party

Peoples Progressive Party .,
Peoples National Congress ..
United Force .
Justice Party .
Guyana United Muslim Party
Peace and Equality Party .. ,
National Labour Front .

TOTAL, votes cast: .

Total invalid votes: .
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Boycott of the House of Assembly by the Peoples
Progressive Party

15. At various times prior to and after the elections,
Dr. Jagan accused the United Kingdom of imposing a
"rigged system of voting". He also claimed that the
Peoples Progressive Party was "cheated, not defeated".
His various demands included the immediate release
of the remaining political detainees, changes in the
electoral system, including voting at 18 years of age
and a new general election; and the reorganization
of the police and other security forces to reflect the
composition of the population. Dr. Jagan also demanded
the removal of the Governor, Sir Richard Luyt, and
his replacement by "an impartial member of the
British Government". On 8 February 1965, the
Guianese Union of Indian Organisations, in a cable to
the Queen, supported this demand.

16. When the swearing-in ceremony for the new
House of Assembly took place on 1 January 1965, the
elected members of the PPP boycotted it.

17. Similarly, when the House of Assembly began
its first formal session, the twenty-four members of

::",1. M,. R,mpMI•• Gu;.::~=:~~=~:J
Solicitor-General of the Federation of the West I ndies. have the effect of not merely informing the public but 11

In announcing the appointment, the Premier said that also influencing them". The team added that "an in- ~

in the context of Guiana's present circumstances, it was dication of such an intention just before the poll could l~'
important to keep the post of Attorney General out influence voters against casting their votes for the party r
of the political arena. The new Attorney General was of their choice". ~,

sworn in on 10 May. 13. The final conclusion of the team on the conduct Q
of the election was as follows: '

"It is difficult to ensure total fairness and freedom ~
in any election. It is our conclusion that this election 11
reflected the political conviction of the Guianese "
electorate. The election was keenly contested and the ~..
extraordinarily high percentage of votes cast bears ~.
testimony to the effectiveness of the administrative '1

1
arrangements which ensured that the electors were U,\

not intimidated into keeping away from the polls." ~

b
14• In aMsePMar~te memorandUl~, one 0hf t~~ Indian .t

o servers, r. rrza, drew attention to t e sense of ~

fear" which he stated existed among the voters. He
noted as a "curious phenomena" that the governing
party (the Peoples Progressive Party) apparently had
little control over the police. He also noted that there
were hints that the reason for the absence of com
plaints by the Peoples National Congress was the
huge preponderance of "their racial group" in the police
force and "the support they seem to possess from the
Powers that count". He also made reference to sug
gestions that the Governor's interpretation of the
Constitution before the election "was for the purpose
of helping this particular party". In Mr. Mirza's
opinion, the electoral system of proportional repre
sentation had not added to the people's security;
although the system made room for minorities, it also
sharpened divisions, created new ones, and as there
were two almost equal racial groups, gave rise to an
appeal on racial lines. The situation had been further
aggravated by treating the whole country as one con
stituency. Furthermore, the minorities had been wiped
out at the election and that had only helped the forma- I."

tion of a weak Government. In conclusion Mr. Mirza \
stated: "I believe that no election, however well con
ducted, can be called fair when it leads to division,
racial conflict and creates a sense of fear and in
security."

Report by Commomueoltli Observers 011 the elections

8. At the request of the United Kingdom Govern
ment, eleven Observers drawn from six Commonwealth
countries were sent to British Guiana during the elec
tions. The members of the team were from Canada,
Ghana, India, Malta, Nigeria and Trinidad and Tobago,
with Mr. Justice Tek Chaud of India as Chairman. The
terms of reference of the team were to observe the
elections in British Guiana and to report to the United
Kingdom Government as follows:

(a) Whether the administrative arrangements were
conducted in a fair and proper manner. If not, what
were the deficiencies?

(b) Whether there was freedom of expression of
different points of view through broadcasting, public
meetings and the Press. If not, what were the restric
tions?

(c) Whether any other matters that came to the
notice of the Observers had, in their opinion, affected
the fair and free conduct of the elections.

9. According to its report" the team visited thirty
four of the thirty-five polling districts between 1 and
7 December and over 200 of the 772 polling places
scattered throughout the Territory. It also invited the
seven political parties to make oral representations,
and all the parties, except the Justice Party, availed
themselves of the invitation. The team also received
written representations.

10. In its report, the team observed that the one
provision in the administrative arrangements which
seemed open to manipulation was the proxy vote, but
it was unable, itself, to observe fraud in the use of
proxies.

11. With regard to freedom of expression, the team
found that the broadcasting time allocated to the various
political parties Was substantially the same as that for
the elections in 1961, which it considered "not an un
reasonable arrangement"; that all the public meetings
it attended were held without hindrance and were under
the surveillance of members of the security forces;
that there was no censorship or interference with the
Press although, in this connexion, it remarked that the
P.ress itself was intensely partisan and that the Peoples
Progressive Party was handicapped by the opposition
of all the daily newspapers.

12. The team also noted that there was considerable
discussion in British Guiana on a statement issued by
the Governor on 2 December 1964 warning, by virtue
of his discretionary powers under article 29 of the
Constitution, that the leader of the party polling the
highest number of votes would not, in certain circum
stances, necessarily be designated as Premier. Com
menting on this statement, the team observed that
"the Governor may be within his rights to construe the
intention and language of this provision but the pre
mature disclosure as to how he would exercise these

S Colonial No. 359, 11 February 1965 (London, Her Majesty's
Stationery Office).
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24. On 1 June, the Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom, Mr. Harold Wilson, said that he would be
disappointed if a conference on British Guiana's con
stitutional future did not take place by the autumn
and that one of its tasks would be to fix a date for
independence.

25. The communique issued at the conclusion of the
Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Conference held in

r-'---::.'ll:...~'~"'-""-'_ --~~=--::::::::::::-...:......~-~'~-- ~-<.'~""............... ~.~_ .....................
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s might ~ the PPP did not attend. A statement issued by the London in June 1965 contained the following comment
lblic but ~l party accused the United Kingdom Government of on British Guiana:
"an in- ',"frequent and shameless manipulations of our Constitu- "As regards British Guiana, while differing views

)11 could ' tion for colonialist political ends". are held on the constitutional arrangements best
I I,'
le party', 18. On 8 April, one member of the PPP broke suited for the country, the Prime Ministers welcomed

) the party boycott and was sworn in. On 18 April, a the British Government's intention to hold a con-
conduct \\ party congress decided to end the boycott although ferencc later this year, one of the tasks of which

• it was not until 18 May that Dr. Jagan led twenty would be to devise a constitution and to fix a date
~ members of the PPP into the House and took the for independence. The Prime Ministers noted the
;1 oath of office. On the following day, nineteen members British Government's recognition of the need for
.\J, of the party walked out following a ruling by the adequate machinery to ensure human rights and due
n, Speaker. The party members ended their boycott some judicial processes."
}: days later. 26. In a statement issued after the Conference,
,j Dr. Eric Williams, Prime Minister of Trinidad and

f
',' Proposed constitutiona; conference Tobago, dissociated himself with the decision of the

19. In February 1965, the United Kingdom Secretary Conference on British Guiana.
l of State for the Colonies, Mr. Anthony Greenwood, 27. On 15 July, Mr. Greenwood announced that he
',' visited the Territory where he had talks with repre- had suggested that the constitutional conference begin
t, sentatives of the Government and political parties. on 2 November. He also stated:
!, Before departing on 16 February, he said that inde-
iJ pendence still remained the objective of his Govern- "We have made it perfectly clear that we are
",I ment, but that he would have to consult with his holding this conference at the beginning of November

l colleagues on. whether a Constitutional Conference on in order to carry out the pledges that we have already
British Guiana would be useful at the present stage. given about independence."

:,~, ~~ B~i~is~e~~~~a:hat partition was not the solution State of emergellcy
n 28. As previously reported (see A/5800jRev.1,

l
i,' 20. On 1 April, Mr. Greenwood said in the British chap. VII, para. 36), a state of emergency had been

Parliament that no decision had been taken as to when declared on 22 May 1964.
a constitutional conference would be held. He also
stated that the pledge to hold a conference after the 29. On 1 April 1965, Mr. Greenwood informed the
elections to fix a date for independence given by the House of Commons that the number of detainees had
previous United Kingdom Government remained the been reduced from forty-one to fourteen. He pointed
policy of the present Government. out that none of the fourteen had exercised the right

of appeal to a tribunal against their being kept in
21. On 19 April, the Premier, Mr. Burnham, told detention. In answer to a further question, he said that

a rally of his party that he would demand independence he thought all fourteen were members of the party in
as early as "this autumn" or not later than "next opposition to Mr. Burnham and that twenty-one of
spring". the twenty-seven persons released were also members

1 22. On 14 May, Dr. Jagan was reported as saying of that same party.
t that the timing of a conference to discuss British 30. On 14 April, the PPP announced that its
, Guiana's independence would depend on the attitude fourteen members in detention would not appeal to a

of the British and the Government of British Guiana tribunal set up by the Governor, which was described
to prior demands made by the PPP. Before this as a system of arbitrary justice in the hands of the
transference of power to Guianese hands, he said, the Governor, who was not bound by the tribunal's findings.
present "police state" must be dismantled, PPP de- The statement by Mr. Greenwood that the detainees
tainees must be released, and new electoral arrange- had the right to appeal to this tribunal was described
ments agreed upon. His other pre-independence as an attempt to "whitewash" the system of detention
demands included new elections with a voting age of without trial.
eighteen, rejection of proportional representation and 31. On 14 April, an Order-in-Council was issued
a correction of racial imbalances in the security forces. by which the Governor became dependent on the advice

23. On 27 May, Mr. Greenwood made the following of the Ministers in the making of emergency regula-
statement in the British Parliament: tions, and in the exercise of other emergency powers.

"It is the intention of the British Government to These powers had previously been exercised personally
hold a conference as early as practicable to discuss, by the Governor.
among other things, a programme for independence. 32. On 18 May, Dr. Jagan introduced a motion in
Meanwhile we shall be waiting anxiously for the the House of Assembly calling for the lifting of the
result of the investigation into racial imbalance which state of emergency and the release of the remaining
the Premier of British Guiana is taking steps to detainees. Speaking in the debate' on this motion, the
mount." Premier, Mr. Burnham, is reported to have made two

suggestions as a basis for conciliation: first, that a
team of Government and opposition representatives be
established to see what revision could be made in the
rules relating to detention; and secondly, that the
opposition concentrate on bringing about an end to
acts of sabotage if it sincerely desired the revoking
of the emergency regulations. Mr. Burnham added that
he was ready to meet the opposition to discuss methods
of achieving these aims.
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33. On 20 May, the British Guiana Government
reimposed emergency measures allowing magistrates
and certain police officers to order the detention of
suspects for up to eight days while investigations are
being carried out. Under the old regulations, a suspect
could be held for only twenty-four hours without being
charged.

34. On 9 June, the Premier, Mr. Burnham, addressed
a letter to Dr. Jagan in which he said that he was
prepared not only to discuss with Dr. Jagan "ways
and means of bringing to an end acts of sabotage, but
also to discuss national unity".

35. In reply to this letter, Dr. Jagan urged the
Premier to ascertain the views of his party on a number
of political and economic questions. These views could
become a basis for discussion. He added, "Acts of
sabotage are being perpetrated by terrorists attached
to one or other of the parties forming the coalition
with the sole purpose of providing an excuse for the
detention of political opponents".

36. On 23 June, the Premier, Mr. Burnharn, said
that "false allegations" were "no substitute for genuine
and honest attempts to resolve critical issues facing the
country". Subsequently, 28 June 1965 was fixed as
the date for the discussions between the two leaders.

37. On 26 June, three leading members of the PPP
were detained by security forces under the emergency
regulations. They were Mr. Cedric Nunes, a Senator
and former Education Minister; Mr. J oseph Jardim,
general manager of the PPP-controlled New Guyana
Publishing Company; and Mr. Prakash Persaud, a
civil servant. Dr. Jagan protested against the deten
tion of the three men, describing it as "an act of
frenzy on the part of an unpopular Government".
Dr. Jagan also withdrew from the talks with the
Premier in protest against the detentions. Later he was
reported to have said that there could be no peace
talks until the PPP detainees were released.

Inquiry into racial imbalance
38. In April, the Premier invited the International

Commission of Jurists (IC}) to carry out an inquiry
into the racial imbalance in the composition of the
security forces in government-sponsored land settle
ment schemes, and in other sectors of the economy and
society. On 28 June, the ICJ named the following
persons as members: Justice Seamus Henchy, a judge
of the High Court of Ireland (Chairman), Professor
Felix Ermacora, Austrian representative on the United
Nations Human Rights Commission, and Professor
Peter A. Papadatos, Greek legal expert and special
legal adviser to the Royal Hellenic Ministry of Co
ordination.

39. On 1 July, Dr. Jagan informed the Colonial
Secretary that his party could not co-operate with the
ICJ in the inquiry, since its terms of reference "com
pletely by-pass the real issue of the present imbalance
in the police and security forces and the question of
its immediate correction".

40. The inquiry was reported to have begun in
August. Its report is expected in October of this year.

Economic conditions

General
41. The latest official information on economic con

ditions in the Territory submitted by the administering

Power was for the year 1963, of which a summary
was contained in the Special Committee's report to I
the General Assembly at its nineteenth session (see I
A/5800/Rev.l, chap. VII, paras. 46-52). .

42. As indicated in the above-mentioned report. ~
the economy of the Territory is based mainly on agri
culture and mining. The principal crops are sugar
and rice, while bauxite is the largest sector of the I'.
mining industry. Other major products include
diamonds and edible oil. The financial resources avail- i
able for development purposes are limited and the .
country depends largely on. foreign grants and loans. ~.I.

External aid r
43. In January 1965, it was reported that the United

Kingdom would grant British Guiana $12 million! for
completing development projects and other works.

44. It was also announced that the United States
Agency for International Development (AID) was
preparing to provide about $5 million in aid. A team
of industrialists from the United States also decided
to launch a $26 million project in the Territory. The
project would include commercial enterprises, cattle
and timber for exports, housing schemes, mining and
mineral exploration, and sea, air and road transporta
tion.

45. Under the Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance for 1965-1966, a project has been approved
to provide experts to assist in the establishment of a
Central Bank in British Guiana (E/TAC/L.337/
Add.22). The operation of the Central Bank is ex
pected to permit effective economic planning, develop
ment of a monetary policy and a stable currency.

46. On 26 February 1965, the Minister of Agri
culture signed an agreement with the United Nations
representative for British Guiana's participation in the
United Nations Special Fund's fisheries development
project for Caribbean countries. The Special Fund
will grant $U.S. 1.7 million in expert aid and equipment
for the project. British Guiana will contribute the
equivalent of about $30,000.

47. The Tapakuma drainage and irrigation scheme,
on which work was completed in 1963, was put into
operation in 1964. The $13 million project undertaken
by the British Guiana Government is designed to im
prove drainage and irrigation of 35,000 acres of land.
In addition, the scheme will enable another 10,000
acres of virgin swamp land to be brought under
cultivation.

Development plans

48. On 8 March 1965, a 'West Indies "Summit"
Conference opened in Georgetown, the capital of the
Territory, to discuss the improvement of economic and
social conditions in the area, including plans to ex
pand the sugar and banana industries, the training of
civil servants, specialist aid and health services.

49. At the opening of the House of Assembly's
session on 29 March, the Governor said that preliminary
work fur a five-year development plan, 1966-19iO,
had started. A working party headed by Sir Arthur
Lewis was expected to complete its task by the end
of July. International experts would later be consulted
before the plan was finally adopted. The Government
regarded co-operatives as vital for the nation's eco-

4 The local currency is the West Indian dollar ($WI) which
equals 4s.2d. (sterling) or $U.S.0.5833.
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Aqriculture

52. During 1964, drought and disturbances resulted
in the sugar industry producing only 258,378 tons.
It was the first time in a decade that the countrv's
sugar production had fallen below 300,000 tons. 'In
1963, production amounted to 317,000 tons, compared
with 323,000 in 1962.

53. Unofficial estimates put the 1964 rice produc
tion at a minimum of 160,000 tons, compared with
124,000 tons in 1963. Local annual consumption is
30,000 tons, sales to the Caribbean Islands under
United Kingdom administration and to Jamaica and
Trinidad and Tobago account for 65,000 tons. Rice is
also sold to Cuba. In December 1964, a new rice
contract with Cuba was reportedly discussed. Under a
previous contract 40,000 tons were to have been supplied
in 1964, but it was reported that only 18,349 tons
were taken.

Caribbean frce trade area

54. On 6 July 1965, the Premiers of British Guiana
and Barbados, Mr. Burnham and Mr. Barrow, an
nounced that they had agreed to establish a free trade
area covering the two Territories. The area would be
known as the Caribbean Free Trade Area and the
participation of any other Territory in the region would
be welcomed. They announced that a working party of
officials would be appointed immediately to work out
the implications of establishing a full customs union
between the Territories within the shortest possible
time. The major objective should be a viable economic
community and common market within the context of
early independence for all the Caribbean Territories
which so desired. They also announced that these
decisions would be subject to formal approval by the
Governments and Legislatures of the two Territories.

55. In a statement made on 7 July, Mr. Burnham
was reported as saying that the agreement was a
"logical follow-through" to decisions taken at the con
ference of Commonwealth Caribbean countries held in
Georgetown in March 1965.

56. Commenting on the agreement in a statement
released on 11 July, Dr. Jagan was reported as saying

Manpower survey

59. In February 1965, a manpower survey was
launched to investigate unemployment and underem
ployment and also to provide data regarding the size
of the labour force and skills and training available.
IVIr. Burnharn, on his visit to the United Kingdom in
February 1965, was also reported to have appealed to
Guianese emigres, of whom there are about 15,000 in
the United Kingdom, and many of whom possess skills
that could be used in carrying out development pro
grammes, to return to the Territory.

B. CONSIDERATION BY THE SPECIAl. COMMITTEE

Introduction

60. The Special Committee considered. British
Guiana at its 386th and 389th meetings on 16 Sep
tember and 7 October 1965. The Special Committee
had before it the report of the Sub-Committee of
Good Offices on British Guiana, which is appended
to this chapter (see annex below). The report was
introduced by the Chairman of the Special Committee,
speaking as Chairman of the Sub-Committee of Good
Offices, at the 389th meeting on 7 October 1965.

.Written petitions and hearillgs

61. The Special Committee had before it the follow
ing written petitions concerning British Guiana :
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had been the victims, or in more recent times attacks
against Nicaragua, Guatemala, Colombia and Hon
duras.

65. It wa,' .n 1953, the year in which the democratic
Government \)£ Guatemala had been overthrown and
replaced by a military dictatorship, that the demo
cratically elected Government of British Guiana had
been deposed by United Kingdom troops at the re
quest of President Eisenhower. The victims were, how
ever, growing' stronger and the day would come when
such aggressions would have to end.

66. The Committee was aware of the anti-imperialist
stand of the Peoples Progressive Party (PPP) of
British Guiana and of its struggle for the independence,
self-determination and complete freedom of the Terri
tory. Again and again, the PPP had declared itS belief
in socialism, and the elections in Guiana, although
held under trying circumstances, had proved that the
people supported both the party and its teaching.

67. While the PPP, whose attitude was well known,
had been teaching the people of British Guiana the
virtues of socialism and had obtained a majority of
the votes from 1953 to 1964, the imperialists had'
sought to defeat the people's will and to overthrow
the Government of the PPP, which they had managed
to do 011 9 October 1963. The United Kingdom au
thorities had promptly enacted repressive measures
against the Peoples Progressive Party and its leaders,
with the exception of the Party's then Chairman, Mr.
Burnham, the present Premier, who had escaped per
secution because he Was in the service of the United
Kingdom. At present the PPP, although it had won
a majority of seats in the last elections, was excluded
from the Government and 109,000 constituents were
thus, in effect, disenfranchised.

68. Although they had criticized their predecessors
of the PPP on that score, Mr. Burnham and his
colleagues had travelled abroad many times and on
their travels had sought to create the impression that
all was well in British Guiana, They had carefully
refrained from mentioning emergency rule, arbitrary
arrests and detention, unemployment and economic
depression. At the Commonwealth Prime Ministers'
Conference in London in june 1965, although the ques
tion of British Guiana had not been on the agenda,
Mr. WilIiams, the Prime Minister of Trinidad and
Tobago, and Mr. Shastri, the Prime Minister of India,
had taken the floor to criticize the system of propor
tional representation, which was alien to the Common
wealth and was at the root of that unfortunate state
of affairs.

69. When it had been in power, the PPP, on the
advice of a person who was now a tax adviser of
the United Kingdom Government, had introduced tax
reforms which were designed to distribute the tax
burden more equitably. The Opposition, however, had
promptly dubbed the expert a "communist" and had
organized riots against the Government, with the sup
port of the so-called trade unionists of the United
States, the Free Institute of Labour, the CIA and
business circles. Moreover, those provisions had sub
sequently been abolished. Furthermore, the present
Government had granted large concessions and a
monopoly of the Territory's bauxite, oil and other
wealth to foreign interests, no doubt as a reward for
having brought it to power.

'.-.-
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Ptlih'on Documtnl Nu.
Mr. Cheddi lagan, Premier,

British Guiana ............•• A/AC.I09/PET.344
Mr. Cheddi ]agan, Leader, Peo-

ples Progressive Party (PPP) A/AC.I09/PET.344/Add.l
Mr. Felix A. Cummings, Director

of Information and Public
Relations (PPP) A/AC.I09/PET.344/Add.2

Mr. A. D. Watts.............. A/AC.I09/PET.345
Members and Supporters of the

PPP, Progressive Youth Or-
ganization (PYO) and Wom
en's Progressive Organization
(WP0), Western Leguan A/AC.I09/PET.346

Mr. Abdool Drepaul A/AC.I09/PET.347
Mr. Jaikarran .•............... A/AC.I09/PET.348
Mr. Sasenarine Willie, on behalf

of the people of Enrnore ..•... A/AC.109/PET.349
Mr. Marnasjanie, on behalf of the

people of East Bank Demerara A/AC,109/PET.350
Officers and members of the

Greenwich Party Group and
\\IPO ....................•.. A/AC,109/PET.351

Mrs. Mohammed, on behalf of
women of Leonora West Coast
Demerara A/AC.I09/PET.352

Mr. Robert B. Persaud, on behalf
of the Kiltearn-Brighton PYO
Group A/AC,109/PET.353

Mr. Alfred Beekum R. Singh, on
behalf of Indians of Abary
District A/AC.109/PET.354

Mr. Arthur Boodram, on behalf
of the people of New Road
Vreed-en-Hoop and of Best
Village A/AC,109/PET.355

Two petitions from the Peoples
National Congress (PNC) ... A/AC.109/PET.419

62. At its 386th meeting, the Special Committee
heard as a petitioner Mr. Felix A. Cummings, Director
of Information and Public Relations, Peoples Pro
gressive Party.

63. Mr. Cummings said that the question of British
Guiana's right to self-determination and genuine in
dependence had engaged the attention of the Special
Committee on several occasions. In the past the United
Kingdom had denied the Territory those rights on the
flimsiest pretexts and it had received such support from
the United States that there was sometimes reason
to wonder which was the real administering Power-
the United States or the United Kingdom. It had been
found that the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and
the so-called trade union leaders of the United States
had played a significant role in fomenting the riots of
1962 and 1963 in order to create chaos and confusion
so that independence should be denied to the country
under Dr. Jagan's leadership.

64. Dr. Jagan had been suspected of policies con
trary to the doctrine of the State Department of the
United States: namely, of leaning towards socialism, of
rejecting nee-colonialism and imperialism and, worst
of all, of not being anti-communist or anti-Castro. Ac
cordingly, it was natural that the imperialist forces
should seek to prevent British Guiana from attaining
genuine independence. There was no limit to the acts
of cruelty committed by the imperialists, whether it was
the attack against the heroic Viet-Namese people, the
mass slaughter of defenceless people, the territorial
conquests of which Mexico, Panama and Puerto Rico

.. ::JE::!===x:::::==~===============._
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70. The present Government of British Guiana,
which had come to power illegally, was incompetent
and prodigal of the country's resources, endangering
its future. Moreover, its actions were contrary to the
principles of the United Nations Charter. The PPP
would continue to strive for independence and it
demanded that all detainees should be reIensed and that
the state of emergency should be ended forthwith as
a sine qua 11011 of its participation in the conferencc
Oil British Guiana, It also demanded the inclusion of
the question of proportional representation in the
agenda of that conference, the holding of fresh elec
tions before a date was fixed for independence, the
equitable representation of all racial groups in the
police and security forces, the removal of all foreign
troops and of all military bases, particularly the United
States base at Atkinson Field, and the restructuring
and democratization of governmental institutions deal
ing with law and order. To grant independence to
British Guiana in the present circumstances, before
those demands had been met, would be to give inde
pendence with conditions and reservations, in violation
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples and of the United
Nations Charter. It would also infringe the human
rights of colonial peoples.

71. With regard to the second demand, he explained
that the PPP wanted the question of proportional
representation to be reconsidered in the light of the
new arguments presented at the Conference of Common
wealth Prime Ministers by the Prime Ministers of
Trinidad and Tobago and of India.

72. With regard to independence for Guiana, he
recalled that Mr. Greenwood, Secretary of State for
the Colonies, replying to several questions put to him
by Sir P. Agnew and Mr. Duncan Sandys, had said
that the conference which was to fix the date for the
independence of British Guiana would be held on 2
November for the purpose of drafting the Territory's
future constitution, determining the various steps in
its accession to independence and deciding when they
would each be taken. Mr. Greenwood had explained
that the United Kingdom Government intended to hold
the conference in November in implementation of its
pledges, and had added that, while it was difficult to
anticipate the results of the conference, it was to be
hoped that maximum agreement could be reached,
particularly with regard to the date for independence.
In that connexion, he drew the Committee's attention
to the section of the final communique of the Con
ference of Commonwealth Prime Ministers dealing
with British Guiana and, specifically, to the statement
of the United Kingdom on that subject.

73. Turning to another of the PPP's demands, he
said that since 1957 his party, in the name of national
unity, and citing many examples of abuses in support
of its demand, had many times pressed for equitable
representation of the various racial groups in the police
and security forces. At the present time, only 16.5 per
cent of the members of those forces were persons of
Indian origin, who constituted 47.8 per cent of the
total population, while 75.4 per cent were persons of
African origin, who constituted 33 per cent of the total
population. The PPP was not advocating the dismissal
of the Afro-Guianese members of the police or security
forces. It recognized that the situation had been brought
about by certain historical circumstances and considered
that the balance should be restored by increasing the
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number of people in those forces; with Guianese filling
as many posts as possible.

74. The United Kingdom Government itself had
recognized the dangers inherent in the present im
balance. But it was not enough to recognize the prob
lem; an effort should also be made to correct it. Several
solutions had already been proposed. The Commissioner
of Police had suggested an increase to 33 per cent in
five years of the number of Indo-Guianese in the forces.
However, even the Gevernor had not accepted that
plan. The PPP had proposed"an increase of the police
forces to 1,000 men of all races within one year, with
an attempt made to select the new recruits in such a
way as to restore racial balance. The Secretary 1)£ State
for the Colonies had proposed the appointment of a
commission to study the question; but the coalition
Government had challenged the Colonial Secretary's
right to handle the matter, on the pretext that it was
a domestic issue entirely within its own purview. Mr.
Greenwood should have fulfilled the pledge made by
his predecessor, but he had preferred to yield to the
present Government and to invite the International
Commission of Jurists to hold an inquiry. The PPP
had no objection, but felt that the problem was a grave
social one requiring urgent solution and that lawyers
should not be asked to solve it. It would have been
better to assign that task to social scientists from, for
example, the University of the West Indies. By agree
ing that the problem should be placed in the hands of
the International Commission of Jurists, the Secretary
of State for the Colonies had actually gone back on the
action undertaken by his predecessor. That was all the
more disappointing in that it was the action of a
Labour Government.

75. The Commission had merely been requested to
investigate the procedures for the selection, appoint
ment, promotion and dismissal of members of the police
and security forces and to make recommendations for
eliminating any imbalance based on racial discrimina
tion. From a purely legalistic point of view, the In
ternational Commission of Jurists could find that the
present procedures were proper and that there was
no racial discrimination. That was why the PPP
refused to take part in such a farce, and demanded
that the Commission's terms of reference be amended.
It demanded that the present state of affairs be corrected
without delay, because it was essential for all workers
throughout the Territory to have confidence in govern
ment institutions. The PPP was very concerned be
cause the police and security forces were being used
to suppress the rights and freedoms of the Guianese
people and to defend the interests of the colonialists
and imperialists. The Guianese could not live in peace
under a regime which used the organs of government
in order to spread terror. It was essential, above all,
to preserve national unity.

76. On that subject, the opinion of a distinguished
barrister, Mr. J. T. Clarke, was an authoritative one.
Mr. Clarke considered that the police force of British
Guiana, except for a few' officers and men of proven
integrity, was notoriously corrupt and was incapable,
as at present constituted, of carrying out its duties
impartially or efficiently. The hostility to the police
displayed by the population during a number of incidents
which had occurred since 9 May 1964 further confirmed
that the police were far from competent to carry out
their duties. Particularly significant in that regard was
the matter of the deductions from the wages of sugar
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workers, made without their authorization am! paid
over to the Manpower Citizens' Association i it was
one of the main causes of friction and unrest in the
sugar industry. The abuses involved in that procedure
had never led to a thorough investigation of the whole
system-as it should have once it had been established
that the deductions had been made without authoriza
tion. Such injustices had in many cases been com
mitted, but the police had no plans to investigate and
to prosecute those against whom there might be
evidence of fraud. Incidents of that type had of course
raised serious doubts about the administration of
justice, and it was highly desirable that the com
petent authorities should take the necessary measures
to bring any guilty persons before the courts for trial.

77. Before concluding, he expressed his gratitude
to the various statesmen who, by their actions, had
focused attention on the question of British Guiana,

Statements by members

78. Introducing the report of the Sub-Committee of
Good Offices on British Guiaua, the Chairman, speak
ing as the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, said that
as indicated in the report, the Sub-Committee was un
able, owing to the negative attitude of the United
Kingdom Government, to visit British Guiana and to
fulfil the Good Offices mission which had been entrusted
to it by the Special Committee. The Sub-Committee
however continued to believe that the United Nations
should ensure that British Guiana accede to independ
ence without delay in an atmosphere of harmony and
peace.

79. He suggested on behalf of the Sub-Committee
that the Special Committee should take note of the
report of the Sub-Committee and endorse conclusions
set out therein. He also suggested that the report of
the Sub-Committee should. be incorporated in the report
to be submitted by the Special Committee to the Gen
eral Assembly at its twentieth session.

80. The representative of the United Kingdom
reserved the position of his Government with regard
to the Sub-Committee's conclusions and, in particular,
to the proposed reaffirmation of the Special Committee's
resolution of 23 June 1964 which his delegation had
voted against.

81. The representative of the United States of
America reserved the position of his delegation with
regard to the conclusions contained in the report of
the Sub-Committee.

C. ACTION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

82. At its 389th meeting on 7 October 1965, the
Special Committee decided to adopt the report of the
Sub-Committee of Good Offices on British Guiana, to
endorse the conclusions contained therein and to in
corporate that report in its own report to the General
Assembly at its twentieth session.

83. In deciding to take note of the report of the
Sub-Committee and to endorse conclusions contained
therein the Special Committee reaffirmed its resolution
of 23 June 1964 (see Aj5800jRev.l, chap. VII, para.
196) and authorized the Sub-Committee to continue to
carry out its task.

APPENDIX

Rcport of the Suh-Ilommittee of Good
Guiann'"

INTRODUCTION

1. The Special Committee established the Sub-Committee
of Good Offices on British Guiana by a resolution adopted on
23 June 1964 (see A/SSOO/Rev.l, chap. VII, para. 196), opera
tive paragraph 6 of which reads as follows:

"6. Decides to establish a Sub-Committee of Good Offices
of three members to be appointed by the Chairman j the
task of the Sub-Committee will be to visit British Guiana
and take any other necessary measures for the implementation
of the resolutions on British Guiana of the General Assembly
and the Special Committee and report to the Committee as
soon as possible."

2. The members of the Sub-Committee of Good Offices a'l
pointed by the Chairman are Mr. Sori Coulibaly (Mall>,
Chairman, Mr. Taieb Slim (Tunisia), and Mr. Carlos Maria
Velazquez (Uruguay).

3. At the 3lSth meeting of the Special Committee on 17 No
vember 1964, the Chairman of the Sub-Committee submitted
an oral report on its work. By taking note of this report,
the Special Committee at the same meeting agreed to authorize
the Sub-Committee to keep the situation under review and
again to offer its good offices, if this was acceptable to the
parties concerned, with a view to the implementation of the
resolutions of the General Assembly and the Special Committee
on British Guiana (ibid., paras. 221-237).

ACTION TAKEN BY THE SUB-COM~7ITTEE

4. At its meetings held during September 1965, the Sub
Committee reviewed the situation in the Territory. It had
before it a working paper prepared by the Secretariat con
taining information on the latest developments concerning
British Guiana (see paras. 1-59 of this chapter).

5. In reviewing the situation in British Guiana, the Sub
Committee recalled that, in identical letters dated 25 September
1964, the Chairman had informed Dr. Cheddi Jagan, leader
of the Peoples Progressive Party (PPP), and Mr. L. F. S.
Burnham, lea~er of the Peoples National Congress (PNC),
of the establishment of the Sub-Committee and had invited
their views and proposals as to what positive measures it
could take in the implementation of the resolutions of the
General Assembly and the Special Committee concerning
British Guiana. The Sub-Committee noted that no replies to
these letters had been received.

6. The Sub-Committee also noted that the elections held
on 7 December 1964 had led to the formation of a new Gov
ernment with, Mr. L. F. S. Burnham as Premier. The Sub
Committee was also aware that the Premier of British Guiana
had invited an international commission to inquire into the
racial imbalance in the composition of the security forces, in
government-sponsored land settlement schemes and in other
sectors of the economy and society, the report of which was
expected to be published in October 1965. Further, the Sub
Committee took note of the intention of the United Kingdom
Government to hold a constitutional conference during Novem
ber 1965 in order to devise a new constitution and to fix a
date for independence.

CONCLUSIONS

7. For the reasons stated in its previous report (A/S800/
Rev.l, chap. VII, paras. 225-231), the Sub-Committee was
unable to visit British Guiana in order to establish contact
with the political leaders of the Territory who might assist
in the fulfilment of its task. In addition, the views and proposals
awaited from Mr. Burnham and Dr. Jagan as to the measures
to be taken in the implementation of the resolutions of the
General Assembly and the Special Committee concerning

*Originally issued under the symbol A/AC.109/L.247.
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British Guiana were not available. Consequently the Sub
Committee was not in a position, through the use of its good
offices, to effectively discharge its mandate.

8. Thc Sub-Committee, however, considers that the United
Nations should continue its efforts to ensure that British Guiana

accedes to independence without delay and ill an atmcsphere
of harmony, peace and unity. The Sub-Committee accordingly
recommends that the Special Committee should reaffirm its
resolution of 23 June 1964 and authorize the Sub-Committee
to continue to carry out its task.

CHAPTER X

FERNANDO PO0, RIO MUNI, IFNI AND SPANISH SAHARA

PrcsidC1lt

Mr. Bonifacio Ond6 Edit

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by Spain under Article 73e of the
United Nations Charter, on 24 February 1965. The latter in
formation covered only economic conditions in the Territories.

4. The following organizations were reported to have
been active during the political campaign prior to the
plebiscite held in December 1963: (a) Idea Popular
de la Guinea Ecuatorial (IPGE)-President, Mr. Luis
J. Ma11O; (b) Mouvement national de liberation de
la Guinee eqnatorinle (MNLGE)-Secretary-General,
Mr. Atanasio N'dong; (c) Union Popular de Libera
cion de la Guinea Ecuatorial (UPGE)-President,
Mr. Bonifaeio Ondo Edti; (d) Movimiento Nacional
de Union ()vINU) led by Mr. Jaime Nseng; and (e)
La Cruzada, based in Fernando Poo,

5. A new pattern of nationalist movements emerged
in 1964. Early in that year, the UPGE, led by Mr.
Bonifacio Ondo Edii, and members of other organiza
tions constituted a new political party, the Movimiento
de Union Nacional de la Guinea Ecuatorial (MUNGE).
The party is pledged to evolution towards independence,
the timing of which should be determined in consulta
tion with Spain.

6. In October 1964, members of MNLGE, led by
Mr. Atanasio N'dong, and the IPGE formed the Frente

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

1. Information on these Territories is contained in
the report of the Special Committee to the General
Assembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.l,
chap. IX, paras. 3-62). Supplementary information is
set out below.! .

1. Fernando Poo and REo Mlmi
Political and constitutional deoelopinents

2. Information concerning the .elections in 1964 of
municipal councils and the diputaciones (territorial
councils) of Fernando Poo and Rio Muni,: the sub
sequent establishment of the General Assembly of
Equatorial Guinea and the election of the Governing
Council is contained in the report of the Special Corn
mittee to' the General Assembly at its nineteenth session.
No constitutional developments have been reported
since then.

3. The Governing Council, which consists of a
President and eight members, is elected for a term
of office of four years. Members of the Council, as
constituted in 1964, were the following:

Nacional y Popular de Liberacion de la Guinea Ecua
torial (FRENAPO), which opposes the MUNGE and
is pledged to the immediate independence of Equatorial
Guinea. Petitions (A/AC.109/PET.358 and Add.l )
have been received from Mr. N'dong from Algiers and
and from Mr. Jesus Mba Ovono, representative of
FRENAPO at Accra, announcing the formation of the
new movement, expressing satisfaction at the decision
of the Special Committee to call for the speeding up
of independence for Equatorial Guinea, claiming that
the present regime was a puppet government and call
ing for immediate independence, In his petition, dated
24 March 1965, Mr. Ovono stated that a referendum
was to be held in Equatorial Guinea under Spanish
direction in April with a choice between "colonial
autonomy for ten years" and immediate independence.
He appealed to the Secretarv-General to send observers
and to negotiate with the Spanish Government to grant
an amnesty to refugees so that they could participate
in the referendum. No other information about such
a referendum is available.

7. A petition (A/AC.109/PET.359) has been re
ceived from Mr. Pastor Torao Sikara, writing as Presi
dent of the MNLGE in Fernando Poo, and a number
of local council chairmen in that island, opposing the
unification of Fernando Poo and Rio Muni and asking
for separate independence for Fernando Poo,

Economic conditions
8. The economy of Equatorial Guinea is based prin

cipally on agriculture and forestry, and most of the
population is engaged in providing subsistence crops
and cacao and coffee for export.

9. Expenditure arising from certain general services
such as the administration of justice and from the
Armed Forces, as well as expenditures of the Office of
the Commissioner-General, are met from the general
budget of Spain. Other services are provided for in
the budget of Equatorial Guinea.

10. The budget of Equatorial Guinea in 1964
amounted to 422 million pesetas.f It included public
works and housing and town planning projects to the
amount of 159.6 million pesetas, provided 'for in 1964
under the Development Plan.

11. In the same year, projects envisaged under the
Development Plan, which were charged to the general
budget of Spain, amounted tu 197.1 million pesetas.
Also charged to the general budget of Spain were hous
ing projects for the amount of 320 million pesetas.
Price supplements to products from Equatorial Guinea,
coffee and cacao, amounted to 237 and 313 million
pesetas respectively.

12. Public investment for 1965 has been estimated
at 593 million pesetas, of which 169 million will be

2 The local currency unit is the Spanish. peseta, which is
equal to $U.S.0.0168.

Members from Rio Mu";

Mr. Luis Rondo Maguga
Mr. Antonio C. Nang
Mr. Francisco Macias Nguema
Mr. Rafael Nsue Nchama

Members from Fernando P60

Mr. Aurelio N. Itoba
Mr. Gustavo Watson Bucko
Mr. Luis J. Maho
Mr. Roman Borico Toichoa
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2 The letter was read out by the representative of Spain at
the 1318th plenary meeting.

Recent deuelopmenis

5. It will be recalled that in the consensus on
Gibraltar adopted by the Special Committee on 16 Oc
tober 1964, it noted that "there was a disagreement,
or even a dispute, between the United Kingdom and
Spain regarding the status and situation of the Terri
tory of Gibraltar". In the circumstances, the Special
Committee invited the United Kingdom and Spain to
begin talks without delay, in accordance with the prin
ciples of the United Nations Charter, in order to reach
a negotiated solution in conformity with the provisions
of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), giving due
account to the opinions expressed by the members of
the Committee and bearing in mind the interr-ts .1f the
people of the Territory.

6. On 18 November 1964, the Spanish _l1inister
for Foreign Affairs addressed a letter to the British
Ambassador in Madrid (see appendix I below}," in
which he stated that the Spanish Government was dis
posed to open negotiations on the dispute over Gibraltar
and expressed the view that the dispute should be
resolved bilaterally and without delay. In default of

Elections
4. As already reported during the last session of

the Special Committee, the last Gibraltar elections took
place on 10 September 1964. The percentage of electors
who actually went to the polls was 76 per cent. There
were fifteen nominations for the eleven seats of the
Legislative Council. Five of the elected members be
longed to the Association for the Advancement of Civil
Rights and the remaining six were independents; the
Opposition in the legislature has been formed under
the leadership of Mr. P. J. Isola,

B. PETITIONS

16. The Special Committee circulated the following
petitions concerning Fernando Poo and Rio Muni:

Three petitions from Messrs. Jesus
Mba Ovono and Atanasio N'Dong,
Frente Nacional y Popular de
Liberaci6n de la Guinea Ecua-
torial (FRENAPO) A/AC.I09/PET.358

Two petitions from Messrs. Jesus
Mba Ovono and Atanasio N'Dong,
Frente Nacional y Popular de
Liberaci6n de la Guinea Ecua-
torial (FRENAPO) A/AC.l09/PET.358/Add.1

Mr. Pastor Torao Sikara, President
General, Mouvement national de
liberation de la Guinee equatoriale
(MNLGE), and leaders of other
organizations AIAC.l09/PET.359

:=r---
provision for the construction of houses for 2,550 ~ such
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CHAPTER XI

GIBRALTAR

1 A letter dated 30 August 1965 from the Deputy Permanent
Representative of Spain, which refers to the information con
tained ill this section, was circulated in document A/5959.
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A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY1

I ntrodllction
1. Information on Gibraltar is contained in the

previous reports of the Special Committee to the Gen
eral Assembly at its eighteenth and nineteenth sessions
(A/5466/Rev.l, chap. XII; A/5S00/Rev.1, chap. X).
Supplementary information is set out below.

charged to the territorial budget of Equatorial Guinea
and 414 million to the general budget of Spain. Devel
opment of electric power for the amount of 10 million
will be financed from other public sources. For the
same year, price supplements to tropical products have
been estimated at 460 million pesetas.

2. Iftlj and Spam'sh Sahara

13. In Ifni, the budget of the Territory, which in
1963 amounted to 55 million pesetas, rose to 65 million
in 1964. The information available shows a public
investment for 1964 of 72 million pesetas on harbours,
including the wharf of Sidi Ifni, A housing and town
planning project has also been started. It includes the
construction of houses for 452 families.

14. In the Spanish Sahara, the budget of the Terri
tory in 1963 amounted to 238 million pesetas. This
amount included a subsidy of SO million pesetas pro
vided in the general budget of Spain to supplement
local financial sources.

15. In 1964, expenditure was authorized on public
works for the amount of 204 million pesetas. An ap
proved housing and town planning project includes

General
2. The civilian population of Gibraltar was estimated

at 24,287 at the end of 1963, as against 24,075 in 1961.
It was composed as follows:

Gibraltarians 18,432
Other British 4,012
Aliens ,........ 1,843

TOTAL 24,287

Political and constitutional developments
3. The modifications of the Gibraltar Constitution

which had been outlined in the previous report of the
Special Committee were implemented in August 1964.
In the Legislative Council the only non-elected mem
bers are now the Attorney-General and the Financial
Secretary. The ex officio members of the "Gibraltar
Council" are the Deputy Fortress Commander, the
Chief Secretary, the Attorney G\:..·.ral and the Financial
Secretary. The Council of Ministers at present consists
of the Chief Minister and five ministers who hold
the portfolios for housing and economic development,
labour and social security, tourism, port and trade,
medical services and education. They are collectively
responsible to the Legislative Council.
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regarding the status and situation of the Territory of Gibraltar,
considered that it should be settled without delay by means
of negotiations between the Governments of Spain and of Her
Britannic Majesty.

The Spanish Government is prepared to open with Her
Britannic Majesty's Government the negotiations referred to
in the said consensus, which should start as soon as possible
in order that the outcome may be reported to the nineteenth
session of the General Assembly, as also by reason of the
special delicacy of the problem of Gibraltar, which has been
made more acute by certain measures adopted unilaterally by
the Government of Her Britannic Majesty, in respect of which
Spain has formulated due reservations.

In the interest of the maintenance and strengthening of
firm and promising relations between our two countries, of
which the Government of Her Britannic Majesty has in recent
years shown itself to be in favour, the Government of Spain
has so far refrained from adopting the appropriate counter
measures. In so doing it has considered that the problem of
Gibraltar could and should be resolved bilaterally in a friendly
fashion, whereby it should be possible to find a solution
satisfactory to both parties.

Failing this negotiated solution, which is recommended by
the consensus of the "Special Committee", the Spanish Gov
ernment, having no other alternative, would find itself com
pelled, in defence of its interests, to revise its policy in regard
to Gibraltar.

APPENDIX 11

Note dated 11 Jannary 1965 from the British Embassy in
Madrid to the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy present their compliments
to the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and have the
honour to invite the attention of the Ministry to the serious
situation obtaining on the frontier between Spain and Gibraltar.

The delays and restrictions on transit of the frontier in
both directions began on 17 October 1964, and were first
brought to the attention of the Ministry on 6 November.
On 9 November, Her Majesty's Ambassador was assured that
the customs delays imposed at La Linea were not the results
of any deliberate policy on the part of the Spanish Government.
The 'restrictions on the frontier have nevertheless since been
continued and intensified, and further requests for their with
drawal were made by Her Majesty's Ambassador in Madrid
during November and December.

Despite these representations there has been no improvement
in the situation. The Spanish authorities at the frontier have
imposed deliberate, unnecessary and discourteous delays in
dealing with vehicles crossing the frontier, which have in
some cases resulted in certain vehicles having to wait anything
up to ten hours before being cleared. The delays caused in
this manner to tourist buses have resulted in serious in
conveniences to travellers of various nationalities and have
imposed consequential delays on the departure from Gibraltar
of scheduled air line services. The decision announced without
any previous consultation, that as from 23 November the
frontier at La Linea would be closed earlier than was formerly
the practice, has caused substantial inconvenience. The con
sequences of all these measures have been to impose hardship
on large numbers of residents of Gibraltar and persons in
transit.

During their conversation on 10 December, His Excellency
the Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs indicated to Her
Majesty's Ambassador that the restrictions were designed to
deal with alleged smuggling across the frontier. Eut Her
Majesty's Government cannot accept that the control of
smuggling necessitates the delays and inconveniences which
have been imposed and it has, in any case, always expressed
its willingness to co-operate with the Spanish authorities in
controlling any smuggling which might be taking place. If the
Spanish Government 'regarded any legitimate Spanish interests
as likely to· be prejudiced by circumstances arising from the
situation in Gibraltar, Her Majesty's Government would have
expected these matters to be specified and taken up with them
through diplomatic channels in accordance with normal inter-

Document

A/AC.109/PET.361
A/AC.109/PET.388

Petitioner
Mr. Miguel de Gomera, Frente Patri6-

tico Nacional (FPN) .
Mr. Juan GiI Delgado ..

B. PETITIONS

13. The Special Committee circulated the following
petitions concerning Gibraltar:

APPENDIX I
Letter dated 18 November 1964- from the Spanish Minister
for Foreign Affairs to the British Ambassador in Madrid
Mr. Sori Coulibaly, the Chairman of the Special Committee

on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, has transmitted to the Spanish Gov
ernment, through the Permanent Representative of Spain to
the United Nations, a letter in which he communicated the
consensus on Gibraltar adopted by that Committee at its 291st
meeting, on 16 October 1964 (see A/5800/Rev.1, chap. X, paras.
204-205). I am enclosing copies of these documents.

According to the terms of this consensus, the aforemen
tioned Committee after noting that there was a disagreement,
or even a dispute, between the United Kingdom and Spain

3 The note wastannexed to a letter dated 22 January 1965 from
the Permanent Re,presentative of the United Kingdom to the
United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General i see docu
ment A/S8GO.

I
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~ such a negotiated solution, the Spanish Governmentr would find itself obliged to revise its policy in regard
\ to Gibraltar.
~ 7. In a note dated 11 January 1965 (see appendix rr
~ below)," the British Embassy complained of delays

and restrictions in the passage of the frontier between
Gibraltar and Spain first imposed by the Spanish
authorities on 17 October 1964 and at the same time
informed the Spanish authorities that proposals for
conversations to eliminate causes of friction regarding
Gibraltar could not be entertained as long as the
abnormal situation on the frontier continued.

8. In a note dated 15 January 1965, the Spanish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs reiterated that it was dis
posed to enter into negotiations and stated that it was
awaiting a reply to its letter of 18 November 1964.
In a reply dated 2~ January 1965, the British Embassy
reaffirmed the position taken in its note of 11 January
(A/5860).

9. In an exchange of notes dated 10 February, and
22 February 1965 (see appendices III and IV) the
Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the British
Embassy at Madrid set out the respective position of
their Governments as regards the scope of possible
negotiations and the circumstances in which negotia
tions might be begun.

10. In notes dated 1 March 1965, and 30 March
1965 (see appendices V and VI), the British au
thorities protested to the Spanish authorities on further
restrictions imposed by them in regard to the crossing
of the frontier by British subjects residing in the
adjacent area in Spain and working in Gibraltar, and
to the non-recognition of British passports issued in
Gibraltar or on behalf of the Government of Gibraltar.

11. Subsequently, the United Kingdom Government
informed the Spanish authorities that it was reissuing
the passports without inclusion of a reference to the
Gibraltar Government, but without prejudice to its
legal position.

12. According to recent reports, the situation re
mains unchanged.
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APPENDIX IV

Note dated 22 February 1965 from the British Embassy in
Madrid to the Spanish MinislI'Y of Foreign Affairs

1. Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy presents its compli
ments to the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and, with
reference to the Ministry's note uerbole No. 23, have the honour
to state that the description therein of Her Majesty's Govern
ment's position seems to be based on a number of misunder
standings.

2. As was made clear in the Embassy's Notes of 11 and
22 January and by the First Secretary of the Embassy, when
responding on 8 February to an inquiry by the Director of
European Political Affairs at the Ministry, Her Majesty's
Government do not regard the question of Britain's sovereignty
over Gibraltar as a matter for negotiation. The First Secre
tary's statement, that her Majesty's Government have at no
time wished to insist on preconditions for conversations in a
way which would prevent these from starting, was not intended
to imply that Her Majesty's Government are prepared to
embark on a negotiation about sovereignty over Gibraltar.
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national practice. No such approach has been made and instead the proposal to which this note uerlmlt: refers is that the -
the Spanish authorities have seen fit to adopt the measures Spanish Government should continue to maintain, as an excep- ~" e
described above. Her Majesty's Government regret that tion to Spanish legislation, those arrangements which existed
procedures should have been imposed on the frontier with in regard to Gibraltar before Her Eritannic Majesty's Gov-
Gibraltor which are altogether different from those in force ernment decided to grant self-determination to the civilian \l
on Spain's other international frontiers as well as from the inhabitants of the Territory. .
normal standards of international practice and which are Thus, the condition which Her Britannic Majesty's Govern- I
directly contrary to the present trend throughout Europe of ment now lays down, namely, that before negotiations are 11
reducing frontier restrictions and formalities to a minimum. begun certain counter-measures which have not yet been in- :t

On instructions received from Her Majesty's Principal troduced should be suspended, can only be considered by the ~,

Secretary of State €or Foreign Affairs, the Embassy has the Spanish Government as the result of a political necessity to r
honour to protest against the restrictions which have been dispel, in order to reach an understanding, an atmosphere of 1,1

imposed by the Spanish authorities at La Linea and to request tension artificially created by parliamentary questions and 1
that the Spanish Government wilt cause them to be lifted press campaigns for which the Spanish Government does not I
forthwith. feel in any way responsible.

At the same time the Embassy are under instructions to 3. The Spanish Government, believing that when an alli1llus
inform the Ministry, with reference to the ccnsensus of the neqotiandl really exists between two countries on a specific
United Nations Special Committee on 16 October 1964 regard- aspect of their relations and both decide to seek an amicable
ing Gibraltar, that, whilst Her Majesty's Government cannot solution to the question ... is prepared to consider the proposal
regard the question of sovereignty as a matter for negotiation, made by the Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to
they would normally have been willing to consider proposals which this note refers and is therefore of the opinion that
by the Spanish Government for discussions of ways in which prior to negotiations the following lines of action should be
good relations can be maintained and any causes of friction adopted:
eliminated. They cannot, however, entertain any proposals for (a) Her Britannic Majesty's Government, for its part, will
such conversations so long as the present abnormal situation proceed, in the manner which it considers appropriate and as
on the frontier continues. gradually as circumstances may make advisable, to restore the

internal constitutional situation of Gibraltor to what it was
before the establishment in the said Territory of a Legislative
Council and an Executive Council. The interests of the civilian
inhabitants of Gibraltar, which are mentioned specifically in
the United Nations consensus and which have to be taken
into account by Spain and the United Kingdom in the negotia
tions in preparation, can be effectively expressed by the City
Council of Gibraltar.

(b) If Her Britannic Majesty's Government accepts this
modus operandi, intended to create a favourable climate for the
negotiations, the Spanish Government, for its part, will take
steps to ensure that no serious disturbances occur in the civic
life or economy of Gibraltar before or during the negotiations.

The Spanish Government, which reiterates once more that
it has not yet introduced the defensive counter-measures which
the unilateral policy followed by Her Britannic Majesty's
Government in Gibraltar makes necessary for the better defence
of Spanish rights and interests, believes that the counter
proposals set forth in this Note, if they are accepted, will
permit the Governments of Spain and the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to exchange officially
and publicly the Spanish request for negotiations and the
affirmative British reply before the beginning of the next
General Assembly of the United Nations. The Spanish Gov
ernment wishes to express once again its desire to establish
the basis for a firm, close and lasting friendship between Spain
and the United Kingdom.

Note dated 10 February 1965 from the Spanisb l\linistr~·
of Foreign Affairs to the Britisb Embassy in Madrid

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its compliments
to Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy in Madrid and with
reference to the conversation between the First Secretary of
the Embassy and the Director of European Political Affairs
of the Ministry at 6.30 p.m. on 8 February 1965 has pleasure
in bringing the following to its attention.

1. The Spanish Government has examined the proposals
transmitted by the Foreign Office through the Embassy to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, of which its understanding is as
foltows:

(a) Once the situation that existed at the Police and Control
Post of La Linea de la Concepcion prior to 17 October 1964
was restored, Her Britannic Majesty's Government would be
in a position to officially inform the Spanish Government that
it was prepared to negotiate with Spain over Gibraltar, without
excluding the subject of sovereignty over the Rock from the
negotiations in advance;

(b) Her Britannic Majesty's Government recognizes that
the constitutional development of Gibraltar is of concern to
Spain and would not exclude this matter, either, from the
negotiations they may hold with the Spanish Government over
Gibraltar.

2. The Spanish Government understands that the only
condition on which Her Britannic Majesty's Government insists
before giving an affirmative reply to the request for negotia
tions over Gibraltar which Spain made in pursuance of the
United Nations consensus of 16 October 1964 is that the
situation that existed at the Police and Control Post of La
Linea prior to the said date be re-established.

The Spanish Government officialty stated before the "Special
Committee of Twenty-Four" that if Her Britannic Majesty's
Government did not desist from the unilateral policy of grant
ing self-determination to the civilian inhabitants of Gibraltar
who are British subjects, Spain would see no alternative in
order to defend its rights but the obligation to adopt, much
to its regret, the defensive counter-measures which the
delegation of Spain enumerated (AIAC.109/SR.282).

These counter-measures have not yet been adopted, in the
hope that Her Britannic Majesty's Government would under
stand the arguments in support of Spain and would decide
to change the direction of its present Gibraltar policy and to
negotiate with this country.

The Spanish Government, therefore, concludes that what
Her Britannic Majesty's Government is realty requesting in
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Note dated 30 I\larch 1965 from the British l'l'incipal
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the Spanish
Ambassador in London

Her Britannic Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for
'oreign Affairs presents his compliments to the Spanish
Ambassador and has the honour to draw the Ambassador's
attention to the following matter.

Her Majesty's Government have learnt that the Spanish
frontier authorities at La Linea and Algeciras have declined
to accept the validity of British passports bearing endorse
ments by Her Majesty's Consuls in Spain showing that they
have been issued or renewed "on behalf of the Government
of Gibraltar", Her Majesty's Government have been further
informed that the same Spanish authorities have refused to
accept the validity of British passports issued or renewed in
Gibraltar, in exercise of the prerogative powers of the Gov
ernor of Gibraltar, from the time when the title of the Colonial
Secretary of Gibraltar was altered (in 19(3) to that of "Chief
Secretary" and (in 1964) to that of "Permanent Secretary
to the Government" and in which either of these designations
appears.

The constitutional position with regard to the granting or
renev-al of British passports is that all such passports (in
cluding those issued to persons who belong to a British de
pendent territory) are granted or renewed in the exercise of
the Royal Prerogative. This Royal Prerogative is exercised
through Her Majesty's Ministers and in particular, but not
exclusively, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs. It is also exercised through Governors of
Colonies, British High Commissioners in Commonwealth coun
tries and Her Majesty's Consular Officers acting on the
instruction of Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs.

To deny the validity of British passports, as the Spanish
authorities have been attempting to do, on the grounds that
such passports bear a certain endorsement or the title of a
particular office, is in effect to allege that there has been an
improper exercise of the Royal Prerogative and constitutes an
unwarranted intervention in affairs which are within the
domestic jurisdiction of the United Kingdom.

Her Majesty's Principal Secretary. of State for Foreign
Affairs requests the Spanish Ambassador to transmit to his
Government the formal protest of Her Majesty's Government
at the action of the Spanish authorities concerned in taking
it upon themselves to purport to determine the validity of

.British passports. He further requests that the Spanish Gov
ernment will forthwith instruct the Spanish frontier authorities
to accept as valid all British passports duly issued in the
exercise of the Royal Prerogative.

APPENDIX V

Note dated 1 March 1965 from the British Embassy in
Madrid to the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy presents its compliments
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and on the instructions
of Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, has the honour to draw the Ministry's attention to a
serious situation which is about to arise affecting British
subjects resident in the Campo area of the province of Cadie.
According to information reaching the Embassy from the

5. As regards the proposals in paragraph 3 (a) of the
Ministry's Itote uerbalc, the Embassy is instructed to point
out that the Spanish Government appears to be under a
misapprehension about the constitutional position of Gibraltar.
Whilst under the present Constitution the people of Gibraltar
participate through their elected representatives in the conduct
of their own domestic and municipal affairs, this in no way
implies any intention on the part of Her Majesty's Government
to relinquish sovereignty over Gibraltar either to the people
of Gibraltar or to any other State. The present situation is
entirely in accordance with the retention of sovereignty over
Gibraltar by the United Kingdom, It is the belief of Her
Majesty's Government that in any conversations which might
be held they wonId be ahle to show that any apprehension
the Spanish Government may at present have about these
matters is not welI founded.

6. Her Majesty's Government cannot accept the implica
tion in paragraph 3 (b) of the Ministry's note uerbale that ariy
lifting of the present restrictions on the frontier would be
for the period of the conversations only and might be reimposed
should these fail to produce a result satisfactory to the Spanish
Government. Her Majesty's Government cannot agree to
enter into any conversations under duress of this sort.

7. The position of Her Majesty's Government therefore
remains that if the Spanish Government will restore the regime
prevailing on the frontier to the status quo ante of 17 October,
Her Majesty's Government will agree to consider any proposals
which the Spanish Government may wish to make for the
holding of conversations. They share the wish of the Spanish
Government that the holding of these conversations should
be agreed to before the beginning of the next General Assembly
of the United Nations and they hope that the holding of con
versations may facilitate the continuance of friendly relations
between Spain and Great Britain.
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" crnment in constitutional developments in Gibraltar, Her Campo area, it has been decided, with effect from 7 March,

Majesty's Government would not, however, wish to exclude to withdraw from all British subjects and other foreigners
, discussion of these developments should the Spanish Govern- resident in the Campo area, the workers' passes which enable
~ ment desire to include this among the matters to be considered them to cross daily to Gibraltar to work. It also appears that
. in any conversations which may be held following the con- they will not be allowed to use their passports as a substitute

sensus of the United Nations Special Committee. for this purpose. This measure will affect several hundred
British subjects.

4. The position of Her Majesty's Government, nevertheless,
remains that they cannot agree 10 entertain an)' proposals for On the assumption that the foregoing statement of the posi-
the holding of discussions of any kind so long as the present tion is correct, the Embassy is instructed to protest against
abnormal situation on the frontier at La Linea continues. The this measure. Whether or not the previous situation was
Embassy is, moreover, under instructions to point ont that, contrary to Spanish frontier regulations, it was allowed to
although the Spanish Government may not regard the counter- continue for a great many years and it is unreasonable to
measures referred to hy the representative of Spain in the discontinue it in an arbitrary manner and without prior con-
discussions of the Special Committee as having yet been sultation. The measures proposed are liable to cause grave
adopted, the measures now in force on the frontier at La hardship to British subjects from whom facilities which they
Linea began to be imposed immediately after the adoption of have openly enjoyed for a number of years are to be withdrawn
the consensus of the Special Committee and do not correspond at totally inadequate notice and therefore without affording
with the regime prevailing on any other of Spain's interna- them any opportunity of making appropriate dispositions to
tional frontiers. Her Majesty's Government cannot, therefore, meet the changed situation in which they find themselves.
accept that these measures do not amount to restrictions
against Gibraltar. Her Majesty's Government regard the
progressive application of these restrictions as a deliberate
attempt by the Spanish Government to influence the situation
with regard to Gibraltar and therefore as preventing the
holding of the conversations envisaged by the Special Com
mittee.
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6. In the past the main secondary industries have
been the processing of agricultural products, but now
manufacturing industries are being developed and ex
panded for local needs and for export. The tourist in
dustry is also reported to have shown a substantial
increase over 1963 when it was estimated that it pro
duced a total gross income of £2 million.

7. Exports and imports in 1963 were valued at
£22,071,847 and £20,207,101 respectively. Exports in
the period from January to September 1964 were valued
at £ 18,520,431 and imports at £ 19,753,384. The total
trade for 1964 reached a record figure provisionally set
at nearly £ 53 million, compared with £42.27 million
in 1963 and £33.15 million in 1962. The destination of
most exports were the United Kingdom, New Zealand,
Canada and the United States. Most imports came
from Australia, the United Kingdom, Japan and New
Zealand.

8. A customs tariff is applied to about 250 items
which attract varying rates of specific or ad valorem
duty. Essential foodstuffs from preferential (British)
sources may be admitted duty free. Other foodstuffs,
not specifically enumerated, attract duty at the rates of
20 per cent (preferential tariff) and 40 per cent (gen
eral tariff). Other specified items may be duty free
from preferential sources, but attract a 15 per cent duty
from other sources. Goods not specifically enumerated
attract duties at the rates of 25 per cent (preferential
tariff) and 50 per cent (general tariff).

9. Customs duties and dues and an income tax on
individuals and companies are the main sources of
revenue. In 1963 they amounted to £4,652,934 and
£2,011,841 respectively. In 1964 it is estimated that
they will amount to £5,923,026 and £2,850,000. Rev
enue in 1963 from all sources totaled £9,291,805 and it
is estimated at £ 11,300,323 for 1964. Expenditures
increased from £8,611,613 in 1963 to an estimated
£ 10,209,760 in 1964. The budget surplus of over £ 1
million during the year was the largest in the history
of Fiji. A record expenditure of over £ 14 million is
proposed for 1965.

10. A decision has been taken to prepare an eco
nomic development plan for the period 1966-1970.
whose scope will be wider than that of previous develop
ment plans and will cover all sectors of the economy,
both private and public. The main objective of plan
ning will be to co-ordinate all development activities.
In order to do the technical work entailed by this, a
Central Planning Office has been set up. Government
departments have been engaged in the task of preparing
sectoral and departmental plans for the planning period
1966-1970. These plans will be consolidated into an
over-all draft plan to be presented to the Government
and Legislative Council for approval in 1965.

Social condiiions .
Labour

11. A large proportion of the population is settled
on the land or is self-employed. In 1964 the number of
wage earners was estimated to have increased by 1,000
and totalled about 24,000. This did not include domestic
servants and casual workers such as dockworkers ana
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Political and constitutional developments

3. On 1 July 1964, a membership system of govern
ment adopted earlier in 1964 by the Legislative Coun
cil was introduced in Fiji. This has been described in
the Special Committee's report to the General As
sembly at its nineteenth session. Its purpose is to give
unofficial members of the Executive Council experience
in the kind of responsibilities which they will have to
assume later under a ministerial system. Shortly before
the introduction of the new system the Executive Coun
cil was reconstituted to include six elected members
of the Legislative Council which now form an unof
ficial majority. At the same time as these changes were
made, the size and composition of the Legislative Coun
cil was also changed. It now consists of ten official mem
bers instead of nineteen, but the unofficial membership
remains the same: twelve elected members (four
Fijians, four Indians and four Europeans); two
Indians and two Europeans appointed by the Gov
ernor; and two Fijians elected by the Council of
Chiefs.

4. The Constitutional Conference which was to have
been held in London at the end of 1964 or early in
1965 was delayed to allow time for the membership
system to be established and also at the request of the
members of the Legislative Council, in order to allow
them more time for informal discussions before the
Conference took place. It is now scheduled to open on
26 July 1965, and the eighteen unofficial members of
the Lezislative Council have been invited to attend
and tal;e part in the discussion concerning changes in
the Constitution.

Economic conditions

5. Fiji's economy is based on agriculture. The main
cash crops, sugar and copra, accounted for approxi
mately 95 per cent of the value of all agricultural ex
ports. The amount of sugar produced in 1964 was a
record 307,000 tons, compared with 299,000 tons in
1963, and copra production totalled 41,144 tons, com
pared with 41,244 tons in 1963. Mining, chiefly gold
mining, is the most important non-agricultural in
dustry. The estimated value of minerals in 1964
was £ 1,829,900 compared with an actual value of
£ 1,899,644 in 1963.2

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY

Introduction
1. Information on Fiji is already contained in the

report of the Special Committee to the General As
sembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.l, chap.
XIII, paras. 3-29). Supplementary information on re
cent developments is set out below.'

General

2. At the end of 1964 the population was estimated
to be 456,390, an increase of 15,089 over the previous
year.

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by the United Kingdom uncler Article
73 e of the United Nations Charter, on 12 May 1964.

2 £111 Fijian equal £100 sterling or approximately $280.
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MAURITIUS, SEYCHELLES AND ST. HELENA
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AIAC.I09/PET.360

B. PETITIONS

21. The Special Committee distributed the following
petition concerning Fiji:

at over 1,000 per square mile. The high rate of popula
tion increase continues to pose a problem for the island.

3. In the past, all persons of Indian origin have been
classified in the census statistics as "Indo-Mauritians",
Since 1 September 1964, officials have been instructed
that this classification is no longer to be applied to
Muslims. The population of Indian origin is estimated
at half a million, nearly a quarter of whom are Muslims.

Political and constitutional deuelopmellts
4. As reported by the representative of the United

Kingdom during the last session of the Special Com
mittee, the second stage of constitutional advance,
planned in 1961, was brought into effect on 12 March
1964. The leader of the majority in the Legislative As
sembly, Dr. Ramgoolam of the Labour Party, was des
ignated as Premier. The new Council of Ministers was
formed of representatives of all the political parties in
the following way: six ministers from the Labour Party
(including the Premier); three from the Parti Mauri-

Petitioner
MT. Ajodhya Prasad, Secretary of the

National Congress of Fiji """",

EducatiOJlul conditions
16. Education is provided by the Government, mis

sions, and private bodies. In 1964 the total number of
schools increased by ten and numbered 660, most of
which are maintained by the Fijian Committee and the
Indian Committee. Their enrollment rose by 4,857 to
96,725, representing 21.5 per cent of the total mid-year
population. They were staffed by 3,024 teachers of
whom 82 per cent were classified as trained.

17. Approximately 89 per cent of all schools are
registered, i.e., schools whose grounds, buildings and
equipment satisfy. the requirements of the Educ~tion
Ordinance and which have been approved by the DIrec
tor of Education as schools in which registered teachers
may be employed. The remaining schools are recognized
and are authorized, but the training of their staff and/or
their accommodations have not reached the level re
quired for registration.

18. Primary schools had a total enrolment of 88,849
representing 19.8 per cent of the population. Secondary
schools (including technical and vocational and teacher
training) had a total enrolment of 7,876, or 1.85 per
cent of the population. The three teacher-trai~ing

schools included in secondary schools had a combined
roIl of 229 trainees. The average number of pupils per
teacher in all schools was thirty-one.

19. In 1964 the number of Fijian students attending
institutions overseas on scholarships totalled 159, an
increase of thirteen over the previous year.

20. The estimated gross expenditure on education in
1964 was £ 1,600,000 compared with an actual gross
expenditure of £ 1,474,013 in 1963.

1. M altritius

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

Introduction
1. Information on Mauritius, the Seychelle~ and St.

Helena is contained in the report of the Special Com
mittee to the General Assembly at its nineteenth ses
sion (A/SSOO/Rev.l, chap. XIV, paras. 1-99). Supple
mentary information is set out below.'

General
2. The population of Mauritius wa~ estimated ~t

713381 at the beginning of 1964, as against 681,619 m
July 1962. The p~escnt population density is estimated

1 The information presented in this chapter has been de~ived
from published reports, and from the m~ormatlOn transmitted
-to the Secretary-General by the United Kingdom under Article
-73 e of the United Nations Charter, on 22 June 1964 (Mauri-
tius), 14 September 1964 (Seychelles) and 12 June 1964 (St.
Helena).
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cane cutters. No reliable figures are available concerning
I unemployment. The Labour Department operates an
) employment service and provides facilities for persons

to register for work, but the annual report states that
\ comparatively few persons register themselves as un

employed, principally because of the few vacancies.
More than half of the total labour force is covered by
some form of coIlective bargaining machinery and their
terms and conditions of employment are set out in
negotiated agreements.

12. The general level of wages for unskilled workers
continues to be approximately Is.10d. per hour, and the
average work week is forty-four hours. Sugar mills
and mines have a 48-hour work week. Wage differen
tials are applied to skilled workers and tradesmen.

13. At the end of 1964 there were a total of forty
seven registered industrial associations, but not all ~vere
trade unions. Some' were formed to promote the sectional
interests of employers or producers.. Howeyer, tra~e
unions existed in most of the larger industries, an~ It
was estimated that approximatel~ h~lf the worl~111g
population were members of a U1110n 111 196;1-. Unions
represented workers employed by the following': Gov
ernment municipalities, commerce, sugar mills, the pas
toral industry, oil distribution industry, shipping, steve
doring, gold mining, and the international airport.

Public health
14. In addition to the main hospital located at ~uva,

there are three district hospitals; three special hospitals,
and fourteen smaller hospitals, distributed throughout
the Territory. In 1964 the medical services ~ere staffed
by thirty-five medical and denta.l officers WIth overseas
qualifications and 143 locally trat~ed officers. ,The nurs
ing staff consisted of 114. nursmg s!sters m general
hospitals and twenty-three 111 the speCial. Lepr?sy Hos
pital, and 414 locally trained. nurses 111c1ud111g male
nurses.

15. The total expenditure on medical. services i?
1964 was estimated at £ 1,040,643, and capital expendi
ture at £254,600.
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Economic conditions

12. The total production of sugar in 1963 amounted
to 685,500 metric tons, compared with 532,518 tons in
1962 and 553,259 tons in 1961. With the exception of
some 26,500 tons consumed locally, the whole of the
production was exported, mainly to the United King
dom. The quota of sugar for Mauritius exportable under
the terms of the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement
amounted to 351,750 tons. The price was £46.0.10tl.
per long ton.

13. Tea production amounted to 3,256,891 pounds
in 1963, compared with 2,799,627 pounds in 1962. In
1961 the Mauritius Government had introduced a five
year tea development programme which aimed at plant
ing 2,500 acres of tea by mid-1965. The total acreage
was estimated at 5,600 acres in 1963. A Tea Control
Board was set up to regulate the tea industry. Nearly
two thirds of the 1963 crop was exported.

14. In 1963, the value of imports amounted to
Rs.333,116,2922 and that of exports to RsA27,782,619.
Approximately 28 per cent of all imports originated
from the United Kingdom (32.4 per cent in 1961) and
69 per cent of exports were directed there (82 per
cent in 1% l ). The principal export items were sugar
(574,300 tons), molasses (109,770 tons), rum (326
hectoIitres) and tea (987 tons).

15. Ordinary recurrent revenue for the year ended
30 June 1963 was Rs.162,819,688, compared with
Rs.154,565,508 in the previous year. Recurrent expendi
ture amounted to Rs.167,946,018 and Rs.156,045,487
respectively. Capital expenditure in 1963 amounted to
Rs.64,109,150.

2 One Mauritius rupee is equivalent to 1s.6d. sterling; 1
million rupees to £70,000 sterling.

16. The Reconstruction and Development Pro
gramme, 1960-1965, envisaged a total expenditure of
Rs.354 million. Actual total expenditure at 30 June
1963 was Rs.161,891,228, of which Rs.64.11 million
were spent during 1962-1963, Rs.52.05 million during
1961-1962 and RsA5.73 million during 1960-1961.

17. In addition to Iow-cost housing, major projects
included the construction of new harbour installations
at Port Louis, the development of the international
airport at Plaisance, the construction of a new trunk
road between Port Louis and Phoenix, improvement
of other roads, bridges and sewerage systems and the
provision of services such as electricity, irrigation and
domestic water supplies. Substantial allocations (Rs.25
million) were also made for loans towards the develop
ment of secondary industries and agricultural diversi
fication.

18. Under the Government's declared policy of ex
panding the tourist industry, a sum of Rs.1,645,560 has
been provided in the Capital Expenc1iture programme
for the development of hotels. A Tourist Advisorv
Board advises the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and
External Communications on all matters connected with
tourism.

19. Technical assistance reportedly was offered by
the Government of India to Mauritius when the Premier
and other ministers of Mauritius visited India in Janu
ary 1965. An Indian expert on the textile industry
was to visit the Territory to study the possibility of
introducing this industry.
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cien Social Democrate ; two from the Independent
Forward Bloc; two from the Muslim Committee of
Action j and one independent.

5. The date of the next constitutional talks on the
political progress of the Territory was discussed during
the negotiations on the formation of an all-party Gov
ernment. It was then agreed that these talks would be
held during the third year of tht: life of the present
legislature, namely during the twelve months beginning
22 October 1965.

6. In November 1964, the deputy leader of the Parti
Mauricien Social Dernocrate, Mr. Gaetan Duval, re
portedly had talks in London with Mr. Anthony Green
woed, the new Secretary of State for the Colonies,
following which he declared that the date of the future
talks on the constitutional development of Mauritius
would not bp. advanced without the agreement of his
party. On the other hand, the Premier, Dr. Ramgoolam,
proposed to the other ministers in the Government on
30 December that they should immediately begin dis
cussions in order to draw up the main lines of negotia
tion with the United Kingdom.

7. The Secretary of State for the Colonies visited
the Territory from 5 to 11 April 1965, and had talks
with Government ministers and leaders of political
parties about economic and political problems and the
future of the island. On his return to London he ex
pressed the hope that it would be possible to have a
conference in London later in 1965 at which all out
standing constitutional problems could be discussed.

8. Large demonstrations and mass rallies were or
ganized by the major political parties during the visit
of 1\-11'. Greenwood to the Territory, some in support of
integration with the United Kinzdom and some for in
dependence. Tension and the thr;'1.t of public disorder is
reported to have le~ the Pol!ce Commissioner, on 16
April, to ban all public processions and meetings for two
weeks. On 1 May, clashes occurred between the par
tisans of the two main political parties in the capital and
other areas of the island. On 13 May, it was announced
that British troops would be flown into Mauritius to
help maintain law and order. The next day a state of
emergency was declared by the Governor.

9. It is reported that a round-table conference of
leaders of political parties is to be convened shortly by
the Governor,

10. The two principal political parties are the Labour
Party and the Parti Mauricien Social Democrate (pre
viously the Parti Mauricien), The Labour Party has
expressed its belief that the Territory should become
an independent nation within the Commonwealth rather
than conclude an association with the United Kingdom
or another independent African country. The Parti
Mauricien Social Dernocrate is the main "Opposition"
party, although it has joined in the All-Party Govern
ment of Mauritius. While stressing the need to solve the
economic and social problems of Mauritius before its
final status is decided, the party has favoured "close
and effective union" with the United Kingdom in the
future.

11. Other political parties include the Independent
Forward Bloc, the Muslim Committee of Action (allied
to the Labour Party), the Peoples Progressive Party,
the Tamil United Party (allied to the Parti Mauricien
Social Democrate) and the Muslim Democratic League.

J.



2. Seychelles

General

30. At 30 June 1963, the population of the Sey
chelles was estimated at 45,089, compared with 43,748
the year before. With an average density of 450 per
square mile, the Territory is beginning to face the
problem of over-population. The rate of population in
crease over the last few years has reached 3.65 per cent.

Political and constitutional developments

31. Unofficial sources indicate that, during the past
year or so, the question of the future status of the
Seychelle;; has bee~ wi?ely deba~ed. in the Territory,
whether 111 the Legislative Council, 111 the Press or in
public meetings.

32. In February 1964, a motion was adopted by the
Legislative Council requesting the Government of the
Seychelles to explore with the United Kingdom Gov
ernment the possibility of an early conference to discuss
the future status of the Seychelles, in order to;

(a) Find out Wh~l.t the British Government's feelings
are about the question of a Seychelles integration with
the United Kingdom, and/or

(b) Seek an unequivocal declaration from the British
Government that the Seychelles can remain British.
The motion was carried by a majority of the unofficial
and elected members of the Legislative Council, while
the official members of the Council abstained from ex
pressing any views on the motion.

33. In October 1964, reports and discussions in the
Legislative Council referred to a statement by the
Secretary of State for the Colonies to the effect that the
British Government had no wish to take the initiative in
suggesting any change in the relationship between Bri
tain and the Seychelles. Mr. G. P. Lloyd, a member of
the Seychelles Government (Colonial Secretary). said
that the British Government had left to Seychelles the
initiative in proposing any change in the relationship
between the Territory and Britain which the people of
Seychelles may in the future want. He went on to say:

"I say 'People of Seychelles' not 'Government of
Seychelles' advisedly; for I am well aware that it

Educational conditions

26. The number of children of school age from the
ages of five and six to eleven and twelve was estimated
at 167,300 in 1963. The number of students enrolled in
primary schools increased from 119,160 in 1962 to
120,049 in 1963, although actual attendance decreased
from 102,652 to 96,786. This was attributed to the
agricultural nature of Mauritian society. The number
of students in secondary schools increased from 26,861
in 1962 to 28,134 in 1963. Students in the Teachers'
Training College numbered 567 during the school year
1963-1964, against 575 during e:e previous year. The
number of teachers who completed the two-year course
in 1963 was 313. There were approximately 1,075

=r:=::~S~=~--:mdum ~::::::~ "3
unted { Labour higher education. studying abroad in institutions of

lUS in Q 20. Unemployment is a major problem in Mauritius. 27. The total number of primary schools in 1963
ion of ,The census of 1962 showed that over 10,000 wage- was 325, of which 129 were Government schools, 73
)f the earners were unemployed. In addition, the total number were subsidized and 123 were private schools. Of the
King- of persons above the age of fifteen who had left school secondary schools four were Government schools, thir-
under 1,1 but had never worked amounted to approximately teen were subsidized and 93 were private. Five new
ement it 12,600. The number of unemployed in 1964 was re- schools were to be opened by the Government at the
llOd. ~ parted to be relatively higher owing to a low sugar beginning of 1965, according to unofficial sources. Plans

f) crop. were also being made for the creation of "The Univer-
~ sity College of Mauritius" from Colonial Development

[\ 21. During the first six months of the year which and Welfare Funds.
I) constitute the intercrop period for the sugar industry,
11 the large sugar estates decrease their labour force by 28. Six scholarships are awarded annually by the
~ some 4,600 persons. In addition, a large number of Mauritian Government to the best students from sec-

~
~l" • 1 1 I b ondary schools for higher education overseas. Fifteen

a~r!cu turn a curers are nor~1ally faid off by in- scholarships are awarded to Mauritian students under
dividual planters at the completion of ~~he harvest. In

i order partially to offset the effects or seasonal employ- the Commonwealth Scholarship Plan and Teacher

.,l
.~ ment in the sugar industry, an ordinance was passed Training Scheme. Scholarships are also granted by
• by the Legislative Council in November 1963 whereby various foreign Governments and institutions.

persons who have worked with an employer for not 29. Actual recurrent expenditure on education
'f less than 80 per cent of his :.arvest period are entitled amounted to Rs.22,785,860 in the financial year 1962-
11, to work with that employer on every working day until 1963, compared with Rs.20,655,161 during the previous

the following harvest. Workers with between 70 and year. Capital expenditure on education amounted to
80 per cent attendance during that period are entitled to Rs.2,839,664.
intercrop employment to a proportionate amount.

22. The total number of workers employed by the
sugar millers' estates in March 1963 was 35,924 (in-

labourers) ; in September the number rose to 42,722.

23. Simultaneously, with the slack period in the
sugar industry, a considerable reduction occurs in the
labour force employed on the docks and in shipping.
The unemployment situation in Mauritius has led to a
growing demand for emigration, principally to the
United Kingdom. In 1963, a total of 1,007 applications
were transmitted by the Employment Service to the
Ministry of Labour in the United Kingdom, as against
249 in the previous year. The number of those whose
applications for employment in the United Kingdom
were granted was 305.

Fltblic health
24. Expenditure on public health for the financial

year 1962-1963 amounted to Rs.18,252,206, or roughly
10.8 per cent of the total budget. In the previous year,
expenditure on health had amounted to Rs.l7,426,996.

25. Deaths from tuberculosis numbered 108 in 1963,
compared with 69 in 1962 and 75 in 1961. Infant
mortality in 1963 was 59.3 per thousand, compared
with 60.1 in 1962, and 62.0 in 1961. This decline in
infant mortality started in 1946 and is attributed to
improved public health conditions.
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may be inappropriate and might appear undemocratic nuts consumed locally or made into oil or soap were I services of t
if a Government composed largely of officials, many equal to 1,263 tons of copra, Fluctuations in the price . abroad was
of whom are expatriates, were to take the lead in a of copra (f.o.b.) from 1960 to 1963 were as follows: 45. It was
matter of this kind. Ym Rqer 1011 I £ 10,000 hat

"How are the people of Seychelles to express their 1960 986 \ ment and VI
wishes? In my view, the proper way for them to do 1961 .. · ...... · .. •........ · .. · .... •.. ·...... 804 agricultural

Fo;'.m~~~:~ ~~ f.e~~~ :;e~;~:;~, °lln~' u~~~~~~i 1962 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 186,'1.' ~~~~:~:~~.i
adult suffrage here, the franchise is certainly already 1963 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 903 . cultural lab
so wide that those who are elected have a reasonable Other principal crops were as follows:
claim to represent the people, a claim far better than Quaulily l'aluI ( Pttb

6
lic healt

anyone else. Cinnamon (lOllS) (rupees). 4 . Expe
"Some political parties in the territory may hold Bark. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1,007.25 725,089 I of the Terri

different views about constitutioi.al change from the Leaf oil 66 595,839 :~. 14 per cent
present elected members. The proper course for these Quills...................... 9 33,186 47. In 1(
parties is to seek the support of the electorate through Vanilla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,056 (kgs.) 85,917 panded Pro
normal democratic means. The Government will de- Patchouli. •. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 33.25 109,198 ~ chelles will
fend their right to do this. But it will countenance venereal dis
no attempts anyone may make to achieve his ends by 37. Expenditure by the Government on agriculture .~ has been ris
intimidation, by violence, by sedition. I do not say amounted to Rs.1,234,790 in 1963. Under the small- \ five years, a
there have yet been such attempts. I do say that holders scheme, the Government provides land to it necessary
many people fear there may be. I say too that Gov- lab?urers for cultiv~tio~: there were 100 such holdings, j 48. No
ernment is determined to take whatever measures mainly five acres In Size, by the end of 1963. Tea. , reported in
may be necessary to maintain law and order, increas- growing is another scheme being encouraged by the I
ing the strength of the Police Force should it consider Government. There is an Agricultural Bank which has j Educationa;
an increase is required. And it follows from what the been granting loans to planters for development pur- f 49. The
Secretary of State has said that in the maintenance poses. 1 from 7,745
of law and order. as in other fields, the support and 38. A new system of land survey and title registra- .I a' Is) in 1
assistance of the British Government can be counted tion is reportedly being introduced in the Territory. !] ~~rlOols1 (6,9
on, as in the past, if this is wanted." 39. All copra is exported by the Seychelles Copra ~ number of s

On 23 October the Legislative Council unanimously Association. In 1963, the copra actually exported ~ were 1,328 •
adopted a motion expressing satisfaction with the state- amounted to 5,279 tons valued at Rs.4,769,628, as M students at
ment of the Secretary of State for the Colonies. against 5,767 tons valued at Rs.4,533,915 in 1962. 'l ber of pupil

34. At the time of the 1963 elections for the Legisla- 40. The total volume of trade for the years 1961 to twenty. Th
tive Council there were two contending parties, the 1963 is shown in the fol!owing table (value in rupees) : ~. abroad was
Taxpayers and Producers Association, and the United 50. The
Party. The former party won two seats, the independ- 1961 1962 1963 1965: the
ents supported by the United Party won two seats and Total imports 12,011,349 12,781,410 14,600,786 11 of four and
the fifth seat was captured by an independent supported Domestic exports 6,643,394 7,301,886 6,867,269 i. followed by
by both groups. The Taxpayers and Producers Associa- Re-exports. . . . . . . . . 70,960 94,500 secondary s
tion was dissolved in February 1965, and replaced by Total exports 6,714,354 7,396,386 6,867,269 51. Gove
the Seychelles Farmers Association, which was to de- Volume of trade 18,725,703 20,177,796 21,468,055 to Rs.l,405
vote itself to the interests of planters and farmers. budget) of

35. According to information from unofficial sources, 41. Total public revenue in 1963 was estimated at nature.
the parties now active in the Seychelles are the fol- Rs.9,150,535, of which nearly 6.5 million were from 52. Gove
I . local sources, the remainder being from United King-
owmg: d f d R t di dit grant from tom un s. ecurren or mary expen I ure was

(a) The Seychelles Islanders United Party, whose Rs.7,863,703, while expenditure on Colonial Develop- for specific
President is Mr. R. jumeau. The party has the general ment and Welfare schemes amounted to Rs.l,236,832. Developmen
aim of raising the standard of living in the islands; by students42. In 1964, the Seychelles Government was reported .

(b) The Seychelles People's United Party, whose to have introduced certain tax reforms such as the
leader is Mr. F. A. Rene. The party has been in favour reduction of the copra export duty and the adjustment
of speedy political progress and independence for the of the income tax rates.
Seychelles. It has criticized the British colonial ad-
ministration for "economic neglect and inefficiency"; 4·3. Under a new development plan for the year

(c) The Seychelles Democratic Party, headed by Mr. ending 31 March 1966, funds anticipated from the
]. R. Man-Cham, which is opposed to independence; United Kingdom would amount to $1.5 million and

would be apportioned as follows: natural resources
(d) The Seychelles Archipelago Action Group, 35.6 per cent; social services, 28.9 per cent; works and

whose President is Mr. Francois Delpech. communications, 28.4 per cent; tourism, 2.8 per cent;
miscellaneous, 1.6 per cent; uncommitted balance, 2.7
per cent. A loan not exceeding 1-1/3 million rupees is
to be raised locally for development purposes.

Social conditions

Labour

44. In 1963, the employment situation improved
owing to increased activity in the building industry.
T·he number of Seychellois who benefited from the

8 One Seychellois rupee is equivalent to Is.6d.; 1 million
rupees to £70,000.

Economic conditions

36. The production of copra (the principal export)
increased from 5,362 tons in 1962 to 5,703 tons in
1963, the value of which amounted to nearly 5.2 million
rupees." The 1964 crop of over 7,000 tons was the
highest production figure since 1957. In addition, coco-

),
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services of the Labour Office in obtaining employment
abroad was 450.
45. It was reported in August 1964 that a grant of

£ 10,000 had been approved by the Colonial Develop
ment and Welfare Fund towards providing homes for
ngrlcultural labourers, Subsidies of up to £ 100 a house
would be paid to estate owners to meet the cost of
erecting permanent housing on their estates for agri
cultural labour.

Public health

46. Expenditure on the medical and health services
of the Territory in 1963 amounted to Rs.l,150,192, or
14 per cent of the total budget.

47. In 1965-1966, under the United Nations Ex
panded Programme of Technical Assistance, the Sey
chelles wil! receive assi~ta!lce in a campaign against
venereal diseases, The incidence of venereal diseases
has been rising progressively during the last four or
five years, and the seriousness of the problem has made
it necessary to ask for international help.

48. No other significant developments have been
reported in the field of health.

Educational conditions

49. The number of children in all schools increased
f~om 7?45 in 1962 to 8,369 (4,08? boys and 4,284
girls) m 1963. The number of children in primary
schools (6,987) constituted 89 per cent of the estimated
number of school-age children in the Territory. There
were 1,328 students in secondary schools and thirty-one
students at the Teachers Training College. The num
ber of pupils at the Technical Woodwork Centre was
twenty. The number of students undergoing training
abroad was nineteen.

50. The educational system is to be modified in
1965: the primary course will take six years instead
of four and will be available to all children' it will be
followed by junior secondary schools (two years) and
secondary schools (three years) on a restrictive basis.

51. Government expenditure on education amounted
to Rs.l,405,510 in 1963 (14.3 per cent of the total
budget) of which Rs.135,400 was of a non-recurrent
nature.

52. Government expenditure is supplemented by a
grant from the United Kingdom Government by grants
for specific development projects from Com~onwealth
Development and Welfare funds and from fees payable
by students following post-primary courses.

3. St. H ilen«
General

53. The estimated population of St. Helena at the
end of 1963 was 4,613, compared with 4,700 in 1961.
The number of persons who emigrated from the island
in 1963 was 105. No recent figures are available on the
populations of Ascension Island and Tristan da Cunha
the two dependencies of St. Helena, '

Political and constitutional developments

54. No changes have been reported in the political
and constitutional fields since the Special Committee
considered St. Helena in 1964.

Economic conditions

SS. Some two thirds of the total area of St. Helena
(forty-seven square miles) consist of semi-barren land,

the remainder being under pasture, forests, flax and
other secondary crops. Efforts have been made recently
at reclaiming some of the waste lands. Some of the
grazing areas are communally grazed under the control
of the Government. The estimated area and production
of each crop in 1963 are shown below:

Area ProtItlclion
Crop (IJCrc:) (Ion:)

Flax (fibre and tow) ....•••.....•. 3,350 1,016
Potatoes .... , . . . . . . • • . . . • • . •. '" 100 200
Sweet potatoes tiO 60
Vegetables 200 400
Cereals ..•....•................... 50 20
Fodder (green) 200 600

56. Progress has been reported in the field of af
forestation. The objectives of afforestation are soil
and water conservation, land reclamation and the
provision of fuel. The total number of trees planted
in 1963 was 10,000.

57. The production of fibre, tow and rope in 1963
compared with that of 1962, was as follows: '

Ton: VO/tIC in pound:

Fibre 780 (966) 62,114 (60,658)
Tow 195 (288) 8,142 (9,298)
Rope and twine 41 (50) 4,500 (5,308)

58. The value of St. Helena's exports in 1963 was
£88,019, all of which went to four countries: the
United Kingdom (54.97 per cent), South Africa
(41.24 per cent), Italy (3.34 per cent) and the
Netherlands (0.45 per cent). Imports amounted to
£279,678.

59. In 1963, total public revenue was estimated at
£313,205, of which £185,596 was from United King
dom sources. Estimated expenditure was £313,205.

60. The Territory has received development grants
mainly from Colonial Development and Welfare funds:
In 1963, nearly £ 15,000 were spent on the develop
ment of natural resources and water supplies. The
sam~ amount was .to be, spent e!ich year until 1966,
particularly on agriculture, road Improvement electric
power distribution, housing and education. '

61. A plan for the construction of a harbour at
Tristan da Cunha was announced by the United King
dom Government in November 1964, and work is
reported to have already started. The total cost of
the project is of the order of £80,000, to be provided
from Colonial Development and Welfare funds. Ac
cording' to Press reports, a concession has been granted
to a ship-broking firm to build a deep-freeze plant to
develop the fishing potential of St. Helena,

Social conditions
Labour
62. Figures relating to the labour force and to

unemployment registered only slight changes in 1963.
The number of persons receiving unemployment relief
in 1964 was ninety-eight. An emigration scheme was
introduced several years ago under which young men
would obtain jobs in the United Kingdom and part of
their fares would be paid. However, requests for this
assistance have been scarce and consideration is being
given to providing additional financial assistance.

Public healtlt
63. No significant changes have been reported in

the field of public health.
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CHAPTER XIV

NIUE AND TOKELAU ISLANDS
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66. There were eight students from St. Helena
studying in the United Kingdom in 1964.

67. Educational expenditure was estimated at
£20,507 in 1963, or 9.2 per cent of the total govern-
ment expenditure. ·t

I

B. PETITIONS

68. The Special Committee circulated the following
petitions concerning Mauritius:

Petitioner Duel"n,'.'
Mr. T. Sibsurun, Secretary-

General, The Mauritius
Peoples Progressive Party :\IAC.109/PET.378 and Add.I

Mr. G. G. Pillay, Secretary.
General of the Mauritius
Socialist Organization, Lon-
don ..................•••. A/AC.109/PET.420

£ 10.19s.9d. per head of population. In 1963 the birth
rate and death rate were 43.05 and 6.33 per 1,000
population. The infant mortality rate was 18 per
1,000 live births.
Educational cOllditions

6. Education is free and compulsory between the
ages of six and fourteen, but most children remain at
school until they reach sixteen. At 31 March 1964,
1,376 primary and 154 post-primary pupils were en
rolled in the schools. An additional thirty-two students
were enrolled in the Teachers' Training Centre, and
thirty-three were studying in New Zealand under the
New Zealand Government Scholarship Scheme. Educa
tional expenditure totalled £70,090 for the year ending
31 March 1964, as compared with £52,635 the previous
year.

2. Tokelaa Islands

General
7. An official count of the population on 25 Septem

ber 1963 showed 1,899 persons, an increase of ninety
nine since 1961.

Economic conditions
8. The annual deficit between revenue and ex

penditure continues to be met by subsidies by the New
Zealand Government. Expenditure during the year
under review amounted to £42,732 and was mainly
devoted to the cost of administration and the provision
of social services. Information is not available con
cerning revenue.

Social .:mditions
9. A three-year tuberculosis campaign was com

pleted in 1963 under the direction 01 WHO, and a
five-year follow-up campaign was to be conducted
commencing in September 1964.

Educational conditions
10. Government schools are staffed by eighteen

Tokelauan teachers. Attendance at all schools is re- :1
ported to be very close to 100 per cent. At 31 March'j
1964, seven students were studying in New Zealand
under the Government Scholarship Scheme, and twenty
seven students were studying or in training in various
schools in Western Samoa and Fiji.

Edllcatiollal co"ditio"s
64. The total number of students in 1963 was 1,180,

or approximately 26 per cent of the island population.

65. There were sixty-one full-time and five part
time teachers, all of whom were recruited locally.
Teachers are trained by the Education Officer and the
two Assistant Education Officers. Training includes a
one-year course followed by two years of actual teach
ing. Under a new policy some of the teachers are
selected for a three-year overseas course leading to the
United Kingdom Certificate in Education. Parallel to
this, some of the senior teachers are sent on short
courses in the United Kingdom. In 1963, two head
teachers returned from such courses. In 1964, there
were six teachers with recognized United Kingdom
teaching qualifications. ~

General
2. At 31 March 1964 the population of Niue was

calculated at 5,044, an increase of 149 over the previous
year.
Economic conditions

3. Nine's economy continues to be based on sub
sistence agriculture and fishing, and the production of
a few cash crops and handicraft articles for export.
In 1963 exports and imports amounted to £51,185
and £ 163,443 respectively. The yearly deficit between
revenue and expenditure is met by fixed grants for
general and capital purposes for three-year periods
from the New Zealand Government. The Niue Island
Assembly is responsible for the budgeting and appro
priation of all expenditure including the grants from
New Zealand. In 1963-1964, receipts and expenditures
were £ 194,175 and £382,436 respectively, and the
grant contributed by New Zealand amounted to
£285,800. The corresponding figures for 1962-1963
were £ 181,206, £422,462 and £272,000.

Social conditions

Labour
4. No labour unions have been registered in Niue.

The basic wage rate for unskilled labour is 1s.9d. per
hour, and for skilled labour the rate varies.

Public health
5. Expenditure on health services for the year

ending 31 March 1964 was £55,424, amounting to

1 The :'1formation presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by New Zealand under Article 73e of
the United Nations Charter, on 29 January 1964, covering the
year 1 April 1962-31 March 1963.

INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

Introduction
1. Information on Niue and the Tokelau Islands is

already contained in the Special Committee's report to
the General Assembly at its nineteenth session (AI
5800/Rev.l, chap. XV, paras. 30-54). Supplementary
information on recent developments concerning the
Territories is set out below.'

1. Nillc
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CHAPTER XV

AMERICAN SAMOA

CHAPTER XVI

GUAM

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by the United States of America
under Article 73e of the United Nations Charter, on 8 Decem
ber 1964, covering the year ending 30 June 1963,

..

paras. 1-18). Supplementary information is set out
below.'

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by the United States of America
under Article 73e of the United Nations Charter, on 13 No
vember 1964, covering the year ending 30 June 1963.

Labour
6. There are no labour organizations in the Terri

tory. The total labour force in 1963 was 3,594, of
whom 2,292 were employed by the Government. There
is a shortage of both skilled and unskilled labour, due
to the heavy demands of the Government's develop
ment programme and the growth of new industrial
opportunity. In April 1965, the Samoa Legislature
reportedly passed a bill whereby the minimum wage
would be increased to $.49 per hour or $1,018 per
year. The effect of the new law wiil be to raise the
salaries of nearly 800 government employees, mainly
labourers and semi-skilled workers.

e«blic health
7. Free medical and dental care is provided to the

inhabitants of the Territory. There is a small charge
for in-patient hospital care. The total number of hospital
beds in 1963 was 194 j the number of qualified phy
sicians varied from three to six. In addition, there
were eleven Samoan medical practitioners, one dental
surgeon and four Samoan dental practitioners. Total
expenditures on medical services increased from
$702,201 in 1961-1962, to $818,891 in 1962-1963.

Educational conditions
8. During 1963, the number of Government schools

increased from forty-five to fifty-eight and private
schools increased from five to six. The number of pupils
in Government schools increased from 5,474 to 6,316
and pupils in private schools increased from 1,287 to
1,408. The total number of children of school age was
estimated at 8,008. The three new high school buildings
completed at the end of the previous year were in
full use, and about 850 high school students were in
classrooms. Over 500 new students were admitted
during the 1962-1963 school year, and the admission
level to high schools more than tripled that of the
previous year,

9. New scholarship grants during this period were
made by the Government to thirty-one students to study
at twenty-two different institutions. Continuing scholar
ship grants were made to twenty-nine students. In
addition to Government scholarship students attending
overseas institutions, there were approximately forty
other American Samoans attending colleges without
Government assistance.

5. Local revenue totalled $1,685,209 for the fiscal
year 1962.1963, an increase of $364,209 over thepre
ceding year. Congressional grants and direct appropria
tions totalled $13,044,000, an increase of $3,438,600
over the preceding year.

Sodal condition«

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY

Introduction

1. Information on Guam is already contained in the
Special Committee's report to the General Assembly
at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.!, chap. XVII,

Economic conditioll~'

3. While the economy 0: the Territory is based on
the subsistence growing of crops such as bananas,
breadfruit, taro, coconuts, and the like, as well as on
fishing and the raising of poultry, there has been
a steady shift among Samoans away from agricultural
work to wage-earning jobs. Much of American Samoa's
food supply now comes from Tonga and Western
Samoa. The Department of Agriculture carries active
programmes in agricultural extension and the control
of animal and plant pests.

4. In 1%3, American Samoa entered into the
second phase of the development programme put in
motion in 1961. The results of the programme were
visible in various ways: ship cargo imports through the
port of Pago Page increased from 22,473 to 41,473
tons j exports rose from 13,520 to 20,008 tons. Inbound
air cargo rose from 58,184 to 128,688 pounds, outbound
from 6,591 to 23,744 pounds after the new Interna
tional Airport of Pago Pago was opened for regular
traffic. The value of exports in all categories increased
from $7,909,351 to $12,696,205. The increase in exports
was due chiefly to major increases in the value of
exports from American Samoa's principal industry,
tuna fishing and packing. The increase in imports was
primarily due to government construction, and materials
for new industries. Work was started on the construc
tion of a fish cannery, a can factory and a coconut
processing plant which were licensed during the year.

INFORMAT~ON ON THE TERRITORY

Illtroduction

1. Information on American Samoa is already con
tained in the Special Committee's report to the General
Assembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.!,
chap. XVI, paras. 1-26). Supplementary information

i is set out below.'

Political and constitutional developments

2. The Constitution of American Samoa provides
for the automatic revision or amendment of the Con
stitution at the end of five years from its coming into
force, namely, in 1965. It is reported that the Constitu
tional Committee appointed to undertake the review

i has recently been holding hearings on proposals for
the revision of certain sections of the Constitution.

~
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2. The total population of Guam in 1964 was esti- initiated in 1964 under the Manpower Development 1~~tpSe~r

mated at 67,000. and Training Act, for the training of clerk-typists and ' approxit
automotive mechanics. '

9. The civilian labour force totals approximately I,.
14,000 persons. There is virtually full employment and I
the minimum wage for common labour is $1.00 an hour, I
and where the federal minimum wage law applies, the
minimum is $1.25. However, the wages actually paid ~
to even semi-skilled workers are two or three times
higher than this legal minimum. Federal social security I'
programmes apply to Guam, ~

Public health

10. The Department of Medical Services in 1963 I
had a staff of 425, compared with 409 in 1962. It had ~
a full-time complement of fifteen medical officers and
there were 191 positions in the nursing service. The I

Guam Memorial Hospital had a total of 172 beds; the ~
United States Naval Hospital receives the overflow of
patients from the Memorial Hospital. General fund
expenditures for the Department of Medical Services
in 1963 totalled $2,261,999, approximately the same it
as the previous year. Appropriations for medical ser- I
vices in 1964 amounted to $2,916,756. I

Educational cOllditions 'l
11. In 1962-1963, the public schools of Guam con

sisted of twenty elementary schools and seven secondary
schools. Total enrolment in 1964 was 15,234 students.
The number of teachers increased from 775 to 885
between 1961 and 1964.

12. Major capital improvements in the field of edu
cation included the completion in September 1962 of
a new high school with facilities for 750 students and
of an elementary school in 1963 with facilities for
720 students. Under the development and rehabilitation ii,.1

programme, the following were to be built in 1964
1965: one high school, two junior high schools, six
elementary schools, a trade and technical school a col
lege library and a college classroom building.'

13. The College of Guam in 1963 was granted ac- ~~!.'••,
creditation as a four-year institution of higher learning.
It had a total enrolment of 316 full-time and 454 part
time students during the fall semester 1963-1964.

14. General fund expenditures for the Department ,1'
of Education amounted to $4,374,750 in 1963, approxi
mately 25 per cent of general fund expenditures, or t.l
20 per cent of total government expenditures. In 1964 ~
appropriations amounted to $4,277,088. '

FlIcal $141'

Economic condition»

3. The economy of Guam still benefits from military
and other governmental expenditures. Agriculture is
limited to subsistence crops such as coconut and fruit
trees; fishing and the raising of poultry are of con
siderable importance to the Territory.

4. The volume and value, in United States dollars,
of Guam's trade over the last three years are shown
in the following table:

1"'~Dn'.r EK~Dril

VDIIIC TDnnDDc VDI,,.
$ ,

1962 101,487 20,717,273 37,201 6,352,605
1963 139,530 30,366,576 39,964 7,259,662
1964 178,440 42,222,765 45,622 8,827,690

Approximately 70 per cent of all imports came from
the United States and 77 per cent of all exports went
to the United States and the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands.

5. The total public revenue for the fiscal year ended
June 1964 was $22,821,794, compared with $20,152,000
in 1963. TOLa1 expenditure during the same period
amounted to $22,215,542, compared with $21,195,000.

6. As a result of the two typhoons which hit the
island in 1962 and 1963, many Government facilities
were destroyed or damaged, thus creating the need
for funds for rehabilitation. The immediate financial
crisis was solved by reverting to surplus some $1.5 mil
lion previously appropriated for capital improvement
projects, and through some $16 million allocated to
Guam by the Federal Office of Emergency Planning.
Additional assistance was requested by the United
States Congress on a loan basis. With these aids Guam
was able to close the fiscal year without a deficit.

7. The ten-year development programme drawn up
by the Government after the typhoons provides for
the development of the Territory's social and economic
potential to a greater level of self-sufficiency. This pro
gramme recognizes that, in addition to improving agri
culture and fishing, it is necessary to provide for train
ing in new skills and to encourage the establishment
of new manufacturing industries in Guam. The pro
gramme contemplates an expenditure of approximately
$83 million, including $45 million in federal loans and
grants. Some beginnings were reported in industries
such as the manufacture of shirts, the proc -ing of
heart of palms, handicrafts and tourism.

Social conditions
Labour

8. Due to the shortage of competent local labour
to meet the demand for skilled workers, there is still

DDcu"""t No.

CHAPTER XVII

TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY

Introdudion

1. Information on the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands is already contained in the report of the Special
Committee to the General Assembly at its nineteenth

session (A/58oo/Rev.l, chap. XVIII, paras. 1-19).
Supplementary information is set out below.

General
2. At the 30 June 1964 census, the population of

the Territory was 88,215 compared with 80,980 two
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Economic conditions
10. Copra continued to be the main cash crop of

the Territory. Export revenue for copra in 1963-1964
amounted to $2,295,448, compared with $1,922,400 in
1963. In 1964, an American fishing company began
constructing a major fishing operations plant in the
Palau district under an agreement providing for train
ing Micronesians as tuna fishermen. Exports by the
Company in the first year were 'Valued at $291,761.
A Micronesian-owned firm has been established, which
will sell its catch to the American company. First steps
to promote tourism are being taken in Saipan and in
the Palau group. The co-operative and credit union
movements are expanding. In April 1965, a contract
was signed with a leading economic development con
sulting firm to undertake a two-year economic develop
ment programme for Micronesia.

11. The following table shows public finances:

Public Service
8. On 30 June 1964, the Government of the Trust

Territory employed 108 Micronesians in senior, profes
sional and executive posts, 1,250 in professional, admin
istrative and protective posts and 1,473 in crafts,
domestic work or as labourers, compared with 30,
1,051 and 1,110 respectively two years previously. Over
the same period, the number of non-indigenous officials
increased from 241 to 319.

9. In all six administrative districts, the second
senior administrative posts are now held by Micro
nesians. All district medical directors, hospital adminis
trators, school superintendents and finance officers are
Micronesians, as are a number of senior officials at
the Trust Territory headquarters.

7. The Congress of Micronesia has powers on all
rightful subjects of legislation, except that no legislation
may be inconsistent with the following: (a) treaties
or international agreements of the United States; (b)
laws of the United States applicable to the Trust Ter
ritory; (c) Executive Orders of the President of the
United States and orders of the Secretary of the In
terior; or (d) sections 1 through 12 (Bill of Rights)
of the Code of the Trust Territory. The new Congress
will have power to levy taxes and to participate in
the preparation of the annual budget of the Trust
Territory. Bills passed by the Congress may be vetoed
by the High Commissioner; however, legislation twice
vetoed by the High Commissioner must be referred to
the Secretary of the Interior for further action.

Addendum to agenda item 23

C01lstittttional dooetoPlllC1lt
3. Under the Code of the Trust Territory, the basic

law of the land, the executive, legislative and adminis
trativeauthority of the Government Ot the Territory
is vested in the High Commissioner appointed by the
President of the United States and subject to the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior of the United
States. However, as the Special Committee was in
formed when last it examined the situation in the
Trust Territory, the situation concerning legislation
has been modified by Order No. 2882 issued by the
Secretary of the Interior on 28 September 1964, which
established the Congress of Micronesia with legislative
powers in place of the previous Council of Micronesia
with purely advisory powers.

4. Under the Order, the first general elections to
the Congress of Micronesia were held on 19 January
1965 and the first regular session of the Congress was
to be held in July 1965. The Congress of Micronesia
is made up of two Houses-the General Assembly and
the House of Delegates. The former consists of twenty
one members, called Assemblymen, who are elected
from the districts on a population basis. The latter body
comprises twelve delegates; each of the six administra
tive districts elects two delegates.

5. The Order prescribes that all residents of the
Trust Territory who are citizens of the Trust Territory
and 18 years of age or over are eligible to vote in
elections of the Congress of Micronesia. The Congress
may prescribe additional qualifications, provided "that
no property, language, or income qualification shall ever
be imposed or required of any', ",ter, nor shall any
discrimination in qualification be made or based upon
literacy, tribal custom, or social position, nor upon
difference in race, colour, ancestry, sex, or religious
belief". General elections are to be held biennially.

6. Any person with the following qualifications is
eligible to election as a member of the Congress: (a) a
citizen of the Trust Territory for at least five years;
(b) twenty-five years of age at the time of his election;
and (c) a bona fide resident of the district from which
he is elected for at least one year preceding his election.
During the first four formative years of the Congress,
membership will be fully open to district legislators
and to persons holding senior positions in the execu
tive and judicial branches of the Trust Territory
Government.

~~::;::::::;=-~:::::::::::.--=" --~::::::::.-,,--'- ~-- --

i~ ;,i, "ears previously, showing a rate of increase of nearly
4.5 per cent per amlll1n and a population density of
approximately 125 to the square mile.
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Fiscal years

1962 1963 1964 1965
(in ",illion dollars) (eslimated)

Local ~evenue ................................. 1.7 1.7 0.8
Funds appropriated by the United States Congress 6.3 15.0 15.0

TOTAL 8.0 'l6.i' 15.8
-

Expenditures .................................. 8.0 10.4 14.2
Funds carried forward ......................... 6.3 4.0

TOTAL 8.0 16.7 18.2
- = -

1.0
17.5

18.5

18.5

18.5
=
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In addition, a revolving Economic Development Loan
Fund now totalling $668,000 has been established for
loans to small businesses.

Report of tile Trusteeship Council ill 1965

12. Since the Special Committee considered the
situation in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
in November 1964 in the conclusions and recommenda
tions of its report (see A/5800/Rev.l, chap. XVIII,
paras. 57-66), the Trusteeship Council has, at its thirty
second session in June 1965, completed its examination

INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

1. Trust Territory of Nauru
I ntrodllction

1. Information on Nauru is already contained in the
report of the Special Committee to the General As
sembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.l, chap.
XIX, paras. 1-15). Supplementary information on im
portant recent developments is set out below.

The flltl/re of tile N aurt/(l1! C01ltl1t1mity
2. In 1964, the question of the resettlement .of the

Nauruan community on Curtis Island (off the Queens
land coast of Australia) had been under consideration.
Subsequently, the Nauruan leaders turned down the
proposals for resettlement because of constitutional dif
ficulties and announced that they had decided to work
out their future on their own island.

3. At a conference in Canberra in June 1965, they
proposed that a target date of 31 January 1968 should
be established for the independence of Nauru, The Ad
ministering Authority did not consider it appropriate to
establish a target date at that time, but proposed that
there should be further discussions regarding the pos
sibility of further political progress after two or three
years' experience of the workings of the new Legisla
tive and Executive Councils (i.e., in 1968). The
Nauruan delegation maintained that their definite target
was practicable.

4. It was agreed that the Administering Authority,
in co-operation with Nauruan representatives, would
actively pursue any proposals that might give promi~e

of enabling the Nauruan people to resettle on a basis
acceptable to them and one which would preserve their
national identity,

Constitution
5. During the Canberra conference, the Nauruan

representatives proposed the establishment on 31 Janu
ary 1966, of a Legislative Council consisting of a
majority of elected Nauruan members, together with a
number of official members appointed by the Adminis
trator, and of an Executive Council composed of the
Head Chief and another Nauruan and of two official
members. The Administrator would preside over both
Councils. The Administering Authority accepted the
proposals. It was agreed that defence, external affairs
anr' the phosphate industry would be excluded from the

1

of the annual report of the Administering Authority
for the period 1 July 1963 to 30 June 1964 (T/1633).

13. By a letter dated 30 June 1965 (A/AC.109/
130), the President of the Trusteeship Council informed 1
the Chairman of the Special Committee that the Council I
had adopted a report on the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands for submission to the Security Council
(S/6490). The report contains, in addition to the
Trusteeship Council's conclusions and recommendations, ~
and the observations of its individual members, detailed ,
information on political, economic, social and educational
conditions. 1

powers of the Legislative Council and that its ordinances
would be subject to disallowance by the Governor
General of Australia.

6. An Advisory Committee with Nauruan and Aus
tralian representation would be set up at once to make w

recommendations to the Nauru Local Government
Council and to the Australian Government regarding I

the details of the constitution and operation of the two i
~~~ ~

Pttblic Seruice ~j

7. During the year 1963-1964, several Australian
officers were replaced by Nauruan officers, including the
Official Secretary and the head of the Survey De
partment.

Economic conditions 1
8. The economy of Nauru continues to be based en-I:'

tirely on the mining of phosphate by the British Phos- I:
phate Commissioners. In 1963-1964, phosphate produc
tion amounted to 1,665,142 tons valued at £A4,427,072,1 [I
compared with £A3,981,656 in 1962-1963. At that rate, !
the deposits would be exhausted in thirty-three years. 1

Roya!ty payments continued to be at the rate of 3s.8d. ~I
per ton, while a further payment of l ls.Od, a ton was I:
paid to the Administration. I:

9. In discussions with representatives of the British ,.
Phosphate Commissioners in 1963 and at Conferences in d
Canberra in 1964 and 1965, the Nauruans asked for I!
substantial increases in phosphate royalties (up to £ 1 j
per ton, or alternatively 55 per cent of the "world!
price"). They also questioned the right of the British i
Phosphate Commissioners to mine phosphates in Nauru, .jl
opposed the intention of the Commissioners to increase I
the extraction rate from 1.6 million to 2.5 million tons !
per annum and maintained that the phosphate was being \..
sold to Australian and New Zealand consumers at .
prices which were below those prevailing on the world ,
market. They sought equal participation in all decisions
affecting the future of the industry, while stating that
they were prepared to negotiate with the Australian Gov- !'
ernrnent for its management of the future mining of
the phosphate on behalf of the Nauruan people. Finally
they asked that the worked-out phosphate lands should
be rehabilitated at the expense of the Administering
Authority.

1 £A125 equals £100 sterling or $U.5.28O.
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3 The figures iJ:1 parentheses are the corresponding numbers
a 30

16. The main legislative organ is the House of
Assembly, also established by the 1963 Act, and con
sisting of sixty-four members, fifty-four of whom are
elected on a common roll by adult suffrage; the remain
ing ten are official members. Of the elective seats, forty
four are open to candidates of all races and ten are
special seats reserved to non-indigenous inhabitants of
the Territory. Following elections held in February and
March 1964, the House of Assembly met for the first
time on 8 June 1964.

17. There is no ministerial system. However, ten
indigenous members of the House of Assembly have
been appointed as Parliamentary Under-Secretaries, in
cluding the five who have been appointed to the Ad
ministrator's Council.

18. At its last meeting, the House of Assembly
established a Select Committee of ten to take evidence
on the need for the development of the principles under
lying a constitution for Papua and New Guinea.

Public Service

19. At 30 June 1964 there were 14 (13)3 permanent
and 5 (1) temporary, indigenous officers in the Second
Division; 158 (100) permanent and 13 (11) temporary
indigenous officers in the Third Division, and 1,040
(784) permanent and 164 (144) temporary in the
Auxiliary Division. There were 2,631 (2,824) perma
ent and 1,530 (1,436) temporary expatriate officers and
10 (17) permanent and 182 (221) temporary Asian
and mixed race officers.

20. By 30 March 1965, the number of temporary
local officers had risen from 182 to 1,025. Permanent
appointments are no longer granted to new expatriate
officers. An Administrative College has been established
as Port Moresby.

Local government

21. In June 1964, there were sixty-one local govern
ment councils in the Trust Territory covering a popula
tion of 707,500, compared with fifty and 473,772 re
spectively a year previously. In June 1963, there were
twenty-seven such councils in' Papua covering a popula
tion of 184,726, compared with twenty-two and 155,675
in the previous year. A new local government ordinance
expanding the powers of those elective bodies has come
into effect and a Commission for Local Government has
been appointed.

Economic conditions

22. Primary production is the basis of the economy
of both Papua and the Trust Territory. The principal
agricultural exports of Papua are copra and rubber;
those of New Guinea are copra, cacao and coffee. An
important timber industry based on the Trust Terri
tory's extensive forest resources is being developed.
Indigenous growers now produce about two fifths of
the copra produced in Papua, and one quarter of the
copra, about one quarter of the cocoa and over one half
of the coffee produced in the Trust Territory. A cattle
industry is being developed.

23. The following table shows the public finances of
the Territories:

2. Papua and' the Trust Territory of New Guinea

Introduction

14. Information on Papua and the Trust Territory
of New Guinea is already contained in the report of
the Special Committee to the General Assembly at its
nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.1, chap. XIX, paras.
16-50). Supplementary information on recent develop
ments is set out below.'

2 The information presented in this section on Papua has been
derived from published reports and from the information trans
mitted to the Secretary-General by Australia under Article 73e
of the United Nations Charter on 25 November 1964, covering
the period 1 July 1962-30 June 1963. The information on the
Trust Territory of New Guinea is derived from information
before the Trusteeship Council at its thirty-second session, in
particular the report of the Administering Authority for the
period 1 July 1963 to 30 June 1964 (A/5936).

Constitution

15. The Trust Territory and the neighbouring Ter
ritory of Papua are administered jointly by an Adminis
trator assisted by an Administrator's Council. Under
the Papua and New Guinea Act, 1963, this Council
consists of the Administrator, three official members
and seven elected members of the House of Assembly.

10. While maintaining that there was a sound legal
basis fol:' the operations of the British Phosphate Com
missioners, the Australian delegation at the 1965 con
ference, considered that in parallel with political ad
vancement there should be progressive changes in the
phosphate arrangements, leading to some form of part
nership agreement on the broad basis that the Nauruan
community would receive 50 per cent of the financial
benefit of the phosphate industry.

11. It was agreed that future arrangements for the
1 operation of the industry would be discussed as soon

as the Legislative Council was fully established and
operating effectively. In the meantime, it was agreed
to increase the phosphate royalty rates for 1964-1965 to
13s.6d. and for 1965-1966 to 17s.6d. per ton, and to fix
an extraction rate for the latter year of 2 million tons
of phosphate. It was also agreed to establish an inde
pendent teclmical committee of experts to examine the
question of rehabilitating the worked-out mining land.

Report of the Trusteeship Council in 1965

12. Since the Special Committee considered the
situation in Nauru in November 1964 in the conclusions
and recommendations of its report (see A/5800/Rev.l,

• chap. XIX, paras. 139-142 and 152-154) the Trustee
ship, Council has at its thirty-second session in June
1965 completed its' examination of the annual report of

j the Administering Authority for the year ended 30
;t June 1964 (A/5935) and of the report of its Mission
!I which visited Nauru in the first half of 1965 (T/1636).

~
I j 13. Bya letter dated 30 June 1965 (A/AC.109/130),

the President of the Trusteeship Council informed the
Chairman of the Special Committee that the Council
had adopted a report on Nauru for inclusion in its

•

'

["/' .1 report to the General Assembly at its twentieth session
• (A/6004 ). The report contains, in addition to the Coun-

cil's conclusions and recommendations, and the observa
I' tions of its individual members, detailed information
I

on political, economic, social and educational conditions.
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In addition, a revolving Economic Development Loan
Fund now totalling $668,000 has been established for
loans to small businesses.

Report of tile Trusteeship Council in 1965

12. Since the Special Committee considered the
situation in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
in November 1964 in the conclusions and recommenda
tions of its report (see A/5800/Rev.1, chap. XVIII,
paras. 57-66), the Trusteeship Council has, at its thirty
second session in June 1965, completed its examination

of the annual report of the Administering Authority ~

for the period 1 July 1963 to 30 June 1964 (T/1633). ~

13. By a letter dated 30 June 1965 (A/AC.109/ '~
130), the President of the Trusteeship Council informed
the Chairman of the Special Committee that the Council j'
had adopted a report on the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands for submission to the Security Council
(S/6490). The report contains, in addition to the
Trusteeship Council's conclusions and recommendations, I
and the observations of its individual members, detailed }
information on political, economic, social and educational n
conditions. 'f

CHAPTER XVIII

TRUST TERRITORY OF NAURU, PAPUA AND TRUST TERRITORY OF NEW GUINEA, AND ~i,

COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS I

Public Service
7. During the year 1963-1964, several Australian

officers were replaced by Nauruan officers, including the
Official Secretary and the head of the Survey De
partment.

Economic conditions
8. The economy of Nauru continues to be based en

tirely on the mining of phosphate by the British Phos
phate Commissioners. In 1963-1964, phosphate produc
tion amounted to 1,665,142 tons valued at £A4,427,072,t
compared with £A3,981,656 in 1962-1963. At that rate,
the deposits would be exhausted in thirty-three years.
Royalty payments continued to be at the rate of 3s.8d.
per ton, while a further payment of 11s.0d. a ton was
paid to the Administration.

9. In discussions with representatives of the British
Phosphate Commissioners in 1963 and at Conferences in
Canberra in 1964 and 1965, the Nauruans asked for
substantial increases in phosphate royalties (up to £ 1
per ton, or alternatively 55 per cent of the "world
price"). They also questioned the right of the British
Phosphate Commissioners to mine phosphates in Nauru,
opposed the intention of the Commissioners to increase
the extraction rate from 1.6 million to 2.5 million tons
per annum and maintained that the phosphate was being
sold to Australian and New Zealand consumers at
prices which were below those prevailing on the world
market. They sought equal participation in all decisions
affecting the future of the industry, while stating that
they were prepared to negotiate with the Australian Gov
ernment for its manag-ement of the future mining of
the phosphate on behalf of the Nauruan people. Finally
they asked that the worked-out phosphate lands should
be rehabilitated at the expense of the Administering
Authority.

1 £A125 equals £100 sterling or $U.S.28O.

INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

1. Trust Territory of Naur«
Introduction

1. information on Nauru is already contained in the
report of the Special Committee to the General As
sembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.l, chap.
XIX, paras. 1-15). Supplementary information on im
portant recent developments is set out below.

Tile futtlre of the N attrtlan coml1t1mity
2. In 1964, the question of the resettlement of the

Nauruan community on Curtis Island (off the Queens
land coast of Australia) had been under consideration.
Subsequently, the Nauruan leaders turned down the
proposals for resettlement because of constitutional dif
ficulties and announced that they had decided to work
out their future 011 their own island.

3. At a conference in Canberra in June 1965, they
proposed that a target date of 31 January 1968 should
be established for the independence of Nauru. The Ad
ministering Authority did not consider it appropriate to
establish a target date at that time, but proposed that
there should be further discussions regarding the pos
sibility of further political progress after two or three
years' experience of the workings of the new Legisla
tive and Executive Councils (i.e., in 1968). The
Nauruan deleg-ation maintained that their definite target
was practicable.

4. It was agreed that the Administering Authority,
in co-operation with Nauruan representatives, would
actively pursue any proposals that might give promise
of enabling the Nauruan people to resettle on a basis
acceptable to them and one which would preserve their
national identity.

Constitution
5. During the Canberra, conference, the Nauruan

representatives proposed the establishment on 31 Janu
ary 1966, of a Legislative Council consisting of a
majority of elected Nauruan members, together with a
number of official members appointed by the Adminis
trator, and of an Executive Council composed of the
Head Chief and another Nauruan and of two official
members. The Administrator would preside over both
Councils. The Administering Authority accepted the
proposals. It was agreed that defence, external affairs
and the phosphate industry would be excluded from the

powers of the Legislative Council and that its ordinances l'~
would be subject to disallowance by the Governor
General of Australia.

6. An Advisory Committee with Nauruan and Aus- d
tralian representation would be set up at once to make 1
recommendations to the Nauru Local Government !
Council and to the Australian Government regarding ','
the details of the constitution and operation of the two •
Councils. ~

'J
Q

~
~

I
~

I
Ii

.1,

.j

,1
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10. While maintaining that there was a sound legal
basis for the operations of the British Phosphate Com
missioners, the Australian delegation at the 1965 con
ference, considered that in parallel with political ad
vancement there should be progressive changes in the
phosphate arrangements, leading to some form of part
nership agreement on the broad basis that the Nauruan
community would receive 50 per cent of the financial
benefit of the phosphate industry.

11. It was agreed that future arrangements for the
operation of the industry would be discussed as soon
as the Legislative Council was fully established and
operating effectively. In the meantime, it was agreed
to increase the phosphate royalty rates for 1964-1965 to
13s.6d. and for 1965-1966to 1/'s.6d. per ton, and to fix
an extraction rate for the latter year of 2 million tons
of phosphate. It was also agreed to establish an inde
pendent technical committee of experts to examine the
question of rehabilitating the worked-out mining land.

Report of the Trusteeship Council in 1965

12. Since the Special Committee considered the
situation in Nauru in November 1964 in the conclusions
and recommendations of its report (see A/5800/Rev.l,
chap. XIX, paras. 139-142 and 152-154) the Trustee
ship Council has at its thirty-second session in June
1965 completed its examination of the annual report of
the Administering Authority for the year ended 30
June 1964 (A/5935) and of the report of its Mission
which visited Nauru in the first half of 1965 (T/1636).

13. By a letter dated 30 June 1965 (A/AC.l09/130),
the President of the Trusteeship Council informed the
Chairman of the Special Committee that the Council
had adopted a report on Nauru for inclusion in its
report to the General Assembly at its twentieth session
(A/6oo4). The report contains, in addition to the Coun
cil's conclusions and recommendations, and the observa
tions of its individual members, detailed information
on political, economic, social and educational conditions.

2. Papua and' the Trust Territory of New Guinea

Introduction.

14. Information on Papua and the Trust Territory
of New Guinea is already contained in the report of
the Special Committee to the General Assembly at its
nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.1, chap. XIX, paras.
16-50). Supplementary information on recent develop
ments is set out below."

Constittttion

15. The Trust Territory and the neighbouring Ter
ritory of Papua are administered jointly by an Adminis
trator assisted by an Administrator's Council. Under
the Papua and New Guinea Act, 1963, this Council
consists of the Administrator, three official members
and seven elected members of the House of Assembly.

2 The information presented in this section on Papua has been
derived from published reports and from the information trans
mitted to the Secretary-General by Australia under Article 73e
of the United Nations Charter on 2S November 1964, covering
the period 1 July 1962-30 June 1963. The information on the
Trust Territory of New Guinea is derived from information
before the Trusteeship Council at its thirty-second session, in
particular the report of the Administering Authority for the
period 1 July 1963 to 30 June 1964 (A/S936).
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16. The main legislative organ is the House of
Assembly, also established by the 1963 Act, and con
sisting of sixty-four members, fifty-four of whom are
elected on a common roll by adult suffrage; the remain
ing ten are official members. Of the elective seats, forty
four are open to candidates of all races and ten are
special seats reserved to non-indigenous inhabitants of
the Territory. Following elections held in February and
March 1964, the House of Assembly met for the first
time on 8 June 1964.

17. There is no ministerial system. However, ten
indigenous members of the House of Assembly have
been appointed as Parliamentary Under-Secretaries, in
cluding the five who have been appointed to the Ad
ministrator's Council.

18. At its last meeting, the House of Assembly
established a Select Committee of ten to take evidence
on the need for the development of the principles under
lying a constitution for Papua and New Guinea.

Public Service

19. At 30 June 1964 there were 14 (13)8 permanent
and 5 (l) temporary, indigenous officers in the Second
Division; 158 (100) permanent and 13 (11) temporary
indigenous officers in the Third Division, and 1,040
(784) permanent and 164 (144) temporary in the
Auxiliary Division. There were 2,631 (2,824) perrna
ent and 1,530 (1,436) temporary expatriate officers and
10 (17) permanent and 182 (221) temporary Asian
and mixed race officers.

20. By 30 March 1965, the number of temporary
local officers had risen from 182 to 1,025. Permanent
appointments are no longer granted to new expatriate
officers. An Administrative College has been established
as Port Moresby.

Local qouernment

21. In June 1964, there were sixty-one local govern
ment councils in the Trust Territory covering a popula
tion of 707,500, compared with fifty and 473,772 re
spectively a year previously. In June 1963, there were
twenty-seven such councils in Papua covering a popula
tion of 184,726, compared with twenty-two and 155,675
in the previous year. A new local government ordinance
expanding the powers of those elective bodies has come
into effect and a Commission for Local Government has
been appointed.

Economic conditions

22. Primary production is the basis of the economy
of both Papua and the Trust Territory. The principal
agricultural exports of Papua are copra and rubber;
those of New Guinea are copra, cacao and coffee. An
important timber industry based on the Trust Terri
tory's extensive forest resources is being developed.
Indigenous growers now produce about two fifths of
the copra produced in Papua, and one quarter of the
copra, about one quarter of the cocoa and over one half
of the coffee produced in the Trust Territory. A cattle
industry is being developed.

23. The following table shows the public finances of
the Territories:

a The figures i(l parentheses are the corresponding numbers
at 30 Jtine 1963.
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1961·1962 1962·1963 1963·1964
(itllllilliotl Aus/ralian pounds)

Netu Guinea
Papuo Netu G"into To/ol Papua NttuGuinto To/al only

Internal revenue .... 3.51 4.19 '1.'10 4.20 4.82 9.02 6.13
Australian grant .... '1.18 10.11 1'1.29 '1.86 12.14 20.00 15.24

TOTAL REVENUE 10.69 14.30 24.99 12.06 16.96 29.02 21.3'1
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 10.90 14.60 25.50 12.46 17.48 29.94 22.43

Of these pupils, 64,909 were attending primary schools,
948 (all indigenous) junior 'high schools, 495 (includ
ing 337 indigenous students) secondary schools, 679
technical schools, 358 teacher-training institutions and
743 in the Pre-entry and Auxiliary Training Branch.
In addition, 529 pupils (including 55 indigenous stu
dents) were receiving secondary education in Australia.

3. Cocos (Keeling) Islands

11

}
i~

29. Three Papuan students are attending courses at I'
Australian universities. A university is to be established j.'.

at Port Moresby in 1967.
30. Departmental expenditure on education rose

from £A913,OOO to £A1,166,000 or 9.0 per cent of C
total government expenditure. This figure included ','
grants-in-aid of £A109,000 to missions. In addition, 1
the expenditures of other departments on education and i
training increased from £A54,OOO to £A328,000, i]
while construction expenditures declined from ~
£A392,OOO to £A296,000.

1

!

[ntraduction i
33. Information on the Cocos (Keeling) Islands is Ij'

already contained in the report of the Special Corn- I
mittee to the General Assembly at its nineteenth session ~
(A/5800/Rev.l, chap. XIX, paras. 51-66). Supple- fl
mentary information on recent developments is set out j

below.4 1.,

1
General

34. At 30 June 1964, the population of the group
consisted of 463 Cocos Islanders and of 200 Europeans
(the latter connected with the international airport,

4 The information presented in this section has been derived
from published reports and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by Australia under Article '13 e of the
United Nations Charter 011 13 February 1964, covering the
,period 1 July 1962-30 June 1963, and on 2 February 1965,
covering the period 1 July 1963-30 June 1964.

~
Rep01't of the Trusteeship Coullcil in 1965 011 New I~

Guinea 1
31. Since the Special Committee considered the ':

situation in the 'trust Territory of New Guinea in i·'

November 1964 (see A/5800/Rev.l, chap. XIX, paras.
135-138 and 147-151), the Trusteeship Council has
at its thirty-second session in June 1965, completed its '1
examination of the annual report of the Administering '\
Authority for the year ended 30 June 1964 (A/5936) ~
and of the report of its mission which visited the Trust '
Territory of New Guinea in the first half of 1965 i!
(T/1635 and Add.l). H

32. By a letter dated 30 June 1965 (A/AC.l09/ ~
130), the President of the Trusteeship Council in- rl
formed the Chairman of the Special Committee that the I11

Council had adopted a report on the Trust Territory
of New Guinea for inclusion in its report to the General
Assembly at its twentieth session (A/6004). The I

report contains, in addition to the Council's conclusions
and recommendations, and the observations of its in
dividual members, detailed information on political,
economic, social and educational conditions in the Trust
Territory and on institutions common to the two Ter-

.ritories.

Total

62,551
68,132

A dllliuis/ra/ion schools Mission schools
15,348 47,203
1'1,808 50,324
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The Australian grant to the combined Territories in
creased to £A25 million in 1963-1964 and to £A28
million in 1964-1965.

24. Companies active in the combined Territories
paid some £2.5 million in dividends and £ 1.1 million
in taxes during 1963-1964 on taxable incomes of £6.9
million earned during 1962-1963. Corresponding figures
for the previous year were £ 1.7 million, £0.9 million
and £ 5.3 million respectively.

25. The Administering Authority has announced
that it has accepted the programmes for increased pro
duction proposed by the Mission of the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)
which visited the Territories in 1963 as a working
basis for planning. The House of Assembly has also
generally endorsed the programmes.

Social conditions in Papua

Labour
26. The number of workers employed by private

industry declined from 18,182, including 10,135 planta
tion workers, On 31 March 1962 to 17,758, including
10,067 plantation workers, on 31 March 1963. The de
crease was attributed to a more selective attitude by
employers and to a greater interest in cash cropping by
the indigenous inhabitants. The majority of workers
were casual workers rather than being employed under
long-term agreements.

Public health

27. In 1962-1963, recurrent expenditure on health
services totalled £Al,243,088 and capital expenditure
totalled £A373,616, compared with £Al,166,258 and
£A71,703 in 1961-1962.

Educational conditions in Papua

28. At 30 June 1963, there were 156 administration
schools and 725 mission schools compared with 147 and
795 respectively in the previous year. The decrease in
the number of mission schools was due to the raising
of educational standards. The following table gives the
numbers of pupils:

1962 ..
1963 ..

J;
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" the cable stations and the Administration), compared produced during the latter part of 1963-1964 was
~ with 436 and 176 respectively two years previously. shipped after 30 June).J 36. Revenue derived from the Territory increased
~ Economic conditio1is from £A2,291 in 1961-1962 to £A2,658 in 1962-1963
1''\ 35. Copra exports, entirely grown on the Clunies- and to £A3,624 in 1963-1964. Expenditure by Austra-
!~ Ross Estate, amounted to 495 tons in 1961-1962, 584 lian departments in the group amounted to £A38,483,

tons in 1962-1963 and 284 tons in 1963-1964 (copra £A42,230 and £A41,787 over the same periods.

CHAPTER XIX

NEW HEBRIDES, GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS, PITCAIRN AND SOLOMON ISLANDS
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INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

Introduction

1. Information on the New Hebrides, Gilbert and
Ellice Islands, Pitcairn Island and the Solomon
Islands is already contained in the Special Committee's
report to the Genera! Assembly at its nineteenth session
(A/5800/Rev.l, chap. XX, paras. 1-78). Supple
mentary information on recent developments concern
ing the four Territories is set out below,"

1. New Hebrides

Economic conditions

2. The Territory's economy is based mainly on agri
culture. The main cash crop, copra, accounted for
69 per cent of the value of all exports in 1963. With
manganese and frozen fish it made up 95 per cent of
the value of all exports. Exports totalled £2,317,7122

an increase of 17 per cent over the previous year.
The value of imports decreased slightly and amounted
to £2,174,207. Approximately 65 per cent of all ex
ports went to France and 50 per cent of all imports
came from Australia.

3. Financial assistance is given to the New Hebrides
by the Metropolitan Governments under the Joint De
velopment Plan which provides, inter alia, for the im
provement of communications, assistance to agriculture
and social services. In addition, both the British and
French Governments give assistance to the Territory
through their national development plans from which
much of the educational and medical development is
financed.

4. The budget of the Joint Administration finances
the services that are operated jointly and contributes
to the cost of medical and educational services operated
separately by the British and French Administrations,
which have separate budgets.

5. Revenue and expenditure of the. Condominium
Government in 1963 totalled £698,549 and £684,354
respectively.

6. Expenditure of the British National Administra
tion in 1962-1963 totalled £A404,13()3 of which
£A359,131 was financed by the United Kingdom
Government.

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by the United Kingdom under Article
73 e of the United Nations Charter on 13 May and 17 and
23 June 1964; and by France 011 7 May 1965.

2 One pound sterling equals 213.75 New Hebrides francs or
£A125.

3 One Australian pound equals 171 New Hebrides francs or
£0.80.

7. Revenue and expenditure of the French National
Administration in 1963 totalled 109,069,000 and
108,398,000 New Hebrides francs respectively:'

8. A joint development plan of economic develop
ment, estimated to cost £373,829 was drawn up in
1962. This has now been revised and is aimed at in
creasing the quantity and improving the quality of
agricultural production and encouraging the develop
ment of animal husbandry. It provides for the expan
sion and equipping of the Agricultural Department,
the recurrent costs of a coconut research station and
the training of young New Hebrideans in basic agri
cultural techniques.

Social conditions

Labour

9. In 1962 a Labour Advisory Committee was set
up by joint legislation to advise the Resident Commis
sioners on labour matters.

10. Modern labour legislation was in a final draft
form at the end of 1963. This is to replace provisions
in the Angle-French Protocol of 1914 which are now
considered obsolete. This will have the effect of repeal
ing the articles dealing with the recruitment, engage
ment and employment of indigenous labour (articles 31
to 56) and their replacement by a provision permitting
the introduction of a new labour code.

Public health

11. In 1962-1963, recurrent expenditures by the
Condominium Government on public health amounted
to £60,937 and were approximately 9 per cent of the
total recurrent expenditures. Expenditures by the
French National Administration totalled 19,481,000
New Hebrides francs and those of the British National
Administration were estimated at £A55,500.

12. Tuberculosis is considered to be the major com
m' .nicable disease of the Territory. A three-year cam
paign is now under way in which 35,000 persons will
be vaccinated with BCG. All known and newly dis
covered cases of tuberculosis will be given treatment
with drugs.

Educational conditions

13. The Condominium Government has no educa
tional service, but makes an annual subsidy to the
two National Administrations for education which in
1963 amounted to £34,000, as compared with £30,000
the previous year. Expenditures by the French Na
tional Administration on education totalled 29,460,000

4 One new (metropolitan) franc equals 22 New Hebrides
francs.
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Public health

22. In 1963, expenditures on public health totatled
£A82,740, as compared with £A73,896 the previous
year, and amounted to approximately 10.8 per cent of
estimated expenditures in 1963 and 8.9 per rent in
1962.
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Bducational conditions
23. Education is compulsory for all children between

the ages of six and. sixteen. At the end of 1963, there
were 11,598 primary school pupils, most of whom
were attending mission schools. In addition to primary
schools there were two government and two mission
secondary schools with a total of 352 pupils, and one
government and three mission teacher-training col!eges
with a total of seventy-nine trainees. The staff, in
cluding education officers, totalled 481 in primary
schools and nineteen in secondary schools.

24. There is no university or technical college in
the Territory. During 1963 tweny-two students were
attending secondary schools abroad or taking teacher
training courses. In addition, eighteen others were
abroad taking professional and technical training
courses. I

25. Expenditures, including grants-in-aid to mis- .
sions, totalled £A55,444 in 1962 and were estimated i
at £A74,941 in1963.'

General

26. The present population of Pitcairn Island is 79
compared with 86 in 1963. For a generation Pitcairn
Islanders have been migrating to New Zealand which
permits them free entry, There, jobs are easily avail
able. This migration has resulted in an unbalanced
population of the very young and the comparatively
old.

jllEconomic conditions

27. No information is available on the value of J
exports and imports. Revenue in 1963-1964, including ')'1
a grant of £3,620 from Colonial Development and .
Welfare funds, totalled £22,194. Expenditure during
the same period amounted to £ 18,574. '

Educational conditions 1

1

.,

28. There is one school, controlled and financed
entirely by the Governme-u. It had an enrolment of \
thirty-two pupils. The budget for education in 1963
was £3,198 which amounted to 17.2 per cent of the
total recurrent expenditure for the Territory.

General

29. Between December 1963 and December 1964,
the total population was estimated to have increased
from 441,301 to 456,390.

Political and constitutional developmellts

30. In June 1964, the Solomon Islands Legislative
Council approved proposals for the election of eight
of its ten unofficial members. Under these proposals
the eight members will represent single member con
stituencies. The member for Honiara will be elected
by secret ballot under adult suffrage, and the other
seven will be elected indirectly by the elected members
of the local councils uf their constituencies. Two un-

ECOIlOmic conditions
16. The administering Power states that there

appears to be at present little hope for commercial
development in the Territory. Repeated endeavours to
diversify the economy have met with no major success.
It is expected that the deposits of phosphate will be
exhausted in the next twenty or twenty-five years.

17. Exports are almost exclusively phosphates and
copra, and the principal imports are food-stuffs. All
export trade, and more than 80 per cent of the import
trade is with Australia, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom. There is a preferential customs tariff. On
most articles the general ad valorem duty is 25 per
cent and the preferential rate is 12.5 per· cent. An
export duty of 25 per cent ad valorem is levied on the
f.o.b, value of copra,

18. Exports in 1962 were valued at £Al,020,S40
compared with £A705,576 in 1961. The value of im
ports increased from £AI,384,480 to £Al,530,284
between 1961 and 1962. In 1963, exports were valued
at £A1.2i6,122 and imports at £Al,416,092,

19. Ordinary revenue, excluding grants, was
£1.764,756 in 1962 and estimated at £A718,514 in
1963. Total expenditure was £A833,112 in 1962 and
estimated at £A811,215 in 1963.

20. Tne main sources of revenue are export and
import duties and a tax of 23 shillings per ton, which
the British Phosphate Commissioners pay on all phos
phate exported from Ocean Island. By the payment of
this latter tax, they and their employees are exempt
from payment of the majority of fees, licences and
income tax, and the customs duties on imports liable
to the preferential rate of duty.

Social conditions

Labour

21. There is no labour department, but duties con
cerned with recruitment and labour inspection are
performed by administrative officers. The Government
employs permanently about 1,165 persons, of whom
fifty-three are Europeans. The other chief employers
are the British Phosphate Commissioners and several
copra plantations. In 1963 a total of 1,423 indigenous
persons were engaged in mining phosphates, and about
250 were working on copra plantations.

2. Gilbert at,d Ellice Islands

New Hebrides francs and those of the British National
Administration were estimated at £A29,006.

14. British educational facilities, with few excep
tions, are provided by various missions which receive
grants-in-aid from the British Administration. The
French Administration operates fifteen schools and
gives financial assistance to nineteen mission schools.
Approximately 11,500 pupils were enrolled in all
schools. The number of indigenous children of school
age is estimated to total 15,000. There are no secondary
schools in the Territory although some secondary in
struction is given in a few primary schools. A total
of seventy-one students were studying abroad in 1963
in secondary and other schools.

General

15. A census in 1963 showed a population of 49,879
compared with an estimated population of 47,000 at
the end of 1961.
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35. Revenue from the Territory amounted to
£Al,047,135. With grants-in-aid and transfers from
special funds it totalled £A2,35l,608 in 1963, com
pared with £Al,993,953 the previous year. Total
expenditure amounted to £A2,238,420, compared with
£A2,077,330 the previous year.

Social conditions
Labour
36. The total labour force of the Territory at the

end of 1963 was estimated at 8,500. The majority of
these were engaged in agricultural work or employed
by the Government, The wage rate for all labourers
employed by the Government was approximately £A8
per month, and most employers in urban areas paid
£A8 as a starting wage. The wage rate on plantations
ranged from £A6 to £A8 per month, with a bonus
ranging from 10 shillings to £Al per month. Semi
skilled and skilled workers receive higher rates of
pay than that of labourers. Many labourers on planta
tions and elsewhere also work on a piece-rate basis

official members and the eleven official members will
continue to be appointed by the High Commissioner.

3!. In September, the administering Power approved
this change by the British Solomon Islands Order, 1964.
'i'his revoked the Order-in-Council, 1960. In Rficlition
to providing for eight elected members for the Legis
lative Council and the appointment of a new Executive
Council after the elections, it contains miscellaneous
and transitional provisions.

32. On 7 April 1965, the elections were held. A
total' of forty-three men and one woman stood for
the .eight elected seats. The latter won a seat and
became the first woman to become a member of the
Legislative Council. The Council held its first meeting
in June.

Economic conditions
33. The economy of the Territory continues to be

based primarily on subsistence agriculture and the
production of copra for export. The value of all exports
in 1963 was £Al.824.351, compared with £Al.S89,184
in 1962. Copra accounted for 91 per cent of the value
of all exports, and timber, the second largest, ac
counted for 4 per cent. Imports were valued at
£A2,3l0,269. The greater part ~f the Territory's trade
is with the United Kingdom and Australia. Preferential
(British) and general (foreign) tariff rates are levied
on numerous imports. Export duties are imposed on
copra at the rate of 15 per cent ad 'Valorem f.o.b, and
on shell and timber at varying rates.

34. A new development plan for the period 1
January 1963 to 31 March 1966 has been prepared
which provides for expenditure estimated to amount
to £A3 million. The chief services to which this has
been allocated are as follows:

Agriculture . , ,.,,' ..
Other natural resources ,., " .. " , ,
Medical services , .. " ""., , ,
Education "", " , ".,." ..

Per ttlll

17.2
28.1
12.5
19.6

and earn from £A8 to £A15 per month. Overtime
rates and work on rest days are prescribed at one
and a hnlf times the normal rate of pay, and work on
public holidays at double the normal rate, The normal
work week throughout the Territo.j' is forty-two
hours.

37. There are now two trade unions in the Terri
tory. The Coprn 'Workers' Union organizes workers
employed on copra plantations and the waterfront
and has a membership of 4,004-. The newly organized
Building and General Workers' Union, with a mem
bership of 355, organizes workers in nil other industries.
In 1963, it confined its attention to workers employed
by Government and industry and commerce in the
main urban areas.

38. Apart from government employees, who enjoy
pensions or superannuation rights and free medical
attention with some paid sick leave, social security in
the Territory is confined to free medical attention and
hospital treatment for all at work under the provisions
of the Workmen's Compensation Ordinance.

Public hcaltli

39. The Territory has government hospitals. Hos
pitals and other medical facilities are maintained by
religious missions, The medical and health staff, public
and private included eight registered medical practi
tioners, eighteen registered assistant medical officers,
and 222 nurses.

40. In 1%3, expenditures totalled £AI98,650. an
increase of approximately £A53,OOO over the preced
ing year, and amounted to about 9 per cent of all
governmental expenditures. No information is avail
able on expenditures by religious missions and other
philanthropic organizations.

Educational conditions

41. Primary education is largely in the hands of
religious missions. Registered primary schools increased
from 370 to 424 during 1%3. The number of primary
pupils in all schools totalled 20,413. There is one
secondary school in the Territory with a total of eighty
four pupils. One teacher-training institution takes in
twenty-four students each year for a two-year train
ing course, and some religious missions give courses
in teacher training. There were also thirty-six students
with scholarships taking teacher-training courses over
seas. In addition, there were twelve students receiving
scholarships for secondary education overseas, ann
fifty-four were studying abroad under religious auspices.
There are no universities and other institutions of
higher education in the Territory.

42. Recurrent expenditure by the Department of
Education in 1963 totalled £A85,946, and capital ex
penditure amounted to £A2l,806. In addition, gov
ernment grants to mission schools and private authori
ties totalled £AI7,087. Recurrent expenditures on
education were 3.85 per cent of total recurrent ex
penditures. Government expenditure on education as
a whole, including recurrent and development costs,
was estimated at £A229,348 in 1964, or 8.53 per cent
of total government expenditure.
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Public Service
13. The Public Service at the end of 1963 consisted

of ten pensionable and thirty-four non-pensionable over
seas officers and eighty-eight local and other officers.
During 1963, a total of 115 members of the Public

BRUNEI

7. During further talks in London in the latter half
of May, the Sultan informed the Secretary of State I

for Commonwealth Relations that a ministerlal system 1
would be Introduced on 7 June. TIle Sultan would ap- ~
point four assistant Ministers, who would include
elected members of the Legislativc Council.

•Bstcma; relutians ~
I

8. According to a press statement by the Indonesian 'I'

Government news agency, Lt. General Djatikusumo
acting as "Personal Representative of the President
of the Indonesian Republic" had sent a letter to the I
Sultan of Brunei, suggesting that the time was appro- V
priate for Brunei and Indonesia to recognize each ~
other's sovereignty and "together to enter Maphlllndo", '1

j

9. In a reply dated 19 October 1964, the Chicf 11

Minister of Brunei, on behalf of the Sultan and Gov- ~
ernment stated that at no time had the State of Brunei
had anything to do with Maphilindo and that it had I~
no intention whatsoever of being a party to the pro- I
posed Maphilindo, He further stated that the Govern- \
ment of Brunei had from its very inception recognized
the formation of the Federation of Malaysia and that
it would wish to strengthen the cordial relations with
those of its neighbours who formed part of the Fed
eration even more. Deploring "the aggression by the t,
Indonesian Government against the sovereign states of ~
Malaysia", the letter concluded that "His Highness n
(the Sultan) doe.s not wish to discuss this matter nor i
pursue the question any further". 111

Security situation
10. The Brunei Government has taken steps to build ~

up its own security forces. An expansion programme J
of the police force came into effect in March 1964, n
designed to increase the current strength by the recruit- J
ment of 300 more Malay, Iban, Dusun and Chinese "
youths. A Marine police section was established to ll·~,
patrol coastal and internal waterways in armed motor-
boats and launches.

11. In the debates in the Legislative Council in
October 1964, it was also disclosed that the Brunei
Government was considering the establishment of a i
"Territorial (part-time) army" to augment the defence
of the country, as well as the expansion of the special •.:.
Constabulary. Recruitment of Ghurka troops for the
reinforcement of the Brunei Police and the Brunei
security forces was also being studied.

12. In February 1965, it was reported that two
organizations, the Pasukan Perdjua ngan Kalimantan
Utara (North Borneo Struggle Unit) and the Ad
vanced Youth Party, had been suppressed because of
their plans to overthrow the existing Government of
Brunei with external aid and that fifty persons had
been arrested or detained under "emergency orders"
during a four-month period because of their connexion
with those organizations.

CUAl'TER XX
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INFORMATION ON TilE TERRITORY

11Itrodltct;olJ
1. Information on Brunei is already contained in the

report of the Special Committee to the General As
sembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.l, chap.
XXI, paras. 1-29). Supplementary information on re
cent developments is set out below.!

Political a"d constltutional developments
2. The 1959 Brunei Constitution provided for direct

elections to the District Councils and for indirect elec
tions for sixteen out of thirty-three seats on the Legis
lative Council. As previously reported, this Constitution
was suspended by the Sultan in December 1962. In
1963 the Executive and Legislative Councils were re-

• established so as to consist entirely of official and
nominated unofficial members.

3. In August 1964, the Sultan's Government sub
mitted proposals for constitutional progress to the
Legislative Council which on 26 August adopted a
motion approving them. The proposals provided th~t
new elections would be held early III 1965, on the basis
of universal adult suffrage, for members of the District
and Legislative Councils. As a preliminary step, the
Legislative Council would comprise twenty-one !Uem
bel's ten of whom would be elected members, SIX es
officio members and five members nominated by the
Sultan. A ministerial system of government was also
envisaged.

4. The motion also called for further reconstitution
of the Council, in the light of experience, at a later
stage. The elected members would then be doubled in
number, the nominated members abolished and the
number of e:~ officio members reduced to a minimum
required for the efficient running of the government
machinery, A ministerial system of government was
also envisaged.

5. In a communique issued by the Commonwealth
Relations Office on 23 December 1%4, at the conclusion
of discussions in London between the Sultan of Brunei
and the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations,
Mr. Bottomley, the Sultan, stated that elections to
the District and Legislative Councils would be held
in March 1965, followed by the introduction of a min
isterial system of government. Elected members of the
Legislative Council would be appointed to the Execu
tive Council and associated with executive and admin
istrative responsibilities of the Government. It was also
announced that, immediately following the general elec
tions further consultations would be held between the
Sult~n and the Commonwealth Secretary to consider
the next step towards full parliamentary democracy.

6. The elections took place on 20 March 1965. Nine
of the winning candidates were reported to have ru~
as independents while the tenth represented the Brunei
People's Alliance Party. Four of the candidates elected
were reported to have been former members of the
banned Ra'ayat Party. No details of the electoral
campaign are available.

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by the United Kingdom under Article
73e of the United Nations Charter, on 30 June 1964.
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and ordinary expenditure to $M 58 million. Develop
ment expenditure amounted to $M 15 million, out of
$M 47 million appropriated for that purpose. After
$M 76.9 million had been appropriated for development
in 1965, $M 885.7 million remained in the consolidated
revenue account.

23. The major development projects currently under
way include the establishment of a road network, an
electrification scheme and the building of a modern
seaport at the mouth of the Brunei River, which ac
cording to preliminary estimates will cost £4 million.
In June 1964, a fisheries officer was invited from FAO
to undertake a survey of Brunei's fishing industry.

Social condition»
Labour

24. Of the total labour force of 6,826 in 1963, 3,414
workers were employed by the Government mainly for
the public works, and 1,476 by the Brunei Shell Petro
leum Company. There were 245 employees working
on rubber estates and 393 in sawmills and related
fields. The average rates of pay for government
labour range from $M 4.50 to $M 9.50 per day, and for
the petroleum company from $M 5.00 for unskilled to
$M 13.00 for skilled workers. Rubber tappers are paid
by result and receive on the average between $M 4.00
to $M 5.00 per diem together with free accommodation
and medical attention.

Public health

25. The total medical expenditure for the year 1963
was $M 3.676,190, including the capital expenditure of
$M 83,590, compared with $M 3,556,039 in the pre
vious year. The proportion of public health expenditure
was approximately 8 per cent of all expenditures in
1963. In 1963, the Government Medical Services added
to its staff a specialist surgeon, an ophthalmologist and
a siocialist physician and in 1964, a radiologist.

26. The private hospital operated by the Brunei
Shell Petroleum Company has 110 beds and is fully
equipped for all major medical and surgery work, ma
ternal and child care and radiography and labora
tory services. During t963, the Company expended
$M 248,200 for its medical service programmes.

27. There were 3,521 births and 655 deaths in
1963. The infant mortality rate was 55.10 per 1,000
live births and the general mortality rate was 6.55 per
1,000 population, compared with 50.75 and 6.89 respec
tively in 1962.
Educational conditions

28. In 1963, Brunei had 77 public primary and
kindergarten schools with 13,577 pupils (11,956 pupils
in 1962) and twenty-three independent primary and
kindergarten schools with 6,506 (6,402 in 1962) pupils.
Seven public and eight independent secondary schools
had enrolments of 1,274 and 1,219 respectively. The
corresponding figures in 1962 were 1,117 and 1,203.
One public teacher-training school had 178' students
(125 in 1962) and one independent vocational school
had over thirty students. Public schools had a staff of
663 teachers and independent schools had 280 teachers.

29. Recurrent expenditure for education amounted
to $M 6,870,008 in 1963, an increase of some
$M 400,000 over the previous year. Capital expenditure
was $M 748,194, a decrease of $M 330,000 from the
previous year. Total educational expenditures were
approximately 13 per cent of the territorial budget
for 1963.

AddendllDl to ft.endn item 23

Bconomic conditions
15. At the beginning of 1963, economic activities

were brought almost to a standstill as a result of the
rebellion. However, later in the year, when conditions
became more settled, economic activity picked up again
and planning for further development was resumed,
though some projects were not implemented as planned.

16. The production of crude oil in 1963 was
4,213,552 long tons and the exports of crude oil were
valued at $M 175,748,399,2 compared with 3,705,767
long tons and $M 190,060,709, respectively in 1962.
Preliminary unofficial figures show 1964 output at
3.5 million tons. To overcome the declining oil pro
duction from the existing resources on land, an ex
tensive off-shore drilling was undertaken by the Brunei
Shell Petroleum Company during the year, with limited
but promising results.

17. A series of new regulations governing oil pros
pecting, concessions and royalties came into effect in
October 1963 with the enactment of a new petroleum
mining law, The Petroleum Enactment, 1963, which,
inter alia, lifted th' ban against non-British companies
exploring and operating in Brunei. During 1964, a
number of oil companies from the United States held
negotiations with the Government of Brunei for ex
ploration and production agreements.

18. The production of rubber in 1963 totalled 1,226
tons, valued at $M 1,756,890, as compared to 1,437 tons,
valued at $M 2,154,190 in 1962. The iJroduction of
timber in 1963 amounted to 894,982 cubic feet (in
round equivalents), valued at some $M 3.6 million.

19. While the value of all exports, including re
exports, declined from $M 199,261,384 in 1962 to
$M 182,908,877 in 1963, the value of imports increased
from $M 49,104,837 in 1962 to $M 66,013,300.

20. Ordinary revenues and expenditures in Malayan
dollars are shown in the following tables:

Ordinar~ revenlle and e.~pcndilllre
(.n Mala~'411 dollars)

,t961 1962 1963
Revenue .....•...... 117,~174,642 115,286,146 114,312,733
Expenditure 36,566,158 37,291,986 49,071,497

21. Principal items of the revenue account in 1963
consisted of: interest and earnings from investments,
$M 45.4 million; internal revenue, $M 36.8 million;
and mining royalties and rentals of property, $M 24.1
million. Principal heads of expenditure were the Brunei
Malay Regiment $M 3.8 million, education $M 6.9
million, the Emergency $M 6.3 million, medical and
health, $M 3.6 million and public works $M 8.1 million.
The capital expenditure on the development schemes
totalled $M 11.9 million for the year.
. 22. Preliminary figures for the public accounts in
1964 show that revenues amounted to $M 129.7 million

20ne Malayan dollar equals 2s.4d. sterling or $U.5. 0.327.
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Service was sent overseas for special training, includ
ing ninety-eight Malaya and twelve Chinese.

14, According to an official announcement by the
Government in February 1964, the Brunei Government
had dispatched a team of its senior officials to Manila
to recruit some twenty expatriate officers from the
Philippines for the technical services required under
the national development plan. The Territory had
already a number of technical personnel, such as phy
sicians and engineers, from the Philippines in a private
capacity.

\
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HONG KONG

CUAPTER XXI

Educaiiona; conditions
13. Enrolment in all schools totalled 810632 in

September !963, an increase of 59,930 over th~ figure
for the previous year. Of that total, 119,511 were study
mg at governrr znt schools, 264,095 at schools receiving
government grants or subsidies and 418,811 at private
schools. During the year, 78 primary schools and ex
tensions were built, providing 59,800 additional places,
and 12 secondary schools and extensions were also built
providing 10,700 additional places. '

14. In 19.62-1963, the nU~be: of studell.ts from Hong
Kong pursuing further studies m the United Kingdom
totalled 568, an increase of 89 over the previous year.

Social conditions
10. At the end of 1963, the work force was estimated

at 1~400,OOO and there was a high level of employment.
During 1963, demands for wage increases in numerous
industries and occupations re~ulted i? widespread wage
adjustments. In a number of industries and occupations
the average increase in wages was 7 to 15 per cent.
The two leading shipyards granted a flat increase of
33 per cent for labourers and 17.6 per cent for skilled
wo.rkers. .In 1963 there were 313 registered trade
umons with 159,211 members, compared with 315
unions and 181,369 members in 1962.

11. The Territory has suffered from severe water
shortages which at times restricted the supply of water
to four hours every fourth day. The East River
Schem~, under whicl.l some 15,000 million gallons of
water IS to be supplied to Hong Kong annually at a
reported C?st of ~bout £ 1 million by means of dams
and .~umptng stations constr!1cted by the Chinese au
thorities m Kwantung, came mto operation on 1 March
1965.

12. In 1963, government h~spitals and dispensaries
ha~ 4,768 an? 309 beds respectively, while government
assisted hospitals had. 4,709 beds and private hospitals
1,933. The total number of beds, 11,719 for all purposes'
represented an increase of 1,702 from 1962. The gov~
ernment medical staff included 474 medical officers and
46 dental surgeons, compared with 278 and 42 re
spect,ively in 1962. The actual expenditures of the
Medical and Health Department for 1962-1963 includ
ing~e~ical subventions, totalled approximateiy $HK
?S million or abou~ 8.5 per ce~t of all expenditures, an
I~crease of approximately $HK. 6 million over the. pre
VIOUS y~ar. In 1963 there were ~2.1 live births per 1,000
population and 5:5 deaths. The infant mortality rate was
32.9 per 1,000 live births,
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of 12 per cent over the previous year and were valued
at $HK 3,831 million. (A further increase of :pHK
4,428 million occurred in 1964.) Seventy-four per cent
went to the British Commonwealth and the United !:,'
States of America. The value of re-exports increased .
by 8 per cent as compared with 1962 to :PHK 1,160 mil
lion. Imports increased by approximately 11 per cent
to :pHK 7,412 million. I1

9. Hong Kong continues to be financially self
supporting. In 1962-1963, revenue increased more than
21 per cent over the previous year to :PHK 1 253 mil
lion. Expenditures increased more than 16 pe~ cent to
:pHK 1,113 million.

~
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INFORlIlATION ON THE TERRITORY

Introductior;
1. Information on Hong Kong is already contained

in the Special Committee's report to the nineteenth
session of the General Assembly (A/58oo/Rev.l, chap.
XXII, paras. 1-29), although the Special Committee
did not at that time take action in respect of the Terri
tory. Supplementary information on rece, develop
ments is set out below.'

General
2. The population was estimated to be 3,642,500 by

the end of 1963, an increase of 116,000 over 1962. Of
this increase, 20,500 represented the estimated net
balance of migration.

Political and constitutional developments
3. In 1964, the administering Power reported that

approval had been given to certain changes in the mem
bership of the Legislative Council and the Urban
Council, on the lines of the proposals announced earlier
in the year. The number of non-official members of
the Legislative Council, all nominated by the Governor,
was increased from eight to thirteen, and of official
members from nine to twelve. The Governor's powers
under the Constitution were not affected by these
changes and he retains his original and casting vote.

4. At the same time the membership of the Urban
Council was increased by two elected and two nomi
nated non-official members, giving the Council ten
elected members, ten members appointed by the Gov
ernor, and five official members concerned with urban
affairs. Voting remains restricted to persons on the lists
of special and common jurors.

5. There are no broadly based political parties in
Hong Kong. A new Democratic Self-Government Party
was founded in 1963 but was reported not to have re
ceived substantial support from the local community.

6. Between 1962 and 1963 the percentage of ad
ministrative and professional posts filled by local of
ficers increased from 43.5 per cent to 56 per cent; over
the Public Service as a whole, the percentage of over
seas officers is 3.1 per cent. During 1963, over 120
local officers were sent abroad for professional training
and some :pHK 1.8 million were expended for this
purpose,"

Economic conditions
7. Hong Kong's economy is now basically industrial

and expanding rapidly. Forty per cent of the labour
force is engaged in the manufacturing industry, an
estimated 90 per cent of whose production is exported.

8. In 1963, there were 8,348 registered and recorded
factories employing 354,394 persons, compared with
7,305 factories employing 297,897 persons in 1962. The
textile and garment industry continues to dominate
Hong Kong's economy, making up 53 per cent of all
domestic exports. Exports in 1963 showed an increase

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by the United Kingdom under Article
73e of the United Nations Charter on 10 September 1964.

2 One Hong Kong dollar equals Is.Sd, or $U.S. 0.175.



CHAPTER XXII

FALKLAND ISLANDS (MALVINAS)

468
413
503
545

Rtf/tnlle EKPenditure
(in thousond pounds)
258 278
294 302
287 350

978
940

1,078
1,050

Dom~rlic e..-ports Woole..-port.
(in tlUlllsand pounds)

908
913

1,054
1,024

Year

Labour
12. The supply of labour continued to be adversely

affected by the net loss of population through emigra
tion. In 1963, 381 persons left the Territory and 353
arrived, compared with 411 and 368 respectively in
1962.

Social conditions

9. Public revenue is derived mainly from income
tax, custom duties and the sale of postage stamps. The
following table gives the revenue and expenditure over
the past few years for the Falkland 1::"mds, excluding
the Dependencies:

6. The proposals were approved and the new con
stitutional arrangements came into operation on 21
September 1964.2

2 See the Falkland Islands (Legislative Council) (Amend
ment) Order, 1964, and The Falkland Islands Additional
Instructions, 1964.

Economic conditions

7. The economy of the Territory continues to depend
almost entirely on the wool industry.

8. The external trade figures over the last few years
are as follows:

10. Assistance to the Territory through Colonial
Development and Welfare Fund schemes amounted to
£ 180 in 1963 and £497 in 1964, compared with
£ 11,657 in 1962.

11. The United Kingdom Department for Technical
Co-operation has, since the beginning of 1963, filled
four appointments in the medical services, nine in
education and one in the administration. It is also trying
to fill thirteen other posts including one agricultural
post.

1961 .
1962 ., ...••• , .
1963 ... , ....•.....
1964 ........•.....

Yeor
1961-1962
1962-1963
1963-1964

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY

Introduction

1. Information on the Territory is contained in the
report of the Special Committee to the General As
sembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800jRev.l, chap.
XXIII, paras. 1-25). Information on recent develop
ments is set out below.!

General
2. On 31 December 1964, the population, excluding

that of the Dependencies, was estimated at 2,102, com
pared with 2,172 at the census in March 1962. With few
exceptions, all were of European descent and most were
British. The population of the Dependencies (South
Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands) as at 31
December' 1964 was 499.

Political alld constitutional dcvelopmcllts

3. Elections were held in 1964 when two out of the
four elected seats were contested.

4. On 15 May 1964, the Secretary of State for
Commonwealth Rela.tions and for the Colonies of the
United Kingdom stated that since the recent elections
in the Colony, the Governor of the Colony had held
discussions with the Executive and Legislative Councils
and had submitted agreed proposals for changes in the
composition of both Councils. By those proposals, the
Executive Council, which was previously composed of
five non-official members nominated by the Governor
and three ex officio members, would be composed of two
members nominated by the Governor, two elected mem
bers of the Legislative Council and two ex officio
members. The two elected members of the Legislative
Council would be chosen by a ballot of the elected and
non-official members of the Legislative Council.

5. It was also proposed that the membership on the
Legislative Council should be reduced from eleven to
eight members by omitting one of the three ex officio
members and the two nominated official members. The
Council would then consist of the Governor and eight
members, namely, the Colonial Secretary and the Colo
nial Treasurer, two 'nominated non-official members and
four elected members.

1 The following information transmitted by the administering
Power has been taken into account in the preparation of this
chapter: information under Article 73e of the United Nations
Charter for the year ending 31 December 1963, transmitted on
23 June 1964, and also for the year ending 31 December 1964,
transmitted on 2 July 1965.

~ The year 1963 was remarkable for the establishment of of entry into government and aided primary schools

t
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. has been raised from six to seven years, and a new first-

. 15. Educational expenditures in 1963, including year primary course will gradually replace the existing
.~ grants and subsidies, totalled $HK 165,408,602, an six-year course. As soon as practicable, two years of

increase of more than $HK 15 million over the previous secondary education will be made available after the
primary five-year course in order that pupils may con-

year. tinue their schooling up to the age of fourteen, which
16. Proposals for the reorganization Qf primary and is the statutory minimum age for industrial employment.

secondary education were adopted and placed in opera- Entry to government and aided secondary schools will
don in September 1963. Under these, the normal age con-inue to be by selective examination.

r-~;:::~-:;:~
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CHAPTER XXIII

BERMUDA, BAHAMAS, TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS AND CAYMAN ISLANDS

Public health
13. No significant changes occurred in the field of

public health in 1963. Total expenditure in 1%3-1964
was £35,590, compared with £34,973 in 1962.1963,
and £36,169 in 1961.1962, which included special ex
penditure. The recurrent medical expenditure in 1964
represented 11.21 pet cent of the total recurrent ex
penditure of the Territory, compared with 12.22 per
cent in 1963 and 12.68 per cent in 1962.

Bducotiono] conditions
14. In 1963-1964, the number of children receiving

education in the Territory was 333, compared with 328
in 1962-1963 and 314 in 1%1-1962. In 1962-1963 the
number of teachers employed rose from 33 to 35.

15. The Colony awards up to two scholarships an
nually to boarding grammar schools in the United King
dom. In 1962-1963, there were eight students from the
Territory attending schools in the United Kingdom
under this scheme.

16. Recurrent expenditure on education in 1962
1963 was £39,534, representing 13.1 per cent, and in
1963-1964 was £44,204, representing 13.97 per cent
of the total recurrent expenditure, compared with
£39,552, or 14.24 per cent of the total expenditure in
1961-1962.

B. PETITIONS

17. The Special Committee circulated the following
petitions concering the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) :

Pllitio"w DocumentNo.

Six petitions concerning the Falkland
Islands (Malvinas)
Miss Cristina B. Mir6
Miss Maria Cristina Tenoglla
Miss Elida Susana Oviedo
Mr. Roberto Heredia
Messrs. Constantino Brandariz, A/AC.109/PET.357

Vice-President, and Hugo Jorge
Pachcco, Secretary-General, Uni-
versidad Nacional de la Plata

Messrs. Alfredo Palacios, Alberto
Candioti and Leonidas Barletta

APPENDIX

Letter dated 20 April 1964 trom .:'1.0 Deputy Permanent
Representative of Argentina ~o the United Nations,
addressed to the Chairman of the Special Committee»

I have the honour to transmit to Your Excellency certain
comments that my Government wishes to make on document
A/AC.l09/L.98/Add.2, submitted by the Secretariat to the

n Included as an appendix to this chapter in accordance with
the decision of the Special Committee at the 389th meeting on
7 October 1965.

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

Introduction

1. Bermuda, the Bahamas, the Turks and Caicos
Islands and the Cayman Islands, all under United King-

Specinl Committee on the Situation with Regard to the Im
plementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Inde
pendence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.

These comments refer to chapter 11, on the Malvinns Islands,
and in particular to the part intended to inform the Committee
on the "status" of this territory (A/AC.I09/L.98/Add.2, chap.
11, paras. 4-8).

My Government notes that in dealing with the status of the
Malvinas Islands the document leaves out certain fundamental
historical facts and legal considerations, thus in our opinion,
obscuring the riuht of the Argentine Republic to this Territory.
I shall indicate briefly the most important omissions found
by my Government:
(1) There is no mention of the fact that in 1767 Spain formally

took possession of the Malvinas Islands and proceeded to
occupy them.

(2) It is not made clear that in 1770 the British were expelled
by the Governor of Buenos Aires.

(3) There is no reference to the important activities of Spain
and Argentina, in the period after 1774.

(4) In particular, it should be made clear that effective occupa
tion of the whole Territory lasted until 1810, when full
sovereignty over the Malvlnas Islands and adjacent seas
passed from Spain to the Argentine Government.

(5) From then until 1833, the Islands were in fact under
Argentine sovereignty and officials appointed by Argentina
carried out their functions in the territory.

(6) It is not made clear that in 1833 the last Argentine ad
ministration in the Malvinas Islands was forcibly expelled
by British naval units.

(7) It should also be stated in the document that the Argentine
Government protested to Great Britain in 1833 against
this occupation of our territory by force and that this
protest has since been repeated on many occasions, reserva
tions having been made not only in the United Nations,
but in all international organizations to which my country
belongs.

In paragraph 3 of the introduction to document A/AC.109/
L.98/Add., it is stated that the document was prepared on the
basis of official information as well as information available
from other published sources.

My Government cannot but note that references to be found
in innumerable publications have been left out of the part of
the report dealt with in the foregoing paragraphs, which contain
a brief account of the historical facts.

In the circumstances, the Argentine Government is obliged
to express its concern at finding that, in a case as delicate as
that of a disputed territory, there has not been a more thorough
treatment of the historical background so as to provide a
balanced and complete account that would contribute to the
enlightenment of the members of the Committee.

Accordingly, we would respectfully ask Your Excel1ency
to inform the United Nations Secretariat of the Argentine
Government's strong desire that appropriate corrections should
be made in document A/AC.l09/L.98/Add,Z, so that it wiII at
least include the information provided in this letter.

The result of this will be that the United Nations wiII have
a more balanced view of the historical aspects of the question,
and the information available to the members of the Committee
for their consideration of the status of the Malvinas Islands
wiII be more accurate.

dom administration, were jointly considered by the
Special Committee at the second of its two sessions ill
1964 (A/5800/Rev.l, chap. XXIV paras. 1-96).

2. Such information as became available on further
developments is set out below.
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GCllcral
3. In 1963, the estimated total resident civil popula

tion was 47,230, compared with 45,491 in 1961. About
two thirds of the population is of African or mixed
descent and the remainder is of European origin.

Political aJld cOllstittttiollal dcvclopmc11ts
4. The Constitution described in the Special Com

mittee's report to the General Assembly at its nine
teenth session (ibid., paras. 3-8) remained in effect
during 1963~1964. The Governor, appointed by the
Queen, is advised by an Executive Council consisting
of three official and six unofficial members nominated
by the Governor. The six unofficial members are drawn
from the lower house of the Legislature, the House
of Assembly. .

5. The Legislature consists of the Governor, a
nominated Legislative Council (Upper House) of eleven
members and an elected House of Assembly of thirty
six. members. Apart from three officials, the nominated
members of the Legislative Council are drawn mainly
from ex-members of the lower house, but persons
prominent in other spheres of public life are sometimes
appointed.

6. The powers of the Legislative Council.are theo
retically extensive; it reviews legislation passed by the
House of Assembly and may itself initiate legislation,
except a money bill. but real power rests with the
House of Assembly which has full control over finance
and which normally initiates legislation. The Governor
has power to dissolve the House of Assembly, and
the British Crown the power to disallow acts of the
colonial Parliament. This power has not been used
in recent years.

7. Prior to 1963, the franchise was limited to persons
owning freehold property wort~l £60 or mo~e. In 1963,
under the Parliamentary Election Act, the right to vote
was extended to all Bermudians and all British subjects
over twenty-five years of age who had resided in the
Territory for three or more years. A second vote was
also granted to persons who owned 2,000 square feet
of land or more.

8. The first elections to be held under the new
Parliamentary Elections Act took place in the Spring
of 1963. Six of the thirty-six seats in the House of
Assembly were won by the Progressive Labour Party
which was formed in 1963 and which was the only
political party existing at the time.

9. The Progressive Labour Party supports proposals
for further changes in the Constitution leading towards
the formation of "responsible Government" on m?re
conventional lines. They also favour reducing the voting
age from twenty-five to twenty-one years and the es
tablishment of an orthodox ministerial system. These
proposals have been referred for consideration to the
Joint Select Committee of. both Ho.use~ which was
established in 1963 to consider constitutional changes
generally.

10 In August 1964, the United Bermuda Party
was 'formed by some twenty-five of the thirty inde
pendent members elected to the House of Assembly
in 1963, and now commands a majority in the House.

~following information transmitted by the administerin.g
Power has been taken into account in the prepar~tion of .thlS
section: information under Article 73e of the United ~attons
Charter for the year ending 31 December 1963. transmitted on
13 October 1964.
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The Un'ted Bermuda Party also favours reduction of
the voting age to twenty-one.

Bconomic conditions
11. Bermuda's economy continued during the period

under review to be based primarily on the tourist
industry. Other sources of income and employment in
clude banking and financial institutions, and the activi
ties associated with the registration of many interna
tional companies in Bermuda (which has no income
tax) and with the operation of the free port and some
minor industrial and agricultural activities.

12. Such industries as exist include the manufacture
of cosmetics, concentrated essences, and drugs and
medicines. Agriculture is confined to the growing of
bananas, citrus fruits, potatoes and vegetables for
domestic consumption. Milk, eggs and meat are also
produced for local consumption. There is a small fishing
industry. The Territory has neither forests nor mines.

13. Apart from the small local production of food
stuffs, Bermuda is dependent on imported produce and
the cost of living is consequently high.

14. In 1963, imports into the Territory were
valued at £ 19,719,932. Domestic exports were valued
at £831,429, and total recorded re-exports at
£ 12,908,897. Imports are mainly made up of food,
clothing, fuels, electrical supplies and automobiles. Ex
ports consist of concentrated essences, pharmaceutical
products and cosmetics.

15. Although the visible balance of trade continued
to be adverse, substantial revenue was derived, as in
previous years, from invisible items such as the tourist
business, estimated at £ 12,500,000; repairs to shipping
sustaining damage on the neighbouring seas; accom
modation; goods and services supplied to the United
States bases in Bermuda and estimated to be worth
several million pounds annually; considerable invest
ments at generally .low rates of interest of United
Kingdom. capital in Bermu?ian enterprises) the e~tab~
lishment m large numbers 111 Bermuda of international
companies which, in addition to paying a Government
fee of £200 per annum, involve substantial legal,
banking and accountants fees and other local expenses.

16. The operation of the free port also earned
revenue for the Territory, so that, all in all, the true
balance of trade was favourable. Imports into the Ter
ritory in 1963 came mainly from the United States
(£9.2 million) the United Kingdom (£3.8 million)
~nd Canada. (£ 1.9 million).

17. Revenue and expenditure for the years 1961,
1962 and 1963 were as follows:

1961 1962 1963
(i" thousand pounds)

Revenue 5,148 5,602 5.711
Expenditure 5,115 5,691 6,342

18. Bermuda is fiscally self-supporting and has been
able to finance its development in recent years entirely
from its own revenue.

Social conditions
Labour
19. The number of those employed at the census

in 1960, which are the most recent figures available,
was 19,498 (12,737 men and 6,761 women), represent
ing 45.73 per cent of the population. The number of
those declaring themselves unemployed was 463 (182
men and 281 women).
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20. Early in 1963, a Labour Relations Advisory
Committee was appointed consisting of equal numbers
of representatives of employers and workers. Its main
function is to advise the Governor on labour policy and
legislation.

21. In 1963, there were seven unions registered
under the Trade Union and Trade Disputes Act, 1946.
There is also a Civil Service Association.

22. During early February 1965, a strike was
called by the Bermuda Industrial Union at the Bermuda
Electric Light Company. The union leaders reportedly
demanded that they should be recognized as agents for
the company workers. The company in turn allegedly
replied that if 52 per cent of all the hourly paid workers
voted for the union in a secret ballot, they would accord
recognition. The strike led to rioting outside the com
pany premises when pickets reportedly tried to prevent
workers from entering and to a wave of sympathy
strikes in which dockers, construction workers, garbage
collectors, printers, movie house employees and the
island's main bakery employees, among- others, were
involved. A force of the Bermuda Militia ArtitIery
and the Bermuda Rifles of about 400 men was caned
up after the rioting, as well as some eighty members
of the reserve constabulary.

23. By 11 February, following negotiations in which
the Governor, Lord Martonmere, govemment officials,
representatives of the electric light company and the
union participated, and after a visit of Mr. George
Faggon,' Labour Adviser to the United Kingdom
Ministry of Overseas Development, the strike was
settled.

24. The Special Committee was informed of the
strike by the Bermuda Industrial Union in a petition
dated 4 February 1965 (A/AC.109/PET.343).

25. Dr. Barbara Ball, Secretary-General of the Ber
muda Industrial Union, who appeared before the
Special Committee at its 286th meeting on 5 October
1964, was arrested in connexion with her activities
during the strike. One of the six charges against her
was reportedly for taking part in a riot arising out
of picketing of the Bermuda Electric Light Company.
The first hearing was reportedly stopped when Sir
Miles Abbott, the Chief Justice, discharged the jury
and ordered a new trial. She went on trial for the
second time in the Supreme Court on 22 June 1965.

Public health
26. The administrative org-anization primarily re

sponsible for governmental activities in respect of public
health and sanitation is the Medical and Health De
partment.

27. Recurrent expenditure on health amounted to
£712,732 in 1963, this being 11.24 per cent of the
total government expenditure for the year, compared
with £383,511, or approximately 6.7 per cent of the
total expenditure in 1962. In addition, the Public
Works Department spent £784,029 and £21,716
respectively on new hospital buildings and the mental
hospital.

28. There are four hospitals: King Edward VII
Memorial Hospital (360 beds), the mental hospital and
leprosarium, Prospect Hospital and Lefroy House.
Baby clinics and women's clinics are also supported by
the Medical and Health Services.

29. The only institution available for the training
of auxiliary personnel is the King Edward Hospital.

Other medical personnel obtain their training in either
the United Kingdom or Canada.

30. In 1963, the death-rate was 7.2 per thousand. I

The infant mortality rate was 27.0 per thousand live
births.

31. Because of the high standard of living as a
whole, dietary conditions are satisfactory, although
conditions of sub-nutrition are found in small numbers.

Educational conditions
32. Education is free and compulsory for all children

over 7 and under 13 years of age. The estimated
number of children in this age group at the end of
1963 was 6,328. Of these 6,095 were enrolled in schools
and 233 were not attending school owing to mental or
physical disability. There were 2,789 pupils under seven
years of age and 2,787 over thirteen also enrolled in
the schools.

33. Public schools are classified as "vested" or
"non-vested". The former are managed by local com
mittees, the latter are directly administered by the
Board of Education. In addition, children also attend
private schools at which fees are charged varying from
£ 5 to £ 105 per amW1Il,.

34. The distribution of schools and pupils in Ber
muda on 31 December 1963 was as follows:

No. of.
No. of Joupils

Tolal
Cat.gory of school Se/lOOS Male Female pUPils

Government primary ........ 18 2,876 2,812 5,688
Government-aided primary .. 9 883 718 1,601
Government-aided secondary 11 877 1,111 1,988
Government-aided technical

and vocational ........... 8 192 126 318
Unaided primary ........... 28 688 998 1,686
Unaided secondary .......... 4 107 219 326
Unaided technical and voca-

tional .................... 26 38 64

TOTAL 79 5,649 6,022 11,671

35. Expenditure on education in 1963 was
£ 1,081,789, representing 17.1 per cent of total gov
ernment expenditure, as compared with £647,197, or
approximately 12.9 per cent in 1962.

36. There is no university in Bermuda. One Rhodes
scholarship is allotted to the Territory every year. In
addition, a maximum of six scholarships are offered
annually, tenable for three years, at approved institu
tions of higher education abroad. There are no teacher
training colleges in Bermuda and a number of scholar
ships are also provided for teacher-training abroad.

37. In 1963, seven scholarships tenable in England
for 1963-1966 and three scholarships tenable in Canada
for 1963-1965 were awarded. The St,,!1 of £7,561 was
expanded on scholarships during the year.

2. Bahamas2

Political and constitutional developments
38. The new Constitution which came into force

on 7 January 1964 continued in effect during the period
under review. This Constitution, replacing one which

2 The following information transmitted by the administering
Power has been taken into account in the preparation of this
section: information under Article 73 e of the United Nations
Charter for the year ending 31 December 1963, transmitted on
28 October 1964.
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44. After the next general election which is due to
be held sometime before December 1967, the House of
Assembly will consist, under the new Constitution, of
thirty-eight members elected by universal adult suf
frage, the second vote having been abolished.

45. In petitions dated 22, 23 and 28 April 1965
(A/AC.l09/PET.377 and Add.l) , Mr. Lynden O.
Pindling, leader of the Progressive Liberal Party, re
quested United Nations investigation into the question
of representation in the House of Assembly. He stated
that a riot had been narrowly averted when demonstra
tions were held outside the House and that the United

had subsisted in much the same form since 1729, fol
lowed upon the Constitutional Conference held in
London in May 1963. It provided for a ministerial
system of Government with a bicameral legislature
consisting of a Senate (formerly the Legislative Coun
cil) and a House of Assembly.

39. Subject to the assent of the Governor who is
appointed by the Queen and exercises executive au
thority on behalf of' the Queen, the Legislature may
make "laws for the peace, order and good government
of the Bahama Islands". However, reserved powers
are retained in respect of external affairs, defence,
internal security and control of the police, to be
exercised by the Governor in his discretion. Power to
enact legislation involving taxation or expenditure of
public money is also restricted and normally such
legislation can be introduced only on the recommenda
tion, or with the' consent, of the Governor, acting on
the advice of the ministers.

40. The Cabinet consists of the Premier and at least
eight ministers appointed by the Governor on the advice
of the Premier. The Premier is a member of the House
of Assembly who, in the Governor's judgement, is
best able to command the confidence of a majority of
its members. Up to three ministers are chosen from
the Senate and the remainder from the House of. As
sembly. The present Cabinet is headed by Sir Roland
Symonette, leader of the United Bahamian Party. Gen
erally. the Governor is required to obtain and act in
accordance with the advice of the Cabinet which has
g-enerai direction and control of the government of the
Territory. However, it has no responsibility with regard
to courts and criminal proceedings, the audit of th..e
Territory's accounts or the Public Service.

41. The Senate, which has limited powers of delay
ing legislation passed by the Lower House, is composed
of fifteen members, of whom eight are appointed by the
Governor after consultation with the Premier and any
such other persons as he may decide to consult, five
by the Governor on the advice of the Premier and two
bv the Governor on the advice of the leader of the
opposition.

42. The present House of Assembly was elected in
December 1962 on the basis of the electoral laws of
1959, as amended in 1962 to extend the franchise to
women, These laws provided for adult suffrage and a
limited second vote in respect of ownership and/or
rental of real property in a constituency other than
that in which the elector resided.

43. As constituted at present, the House of As
sembly is composed of thirty-three members as follows:
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Bahamian Party Government had passed an "unfair
boundaries draft order". His party was determined not
to accept the proposed order "distributing assembly
seats in the country".

Economic conditions

46. The tourist industry continues to be the basis
of the Territory's prosperity and the chief source of
revenue. Intensive publicity of the Ministry of Tourism,
particularly in the United States and Canada, resulted
in a further increase in the number of visitors to the
Islands in 1963-namely 546,404 as against totals of
444,8iO, 368,211 and 341,977 for the three previous
years. Unemployment remained low in 1963 and the
building boom continued. Permits worth over $16.8
million were issued during the year, $2.8 million more
than in the previous year.

47. On the whole, the soil of the islands is shallow
and unsuitable for large-scale farming. Arable land
under cultivation is estimated at 35,000 acres. The bulk
of the farming is done by individual farmers, although
there are six large-scale agricultural enterprises produc
ing tomatoes and cucumbers for export to the United
States and Canada. Principal crops for local consump
tion and export are seasonal vegetables, onions, toma
toes, cucumbers, pineapples, citrus fruits, bananas,
pigeon peas and beans. The area of improved pasture
land is approximately 3,200 acres and the total area
of forest land is estimated at slightly less than 800,000
acres. Livestock includes poultry, pigs, goats, sheep,
cattle and horses. The bulk of the livestock, other than
poultry, is owned by small farmers. Approximately half
the poultry is owned by Eleuthera Limited, Hatchet
Bay, Eleuthera.

48. There are a number of small industries, includ
ing canneries, fish processing, boat building and the
production of mineral waters. Some oil exploration
activity continued in 1963 but there was no prospecting
nor mining.

49. A port is being developed for industrial,com
mercial and residential purposes on 155,000 acres of
land on Grand Bahama by private capital from the
United States, the United Kingdom and Canada. In
addition, educational, medical and other services are to
be provided. At October 1964, licences to operate in
the area had been issued to over eighty firms, the
largest of which was a cement works in which the
initial capital investment amounted to some $60-$70
million. A $2 million hormones preparations plant was
also planned. One of the largest off-shore bunkering
terminals in the world and a number of light industries
were already in operation, as of October 1964, as were
several hotels.

50. The main domestic exports from the Bahamas
are pulpwood, crawfish, salt, sponges, and canned
tomatoes, pineapples and cucumbers which were valued
at £ 1,634,960 in 1963, compared with £2,013,778 in
1962. The principal buyers of the Territory's exports
are the United Kingdom, Canada, the United States
and the British West Indies, The value of imports
during 1963 amounted to £28,264,936, chiefly supplied
by the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, the United States and Aruba, compared with
£24,524,492 in 1962. The adverse balance of visible
trade is offset mainly by the tourist industry and capital
investment from overseas, chiefly from the United
Kingdom and the United States.

51. The total revenue of the Territory continued
to rise in 1963 to £9.6 million, compared with £8.69
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3. Turks and Caicos Islands3

:'OTAL 191

a Includes 115 all-age schools.
b Four of these have their own primary departments.

Government .
Local authority .
Aided .
Unaided .

61. Primary school enrolment in 1963 numbered
27,435. Some 5,t92 pupils were enrolled in secondary
or post-primary schools.

62. In 1962, J. Technical Institute offering courses
in engineering, building construction and commerce was
established. There is also a Teachers' Training College.

63. No local provision is made at present for higher
education for which students go overseas with the aid,
it; appropriate cases, of g~vernment scholarships. Pre
cise figures of those studying abroad are not available,
but some 277 students were studying abroad in 1963
in the United Kingdom (96), Canada (16) and the
United States (165). The Bahamas recently became
affiliated with the University of the West Indies.

64. Government expenditure on education in 1963
amounted to £1,044,400, compared with £900,814 in
1962.

General

65. The estimated population at 31 December 1962
was 6,035, compared with an estimated 6,100 in the
previous year.

3 The following information transmitted by the administering
Power has been taken into account in the preparation 01 this
section: information under Article 73e of the United Nations
Charter for the year ending 31 December 1963, transmitted on
2 November 1964.

Political and constitutional developments i
.'

66. As previously reported, in August 1962, when ;l
Jamaica attained its independence, the Turks and Caicos i i
Islands became a Crown Colony directly administered ;1
by the United Kingdom. At the end of 1963, the Gov
ernment of Turks and Caicos Islands expressed an
interest in joining the Bahamas, and the Bahamas Gov
ernment agreed to discuss the matter. This was con
sidered in June 1964, by a Working Party composed
of representatives of the three Governments concerned
to which that group submitted its recommendations. At
the meeting held on that occasion, it was decided that
the. Bahamas Government, while sympathizing with the
desire of the Turks and Caicos Islands to join a larger
grouping, could not, for the time being, offer a merger.
A proposal was made for a looser form of association
patterned after the former association of the Turks and !
Caicos with Jamaica, which would have the object of ,I
"testing in practice the feasibility of realizing the q
present hopes of the people of the Turks and Caicos for :1
an ultimate merger". The Working Party recoznized l'
that "before any final decision could be taken e~en if .1.'.··

successful effect were given to the present proposals .
for association, it would be necessary to determine the 101
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million in 1962 and £8.56 million in 1961. Expenditure Education. Education is free and compulsory betw~ ~
amounted to £9.8 million. Apart from a real property the ages of five and fourteen.
tax there is no direct taxation. The death duty of 4 per 60. The number of schools in the Territory in 1963
cent on personal property was repealed by the House was as follows:
of Assembly in December 1964. Customs duties (£5.98
million in 1963) and receipts from fees and public
utilities are the main source of revenue. The Bahamas
are entirely self-supporting financially, including public
development.

Social conditions
Labour
52. The tourist industry is the chief source of em

ployment. Other employers of labour in Nassau are the
growing numbers of firms supplying banking invest
ments and commercial services and in construction and
in the distributive trades. In recent years, a growing
demand for labour in the other islands for construction
work, for the two large salt works and for lumber work
has been partly filled by migrants from elsewhere in
the West Indies particularly from the Turks and Caicos
Islands. Agricultural work in the United States pro
vides employment for an average of 1,300 unskilled
labourers whose earnings in 1961 amounted to more
than $2.5 million. Unemployment in the Territory is
almost negligible.

53. In 1963, there were a total of seventeen regis
tered trade unions and four employers' associations.
There was one labour dispute involving a small section
of workers on strike for five days. The average wage
Is £ 5 per week

Public health
54. Medical and health services are the respon

sibility of the Ministry for Health. There are three
main government hospitals: Princess Margaret Hospital
(500 beds), the Sandilands Mental Hospital (200 beds)
and a hospital for geriatrics and spastics (100 beds).

55. There are also clinics on every main island, cot
tage hospitals at Eleuthera and Irangua and a small
leprosarium on New Providence.

56. The death-rate in the Territory is 7.83 per
thousand. The principal diseases are tuberculosis, res
piratory complaints, general abdominal complaints,
hypertension and malnutrition.

57. Medical and health staff in 1963 included 68
registered physicians (24 private), one private licensed
physician, 4 private sub-assistant surgeons, 236 nurses
(95 private), 98 government partially trained nurses,
236 midwives (95 private), 80 partially trained mid
wives (63 private), 4 government sanitary inspectors,
16 laboratory and X-ray technicians (2 private) and
86 pharmacists (80 private). In 1961, the medical and
health staff included 69 registered physicians (29 pri
vate), 4 private sub-assistant surgeons, 243 nurses (95
private), 71 government partially trained nurses, 208
midwives (95 private), 74 partially trained midwives
(63 private), 4 government sanitary inspectors, 15
government laboratory and X-ray technicians and 87
pharmacists (80 private).

58. Capital and recurrent expenditure by the Gov
ernment on health services amounted to £ 1,126,358
during 1963, compared with £972,066 in 1962.

Educational conditions

59. Education is administered under the Education
Act, 1962, and is the responsibility of the Ministry for



Social conditions

Labour

73. Unitl 1964, the Turks Islands Salt Company
Limited was the chief employer of labour (w:~h an
average employment of 200). Other sources of employ
ment are the United States bases, the fishing industry
and a shell factory. In addition, many men from these
islands find employment in the Bahamas and their re
mittanccs are a regular source of income {or their
families.

Public Service

67. In 1%3, the number of overseas officers fell from
seventeen to fifteen, of whom one was pensionable,
while the number of local and other officers rose from
152 to 177. Training for members of the Public Service
continues to be provided outside the Territory. During
1963, one member of the Service was sent on a course
in the United Kingdom, while three others attended
courses in Jamaica.
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4 The following information transmitted by the administering
Power has 'been taken into account in the preparation of this
section: information under Article 73e of the United Nations
Charter for the year ending 31 December 1%3, transmitted on
9 October 1964.

Educational conditions

75. In 1963, there were thirteen schools. The school
at Grand Turk is divided into junior and secondary
sections, In the secondary school, the pupils are pre
pared for the Cambridge University Joint School Cer
tificate r.nd General Certificate of Education Examina
tion, or the London University General Certificate of
Education Examination. In 1963 the average enrolment
was 1,449. Education is free, and in addition, thirteen
government scholarships worth £30 per annum were
awarded to pupils from the out islands attending the
secondary section of the Grand Turk School. Four other
scholarships are also awarded by private sources.

76. Recurrent expenditure on education was
£21,604, or about 7.5 per cent of the total budget in
1963, and £20,905. or 8 per cent of total government
expenditure in 1962.

4. Cay1llan Island~

Political and constitutional developments

77. The political and constitutional situation, accord
ing to the information available, remained basically the
same during 1963-1964, as described in the report of
the Special Committee to the General Assembly at its
nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.l, chap. XXIV, paras.
77-88).

Public health

74. The average death-rate in the islands was 10.1
per thousand in 1963. Gastro-intestinal diseases are the
most common diseases in the islands due to the difficulty
of ensuring that the water supply is kept pure, and the
presence of flies. The United States Department of
Agriculture has initiated a fly eradication programme
in Grand Turk Island which has led to the almost com
plete disappearance of house flies. There are two gov
ernment medical officers, one stationed in Grand Turk,
where there is a twenty-five bed hospital, and the other
in South Caicos. Government recurrent expenditure on
public health amounted to £27,409 in 1963 (9.5 per
cent oi total expenditure) and £20,727 in 1962 (8.0
per cent of total expenditure). Two Turks and Caicos
Islanders are undergoing training in medicine and den
tistry, respectively, with funds provided under Colonial
Development and Welfare schemes, Women from the
Turks and Caicos Islands are also given nurses' train
ing in Jamaica, at the expense of the Turks and Caicos
Islands Government.

Economic conditions
68. For many years the government-owned salt in

dustry has relied upon government subsidies of the
order of £27,000-£30,000 a year to meet annual re
current costs. Faced with the, need for increasingly large
annual subsidies and capital expenditure amounting to
some £650,000, it has been decided that the industry
should be closed. Production ceased at two of the three
main centres in December 1964 and the third is ex-

~
~:.i. pected to close in due course. The employees will be
1 provided with either a pension or a gratuity, depending

on length of service, and it is hoped to provide alterna
tive employment for the redundant workers in the fish

1,! ing and tourist industries.
j 69. In 1963, imports were valued at £300,000 and
l . exports at £73,000. The principal items imported are

food, drink, tobacco and manufactured goods. The prin
cipal exports are salt, valued at £37,000 in 1963;
crawfish, £28,000; sisal, £3,000; conchs and conch
shells.

70. The principal sources of local revenue continue
to be customs duties and the sale of stamps. There is
no direct taxation in the islands. The islands are heavily
dependent on grants from the British Government. The
grant-in-aid for 1963 was £ 139,483. The revised total
grant-in-aid figure for 1964 was £ 159,116, while local
revenue in 1964 was estimated at about £58,000.

71. Under the Commonwealth Development Act and
earlier legislation the United Kingdom allocated some
£268,000 for development during the period 1958 to
1966. Of that allocation £ 144,000 had, by the end of
1963, been spent. A fairly large proportion of those
funds have been committed in recent years for the re
equipping and 'running of the salt industry, which is
wholly owned by the Government. There has also been
expenditure on water storage schemes, hospital im
provements, a government launch, training schemes and
on assistance for development in the Caicos settlements.

72. The current development plan for 1964-1966
puts particular emphasis on the improvement of com
munications in the Territory, the provision of water
storage facilities and of an electricity supply for Grand
Turk, training facilities (including technical education)
and on the development of the Territory's fishing and
tourist industries. The plan provides for expenditure
of £ 109,000 from Colonial Development anrl Welfare
funds in the three-year period up to March 1966. Dur
ing 1965, a government-run guest house was opened
at Grand Turk and efforts were being made to recruit a
fisheries officer to advise on the development of a
fisheries co-operative. With the assistance from Colonial
Development and Welfare funds, the sisal crop in the
Caicos Islands, which was ruined by a hurricane, has
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Mr. \V. G. Brown, General Secretary, Bermuda

Constitutional Conference ,., .. ,., .. ,., ",
Bermuda Industrial Union , ,.,.",
Mr. L. O. Pindling, Leader of the Opposition and of

the Progressive Liberal Party ,.,." " .. ,."

Social conditions

Labour

82. As the majority of the able-bodied men are
away at sea most of the time, there is a shortage of
labour in the islands. One trade union is registered

86. At its 376th and 377th meetings on 23 and
24 August 1965, the Special Committee heard Mr. L. O.
Pindling, Leader of the Opposition and of the Pro
gressive Liberal Party, as a petitioner. Mr. Pindling
was accompanied by Mr. C. W. Whitfield, Mr. C. A.
BaL, lVIr. M. B. Butler, Mr. A. D. Hanna, Mr. A. A.
Foulkes, Mrs. D. Johnson and Mr. H W. Brown.

87. Mr. Pindling (Leader of the Opposition and
of the Progressive Liberal Party of the Bahamas)
expressed his compatriots' confidence in the United
Nations. In April, the people of the Bahama Isiands
had submitted a petition (A/AC.109/PET.377) to
the Special Committee with the object of informing it
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in the Cayman Islands, with a total membership of some
5,605, of whom about one third are Cayman Islanders.

Public hcaltli

83. During the year under review n medical officer
from the Jamaican Government Medical Service was
seconded to the islands. There is also a government
subsidized private medical practitioner in Grand Cay
man. In 1963, a government-subsidized private medical
practitioner was appointed to replace the doctor who
resigned in 196?, at Cayman Brac, The health officer,
who had previously undergone a course of training
at the Public Health School in Jamaica, supervised a
campaign of improved public health measures and
mosquito control. The average death-rate in 1963 in
the islands was 7.5 per thousand. Expenditure on public
health amounted to £34,973 in 1963, reoresenting
14.4 per rent of total government expenditure, com
pared with £32,847. representing 13.6 per cent of total
government expenditure, in 1962.

Educational conditions

84. In 1963 there were ten government primary
schools in operation. In addition, there are :l. number ,
of church-sponsored schools. the principal of which
is the Cayman High School. heavily subsidized by a
government grant-in-aid. There is also a church
sponsored private high school operated on American
lines. Enrolment in all schools in 1962 was 1,200, of
which 138 were receiving post-primary education. Many
of the teachers are recruited from Jamaica. In addition,
scholarships have been awarded from Colonial Devel
opment and Welfare funds to two Caymanians to
undertake degree courses at the University of the
West Indies on the condition that they return to teach
in the Cayman Islands for a specified period at the
end of their training. Recurrent expenditure on edu
cation in 1963 was £33.833, representing 14.7 per
cent of the total recurrent expenditure, compared with
£29,744, representing 12.3 per cent of the total recur
rent expenditure, in 1962.

B. WRITTEN PETITIONS AND HEARINGS

85. The Special Committee circulated the following
petitions concerning Bermuda and the Bahamas.

1
of the great disquiet they felt about the explosive situa..!
tion in the country and in the hope of bringing about I
a victory for the ideals of peace and democracy which i
the Committee had so long upheld. Another petition
had been submitted at the same time to the Secretary 1."'1\

of State for the Colonies of the United Kingdom Gov- ,
ernment. The Secretary of State had replied, through
the Governor of the Bahamas, that he was "unable I:
to intervene". He believed that if the tragic situation I"
which existed in the Bahamas on 27 April had taken 1

1

"
a serious turn, the Secretary for the Colonies would "
have been only too happy to intervene-by calling in re'
British troops. ~

~

Pdilioncrr.rrilory

Bermuda

Bermuda
Bahamas

Economic conditions
78. The economic mainstay of the islands continues

to be the employment of Caymanian seamen on Ameri
can owned ships registered outside the United States.
Upward of 1,000 seamen are so employed, and a great
majority make regular dohar remittances to their fami
lies in the islands. Another significant factor in the
islands' economic development is the expansion of the
tourist trade. An estimated 2.553 tourists visited the
islands in 1963, compared with 2,120 in 1962.

79. The principal items of import are food-stuffs,
textiles and fuel oil. The principal exports are turtles
and turtle products, rope and shark skins. The value
to the islands of exports of turtles. turtle skin, turtle
shell and turtle meat amounted to £21,385 in 1963.
Coconuts are grown in Cayman Brac and Little Cay
man. Approximately two thirds of the trade of the
islands is with the United States. Sugar, coffee, cement,
liquor, kerosene and condensed milk are imported ex
clusively from Jamaica. In 1963, imports were
£838,886 and exports £34,490, compared with
£758,888 and £27.532 in i962.

80. The principal sources of government revenue
continue to be the sale of postage stamps and import
duty as there is no income tax, estate duty or excise
duty. In 1963, revenue was £258,375 and expenditure
£242,503, compared with £241.628 and £231,889 in
1962.

81. The British Government has allocated, under the
Commonwealth Development Act and earlier colonial
developmc .• t and welfare legislation, a total of £207,000
for development in the islands during the period 195'\
to 1966. Of this allocation, £ 107.000 had. up to the
end of 1963, been spent with social services (education
and health) accounting for 46 per cent, and economic
projects (such as road construction and electricity)
for the rest.
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88. The Special Committee's Sub-Committee III
had already considered the question of the Bahamas
at its 31st, 32nd. 38th and 39th meetings in. September
and October 1964. At that time it had formulated the
specific conclusions and recommendations reproduced
in paragraphs 133 to 134 of chapter twenty-four of
dccument A/5800/Rev.l, from which he would quote.
The United Kingdom had done nothing to implement
them. Since the information previously made available
to the Committee was incomplete and in many respects
incorrect, he wished to give a full picture of the po
litical. economic and social situation in his country.

89. The petitioners had not come to seek independ
ence for the Bahamas, for, under the present conditions,
independence would be meaningless. For the last three
centuries a powerful ethnic minority had, with the
support of the United Kingdom Government. controlled
the political, economic and social life of the country,
and silenced opposition. The Bahamas, which had been
under the domination of European Powers since the
landing of Christopher Columbus in 1492, were often
represented as a tourists' paradise: they were anything
but a paradise for the indigenous population.

90. According to a 1964 report by the Ministry
of Labour, there was a work force of 51.948 persons
in the islands; those workers had not been able to
establish a dynamic trade union movement because
they were hampered by coercive and restrictive legis
lation. There were about seventeen trade unions in
the Bahamas. The United Bahamian Party. which was
at present in power. had prohibited the formation of
a single national union. and sympathy strikes were
prohibited. Those measures had been taken under the
Trade Union and Industrial Conciliation Act of 1958,
which it had proved impossible to amend. That Act
appeared to contravene at least one ILO Convention.
Convention 98. which had been ratified by the United
Kingdom Government and which made provision. in
article 4, for the development and utilization of ma
chinery for voluntary negotiation between employers'
and workers' organizations. Under the Trade Union
and Industrial Conciliation Act. each industry had to
have a separate union. which meant that the unions were
all small. Their effective operating size was further
reduced by the need to establish branches in remote is
lands scattered over some 500 miles. The Act also made
it illegal for an employer or employers' organization and
a trade union or confederation of trade unions to agree
to any system whereby union dues could be deducted
from employees' wages at the time of payment. T!lat
provision definitely restricted the freedom of the union
to negotiate agreements in the best interests.of the
workers. Similarly, the Act made it illegal for urnon and
employer to agree to establish a union sh?p in an~ p)ace
of employment. Those legal and geographical restrictions
placed definite limitations on the organization at;d op
eration of the trade union movement. Workers 111 the
Bahamas had on many occasions protested again~t the
situation in which they were placed. In 1942, a dlsp~te

in connexion with unsatisfactory wages and working
conditions had led to a riot. In 1958, a mass protest
which had begun in the transport industry developed
into the country's first general strike. Although the
strikers had not committed a single act of violence.
the British Government had kept troops in the country
for a long period at the expense of the population. It
was as a result of that strike that the Secretary of State
for the Colonies had visited the Bahamas in order to
propose certain political changes and urge the Gov-

ernment to make certain improvements in the ccuntry's
labour legislation: the result of those improvements
had been the 1958 Act. There had been other strikes
since then, including one at Andros, where the workers
h1d demanded improvementa in wages from the con
tractors for the Atlantic Underwater Evaluation Test
ing Centre.

91. On Grand Bahama the Government had handed
over local government powers to a private company
which was responsible only to its shareholders.

92. In the field of social planning, the United King
dom had never urged the Bahamas Government to im
plement the provisions of ILO Convention No. 63, and
the country had no department of statistics. The build
ing of schools and hospitals was carried out haphazardly
and on the basis of personal preferences.

93. Trade unions had no say in the planning of
public services which directly affected the people. such
as housing, health services or social services i they
were not represented on advisory bodies; they were not
consulted about immlgraticn and the Bahamas were
being inundated by foreigners, many unskilled workers,
who overcrowded the labour market. These workers
came from Malta. Canada, the United States. the
United Kingdom. the West Indles, Haiti and other
countries. Present regulations required application to
be made to the Department of Immigration for the
employment of all persons other than native-born
Bahamians or their children. On many occasions, how
ever. persons were brought in over the objections of
the trade-union movement. The Bahamian labour force
possessed many of the skills required, for example.
in the hotel and building industries and could be trained
in other skills; the trade unions in those industries,
however. did not receive adequate co-operation from
the Department of Labour and the Department of
Immigration with regard to the employment or training
of Bahamians in preference to imported labour.

94. Under the special Act creating the Grand
Bahama Port Authority. even those regulations on
labour which applied in the rest of the Bahamas did
not apply in Freeport. Workers were imported without
previous application to the Department of Immigration;
construction companies and hotel operators had refused
to recognize trade unions and were victimizing persons
who tried to organize and lead trade unions. Since the
imported workers were subject to deportation and
return to their homeland at any time. they were chary
of joining the Bahamian trade-union movement and
thus hampered its growth.

95. The importation of labour also had a political
effect since workers from the United Kingdom, Canada.
Australia, the West Indies and other parts of the
British Commonwealth tended to vote to protect the
status quo and their own employment but not neces
sarily the best ir.cerests of the Bahamas. Continued
immigration would mean that the balance of population
-at present about 80 per cent black and 20 per cent
white-would be changed in the foreseeable future.

96. Foreign investment could enter the Bahamas
through the immigration of an individual businessman.
the formation of a Bahamian company by a foreign
individual, or the registration of a foreign company
under the Foreign Companies Act. Some control was
exercised over the type of business in which foreign
investment was permitted; the bulk of foreign capital
came from North America and. to a lesser extent,
from the United Kingdom. No distinction was made
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between n locally financed company and a company
financed from abroad.

97. Although the people had long been asking for
improved social conditions, no low-cost housing pro
gramme had been started and the lack of hospital
facilities and a sewerage system had been responsible
for the reappearance. of communicable diseases in the
populous district of New Providence.

98. All ministers in the Bahamian Cabinet were
Bahamian born, with the exception of one who had
now been granted status roughly equivalent to that of
being Bahamian born. They all belonged to the mer
chant oligarchy, which had been in control since 1729
and was of European extraction. The ministers owned
large shares ill the majority of local enterprises and
benefited from government contracts, all with the tacit
approval of the United Kingdom Government. For
example, the Prime Minister was perhaps the biggest
road-builder in the country. The Minister of Maritime
Affairs was a major supplier of lumber and hardware
goods to the Government and perhaps the biggest
shipowner in the country. The Minister of Agriculture
had large farming interests and supplied air-condition
ing material to the Government as did the Minister of
Electricity. The Minister of Finance and Tourism
was head of a food chain, an insurance company and
a law firm which often represented his Ministry and
his clients at the same time. That state of affairs had
always existed. Before ministerial government had
been introduced, executive government had been shared
by public boards, whose chairmen and members had
acted in the same manner as the present ministers. At
the time of the 1963 Constitutional Conference in
London the point had been raised by the representatives
of the Progressive Liberal Party and the Labour Party.
The United Kingdom representatives had been fully
apprised of the situation but although they had agreed
that such conduct was not entirely satisfactory, they
had considered that in the circumstances' it might be
advisable to leave things as they were. The matter of
conflict of interests had also been discussed in great
detail in the House of Assembly after ministerial gov
ernment had been introduced in January 1964, but no
action had been taken.

99. Every single member of the Government was
engaged in business and received lucrative government
contracts at the same time. The United Kingdom was
aware of that and the system was such that it was easy
to imagine the abuse and corruption to which it might
give rise. While the ruling group had accumulated
great wealth, it was maintaining an iniquitous method
of taxation and the wealthy were by no means bearing
their fair share of the tax burden. There was no
income tax and very little direct taxation in the
Bahamas. The greater part of the revenue was gathered
from customs duties and ad valorem stamp taxes which
were passed on ultimately to the consumer; that was
one of the reasons why the cost of living in the islands
was abnormally high. The over-all picture of the present
situation in the Bahamas was that the country was
economically and financially in the very same hands
that exercised political control. Moreover, for three
centuries, the British had never introduced any de
velopment plan for the islands to improve the situation
of the people both socially and economically and in
the field of education, and the Territory was now
paying for centuries of neglect.

100. In the field of education, it was immediately
obvious that the present system was inadequate for

present needs and even more so for future needs.
Less than 6 per cent of the school population was \
receiving grammar school education. The system was '
nntiqnated and classes were overcrowded. Moreover, I

almost three quarters of the teaching staff of the lowerll'.
grades Wl. uutrained and a substantial proportion of
those were barely literate. That was again clear evidence
of absolute neglect. The result was that in 1964, out
of 300 Out Island children who sat for the grammar- I:
school entrance examination, only thirteen had qualified
to enter. A crash programme for training teachers was ~
thus an absolute necessity. The reason why it was not tl
mentioned in official statements was that the children of (1
the ruling minority did not suffer from the deplorable i
state of education since they generally attended a lJ
racially segregated school in Nassau. This school was
a privately owned school which was racially and eco
nomically segregated. It included primary and grammar
school grades and was operated by a private company:
no child could attend the school unless his parents were
shareholders or unless he was recommended by a share
holder. He did not know the exact fees charged by :
the school, but they were much higher than those
prevailing in the secondary schools maintained by the '
Government or by religious organizations. No segre
gated schools were maintained by the Bahamian Gov
ernment.

101. With regard to the average earnings of Baha
mians, compared with the fees charged by Government
controlled schools, according to a recent survey made
by a foreign agency, the average yearly income of a
Bahamian was about £200, which did not go very
far when the high cost of living was taken into account.
The Government High School charged a low annual
fee of £ 10.10.0, which included tuition and books, and
was now attended by more than 500 children. The
fees in the Anglican and Methodist secondary schools
were approximately four times those of the Government
High School and the fees in the boys' Roman Catholic
secondary school were somewhat higher, but that might
be accounted for by the fact that the Roman Catholic
secondary school gave a more comprehensive type of
education, including some practical training. There were
just under 100 seats available at the Government High
School every year. The present school population was
approaching 30,000.

102. With regard to the right to vote, it was neces
sary to distinguish between principles and their applica
tion. After the general strike in January 1958, the
franchise had been extended to all males, and plural
voting had been limited to some degree. Later, in 1961,
the vote was granted to women. However, in practice,
there was great inequality in representation. Before
1930, the bulk of the population of the Bahamas had
lived in the Out Islands. Subsequently, however, large
shifts of population had occurred so that in 1962, only
one third lived in the Out Islands and two thirds in
Nassau. Nevertheless, representation had continued to
be based on the old figures. In the 1962 elections, the
delimitation of constituencies had been such that the
Progressive Liberal Party, which had polled 44 per
cent of the total vote, had secured just 24.3 per cent
of the representation, while the United Bahamian Party, ,
with 36.6 per cent of the votes polled, had secured
57.6 per cent of the representation. Thus, the voice of
the people had been muffled.

103. The Constitutional Conference, which had been
held after the 1962 elections, failed to establish a system
to meet the two basic requirements : majority rule and
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l~=~-=iti..n to hnv. his v.t::::~:::·:: ngondn "om 2. ..., was made in the Constitution for those three special
U equal value. The distribution of seats which had been areas, although his party had expressed its disagree-
I embodied in the report on the Constitution had been ment and reservations in that regard at the time of the

I
",wesented to the participants of the Conferences on a Constitutional Conference.

'take it or leave It" basis and it had not been possible 106. In such circumstances, the Opposition could
to discuss it. Moreover, since the coming into force of no longer fulfil its functions. It could not lend itself
the Constitution, the United Bahamian Party had to what was in fact nothing more than a dictatorship
seemed determined not to abide by the spirit of that disguised as a democracy. In order to have a fair

i! Constitution and the result was even more glaring I' d di ibuti f h h

~I
inequality of electoral representation. The ruling team eva nation an tstrt ution 0 t e seats t e present

Order should be revoked in toto and new recommenda
seemed to have even abandoned any pretence of up- l' 1 Id b d b d I' . 1 f

/1 holding the principles of majority rule and equality Ions s 10U e ma e, ase upon t le prmcip e 0
, majority rule. His party's programme of electoral

J
' in voting. Although the Constitution called for the reform had been embodied in a memorandum submitted

i distribution of voters and seats to be made in the most to the Colonial Office of the administering Power at
equitable manner practicable, on 27 April 1965 the the time of the Constitutional Conference in May
Government had adopted electoral provisions under 1963. The following reforms had been requestd: there
which Harbour. Island, for example, which had a must be no equivocations with regard to the principle
population of only 3,236 was given two seats which of majority rule i specific instructions, not vague and
was as many as Grand Bahama and Bimini which had general instructions such as those now embodied in the
a population of 9,883. Constitution, must be given to the Constituencies Corn-

104. Since 1964·, there had been a Constituencies mission, which must ensure that representation was of
Commission, provision for which had been made in the the people and not of land areas j single-member con-
Constitution that had come into force in January 1964. stituencies must be created, since in his party's opinion
The Commission had made certain recommendations, that was the best way of ensuring that the will of the
but in the opinion of his party, those recommendations people would be expressed.
still did not establish equal representation. The present 107. He himself had been advised the previous week
Order on Constituencies contained gross inequalities that the Secretary of State, during his visit in October,
and did not provide for majority rule i that was the wished to discuss with him the difficulties that had
most pressing issue which had prompted the petitioners arisen in connexion with the delimitation of constituen-
to appeal to the Special Committee and had given rise cies. However, since the Secretary of State had at the
to demonstrations by thousands of people all over the same time stated that he was unable to intervene in
island of New Providence. The Government had been the matter, he failed to see the purpose of the proposed
adamant in opposing- the repeal of the Order on Constit- discussions.
uencies, since that Order in its present form stilt left
the political control of the islands in the hands of a 108. The situation was such that he wondered how
small minority of the people; by "small minority" he much longer the United Kingdom Government would
meant not only the ethnic minority which governed continue to close its eyes and ignore the recommenda-
the country but the minority which might elect a tions of the Special Committee. The people of the
majority of the representatives. Bahamas hoped that the Committee would use its good

offices to induce the United Kingdom to establish on
105. He pointed out that the Constitution provided the islands a system by which the voice of the majority

for a fixed basis of representation for the next general could be heard and the principle of majority rule ob-
election. There would be seventeen seats for the island served. The Committee should also use its good offices
of New Providence and twenty-one seats for the re- to see that a positive programme was implemented with
mainder of the islands. According to the Constitution the greatest possible dispatch to improve the level of
and the general directions given to the Constituencies education of Bahamians so that they could assume
Commission, the representation for each member was responsibility for their own affairs at the top level. The
supposed to be as nearly equal as was reasonably prac- petitioners would like to see the immediate implemen-'
tical, His party objected to the present Constituencies tation of all applicable recommendations on the Ba-
Order because the constituencies in areas of mass harnas made by Sub-Committee III, with particular
population in New Providence numbered more voters emphasis on the following: the recommendation con-
than constituencies in well-to-do areas. In trying to firming that the provisions of the Declaration on the
establish their case for the Bahamas Legislature, his Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and.
party had sent out survey teams. The Constituencies Peoples were fully applicable to the Bahamas and
Commission had arrived at a mean of 1,600 voters should be applied by the administering Power in ac-
per constituency in New Providence, but the survey cordance with the freely expressed wilt of the people;
had shown that in the mass population areas the the recommendation that the administering Power
average was 2,400 and in the more well-to-do areas, should be invited to take concrete measures without
1,250. In the Out Islands, where the twenty-one delay to enable the people of the Bahamas to discuss'
remaining seats were to have been distributed as equally their views on their political future freely, in accordance
as possible. no attempt had been made to justify the with the provisions of the Declaration; and, most im-
principle. The only changes made had been the addition portant, the recommendation that the Special Com-
of one seat in the Andros constituency and one seat in mittee should consider the possibility of sending a
the Grand Bahama constituency. That, in his party's visiting mission to the Territory to obtain additional
opinion, stilt left a grossly inequitable representation information on the situation there. His delegation
system in the Out Islands, particularly with respect to specifically invited the Special Committee to send a
the representation given to Grand Bahama and Bimini, visiting mission to the Bahamas, if only to verify the
Andros and Berry Islands, Abaco, Eleuthera, Exuma, accuracy or inaccuracy of the reports and information
Harbour Island and Cat Island. He had deliberately they had given. There should be nothing to hide in
omitted Acklins, Inagua and San Salvador. Provision the Bahamas an~ th~yhoped that the United Kingdom
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delegation would see fit to withdraw whatever reserve- United Nations in drawing up specific measures for I two c
tions it might have on the subject, liquidating the remnants of colonialism. The Soviet i inte

109. His delegation would also like the Special Corn- Union maintained, us it had in the past, that the prin- 'j. of the
mittee to recommend that the administering Power ciples of the Declaratlon on the Granting of Independ- had f
should repeal the legislation which at present limited ence to Coloni·.1 Countries and Peoples were applicable I willin
the right of trade unions to negotiate freely with em- to all colonial Territories, lai. : und small, including . leade
ployers and employers' organizations and prevented the Bahamas, and the task ot the Special Committee . the dt
them from forming whatever type of organization the was to work out measures which would ensure that I 12
people felt was best able to achieve their aims. those Territories achieved genuine, not illusory, inde- isters

110. Thirdly, his delegation would like the Special pendence, compt
Committee to recommend to the administering Power 115. The representative of the United Repubi,c of contrr
that in the interests of the Bahamian people, United Tanzania. said that the prime concern of the Bahamian had I
Nations specialized agencies such as UNESCO, FAO people, and particularly of the Progressive Liberal ma]o
and WHO should play an important part in preparing Party, was obviously the constituency boundaries. The of COl

the Bahamas for self-determination. picture of loaded constituencies in the Bahamas was a 16 A]
111. Lastly, his delegation would like the Special reflection of the practices of the shameful system of of As

Committee to recommend the revocation of the existing colonialism. Those practices were further reflected in of rni
Constituencies Order, which impeded the free expres- the Bahamas in the importation of foreign labour, which I and \
sion of the majority will of the Bahamian people and denied the Bahamian people employment and many safegt
deni-id them their right to self-determination. rights that would help them to develop towards national of th

sovereignty. His delegation therefore fully supported arise
the petitioners' request and asked the Special Com- public
mitte~ to. find a way whereby it could study those basic
practices 111 the Bahamas. shoulc

116. The representative of Syria said that it was the public
duty of the Special Committee, in co-operation with confli
the administering Power, to see that the Bahamians confli
received their lawful rights as quickly as possible. He requir
assured the petitioner that his delegation would do I leagu
everything in its power to help the Bahamian people tion 0

to achieve the implementation of resolution 1514 (XV) was.
and of the recommendations of Sub-Committee HI. which

for hi
117. The representative of the United Kingdom said vanta

that the existing constitutional arrangements in the
Bahamas and those which were to he introduced at the
next elections, represented the outcome of the Bahamas
Constitutional Conference held in London in May 1963.
The petitioner's party, the Progressive Liberal Party,
had been represented at the Conference and had par
ticipated actively in the elaboration of those arrange
ments. It had entered reservations on only three points:
the tenure and method of appointment of certain sena
tors; the proposed maximum and minimum representa
tion figures for New Providence and the Out Islands;
and the absence of the provision for single-member
constituencies.

118. Many of the matters raised in the Special Com
mittee's discussion were the subject of controversy
between the two main parties in the Bahamas. It was
wrong to take sides in the internal politics of a territory
which, in any case, already enjoyed full internal self
government. Those were matters to be discussed and
settled by the well-established democratic process of
representative Government within the Territory.

119. With regard to the Constituencies Commission,
it should be recalled that the composition of the Com
mission and the procedure for giving effect to its rec
ommendations on the delimitation of constituencies had
all been agreed upon at the 1963 Constitutional Con
ference. The petitioner's party had not made reserva
tions about any of those matters at that time. Under the
Constitution, the Governor was bound to put the rec
ommendations into effect once they had been approved
with or without amendment by the House of Assembly.
In the case of the Commission's recent report, the
petitioner had made representations to the Colonial
Secretary about certain points. After careful considera
tion, the Colonial Secretary had replied that he saw

C. STATEMENTS BY MEMBERS OF THE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE

112. The representative of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics said that, although a long time had
passed since the adoption of recommendations by the
Special Committee in 1964, it was clear from Mr.
Pindling's statements that the United Kingdom Gov
ernment had not taken and did not intend to take any
steps for the prompt implementation in the Bahama
Islands of the principles of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples. It was characteristic of that Government's
position that the Colonial Secretary had rejected the
Bahamian Opposition Party's request that he should
investigate the potentially explosive situation in the
Territory, on the ground that he could not interfere
in the internal affairs of a colony. Such reservations
were voiced by the United Kingdom Government when
ever it was called upon to implement resolutions of the
Special Committee or the General Assembly designed
to achieve the goals of the Declaration. On the other
hand, where it saw its own interests threatened, it did
not hesitate to launch punitive expeditions and suppress
the striving of peoples for freedom and independence.
Such a hypocritical attitude deserved severe condemna
tion by the Special Committee.

113. In the case of the Bahamas, as in other cases,
the United Kingdom Government had failed to imple
ment the decisions of the Special Committee, although
it was evident that the situation in that Territory could
become explosive unless there was prompt action to
implement the Special Committee's decisions and Gen
eral Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). The Bahamian
people were being exploited and oppressed, the trade
union movement was being persecuted and the demo
cratic rights of the people were being violated. Yet,
despite the exploitation of the people by a financial
oligarchy, the Colonial Secretary of the United King
dom Government said he could not interfere in the
affairs of a colony.

114. His delegation fully supported the requests
made by the petitioner including those for the dispatch
of a special visiting mission and the formulation of re
commendations by the Special Committee. The United
Kingdom Government would be g-iven the opportunity
to demonstrate by deeds and not by words its readiness
to co-operate with the Special Committee and the
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personal responsibility of each minister but, in any case
of doubt, the Premier was the final judge.

121. He reminded the members of the Committee
that the Territory of the Bah!"l;v~l was internally self·
governing and had universal adult suffrage. The ad
ditional property vote had been abolished i the figures
and discrepancies mentioned by the petitioner referred
to the 1962 election, when the property vote had still
been in effect. In view of the geographical circum
stances, it was not practicable for each constituency to
have exactly the same voting strength. The 1963 Con
stitutional Conference had decided that each of the
former electoral districts, some of which consisted of
a single small island, should continue to be represented
by at least one member, Subject to that condition, how
ever, the Constitution specified that constituencies
should be as nearly equal as possible,

122. His delegation could not therefore agree that
the Constitution of the Bahamas was undemocratic or
that many of the fears and complaints expressed hy the
petitioner were justified. In its view, those matters
should be considered \11:~er the existing constitutional
machinery.

123. The representative of Syria thought that the
principles regarding conflicts of interest were unrealistic
and that the petitioner had been justified in drawing
attention to the unusual practice of allowing a minister
to be a businessman at the same time.

124. The representative of India agreed with the
Syrian representative. There seemed to be no machinery
for examining the distinction between public and private
interests; the matter was left very much to the
individual.
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- , no reason to accept certain of the conclusions and that
:or ' two of the petitioner's main objections hinged on the
iet ,I,: interpretation of the Constitution, which was a function
ln- 'Ill of the courts. For those reasons, the Colonial Secretary
id- had felt unable to intervene but he had declared his
ale ~', willingness to discuss with government and opposition
ng leaders in the Bahamas the difficulties connected with
:ee the delimitation of the constituencies.
tat 120. Reference had been made to the fact that min-
le· isters in the Bahamas were associated with firms and

companies which might be involved in government
contracts. It should be remembered that the ministers
had been elected by the people and that the large
majority of them were not in any way representative
of commercial or business interests in the Islands. On
16 April 1964, the petitioner had asked in the House
of Assembly what conditions governed the relationship
of ministers with firms and companies that obtained

, and were likely to obtain official contracts and what
safeguards 'had been taken to ensure that in the conduct
of their public affairs no conflict arose or appeared to
arise between ministers' private interests and their
public duties. In reply, the Premier had set out certain
basic principles, the first of which was that no minister
should permit his private interests to conflict with his
public duties or place himself in such a position that a
conflict might appear to occur. In the event of such a
conflict unavoidably arising, the minister concerned was
required to declare his personal interest to his col
leagues and entirely detach himself from the considera
tion of that business in the Cabinet. Further, a minister
was ..at permitted to use privileged information to
which he had access by virtue of his official position
for his personal pecuniary gain or other private ad
vantage. The application of those principles was the

Governor had signed, on 2 April 1964, legislation which
enabled a Constitutional Convention to be convened in
December 1964. The Convention would be empowered
to draft a complete revision of the existing 1964 Organic
Act. Delegates to the Convention would be chosen by
the electorate of the Virgin Islands by secret ballot and
by universal adult franchise. The thirty-three delegates
had been directed by the Legislature to consider matters
fundamental to the political future of the Virgin Islands,
including a Bill of Rights, a new framework of govern
ment, new procedures for future amendment of the
revised act, an elected governor, increased power for
the territorial Legislature, reappointment of legislative
seats, and a delegate to the United States Congress.

4. Pursuant to its directive from the Virgin Islands
Legislature, the Convention would submit directly to
the United States executive and legislative branches
its proposals for a revision of the Organic Act.

5. It is reported that the Constitutional Convention
met in St. Thomas in five sessions lasting from Decem
ber 1964 to February 1965, and approved various
amendments to the Organic Act for submission to the
United States Congress. Information on the proceedings
of the Convention is not available.

CHAPTER XXIV

A. INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORIES

UNITED STATES VIRGIN ISLANDS, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS, ANTIGUA, DOMINICA,
GRENADA, MONTSERRAT, ST. KITTS-NEVIS-ANGUILLA, ST. LUCIA, ST. VINCENT AND
BARBADOS
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1. United States Virgin Islands

Insroductior:

1. Information on the Territory is contained in the
report of the Special Committee to the General As

i sembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/Rev.l, chap.
1 XXV, paras. 1-31). Information on recent developIments is set out below.'

1 General

)11, I 2. On 30 June 1963, the population was estimated
~~: Iat 35,000, compared with 32,099 at the census in 1960.

lad f Political and constitutional developments

;~:J 3. The representative of the United States of Amer
:he [ ica informed the Special Committee in 1964 that the
ec- :' Legislatureof the Virgin Islands had passed and the
'ed i '---
I i> 1 The information presented in section 1 of this chapter has
ty. L; 'been derived from published reports, and from the information
:he I,.' 'trans~itted to the ~ecretary-General by .the Uni~ed States of
ial 'J America under Article 73e of the Umted 'Nations Charter,
ra- f: .on 13 November 1964, covering the year ended 30 June 1963.
:LW f,:'
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2. Bt·itish Virgin Islands

Educational conditions

14. The number of pupils in the public schools in
creased from 7,624 in 1962 to 8,201 in 1963, a rise of
7.57 per cent. It is estimated that there will be an
increase of 35 per cent by 1968.

15. In 1962-1963, expenditure on education was
$5 million or 16.2 per cent of the total expenditure, ,
compared with $2.8 million for 1961-1962. [

16. The College of the Virgin Islands was opened ','.1

on 1 July 1963 and by early 1964 had a total of 314
students. The present two-year liberal arts programme '1
is being extended to a four-year curriculum in certain :'1
subjects. tl

I'r1
:1

increase was shown in education followed by health
and finance.

11. During this period, the construction industry.
which attained a peak employment of 783 on 15 April
1962, fell sharply to a level of 377 by 15 April 1963,
this being mainly due to the completion of two housing
projects for low-income families in St. Thomas and
St. Croix, There was a slight decline in employment ~

fi
in theIte~tile industry, owing t~ tbe

h
in~ctivlilty of one ,I,

rm, n contrast, employment 111 t e jewe ery, pen,
thermometer, industrial belting and watch industries ~
jumped from 168 in April 1961 to 329 during the same
period in 1963.

Public health

12. The state of health in 1963 was generally good,
except for a short-lived epidemic of diarrhoea affecting
about 130 children ill St. Thomas during February and
March. There were no other serious outbreaks of any 11
kind. There was an increase in live births from 1,194 :I
in 1961 to 1,375 in 1962, raising the birth-rate from '1

1

34.7 to 38.8 per thousand while the death-rate fell to !!
a new low of 9 per thousand. Services were expanded I1
as new specialist staff was added. t

13. Multimillion dollar health centres are now
being planned for St. Thomas and St. Croix, while
existing hospitals and clinical facilities were improved
during 1963.

Introduciion

17. Information on the Territories is contained in
the report of the Special Committee to the General.:
Assembly at its nineteenth session. (See A/5800/Rev.1'111
chap. XXV, paras. 32-57

1
, ) !nformation on recent •.l.:

developments is set out be ow. '!

nPublic service d
18. Plans were formulated to introduce fortnal local \;j

training courses during 1964. In 1963, a number of 1I
senior officers were pursuing degree courses at uni- ~
versities overseas. In 1963, there were five overseas 1"':11
officers in the Public Service and thirteen local officers '
who filled posts of a status and grade comparable to !l
posts filled by overseas officers. 11

1j

I

Economic conditions

19. The economy of the Territory continues to be
closely interrelated with that of the adjacent United

2 The information presented in section 2 of this chapter has
been derived from published reports, and from the information
transmitted to the Secretary-General by the United Kingdom
under Article 73e of the United Nations Charter,for the year
ending 31 December 1963, transmitted on 9 October 1964,

Economic conditions

6. Tourism, agriculture and small manufacturing
concerns continue to be the main commercial factors
in the economy. Expenditure by tourists in 1963
amounted to $41,070,000, an increase of 17 per cent
over the 1962 figure of $35,145,000, and ten times the
tourist expenditure in the island in 1952. Eight new
manufacturing industries were established in 1963
making a total of twenty new industries for the past
two years. On the other hand there was a decline in
agriculture due mainly to the depressed state of the
sugar industry. The sugar operations of the Virgin
Islands Corporation, a body established with federal
funds, have been running at a loss and 17,000 acres
of its land have been offered for sale for other agri
cultural uses. The export market for new agricultural
products is being explored.

7. Total imports in 1962 reached $61,803,509, repre
senting an increase of $11,052,483 or 26 per cent over
the previous year. Exports in 1962 amounted to
$20,064,920 as compared with $9,133,124 in 1961,
or an increase of 116 per cent. Of this total, exports
valued at $19,118,646 were shipped to the United
States. Textile processing accounted for 46 per cent
of exports to the United States and watches and watch
movements for 13.5 per cent.

8. Total revenues for the general and matching funds
in 1963 amounted to $19,670,156 of which $11,987,627,
or 60 per cent, were for the account of the general
fund, and $7,682,528, or 39 per cent, were for the
account of the matching fund. In 1962, revenues from
the Territory's own resources amounted to $11.1 mil
lion and, in addition, it received $6.3 million in match
ing funds, bringing the total to $17.4 million. Total
expenditures in 1963 amounted to $17,867,582 of which
$13,003,635, or 72 per cent, were from the general fund
and $4,863,947, or 27 per cent, were from the matching
fund and which included $1.7 million for special pro
jects. General fund expenditures showed an increase of
25.8 per cent and matching fund expenditures an in
crease of 6.8 per cent over. the previous year.

9. With the expansion of tourism and industry, the
economic infra-structure has to be correspondingly ex
panded. Thus, the new jet air strip is being extended
to accommodate larger jets. Dredging of the main
harbour in St. Thomas has been completed, thereby
improving the channel for cruise ships. At Christiansted,
a new million dollar dock has been constructed and
put into service. A salt water distillation plant, pro
ducing 275,000 gallons of fresh water daily, is now
in operation to supplement the total water supply, which
now equals 1.27 million gallons daily. A corresponding
demand for power is being met by installation of steam
and diesel generators. Finally, the Territory is issuing
general ,obligation bonds to finance construction of
public housing, water systems, and sewage disposal
plants.

Social conditions

Labour

10. The labour force of non-agricultural workers in
1%3 showed an increase of approximately 10 per cent
over the 12,000 persons employed in 1962, the largest
increase occurring in the unskilled category in the
private sector, followed by the skilled and services
categories; and in the government sector the largest

..
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3. Antigua, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrai, St. Kilts
Neois-Anquilla St. Lucia and St. Vincent

Introduction

30. According to the information which became
available, the. constitutional status and general political
situation in each of the seven Territories listed above
remained basically the same during 1963-1964 as
described in the report of the Special Committee to the
General Assembly at its nineteenth session. (See
A/5800/Rev.l, chap. XXV, paras. 58-73, 75-81, 93-99,
111-121, 1~3-138, 150-155, 16S-172 and 187-193.)

31. Further information became available, however,
concerning the proposed Federation of Barbados and
six of the Territories above, namely Antigua, Dominica,

Educational conditions
27. All education is free and compulsory up to

15 years of age.
28. Government expenditure on education, including

subventions to institutions outside the Territory,
amounted to $155,265 in 1963, or 15.65 per cent of
the total recurrent expenditure, compared with $140,699
in 1962.

29. A new post of Superintendent of Education has
been created to make possible more regular inspection
of schools and a corresponding improvement in
standards.

the period 1963-1966 permitting an average annual
expenditure of $231,500 which was practically double
the amount available for the preceding five-year period.
The revised development plan concentrated on improve
ment of the Territory's infra-structure including roads,
electricity, water supplies and waterfront reclamation,
the balance being devoted to social service projects.

Soda! conditions
Labour
24. The main source of employment for British

Virgin Islanders continued to be mostly in the tourist
trade of Saint Thomas in the United States Virgin
Islands; some 10 per cent of the total population of
the British Virgin Islands is employed in St. Thomas
at any given time. In 1963, some 226 persons were
employed in the civil and educational services, com
pared with 250 in 1962.

Public health
25. The Medical and Health Department is pri

marily responsible for governmental activities in public
health and sanitation. The medical staff in 1963 included
a Superintendent of Medical Services, one medical
officer, one laboratory technician/dispenser, one assistant
laboratory technician/dispenser, one public health officer,
one matron, one assistant matron, three staff nurses,
two district nurses and seven student nurses. In March,
the medical officer resigned and it was not possible to
fill this vacancy during the year. Difficulty was also
experienced in filling posts for district nurses, four
being vacant during the year. There is one government
hospital with a total of thirty-two beds. There were
667 admissions to the hospital during the year.

26. Government expenditure on medical and health
services in 1963 was $79,187, compared with $74,416,
or 8.28 per cent of the total ordinary expenditure
in 1962.

States Virgin Islands and with Puerto Rico. The con
tinucd rapid economic expansion in these islands has
in many ways affected the economy of the British
Virgin Islands, particularly in drawing away labour
and forcing up local wage rates. New tourist projects
were initiated or under examination at the end of 1963.

20. Government revenue and expenditure over the
last few years were as follows:

Y,ar
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1961 .. .. ..... ' , 243,684 818,406
1962 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 343,617 899,011
1963 574,212 947,347

The main sources of revenue continue to be derived
from import duties, taxes on income and property,
annual licence fees and estate duties.

21. Stock raising, fishing and subsistence farming
continue to be the major occupations in the economy
of the Territory. The principal crops are fruits and
nuts, coconuts, potatoes and bananas which had a total
export value of approximately $10,8763 in 1963, com
pared with $18,000 in 1962, $12,500 in 1961, and
$24,000 in 19C' At the end of 1963, there was an
estimated livestock population of some 4,000 cattle,
2,500 sheep, 6,000 goats and 4,000 pigs in the Territory.
Of these, a total of 2,013 were exported in 1963 with
a value amounting to $84,733, compared with ~90,000

in 1962, $104,500 in 1961 and $127,000 in 1960. Ex
ports of rum to the United States Virgin Islands de
clined in 1963 as a result of a United States requirement

i that rum exported should be labelled and proofed; no

~
ij facilities existed locally for complying with this require

ment. Furthermore, since imported rum could be pur
chased on the local market cheaply, consumption of
the local rum had also declined.

r 22.. In 1963, total domestic exports were valued at

'

: ,1, $134,606 and imports at $2,291,337, compared with
$150,697 and $1,980,780 respectively in 1962. The bulk

nne '1 of the Territory's foodstuff is imported fr0111 the United
tain :'( States, Puerto Rico and the United States Virgin

'

11,. Islands. The United States Virgin Islands continue
I to be the principal importer of local produce.

11 23. The representative of the United Kingdom
;{ stated before the Special Committee that Her Majesty's
" Government each year had given considerable financial

assistance to the British Virgin Islands in respect of
ordinary expenditure, which amounted to over $500,000
in 1%3. In addition to this grant-in-aid of Administra
tion, funds have been made available from the United
Kingdom for development projects in the economic and
social field and a further sum of just under $500,000
was made available to the Territory for the five-year
period ending 31 March 1964. An expert inquiry into
the economic potential, fiscal structure and capital re
quirements of the Territory was undertaken in 1961
by Dr. O'Loughlin, of the University of the West
Indies. Her report was published in 1%2 and a local
Advisory Committee was set up in the following year,
which allocated priorities in the light of the report and
produced a three-year development plan. Under the
1963 Commonwealth Development Act, a total of
$694,400 would be available for the Virgin Islands in

a The Territory has no currency of its own but the curren
cies of both the West Indies and the United States of America
are legal tender. The United States currency, which had been
the de facto currency in general circulation for almost two
decades, became legal tender in 1959, and is the only currency
now used in practice.
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Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St. Lucia and
St. Vincent as referred to in paragraphs 34 to 52 below.

32. Further information on the possible association
of Grenada with Trinidad and Tobago also became
available as referred to in paragraphs 53 to 59 below.

33. Such information as became available concern
ing the economic, social and educational situation in
Antigua, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, St. Kitts
Nevls-Anguilla, St. Lucia and St. Vincent is. sum
marized in the relevant territorial sections which follow.

ProposedFederation of Antigua, Dominica, Montserro»,
St. Kitts-Neuis-Anquilla, St. Lucia, St. Vii1ce11t and
Barbados
34. Following a series of conferences and discussions

on the possible establishment of a Federation of the
East Caribbean Territories in 1962, 1963 and 1964 and
surveys of the fiscal and economic needs of the Terri
tories, as well as a report of the Civil Service Com
mission, the Regional Council of Ministers consisting
of the Premier of Barbados and the Chief Ministers
of the other Territories, held its ninth Conference in
Barbados in October and December 1964. At this
Conference the Regional Council of Ministers accepted,
with minor reservations, a revised draft schemes for
the federation of the seven Territories.

35. The draft scheme envisaged that the Federation
should be called the "West Indies Federation" and that
the federal capital should be in Barbados. A Governor
General would be appointed for the Federation and
there would be a bicameral Federal Legislature con
sisting of an appointed Senate and .an elected Hou.se
of Representatives. The Federal Cabinet would consist
of a Prime Minister and such number of other ministers
as the Prime Minister might decide.

36. The Federal Legislature would have the power
to legislate on all matters contained in an exclusive
legislative list and a concurrent list, Unit Governments
would have the power to legislate on matt~rs con
tained in the concurrent list, or not contamed on
either list.

37. The administration of income tax would be a
federal responsibility and control over external borrow
ing would be on the exclusive list. Tl;e Federal.G?v
ernment would have the power to appoint a commission
of inquiry to investigate any matter tending to under
mine financial stability and good government in any
part of the Federation. It would establish a Federal
Economic Development Council and would be respon
sible for customs and excise and for establishing a
common external tariff.

38. The Federal Government would pay the unit
Governments 65 per cent of the revenue accruing from
import duties, and all revenues accruing to the Fed
eration, unless otherwise provided by law, would form
one consolidated fund.

39. The draft scheme also recommended that a com
mittee of establishments, officers and financial secre
taries should be appointed without delay to work out
the details of a unified service for administrative,
professional and technical officers.

40. The Regional Council of Ministers noted that
the United Kingdom Government had stated in a com
munication of 26 February 1964, that it would supply

4 Proposals for a Federation of East Caribb,-all Territories,
Colonial No." 359, 1965 (London, Her Majesty's Statinery
Office).

aid to the proposed Federation for a period of five
years which would not be less than the aggregate
assistance given in the area in the past five years, The
Council of Ministers did not consider this offer satis
factory but was willing to negotiate a satisfactory set
tlement with the United Kingdom Government. A
settlement would not be considered adequate which
did not satisfy the legitimate demands of the people
and was not in conformity with the principles pro
mulgated by the United Nations for adequate assistance
by former colonial Powers to colonies on attaining
independence.

41. In conclusion, the Council of Ministers noted
differences of opinion among the unit Governments and
the United Kingdom Government as to the steps to be
taken for the establishment of the Federation and sug
gested that this matter should be left for discussion ".
at the next conference. I'

42. Reservations on various parts of the draft scheme
were made by the Governments of Dominica, St. Lucia,
St. Kitts and Antigua. 1'1

43. In a dispatch dated 22 March 1965, th~ United
Kingdom Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr.
Arthur Greenwood, transmitted the views of his Gov
ernment to the Governor of Barbados, the Administra
tors of the other Territories and to the Chairman of the
Regional Council of Ministers on the proposed draft
federal scheme.

44. The Colonial Secretary agreed that federation,
if it could be brought about on satisfactory terms,.of
fered the best prospect for a solution to the constlt.u
tional problems on the area and could make a substantial
contribution to their economic well-being.

45. Among other things, he noted that the division
of powers between the ~e~eral anq unit Goverlll~ents
was still open for negotiation. "While he was satisfied
that the division of powers in the exclusive and con
current lists afforded a basis for negotiation, it would
be essential to provide that, in general, the executive
authority of the Federation should extend to those
matters on which the Federal Legislature was for the
time being, empowered to make laws.

46. He also noted that the unit Governments were
not entirely in agreement regarding the exact method
by which public revenue was to be divided between the
Federal and the unit Governments. The Federal Gov
ernment should have its own sources of finance and he
suggested that further consideration might be given to
the possibility that, from the outset, the Federal Gov
ernment might derive some of its revenue from income"
tax.

47. The Colonial Secretary considered that a serious
defect in the proposals was that the draft scheme, while
giving the Federal Government the power to set up
commissions of inquiry into serious mismanagement or
financial maladrnin' stration in one part of the Federa
tion, did not provide the Federal Government with any
powers to deal with the situation after a commission
of inquiry had reported.

48. The Colonial Secretary proposed I July as the'
date for a further conference at which the exact stages
by which the Federal Constitution would be brought
fully into force and the Federation would become inde
pendent, as well as the stages by which the units would
obtain internal self-government within the federal
framework, would be for negotiation. The United King
dom Government would be prepared to discuss at the
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conference, the question of financial assistance to the
Federation if it were set up.

49. The principal opposition parties with seats in
each legislature would be invited to attend the con
ference, as well as Government representatives.

50. On 12 April, Sir Stephen Luke, former Interim
Commissioner for the West Indies, was appointed as
special representative of the United Kingdom Colonial
Office to take part in preliminary talks with the Gov
ernments concerned and to assist generally with further
preparatory work necessary in advance of the suggested
conference.

51. On 22 April it was reported that Antigua'S
Chief Minister, Mr. Vere Bird, had by private letter
informed the United Kingdom Colonial Secretary that
Antigua would not join the Federation.

52. The Regional Council of Ministers, except for
the Chief Minister' of Antigua, met briefly in Barbados
on 30 April but adjourned after they had agreed to
postpone further discussions on the draft federation
scheme and the dispatch of 22 March until a day to
be announced.

Possible association of Grenada with Trinidad and
Tobago
53. The possible association of Grenada with Trini

dad and Tobago, or, on the other hand, its possible entry
into the proposed "West Indies Federation" continued
during 1963-1964 to be a principal issue between the
ruling political party, the Grenada National Party
(GNP) and the opposition party, the United Labour
Party (ULP).

54. It will be recalled that Grenada originally par
ticipated in the 1962 Conference on the proposed Fed
eration. Following the elections on 13 September 1962,
however, in which the GNP won six of the ten elective
seats in the Legislative Council and the ULP four
seats, the Grenada Government, headed by Mr. Herbert
Blaize of the GNP, withdrew from further participation
in the discussions and, with the agreement of the United
Kingdom, entered into discussions for an association
with Trinidad and Tobago as an alternative to joining
the proposed "federation". At a conference held in
Port of Spain in December 1962, between the repre
sentatives of Trinidad and Tobago and Grenada, it was
agreed to establish a number of expert groups to study
in detail the constitutional, economic and fiscal aspects
of the proposed association.

55. Early in 1965, the Government released four
reports of the expert groups dealing respectively with
legal and constitutional aspects of a unitary state,li the
integration of the Public Services of the two Terri
tories," economic matters," and a draft Five-Year De
velopment Plan for Grenada."

56. The Legal and Constitutional Commission en
visaged a type of association whereby Grenada would,
by formal agreement between the Governments of
Trinidad and Tobago and the United Kingdom, be
ceded to Trinidad and Tobago. This would entail the

Ii Interim and Second Reports of the Legal and Constitutlona!
Commission on the QuestiOl~ of Unitary Statehood of Grenada
and Trinidad and Tobago.

6 Report of the Fact Finding Commission 011 the Grenada
Public Service.

7 Report of the Economic Commiesion appointed to examine
Proposals for Association within the framework of a Unitary
State of Grenada and Trinidad OIld Tobago, January 1965.

S Grenada Five-Year Development Plan, 1964-1968: Report
of tile Deuelopmont Programme Commission.

abolition of the Constitution of Grenada and all organs,
offices, commissions etc., existing thereunder i the ex
tension to Grenada of the existing laws of Trinidad and
Tobago; and the extension of the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court of Judicature of Trinidad and Tobago
to include Grenada. Persons domiciled in Grenada
would become citizens of Trinidad and Tobago and
provision would be made for representation of Grenada
in the Trinidad and Tobago Parliament.

57. The basic recommendation of the Economic
Commission was that there should be instituted a pro
gramme of phased economic integration, with certain
clearly defined goals which would be consonant with
unitary statehood. The cost of the Five-year Develop
ment Plan for Grenada was estimated at $WI 31
million," the main part of which would be met from
external aid.

58. Mr. Eric Gairy, the Opposition leader, is re
portedly firmly opposed to the association of Grenada
with Trinidad and Tobago, supporting instead Grenada's
entry into the proposed "West Indies Federation". In
November 1964 and February 1965, he called for new
general elections to decide the issue, claiming on the
latter occasion that general elections were now due
since the Government's election pledge of unitary state
hood in two years was almost five months overdue
already.

59. In early February 1965, Mr. Arthur Green
wood, United Kingdom Secretary of State for the
Colonies, visited Grenada. Subsequently, in March 1965,
he reportedly stated that the United Kingdom would
not force or even "guide" Grenada into unitary state
hood with Trinidad and Tobago. He said: "It is a
matter for the people of Grenada to decide for them
selves. All along we have made it clear that we do not
propose to bring pressure to bear on any course of
action for them." He added that, if and when a unitary
statehood plan were prepared, the United Kingdom
would "consider it in ·the light of the wishes of the
people of Grenada".

. Antigua'?
Economic conditions

60. The economy of the Territory is based mainly
on agriculture, with sugar, and to a lesser extent,
cotton as the principal exports. The tourist trade, which
has been expanding, showed further development dur
ing 1963 and arrivals totalled 43,272, compared with
3.5,101 in 1962. Secondary industries include soap,
cigarettes, cotton seed, arrowroot factories and a distil
lery. There is also a $WI 40 million oil refinery on
which construction began in 1963 and which will have
a capacity of 10 million gallons when completed. There
is some fishing for local consumption.

61. The Territory is dependent on imports for many
of its food-stuffs and fuel. In 1963, imports were valued
at $WI23 million, compared with $WI 21 million in
1962, and exports at $WI 7.1 million, compared with
$WI 4.3 million in 1962. Sugar exports were 24,273
tons valued at $WI 5.4 million, compared with $WI
3.8 million in 1962. Cotton exports were 186,584

11 The local currency in Antigua, Dominica Grenada Mont
serrat, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St. LUcia,' St. Vinc~nt and
Barbados is the West Indian dollar ($WI) which equals 4s.2d.
(sterling) or $U.S.0.5833.
• 10 The following information transmitted by the administer
mg Power has been taken into account in the preparation of this
section: information under Article 73 e of the United Nations
Charter for the year ending 31 December 1963, transmitted on
14 September 1964.
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pounds valued at $WI 233,362, compared with $WI
303,000 in 1962.

62. In 1963, estimated local revenue, derived mainly
from customs duties and internal revenue taxes,
amounted to $WI 9.8 million. In addition, the Territory
received from the United Kingdom ~WI 1.3 million,
including funds provided under the Commonwealth
Development Act, $WI 472,050 from the United States
Agency for International Development (AID), bring
ing the total estimated revenue to $WI 11.6 million,
compared with $WI 10.7 million in 1962.

63. It was reported in early 1965 that the Adminis
trator was seeking a $WI 1 million loan in the United
Kingdom which would be used to relieve difficulties
caused by the drought that hit the island's sugar crop
in 1964.

64. Estimated recurrent expenditure in 1963 was
$WI 9.7 million, compared with $WI 6.98 million in
1962. Total estimated expenditure in 1963 was $WI
11.5 million.

Social conditions

Labour-
65. During 1963, there were 10,634 wage earners

(8,309 men and 2,325 women) in various industries
and services of whom 5,108 were employed in the sugar
and cotton industries, 1,999 in government departments,
1,515 in building and 1,417 in the retail distributive,
hotel and minor industries. Statistics are not available
for under employment and unemployment. Seasonal em
ployment mainly affects the agricultural and hotel
industries.

66. In 1963, there were three organizations regis
tered under the Trade Union Act: the Antigua Trades
and Labour Union, the Antigua United Port Seaman
and General Workers Union and the Antigua Em
ployers' Federation. Labour legislation covers such
matters as workman's compensation, the recruitment of
workers for employment outside the island, the em
ployment of women and young persons, safety in fac
tories and public service pensions.

Public health

67. The health of the Territory is reportedly good
with a very high birth-rate (32.5 per thousand) and a
crude death-rate (2.4 per thousand) lower than that of
the United Kingdom, and an annual natural increase
of the population of 2.3 per cent. The main causes of
death are cardio-vascular diseases, gastro-enteritis, can
cer, and diseases of early infancy.

68. The government medical services in 1963 con
sisted of 15 registered physicians, 4 senior nurses, 2
senior midwives, 64 certified midwives, 20 sanitary
inspectors, 3 technicians and 5 pharmacists. There was
one private physician and 12 private certified midwives.
There was one general hospital with 180 beds, a cottage
hospital with 150 beds and a mental hospital with 200
beds, and 16 dispensaries. Medical personnel are trained
in the United Kingdom and at the University College
of the West Indies. There is a nursing school at the
general hospital.

69. During 1963, the United Nations Children's
Fund continued to assist in the supplementary milk
feeding programme for infants and mothers.

70. Expenditure on public health in 1963 amounted.
to $WI 1,540,807, representing 13 per cent of the Ter
ritory's total expenditure, compared with $WI 1,204,457
in 1961.

Educational conditions

71. The educational services continued during 1963
to be under the direction of the Minister of Social
Services. Attendance of pupils between the ages of 5
and 14 is compulsory except in two schools where
overcrowding prevents its enforcement.

72. In 1963, there were 16,434 pupils (8,320 girls
and 8,114 boys) out of 16,534 children of school age
enrolled in the Territory's schools compared with
16,641 in 1962. Of the 1963 total, 13,450 were in
primary schools (11,832 in 33 government schools and
1,618 in 8 private schools) and 2,984 were in secondary
schools (546 in two government schools and 2,438 in
8 private schools). Fifteen students were enrolled in
a teacher-training centre.

73. Estimated expenditure on education in 1963
was $WI 860,382, representing 9 per cent of the Ter
ritory's total expenditure for the year. Estimated ex
penditure 011 education in 1961 was $WI 636,000.

Dominica'{

Economic conditions

74. During 1963, the island suffered from the
effects of three hurricanes-"Edith", "Helena" and
"Flora" which caused extensive damage to agriculture
and roads. Destruction to bananas, the island's prin
cipal crop, was more than 80 per cent and estimated at
a loss of about $WI 4 million. Besides bananas, other
main products for export are citrus fruits, copra and
cocoa.

75. The Territory has no significant secondary in
dustries except for the processing of lime juice. Legisla
tion has, however, bsen enacted providing for substan
jial tax relief and concessions to those establishing
"pioneer" industries, and by the end of 1963 fourteen
operations had been declared as such.

76. The latest figures available on imports and ex
ports are those for 1961. It will be recalled that in
that year imports were valued at $WI 10.6 million and
exports at $WI 7.2 million.

77. Public revenue, derived mainly from customs
and excise duties, amounted to $WI 4,112,579 in 1963,
an increase of $WI227,532 over the 1962 figure. In
addition, the sum of $WI 373,727 was received from
Colonial Development and Welfare funds, $WI7,440
under the Overseas Service Aid Scheme and
$WI 1,338,784 in respect of a grant-in-aid of Admin
istration, making a total provisional revenue of
$WI 5,832,530.

78. Total provisional expenditure in 1963 amounted
to $WI 6,026,466, including $WI 920,960 on develop
ment schemes, compared with $WI 6.23 million in 1962.

11 The following information has been taken into account in
the preparation of this section: information under Article 73e
of the United Nations Charter for the year ending 31 December
1963, transmitted on 21 August 1964.
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Grenada'"
Economic conditions

88. Grenada, with an area of 120 square miles, is
the most southerly of the Windward Islands group.
It is also the smallest and with a population of over
88,700 has the highest population density (739 per
square mile).

89. The economy is based on agriculture, and of
the approximately 51,OCO acres suitable for agriculture,
there is little that is not utilized. About half the cul
tivable land in the estates and half in peasant holdings.
There are no known economic minerals and few utiliz
able locally available raw materials. The principal
export crops are cocoa, nutmeg and bananas. Relatively
small acreages ere under citrus, limes, improved grass
land, spices other than nutmegs, bluggoes, food crops,
and corn and peas. Manufacturing activity is confined
principally to the simple processing of some of the
agricultural commodities and sugar, rum, citrus juices,
copra products and, recently, beer are now being
produced on factory scale. Emigrants' remittances
provide a source of finance for imports; between 1956
and 1962 such remittances sent through the post-office
increased from $WI 534,000 to $WI 1,993,000. The
tourist industry also makes a contribution in the provi
sion of jobs and in foreign exchange earnings. Between
1955 and 1962 the number of tourists increased from
2,800 to 8,2OU and the number of cruise ship pas
sengers from 800 to 13,400. Since 1958 official grants
in-aid to the Government which finance a share of
its current services and capital works programme have
also been an important source of revenue as well as of
foreign exchange. An agricultural credit bank has
recently been set up with the aid of a small Colonial
Development and Welfare grant and some local loan
money.

90. Food-stuffs, manufactured goods, clothing and
foot-wear continued during 1963 to account for the
major part of the imports which were valued at
$WI15,128,993, compared with $W116 million in
1961. Exports were valued at $WI 7,854,832 in 1963,
compared with exports amounting to $WI 6.0 million
in 1961. The main exports in 1963 were cocoa beans
($WI3.5 million), bananas ($WI1.7 million) and
nutmeg ($WI 1.5 million). ,

91. Total revenue, including a Colonial Develop
ment and Welfare grant of $WI 1,342,000 and a United
Kingdom grant-in-aid of $Wll,602,000, amounted to
$WI9,947,000 in 1963, compared with $WI6,620,000
in 1%2. Apart from the grants, the main sources of
revenue in 1963 were customs duties amounting to
$WI 3,194,000 and taxes totalling $WI 1,436,000. Total
expenditure in 1963 equalled revenue at $WI 19,947,000,
compared with $WI 8,030,000 in 1962. The main heads
of expenditure were Colonial Development and
Welfare schemes ($WI 1,827,000), public works
($WI 1,887,000), education ($WI 1,347,000) and
medical ($WI 1,248,000).

Social conditions
Labollr
92. Agriculture provides the main source of em

ployment in Grenada. It will be recalled that at the

12 The following information transmitted by the administering
Power has been taken into account in the preparation of this
section: information under Article 73e of the United Nations
Charter for the year ending 31 December 1963, transmitted on
10 September 1964.

86. In 1963, there were forty-eight government and
three private primary schools with a total enrolment
of 15,439, compared with 14,883 enrolled in 1962.
There were four secondary schools (one government
and three private) with an enrolment of 1,203. In 1962,
1216 children were enrolled in the four secondary
s~hoo1s. Short training courses for teachers contin~ed
to be conducted locally by the Department of Education.
Students from the Territory also attend a one-ye~r
training course in Antigua or a two-year course 111
Barbados. There are no vocational schools nor higher
education facilities in the Territory.

87. The total estimated educational expenditure by
the Government amounted to $WI 768,326. In 1962,
$WI 733,811 was spent on education.

Soct'al cOJlditioJlS
Labour
79. Statistics of employment were not available for

1963. Agriculture, however, remained the principal
source of employment. There were five registered
organizations in the Territory: the Dominica Trade
Union, the Dominica Employers' Union, the Dominica
Union of Teachers (formerly Dominica Teachers'
Union), the Technical, Clerical and Commercial Work-

'.~..il era' Union (formerly Dominica Banana Employees
Association) and the Civil Service Association. There
were no major disputes during the year. Migration of
workers overseas continued to drop during 1963. One

d hundred and eighty workers migrated to the United
" Kingdom whilst 630 returned. In 1960 2,072 workers

r? migrated to the United Kingdom., ~,

Public health
80. During 1963, there was a severe epidemic of

whooping cough affecting 4,732 persons and producing
'J fifty-five deaths. This was followed by a lesser epidemic

r- of measles towards the end of the year. The chief causes
ri, of death in the Territory continued to be gastro
~;1 enteritis, diseases of the respiratory system, avita[I minosis and other deficiency states (malnutrition).e 81. The birth-rate during the year was 40.2 per

!~.:•..'.•.'.! thousand, compared with 42.0 in 1962 and the death
" rate 13.2 per thousand, compared with 10.8 in 1962.

There are seven government hospitals, including a
I; mental hospital and a leper home, with a total of 323
\ beds, compared with 245 beds in 1962.
lit 82. Services offered under the Maternal, Child

I
','.Hygiene and School Health Service include antenatal
. clinics, child welfare clinics for children of pre-school

age advice and assistance in the field of nutrition,
~. im~unization against smallpox and whooping cough
f1: and school physical examinations and health education.
1:,". 83. Government medical staff in 1963 included two
l< medical officers, a surgeon, two dentists, sixteen h~alth
f inspectors, thirty-one district nurses and midwives,

I

" .:,.,l.,.,' . ~:~~~i~~I:~ visitors, ten dispensers and two laboratory

!' 84. Ordinary public health expenditure amounted to
$WI 609,573 in 1963 as compared with $WI 648,267 in!.•,.14.•"..•,'. :;~I~;':~~;~~d' ~";;i~:'~~~d'::" spen from Colonial

~.. Edu.catiomrl conditions
n 85. "?rimary education is provided free for all
R'l children between the ages of 5 and 15. Compulsory
~ ~:~.1 attendance continued in effect in 1963 in fourteen
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ment, The remaining primary and secondary schools
are grant-aided by denominational schools.

99. Primary education is free but not compulsory.
Secondary education is neither free nor compulsory
except for pupils to whom government scholarships
have been awarded. The secondary schools prepare
students for the Cambridge School and Higher Cer
tificate examinations.

100. In 1963, there were 25,67~ children enrolled
in the primary schools and 1,84ti in the secondary
schools, compared with 24,074 and 1,777 respectively
in 1962. In 1963, there were eighteen students in the
teacher-training college.

101. Except for the teacher-training college, there
are no other facilities for higher education in Grenada. "
However, the Territory makes a financial contribution !!
towards the upkeep of the University College of the I
West Indies. !"I

102. Expenditure on education in 1963, including
the sum of $WI 109,642 obtained from a Colonial
Development and Welfare grant, amounted to $WI ,I
1,392,007. 11

I:
jl

13 The following information has been taken into account in
the preparation of this section: information under Article 73e
of the United Nations Charter for the year ending 31 December
1963, transmitted on 20 August 1964.

Montserratv'

Economic conditions

103. Although the main emphasis continued to be
on agriculture during 1963, real estate development and
tourism assisted in improved economic conditions,
Efforts were made to increase agricultural production d

and to secure markets for the island's produce, Small
scale industries include a government ginnery and a
small factory for the manufacture of edible oil, cotton
seed meal and cake for stock feed and fertilizer from
cotton seed, a sugar mill, a tomato processing plant
and a small meat processing plant.

104. Cotton continued to be the Territory's prin
cipal money crop although the 1962-1963 production
was not up to expectations and the 1,075 acres planted
yielded only 333 bales of clean cotton valued at
$WI 160,960. Banana production increased, total ex
ports being 21,453 stems valued at approximately
$WI 16,874 and production of fruit and vegetables for
export was expanded. The value of the main exports
for the year was $WI 210,809. In 1961, total exports
were valued at $WI 377,000. The Territory imports
various food stuffs including flour, sugar, dried fish and
rice. Other main imports include manufactured goods
such as motor cars, electrical equipment and boots
and shoes, as..well as cotton and rayon piece goods,
cement and medicine and drugs. The value of the main
imports during the year was $WI 967,496. In 1961,
the value of the total imports was $WI 2,538,000. I

105. In 1963, according to the revised estimates,
total territorial revenue was $WI 999,792, derived
mainly from customs duties ($WI 353,200) and from
excise taxes and internal revenue ($WI 316,488). In
addition, the Territory received grant-in-aid from the
United Kingdom totalling $WI 1,086,027, bringing the
total revenue to $WI 2,085,819. Total expenditure was
$WI 1,992,786. In 1962, territorial revenue amounted
to $WI 1,203,964 and the grant-in-aid to $WI 1,036,144.
Total local expenditure was $WI 1,941,999.

1960 census, out of total population of 88,700, the
labour force comprised 25,170 persons, of whom 10,895
were employed in agriculture, 4,663 in services, 2,963
in commerce, 2,907 in construction and 2,600 in manu
facturing, In describing the employment situation, the
Economic Commission stated (see para. 55 above) that
in common with other under-developed countries,
Grenada showed unmistakable signs of high levels of
unemployment and even higher levels of under employ
ment. It also emphasized the shortage of lucrative em
ployment opportunities in the Grenada economy.

93. The Labour Department continued during 1963
to supervise labour and employment conditions. There
were sixteen registered organizations in Grenada in
1963, including thirteen trade unions, a civil service
association and an employers' federation. There were
twenty-seven labour disputes during the year of which
eleven led to strike action. Daily wage-rates during
1962 ranged from $WI 1.80 for male agricultural
workers to $WI 7.50 for artisan foremen.

94. Four hundred and sixty-nine persons left the
island in 1963 for the United Kingdom of whom ut
least one third were children. The remainder went in
search of employment. One hundred and forty-three
workers were also recruited locally for work on farms
in the United States. It was estimated by the Eco
nomic Commission that about 6,800 Grenadians would
be likely to emigrate to Trinidad and Tobago if there
was freedom of movement between the Territories.

Educational conditions

98. During 1963, a teacher-training college began
its first year of operation, designed to offer free pre
service professional training to teachers. Otherwise the
educational facilities remained the same as in 1962 and
consisted of fifty-six primary schools and six secondary
schools. Eleven primary schools, one secondary school
and the teacher-training college are run by the Govern-

Public health

95. Information on the public health services for
1963 was not available. In 1962, however, there were
three general hospitals and, according to information
contained in the five-year development plan for Grenada
(see para. 57 above) there were 280 public hospital
beds or 3.1 per thousand of population. In addition,
there were 200 beds for mental patients, 20 beds for
isolation cases and 137 beds for geriatrics. On the
other hand, the health service was somewhat deficient
in specialist accommodation, making it necessary for
Grenadians in search of specialist treatment to go to
Trinidad. There were only two very small private
hospitals, one for maternity and the other for surgical
cases. The total number 'of doctors in 1962 was twenty
one, of whom seventeen were employed by the Govern
ment and four were in private practice.

96. There were also five district curative health
services served GY a health visitors team of five, and
twenty-eight visiting stations each staffed by a resident
nurse-midwife.

97. During the past few years public expenditure
on curative and preventive medicine in Grenada has
absorbed approximately 12 per cent of the total current
and capital expenditure. Expenditure in 1961, 1962 and
1963 amounted to $WI 1,009,999, $WI 1,256,000 and
$WI 1,248,000, respectively.
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education was $WI62,685 representing 14.23 per cent
of the recurrent expenditure for the Territory. In 1962,
recurrent expenditure on education was $WI 254,850,
representing 12.8 per cent of the total recurrent ex
penditure.

Social conditions

Labour

120. The Department of Labour, consisting of a
Labour Commissioner and a staff of five, continued
during 1963 to supervise and review conditions of the
various forms of employment in the Territory. The
chief source of employment is the sugar industry and
the period of greatest unemployment coincides with the
"out of crop" season in St. Kitts. The position is not
so readily assessable in Nevis and Anguilla where there
is a low proportion of persons entirely dependent upon
a weekly wage and where the problem is more affected
by that of underemployment. Each year a number of
workers from the Territory migrate overseas.

14 The following information has been taken into account in
the preparation of this section: information under Article 73 e
of the United Nations Charter for the year ending 31 December
1963, transmitted on 30 October 1964.

St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguillaw
Economic conditions

116. The main economic activities vary in the three
islands. In St. Kitts, there is a well-developed sugar
industry based on large estate cultivation. In Nevis,
most of the population is engaged in mixed farming
and cotton mainly for export. In Anguilla, the main
activities are stock raising, salt production and fishing.
Industries are limited to the processing of cotton, sugar,
maize and cotton seed. Tourism is developing.

117. The total value of the imports in 1963 for the
islands was $vVI 12.2 million, compared with $WI 12.4
million in 1961. The main imports during 1963, as
previously,were food-stuffs such as flour ($WI 721,908),
meat ($WI 596,753) and fish ($WI 358,347), gasoline
and kerosene ($WI 452,046) and wood and timber
($WI 413,737), fertilizers ($WI 356,737), apparel
($WI 340,208) and motor cars ($WI 302,592). The
imported goods come mainly from the United Kingdom
($WI 3,590,000), Canada ($WI 1,990,000) and the
United States ($WI 1,621,000).

118. The total value of the exports from the Terri
tories in 1963 was $WI 8.3 million, compared with
$WI 9.8 million in 1961. The main exports continued
to be sugar ($WI 7,305,000), molasses ($WI 384,000),
cotton lint ($WI 131,000) and salt ($WI 22,000). Of
the exports, $WI 4,601,000 went to the United King
dom, and $WI 2,464,000 to Canada.

119. The latest figures available for actual revenue
and expenditures were for the year 1%2. In 1962,
local revenue, which continued to be derived mainly
from import duties ($'''1 1.87 million) and income
tax ($WI 1.38 million) amounted to $WI 5,500,999,
compared with $WI 4,963,000 in 1961. In 1962, St.
Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla also received $WI 1,976,005 in
Colonial Development and Welfare grants. Expenditure
amounted to $WI 5,581,533 as compared with $WI
6,100,119 in 1961. The main items of expenditure in
1962 were for education ($WI 925,672), public health
($WI 904,237), administration ($WI 324,666) and
electricity ($WI 316,341).

Social conditions

Labour

106. During 1963, there was reduced activity on the
agricultural estates, resulting in a decreased demand
for labour. Agricultu-e remained, however, the chief
occupation for the {dnfully employed. There was a
reported increase in employment opportunities ih the
building and construction trades.

107. There were three registered trade unions of
employees with a total paid up membership of 620.
Prevailing wage rates for men ranged from $WI 1.57
per day ior unskilled agricultural labour to $WI 5.50
per day for foremen in government employ. In industry,
unskilled workers received 31 to 40 cents per hour,
skilled workers 69 to 81 cents per hour.

PlIblic health

108. The health of the Territory was reportedly
well maintained during 1963. In view of a recent
poliomyelitis outbreak in the Caribbean, an immuniza
tion campaign for children from 4 months to 5 years
of age was carried out. The distribution of skimmed
milk powder provided by UNICEF to mothers and
pre-school age children continued during 1963. The
principal causes of death among adults were vascular
lesions and heart diseases; amongst infants they were
gastro-enteritis and malnutrition.

109. The island continued to be divided into three
medical districts under the responsibility of three
medical officers. The health services comprise a general
hospital with sixty-nine beds. three health centres and
seven outposts, and a midwifery service. Medical and
health personnel may be selected for special courses
in the United Kingdom or in the Caribbean area.

110. The mean mid-year population was estimated
at 13,012. The birth rate was 26.2 per thousand and
the death rate 8.9 per thousand.

111. According to the revised estimates, expenditures
on the medical and health services amounted to $WI
240,793, compared with $WI 229,734 in 1962.

Educational conditions

112. In 1963, there were fifteen co-educational
schools in the Territory, twelve of which were govern
ment schools and the others a Roman Catholic school,
a Seventh Day Adventist School and a private school.
There is one government secondary school. There
were 3,283 children enrolled in the schools during
1963, including 3,066 in primary schools and 217 in
the secondary school. In 1962, 3,225 children were
attending primary school and 186 secondary school.

113. Primary education is free for all children be
tween the ages of 5 ancl 15 years. It is compulsory from
5 to 13 years. The secondary school, which is a fee
paying institution, accepts children from the age of 10.
The Montserrat Government awarded seven scholar
ships to the secondary school in 1963 and at the end
of the year there were thirty scholarship holders at
the school. The facilities of the school were extended
during the year to provide training in certain aspects
of technical and commercial education.

114. Scholarships and bursaries are awarded to the
University College of the West Indies and Universities
in Canada, the United Kingdom and other Common

I wealth countries.
115. The recurrent expenditure on primary educa

tion for 1%3 was $WI 209,427, and that on secondary
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121. In 1960, out of a population of 32,023 persons
over 14 years of age there were 11,446 men and
7,545 women in the labour force. Forty-five per cent
of the total labour force were engaged in agriculture,
13 per cent of the men in manufacturing, 13 per cent
in construction and 20 per cent in commerce, trans
portation and services. About 34 per cent of the women
were in services.

122. The St. Kitts-Nevis Trades and Labour Union
continued during 1963 to he the principal organization
registered under the Trade Union Act, 1939. It is a
general workers union with a membership of 4,773.
There are also two teachers' unions, a civil servants'
association and a sugar producers' association.

Public health

123. No substantive changes were reported in the
medical services during 1963. There are two general
hospitals, one in St. Kitts with 117 beds and one in
Nevis with 46 beds, and two cottage hospitals, one
in St. Kitts with 11 beds and the other in Anguilla
with 9 beds. There are also 19 health centres and
outposts.

124. The estimates of the Territory allowed for nine
government doctors but the quota has not been filled
for a number of years and there were only eight doctors
in 1963. Four district medical officers cared for the
patients in St. Kitts and the others were in charge of
clinics in various parts of St. Kitts. A retired doctor
performed the duties of medical officer in Anguilla.
No information was available concer"ing Nevis except
that the hospital was "satisfactorily served".

125. The two general hospitals are centres for the
teaching and training of student nurses but the shortage
of teaching staff continued during 1963. Ante-natal
clinics functioned as in previous years and talks and
demonstrations were given by the public health nurses.
Supplies of UNICEF milk were received during the
year and distributions were made at clinics of infants
and expectant mothers.

126. The most common causes of death are heart
diseases, diseases of early infancy, apoplexy and
respiratory diseases. In 1963, the birth rate was 33.2
per thousand, infant mortality was 72.1 per thousand
live births and the death-rate was 9.3 per thousand.

Educational conditions

127. The Department of Education comes under the
direction of the l.i:nister of Social Services whose chief
adviser is the Chief Education Officer. Other executive
officers are two inspectors of schools, three assistant
inspectors and the heads of four government secondary
schools.

128. Primary education is free and compulsory for
children between the ages of 5 and 13 and in practice
three out of four pupils remain in school for one or
more years of post-primary education. The population
pressure continued to be severe in 1963 and the
reportedly inadequate school buildings are forced to
contain larger numbers of pupils each year.

129. Although shortage of places, lack of teaching
facilities and shortage of teachers continued to prevent
spectacular advance, progress was reported in 1963 in
broadening the primary school curriculum, in the pro-

vision of more text books and in the increase of trained
teachers in service.

130. In 1963, there were 35 government primary
schools with an enrolment of 14,797 pupils and a teach
ing staff of 416 (including 90 pupil teachers). In 1961, 11'

enrolment in the 35 primary schools was 13,700. There \
were also in 1963 three senior or post-primary schools 1

and two secondary schools which also had post-primary ~
departments. Courses in the two secondary schools lead
to the Overseas School Certificate Examination of .
Cambridge University. I,j.'

131. The Territory contributes to the cost of the
University College of the West Indies and students 1
make use of the facilities there. The Territory also 1

11contributes to the Leeward Islands Teacher Training
College in Antigua where its primary school teachers
receive training. In addition, there is a programme based .
on a Colonial Development and WeHare scheme which i

provides for the training of a number of teachers at,U

jthe Erdiston Teacher Training College in Barbados. 11

In July 1963, seven teachers graduated from Leeward
Islands College and three from Erdiston. ;i

132. Expenditure on education in 1962 was $WI 1
925,672 compared with $WI 1,031,131 in 1961. .,

St. Luciau

Economic conditions

133. The economy of the Territory reportedly COIl

tinued to show progress in 1963 despite an estimated
60 per cent destruction of banana cultivation by
hurricane "Edith" during September. Recovery was
made possible through a rehabilitation grant from the
United Kingdom Government. Banana exports for the
year were 53,303 tons valued at $WI 6,141,000, ex- i
ceeding the previous year by over $WI 500,000. I

134. The other principal crops for export are sugar ,I
cane, coconut oil, crops and cocoa. Owing to the con
version of sugar plantations to banana cultivation, the
production of sugar fell from 3,880 tons in 1962 to
3,279 tons in 1963 valued at $WI 101,000. Production
of coconut oil was 2,309,000 pounds valued at $WI
613,000; copra, 4,289 tons valued at $WI 552,000;
and cocoa, 263 tons valued at $WI 284,000.

135. Total domestic exports from the Territory in
1963 were valued at $WI 7,820,816. Principal imports
were valued at $WI 5,735,915 in 1962 (figures for
1963 were not available). They included a wide range
of goods such as flour ($WI 902,993), chemical
manure ($WI 769,507), motor cars ($WI 653,324)
and boots and shoes ($WI 436,786).

136. Livestock production is mainly for domestic
consumption. Industries are limited mainly to those
processing agricultural produce and small concerns
engaged in the production of mineral water, preserves
and the making of fibre glass chairs, boats and house
hold items. There are also some local handicrafts.

137. The main heads of revenue continued in 1962
(1963 figures not available) to be derived from customs
and excise duties ($WI 3,353,028) and from income
tax ($WI 901,220). Estimated revenue for 1963 was
$WI 6,242,616. In addition, the Territory received a

15 The following information has been taken into account in
the preparation of this section: information under Article 73e
of the United Nations Charter for the year ending 31 December
1963, transmitted on 23 November 1964.
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grant-in-aid (administration) of $WI 978,032, a re
habilitation grant of $WI 275,803, a Colonial Develop
ment and Welfare grant of $WI 839,734 and an Over
seas Service Aid grant of $WI 50,524 bringing the total
estimated revenue to $WI 8,473,000.

Social conditions

Labour

138. Little change was reported in labour conditions
during 1963. Agriculture continued to be the main
source of employment although there was a decline in
employment in the sugar industry as all sugar estates
were being converted to the production of bananas
which provides year-round employment for a large
number of persons both on the estates and in the loading
of ships.

139. The latest figures available on employment
were taken at the 1960 census. Agriculture, fishery
and lumbering gave employment to 15,144 persons,
services to 3,977, the manufacturing industries to 3,468,
commerce to 2,478 and transport and communications
to 1,156. The extent of employment in 1960 was about
2 to 3 per cent.

140. During 1963, 1,006 persons emigrated from
St. Lucia, compared with 2,500 in 1960. Of the J.963
number, 331 went to the United Kingdom, 325 to the
United States Virgin Islands, 181 to the United States,
153 to Antiguta and 16 to Canada.

141. There were ten workers' organizations reg
istered in the Territory, one of which, the St. Lucia
Truckers Association, was registered in 1963. Five
of the workers' organizations are affiliated to Inter
national Trade Union Organizations. There is also an
employers' organization-the St. Lucia Employers'
Federation. Membership of the principal organizations
was about 6,000.

Public health

142. The Public Health Service continued to be ad
ministered during 1963 by the Chief Medical Officer
who is responsible to .the Minister of Education,
Health and Social Affairs for the general working of
the Medical Department and to the Administrator for
matters affecting personnel.

143. No changes were reported in the number of
hospitals in the Territory which consisted in 1962 of
a general hospital at Castries with 170 beds, three
other hospitals with 64 beds, a mental hospital with
140 beds and a home for the aged with 120 beds.
During 1963 the medical and health staff comprised
12 medical officers (11 government and 1 private
practitioner), 4 dentists (2 government and 2 private),
110 government sanitarians and 96 government nurses.

144. The most prevalent diseases are diseases of
the heart, of early infancy, tuberculosis, syphilis and
helminthiasis diseases. Between 1960 and 1962 the
population rose from 94,718 to 96,841. The birth-rate
in 1962 was 41.1 per thousand, compared with 45.0
per thousand in 1960 and the death-rate was 12.4 per
thousand compared with 13.6 in 1960. In 1962, there
were 407 persons per square mile compared with 396
in 1960 ,·,,(ct,'fl'lli• '''--\l~~

145. The malaria eradication programme, assisted
by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the

United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) continued
during 1963 and the disease was stated to have been
virtually eliminated. The five-year environmental sani
tation programme started in 1959, also assisted by
WHO and UNICEF, continued in 1963. The aim
of the programme is to provide safe excreta disposal
systems and water supplies in the rural areas of the
island.

146. Expenditure on public health was $WI 866,871
in 1963, representing 12 per cent of the local expendi
ture, compared with $WI 823,076 in 1962, representing
10 per cent. In addition, $WI 148,192 was granted in
1963 from Colonial Development and Welfare funds.

Educational conditions

147. Education continued during 1963 to be ad
ministered by the education department and educa
tional policy to be the concern of the Minister of
Education, Health and Social Affairs.

148. In the primary and infant schools education
is free. There is provision for compulsory attendance
for children 6 to 12 years of age but as of 1963 the
law had not been enforced.

149. There were 58 officially recognized grant-aided
primary and infant schools in 1963 (51 Roman Catholic,
3 Anglican, 3 Methodist and 1 government), compared
with 51 such schools in 1962, of which one was a
government school. The schools employed 617 teachers
in 1963 of whom 87 were trained and 530 untrained.
The schools were attended by 23,034 pupils compared
with 21,117 in 1962.

150. There were three secondary schools in 1963,
two of which were fee-paying and assisted by govern
ment grants and the third run by the Government.
The fees are paid by term and vary from $WI 16 to
$WI 19. The three secondary schools employed 39
teachers of whom 15 were trained and 24 untrained
and were attended by 9.32 pupils, compared with 462
pupils attending secondary schools in 1962. The schools
prepare pupils for the General Certificate of Educa
tion, the Cambridge School Certificate and the Higher
School Certificate examinations. Scholarships from the
primary to the secondary schools are provided annually
by the Government, the Castries Town Council (a
local authority), producers' associations, and other
philanthropic bodies. The island is about 95 per cent
Roman Catholic and the system of education is almost
completely denominational.

151. There is one technical school where training
in woodwork and metalwork is undertaken. There is
also a teacher-training institution from which forty
teachers graduated in 1963 after the first year of opera
tion. In 1963, 14 teachers were also receiving training
abroad (5 in the United Kingdom, 1 in Jamaica and
8 in Barbados).

152. There are no institutions of higher education
in the Territory but some scholarships are provided
for overseas study.

153. Recurrent expenditures on education in 1963
amounted to$WI 1,056,152, representing 12 per cent
of the local budget, compared with $WI 926,452 in
1962, or 11 per cent of the budget. In addition, capital
expenditure in 1963 was $WI 55,313 and financial
assistance from the United Kingdom amounted to
$WI 54,156. The local authorities also spent $WI 6,276.
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St. Vincent1 6

Economic conditions

154. Bananas and arrowroot continued during 1963
to be the main crops produced for export. Banana
production increased, in spite of hurricanes which
destroyed about 25 per cent of the crop, from 21,579
tons valued at $WI 2,529,988 in 1962 to 25,237 tons
valued at $WI 3,006,935. The upward trend in the
production of arrowroot starch also continued. The
crop for 1%1-1962 was 37,357 barrels (200 pounds
each), and the estimated crop for 1962-1963 was
50,317 barrels. The increased production was, however,
reportedly offset by a serious drop in prices resulting
in little improvement in net earnings.

155. The cotton ginnery was not rebuilt and stagna
tion persisted but through assistance with pest control
and fertilizer needs, and an upturn in price, there was
a slight increase in interest and acreage. In 1961-1962,
617 acres were planted, in 1962-1963, 319 acres and
in 1963-1964, 635 acres were sown.

156. The acreage under cocoa continued to grow.
A further 113 acres were planted bringing the total
to 735 acres. Exports rose to 24.3 tons in 1963 as
against 14.8 tons in 1962 and 5.1 tons in 1961. Local
demands at present absorb the bulk of increase in
production.

157. Copra production rose slightly to 2,409 tons in
1963 as against 2,323 tons in 1962 and 2,773 tons in
1961. Exports of coconuts increased from 401,244 nuts
in 1962 to 433,615 nuts in 1963. In 1961, only 72,729
nuts were exported.

158. Eight Colonial Development and Welfare
schemes for agriculture were in operation in 1963 with
a total expenditure up to 31 December 1963 of $WI
61,411. The Marketing Board established under these
funds dealing with the external marketing of starchy
root crops continued to function and business transacted
in 1963 amounted to some $WI 500,000. Demarcation
of Crown lands for forestry conservation through the
funds available also continued in 1963 after the recruit
ment of a forest supervisor in 1962.

159. Complete statistics of imports and exports by
quantity and value showing chief groups of articles and
direction of trade were not available. Between 1959
and 1962, however, the value of imports remained
almost constant at between $WI 12.5 and $WI 13
million. They included food-stuffs, textiles, footwear,
lumber, cement, metal manufactures and machinery.
Exports also remained almost constant and were valued
at $WI 5.? million in 1962 with bananas amounting
for almost half the value, arrowroot about 25 per cent
and copra about 16 per cent.

160. Total revenue amounted to $WI5,496,774 in
1%3, compared with $WI 5,763,000 in 1962.

161. Ordinary revenue, of which over half was
derived from customs and excise duties, amounted to
$WI 4,194,416 in 1963 compared with $WI 3,956,000
in 1962. In addition, the Territory received $WI
1,302,358 from a United Kingdom grant-in-aid ($WI
979 883), Colonial Development and Welfare funds
($WI 300,520) and Overseas Service Aid ($WI
21,955) compared with total grants of $WI 1,783,000
in 1962.

16 The following information has been taken into account in
the preparation of this section: information under Article 73 e
of the United Nations Charter for the year ending 31 December
1963, transmitted on 10 September 1964.

162. Total expenditure in 1963 was $WI 5,748,846,
compared with $WI 5,672,000 in 1962. Ordinary ex
penditure in 1963 amounted to $WI 5,330,399, Colonial
Development and Welfare expenditure to $WI 383,991
and that from Overseas Services Aid, $WI 34,456.

Social conditions

Labour

163. The Labour Department headed by a Labour
Commissioner and a staff of four continued to advise
the Government on labour matters. At 31 December
1963, the total population of St. Vincent was estimated
at 85,000 and the working population between the
ages of fifteen and sixty-five was estimated at 30,000.
The working population is being replenished by young
entrants at the rate of 1,000 per annum. As St. Vincent
is an agricultural community, employment is seasonal.
The majority of agricultural and industrial workers
are underemployed during the slack period from June
to November.

164. At the end of 1963 registered organizations
included: the Federated Industrial and Agricultural
Workers Union; two teachers' unions; a civil service
association; the Planters' Association; two chambers
of commerce and a commercial technical and allied
workers union. During 1963, 451 workers returned
from the United States, the United States Virgin
Islands and Antigua and 436 workers were recruited
for work abroad.

Public health

165. The organization of the Medical Department,
under the control of a senior Medical Officer, remained
unchanged during 1963. Medical facilities comprised a
general hospital with 208 beds, three cottage hospitals
with 20 beds and 22 out-patient dispensaries. There are
also maternity and child welfare clinics at the general
hospital and the dispensaries. A health-welfare child
centre was near completion 011 behalf of the "Save the
Children Fund", estimated at a cost of $WI 65,000. In
creases in the medical staff during 1963 included 3
doctors, 8 nurses, and 4 midwives, and consisted of
13 doctors, including 2 private doctors, 141 nurses
including 23 private nurses, 137 midwives, including
62 private midwives, and 49 technicians and others.

166. In 1%3 the birth-rate was 43.1 per thousand
as against 45.1 in 1962, and the death-rate was 11.9
per thousand, compared with 11.6 in 1962. The infant
mortality rate rose from 91.8 per thousand to 96.7
in 1963. Gastro-enteritis is responsible for over 50 per
cent of the deaths of children under the age of two
years. Other causes of death are malnutrition, cardiac
failure, broncho-pneumonia and senility.

Educational conditions

167. Responsibility for educational policy continued
in 1963 to be exercised by the elected Minister for
Social Services and under him the Education Officer.
Primary education continued to be free, but not com
pulsory, for children between five and fifteen years of
age at fifty-five government primary schools. In addi
tion, there was a junior fee-paying school and three
private primary schools. Secondary education is pro
vided at fee-paying schools of which two were govern
ment schools and three private schools in 1%3. A new
grammar-school, financed from Colonial Development
and Welfare funds, was under construction in 1%3.
The secondary schools prepare candidates for the
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Capital expenditure for 1963-1964 totalled $WI
9,553,178 compared with $WI 7,930,184 in the previous
year. Capital expenditure is financed from loan funds
($WI 7,939,250), general revenue balance ($WI
464,762), Colonial Development and Welfare funds
($WI 159,481) and labour welfare funds ($WI
989,684).

181. The island's public debt in 1963-1964 was over
$WI 40 million.

182. During 1964, an economic commission carried
out a survey in the Territory. Among the recommenda
tions of the commission were that the Price Stabiliza
tion Fund for sugar, which stood at $WI 7 million in
July 1962 and which had so far been unused, except in
connexion with a bulk sugar loading installation, might
be used in part to stimulate agricultural diversification
and public investment in commercial agriculture, in
cluding more modern factories.

183. The commission was somewhat critical of the
system of land-holding in the Territory. It noted that
about 45 per cent of the sugar estates, 0: which there
were 240, w~re held by companies and that 17 per cent
of these estates belonged to absentee owners. As an
agricultural country, the commission considered it was
in the long-term interest of Barbados to take all steps

Imported goods come mainly from the United King
dom ($WI 30.1 million in 1963), the United States
($WI 13 million), Canada ($WI 11.1 million) and
other Commonwealth countries ($WI 8.5 million).

178. The total value of exports excluding in-transit
trade was provisionally placed at $WI 70.0 million in
1963, compared with $WI50.2 million in 1962. The
adverse balance of trade is partly offset by interest on
capital investment abroad and, as noted above, by
remittances from Barbadians abroad, and the tourist
trade. Remittances sent through the Post Office in the
first quarter of 1%4 amounted to $WI 1,267,693
compared with $WI 1,205,240 in the first quarter of
1963 and in 1963-1964, the tourist trade brought in
an estimated $WI 21.1 million. In an economic survev
carried out in 1964, it was estimated that the value of
total exports rose by 39.3 per cent in 1963 and the
value of domestic exports by 44.9 per cent. The value
of sugar exports increased by 52 per cent.

179. Barbados had a favourable balance of trade
with the United Kingdom in 1%3 of $WI 4.6 million
and adverse balances of $WI 5.5 million with the United
States, $WI 5.7 million with Canada, $WI 8.7 million
with the European Economic Community, $WI 2.4
million with the West Indies (including Jamaica and
Trinidad) and $WI 1.8 million with British Guiana.
The deficit on the visible balance of trade was $WI
28.9 million, or $WI 10 million less than in 1962.

180. The main items of revenue are derived from
customs and excise duties and from taxation, including
income tax. The following figures show actual revenue
and expenditure for 1961-1962 and revised estimates
for 1962-1963 and 1963-1964.
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Cambridge School Certificate and the General Certifi
cate of Education, and one school prepares candidates
for the Higher School Certificate. The fifty-five govern
ment primary schools were attended by 24,009 children
in 1963 as compared with 22,966 in 1962, and 1,334
children attended the two government secondary schools.
Figures for those attending the private secondary schools
were not available.

168. There are' four government teacher-training
centres which offer a two-year course.

169. There are no technical or vocational schools or
institutions of higher education in the Territory. Figures
were not available for those attending such institutions
abroad.

170. In 1963, recurrent expenditure on education
was approximately $WI 1.06 million, compared with
$WI 1.1 million in 1962.

4. Barbadosv'
Introduction

171. The constitutional status and general political
situation in Barbados, according to the information
which became available, remained basically the same
during 1963-1964 as described in the report of the
Special Committee to the General Assembly at its nine
teenth session (Aj5800jRev.1, chap. XXV, paras. 206
222).

172. The Premier of Barbados participated in the
ninth Conference of the Regional Council of Ministers
in 1964 concerning the proposed "West Indies Federa
tion" as described in paragraphs 34 to 52 above.

173. Such information as became available concern
ing the economic, social and educational situation in
the Territory is summarized below.

Economic conditions

174. The production of sugar and its by-products,
rum and molasses, continued in 1963-1964 to dominate
the island's economy, accounting for about 92 per cent
of the total domestic exports. Of the total arable land
area of 68,563 acres, 46,227 were under sugar cane.
Other crops included green vegetables and cereals.

175. Apart from sugar, the tourist trade continued
to grow and Barbadians working overseas also con
tinued to contribute to the revenue by sending remit
tances home.

176. During 1963, the Industrial Development (Ex
port Industries) Act, designed to attract industries
manufacturing for export only, was passed. Industries
operating under this Act will be eligible for a ten
year, tax-free period and will be granted customs con
cessions in respect of the raw materials used. The
Barbados Development Board, in addition to under
taking promotion and providing loans to industry and
hotels, also operates two fully serviced industrial
estates. These factories may be leased or rented to
industrialists. Industrialists may also lease land and
erect their own factories.

177. Imports for 1963 were provisionally valued at
$WI 98,896,025, compared with $WI 89,097,487 in
1962. The increase of $WI 9,798,538 occurred mainly
in items of food, mineral fuels and manufactured goods.

17 The following information has been taken into account in
the preparation of this section: information under Article 73e
of the United Nations Charter for the year ending 31 December
1963, transmitted on 20 October 1964.
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Public health nurses 19
Sanitary inspectors 94
Midwives 50

194. At the end of 1963 the population was 238,097,
giving a density of 1,434 persons per square mile. The
birth-rate in 1963 was 28.6 per thousand and the death
rate 8.0 per thousand. Recurrent and capital expenditure
on the medical services in 1963 amounted to $WI
3,210,897 and $WI 3,370,343 respectively, representing
15.4 per cent of the total budget as compared with

Social conditions

Labour
186. The main labour problem confronting Barbados

continued to be the manpower surplus. There are more
people than can be gainfully employed the year round
and consequently, many men and women are unem
ployed or underemployed for most of the year. Another
complicating factor is the rapid increase of approxi
mately 4,000 persons per year in the already large
population of 240,000 people in an island of 166 square
miles.

187. To meet the problem, the Government is en
couraging the development of secondary industries and
tourism and is exploring avenues for migration of

to discourage the growth of and if possible to eradicate
absenteeism.

184. The commission noted that about 29,000 small
holders were operating farmlets varying in size from
one quarter of an acre upwards. Most of the units were
too small to support a farm family and although they
supplied 16 per cent of the sugar cane, the small holders
were also wage-earners on estates. The commission
considered that the holdings, which amounted to about
12,000 acres, should be consolidated with a view to
creating co-operatives estates with a minimum size of
100 acres. The commission felt that there was a certain
rigidity in the present system of land-holding which
might increasingly become a source of friction as the
bulk of the population demanded economic and social
status in keeping with the growth of political power
which they now had. This state of affairs added greater
weight to the urgency for a long-term plan of agrarian
reform coupled with credit facilities which would
enable the trained agriculturalist to own and manage a
farm irrespective of his race.

185. The commission also considered that it would
be wise for Barbados not to allow sugar production to
expand beyond the present limits during the coming
decade.
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workers to the United Kingdom, the United States
and elsewhere. The Government has, since 1954,
provided funds to assist by loans any person producing
satisfactory evidence of his being able to procure em
ployment overseas. Five hundred and thirty-three (533)
loans amounting to $vVI 216,717 were made during
1963, compared with 1,106 loans totalling $WI 421,758
in 1962. From 1954 to 1963, $WI 2,883,875 has been
loaned to 8,384 persons.

188. A total of 1,971 workers emigrated to the
United Kingdom, compared with 3,700 in 1962, and
1,052 workers were engaged for short-term contracts
in the United States.

189. The majority of the gainfully occupied popula
tion continued to be engaged in the cultivation and
harvesting of sugar cane and the processing of the
cane into sugar and molasses. Approximately 19,500
workers were engaged during the peak of the reaping
season (January-June) and 13,000 during t~'e out-of
crop season (July to December). Other workers con
tinued to be employed in domestic service, the retail
trade and construction work.

190. The Labour Department, headed by the Labour
Commissioner continued to assist in collective bargain
ing and in the settlement of labour disputes. Twenty
conciliation meetings were held during the year.

191. Under the United Nations Expanded Pro
gramme of Technical Assistance, the Barbados Govern
ment in 1962 obtained the services of an ILO expert
in training-within-industry.

Public health

192. As in 1962, medical facilities in 1963 comprised
one general hospital (453 beds), one mental hospital
(801 beds), one maternity hospital (20 beds), one
leprosarium (40 beds), one district hospital, three
health centres and a number of infant clinics and
parish infirmaries for the aged and poor.

193. The following figures as far as they are avail
able show the medical personnel in Barbados in 1962
and 1963:

Educational conditions

195. The following table shows the number of
schools in the Territory in 1962 and 1963:

$WI 3,027,762 and $WI 1,205,171 respectively, repre
senting 12.5 per cent of the budget in 1962.

Senior nurses .
Certificated nurses .
Partially trained nurses .

24 53
375 70

Government PrivateM edical personnel

Registered physicians .
Trained nurses .

1962 1963
Bnrolment Enrolment

Schools Boys GMs SChools Boys Girls

Primary .................................. 1.16 40,834 117 40,732
Secondary:

Government-aided grammar-schools ...... 10 2,580 1,745 10 2,609 1,825
Government-owned comprehensive schools

(secondary modern) ................. 5 2,320 2,316 5 3,075 2,895
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196. The primary school age is from 5 to 14 years.
Three of the grammar-schools lead to university scholar
ship standard and the others prepare students to the
standard of the General Certificate of Education. The
comprehensive schools teach practical courses in
woodwork, metal-work, bookbinding, home economics,
agriculture and animal husbandry. Selected pupils are
retained in these schools beyond the school-leaving
age of fourteen for a two-year course leading to ex
ternal examinations such as those given by the London
Chamber of Commerce.

197. The Barbados Technical Institute continued
to provide courses in mechanical engineering, electrical
installation, plumbing and welding, radio servicing etc.,
and was attended by 602 students in 1963 compared
with 520 in 1962. There are also a number of other
technical and vocational institutions.

198. Teacher training continued to be provided at
Erdiston College and scholarships provided for train
ing abroad. Thirty-one such scholarships were granted
in 1962, and thirty were granted in 1963.

INFORMATION ON THE TERRITORY

introduction

1. Information on British Honduras is already con
tained in the Special Committee's report to the Gen
eral Assembly at its nineteenth session (A/5800/
Rev.l, chap. XXVI, paras. 1-66), although the Special
Committee did not at that time take action in respect
of the Territory. Supplementary information on recent
developments is set out below.!

Political and constitutional developments

2. As noted previously, a Constitutional Conference
held in London in June 1963 resulted in a new Con
stitution, under which a wide measure of self-govern
ment by a Government responsible to the Legis.c.ure
was introduced in January 1964. The 1963 Constitution
provided also for a new bicameral legislature to be
called the National Assembly, consisting of a nominated
Senate and a wholly elected House of Representatives.
It was agreed, however, that the Senate should not
be established until after the next general elections
were held. Universal adult suffrage has been in effect
since 1953.

3. The first general elections under the 1963 Con
stitution were held on 1 March 1965. A total of thirty
eight candidates were nominated to contest the eighteen
seats. The ruling Peoples United Party and the Na
tional Independence Party nominated eighteen can
didates each and two candidates contested seats as
independents.

4. During the election campaign, both parties ad
vocated independence for the Territory, the only dif
ference between them being the question of timing.
On the one hand, the Peoples United Party, led by

1 The information presented in this chapter has been derived
from published reports, and from the information transmitted
to the Secretary-General by the United Kingdom under Article
73e of the United Nations Charter, on 22 June 1964.
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199. Higher education is provided at Codrington
College, a theological college affiliated to the Uni
versity of Durham in Britain, and at a college of arts
and sciences which has recently been opened and is
a part of the University of the West Indies. During
1963, thirty-one Government scholarships were pro
vided for study abroad as compared with thirty in
1962.

200. Estimated Government expenditure on educa
tion amounted to $WI 6,092,434 and capital ex
penditure to $WI I,C52,234 in 1963. The corresponding
figures for 1962 were $WI 4,358,550 and $WI 255,923.

B. PETI'l'IONS

201. The Special Committee circulated the following
petition concerning Grenada:

Petitioner Document No.

Mr. M. A. Caesar." , " , ". A/l\C.109/PET.362 and Add.l

Mr. George Price, pressed for complete independence
within a period of two or three years. On the other
hand, the National Independency Party, now led by
Mr. Phi1lip Goldson, contended that independence
should be held off until such time as the Territory
could achieve greater economic stability and inde
pendence.

5. It is estimated that some 80 to 85 per cent of the
40,000 registered voters participated in the elections.
The Peoples United Party won sixteen out of the
eighteen seats and the National Independence Party
the remaining two seats.

6. In accordance with the terms of the Constitution,
the Governor invited Mr. George Price to form a
::;overnment. The following are the members of the
new Cabinet: Mr. George C. Price, Premier and
Minister of Finance and Economic Development;
Mr. Albert Cattouse, Minister for Local Government
and Social Development; Mr. Alexander Albert Hunter,
Minister for Natural Resources and Trade; Mr. Carl
L. B. Rogers, Minister for Internal Affairs and Health;
Mr. David L. McKoy, Minister of Labour; Mr. Hector
D. Silva, Minister of Public Utilities and Communica
tion; Mrs. Gwendolyne Lizarraga, Minister of Educa
tion and Housing. The Premier and the other six
ministers of the new Government were sworn in by
the Governor on 3 March 1965. The eight members
of the Senate were subsequently appointed by the
Governor, five on the advice of the Premier, two on
the advice of the Leader of the Opposition and one
after consultations with other persons, as prescribed
by the .Constitution,

7. In .his speech from the Throne at the opening
of the new Parliament, the Governor, enunciating
government policy, stated:

"Now that the first general election under the
new Constitution has been held and the Senators.
appointed to the Senate, all the self-government
arrangements agreed to in London in July 1963"
have now been implemented •..
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Rev~'lIIe Expenditure
(in BTI'/I'sll Honduras dollars)

1962 (actual) 9,217,702 11,958.069
1963 (estimate) •.............. 8,148,000 15.637,569
1964 (estimate) . 8,348,075 15,262,888

12. The gap between locally derived revenue and \
expenditure is being met by funds made available by
tlfle United Kingdom Government, mainly in the form ~1';"'.
o grant-in-aid ($BH 700,000 in both 1963 and :
1964), grants for development and welfare projects
($BH 325,000 approved for 1964 compared with ~rBH 63S

d
,OOO in faChhtal ~xpenditure for 1963) and l'

.o~x:s an. grants or urrlcane. rehabilitation ($BH 5.7 ,
million 111 1964 compared With $BH 5.9 million in I

1963).

13. Of the 1964 estimated expenditures, $BH8,855,394 tir'i..•.'.
were classified as recurrent and $BH 6,407,494 as on •
capital account.

14. According to the Governor's speech at the open
ing of the new Parliament, the Government intends f'
to press on speedily with the implementation of its
seven-year development plan, which calls for a total 1
expenditure of about $BH 53 million. It hopes that [I".,

friendly Governments and international institutions ~
will provide help for individual projects. The Govern
ment has also stated that capital from abroad is
welcome in the Territory.

15. A Development Finance Corporation with an
authorized share capital of $BH 4 million was launched
in ~ovembe~ ,1963 with a view to financing housing,
agriculture, industry and general development. It is at
present run by a five-man temporary board of directors
appointed by the Government. Its profits and dividends
are exempt from income tax for fifteen years. The
Government has announced its intent of assisting the
Corporation in attracting capital from at home and
abroad.

Social conditions

16. In the labour field, the Government's policy is
to give high priority to the problems of under
employment and unemployment, to raise the living
standards of the workers and their families and to
promote legislation and measures that will strencthen
the position of trade unions, improve working c~mdi
tions and improve the e.nployer-ernployee relationship.
At the end of 1963 there were nine labour unions with
a membership of 3,507 compared with six unions and
a membership of 2,803 at the end of 1961. The Govern- i
ment Workers Rules, 1964, improved the conditions of I

employment of the workers concerned in such matters '
as classification of jobs, wage rates, hours of work
overtime, holidays with pay and other fringe benefits:

17. In the field of medicine and health, the death
rate in 1963 decreased to 7.1 per thousand (8.9 in
1962) and the infant mortality rate to 52.3 per thousand
live births (68.6 in 1962). The number of doctors
employed by the Government increased from 14 to
16, nurses from 114 to 122, midwives from 98 to 119
and publlc health inspectors from 12 to 14, while the
number of government-employed pharmacists decreased
from 13 to 11. The Government proposes that con
tinued co-operation with such organizations as the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the United
Nations Children Fund (UNICEF) will be undertaken
to eradicate malaria, tuberculosis and to provide en
vironmental sanitation programmes.

Year I mports Domestic exports Re-exports
(in British Honduras dollars)

1961 .... , ....... 22,517,922 11,186,538 1,215,769
1962 .... .to •••• 31,202,647 8,251,986 2,912,765
1963 •• 0'·' • ..... 26,500,000 15,400,000 3,000,000

8. It has been reported that both parties have agreed
that after independence British Honduras should remain
within the Commonwealth, and should be renamed
Belize. Mr. George Price, and other leaders of the
Peoples United Party, throughout the election cam
paign, emphasized their determination to create closer
ties between British Honduras and the Central Ameri
can countries. It is also reported that membership in
the Organization of American States and integration
within the Latin American sphere of interest is viewed
with favour by the Party. It may be noted that British
Honduras has been an associate member of the Eco
nomic Commission for Latin America since 1961.

"The Government recognizes the vital role of the
Civil Service in our march to independence ••. The
Government will press on vigorously with its train
ing programme for public officers with a view of
achieving a wholly Belizian service at the earliest
possible.

"Government seeks the independence of Belize and
the friendship of all nations. It will continue to up
hold the country's sovereignty and to strive for inter
national peace and prosperity with due respect for
the rights of all ...

"Government realizes that as the country moves
forward to independence the creation of an identity
of its own is of paramount importance •.• The Gov
ernment, realizing the dignity of creating a per
sonality of its own for the country and of possessing
tangible symbols of that personality, will take steps
to confirm the acceptance of a Belizian flag, the
name of Belize for the country, and a Belizian
anthem .••."

Economic conditions

9. Timber and other forest products which have
played a prominent role in the economy of the Terri
tory are now yielding place to a developing agri
culture, in particular through the expansion of citrus
and sugar production. Having recovered from the
effects of the 1961 hurricane, citrus production in
creased to over 1 million boxes of oranges and grapefruit
in 1963, compared with fewer than 400,000 boxes in
1962. Exports of citrus products in 1963 were valued
at $BH 3.6 million" compared with $BH 1.4 million in
the previous year. An estimated 13,000 acres of sugar
cane were harvested, yielding 210,362 tons from cane
from which 27,840 tons of sugar and 843,133 gallons
of molasses were produced. Sugar exports were valued
at $BH 5.1 million, compared with $BH 3.9 million in
1962.

10. The total trade figures for 1963 show a signi
ficant reduction in imports and a substantial increase
in exports:

2 The unit of currency is the British Honduras dollar, which
is equivalent to 5 shillings sterling" and $U.S. 0.70.

11. The locally derived revenue and the expenditure
of the Territory for the period 1962-1964 have been
as follows:
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18. Unsatisfactory housing, particularly in Belize
City, has always been considered a serious problem.
The hurricane of 1961 has worsened the situation.
During 1963, the Reconstruction and Development
Corporation approved 2,413 applications for housing
reconstructionat an approximate value of $BH 1,386,898
of which sum $BH 563,405 was free grants, the
remainder being loans. The 1964 estimates provide
$BH 322,000 for housing grants and $BH 3 million
for housing loans. The Government plans to continue
the improvement of the standard of housing in urban
and rural sectors and the clearing of slum areas.

19. The Government proposes to press on with its
plan to begin the construction of a new capital for the
Territory in the quickest possible time. It will be built
on a less exposed site about fifty miles inland.

Educational conditions

20. The Education Ordinance, No. 3 of 1962, which
came into operation in February 1963, abolished the
payment of school fees and made primary education
free for all children of school age (5-16 years). The
Ordinance also provided for more effective enforce
ment of compulsory education for primary school
pupils between the ages of six and fourteen years.

21. In 1963, there were 26,449 pupils attending
primary schools, compared with 25,893 in the previous
year i 2,186 attending secondary schools (2,099 in
1962) i and 85 attending a vocational school (98 in
1962).
. 22. Th;re is still a high r~tio of pupils to teachers

(111 the primary schools 1 qualified teacher to 70 pupils)
although there are a considerable number of probationers
and pupil teachers employed. Attempts to fill the gap
in the number of trained teachers are being undertaken.

23. In January 1963, the Intermediate Training
Centre was inaugurated for the purpose of providing
in-service training for eighty teachers each year. Ex
tensions to the St. George's Teachers Training College
were completed to enable a larger intake of students
in 1964.

24. The Government has announced its intention of
ensuring that educational policy is geared to the needs
of the country's development. It will sustain the Church
State school system. It will aim at improving the quality
of education at all levels and at extending secondary
education. Where the Church-State system is unable
to provide technical and vocational training, the Gov
ernment proposes to provide that service.

CHAPTER XXVI

INFORMATION ON NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES TRANSMITTED UNDER ARTICLE
73e OF THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND RELATED QUESTIONS

1. By its resolution 1970 (XVIII) of 16 December
1963, the General Assembly dissolved the Committee
on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
and, inter alia, requested the Special Committee to
study the information transmitted to the Secretary
General in accordance with Article 73 e of the Charter
and to take it fully into account in examining the
situation with regard to the implementation of the Dec
laration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples.

2. It will be recalled that in a note (A/AC.109/L,97)
dated 14 February 1%4, the Secretary-General drew
the attention of the Special Committee to the above
mentioned resolution and made suggestions concerning
the procedures which the Special Committeemight wish
to follow. The procedures set out in the note were
approved by the Special Committeeat its 315th meeting
on 17 November 1964.

3. In compliance with the provisions of operative
paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution 1970
(XVIII) and in accordance with the procedures ap
proved by the Special Committee at its 3l5th meeting,
the latest information transmitted by the Administering
Members under Article 73 e of the Charter was used
in the preparation of the working papers by the Secre
tariat on most of the Territories for the Special Com
mittee. This information was taken into account by the
Committee in its consideration of the Territories con
cerned and is reflected in the chapter of the Special
Committee's report dealing with each of these Terri
tories.

4. At its 383rd and 385th meetings, held on 7 and
15 September 1965, the Special Committee considered
a report by the Secretary-General (see appendix to

this chapter) on the information which had been trans
mitted under Article 73 e of the Charter up to 7
September 1%51 and on the action which had been
taken in implementation of General Assembly resolu
tion 1970 (XVIII).

5. In the course of the debate at the 383rd meeting
on 7 September 1965, the representative of the United
Republic of Tanzania said he wished once again to
voice his strong disapproval of the continued failure
of the United Kingdom to transmit information on
Southern Rhodesia under Article 73 e of the Charter.
He expressed disappointment at the United Kingdom
explanation that in its view Southern Rhodesia was
not aNon-Self-Governing Territory. This attitude
showed a complete disregard of world opinion and of
the opinion of the Special Committee. He hoped that
the United Kingdom delegation would transmit the
required information very soon.

6. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics said that a thorough knowledge of the
political, constitutional, economic, social and cultural
conditions in the Non-Self-Governing Territories, made
possible by the transmission of objective, specific and
up-to-date information, enabled the members of the
Committee, and all States Members of the United
Nations, to help towards the attainment of independence
by all colonialcountries and peoples. He was compelled
to note with great regret, however, that some ad
ministering Powers were violating the provision of the
Charter which required all colonial Powers to transmit

1 Information regarding the latest constitutional developments
in the Cook Islands was transmitted I::y the Government of
New Zealand on 13 August 1965 (A/5961) and taken into ac
count by the Special Committee in its consideration of the Terri
tory (see chap. VIII above),
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*Originally issued under the symbol A/AC.l09/131 and
Add.l and 2.

Informntlon on Non-Self-Governing TerritoriesTransmitted
Under AI,tide 73 e of the Chal'ter of the United Nations:
Repoet of the Secretary-General

TRANSl\USSION OF INI'ORl\lATION UNDER ARTICLE 73 e OF THE
CHARTER

1. The Secretary-General's previous report on this subject
(A/5800/Rev.1, chap, H, appendix I1) listed the dates on
which information was transmitted to the Secretary-General
under Article 73 e of the Charter up to 30 November 1964.
The table at the end of the present report shows the dates on i'
which such information was transmitted in respect of the years
1963 and 1964.

2. The information transmitted under Article 73 e follows in
general the standard form approved by the General Assembly
and includes information on geography, history, population, eco
nomic, social and educational conditions. In the case of Terri
tories under the administration of Australia, New Zealand and
the United States of America, the annual reports of the
Territories, which also include information on constitutional
matters, were transmitted. Additional information on political
and constitutional developments in Territories under their ad
ministration was also given by the representatives of Australia,
New Zealand, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United
States of America during meetings of the Special Committee.

3. No information has been transmitted to the Secretary
General concerning Territories under Portuguese administra
tion, which, by resolution 1542 (XV) of 15 December 1960,
the General Assembly considered were Non-Self-Governing
Territories within the meaning of Chapter XI of the United
Nations Charter. Nor has the Secretary-General received in
formation concerning Southern Rhodesia which, the Assembly
affirmed by resolution 1747 (XVI) of 28 June 1962, was a
Non-Self-Governing Territory within the meaning of Chapter
XI of the Charter.
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information on conditions in the c~::~~e:~~:::.:~:entietl: l~e8~:::::;e~nion delegation wished to point :I'~ UD'\/' OF T

Territories under their administration, Portugal was out that the information transmitted by the colonial ST
a case in point: it continued to blatantly violate Gen- Powers constituted virtually the only source of informa- ~ 4 In con
eral Assembly resolution IS42 (XV) and the numerous tion made available to the members of the Special Corn- • ~f Gener
other United Nations decisions on the question of the mittee by the United Nations Secretariat. It was i! ~ember 196.
Portuguese colonies. It was waging a savage colonial obvious that, in so far as the information provided by 1:
war against the peoples of Angola, Mozambique and the colonial Powers di.d not provide a comprehensive >.1'

so-called Portuguese Guinea with the political, economic and objective picture of conditions in the Non-Self-
and military assistance of its NATO allies. The same Governing Territories, the data provided by the Secre- I
was true of the United Kingdom, which, as the repre- tariat suffered from the same defect. In order to correct .)!.

sentative of Tanzania had just pointed out, refused to that serious defect, the Secretariat could and should I

transmit information on the Non-Self-Governing Terri- draw liberally on other sources of information such
tory of Southern Rhodesia, in violation of General As- as the statements of petitioners, written petitions, eco-
sernbly resolution 1747 (XVI). It was the duty of the nomic and social studies, surveys and similar material.
Special Committee to draw attention to those viola-
tions of the United Nations Charter and to appeal once 12. At its 38Sth meeting on 13 September 1965, the
again to those colonial Powers to submit the required Special Committee took note of the report of the
information on the Territories under their adrninistra- Secretary-General which it decided to include in itn
tion. report to the General Assembly. This document appears

as an appendix to the present chapter.7. Furthermore, an analysis of the information on
the political and constitutional development of the Non- 13. At the same meeting, the Special Committee
Self-Governing Territories that had been transmitted decided without objection to transmit to the General i
in recent years showed that the administering Powers Assembly the information contained in the working
were placing every possible restraint on the process of papers prepared by the Secretariat on the Territories
political development in those Territories, in contra- which it might be unable to consider before the closing
vention of the principles of the Declaration on the of its meetings in 1965. This information, which is
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and included in separate chapters of the present report,
Peoples. The information gave no indication of the was to be considered as supplementary to the relevant
specific steps, the dates and methods contemplated chapters of the Special Committee's report to the Gen-
for bringing a Territory to independence, whereas not eral Assembly covering its work during 1964 (A/S8001
only the Special Committee but above all the people Rev.l ).
concerned were entitled to know those facts.

8. The sections dealing with economic conditions
in the Non-Self-Governing Territories were also un
satisfactory: they included no data on the actual
standard of living of the indigenous population, on
salaries and purchasing power, on the steps the ad
ministering Power proposed to take in order to raise
the standards of living, on the enormous profits made
by foreign monopolies through the exploitation of the
indigenous population or on unemployment and meas
ures to eliminate it. The Special Committee should
take a decisive stand against this inadmissible practice
and should request the administering Powers to trans
mit information which would enable a definite idea to
be formed of the standard of living of the people, their
participation in the economic life of the country and
the steps taken by the administering Power to raise
the country's economic level.

9. Similarly, the information on social conditions,
health and education lacked objectivity and was designed
to conceal from the members of the Special Committee
the real conditions in the Territories. This had been
demonstrated on many occasions, the most recent ex
ample being that of the petitioners from the Bahamas,
who described the deplorable educational conditions, so
different from the optimistic picture painted by the
United Kingdom.

10. Thus, the picture of conditions in the Non-Self
Governing Territories was distorted and important
details were left out, with the result that the members
of the Committee were misinformed and unable tc
assess the situation objectively. In that connexion, he
referred to the information transmitted by the United
Kingdom on the elections held in November 1962 for
the House of Assembly of the Bahamas and the details
given by the petitioners, which had cast a very different
light on the results of those elections.

_-----------------......--............!!"'!'!!!'!"!'!'!"!'!"'!!~~=======~===1
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Table. Dates of tratlSlllissioll of illformatioll ullderA"Ucle 73e of the Charter for 1963 and1964

This table includes all Territories listed in annex n of the report of the Committee on
Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories to the General Assembly at its eighteenth
session" with the exception of the Gambia, Jamaica, Kenya, Malta, North Borneo, Northern
Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Sarawak, Singapore, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda and Zanzibar.

II STUDY OF THE INFORMATION TRANS~llTTED UNDER ARTICLE 73 e
OF THE CHARTER

~'.1 4. In compliance with the provisions of operative paragraph
• 5 of General Assembly resolution 1970 (XVIII) of 16 De

11 cember 1963, which requested the Special Committee to study

:1

i,

the information transmitted under Article 73 e, and in accord
ance with the procedure approved by the Special Committee
in 1964, the Secretariat has continued to use the information
transmitted in the preparation of working papers on each
Territory for the Special Committee.

Dale of Irallslllission
1963 1964

Australia (1 J uly-30 June):b

Cocos (Keeling) Islan<!.1 .
Papua .......•.••.........•...•...•.•...••

France (calendar year) :

Comoro Archipelagos ....................•.
French Somalilands ..
New Hebrides ..........................•.

New Zealand (1 April-Sl March):

Cook Islands .
Niue Island .
Tokelau Islands .

Portugal:

Angola .
Cape Verde Archipelago .
Guinea (Portuguese) .
Macau and dependencies .
Mozambique .
Siio Tome and Principe and dependencies ..
Timor (Portuguese) and dependencies

Spain (calendar year) :

Fernando Poo .
Hni .
Rio Muni .
Spanish Sahara .

United Kingdom (calendar year) : .

Aden .
Antigua .
Bahamas .
Barbados .
Basutoland .
Bechuanaland .
Bermuda .
British Guiana .
British Honduras .
British Virgin Islands .
Brunei .
CaYl1}a!l Islands .
Dominica .
Falkland Islands .
Fiji .
Gibraltar .
Gilbert and Ellice Islands .
Grenada .
Hong Kong .
Mauritius ··· .
Montserrat .
New Hebrides .
Pitcairn Island .
St. Helena .
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla .
St. Lucia .
St. Vincent .
Seychelles .
Solomon Islands .
Southern Rhodesia .

13 February 1964
25 November 1964

7 May 1965

27 November 1964
27 November 1964
27 November 1964

29 June 1964
29 June 1964
29 June 1964
29 June 1964

28 October 1964
14 September 1964
28 October 1964
20 October 1964
10 November 1964
20 August 1964
13 October 1964
14 July 1964
22 June 1964
9 October 1964

30 June 1964
9 October 1964

21 August 1964
23 June 1964
12 May 1964
13 October 1964
17 June 1964 .
10 September 1964
30 October 1964
22 June 1964
20 August 1964
23 June 1964
13 May 1964
12 June 1964
30 October 1964
23 November 1964
10 September .1964
14 September 1964
23 June 1964

2 February 1965
28 July 1965

24 February 1965
24 February 1965
24 February 1965
24 February 1965

31 August 1965
20 August 1965
31 August 1965
24 August 1965

1 June 1965
2 September 1965
7 September 1965

16 July 1965
24 August 1965
26 July 1965

2 July 1965
2 July 1965
9 June 1965

2 September 1965
7 July 1965
7 June 1965

26 July 1965

1 September 1965
7 June 1965

28 July 1965

2 September 1965
30 August 1965
23 July 1965
14 June 1965
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]I,{arch 1965 I
'1

Mr. Mackawee was appointed Chief Minister of Aden. h

At the British Honduras elections, Mr. George Price's Peoples .j.
United Party won 16 seats and the National Independence
Party 2. Mr. Price continued in office as Premier. Following
the e1ections the Senate was established. 1

At the Brunei Legislative Council elections, 9 seats were '
won by Independents and 1 by the Brunei People's Alliance. ;.'1.'

At the Bechuanaland elections, Mr. Seretse Khama's Bechua- ~

naland Democratic Party won 28 seats, and the Bechuanaland J.
People's Party 3. Mr. Seretse Khama was appointed Prime 1
Minister. 1

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Colonial Office, visited '
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland. I,

Tabi£' (continued)

11See A/5514, part I, annex n.
b Period extends from 1 July of previous year to 30 June of year listed.
e On 27 March 1959. the Government of France notified the Secretary-General that this

Territory had attained internal autonomy and, consequently, the transmission of information
thereon had ceased as from 1957.
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2 September 1965

31 August 1965
31 August 1965

Dat~ of tra"31I1issio"
1963 1964

30 November 1964
2 November 1964

8 December 1964
13 November 1964
13 November 1964

The new constitutional arrangements for the British Solomon
Islands Protectorate, approved in October, came fully into
force.

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Colonial Office, visited
Gibraltar.

April 1965

At the Basutoland elections, Chief Leabua Jonathan's Basuto
land National Party won 31 seats, Basutoland Congress Party
25, and the Marerna-Tlou Freedom Party 4. Chief Jonathan
was defeated and Chief Maseribane was appointed Prime
Minister.

The Hong Kong Urban Council was increased by 4 non
official seats, 2 elective and 2 nominated.

In British Guiana emergency powers were transferred from
the Governor to Ministers.

The Colonial Secretary visited Mauritius.
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Colonial Office, visited

Fiji.

May 1965

At further talks in London between the Sultan of Brunei
and the Commonwealth Secretary, it was agreed that when the
ministerial system was satisfactorily established, a representative
constitutional conference would be held.

June 1965

The first stage of a ministerial system in Brun ;
traduced with the appointment of 4 assistant mlniste.

htly 1965

In Basutoland, Chief Leabua Jonathan won a by-election and
was appointed Prime Minister.

The Gibraltar independent members of the Legislative Coun
cil joined a coalition Government. Mr. Isola becoming Deputy
Chief Minister.

British and French Ministers held talks on the New Hebrides
in Paris and agreed on measures of reform to bring the ad
ministration up to date.

Indies and British

Swaziland .......................•...•....
Turks and Caicos Islands .

United State: of America (1 July-30 June) :b

American Samoa •.........................
Guam ...........................•........
United States Virgin Islands .

Annex I

LETTER DATED 26 AUGUST 1965 FHO~I THE REPRESl:,;TATIVE OF
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN
IRELAND TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE

I have the honour to enclose a calendar of constitutional
advance covering the main developments in the United King
dom dependent Territories from November 1964 to July 1965.

This calendar brings up to date the calendar enclosed with
Mr. King's letter of 20 October 1964, reproduced as annex I
to the report to the General Assembly of the Special Com
mittee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples (A/5800/Rev.l).

The calendar again provides a record of continued constitu
tional progress in the Territories for which the United King
dom is responsible. In particular, the Gambia, with a population
of about 316,000 achieved full independence in February 1965.

I have the honour to request that this letter and the enclosed
calendar 'be circulated to members of the Committee as a
Committee document, and also that they form part of our
further report to the General Assembly,

(Signed) F. D. W. BROWN

Calendar of Consiltutionat Advance, November 1964-Jl/ly 1965

November 1964
Ministers of the Federation of South Arabia and Aden an

nounced their support for a unitary State during a visit by
the Colonial Secretary.

December1964
At the British Guiana elections, Mr. Burnham's Peoples Na

tional Congress (PNC) won 22 seats, Dr. Jagan's People's
Progressive Party (PPP), 24 and the United Force (UF) 7.
Mr. Burnham was appointed Premier of a PNC-UF Govern
ment.

The meeting of the Regional Council of Ministers of the
Caribbean Territories in Barbados established committees to
prepare a Federal Constitution.

The Sultan of Brunei. and the Commonwealth Secretary had
talks in London and agreed on constitutional measures for
advance towards full parliamentary democracy.

The sections of the Swaziland Con·:'tution relating to the
position of the Ngwenyama came into erfect,

Januar» 1965
New constitutions for Basutoland and Bechuanaland were

made by Order in Council.

FebrllQry 1965

The Gambia became independent.
The Colonial Secretary visited the West

Guiana.
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POLAND

Representative
H.E. Mr. Eohdan Lewandowski

Alternate Representative
Mr. Ian Slowikowski

SIERRA LEONE

Representative
H.E. Mr. G. B. O. Collier

Alternate Representatives
Mr. George Coleridge-Taylor
Mr. G. E. O. Williams

Adviser
Mr. Frank P. Karefa-Smart

SYRIA

Representatiue
H.E. Mr. Rafik Asha

Alternate Representatives
Mr. Adnan Nachabe
Mr. Rafie Jouejati

Adviser
Mr. Adnan Omran

Adviser
Mr. J. J. Therattil

IRAN

Represelltative
H.E. Mr. Mehdi Vakil

Alter/late Representative
Mr. Mohsen S. Esfandiary

Adviser
Mr. Saeed Goudarznia

IRAQ

Representative
H.E. Mr. Adnan Pachachi

Alterllate Representatives
Mr. Ala'Uddin H. Aljubouri
Mr. S. Saleem

ITALY

Representative
H.E. Mr. Piero Vinci

Alternate Representatives
Mr. Ludovico Carducci Artenisio
Mr. Vineenzo Zito

IVORY COAST

Representative
H.E. Mr. Arsene Assouan Usher

Alternate Representatives
Mr. Moise Aka
Mr. Julien Kaeou

MADAGASCAR

Representatiue
H.E. Mr. Louis Rakotomalaia

Alternate Representative
Mr. Gabriel Rakotoniaina

MALI

Representatives
H.E. Mr. Sori Coulibaly
Mr. Mamadou Moctar Thiam
Mrs. Jeanne Rousseau

Addendum to B,enda item 23

Annex 11

LIST OF DELEGATIONS

ETHIOPIA

Representative
I-LE. Mr. Tesfaye Gebre-Egzy

Alternate Representatives
Mr. Girma Abebe
Mr. Ayelework Abebe

INDIA

Representative
H.E. Mr. G. Parthasarathi

Alternate Representatives
Mr. Brajesh C. Mishra
Mr. K. Natwa1' Singh

CHILE

Represelltative
Mr. Javler Itlanes

Alternate Representative
Mr. Hernan Sanchez

BULGARIA

Representatives
H.E. Mr. Milko Tarabanov
Mr. Matey Karasimeonov
Mr. Barouch M. Grinberg
Mr. Ivan Peinirdjiev

AUSTRALIA

Representative
H.E. Mr. Patrick Shaw, C.B.E.

Alternate Representative
Mr. Dudley McCarthy, M.B.B.

Advisers
Mr B. B. Hickey
Mr. A. C. Wilson

The Colonial Secretary proposed that the British Guiana
Constitutional Conference should begin on 2 November.

The Fiji Constitutional Conference opened in London.
In Bermuda, a Joint Select Committee considering constitu

tional change submitted an interim report recommending
changes in the franchise and premised a furtber report later
this year.

The Colonial Secretary visited Aden where it was agreed
that a representative working party should meet in London
in early August to consider the agenda for a Constitutional
Conference to be held later in the year.

It was agreed that a constitutional conference on Mauritius
should be held in London in September.

i

lj
J
j

CAMBODIA

Representative
! H.E. Mr. Huot Sambath
I
; AlternateRepresentatives

Mr. Thoutch Vutthi
Mr. Chhuan Sambor

'I DENMARK

'I Representative
H.E. Mr. Hans R. Tabor

J Alternate Representative
j Mr. Skjold G. Mellbin

fl Adviser
,I Mr. Martin Kofod
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TUNISIA

Representatives
H.E. Mr. Taieb Slim
Mr. Sadek Bouzayen
Mr. Mohamed Gherib

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIAUST REpUBUCS

Representative
H.E. Dr. Nikolai Trofimovich Fedorenko

Alternate Representative
Mr. Pavel Fedorovich Shakhov

Advisers
Mr. Yury Evgenyevich Fotin (until July 1965)
Mr. Anatoli Vasilievich Grodsky

Expert
Mr. V. I. Gapon

UNiTED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

Representative
H.E. The Rt. Hon. Lord Caradon, G.C.M.G., x.cv.o,

Alternate Representative
Mr. F. D. W. Brown

Advisers
Mr. D. J. Swan
Mr. B. L. Barder
Mr. J. A. Scott
Mr. P. A. H. Hodgson

UNITED REpUBLIC OF TANZANIA

Representatives
H.E. Mr. J. W. S. Malecela
Mr. Mohammad AIi Foum
Mr. A. B. C. Danieli
Mr. E. P. Mwaluko

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

RejJresC1ltatives
H.E. Mrs. Marietta P. Tree
H.E. Mrs. Eugenie M. Anderson

Alternate Representatives
Mr. Dwight Dickinson
Mr. Christopher Thoron

Advisers
Mr. John M. Cates, Jr.
Mr. Ernest C. Grigg, III

URUGUAY

Representative
H.E. Mr. Carlos Maria Vehizquez

Alternate Representaiiue
Mr. Mateo Marques-Sere

VENEZUELA

Representative
H.E. Mr. Carlos Sosa-Rodriguez

Alternate Representative
Mr. Leonardo Diaz Gonzalez

YUGOSLAVIA

Represelltative
H.E. Mr. Danilo Lekic

Alternate Representative
Mr. Milos Melovski

Adviser
Mr. Rade Maksimovlc

Spedali::ed agencies

International Labollr Organisation
Mr. Philippe Blamont
Mr. F. M. Abdel-Rahman

FoodalldAgricllltureOrganisatiOll of the UnitedNations

Mr. Joseph L. Orr
Mr. Morris A. Green

United Nations Educational, SciClltijic and Cultural Organisa-
tion It
Mr. Arthur F. Gagliotti .
Miss Ruth Barrett ,

World Health Orgallisution
Dr. Rodolphe L. Coigney
Mrs. Sylvla Meagher

AI5

A/5

A/5
A/5

A/5

AI5

A/5

A/5

A/

AI.

AI

AI

A/l

CHECK. LIST OF DOCUMENTS El
Ol1ll1'f11Jliotu IJIK1 rl/l1I"lIc"

Official Records of the Gen-
eral Assembly, Sixteenth El
Session, SupplemC1lt No. 16 ,

Ibid., Sixtwlth Session, An- SI
neses, agenda item 97

SI

S/

Ibid., Seventeenth Session,
Annexes, addendum to
agenda Item 54

ius; addendum
item 25

to agenda

i SI
Ibid., Eighteenth Session, 1 S/

Annexes, addendum to
agenda item 23

Ibld., Eighteenth Session,Sup.
plement No. 14 .

Ibid., Eighteent!, Session, An-I
flexes. agenda items 49, 50,:: S/
51, 52, 53 and 54

Ibid., Nineteenth Session, An-:' S/
neses, annex No. 15 V,

11_

Report of the Special Committee 011 the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples

Report of the Special Committee on Terriories under Portuguese
Administration

Titl,

Report of the Sub-Committee on the Situation in Angola

Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples

Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples

Report of the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories

Dissemination of information in the Non-Self-Governing Territories
on the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun
tries and Peoples: report of the Secretary-General

Note by the Secretary-General and replies from Governments

Documellt No.

A/4978

A/5124

A/5160 and Add.l
and 2

A/5238

A/5446/Rev.1

A/5514

A/5523

A/5690 and
Add.!
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49, 50,t:

A/5860

A/5880

A/5882
A/5884

A/5885

A/5935

A/5936

A/5958

A/5959

A/5961

A/5962

A/6004

A/AC.l08/...

A/ACI09/.. ,

E/4024

E/TAC/L,337/
Add,22

S/5448

S/6094

S/6105

S/6124

S/6252

S/6258

S/6259

Title

Letter dated 28 October 1964 from the representative of the United Arab
Republic to the Secretary-General, transmitting the text of the
Declaration entitled "Programme for Peace and International Co
operation" adopted by the Second Conference of Heads of State or
Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held in Cairo from 5 to 10
October 1964

Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples

Implications of the activities of the mining industry and of the other
international companies having interests in South West Africa: report
of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Imple
mentation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples

Letter dated 22 January 1965 from the representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland addressed to the
Secretary-General. transmitting two notes from the British Embassy
in Madrid to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Spain

Letter dated 2 February 1965 from the Permanent Representative of
New Zealand to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Note by the Secretary-General
Status of the agenda of the nineteenth session: note by the President of

the General Assembly
Letter dated 16 February 1965 from the Permanent Representative of

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the United Nations ad
dressed to the President of the General Assembly

Note by the Secretary-General transmitting the report of the Common
wealth of Australia on the administration of the Trust Territory of
Nauru for the period from 1 July 1963 to 30 JUI 1964

Note by the Secretary-General transmitting the rep.• of the Common
wealth of Australia on the administration of the Trust Territory of
New Guinea for the period from 1 July 1963 to 30 June 1964

Report of the Secretary-General on Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland

Letter dated 30 August 1965 from the Deputy Permanent Representative
of Spain to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Note by the Secretary-General transmitting a letter dated 13 August 1965
'from the Permanent Representative of New Zealand to the United
Nations

Report of the United Nations Representative for the Supervision of the
Elections in the Cook Islands

Report of the Trusteeship Council (30 June 1964·30 June 1965)

Documents of the Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese
Administration

Documents of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples

Report of the Commission on Human Rights on its twenty-first session
(22 March-IS April 1965)

The Expanded Programme of technical assistance: the Programme for
1965-1966-Long term project descriptions: British Guiana

Report by the Secretary-General in pursuance of the resolution adopted
by the Security Council on 31 July 1963

Letter dated 8 December 1964 from the representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the President of
the Security Council

Letter dated 11 December 1964 from the representative of Yemen to the
President of the Security Council

Letter dated 23 December 1964 from the representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the President of
the Security Council

Letter dated 22 March 1965 from the representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the Secretary
General

Note uerbale dated 17 March 1965 from the Permanent 'Mission of
Yemen to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 25 March 1965 from the representative of Yemen to the
Secretary-General

OIuInlQliOIl$II"" ,el,..6""$
Mimeographed

Official Records of the Gen
eral Assembly, Nineteenth
Session, Amlexes, annex
No. 8 (part I)

tua, annex No. 15

tu«; annex No. 3

tu« annex Ne. 8 (part 11)

Ibid.
Ibid., Annexes, annex No. 2

Ibid" annex No. 8 (part 11)

Mimeographed

Ditto

ofjicial Records of the General
Assembly, Tsocniietb Ses
SiOII, AIl"exes, agenda item
23

Ibid., agenda items 23 and 24

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid., Twentieth Session, Sup- '
plemeni No. 4

Documents in this series are
mimeographed

Idem

Official' Records of the Eco
nomic and Social Council,
Thirty-ninth Session, Sup
plement No. 8

Mimeographed

Official Records of the Secu
rity COllncil, Eigltteenth
Year, Supplement for Octo
ber, November and Decem
ber 1963

tu«, Nineteenth Year, SIIP
plement for October, No
vember and December 1964

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid., Tssentletk Year, SliP
plement for Jtmuar», Febru
ary alld March 1965

Ibid.

Ibid.
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5/6265

5/6272

S/6276

5/6283

5/6294 and
Add.!

5/6300

5/6368

5/6412

5/6416

5/6460

5/6489

5/6490

5/6564

5/6565

S/6566

S/6567

5/6591

5/6617

S/AC.l4/3
T/1633

T/1635 and
Add.l

T/1636

Printed in U.S.A.

Till.

Letter dated 30 March 1965 from the representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the Secretary
General

Letter dated 5 April 1965 from the representative of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 7 April 1965 from the representative of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 12 April 1965 from the representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the Secretary
General

Letter dated 21 April 1965 to the President of the Security Council from
the representatives of Algeria, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African
Republic, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Democratic Republic
of the Congo, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Togo,
Tunisia, Uganda, United Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania,
Upper Volta and Zambia

Letter dated 23 April 1965 from the Chairman of the-Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
addressed to the President of the Security Council

Letter dated 18 May 1965 from the Chairman of the Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
addressed to the President of the Security Council

Letter dated 2 June 1965 from the Chairman of the Special Committee on
the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples ad
dressed to the President of the Security Council

Letter dated 5 June 1965 from the representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics to the Secretary-General

Telegram dated 17 June 1965 from the Chairman of the Special Com
mittee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples addressed to the President of the Security Council

Letter dated 30 June 1965 from the representative of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the President of the Security
Council

Report of the Trusteeship Council to ~he Security Council on the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands covering the period from 30 June 1964
to 30 June 1965

Letter dated 26 July 19-65 from the representative of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the President of the Security
Council

Letter dated 21 July 1965 from the Chairman of the Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
addressed to the President of the Security Council

Letter dated 21 July 1965 from the Chairman of the Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
addressed to the President of the Security Council

Letter dated 21 July 1965 from the Chairman of the Special Committee
on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples
addressed to the President of the Security Council

Letter dated 30 July 1965 from the representative of Yemen to the Presi
dent of the Security Council

Letter dated 13 August 1965 from the representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the Secretary
General

A note on uses of petroleum imports in South Africa
Note by the Secretary-General transmitting the report of the Government

of the United States of America on the administration of the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands from 1 July 1963 to 30 June 1964

Report on New Guinea submitted by the United Nations Visiting Mission
to the Trust Territories of Nauru and New Guinea, 1965

Report on Nauru submitted by the United Nations Visiting Mission
to the Trust Territories of Nauru and New Guinea, 1965

Obl"lIlJ/iMu IJM '''''.,".$
iu«

Ibid., Supplement for April,
May alld 1lI11e 1965

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid., Special SuPPlement
No. 1

Ibid., Supplement [or July,
AlIgust and September 1965

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Mirneographed
Mirneographed

See Official Record's of the
Trusteeship Council, Thirty
second Session, Supplement
No. 3

tu«, SUPPlement No. 2
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